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Formerly Kiesler
Hedy Lamarr arrived on
the Normandie yesterday
with an M-G-M contract
among her valuables. Miss
Lamarr actually is Hedy
Kiesler,
star of "Ecstasy,"
the Czechoslovakian
film
which has aroused a storm
of comment in this country.
In it, she bathes in the nude.
In it, she has an affair with
her celluloid lover wherein
the dramatic emphasis is conveyed by a long, large and
lingering closeup of Miss
Kiesler's head reflecting reactions suitable to the mood.
Some opinion has maintained
this is artistry. Others had
another name for it. Anyway, Miss Kiesler is in America and about to become a
member of the Hollywood
community.
K.

By BILL ORNSTEIN
Quality pictures, along the same
lines as those made at the company's
coast studios, will be the policy of
M-G-M's new British production
setup, Louis B. Mayer, production
head, stated yesterday on his arrival
on the Normandie after a threemonth tour of Amsterdam, Carlsbad,
Vienna, Paris, Prague, Budapest and
London.
"There will be no set production
Additional developments in radio yesterday on page 9
budgets,"
"That's
way we doMayer
it onadded.
the coast
and the
the
same policy will prevail in England.
MPTO
Will Plan
"Quality is first, cost is second."
television
in Europe,"
Motion Picture
Daily. Paley told
Mayer stated that there were no
definite number of pictures scheduled
At Board
Session
"The public reaction in England^ is
disappointing and the sale of receiv- abroad, but "we will make as many
ing sets reflects that. There are less as we can as soon as our organizaThe M.P.T.O.A. will map its
than 2,000 sets, despite the regular
tion is built up. The English gov- plans for a new campaign to obtain
broadcasts over BBC. These teleernment issupporting us enthusiastic- distributor cooperation on trade pracvision broadcasts were started more
ally and we are going along fine."
tice regulations at its board of direcVictor Saville has given up his
than a year ago and the size of the
tors' meeting in December, Ed Kuyimage is about 8 in. x 10 in., the same own company to join M-G-M, Mayer kendall, president, stated yesterday.
as ours.
said, "and he will handle only big
Kuykendall leaves for Philadelphia
Speaking for his own company, he pictures for
us." onMayer
expressed this morning, beginning a coast-to(Continued
page
4)
(Continued on page 9)
coast visit of important regional exhibitor units, which is scheduled to
Matthews, Hale May
be concluded just prior to the board
Report
Workers
Join Metro British meeting. During his tour he plans
to obtain exhibitor sentiment conAid
O.
May Seek C. I.
cerning the type of trade practice
London, Sept. 30. — Jessie MatIn the face of persistent reports,
thews and Sonnie Hale, her husband regulation needed, as indicated by local exhibitor problems throughout the
Cheever Cowdin, chair- and director, may sign with Metro
deniedman ofbytheJ.board
of Universal, that British following the completion of country. He will report back to the
approximately 150 employes at the "Sailing Along," their final picture board with his findings, and the orhome office will be let out tonight on their current G.B. contract.
ganization's future action along this
Victor Saville, formerly with G.B., line will be mapped accordingly by
was a widely circulated story yesterthe
board.
day that headquarters workers had joins Metro Monday. Earlier reports
While in New York this week
filed application for a C.I.O. charter. that "The Citadel" goes to Metro
(Continued on page 8)
Cowdin, referring to the number re- today were confirmed.
portedly discharged, called it
"hooey." Anne Berenholz, in charge
of film activities of the United Office and Professional
Workers, a
{Continued on page 7)
How
Mussolini
Did
It

After surveying television developiments in Europe during his sevenweek vacation tour of England,
IFrance, Scotland and Ireland, William
S. Paley, president of CBS, returned
yesterday on the N ormandie somewhat disappointed at the progress
made in that field of broadcasting. _
"I did an awful lot of observing
and talked to people responsible for

Heifetz

Signed

for

Goldwyn
Jascha
Heifetz has"Festival
been signed by
Samuel Goldwyn to appear in "The
Great Musical Festival," which is to
be produced in Technicolor next
May. This will be the internationally famous violinist's first screen appearance. He will leave the coast today for New York to begin a concert
tour. His first appearance for the
season will be at the Orchestra Hall,
Chicago, Oct. 24. He will perform
at Carnegie Hall here Nov. 3.

TEN

1, 1937

When Vittorio Mussolini came ashore, bound for Holllywood,
last week, as then reported by Motion Picture Daily, Hal Roach,
his announced partner and host for his Hollywood sojourn, said:
"He wrote the screen column for his father's paper. He was the
only one to knock Italian-made productions and praise American
films."
: .
Premier Mussolini owns and ' jj^ijttlishes // Popolo (Tltalia of
Milan, the publication to which the son of II Duce has been a
contributor. Motion Picture Herald has obtained translations of
some of young Mussolini's contributions.
In the May issue he wrote of the "strike move in Hollywood":
"The humoristic papers have found a new outlet for their quips
at the expense of celebrated stars and cinematographic magnates
(Continued on page 8)

Reentry

Stage
Not
Columbia

CENTS

Into

Field
General

Only

Change

Firm

to

Attitude

Columbia's announced decision to
re-enter the Broadway stage financing
field does not presage any general
change in attitude of other major
companies
toward
theeffect,
Dramatists'
Guild contract
now in
it was
ascertained yesterday by a check
with other large companies.
Of the seven producing companies
which declared that they would refrain
from financing plays after the adoption of the guild's new contract in
1935, Columbia appears to be the
only one which now declares a change
in attitude. Amplifying its statement
of the day before to the effect that
the company had decided to resume
play financing and had set up an appropriation for the purpose, a second
statement was issued by Columbia
yesterday removing any doubt concerning the place of the Dramatists'
Guild contract in the company's
plans. Yesterday's statement follows :
"As a further step in its play producing plans announced yesterdav,
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia
Pictures, today stated that the company is ready
to sign
the8) minimum
(Continued
on page
Producers
lATSE

Oppose
Film

Credit

Hollywood, Sept. 30. — It is understood here that producers will fight
to the limit the insistence of the I. A.
T. S. E. that its emblem be used on
the main titles of pictures.
Strategy mapping awaits the return of Louis B. Mayer, president of
the Producers' Ass'n., but the indications are that the I. A. T. S. E. demand for screen recognition will be
dropped
into the lap of the distribution companies.
Producers point out unofficially that
(Continued on page 8)

Educational
Net Up to Year's
$168,056
Educational Pictures, Inc., and
subsidiaries yesterday reported, for
the year ended June 26, 1937, a net
profit of $168,056.26, as compared
with a net profit for the previous
vear of $104,357.49. The figures were
included in the annual report mailed
to stockholders yesterday. The 1937
net is equal to $1.87 per share on
the common stock outstanding.
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Case

Denial

Filed by Electrics
A. T. & T., Western Electric and
Erpi filed joint denials in the U. S.
District Court yesterday in answer
to the $6,000,000 anti-trust suit
brought against them by Stanley K.
Oldden, as assignee of the Pacent
Electric Co.
The plaintif¥ alleges that the violations involve the manufacture of
sound film apparatus and parts. The
defendants assert that more than six
years have elapsed since the alleged
act and claim that the statute of limitations bars the present action. Dismissal of the suit with costs is asked.
Flash

Purely

Personal

Martin Ouigley
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
MAURICE KANN, Editor
J. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
TAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
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Previews

"Breakfast for Two" — Humor, sophistication and a wealth of eye-filling
indoor sets feature this story of a girl
rejuvenating the remnants of a once
proud family.

►

SUSSMAN, Harry H. BuxBILL
BAUM and JoE Lee of 20th Century-Fox conferred with Sam D.
CocALis, AloNROE Stein and Moe
Goldberg of the Cocalis circuit yesterday at the Tavern during lunch hour
and indications are that a new product
deal will be set with the circuit
shortly.
•
Rudy Vallee, Al Bernie, Elliott
Daniels, Neil Evans, El Delbridge,
Chet Bree, William Stan, Benjamin Barzume and Baron & Blair
left last night for Kansas City. Tonight Vallee will continue on to the
coast, via TWA, where he will open at
the Cocoanut Grove.
•
Louis Ansell, partner of F. & M.
in St. Louis ; Matt Schulter, head
film buyer, and Edward Arthur, executive, are in town on a number of
product deals. According to Harry
C. Arthur, they will remain until
the end of the World Series,
e
Whitford Drake, Erpi president,
will sail next Wednesday on the Queen
Mary for his annual conferences with
the company's British and Continental
representatives. He will be away a
month or six weeks, according to
present plans.
•
S. Millard of Golden Rock Films
of Gary, Ind., is in town to rent local
and nearby theatres for showing of
hygiene-educational pictures. He is
accompanied by George Florida.
•
Douglas MacLean, back from
Europe where he had embarked on a
play-viewing spree, gathered his
former eastern staff for luncheon at
the Algonquin yesterday.
•
Lita Grey Chaplin will be among
the guests of honor at the banquet to
be given Col. Edward Havemeyer
Snyder at the George Washington
Hotel tomorrow evening. .
•
Emanuel Silverstone, representative in America of Alexander Korda,
will leave today for a tour of the
midwest exchanges of United Artists.
Back in about a week.
•
Jack Warner, Jack Cohn, Dick
Merrill, Charles Boyer, Pat Patterson, Germaine Aussey and Gilbert Miller are sailing today on the
Normandie.
•
Arthur A. Lee, Clinton M.
White and Arthur Greenblatt of
G. B. will leave tonight to attend the
midwest regional meeting in Chicago
tomorrow.
•
Nat Liebeskind, managing director for RKO in the Argentine, arrived from Buenos Aires on the
Northern Prince late yesterday afternoon.
•
Samuel Goldwyn is due to arrive
from the coast the first week in N07
vember for the opening of "Hurriicy. cane" at the Astor on a two-a-day pol-

B-Bar-H to "2r
Charlie and Paul Bender,
the B-Bar-H cowpunchers, go
social next Tuesday night at
"21." It is to be the reunion
night with all the buckaroos
present and the Bender boys
as hosts. The pardners, or in
other words, those who get
close to nature on the Bender ranch near Palm Springs,
are to meet with cocktails,
food and cowboy songs free
for nothing, provided they
— the pardners — get an invitation.
The banquet will take the
form of a barbecue and no
horses will be admitted.

Get

Operators
5%

Pay

Raise

Chicago, Sept. 30. — Exhibitor representatives today agreed to grant

members
of the
Operators'
five per cent
wage
increase Union
startinga
October 1. Union officials will bring
this up for ratification at a general
meeting next Thursday. The union
had asked for a 20 per cent increase
but the present offer probably will
be accepted.
At a meeting to discuss the
union wage situation and other matters, Aaron Saperstein, president of
Illinois Allied, today told Motion
Picture Daily that he has been instructed by his organization to go
ahead with arrangements for the filing of a monopoly suit against Balaban & Katz. He promised an official
new apartment is prepared for his statement next week.
occupancy.
•
Republic Employes May Strike
Chicago, Sept. 30. — Film exchange
Jack Schlaifer, western division
manager for U. A., will be tendered union employes at the Republic Pictures exchange will strike Saturday
a testimonial dinner on Oct. 2 at the
unless exchange officials agree to pay
Congress Hotel in• Chicago.
the union scale, it was stated by
Patricia Ellis will arrive on the union officials today, who said that
Roma today. She recently completed all other exchanges here, both major
had granted inwork in Korda's "Paradise
for Two." and independent,
•
creases. Irving Mandel is manager
J. Cheever Cowdin is planning a of the local Republic exchange.
trip to the coast shortly. After that
Chicago Union Claims 800
he intends to sail for Europe.
•
Chicago, Sept. 30. — Peter Shayne,
Erin O'Brien Moore will be honor president, today stated that the Theatre Employees Union, Local B46,
guest at a party to be given by Leon
and Eddy Sunday night.
I.A.T.S.E., already has 800 ushers,
•
cashiers and doormen on its rolls and
Charles Vidor, director for B. P. expects to get a similar number
Schulberg, left for Hollywood last within the next 60 days. Most of
night via TWA.
the circuit employees in this classi•
fication have joined and higher wages
Harry Lavine, Republic franchise will be demanded when unionization
holder in Philadelphia, was in town throughout the city is complete.
yesterday.
•
William Kupper is in New Or- Conferences on U, A.
leans on 20th Century-Fox
business.
•
Howard Strickling will leave for
the coast Sunday or Monday.
Herbert Marshall is in town from
Hollywood. Holiday-making.
Charles R. Rogers will leave for
the coast today by plane.
Paul Lukas arrives today on the
Roma.
Myers

Silent

About

KuykendalVs
Stand
Washington, Sept. 30. — Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, refused to make formal comment today
when shown a copy of Ed Kuykendall's statement to the effect that the
M.P.T.O.A. would welcome cooperation from other exhibitor organizations and legislative remedies would
correct industry complaints unless
distributors made concessions.
Myers gave the impression that he
considered
Kuykendall's
more a restatement
of his remarks
position
than a direct bid for cooperation.
Wilcox

Buy Set for October
Conferences for the consummation
of a deal whereby Samuel Goldwyn
and Alexander Korda will purchase
the interest of Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford in
U. A. for $6,000,000 will be held on
the coast next month, it was stated
by a Goldwyn spokesman yesterday.
Korda is due with David Rose,
vice-president and financial adviser of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., from England
in a week or so and will continue on
to Hollywood to meet Goldwyn.

Sails Oct. 8

■ London, Sept. 30. — Herbert Wil"Publk Cmvhoy No. 1"— Cattle
cox, producer of, and Anna Neagle,
rustling brought up to date with the
star
of
"Victoria the Great," sail for
assistance of airplanes, radio and reNew York Oct. 8 on the Aquitania.
frigeration. An unusual western.
They are to be guests of the GovThese films will be reviewed in full
ernor-General ofCanada at a state
Si Seadler became the old moving
hi a coining issue of Motion Picture man yesterday. He has gone into a banquet at Ottawa on the 13th when
Daily.
hotel on a temporary basis while the the picture will have its premiere.

Schaefer

Goes

Greenthal

West;

to Follow

George J. Schaefer, U. A. general
sales manager, left New York for
Hollywood by train yesterday and
Monroe Greenthal, director of advertising and publicity, will follow by
plane today. They will be on the
coast about a week to view the company's new product, both finished and
unfinished.
Among the pictures they will see
will be : "The Adventures of Marco
Polo," "Hurricane," "The Goldwyn
Follies," "Nothing Sacred," "The AdSawyer," "Standventures of Tom
In" and "52nd
Street."
''100 Men"

Gets 3rd Week

"100 Men and a Girl" will be held
for a third week at the Roxy, starting today. "This Way, Please" will
follow
into the "Sophie
Criterion Lang
Oct. 6. Goes West,"
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Plan
Mayer's
{Continued from page 1)
confidence in Saville and said he was
impressed with his recent achievements.
Work on "Yank at Oxford" is expected to be completed in two weeks.
A decision on sending over additional
players from Hollywood will be
made at conferences with Nicholas
M. Schenck, the M-G-M production
head said.
Although Mayer has tentatively
set his departure for the coast for
Monday, he said he would try to get
away as soon as Schenck will let him
go. He was not definite as to
whether Al Lichtman would go to
England, stating that Lichtman was
waiting to talk to him about the trip.
"Business in England and on the
Continent is very good," Mayer asserted. The next picture to be made
at Denham <^*'idios will be "Shadow
on the Wing," which is slated to get
under way in two weeks.
Mayer was on a contract-signing
spree while abroad and on the
Nonnandie. He signed two performers on the French liner and several
others in various foreign cities. The
two he gave term pacts to are Heay
Lamarr, Viennese actress, who played
the lead in "Ecstasy," but as Hedy
Kiesler, and Grisha Goluboff, 14-yearold concert violinist, a native of California, who was returning after playing at the Salzburg Festival. Miss
Lamarr will leave for Hollywood in a
few days, while Goluboff will accompany the Mayer party west.
Contracted 15 in Europe
Walter Reisch, who wrote and
directed "Masquerade," also was a
passenger on the ship and he will
leave for the M-G-M studios in a
week.
L M. Nabel, agent, said that he
had closed with Mayer for 15 players
in Europe and eight in this country.
The 23 include opera singers, concert
stars and stage and screen talent.
The names will be announced as soon
as Mayer returns to the coast, according to Nabel.
Benny Thau, M-G-M production
executive, and Howard Strickling
were in the Mayer party. Thau said
he would leave for the coast in three
or four days.
"We have no plans for our own
studio in England," Thau declared.
"We are feeling our way slowly and
eventually plan to enter into a heavy
production schedule. All the pictures
to be made in England will be up to
the M-G-M standard. We haven't
completed plans on what we're going
to make there," he said. Taylor will
not return for another eight weeks.
He will remain in England for the
preview, Thau said. As for other
players going abroad, "that hasn't
been set yet."
M-G-M Finishing Shorts
Hollywood, Sept. 30. — M-G-M will
wind up its 1936-'37 program of short
subjects in October with four releases.
They are "Jungle Juveniles" and
"Sunday Night at the Trocadero,"
Oct. 2; "Rainbow Pass," Oct. 9, and
"Behind the Criminal," Oct. 14.

Normandie

Dock

Convention

for

It looked like a combination convention of M-G-M, Universal, Warners, 20th Century-Fox and RKO
at the French line pier early yesterday morning when the Normandie
locked
rities. with a group of film celeb-
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Looks

All
Mr.

Like

Majors
and

Mrs,

had
just Petrona"
completed for
a role
in "The
of Nini
Solar
Films Lie
in
France and that he planned to remain
in New York four days before leaving for Hollywood to start in "Food
Miss Henie looked charming. She
for
said Scandal."
she had visited London and Norway. It was a vacation with swimming, fishing and shooting grouse
taking up most of her time. No, she
didn't skate once. The 20th CenturyFox star left for the coast yesterday

M-G-M home office representatives
who were on deck to meet Louis B.
.Mayer, Benny Thau and Howard
Strickling included Al Lichtman,
Howard Dietz, Al Altman, Florence
Browning, Harry Bernstein, Ernest
Morrel, Mel Heyman and Milton
Weiss.
J. Cheever Cowdin, Charles R.
Rogers, Charles Ford, Marc Lachman, Paul Gulick and Beulah Livingstone staged a welcome party for
Danielle Darrieux, who arrived with
her husband, Henry De Coin.
The Warner contingent meeting
Fernand Gravet included Joseph Hummel and Mitchell Rawson.
Rutgers Neilson and Tack Lewis
were the RKO duo welcoming Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Earle Wingart met Sonja Henie.
Cameramen were all over the pier
and boat.

by plane to start work in "Bread,
Butter and
Rhythm." Jr., Back
Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, Jr., was among the first
to greet reporters on deck. He wanted
to leave by plane for Hollywood last

Sliip Docked Early
^ The boat docked at 7 :25 A. M.
Some of the reception committees
liadn't had their breakfasts, but every
one was in excellent humor. It was
an exciting morning for the customs
men, reporters, photographers and the
celebrities who were awakened at 5
A. M.
Mayer was feeling pretty brisk for
that hour of the morning. He posed
for a number of pictures with his wife
and Strickling and answered all questions put to him by reporters. He
looked thinner than when he sailed
three months ago with Joseph M.
Schenck, but he said he felt fine and

"U's"

French

the Universal studios to begin work
in "The Rage of Paris." Her last
picture
"Mayerling,"
which is
current was
at the
Filmarte. Universal
today will tender the foreign star a
cocktail party at the Pierre.
Gravet was accompanied by his wife
and Ad Schulberg. The Mervyn LeRoy star was mobbed on all sides
and took it graciously. He said he

Louis B. and Mrs. Mayer photographed on
the Normandie yesterday. Story on Mayer
and his trip starts on page 1. Photo by
Metropolitan Photo Service.
was anxious to get back to the coast
studios. Further details on his trip
abroad appear in another story in
these columns.
Miss Darrieux was overwhelmed by
the press. She said that she had
studied English for three months.
Several times an interpreter had to
assist her. She will remain here until Tuesdav and then will leave for

Import

Arrives

night. RKO wanted him to see "Having Wonderful Time" last night.
He was waiting for a wire from the
coast last night. Before the time
Motion Picture Daily went to
press, Fairbanks was still around,
waiting for his telegram with ducats
for the legitimate show, in which he
will appear in the screen version, and
with an American Airline ticket in his
pocket. He will get away today, however.
Criterion Pictures is still active,
Fairbanks said, although he is not
planning to appear in any more films
for the company. He said he still
holds a minority interest in it. After
he finishes his role in the RKO picture, Fairbanks, Jr., and is set to do
"Rupert of Hentzlau," sequel to "The
Prisoner of Zenda,"
for Selzneck
International. He was
away three
months and visited France, Austria
and England.
Ramon Novarro also was a passenger. He said he discussed the oossibility of making a picture in France
with producers in that country. He
is still looking for a suitable story
and intends to return to Paris in December, after he finishes another film
for Republic, to decide whether he
will accept the French proposal. He
plans to leave immediately for Hollywood to confer with H. J. Yates on
his next picture which, Novarro said,
will be a modern comedy.
Buchanan Slated for Play
Tack Buchanan, who produced four
pictures this year and plans six to
eight next season, arrived to appear in
"Between the Devil" for the Shuberts.
The play is scheduled to open in nine
days with Evelyn Laye opposite him.
Buchanan has his own film company,
Jack Buchanan Prod. His last picture was "Break the News," with
Maurice Chevalier and directed by
Rene Clair.
Cole Porter was ill and was rushed
off the pier. Mary Garden, scheduled
to arrive on the Normandie, was not
among the passengers. Lew Wertheimer, who appeared on the passenger list, has been in California for
three weeks.

Danielle Darrieux, under long-term contract to Universal, as she arrived on the Normandie yesterday. The welcoming committee consists of J. Cheever Cowdin (left) and
Charles R. Rogers (right). Photo by Cosmo-Sileo.

Jack Cohn was among the visitors.
He said he came down to meet Mayer,
but the only words he got in _ while
the M-G-M executive was trying to
get his passport details straightened
out were "Hello, how are you and
how was the trip?"
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British

Reels
The

Quarrel
Horror

Over
Scenes

London, Sept. 22. — A sharp controversy has arisen over the inclusion
of so-called "horror" shots of casualties in the recent bombing of Shanghai by Japanese planes in the Chinaconflict, in the British newsJapanese
reels.
Francis L. Harley has made an official statement on behalf of British
Aiovietone News deprecating "the exhibition of horrific films or horrific
incidents." Harley's statement followed the inclusion of grim episodes
in recent issues of the Paramount and
Universal reels.
Harley's statement says : "It is no
part of a newsreel's function to shock
or horrify any section of its audiences.
The horrors of war are too recent a
memory for the unexpurgated details
of the Shanghai bombing to add anything to the public's detestation of
war."
Producers' Responsibility Cited
"The privilege of conducting a
newsreel carries with it considerable
responsibility," he further says. "We
are charged with the duty of showing
news faithfully and reporting it sincerely, but we have also to consider
the susceptibilities of our audiences
and should strive to give them their
entertainment without outraging their
feelings."
Part of the controversy centered
between G. T. Cummins, editor of
British Paramount News, and Jeffrey Bernerd of Gaumont British
News.
Bernerd, whose reel showed the
devastation caused by the raid, but
did not include the grim pictures of
casualties which caused comment in
the Paramount reel, has gone record that "to show the ghastly destruction of human beings is letting down
the exhibitor. It is not going to stop
war." Bernerd declared that the people who should see the full reel are
rulers like Chamberlain, Hitler, Mussolini and Roosevelt, not people who
want entertainment for themselves and
their children.
Cummins
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Defends Realism

Retorting, Cummins claims the same
right for newsreels as for newspapers
to record "the trends and events of
this amazing world." He quotes theatre managers as saying that the public has highly praised the Paramount
reel, as a salutary proof of what war
on civilians means.
An official statement from Paramount justified the scene showing the
bodies of air raid victims being gathered into lorries, and other gruesome
features of their picture by the claim
that,
"The task of a newsreel in reporting a war is to show the war as it is,
rather than as a glorious pageant of
embattled chivalry."
The general comment is that the
reels are doing a public service in
telling the truth, and the shocked reaction of audiences support this view.
At newsreel houses the scenes were
indicated as "not suitable for children."

Newsreel

Parade

Report "t/" Workers
May Seek C.LO, Aid
(.Continued from page 1)

C.I.O. affiliate, said no statement on
the
situation
cut
show
scenes
on
the
New
Orleans
until
today. could or would be made
Movietone News
Cotton Exchange with prices fluctuatVol. 20, No. 6
The air was rife with an assorting because of heavy rains. Interest(20th Century- fox)
ing, but not outstanding. Aerial views
ment of rumors
regardingpolicy.
Universal's
retrenchment
One
Scenes of a Japanese encircling are shown of Boulder Dam and Shiva admitted
maneuver around Shanghai defenses Temple, the plateau in the Grand concerned C. M. Woolf, managing director of National Film Distributors,
occupies the lead position in this is- CanyoUj where Mark Hawley, sciensue. Ihe material otters soldiers and
company already finantist, has been making studies of ani- Ltd., English
their armaments with plenty of sound
cially interested in Universal. The
mal life. A good number.
ettects. This is followed by shots
Some footage is devoted to W. C. report was Woolf was about to acquire a heavier interest in the comof Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambas- Fields getting ready to make a scene
sador, letting the League of Nations
pany, which suggested this might dein a picture. It's good for several
velop through N. L. Nathanson,
in Geneva have the "inside" on laughs.
president
of the Famous Players
J apanese invasion.
Shots of Justice Black being be- Canadian Corp., who is reputedly
"Old Faithtul" performs for the
sieged by reporters on shipboard are close to Woolf and who had been
Presidential party in Yellowstone
timely,
but not particularly absorb- mentioned earlier as a possible new
Park in the News of the Nation diing. Scenes showing President Roose- factor in Universal. Nathanson alvision. This is followed by scenes of
velt in \ ellowstone Park are beautiready has denied any such intent.
Justice Black disembarking at Norful. He is also shown speaking at
lolk, the spectacular launching of a the Grand Coulee Dam.
Of this
Cowdin
said : "I spoke
Great Lakes freighter and the highly
London
twice
on Wednesday.
It wasto
Running time without the Minga- about exhibition of our product in
exciting blasting of a mountain in
lone sequence, 7 mins.
J.
England; the matter you mention did
V\^isconsin, with 20,000 pounds of explosives set off to do the job. New
chapeaux for the women are seen on Pat he News
notTied
come inup."with this angle was a
lovely models through one of Vyvyan
further report that Universal would
distribute 10 British pictures a year
Doniier's novel frames. The Ritz Vol. 9, No. 21
here.
Cowdin again denied.
{KKO)
Brothers in
cuttheup Hollywood
on Sid Grauman's
sidewalk
Spotlight
U. S. Supreme Court Justice Black
sequence. Hunting dog trials on takes the spotlight in this reel. Not
San Francisco, Sept. 30. — James
Long Island, well filmed, fill Ed only does he dodge the Ku Klux Klan R. Grainger, general sales manager
ihorgersen's spot. Lew Lehr calls question to reporters on his return of Universal, left for New York tothe bowling shots made by a chim- from Europe, but Grand Dragon J. night.
S. Baskin in New York cleverly
panzee.
ine entire reel is first-rate with evades similar interrogations on the
many dramatic moments and interest- same subject.
ing subjects.
on
ed''Ecs
Court
in tasy"
Argu
Audrey iownsend, debutante, leads Ban
Appeal
Running time, lOj^ mins. P.
a group of mannikins in a fashion
Albany, Sept. 30. — The appeal of
display of afternoon and evening Eureka Prod., Inc., from the New
gowns for the fall season. Silver, York censors' ban on "Ecstasy" was
News of the Day
gold
and black are the predominating heard today by the Appellate DiviVol. 9, No. 204
sion. The film was banned in March,
colors.
rationNoel
capably. Mills handles the nar(M-G-M)
1936, and an appeal was taken by
President Roosevelt's western tour
Byron Nelson, clinching the $12,- Eureka to the Commissioner of
and the return of Associate Justice 000
golf tournament at Belmont, Education, who upheld the ban the
Black from Europe provide the news
Mass.,
bests Henry Picard in a pour- following September.
high spots of the midweek release of
Henry Pearlman, attorney for
ing rain. Clem McCarthy describes
this reel. The President's travels are the last round of the match.
Eureka, based his appeal on three
depicted against the sCenic backGilbert Seldes, recently appointed
(1 ) an
thatindecent
the filmor isimmoral
an argrounds of Yellowstone Park and the CBS television director, states that groundstistic :and not
Bonneville Dam country and rate as television is proceeding on a straight
work; (2) that the censors applied
an interesting record. Justice Black's course and has no hurdles to jump. the wrong principles of law in banarrival in Norfolk, where he is bening it, and (3) that the refusal of
He adds that CBS has been experisieged by reporters intent upon obthe state to permit its showing after
menting
privately
with
the
device
and
taining astatement concerning his Ku
its importation had been approved by
Klux Klan affiliations, is of interest when it is ready it will not take the Federal authorities was in unlawful
primarily because of the front page place of films or radio, but will be interference with foreign commerce.
a third type of entertainment as satattention being given the incident.
Decision was reserved.
isfactory as the other two.
The League of Nations protest to
Professor F. K. Kirsten tests a
Japan against the bombing of civil- model plane using rotary blades inBank Suit Dismissed
ians in China is covered briefly. There
stead of wings and propeller and preOmaha, Sept. 30. — The Omaha
is a shot of Vittorio Mussolini's arrival
dicts a new era in aviation at Seattle, National
at the Hal Roach studio in Culver
bank's foreclosure suit on
Wash. The bumper grape harvest the closed 3,000-seat Paramount has
City where he is greeted by the Our
been dismissed without prejudice by
Gang youngsters. Sporting events and annual festival in Rome is pictured
in
all
its
splendor.
The
dynaDistrict Judge Frank Dineen to
make up the remainder of the release
miting of Wolf Creek Pass, Col., to formally return control of the house
and include the International Masters' make way for a new highway also to the A. H. Blank interests. No
tennis matches, a women's track meet
The reel closes with Presi- date has been set for reopening.
and a tryout of a new type racing car. is shown.
dent Roosevelt making a speech at
The release is lacking in any particu- the dedication of the new $50,000,000
lar "punch" clip and, in this review- dam at Bonneville, Ore. A routine Byron Nelson taking the honors at
er's opinion,
falls short of average release.
Belmont, Mass. ; scenes at the Pendlenewsreel
interest.
Running
time,
7^^
mins.
O.
ton Roundup
and "Lucky"
Teeter
Running time, 8 minutes. K.
scaring
the grandstand
at Trenton,
N. J. with his daredevil troupe of
car wreckers take care of the sporting
Universal Newsreel
Paramount News
end. Other sequences show an acroNo. 17
Vol. 9, No. 602
bat doing his stuff blindfolded in Be(Universal)
{Paramount)
lair, Cal. ; a racing car upsetting on
At the start of the reel are the
For the most part the clips in the a new track in Hammond, Ind. ; the
mid-week
issue of this reel lean towords "Mingalone stuff later." This
festivalholding
in Lodi,a Cal.
; Chicago's
ward thrilling action and excitement. wine
Chinatown
funeral
for its
means that shots of the spectacular
mayor
;
fire
in
a
meat
packing
plant,
flight in Maine of Al Mingalone tied The makeup is good and the cutting
to a lot of small balloons will be in- brings out the high spots.
also in Chicago ; and New York police rookies going through various
serted. The continuity sheet says
The livest piece of pictorial reporthe will be interviewed by Gabriel
ing shows Justice Black returning drills and stunts at Madison Square
Heatter.
from Europe. He lands at Norfolk, Garden.
The six numbers in the reel as now but says nothing. A golf match with
Running time, 9 mins.
P.
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Bargaining

Reentry

Into
How

Stage
Not

Field
General

(Continued from page 1)
basic agreement
the Dramatists'
Guild.
He further ofannounced
that he
was ready to enter production this
season."
Several producer sources expressed
bewilderment over the reference to
the "signing" of the guild's minimum
basic agreement, pointing out that
contracts are not made with the guild
but are made between producers and
playwrights. The general assumption,
however, was that the company would
agree to the guild's terms in any producing itundertook.
Spokesmen for Paramount, Warners, M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox,
RKO and Universal, the other companies who stated they would discontinue play financing in protest against
the new guild contract, were emphatic
in declaring that their attitude had
undergone no change and no production financing would be undertaken
by them during this Broadway season.
Columbia Intention Doubted
Several responsible quarters expressed doubt that Columbia would
actually re-enter the Broadway financing field, suggesting that the announcements to that effect were in the nature

Mussolini

Did

Is Opened

it

(.Continued from page 1)
with the habitual Havana cigar in their mouths, and the public
are given a further proof of the lack of intelligence and seriousness to be found in the mass of people who live in the California
Mecca. Is this an effect of the sun/"
Answering his own hypothetical question as to what the rest of
the world would do if Hollywood closed down for a year, "a kind
of flood without the ark, which would be blessed by a goodly
few . . . never again to see the ears of Clark Gable, or Dietrich's
legs, or Garbos feet, or Joan Crawford's mouth, or Katharine
Hepburn's nose, or Luise Rainer's eyes, or Goldwyn's and Ziegfeid s Dallet girls." Mussolini considered the case of each European
country and wound up with this regarding Italy:
"Jfernaps in the space of five or six years we may get ahead.
In any case we are equipped and ready. We are working at full
swing and more enthusiastically, and we shall soon fill Cine City.
Even the smallest capitalists will have an opportunity of doing
their part and of making an economic film. Thousands of people
will find work and thousands will work in the constructive part.
Many prejudices will be done away with and the greatest liberty
will be conceded from an artistic point of view. . . . Our orders
must then be to first effectively conquer the favor of the Italian
public before we upset things abroad."
Again, a week later:
"There are several persons who are interested that our cinematographic industry should proceed more vigorously on its way,
learning everything that is best to be learned, squeezing the
intelligence of cinema maniacs, abandoning all aesthetic dissertations and expressing in true cinematographic language of its
own the new power of Rome."
MPTOA
At

Will

Plan

Session of Board
(Continued from page 1)
Kuykendall conferred with a number
of "bargaining gestures" for an un- of distribution executives on the subdisclosed talent or production maject of trade practices, but stated yesterial acquisition now in work.
terday that he was unable to discuss
Cohn could not be reached for com- the results at this time.
ment on these statements.
In Philadelphia today Kuykendall
The Bureau of New Plays, which
may
the exhibitors'
was sponsored by the seven com- strikediscuss
against
Paramountbuyers'
with
panies, including Columbia, as an U.M.P.T.U. officials with a view
agency for discovering new plays and
the exhibitor organiplaywrighting talent on their with- to bringing
zation and the company together.
drawal from the Broadway scene, yes- Kuykendall said yesterday, howterday announced the opening of its
ever, that he had not been resecond play competition. Awards are
by either side to attempt to
made for the best six plays submitted effect aquestedsettlement,
but that the
by accredited students during the sea"strike,"
naturally,
would
be one of
son.
the topics of discussion and that if
he could aid in effecting any agreeJack Cohn Sailing
ment between the two parties he
Jack Cohn, vice-president of Col- would be willing to do so.
umbia, sails on the Norrnandie today
Kuykendall will go to Memphis for
on what he yesterday described as his the Tri-States M.P.T.O. convention
usual annual trip abroad.
next week, and thereafter to New
One of the purposes concerns Col- Orleans, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver, Salt
umbia's plans for British quota pictures under the impending Films Act. Lake City, Dallas, Atlanta and PineCohn will be gone about three weeks. hurst. His trip will end in the latter
city on Dec. 6 at the convention of
the M.P.T.O. of North and South
"Horizon" Gets $88,000
"Lost Horizon" garnered approxi- Carolina. The M.P.T.O.A. board
mately $88,000 in its first week at the meeting, the date for which has not
Music Hall. "Stage Door" will start yet been set, will be held shortly
an indefinite engagement next Thurs- thereafter.
day.

Producers

Oppose

lATSE
Film Credit
(Continued from page 1)
it would publicize the I. A. T. S. E.
and the A. F. of L. before every theatre-goer inAmerica, and probably involve
the
industry in the current tanC. I.glep.between
the A. F. of L. and the
Major studios are giving screen
credit to the American Society of
Cinematographers, whose collective
bargaining contract for first cameramen has several more years to run.
Mayer's arrival in Hollywood, scheduled next week, is expected to be followed by a visit of George Browne,
I. A. T. S. E. president, who has been
represented by William Bioff.
Court

Halts

SEC

Hearing
on

Coast

Hollywood, Sept. 30. — William R.
Ringer, special trial examiner, opening the hearing on the petition of
the Screen Writers Guild to be determined sole collective bargaining
agency for film writers in the first
case involving application of the
Wagner Act to the industry on the
west coast today overruled objections
of producer attorneys and Screen
Playwrights, Inc., to the introduction
of evidence in the action and took
under advisement motions of the producers and playwrights to dismiss the
entire proceedings.
Arguments
for the
dismiss were featured
by motion
an attackto upon
sections of the Wagner Act by Neil
McCarthy, attorney for the Playwrights, which already holds a collective bargaining agreement with the
producers and writers. McCarthy declared, among other objections, that
the Wagner Act, if applied in this instance, would violate the Federal
Constitution by depriving playwrights
of liberty and freedom as granted by
the playwright-producer pact.
Bearing the brunt of the producer
arguments against the proceedings
was Walter TuUer of the law firm of
Omelveny, TuUer and Myers, representing Paramount ; Milton Schwartz
of Loeb, Walker and Loeb, representing the MPPDA, and Pat Casey for
Universal,
MGM, Republic and Samuel Goldwyn.
The first day was devoted to legal
skirmishing in which producers lost a
minor point when attorneys failed to
have each case argued separately,
studio by studio.
F&M

Poll Finals

Monday

St. Louis, Sept. 30. — Final reports
in the popularity poll being conducted
by Fanchon & Marco in conjunction
with the St. Louis Star-Times are expected to be released next Monday.
They will reflect the results of more
than 50,000 replies to questionnaires.
Tabulation of the first 40,000 replies show Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
and Shirley Temple holding leads.

on

Company
Disclosures
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Sept. 30. — Declaring
that the S.E.C. may not arbitrarily
force a corporation to disclose information regarding its setup where
to do so might result in irreparable
injury, the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals today held that corporations have the right to invoke
the jurisdiction of the courts to prevent such disclosure.
The decision was rendered on an
appeal of three corporations which
contested the right of the S.E.C. to
Aarons Reports Gains
force them to disclose information rePhiladelphia Golf
Philadelphia, Sept. 30. — George other data.garding salaries, gross sales and
P. Aarons, secretary of the local
Play Starts Today U. M.P.T.O., returned today from
The S.E.C. had held hearings in
Philadelphia, Sept. 30. — Several Pittsburgh where he addressed the each case and had ruled that dishundred film men will tee off tomor- M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsylvania.
closure of the information was in the
row morning for the annual Variety He reported 100 theatres in the west- public interest and, when the matter
Club golf tournament at the Whiteern group had joined in the power reached the court, asked that the
marsh Country Club. All players are of attorney idea for Paramount buy- cases be dismissed.
supposed to be ready to start between
In its decision, the court said the
ing established by the Philadelphia
commission
was wrong in thinking
11 o'clock and 2 o'clock.
group.
that it was the intent of Congress
In the evening there will be a dinner with entertainment, and prizes will
that it should refuse requests for con''Love Me" Retitled
be distributed. Milton Rogasner is
fidential treatment without a hearing,
chairman of the arrangements comand held that "it is fundamental that
Hollywood,
Sept.
30.
—
"Don't
Lead
mittee.
with Your Heart" is the new title of the property rights of the citizens
A number of men are expected from the Grand National film formerly may not be put in jeopardy or deNew York.
known as "Love Me Again."

Wall

Street

20th-Fox Best Gain on Board
Open High Low Close Change
Net
21Vs 2V/s 21 21
Col
Cons
2ys 2/8
2^ 2%
'/2
SVi 8.54 --I- V4
9
pfd. SV2 175/2
Cons.,
EG.
K
T. E... 175
19^ l97/s 175
19li 175
191/2 + V2
Loew's .... 72 72Vi 7154 72^ -f ?4
Para
WYs 18S/i 17^, 17% — Vi
Para. 2
16.Vg 16S/i 163/^ 16}^ — Va
Pathe
iVi m
8
8 — !4
RKO
654 6V2
eVs 6'A —V%
20th C.-Fox 29?^ 30Vi 295^ 30^ -f- 54
20th, pfd.... 36!4 37'/^ 36/2 i1V2 +1
Warner . . . W/i 11}4 10^4 lOJi —
Liqht Curb Movement
Open High Low Close Change
G. N
214 214 2^
2Yi +NetVs
Sentry
Vs, 2 Vs
V& 1%H + Ve
Sonotone . . 1|4
154
Tech
255/i 2554 2S% 25^ — Vi
Trans-Lux
3^
354
3% — Vi
Warner Bonds Up 2 Points
High Low Close Change
Keith B. F. 6s '46 9654 9554 9554 —Net54
Loew's
9914 99
9954 -1-54
Paramount
3s '55B'way 675i 6754 6734 + Vf,
Paramount Pict.
6s '55
100
100 —Vt
Warner
Bros. 6s 100
'39 wd
8851 87^ 875i +2
(Quotations at close of Sept. 30)
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Asserts

in

Lags,
Paley

(Continued from page 1)
said : "CBS has been broadcasting
television intermittently for some
time. We will soon make an announcement, probably in two or three
weeks, of more permanent plans.
"Eventually we plan regular television periods, but the date when we
will begin is not set. However, our
announcement will include the date.
"We have taken over the tower of
the Chrysler Bldg., for the installation of a television transmitter. We
are also expanding the number of
radio broadcasts from Europe. CBS
will open another office on the Continent, but where it will be located I
cannot say at this time."
Among the drawbacks of television
abroad, Paley pointed out, are the
cost of sets— from $350 to $400 in
England — and the small size of the
image.
"The program problem is the most
important factor in television in this
country," he said. Television will
come under F.C.C. regulation, as does
radio, Paley asserted. He plans to
leave for the coast later in the year.
N,
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A. B. Committees

Are Named
by Elmer
Washington, Sept. 30. — President
John Elmer of the National Ass'n of
Broadcasters, stated today that he had
named a state committee following a
poll of membership.
The purpose of the committee is to
facilitate the national functioning of
the organization. It is composed of
one member from each state and territory. Each four states are grouped
to form a district presided over by
one of the committeemen. To date
seven of twelve district chairmen have
accepted ; also 36 state men.
Alfred J. McCosker of WOR will
represent New Jersey and Harold E.
Smith of WOKO will represent New
York.
Elmer also said the engineering
committee would have Paul Loyet,
WHO, Des Moines, as chairman.

A.F.M. Pact Near
It is possible that today
will see the completion of the
drafting of the standard
agreement for the hiring of
musicians by the networks.
Officials of the A. F. M. and
the networks convened yesterday for the purpose and
will continue their deliberations today.

Talmadge

and

Jessel

Series Agreed Upon
After almost a full year of negotiating, the Redfield-Johnstone agency
has finally completed the setup for
the Norma Talmadge-Georgie Jessel
show. A dozen sponsors will participate in the series.
The series is titled "30 Minutes in
Hollywood," and will be broadcast
over 29 stations of the Mutual network. Crawford Clothes will sponsor the show over WOR. The
Oklahoma Power and Light Co. will
sponsor over six stations in that
state; Geffers & Sattler over seven
stations on the west coast; Gobbels
Brewing Co. over seven stations in
Michigan, and nine other sponsors in
as many other cities.
The program will originate from
the studios of KHJ in Los Angeles.
Wilson

Leaves

CBS;

Joins Maxon
Agency
Robert Wilson, Jr., for the past
seven years CBS sales representative
for the Philadelphia territory, has resigned from the network to accept a
position as director of radio for the
Maxon agency. He will assume his
new duties some time next week.
Maxon has two accounts now on
the air with programs, Heinz & Co.,
whose "Magazine of the Air" series
is offered over CBS, and the General Electric Co., sponsors of the
"Hour of Charm" over NBC. Wilson willrectorbeof radio.
the agency's inaugural diMcNinch

Will

Take

i

Radio
New

Personals^

On

Shows
the

Air

<<CMILING" ED
McCON^ NELL, injured recently in an
automobile accident, will be back on
his program Sunday. . . . Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd will appear

"Kate Smith Hour"
The new "Kate Smith Hour" got
off to a glittering, Kleig-lighted start
last night, with the southland songon
the
inaugural
"Hobby
Lobby"
Hudson Motor Car Co. show Oct. 6.
bird getting a star-studded procession
. . . Frazier Hunt will be a guest which included Tallulah Bankhead,
speaker on the opening Dr. Dafoe Henry Fonda, Sport Champions Barbroadcast Oct. 4. . . .
ney Ross, Lou Gehrig, Ralph Guldahl,
+
Charlie Kurtzinger, Lew Ambers,
Glenn Cunningham, Archie San RoBillyton"Baar,
Bursketches whose
were "Grandpa
a well known
mani, Henry Jeffra and Jack Miller's
radio attraction, has returned from orchestra and Henry Youngman.
The new hour threatens to steamEngland, where for the past seven
roller over any and all opposition,
months he has been broadcasting for
which
principally the Rudy
BBC . . . Barry Wood has been Vallee means
Hour over NBC. Judging
signed under CBS artists bureau
last night's guest cast, and the
management . . . Irving Reis, who re- from
for next week, the Genturned recently from Europe, will re- one announced
eral Foods purse strings can and will
sume his direction of the "Columbia
Workshop" for the program of Oct. open
wider the
thanpreponderance
Standard Brands'.
Despite
of guest
10 . . . Lucrezia Bori will give her
first radio concert of the season on talent the show belongs principally to
Kate. A Trojan for work, she offered
the Ford
Evening
Oct.
10 . . ."Sunday
Abe Lyman
will beHour"
Jack three songs, delivered most of the
commercials, partly served as
Benny's program guest Sunday . . . "emmcee" and was in and out, mostly
Richard Arlen will appear on the
"Bakers' Broadcast" Sunday along in, of the script throughout.
Tallulah Bankhead and Henry
with Walt Disney . . .
Fonda delivered a scene from the
+
teary tion"Camille."
Fonda's
interpretaof the role of
Armand
was a
Beginning Oct. 7, the Vallee program will be aired from Hollywood . . . trifle too austere for that impetuous
Rudy, incidentally, will act as emcee
on the Chase & Sanborn program lover but the husky-voiced Tallulah
Oct. 7, permitting Don Ameche to played the tragic Lady of the Camillias in the grand manner.
take an additional week's vacation . . .
The sport champions spoke briefly,
Billy Swanson has signed the Andrews
Sisters to sing with his orchestra . . . very fortunately, but their presence
gave an electric touch to the show.
Abe Lyman will begin his fifth con- Henry Youngman had a particularly
year of "Waltz
casts secutive
today over
the Red Time"
networkbroad. . . good script.
Kate Smith is presented Thursday
Al Kavelin, back from an extended
musical tour, has organized a new from 8 to 9 P. M. over CBS. General Foods sponsors for Swan Down
orchestra and is now auditioning the
unit. 'Tis said the band boasts some Cake Flour and Calumet Baking Powder. Young & Rubicam is the agency.
new
musical
features
. . .hospital
Jane Pickens'
mother
is out
of the
. . .
More NBC Shifts on Coast
Bernie
Cummings'
band is recording
for
Decca
. . . Al Goodman
will take
San Francisco, Sept. 30. — Further
over the "Hit Parade" on CBS Oct. readjustments in NBC west coast per2, marking tlie seventh time he will
sonnel have been made by Don E.
have appeared in this series . . .
Gilman,
vice-president. Sydney Dixon
+
succeeds Harry F. Anderson as west
Horace Heidt and his band have coast sales manager, Anderson resignbeen booked into the State for the
ing to become business manager of the
week of Oct. 7. He will be followed Honolulu Advertiser. William B.
by Joe Lewis and Wini Shaw the Ryan will be sales manager in San
following week, the Salici Puppets the Francisco.
week after and then Ted Lewis and
his musicians.
Brusiloff on WMCA Show

F. C, C. Oath Today
Washington, Sept. 30. — Frank R.
McNinch, appointed last month to be
chairman of the F.C.C, today anWorld Series Games
nounced that his resignation as chairman of the Federal Power CommisOffered to Networks
sion will become effective immediateRoss to Head New Program
With the National and American
ly and that he will take the oath of
David Ross will head a new CBS
League pennant races run, Judge K. office as a member of the F.C.C.
M. Landis, high commissioner of the tomorrow at noon.
game, has offered the World Series
McNinch made it clear that he sustaining period titled "Your Birthday Party"
3. Freddie
Rich's
broadcast privileges on a sustaining would make no immediate statement orchestra
and Oct.
a choral
group will
be
basis to the three national chains.
offered in support. The series will
of his plans for his new work.
It is presumed that the New York
be heard Sundays from 8:30 to 9
P. M.
key stations, WABC, WOR, and
CBS to Add WRDW, Atlanta
either one or both of NBC's stations,
WJZ and WEAF, will take the
CBS will add another station to the
"Farm Hour" in 10th Year
games. They will be offered across network Oct. 31, when WRDW, Aug"The National Farm and Home
the networks, of course, but it can
usta, Ga., joins the web. The stanot be determined until later how
Hour,"
will celebrate its 10th year
tion is owned and operated by the
many of the affiliated stations will Augusta Broadcasting Corp. and is over NBC networks Oct. 2. A total
care to disrupt their commercial managed by W. J. E. Reynolds. It of 70 NBC-Blue stations broadcast
the program each weekday at 12 :30
schedules to accept the games.
has a daytime power of 250 watts P.M.
nights, and a night power of 100
Olson Has New Program
watts.
Tony Cabooch Joins WHK
The Olson Rug Co. is sponsoring
a new morning series over WEAF
Des Moines, Sept. 30. — Tony
WELI Picks Furgason & Aston
only, Wednesdays from 9:30 to 9:40
Cabooch, comedian for the past year
A. M. The contract is for eight
Furgason & Aston, Inc., have been over WHO, will leave WHO Oct. 1
weeks. Presba, Fellows and Presba appointed national representatives of and go to Cleveland to join the artists
staff of WHK.
is the agency.
WELI, New Haven.

Nat Brusiloff's orchestra will provide the background
forOct.
WMCA's
new variety
show starting
3 from
9:30 to 10 P. M., and to be heard
six times weekly thereafter. Madison
Personal Loan Co. is sponsoring.
Jane Clifton, Bob Parker and Don
Kerr also will be heard on the show.
Renew "Revelers" Program
The Revelers, currently broadcasting over WJZ only for Richardson &
Robbins, Inc., have been renewed for
further broadcasting by the sponsor.
They are lieard Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from 6 :35 to 6 :45 P. M.
The agency is Charles W. Hoyt.
Dr. Damrosch to Resume
Dr. Walter Damrosch will resume
his NBC
"Music
Appreciation
for
the 10th
consecutive
seasonHour"
over
the Blue and Red networks Oct. 15,
from 2 to 3 P.M.
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Prowling

Philadelphia

Appeal

Is Set

Back

Philadelphia, Oct. 1. — Paramount's
appeal from the decision of
St. Louis
Vote
the U. S. District Court here dismissing its injunctive action against
local exhibitors participating in a
Neighborhoods for Duals "buyers' strike" against the company
may not be heard by the U. S. CirAs Count Nears End
cuit Court of Appeals until midweek,
according to indications today.
St. LouiSj Oct. 1.— Tabulation of
The appeal was set for hearing toabout 40,000 of the more than 50,000
day, but the condition of the court calvotes cast in the Fanchon & Marco
endar indicates that the case may not
film and star preference poll shows be reached for several days. The
that first run patrons prefer single bills lower court dismissed the case withwith stage shows and shorts and
out prejudice on the grounds of lack
neighborhoods want double bills.
of jurisdiction. Paramount is seeking
Clark Gable, Robert Taylor and a permanent injunction restraining the
William Powell were leading for actor exhibitors from concerted action in
preferences in that order, and Myrna their protest activities against the
Loy, Loretta Young and Claudette company.
Colbert were at the top of the \'oting
for actresses. Child stars were
headed by Shirley Temple, Jane
Withers and Freddie Bartholomew. Briggs in Sale of
Neighborhood audiences placed Mick700 Pathe Shares
ey Rooney ahead of Bartholomew.
First run patrons prefer musical
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
comedies, comedies and love romances
with gangster and war pictures far
Washington, Oct. 1.— Disposition
behind. Neighborhoods favor musical by J. Henry Briggs, New York, of
comedies, comedies and detective mys- 700 shares of Pathe common stock in
teries with gangster and war pictures August, leaving him with but 100
getting more than twice as many votes shares at the close of the month, was
as in the downtown houses.
shown today by the S. E. C. in its
First run patrons prefer cartoons, semi-monthly report on transactions of
news reels and sports in the shorts corporation officers, directors and
division. Neighborhood preferences principal stockholders in the securities
run to cartoons, newsreels and sports of tiieir companies.
in the order named.
All of the August transactions reported in the first summary for that
month were comparatively small.
Consolidated Files
Acquisition by Jack Cohn, New
York,
of 12 shares of Columbia PicAppeal in Delaware
tures common and 773 common voting
Dover, Del., Oct. 1. — Consolidated trust certificates, giving him at the
Film Industries, Inc., has filed an ap- close of the period 529 shares of compeal with the State Supreme Court
mon and 39,707 certificates, and achere from the recent decision of Chanquisition by Norman C. Nicholson.
cellor Josiah O. Wolcott in Chancery
(Continued on pac/c .1)
Court at Wilmington, declaring void
and granting a permanent injunction
against the proposed amendment to
Revival of ITJmm.
the company's certificate of incorporation. Norman Johnson, New York
preferred stockholder, was complainFilm Use Aimed
at
ant in the action.
Wolcott recently ruled against the
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— Revival of the
proposed amendment whereby new 17^ millimeter film is aimed at by
preferred stock would be created and Harry Schenck, who controls the
exchanged for old preferred, the rights of various sound and projection patents on film of that measure.
holders of the latter to forfeit unpaid
accumulated dividends.
He plans to form a company for the
production, distribution and exhibition of educational pictures.
Financial Testimony
Schenck, who has acquired the control in America of the English and
Ordered at Hearing French patents, for the last }'ear has
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— Studios today been planning the creation of one or
vainly battled the efforts of Regional more companies to handle educational
Labor Board Attorney William J. films and projectors for schools and
Walsh to introduce gross revenue fig- colleges. The institutions, under the
ures of each company and the ap- plan, could produce their own educaproximate cost of production schedtional( Continued
films, develop,
print,
on page
4) and ex(Continued on page 4)

TEN CENTS
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Si Seadler was at a loss
yesterday, but a loss of short
shrift. There he was, in cahoots with Cal Swanson, and
both of them set to entertain
Howard Strickling, world
traveler just returned from
three months abroad with
weary.
Louis B. Mayer and world
Suddenly and with little
warning, Strickling upped
late yesterday afternoon and
hopped for the coast in a
plane with Mayer. Where to
go and whom to entertain,
became the question. Cal remembered Universal was
host for Dannielle Dairreux
at the Pierre late in the
afternoon. It was enough,
not only for him but ifor
Seadler.

Lichtman

to

England

for

i

Metro-British
Will Leave Here in Two
Weeks, Says Mayer
Newark, Oct. 1.— Al Lichtman
will leave for England in two weeks
to further M-G-M's British production plans, Louis B. Mayer, head of
production for the company, stated
late this afternoon as he boarded an
American Airlines plane for Hollywood. Accompanying Mayer were
Howard Strickling and Irving Sherman, the former publicity head at the
studios,
latter not being identified
with
the the
company.
.Asked if any definite plans liad
been completed for sending over additional stars, Mayer said it was his
intention to first develop an organization as soon as possible in England. The M-G-M production head
stated he could not tell at this time
how many pictures would be made a
year at the British studios, pointing
out that the number may be one to 50.
"When we first started production
in California, we had a schedule of 15.
Now Mr. Schenck wants 50, so we

at 'U'
122
and
Sedr
y
nom
Out an
in Eco
Wave
Sam Sedran, for 22 years with Universal and long its purchasing agent, |
is out in the retrenchment policy
which yesterday resulted in the dis-:
charge of 122 employes at the company's home oflice. Under consider-:
ation is a reduction of 144 in the do-;
mestic exchange system.
Many employes were reported to^ have to give him 50."
said he knew nothing of rehave signed with the C. I. O. yester- ; Mayer
ports that he would confer with David
day, with indications last night pointing toward an affiliation of the union | O. Selznick, his son-in-law, on "Gone
"Where
do those reports come
recentlyorganization.
organized at "U" with the with
the (Continued
Wind."
Lewis
on page 3)
Today, J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, flies to the studio:
for a short
stay.
Willard him.
McKay,'
general
counsel,
accompanies
Cohn Says Columbia
Needs Stage Plays
Columbia is serious about its plans:
to produce Broadway shows and has
options on a number of plays, Jack
Cohn, vice-president, said yesterday
before sailing on the Norinandie for
England, Paris and Prague. D. A.!
Doran is in charge of the department,
Cohn added.
Asked {Continued
about the on
agreement
page 3) by film
Warner

Enthusiastic

On
Company's
Warners
were never in aStatus
better position to give the public what it wants
and exhibitors also. Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge of production for' Warners, stated yesterday
before he sailed on the Normaiuiie to
spend six weeks in Paris, Budapest,
Vienna and Lx)ndon.
"M}^ trip
will be onin paqc
the 3)form of a
{Continued

RKO
Signs the Marx
Brothers for Three
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— RKO has
signed
the Mar.xto brothers
for ' three
films, according
S. J. Briskin,
vicepresident in charge of production.
"Room Service," Broadway stage
play, will be the first. Edward Kaufman will produce, with camera work
start shortly after the
scheduled
- toyear.
first of the
So.

Cal.

Exhibitors

File Paramount
Suit
Los Angeles, Oct. 1.— In the midst
of the probe by Special Assistant
Federal Attorneys General on the
anti-trust allegation of independent
exhibitors, a mass committee representing 25 theatres in southern California and 18 individual owners tomorrow will file in Superior Court a
{Continued on page 4)
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a three-day
is staging
LEHR
LEW
his Cape
party at
and card
fishing
May home, starting today. His
guests will be Truman Talley,
Lowell Thomas, Ed Thorgersen
and editors and chief cameramen of
Movietone News. Lehr has a 50foot boat on which the party expects
to angle for bluefish.
•

Danielle Darrieux, Universal's
new imported French star, was the
guest of honor at a cocktail party yesterday afternoon in the Neptune Room
of the Hotel Pierre. She will leave
for the coast next Wednesday.
•
Ted Shaw, assistant to William
C.
Gehring, 20th Century-Fox CenBuilding,
Lite
Union
Postal
Hot^LYWOOD:
Manager
tral Division manager, will leave
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall,
NeiU.
O
B.
C.
624 S. Michigan Ave.,
CHICAGO:
M.mager.
t,Bertram
. „ F. Monday on a visit to the midwest
Albee Building;
branches.
WASHINGTON:
(Linz. Kepresentatlve.
87 WaalBtraat; Phihp de Schaap,
AilSTEKUAM:
Representative. . „, ,
steulerstrasse 2, Berlin W. jS; Joachim
Ken Thomson, executive secreBERjjlN;
K. Kutonberg, Representative.
tary of the Screen Actors Guild,
3 Kaplar-u. Budapest 11; Endte
BUDAPEST;
.. lievesi. Representative. Bruski,
„ ,, leaves New York today en route back
AIRES; Avellaneda 3949: N.
BUENOS
to the coast on his vacation motor
■ Representative. „ ,
Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther, tour.
EN:
COPENHAG
Representative.
x .
•
Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio,
HEL.S1NK1:
Representati
ve. „, , „
.n
Clarence
A.
Hill,
assistant to
Allan,
LONUON; 4 Golden Square, W. 1; Bnice London.
Quigpubco,
ive. Cable address,
William
Sussman,
will
be
back next
Representat
Theatre Buildings. 191
MELBOURNE: CUflRegent
Holt. Representative.
Collins St.:
week
from
the
20th
Century-Fo.x
exLocKhart,
CITY: Apartado 269; James
MEXICO
changes in Cleveland and Cincinnati.
Representative.
.„ ,
•
Bodo, „ „RepP. O. Bos 664; Paul resentative.
MONTEVIDEO;
Harry
Charnas
said yesterday
BepMOSCOW;
resenutive. Petrovskl Per 8; Beatrice Stern,
there
is
nothing
definite
to the reports
PARIS; 29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre. R«p- the Criterion will drop films for
■PRAGUE;
tesentative.
,
„
^
i
Knopf.
Harry
1;
Uhelny trh 2, Prague
vaudeville and stage bands.
Representative.
RIO UE JANEIRO; Calxa PosUl 3558; L. 8,
•
Marinho, Representative.
RepJoseph
L
Breen,
Production Code
ROME; Via Lovanlo 1; Vittorlo Malpassutl,
resentative. ^ „ ,
Administrator, arrived in New York
WeiSBA.
13300;
CaslUa
CHILE:
de
SANTIAGO
„ „.
mann. Representative.
yesterday from Hollywood on an exSHANGHAI; Rooms 38-41, Capital Theatre Buildtended vacation.
ing, 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler, Representative.
•
Allberg,
Ragnar
36;
Kungsgatan
STOCKHOLM:
Representative. ,„.,,. „
Ramon Novarro, Republic star,
Ichikawa-shl, Chlba-Ken;
880 Sasazuka,
TOKYO;
H. Tominaga.
Representative.
will remain in town until H. J. Yates
VIENNA; Neustiftgasse, 54 Vienna VII; Hans returns from the coast the middle of
Lorant, Representative.
Entered as second class matter January 4 , 1926, the month.
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y. under
•
Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 In the Americas,
Aileen
Bkenon,
who handles fan
and foreign $12. Single copies; 10 cents.
magazines for Paramount, leaves toFlash Previews
day for a two-week vacation in Wisconsin.
"Stand-In"— The well known Clarence Budington Kelland Saturday
Charles Buyer and Pat PaterEvening Post story of life in Hollywood, transferred to the screen with son, who sailed yesterday on the
Christmas.
skill, artistry and taste. Leslie Ho- Normandie, will return
•
ard turns in one of his best performances.
A. A. Schubert of RKO left yesa tale
of "Annapolis
the lives andSalute"
loves —ofBeing
two middies
during their sojourn on the banks of New Yorkers Attend
the Severn. Interesting.
Phila, Tournament
"Youth on Parole" — A plea for a
Philadelphia
Oct. L — New York
helping hand to assist those who have
was
well
represented
at the Variety
done a stretch behind bars — in this
case undeservedly.
Club of Fhi\a.de\v>h\a-Philadelphia Exgolf tourney at Whitemarsh
These films will he reviewed in full Country hibitor
Club today.
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Among those who teed off early in
Daily.
the day were Wally Howes, TransLux; Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A.
U. A. Closes S Deals
president; H. J. Hovey and E. M.
United Artists has closed product Hartley, RCA Mfg.; Ted Sullivan,
deals with three important circuits. Quigley Publications ; Ed Finney,
They are the Comerford circuit of Grand National ; Ben Grimm, RKO ;
103 theatres, the Griffiths group, and Ray Gallagher, Quigley Publications ;
RKO. Harry Gold closed with John Harold Rodner, Warners ; Pete Sheridan, Erpi.
Nolan for the Comerford circuit, with
R. E. and H, J. Griffiths and Horace
A group of Washingtonians, includFalls for the Griffiths circuit and
ing George Crouch, Harry Bachman,
and
others, was present.
with John J. O'Connor and Fred
Meyers for the RKO string of
About 100 golfers attended the tournament.
houses.

a Coin

Ramon Novarro hurried to
Jack L. Warner's stateroom
on the Normandie just before
the ship sailed yesterday. He
handed a gold coin to Mrs.
Warner and asked her, as a
favor to him, to give it to the
first poor person she meets
after she lands in Europe.
Novarro asked that no pictures be taken of him handing Mrs. Warner the coin
and also that no publicity be
given the incident.

Resume

Pickets
Their

March

The strike of commercial artists at
the Fleischer Studio broke out again
yesterday with new violence and its
old-time enthusiasm at approximately
the same moment at which pens were
poised for the signing of a settlement
contract.

Spokesmen for the Commercial Artists & Designers Union attributed the
breakdown of the peace negotiations
to tlie refusal of Fleischer representatives to include the studio's animators
in the contract itj accordance with an
agreement which, they said, had been
reached earlier. Phillips & Nizer, attorneys for Fleischer, denied that such
terday for New Haven and from there
will go to Salt Lake City, Denver and an agreement had been made and
Cleveland on an inspection tour of said that the studio's position was the
those exchanges. He plans to be back same as it had always been in regard
in a week.
to separate representation for the animators.
•
Harry Cohn, George White and
Nine of the union's pickets on duty
Nate Spingold arrived on the coast at the building in which the Fleischer
studio is located were arrested followyesterday via American Airlines.
•
ing an altercation with police yesterday afternoon. Arraigned before
Walter Wanger has delayed his
departure for New York and now Magistrate Oliver in West Side court,
they were released in the custody of
plans to leave by plane Monday.
•
their attorney for hearing next Wednesday. The union charged that the
Ad Schulberg will leave Monday
for the coast, remain there six weeks nine pickets were beaten by the police,
and then return to England.
several of them severely. The altercation started after police directed the
AIack Gordon, George Raft and picketers to reduce their lines to 10.
The union picketed the Paramount
Mack Grey left Hollywood yesterdav for New York by train.
on Thursday night during the show•
ing of a Popeye cartoon.
Efforts to conciliate the new differEdward A. Golden returned yesences between the studio and union
terday from aatweek's
visit to N. L.
Nathanson
Toronto.
were begun late yesterday in the of•
fice of Lou Diamond, Paramount
short
subjects manager. Both sides
Charles Kranz, distributor of Imindicated a willingness to resume setperial Pictures, is in town.
•
tlement negotiations, but both continHarry Revel is due to arrive from
ued adamant on the subject of animaHollywood by plane today.
tors' representation which frustrated
the earlier settlement.
Monte Proser got in from the
coast yesterday by plane.
Hart Suit Shifted
Harry M. Warner is due from
the coast on Nov. 5.
To a Federal Court
The
new suit by William S. Hart
Louis K. Sidney left for the coast
and Mary Hart against United Artyesterday.
ists for $185,000 which was started
in the N. Y. Supreme Court was
Roy Disney plans to leave for the shifted to the U. S. District Court
coast next week.
yesterday.
Hart's suit is based upon an alleged wrongful block booking by
Fellx Jenkins arrived on the
United Artists of his 1925 picture,
coast yesterday by plane.
"Tumbleweeds," with a dog picture
Jack Schlaifee was slated to go "Wild Justice." Hart's picture is said
to have cost $302,000 to produce and
to Chicago last night.
grossed
"Wild
Justice" cost$300,000,
$15,000 andwhile
grossed
$100,000.
In his first suit Hart asked for
To Determine
Dallas
$500,000 damages and was awarded
Case Action Monday $85,000 by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Philip J. McCook and a jury.
Attorneys for New York defend- This verdict was reversed by the Apantstrust
in the
Government's
pellate Division last June. In the
suit are
scheduled Dallas
to meetantion
U. A. is asked to reMonday to decide whether or not to new complaint,
turn the $185,000 which it allegedly
appeal« from the U. S. District Court retained
from the gross receipts as
1
decision barring the use of the admission regulation contracts which the distributor's share for releasing
were made with Hoblitzelle theatres. the picture.
Inquiries yesterday revealed that the
defendants are about evenly divided in
Mulvey, Greenthal West
regard to the need for an appeal.
James Mulvey, eastern representative for Samuel Goldwyn, and Monroe
Greenthal, publicity and advertising
Wife, Doctor" Strong
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" has head for U. A., left for the coast by
earned 58 holdovers in the first two plane to look at eight pictures and
weeks, close to the record set by prepare for campaigns on them. Both
"Thin Ice," according to figures com- plan to return next Wednesday. On
piled by John D. Clark's office at 20th the same plane were Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Frances Farmer.
Century-Fox.
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Briggs in Sale of
700 Pathe Shares

Is the Name

for

(Continued from page 1)
New York, of 250 shares of Educational Pictures common and 557 warrants for common, which comprised
his total holdings in those issues at
the end of August, was reported.
Former-month reports on International Cinema, held for correction,
disclosed that H. T. James, Los Angeles, in July, 1936, relinquished 40,000 shares of common, held througii
Regan, Day, Inc., to the film company
and in May of this year sold the remaining 200,000 shares which he held.
Transactions in Loew's, Inc., included disposition by David Bernstein, New York, of 600 shares of
common, leaving him with 8,680
shares, and disposition by J. Robert
Rubin, New York, of 25 shares, leaving him with 16,958 shares.
Chase National Bank, New York,
reported further progress in disposing
of the 20th Century-Fox stocks it is
holding under escrow agreement, selling 379 shares of common and 758
shares of preferred during the month.

Metro-British
(.Continued from page 1)

from?" he wanted to know. "There's
nothing to them."
Mayer said M-G-M would not produce in any other foreign country and
there were no plans to make foreign
versions on the coast.
Mayer denied M-G-M was interested in financing Alexander Korda.
"That is something Ben Goetz is interested in,not we," he said.
M-G-M eventually plans to produce
operas in England, but nothing definite has been set yet.
Mayer scotched reports that
M-G-M is negotiating with Jessie
Matthews by stating he was not interested. Speaking of Hedy Lamarr,
whom he signed on the Normandie,
Mayer said he hoped to build her up
to stardom.
He smiled when the Hal RoachVittorio Mussolini situation was
brought up, refusing to comment.
Asked about the I.A.T.S.E. situation on the coast, Mayer said he knew
nothing about it.
At the airport to see him off were
Nicholas M. Schenck and J. Robert
Rubin.
Protests Quota Proposals
London, Sept. 24. — Norman Loudon, chairman and managing director
of Sound City, Ltd., in a speech at
the annual meeting of the company,
which controls the Sound City studio
at Shepperton, attacked the legislation plans outlined in the Government's White Paper on films.
Loudon criticized the "reciprocity"
proposal as encouraging extravagance.
Instead of applying only to films
costing £3 a foot, it should be extended
to producers working on economical
and efficient lines, he said, without any
price standard being set.
Loudon objected to the reduction
of the exhibitors' quota in relation to
the distributors' quota. He also objected to the institution of a minimum
cost principle qualified by the right to
submit cheaper films to a viewing
test. In practice, he argued, this means
that a distributor cannot specialize
in British films costing £5,000 each,
as such subjects would have to "satisfy
the whim of a panel of viewers."
Franconi

Gets

Post

With Castle Films
Leon E. Franconi, pioneer newsreel
editor, has been placed in charge of
foreign topical film production for
Castle Films because as an executive
he made himself "easy to see."
Eugene Castle, head of the 16mm.
producing company, related yesterday
that the ease with which he obtained
audiences with Franconi when the latter headed the Pathe reel and Castle
was a free lance cameraman in San
Francisco, along about 1914, had never
been forgotten. Upon renewing his
acquaintance with Franconi here recently, the early impression was sufficient recommendation for Franconi
for the waiting European post. Castle
said. The newsreel pioneer leaves for
Europe next week to take up his new
duties.

At
the close
of August,
the bank's
holdings
consisted
of 345,732
shares
of
common
and
691,664
shares
of
preferred.

Jack and Mrs. Cohn, also passengers on
Jack L. and Mrs. Warner as they sailed
on the Normandie yesterday. Photo by the same ship. Photo by Metropolitan
Photo Service.
Cosmo-Sileo.
Warner

Enthusiastic

On Company's
(Continued from pageStatus
1)
vacation, but while I am in London
I will discuss British production plans
with Irving Asher," he added. Warner had nothing to say about the
Dramatists' Guild and the Columbia
situation, referring all questions to
Jacob Wilk, head of the play department for Warners. He said his company is putting on "Footsteps in the
Dark" in London with an English
company and the show will come to
New York.
Among those seeing him off were
Jules E. Brulatour, Hope Hampton,
Dorothy Mackaill, Harry and Mrs.
Charnas and many personal friends.
"Tovarich" will open at the Hollywood on a two-a-day policy following
"The Life of Emile Zola," Warner
stated.

Cohn

Says

Columbia

Needs Stage Plays
(Continued from page 1)
companies not to use the dramatists
contract, Cohn stated : "We don't
care about the agreement. We're not
going
to sit problem
by idly. toWe becan't
wait for
the author
straightened
out. We've got to go ahead with our
Cohn declared that Columbia must
plans."to feed the screens all over
have
own plays
the country. "It isn't like operating a
small theatre on Broadway. We've got
to resort to every means possible to

at $50,000
The second week of "100 Men and
aat Girl"
tallied approximately $50,000
the Roxy.

Rogers Goes to Coast
Charles R. Rogers left for the coast
yesterday on the 20th Century after
- V
completing conferences with J. Cheever Cowdin and R. H. Cochrane. He
said he intended to rush preparations
19;4
for Danielle
will
follow onDarrieux's
Tuesday. first film. She
- Vz
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Kaufman Joins M-G-M
Wolfe Kaufman, assistant to Abel Paramount
3s '55 B'way 6754 6754 6754
Green on Variety, resigned yesterday Paramount Pict.
6s '55
85
8454 8454 —1
to join the M-G-M writing staff on Warner Bros. 6s
the coast. He will leave by plane to'39 wd
8754 87
87
— ^
day to assume his new duties.
(Quotations at close of Oct. 1)

getComedies
new plays
talent." by Columareand
preferred
bia. Cohn asserted that people want
to laugh after they go home from a
day's work. "And everyone in Columbia is striving strenuously to make
Columbia the House of Joy."
While in England, Cohn will look
over a few plays. There is also a
possibility that the company will proH. M. Warner Is Host
duce in that country. Cohn added he
hopes
to make a connection in EngHollywood, Oct. 1.— H. M. Warthe purpose. He praised
ner was host today to a group of Britishland for
writers and said he hoped to
Congressmen at a lunch in the studio. find usable material in some of their
He was introduced by George Jessel. works.
Songs were sung by Dick Powell,
Rosemary Lane and Johnny Davis.
Gilbert Miller Sails
Others present were : Bette Davis,
Gilbert Miller sailed yesterday on
Pat O'Brien, Olivia de Havilland,
George Brent, Allen Jenkins, Frank the Normandie and said he will not
McHugh, Wayne Morris, the Mauch produce any more plays in association
Twins, Anita Louise, Humphrey Bo- with Warners. An agreement for
gart and Claude Rains.
three plays recently expired. Miller
Comptroller Chase, who has been
added,
and further than that "our rewith the company for 25 years, was
lationship isstill friendly."
introduced. Warners' speech was
broadcast.

"100 Men"

Quits Bank Night Post
Boston, Oct. 1.— Edith Alper, office manager for Bank Night, and
Hannah Brand, booker for Specialty
Pictures, both Roy Heffner enterprises, have resigned. Mrs. Roy Heffner has taken over Miss Alper's work.
Louise
Brand. Buckly has replaced Miss

MOTION
RADIO

Radio

Personals^

FRANK PARKER will return to
the Chesterfield program, succeeding Lawrence Tibbett . . . "The
Three Marshalls" have been booked for
appearances at the Arcadia in Philadelphia, starting Oct. 15 . . . Al Scott
of the NBC press department has been
transferred to the sound effects division . . . Kay Parsons will appear
on the Hearn program over WOR
Monday . . . Louise Massey and her
"Westerners" are booked for a shot
on the Al Pierce Ford show Tuesday
. . Buddy Manners has been signed
as vocalist for the WHN Aaronson
band . . .
KLZ

Starting

Early

Series
Farm
Morning
new proa
With
1.—
Oct.
Denver,
and ranchgram especially for farmers
ers of the area, KLZ is changing its
opening time from 6 :30 A. M. to 6 A.
M., Mondays through Saturdays.
Howard Chamberlain, new production manager at KLZ, is handling the
programs, assisted by Bob Buchanan.
Lasting 45 minutes the broadcasts
will include weather reports ; livestock
conestimates and reports by remote news
trol from Denver Stockyards ;
flashes ; informative data featuring expert solution to the various farming
and ranching problems ; and entertainment and music furnished by Captain
Ozie and his Colorado Rangers.
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DAILY
Paley

i

PICTURE

CBS

Over

10%

Music

of Total

Washington, Oct. 1.— Holdings of
Columbia securities by officers and directors of C.B.S. when its registration with S.E.C. became effective Aug.
1 were reported today.
The commission announced that William S. Paley, officer, director and
beneficial owner of more than 10 per
cent of both Class A and Class B securities, held 20,530 shares directly
and through a holding company 87,980
shares of the former and 340,726 shares
of the latter ; Paul W. Kesten, New
York, officer and director, held 544
shares of Class A ; Jerome H. Louchheim, Philadelphia, director, 19,610
shares of Class A ; Arthur S. Padgett,
New York, officer, 20 shares of Class
A ; Jacob Paley, Los Angeles, director,
24,958 shares of Class A and 33,362
Class B voting trust certificates ; Mefford R. Runyon, New York, officer and
director, 1,346 shares of Class A, and
James M. Seward, New York, officer.
200 shares of Class B.
McNinch

Revival

Shares

Sworn

in as

Chairman
of the FCC
Wa.shingtdn, Oct. 1. — Frank R.
McNinch, former chairman of the
Federal Power Commission, today
took the oath of office as a member of
the F.C.C., appointed by President
Roosevelt with instructions to "clean
up" the F.C.C. before Congress reconvenes inJanuary.
The new F.C.C. chairman spent
most of the day clearing his desk at
the power commission, and will swing
into his new job tomorrow, facing a
task of considerable magnitude.
In his new position, McNinch will
be required to eliminate a number of
New Station Sought
abuses alleged to have crept into the
F.C.C. in the past few years which
Park last
At Huntington
session brought the commission
Washington, Oct. 1.— Plans for to the verge of a Congressional ina new station at Huntington Park,
vestigation, not only of its practices
Cal., have been submitted to the F. but of the broadcasting industry as
C. C. by the MoUin Livestment Co.
a whole.
The company asks a construction
permit for a daytime station to opMartinson Renews on WQXR
erate on the 1,160-kilocycle frequency
The first sponsor to use WQXR
with 100 watts power.
The commission also has been asked
CofMartinson's
year,
a fullhas
dailyfee,for
this week
renewed
its contract
to approve an application of KGFW,
Kearney, Neb., for an increase of day for daily spot announcements, placed
power from 100 to 250 watts.
Lawthrough
agency. Albert Frank-Guenther
New business on WQXR includes
Swift Takes One Program
the Pinoleum Co., one-minute tranSwift & Co. will sponsor an instiscriptions for 26 weeks, through Pedtutional one-shot program over the
lar & Ryan, and the Caruso RestaurNBC-Red network this morning from
ants with daily spot announcements
8 to 8:15 A.M., with a repeat for the for 52 weeks, placed direct. The Buckwest coast at 10 A.M. The program
ingham Hotel has renewed its contract
presumably is intended only for for daily spot announcements for eight
Swift dealers and employes. Com- weeks.
pany executives will be heard in addresses. J.Walter Thompson, ChiFalstaff Takes New Series
cago division, placed the order.
Falstaft' Brewing Corp. will sponsor a new series over a split NBCDewey on Air 5 Sundays
Red network, starting Oct. 18 for 52
Thomas E. Dewey, candidate for weeks. "Public Hero No. 1" is its
District Attorney in the coming title, and it will be heard only in the
municipal elections, will be heard central state areas. The contract is
Sundays from 6 ;35 to 6 -.45 P.M. over through the Gardner Advertising
WJZ for five weeks, beginning this agencv of St. Louis.
Ass'n is sponSunday. The Dewey
soring, through Marshalk & Pratt.
Renew on "Steinie Bottle"
The
"Steinie Bottle Boys" have
William Rue Leaves NBC
been renewed for five weeks, effective
William Rue, for the past five Oct. 10. They are heard Tuesdays
a member of the sales promo- and Saturdays from 7:30 to 7:45 P.
years tion
division of NBC, has resigned. M. over WEAF only. The Steinie
Rue's plans for the future are not Bottle Co. sponsors through the U. S.
.Advertising Co.
known at the moment.

Ideas

Cal.

File

Exhibitors

Paramount
Suit
{Coiitiiiucd from pafic 1)

suit seeking $45,000 damages from
Paramount Pictures, Inc., and Paramount Dist. Co., Inc., and 10 John
Does alleging conspiracy to harass,
embarrass and damage independent
exhibitors and for failure of the defendants to supply the plaintiffs with
11 pictures featuring noted stars for
which the plaintiffs contracted.
The complaint alleges that Paramount, in company with seven other
firms, together known as "The Big
Eight,"
produce pictures
more thanand75 enjoy
per centa
of
all feature
monopoly on production and distribution, conspiring together for the benefit of theatres owned by members of
the defendant organizations.
The pictures named in the complaint
are : "Souls at Sea," "Artists and
Models," "High, Wide and Handsome," "Angel," ".Spawn of the
North," "Count of Luxemburg," "The
Barrier," an unnamed Dietrich starrer,
a Colbert starrer, a Harold Lloyd
starrer and a Gary Cooper starrer.
Alleged also was that after failure
to deliver the pictures, the defendants
offered them at higher prices than
provided for in the original contracts.
Financial

ITJmm.

Odd

Bernie Cummings, the bandleader, heard over Mutual
from the Biltmore, recently
advertised in the Times for a
musical idea, a la "rippling
rhythm." So far the responses
have been "ribald rhythm,"
"murderous melodies" "scrambledilk.
symphonies" and others
of that

So,

of

Testimony

Ordered at Hearing
{Couiiuucd fviDn paiic 1)
ules for the year at the second day
of the hearing on the Screen Writers
Guild petition for an election to determine the collective bargaining
agency for film writers.
Despite strenuous objections of the
respondent
companies'
attorneys
and
that of Neil
S. McCarthy,
Screen

Film

Use

Aimed

at

(Continued from page 1)
hibit them, under the guidance of a
central bureau, which would also produce pictures on various subjects for
rental or outright print sale.
Schenck, w'ho is general manager of
the Hollywood Studios, said that for
approximately $2,000 a school could
procure the necessary units for production, developing, printing, sound
and exhibition.
Additional expense, such as raw
film, would be less than that for 16
mm., he says, due to the fact that
35 mm. stock could be split, obtaining larger pictures per foot than
16 mm. The patents are based on a
single sprocket wheel.
Paramount is making short subjects
for schools. The third, "Men and
Oil," patterned from the scenes of discovery of oil in Western Pennsylvania and the subsequent development
of the field, was finished last week.
Viewed in Schools
The first two, one from "Maid of
Salem" and the other from "The
Plainsmen," were distributed by the
Bell & Howell educational exchanges
spotted in 52 key cities. School systems in California already have seen
the subjects. Herbert Moulton, head
of Paramount's short subjects department here, and Ralph Jester produced
them.
Another company interested in the
visual educational field is the newly
formed Harry Sherman Visual Education Pictures, Inc., which Harry
Sherman, J. D. Trop and Sam Berkowitz formed. No incorporation papers
have been filed yet, according to Trop,
and the company is merelj^ investigating the possibilities of furnishing
schools with 16 mm. films.
China

War

Hutchinson

Shortens
Sea

Trip

Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign manager of 20th Century-Fox, now in
Australia on what was to have been
a 'round-world trip, has curtailed his
voyage tionsbecause
of the and
unsettled
condiin the Orient
will return

Playwrights, Inc., attorney, William from Sydney immediately. He is exR. Ringer, special trial examiner,
pected back at his office early in November.
ruled
material
and
relevant
Walsh's
introduction of the financial figures
and this, plus the paving of way by
Walsh for the presentation of testi- representing 20th Century-Fox, declared that money matters were a
mony by film on
supply
representatives
dealsmanufacturers'
with studios, trade secret. Leonard Lanofsky, attorney for the Guild, pointed out that
featured the second day's hearing.
Fireworks over the introduction of in recent Wagner Act case decisions
the financial figures developed in the by the Supreme Court, gross revenue
afternoon session with the calling the was taken into consideration. On
first witness — Nicholas Nayfack, direct questioning, Nayfack said
M-G-M executive. After describing M-G-M executives are not sure what
individual pictures grossed and Walsh
the submitting
physical properties
of M-G-M
and
a map, Nayfack
was indicated that he would call other
queried by Walsh on the studio cor- officers to obtain financial informaporation's financial setup. After ob- tion.
Introduction of the S.E.C. applicajections by respondent counsel were
overruled, Nayfack answered that
tion and report of Loew's, Inc., to
Loew's, Inc., supplied cash upon sub- show the relationship of the company
mission of the production program. to the M-G-M production firm was
He declared, after prompting by Mil- held up pending a ruling by Ringer.
ton Schwartz, of Loeb, Walker and morning.
Hearing adjourned until Monday
Loeb, M-G-M attorneys, who suggested that he not guess, that he did
Attorneys were instructed to fill
not know.
out questionnaires on physical propIn the lengthy debate which folerty and the amount of materials purfor various firms and present
lowed Walsh's injection of finance them onchasedMonday.
into the testimony, Alfred Wright,

{
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FCC

Suggests

Hays
U.S.
Of

Control
Ad.

Broadcasting

Rates
a

Utility,

Says McNinch
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 3. — Federal control of broadcasting station advertising
rates has been suggested as a possibility by Frank R. McNinch, new
chairman of the F.C.C.
Declaring that it is not necessary
that a utility be a common carrier in
order to be subject to Federal control,
McNinch indicated a determination to
study the subject and possibly make
recommendations to Congress next
January.
Holding his first press conference
as head of the F.C.C, McNinch said :
"I regard radio as a public utility
subject to regulation, but regulation
does not mean strangulation, but _it
does mean regulation by the commission and not regulation by anybody."
The chairman's observations indicated clearly that the commission
will investigate future sales of stations
to determine whether there is trafficking in licenses as distinguished from
physical properties. Declaring that
the rule of caveat emptor applies particularly tobroadcasting, he asserted
that a station should not be able to
(.Continued on page 8)
Music

Publishers

at

Code Meeting Today
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 3. — Only a
moderate attendance is expected tomorrow at the conference called by
the Federal Trade Commission to
consider a code of ethics for the
music publishing business.
While a number of the larger publishers will have representatives at
(CoMinued on page 8)

M'G'M's
Air Plans
Come Up This Week
Plans for the new M-G-M air
show which is to be sponsored by
General Foods for advertising Maxwell House Coffee will be formulated
this week on the coast when Louis
K. Sidney, who will be general director of the program, arrives in Hollywood to confer with Billy Bacher,
in charge of the show on the coast,
{Continued on page 8)
More

Radio— P, 8

Which

YORK,

MONDAY,

Reviews
Proved

Therentsuccess
Hollywood's
curproduction of
formula
for blending
"artistic and social significance" with
"box office" is attested by "the impressive audiences which already
have greeted some of the new pictures
of the season," Will H. Hays,
M.P.P.D.A. president, observes in a
newly completed appraisal of released
and announced product.

OCTOBER

"Art^^

Impartial
TEN
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Films

CENTS

Three

Picture

Cases

Before

99

"Box-Office
Appeal

Wednesday

Philadelphia, Oct. 3.— Paramount's cisionappeal
the deof the U.from
S. District
Court here dismissing its injunctive action against local
exhibitors participating in a
"buyers' strike" against the
company will be heard on
Oct. 6, it was decided here
Saturday.

SupremeCourt
Holds Initial Session
Fall Term Today

of

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 3. — With more
than 450 cases already docketed, the
Hays sees the new season's picture
United States Supreme Court tomorcrop not only adhering to their
row will meet for the initial session of
primary function of entertainment,
its fall term.
but including as well that which may
Out of the large number of causes
"inform and instruct, move and
upon which it has been asked to pass,
however, only three of interest to the
"Distinguished films of a character
film industry have so far been filed.
English
s
Say
enter'class'
considered
heretofore
The right of state authorities to bar
uplift."
tainment," he says, "are helping
the showing of a foreign picture after
vastly to raise the standard of soit has been approved for importation
called 'mass' entertainment." While Quota
Measure
by the Federal Government is ques"the industry is beginning to reap
tioned by Eureka Prod., Inc., in an
what has been sowed by years of To
d
ere
Be
Alt
appeal from a decision of the Federal
educational effort, by the production
District Court for the southern district
of pathfinding pictures and by conof New York in its suit against Gov.
stantly adding to the variety of enterHerbert H. Lehman.
By BRUCE ALLAN
tainment themes, a sense of the
London, Sept. 26. — Lord Strabolgi,
The company was refused a license,
highest showmanship marks many of
of
the
British
Films
Adrequired
under the New York law for
the outstanding films of the new leading figure
vancement Council, which will press
the
showing
of films, to exhibit
season," Hays declares.
This is being demonstrated, he for major protection for British "Ecstasy," on the ground that it was
and in
fortheforced
"reciprocity"debates
with obscene. It sought a restraining order
finds, not only by released pictures films
America
Parliamentary
state officials from intermaturon
the
new
Films
bill,
was
guest
of to keepferingthewith the
"artistic
both
which embrace
showing of the films
ity and universal entertainment ap- honor at a Cinema Luncheon Club and, when the District Court refused,
peal" {Continued
but by manyon page
others
appealed the case to Washington.
3) now in meeting at the Cafe Royal.
Saying the bill, to be introduced
In its petition for review, Eureka
early in November, was one of the Prod, contends that the New York
{Continued on page 7)
major items of the new session, Lord
Indiana, "A House
{Continued on page 3)
In Pool; Opens Soon
Court Has
Indianapolis, Oct. 3. — The In- Government
to Probe Supreme
"A"
the
as
5
FCC
Procedure
Case
Oct.
open
will
diana
theatre in the recently-effected pool
British Censorship
between Monarch Theatres and the
Washington, Oct. 3. — Two suits
Fourth Ave. Amusement Co. The
London,
Sept. 26.
tive Committee
on— The
films Consultarecently challenging the propriety of the procedure followed by the F.C.C. will
Circle and the Apollo will become
second houses in the deal.
set up by the Home Office, with the come before the Supreme Court for
of considering revision of vari- consideration during its fall term,
The pooled interests now have objectous acts
of Parliament governing the
which opens tomorrow.
Paramount, RKO, 20th Centuryto
National
industry,
will also consider censorFirst
The cases were brought to the
Fox, Warners and
ship practice, it is announced.
Supreme Court on appeal from the
M-G-M,
has
Loew's
upon.
draw
United Artists and Columbia.
Specialcertain steps
to _ as- District of Columbia Court of Apthe viewswill
of be
localtaken
authorities
peals by{Continued
the Eastland
and welfare societies in regard to the
on pageCo.
3) and the
Increase Ad Rates
practical working of the system of
film "A"
classification
as. "U" (universal)
For Omaha
Theatres and
(adults only).
Omaha, Oct. 3. — Local theatres already have received the news of a stiff
increase in advertising rates by the
Omaha World-Herald, which recently
took control of the local newspaper
field by buying out the Bee-News.
All existing contracts have been
cancelled by the World-Herald and
the 20-cent an inch rebate formerly accorded if advertising was split on a
50-50 basis between the two papers has
been suspended. Effective Nov. 1 the
rate will be $5.05 an inch, with a rebate of 10 cents an inch if 150 inches
{Continued on page 3)

Company
Executives
Converge
on Coast
Parleys on Strike
Hollywood, Oct. 3. — Louis B.
Mayer, Howard Strickling, Irving
Fleischer* s End Sherman, James Mulvey, Monroe
At
Negotiations for a settlement of the
Greenthal, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Fleischer Studio strike of the Com- and
Frances Farmer arrived yesterday
mercial Artists & Designers Union
have been suspended indefinitely as a from New York by plane. The first
result of the collapse of the tentative three just returned from a threeagreement reached by the negotiators month tour of Europe and the Continent. Mulvey and Fairbanks are
last week, it was stated yesterday by
here to look at eight new pictures.
union spokesmen.
The union attributes the collapse of They plan to leave by plane for New
{Continued on page 2)
{Continued on page 2)
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G. B, Regional

'TP HIS typewriter made quite clear on Wednesday its reactions to
-■- the deal effected in Italy by Hal Roach with Vittorio Mussolini.
It argued not only on its own behalf, but it also undertook to define
the responding vibrations of a number of thinking men in this industry, Jew and Gentile alike, to an arrangement by a prominent
American producer with a son of the founder of Fascism and the
current consort of the founder and chief trumpeteer of Naziism.
On Friday, Roach picked up the long distance telephone and
called this office. What follows are the highlights of his conversation, recommended strongly for careful reading on two counts.
First and very first, because Roach is entitled to his rebuttal. Secondly and almost firstly, because of what he has to say:
"In the first place, I don't
think you understand the circumstances and, in the second
place, I think it's only fair that,
if you are going to take a crack
at a guy, to talk to him first. I
never made a move in Europe
on this matter at any time without the advice and cooperation
of some of the most prominent
Jews there who told me I was
doing the finest thing ever done
in their estimation — tying up
with Mussolini's son and taking
the boy back to Hollywood. . . .

"Particularly did I do this on
the advice of one of the most
prominent Jews abroad [name
furnished, on request, off the
record and obviously, therefore,
not to be divulged] who thought
it would do more good for the
situation concerning Jews over
there than anything that possibly
could be done. I am not a politician and I don't know anything about those matters. But
after all, Walter Wanger wanted
to do this. When the Italian
ambassador came to Hollywood,
Louis B. Mayer gave him a
party, inviting all the important
people in Hollywood. . . .

Sales

Meeting in Chicago
Chicago, Oct. 3. — The second
regional sales meeting of G. B. was
held here yesterday with Clinton M.
White, assistant to Arthur Lee, presiding. Plans for the new season
were discussed and two pictures were
screened, "Dr. Syn" and "Non-Stop
New York."
White and Arthur Greenblatt, eastern sales head, arrived from New
York by train Saturday morning,
while Lee flew in the same day. Home
office sales executives were scheduled
to return east tonight.
Irving Gumberg has again taken
over the managerial reins at the local
G. B. exchange. For several months
Arthur Greenblatt doubled in the
local post and at the home office.

Outlook
KANN

"As far as the film industry is
concerned, we expect to make
important pictures — twenty a
year — for European distribution
only. We have no intention of
selling any to America unless we
have something very big. After
all, if a lot of people would get
a little closer to this situation
and understand that there are
hundreds of thousands of Jewish
refugees now in Italy under the
protection of that government,
they would stop taking cracks at
a guy who is in a position to
talk to the guy who is a friend of

Union Deals Concluded
New Haven, Oct. 3. — Projectionists' union officials report Warners
and M. & P. contract terms agreed
upon for the next three-year period.
DeMille-Quinn Wed
Loew's have come to terms with proHollywood, Oct. 3. — Katherine
jectionists and stagehands in BridgeDeMille and Anthony Quinn were
port, Worcester and Waterbury, and
married here Saturday night. Miss with projectionists only in Hartford
DeMille is the adopted daughter of and Springfield, while New Haven and
Cecil B. DeMille.
Meriden are still unsettled.

the worst enemy a Jew ever had.
T
"I thought I was in a position
to do a lot of good and I still
think so. I think I've got something worth $10,000,000 in propYou have
don't dinner
know
but thataganda
I value.
might
with Mussolini when I go back
to Italy. Maybe I can suggest
to him that Hitler is not going
quite right about things and
maybe
Mussolini
willhimwrite
ler a note
and tell
so. Hit. . .

Fleischer's End
(Continued from page 1)
negotiations to the failure of the
studio's representatives to include in
the written agreement a provision
designating C.A.D.U. as the exclusive
bargaining agent for all of the studio's
employes, a provision the union officials said was agreed upon in their
negotiations with Lou Diamond, Paramount short subjects manager, who
served as a mediator in the peace efforts. Fleischer spokesmen asserted
that the studio at no time had any
thought of granting the union the
right to represent its animators, alwas union
at allastimes
willing to '
recognizethough itthe
the representative of all other employes.
(
No arrangements have been made '
for a resumption of the settlement
negotiations.

Republic Grants Pay Raise
Chicago, Oct. 3.— A strike at the
Republic exchange here was averted
on Saturday when Irving Mandel,
manager, agreed to a wage increase
demand by the film exchange union.
Mandel agreed under protest as he
wished to confer with George Browne
president of the lATSE, before
making a settlement.
Company

"After all, every big company
is doing business in Italy. Why
shouldn't I? Maybe we don't
like their form of government,
but then maybe they don't like
ours. Our company is one hundred per cent financed by Italian
banks and has nothing whatever
to do with the government there.
The reason Mussolini permitted
his son to come to the United
States is that a very prominent
Jew told him it would be one of
the best things that he could do
and would give him one of the
best breaks he ever had. I know
more can be done by this arrangement than with $10,000,000
worth of propaganda. . . .
T
"After all, the papers were
full of the idea that I was going
over to Italy for this purpose
and nobody stopped me. If I
can go into business there without investing a dime and make
money, why shouldn't I?
Wouldn't anyone ? Wouldn't
you? I think I have a right to.
Italy makes only forty pictures
a year and we expect to have a
thoroughly organized company
to make some of them success-

Executives
Conve
rge
Coast
(Continued
from on
page 1)
York Tuesday. Fairbanks will report
at RKO for "Having a Wonderful
George J. Schefer, vice-president
and general manager of U. A., arrived by train yesterday and is expected to remain longer than Mulvey
and Greenthal.
Time."
Warner Club Elects
The following 40 members have
been elected to the board of governors
of the Warner Club: Stuart H.
Aarons, Phil Abrahams, Louis Aidrich, Eli H. Arkin, Martin Bennett,
Max B. Blackman, Walter Brandt,
W. V. Brooks, Nat B. Browne, R.
W. Budd, H. M. Doherty, Joe Feldman, F. L. Gates, E. E. Hinchy, J.
T. Holmes, S. Immerman, F. J.
Kiernan, W. R. Koppe, Jules Levey,
T. J. Martin, Harry Mayer, W. S.
McDonald, Bryan Moore, Dave
Newman,
George
Marie
Paulsen, Al
Reh, O'Keefe,
Elkan Reiner,
Marion Roberts, Harold Rodner,
Andy M. Roy, Arthur Sachson, R.
Salomons, Sam Schneider, A. W.
Schwalberg, Arthur Shaftel, Miss M.
Victorson, Sidney Weiner, Ruth
Weisberg, S. Wolowitz.

Hold New Haven Club Election
New Haven, Oct. 3.— The New
Haven Warner Club has elected the
This is Roach's approach and
now Roach has had his say. . . . following new officers for the coming
year : Sidney Wiener, president ;
fully."
Carlisle G. Barrett, vice-president in
Young Twice a Father
charge of welfare ; Benjamin J. BanHollywood, Oct. 3. — Robert Young, ford, in charge of entertainment ;
film player, became the father of a Samuel Kuperstein, in charge of memsecond child on Saturday when a
bership James
;
F. Eraser, in charge
daughter was born to Mrs. Young.
of contributions and loans ; James A.
Bracken, treasurer ; Barbara Brooks,
secretary.
All officers are emploves
Batcheller, Jr., Set
of the theatre department this term.
Hollywood, Oct. 3. — George Bat- The annual fall dance has been archeller, Jr., has joined Republic where
ranged for Seven Gables Inn on Nov.
6th, with Benjamin Banford in charge.
he is attached to Sol Siegel's unit.
▼
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(Continued from page 1)
Strabolgi stated that, as a departmental measure, it was likely to be
altered as a result of debates on its
various stages through Parliament.
This vas particularly likely in the
Grand Committee, the composition of
which reflected that of the House of
Commons as a whole. It was not yet
decided, he said the Board of Trade
had informed him, whether the measure would be first introduced in the
Commons or the Lords.
Lord Strabolgi prophesied "with
confidence" that the White Paper proposals would be modified in the bill
itself as regards the quota for shorts,
which would be increased. He attacked the quality clause proposal of
the C.E.A. on the grounds of the
"terrible responsibility" its, would
throw on a viewing committee. He
also advocated a £25,000 minimum
cost, in place of the suggested £15,000 standard and urged the necessity
of real reciprocity with the United
States, and legislation to enforce it.
(The B.F.A. Co. is understood to be
committed to the "Ostrer" scheme
of compelling U. S. companies to
spend a percentage of their British
receipts on the production of British
films.)
J. F. X. Prendergast, chairman of
the luncheon, said reciprocity had
been a lovely dream. If Lord Strabolgi brought it about, he hoped it
would not be over the bodies of exhibitors. Exhibitors, said Prendergast, wanted to get back to the commercial basis on which they were
before the first Films Act.
A number of members of Parliament attended the luncheon as guests
of exhibitors.
Supreme
Court Has
FCC Procedure Case
(Continued from page 1)
Congress Square Hotel Co., the latter
operators of WCSH, Portland, Me.
The proceeding involves conflicting
applications of the Eastland Co. and
the Portland Broadcasting System
before the broadcast division of the
F.C.C. for a new station at Portland.
The Congress Square company participated inthe proceedings as an intervenor.
The construction permit was granted
the Portland system and Eastland
carried the case to the courts on the
ground that two of the three members of the broadcast division had
been replaced between the hearing of
the case and the issuance of the order, raising the question whether the
substitution of commissioners before
a decision has been rendered is valid
when the majority of the division
which decided the case neither heard
the evidence nor submitted a report.
A. T. 0. to Meet Oct. 26
Indianapolis, Oct. 3. — The annual convention of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana will be held
Oct. 26 in the Indianapolis Variety
Club. Day business sessions will be
followed by a banquet and floor show
at night.

PICTURE

Reviews

Proved
Which
(Continued from page 1)
work or planned. In the first group
he cites specifically "The Life of
Emile Zola," "Dead End," "100 Men
and a Girl," "Prisoner of Zenda" and
"Stage Door." Coming productions
which, he declares, will also be
marked by "artistic maturity and
popular appeal" capable of raising the
"standard of the screen" are "Idiot's
Delight," "Tovarich," "Madame Curie," "Three Comrades," "Gone with
the Wind," "The Buccaneer," "The
Hurricane," "Marie Antoinette," "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," "You
Can't Take It with You," "Ebb Tide"
and "A Damsel in Distress."
Hays' appraisal of the new pictures
also points to a blending of the instructional with the entertaining in
announced productions which take
their source material from dramatizations of American history, from literary classics and biography and from
popular and classical music. He
points out, as well, that comedy
"promises to be a prominent part of
the new entertainment fare," and cites
Walt Disney's feature length "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs" as a
"uniqueof screen
realm
fantasy. achievement" in the
This indicated wide variety of new
screen entertainment is supplemented
by mystery, detective and outdoor
films, and important short subjects,
the Hays appraisal finds.

Purely

Films

"Art

"Box-Office^
Kelly and Cohen
Arthur W. Kelly, U. A. foreign head, who is recuperating from a mastoid operation,
the other day ordered a radio
sent to his room in the Manhattan Hospital.
Just before Monroe Greenthai left for the coast, he
said this was a sign that
Kelly was recuperating very
nicely, but as soon as Kelly
orders Sammy Cohen to come
up and see him, then he will
know Kelly is in perfect
shape.

►

Personal

\ RTHUR GREENBLATT, G. B.
1. eastern division manager, left
Chicago yesterday for visits to the
company's
Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
Cleveland exchanges.
Arthur A. Lee, G. B. vice-president, returned yesterday from the
Chicago.
company's
regional sales meeting in
•
Jim O'Loghlin, leader of the S. R.
Kent Drive, is due back today from
Toronto.
Increase

Ad

Rates

For

Plan Charlotte House
Charlotte, Oct. 3.— Contracts have
been let for the construction of a new
theatre here, the Tryon, which will
be a unit of Theatrical Enterprises.
The house will seat 600, and will be
supervised by Ellis Blumenthal, president of the circuit.
Ohio

ITO

Meet

Dec. 7

Columbus, Oct. 3.— The I. T. O.
of Ohio will hold its annual convention at the Neil House here on Dec.
7 and 8.

Omaha
Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
a week are used and an additional 10
cents if 250 inches are used.
Since contracts will not be signed in
the future, the theatres fear a still
higher
rate whencirculation
the World-Herald's
new accredited
is released.
The old combination net rate for the
two papers was $5.45 an inch, but
theatres figure that they've lost approximately 35,000 total advertising
circulation and practically the entire
publicity circulation in the deal.
No apparent move has been made
by the World-Herald to change its
old ultra conservative publicity policy,
but there is a trend to more pretentious amusement pages.
Lincoln Ad Row Settled

MOTION

PICTURE
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PREVIEW

"52nd Street"
{Wanger-U. A.)
Hollywood, Oct. 3. — Walter Wanger's "52nd Street" is as diffuse,
raucous, gay, sad, realistic, sentimental, artificial, practically contradictory, incredible and as objectively absorbing as the thoroughfare it documents both narratively and by the use of resident talent. The serious
story of the street's somewhat inverse development from the social
austerity of 1912 to the surcharged abandon of 1937 is threaded along
as such things are in the sector without being permitted to impede a flow
of mirth and music purveyed by performers who know the street as
well as it knows them.
Wanger has in striking fact laid the bespangled and bedraggled 52nd
Street right smack in the lap of the screen audience. What it will think
of the spectacle may be no more than conjectured unless the recent reaction to pictures that have done the same with Hollywood holds good for
its tinselled companion community. That seems likely. Whatever the

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 3.— An advertising rate dispute between the Lincoln
Theatres Corp. and Westland Theatres Corp. on one side and the newspapers. Journal and Star, has been
ironed out after nearly eight weeks of
nose-tilting on both sides. Support
of the sheets goes back to the theatres
after giving the dance spots a heavy
play during the difference.
The old rate of $3.70 was raised
to $4 by the papers. Theatres then
withdrew more than half2!4of their
254 usual
money. Under the agreement it will -1- 54+
be $3.80 an inch, but if more1954than 50
inches are used weekly
it will be $3. - Vz
19M
im

71^
158^

654
-1-3

WVz 165i
High Changes
Light
Board
10^
. 19^
2}4 16^ Low
1914
Close
18 Change
Net
10?^
case, Wanger's presentation neither glorifies nor condemns the place and Col
the people it depicts. Not all the Neon tubing between 5th and 6th Cons
175
175
175
175
Open
. 18K
17M
161
Aves. strung together could spell out the exploitable names. A few are E. K
.15814 30
E.
K.,
pfd.
18!^ 295^,
Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Zasu Pitts, Jack White, Sid Silvers, Georgie
71
297^
. 654
Tapps, Pat Paterson, Al Norman, Ella Logan, Dorothy Saulter, Al G. T. E... . 71-4 16118
16
Loew's
2 pfd. ■ 1034
Shean, Maurice Rocco, Maria Shelton, Benny Baker, Dorothy Peterson, Para.
+ Vi
RKO . . 16
. iO
and the list runs on — but no Leon and Eddie.
+ H
Fox...
The screenplay is by Grover Jones, additional dialogue by Sid Silvers, 20th
71
Warner . . .
songs by Walter Bulock and Harold Spina and the dances by Danny
Curb Rises Fractionally
Net
Dare, all craftsmen who know their way about. Harold Young's direction keeps a necessarily periodic and jerky story admirably integrated.
Open High Low Close Change
Sentry
Hunter plays a wealthy idler cut off by two spinster sisters for marry- Sonotone
...
2Yi 2~>i 25^
2V& 25M
2 V& -f
+ 5^
Vi
ing an actress. Carrillo is a cook turned organ-grinder in the hope of Technicolor. 25M 25
Universal
.
.
2!X
254
254
254
making his son a musician. When their fortunes are swept away in
Little Bond Movement
1929 Hunter and Carrillo open a "speak" which yields the profits^ on
Net
which is found a new and honest fortune after repeal. After complicaHigh Low Close Change
son
Carrillo's
and
daughter
tions characteristic of 52nd Street, Hunter's
Loew's
99J^ 99
99
— ^
The telling, not the tale, is the picture.
marry.
Warner
Bros. 6s 8754 87
'39 wd
8754 + 54
minutes. "G."
Running time, 80 (Additional
(Quotations at close of Oct. 2.)
Reviews on Page 6.)
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G, B. Regional

'T^HIS typewriter made quite clear on Wednesday its reactions to
the deal effected in Italy by Hal Roach with Vittorio Mussolini.
It argued not only on its own behalf, but it also undertook to define
the responding vibrations of a number of thinking men in this industry, Jew and Gentile alike, to an arrangement by a prominent
American producer with a son of the founder of Fascism and the
current consort of the founder and chief trumpeteer of Naziism.
On Friday, Roach picked up the long distance telephone and
called this office. What follows are the highlights of his conversation, recommended strongly for careful reading on two counts.
First and very first, because Roach is entitled to his rebuttal. Secondly and almost firstly, because of what he has to say:
"In the first place, I don't
think you understand the circumstances and, in the second
place, I think it's only fair that,
if 3'ou are going to take a crack
at a guy, to talk to him first. I
never made a move in Europe
on this matter at any time without the advice and cooperation
of some of the most prominent
Jews there who told me I was
doing the finest thing ever done
in their estimation — tying up
with Mussolini's son and taking
the boy back to Hollywood. . . .

"Particularly did I do this on
the advice of one of the most
prominent Jews abroad [name
furnished, on request, off the
record and obviously, therefore,
not to be divulged] who thought
it would do more good for the
situation concerning Jews over
there than anything that possibly
could be done. I am not a politician and I don't know anything about those matters. But
after all, Walter Wanger wanted
to do this. When the Italian
ambassador came to Hollywood,
Louis B. Mayer gave him a
party, inviting all the important
people in Hollywood. . . .

Sales

Meeting in Chicago
Chicago, Oct. 3. — The second
regional sales meeting of G. B. was
held here yesterday with Clinton M.
White, assistant to Arthur Lee, presiding. Plans for the new season
were discussed and two pictures were
screened, "Dr. Syn" and "Non-Stop
New York."
White and Arthur Greenblatt, eastern sales head, arrived from New
York by train Saturday morning,
while Lee flew in the same day. Home
office sales executives were scheduled
to return east tonight.
Irving Gumberg has again taken
over the managerial reins at the local
G. B. exchange. For several months
Arthur Greenblatt doubled in the
local post and at the home office.

Outlook
KANN

"As far as the film industry is
concerned, we expect to make
important pictures — twenty a
year — for European distribution
only. We have no intention of
selling any to America unless we
have something very big. After
all, if a lot of people would get
a little closer to this situation
and understand that there are
hundreds of thousands of Jewish
refugees now in Italy under the
protection of that government,
they would stop taking cracks at
a guy who is in a position to
talk to the guy who is a friend of

Union Deals Concluded
New Haven, Oct. 3. — Projectionists' union officials report Warners
and M. & P. contract terms agreed
upon for the next three-year period.
DeMille-Quinn Wed
Loew's have come to terms with proHollywood, Oct. 3. — Katherine
jectionists and stagehands in BridgeDeMille and Anthony Quinn were
port, Worcester and Waterbury, and
married here Saturday night. Miss with projectionists only in Hartford
DeMille is the adopted daughter of and Springfield, while New Haven and
Cecil B. DeMille.
Meriden are still unsettled.

the worst enemy a Jew ever had.
T
"I thought I was in a position
to do a lot of good and I still
think so. I think I've got something worth $10,000,000 in propYou have
don't dinner
know
but thataganda
I value.
might
with Mussolini when I go back
to Italy. Maybe I can suggest
to him that Hitler is not going
quite right about things and
maybe Mussolini will write Hitler a note and tell him so. . . .
T
"After all, every big company
is doing business in Italy. Why
shouldn't I? Maybe we don't
like their form of government,
but then maybe they don't like
ours. Our company is one hundred per cent financed by Italian
banks and has nothing whatever
to do with the government there.
The reason Mussolini permitted
his son to come to the United
States is that a very prominent
Jew told him it would be one of
the best things that he could do
and would give him one of the
best breaks he ever had. I know
more can be done by this arrangement than with $10,000,000
worth of propaganda. . . .
T
"After all, the papers were
full of the idea that I was going
over to Italy for this purpose
and nobody stopped me. If I
can go into business there without investing a dime and make
money, why shouldn't I?
Wouldn't anyone ? Wouldn't
you? I think I have a right to.
Italy makes only forty pictures
a year and we expect to have a
thoroughly organized company
to make some of them success-

Fleischer's End
(Continued from page 1)
negotiations to the failure of the
studio's rejiresentatives to include in
the written agreement a provision
designating C.A.D.U. as the exclusive
bargaining agent for all of the studio's
employes, a provision the union officials said was agreed upon in their
negotiations with Lou Diamond, Paramount short subjects manager, who
served as a mediator in the peace efforts. Fleischer spokesmen asserted
that the studio at no time had any
thought of granting the union the
right to represent its animators, although itwas at all times willing to
recognize the union as the representative of all other employes.
No arrangements have been made
for a resumption of the settlement
negotiations.

Republic Grants Pay Raise
Chicago, Oct. 3.— A strike at the
Republic exchange here was averted
on Saturday when Irving Mandel,
manager, agreed to a wage increase
demand by the film exchange union.
Mandel agreed under protest as he
wished to confer with George Browne
president of the lATSE, before
making a settlement.
Company

Executives

Converge
Coast
(Continued from on
page 1)
York Tuesday. Fairbanks will report
at RKO for "Having a Wonderful
George J. Schefer, vice-president
and general manager of U. A., arrived by train yesterday and is expected to remain longer than Mulvey
and Greenthal.

Time."
Warner Club Elects
The following 40 members have
been elected to the board of governors
of the Warner Club: Stuart H.
Aarons, Phil Abrahams, Louis Aidrich, Eli H. Arkin, Martin Bennett,
Max B. Blackman, Walter Brandt,
W. V. Brooks, Nat B. Browne, R.
W. Budd, H. M. Doherty, Joe Feldman, F. L. Gates, E. E. Hinchy, J.
T. Holmes, S. Immerman, F. J.
Kiernan, W. R. Koppe, Jules Levey,
T. J. Martin, Harry Mayer, W. S.
McDonald, Bryan Moore, Dave
Newman, George O'Keefe, Marie
Paulsen, Al Reh, Elkan Reiner,
Marion Roberts, Harold Rodner,
Andy M. Roy, Arthur Sachson, R.
Salomons, Sam Schneider, A. W.
Schwalberg, Arthur Shaftel, Miss M.
Victorson, Sidney Weiner, Ruth
Weisberg, S. Wolowitz.

Hold New Haven Club Election
New Haven, Oct. 3.— The New
Haven Warner Club has elected the
This is Roach's approach and
now Roach has had his say. . . . following new officers for the coming
year : Sidney Wiener, president ;
fully."
Carlisle G. Barrett, vice-president in
Young Twice a Father
charge of welfare; Benjamin J. BanHollywood, Oct. 3. — Robert Young, ford, in charge of entertainment ;
film player, became the father of a Samuel Kuperstein, in charge of memsecond child on Saturday when a
bership James
;
F. Eraser, in charge
daughter was born to Mrs. Young.
of contributions and loans ; James A.
Bracken, treasurer ; Barbara Brooks,
secretary.
All officers are emploves
Batcheller, Jr., Set
of the theatre department this term.
Hollywood, Oct. 3.— George Bat- The annual fall dance has been archeller, Jr., has joined Republic where
ranged for Seven Gables Inn on Nov.
6th, with Benjamin Banford in charge.
he is attached to Sol Siegel's unit.
▼
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work or planned. In the first group
he cites specifically "The Life of
Emile Zola," "Dead End," "100 Men
and a Girl," "Prisoner of Zenda" and
"Stage Door." Coming productions
which, he declares, will also be
marked by "artistic maturity and
popular appeal" capable of raising the
"standard of the screen" are "Idiot's
Delight," "Tovarich," "Madame Curie," "Three Comrades," "Gone with
the Wind," "The Buccaneer," "The
Hurricane," "Marie Antoinette," "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," "You
Can't Take It with You," "Ebb Tide"
and "A Damsel in Distress."
Hays' appraisal of the new pictures
also points to a blending of the instructional with the entertaining in
announced productions which take
their source material from dramatizations of American history, from literary classics and biography and from
popular and classical music. He
points out, as well, that comedy
"promises to be a prominent part of
the new entertainment fare," and cites
Walt Disney's feature length "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs" as a
"unique screen achievement" in the
realm of fantasy.
This indicated wide variety of new
screen entertainment is supplemented
by mystery, detective and outdoor
films, and important short subjects,
the Hays appraisal finds.

"Art

Films

"Box-Office
Kelly and Cohen
Arthur W. Kelly, U. A. foreign head, who is recuperating from a mastoid operation,
the other day ordered a radio
sent to his room in the Manhattan Hospital.
Just before Monroe Greenthai left for the coast, he
said this was a sign that
Kelly was recuperating very
nicely, but as soon as Kelly
orders Sammy Cohen to come
up and see him, then he will
know Kelly is in perfect
shape.

Purely

?9

(Continued from page 1)
Strabolgi stated that, as a departmental measure, it was likely to be
altered as a result of debates on its
various stages through Parliament.
This vas particularly likely in the
Grand Committee, the composition of
which reflected that of the House of
Commons as a whole. It was not yet
decided, he said the Board of Trade
had informed him, whether the measure would be first introduced in the
Commons or the Lords.
Lord Strabolgi prophesied "with
confidence" that the White Paper proposals would be modified in the bill
itself as regards the quota for shorts,
Plan Charlotte House
which would be increased. He attacked the quality clause proposal of
Charlotte, Oct. 3.— Contracts have
the C.E.A. on the grounds of the
been let for the construction of a new
theatre here, the Tryon, which will
"terrible responsibility" it., would
throw on a viewing committee. He
be a unit of Theatrical Enterprises.
also advocated a £25,000 minimum
The house will seat 600, and will be
cost, in place of the suggested £15,supervised by Ellis Blumenthal, presi000 standard and urged the necessity
dent of the circuit.
of real reciprocity with the United
States, and legislation to enforce it.
(The B.F.A. Co. is understood to be
Ohio ITO Meet Dec. 7
committed to the "Ostrer" scheme
of compelling U. S. companies to
Columbus, Oct. 3.— The I. T. 0.
spend a percentage of their British
of Ohio will hold its annual convention at the Neil House here on Dec.
receipts on the production of British
films.)
7 and 8.
J. F. X. Prendergast, chairman of
the luncheon, said reciprocity had
been a lovely dream. If Lord Strabolgi brought it about, he hoped it MOTION
PICTURE
DAILY^
would not be over the bodies of exhibitors. Exhibitors, said Prendergast, wanted to get back to the comHOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
mercial basis on which they were
before the first Films Act.
A number of members of Parliament attended the luncheon as guests ''52nd Street"
of exhibitors.
{Wanger-U. A.)
Hollywood, Oct. 3. — Walter Wanger's "52nd Street" is as diffuse,
raucous, gay, sad, realistic, sentimental, artificial, practically contradicSupreme
Court Has
tory, incredible and as objectively absorbing as the thoroughfare it docuFCC Procedure Case
ments both narratively and by the use of resident talent. The serious
(Continued from pane 1)
story of the street's somewhat inverse development from the social
Congress Square Hotel Co., the latter austerity
of 1912 to the surcharged abandon of 1937 is threaded along
operators of WCSH, Portland, _Me.
The proceeding involves conflicting as such things are in the sector without being permitted to impede a flow
applications of the Eastland Co. and of mirth and music purveyed by performers who know the street as
the Portland Broadcasting System well as it knows them.
before the broadcast division of the
Wanger has in striking fact laid the bespangled and bedraggled 52nd
F.C.C. for a new station at Portland. Street right smack in the lap of the screen audience. What it will think
The Congress Square company par- of the spectacle may be no more than conjectured unless the recent reacticipated inthe proceedings as an intion to pictures that have done the same with Hollywood holds good for
tervenor.
its tinselled companion community. That seems likely. Whatever the
The construction permit was granted
the Portland system and Eastland case, Wanger's presentation neither glorifies nor condemns the place and
carried the case to the courts on the the people it depicts. Not all the Neon tubing between 5th and 6th
ground that two of the three mem- Aves. strung together could spell out the exploitable names. A few are
bers of the broadcast division had Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Zasu Pitts, Jack White, Sid Silvers, Georgie
been replaced between the hearing of Tapps, Pat Paterson, Al Norman, Ella Logan, Dorothy Saulter, Al
the case and the issuance of the or- Shean, Maurice Rocco, Maria Shelton, Benny Baker, Dorothy Peterson,
der, raising the question whether the and the list runs on — but no Leon and Eddie.
substitution of commissioners before
The screenplay is by Grover Jones, additional dialogue by Sid Silvers,
a decision has been rendered is valid
when the majority of the division songs by Walter Bulock and Harold Spina and the dances by Danny
which decided the case neither heard
who know their way about. Harold Young's directhe evidence nor submitted a report. Dare,tionallkeepscraftsmen
a necessarily periodic and jerky story admirably integrated.
Hunter plays a wealthy idler cut off by two spinster sisters for marrying an actress. Carrillo is a cook turned organ-grinder in the hope of
A. T. O. to Meet Oct. 26
making his son a musician. When their fortunes are swept away in
Indianapolis, Oct. 3. — The anopen a "speak" which yields the profits_ on
nual convention of the Associated The- 1929 Hunter and Carrillo honest
fortune after repeal. After complicaatre Owners of Indiana will be held which is found a new and
Oct. 26 in the Indianapolis Variety
tions characteristic of 52nd Street, Hunter's daughter and Carrillo's son
The telling, not the tale, is the picture.
Club. Day business sessions will be marry.
followed by a banquet and floor show
minutes. "G."
Running time, 80 (Additional
at night.
Reviews on Page 6.)

Personal

►

\ RTHUR GREENBLATT, G. B.
1. eastern division manager, left
Chicago yesterday for visits to the
company's
Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
Cleveland exchanges.
•
Arthur A. Lee, G. B. vice-president, returned yesterday from the
Chicago.
company's
regional sales meeting in
•
Jim O'Loghlin, leader of the S. R.
Kent Drive, is due back today from
Toronto.
Increase

Ad

Rates

For

Omaha
Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
a week are used and an additional 10
cents if 250 inches are used.
Since contracts will not be signed in
the future, the theatres fear a still
higher
rate whencirculation
the World-Herald's
new accredited
is released.
The old combination net rate for the
two papers was $5.45 an inch, but
theatres figure that they've lost approximately
35,000 total advertisingcirculation and
practically
the entire
publicity circulation in the deal.
No apparent move has been made
by the World-Herald to change its
old ultra conservative publicity policy,
but there is a trend to more pretentious amusement pages.
Lincoln Ad Row Settled
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 3.— An advertising rate dispute between the Lincoln
Theatres Corp. and Westland Theatres Corp. on one side and the newspapers, Journ-al and Star, has been
ironed out after nearly eight weeks of
nose-tilting on both sides. Support
of the sheets goes back to the theatres
after giving the dance spots a heavy
Theduring
old rate
of $3.70 was raised
play
the difl^erence.
to $4 by the papers. Theatres then
withdrew more than half of their usual
money. Under the agreement it will
be $3.80 an inch, but if more than SO
inches are used weekly it will be $3.

Wall

Street

Light Board Changes
Open High Low Close Change
Net
Col
I^Va 1954 19'4
Cons
254
254 254 254 -f 54
E. K
175 175 175 175
161 15854 161 -t-3
15854
pfd..
E. K.,
G.
T. E
I8/2 7154
18^ 71
1854 71
1854 —— M54
Loew's
7154
Para
17-51 18
18 -f Vi
Para. 2 pfd.. 16
165^ 16 165^ + Vs.
RKO
65i
(•¥% 654 654
20th Fox.... 30
30 295/^ 29^ -|- 5^
Warner .... 10?4 107/^ 10-5^ 10^
Curb Rises Fractionally Net
Sentry OpenV?, HighVs LowVs,CloseViChange
Sonotone ... 2
2
2
2 + Vs
Technicolor. 25% 25^ 2SU 25J4 + Vs
Universal . . 2yi
254
254 2^
Little Bond Movement

Net
High Low Close Change
Loew's
995i 99
99
— ^
Warner
Bros. 6s 8754 87
'39 wd
8754 + 54
(Quotations at close of Oct. 2.)

BROKEN!...

DOORS

BROKEN!

PHILLY ENTIRELY
POSTED
with city's greatest
24-sheet drive and followed by giant newspaper ads!

IHE

UWEOW

Muni's Life Fitted Him
For Role of Emtle Zoia
Both Oredmed, Stfgggled
And f-ounci <pm't+mg Impois^Dte

"^5,182.72

to

CASHIER'S COMPLETELY
SWAMPED
by
flow of cash during entire first day!

be

exact

steady

rD,PHIlJ\....FIVEGRAND:..FIR$TDAY!

BOYD'S

FIRST

LOBBY

HOLD-UP

IN 3 YEARS

tops anything in theatre's history with capacity crowd
covering every available square inch of floor space!

BLOCK -LONG LINES tie up traffic for hours completely ignoring SRO in vain attempt to gain admission!
WARNER

Mr.

The
wiih GALE

Life

BROS.

Proudly Present

PAUL

of

SONDERGAARD

MUNI

EMILE
• JOSEPH

.

ZOLA
SGHILDKRAUT

Gloria Holden * Donald Crisp * Erin O'Brien-Moore * Louis
Calhern • Morris Carnovsky • Directed by WM. DIETERLE
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Rame, Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg
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Angeles

Los Angeles, Oct. 3— The only
attraction of the week to get into the
Girl Said
profit column was "The $3,573
take
No" at the 4 Star. The
in this 900-seat house was just $323
over normal.
"100 Men and a Girl," on a dual
took $7,100
with "The Man in Blue,"
in its third week at the Hillstreet
and $7,400, also in a third week, at
the Pantages. "Wee Willie Winkie"
and "My Dear Miss Aldrich" were
weak
State. at both the Chinese and Loew's
Total first run business was $95,136. Average is $107,950.
Estimated takings for the week ending Sept. 29 :
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
CARTHAY CIRCLE^(1,518), 50c-$1.50, 7
days, 5rd week. Gross: $13,850. (Average,
$17,000)
"WEE WILLIE WINKIE" (2»th-Fox)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (M-G-M)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,867. (Average, $12,500)
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G. N.)
4 STAR— (900), 40c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,573. (Average, $3,250)
"YIDDLE WITH HIS FIDDLE" (Sphinx)
GRAND INTERNATlONAI^(750), 35cweek. Gross: $1,700. (Av40c, 7 days,
erage, $1,200)2nd
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"THE MAN IN BLUE" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 6 days,
3rd week. Gross: $7,100. (Average, $8,000)
"WEE WILLIE WINKIE" (20th-Fox)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE^(2,500), 30c -55c, 7 days.
Ooss: $12,873. (Average, $14,000)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"THE MAN IN BLUE" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 30c-65c, 6 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $7,400. (Average, $8,000)
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT" (G. M.
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Stage: Evelyn Daw in person. Rube Wolt
and his orchestra. Gross: $15,200. (Average,
$18,000)
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
"FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS.— (Hollywood), 30c-65c,
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,400. (Average,
$14,000)
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
"FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS.— (Downtown)— (3,400),
30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Average,
$12,000)

PREVIEW
Dual

Stand In
(Wanger-U. A.)
Hollywood, Oct. 3. — Again the motion picture explores the motion
picture and finds it comic, dramatic, ludicrous, pathetic, frivolous and
tragically earnest in swiftly rotated succession. This time the exploration is from the Wall St. quarter and the principal character is a banker
sent to salvage or sell a Hollywood studio.
Leslie Howard plays this lugubrious, astigmatic human comptometer
with cogwheels of gold as no such emissary of efficiency was ever played
before and to an audience response reminiscent of no performance since

Top,

Frisco's
$16,000

San Francisco, Oct. 3. — "Big
City,"
on a dual with
at the Paramount,
vi'as "Talent
about theScout"
only
first run to make an impression during the week. It reached $16,000, up

Life of Emile Zola," on a twoby"The
$3,000.
a-day basis, pulled $10,000 at the St.
Francis. "Wife, Doctor and Nurse"
and "Footloose Heiress" garnered
Gary Cooper's "Mr. Deeds." Joan Blondell approaches his level as the $15,000 at the Warfield, but elsewhere
stand in who becomes his stenographer and sweetheart. Humphrey business was bad.
Total first run business was $92,500.
Bogart surprises favorably in a portrayal of the right side of the moral
code. Alan Mowbray is amusing in a closely clipped role of a tempera- Average is $93,000.
Estimated takings :
mental director. Marie Shelton, C. Henry Gordon, Jack Carson, J. C.
Week Ending Sept. 21:
Nugent and Tully Marshall contribute variable support.
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY" (RKO)
On the basis of the public appreciation accorded other recent pictures
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c,
depicting Hollywood and its ways it may be expected that "Stand In" 7 days. Stage show. Gross: $14,500. (Averwill turn in snug box-office balances. Tay Garnett directed the picture
age, $16,000)
Week Ending Sept. 22:
from a screenplay by Gene Towne and Graham Baker based on a Clar"VARSITY SHOW" (W. B.)
ence Budington Kelland story.
"WILD AND WOOLLY" (aOth-Fox)
Howard arrives in Hollywood to investigate the affairs of Colossal
FOX— (5,000), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross:
$16,000. (Average, $17,500)
Pictures for New York bankers who are about to sell it. His reception
"LOST HORIZON" (CoL)
and subsequent treatment give Hollywood institutions and ethics an airORPHEUM
— (2,440),
15c-35c-40c-55c,
4th week.
Gross: $7,000.
(Average,7
ing that might not be altogether relished if the emphasis were not laid days,
$8,000)
"BIG aTY" (M-G-M)
"TALENT SCOUT" (W. B.)
heavily upon the comedy aspect. Ultimately he learns that the studio's
ace director and top star have conspired with the prospective buyer to
PARAMOUNT— (2,750), 15c-35c-40c-S5c-75c,
depreciate the property and involve the star in a scandal by way of 7 days. Gross: $16,000. (Average, $13,000)
"UFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
invalidating a contract under which she holds cutting and editing auST.
(1,400), 55c-87c-$1.10-$1.65,
Gross: $10,000.
thority over the picture which must be revised to save the company. 7 days.FRANCIS—
Week
Ending
Sept. 23:
His bankers sell the studio out from under him, but he engineers a sitin occupancy of the plant by its 3,000 employees and saves the business "WIFE. DOCTOR & NURSE" (20th Fox)
"FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS" (W. B.)
for them and the stockholders. This latter procedure is heavily cushioned
WARFIELD
— (2,680), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
with comedy and interspersed with carefully worded utterances for what 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average, $14,000)
Week
Sept. 24:
might be interpreted by those so inclined as the purpose of suggesting
"THIREnding
TEEN" (Amkino
)
emphatically, if inversely, that it can't happen here.
CLAY— (400), 15c -35c -40c, 7 days. Ooss:
$1,500. "STELLA
(Average, DALLAS"
$1,000)
(U. A.)
Running time, 90 minutes. "A."
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-5Sc-75c, 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average,
Breakfast for Two
$6,000) "STELLA DALLAS"
(U. A.)
(RKO)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40cHollywood, Oct. 3. — A somewhat sophisticated, good-humored type 35c-75c,
days, 3rd week. Gross: $6,500.
(Average,7 $7,500)
of story, its chief ingredient being comedy, "Breakfast for Two" offers
an hour's entertainment which should be found pleasing by most audiences. Against a background of sumptuous indoor sets, the yarn reJury Hits Bank Night
volves about the effort, finally successful, of a girl to rejuvenate the
Tampa, Oct. 3. — The Hillsborremnant of a once proud family.
ough County Grand Jury, in its latest
The result occasionally descends virtually to the level of slapstick, presentments, took a rap at Bank
at other times produces comedy of a much higher order. It is some- Night. The report said that "Bank
what questionable whether Herbert Marshall is exactly the right man Night is, through the congregation of
d"
''Bluebear
Cooper inOct.
Hollywood,
3. — In what ap- for the lead but he does his best with the role. Barbara Stanwyck is crowds surrounding theatres, a menpears to be an unusual tangling of a good, and able assistance is rendered by Glenda Farrell, as the wouldace to the public safety and an expense to the city police department
be
actress
being
aided
by
Marshall
;
Eric
Blore
as
the
perfect
valet,
and
player's commitments, Paramount has
and are further a form of amusement
definitely cast Gary Cooper opposite Donald Meek as the considerably disturbed justice of the peace.
which justly should pay an extremely
Claudette Colbert in "Bluebeard's
Alfred Santell did a satisfactory directing job from a story by David high license if not be prohibited. We
Eighth Wife," which Ernst Lubitsch Garth and a screenplay by Charles Kaufman, Paul Yarwitz and Viola recommend that the city and county
will produce and direct.
This picture will be either the one Brothers Shore. The dialogue has its moments but lacks essential officials take immediate steps to corpicture loanout deal made for Cooper sparkle for this type of thing in a great many instances.
A stranger, Miss Stanwyck, brings Marshall home to his mansion
rect this situation."
by Paramount with Samuel Goldwyn,
to whom the star is under contract, or after a lively evening which leaves the scion of a once great shipowning
Rubens in Radio
the one-picture deal that Emanuel family under the weather. She, a wealthy girl from Texas, attempts
Chicago,
Oct. 3. — Jules J. Rubens
Cohen of Major Pictures had with the to restore his backbone, takes over the company, fights endlessly with
of the Great States circuit is eyeing
star. Cohen planned "What Ho !" for him, until he sees the light, gets him into harness and steals Marshall the radio broadcasting field. He has
Cooper, but the script apparently is
filed an application with the F.C.C. in
not in shape for him to do it. Cooper from under Miss Farrell's nose at the same time.
Washington to operate a 1,040 kilois being sought for "Marching Herds,"
minutes. "G."
cycle station with 250 watt daytime
Reviews on Page 8.)
Running time, 65 (Additional
large scale western which Lucien
power at Aurora, 111.
Hubbard will produce for Paramount.
Fred MacMurray and Randolph Scott
Mole, Rackett to SMPE
Plan Wilmington House
also are being talked to concerning
Franconi to Monogram
Hollywood, Oct. 3.— Peter Mole,
the western.
Wilmington, Oct. 3. — Plans for of Mole-Richardson and Gerald RackJohn L. Franconi has acquired a
a new first run downtown theatre to
ett of Technicolor will attend the fall half interest with Ed Blumenthal in
Pugilistic Short
cost about $100,000, have been sub- convention of the S. M. P. E. in New the Monogram franchise for the Dalmitted to contractors for bids.
York next month. Rackett, executive
Pictorial Films will make a short
las territory. Franconi has been southThe house will be built by the Old vice-president of the organization, is
west district manager for G. B. J.
dation and the Daily News and will
scheduled
to
leave
here
Oct.
5
and
do the shooting at the Golden Gloves Time Petroleum Co., reportedly for
Reg Wilson has been transferred from
Mole will go Oct. 7.
lease to Warners.
Boston to succeed Franconi.
training camp on Staten Island.
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Three

Picture

Cases

Before

SupremeCourt
(Continued from page 1)
statute requiring that all films be
licensed is invalid in that it interferes
with the right of the Federal Government to regulate commerce with
foreign nations, and that the refusal of
the court to grant the restraining
order is a burden on foreign commerce
and an infringement upon the Federal
Government's exclusive right to censor
foreign films.
Licensing rights of the socalled
"Radio Trust" under the patent pooling arrangement engineered by Radio
Corp. of America, Western Electric
Co., Electrical Research Products and
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. are questioned by General Talking
Pictures Corp., an appeal from a decision of the Second Circuit (New
York) Court of Appeals favoring
those companies in a patent infringement suit.
Purchased Amplifiers
The petitioner over a considerable
period of time purchased large numbers of vacuum tube amplifiers from
the American Transformer Co., a
licensee, to which were attached
license notices limiting their use to
amateur and broadcast radio reception.
The amplifiers were used in the production of talking picture projection
equipment. The radio companies
brought suit charging infringement because the use to which the amplifiers
were put was outside the "licensed"
use. The petitioner appealed from
a decision that a patentee may extend his monopoly beyond a sale
by a licensee, and asked the Supreme Court to determine whether
a patent owner may restrict the use
made of a device manufactured under
the patent after the device has passed
into the hands of a purchaser.
The anti-monopoly suit of the
Indianapolis Amusement Co. against
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist. Corp.,
Universal Film Exchanges, United
Artists, 20th Century-Fox, Vitagraph
and Educational Film Exchanges, is
pending before the court in an appeal
of the Indianapolis company from a
decision of the Seventh Circuit
(Indiana) Court of Appeals.
Equity Suit Outgrowth
The appeal grows out of an equity
suit brought by the respondents to
secure the production of books and
records, the companies alleging that
they were defendants in an action
brought by the petitioner, who alleged
that it operated a large film house in
Indianapolis for years and that the
respondents, by an unlawful conspiracy
in restraint of interstate commerce,
had damaged it by forcing it to pay
higher prices for films, and by forcing
it to take inferior films, thus causing
the _ company to fail and go into
liquidation.
The respondents allege that the
greater part of their defense of that
action will consist in proving that the
petitioner's losses were not the result
of their acts but were from some other
cause, and for that defense it was
necessary for them to obtain information from the petitioner's records as
to daily receipts and expenditures.
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Annapolis
Salute
(RKO)
A human and entertaining story of midshipmen at Annapolis, their
social activities and the traditions of the Academy, "Annapolis Salute"
should be found entertaining for the general run of audiences. It is not
elaborate, has little of glamour and the cast names will mean nothing
at the box-office, but the film undoubtedly will please.
James Ellison has the lead, supported by Harry Carey, Marsha Hunt,
Van Heflin, Ann Hovey and Arthur Lake. It is a Robert Sisk production, with Christy Cabanne, who wrote the story, also responsible for
the direction. John Twist prepared the screenplay.
Ellison, whose father, Carey, is a petty officer, enrolls in the Academy,
his future commission and navy career his only aim in life. He comes
into almost immediate conflict with Heflin, who is wealthy and at
Annapolis only at parental request, and whose only desire is to get out.
Their divergent attitudes come into sharp focus when they meet Miss
Hunt, sister of a classmate. Heflin's idea is to leave the academy and
marry, while Ellison is torn between what he conceives as his duty
and the girl.
Ellison gets into difficulty when a girl with whom he had been seen
is injured in an accident while he, contrary to rules, was in Miss
Hunt's room. Eventually, Heflin saves his career and the boy realizes
he can have both his commission and the girl, since she promises to
wait.

Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Public

Cowboy

No,

1

(Republic)
Here is a cattle rustling story with many modern touches. The outIff
laws are right up to the minute with
short wave radios, an airplane
lookout and refrigerated trucks. They slaughter, skin and dress the
beef right on the plains and cart it off to a packing center. The story
is excitingly done with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, William Farnum
and Ann Rutherford featured. Miss Rutherford is one of the prettiest
"horse opera" leading women to be seen in a long while. She also does
justice to her role as editor of a small town newspaper.
Autry is a deputy working under Farnum. After convoying a herd
of cattle across rustler country, they discover later that the herd has
been rustled and murder has been done. The setup has Autry puzzled for
a moment, but later a few leads are found and he begins tracing the
movement of a number of suspects. Farnum is shot and Autry and Burnette arrest a suspect who is beaten to death while in jail. The townspeople tire of the official action and hire the services of a detective
agency. On the day of the new outfit's arrival Autry sets his trap and.
while all the folks from the surrounding range are attending the welcoming ceremonies, his trap is sprung. The finish is a thrilling sequence
of exceptionally well-filmed riding shots and clever direction. Autry
and Burnette also sing a few numbers, the latter a comic piece about a
"Defective Detective from Brooklyn."
Joseph Kane directed. Jack Marta photographed. The original story
is by Bernard McConville.

Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
Legion Passes All
Nine New Pictures
The National Legion of Decency,
in its list of new pictures for the
current week, has approved all nine
of the new films reviewed, four for
general patronage and five for adults.
The new films and their classification
follow :
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage — "Boss of Lonely Valley," "The Game That Kills," "Life
Begins in College," "This Way,
Please." Class A-2, Unobjectionable
for Adults— "Ave Maria," "Carnival
Queen," "Fight for Your Lady,"
"Madame X," "Das Schoene Fraulein
Schragg."
price of admission, names and dates
of films shown, and which films were
of inferior quality, etc. The lovver
motion
refused
court
to
dismiss
the the
case,petitioner's
and the company
appealed.

Tri-States

Theatre

Shift Warner Action
A $10,000 suit was revealed in the
U. S. District Court on Saturday by
the removal from the N. Y. Supreme
Court of the action by Select Theatres Corp. against Warners. The
complaint alleges that the Shubert
Theatres Corp. acquired the title to
the story, "The Audition" and later
assigned it to Select. The Warner
picture,
and Able"
is claimed"Ready,
to be anWilling
infringement.
The
author of "The Audition" was not
given in the complaint.
STATEMENT
OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION,
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST
24, 1912 AND
MARCH 3,
Of Motion Picture 1933.
Daily, published daily
except Sunday at New York, N. Y., for
October
1, 1937.York 1
State of New
County of New York J
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Theodore J- Sullivan, who, having
heen duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that is the Business Manager
of the Motion Picture Daily and that
the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily
papersaidthe
circulation),
the in
aforepublication
for the etc.,
date of
shown
the
above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act
of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business manager are:
Publisher and Exlitor-in-Chief — Martin
Quigley,
6th Ave.,
Y.
Editor— 1270
Maurice
Kann,New1270York.
6th N.Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
6thManaging
Ave., NewEditor—
York, J.
N. M.
Y. Jerauld, 1270
Business Manager — Theodore J. Sullivan,
1270 6th Ave., New York, N. Y.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given.)
Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270
6th Ave., New York, N. Y.
Martin Quigley, 1270 6th Ave., New
York, N. Y.
Colvin Brown, 1270 6th Ave., New York,
N.Gertrude
Y.
S. Ouigley, 1270 6th Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of
mortgages,
or so
other
securities bonds,
arc: (If there
are none,
state.)
None.
4. Tliat the two paragraphs next above,
giving the
the owners,
stockholders, and names
security ofholders,
if any, contain
not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the books
of the company, but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee
or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given; also that
the said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing
full knowledge
and
belief as to affiant's
the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers during the twelve
months preceding the date shown above is
5,684. (This information is required from
daily publications
only.) J. Sullivan,
Theodore
Business Manager.

Owners at Memphis
Memphis, Oct. 3.— Approximately
100 members and guests of the TriStates T. O. A. arrived here today
for the fall meeting of the organization, which will continue through
tomorrow at the Hotel Chisca. The
delegations represent Mississippi,
Tennessee and Arkansas exhibitors.
Today's events are primarily of a
social nature, except for several meetings of officers and committees
whose reports will be heard at Monday's business sessions. Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president, is expected here tonight from Philadelphia and Washington to address
the convention tomorrow. His visit
here will be his second in the course
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
of a coast-to-coast tour to obtain
day of September, 1937.
national exhibitor opinion on the 27th
(seal)
Anna Milbert,
need for trade practice regulations
within the industry.
(My commission expires March 30, 1938)
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(Continued from page 1)
charge a purchaser for either its right
on the air or good will.
So far, he said, he has no views on
newspaper ownership of stations, network ownership or government operation. The first two, however, are problems to be considered with a view to
the determination of policies, either by
the commission or by Congress upon
recommendations from the commission.
He has no present opinion upon the
charging of fees for licenses or special
taxes upon broadcasters.
McNinch promised that the operations of the commission would be absolutely open and that there would be
no "covering up." "There will be no
covering up of anything by me," he
said, "I care not how high or low it
goes."
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a
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High

Up

Deals

11.1%

of $2,045,823

Time sales on the CBS network for September totaled $2,045,825,
an increase of 11.1 per cent over the same month in 1936, previously
the highest September in CBS history.
Cumulative billings for the first nine months of this year totaled
$20,792,782, an increase of 33.7 per cent over the corresponding
period last year, which was $15,550,070. The September figures
last year were $1,838,932.

Closed
Two

With

Stations

The American Radio Telegraphists'
Ass'n late Friday night closed agreements with WHN, New York, and

Philadelphia. In both instances the union won a 40-hour, fiveday week, time and a half for overtime, and increases in salaries.
Three
Webs
to Air
Series
The agreements also call for a review of all projected dismissals and
stipulate that the technicians are permitted seven holidays a year. The
Regardless
of Schedules
agreements also call for preferential
hiring of A. R. T. A. members,
making
both stations closed shops in
CBS, Mutual and NBC will cover 6 throus-h Oct. 12, "Gold Medal Feathe World Series games completely,
so
far
as
the hiring of technical emture Time," sponsored by General
ployes
is
concerned.
regardless of time or sponsor sched- Mills, Inc., and "Jack and Loretta
The A. R. T. A. is now negotiating
ules. The list of sponsors who will Clemens," for Colgate-Palmolive Peet.
with
Philadelphia stations, WEIL
relinquish their broadcast time, with Additionally, "News Through a Wom- and two
WCAU. Contracts with these
an's
Eyes,"
for
Pontiac
Motor
Co.,
the networks paying the rebates, foland the Dr. Dafoe program for Lehn stations will be consummated within
low :
a short time, according to Mervyn
NBC's Red network is the hardest & Fink will be cancelled Oct 6, 8 Rathborne, president of the A. R.
hit. Wednesday, Oct. 6, from 1 :15 and 11. Saturday and Sunday are T.
A.
until 5 P. M., the approximate times open
5 P. dates
M. _ on the CBS schedule, with
The WHN agreement brings to a
of all games, the cancellations will be no sponsored programs between 1 and
close a long-drawn fight between the
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"
station owners, Loew's, Inc., and the
Mutual
is
now
trying
to
re-arrange
"John's Other Wife," and "Just Plain its schedule
C. I. O.— affiliated A. R. T. A. This
Bill," all sponsored by American
is believed to be the first instance
Home Products ; "How to Be Charmwherein a film company in any of its
ing," sponsored by Charles H. Phillips Agrap
Votes Support activities has given recognition to a
union affiliated with the C. I. O.
Chemical Co. ; "Pepper Young's
Of Labor; Stays As Is
Family," "Ma Perkins," "Vic and
Louis K. Sidney conducted the negotiations for the station.
Sade," "The O'Neill's," "Guiding
The American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers, in session the
Light," "Story of Mary Marlin," and
"Road of Life." all Procter & Gamble past weekend for the first time since
Fred Dawson Joins WOW
programs, and "Lorenzo Jones," a its formation, reaffirmed its decision
Omaha, Oct. 3. — Fred Dawson,
Charles H. Phillips Co. show. The
bona fide labor organsame cancellation schedule follows for to supportizations,allbut voted
to keep its own who
as the
coach"of
when washe hailed
directed
the"miracle
University
the following day, Thursday, with the entity. In some circles, it had been Nebraska to two football victories
addition of "Mystery Chef," sponsored believed that AGRAP might go over
by Regional Adv. Co. The Saturday to the Equity-controlled American over Notre Dame in the "Four Horsemen" days, has joined the staff of
Red network schedule for the game Federation of Radio Artists. More
time is unaffected commercially, all than 200 attended the meeting at the WOW. He will have two 15-minute
periods weekly, starting Oct. 7.
programs being sustainers. Cancelled Taft Hotel.
AGRAP
will
keep
an
eye
on
and
Sunday will be "Bicycle Partv." sponSullivan in New Series
sored by Cycles Trades.
watch the developments of other labor
Paul Sullivan, WLW commentator,
The only Blue network commercial organizations through a committee of
programs which will be affected are seven New York members. The com- will inaugurate a new series of committee will report periodically to all
the Sunday shows, "Magic Key," for
mentaries, "Behind the News" for
Liberty Magazine over three of the
RCA ; and "On Broadway," Diamond the AGRAP chapters.
WLW
Line
stations— WHN, New
Crystal Salt Co. All other listings
Roger Bower of WOR was elected
during the series time are sustainers. to succeed Karl Schullinger as na- York; WXYZ, Detroit, and WLW,
The CBS cancellations follow: Oct.
starting tomorrow, 9:30 to 10 P.M.
tional secretary and treasurer.

M-G-M's
Air Plans
Come Up This Week
(Continued from page 1)
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, told Motion Picture Daily.
Sidney left for Hollywood Saturday
by plane. He was to have been accompanied by Benny Thau, production executive at the M-G-M studio,
who returned last week from Europe
with Louis B. Mayer, but Thau will
get away either today or tomorrow.
Schenck sees certain advantages in
a radio tieup, provided the program
is handled properly.
"We feel that as long as radio is
here we might as well make the proper use of it," Schenck stated. "If
we are going to go into it, we want
to see that our stars are protected
with the proper material."
The Loew head added that no decision had been reached as to who
will be the first star on the program,
nor how the program will be worked
out. These matters, he held, were
now being worked out in California.
The show will start Nov. 4 and will
go on from 9 P. M. to 10 P. M. every
Thursday after that.
Schenck said the deal had a number of options and he looks forward
to the program as a big event.
Accompanied by his wife, Schenck
New
Shows
will depart for his annual visit to
the studios about the middle of the
month. He said he plans to remain
on the coast three or four weeks. He
"Varsity Show"
declared there was no particular
"Varsity
Show,"
which
drawsof
significance attached to the trip. J. itsThe
talent
from the
student
bodies
Robert Rubin, general counsel of M- various colleges, returned to the netG-M meet
and aSchenck
vice-president
of Loew's,
works Friday evening, with the lads
will
in California
next
and lassies of the University of Alamonth.
bama whooping it up for their Alma
Mater and the Pontiac Motor Co.
Elges Joins Rambeau Co.
Paul Dumont is the "em cee" this
Myron A. Elges, formerly with time,
succeeding John Held, Jr.
Transamerican Broadcasting & TeleThe
program remains a great provision Corp., has been added to the
motion for Pontiac cars, but it falls
New York sales staff of the William
somewhat short of being an excesG. Rambeau Co., station representasively entertaining show. The usual
tives, and Clark Branion, former
and girls' glee clubs, student
newspaperman, has been added to the boys'
band, talks by the various athletic
coaches and a history of the school
company's sales staff in Detroit.
were offered. Most amusement, howDragonette Requests Listed
ever, was derived from listening to
Jessica Dragonette on her last air the delicious southern drawls of the
appearance Oct. 6 will sing songs ning.
students who spoke during the evemost frequently requested from her
Pontiac sponsors. Beginning next
past operettas.

KYW,

Music

Publishers

at

Code Meeting Today
(Continued from page 1)
the meeting, the bulk of the small
houses are expected to await publication of the first draft of the code
Friday the program will be presented
at a new time, from 9 to 9 :30 P. M. before indicating their views, alon the NBC-Blue. MacManus, John
though a group of smaller indepenand Adams is the agency.
dents is reported prepared to descend
upon Washington in vigorous protest
against Government regulation.
Possibilities of a protest against
"Music from Hollywood"
trade cof^mission approval of the
The only thing new about the Friday evening Chesterfield program is proposed code are seen in the relationship between some of the pubits title. It is now known as "Music
lishers and film producers. If opposition is launched on this ground, it
from
Hollywood,"
Halproviding
Kemp's
orchestra
and Alicewith
Faye
may possibly be based on a charge
the music and vocals.
that a code would not be in the public
The Kemp organization, one of the interest and might lead to monopoly
smoothest about, celebrated its 12th — a charge which recently led the
birthday by playing the first song it commission to deny a code to the
ever recorded as many years ago, "A petroleum distributing industry.
Little Boy, a Little Girl, a Little
Moon." The orchestration was the
Oppositi
be
probablypubwillsmaller
codethe
the of
lishers to on
same as a dozen years ago, and, truth
based on the idea that the outlawing
to tell, it was hard to detect the dif- of certain practices would make it
ference between the then and the
impossible for them to compete with
present-day styles. Banner.
the larger houses.
on

the

Air

First in
Film an(

Alert.
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MPPA

Urges

Extended

On

Song

Ban

Plugs

Patman Act
Industry

Would Apply
To Music

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 4.— A flat ban
on bribery, gifts or other inducements
to song plugging where the efifect is
to lessen competition or create
monopoly, and application _ to the
music industry of the prohibitions of
the Robinson- Patman Act against
price discrimination today were asked
of the Federal Trade Commission by
the Music Publishers' Protective
Ass'n.
These two problems were covered
in a proposed code of fair trade submitted on behalf of the industry by
Judge Joseph V. McKee, counsel for
the M.P.P.A., with the unanimous
approval of the nearly 75 music trade
representatives present at a conference presided over by Judge George
McCorkle, director of trade practice
conferences.
With the exception of an attack on
the music operations of film producers
and the suggestion that provisions be
(Continued on page 7)
Studios
With

Hold
39

Pace

Shooting

Hollywood, Oct. 4. — The number
of features before the cameras
droppedas one
from last
total,
six to
were39 started
and week's
seven
were finished. Twenty-two are in the
final stages of preparation and 77 are
being edited.
Starting were : Columbia, "Murder
Is Welcome" and "The American
Legion ;" Monogram, "Federal Bullets ;" Paramount, "The Yellow
Nightingale;"
RKO,on page
"Taking
the
(Continued
4)
Southern

Group

Hits

Black-White
Mixing
Memphis, Oct. 4. — The indiscriminate intermingling of the black and
white races in films intended for
southern exhibition was vigorously
criticized today at the 31st semi-annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee being held at the Chisca Hotel here.
The discussion was precipitated by W.
(Continued on page 4)

Radio— Pp,
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YORK,

Selznick
Talk

He

Will

OCTOBER
'Twas

to

Here
Discuss

Plans with "
Distribution plansEverybody"
for David O.
Selznick, after he completes two of
four pictures for United Artists on
his present committment, will be
completed here in the next few weeks,
the producer told Motion Picture
Daily yesterday on his arrival from
the coast.
"I have a few definite things in
mind," Selznick stated, "and I will
talk
everybody,"
he added.
One
of thetoexecutives
he will
confer with
is George J. Schaefer, vice-president
and general manager of U.A., who is
due to return from Hollywood tomorrow.
Asked if he would talk to Nicholas
M. Schenck, Selznick was non-committal except to say that he would
discuss his plan with "everybody."
"I will get straightened out before
I return to the coast in a month."
Accompanying the producer were
(Continued on parfc 7)
Guild Hearing Told
Of Raw Stock Sales
Los Angeles, Oct. 4. — Figures
showing transactions of millions of
dollars in raw film stock were revealed today in the National Regional
Labor Relations Board hearing of the
Screen Writers'
Guild petition
for an
election
to determine
the collective

No

Busy

Decision

Day

Reached

On a Dallas Appeal
Attorneys for defendant distributors
were unable, following a conference
yesterday, to agree on the necessity
for appealing the recent Federal court
decision at Dallas holding the contracts made with Hoblitzelle theatres
which regulated subsequent run admission prices to be in violation of the
anti-trust laws.
Attorneys explained, following the
discussions, that many parts of the
Federal court decision are confusing
in their implications and do not permit
of a definite interpretation. In view
of this, a decision on an appeal will be
held in abeyance until the Govern
ment's decree has been entered. This
is expected within the next few days.
Frels

Monopoly

Suit

Is Begun at Dallas
Dallas, Oct. 4. — Ruben Frels' antitrust suit against Jefferson Amusement Co. and major distributors was
started here today in U. S. District
Court. Most of the day was spent in
selecting a jury after which attorneys
outlined the case.
bargaining agency for film writers.
As an important step in the attempt
Frels charges that Jefiferson Amusement acquired houses in towns where
of Special Board Attorney William J.
Walsh to show the relation of the film he operated and that thereafter he was
industry to interstate commerce, repre- unable to secure product from majors.
The distributing companies will seek
sentatives ofvarious raw stock comto prove that product was available
panies(Continucd
were called to
the
stand
to
reon page 7)
for Frels.

100

Men

Grosses

Tops
in

Key

Box-Office
City

Early
Strike

Cleveland,
Hippdrome
a second
"Thin Ice"

CENTS

End

of

Urged

By Kuykendall
statement Follows Talks
In Philadelphia
An immediate settlement of the controversy between Paramount and Philadelphia exhibitors "for the good of
the industry as a whole," was urged
by Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A.
president, in a statement issued yesterday following weekend conferences
with Philadelphia exhibitor leaders.
Kuykendall's statement asserted that
Lewen Pizor, president of the U. M.
P. T. O., an affiliate of the M. P. T.
O. A., and Pizor's associates "are
willing to try to negotiate a fair settlement with the Paramount sales executives or through an impartial committee of arbitration or mediation."
Apprised of this statement yesterday
by Motion Picture Daily, Austin
Keough, vice-president and secretary
of Paramount, said that the company
"is and at all times has been ready
and willing to discuss with any of its
customers any grievances they have
and to try to adjust them satisfactorily. Paramount, however, is not willing to deal with representatives of a
'band'
up'
on orit. any combine formed to ,'gang
"Our attitude on this remains unchanged," Keough onsaid.
"We have
(Continued
page 2)
Para.

Settlement

Before

Court

Soon

The petition of the Paramount trustee for leave to settle for $2,150,000
cash the 1934 recovery action against
former oflScers and directors of the
company has been completed and will
be filed with Federal Judge Alfred
C. Coxe, probably on Thursday or
Friday of this week unless unforeseen
delays are encountered, it was learned
yesterday.
The petition was prepared by Root,
(Continued on page 7)

Spots
Directors

Ranking first or close to that spot,
in many comparative estimates, "100
Men and a Girl" appeared to be the
leading contender for box-office honors
in the major theatres of the key cities
during the past week. "Souls at Sea,"
"Thin Ice," "Dead End" and "Double
or Nothing" did a fair share of business and "Lost Horizon," virtually
concluding its key city runs, also was
in the running.
"100 Men and a Girl" was top in

TEN

5, 1937

Hollywood, Oct. 4. — In a
day bristling with second
thoughts RKO announced
"Danger Patrol" as the new
title of "Highway to Hell,"
"Living on Love" as the new
name for "Love in a Basement," "Perfect Alibi" as the
final designation for "The
Shadow Speaks," and Gwen
Bayer (as in aspirin) as the
new name of Becky Baer (as
in fisticuffs).

Future

Lineup
Asserts

TUESDAY,

taking
$16,500
at Warners'
and going
to the
Allen for
week. "Dead End" and
went over average in their

of

MPPDA

May Meet on Oct 14
The quarterly meeting of the board
of the M.P.P.D.A. has been set for
Oct. 14, although the date is tentative and may be either advanced or set
"Walter
Wanger's
Vogues
of
1938"
spots.
took top honors in Detroit, capturing back several days, dependent upon the
$26,500 at the Michigan, over par by availability of board members at the
time, it was said.
$6,500,
"100running
Men and
a Girl"
The report of the educational films
was
closewhile
behind,
$5,600
over
which is expected to reveal
average with a $25,600 take at the committee,(Continued
on page 7)
(Continued on page 4)
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Selzer;

Taplinger Gets Post
Hollywood, Oct. 4. — Edward Selzer, for four years publicity director
of Warners' studio, has been named
general assistant to Bryan Foy. Selzer will also be in charge of publicity
and exploitation for some of the films
to be produced by Foy and will concentrate on promotion and publicity
for the new talent which Warners
have under contract.
Robert F. Taplinger, head of Taplinger, Inc., will succeed Selzer as
head of studio publicity. He will
work in close cooperation with Jack
Warner, Hal Wallis and S. Charles
Einfeld, director of advertising and
publicity, and will give his attention
to both the film and radio activities
of Warners.
Name Academy Group
Hollywood, Oct. 4. — William Koenig, chairman of the Academy Research Council, has named a committee, with Thomas Moulton of United
Artists as chairman, to study set
equipment noise, with a view to its
elimination.

of
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Purely

Six

Months

for

at 1,019

Washington, Oct. 4. — During the
► first half of 1937, domestic and foreign
pictures ofifered on the German market
totaled 1,019, with a length of 466,515
meters, according to a report to the
DouglasRobert
MontMontgomery,
RAFT,
GE gomery,
GEOR
Commerce
By Kuykendall
sistant of
Commercial
Attachefrom
R. AsM.
Mack Gordon, Genevieve Tobin, Pat U. S. Dep't
(Continued from page 1)
Campbell and Sid Silvers arrived Stevenson at Berlin.
always been willing to treat individual from the coast yesterday. Janet
Of German origin were 939 films,
with
a length of 356,827 meters, 80
Gaynor
was
aboard
the
Super
Chief
customer's complaints individually."
Questioned concerning the com- to Chicago where she is stopping (109,688 meters) of foreign origin,
including 41 (62,162 meters) from the
pany's attitude toward the suggestion over for a few days.
•
United States. Of the German share,
that the dispute be submitted to "an
George Weeks will be tendered a 653 were normal films and 286 were
impartial committee of arbitration or
mediation," Keough said, "We do not testimonial luncheon at the Astor, narrow gauge. Of the foreign films, 71
feel that we have anything to arbi- Oct. 9, by G. B. home office execu- were of normal and nine of narrow
tives and members of the local gauge. The total of long and short
trate or mediate."
films offered amounted to 123, with a
Kuykendall's statement hits at ex- exchange sales staff.
•
length of 207,841 meters. Seventy-six
hibition contracts "which," he obArthur A. Lee, vice-president of (with 112,409 meters) were German
serves, "are carefully written by counsel for the distributor, not by attor- G. B., was host last night at a special and 47 foreign, including 23 American.
neys for the
screening
"Non-Stop
York"
the homeof office.
OfficialsNew
of several
Citing
the exhibitor."
non-delivery of six pic- at
Salvador Plans New
tures on last season's Paramount con- airlines attended. •
tracts which, he says, the exhibitors
Spanish Films Here
Clinton M. White, G. B. assistant
"were led to believe they had bought,"
Jaime Salvador, Spanish producer,
Kuykendall remarks that "Maybe they general manager, arrived in Omaha plans to produce Spanish-speaking pic(exhibitors) failed to read the tech- yesterday from Chicago, where he
tures for distribution in the United
nical, legalistic clauses in fine print in
States
and Spanish-speaking countries.
presided
over
the
company's
regional
the Paramount contract, or to fully sales meeting.
Production will be on the coast.
•
realize that the pictures they think
After several months in Hollywood,
Arthur Gottlieb of Du Art Film
they buy from every distributor are
he is now in New York on distribuseldom if ever actually identified in Labs, is mourning the loss of his
tion arrangements. He plans to refather, who succumbed over the weekturn to the coast shortly to begin prothe written contract they sign."
end
after
a
prolonged
illness.
duction on his first three. The first,
Clarification Asked
•
"Castles
in the Air," is scheduled to
M. P. T. O. A. president regards
Meyer Schine and George Lynch start about
Jan. 1.
the situation as "clear proof of the are in town on film buys and will
need for a simpler, fairer and more leave for Gloversville either tomorrow or Thursday.
easily understandable form of exhibi•
Firefly'' Grosses
tion contract, free from trick clauses
Candido Galdo, head of Interna$5,000 Fifth Week
andHetechnicalities."
"The Firefly" tallied approximately
also regards the Paramount
tional Films of Cuba, G. B. distributors, will arrive today from Havana $5,000 in its fifth week at the Astor
buyers' "strike" as an argument for
conciliation machinery within the in- for a short visit. •
on
a two-a-day
is slated
to openpolicy.
at the "Hurricane"
theatre the
dustry which would permit the setfirst week in November.
Joseph I. Breen, head of Productlement of "our commercial disputes
tion Code Administration, is in New
and controversies by other means than
"100 Men and a Girl" is expected
York
from Hollywood for a few days. to finish a third and last week at the
beating the other fellow into submis•
Roxy with about $40,000.
Nestor
Sanchez
of
Tropical
"A fairer trade practice relationship
The last three days of "Make a
Films, Havana, is in New York and Wish" at the Rivoli totaled less than
must be followed," he warns, "or we will
leave tomorrow for Pittsburgh.
are
headed for Governmental regulasion."
•
tion. M. P. T. O. A.'s 10-point
trade practice program is badly needed
RKO
List to Butterfield
Albert
S. Howson,willWarners'
di- $1,000.
rector of censorship,
lecture this
andKuykendall
we are stillleft
fighting
for
it."
Among
the midwest deals for
Philadelphia over evening at Hunter • College.
RKO's 1937-'38 product completed
the week end for Memphis, where he
recently by Jules Levy, general sales
begins a nationwide tour to sound out
Robert Montgomery arrived yes- manager,
that with the Butterfield
exhibitor sentiment on the need for
terday for a short vacation on his circuit ofis 96
houses in Michigan.
trade practice regulations within the farm at Brewster, • N. Y.
E. E. Beatty, president and treasurer,
industrv.
Sam Harris and George Elcock signed for the exhibitors.
returned yesterday from the coast via
Asks Filing- of Complaints
Open RKO Branch in B.W.I.
Columbus, Oct. 4. — Quoting the American Airlines. •
R. K. Hawkinson, RKO LatinAmerican sales division manager, is
highlights
of Judge
Atwell's
decisionin
in the Federal
Court,
at Dallas,
Joe Moskowitz is en route to Hol- now in Port of Spain, Trinidad,
lywood and the 20 th Century-Fox where he will open headquarters for
which he held that the 10 major distributors were operating in violation studio.
•
direct distribution operations in the
of the Sherman anti-trust law, P. J.
Walter Wanger is due to arrive British West Indies.
Wood, secretary of the I. T. O. of from the coast today by plane.
Ohio, has asked exhibitors who are
being damaged by inability to obtain
Patricia Ellis is scheduled to Extend Omaha Child Ban
product to arrange a conference with depart for Hollywood today.
Omaha, Oct. 4. — City health
authorities have ordered the ban on
him in order that their complaints may
o
be investigated, and, if possessing
minors attending theatres be extended
Roy Disney is planning to leave for one week because three more
merit, be set up in legal form for sub- for Hollywood tomorrow.
cases of infantile paralysis have been
mission to the proper Federal authori•
ties.
Irving Caeser left for the coast reported.
Yesterday by plane.
Flash Previews
Marshall at Ampa
Herbert Marshall will be the honor
"Over the Goa;"— Football stulf, folJascha Heifetz will arrive from
the coast today.
lowing the usual lines.
guest at Thursday's meeting of the
"Here's Flash Casey" — And there's
Ampa at Sardi's. Roy Disney and
June Clyde arrives today on the plenty of amusement in this story of
Morrie Ryskind are also slated to apthe candid camera fiend.
pear. The entertainment will be fur- lie de France.
•
These films will be reviewed in full
nished by Peggy O'Donnell of "Stage
Irving Hoffman is bound for the in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Door" ; Ted Hammerstein and VelenDaily.
coast.
tina Darde, the "Duse of Song."
Strike

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Studios

Hold

With

39 Shooting

''100

(.Continued from page 1)
and Warners,
"The Adventures of Robin Hood."
The tally by studio :
Columbia finished one, shooting
four, preparing four, editing seven;
Goldwyn, zero, one, zero, two ; Grand
National, zero, zero, zero, four ;
M-G-M, two, five, two, five; Monogram zero, one, one, two; Paramount,
one, six, four, eight ; Principal, zero,
zero, one, one ; Republic, two, one,
two, three ; RKO, one, seven, one,
three ; Roach, zero, zero, one, zero ;
Selznick, zero, one, zero, one ; 20th
Century-Fox, zero, three, two, eight ;
Universal, zero, three, two, five ;
Wanger, zero, zero, zero, two;
Warners, zero, seven, two, 26.
Three short subjects were finished,
and two started and are still shooting.
Three are being prepared, and 12 being edited.

Men

"

Grosses

Air,"

Tops
in

Fox. "Dead End" went well over par,
ning. "Stella Dallas" was in the runand

1EST
N'S ^A1GHT
,HE NATIO
EET
FL
R
LUXURIOUS AI

EXTRA

LUXURY

PER

PLANE

TWA

presents the Nation's mightiest Skyliners — the largest, most luxurious at the service of the air traveler . . .
planes weighing 24,800 pounds . . . 2440 horsepower
. . . flying 200 miles an hour with
power reserve
. . . The fastest transcontinental schedules . . . coast to
coast in fifteen hours over the most beautiful scenic

routes . . . Planes that cost $10,000 extra to provide
perfect comfort for you. 17 seats in space licensed for
25 . . . air conditioned . . . sound proofed . . . and
complimentary, full course, meals served enroute.
Ship By
For All Airline Informatio
Call Your Nearest TWA Office
... or Any Hotel, Travel Bureau
AIR EXPRESS
Postal Telegraph
or Westerr
Union Office.
Member Natlonil Safety Council
SHORTEST,

City

ice

Spots

(.Continued from page 1)

TWA

$10,000

Box-Off

Key

A Bowes unit on the stage of the
Lyric in Indianapolis assisted the
film, "Back in Circulation," to draw
down top money, $11,200, better than
$3,000 above average. "Big City" and
"The Girl Said No" made a good dual
at Loew's, in a week in which all first
run takes were good.
Philadelphia was generally weak,
only two films making good, "Life of
the Party,"
aided
by taking
Mai Hallett's
orchestra
at the
Earle,
$18,500,
and "Dead End" in its second weeks
at the Aldine. Both went well over
average, but were unique in that respect.
"100 Men and a Girl" led the way
Front Page Doing Second
in San Francisco, going $8,700 over
The second of a series of two-reel
short subjects of world events is now par to $16,700 at the Orpheum, in a
being prepared by Front Page Prod, week that was generally quiet. "Walter Wanger's
of 1938"
was
and is tentatively titled "Sea of the only
other Vogues
film to better
average.
Strife." The story shows the turbuDeanna Takes Montreal, Too
lent events that have happened in the
Mediterranean Sea from the Roman
In Montreal also, "100 Men and a
Empire to the present day. David
the lead at Loew's, grossStrong of Criterion Films is the dis- Girl"ingtook
$13,500, over par by $5,500. For
tributor.
the first time in years at the house,
the film was held. "Broadway Melody
Pick Louisville Receiver
of 1938" and "Lost Horizon," the latter in its second week, held up well.
Louisville, Oct. 4. — Morris W.
Jones has been named receiver for
"Souls at Sea," plus Ina Ray Hutton
the National Theatre Bldg. by U. S. and her band, turned in a good $21,District Judge Hamilton. The ap- 600 at the Earle in Washington, and
pointment was made on application of the bill was booked into the MetropoliAbe Bass, owner, after the Title
tan. "Thin Ice" and "Dead End" did
Insurance & Trust Co. had threatened their share of the business.
to foreclose.
"Double or Nothing" was the only

FLY

LY

DAI

Pace

FASTEST— OVERNIGHT

COAST

TO COAST

film which managed to reach par in
either St. Paul or Minnesota, that
film hitting $5,500 at the Paramount
in St. Paul.
Oklahoma City's grosses were led
by "Souls at Sea" at the Midwest,
which went over average by $1,100,
reaching $5,100. "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse" at the Criterion was the only
other film to better par.
"That Certain Woman" and "Marry
the Girl" took $6,700 at the Roger
Sherman in New Haven, over average
Ice" and "You
"Thin
by $2,100.
Can't
I3uy Luck"
at Loew's Poli were
good for $9,000, over par by $1,000.
High, Wide Strong in Denver
"High, Wide and Handsome" led the
Denver grosses at the Denham in a
generally good week, taking $7,500,
over average by $2,500. "The Prisoner of Zenda" did well with a take
of $3,000, $1,000 over par in its second
week at the Broadway.
Chicago's gross parade was led by
"That Certain Woman," which took
$30,000 at the Oriental, $12,000 over
average. "Thin Ice" hit a good $20,000 at the Roosevelt, over par by
$9,500,
at the
Artists and
was "Big
over City"
average
by United
$5,000
on a gross of $16,000.
In Pittsburgh, "100 Men and a
Girl" topped the list with a splendid
$14,750 at the Alvin, over average by
$9,250.
the his
Party,"
aided on
by
Horace "Life
Heidt ofand
orchestra
the Stanley stage, was

good for

Southern Group Hits
Black-White
Mixing
(Continued from page 1)
H. Baker, Macon, Miss., vice-president of Tri-State.
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
M.P.T.O.A., promised to lay the matter before the producers at an early
date. Several members had threatened to cancel the offending films.
R. X. Williams, mayor of Oxford,
Miss., was re-elected Tri-State president and Y. D. Moore, McKenzie,
Tenn., secretary and treasurer. Others
elected were : Baker, Norman and W.
F. Rufffn, vice-presidents, respectfully,
of Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee ;Lightman, chairman of the
board of directors. Arkansas directors : Henry Sanders, Little Rock ;
Cecil Cupp, Arkadelphia ; L. F.
Haven, Forrest City ; W. L. Landers,
Batesville ; M. S. McCord, North Little Rock ; Ray Morrow, Malvern, arid
Sidney Wharton, Warren. Mississippi directors : W. S. Tyson, Water
Valley ; W. A. Rush, Houston, and
H. J. Williams, Grenada. Tennessee
directors : E. L. Drake, Jackson ; Tom
Ballas, Memphis, and Colonel Cecil
Vogel, Memphis.
Leaders of the independent Arkansas T.O.A. were active in the convention for the first time since the formation of their organization. Speakers included O. C. Lam, Rome,Georgia, and L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City,
both M.P.T.O.A. board members.
A banquet held tonight closed the
two-day session.
Norman stated that the next convention will be held at the Marion
Hotel, Little Rock, on Nov 7-8.
No Price Hike in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Oct. 4. — Exhibitor
groupstion meeting
here today
took no
on the proposal
calling
forac-a

$28,000.
Milwaukee Likes "100 Men"
general increase in admission scales.
Milwaukee grosses were topped by
"100 Men and a Girl," which took
254
Thau, Sidney
on Coast
254
$8,500 at the Warner on a dual with
Hollywood,
Oct.
4.
—
Benny Thau - 54
"Back in Circulation." "Lost Horizon" and Louis K. Sidney will
arrive by
went slightly over par but the rest train from New York tomorrow.
954
were weak.
-y
95i
2Vi
In Cincinnati, "Thin Ice" led the
march, taking $13,500 at the RKO
2054 954
Shubert, which was $1,500 over averWall 1854Street
1754 20
age. The film
was RKO
held. Palace,
"Big City"
854
754 754 Net
was strong
at the
and
1754
17454
rveGains Fractional
"100 Men and a Girl," in its third
Board
165i Chanse
.
254
17454
week, equalled par with $2,750.
.my.
. 954 High 17454
69S/i
Close
654
65i
2954
Col. ,
20
20
163^ Low 3754
Cons
3754
1054 + 54
Bank Night Hearing Set Cons.,
E. K pfd. . 3754
17V» 115^
1054
654 3754
. 165i
19
■Open
2954
Boston, Oct. 4. — Friday has been G T. E. ..
19
19
20
set for the hearing of the Bank Night Loew's ... W7A
70
++ 5i
54
lottery charges in the Sixth District Para. 2 pfd . 71
16
Court in Providence. M. J. Hurney,
Bank Night salesman, is out on $500 Pathe , , ,
bail until that time. Hurney is RKO
30
20th
30th,-Fox
pfd. .
charged with the physical operation
Warner . .
of Bank Night in a Greater Providence Market. Bank Night has its
G. N. Lone Curb Advance
Net
cash plan running in a number of
New England stores.
Open
High
Low
Close
Change
G. N
25i
2Vi
2Yg
2Yi + Ys
Sonotone . . V/s
V/s
154
154 — 54
Tech
25% 26
2554 2554 — Vs
Mersereau to Lasky
Univ
45^
454
4
4
Paramount
Bonds
Up
Hollywood, Oct. 4. — Jack MerNet
sereau, who has just completed the
High Low Close Change
story for a second edition of "Artists
Loew's B.6s F.'416sww'46 9554 9554 9554 — 54
and Models" at Paramount, has joined Keith
deb rights
995| 99 99
Jesse L.sistantLasky's
on stories. staff at RKO as as- Paramount B'way
3s '55
6754 6754 6754 H- 54
Paramount Pict.
6s
'55
100
9954 9954
Paramount F. L.
Sold to Asher
6s "47
855^ —Vs.
Bros. 6s 8554 85
Front Page Prod, has sold New Warner
'39 wd
875^ 87
87
— 54
England rights to "Thunder Over
(Quotations at close of Oct. 4)
the Orient," to Harry Asher.
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Selznick
Talk

to

Future

Lineup

Here

(Continued from page 1)
George Cukor, who will direct "Gone
with the Wind," Myron Selznick and
Bobbie Keon, production secretary of
Selznick International. David Selznick and Cukor will confer with
Sidney Howard, the playwright and
writer, on the second draft for "Gone
With the Wind." The first one,
completed by Howard, apparently requires certain changes to conform
with a number of ideas Selznick has
in mind for the picture.
Asked if reports that Paulette
Goddard had been cast for the role of
Scarlett O'Hara, Selznick declared
that this was not so, adding that Miss
Goddard had not even been tested.
The producer stated he had no one
in mind for the role, as yet, but may
cast someone while in New York.
Two pictures recently completed by
Selznick International for U.A. release are "Tom Sawyer" and "Nothing
The two
producer
mention Sacred."
the other
which did
are not
to
wind up his current U.A. pact.
Asked if he would continue to release through U.A., Selznick said, "I
have no idea what's going to happen.
Further than that I have nothing to
say."

Met by Calvert, Beck

Lowell Calvert, eastern representative for Selznick International, and
Meyer P. Beck of the U.A. publicity
department were at the station to
meet Selznick. He seemed tired
from the trip and declined to have
pictures taken.
Reports concerning the signing of
Paulette Goddard were also denied
by Selznick on his stopover in Chicago and by the publicity department
of his company in Culver City. The
joint denial said: "Regardless of
attempts of various persons to hoist
themselves to prominence on the
shoulders of Scarlett O'Hara, I can
unequivocally state no one has been
selected, much less signed, for the
role in 'Gone with the Wind.'
George Cukor and I will continue our
search for Scarlett in New York."
In Chicago, Selznick added that he
planned to start making tests for the
Scarlett O'Hara player about Nov. 1.
"So far there has been no casting
for the film," he said, and he added
he expected that "someone with film
experience would be necessary for the
part of Scarlett."
Para.

Settlement
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Court
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MPPA

Harms

Urges

Extended
On

Song

Ban

Plugs

(Continued from page 1)
incorporated to abate their radio
plugging activities, delivered by
Arthur F. Fishbein of the Southern
Music Publishing Co., there was no
criticism of the proposed code, which
will be considered by the F.C.C. and,
if approved, offered the individual
members of the industry for adherence.
Because of the fact that the Robinson-Patman Act prohibits secret rebates or discounts and other practices
which amount to price discrimination
and therefore such matters no longer
need be considered in a code, the
discussion today was confined to the
situation of the music industry resulting from paid plugging.
It was explained by John G. Paine,
executive chairman of the M.P.P.A.
board that the association has found
it impossible to eliminate paid plugging by agreement and has found it
necessary to appeal to the Federal
Government to outlaw the practice,
having in mind the success of the
code adopted under the N.R.A.,
which was not once wilfully violated
during its life.
Music Importance Cited
Paine pointed out that the music
industry is vitally important to the
film and radio industries, without
which they could not exist, and declared there is a greater demand for
music today in this country than ever
before in history.
A number of prominent publishers
supported Paine, Edward B. Marks,
of the E. B. Marks Music Corp., declaring that since the passing of the
N.R.A. the industry has gradually
been tending toward chaos and the
situation has been made more acute
by the almost unbridled plugging of
mediocre music over the radio.
Attributing the present situation to
the picture producers, Fishbein told
the conference the proposed code
should be strengthened so as to control the plugging activities of the film
industry. He pointed out that the
producers use radio to advertise
forthcoming musicals, by plugging
songs from the film or a song written
around the title of the picture. Most
of the music emanating from Hollywood, he said, is of poor quality.
Admitting that it might be helpful
if something could be done to control
the film songs. Judge McKee explained that the association had gone
as far as it thought possible under
the law, and suggested that if the
code were approved by the commission it might be feasible later to give
attention to the picture music
situation.

(Continued from page 1)
Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, trustee's
attorneys, and is now being studied
by attorneys for the numerous defendants in action. This checkup by
the defense attorneys should be completed by tomorrow, it is expected,
thus permitting filing of the petition
late this week. Judge Coxe will set
a date for a hearing on the petition
and, if approval is granted thereafter,
the trustee's suit, which has been
taken off the N. Y. Supreme Court
calendar, will be formally withdrawn.

Golden's Father Dies
Funeral services were held Sunday
for Morris Golden, father of Gilbert
Golden of Warners advertising department, who died suddenly on Friday.
Burial was in Cedar Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Alexander Dead
Natalie Alexander, wife of William
Alexander, independent distributor, is
dead at Long Beach. Mrs. Alexander
at one time was prominent on stage.

Of

Seeks

Suit

Over

Ending
Music

Guild
Of

Hearing
Raw

Stock

Told
Sales

(Continued from page 1)
Harms, Inc., music publishers, will
ask N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Robert McLaughlin on Thursday to
dismiss the $100,000 suit of April
Productions, Inc., on the ground that
the complaint fails to state a cause of
action and that the court lacks jurisdiction.
The complaint is based upon a contract made in 1924 between Harms and
the Shubert Theatres Corp. under
which Harms received exclusive rights
to publish and exploit nine songs from
the "The Student Prince" with a 50-50
division on the profits. Shubert
Theatres later assigned its rights under the contract to April Productions.
It is alleged that Harms has been receiving royalties from Ascap for radio
privileges, although at the time the
contract was drawn no provision was
inserted covering radio rights. Besides
damages the plaintiff also asks that
the contract be rescinded and a permanent injunction issued to restrain
Harms from disposing of radio rights
of the songs.
Directors

of MPPDA

May
Meet
(Continued
from pageOct.
1)

14

veal the exact amount of footage of
raw negative and positive film sold
each company. Present were representatives of J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Eastman distributor ; C. King Charney. Inc., Agfa distributor, and Smith
& Aller, DuPont distributor.
The first witnesses were Edward O.
Blackburn, Brulatour vice-president,
and Gertrude Nestel, his assistant.
Blackburn said that the Eastman
weekly sale of sound film equals
1,000,000 feet and the weekly sale of
print positive equals 8,000,000 feet.
Miss Nestel declared that M-G-M is
by far the greatest user of Eastman
negative and positive, in a year buying
9,966,000 feet of negative and 155,716,
000 feet of positive. Agfa sales were
detailed by Margaret Hower, office
manager for Charney, and Dupont
sales by John W. Smith of Smith &
Aller. G. M. Frink of Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., sketched the total
amount of business in photographic
supplies. 1. S. Brown, salesman for
the E. K. Wood Lumber Co. declared
the producing companies annual purchases of lumber amount to approximately $160,000.
During the afternoon, representatives of metal and glass companies submitted figures on sales volume.
At the conclusion of today's proceedings, Walsh stated that he will
go into the matter of gross income
and revenues tomorrow and that the
board's case will end on Wednesday
with an attempt to establish that
writers are employes by Wagner Act
standards. Leonard Janofsky, attorney for the Guild, will then have his

that approximately 600 subjects suitable for classroom use have been selected by thefrom
organization's
committee
the 1,500 reviewing
or more
films which were made available to it,
is regarded as the principal subject
for discussion at the meeting. Changes
in the association's regulations governing the release of registered titles
within a certain period following regismeeting. tration may also be considered by the opportunity
present the petitioner's
side of the to
controversy.
off
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"Renfrew"

Is

Week

Washington, Oct. 4. — The F.C.C.
has disclosed its calendar of hearings
for the current week, as follows :
Today, before an examiner — Applications of Keystone Broadcasting Co.
for a 1,250-kilocycle, 250-watt daytime station at New Castle, Pa. ;
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich., for
increase of power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts ; and VVLVA, Lynchburg, Va.,
for change of frequency from 1,200
to 1,390 kilocycles and increase of
power from 100 watts night, 250
watts day to 500 watts.
Oct. 6, before an examiner — Applications of William C. Smith for a
1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
Bogalusa, La. ; Larry Rhine for a
980-kilocycle, 250-watt daytime station at San Francisco ; and KMLB,
Monroe, La., for change of frequency
from 1,200 to 620 kilocycles and increase of power from 100 watts night,
250 watts day to 500 watts; KQW,
San Jose, Cal., for increase of day
power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts ; and
KRRV, Sherman, Tex., for change
of frequency from 1,310 to 1,450 kilocycles and increase of power from
250 to 500 watts.
To Hear Pacific Unit
Oct. 7, before the broadcast division
— Applications of Pacific Acceptance
Corp. for a 1,200-kilocycle, 100-watt
daytime station at San Diego; Smith,
Keller & Cole for a 1,200-kilocycle,
100-watt daytime station at San
Diego; Lillian E. Kiefer for a
1,500-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
Brooklyn ; Paul J. Gollhofer for a
1,500-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
Brooklyn.
Oct. 7, before an examiner — Applications of M. M. Valentine for a
1,500-kilocycle station at Laredo,
Tex., 100 watts night, 250 watts day;
and WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C,
for change of frequency from 1,420 to

Reviews

Plans

on

Goldfish

Air

Hollywood, Oct. 4. — Grand National is the latest production company to make plans for an air
presentation. A print of "Renfrew
of the Royal Mounted," recently completed feature with James Newill,
radio singer, in the title role, has
been shipped to New York for submission to a possible sponsor to return the serial to the air.
The plan is to sell the idea of the
serial, once sponsored on CBS, to a
new advertiser, and offer with it the
services of Newill, now under contract to Grand National for the remainder of the "Renfrew" series.
Under the plan, the radio show
would originate from the Grand National lot here, and have the cooperation of Grand National executives. If
the unnamed sponsor approves the
plan, plans to exploit other lot talent
either on the "Renfrew" air show, or
in another radio program, will be
worked out.
Newill has a wide following on the
coast by virtue of his singing and
acting on the radio for several years.
He made his film debut in "Renfrew
of the Royal Mounted."

Stuff

Milwaukee, Oct. 4.— What
is said to be the city's first
commercial of its kind is being broadcast each Saturday
and Thursday, 1:15 to 1:30
P. M., C. S. T., over WTMJ
directly from the show windows of the sponsor. Bitkers
Ready-to-Wear shop. The
program, Paul
"Melody
features
Skinner,Window,"
accompanied by Jerry Beisen and
his accordion.
knows most of the radio celebrities,
having entertained many of them.
"Deadline" to Go on WNEW
"Deadline," a news broadcast, will
be presented over WNEW Wednesdays and Fridays at 8:45 P.M., beginning tomorrow. The broadcast will
be presented by George Clark, city
editor of the New York Mirror, and
Dave Charney, a Mirror reporter.
Charles Alartin, producer of the Philip
Morris programs, will direct the
series.

Canada May Reduce
Politics on the Air
Montreal, Oct. 4. — A move to
limit the number and length of political speeches on the air during election campaigns will almost certainly
be made at the coming session of the
Federal Parliament.
Discontent over the monopoly of
the airlanes by parties during the last
federal election and the present provincial fight in Ontario, is believed to
have fostered a movement to wipe out
such conditions.
The regulations to cover such broadcasts, it is believed, will be modeled
on the system now in use by the British Broadcasting Corp., which has met
with the ticians
approval
of publiceach
and party
polialike. Overseas
chooses a spokesman who is permitted
to make a campaign opening address
and another at the close of the drive,
thus pruning
wise included. all the repetition otherVarious politicians in both federal
and provincial fields here are believed
willing to back such limitation.

E. C. Wooley Returns to NBC
Easton C. Wooley, who resigned
from the NBC station relations staff
last year to become manager of WWJ,
Add Transcription Clients
Martin's Mother 75 Today
New NBC transcription service Detroit, has returned to his old posiPiTTSBUEGH, Oct. 4. — Mrs. Anna clients
tion with the network following his
include CJAT, Gallup, N. M. ;
Mary Martin, mother of Darrell
recent
resignation in Detroit.
Santiago, Chile; and TGW,
Dick Anderson of the NBC station
Martin, Pittsburgh Post Gazette CB-57,
Guatemala
City,
Guatemala.
radio editor, will celebrate her 75th
Renewal clients include KEOB, relations staff here has resigned.
birthday tomorrow. Martin, as
usual, will dedicate his column to Price, Utah; KYOS, Merced, Cal.;
Start Children's Series
A new children's script series,
"Anna Mary," using her picture in- KGKY, Scotts Bluft', Neb.; KRBC,
stead of his own.
Mrs. Martin Abilene, Tex.; WNBH, New BedJoe," will be offered over
ford, Mass.; KOMO-KJR, Seattle, "Jolly
Mutual stations CKLW, WCAE and
1,240 kilocycles and increase of power and KFI-KSCA, Los Angeles.
WGN Mondays, Wednesdays and Frifrom 100 watts night, 250 watts day
days from 5 to 5:15 P. M., beginning
to 500 watts.
Nov. 1. Coco Wheaties will sponsor,
Oilman "KFSD-Day" Speaker
Oct. 8, before an examiner — AppliSan Diego, Oct. 4. — Don Oilman, through Rogers & Smith, Chicago
cation of WRVA, Richmond, for in- vice-president in charge of the west- agency.
crease of power from 5,000 to 50,000
ern division of NBC, will fly to San
watts.
Diego to be the principal speaker at
Report Davis Joining NBC
Oct. 9, before an examiner — Appli- a "KFSD-Day" luncheon Wednesday.
Blevins Davis of the Yale Univercations of Lawrence K. Miller for
sity drama department has been
a 930-kilocycle, 250-watt daytime staadded to the education department of
W2XGB
to
Get
World
Series
tion at Pittsfield, Mass., and WELL
in New York, according to reMutual will feed the World Series NBC port.
New Haven, for change of frequency
The NBC education department
from 900 to 930 kilocycles and
the Press Wireless short- would not verify the report, however.
increase of time to operate nights games wavetostation
W2XGB, for European Davis was the NBC expert in London
transmission.
with 250 watts power.
during the Coronation.

of

"Hollywood Playhouse"
Sunday night listeners, already
fortunate in having a choice of the
best programs on the air, gain still
another in the new Jergens-Woodbury
Playhouse,"
which series,
features"Hollywood
Tyrone Power
in air
adaptations of stage plays, pictures,
and original stories. The initial
vehicle was "Her Cardboard Lover."
Margaret Sullavan was heard in support of Power.
The "famous son of a famous
father," as he was characterized in a
between act talk by Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production for 20th Century-Fox,
Power soon should have the girls
who listen to radio just as ga-ga over
him as their sisters of the film houses.
Aided and abetted by a charming
story and given excellent support by
Miss Sullavan, Tyrone devastated the
mike with a great characterization of
a love-smitten swain who, to save the
mysterious lady of his adoration from
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Air

Shows

as

returning to her former husband, becomes her "cardboard lover." It's
light, frothy and amusing stuff, the
kind that lends itself beautifully to
the microphone. Miss Sullavan was
no less attractive than Power. The
sponsor should team up this pair
often in the future. The adaptation,
by Edith Meister, was exceedingly
Zanuck repeated the now familiar
good.
and Horatio Algerish story of the
discovery and rise of Power to screen
fame and discussed briefly the rapidly
strengthening alliance between screen
and radio.
"Hollywood Playhouse" is sponsored by the Jergens- Woodbury Co.,
over the NBC-Blue, from 9 to 9:30
P.M., Sundays. Lennen & Mitchell is
the agency.
Banner
Jack Benny Show
Radio's most popular comedian reappeared Sunday night to begin a new

Fall

Season

season on the Jello program in his accustomed spot on WEAF and the
NBC Red from 7 to 7 :30 P.M. The
program was marked by the familiar
brand of kidding and clowning that
has made Benny and his able staff the
tops in radio comedy these several
seasons. Obviously, there is no nee
yet for a change in the formula which
has proved so popular in all sections
of the country.
It was natural that Mary Livingstone's and Jack's summer vacation in
Europe should provide much of the
framework on which depended ma
of the laughs of this re-opening program. That trip even inspired Mary
to poetry which she dutifully contributed to the program. Kenny Baker, as
soloist and comedian, is as good as
ever in both roles, and Andy Devine,
also, is back contributing his simple
fun to the laugh-feast. Phil Harris
and his orchestra again reported for
duty, but under embarrassing circumstances. Abe Lyman,
whose band

Advances

played Benny's last three programs
before the summer adjournment, reappeared Sunday night to complicate
things by claiming to have a contract for the new season. The eveningofwasFred
complete
tion
Allenwith
lateBenny's
in the menproceedings.
Don Wilson does the announcing,
still seemingly getting as big a kick
out of the proceedings as any member of the audience.
K.
General Motors Concert
Although the ambitious plans for
the resumption of the General Motors
Concert, Sunday night, on the NBCBlue went awry in several important
particulars, the program took the defections in its stride and by the excellence of the materials at hand prohour. vided atasteful, distinguished musical
The advance
announcements
(Continued
on page 9) related
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General Motors Concert
(Continued from page 8)
that the full roster of musical artists
who will appear on the program this
season would be heard during the
opening session from 8 to 9 P.M.
This was to have been accomplished
by cutting in Erna Sack and Jussi
Bjoerling from Stockholm, Richard
Tauber from England and Helen
Jepson and Grace Moore from Hollywood on the program being broadcast from Carnegie Hall, New York,
where were Maria Jeritza, Donald
Dickson, Joseph Schmidt, Erno Rapee
and the G. M. Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus. However, it was stated
early that "due to circumstances over
which we have no control" the two
Swedish songstresses would not _ be
heard. Cables from these two artists
expressing their regrets were read.
They are scheduled to arrive in New
York in two weeks.
The defection which prevented
Tauber from being heard, apparently,
was unexpected. Milton Cross, announcer and master of ceremonies,
for Tauber's
audience
prepared thethen
after a moment of
appearance,
silence on the air, returned with an
apology that because of "conditions
no control"
over
Tauberwhich
wouldwenothave
be heard. The
tenor spoke later in the program.
Miss Jeritza and Dickson contributed solos and then returned in_ a
duet from Mozart's "Don Giovanni."d
Miss Jepson and Schmidt complete
the vocal sections of the prograrn.
Miss Moore merely greeted the audience, mentioning that she would appear on the program three weeks
hence. John B. Kennedy spoke
briefly. His topic was "The Parade
K.
of Scientific Progress."
Joe Penner Show
Joe Penner, minus the duck but
still bearing with him the old familiar
catch phrases, returned to his old
stand on CBS for Cocomalt Sunday
night, and lots and lots of kiddies,
cry for the sponsor's
who mayiDutnot
product
who do cry for Joe, will
be happy the coming winter months.
The "Park Ave. Penners" again
serve as the motif for the story.
Prodigal Joe returns to the old homestead to find a career as a stock
salesman mapped out for him by his
father. Joe, thereupon, hawks his
stocks on the street corners and, when
he is questioned about this by a
passerby,
: "Why They
not sell
sell
stocks on answers
street corners?
'em on the curb, don't they?" That's
a fair sample of the script.
Between gags Jimmy Grier's band
and Judy Gibson and Gene Austin,
vocalists, take the mike. The series
is broadcast Sundays from 6 to 6 :30
P.M. Ruthrauff & Ryan, the agency.
Banner
Phil Baker Show
Among the popular Sunday evening programs which were resumed
this week after the summer recess was
the Gulf Gas show, featuring Phil
Baker and his stooges, "who reappeared
on WABC and the CBS network for
the 7:30 to 8:00 P.M. period. The
show followed the same pattern of
comedy, music and song employed by
Baker last season and, in this listener's opinion, was neither better nor
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worse for the summer lay-off. Which
makes it a sprightly enough offering
anyhow.
Bottle and Bettle are back on the
program in their familiar roles. Ii
addition, the opening program offered
Patsy Kelly, Hollywood comedienne
Oscar Bradley, conductor, and Alfre>
Garr, a soloist with a pleasing voice,
whose Sunday night performance wa^
his first on the air. Baker said in
introducing him.
The comedy was highlighted b^'
parody on a scene from the film
"Dead End," which consumed almost
all of the latter half of the program
Incidentally, it brought mention on the
program not only for the picture bu
also for Samuel Goldwyn, its producer, whom Baker described as "m)
boss." Other "mentions" included i
the program
were Motor
NBC's program.
Jack Benr
and
the Packard
K.
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Silver features
Co. series,
"Silver
Theatre,"
which
Jimmy
Stewart
and
Rosalind Russell.
The opening story, an original, is
titled "First Love." It is to be offered
in four installments. Whether consciously or not, the story is enough
like "A Star Is Born" to be almost
an exact carbon copy of the latter,
save for a few minor variations. Jean
Wilson, played by Miss Russell, goes
to Hollywood at the invitation of a
"quickie" company. Her test is a
failure. Down the ladder she goes
progressively, as a model, sales girl,
and finally, as was to be expected, as
a waitress. Follows a fade-in to the
office of Martin Rickey, head of
Superba Prod., where a stormy scene
involving the star of Superba, Trista
Lane, and the press agent, Jimmy
Parks, played by Stewart, is enacted.
As a consequence of the argument,
Jimmy is fired.
To cut corners, Jimmv meets Jean
in the restaurant where she serves
"Seein' Stars in Hollywood"
hash, invites her to attend a premiere
With a variety of popular names of a picture with him, and introduces
promised each week, this program, her over the air as a new glamour
which takes the air Sundays from girl. The future episodes do not
7:30 to 8 P.M. over WJZ and the promise
to hold much mystery.
Blue network, has the possibility of
Despite the obvious story, the play
being a strong competitor to other was made somewhat enjoyable by the
shows during the same period.
portrayals of the two principals, and
For the initial lineup, Feg Murray, the excellence of Conrad Nagle as
who does a syndicated cartoon strip "em cee."
which bears the name of the show,
"Silver Theatre" is presented Sunhad Walt Disnev and Richard Arlen
days over CBS from 5 to 5:30 P.M.
as guests. Regular standbys are International Silver sponsors through
Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra and
Banner
Harriet Hilliard. Next week, Pandro Young & Rubicam.
Berman and Sonja Henie are slated
"Your Birthday Party"
to top the list.
David Ross, Freddie Rich and h
In introducing Arlen, Murray gives
orchestra, the Eton Boys and Ruth
a flash-back story on incidents which Carhart
all combine to make this shov
led to his entrance into pictures. He
entertaining.
It's novel in a way, with
was driving a motorcycle, his first
day on tlie job, when he crashed into the audience participating in several oi
vocal choruses, thereby giving th'
the Brunton studio gates. The cast- the
ing director saw possibilities in him, show an intimate touch. The progr?
offered the $18-a-week-delivery man is on from 8 :30 to 9 P.M. Sundays
$150 and Arlen headed for fame.
Ross does a ventriloquist act wit'
Disney seemed to get a great kick a dummy named Soyna and even goes
so
far as to impersonate a Russian
out of the interview by Murray. He
cracked wise several times. Disney, He got over nicely with a voice tha
according to Murray, is head of a registers well.
The first number by the orchestra
$20,000,000 company now. He came
to Hollywood nine years ago with $45 and audience was "Happy Birthday tc
in his pocket and drew the first You," followed by Miss Carhart singing "Love's Old Sweet Song" and thr
Mickey Mouse cartoon in h's garage. audience
assisting in the chorus. Bill
Disney said that if one animator were
to work on a short, it would take him Cook impersonated several character?
five years to do the job. ^ nd if one The orchestra played another sor
without announcing the name and M
man alone worked on "Snnw White
and the Seven Dwarfs," the. premiere lowed with "He's a Tolly Good Eel
The ' Eton Boys sang "No,
would be held in 2,167. About 2,000,- low."
000 drawings have been made for the No, 1000 Times, No," and got a big
picture and, if put end to r'nd, would hand. They deserved it. Miss Carlastthe
number,
stretch from New York to Pitts- hart's
climaxes
show. "Yours and Mine"
burgh.
Unsponsored, the show is heard
Fleischman's Yeast for bakers is over
CBS.
the sponsor through J. Walter
Thompson. Nelson's first number
was "Music in Brown." Then followed the Arlen introduction. Next "Metropolitan Auditions of the Air"
O.
"A search for opera stars of towas Miss Hilliard singing "In Our
morrow" as the sponsor says in the
Penthouse on 3rd Ave." Nelson then
blurb, effectively describes this prosang
"Remember
Me."
Disney
then
came on and Nelson finished with
gram. Various applicants of both
sexes come up to the microphone and
"Me, Myself and I."
offer their talents in competition for
the semi-finals which will land them
"Silver Theatre"
at Johnson's 40th Street opera house.
O. The series is a stand-pat favorite.
These are lush days for screen
actors and actresses, who are doubling
The music involved in the proceedin radio harness to the anguish of the
ings ranged from the accepted operatic comoosers to Rimsky-Korsalegitimate radio names. This is by
kof and Sigmund Romberg. The
a preamble to a disway of being
cussion of the new International program is interesting from the view-

point of observing talent in its embryonic stage.
Sherwin-Williams, the paint com"Metropolitan
tionspany,
of thesponsors
Air."
It is offered Audiover
the NBC-Blue network on Sunday
from 5 to 5:30 P.M., through Cecil,
Warwick and Legler.
P.
"Time of Your Life"
The "Time of Your Life" is a
standard variety production, no better nor worse than most of the similar periods on the air. Sheila Barrett is starred. The support includes
Joe Rines' orchestra, a singing group
introduced as the Campbell Royalists,
andMiss
Graham
"em cee."but
BarrettMcNamee
offered aasfamiliar,
well-done, impersonation of the
fluttery-voiced Ed Wynn, and a skit
titled "E.xperience," in which she
played the part of a faded actress who
has applied for a role in a forthcoming production. To the query, "What
experience?" she reviews her career
via a flashback, from its beginning in
burlesque, up to vaudeville, her success on Broadway, and then the decline, which brings her back to the
present quest for a job.
The orchestra and chorus offered a
medley from "Hit the Deck," "You
Can't Have Everything," and "Bambalina."
Gruen Watch Co. sponsors,
Sundays from 5 :30 to 6 P.M. on the
NBC-Red. McCann-Erickson is the
agency.
Banner
"Singing Lady's Music Plays"
The dramatization of Giuseppe
Verdi's early life and his great love
for music is a fine piece of work for
both Irene Wicker and Milton Rettenberg, the latter handling music
interpolations.
Themaking
story of
Verdi's
father
and mother
a sacrifice
to buy the boy a spinnet at the age
of seven and how the organist,
Giuseppe's
teacher,
uncanny ability
of the realizing
youngster,thequits
his job at the village church so that
the enterprising composer may find a
means of earning enough money to
further his inclination was worthwhile from all angles. Music lovers
will find enjoyment from this series.
Next Sunday, over WOR from 5
to 5 :30 P.M., Kellogg's will present
the second in the series, that of Verdi
and how he came to compose "II
Trovatore." N. W. Ayer and Son,
Inc., the agency.
O.
"The Week in the Theatre"
John Gassner, drama critic of The
Forum and head of the play readingdepartment of the Theatre Guild, gay'"
the first of a series of weekly talks
01-1 the Broadway theatre over WQXR
last Saturday. The program, featuring Gassner, will be offered as ?
studio presentation by the Interstate
Broadcasting Co. every Saturday from
5:45 to_6:00 P.M.
In his opening program Gassner.
after appraising briefly the last Broadway season and the current one thir
far, offered the conclusion that the
stage needs "life" to keep it from being banal. Some one should remind
him, for the benefit of his future talks,
that the same conclusion can be applied to radio programs. Not only did
his material have the dullness of a
classroom lecture but the delivery as
well was faltering and uninspired.
K.
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Not

to

Renew

Phila.
Hold

Hoyts-Union
Circuit
Greater
Sound,

Union
Says

Deal
Finances
Rydge

By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney, Sept. 15 {By Air Mail via
London).
"Greater
Union Theatres
will
not —renew
its association
with
General Theatres Corp. On and after
Dec. 31 it will definitely operate as
an entirely independent circuit."
That declaration by Norman B.
Rydge, chairman of the board of
Greater Union Theatres, Ltd., (the
present partners with Hoyts Theatres,
Ltd., in G. T. C.) apparently ends the
speculation as to whether the two
companies would extend their fiveyear agreement upon its expiration at
the end of this year.
Rydge's statement is neither confirmed nor denied by Hoyts, and the
trade now assumes that the two companies are preparing to re-enter competition with each other with the beginning of 1938.
Speaking at a special function attended by the directors and combined
staffs of Greater Union Theatres and
(Continued on page 14)
Vancouver

Theatres

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Exhibitors
Their

Ground

Philadelphia, Oct. 5. — Philadelphia
independents displayed no tendency to
meet Paramount through an arbitration committee in an exciting meeting
of the United M.P.T.O. today.
Lewen Pizor, president, came from a
sick bed, and was warmly welcomed.
He related opinions of Ed Kuykendall to the meeting in which the
M.P.T.O.A. president stated local
exhibitors were right in their fight,
but suggested the formation of a committee to confer with Paramount.
The concensus of the opinion of the
meeting was against such a move. In
spite of the alleged bargain prices
offered individual exhibitors by the
company, the group declared the front
was holding and the fight would be
(Contintied on page 4)
Frels

Tells

Court

Film Supply Ended
Dallas, Oct. 5.— Ruben Frels was
the principal witness today in his antitrust suit against Jefferson Amusement Co. and major distributors in
U. S. District Court.
Frels testified that Jefferson opened
theatres in towns where he operated.
He said that at first distributors
oft'ered hirn one half of their product,
but that as time went along offers
diminished until he could get no features.
Most of the morning was spent
reading depositions from Richard Potter, former employe of Jefferson.

OCTOBER

Rose

TEN

6, 1937

Giving

Statement

Early
on

UA

London, Oct. 5. — David Rose,
vice-president and financial adviser of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., today told
Motion Picture Daily that he will
issue a preliminary statement next
week on the deal for the purchase by
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda of the
U.A. stock held by Charles Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.

ITOA
Pact

All

CENTS

Seeks
to

Stop

Giveaways

Pledges Are Sent Out;
Circuits Willing

Members of the I. T. O. A. will
London Films at eliminate giveaways and games on
cease during the six- Dec. 1, providing other exhibitors in
plans in New York the territory agree to do the same, acThe definite sailing
cording to The Independent, the orand Rose has not
ganization's paper, published today.
In an effort to make the move widespread among independent theatre
Victor J. Schochet has been named owners, pledge cards seeking support
manager of the nevi' United Artists of unaffiliated exhibitors are attached
(Continued on page 14)
to the publication. Exhibitors who
subscribe to the plan will be listed in
the publication,
The Independent arFox Theatres Half
ticle states.
Operation of
Denham will not
week trip Korda
and Hollywood.
date for Korda
been set.

Year Loss $13,249
An operating loss of $13,249 for
the six-month period ending June 30,
1937, for Fox Theatres Corp. was
shown in the statement of operation
filed by Milton C. Weisman, equity
receiver, in the U. S. District Court
yesterday. Since the beginning of
the receivership June 22, 1932, operating losses have totaled $479,146.
The total deficit for the corporation
is $39,575,297.
Total assets, as valued by Weisman,
are $8,495,313, but the book value
places them at $4,561,281. Weisman
(Continued on page 4)

Affected by Walkout
Vancouver, Oct. S. — A strike of
the projectionists union called this Balahan
Production Finances
Testimony
morning kept four independent theatres dark and forced six other indeUp in Court Today
At Guild's Hearing
pendents to sign agreements granting
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — The financial
A motion seeking the examination
increased wages. Famous Players
of Barney Balaban, Para- returns and production expenditures
Canadian first run houses opened before trial
mount president, is scheduled for of seven production companies were
under a 24-hour ultimatum from pro- hearing today before Justice William entered today in records of the National Labor Relations Board over
jectionists, demanding either a two- T. Collins in N. Y. Supreme Court
year agreement granting a 10 per cent
in connection with the stockholder's the bitter protests of respondent com(Continued on page 14)
action to prevent Paramount from
panies' attorneys in the hearing on
putting into effect the contract voted the Screen Writers guild petition for
to Adolph Zukor early in the sum- election as the writers' collective barPlan Non-Theatrical
gaining agency.
mer.
Hal Roach was disclosed as exSurvey Over Country
The action was- brought jjy Ella
pending in production $3,126,784 and
Washington, Oct. 5. — N. D. Gol- Hayim, holder of a small number of
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 11)
den, chief of the film division of the
U. S. Dep't. of Commerce has undertaken a survey, designed to ascertain
the extent of the non-theatrical film
field, working in both 16mm. and 8mm. Key
City
Grosses
Fall
Off
material.
The survey is being conducted
through questionnaires, sent to camera
To
$1,558,698
After
Jump
and projector distributors, manufacturers, laboratories, producers and liKey city first run grosses which Day week high and was also $66,472
braries. Information, which is to be bounced up to $1,887,424 during Labor below the week ending Sept. 17-18.
(Contintied on page 14)
Day week continued to decline for the
The decline was general throughout the country, with the exception
week ending Sept. 24-25. The total
of
five
cities — Denver, Detroit, Indianwas
$1,558,698
for
144
first
run
houses.
apolis, New York and Philadelphia.
Radio— Pp, 15-16-17
This was $328,726 under the Labor {Comparative tabulation on page 8)

Major circuits for some time have
been trying to get independent exhibitors to stop games and giveaways.
The article in the exhibitor publication states : "From now on, no one
will be able to say it was the other fellow who wanted giveaways ; there
won't be any passing the buck."
Loew's and RKO have been on record as stating that awards and gifts
will be eliminated from their theatres
if competitive houses get together and
do likewise.
Postpone

RKO

Plan

Hearing to Oct, 28
The RKO reorganization hearing
which was scheduled for Oct. 14 to
hear the tentative report and recommendations of Special Master Alger
on the plan of reorganization for tlie
company was postponed yesterday to
Oct. 28. The postponement was requested by representatives of Atlas
Corp., proponent of the plan, due to
the extension of a European visit of
torney.
H. C. Rickaby^ its reorganization atAlger's initial report will be subject to further hearings before being
put into final form and sent to Federal Judge William Bondy. Many reorganization principals believe that the
report will result in numerous changes
in the RKO reorganization plan prior
to its submission to Judge IBondy for
confirmation.
Allied-ITOA

Groups

To Meet Next Week
Committees of Allied of New Jersey and the I. T. O. A. will meet next
week to discuss a merger of the exhibitor organizations. The Allied
group met
yesterday
following
the
(Continued
on page
11)
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'"p EN years ago tonight, the
stirrings of wonder and enthusiasm fanned earlier by "Don
Juan" because, in part, it talked,
blossomed into the genuine
article when "The Jazz Singer"
opened on Broadway.
Those days linger well in the
memory. Will Hays had postponed atrip west to sound-record
his message on the future of
talking pictures which issued
forth from the new and miraculous screen of the Piccadilly
Theatre. Harry Warner, only a
few days -before, had told us he
thought we once had sense but
that, if ever we did, we seemed
to have lodged it in .some forgotten mental alley. "Can't you
see what this means ?," he had
urged upon us in his office in
the Mecca Building. Like most
others then, we did, but then
again we were not sure that we
did

It was, however, Jolson in
"The Jazz Singer" that swept
away all barriers, emphasized
the accuracy-to-come with which
Sam Warner had been arguing
for and about with his brothers
and with others from the stage
of the old Manhattan Opera
House and elsewhere. Certainly,
it was "The Jazz Singer" that
made a new business of this
business and established the priority in commercial pioneering
which had marked and checkered
the course of the Warner Brothers in this new-fangled thing
called talking pictures. . . .

Only ten years. An amazingly
short time and, at once, an
Jones to Ambassador
amazingly long time. Brief as the
Charles Reed Jones has been named
history of any industry goes, but
publicity 'and advertising head for
Ambassador Pictures in the east by
Maurice Conn, president. Ted Richmond continues in charge of pub- Ascap Florida Case
licity for the studio. Conn plans to Comes Up Next Week
return to Hollywood in two weeks.
Ascap's
for
injunction
A revised schedule of the company's to restrain petition
from
Florida state an
officials
program will be announced today.
enforcing the law barring the organization from operating within the state,
Rosoff Joins Garrison
which was passed at the last session
Peter Rosoff, formerly with G.B., of the legislature, has been prepared
has been placed in charge of promo- by Schwartz & Frohlich, Ascap attorneys, and will be filed with the
tion, sales and distribution of instrucFederal court at Tallahassee next
tional films at Garrison Films.
A short on conditioned reflexes, week.
The action will be the fourth which
made with the cooperation of Pavlov,
Nobel Prize winner, is scheduled for the society has advanced this year to
early release, according to Thomas nullify measures designed to prevent
its licensing activities within individual
Brandon, general manager.
states. A fifth and final action for
this year will be filed later in Tennessee. Hearings on Ascap's injunctive measures have been heard already
in Montana, Washington and Nebraska, but no decisions have been handed
A TRAILER ON
down yet by any of the special FedEVERY PICTURE
eral statutory courts which have heard
them. The Florida and Tennessee acProduced by Experienced Showmen
tions follow the same pattern folHOME OFFICE:
ADOLPH POLLAK
General Mgr.
lowed by Ascap in the other states.
630 - 9ih Ave., N. Y. C.

Outlook
KANN
long and very long indeed in accomplishment. In the confusion
that trailed the discovery that
films had found tongue and could
make fortunes while they did so,
the transformation through which
the industry was compelled to
go eventualized itself into a
major operation, performed with
skill and enterprise and full restoration ofhealth to the patient.
We suppose in these latter days
when silent films are thought
about in the same approach as
museum pieces, few bother to
recall those hectic days when the
fight for reproducing equipment
raged up and down the land,
when the studios stumbled and
fumbled over the manner and
means of making silent pictures
part talkers and part talkers all
talkers, when interchangeability
fumed and fussed as one of the
vital issues of the times. Yet, in
its overall aspects, it was a magnificent job of readjustment. . . .

Magnificent, as well, was the
speed and the intelligence applied to the learning of the new
formula — what it could do and
could not and how. Today, when
Hollywood is turning out for a
contented public, one attraction
more worthwhile than the other,
time appears to be lacking for a
.throwback to the dimming days
when the history of a new entertainment format within the old
was being registered. But because it is a mere ten years, or
a fleck on the accumulations of
time, there can be nothing remiss, for this once, at least, in
fastening attention to the magnitude of a task, gargantuan and
overwhelming, but, nevertheless,
eminently well done. . . .

Sails
Away

Today;
2 Months

Whitford Drake, Erpi president,
who will sail on the Queen Mary today for annual conferences with company representatives abroad, will be
away about two months. He will visit
England, France and Germany, with
much of his work on the continent
being concerned with international
cable matters and other affairs unrelated to this industry, he said.
Drake said he did not expect any
development of importance in connection with Erpi's projected disposal of
its reproducing equipment business
during his absence from New York.
It was learned elsewhere that the most
advanced of the several plans for the
takeover of the theatre sound business
is not being given further consideration by Erpi and Western Electric because it fails to make provision for
a sufficient number of Erpi's present
employes on a basis acceptable to
those companies. Erpi is prepared to
continue the reproducing end of its
business insofar as is necessary for
several additional years in the event
that no acceptable offer for that portion of the business is received by the
company, it was stated in official
quarters.
Quebec Cardinal in
Clean Pictures Move
Montreal, Oct. 5. — Declaring that
motion pictures are a prodigious influence which "unfortunately, in the
present state of things, is nearly altovi'ardofevil,"
CardinalCatholic
Villeneuve, ways
head
the Roman
Church in the Province of Quebec,
has launched a general campaign
against the 200 theatres in the cities
of Quebec through a system of censorship and the establishment of a
Catholic Cinema League for the
faithful.
The purposes of the League are to
insist on "morally sound" pictures
from the producers ; to establish a
bureau of classification for all films
marketed in Quebec, and to call upon
the civil government of the province
to enact laws complementary to
present statutes "to assure adequate
control of the industry."
Heading

English

Group

London, Sept. 25. — Capt. Richard
Norton is chairman of the formation
committee set up to establish the
Fox Contempt Appeal
British
Producers Ass'n, Agreement
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.— The U. S.
on
the
main
lines of the new body's
Circuit Court of Appeals here today constitution has been reached. The
refused a motion to dismiss the ap- new association will embrace all interests, British and foreign, concerned
peals of Mrs. William Fox and Herbert Leitstein, Fox's bookkeeper, with production in this country.
from contempt of court citations by
Federal Judge John B. Avis at CamWarners-Comer ford Sign
den for refusing to testify in Fox's
personal bankruptcy proceedings. The
Warners yesterday closed a threecircuit court, however, will consider year deal with the Comerford Circuit,
the dismissal motion at the time the starting with the 1937-'8 product. The
appeals are heard.
pact includes
of the operated
distributor's
output
for 103alltheatres
by
the Comerford interests. Gradwell L.
Sears signed for Warners and John
Wanger Coming East
Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Walter Wang- Nolan represented the circuit.
er left here today for New York. He
S. Charles Einfeld on Coast
is expected to stop at the Waldorf-Astoria while in Manhattan. He is comHollywood, Oct. 5.— S. Charles
Einfeld, director of advertising and
ing by plane.
publicity for Warners, arrived here
''Counsel" Set for Rialto today. He will induct Robert F.
Taplinger into office as head of studio
"Counse for Crime" will open at
publicity, succeeding Ed Selzer, who
the Rialtol Friday.
now becomes assistant to Bryan Foy.
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Finances

At

Guild's Hearing
(.Continued from page 1)
receiving only $2,887,174 in gross income during the period from Sept. 1,
1936 to Aug. 31, 1937. Grand National's gross income for the fiscal
year ending April 3 of this year was
$1,205,651 ; Universal spent approximately $8,000,000 for production during the year and Samuel Goldwyn
spent $3,460,645 on six features during the year ending July 3.
For 42 features. Republic spent
$2,019,483 during the year ending
Sept. 30 vi'hile last year's gross for
Selznick International was $1,760,000.
Paramount's answer to the demand
for its figures was the submission by
its attorney, Walter TuUers, of its
annual report to stockholders dated
Jan. 2, 1937.
William J. Walsh, attorney for the
board, introduced the figures in an
attempt to show to what extent interstate commerce is affected by the film
business. Other companies are expected to have their gross income
and expenditure reports filed this
week.
RKO, through a letter by Samuel
J. Briskin, said that its gross revenue
figures are not yet available and will
have to be obtained from New York.
David Sapos, chief economist for
board will arrive this week to testify
on the industry's relationship to commerce.
Phila,

Exhibitors

Hold Their Ground
(Continued from page 1)
waged throughout the 1937-38 season
if necessary.
Warners were accused of taking unfair advantage of exhibitors in the
situation, but William Mansell, Warner local manager, denied the charge,
intimating that it may have arisen
from disgruntled exhibitors. A committee was named to meet Warner
officials in New York to receive assurances of neutrality in the fight.
George P. Aarons, secretary, offered a survey of the situation all
over the country. Telegrams were
read which claimed that Boston is 90
per cent organized, with Los Angeles
claiming to be even stronger. Twin
Cities reported one exhibitor in 71
buy-ing from Paramount.
''
it ^as said that 150 theatres were
represented at the meeting.

AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS
TO LOS
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ANGELES

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm.
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbill 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.

AIRLINES

INC.

Fox
i

Purely

Personal

WALTER
WANGER, George J.
ScHAEFER, James Mulvey and
Monroe Greenthal are slated to
arrive from the coast today by plane.
Wanger was due yesterday, but delayed his departure to accompany the
three U.A. executives.
•
Nat Liebeskind, managing director for RKO in the Argentine, is
sufi^ering from a case of sunburn contracted "and foolishly so," says he, on
the journey from Buenos Aires. He
will await the return of Phil Reisman from Europe the end of this
month or the beginning of next.
•
Ike Libson and Mort Singer, old
hands in this business, regaling Nate
Blumberg,
die MeyerJohnny
and JoeO'Connor,
Berne atFredthe
Mayan yesterday. It had to do with
some of the experiences of their youth
and it ran on for two hours.
•
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner theatres, left yesterday for Chicago and Milwaukee for
conferences with theatre managers
and with Jimmy' Coston,
zone head.
•
Tom Connors will be discharged
from the Bay Ridge Sanitarium in
Brooklyn
today, having recovered
from an appendicitis operation.
•
J. Cheever
Cowdin, Universal
board chairman, and Willard S. McKayj general counsel, will return from
the coast by plane on Friday.
•
Ed Zabel has gone to Wisconsin to
visit his folks. En route, he stopped
over at Bufi^alo, Niagara Falls and a
few other cities.
Clarence Budington Kelland's
trailer story, "Fugitive Father," will
begin serially shortly in the Saturday
Evening Post.
•
Spyros Skouras was in Naples
yesterday. From there he will go to
Florence, Venice and Salonica,
Greece.
Thomas Beck, 20th Century-Fox
player, arrived yesterday
from the
coast. He is at the Barbizon-Plaza.
•
Danielle Darrieux, Universal's
new French import, left for the company's studio yesterday.
•
Douglas MacLean will be a guest
at the Ampa luncheon at Sardi's tomorrow.
• has
■
Milton Hossfeld
returned
from a three-week cruise to the West
Indies.
•
Neil F. Agnew and J. J. Unger
will leave today by plane for Dallas.
•
William Frawley is in town to
take in the World Series.
James R. Grainger has returned
from a western trip.
Charles Skouras is due from the
coast in a few weeks.
•
Ben Shlyen is in town from
Kansas City.
Lionel Barrymore sails today on
the Queen Mary.

Year

►

The B-Bar-H atBuckaroos
''21"
Roundup
forgathered at "21" yesterday
as guests of Charles and Paul
Bender. There were cocktails, scads of food and pictures in color to remind of
days — not to exempt nights —
spent on the ranch near Palm
Springs. True to the advance
word, no horses were admitted.
ADOLPH
ZUKOR sails from
Europe on the Normandie Saturday, arriving here Oct. 14. John W.
Hicks, Jr., who accompanied Zukor
abroad, is remaining in Europe another month.
•
Sam Harris, publisher of Cinema,
who sails on the Queen Mary today
on his return to England, paid a visit
to Barney Balaban, Paramount
day.
president, at the latter's office yester•
Jules Levy, general sales manager
of RKO, is in Montreal to arrange
for the showing of "Victoria the
Great." He will go on to Toronto.
Ralph Rolan is accompanying him.
•
J. J. Milstein has returned from
a three-week tour of Republic exchanges at Minneapolis, Washington,
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Omaha and Des Moines.
•
Arthur Eddy, who has resigned as
associated editor of The Film Daily,
will leave for the coast by automobile
the end of this week to take a post
at Warners.
•
Tom Cochrane, Paramount head in
Japan, has arrived in this country for
home office conferences, but is taking
a short vacation before reporting to
the office.
•
Jack Barnstyn, vice-president and
general foreign manager of Grand National, will sail Oct. 7 on the // de
France
Europe. for a three-month tour of
•
Madge Evans returns to the coast
the end of the week. While here, she
sought a' play which she deemed suitable, but without success.
•
Lou Irwin, once of Broadway and
now of Sunset Blvd., is here for a
week. From Hollywood, of course.
•
Clay Hake of 20th Century-Fox
will visit" Venezuela t»n a tour of
South American countries.
e
Edward L. Alperson is conferring
with James Cagney on material for
forthcoming pictures.
•
J. Robert Rubin is planning to
leave for the M-G-M studios in a
month.
•
Hattie Helborn has gone out of
town on a vacation.
Felix Jenkins will return from the
coast Oct. 18.
•
Rick Ricketson has gone back to
Denver.

Theatres
Loss

Half
$13,249

(Continued from page 1)
includes a claim of $7,500,000 against
William Fox in his estimate of the
assets. Approved claims total
$6,645,820 after giving credit for
$291,928 for dividends paid. Claims
amounting to $6,968,623 are still unsettled, including that of William Fox
against the corporation.
Fox Film Corp. has a disputed
claim of $2,369,914 ; General Theatres
Corp., $1,327,389, and National Theatres Supply $293,057. The receiver
has disposed of assets with a book
value of $17,182,877 for $3,233,984,
or a loss of $13,948,892. Largest of
the disposed assets were the Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses valued on
the books at $5,776,176 and sold for
$150,000 and the Market and 17th St.
Corp. in Philadelphia, valued at
$4,418,666,
and now written off as
valueless.
The amount of $28,693,904 was invested in subsidiaries now considered
valueless or uncollectable. Cash on
hand is now $541,747 with accounts
receivable of $5,162. Fixed assets
total $1,651. The receiver has accounts payable of $1,284.
Gray to Continue Series
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — Romer Grey
son of Zane Grey, will sail for Australia Oct. 7 with Director Edwin G.
Bowen, cameramen Harry Anderson
and Gus Bagnard, to continue production of a series of six one-reel fishing
shorts, of which two have been completed. No release has been arranged.
Now

''Swing

It, Sailor

Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Gr^nd National's "He Wanted to Marry" will
be released as "Swing It, Sailor." It
is an original by Clarence Marks and
David Diamond.
New Contract for Butler
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — Twentieth
Century-Fox has renewed the longterm contract of David Butler, director, who has just completed "Ali
Baba Goes to Town," starring Eddie
Cantor.

Woolfenden to M-G-M
London,
Sept.
25. — JohnhasR. arrived
Woolfenden, from
Hollywood,
M-G-M-British.
to take charge of studio publicity for
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DIFFERENT!

* Only United limits its giant
sleepers to 12 passengers, offers
2 separate dressing rooms and
lavatories for men and women,
and a courtesy lounge compartment for all passengers. Only
United provides de luxe Skylounges during waking hours,
sleepers at night.
TICKETS: United Offices, Travel Bureaus,
Telegraph Offices
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"100
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Francisco
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Washington's
$21,600

Lead

Washington, Oct. 5.— "Souls at
Sea," with a personal appearance of
Ina Ray Hutton and Her Aielodears,
was socko at the Earle to the tune of
121,600, or $3,200 over average. The
picture was booked next into the Metropolitan.
"They Won't Forget" at the Metropolitan took $15,900, which is average
for the house. Loew's Columbia's return engagement of "Thin Ice" was
good for $4,200, or $500 over first run
average. "Dead End" at Loew's
Palace did a par $15,900.
The third week of "100 Men and a
Girl" at RKO-Keith's did a nice
$7,800.
Total first run business, excluding
the Little, was $75,500. Average is
$76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
Week Ending Sept. 30:
"SOULS AT SEA" (Para).
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage:
Ina Ray Hutton & Her Melodears, with
Elaine Merritt, Winstead Trio. Gross: $21,600. (Average, $18,400)
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT" (G.N.)
LOEW'S CAPITO 1^(3,434), 25c-66c. 7
days. Stage: Bob Crosby & His Orchestra,
with Ray Baudue, Bob Haggart. Eddie Miller, Hal Sherman, Marie & Case Brothers.
Gross: $19,300. (Average, $20,900)
"THIN ICE" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c, 7
days (return engagement). Gross: $4,200.
(Average, first run, $3,600)
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
LOEW'S PALACE — (2,370), 35c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $15,900. (Average, $15,900)
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (F. N.)
METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-40c, 7
days. Gross: $15,900. (Average, $15,900)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
7 days.
3rdRKO-KEITH'S—
week. Gross: (1,836),
$7,800. 25c-55c,
(Average,
first
week, $10,600)
Week Ending Oct. 2:
"SEX MADNESS" (Pub. Welfare)
"FALSE SHAME" (Pub. Welfare)
BELASCO^(1,140), 25c-55c, 7 days. Stage:
Radio's
(Average,Friendly
$3,000) Adviser. Gross: $1,400.
"FOREVER YOURS" (G. N.)
LITTLE— (360). 15c-40c, 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $700.

"Big City" Pulls
$7,600 at Omaha
Omaha, Oct. 5. — "Big City, with
"Blonde Trouble," was the only first
run attraction to demonstrate any
strength. It went $2,100 over normal
to $7,600 at the Omaha.
"Love Under Fire" and "The Great
Gambini" managed to reach a par
$7,000 at the Orpheum.
Total first run business was $17,500.
Average is $16,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Sept. 29:
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
"HIDEAWAY" (RKO)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,700. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Sept. 30:
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
"BLONDE TROUBLE" (Para.)
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$7,600. (Average. $5,500)
"LOVE UNDER FIRE" (20th-Fox)
"THE GREAT GAMBINI" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-40c. 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,200)
Schwalm Is Candidate
Hamilton, O., Oct. 5. — John A.
Schwalm, manager of the Rialto, a
Southio unit, is candidate for reelection to the City Council.

Estimated takings for the latest available periods :
Week Ending

Week Ending

Wow,

$16,700

No. Theatres Gross
San Francisco, Oct. 5.— "100 Men
Sept. 17-18
and a Girl" mopped up in a quiet week
among
first runs by grossing $16,700
5
59,000 at the Orpheum. This was $8,700
$105,000
9
171,200
8
63,250 over normal. "Counsel for Crime"
was the other half of the dual bill.
6
68,200
The only other spot to go over par
38,400
6;
82,300 was the United Artists with "Walter
26,100
4
Wanger's $7,200,
Vogues
1938" which
garnered
up of
by $200.
25,300
4
Total first run business was $89,700.
6
37,100 Average is $92,000.
8
95,994
Estimated takings :
5
30,300
5
Week Ending Sept. 28:
29,800
4
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
38,500
4
28,300
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), lSc-35c-40c-55c,
311,176
7 days. Stage band. Gross: $14,500. (Aver11
age, $16,000)
4
16,100
Week Ending Sept. 29:
20,400
4
"HIGH,
WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
9
"HOT WATER
77,100
" (20th-Fox)
63,050
6
FOX— (5,000), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
9
$17,000)
95,850 Gross: $17,000. (Average,
4
41.150
18,400
"100
MEN
AND
A
GIRL"
7
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Univ.)
(Col.)
ORPHEU
M $16,700.
— (2,440), 15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
83,200 days.
Gross:
(Average,
$8,000)
150
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
144
"TALENT
SCOUT" (W. B.)
$1,625,170
$1,558,698 :
Key city grosses for the month of September
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-35c-40c-55c-7Sc,
Gross
No.
Theatres
143
7 days, 2nd week. 6' Ooss: $10,000. (Average,
Week Ending
$13 ,000^
149
Sept. 3-4
150
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
$1,447,016
Sept. 10-11
1,887,424
ST. FRANCIS-(1,400), S5c-87c-$1.10-$1.65,
144
1,625,170 7 days, 2nd week.
Sept. 17-18
Gross: $7,500. (Average
1,558,698
Sept. 24-25
Week Ending Sept. 30:
$10
0)NURSE" ^ '
"WIFE, ,00
DOCTOR
AND
(20th-Fox)
"FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS" (W. B )
WARFIELD— (2,680), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7
'Vogues"
and
Party"
with
(Average,
week. Gross, $11,000
a<Y^^2ndWeek
Show$18,500,
"BACK Ending
STAGE" Oct.
(G. B.)1:
Show
$26,500
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,000. (Average, $1,000)
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
Detroit
Lead
Philadelphia
EMBASSY - (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-5Sc, 7
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Denver
Detroit
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Montreal
New Haven
New York
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
St. Paul
Seattle
Washington

No. Theatres
Sept. 24-25 Gross
8
5
47,000
$89,500
8
154,300
6
61,150
6
63,200
6
45,000
6
85,300
4
25,800
4
32,200
37,000
6
92,886
8
28,000
5
23,800
5
4
36,500
4
23,500
318,737
11
4
14,100
3
19,300
9
87,500
5
52,425
92,500
9
13,800
4
7
38,500
76,700
7

Detroit, Oct. 5. — "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938," with a stage
show, stepped out front in a busy
week for first runs. It garnered $26,500 at the Michigan, up by $6,500.
"100 Men and a Girl" was a close
second with a take of $25,600, up by
$5,600. Vince Barnett and Jack La
Rue headed a stage show. "Dead
End" went $3,600 over normal on a
take of $13,600 at the United Artists,
and "Stella Dallas" held up to $12,000 in its second week at the Madison.
Total first run business was $89,100.
Average is $70,000. Estimated takings for the week ending Sept. 30 :
"LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN"
(Col.)
"IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD"
(Col.)
ADAM&-(1,770). 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,800. (Average, $5,000)
"10« MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
FOX— (5,100). 15c-7Sc, 7 days. Stage:
Vince
Barnett,GilJack
LaRue,
Ross.Pierre&
& Schuster,
Lamb,
Tyler,
Thron
Post, Five Coeds, Maxine Marfield. Gross:
$25,600. (Average. $20,000)
WALTER
WANGER'S
1938" (U. A.) VOGUES OF
MICHIGAN— 4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days. Stage:
Tommy Farr, Eddie White, LeFons Troupe,
Don & Shirley, Allen & Kent. Gross: $26,500.. (Average,"SLIM"
$20,000) (W. B.l
"SOULS AT SEA" (Para.)
STATE— (3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $5,600. (Average, $5,000)
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-65c, 7
days. Gross: $13,600. (Average. $10,000)
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
M.\DISON— (2.000), 15c-65c, 7 days. 2nd
week. Ooss: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)

193«" R'S
(U. A.)
WANGE
VOGUES OF
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.— Two shows "WALTER
Gross: $5,000. (Average,
000)'*"^ week.
kept first runs from slipping deep into $6UNITED
ARTISTS-(1,200), 15c-35c-40cthe red ink. "Life of the Party" at
the
Earle and Mai Hallett's orchestra
on the
stage grossed $18,500, up by
$4,500.
its second week, "Dead
End" tookFora very
good $11,000.
"Certain Woman"
Is
The rest slumped. "High, Wide and
Handsome"
developed
only
$13,500
at
the Stanley.
New Haven's Leader
Total first run business was $81,500.
New Haven, Oct. 5.— "That CerAverage is $81,560.
Woman"
"Marry the Girl"
Estimated takings for the week end- shot tain
the Roger and
Sherman business
up
ing Sept."DEAD
30.
END" (U. A.)
by $2,100 to a $6,700 take.
"Thin Ice" and "You Can't Buy
ALDINE— (1,300). 40c-55c-65c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,160)
Luck" was also a high combination
"UNDER THE RED ROBE" (2(tth-Fox) at the Loew's-Poli, taking $9,000, up
ARCADIA — (600), 2Sc-40c-S0c, 6 days. by $1,000. The bill will be held at
Gross: $1,500. (Average, 7 days, $2,800)
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
the College. The holdover of "Lost
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c-6Sc, 7 days, 2nd Horizon" at the College grossed
week. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $14,000)
$3,100,
at lower over
pricesthebytheatre
$300. 's usual take
"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (RKO)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days. Stage:
Total first run business was $22,Mai Hallett and Orchestra, Shaw & Lee.
Gloria Gilbert, Teddy Grace. Gross: $18,500. 000. Average is $20,200.
(Average, $14,000)
Estimated takings for the week end"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (W. B.)
ing Oct.
1 : HORIZON" (Col.)
FOX— (Average,
(3,000), 40c-55c-65c,
"LOST
$13,000.
$14,000) 7 days. Gross:
COLLEGE— (1,499), 35c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
week. Gross: $3,100. (Average, $2,800)
"THIN ICE" (20th-Fox)
KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days,
2nd run. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
"YOU CAN'T BUY LUCK" (RKO)
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
LOEW'S-POLI— (3.040), 35c-50c, 7 days.
(2,000), (Average,
30c-40c-50c,$4,000)
7 days, 2nd Gross: $9.0(30. (Average. $8,000)
run.KEITH'S—
Gross: $3,200.
"DOUBLE OR NOTHING" (Para.)
"REPORTED MISSING" (Univ.)
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
PARAMOUNT—
(2.348), 3Sc-50c, 514 days,
(Para.)
STANLEY— (3,700), 40c-S5c-65c, 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $3,200. (Average, $4,800)
Gross: $13,500. (Average. $14,000)
"THAT
CERTAIN
(W.B.)
"MARRY
THE WOMAN"
GIRL" (W.B.)
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
ROGER
(2,200), $4,600)
3Sc-50c, 7
STANTON—
(1.700), 30c-40c-50c,
7 days. days.
Gross:SHERMAN—
$6,700. (Average,
Gross:
$6,300. (Average,
$7,000)
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Balahan

Subject
MOTION

"Pathe Parade"
(RKO)
There is entertainment and interest
in the first of a new series, in which
the activities of commercial models are
outlined, in their work as mannequins
or in posing for advertising illustrations. There is entertainment as four
musicians attack the toy instruments
at a music counter, with surprising
results. The number closes with a few
shots of famous and society people
attending the exclusive Stork Club
in New York.
Running time, 13 mins. "G."

Whispers in the Dark"
(Paramount)
Some stupid cartoon stuff on the
style
"Believe Gus
It orArnheim
Leave and
It"
serves of
to introduce
his band in the rendition of the title
song which is one of those bouncing
ball affairs. It may draw laughs and
it may release hidden inhibitions from
the would-be crooners in the audience.
It is fair stuff. Running time, 7 mins.
"G."
"Ostrich Feathers"
(Universal)
More or less a burlesque of African
exploring activities featuring Meany,
Miny and Moe. They use clever methods to obtain the tail plumage of ostriches and get banged around considerably. The short is spectacular and
the animation amusing. Running time,
7y2 mins. "G."

PICTURE

HOLLYWOOD

DAILY^

PREVIEW

Over the Goal
(First National)
Hollywood, Oct. 5.Iff
— Made to accommodate a seasonal market,
"Over the Goal" is a topical football picture. It is geared
a little
more melodramatic premise than others of its character, but ittodoes
not
offer much that is new or anything different from many which have
gone before. Chock full of standby heroics and villainy, plus that full
quota of do-or-die-for-dear-old-alma-mater spirit, the story this time
concerns a player whose sweetheart makes him give up football before
he is seriously injured. Then occurs all the old stock stuff, a great deal
of which is very much exaggerated. However, when the fortunes of
the eleven are at the lowest ebb, the hero risks life and limb to cause the
heavies to be hoist by their own petards and bring joy and happiness for
everybody else.
The cast is lengthy. Even the 1937 U. S. C. football squad is included.
The real football players go about their business all right, but of the
others, interest accrues only to William Hopper, the hero, and Johnnie
Davis, the comic.
William Jacobs, who wrote the original, collaborated with Anthony
Coldeway on the screen play. Noel Smith directed and Brian Foy
produced.
Running time, 63 minutes. "G."

Testimony

Up in Court Today
(Continued from page 1)
shares of Paramount stock. The motion to be heard today asks that her
attorney be permitted to examine
Balaban on details of the Paramount
board
of directors'
at which
the Zukor
contractmeeting
was voted
and
particulars of the contract itself.
The new Zukor contract was submitted to the annual meeting of the
company's stockholders last June and
was approved overwhelmingly. The
pact is retroactive to Aug. 1, 1936,
and runs to next Jan. 1 with options
for renewal for an additional three
years. It provides for a salary of
$3,000 per
as productionweek
head of for
the Zukor
company,
and
additional compensation equal to seven
and one-half per cent of the first
$2,500,000 of consolidated profits from
picture operations only and five per
cent of such profits in excess of
$2,500,000.
Allied-ITOA
To

Groups

Meet Next Week
(Continued from page 1)

first general meeting under the presidency of Irving DoUinger and after a
discussion decided to get in touch with
Here's Flash Casey
Harry Brandt, president of the I. T.
(G.N.)
O. A., as soon as possible for a joint
Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Eric Linden and Boots Mallory are top names meeting of committees.
On the Allied committee are DoUavailable in this picturization of the George Harmon Coxe story, "Return
inger, Louis Gold and Morris Marks.
Engagement." The picture is better than either its original or final
title suggests and ranks well up among the more moderate produc- General topics were gone over yesterday at the membership session and it
tions of contemporary release. It may have a special billing value in
was agreed to hold the next gathering
many localities in that it deals with the candid camera fad in an interest- in Trenton, Oct. 19.
ing and informative manner.
"Should Wives Work?"
Eric Linden is the candid shutter snapper whose, ups and downs are
(RKO)
Delay Allied Meeting
There are a handful of real laughs principally concerned. He manages to wangle his way through college
in this comedy, chiefly supplied by the with the help of his lens manipulations, obtains a newspaper job through
Boston, Oct. 5.— The monthly
rubber-legged Leon Errol. His wife
meeting of Independent Exhibitors,
happenstance,
snapping
the
publisher's
son
in
romantic
proximity
to
an
insists on going to work, and he is actress somewhat less than approved parentally, and becomes enamored Inc., scheduled for Oct. 12 has been
more than a little disturbed to find her
of Miss Mallory, a sob sister. Later a professional blackmailer gains postponed because of the holiday until
as his boss's secretary, after he has his confidence and uses the fruits of his camera for ulterior purposes the following Tuesday. The Parathreatened to fire any man whose wife
mount strike and results of the local
is in his employ. His efforts, with a which wind up in plentiful fisticuffs, a gangster murder, an abduction, buying survey, now being conducted,
friend to keep the boss in the dark at and, of course, a happy ending.
will occupy the main part of the
attention.
a conference at his home, when they
John
Krafft's
screenplay
is
lightly
and
lucidly
done.
Director
Lynn
are forced to stay overnight, affords Shores extracts full value from materials placed at his disposal by
an opportunity for the short's amus- associate producer Alfred Stern. The result, while not tremendous in
ing moments.
its relation to the general status of the nation's box-office, should please
Seek U. S.
Running time, 20 mins. "G."
Hollywood,
Oct.Art5. ■—Dep't
Various
generally.
film personalities have joined with
other artists and with, civic leaders
Running time, 63 minutes. "G."
to formulate plans for a proposed
"Picking Pets"
(Rice-Paramount)
Youth
on
Parole
Federal Dep't. of Fine Arts, which,
There is an entirely new type of
it is proposed, will provide a wider
humor in this Sportlight. It consists (Republic)
opportunity for youthful artists.
of hilarious shots of a strange assortHollywood, Oct. 5. — Designed to stir audience sympathy for a boy
The campaign to interest the public
ment of bears, badgers, cheetahs, kan- and girl who find the going more than difficult after an unjust jail sen- will open with a concert Oct. 7 in
garoos and a baby panda. They are
tence, "Youth on Parole" suceeds in an unpretentious fashion in con- the Los Angeles Philharmonic Audithe young of the species and their
veying its premise, and its plea for a better chance for those trying to
torium when Victor Young and Gaswaddles and other cute movements will
live down prison sentences. There is at the same time a touch of action tone Usigli, county director of the
prove highly satisfactory and humorFederal Music Project, will conduct
in the activities of a gang of jewel thieves, and a pleasant romance interous. Running time, 10 mins. "G."
a 110-piece symphony orchestra.
larded throughout.
Gordon Oliver and Marian Marsh are entirely satisfactory in their
Coronet Using New Plan roles. Oliver, with an attractive personality and capable performance,
Union Meeting Held
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — First use of giving promise for the future. Margaret Dumont and Miles Mander are
Major circuit executives yesterday
the 14-passenger plane bought by
the supporting players. Phil Rosen's direction is commendable met with Local 306 and I. A. T. S. E.
Coronet Pictures, producing Buck among
if not outstanding, in the handling of the original screenplay by Hershel
Jones action pictures for Columbia re- Rebuas.
representatives
at C. C. for
Moskowitz's
office
to discuss increases
local prolease, will be in transporting personjectionists. No decision was reached
Oliver and Miss Marsh, strangers, are framed by jewel robbers as
nel working in "West of Broadway" they stand before a store window. Packed off to jail for two years, they and another session will be held
to and from imperial Valley. It's a
shortly.
story of the lettuce fields trouble and are model prisoners and are released in 18 months. They go their
its reverberations in the New York separate ways, but come together, seeking companionship in their misery,
produce racket. In December Lincoln as successive job doors are closed to them. They fall in love, find small Pinto Colvig Joins MGM
Garland will pilot the personnel of jobs but lose them when word of their prison records comes to their
Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Pinto Colvig
"Ghost Ship," a story based on the employers. In a last desperate effort, they seek out the gang leader who veteran cartoon comedy gag man, and
lost Russian flight, into the Alaskan
terrain. Ewing Scott will direct this framed them, and with police cooperation trap them and cause their formerly with Walt Disney, has been
added by M-G-M to the staff producpicture, to be produced by L. G. arrest, bringing for themselves complete exoneration.
Leonard.
ing the "Captain and the Kids" series.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
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Vancouver
Affected

Theatres
by

Walkout

Deal
Will
The

Newsreel

(.Continued from page 1)
increase or a three-year agreement
with a four per cent raise this year
and a three per cent increase a year
for the next two.

Parade

"Movietone News"
Vol. 20, No. 7
Cut China Scenes
(20th Century-Fox)
manaCanadian
ons,
J. J. Fitzgibb
In its various departments this isBoston, Oct. 5. — Scenes of
ger for Famous Players, was negotiatsue provides interest and evolves as
violence in the Japaneseing here today with union heads. It satisfactory newsreel. The lead clip
Chinese conflict were elimiis understood he has a compromise shows President Roosevelt visiting
nated from Universal News
Canada.
Next
is
a
demonstration
of
Players'
offer covering all Famous
by Massachusetts censors actfirst runs and suburbans open today chemical warfare at the Edgewood
ing under the Sunday laws.
but the independent suburbans which Arsenal in Maryland. In other seBodies lying in the street and
play evening runs only await the deciothers being thrown into a
quences King Christian of Denmark
sion of the afternoon meeting between opens a new bridge, Anthony Eden
ditch were ordered not shown.
independent owners and union repre- speaks at Geneva and the Duke and
sentatives.
Duchess of Windsor are seen in Paris.
Winter evening gowns are paraded before the camera by pretty models. In age of the impressive funeral of exHollywood
Eleanor Holm meets President Masaryk of Czechoslovakia.
Plan Non-Theatrical
Gabriel Heatter narrates the incidents attendant upon the seating of
Glenn zee.
Morris
and does
"Jiggs,"
ausual
chimpanLew
Lehr
his
stuff
Survey Over Country
Hugo
Black with the reconvening of
with a school in Kansas that has only
(Continued from page 1)
the
Supreme
Court on Monday. Unone
pupil
attending.
The
scoring
plays
kept confidential so far as individual
distinguished, but of high topical incompanies are concerned, is sought on in three of last weekend's football
terest in many sections of the country.
the number of persons employed, the games are taken care of by Ed Thor- Camera glimpses of spectacular play
capital investment, the amount of film gersen.
and MinRunning time, 10^ mins.
P. in both the Army-Clemson
processed or units of apparatus manunesota-Nebraska games take care of
factured or distributed, and the like,
the new football season adequately,
for the two comparative years of 1932 News of the Day
while the running of the Futurity at
Belmont Park rounds out the sports
and 1937. Also sought is an indica- Vol. 9, No. 205
tion of the extent of growth in the
coverage. This brings the reel to a
various branches during the past sev- (M-G-M)
A punchy reel with plenty of action. last subject — J. Edgar Hoover's Geral years.
The shots of two gridiron games, that men exhibiting their skill with firearms, the single non-news clip of this
of Nebraska downing Minnesota and
Cornell besting Colgate are thrilling. release, which, after all, is a good
Rose Promises Early
The producers of the newsreel have these
enoughdays.
average for anyone's reel
extra footage on both games which
Statement
on U,A, are to be provided theatre accounts
Running time, 9 minutes.
K.
(Continued from page 1)
in both upstate New York and Nebraska towns.
office at Lima, Peru, by Arthur W.
President Roosevelt on his visit to Pathe News
Kelly, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution. Schochet was for- Victoria, B. C, opens. He is then Vol. 9, No. 22
merly manager for 20th Century-Fox shown on his way back to this coun- (RKO)
in Argentina.
Pathe has seven subjects in its latest
try, stopping over at the Grand Coulee
Kelly has also appointed Major Dam in the state of Washington. Two release. It leads oft' with a new slant
Charles Tebay as special representa- dictators, Mussolini and Hitler, meet on the Justice Black controversy by
tive for U. A. at Port-of- Spain, Trini- and the rousing reception is covered showing Albert Leavitt, the former
dad.
from many angles.
U. S. Assistant Attorney General who
Wall

Street
—1%

Edgar Hoover's "G" men in target
practice at Quantico, Va., the Duke
and Duchess of Windsor on a shopping tour in Paris preliminary to their
trip to the U. S., members of the
American Legion visiting the graves
of their former buddies in France and
the unveiling of a statue of Marshal
Foch, and the Fidelity Prize Race at
Belmont with 30,000 turf fans on edge
make up the balance.
Above the average reel with a little
of something to please everybody.
Running time, 10 mins.
O.
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Change
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2
■ 8/2
2>4
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17/
17/
1834
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G. T. E. . . 1834 171/.
-- —3s34
665/i 10654
10654
/
Loew's . . . . 681/
—1
1434
6% 113/
IO614 113/
1454
Loew's,
—
157/8
Para. 1 pfd.
pfd. 106^
121
9
1217/2
534
534
654
Para. 2 pfd. 15%
- H
26/ 2634
Pathe
.
75/2
Paramount News
.
654
3654
3654
RKO
29/3
3654
No. 18
20th Fox . .. 29/8
97A
954
20th pfd. . 3654
{Paramount)
35
Univ
35
10/2
31
Warner . . 10/2
This is a good, live release, offer31
ing as diversified a selection of subTrans-Lux Lone Curb Gain
jects as the front page of a daily news2Vs
Net
paper and enhancing them with excel25i High
IVs Low Close Cheuige
7
Open
lent narration, photography and sound
G. N
2
2
•
5i
effects.
Sonotone . m33/g 33^
154
1V& — Vs
25
25
Tech.
The European news selections are
23
23 —234
Trans -Lux
314
354
4
4 -1- Vs particularly well handled and of high
4
4
Univ
topical interest. They include shots
of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor,
RKO Bonds Up %
5
4
Net
who are back on the front pages of
9834
9834
High Low Close Change
the metropolitan press currently with
1
^
Loew's 6s 41 WW 99
deb rights
their plans for an early visit to Amer9934 993/4 9934
ica. Intimate and significant glimpses
83/
Paramount B'way
3s '55 Pict. 84/
8354
of
Mussolini's
to Hitler furnish
Paramount
-1--2V54 an apt prelude visit
to shots of activities
6s '55
67/ 67/2
4
Paramount F. L. 67/
along the French- Spanish border,
6s '47
which may be opened to supplies for
92
8454
92
RKO
'41 pp....
92
Warner6s Bros.
6s 8634
Loyalist Spain. The European sec'39 wd
tion, all of which is narrated by
843/ 5)
(Quotations at close of Oct.
Frank Knight, concludes with cover-

of Hoyts-Union
Not Be Renewed

(Continued from page 1)
its affiliated companies, Cinesound
Prod., British Empire Films and National Theatre Supplies, Rydge amplified his statement by a definite denial to "the crafty statement that a
receiver has been appointed by the
"How different are the facts," he
said. "Our financial standing was
never better, and, what is more, the
board is assured of ample funds to
break up the present combine and
operate independently.
bank."
"Greater Union Theatres, Ltd., has
always been proud of the fact that it
is an all-Australian organization,
owned and controlled by Australians,
and working in the interests of Australia. Our policy is merely a policy
of Australian independence.
"I give the lie also to the deliberately inspired rumor that Cinesound
Studios will be compelled to close
down forthwith. Nothing is farther
from the truth. On the other hand,
our board have approved of a 12months' production plan, calling for
an expenditure of no less than £100,000.
"I also refute the suggestion that
we will not be operating the State
Theatre, Sydney, next year.
"Despicable Lies"
"We do not know who is responsible
for these statements, which are damnable, despicable lies — lies calculated
to harm our undertaking. All I can
say is that we are endeavouring to
trace their source, and if we are able
to do this, we will protect the interests
of our companies by the immediate issue of writs against the persons re-

The suggestion that the Federal
Government will give serious consideration to the advisability of regulatsponsible."
ing the distribution of available film
supplies between Hoyts and Greater
is challenging ascending
the legality
Black's Union Theatres after the two circuits
appointment,
theof Supreme
end their partnership on Dec. 31 is a
Court Bldg. steps, and then lets Hey- point freely discussed by Australian
wood Broun express himself. Broun film men.
says no man is judged entirely on
The chief argument in support of
his past and every dog is entitled to
this contention is that the Governone bite — Black's bite in this case bement may foresee the possibility of a
ing his Klan membership 15 years
film "corner" being created by either
ago. It's a good controversial num- one circuit and in that event consider
ber.
its intervention justified.
Clem McCarthy can certainly add
drama to sporting scenes. His description of Menow's victory in the bining sports action, unconscious
Belmont Futurity as the horses race comedy and significance. Of dramatic
down the stretch is great. His han- value is the sharp attack on parole
dling of the Cornell-Colgate football boards launched by G-Man Chief
game also is first class. Exceptional Hoover, seconded by stg^rtling examphotography distinguishes the latter.
ples of G-Man skill with guns. A
President Roosevelt is shown in- striking shot is offered in the night
specting the Grand Coulee Dam. This shooting of a miniature house as target.
is a routine clip. The same can be
Darrieux is publicized on
said for shots of oil well drilling in herDanielle
arrival, and the Duke and Duchess
the Gulf of Mexico.
The arrival of the Duke and of Windsor are caught in Paris, in
coincidence with their reported
Duchess of Windsor in Paris is time- timely
intention to visit the U. S. Justice
ly, in view of the renewed interest
in their movements as a result of Black's K. K. K. statement is heard
announcement of their impending in part, against a background of family
American visit.
groups listening at their radios. A patriotic and colorful rally in the AustriConsiderable activity is shown
an Tyrol is well handled. Some fast
among Japanese troops, but the Ori- football emerges from shots of the
ental hostilities seem to be lagging at
the moment.
Columbia- Williams and Notre DameRunning time, 9 mins.
J. Drake clashes, and a hearty laugh is
developed in the pictures of a stray
monkey which arrived at an Illinois
Universal Newsreel
farm, attached himself — literally — to
Vol. 9. No. 603.
the cows and proceeded to make them
(Universal)
miserable. Their frantic efforts to disA well-diversified reel interesting in
lodge the monkey are ludicrous.
content, is offered by Universal, comRunning time, 9 mins.
A.
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Taplinger
Firm

Sells
to Fizdale

September
Of

NBC

Revenue
$2,850,581

NBC time sales revenue for Sep
Robert S. Taplinger, who has been tember, 1937, showed a slight de
crease compared to the sales total
signed to a long term contract as for
the same month a year ago. The
CLAY MORGAN, NBC publicity west coast publicity director for War
director; Paul W. Kesten, CBS ners and their radio interests, has sold total for both Red and Blue networks for the month was $2,850,581
vice-president, and Lewis Titterton, his publicity business, one of the most down 1.2 per cent as against the
NBC literary director, arrived here extensive in radio, to Tom Fizdale,
aboard He de France yesterday. . . . Inc., Chicago publicists, for a reported September, 1936, total.
The cumulative total for the year
Fred Weber of Mutual has left for $20,000. Irwin Nathanson, an associate
White Sulphur Springs to address of Fizdale, is already here negotiating to date is $28,291,115, up 18.9 per
over the corresponding months
the Drug Trade Products convention the transfer of the Taplinger interests. acent
year ago.
there . . . Linton Wells will serve as ing.
Fizdale will arrive by plane this mornThe Red network for September
the guest speaker on the "Commentaaccounted for $2,057,513, an increase
The new firm is to be known as Tom
tor" show Sunday over Mutual . . .
3.2 per cent over September, 1936.
Margaret Speaks will return to the Fizdale, Inc. The Taplinger New of The
Blue network revenue for
Firestone show Sunday after a week's York offices will serve as the head- September was $793,068, off 11.2 per
absence . . . Rehearsals have begun
quarters for the Fizdale organization, cent compared to the revenue for the
at NBC for the Toscanini series, with branches in Hollywood, London, like
month last year.
with Artur Rodzinski in charge of Chicago and New York. The Tapthe musicians . . . NBC tennis team linger accounts number Eddie Cantor,
Stations
completed an undefeated season Sat- Burns and Allen, Kate Smith, Guy Vancouver
urday by taking the measure of the Lombardo, Bob Ripley, Nelson Eddy,
Columbia Picture netsters . . .
In Union Agreement
Andre Kostelanetz, the Jack Oakie
+
Vancouver, Oct. 4. — Following
program, Benny Goodman, Phil
Frances Laux of KMOX, Bill
union orders which prevented dance
Dyer at WCAU, and Paul Douglas Spitalny's all-girl orchestra, the Lehn orchestras playing for remote control
of the WABC staff, will handle the and Fink program, the Sealtest pro- broadcasts without payment, a new
Crosby'saccounts
interests
and agreement has been reached between
World Series broadcasts for GBS . . . others. gram,
TheBing Fizdale
include
Bessie Mack celebrated 18 years of
the musicians' union and operators of
service to Major Bowes yesterday. "Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarden" and three Vancouver stations. E. A.
"Aunt Jemima" for the Quaker Oats
Jamieson, secretary of the union, said
"Let's Visit" celebrated its first year
on Mutual last night . . . Jack Haley Co. ; the General Mills programs, "Na- the agreement afifects CKWX, CJOR
tional
Barn
Dance"
and
"Uncle
Ezra"
will play a return engagement on for Alka-Seltzer, and others. The ab- and CKCD.
Under the new arrangement the
"Showboat" Oct. 7 . . . Joe Miller,
sorption of the Taplinger business will
CRA's Pittsburgh representative, is make Fizdale, Inc., probably the big- stations recognize claims of the union
in New York conferring with Stan
that more musicians be employed in
gest radio publicists in the industry.
radio programs, with increased pay,
Zucker, Consolidated's general manShift Causes Stir
ager . . . Stoopnagle & Budd will apand
agree to pay musicians performpear on the next Schaefer Revue
The deal to bring Taplinger to
ing in remote control programs. PreThursday night . . . Bee Flynn, Warners was consummated by Jack
viously dance orchestras broadcast by
author of "Bachelor's Children," is L. Warner, vice-president, and S. remote control were without payment.
laid up with the flu.
CBR of the C. B. C. is not affected
Charles Einfeld, national director of
+
advertising and publicity for Warners, by the new ruling, as the Government-owned station already employs a
Al Goodman will shift to Hollywood next week. . . . Hal Gordon has just prior to the former's departure full quota of musicians CKFC and
for
Europe.
The
story
was
reported
been selected as the tenor on the
CKMO are not parties to the agreeexclusively by Motion Picture Daily ment.
Mutual "Tim and Irene" show. . . . yesterday and caused a tremendous
The "Tastyeast Jesters" have been
in radio circles. Taplinger will
booked for a personal aopearance in buzz
make
his headquarters in Hollywood
Barney's Clothes Sues WNEW
Bridgeport by the NBC artists
by
Nov.
1.
bureau. . . .
Barney's Clothes, Inc., filed suit
Taplinger's rise has been one of the in the N. Y. Supreme Court yestermost rapid in radio annals. He joined
day against the WBO Broadcasting
Philadelphia Town Pump
the CBS publicity department in 1928 Corp., operators of WNEW, for
Philadelphia, Oct. 5. — Two new and resigned to enter the publicity $105,910 damages.
products, Gartside Iron Rust Soap field in 1935. Shortly after he opened
Barney's alleges that during the
and Jerrehian Bros, rugs, have been offices in New York he expanded to
period from January, 1934, to Octoadded to the list of participating prod- Hollywood, Chicago and finally to
ber, 1936, it entered into nine conLondon.
tracts with the defendant for a numucts on KYW's "Home Forum" program, conducted by Carol Bennet.
ber of IS-minute programs daily and
Earle A. Buckley Organization placed
a half hour program on Sunday and
Ernest B. Foote Joins WMCA
the account for Jerrehian Bros. . . .
12 spot annonucements. The complaint
Ernest B. Foote, formerly connected states that the 15-minute programs
Jan Savitt, KYW musical director,
will again have Richard Hudnut, per- with the World Broadcasting System, were "deliberately" cut from one to
fumes, as sponsor for his NBC "Top has joined the WMCA sales staff. two minutes and the half hour proHaving just returned from the Middle
gram from one to four minutes. Only
for a second
season, . B.. .B.The
D. West,
where he handled programs and eight to 10 spot announcements on
&Hatters"
O. handled
the account.
station also has added two new spon- recordings, Foote was also a member the average were made, it is claimed.
sors for weather reports, Tomas M. of the stations relations department
Leeming & Co., makers of Baume and transcription service of NBC,
"Pep Parade" on KFSD
Bengue, scheduling for the noonday later resigning to enter his own business
in
radio.
San
Diego, Oct. 5. — "The Pep
reports through William Esty & Co.,
Parade" is the title of a new 15and N. W. Aver placing an evening
minute feature over KFSD, local
account for the reports for AppalaKOAM to Join NBC Net
NBC-Blue outlet, sponsored by the
chian Apples, Inc.
Standard
Furniture Co. The program
KOAM, Pittsburg, Kans., will join
featuring
a concert of transcribed
NBC as an affiliate of the southwest
Philco Aiding Dealers
band
music,
interspersed by local
group Oct. 11. The station is owned
Philadelphia, Oct. 5. — Antici- and operated by the Pittsburg news items, is aired Mondays at 9 :45
pating stimulation in radio use with Broadcasting Corp., and has a day P.M., P.S.T. The deal was set for
the fall sports program, Philco has and night power of 1,000 watts. Its 52 weeks through the Hurley agency.
stepped into the picture with promo- basic rate is figured at $120 per evenGertrude Gelbin in WHN Spot
tional aids for its dealers. Window
ing hour.
streamers in the form of score-byGertrude Gelbin, who formerly asinning bulletin boards are being dissisted in editing
Loew's
Moviegoer,
Vernon
Anderson
Injured
has succeeded
Radie
Harris
on the
tributed for the World Series games.
WHN
Movie
Club
hour
which
is on
For the football season, Philco has
Baton Rouge, La., Oct. 5.— ^Vernon Anderson, manager of WJBO, the air Fridays from 8 to 9 P.M. The
published for free distribution its Official Football Facts and Radio Guide was injured severely when his auto- show is a sustaining program and is
mobile overturned on the highway written and directed by George Nobbs,
for 1937, edited by W. W. "Pudge"
five miles west of the city.
who also appears in it.
Heffelfinger, former Yale guard.
Personals^

Mutual

Billings

September

in

$119,209

Mutual time sale billings for September of this year totaled $119,209.97, as compared to the September,
1936, billings of $136,133.88, a decline of 12'.5 per cent.
The cumulative total for the year
is $1,299,147.02, an increase of 5.7
per cent compared to the cumulative
total for the corresponding months
last year, $1,229,098.62.
WNOX

in Knoxville

Has 10 New Accounts
Knoxville, Oct. 5. — WNOX,
Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc., reports
four new national and six local contracts.
National: H. J. Heinz Co., through
Maxon, Inc., transcription series ;
Alka-Seltzer, through the Wade Adv.
Co., three times weekly transcribed
series,
for 13
weeks the
; Beeman's
Laboratories,
through
Rose &
Keene agency, six times a week news
reports, for 52 weeks ; Bulova Watch
Co., through Blow & Co. time signals.
Six times daily for 16 weeks.
New Accounts on WHO
Des Moines, Oct. 5. — New profollowinggrams: closed for WHO include the
The Keystone Steel & Wire Co.,
Peoria, 111., is sponsoring a program
of the WHO Songfellows, Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays at 12:15
P. M., starting Oct. 12.
The Oshkosh Overall Co. of Oshkosh. Wis., is sponsoring a program
by Len and Martha, of the WHO
artists staff, on Mondays through
Saturday at 7 A. M.
Bernard Perfumer, St. Louis, Mo.,
agency Sel Johnson Co., St. Louis, is
sponsoring a program over WHO
each Saturday at 10:35 P.M., beginning Oct. 18. A Sunset Frolic artist
will be featured.
Oyster Shell Products Corp., New
Rochelle, N. Y., Husband & Thomas,
Inc., New York City, agency, will
sponsor a program over WHO on
Mondays only at 12:30 P.M., beginning Nov. 16.
Stirton
For

Leaves

Saphier

NBC
Agency

James Stirton has severed his relations with NBC to assume the position of general manager of the New
York office of James L. Saphier,
talent representative. Stirton has been
associated with NBC for eight years
and will
reau Oct.leave
15. the artists service buSaphier is also expanding the scope
of his organization, opening an office
in HollyAvood coincident with the expansion of the New York office. He
will make his permanent residence in
Hollywood at the end of October.
Football Contract Stands
Norman, Okla., Oct. 5. — E.xclusive rights to broadcast University
of Oklahoma football games in the
Big Six conference will remain with
WKY, Oklahoma City, it appeared
after a meeting of Gov. E. W. Marland and members of the university
board of regents.
At the end of the conference Governor Marland said he "didn't like the
contract, but there didn't seem to be
anything that could be done about
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Power

to 5,000

Watts

Permits
New

Shows

Washington, Oct. 5. — An increase of night power from 1,000 to
5,000 watts has been asked of the
"The Life of Mary Southern"
F. C. C. by Hearst Station KEHE,
The reliable hokum is expertly
Los Angeles.
weaved, acted and presented in this
The commission also was asked by program. There is disillusionment,
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla., to authorize romance and comedy as the tale is
an increase of day power from 100 unravelled. The cast performs well
to 250 watts.
and the story manages to be fairly
Additions to the tentative calendar convincing.
Mary Southern is a film actress.
of examiners' hearings for the coming montl: have been made by the She runs away from Hollywood and
broadcast division, as follows :
the studios, returning to her small
Oct. 12: Applications of W. C. Ir- town friends "to find love" as she
win for a 1,500-kilocycle station at puts it. Various complications are
Amarillo, Tex., 100 watts night, 250 introduced after Miss Southern has
watts day ; Four Lakes Broadcasting her cry on a sympathetic shoulder
Co. for an 830-kilocycle, 100-watt and so goes the story with numerous
daytime station at Madison, Wis. ; familiar twists.
Northwestern Broadcasting Co. for a
Hind's Honey and Almond Cream
1,500-kilocycle, 100-watt station at sponsors the program which is heard
Vernon, Tex.
every weekday from 4:15 to 4:30
P.M. over the WLW
line from
P.
Oct. 18: Applications for new sta- WHN.
William
Esty
is
the
agency.
tions of Voice of Detroit, Detroit,
1,120 kilocycles, 500 watts night, 1,000
watts day; Martin R. O'Brien, Au"New Horizons"
rora, 111., 1,250 kilocycles, 250 watts
daytime ; George B. Storer, Pontiac,
Something entirely new and thorMich., 800 kilocycles, 1,000 watts dayoughly engrossing is offered in this
time ;Gerald A. Travis, La Porte, spot which is sponsored by the Ten
Ind., 1,420 kilocycles, 250 watts day- Year Development Program of the
time; WWPO, Inc., Pittsburgh, 1,120 American Museum of Natural Hiskilocycles, 250 watts ; Times Printing
Columbia
Co., Chattanooga, 1,120 kilocycles, 500 Talks.tory and
Thetheperiod
offersDep't
variousof
watts night, 1,000 watts day ; Cadillac guest speakers, all of them famous
Broadcasting Corp., Detroit, 1,140 explorers in their own right, who
kilocycles, 500 watts daytime ; Fred discourse on subjects close to their
M. Weil, Grand Coulee, Wash., 1,420 activities. Monday's broadcast feakilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 watts
tured Vihjalmur Stefansson, the
day.
Arctic traveler who spoke on Polar
Oct. 22 : New station applications of aviation. His material was exceptionally interesting as he touched
Gila Broadcasting Co., Sai?ord, Ariz.,
1,420 kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 upon the rescue work done in the
watts dav ; Richland Broadcasting Co., rescue of the Russian flyers who are
Mansfield, O., 1,370 kilocycles, 100 lost "up there." News flashes from
watts daytime ; Santo Sottile, Charles- where museum expeditions are at
ton, S. C, 1,200 kilocycles, 100 watts work are also offered giving an upnight, 250 watts day ; and application to-the-minute freshness. "New Horiof KFBI for authority to move from
zons" is heard on Monday from 6:15
to 6:30 over CBS.
P.
Abilene to Wichita, Kan.
Oct. 25 : George H. Payne, seeking a new 1,440 kilocycle, 500 watt
"Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe for Lysol"
station at San Jose, Cal. ; W. A.
Any news about the Dionne quintuplets, particularly from such a close
Barnette, seeking a 1,370 kilocycle,
250 watt daytime station at Green- source, should have the listeners centering their dials for this period. Dr.
wood, S. C, and Floyd A. Parton,
for a 1,170 kilocycle, 250 watt day- Dafoe gives advice on child care and
time station at San Jose, Cal.
also intimate and entertaining conversation about his charges. The spot
Oct. 26: Colonia Broadcasters,
Inc., and Seaboard Broadcasting is sponsored by Lysol, a Lehn and
Corp., both of Savannah, for a new Fink product. It is heard Monday,
1,310 kilocycle station, 100 watts Wednesday and Friday from 4 :45 to
night and, for the latter, 250 watts 5 P.M. over the CBS. The program
day; WDWS, Champaign, 111., for is rounded out with appropriate
permission to operate nights with 100 music. Dr. Dafoe speaks from Callander, Ont. Lennen & Mitchell, the
watts, increasing day power from 100
to 250 watts.
agency.
P.

on

the

Air

back and gets her heart troubles
straightened out at the same time.
The script is well-handled, but the
story itself is bloated with unbelievable situations. It's entertaining in a
way and shouldn't be taken too
seriously.
Diamond Crystal Shaker Salt
sponsored over WJZ and a split
NBC- Blue network Sunday from 3
to 3:30 P.M. Jean Paul King does
the spiel on the product. Next week,
the
girl playwright
wouldn't
success
go to herwhohead
will let
be
dramatized. Benton and Bowles, the
agency.
O.
"Headlines and Bylines"
Three important commentators, H.
V. Kaltenborn, Bob Trout and D. R.
Bader discuss international news developments ofthe week in a manner
which impresses. The trio will be a
regular feature Sunday nights from
10:30 to 11 over WABC and the CBS
system.
Trout took over the microphone
first and talked about President Roosevelt's tour, Shanghai and Spanish war
developments, Hitler, the Duke of
Windsor, Supreme Court Justice
Black, the Denver convention of the
A. F. of L. and the death of Ed.
Howe, editor of the Atchinson Globe,
Atchinson, Kan.
Bader compared the Black situa
tion with the Dreyfus case and out
lined innumerable facts concerning
both.
Kaltenborn was impressive. He has
a clear and distinct voice and gives
emphasis to his reading. This was
lacking with Bader, who fumbled and
read his lines ineffectually.
Among the subjects discussed by
Kaltenborn, and he seemed to have
plenty of background to know what he
was talking about, were the alarm
being shown in France due to the drop
in the franc, the Spanish war and howGreat Britain and France view it,
Mussolini's visit to Germany, and the
Sino-Japanese warfare. The commentator goes as far as to give his
own opinions on some of the foreign
topics and they seemed to be wellreasoned views.
O.

Madison Personal Loan Show
Nat Brusiloff and his orchestra,
Jane Clifton, blues singer; Jack
Eigen, gossiper announcer, and Bob
Parker, singer, set a fast pace for this
half hour show which went on at 9 :30
Sunday nights over WMCA and to
be heard every week day night thereafter. Madison Personal Loan is the
sponsor with Don Kerr handling the
KOL to Mutual Sunday
commercial boost.
"On Broadway"
First in the series of stories on
Seattle, Oct. 5.— Next Sunday
Helen Morgan was the guest star
has been definitely set as the date for men and incidents which make up the of the evening, sang one song toward
the inauguration of service in this glamor and glitter of Broadway, the end and bowed out. The number
city by the Mutual network. On that this story was based on the alleged
date, KOL in this territory will career of a famous columnist, Mr. she did was "He's Just My Bill,"
abandon its CBS affiliation to take Manhattan, portrayed by John from "Showboat."
A rendition of "You Can't Have
the A'lutual-Don Lee wire. On the Brown, and Alice Fost, his secretary,
Everything" by the orchestra opened
same day, the CBS programs will in the role of My Girl Friday.
the show with Miss Clifton following
switch to KIRO for local release.
The columnist is a sensation while
with "That Old Feeling" in blues
his secretary, who has a crush on tempo. Eigen came on next with his
English Television Profit Up
him, assists in getting out the daily
Broadway Newsreel," a few gossip
London, Sept. 25. — E 1 e c t r i c a 1 chatter. Said columnist falls for items about stars and personalities of
Musical Industries, Ltd., radio- Debutante Miss Vanner, gets swell'day. Parker then sang "Star
gramophone combine controlling the headed, quits and learns soon enough the
Dust on the Moon." The musicians
television system used by the British that his supposed friends were just played
an unannounced tune and Miss
Broadcasting Corp., made i393,964 images as long as his column was his Clifton took the spotlight again with
profit in 1937, more than £90,000 over popular. However, Marcia Grey
Foolin' Myself."
the previous year. Ordinary shares doesn't forget Ted Brooks and it isn't "Just
"The
Bolero Lady," which was
will get 10 per cent.
{Continued on page 17)
long before she gets him his old job

For

Are

Three

Asked
Stations

Washington, Oct. 5.— Issuance of
construction permits for new broadcasting stations has been asked of the
F.C.C. by Brenau College, planning a
1,210-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
Gainesville, Ga. ; Pinellas Broadcasting Co., for a 1,370-kilocycle station
at St. Petersburg, Fla., with 100
watts night, 250 watts day, and the
Colonia Broadcasting Corp., for a
1,370-kilocycle station at Norfolk,
with 100 watts night, 250 watts day.
Also submitted were applications of
WJIM, Lansing, Mich., for a change
of frequency from 1,210 to 630 kilocycles and an increase of power from
100 watts night, 250 watts day to 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day;
WTMV, East St. Louis, 111., for
change of frequency from 1,500 to
1,510 kilocycles and increase of power
from 100 watts night, 250 watts day
to 1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day,
and WISN, Milwaukee, for increase
of night power from 250 to 1,000
watts.
"Red" Grange Going on WENR
Chicago, Oct. 5.— "Red" Grange
will be heard over WENR each Saturday from 5:45 to 6 P. M., C.S.T.,
commenting on the day's football
games and reading scores furnished
by Western Union. The program is
sponsored by Hinckley & Schmitt.
"Man to Man Sports" for CBS
"Man to Man Sports" is the title
of a new series of sports broadcasts
sponsored by the American Tobacco
Co. for Roi-Tan Cigars. The program will be heard over a CBS hookup of western stations. Lawrence C.
Gumbinner is the agency.
Burns and Allen Coming East
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — Burns and
Allen are to leave for New York
Oct. 7 to see shows and things for
four weeks while Eddie Cantor, Al
Jolson and others carry on their radio
duties.
Charles Godwin Joins WOR
Charles Godwin, for the past year
announcing over WJSV, CBS affiliate in Washington, has joined the
staff of WOR announcers. Previous
to going to WJSV, he was with
WLW, Cincinnati.
Hurley Names McNamara
Boston, Oct. 5.— Gov. Charles F.
Hurley has appointed John F. McNamara production director of
WBZ, as a representative of radio
broadcasting on the newly formed
Safety Committee.
Robert Kennett Resigns
Cincinnati, Oct. 5.— Robert Kennett. production manager, WLWWSAI, has resigned. His successor
has not been appointed, and may not
be for some time.
WNEW to Get World Series
The World Series games will be
broadcast over WNEW, through an
arrangement with CBS, which will
feed the play-by-play descriptions to
WNEW.
Tuskegee Choir for NBC
The Tuskegee Institute Choir will
be presented by NBC in a new series
of programs beginning Oct. 10 from
1 :30 to 2 P.M. over the Red network.

MOTION

London, Sept. 24. — Scophony, Ltd.,
controlling a television system which
has already been shown capable of
giving a clear 5 foot by 4 foot picture,
is negotiating for the installation of
receivers in a number of London theatres.
Transmission directly of events of
news interest, such as big fights, is
planned. Permission of the British
Broadcasting Corp., which has an official monopoly, will be necessary.
Alternatively, Scophony will use B. B.
C. transmission, technical difficulties
in regard to their reception havinc
been overcome. Oscar Deutsch of the
Odeon circuit is interested in Scophony and will install equipment at
the Odeon in Leicester Square.
M. M. Samuel Heads Publicity
San Francisco, Oct. S.— Milton
M. Samuel, Red network press representative for five years, has been
named manager of NBC's press department in San Francisco. Samuels'
old post will be filled by Robert McAndrews, former publicity director at
St. Mary's College.
Further KPO-KGO personnel readjustments include — Marie Elbs from
press to continuity acceptance ; Nell
Cleary from continuity acceptance to
press ; David Elton to Hollywood production department ; Glenn Dolberg,
formerly of KFI-KECA, has been
named to the local production stafif,
along with Lee Strahorn and Fred
Hegelund.
WCAU and Musicians Agree
Philadelphia, Oct. 5. — WCAU,
and Local 77, A. F. of M., have
agreed to terms, the station will employ 16 men at $45 a week, pending
the outcome of negotiations between
the N. A. B. and the A. F. of M.
Negotiations were completed in the
New York offices of Sol Rosenblatt.
M. Herbert Syme, long identified
with labor squabbles in Philadelphia,
acted as impartial mediator. WCAU
was represented by Dr. Leon Levy
and his brother, I. D. Levy, while
the A. F. of M. had A. A. Tomei,
president of Local 77 and Rex Riccardi, secretary.
WFIL's New York Office Clicks
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.— ^WFIL is
more than satisfied with its new New
York office. Donald Withycomb, general manager, says the Manhattan
office rolled up a total of $194,000 in
time sales for the month ending
September 26. The sales include 15
national spot placements, eight
Mutual network programs and four
WLW Line accounts.
No Court Action on Game Deal
Shawnee, . Okla., Oct. 5. — Ross
Porter, president of the Oklahoma network, astatewide radio chain affiliated
with Mutual, has indicated the organization plans no court action in an attempt to break an exclusive contract
given WKY, Oklahoma City station,
to broadcast football games at the
University of Oklahoma this fall,
sponsored by the W. B. Kellogg Co.
Charles Speer Joins Ripley
Charles Speer, for the past nine
years in the CBS continuity department, has resigned to work on the
Bob Ripley productions, under Doug
Storer.
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Gains

5%

Revenue
in August

New

Madison Personal Loan Show
"Cliildren's Corner"
(Continued from page 16)
said to be an original composition by
Dorothy Gordon's "Children's Corner" series, winner of the National
Brusilofif, was then heard and was
Radio Women's Committee award for
followed by Parker singing "Remem- being the best program of its type in
ber Me?" Miss Morgan followed and radio, well merits this distinction. Miss
the orchestra closed with "High, Gordon for years has specialized in
Wide and Handsome."
O. the field of building and creating entertainment suitable to be heard by
ably.
children. She has succeeded admir"Back Home"
A Sunday afternoon spot that
Creating the illusion of a treasure
ofifers dramatized events from the life
and times of James Whitcomb Riley, bag by means of excellently conveyed
sound effects, Miss Gordon pulls out
the Hoosier poet. The characteriza- songs, stories and games, performing
tions, dialogue, acting and atmosphere
all chores herself. She has an excellare
effectively
re-created.
The
poet's
ent singing voice and tells her stories
admirers will be pleased.
well. Her treasure bag Monday
The material flashes from various
Lilac Tree,"
written two
by songs,
the "The
superintendent
of
settings. Sunday's broadcast was a yielded'
chapter
that
concerned
Riley's
visit
to
New York. It was then the colorful schools in New York, and "Slumber
Gotham of Mark Twain, Diamond Song," plus the Greek mythology tale
Jim Brady and Lillian Russell. The of the "Three Golden Apples."
As part of her program. Miss Gornames
Sherry's
don asks the youngsters to organize
figured ofin Delmonico's
the action.andLater,
the
singing
groups in their homes. A
story moved to Indiana where a comgreat many such groups have been
fortable mood was established with formed.
the homey characters that live in
"Children's Corner" is offered over
Riley's poetry. The period finished
coast-to-coast CBS network Monthe
with the reading of "At Aunt Mary's.
It is very well done and pleasant.
days, Wednesdays and Fridays from
Banner
The program is a sustainer. It 5:45 to 6 P. M.
originates in Chicago and is offered
over the NBC-Blue on Sunday from
1 :30 to 2 P.M.
P.
"Zion Variety Show"
"Zion Variety Show," a new Monday evening presentation over
Mary Margaret McBride
WMCA, attempts to transcend racial
Gossipy, with a charming flair for
entertainment in Jewskipping from one thing to another lines ishbyand ofifering
English. Jewish stage stars
and doing it all with a pleasant are featured
and the songs they offer
Missouri drawl. Miss McBride opened are the tradition
al melodies of that
race.
her series yesterday. She merely introduced herself to the radio audiThe program features a choral
ence, briefly, in autobiographical
form, telling how she was born in group, Bobby Miller, a boy with a
Missouri, went to college, came to high tenor voice ; and a dramatized
New York with a desire to write episode titled the "Jewish Events
"deathless prose," and got a job on a of the Week." The program is shakiest in this department, as the dramatipaper. Her journalistic career was
zations are far from well done. The
a merry-go-round of fires, climbing
the ladder of the Quarantine cutter guest star was Gertrude Bolton, curwith the wind blowing her skirts
rently co-featured with Molly Picon in
about her head, and many other ad- an East Side comedy-drama. Zion Naventures.
tional Kosher Products sponsor the
Miss McBride also plugs her series, which is offered Mondays from
7:30 to 8 P. M.
Banner
sponsor's product. Minute Tapioca, at
intervals. She promised to tell about
wild horses on Wednesday. The
broadcast is heard from 12 to 12:15
Shift "Homemakers' Exchange"
P.M., Monday, Wednesday and Fri"Homemakers' Exchange," heard
day over CBS. General Foods last
year over CBS, will be heard
sponsors. Young & Rubicam is the
beginning Nov. 30. Nationagency.
P. overal NBC
Ice Advertising Co. will sponsor,
through Donohue & Coe.
"Bicycle Party"
Featuring Elinore Howe in home
The Cycle Trades of America economic talks, the series will be
sponsor this Sunday afternoon spot. broadcast over the Red network, TuesIt offers cycling information, gifts,
days and Thursdays from 11 :30 to
blackface comedy, music by Hugo 11:45 A. M., with a repeat for the
Mariana and various guests. The west coast, from 12 :45 to 1 P. M.
guest on last Sunday's broadcast was
Jim Crowley, the guiding spirit of the
Fordham Rams. Bert Whalen, a
NBC Staffs Being Reduced
baritone, handled the solo vocals in
To combat costs mounting more
good style.
rapidly
than revenue is the official exThe period will be found entertainplanation offered by NBC for the dising by many listeners and the offer
of 15 "wheels" should bring in the chai-ges now swinging through various
expected response. The variety en- departments. During the past few
days appro.ximately 25 members of the
tertainment iswell-rounded.
statistical and cost accounting depart"Bicycle Party" is offered on Sunments have been given notices. How
day from 3:30 to 4 P.M. over the
if any more, cuts will be made
NBC-Red network. Campbell-Ewald many,
is not known.
is the agency.
P.

Orleans, Oct. S.— Radio advertising inLouisiana increased 5.9 per
cent from the July figures after having declined 22 per cent in July from
the June figures. All stations participated in the increases in the AugustJuly, 1937, comparisons.
Comparing August, 1937, with the
corresponding months of 1936, radio
advertising revenue was up 20.5 per
cent with all stations showing increases. In August, 1936, radio advertising revenue was 25.3 per cent
greater than in July, 1936.
Bradenton Seeks Station
Bradenton, Fla., Oct. 5. — First
steps toward securing a broadcasting
station for Bradenton were taken
when the board of directors of the
Chamber of Commerce voted to make
application to the F. C. C. for the
operation here of a 100-watt station.
The City Council later endorsed the
Chamber of Commerce officials say
the principal object is to gain pubplan. licity for Bradenton.
Charter Salisbury Radio Firm
Raleigh', N. C, Oct. 5.— Piedmont Broadcasting Corp., with principal office at Salisbury, N. C, has
received a charter from Secretary of
State Eure. The authorized capital
stock is $50,000, with $300 subscribed
by J. F. Hurley, Jr., Bryce P. Beard
and
William S. Coverton, Jr., all of
Salisbury.
Radio Paper Has Program
Cincinnati, Oct. 5. — "Personalities on Parade," in which Marsha
Wheeler of WKRC interviews executives of various major industries, now
is under sponsorship of Radio Dial,
local publications listing programs
and other air data.
Music Conservatory on Air
CiNciNNAT, Oct. 5.— WKRC, CBS
affiliate, is presenting a quarter-hour
broadcast at 3:15 P. M., Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, featuring
music from the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, under the direction of
Hubert Kockritz.
Ed Sprague Joins WLW
Pttsburgh, Oct. 5.— Leaving Pittsburgh after more than five years, Ed
Sprague has gone to Cincinnati to
join the sports announcing stafT of
WLW. Sprague started here at
WWSW and, curiously enough, his
successor. Al Heifer, is now also a
sportscaster for WLW.
Drake to Teach Radio
Des Moies, Oct. 5. — A radio
course based on the workshop plan
will be given as a night school class
at Drake University here during the
fall semester.
Bible Society on WNEW
A new series of broadcasts in cooperation with the American Bible
Society will be presented on WNEW
Thursdays at 9 P.M. beginning
Oct. 7.
Satz New NBC Sound Chief
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — Harold J .
Satz, recently transferred here from
New York, has been named chief of
the NBC sound effects crew for the
west coast division.
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Plans
to Drop
144 Abandoned
The economy purge at Universal which resulted in the discharge
of approximately 112 employes at the home office last week will
not touch the sales force, here in New York or at any point
throughout the country.
Plans had been tentatively made to reduce exchange employes
nationally by 144 and, it is understood, were discussed at a meeting of the ofcompany's
evening,
following
the return
James R. advisory
Grainger board
from aMonday
sales trip.
Decision
then
was reached not to make a solitary slash, thereby lifting from
the minds of men in the field any concern over the future of
their jobs.

Extension

Gov't

of

Control

Also Urge Modification
Of Double Quota

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 6.— A greater measure of Government control over the
film industry in England is expected
Brandt Picks Men to to be urged by the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Assn., and the Film
Talk Allied Merger Group of the Federation of British
Industries.
Harry Brandt, president of the
The extension of control is exI.T.O.A., yesterday appointed a comto be urged in the form of an
mittee of four to discuss with Allied official pectedfilm
commission representing
of New Jersey the possibility of merg- the Government, instead of the ading both local organizations. Maurice
visory committee as recommended in
Fleischman heads the committee, the Government White Paper on the
which includes David Weinstock,
Leon Rosenblatt and Jimmy Binkov. proposed new Films Act, which will
the present legislation, expirThe Jersey Allied committee is replace
ing next year.
headed by Irving Dollinger, presiCommittees of the C.E.A. and the
dent, Louis Gold and Morris Marks. Film Group have discussed joint
The meeting of both groups will be action on the Films bill, and formal
held next Wednesday.
conferences are scheduled to be held
Members of the I.T.O.A., at their following the endorsement of the
regular meeting at the Astor yester- committee recommendations by the
day, reaffirmed their proposal to dis- councils of the two organizations.
card giveaways and games on Dec.
The joint suggestions are expected
1 provided other independents and also to ask for modification of the
major circuit theatres join in con- double quota provision as proposed,
(Continued on pane 4)
on the ground that the provision will
tend to reduce footage and decrease
Resume
Next Week
employment. The double quota recommendation provides that pictures
B, (7. GovH Refuses
Pathe-RKO
in Deal
of a certain caliber in negative cost
Paramount will resume negotiations
To Print Newsreel
with R. B. Wilby on a new operating
To Help End Strike may be counted for double footage in
the quota.
contract for the Wilby-I-Cincey CirVancouver, Oct. 6. — The ProvinO. Henry Briggs, president of
cuit about Oct. 18, Y. Frank Free- Pathe Film Corp., yesterday concluded
cial Government has refused the reman, Paramount vice-president and negotiations with Ned E. Depinet,
quest of independent operators for
theatre head, said yesterday.
president of RKO Distributing Corp., permission to use non-union projec- G.B. Profit from
Wilby is expected here from Attionists inan effort to break the strike
lanta at that time to resume the and Frederick Ullman, Jr., vice-presiwliich opened here yesterday. All but
dent
and
general
manager
of
Pathe
Theatres
£561,701
negotiations which were interrupted
six independent houses were dark last
for various reasons in mid-summer. News, to handle all the printing, negative developing and rush work for the night, with the Famous Players theLondon, Oct. 6. — The Gaumont
The negotiations will be conducted on
(Continucd on pae/e 4)
(Continued on paqe 4)
British annual financial statement, isthe basis of a five-year operating pact,
sued today, showed a net profit from
Freeman said. The contract covers
theatres and investments of £561,701,
(Continued on page 8)
increased by a balance brought forEmanuel
Buys
in Harrisburg
ward of £147,021 and the transfer
Ambassador
to Make
from reserve of £435,278, making a
total of £1,144,001 available._ The
16 Films in 1937-38
company's annual meeting will be
To
Compete
with
2
Circuits
Maurice Conn, president of Ambasheld Oct. 15.
sador Pictures, Inc., said yesterday
Deductions
include provision for
(Continued on paae 4)
Harrlsburg, Oct. 6.— Jay Emanuel, improvements and equipment, he said.
that his company will produce 16 feaThere
are
already
four
first
runs
Philadelphia publisher of regional
for 1937-'38.
whoweeks
has trade
been inturesNew
York forConn,
several
papers and operator of seven here, three of which are operated by
completing distribution plans, will re- eastern Pennsylvania theatres, will Wilmer & Vincent and one by Loew's. Morris, Asher Talk
The Russ Bldg. is a four-story brick
turn to the coast soon, to start work enter the first run field in this city
To Warner
on Plans
on the first production.
in competition with Wilmer & Vin- structure with store, large bowlingcasino and offices. The owners are
Conn will establish offices in the
cent and Loew's, he stated today.
London, Oct. 6. — Sam E. Morris,
(Continued on page 8)
Emanuel has taken a 21 -year lease Mrs. Ida Russ and her daughter, Mrs. foreign head for Warners, and Irving
on the Russ BIdg. in the heart of the Rosa Russ Strickland. The amount
Asher, head of Warner British proof the rental was not disclosed.
city's business district, which he will
duction, flew from here to Paris toThe new theatre will be known as
convert
into
a
modern
picture
house
Radio— Pp. 9-10
day to obtain the approval of Jack L.
(Contimted on pane 4)
with an expenditure of $100,000 for
(Continued on pacte 4)

Philadelphia, Oct. 6.— Paramount's appeal from Federal Judge
Oliver B. Dickinson's decision dismissing the company's conspiracy action against local exhibitors particiict
"buyers' strike" against
pating in the
y was
heard today by the Appeal from Verd
the compan
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals here.
Considered by Frels
The court reserved decision on the
Dallas, Oct. 6.— Ruben Frels, inappeal.
dependent south Texas exhibitor, who
William A. Schnader, local counlost his damage suit for
yesterday
sel for Paramount, argued the appeal. He charged that the U. M. P. $600,000, against the Jefferson Amusement Co., and several major distribuT. O. and other exhibitor defendtors, is considering an appeal of the
ants in the Paramount action engaged
verdict by Federal Judge Wilin an unlawful conspiracy to restrain directed
liam H. Atwell.
interstate trade by provoking the alThe verdict was ordered on the
'eged boycott against the company's ground that Frels had failed to make
pictures. It was also charged that
the exhibitors employed coercive a case, and followed a motion by counsel for the defense, made as the plainmeasures in effectuating the "buyers'
tiff's testimony was completed. The
trial had opened on Monday. Frels
strike."
Benjamin Colder, attorney for the had contended that after the Jefferson
defendant exhibitors, endeavored to Amusement Co. had begun renting
(Continued on paye 8)
theatres in the towns in which he operated, his supply of major films
dwindled until he was forced out of
business.
Para.-Wilby Talks
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Mussolini Sued; Leaves
Los Angeles, Oct. 6. — Suit for
$30,000 against Vittorio Mussolini,
Hal Roach, M-G-M and others has
been filed by Dr. Renato Senise of
Italy. He charges that he had an
agreement to act as promoter for the
new Mussolini-Roach film company,
for which he was to receive one-sixth
of the profits, but that he has been
frozen out.
Mussolini left here today on a crosscountry trip to New York. He will
visit a number of cities en route.
W. E. Fite Passes
Kansas City, Oct. 6.— W. E. Fite,
89, died Oct. 4 at Eldorado, Kan. He
was the father of R. F. Fite, at whose
home he died, and who is operator of
the Eris in Eldorado, and of W. D.
Fite, who has theatres in Kansas
City, Kan., Salina, Kan., and Joplin,
Mo.
Mrs. Mary Mintz Dies
Hollywood, Oct. 6. — Mrs. Mary
Mintz, 73, one of whose children is
Charles Mintz, cartoon producer, is
dead here after a short illness.
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JACQUES
DEVAL,
will
arrive in New
York playwright,
tomorrow from
the coast to join his wife. Else Argal,
for the opening of her film, "Club de
Hollywood, Oct. 6. — The awful truth about "The Awful Truth" is Femmes" at the SSth St. Playhouse.
•
that it makes Columbia's prize picture of long standing, "It Happened
Clinton
M.
White,
assistant genOne Night," look like an amateur performance of "Charley's Aunt."
Whether or not it collects the cavalcade of honors that picture did when
eral manager of G.B., is now in
the Academicians have completed their balloting for 1937, it is, on the
Omaha on a tour of the company's
basis of response accorded its unveiling before a hypercritical preview midwestern exchanges. He is due
audience recently surfeited with comedies, a faster, funnier and finer back in New York early next week.
•
production.
Herbert
Marshall,
Morrie RysThat it will meet with equivalent or greater response when set before
kind
and
Peggy
O'Donnell
King Public is as certain as any conclusion predicated on recorded prece- scheduled to be guests of A.M. P.are
dent and guinea pig test may be. That it lifts Irene Dunne, Gary Grant, at the weekly luncheon meeting A.
at
Ralph Bellamy and Alexander Darcy to stratospheric heights with Cecil Sardi's today.
Cunningham, Joyce Gompton and Esther Dale trailing close behind is as
•
undebatable as the distinction it confers upon Leo McCarey as a director
Sam Cocalis says he is building
second to none in the rarified field of smart comedy. The screenplay by two theatres, one in New Jersey and
Vina Delmar from the play by Arthur Richman is a signal achievement another in Hudson, N. Y., and will
in the art of bringing to the screen without loss of verve and with gain also take over an upstate New York
house shortly.
of freshness that brittle, often quasi-risque, type of humorous stage
•
narrative so frequently broken on the wheel of adaptation.
Walter
Branson,
RKO midwest
With dozens of chances to let the story slip into the treacherous halfworld of dubious bedroom farce. Miss Delmar kept it safe on the high division manager, has returned to
road of frank amusement for family consumption. That is not to say Chicago following several days of
conferences with home office executhat it is all innocuous complication and confusion, but rather that the tives.
essentially adult motives, causes and effects are treated as civilized adults
•
treat them in the presence of other adults, octogenarians or infants.
Lou Gehrig will leave for the coast
Miss Dunn and Grant are modern young married folks of means who immediately after the World Series.
decide too quickly upon divorce as a means of settling a tifif which results
He Principal
has a role
"Laughing Senor"
from his coming to find his wife returning unexpectedly from an un- at
Prod,in studios.
•
announced trip into the country with her male voice tutor. She is
Dr. Abe Riegelman, Jr., son of a
granted a 90-day interlocutory decree and affiances herself to Oklahoma
Millionaire Bellamy.
20th Century-Fox salesman at Des
Grant becomes engaged to a debutante. Disillusionments come to Moines, is now an interne at Polytechnic Hospital here.
both. On the evening of the 90th day she calls upon his fiancee and
•
family, posing as Grant's sister, and shocks them with feigned crudities.
Monte Proser has withdrawn
He takes her away forcibly and they wind up in her aunt's country place
where they manage to effect cancellation of the interlocutory decree with from Blackstone, Inc., but still remains very good friends with Milton
scant moments to spare by the cuckoo clock.
Blackstone.
•
Miss Dunne's performance is far and away her finest, revealing a
Sol a. Rosenblatt, for the fifth
brilliant talent for touch-and-go repartee. Grant's assignment is in the
general pattern of his role in "Topper," but more rounded and ideally consecutive year, will deliver an address before the A. F. of L. in Denver
executed. Bellamy's portrayal of the blunt westerner is an impressive tomorrow.
demonstration of an unsuspected feel for comedy.
•
Unlike most of the many light comedies offered in the recent swift
Mack
Gordon
and Harry Revel
succession of declared rib-ticklers, Associate Producer Everett Riskin's
are
in
town
for
a vacation. They
offering makes use of no formula dumbbells, dead pan manservants, caricatured relations or detectives, and stands therefore at the head of the plan to take in the World Series.
•
list as of this date. Even the dog which figures vitally in the story acts
like a dog.
John Schultz and John Oakford of F. & M. left for Hollywood
"The Awful Truth" is Columbia at its best in the "Mr. Deeds Goes last night by plane.
to Town" and "It Happened One Night" mood, and that's as good as
•
anv showman or showgoer wants any picture to be.
Roy Disney left for the coast by
train yesterday after several weeks
. "G."Review on Page 7)
Running time, 89 minutes
(Additional
in New York.
•
Predict Club Sellout
Balaban Motion Today
Tony Martin, 20th Century-Fox
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6. — With the
Argument on the motion to com- annual Variety Club banquet on player, got in from the coast yesterpel examination before trial of Barney
•
day by plane.
Balaban, Paramount president, in the Nov. 14 still more than five weeks
Charles Stern of U.A., returned
suit of Ella Hayim, a stockholder, away, John H. Harris, general chairman of the affair, reported yesterday
from Washington and
against Paramount to enjoin enforce- that 650 reservations out of a total yesterday
Philadelphia.
ment of Adolph Zukor's new contract capacity of 800 had already been
•
was adjourned in the N. Y. Supreme
Court yesterday to this morning by made. It is expected that there will
Rodney Bush will wind up his
be no more tables left bv the end of duties with Walter Wanger on
Justice William T. Collins.
the week, marking the first time in Nov. 5.
the club's history that a sellout has
Frances Farmer arrived from the
Ampa Meeting Today
come this early. This year's affair
At the Ampa meeting today at will be on the night after the Pitt- lines.
coast yesterday via American AirNebraska football game.
Sardi's, the guests will include Her•
bert Marshall, Jean Muir, Ted HamSteve
Broidy,
Boston franchise
merstein, Douglas MacLean, Peggy
Postpone Loew Meeting
The board of directors meeting of holder for Monogram, is in town.
O'Donnell, Valentine Darde, Morrie
•
Ryskind and George H. Siegel and Loew's, scheduled for vesterday, was
MoRT
Singer
plans
to return to
William R. Clay, organizers of the postponed to Oct. 14 due to lack of
Anti-Double Feattjre League,
Chicago tomorrow.
a quorum.
The Awful
(Columbia)

Truth

BRIAN
OLIVIA

AHERNE
and
de HAVILLAND

GREAT in GARRICK
with
EDW. EVERETT HORTON
MELVILLE COOPER • LIONEL ATWILL
Luis Alberni'Lana Turner •Marie Wilson- A James Whale
Production Personally Supervised by
MERVYN LEROY
A Play for the Screen by Ernst Vadja
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
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Mussolini Sued; Leaves
Los Angeles, Oct. 6. — Suit for
$30,000 against Vittorio Mussolini,
Hal Roach, M-G-M and others has
been filed by Dr. Renato Senise of
Italy. He charges that he had an
agreement to act as promoter for the
new Mussolini-Roach film company,
for which he was to receive one-sixth
of the profits, but that he has been
frozen out.
Mussolini left here today on a crosscountry trip to New York. He will
visit a number of cities en route.
W. E. File Passes
Kansas City, Oct. 6.— W. E. Kite,
89, died Oct. 4 at Eldorado, Kan. He
was the father of R. F. Fite, at whose
home he died, and who is operator of
the Eris in Eldorado, and of W. D.
Fite, who has theatres in Kansas
City, Kan., Salina, Kan., and Joplin,
Mo.
Mrs. Mary Mintz Dies
Hollywood, Oct. 6. — Mrs. Mary
Mintz, 73, one of whose children is
Charles Rlintz, cartoon producer, is
dead here after a short illness.

DEVAL,
will
«JJACQUES
arrive in New
York playwright,
tomorrow from
the coast to join his wife. Else Argal,
for the opening of her film, "Club de
Hollywood, Oct. 6. — The awful truth about "The Awful Truth" is Femmes" at the 55th St. Playhouse.
•
that it makes Columbia's prize picture of long standing, "It Happened
Clinton
M.
White,
assistant genOne Night," look like an amateur performance of "Charley's Aunt."
Whether or not it collects the cavalcade of honors that picture did when
eral manager of G.B., is now in
the Academicians have completed their balloting for 1937, it is, on the Omaha on a tour of the company's
midwestern exchanges. He is due
basis of response accorded its unveiling" before a hypercritical preview back in New York early next week.
audience recently surfeited with comedies, a faster, funnier and finer
•
production.
Herbert
Marshall,
Morrie RysThat it will meet with equivalent or greater response when set before
kind
and
Peggy
O'Donnell
are
King Public is as certain as any conclusion predicated on recorded precescheduled to be guests of A.M. P. A.
dent and guinea pig test may be. That it lifts Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, at
the weekly luncheon meeting at
Ralph Bellamy and Alexander Darcy to stratospheric heights with Cecil Sardi's today.
Cunningham, Joyce Compton and Esther Dale trailing close behind is as
•
undebatable as the distinction it confers upon Leo McCarey as a director
Sam Cocalis says he is building
second to none in the rarified field of smart comedy. The screenplay by two theatres, one in New Jersey and
Vina Delmar from the play by Arthur Richman is a signal achievement another in Hudson, N. Y., and will
over an upstate New York
in the art of bringing to the screen without loss of verve and with gain also
house take
shortly.
of freshness that brittle, often quasi-risque, type of humorous stage
•
narrative so frequently broken on the wheel of adaptation.
Walter
Branson,
RKO midwest
With dozens of chances to let the story slip into the treacherous halfworld of dubious bedroom farce. Miss Delmar kept it safe on the high division manager, has returned to
road of frank amusement for family consumption. That is not to say Chicago following several days of
conferences with home office executhat it is all innocuous complication and confusion, but rather that the tives.
essentially adult motives, causes and effects are treated as civilized adults
•
treat them in the presence of other adults, octogenarians or infants.
Lou Gehrig will leave for the coast
Miss Dunn and Grant are modern young married folks of means who immediately after the World Series.
decide too quickly upon divorce as a means of settling a tiff which results
He Principal
has a role
"Laughing Senor"
Prod,in studios.
from his coming to find his wife returning unexpectedly from an un- at
•
announced trip into the country with her male voice tutor. She is
Dr. Abe Riegelman, Jr., son of a
granted a 90-day interlocutory decree and affiances herself to Oklahoma
Millionaire Bellamy.
20th Century-Fox salesman at Des
Grant becomes engaged to a debutante. Disillusionments come to Moines, is now an interne at Polytechnic Hospital here.
both. On the evening of the 90th day she calls upon his fiancee and
•
family, posing as Grant's sister, and shocks them with feigned crudities.
Monte Proser has withdrawn
He takes her away forcibly and they wind up in her aunt's country place
where they manage to effect cancellation of the interlocutory decree with from Blackstone, Inc., but still remains very good friends with Milton
Blackstone.
scant moments to spare by the cuckoo clock.
•
Miss Dunne's performance is far and away her finest, revealing a
Sol a. Rosenblatt, for the fifth
brilliant talent for touch-and-go repartee. Grant's assignment is in the
general pattern of his role in "Topper," but more rounded and ideally consecutive year, will deliver an address before the A. F. of L. in Denver
executed. Bellamy's portrayal of the blunt westerner is an impressive tomorrow.
demonstration of an unsuspected feel for comedy.
•
Unlike most of the many li,ght comedies offered in the recent swift
Mack
Gordon
and Harry Revel
succession of declared rib-ticklers, Associate Producer Everett Riskin's
offering makes use of no formula dumbbells, dead pan manservants, cari- are in town for a vacation. They
catured relations or detectives, and stands therefore at the head of the plan to take in the World Series.
•
list as of this date. Even the dog which figures vitally in the story acts
like a dog.
John Schultz and John Oakford of F. & M. left for Hollywood
"The Awful Truth" is Columbia at its best in the "Mr. Deeds Goes last night by plane.
to Town" and "It Happened One Night" mood, and that's as good as
•
anv showman or showgoer wants any picture to be.
Roy Disney left for the coast by
train yesterday after several weeks
. "G."Review on Page 7)
Running time, 89 minutes
(Additional
in New York.
•
Predict Club Sellout
Balaban Motion Today
Tony Martin, 20th Century-Fox
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6.— With the
Argument on the motion to com- annual Variety Club banquet on player, got in from the coast yesterpel examination before trial of Barney
•
day by plane.
Balaban, Paramount president, in the Nov. 14 still more than five weeks
Charles Stern of U.A., returned
suit of Ella Hayim, a stockholder, away, John H. Harris, general chairman of the affair, reported yesterday
against Paramount to enjoin enforce- that 650 reservations out of a total yesterday from Washington and
Philadelphia.
ment of Adolph Zukor's new contract
•
was adjourned in the N. Y. Supreme capacity of 800 had already been
Rodney Bush will wind up his
Court yesterday to this morning by made. It is expected that there will
be no more tables left bv the end of duties with Walter Wanger on
Justice William T. Collins.
the week, marking the first time in Nov. 5.
the club's history that a sellout has
Frances Farmer arrived from the
Ampa Meeting Today
come this early. This year's affair
At the Ampa meeting today at will be on the night after the Pitt- lines.
coast yesterday via American AirNebraska football game.
Sardi's, the guests will include Her•
bert Marshall, Jean Muir, Ted HamSteve Broidy, Boston franchise
merstein, Douglas MacLean, Peggy
Postpone Loew Meeting
The board of directors meeting of holder for Monogram, is in town.
O'Donnell, Valentine Darde, Morrie
Ryskind and George H. Siegel and Loew's, scheduled for vesterday, was
MoRT Singer plans to return to
William R. Clay, organizers of the postponed to Oct. 14 due to lack of
Anti-Double Feature League,
Chicago tomorrow.
3 quorum.
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A Play for the Screen by Ernst Vadja
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Theatres

from

Buys

in

Harrisburg

£561,701

ontmued from page 1
production losses amounting to £766,809, which are reduced by £200,000
from a special reserve created last
year ; income tax, debenture sinking
fund and interest reserve for amortization and depreciation, plus the preference dividend paid last March, for
a grand total of £1,112,047, making
a net balance of £31,953 carried forward. The balance compares with
£196,756 last year.
No dividend on the ordinary shares
is provided for. The transfer from
reserve of the £435,278 was necessary
to balance the production losses, conwhich the
report states
: "The
directorscerning
have
considered
it prudent
to cease production at the Shepherd's
Bush studio." The report refers to
the deal with General Film Distributors, declaring it "should be favorably reflected in the future accounts
of the corporation. The realization
of film stocks is effecting a gradual
reduction of the bank overdraft."
The overdraft amounts to £819,778,
against £1,149,785. Film productions
amount to £77,962, against £521,257.
The failure to recover from the
United States a proportion of the
production costs, is stated as the
cause of the losses of G.B. Distributors.
The first impression in most quarters is that the discontinuance of production will result in the company
showing a real profit in the new
year, but a stormy meeting is expected as the result of the passing of
the dividend for the second year.
German
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(Continued from page 1)
the Senate and will seat 1,100 persons. Emanuel said he has a five-year
RKO franchise and has other film
contracts pending. The front of the
building will be modernistic and built
with stainless steel. It will be air
conditioned. The lease is effective as
of Oct. 1 and remodeling will begin
as soon as possible, most of the tenants having vacated already. The date
of opening has not been set yet.
Emanuel operates the Grand, Jackson, Dewe" and Ridge Ave., Philadelphia;Park and Rajah, Reading, and
Fulton Opera House, Lancaster. He
obtained control of the latter on Aug.
1 from the Horace Finch Estate.
Pathe-RKO
in Deal
To Print Newsreel
(Contiiuicd from page 1)
newsreel for five years, starting
Included
in the deal is an agreement
Jan.
1.
whereby Pathe Film acquires exclusive rights for the Dionne Quintuplet
pictures for the 16mm and 8mm field.
The material will be released by
Pathegrams, Inc., Pathe Film subsidiary. Other items in the Pathe News
library will be available for Pathegrams, itwas stated.
Construction of the new eastern laboratory in the Pathe News building
will get under way shortly by Pathe
Film. Plans call for the plant to be
ready for operation by Jan. I. This
laboratory will supplement the company's larger plant at Bound Brook,
N. J. While construction is under
way, Pathe News at the same time will
ing.
remodel its offices in the same build-

Dietrich 'Traitress'
Nuremberg, Germany, Oct . 6. —
Marlene Dietrich has been called a
"traitress to Germany" by Julius
Streicher in his weekly newspaper Der
Stuermer because she has applied for
American citizenship. It is believed B, C. Gov't Refuses
that she will not be allowed to visit
To Help End Strike
(Continued from page 1)
Germany in the future.
What effect the diatribe will have atres under the threat of a walkout
upon circulation of her films in this .this morning. Famous Players and
tlie projectionists met in an effort to
country remains to be seen.
reach a compromise before noon, but
failed to reach an agreement.
A deputation from the M.P.T.O.A.
Morris, Asher Talk
interviewed the Provincial GovernTo Warner
on Plans
ment today again seeking permission
(CoHtiimed from page 1)
to use non-union men, who are fully
Warner, vice-president in charge of licensed. It is believed these men are
production, on the complete plan of from eastern Canada. Meanwhile all
Warner British production in asso- independent theatres are dark with
the exception of the Beacon, Rex,
ciation with the Hollywood schedule.
Both Morris and Asher expect to Star, Plaza and Lyric, all of which
return to Hollywood with Warner to acceded to union demands yesterday.
discuss the allocations of American Of 47 theatres in the city only 19
were open yesterday.
stars and directors in England.
Would Limit Programs
London, Oct. 6.— The Kinematograph Renters' Society (distributors)
plan a new provision in rental contracts providing for the limitation of
theatre programs to two features, one
short and a newsreel, or a total of
three and one-quarter hours, whichever is longer.

Ascap's

Schaefer Stays West
Hollywood, Oct. 6. — George J.
Schaefer has delayed his departure for
New York to continue conferences
with Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of
United Artists. Monroe Greenthal,
director of advertising and publicity,
left tonight by American Airlines and
infr- reach New York tomorrow mornwill

Ritchey to Visit Paris
Walter Wanger Here
London, Oct. 6.— N o r t o n V.
Walter
Wanger arrived from the
Ritchey, in charge of Monogram foreign distribution, now here, will leave coast yesterday by plane. He plans
to remain here about two weeks.
for Paris, Oct. 12.

2

Witness

at Peak

Circuits
Intimidation

Is Charged

by Guild

HoLLYWOGO, Oct. 6. — After William
J. Walsh, special Regional Labor
Board attorney, with the introduction
of more financial matters concluded
temporarily his presentation in the
hearing of the Screen Writers Guild
petition for a collective bargaining
agency election. Guild Attorney Leonard S. Janofsky today precipitated oral
battles by getting into the record the
fact that his writer witnesses had demandedbecause
subpoenas "to
themwill
in
their jobs
of protect
what they

Ascap's earnings for the third quarter, ended Sept. 30, provide the largest net distribution to members of any
similar
in the organization's
history.quarter
The amount
available for
distribution for the period was estimated yesterday at $984,000 by John
G. Paine, chairman of the Ascap administrative committee. This compares with $949,000 for the same period last year, which was the organization's previous high for a third quarter distribution.

The society's record earnings for the
period were realized despite the fact
that no revenue was received during
the quarter from five states which
have enacted legislation barring Ascap
from operating therein. Those states
are Montana, Washington, Nebraska,
Janofsky
an application Tennessee and Florida. Had operations
testify
here." presented
to
subpoena
writers Brian Marlow, been on a normal basis in all five, the
Sheridan Gibney and Sherman Lowe, society's distribution for the period
might have been increased by $150,at present working in studios, indi- 000,
it was estimated.
cating afear of possible reprisals but
Ascap has issued invitations to all
counsel for the respondent companies
and Screen Playwrights, Inc., bitterly foreign composers' and authors' societies to hold their annual internafought the intimations. The studio
tional convention in New York next
attorneys stipulated that all the time
year,
Paine
said. The foreign socineeded from their duties would be afeties' conference usually is held in
forded the Guild witnesses but Janofsky insisted upon subpoena issuances. May or June.
Applications under the new board rulWarner Men in Meeting
ing must go to Washington for confirmation.
Chicago, Oct. 6.— All Warner the
Pioneer Testifies
atre men in this territory attended
an all-day session at the Blackstone
Frank Woods, veteran of the indus- Hotel here today. Plans for the comtry and first witness for the guild, iiip' season
were discussed. Joseph
told of the formation in 1920 of the
Bernhard,
head
of Warner theatres,
Screen Writers Guild of the Authors
League of America and of the Screen and James Coston, theatre division
Writers Guild of California Corp. and manager, presided over the sessions,
by 60 managers and executraced to 1927 the attempts of the attended
tives.
guilds which he said were the same
organizations to bargain collectively
Columbia Statement Due
with producers.
Woods also told of formation of the
London, Oct. 6.— A statement on
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences Columbia's British production plans
at a private dinner party given by is
expected to be issued by Jack
Louis B. Mayer at the Biltmore Hotel Cohn, vice-president, during his stay
in May, 1927. When counsel for the here. He is due tomorrow.
SVi
respondents objected to this as immaterial Janofsky stated it was impor\m
7m
tant
in
showing
the
Academy's
part
in
writer contract negotiations.
Wall Street
Ewell Moore, first attorney for the
7'A
5^
Writers Guild and now attorney for
Net
. 185^ 105K 66Va
the Home Owners Loan Corp., here,
-t- 5^8
-1-1
Light
Board
Gains
57/8
1554
75i
I&V2,
667/s
-t- Vs
took the stand to identify documents
18
10554
7¥v Low105J4 Close
Open HighISH
Change
regarding the early life of the Guild.
ISVs
11154
26^ 168
165
168
The hearing adjourned until Friday Col
. VVs
2
2
2
2
554
pfd. 11154
-f /s
to give Trial Examiner William Cons.,
UVs
m
m
E. K
Ringer and witnesses an opportunity
.166
1554
sy2 18
705/8
G. T. E....
Loew's
... 10554 3054
to visit M-G-M.
Para.
Loew's,
pfd.
+3y4
28
18
3054
26H.
17
17
Para. 1 ...
Brandt Picks Men to
+ 54
119
119
Para.
2 ...
Pathe
Talk Allied Merger RKO
+ %
. 9%
954
(Continued from page 1)
20th Fox .
-++m5/8
certed action. The local film buying Univ., pfd. 30
28'4
Warner
...
10
situation also was aired with exhibitors agreed that new product deals
Technicolor Up on Curb
by major companies in the local area
Net
are at a low point.
Open High I^w
30 Close Change
+S'A
The membership will meet again on G. N
2
2
2
2
Sonotone ..154
IVi
154 1V»
Oct. 20, when Fleischman will report Tech
2254
2454
22}4
24
+m
on merger developments.
Trans -Lux 3Vs M
SH M — Vs.
Univ
4
4
4
4
Flash Preview
Para Bonds Off
"This Is China" — A rather depressHigh Low Close Change
day. ing but authentic picture of China as Loew's
99
9854 99
-f 54
it exists— or struggles to exist — toParamount B'way 6754 675^ 6754
Paramount Pict... 9954 9954 9954
This film will be reviewed in full Paramount '47 .. 83
8154 8154 —254
in a coming issue of Motion Picture Warner Bros. ... 8454 8354 8354 —1
Daily.
(Quotations at close of Oct. 6) '
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ALSO IN THE CAST:
Florence Rice . John Beal . Jessie Ralph . Edgar Kennedy
Richard Thorpe
Screen play by Jo Swerling • Directed by M-G-M Picture
• An
Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewicz
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Increases

Spread

Wilmington

PICTURE

in

Tampa
Given

Theatres

Wilmington, Oct. 6. — Admission
prices in almost all of the 12 theatres
have been increased from five to ten
cents.
Loew's Parkway and the Aldine,
Stanley-Warner first run, had the
sharpest increases from 40 to 50 cents
in the evenings, tax included. The
Rialto, a first run independent, made
a five-cent increase.
Matinee hours at reduced admissions were changed by some theatres
and others made straight increases.
Other houses reporting increases
were the Arcadia and Queen, second
run Stanley- Warner houses, and the
Park, an independent neighborhood.
The Park increased from 20 to 25
cents on Oct. 2 when the theatre was
reopened after alterations.
Regular admissions are still being
charged at the Grand Opera House
and Savoy by Stanley- Warner, and at
the Strand, an independent neighborhood. The Ace, another neighborhood independent, increased from 20
to 25 cents last February.
Raise Iowa Admissions
Des Moines, Oct. 6. — The Central
States Theatre Corp. has raised admissions five cents in Iowa. Theatres in the larger cities with a previous price of 35 cents have been raised
to 40 cents and the B theatres in the
smaller towns now are up to 35 cents.
The price raise was tried out first in
Mason City, la., and found very successful.
Increase Scale at Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 6. — The first
price raise in nearly a year is Milt
Overman's change at the Varsity from
10c-15c to 10c-20c-25c on the same
basis with the opposition Lincoln. The
Overman, on duals for the summer,
will go to single features.
Berlin Theatres Slump
Washington, Oct. 6. — The summer slump has hit the theatres of
Berlin, according to a report to the
U.
S. Dep't
of Commerce
Assistant
Commercial
Attache R.from
M.
Stevenson. The 401 theatres operating in June hit a season low, with
3,345,405 persons paying 2,634,202
marks, as against the 1937 high in
March, when with one more theatre,
6,653,766 paid 5,418,152 marks.
Plan 3 in Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Oct. 6. — Three new
theatres are planned for Wisconsin.
They include a house at Kaukauna by
William Van Dyke, operator of the
present Vaudette; a new 450-seat
house at Elroy by Eskin Theatres,
Inc., and a new 600-seat house at De
Pere by W. R. Vincent, operator of
houses in De Pere, Oconto Falls,
Denmark and Oconto. All are slated
to open before the first of the year.
Commonwealth Expands
Kansas City, Oct. 6. — Commonwealth Amusement Corp., operating
over 25 theatres in Kansas, Missouri
and Iowa, has acquired the 400-seat
Plaza at Neosho, Mo., from N. W.
Huston. Huston operates in Columbus, Kan., also.
Commonwealth already is a partner
in the Fotosho and Orpheum at
Neosho with Hugh Gardner and Ed
Harris.

Looking

^Em

Over

City Licenses
a Sharp Boost

Tampa, Oct. 6. — City licenses
known as "occupation taxes," have
been given a sharp increase by the
Moonlight on the Range
City Council. The new emergency ordinance is to raise funds to pay the
(Spectrum)
The title has little to do with the story in this western. It serves mere- city's share of WPA projects. The
ly as a label, something which serves to identify. The film otherwise is new scale took eff^ect Oct. 1.
Theatres have been placed on a slidfast-moving- stuff with humorous asides and some snappy dialogue. Of
ing scale, based upon seating capacity
course, the rip-roaring and noisy action is scattered here and there and and admission charges, as well as the
a noisy fist fight brings things to a conclusion.
giving of prizes. The new scale starts
Fred Scott is featured in "Moonlight on the Range." He sings with with houses seating up to 1,000 and
an excellent baritone voice and puts a few stirring numbers across very admission prices up to 20 cents at $175
well.
per year, plus an extra $100 if Bank
When his best friend is murdered by "Killer" Dane, Scott sets out to Night, Screeno or other games are
avenge his death. He soon discovers that the culprit is his cattle-rustling used. Where the capacity exceeds
1,000 and the prices are 30 cents or
half-brother. He joins up with Lois January's outfit and soon is devot- less, the rate is $325, plus $75 for the
ing his spare time when he is not otherwise engaged in singing and
games. Where the admission
romancing, to tracking down the outlaw. With much action and riding chance
scale exceeds 30 cents the license will
the piece soon after comes to its proper end.
be $400, plus |625 for the chance
Al St. John provides plenty of laughs as the comedy relief. Sam New- games. The former city licenses were
field directed.
a flat $150 for all houses, regardless of capacity or admission prices,
with an additional $50 if advertising
Running time, 62 minutes. "G."
is shown on the screen.
Electric,
K.
C,
Has
British Vaudeville
Names Reeves Manager
31st Birthday Week
Cleveland, Oct. 6. — Gary Reeves
''Doublings
Kansas City, Oct. 6. — The Electric
OpposesSept. 26.— A ballot of
London,
is celebrating its 31st anniversary. has been appointed manager of Warmembers of the Variety Artistes Fed- The oldest house in Kansas City, Kas.,
ners' Lake, which reopened last week,
eration has _shown 943 votes against was honored, as it has been in years by Zone Manager Nat Wolf. Don
and 49 votes for the practice of "turn past, by the proclamation from Mayor Jacobs, previously announced as mang" in provincial Don C. McCombs, who proclaimed the
working"
ager of the Lake, instead becomes astheatres. or "doublin
sistant
at Warners'
The vote was arranged as a result period "amusement week," and called
drome, manager
where he
succeeds HippoGeorge
attention to the "high standard of
of negotiations between the V.A.F. entertainment service" the theatre Frazer, transferred to the Variety as
assistant.
and Union Cinemas, Ltd., which had has rendered.
started the practice of playing stage
A. F. Baker, who has been in
acts in two theatres in the same town. charge of the house since it first was
Yaekle to Danville
V.A.F. rules bar doubling except in opened, Oct. 6, 1906, and George
Middleton, O., Oct. 6. — William
London, but Union claimed it was un- Baker, his son, made it a big week Yaekle,
manager of the Gordon, has
able to pay the salaries demanded by with "Artists and Models" the first
good acts unless it could spread the half, and a big stage show and picture been appointed city manager at Danville, Ky., in charge of the Kentucky
the last half. During the latter half
charge over more than one theatre.
and State, just taken over by Southio
the
admissions
will
he
hiked
five
reiterThe V.A.F. decision, which
Theatres. James Stemper has moved
ates the prohibition of doubling out cents, from 15 cents to 20 cents on
from the Sorg to the Gordon to reof London, is likely to act as a check matinees, 25 to 30 at night.
place Yaekle. He also will have charge
on any general tendency on the part
of the Strand.
of film exhibitors to take up vaudeReport Plaza Takeover
ville.
Milwaukee, Oct. 6.— Current reL. F. Durland Promoted
ports are that the Plaza, south side
neighborhood house operated by Al
Kansas City, Oct. 6. — L. F. DurKinemas Gross £83,075
land has been named sales manager
Bartel,
will
revert
to
the
Fox
circuit
London, Sept. 26. — Kinemas, the Oct. 17. Several other independent of Monogram Pictures of Kansas
South African holding company, re- houses are also reported on the verge City, Inc., by W. L. Norris, president
of the exchange. Norris has been in
ports a gross revenue of £83,075 for of being annexed by that circuit.
the year to June 30, and a balance of
health the past year, and will deTransfers of independents to cir- ill
territory.
£53,745 after deducting debenture and
vote more of his time to covering the
c'lits
in
the
past
year
have
been
heavy
capital reorganization charges and with an estimated 25 independent, out
other expenses. A final dividend of 70 theatres, reported still surviving.
of 6^ per cent, making _ 11^
May Not Reopen House
per cent for the year, will be
Cincinnati, Oct. 6. — The MayShift
Canada
Managers
Afrifrom
received
Revenue
paid.
can Consolidated Theatres and Afrifair,
400-seat "art cinema," in the
Hamilton,
Ont.,
Oct.
6.
—
Leonard
can Consolidated Films in the year Bishop, Famous Players manager, has downtown business sector, which has
been
dark
for the summer, may not
was £54,120 as against £44,440. The been transferred to the Tivoli here,
reopen,
according
to J. Ebersole
London market quotes the five-shill- succeeding Jack Purves, who has been
ing ordinary shares at seven shillings ill for some weeks. Larry Graburn, Crawford, managing director.
and the 5% per cent debenture stock formerly of the Metropolitan in
at 95y2. The ordinary capital is Regina, has been transferred to HaliResumes Single Bills
£400,000.
fax to manage the Capitol, replacing
Oklahoma
City, Oct. 6. — The
Bishop. The Savoy here, closed since State here, which
has been using
1930 although it is one of the largest
Shift Denver Managers
several months, has rehouses in the city, has reopened. duals for
turned to single bills. Top price,
Denver, Oct. 6.— New manager at George Stroud, owner, has named as which has been 25 cents during the
the Fox Hiawatha is Tom Ward, suc- manager Frank Reid, formerly of the summer, has returned to 40 cents.
ceeding William Hughes, resigned. local Capitol.
The Liberty, downtown first run, is
Ward was formerly assistant manager
the only double feature house left in
Oklahoma Citv
at the Ogden, and he has been sucForm Theatre Company
ceeded there by Robert Dane. The
new manager of the New and Old
Cincinnati, Oct. 6. — Hico Theatres, Inc., has been incorporated here Has Week of Vaudeville
Victory here is H. K. Allen, who for- with 250
no par shares by A. B.
merly owned the Island, Grand
Hartford, Oct. 6. — The State here
Island, Neb. Allen succeeds Dale Chrisholm, M. J. Yost and K. Worde- has adopted a full week of vaudeville
man. The company will take over since last week's ordinance permitting
Kline, resigned.
Cecil Lynch is now managing the operation of the Lyric and Rand, at Sunday films and stage sliows beginColorado, Gem and Tivoli, owned by Greenfield, O. Maurice White probning at 2 P.M. The Cameo, former
combination house, will close soon.
ably will be general manager.
Bob and Ed Mapel.
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"Horizon''
Double
On

the

Is

Smash
Coast

"Woman"
$30,000,
On

the

Hits
Top
Loop

Los Angeles, Oct. 6.— "Lost HoriChicago, Oct. 6. — "That Certain
zon," on a dual with "The Game That Woman" was an outstanding draw at
the
Oriental with a take of $30,000,
Kills" at the Hillstreet and Pantages,
just about flattened out all first run which was $12,000 over normal.
competition last week. The take at
"Thin Ice" also went into the big
the Hillstreet was $19,500, over nor- money with a gross of $20,500 at the
mal by $11,500, and at the Pantages Roosevelt. This was $9,500 to the
tiie gross was $17,000.
good. "Big City" was well into the
The only other first run to get into profit column with $16,000 at the
the profit column in the face of this United Artists, up by $5,000. "100
competition was the Grand which had Men and a Girl," with Block and Sully on the Palace stage, slipped to
"The Thirteen," a Russian film. The
$2,600 gross was more than double $18,000 in its second week.
Clear weather, baseball and football
Life of Emile Zola"
average. "The
held up to $11,700 in its fourth week and the infantile paralysis epidemic
hurt business.
at the Carthay Circle.
Total first run business, |101,800.
Total first business was $141,000.
Average is $118,000.
Average is $107,950.
Estimated takings :
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 6:
Week Ending Sept. 30:
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
CARTPIAY CIRCLE^(1,518). 50c-$1.50, 7 CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-5Sc-75c, 7 days, 2nd
days, 4th week. Gross: $11,700. (Average, week.
Stage: Evans Ballet and Revue.
$17,000)
Gross: $30,000. (Average, $32,000)
"TOPPER" (Para.)
"WALTER
WANGER'S
VOGUES OF
1938" (U. A.)
GARRICK
— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
"BORNEO" (20th-Fox)
Ooss: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
CHINESE>-(2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
"THAT
CERTAIN
WOMAN" (W. B.)
$10,700. (Average, $12,500)
ORIENTAL^(3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
"KING SOLOMON'S MINES" (G. B.)
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $30,000.
4 STAR— (900), 40c-55c, 7 days. Gross: (Average, $18,000)
$2,000. (Average, $3,250)
"lOOi MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"THE THIRTEEN" (Amkino)
PALACE^(2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days, 2nd
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross: week.
Stage: Block and Sully, and Revue.
$2,600. (Average. $1,200)
Ooss: $18,000. (Average, $19,000)
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
"SING AND BE HAPPY" (20th-Fox)
"THE GAME THAT KILLS" (Col.)
STATE- LAKB—(2,776) , 20c-40c-S5c, 7 days,
IITLLSTREET--(2,700),
30c -65c, 7 days. Stage:
Verne Buck
and Revue. Gross: $14,Gross: $19,500. (Average, $8,000)
200. (Average,
$13,000)
"WALTER
WANGER'S
VOGUES OF
Week Ending Oct. 1:
1938" (U. A.)
"BORNEO" (20th-Fox)
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
APOLLO — (1,400), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,500. (Average, $14,000)
Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,500)
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
"THIN ICE" (20th-Fox)
"THE GAME THAT KILLS" (Col.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
PANTAGES — (3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$20,500. (Average, $11,000)
Gross: $17,000. (Average, $8,000)
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
"DANGER— LOVE AT WORK" (20th-Fox)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c, 7
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days. days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average, $11,000)
Stage: The Redingtons, Maidie and Ray,
F. & M. Revue, Rube Wolf and his orchestra. Gross: $12,500. (Average, $18,000)
New Wage Scales Up
"CONFESSION" (F. N.)
"DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE" (F. N.)
Group
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— 30c-65c, 7 To Milwaukee
days. Gross: $6,900. (Average, $14,000)
Milwaukee, Oct. 6. — A citywide
"CONFESSION" (F. N.)
"DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE" (F. N.) bargaining committee to discuss a
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,400), new wage contract with the projec
30c -65c, 7 days. Gross: $8,400. (Average, tionists' union here has been named
$12,000)
as follows :
Stein Leaves for South
Joseph L. Stein of the Copyright
Protective Bureau leaves today for a
tour of the south on copyright infringements. He will visit Oklahoma
City, Dallas, Houston, New Orleans,
Birmingham, Atlanta and Charlotte
and will return to New York in three
weeks.
Joe Louis Is Signed
Hollywood, Oct. 6. — Joe Louis,
heavyweight champion, has been
signed to appear in a feature called
"The Spirit of Youth" with an allnegro cast. Edward Shanberg heads
the company which will produce the
picture and Martin Finkelstein of
Kansas City is vice-president.

C. W. Trampe, E. F. Maertz, Max
Krofta, Ernst Langemack, Merrill
Devine, E. J. Weisfeldt, R. A. Tesch
H. J. Fitzgerald, general manager,
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises ;
A. D. Kvool, general manager
Warner-Saxe Theatres, and Harold
Mirisch.
The present contract expires
Oct. 31.
Tesch and Trampe also comprise a
committee to draft a proposed zoning
and clearance schedule for the
county.

New Operators' Pact
Up to Chicago Union
Chicago, Oct. 6. — The local operators' union, at a general meeting tomorrow, will be asked to ratify a new
contract which gives them a five per
ITPA to Meet Nov. 2-3
cent increase. The operators had
Milwaukee, Oct. 6.— The LT.P.A. asked for a 20 per cent raise, but the
will hold its annual meeting Nov. 2 exhibitors refused. It is expected the
and 3 in Milwaukee.
union will accept the five per cent.
The local committee in charge of
The new agreement, if ratified, will
arrangements consists of E. F. go into efi^ect as of Oct. 1, although
Maertz, president; R. A. Tesch, busi- the previous contract expired on
ness manager, and Max Krofta.
Sept. 1.
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Para.
$437,783,318
The market value of
amusement stocks traded in
on the floor of the N. Y.
Stock Exchange as of Oct. 1
was $437,783,318 and the avpriceaof share.
those securitieserage
$24.43

Para.-Wilby

Talks

Is

Appeal

Argued

at

Philadelphia
(Continued from page 1)
establish a legal difference between
a primary and secondary boycott. Citing U. S. Supreme Court decisions,

Colder
contended
that the
"buyers'
strike" was
a "secondary"
boycott
and
not in violation of the anti-trust laws.
His argument was replete with quooperations of one of the largest Paratations from Judge Dickinson's opinmount theatre units, embracing about
ion, which held that the company's
80 theatres in the (Tarolinas, Georgia, pictures
were not in interstate comAlabama and Virginia. The former
merce
at
time ofthethejurisdiction
"strike" and,
outside
of
operating pact expired last June 30. therefore, the
the
Federal
court.
Indications are that a new pact will
be retroactive to that date.
The court's decision is expected
Freeman plans to leave for Dallas within the next week or two.
on Saturday to confer with Karl Hoblitzelle and R. J. O'Donnell there on Ambassador
to Make
Interstate Circuit operations. He is
cheduled to be back in New York
16 (Continued
Films frominpage1937-38
about the middle of next week.
1)
Resume
Next Week
(Continued from page 1)

Bartholomew

Case

RKO Bldg., but will continue to
make his headquarters at the Conn
Studios. As before. Conn will supervise all productions. Victor Halperin has been appointed eastern story
editor.
Under a new territorial franchise
plan, all distributors will operate
under the Ambassador name. The
pictures will be released simultaneously throughout the country and will
be nationally advertised.
Gene Austin, Frankie Darro, Kane
Richmond and Kermit Maynard,
stars of last season's Ambassador
pictures,
will Other
appearstars
in next
year's
productions.
and players
added to the Ambassador roster include Donald Novis, Grace Bradley,
Wynne Gibson, Lyle Talbot, Candy
and Coco, Cyril McLaglen, Molly
Lamont, Robert Warwick, Jack La
Rue, Sally O'Neil, Lois Lindsay,
Guinn "Big Boy" Williams, and
Stepin Fetchit.
The complete program includes : a

To Be Heard Oct. 15
Los Angeles, Oct. 6.— M-G-M is
scheduled to go into Superior Court
here Oct. 15 to follow up its preliminary court victory, in its attempt to
prevent Freddie Bartholomew from
"jumping" his contract, entered into in
September, 1934.
The trial date was set by Superior
Judge Emmett H. Wilson, who issued
an order restraining Freddie from
working for any other studio, and upheld the validity of the state statute
covering minors' contracts, in a
strongly worded opinion. The trial
will be before another judge.
The attack on the constitutionality
of the statute was the first since its
enactment in 1927. Attorneys for the
young actor contended it was unconstitutional because it set apart the contracts of minors who were performing
dramatic and picture work, and did not
apply to contracts made by minors for special musical production, "Sweetother services.
in Swingtime,"
starring
DonaldheartsNovis
and Grace
Bradley;
Judge Wilson held that the statute
did not make an arbitrary or dis- "Strong-Arm Squad," a melodramatic comedy, starring Wynne Gibcriminatory classification and that because of the character of the work
son and Lyle Talbot ; "Port of
performed, it was not in violation of Hunted Men" and "Gold Coast
the constitution.
Rose," two Jack London stories; four
The law is not to the detriment Gene Austin musicals, "Calling All
of minors, he pointed out, but favors Marines," "Highway Patrol," "The
them by protecting them against un- Navy Goes to Town" and "Missing
fair and unjust contracts.
Squadron" ; four Thrill-O-Dramas,
"I have had nearly 100 contracts based on Peter B. Kyne stories, starring Frankie Darro and Kane Richbefore me for approval within the last
mond, "Boss of Chinatown," "Son of
seven months," the jurist said. "A
number of these failed to pass scru- a Gunman," "Young and Reckless"
tiny of the court and were rejected and "He Had to fight," and four Kermit Maynard musical westerns,
because they were not bona fide em- "Range War," "Rawhide and Dynaployment contracts but were plainly
mite," "Boss of Rocky Canyon," and
obtained by irresponsible persons seeking to exploit the services of the minor "Phantom Horseman."
among the various studios."
Charity Party Nov. 8
Boston, Oct. 6. — The Motion Picture Post of the American Legion
will hold a charity dinner dance at
the Hotel Copley-Plaza on Nov. 8.
Installation of officers will be a feature. Leading Boston theatres will
contribute acts for the entertainment.
It is the seventh annual afi^air of the
sort, the major part of the proceeds
of which will go for charitable purposes.

Will Honor Ira Cohn
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6.— Ira Cohn,
manager of the 20th Century-Fox exchange here, will be the guest of
honor at a testimonial dinner at the
William Penn Hotel on Dec. 6. It
marks his 17th anniversary with the
same company and the ninth of his
association with the Pittsburgh office.
Exhibitors from all over the tristate district are arranging the dinner, with C. J. Kellenburg as general
chairman.
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Cutting Affected by
NBC
Retrenchment

Hedges
Show

Goes

On

San Francisco, Oct. 6.—
Lou Withers, KPO announcErnest Cutting was the most distiner, was spilled from a horse
guished member of the latest group to
the other day, picked himself
be affected by the personnel retrenchup and completed the ride,
ments now being made throughout
From
the FCC
and went to the studio and
NBC departments. Cutting received
announced his regular schedhis notice yesterday. Others who were
ule of programs.
given notice include Al Cook, who
Washington, Oct. 6. — Operating wrote publicity for the artists bureau ;
Then fic v'cited a doctor
licenses have been ordered issued to Chester Stratton, artists bureau talent
and discovered his right
shoulder was shattered.
four stations by the F.C.C., as fol- booker, and Ed Sickles, of the central
lows :
booking division.
KGFI, Eagle Broadcasting Co.,
Cutting for some years served as diBrownsville, Tex., 1,500 kilocycles,
rector of auditions, but recently was
100 watts night, 250 watts day; appointed talent scout for the network. Hughes
Named
Head
WRGA, Rome Broadcasting Corp.,
Of AFRA
in Frisco
Rome, Ga., 1,500 kilocycles, 100 watts
Cut NBC Chicago Staff
night, 250 watts day; KSRO, Press
San pRANasco, Oct. 6. — John B.
Chicago,
Oct. 6.— Local NBC
Democrat Publishing Co., Santa
Hughes,
KFRC commentator, has
Rosa, Cal., 1,310 kilocycles, 250 watts, headquarters let out approximately 10 been elected president of the local
employes
today
in
a
general
trimming
daytime only ; WFOY, Fountain of
chapter of American Federation of
Youth Properties, Inc., St. Augustine, of all departments.
Radio Artists (A. F. R. A.), now
Fla., 1,210 kilocycles, 100 watts night,
functioning here with 126 members
KFRC
Adds
Six
Accounts
250 watts day.
out of a potential 350. An active camSan Francisco, Oct. 6. — New ac- ship. paign is forecast to increase memberAt its weekly meeting, the broadcounts using KFRC include American
cast division ordered hearings on apPop Corn, Underwood Elliott Fisher
plications, asfollows :
Other officers are : Ted Maxwell,
Co., General Alills Vapex, Vermont NBC, first vice-president; Jack
To Hear Anniston Unit
Maid Syrup and Gas Appliance SoMoyles, CBS, second vice-president;
ciety of California.
Mittelle F. Noble for a new 1,420Vic Connors, KLX, secretary ; Ted
kilocycle, 100-watt daytime station at
Hale, attorney, treasurer-counsellor.
AFRA Leases Office Space
Anniston, Ala. ; Cumberland BroadHale is local representative of Equity.
The American Federation of Radio Directors include the above, except
casting Co., for a 1,340-kilocycle, 250watt daytime station at Fayetteville, Actors, the newly formed A. F. of L.
Hale, plus Ira Blue, Earl Lee, George
N. C. ; Young People's Ass'n for the affiliate covering radio performers, Nickson, Rod Hendrickson, all NBC ;
Propagation of the Gospel for a 1,220- has leased offices on the 14th floor at Reiland Quinn, KYA ; Sam Melnicoe,
kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at Phila- 2 West 45 St.
delphia Odessa
;
Broadcasting Co., for
KJBS.
a 1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt daytime
station at Odessa, Tex. ; William F.
Huffman for a 580-kilocycle, 250New
Shows
on
the
Air
watt station at Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.
WILL, Urbana, 111., for increase of
day power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts;
Co. sponsors the period which goes
WDZ, Tuscola, 111., increase of day "Tony Worn and His ScrapbooF'
power from 250 to 1,000 watts;
If the housewife in her morning on from 9:30 to 9:40 A. M. on
WBAA, West Lafayette, Ind., to gymnastics with the vacuum cleaner Wednesday, over WEAF. Presba,
Fellows & Presba is the agency.
move station to near Indianapolis and
P.
takes Tony Wons' advice and lets
increase power from 500 watts night, things
go for a little while, she will
1,000 watts day to 1,000 watts night, be amply entertained and doubtless
5,000 watts day; WIP, Philadelphia, get a pleasant mental stimulant. His
"The Fun Bug"
to increase day power from 1,000 to
delivery is easy and Ann Leaf's organ
5,000 watts.
Fun inBug"
— "The
Oct.
Chicago,
ble 6.to
music goes to make a nice combina- leaves
considera
be desired
the
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla., to
tion. Wons reads his simple stanzas way of mirthful entertainment
if
the
change frequency from 1,200 to 1,330 and discourses on child training, too.
second program of the series is any
kilocycles and increase power from
broadcast he also re- criterion. The talent used on the pro100 watts night, 250 watts day, to In yesterday's
vealed some humorous aspects of etigram is composed largely of amateurs
1,000 watts; WGBI, Scranton, to inquette. Vicks' sponsors the "Scrap- who lack the necessary polish and
crease night power from 500 to 1,000 book." It
is heard over CBS thrice- showmanship to make it stand up in
watts; WCPO, Cincinnati, to inWednesday and Fri- competition with shows offering more
Monday,
weekly,
crease night power from 100 to 250
day, from 10 :30 to 10 :45 A. M. The professional artists.
watts.
Leading attraction on the half hour
handled by the Morse Inprogram is ternational
Agency. P. show is the singing of The Tulsans,
Frequency Shift in Alaska
a 60-voice chorus which lacked the
sureness which would have put more
Acting on authorized
exarniners' a reports,
commission
change the
of
"Follow the Moon"
vim into the musical numbers offered.
A nicely fashioned story, well
frequency from 1,310 to 1,430 kiloof the vocal numbers ofcycles and increase of power from 100 acted and interestingly developed. It The quality
fered was excellent, but the singing
to 250 watts for KINY, Juneau,
with a* pair of honeymooners, lacked a touch of inspiration. The
Alaska, and a change of frequency begins
Jean and Clay Bannister, as they are Tulsa orchestra under the direction of
from 1,240 to 1,360 kilocycles and in- sailing to Honolulu. On board the Michael Cooles was satisfactory. So
crease of power from 250 watts to ship the pair meet an old schoolmate was the conducting of the singing by
500 watts night; 1,000 watts day for of Bannister's. The story receives its Choirmaster Harry Evans.
KLPM, Minot. North Dakota.
mystery angle from the queer attitude
Patti Kelly, youthful marimba arA number of applications were dis- of the man and no doubt carries on
tist, was notable for her rendition of
missed or denied, including three from adequately from that point. Lehn &
selections
from the "Poet and PeaKNOW, Austin ; WACO, Waco, and Fink sponsor the show for Pebeco.
sant." "The Fun Bug," to radio audiKTSA, San Antonio, for assignment It is to be heard every weekday
ences, is mostly sound effect and is
of license to Hearst Radio, and re- from 5:00 to 5:15 P.M. over the CBS
used
to
promote mirth at various inquests for new stations at Salisbury, Lennen & Mitchell is the agency. P.
tervals from the artists in the studio.
N. C; Wheeling, W. Va. ; CharlesOver
air itbetween
wasn't too
funny. and
ton, W. Va. ; Los Angeles, Cal. ;
The the
contest
the tenors
Harlingen, Tex., and St. Petersburg,
baritones was a carry over from the
Fla.
"Honeymooners"
Grace and Eddie Albert do not have first week and is undoubtedly a running gag to be used weekly. The
much opportunity to do their stuff
CRCV, Canada, Renamed GBR
on this 10-minute spot. Their script_ is "Song Of The Open Road" closed
which is heard every SunVancouver, B. C, Oct. 6. — Station brief plus a song and a gag and, with the show,
day over 18 CBS stations at 1-1 :30
CRCV, Vancouver, western key sta- the interruption of the announcer to P.M. C.S.T. The Barnsdall Oil Co.
tion of the CBC, has been renamed plug the sponsor, the program is over
C.
CBR.
before you know it. The Olson Rug is the sponsor.
Get

Licenses

Resignation

Caused

by

Friction

Cincinnati, Oct. 6.— The background of the controversy which led
to the resignation of William S.
Hedges as vice-president of the
Crosley Radio Corp. and general
manager of stations WLW
and
WSAI came to light today.
While Hedges was absent in New
York recently during the IRNA
meetings, Robert Jennings, son-inlaw of Powell Crosley, Jr., president
of the Crosley Corp., was appointed
program director of both stations.
Other appointments were made without consulting Hedges, according to
report.
Upon his return from New York,
Crosley, it is reported, refused to see
Hedges for 10 days. It was the combination of these reputed circumnation. stances which led to Hedges' resigHedges' future plans are indefinite.
The appointment of Jennings, it is
understood, is temporary.
Before coming here Hedges was
general manager of NBC managed
and operated stations, and previously
directed WMAQ, Chicago, and
KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Arrangers

Seeking

Their Own
Charter
Musical arrangers are negotiating
for a separate charter for a new Arrangers' Guild. The purpose of the
guild is to win for arrangers recognition for their work. Joe Glover is
head of a committee working out the
proposal. The new guild, according
to Glover, will not conflict with the
jurisdictional power of the American
Federation of Musicians.
Among the demands voiced by the
arrangers are credit announcements
on network programs, credit announcements on recordings and program credits on musical films and
stage productions.
Ferris

and

Fizdale

Conclude Agreement
The deal which existed between
Earle Ferris Radio Feature Service
of New York and California and
Tom Fizdale of Chicago was a mutual coverage proposition, and Fizdale's entry into the field as a national competitor by the purchase of
the Bob Taplinger business has resulted in a break of the agreement.
Ferris, now on the coast, leaves
there today for Chicago where he will
open an office of Radio Feature Service, with Roger Doulins in charge.
Norval Burch, at present handling
Chicago accounts for Radio Feature
Service, will remain in the new Chicago office under Doulins' supervision.
Shift "March of Time"
The "March of Time," which begins Oct. 14 on the NBC-Blue, will
be heard from 8:30 to 9 P. M. It
was originally
booked for from 9 to
9:30
P. M.

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS,
— PRESENTS —
The

Inc.

Scripffolio

A COMPREHENSIVE LIBRARY OF CONTINUITY'
250 PARK AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
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Radio

Number
Hollywood

Personals
y
CHARLES DAY of the Eton
Boys was married yesterday to
Betty Day of the Gae Foster girls.
. . . John Coiiti replaces Ronald Drake
as announcer on the Burns and Allen
show. . . . WNEW programs have
improved since Martin Block became
program director. . . . June Lang
will play the lead opposite Tyrone
Power in "Ceiling Zero" Sunday. . . .
Wilbur Evans will sing opposite
Jeanette MacDonald on the Vicks
program Sunday. . . . Earl Larrimore
will be a guest on the Hammerstein
"Music Hair Oct. 15. . . . Art Gentry of the Eton Boys has been signed
for solo work by the CBS artists'
bureau. . . . Nino Martini will appear
on the Kostelanetz program Oct.
15. . . .
+
Chicago Town Pump
Chicago, Oct. 6. — It cost Truman
Bradley a honeymoon to take a job.
Being m. c. on the Ford Symphony
hour again this year will cut the CBS
commentator out of any chance he had
of getting away for a trip with his
bride. . . . Quin Ryan will broadcast
once famous voices in his news broadcasts over WGN during the next two
weeks. Ryan made recordings of Warren G. Harding, Calvin Coolidge and
William Jennings Bryan, among
others, some years ago and will use
these records in his broadcasts.
"The Monticello Party Line" is a
new addition to the regular programs
over WCFL starting this week . . .
Ted Weems and his band broadcast
"Matinee Melodies" over WGN-MBS
starting Sunday. They are signed for
another long-term schedule ... A
listener to the "Oliver Drake" show
over
CBSSanwasFrancisco
W. B. "Curly"
Townsend of
who heard
the
program while in a diving suit working on the bottom of San Francisco
Bay. He wrote and told the local lads
he enjoyed the program while "down
under."
+

Renews,

Hollywood, Oct. 6. — May Robson's transcription show, "Lady of
Millions," will start Oct. 18 on KNX
Mondays through Fridays from 3 :45
to 4 P.M., P.S.T., under the sponsorship of Bauer & Black. The presentation will mark her 54th consecutive
year in the entertainment business . . .
Eddie Cantor is reportedly planning
to build a theatre seating 1,000 on the
Sunset Blvd. Strip for leasing to
CBS.
Kirtley Basquette, magazine writer,
has been signed to write "The
Bakers' Broadcast," NBC, starring
Feg Murray. The J. Walter Thompson agency plans to have two film
names on each Sunday, one to be interviewed and the other to take part
in a dramatic sketch based on a personal experience . . . H. Bedford
Jones has returned to the air on
KFI with "Things That Interest
Me," commentary program. It's a
weekly program . . . KEHE and the
Orange network have inaugurated a
new program, "It Happened in Caliby Leon
Churchon
and basedfornia,"
on written
actual
incidents
in the
state's history. The show originates
in KYA studios, San Francisco . . .

Town

Pump

Calling

One

Car

Cincinnati, Oct. 6. — While
Lee Goldsmith, WCKY program director, was en route
to Columbus via auto Saturday to attend the Ohio StatePurdue football game, an
emergency arose in the studio which required his presence.
Elmer Baughman and Mary
Jane Dunphy on the "Household Hour" at 11 A.M., interspersed their program with
flashes that Goldsmith was
wanted. He picked up the
messages on his auto radio
at Morrow, O., 30 miles from
here, telephoned the studio,
and within an hour was back
on the job at WCKY.

the sponsors. Ken Frogley, sports
editor of the Illustrated Daily Nczvs
is the other top figure on the program, which started on Oct. 5 and
will be heard weekly . . . "Jack Armstrong, the All-American Boy," is
.A^n unusual local program is KEHE's back at KHJ-Don Lee for another
"Aloha, California," during which vear, Mondays through Fridays from
Reid Kilpatrick and Bob LeMond in- 6 to 6:15 P.M., P.S.T.
terview travelers at a local bus terKNX resumes "Reunion of the
minal who are leaving the state. The
airings are for 15-minute periods States" Oct. 3, a program which
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. salutes each state in turn, dramatizing
. . Ben Larson, who produced the some incident in its history . . .
Milton Berle shows last season, will Joine Aldermen has been signed by
produce the Al Jolson series, effec- The Biltmore Florist to present her
tive this week. Tiny RufTner will formerly sustaining program, "Women's Club of the Air," on KFWB
continue to announce, but is withdrawing from the production end of Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Bonds Chase Advertising Agency
this program . . . KMTR's program,
"Forward Magazine," is now on arranged . . . Jimmy Vandiveer's
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, "Meet Some People" has moved from
instead of once a week.
Mondays to Wednesdays on KHJ and
Pacific Coast Conference rules pro- the Don Lee network . . . Warren
hibiting coaches from radio appear- Stokes has started a "Double
ances for money, prevent Howard Billions" contest on his CRS proJones, U. S. C. mentor, from partigram, "Hollywood Question Box,"
cipating in the Pacific Coast Colum- asking listeners to send in humorous
bia net's football forecasts. Jones was combinations of picture titles such as
first announced. Tom Lieb of Loyola the winner this week, "Three Smart
has been signed by Roi-Tan Cigars, Girls"— "After the Thin Man." . . .

Adds

of Accounts

WMCA new and renewal business
includes the following :
Sobol Bros. Service Stations, Inc.,
through J. Stirling Getchell, Inc., a
renewal for 13 weeks for Dick Fishell's "Sports Resume ;" the Kingway
Press, Inc., through the Alvin Austin Co., four scattered broadcasts of
"The Voice of the Editor ;" SoconyVacuum Oil Co., through J. Stirling
Getchell, home games of the Yale
football team ; Herbert's Jewelry
Stores, "Blue White Diamond Entertainers" for 11' weeks, contract handled direct ; Kings County Communist
Party, eight political talks through the
Foreign Publicity Service, Inc. ; Madison Personal Loan Co., "Nat Bruslioff Presents" for four weeks through
the Klinger Adv. Co. ; MacFadden
Publications, 13-week renewal for
"Good Will Hour" through Ruthrauff & Ryan, and the Fabian Operating Corp., 13-week renewal for the
"Fox Professional Hour," a direct
contract.
Rosenthal

Gets

New

CBS Artists Place
Herbert I. Rosenthal, for the past
two years assistant director of program operations at CBS, has been appointed general manager of Columbia
Artists, Inc., CBS talent booking division.
The appointment completes the reorganization ofthe CBS Artists Bureau, the eastern division now being
designated as Columbia Artists, Inc.,
of New York, while the west coast
operations have been grouped in the
newh' organized Columbia Management, Inc., of California, with W.
Arthur Rush as manager.
Rosenthal has been with CBS for
the past seven years. The assignment,
which he will take over Jan. 1, was
previously filled by Ralph Wonders,
who is now with Rockwell-O'Keefe.

Form Cincy AFRA Unit
Cincinnati, Oct. 6. — A Cincinnati
unit of the American Federation of
Radio Artists, an affiliate of the A.
F. of L., has been formed here with
Cincinnati Town Pump
a charter membership from the five
Cincinnati, Oct. 6. — "Hits of the
local stations, WLW, WSAI, WCKY,
W eek," heretofore aired simultaneWKRC and WCPO.
WKRC
Program
Returns
Cincy
Firemen
to
Go
on
Air
ously over WSAI (NBC) and
Mrs. Emily Holt, national executive
Cincinnati, Oct. 6. — Members of
WKRC (CBS) at 9:30 P. M. TuesCincinnati, Oct. 6. — "The Fresh- secretary, and Henry Jaffe, counsel,
Thing in Town," sponsored by
day, will move to a 5 :30 P. M. Sun- the Cincinnati Fire Dep't., under di- the est
local Rubel Baking Co., has both of New York, attended the orrection of Lieut. Carl A. Rogers of the
day spot over the same stations. . . .
Bureau of Fire Prevention, will be returned to WKRC after being inacganization meeting as union repre"The Concert Hour," created by Wil- heard over local stations next week in
tive for the summer, and will be sentatives.
liam Stoess, musical director WLW,
which has been a Sunday evening the interest of fire prevention. Officials heard daily Mondays through Fridays,
feature, hereafter will be aired from of the department also will be inter- with Francis Pettay again doing the
WCKY to Help Auto Show
viewed at 2:05 P. M. from the City announcing. In addition, the program
10 to 10:30 P. M., E. S. T., on TuesCincinnati, Oct. 6. — Cooperating
is aired in transcription form on more
days. The program will in the future Hall, with the programs carried over than
20 stations from coast to coast. with the Cincinnati Automobile
have a different guest commentator WKRC. Fire prevention questions and
Dealers' Ass'n., WCKY will broadeach week, selected from some local answers also will be used on the "Meet
Continues
Yale
Program
cast a series of interviews with leadmusical or critical group. . . . Lynn the Missus" program over that station,
ing dealers and automotive authorities
New Haven, Oct. 6. — American
Cole, tenor-baritone, who recently with Maynard Craig interviewing
Tobacco Co. continues its Lucky in advance of the Cincinnati Automojoined WSAI, will be heard in the guests at noonday luncheons.
bile show to be held Oct. 31 to
Various
city
officials
will
speak,
the
Strike- I'a/^ Daily Neivs broadcasts Nov. 6.
"Lynn Cole and His Music" series, fireman will present variety programs this
season on WICC, Mondays
on Mondays, Wednesdays and FriThe program is tentatively scheddays, at 6:15 P. M., E. S. T. The and the department band, directed by through Saturdays at 10:45 P. M.,
uled for an early morning hour on
starting Oct. 11. College news will be
program will be carried over WSAI Irwin Belstead, will play.
Oct.
11, 18 and 25.
featured.
and WCKY, competing stations, and
will originate in the Union Central
Expect Big Dance at Frisco
studios of the former station.
Durney on WIL Football
Two Star Programs Renewed
San Francisco, Oct. 6. — Five hunSt. Louis, Oct. 6. — Bill Durney
Star Radio Programs, Inc., has redred local radio artists, producers, of the public relations department of
ceived arenewal from WRR, Dallas,
Paul W. Healy Now at WNOX
technicians, and friends will join Oct. WIL has been signed to broadcast all
its feature, the "Morning Bulletin
Knoxville, Oct. 6. — Paul W. 9 in festivities of the annual NBC home football games of Washington for
Board," a WRR feature since June,
Healy, formerly with Scripps-Howard technicians' ball, at the Fairmont and St. Louis Universities. The In- 1936. CJCA, Edmonton, Alberta, has
central office in Cincinnati, is now in Hotel. Don Oilman, NBC western
dustrial Bank of St. Louis has taken
charge of the accounting department division vice-president, will be the over the sponsorship of all football just renewed a year's contract for the
Star program, "Good Morning,
at WNOX here.
only speaker.
games over WIL.
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NEW

France

Plans

Measure

for

YORK,

Mussolini
Roach

FRIDAY,

Reaches
Deal

Vittorio Mussolini, son of II Duce,
arrived in New York yesterday by
plane, following his sudden departure
from the coast, via San Francisco, on
Adoption of Drastic Rules Wednesday morning. He had been
in Hollywood only 12 days of a
Would Hit Americans
scheduled three-week stay.
Reports were widespread throughBy PIERRE AUTRE
out Hollywood yesterday that the recently completed deal between MusParis, Oct. 7.— A bill which would
solini and Hal Roach for production
establish regulations to govern the
industry in France will be submitted in Italy under the company name of
for a vote at the next session of Par- RAM, had collapsed.
It was said on the coast that the
liament, itwas decided last Saturday
at a meeting of the Cabinet held at action brought by Dr. Ranato Senise,
Rambouillet Castle and which was seeking $30,000 damages in the RAM
attended by President Albert LeBrun. deal, was largely responsible for
Parliament will meet in a few weeks. young Mussolini's sudden departure
The bill, which had been requested by from the coast. It was further reported that Mussolini was irked by
trade unions six months ago, was presented by Minister of National Education Jean Zay. The stipulations
were kept secret until today, when Anti
- Dualists
indiscretions revealed the main points.
The measure calls for :
(1) The definition of what shall
Tell Anipa
How
be regarded as a "French film."
(2) Establishment of conditions to
govern the production of films.
(3) A state organization to decide
producers' and distributors' percent- To
'em
Battle
ages in theatres.
Film

Control

(4) The institution of a tri-partite
board which shall include a representative of the Government and one each
from the trade unions and employers
which shall establish standards for
the industry.
(5) The elimination of double bill
programs.
A tax on dubbing is also under con(Continued on page 7)
Lewis

Leaving

RKO

For the N, Y, Stage
Hollywood, Oct. 7.— Al Lewis,
RKO producer, resigns with completion of the cutting of "She's Got That
Swing," his current film. Following
a vacation, he contemplates a return
to New York stage production possibly with his former partner. Max
Gordon.
Moss

Plans

Circuit

Of 25 Houses Here
Opening of the New Central at
Cedarhurst, L. L, is the first step in
the development of a circuit of 25
houses, says B. S. Moss. The second will be at 49th St. and Broadway.
Moss has named his son, Charles
Moss, as general manager.
Radio — Page

8

Two exponents of the latest antidouble feature movement, William R.
Clay, makeup editor of the Nutley
(N. J.) Sitn, a weekly newspaper,
and George H. Siegel, an insurance
man from the same town, took the
spotlight at the Ampa yesterday. The
former preferred to be a silent partner while the latter acted as spokesman.
According to Siegel, the whole idea
came to the two men "strictly spontaneously" after viewing a number of
"atrocious features."
"The first
thing we
did was
(Continiied
on page
4) to can-

Twin

Features

Margin

OCTOBER

in

TEN

8, 1937

Para.
Granted
^^Strike"
Stay

East;

Reported

Off

coast trade paper ads calling attention to his writings about war being
a glorious adventure.
Hollywood audiences hissed newsreel shots of Mussolini generally. It
was reported that the Italian consul
in Los Angeles followed the usual
custom of clipijing newspaper and
trade paper stories on Italian affairs
and apparently clips of the ads and
the stories on protest meetings which
were held on the coast, were sent to
Rome.
Wednesday morning young Mussolini and his party, traveling under the
name of W. J. Willis, left for San
Francisco and a night plane for New
York. Accompanying him were his
interpreter and a Secret Service agent
iContiniied on page 4)

Revamping
M-G-M
Firms

of

Music
Is

Set

A revamping of M-G-M's music
g affiliates,
publishin
Feist-Miller
Music Co. the
group,Robbinswhich
together publish more film music than
any other unit associated with the industry, was completed yesterday under
the direction of David Bernstein, vicepresident
and and
treasurer
of Loew's,of
Jack
Robbins
Jack Bregnian
Robbins Music Corp.
Under the company revision Leo
Feist, Inc., becomes the exclusive
publisher of all M-G-M music. Bregnian, who has been associated with the
Robbins firm for the past 24 years,
{Continued on page 4)

Win

St.

by

Louis

CENTS

Big

Poll

"How They Voted," a breakdown of results of the Star-TimesF. & M. poll conducted throughout St. Louis appears on pages 6-7.

For

Minnesota

Court
Rules
Tactics
Are Exhibitors'
Illegal
Minneapolis, Oct. 7.— Finding in
favor of Paramount in its conspiracy
and restraint of trade action against
local exhibitors engaged in a "buyers'
strike" against the company. Federal
Judge Gunnar Nordbye today granted
the distributor's application for an injunction to restrain the exhibitors
from carrying
validated tactics.on the "strike" by inThe injunction issued today is temporary and will remain in force only
until a hearing is held on a further
application to make the restrainer
permanent. No date for this hearing
has been set yet.
Judge Nordbye's
decision
the
defendant
exhibitors
had found
conspired
amongers' themselves
to effect
strike" in violation
of the
the "buyantitrust laws. He also found that the
tactics employed tended to coerce
others into refraining from contracting for Paramount pictures with a
resultant interference with interstate
commerce. The decision and opinion
of Judge
is sharply
variance withNordbye
that handed
down atearlier
by Federal Judge Oliver Dickinson
in a similar action instituted by Paramount against "striking" exhibitors
in the Philadelphia area. Judge Dickinson held that due to the strike there
Paramount films were not in interstate(Continued
commerce at onthepage
time
6) and the
Charge

Suit

Is to

Harass Paramount
Charging that the suit of Ella
Hayini, minority stockholder, against
Paramount for an injunction to restrain enforcement of Adolph Zukor's
new contract was "merely an attempt
to harass the company in whose inon page
terest the(Continued
suit purports
to be6) brought, '
Budd
For

Rogers Slated
"V' Sales Post

Budd
tive in Rogers,
America currently
for John representaMaxwell,
stage
shows
was
also
answered
so
far
is
reported
slated
for
a
post
in the
St. Louis, Oct. 7. — In the most exsales department at Universal. He is
as
this
city's
patrons
are
concerned
preferpatrons'
a director of that company and also
poll of film
a two to one vote in favor.
in recent
encestensive
years
Fanchon & by Balloting
on
stage
shows
was
split
general representative in the east for
Marco have learned that St. Louis
so the voters could state whether they
brother, Charles R. Rogers.
neighborhood patrons prefer double preferred name bands, singers, dancers hisShould
the appointment be made,
bills four to one and downtown first- or vaudeville. Name bands received 55 Rogers would work under James R,
run patrons are for them two to one.
(.Continued on page 6)
Grainger, general sales manager,
The
much-discussed
question of
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Films

Purely

Profit

In 8 Months
£35,839
By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 7. — London Films today reported a profit of £35,839. subject to depreciation for the eight
months from Ma}^ to December, inclusive, in 1936. Salary reductions
on salaries up to HO. and half the
cuts on salaries from £10 to £20, have
been restored.
**U" Has Big Week
Universal's gross receipts for the
week ending Sept. 25 were the liighest of any week since 1929, it was
stated yesterday. This was due to the
widespread success of "100 Men and
a Girl."

WANTED
Furnished apartment. 5 rooms and 2
baths near Central Park West, south
of 86th St., or near Washington
Square. Occupancy Oct. 15th to
May 1st — David Blum, 1540 Broadway, N. Y.

For

at $19,150
Its 7th

Week

"The Life of Emile Zola" continues
► to hold up nicely at two-a-day prices
at the Hollywood. For the seventh
TACK BARNSTYN, head of the week, the picture took $19,150. Last
•J Grand National foreign depart- Sunday's gross was more than $350
ment, sailed yesterday on the Bercn- better than the Sunday before and last
garia for a three-month tour of A'londay's intake topped the same day
Europe where several important deals the week previous.
are awaiting his approval.
The Paramount garnered approximately $47,000 on the first week of
"High,
Wide and Handsome" at popLeon J. Bambergek, RKO sales
ular prices. The film is now in its
promotion manager, will represent his second week with a stage show.
company at the convention of the Di- "That Certain Woman" in its last
week at the Strand tallied about
Advertising
to be
held rect
at MailCleveland
nextAss'n
week.
S.
"Back in Circulation" finBarret McCormick has a display $15,500 ishedand
the first seven days with apentered.
proximately $20,000.
"The Good Earth" got about $45,000
Miriam Hopkins is being talked in the first week at the Capitol and
about — but seriously — for the lead finished the second week with $10,000
less. The picture is now in its third
in "Wine of Choice," S. N. Behr"Lost Horizon" in its second
man's new play which the Theatre week.
stanza at the Music Hall at pop
Guild will produce.
prices closed Wednesday with $70,000.
•
"Love Takes Flight" at the Criterion
Ed Harrison, a reporter for The
garnered
about $6,000, while "Outlaws
Film Daily for the past four years, of the Orient"
got $7,500 with the
Carnival
of Champions on the same
has resigned. He expects to begin a
bill.
new association in the publication field
in the near future.
The Globe, on its second week of
"Something
to Sing About," took in
close
to $9,000.
Monroe Greenthal is back from
a quick trip to the coast, where he
viewed forthcoming U. A. films. New British Reel to
George J. Schaefer remained in HolBe Released Monday
lywood.
•
London, Oct. 7.— The National
Herbert J. Ociis, Warners western News, new newsreel, will release its
and southern sales manager, is in first issue on Monday. Included will
Dallas. He is en route to the coast be 100 feet of news in color and a
cartoon news sequence. There will be
for conferences.
•
300 feet of a sequence called "Behind
which will be an inBorrah Minevitch, Ricardo Cor- the Headlines,"
terpretive feature. The total length
tez and H. Levy, the latter with
Warners, left for the coast yesterday of the reel will be 1,200 feet.
The price for the reel will be the
by plane via American Airlines.
same as for the standard reel running
700 to 800 feet. Negotiations are being concluded for American contacts
Joe Valentine, cameraman, has returned to Universal to photograph on the reel. There are understood to
Deanna Durbin in "Mad About be some contracts closed for the reel
with the Odeon circuit, but no statement has been issued relative to a
Wallace Ford arrives soon now to reported tieup with Odeon.
Music."
pear in a local stage version of "Of
Healy -Ginsberg Agree
Mice and Men." He is now in Hollywood.
Ted Healy and Benedict Ginsburg
•
adjusted their differences over the
Arthur Sachson, president of the $1,750 claim against the equity reWarner Club, will be tendered an inceiver of the Roxy Theatre in the
augural dinner tomorrow at the Cafe U. S. District Court yesterday by
Royale.
filing a stipulation allowing Healy
•
$500 and Ginsburg $1,250. Federal
Ira Cohn, Pittsburgh manager for Judge Francis G. Caffey approved the
20th Century-Fox, will arrive today settlement. Healy assigned his claim
for conferences with Bill Sussman.
to Ginsburg in 1933, but filed an ob•
jection to the assignment two years
later.
Pete Harrison, publisher of HarNathan Sachs, administrator of the
rison's Reports, will leave for the
estate of Louis M. Sagal, filed a peticoast today via TWA.
tion yesterday for an allowance of
•
Ed Reek is down with a cold he $1,200 in the Roxy reorganization.
Sagal acted as appraiser when the
acquired while fishing with Lew Roxy bondholders committee applied
Lehr last weekend.
for a reconstruction finance mortgage
•
in 1935.
Lee Patrick came by plane for the
Clarence Bonynge, shorthand reporter at the hearing, asked for
premiere of "Stage• Door" yesterday.

Personal

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Foresee
By

CEA

Sharp

Fight

on KRS

Move

London, Oct. 7. — Sharp retaliation
on the part of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n is expected to follow
the decision yesterday of the Kinematograph Renters' Society (distributors), limiting program lengths in film
rental contracts.
The decision is understood here to
imply the abolition of all flat rental
bookings on "A" features. Most seriously affected by the move will be
the circuits, which run big bills. In
some informed quarters the move is
interpreted as a blow in advance of
the anticipated C.E.A. agitation for
lower rentals. The expected exhibitor retaliation may take the form of
a concerted movement to discontinue
business with the weaker distributors
in an attempt to force dissension
within the ranks of the K.R.S.
Arthur

Loew

to Tour

Southern Hemisphere
Arthur Loew, vice-president of
Loew's and in charge of the foreign
activities for the company, will leave
about Jan. 1 for a tour of South
America, South Africa, India and
probably Australia.
Loew's already has three theatres
in Australia and will open a fourth in
a few weeks, according to Loew.
Sam Burger, traveling representative, is now in Johannesburg, South
.A.frica, and will remain there for a
few weeks.
F, P. Canadian

and

Unions Reach Terms
Vancouver, Oct. 7.— Famous Players and the projectionists' union today
reached a three-year agreement
whereby the projectionists will receive a salary increase of five per
cent this year and an additional five
per cent for the next two years.
Independent houses are still dark
way.
pending the outcome of the Government's inquiry which is now under
Chicago Union Accepts Pact
Chicago, Oct. 7.— Members of operators union at a general meeting
today ratified the wage contract which
gives them a five per cent increase,
effective as of October 1.
Franklin Bugold, operator in the
Harvey theatre, was slugged by an
unknown man today. Police fear the
slugging was the result of Bugold's
refusal
to Laird
join the
operators'
union.
Lt.
Lester
of the
County Police
is investigating.
Shubert

W. B. Producer

_ Hollywood, Oct. 7.— Warners have
signed as an associate producer Milton Shubert of the play-producing
family of Shuberts. He will come to
the coast around the first of the year.
Shubert's new contract will not prevent his production of four legitimate
plays which he has planned for the
New York boards this fall.

Fernand Gravet has left for the
coast and work at the Warner studios. $5,063.
Brian Aherne Pancakes
•
Pettijohn for SMPE
Philadelphia, Oct. 7. — Brian
James Mulvey and Ben Washer Aherne, flying his own plane to New
Charles C. Pettijohn, general counhave returned from the coast.
York, successfully negotiated a sudsel of the M. P. P. D. A., will ad- '
•
den landing on a suburban field at dress the semi-annual banquet of the
Leland Hayward will take a plane Media near here when darkness pre- Society of M. P. Engineers at the
Hotel Pennsylvania on Oct. 13,
to Hollywood today.
vented his locating the airport.
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(.Continued from page 1)
vass our friends in an experimental
way. The newspapers publicized the
move and then we found that the idea

Mussolini

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 8
(20th Century-Fox)
The combination o£ President
Roosevelt's speech in Chicago on violation of peace treaties and the opening game in the World Series are
highlights that give this real distinction. The President's talk is a dramatic indictment against war and runs
about five minutes. The fifth and
sixth innings with the Giants scoring in the fifth and the Yankees clouting seven runs in the sixth stanza
takes up two and a half minutes.
Following the President's denunare scenes
of Japan's
attack onciation aof war
Chinese
city from
the air.
Lowell Thomas, the commentator,
says these are the first air pictures
taken of Japanese bombings. They
are vivid shots, well photographed.
Society at the last horse show of
the season at Piping Rock Club on

had national implications," Siegel
said. "Letters started to pour in
from Los Angeles, Kansas City, Boston and several towns in Virginia
commending us on the formation of
the Anti Movie Double-Feature
League of America.
"We now have 65 chapters and we
hope to have a representative group
in each of the 48 states," he said.
Clay later told Motion Picture
Daily that the Franklin at Nutley is
continuing double-feature programs
and if the practice is not stopped
pickets will be posted, not only at
this house, but at many other theatres
throughout the country. Clay stated,
Long Island, and Lew Lehr's newshowever, that he has been successful ette
of a man whose hobby is to decorate his home with notions made of
in getting the management of the
theatre to put on a trailer asking for mirrors complete the subject.
the reaction of matrons.
Running time, 9J4 mins.
O.
Herbert Marshall Apprehensive
Herbert Marshall and Jean Muir News of the Day
preceded Siegel. Both apparently had Vol. 9. No. 206
been tipped off to what was coming {M-G-M)
and bemoaned their fate in the event
President Roosevelt's surprise
speech in Chicago uses up most of
such a move came to pass.
the
footage in this issue. Clever
Other guests included Lee Patrick,
montage and the insertion of a map
RKO player
Peggy
O'Donnell,
appears
in ;the
screen
versionwhoof and scenes of Chinese strife are used

for action by William Green of the
A. F. of L., followed by the sarcastic
retort of John Lewis of C.LO. The
highlights
of are
the recorded,
President's
speech
on
aggression
as spoken
in Chicago, and the first game of the
World Series, with that devastating
Yankee attack in the sixth inning amply filmed. time, 9 mins.
Running

A.

Pathe News
Vol. 9, No. 23
(RKU )
Some shots of the Bronx sluggers
in action in the first game of the
World Series are outstanding in this
release, primarily, however, because
of the passive material surrounding
them. The only other straight news
clip is that of President Roosevelt
making his significant foreign policy
talk in Chicago. The latter subject,
however, is without distinction save
for the President's words themselves.
Three other subjects complete the
reel. One is of Bruno Mussolini taking off in a plane and with shots of
Madrid added. Obviously stock material included because of recent news
reports that II Duce's son is now
flying in Spain. Another is a record
Idaho cattle roundup and the last a
lecture in fashion economy for women.
Running time, 8 mins.
K.

Universal Newsreel
Vol. 9. No. 604
"Stage Door" ; Gene and Kathleen to supplement the chief executive's (Universal)
Charles Ford, editor of Universal
Lockhart of "Virginia" ; Ted Ham- talk. Japanese bombing planes in action over China follow ; exciting rodeo
merstein, and Valentina Darde,
News,
has introduced an extraoractivity in Bakersfield, Cal., and the
songstress.
dinarily effective dramatic technique
reel
closes
with
shots
of
the
scoring
Paul Lazarus, Jr., presided in the
illustrating Presidait Roosevelt's
absence of Ralph Rolan, who is out plays in the opening game of the in
on international relaof town.
World Series. With only four topics, Chicagotions. Ittalk
serves the double purpose of
Douglas MacLean, former Grand the issue makes the grade.
introducing a variety of war scenes
National producer, also took the floor
Running time, lOyi mins.
P. from Spain, Ethiopia and China and,
and started kidding Arthur W. Eddy,
in effect, using the President as a
who today leaves for the coast to join
commentator. At the same time, it
Paramount
News
adds effectiveness to the address.
the Warner publicity department. He
then reminisced on his experience at No. 19
When the President says : "We desire
a radio broadcast some time ago when (Paramount)
peace" the crowd is shown applauding.
Marshall was master of ceremonies.
An entertaining, although not par- As his remarks turn to civil war,
ticularly newsworthy sequence is in- Spaniards are shown running for
troduced in this issue of the Para- cover with machine guns. When he
mount reel, with flashes from the refers to unwarranted invasions with^XPH
newsreel of 10 years ago, including
out a declaration of war, Japanese
ESS
amusing shots of airplane-building at- troops are shown in action with some
tempts of 1927.
of the horrible details of human deNews flashes effectively show Jap- struction.
anese forces working their way
The rest of the reel is made up of
through the dilTicult terrain of north shots of the Giants' lone run in the
China, the arrest and return to New first World Series game, and the destructive Yankee attack in the sixth
York from California of Max Silverman, wanted labor racketeer, and the
inning that wrecked the Giants' hopes.
Salmon tagging in the Columbia
preparation of the once-great Leviathan for the hammers of the scrap River isn't news, but it's lively and
heap, made more interesting with photographed with attention to detail.
flashes of the big ship as a liner and A rodeo at Bakersfield is pretty much
a troop transport during the war.
like all rodeos, but kids and cowboy
Effectively i^ the C.LO.-A.F. of L. enthusiasts will like it.
battle portrayed, with the violent call
Running time, 9 mins.
J.
Revamping
of M-G-M
Music Firms Is Set
{Continved from page 1)
the last 15 of which have been as
general manager, was named general
manager of the Feist company. The
latter firm, in effect, is made an
autonomous organization for its exclusive Metro connection, rather than
being an adjunct of the publishing

trio, as heretofore. The Feist firm,
however, will continue to partipicate
in the publishing work done by the
three for other film companies, as it
has in the past.
The Robbins-Feist-Miller companies
publish for 20th Century-Fox, RKO,
Universal, Sol Lesser and Walter
Wanger, among others. The publishing work for these, will continue to be
divided among the three firms,
whereas Robbins and Miller no longer
participate in the M-G-M publishing.

New

York;

Sailing

Soon

{Continued from page 1)
as bodyguard. The immediate general
belief was that the Roach deal in
RAM was off.
The Roach studios yesterday said
that Mussolini's departure was by no
means unexpected and that the dictator's son would consume some time for
his trip across country visiting important American cities. The Roach executive said Mussolini had only intended staying two weeks, anyway.
Thenot executive
"Roach
does
know whendeclared,
he will be
able
to leave for Italy to wrap up the loose

ends
of the deal
for RAM."
A United
Airlines
executive on the
coast said that Mussolini was bound
for New York, without stopovers.
En route to New York, interviewed
yesterday in Salt Lake City and Chicago, he denied that the deal was off,
and likewise denied that his father
had ordered him home. Leaving San
Francisco, he was quoted as saying
he planned a sightseeing trip. He declared he had had no communication
with his father since his arrival.
Universal, News of the Day and
Paramount News men were not permitted to shoot the landing of the
plane which bore Mussolini from the
coast at Newark Airport yesterday.
Ordered off the field, they took a
stand on the "apron" and refused to
budge until the police ordered them
off. They then planted their cameras
outside the field and shot from that
angle, which permitted a scene of the
plane as it taxied in.
Roach Says Suit I^acks Merit |
On the coast yesterday. Roach
commented on the Senise suit in this
fashion : "The suit has absolutely no
merit. From the standpoint of law
how can damages be claimed when
no deal was made?" Roach indicated
that he would defend the ' suit if it
should come to trial, but he expressed
doubt that it ever will.
The suit, against Roach, his studio
corporation, M-G-M, two John Doe
corporations and two John Does,
seeks ^30,000 as the alleged share due
Dr. Senise on the RAM deal. Senise charged he introduced Roach to
the Italian situation and that he is
being eliminated from the deal. He
clainies he entered into a contract with
Roach by which he was to get onefifth of any profits made by Roach
and also provided that Roach get 35
per cent of any profit of pictures if
Senise negotiated a production deal.
Young Mussolini is expected to sail
from New York on the Rex on
Oct. 16.
Abe Olman, former general sucager of Feist, whom Bregman succeeds, replaces the latter as general
manager of Robbins. Chester Cohn,
general professional manager at Feist,
continues in that post with the added
duties of assistant to Bregman.
The Feist and Miller firms are
owned by Robbins Music Corp., which
in turn is 51 per cent owned by
Loew's. Bregman will continue to
retainbins his
firm. stock holdings in_ the Rob-
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(Continued from page 1)
per cent of the total of the three
groups.
Clark Gable led the actors with
6,096, or 10.6 per cent of the total
questionnaires answered, followed by
Robert Taylor and William Powell.
Myrna Loy led the actresses with
6,209, or 10.8 per cent of the total,
with Loretta Young and Claudette
Colbert as runners-up.
Shirley Temple maintained her lead
from the start with a final count of
19,528, or 33.9 per cent of the total.
Jane Withers and Freddie Bartholomew were second and third.
The poll is regarded as important
to the industry at large because 57,599
ballots were cast. St. Louis, being an
important key center and the vote being so extensive, it is believed that
this may represent a cross-section of
opinion over a widespread mid-continent area. The balloting was conducted in cooperation with the St.
Louis Star-Times.
About 310,000 questionnaires were
distributed to patrons of four centrally
located first runs and 27 neighborhood
houses during the 10-day period froin
Sept. 17 through Sept. 26.
Questions Varied
Patrons were asked to fill in the
name of their favorite actor, actress
and child star, and this was followed
by a list of eight types of features and
eight types of shorts on which first,
second and third choices were permitted. Features listed were melodrama, historical, comedy, war, musical comedy, love romance, detective
mystery and gangster pictures with
musical comedies, the winner. Short
subjects covered cartoons, which won
by a huge margin, travel, industries,
animal life, musical, sports, science
and newsreels. The stage show questions and double feature preferences
followed on the ballots. There was
also included a classification of age
and sex groups.
Ballot boxes were provided in theatres, but 3,500 ballots were returned
by mail. It was the first poll of its
kind here and 19 per cent of the ballots were filled in.
The final lists carry 320 actors'
names, 289 actresses and 111 child
stars. Of the 320 actors, 21 each
polled one per cent or more of the
total questionnaires ; 21 of the actresses were in this bracket and nine
of the child stars appeared on one per
cent or more of the total replies.

St. Louis, Oct. 7.— It was 69 per cent for two features against 31 per cent
for one feature with shorts in the Star-Times-F . & M. poll, the summary
of the final count reveals.
Answers on this question were turned in by 85 per cent of patrons attending
first run theatres and by 80 per cent of those who patronize the F. & M.
neighborhood theatres. This is how it breaks down :
First Run
%
Neighborhood
%
Combined %
For two features
14,553 i'J 18,19S 7S
32,751 09
One with shorts
y,91b 41
4,990 22
14,906 31
24,469
23,188
47,657
A compilation of the total questionnaires carrying the name ot some star
in each group shows actors registered strongest m appeal with child stars
next and actresses third. The tollowing figures are tne totals polled by all
names m each group.
Percentage
of I otal
First Run Neighborhood Combined
Actors
25,814 2o,2U5 52,019
Actresses
:
24,579 24,880 49,459
9.03
Child Stars
25,854 24,899 50,753
85.9
88.1 in
The
percentage
figure
serves
as
an
index
of
the
fans'
relative
interest
the groups. Actors were first with 90 per cent, child stars second with 88
per cent and actresses third with 86 per cent. The 10 leading actors polled
51.5 per cent of the total questionnaires :
Percentage
of Total
First Run Neighborhood Combined
Clark Gable
\
3,016
Robert Taylor
2,lo6
3,080
2,458
William Powell
2,346
6,0%
985
Paul Muni
1,725
l,6<i6
Spencer Tracy
1,305
4,624
2,710
iyrone Power
1,242
4,032
1,331
Dick Powell
080
2,243
2,636
841
Gary Cooper
988
1,001
1,502
Errol Flynn
665
2,182
Fredric March
939
1,716
1,829
1,051
6j4
51.5
1,573
While both first run and neighborhood audiences pick Clark Gable as
first choice, the order of selection changes on all of the others.
The first 10 actresses polled 47.9 per cent of the total questionnaires :
Percentage
First Run Neighborhood Combined
of Total
10.8
4.7
Myrna Loy
3,502
Loretta Young
2,160
2,707
6,209
4.9
Claudette Colbert . .•
1,478
Ginger Rogers
891
3,685
1,357
1,892
7.0
4.6
Alice Faye
1,144
2,835
4,052
3.3
Kay Francis
fc55
1,794
1,512
927
1,067
Barbara Stanwyck
984
2,636
839
820
1,922
Joan Crawford
1,069
3.2
752
Jeanette McDonald
1,102
3.3
2.8
1,908
Janet Gaynor
816
1,911
1.854
1,636
47.9
The 10 leading child stars polled 84.8 per cent of the total questionnaires
3.3
returned :
■ 4,839
Percentage
First Run Neighborhood Combined
of Total
33.9
19,528
10,169
21.6
12,425
9,359
8.4
Freddie Bartholomew
6,576
6.7
5,849
2,966
1,873
99o
Mickey Rooney . . . ,
2,549
906
686
1,318
Bobby Breen
3,867
2,270
2.4
3,266
845
517
1,592
Sybil Jason
5.7
226
720
Judy Garland
1.2
2.8
307
704
397
1,362
Spanky McFarland
494
280
272
0.9
The Mauch Twins..
1.2
With two exceptions both audiences selected the same features
in 84.8
equal
552
ratio. Neighborhoods' audiences placed comedies ahead of musical comedies
and war pictures ahead of detective mysteries. Both audiences placed gangster
films at the bottom of the list. Actual figures (polled totals) are shown
together with each feature types percentage of the total polled: (Based on
first choice only)
Percentage
Musical comedy
Comedy
Melodrama
Historical
Love romance
Detective mystery
War
Gangster

First Run
Neighborhood Combined
6,110
5,459 11,569
5,129
6,143 11,272
4,171
4,374
8,545
3,782
2,909
6,691
3,227
2,426
5,653
1,096
1,532
2,628
008
1,720
2,328
570
1,039
1,609

Is to

Paramount

(Continued from page 1)
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of Total
20.0
19.5
14.8
11.6
9.8
4.5
4.0
2.8

Flash Previews
"Heidi" — In which the growing up
Shirley Temple offers a perfo
rmance
of consummate artistry in the Johanna
Spyri story of a sentimental child and
her hermit-like old grandfather.
87.0
"Texas Trail" — Hopalong Cassidy
First choice of feature films was indicated on 87 per cent of the total
again rides — this time against some
received.
magnificent scenic backgrounds — to questionnaires
Cartoons were placed first among short subjects by an overwhelming polled
furnish horses for use in the Spanish(Continued on page 7)
American War.
"Forlorn River" — Larry Crabbe,
sought American citizenship, will anout of the water and into a saddle,
Dietrich Avoiding Reich
swer the Hitler regime by avoiding
does well in a Zane Grey western.
the
nation
during her present tour
Hollywood,
Oct.
7.
—
Marlene
These films ivill be reviezt'ed in full
Europe, Paramount stated today.
in a coming issue of Motion Picture Dietrich, condemned by an organ of of
the Nazi Government
for having The actress is now in Italy.
Daily.

Paramount yesterday submitted affidavits in the N. Y. Supreme Court in
answer to the Hayim motion for an
examination before trial of Barney
Balaban, Paramount president.
Both sides submitted their papers
without oral argument to Justice William P. Collins who reserved decision.
The two-year employment contract
with Zukor which was made on April
26 provides for a $3,000 weekly salary with a bonus of seven and a half
per cent on the profits up to $2,500,000
and five per cent on profits above that
figure. The plaintiff seeks to examine
Balaban before trial about the terms,
conditions and compensation of
Zukor's employment between July 1,
1936, and June 15, 1937; the details
of the April 26 contracts, receipts,
expenses and profits relating to film
operation as defined in the contract
from Aug. 1, 1936, to Sept. 23, 1937,
money disbursed to Zukor for that period, capital employed by Paramount
and subsidiaries in the production and
distribution of films under the title
of film operation and information as
to the $2,500,000 allegedly set up on
Dec. 31, 1934, as film reserve and the
alleged crediting of that sum to profits
of 1936
which Zukor's
tion wasonallegedly
computed.compensaComplaint Called Vague
Whitney N. Seymour of the law
firm of Simpson, Thatcher and Bartlett stated in his affidavit that the
complaint was too vague and general.
He pointed out that Zukor's contract
was ing
approved
stockholders'
meetby a vote atofa 3,571,056
to 11,722.
He also charged that "the complaint in
the present action was verified on
June 12, four days before the stockholders' meeting and the action was
commenced on the same day of the
meeting. The verification of the comthe the
stockholders'
ing plaint
showsbefore
that
suit is in meetutter
disregard
of thebeen
stockholders'
wishes
and must have
for some ulterior
purpose. This motion to examine
broadly as to matters not within the
scope of the action must be viewed as
a near attempt to harass the company
in whose interest the suit purports to
be brought.
Para,

Gets

Stay

in

Minnesota
"Strike
(Continued from page
1)
Federal court, therefore, was without
jurisdiction in the case. Paramount's
appeal of this decision was heard by
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at
Philadelphia on Wednesday and decision was reserved by the higher
court.
Conn

Flying

West

Maurice Conn, head ; of Ambassador, will fly to the coast today witli
Ricardo Cortez, to approve the final
script and start production on the
first Frankie Darro-Kane Richmond
film. Conn will return to New York
by plane early next week.
Duhinsky to Build
Kansas City, Oct. 7.— Construction of a new theatre, which will seat
over 1,000 and will cost approximately
$150,000 will be started before Nov.
1 by Dubinsky Brothers in downtown
Leavenworth, Kan.
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for

Control

(Continued from pane 1)
sideration but was not included in the
provisions of the statute.
The bill was written without consulting leaders of the industry who
had wished to cooperate in the framing of any industry measure before
its submission to Parliament.
The fifth stipulation— that calling
for the elimination of double bills
— will work a particular hardship
upon American companies here which
are already considering defense moves,
fearing annulment of the conditions
secured by the last Franco-American
trade agreement. They consider the
situation as most serious since the
projected law would establish practically aseizure of the industry by the
state.
Delay

PICTURE

Decision

on

Dallas Case Appeal
Attorneys for major distribution
companies conferred again yesterday
on interpretations of the recent decision of the U. S. District Court at
Dallas which held that contracts made
with Hoblitzelle theatres regulating
subsequent run admission prices were
in violation of the anti-trust laws.
The attorneys have been unable to
decide whether the court's opinion
referred to general use of the contracts by all distributors or to the
contracts themselves.
Pending the entering of the Government's decree, expected next week,
this point will not be made certain.
It was indicated that if the decree
finds the contracts to have been invalidated by "conspiracy" no appeal
of the decision will be taken. However, ifthe decree holds the contracts,
as such, to be illegal, an appeal is
almost certain to be taken by the distributors, itis believed.
U. A. to Attack Hart Suit
United Artists will ask Federal
Court Tudge John C. Knox to dismiss
the $185,000 suit of William S. Hart
and Mary Hart against them or compel the complaint to be made more
definite in the U. S. District Court
this morning.
The suit is based on the alleged
blockbooking of Hart's 1925 picture.
"Tumbleweeds." which cost $302,000
to produce with a dog picture which
cost only $15,000. Hart is asking for
the return of $185,000 which U.A.
retained as its share of the gross receipts of the picture.

They
Voted
(Coiitimied from page 6)

Clubs

Ziegfeld"

Top

Rank
Film

Hollywood, Oct. 7. — -Mrs. William A. Burk, chairman of the West
total. Selections of the two audiences other than agreeing on cartoons as Coast reviewing committee of the
first choice were radically different as indicated by polled totals of first General Federation of Women's Clubs,
choice only.
Percentage has named the committee's selection
of the 10 best pictures of 1936, rankof Total
First Run Neighborhood Combined
8.9
14,158
ing "The Great Ziegfeld" as the high12,303
26,461
2,659
45.9
est.
2,%8
2.3
Travel
2,547
The others in order are "San Fran2,669
8.1
2,028
cisco," M-G-M ; "Mr. Deeds Goes to
9.0
7.5
5,206
1,994
464
2,161
5,129
4,697
4,325
521
Town,"
Columbia ; "Dodsworth,"
2,331
1.6
457
1,312
Goldwyn-U.A. ; "The Story of Louis
791
1.3
250
Pasteur," Warners ; "Anthony Ad921
503
753
verse," Warners ; "Winterset," RKO ;
"Fury," M-G-M, "Theodora Goes
84.6
First choice of short subjects was indicated on 84.6 per cent of the total
Columbia and "Green Pasquestionnaires returned. The addition of second and third choice votes in Wild," tures,"
Warners.
a combined vote of first, second and third choice changes the ratios in both
Directors chosen as the most outfeatures and shorts. Complete tabulations will be released in the final detailed
standing were Frank Capra, W. S.
report to be issued later.
Van Dyke and John Ford.
Eighty-seven per cent of the total questionnaires carried an expression on
The "bests" in actors, as chosen by
the question of stage shows with films. The detailed totals : (percentage
the committee, are Paul Muni, Walter
figures show percentage of total voting, not total questionnaires.)
Huston and Spencer Tracy ; the
First Run
%
Neighborhood
%
Combined % actresses, Luise Rainer, Irene Dunne
For stage shows
18,271 71
16,363 67
34,634 69 and Gladys George.
Against stage shows
7,515 29
7,929 33
15,444 31
Of those who registered in favor of stage shows with films the following
child players
selected as "bests"
areTheBonita
named these preferences of types of shows :
tholomewGranville,
and Shirley Freddie
Temple. BarFirst Run
Neighborhood Combined
Three Youngsters Chosen
Prominent bands
5,915
3,983
9,898
Singers
1,382
1,609
2,991
Dancers
2,409
2,744
5,153
The designation of "pictures of unusual merit" was given the following
Vaudeville
6,771
6,207
12,978
features, arranged in alphabetical orSince vaudeville is an all-inclusive term, a comparison of the other three
der: "After the Thin Man," "Betypes — bands, singers or dancers — shows a decided preference for bands.
loved Enemy," "The Charge of the
This ties up directly with the choice of musical comedies as the preferred
Light
Brigade," "Craig's Wife,"
feature. Fifty-five per cent of those voting for stage shows, exclusive of "Come and
Get It," "Libeled Lady,"
vaudeville, asked for name bands.
"The Magnificent Obsession," "Mary
A comparison of age groups showed that the majority of first run audiences
Scotland," "Midsummer Night's
was in the two middle groups from 16-25 and 26-40, while in the neighborhood of
Dream," "My Man Godfrey," "Nine
audiences the majority was in the first two groups, from under 16 to 16-25.
Days a Queen," "The Petrified ForTabulations show :
est," "Rose Marie," "Show Boat,"
Men
"Big
Broadcast of 1937," "White
26-40
Under 16
16-25
Over 40 Angel," "The Road to Glory," "The
Devil Is a Sissy," "Three Smart
First Run
11,744
Girls," "These Three," "The Trail of
Neighborhood
13,722
5,574
3,481
- 54
Combined
25,466
1,044
1,643
3,483
2,713
the Lonesome Pine," "Under Two
12,317
1,829
5,124
785
6,743
Flags," "Valiant Is the Word for
6,196
Women
Carrie," "The Plainsman" and "The
-f- Vs- 5
Under 16
16-25
26-40
Over 40
First Run
14,811
- 5
19J4
2,333
6,784
4,032 1,662
Gay
Desperado."
Neighborhood
11,492
3,116
5,106
2,337
933
Combined
26,303
5,449 11,890
6,369 2,595
- 54
854
Wall 19J4
1854Street
In tabulating age and sex groups only those questionnaires on which both
8/2 16754
sex and age group were given were tabulated.
7m167^
-1- Vs
"U" Has High Board Rise
Net -1- Vs
Prize Offered for
G. N. Plans Annual
s% 705i
High Low
1654 + 54
18754 Change
18 Close
69V2 105%
''Frolics" Musical
Memorial
to Rogers Cons.
eVs 10554
1754
15/8
Col ... Open
192^ 1554
2
2SVs
Cons.,
pfd.
SVi
Grand National will produce a
Oklahoaia City, Oct. 7.— A $250
m
170
168
"Campus Frolic" musical every year, prize has been offered by the Will E. K
16110% 161I6/2 161
- 5
K.-A.-O.,
E.
K.,
pfd..
161
Rogers
Memorial
Commission
for
the
according to Edward L. Alperson,
85/2.
3
1
4
design for an Indian Museum at G. T. E. .. I814
president. David Diamond will pro- best
Claremore to be erected in memory
pfd. ssyi
-t- 54
duce the first, "Campus Frolics of of the humorist. The competition Loew's
70
Loew's, pfd.l05f^
1938," with Evelyn Daw and James
3354
Newill in the cast. The balance of will be open to all Oklahomans, and Para. 165^ 34
3H
15
Para. 2 pfd.
15
the cast will be completed upon the designs must be submitted by Nov. 1. Pathe
23
, , 7M
354
, , 57/if
return of Alperson to the coast They will be considered by the full RKO
85
20th
Fox
..
2854
85
commission
at
a
meeting
to
be
called
28
28
shortly. The script has already been
34
Univ.,
worked out by Davidson and Clarence by Gen. Roy Hoffman, chairman.
W, B.pfd.. 34
lOVs
+3V2
10
10
Marks.
A plan to make the Will Rogers
ranch near '^ologah a state park will
Curb Up Fractionally
Close Change
be presented soon to the State Park
G. N. Closes India Deal
High Low 34
Grand National has closed a deal Commission, according to J. B. Wise
2
2
2
G. N
2
Net
Oologah, Okla. He had received Sentry
with Chandhri Film Service, with of- of
Open5^
H
fices in Lahore, Bombay and Calcutta a letter from Mrs. Rogers assuring Sonotone . . 1?4
m
m
m
Tech. -Lux
,
23^
3fi 24
for the distribution of its product in the Oologah committee her coopera- Trans
tion in the plan, he said.
those territories.
4
4
4
Univ
4

Warner Action Postponed
Federal Court Judge John C. Knox
yesterday granted the motion of Warners to postpone the trial of the infringement suit of the Beekman Film
"Girl Said No" to Globe
Corp. against them until the testimony
"The
Girl Said No" will open at
of Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, can be taken in the Globe, Oct. 16, following "SomeCalifornia. The plaintiff claims that
thing to Sing About."
its picture, "This is America," was
infringed upon in "The Yanks Are World Has 'Men of Ships'
World Pictures Corp. has acquired
Coming." A permanent injunction,
damages and an accounting of the the international rights to "Men_ of
profits is asked.
Ships," produced by Irving Browning.

Cockrill Takes House
Denver, Oct. 7.— Dave Cockrill has
added the Washington Park to his
string, giving him four theatres. The
house has been closed for remodeling
and redecorating and will be reopened
as the Park. Cockrill has appointed
Paul Snoddy, cashier at the Denham,
as manager.

Warner Bonds Vf.Gain

Net
His^h Low Close Change
Keith B. F. 6s '46 9554 955^ 9554
Loew's
.....98%
9854 985i —54
Paramount Pict.
6s '55
9954 9954 9954
Paramount
83 83
Warner Bros.'476s . . 83
'39 wd
85
8354 85 -|-154+ 'A
(Quotations at close of Oct. 7)
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Air

Personals^

LAMMOT DU PONT, president
of the company which sponsors
"Cavalcade," will be heard over CBS
Oct. 13. . . . Thomas Beck, 20th Century-Fox player who is vacationing
in New York, will be the guest of
George Hobbs on the WHN "Movie
Club" Friday night. . . .Phil Spitalny's
all-girl orchestra will make a week's
Stanley in Pittsappearance at the
burgh, beginning Oct. 15. . . . Guy
Lombardo will receive Radio Stars'
monthly award for "distinguished service to radio" this month. . . . Glenn
Hunter and Blanche Ring will appear
n Brown's "All-Star"
on Chamb
WMCA Monday night. . . .
overerlai
revue
John Barrymore will guest appear on
the "Seein' Stars" program Sunday,
along with Pandro Berman. . . .
WMCA Puts on School Programs
WMCA is inaugurating a special
service to New York City schools by
broadcasting programs of interest to
students of civics and modern history.
Details of the programs are furnished
to teachers and arrangements^ are being made for group listening and
classroom discussion. The programs
to date include "Municipal and State
Legislature," "Operation of the Federal Government," "The Editor
Speaks."
Knox to Begin New

Series

and
theof"Globetro
Knox,
WINS, tter,"
nowJaynews
editor
will begin
a new four-time-daily news series
over that station Oct. 11. Each will
be for 15-minutes, and the listings
and times are as follows : "Morning
News" at 9:45 A. M. ; "News From a
Woman's Angle" at 12:15 P. M. ;
"Afternoon News" at 3:15 P. M.,
and "Editorial Page" at 6:30 P. M.
Colgate Adds Eight Stations
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet has ordered
eight additional stations for its current
CBS program featuring Myrt &
Marge. The addition will give the
program an outlet of 65 stations, one
of the largest ever reserved for a
morning script program. Benton &
Bowles is the agency.

To Release "Death Stalks"
Star Radio Programs, Inc., is preparing to release generally the complete 26 scripts of its new feature
"Death Stalks the Honeymoon." Station orders received before the series
was finished are now being filled.
WNEW Adds Four Operators
J. Weiner, chief engineer of
WNEW, has added four new men to
the station's list of panel board operators. The newcomers are : Walter
Swensen, George Shoemaker, William
Elliott and Color Southern.
Colin CBS Director
Ralph F. Colin, general counsel of
the Columbia Broadcasting System,
Inc., has been elected a director of the
corporation, and S. R. Dean, CBS
comptroller, has been elected assistant
treasurer.

"Skolsky in Hollywood"
Bad delivery vies with excellent
material on the "Skolsky/ in Hollywood" series, but the diminutive columnist, now turned aircaster, scores
despite a decided voice handicap.
Skolsky's radio stint follows much
the same pattern of his erstwhile
newspaper column — movie boners, reviews, chatter about the players, and
amusing observations grouped under
the now well known line — "but don't
get
love Hollywood."
It ismeforwrong,
more Ireasons
that these,
however, that Skolsky is in a sort of
class by himself as a cinema sage.
Whereas most Hollywood commentators look upon the city and its
denizens with a jaundiced eye,
Skolsky's observations are obviously
delivered with tongue-in-cheek and
are entirely free from rancour. He
debunks gently, not with a club, yet
surprisingly enough his method is the
more devastating of the two.
Skolsky spoke at great length about
Vittorio Mussolini's attempt at picture producing, and told of the harrassment II Duce's son has been subjected to by anti-Nazi and antiFascist groups in Hollywood since his
arrival there.
The less said about his delivery,
however, the better for him. But
don't get me wrong — "I like

CBS

and NBC
In AFM
Accord

CBS and NBC
have
reached an accord with the
A. F. of M. for an agreement governing the number
of musicians to be employed
by the network key stations
in cities such as New York,
Chicago, and Los Angeles.
The details of the agreement
have not been made available
to date.
Joseph N. Weber, A. F. of
M. president, is now in Denver attending the A. F. of
L. convention. While there
he will meet with the broadcasters of that region, it is
believed.

Alan-Scott— "This and Thaf
Philadelphia, Oct. 7. — Alan Scott
is
quite
figurein the
along
radio
rowa and,
past,Philadelphia's
has tangled
with city officials regarding his air
remarks. At the show caught, which
was his second for Gulf Oil, in the
main he lived up to his reputation as
a news commentator with a truly different style. He uses, and very efthe "You and And
Me" when
attitude
toward hisfectively,listeners.
he
Bromo-Seltzer sponsors the pro- sticks close to home in his subject
Skolsky."
gram, Wednesdays from 8 :30 to 9 matter, Scott is at his best. He has
P. M. over the NBC-Blue. J. Wal- a tendency to go slightly overboard
ter Thompson is the agency.
when he tackles foreign and international topics. His voice is of the
better microphone variety, the result
of
a five year stretch as a radio an"Hobby Lobby"
nouncer.
Dave Elman's "Hobby Lobby," developed as a sustaining series over
During the
lastPhiladelphia
night's broadcast,
he
discussed
grand jury
WOR and now presented under Hudson Motor Car Co. sponsorship over vice probe and then handled F.D.R.'s
the CBS network plus WpR, is one "aggressor nation" speech. He was
of the more enjoyable air features. speaking in front of 500 Gulf dealers,
Reviewed in Motion Picture Daily gathered at a midtown hotel for a bit
when it began over WOR, it was of agency palaver.
Scott tied a bit of commercial spiel
stated then that the program should
into
his script, while announcer Ver
quickly win for itself a sponsor, a
non Crawford did the closing com
prediction now fulfilled.
mercial.
It stressed Gulf dealers
The series features people who courteous and efficient service, but the
pursue unusual hobbies. Those who copy was not too smartly written.
lobbied for their hobbies on the openListeners in these parts consider
ing sponsored show included a gentle- Scott the top news commentator — and
man from California who raises and
breeds angle worms ; Prof. Charles from a local angle that includes Boake
C. Weidemann, Ohio State University Carter.
Presented Monday through Friday
mathematics instructor who makes over WFIL at 10:30 to 10:45 P.M
home-made musical instruments out
of such things as peanut shells, glass, The agency is Young and Rubicam.B
wood, the rib bones of fossiled animals, turkey drum sticks : Edwin M.
Lever Bros. Plan New Series
Hydemann, a retired New York
Hollywood, Oct. 7.— Edward G.
business man whose hobby is to pro- Robinson and Claire Trevor have
vide entertainment for underprivileged children, and several others been signed by Lever Bros, for a new
whose hobby avocations are more series to begin over CBS Oct. 19
than surprising. Admiral Richard E. The program title has not been
Byrd was the puest of honor and he selected as yet. The series will be
heard Tuesdays from 8 to 8 :30 P. M.
hobby-lobbied for World Peace.
Ruthrauf¥ & Ryan is the agency. The
"Hobby Lobby," unless all indica- new program will give Lever Bros, a
tions fail, is headed for a long and
hour's time Tuesdays on CBS
enjoyable stay on the network. Harry full
the same company sponsoring the Al
Salter's orchestra provides the music. Jolson series from 8:30 to 9 P. M.
The Salter combination, in our estimation, isone of the best in radio.
Darnell Goes to WNEW
The series is presented WednesBill
Darnell, formerly of WTAM,
days from 7:15 to 7:45 P. M. on
CBS, and from 10:30 to 11 P. M. on Cleveland, has been engaged as soloist
WOR. Hudson Motor Car Co. spon on the new WNEW screen program
sors, through Brooke, Smith, French "Sound Track." Darnell, baritone, is
& Dorrance.
Banner.
heard each weekday afternoon.

A

Union

Active

Drive

in Oklahoma

Oklahoma City, Oct. 7.— A di-ive
by
the toAmerican
Telegraphers'
Ass'n
unionize Radio
the communications
ndustry in Oklahoma from three
directions, broadcasting stations, telecompanies
and aviation
wireess, hasgraph
been
instituted
here.
The A.R.T.A., a C.I.O. affiliate,
has made demands for a contract with
KFXR here, and Joseph Harris,
union organizer directing the drive,
said that the 13 state broadcasting
stations are organized practically 100
Reports
that the A.R.T.A. had made
per
cent. for
demands
a contract of KFXR
were confirmed by the organizer, but
he refused to reveal whether negotiations are in progress with other stations. Ithas been reported here, however, that KOMA and WBBZ, Ponca
City, have signed. No confirmation of
this report is available.
Shiver

Goes

to CBS

As Agent in Europe
William L. Shirer, foreign correspondent for Universal News Service,
has resigned his newspaper position
to become Central European representative for CBS. Shirer will made his
headquarters in Vienna, and will operate under the direction of Edward
R. Mororw, CBS European director.
Shirer has been with Universal
News Service since 1933. Prior to
that he was correspondent for the
Chicago Tribune in various European
capitals.
"Mr. Keen, Tracer" New Series
"Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons," is the novel title of a new
dramatic serial which will be presented over the NBC-Blue every
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M., beginning
Oct. 12.
The series will be offered under
sponsorship of the American Home
Products Corp., through BlackettSample-Hummert. Air Features,
Inc., will produce.
F. & F. to Have New Series
F. and F. Coughdrops will sponsor
a new script series titled "Jennie
Peabody" over CBS starting Oct. 18.
The programs will be offered Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from
3:30 to 3:45 P. M., over 41 stations
of
the network.
Blackett-SampleHummert
is the agency.
Herb Morrison to WOR
Herb Morrison, WLS, Chicago announcer who won air fame by making
an on-the-scene transcription of the
explosion of the Hindenberg, has resigned to join the announcing staff
of WOR in New York. He will begin his new duties Monday.
C. J. Schuepbach to Marry
Denver, Oct. 7. — C. J. Schuepbach,
of the KLZ sales staff, Denver, and
Catherine Lipske will be married in
St. Louis Oct. 11.
Yasha Davidoff Signed by WOR
Yasha Davidoff, basso, has been
signed for a series of sustaining programs on WOR. He will be heard
Thursdays from 4:30 to 4:45 P. M.
beginning Oct. 14.
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Change

G.B.
For

in

6

Months

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 8. — Paying the halfyear's preference dividend, Gaumont
British made impossible for another
six months any change in the control
of the company by means of preference votes, which only become operative in the event that the dividend is
passed.
half-year
of thethere
payment
On the due
was 'sa
in March
dividend

split in the G. B. directorate, the decision for payment being carried by
the Ostrers against the votes of John
Maxwell, Sidney R. Kent, Dixon
Boardman and O. H. C. Balfour. The
Ostrers and their nominees had five
votes.
Later the legality of the preference
payment was tested in the courts by
the Nordon
Committee
of G. B.
(Continued on paqe 3)
Doyle

Plans

100-Theatre Circuit
London, Sept. 29. — Stuart F. Doyle,
the Australian film executive, on his
arrival here from New York, outlined a "five-year plan" for the creation of a circuit of 100 super-theatres
in key cities of the British Empire.
Such a circuit, he said, was necessary
to put British films on the map, and
he hoped to organize it through a private company.
Doyle also will engage in British
production, he stated, and has selected
his first subject, but he refused to
discuss details, though admitting he
has discussed cooperation with existing British companies.
The Doyle theatre-film center in
Lower Regent St. here will be opened
in the spring of 1938, declared Doyle.
ABP

East

Will

to Meet

SATURDAY,

Korda

Denies

Part

in

KRS
Rental Policy
London, Oct. 8. — Arthur Dent today issued a statement disassociating
Associated British Pictures from the
Kinematograph Renters' Society (distributors) new policy of restricting the
rental by contract of all "A" feature
to percentage deals.
At the same time Dent revealed that
A. B. P. is not a member of the
K. R. S. The membership of Wardour Films lapsed on the absorption
of the company by A. B. P. and the
latter did not join.

Samuel Goldwyn is due from Hollywood about Nov. 1 for conferences
with Alexander Korda on exercising
the options for purchase of the LJ. A.
stock interest of Charles Chaplin,
Marv Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
for $6,000,000.
After a few days here they will
leave for the coast to discuss final details for assuming control of the distributing company. Korda will spend
six weeks in this country. He is expected to be accompanied from England by David Rose, vice-president
and financial adviser for Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.
Goldwyn is planning a day-and-date
opening at the Carthay Circle on the
coast and the Astor on Broadway for
"Hurricane" the early part of the
month. He will attend the local premiere.
Present plans for the Carthay Circle opening call for the construction
of a Tahitian village, which was used
in the picture, and which will be located near the coast theatre.
Korda's departure from London is
indefinite, according to his local office. Preliminary reports have it he
will sail Oct. 16 with Rose and
Maurice Silverstone, head of U. A.
in the United Kingdom. Emanuel Silverstone, American representative for
Korda, has returned from a tour of
kev cities.
Finkelstein

Leaves

Midwest; to Produce
Kansas City, Oct. 8. — Martin Finkelstein, district manager of Fox Midwest theatres in Greater Kansas City,
has resigned to join Ed Shanberg,
formerly district manager, in the
formation of a company that has announced itwill make a picture featuring heavyweight champion Joe Louis.
Shanberg is president, Finkelstein
vice-president. He will go to New
York Oct. 16.
Lon Cox, film buyer for Fox Midwest, and assistant to Elmer C. Rhoden, circuit head, will handle city theatres in addition to his other duties.
Variety Club will hold a farewell
dinner for Finkelstein Oct. 13.
Ruling

OCTOBER

Reserved

on

Penn Censor Appeal
Philadelphia, Oct. 8. — Decision
was reserved by Judge Louis E. Leventhal today on the appeal from the
censor board ruling prohibiting the
public showing of "Spain in Flames."
Since Governor Earle yesterday ordered alifting of the ban on "Spanish
Earth," it is regarded as not improbable that "Spain in Flames" may re( Coutiinicd on pape 3")
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"Dying Duck"
Hollywood, Oct. 8.— A reporter of Motion Picture
Daily who today tried in vain
to elicit from Hal Roach a
statement concerning the
current
of the
"RAM"
deal
withstatus
Vittorio
Mussolini,
approached sentative
a with
Roach
reprethe query,
only to be answered, "Why
bring up a dying duck?"

To

Decides
Unionize

Office

Help

Move Aimed to Forestall
Extensions by CIO

Denver, Oct. 8. — Extension of its
activities to white collar workers, in
opposition to the C.I.O., was decided
Extension Granted
upon today by the A. F. of L. in
In No. Dakota Case convention here.
President William Green has summoned leaders of the A. F. of L.
Bismarck, Oct. 8. — The Federal
court here has granted North Dakota office workers to convene here toofficials an extension of time to Oct.
morrow when plans will be discussed
14 in which to file their answers to for forming a national council and
Paramount's action to enjoin the state eventually an international union.
from enforcing the circuit theatre diUp to the present, the A. F. of L.
vorce measure which was enacted at
has
sponsored only local organizathe last session of the legislature.
tions of office workers.
Sol A. Rosenblatt, former NRA administrator, addressed the convention
Say Films Are Part
and stressed the significance as reOf Interstate Trade
gards labor today. He said the responsibility oflabor was to itself, the
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — More than
200 exhibits which, the Government employer and to the public. He referred to radio by mentioning the 12
claims, show the effects of the indus- weeks' work with Joseph Weber in
try on interstate commerce as well
New York in negotiating an agreeas the employe-employer relationship
ment with radio for musicians.
of writers to producers were offered
Rosenblatt and Weber conferred
today as exhibits in the Screen Writ- for several hours this afternoon, but
(.Continued on page 2)
ers' Guild hearing before the Regional Labor Board petitioning for
an election to determine the collective bargaining agency for film writers. Exhibits included excerpts from Makeup
Men
Pact
Motion Picture Herald and at the
next session will comprise extracts
from Motion Picture Almanac.
Brings 30%
Raise
Hollywood,
Oct.
8.
—
The
makeup
Meeting the opposition from respondent companies, William J. men's local of the I.A.T.S.E. repreWalsh, labor board attorney, asked
sented by William Bioff, west coast
Trial Examiner William Ringer to I.A.T.S.E. head and Vernon Murdock,
recess until Monday to give all coun- business agent, today signed with the
sel the opportunity to examine the producers a contract calling for a 30
exhibits, the materiality of which had per cent increase in salaries, time and
a half for overtime and double time
been questioned.
The recess came when Dr. David on Sundays and holidays.
Under (Continued
the pact, top
Saposs, chief economist of the labor
frontmakeup
page 2) men will
board, took the stand to wind up the
Government's side of the action and
submitted his testimony which was Suit Against Floyd
was based on Federal reports, ConGibbons Dismissed
gressional investigations and trade
Justice
Ferdinand Pecora dismissed
publications.
the $250,000 slander suit of Charles
Locke against Floyd Gibbons in the
No. America Radio
N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday, since
Pact Sought by U. S. Locke had failed to set forth any actual damages in his complaint. JusWashington, Oct. 8.— T. A. M.
tice Pecora ruled that the statements
Craven of the F. C. C. today said the
made by Gibbons were not
Lhiited States delegation to the Inter- allegedly
slanderous in themselves and that a
American radio conference at Hav(Continued on page 4)
ana would seek a general North
American agreement concerning the
allocation of broadcast frequencies, in
addition to a Pan-American agreement on the band between 1,400 and
1,600 kilocycles.
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''Stage Door"

►

opening day,
expected
to "Stage
gross Door"
betweenis
$100,000 and $110,000 for the
first week at the Music Hall.
Approximately 23,000 saw the
picture the first day. At 3 P.
M. yesterday the take was
about $500 better than the
opening day at the same
hour.

ICK, of LarchH G.
RUT
daughter of Ed and
elderHATR
mont,
Mrs. Hatrick, will be married Oct.
Martin Quigley
28 to Gregory C. Draddy of New
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
Rochelle at the Larchmont Avenue
MAURICE KANN, Editor
Church. A reception will follow at
J. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
the Westchester Country Club.
•
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
Harry Goldberg^ Warner theatre
Published daily except Sundays and advertising head, spoke yesterday to completed work in "The Scarlet
holidayspany, Inc.,
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley,
Publishing
Com- the faculty of students of Franklin Pimpernel," will arrive Tuesday on
president.
Colvin
Broun,
vice-president
and and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa., the Aquitania.
treasurer.
Publication
Office:
1270
Sixth
Avenue at Rockefeller Center, New York. Telephone on "The Life of Emile Zola." He also
Margot Grahame is due from the
Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco. New was a speaker at the Millersville
coast shortly. While in town she will
York," All contents copyrighted 1937 by Quigley Teachers' College.
Publishing Company, Inc. Address all correspond•
consider various stage offers.
ence to the
NewMOTIONYork
Office. Other
QuigleyBETTER
publi•
cations:
PICTURE
HERALD,
Tony Martin, who has been linTUEATBES.
TEATRO
AL DIA,
INTERNATIONAIy
MOTION
PICTURE
AiMANAC
and
Joe Breen is planning to return to
gering in town to take in some of the
FAME.
HOLLYWOOD: Postal Union Life Building, World Series games, leaves today for Hollywood Monday.
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall, Manager. the coast to resume work for 20th
Spyros Skouras was in Athens
CHICAGO:
Manager. 624 S. Michigan Ave.. C. B. O'Neill, Century-Fox. His wife, Alice Faye,
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F, is due here next week.
yesterday.
Linz, Representative.
•
AMSTERDAM:
87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap.
Ricardo Cortez finally got away
Representative.
Natalie Kalmus sailed last night
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2, Berlin W. Ho; Joachim
yesterday
for the coast by plane.
K. Rutenberg, Representative.
the Bremen to supervise the color
BUDAPEST:
3 Kiplar-u, Budapest II; ISidre on
direction
of
a
number
of
films
to
be
Hevesi. Representative.
Stan True is due back over the
BUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda ?949; N. Bruski,
Representative.
abroad. The first, "Over the weekend froiii Boston.
COPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther. made
•
Moon," will be made by London Films
Representative.
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Lnszio, in the south of France.
George
Burns
and Gracie Allen
•
Representative.
arrive Mondav from Hollvwood.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square, W, 1; Bruce Allan,
Arthur Driscoll of the law firm
Representative. Cable address, Quigpubco, London.
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Buildings. 191
Collins St. : Cliff Holt, Representative.
of
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, sails
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart, today
on the Santa Rosa for the coast. Allied Asks Support
Representative.
Also sailing on the same ship is W. B.
MONTEVIDEO:
P.
O.
Box
664;
Paul
Bodo,
Representative.
Of Film Legislation
CoKELL,
Paramount
treasurer, and
MOSCOW:
resentative. Petrovski Per 8; Beatrice Stem, Rep- Mrs. COKELL.
Washington,
Oct. 8. — Allied States,
•
PARIS:
29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre, Repin its most recent bulletin from the
resentative.
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf,
Maurice Conn, president of Am- exhibitor organization's headquarters
Representative.
bassador Pictures, has delayed his here, urges all independent exhibitors
RIO DE JANEIRO: Calxa Postal 3558; L. S.
Marinho, Representative.
departure for the coast until today. to give concrete evidence of their supROME:
Via
Lovanio
1;
Vittorio
Malpassutl,
RepHe will return to New York next
resentative.
port for film legislation in the next
SANTIAGO de CHILE: Casilla 13300; A. Weiss- Thursday, he said yesterday.
session of Congress.
mann, Representative.
•
The bulletin suggests that it is the
SHANGHAI: Booms 38-41, Capital Theatre Building, 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler, Representative.
J. Cheever Cowdin and Willaed obligation of every local exhibitor
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar Allberg,
McKay have postponed their depart- leader to ascertain the wishes of indeRepresentative.
pendents relative to such legislation.
TOKYO: 880 Sasazuka, Ichlkawa-shl. Chiba-Ken;
ure from the coast and are not exH. Tomlnaga, Representative.
pected back in New York until the The bulletin queries exhibitors on their
VIENNA: Neustlftgasse, 54 Vienna VII; Hans
wishes in the matter of Congressional
Lorant, Representative.
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1926, middle of next week.
•
action on the Neely-Pettengill bill
at the Post Office at New York City. N. Y., under
Act of March 3. 1879.
prohibiting block booking and blind
Emil
Coleman
and
his
orchestra
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Amerlcu,
selling, the Hobbs resolution for an
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
chartered a special American Airlines investigation
of the industry, and a
plane for Detroit yesterday and to- GufTey Act for the industry.
day will leave for Boston.
Exhibitors are asked if they will
Navy Head Sees Film
•
Washington during the speWashington, Oct. 8.— Secretary of
George Weeks will be tendered a comecialtosession
next month to assist in the
the Navy Claude A. Swanson and testimonial luncheon at the Astor toorganization of a steering committee
Assistant Secretary Charles Edison
day b" the G. B. home office and local and to testify before committees reheaded a large delegation of senior of- exchange
sales force.
garding the need of such legislation.
ficials and officers of the U. S. Navy
•
The bulletin reviews the recent court
Paul Muni will make a personal decisions in Philadelphia and Dallas,
Dep't at one of the opening performances of "Annapolis Salute" at the
Earle tonight, as guests of General appearance Wednesday night at Madi- concerning Paramount and the United
son Square Garden for the fourth an- Ai.P.T.O in Philadelphia, and the U. S.
Zone Manager John J. Payette and
Aianager Charles V. Grimes.
nual production of• "Night of Stars." against the Interstate Circuit in Texas.
The bulletin points out that although
George J. Schaefer, general sales
the
two decisions are favorable "so far
Television for SMPE
manager for U. A., will arrive from as immediate
results are concerned,
the
coast
today.
The Society of M. P. Engineers has
they actually do not shed a great deal
arranged with RCA for two television
Frank C. Walker leaves tomor- of light as regards exhibitor rights."
demonstrations during the S. M. P.
row with Postmaster General Farley
E. convention which opens on Monon
a
trip through the northwest.
Roach, Stan Laurel
day at the Hotel Pennsylvania. The
•
two demonstrations will be held
Sign for Two a Year
Edwin Knopf, M-G-M story ediThursdav evening on the 62nd floor
tor on the coast, plans to return to
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Hal Roach
of the RCA Bldg., with Dr. B. E.
Hollywood the end of next week.
and Stan Laurel today got together
Shackelford of RCA in charge.
•
on a new production deal calling for
Tom Waller of the Paramount Laurel and Oliver Hardy to appear
Jameson Goes Hunting
home office publicity department, left in two pictures per year for two years.
Productions will be made by Roach
Kansas City, Oct. 8.^— Earl Tame- for the coast studios yesterday.
and will not have the designation
son, president of Film Delivery, left
Kansas City today in his own airplane
Arthur A. Lee, G.B. vice-presi- as Stan Laurel Productions. Buddent, returned yesterday by plane
gets will be considerably increased
for Denver, accompanied by two Kansas City friends. They will hunt elk, from Boston.
for the pictures, thus ending the long
•
feud between Roach and Laurel over
bear, and deer around Meeker, Col.,
for a week.
Sophie
Stewart,
who recently business matters.

AFL
To

Decides
Unionize

Office

Help

(Continued from page 1)
both refused to divulge the nature of
the discussion.
Members of the United Office and
Professional Workers of America
have been petitioning employes of all
major companies for the past few
months to join. The organization is
an affiliate of the C. I. O.
Reports from home office indicate
that the white collar union has not
made much progress in lining up
stenographers, clerks and bookkeepers, although there are a number
of employes in each of the eight major
companies who have joined the
U.O.P.W.A.
On July 12 last. Motion Picture
Daily reported that executives of
major companies have been considering plans
forasrecognizing
a "white
collar"
union
soon as negotiations
were completed with locals throughout the country representing "back
room" employes. These unions with
which agreements have been signed
are A. F. of L. members.
Theatre union help employed by
major circuits in all instances are
identified with the I.A.T.S.E., also
affiliated with the A. F. of L. With
the A. F. of L. now taking steps to
extend its sphere to white collar help,
it is likely that if, and when, major
companies decide to recognize a union
for this type of worker negotiations
will be carried on with the William
Green affiliate.

Makeup

Men

Pact

Brings 30%
Raise
(Continued from page 1)
get a minimum of $115 per 60-hour
week. The Class B group, who can
work only on extras, will receive $85
per week ; body makeup women $60
per 54-hour week and hairdressers
$65 per 54-hour week. All hiring will
be done through the
offices a;
weather-permitting
callslocal's
will bring
half-day check if the worker reports
to the studio and then the call is cancelled.
Makeup men making over the minimum wage will get a 10 per cent increase and their overtime pay will be
computed on the raised basis.
B. C. Independents Sign Pact
A'^ancouver, Oct. 8.— Independent
theatres here today agreed to union
demands and projectionists thereby
will receive a salary increase of five
per cent for this year and an additional five per cent for the next two
years. The houses opened again tonight.
Flash

Previews

"Wallaby Jim of the Islands" — An
impressive, Joseph Conrad type of
story of a group of white people in
the South Seas.
"Casta Diva" — -Picturization of incidents in the life of Vincenzo Bellini,
famous Italian composer.
These films will be revieived in full
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.
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Washington
PREVIEW

Months

iContinucd from page 1)
shareholders, the decision going in
favor of the Ostrers.
On the present occasion the dividend payment was unopposed in the
board.
An action by John Maxwell, for
Associated British Pictures, against
the Ostrers is pending. He alleges
that the sale to him of shares in
Metropolis and Bradford Trust, controlling G. B., was obtained by false
pretenses. Maxwell is claiming damages. Stories that the action had been
settled by the return of its money to
A. B. P. have been denied by the
Maxwell interests.
The Financial Times, in a leading
article this morning, launched a sharp
attack on the Gaumont British financial report. Especially criticized was
the absence of a consolidated balance
sheet, which was forced last year by
the stockholders at the annual meeting.
The Financial Times said, "The
company's affairs are far worse than
this time last year, but the board has
persisted in an attempt to satisfy
stockholders with meager details. The
group which uses the methods of dictatorship and presents such a record
of inefficient management, owns directly less than one per cent of the
equity in the company."
Theatres Thought Overvalued
Also attacked was the abandonment
of production by the comnany, and the
suggestion was made that the company's theatres are overvalued. "Suspicion must again arise that the preference dividend was paid in order to
prevent the preference stockholders
from exercising their vote," the article said, and continued, "There is now
a need for active intervention by the
shareholders."
The newspaper declared that the
figure used for theatre depreciation is
insufficient and that a slight increase
would have made the preference dividend unearned. It is expected that
the Nordon group again will move
for adjournment of the annual meeting pending the preparation of a full
balance sheet, and will intensify its
campaign for an investigation by the
Board of Trade.
Ruling

DAILY^

Control
HOLLYWOOD

For

Reserved

on

Penn Censor Appeal
(Continued from pape 1)
ceive similar official treatment. The
board originally disapproved the latter picture in February on the grounds
that it was propagandistic and improper.
No witnesses were called at today's
hearing although Mrs. A. Mitchell
Palmer, chairman of the censor board.
Civil Liberties Union were among
those present.

Club

"Heidi"
{20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — The consummate artistry of the young queen
of the stars, Shirley Temple, is once again amply demonstrated in this
screen adaptation of the well known story, "Heidi," by Johanna Spyri.
It is a simple, sentimental tale of a child and her grandfather, perfectly
suited to the unquestioned talents of Shirley, and the result is made-toorder family entertainment and a holiday for showmen.
Production values are high, including occasional flashes of beautiful
scenic effects in the Tyrolean Alps. The screenplay and direction, the
former by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson, and the latter by Allan
Dwan, are smooth and geared to display the child star to best advantage,
and the supporting cast, headed by Jean Hersholt, is all that could be
required. Arthur Treacher, Helen Westley, Pauline Moore and Sidney
Blackmer are featured.
A pleasing interlude is the little Dutch scene, in which a picture comes
to life and Shirley, surrounded by boys and girls, sings and dances
delightfully. Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell wrote the song, "In
Our Little Wooden Shoes," sung by Shirley.
There are times, perhaps, when the film becomes overly sentimental
and undoubtedly it will draw tears from the eyes of the feminine element
in the audience. But that has never been any obstacle to substantial
attendance.
Shirley is brought to the hermit-like old man who is her grandfather
by an aunt who desires to be rid of her. The child restores Hersholt to
his former place in the hearts of the townspeople and is herself ideally
happy in the mountains. Then the aunt suddenly snatches her away,
virtually selling her to be companion to a crippled girl in the big city
many miles away, while the old man hikes in search of her. The child
is torn between her desire to stay with the girl, her wish to return to
her grandfather and her suffering under the harsh treatment of the housekeeper.
Excitement enters as the grandfather seeks her frantically, the discharged housekeeper tries to sell her to gypsies, and they are all arrested.
Peace comes at last, and happiness is hers again in the mountain cabin.

Running time, 87 minutes. "G."

Avoids

Hart

Suit

Federal Judge John C. Knox, declared himself disqualified from hearing the motion made by United Artists to dismiss the $185,000 suit of
William S. Hart and Mary Hart in
the U. S. District Court yesterday.
Judge Knox declared that he had held
private conversations about the suit
and refused to hear the motion. He
referred the case to Federal Judge
John W. Clancy for hearing on Oct.
19. Hart is suing for the return of
$185,000 which United Artists retained
as its share of the gross receipts of the
Hart picture, "Tumbleweeds" which
was produced in 1925 and distributed
by United Artists.

Nuovo Mondo Assets $48,658
Assets of $48,658 and liabilities of
$23,833 were shown in the schedule
filed by Nuovo Mondo Motion Pictures, Inc., in the U. S. District Court
yesterday in the involuntary bankBook "Spanish Earth"
ruptcy proceedings against the corporation. The assets consist principally
"The Spanish Earth," documentary
film emphasizing the Loyalists' side of of 200 films and prints, although the
the conflict in Spain has been booked originals are owned by an Italian corinto the Europa, Philadelphia and the
poration, identified only by the initials
UNEP.
Secured creditors who hold
Art Cinema, Pittsburgh.

The next luncheon will be Oct. 11,
with Hardie Meakin and Harry S.
Brown the kings.
Carroll H. Dikeman, a local
restaurateur,
has been elected to
membership.
V. F. Calverton, editor of Modern
Monthly,
will beof the
at the Oct.
second luncheon
thespeaker
new season
11 at 1 P. M.
The affair will have Hardie Meakin and Harry S. Brown as kingsfor-a-day. Calverton will take for his
subject "Selling Naziism — the World's
Greatest Advertising Campaign."
Arnspiger to Coast
Dr. V. C. Arnspiger, vice-president
and director of research of Erpi Picture Consultants, Inc., will leave for
the coast today to deliver a series of
talks before the Los Angeles County
Institute, addressing various groups
of school teachers from Oct. 19-23.
Demonstrations will accompany the
talks on the use of the screen in education.
Annabella

Due

Shortly

- 54
—
London, Sept. 29. — Annabella will
sail for New York and Hollywood - -3A
Vi
on Oct. 9 on the N ormandie . She has
been cast opposite William Powell in
"Jean" which will be produced8'X by 20th
Century-Fox.
- ?4
-Wi— M
17H
1754
—
■ v% 5i
Wall Street
19
Vi
films and security for their debts are
WA67Vi
SA Net
Consolidated Film Industries, $6,027 ;
17^ 175/i
Board Shrinkage
Continues
High
Close
UA Change
DeLuxe Laboratories, $2,047; DuArt
7054
6%
7V»
10554
Laboratories, $1,854; Film Service
Low
85
85
10554
27A
20
- '/2
19
163
Laboratories, $841, and National Pre- Cons
Col
19'/,
?
2 10554
2
2
cision Co., $636.
- '/2
954
Cons., pfd.Open
&V2
16S'A 9A
16715^
167
E.
K
166
G. T. E. .. 17J4 2854
Loeb Appeal Is Denied
WA
85
K.A.O.
1145/i
The Appellate Division of the N. Y. Loew pfd. 85
67
70
116
pfd..
10554
Supreme Court yesterday denied John Loew,
Para.
, 16Vs
16
L. Loeb, a stockholder of Columbia Para. I....n6
354 112
27'A
Para.
2....
ISVi
Pictures Corp., permission to appeal to Pathe
, , 7M
l?4
the N. Y. Court of Appeals from an R.K.0
8
554
354
adverse decision dismissing his $201,- 20th Fox .. 2854
2254
600 suit against Columbia Pictures, Univ. pfd.. . . 34
34
33 33
Joe Brandt and Harry and Jack Cohn. W. B
10
.
m
Loeb claimed damages as the result
Fractional Curb Losses
High
of an alleged destruction by the deClose Change
fendants ofthe value of certain options
Low
.
1%
he had been granted to purchase stock. Mono.
G. N
m
m
Net
2
2
2
2m -Vs
The options had been allegedly used Sonotone . Open
m
23
-%
23-4
jointly by the individual defendants
23
3A — Va
and voting trustees and by Columbia. Trans-Lux
His complaint was dismissed on the
Bonds in Decline m - 'A
ground that it failed to state a cause
Net
of action.
High Low Close Change
Keith 6s '46
9554 95
95 —A
Loew 35^s '46
99
99
99
^- 54
Electricians Injured
Para. B'way 3s '55 66'/4 6654 6654 —1
Para. Pict. 6s '55 9954 9954 9954
Two electricians were injured yes- Para. Pict. '47 ... 8254 825^ 8254 — 54
terday when they fell off a ladder W. B. 6s '39
84
84
84 —1
while fixing the Mayfair marquee.
(Quotations at close of Oct. 8)

"Stage Door," ivhich opened Thursday morning at the Radio City Music
Hall, ims previewed by wire from the coast on Sept. 9.
"Life Begins in College," opener at the Roxy yesterday, zvas reviezved by
wire on Sept. 24 from Hollywood.
"This Way Please," noiv current at the Criterion, zvas previewed by wire
from Hollyzvood on Sept. 13.
"High, Wide and Handsome" at the Paramount and "Good Earth" at
the Capitol are holdovers, as is "Back in Circulation" at the Strand.
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," reviezved by wire from the coast Sept. 2, is
scheduled to open this morning at the Rivoli.
Knox

Washington, Oct. 8.— The 1937'38 season of Tent No. 11 got under
way with a luncheon presided over
by Samuel A. Galanty, Alvin
Newmeyer and Tom O'Donnell, as
the kings-for-a-day.
Clark Griffith, president and
owner of the American League baseball club, was presented an honorary
life membership in Variety for his
efforts in the recent boxing show.
The presentation was made by Welfare Committee Chairman Rudolph
Berger,
who also reported on charitable activities.
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TRWIN NATHANSON of Tom
Ipizdale, Inc., which recently bought
Robert Taplinger, Inc., will fly to Chicago today for a business conference
with Tom Fizdale. He will return
Wednesday. . . . Haven MacQuarrie, producer and director of "Do You
Want To Be an Actor?" is en route
to New York to search for Manhattan
screen talent. Rumors that his program
will return persist. . . . Irving Rubine of the Taplinger office finally
cracked the New Yorker. The check
is for one dollar. . . . And he excitedly
informed this department that a Frank
Tisdale had bought the Taplinger
business.
Al Goodman leaves for the coast
Nov. 8 after completing his "Lucky
Strike
Hit Parade"
series. _ M-G-M
and Warners
are negotiating
with
Goodman about a contract. . . . Peter
Kent will open at the Congress Hotel,
Chicago, Oct. 9, with an NBC wire in
the offing. . . . Aileen Stanley will return here abroad the Oueen Mary
Oct. 13.
Work

Is Started

on

WHAM's
New
Unit
Rochester, Oct. 8. — Work has been
started here on a new radiator vertical antenna for WHAM. The new
spire will replace WHAM's present
antenna system and will aid greatly
in the transmission of programs by
cutting down fading and increasing
the station's day and night coverage.
Approximately seven weeks will be
required to complete the undertaking.
Bob

Elliot

PICTURE

Leaves

NBC
for Job at WGY
Bob Elliot, assistant to NBC night
executive John Almonte for the last
five years, is leaving the New York
headquarters to become associated
with the local sales staff at W GY,
NBC's station in Schenectady, Oct. IS.
The move follows Almonte's promotion as assistant to Lohr, NBC
president. Elliot will live in Schenectady.
To Revise "Swingtime"
The Mutual network "Fun in
Swingtime" series starring Tim and
Irene will undergo a revision beginning with the program of Oct. 17, at
Vifhich time a new orchestra and
vocalist will replace the present incumbents. The newcomers will be
D'Artega's orchestra and Hal Gordon, vocalist. The title for the program will also be changed. Charles
Gains of World Broadcasting will
become the new producer.
Industry Program to Return
"The Story of Industry," a series
presented by CBS in cooperation with
the Dep't. of Commerce, will return to
the air Oct. 19. The programs will be
heard Tuesdays from 4:30 to 5 P. M.
Harry R. Daniel again will preside.
Murfree WJSV Announcer
Washington, Oct. 8. — Bill Murfree, formerly of the American Radiator Co., has joined the announcing
staff of WJSV here.

Board
Here

Saturday, October 9, 1937
WNEW

Meeting
Tomorrow

Washington, Oct. 8. — President
John
Elmer ofhasthenotified
National
.A.ss'nand
of
Broadcasters
officers
directors that a meeting of the board
will
16. be_ held in New York Sunday at
10:30 a.m., at the Waldorf-Astoria.
The N.A.B. membership meets Oct.

New
On

Shows
the

Air

Kraft "Music Hall"
Bing Crosby, after an absence of
several montlis, returned to the Kraft
A joint meeting of the board and "Music Hall" Thursday evening and
the State Committee will be held at whatever temporary let-down the series may have suffered during his
the same place on the following day
at 10:30 A. M., to be followed in the absence was entirely eradicated. The
afternoon by a second meeting of show, guided by the easy-going crooner, is the best variety program in
the board.
radio.

Over

Sues
Use

Barney

of Record

The WNEW Artists Bureau, Inc.,
and Martin Block, announcer, filed
suit in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday against Barney's Clothes, Inc.,
for $147,090 damages for an alleged
"piracy" of a sound record of Block's
announcement "Calling All Men to
Barney's." Emil K. Ellis, attorney
for the plaintiff, stated that the suit
was the first of its kind. The plaintiff alleged that Block made a record
which was to have been used exclusand that
Barney's
used itivelyonon WNEW
other stations
14,709
times.
Ten dollars is asked for each alleged
unauthorized use of the record.
The complaint states that the
"widespread
and unauthorized
of
the record lessened
the value use"
of the

Crosby, of course, doesn't do it himself. He has swell help from bazookaplaying BobandBurns,
Johnnyplayers
Trotter's
Educational
Series orchestra,
the screen
and
opera singers who usually comprise announcer's voice. The suit is a reCincinnati,
Oct.will
8. — inaugurate
The Nation's
School
of the Air
its the guest talent on this series. ThursBarney's action
against the
10th consecutive season over WLW
WOB ply toBroadcasting
Co., operators
of
day night's was Beatrice Lillie.
One of the chief charms of this pro- WNEW, for $105,000 damages.
on Oct. 11, according to Powell
gram is the informal behavior of its
Barney claimed that his programs
Crosley, Jr.
year's classes
will players. On the surface this may not
include
fiveThis
one-hour
broadcasts
were cut from one to four minutes
weekly from October to June, 1938. seem important, but compare it to the without his knowledge and that on
Federal, state and local educational stiff' manner in which other programs certain occasions only eight spot announcements were broadcast, although
agencies will cooperate, and material are handled and its importance should
will be presented to many hundreds of become obvious. All credit for this 12 were contracted for. Ellis stated
schools in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, belongs to Crosby.
acThe show is heard Thursdays from that Barney's
count the time failed
taken to
for take
themeinto
music
Kentucky, West A^irginia, Tennessee
and other central and southern states 10 to 11 P. M. on the NBC-Red. and station announcements. He dewhich would not be available through Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp. sponsors,
clared that the script furnished by
through J. Walter Thompson.
any other channel, Crosley said.
Barney's was broadcast in full. The
number of spot announcements was
"We, the People"
reduced, according to Ellis, by agree"We, the People," introduced last
Suit Against Floyd
ment whereby more favorable locayear over the networks by Philip H.
tions were given to the announcements.
Gibbons Dismissed Lord, is back again this season under
sponsorship of the General Foods
(Continued from page 1)
Ed Obrist Joins Jones Agency
general statement of damage was not Corp. for Sanka Coffee. This time
Cincinnati,
Oct. 8. — Ed Obrist,
Gabriel Heatter serves as the comsufficient.
mentator instead of Lord.
supervisor of production, commentator
Locke prepared the script for a
Since its original introduction the and announcer of special features, who
broadcast by Gibbons over Station novelty of such programs, which has been with WBEN, Chicago, for
WLEW giving a description of the
people with unusual experience nearly eight years, has joined the
Cincinnati flood scenes in January of brings
to the microphone, has worn off. Ralph H. Jones Advertising agency
this year. He alleges that Gibbons And again, the guests presented on
here, to specialize in radio production.
interpolated misleading descriptions
of scenes which did not occur in the opening show were nothing to He expects to continue writing
boast about. Their experiences, in
order to lend a realistic atmosphere the main, were quite prosaic and, as scripts, which will be aired over the
to the broadcast. As a result, the a consequence, the show moved at a Chicago station bv a member of the
plaintiff claims his reputation as a slow and sluggish pace.
staff.
script writer was seriously damaged
Heard
on
the
inaugural
was
a
man
and that he has been unable to secure
Deny Merger of Agencies
knewwhoMrs.
cow
employment. Justice Pecora stated who
personally,
said O'Leary's
quite positively
Charles
of the Frank Presin his opinion that the question that it was a libel to blame the great brey Co., Presbrey
and Howard D. Williams
whether a false radio broadcast con- Chicago fire on such a fine and fault- of the William Esty Co., both stated
stitutes libel or slander has not been
less animal ; an Idaho farmer whose yesterday that no consolidation of the
settled in the N. Y. courts. However,
farm
is sinking out of sight; a Min- two agencies would take place. Rehe ruled that since Gibbons did not
ports that a merger of the agencies was
neapolis librarian who gave some
read from a script, the broadcast amusing twists on book titles ; an imminent have been current for the
could not be held as libel and that the unfortunate woman who served a jail past two weeks.
action was for slander and special sentence for a crime she did not comdamages must be proven. Locke was
Plan Foreign Film Comment
Most interesting was Al Mingaallowed 20 days to file an amended lone. mit.Paramount
newsreel camera
WBNX, in order to acquaint listencomplaint.
man who experienced a quite unwelers with foreign film fare, will present
come balloon ascent ; and a veteran
the
"International Film Review" Tuesof the Argonne Forest who related an
FCC Considers WMBQ Pleas
days at 5:30 P. M. Bob Stokes, who
Washington, Oct. 8. — The F. C. C. experience while attempting to break will serve as commentator, is a memhas taken under consideration three through the German lines . Helen
ber .of the National Board of Review
Hayes, as guest, spoke briefly from of Motion Pictures.
applications for the facilities of WMB
Q, Brooklyn. Two of the applicants Boston, where she is playing "Victoria Regina." The series is heard
Butcher Back in New York
are Paul J. Gollhofer and Lilian E.
Thursdays from 7:30 to 8 P. M. over
Kiefer, former partners in the Metro- CBS. Young & Rubicam. the agency.
Blayne Butcher, of the Lennen &
politan Broadcasting Corp., which
Banner Mitchell office, has returned to the
operates WMBQ. The third applicant
New York office from Hollywood,
is the Long Island Broadcasting Corp.,
Williams Joins Ferris
where he supervised production of the
which operates WWRL. The MetroHollywood, Oct. 8.— Coy Williams, Walter Winchell and Tyrone Power
politan Broadcasting Corp. is seeking
He will serve on the local
former
sports editor of the Nezv York programs.
a renewal of its license to operate on
shows handled by his agency.
IVorld-Telcgram and also with the
1,500 kilocvcles.
Clevelan<J Press and Los Anqclcs
B. L. Cohn Goes to Agency
Examiner, has joined the staff of Earle
MacMurray, Tamiroff on Air
Memphis,
Oct. 8. — Bernard L.
Ferris _Feature Service as an account
Fred MacMurray and Akim Tamir- executive. He will make his headquar- Cohn. for the past year commercial
ters in the Hollywood office, where manager of WREC, has been apoff will appear in an air adaptation of
pointed general manager of the
"The General Died at Dawn" on the Carroll Nye, former west coast radio
Thomas W. Briggs Co., advertising
Lux
18. "Radio Theatre" over CBS Oct. editor, will handle the editorial de- agency.
partment.
WLW
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Newsreels

Attendance

to
at

OCTOBER

TEN

11, 1937

Stimulate
P.

E.

Dangers

Church

Cincinnati, Oct. 10. — An experi- social implications of the newsreels
ment to discover whether a more will accompany each showing, the
graphic presentation of ordinary ser- whole being set in a frame of prayer
mon material through the use of regu- and praise to resemble, somewhat, a
lar newsreels will attract more people regular church service.
May Make Known Status
to churches is being conducted here
In explaining his idea, Dean McAlOf Three Film Suits
during the sessions of the Triennial
lister quoted from a message which
Convention of Protestant Episcopal will
be given at the conclusion of each
reel
:
Churches.
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Through the combined efforts of the
"Like it or not, the church is faced
Washington, Oct. 10.— The Su- publicity department of the National with
the fact that motion pictures are
its
make
will
ow
preme Court tomorr
first announcement as to cases to be Council of Churches and Very Rev. one of the most powerful influences
heard during its new term and may Charles E. McAllister, dean of the in the world today. Aware that 80
make known whether it will take up Cathedral of St. John the Evangelist, per cent of what man learns comes
five showings of regularly- through his eyes, educators in recent
any of the three film suits now pend- Spokane,
released newsreels are being shown at years increasingly have stressed the
ing before it.
education. Today there
More than 450 cases are awaiting the Mayfair, normally darkj at the need of visual
{Continued on page 6)
convention.
A
lecture
stressing
the
the court's consideration. Only a comparatively small proportion of appeals
are accepted by the court, the majority
being refused either because they involve issues which have been decided
SMPE
Meet
in previous cases or do not involve a Buying
Strike
Federal question.
The three suits of interests to the
Opens
Today;
film industry involve the right of state
Scores
Ruling
authorities to ban exhibition of a foreign picture permitted to enter the
country by the Federal authorities ; the
300
Expected
Plans
extent to which a patent owner can
Boycott
control the use to be made of an arThe Society of M. P. Engineers
ticle manufactured under the patent
The proper legal remedy of exhibitors with contract grievances today will open its 42nd semi-annual
after it has passed into the hands of
convention at the Hotel Pennsylvania
a purchaser, and whether organiza- against a distributor is an action at here. More than 300 screen engineers
law
for
breach
of
contract,
and
not
a
tions charged with conspiracy in restraint of trade shall have access to concerted effort at boycott. Federal are expected to gather for the meeting, which will run through Thursday
the books and records of the com- Judge Gunnar H. Nordbye maintains afternoon.
plainant inorder to refute his charges in his opinion handed down in conApproximately SO papers on various
that he was damaged by the alleged
nection with this granting of an inconspiracy.
junction to Paramount against ex- subjects concerned with screen technique will be delivered during the
hibitors in the Minneapolis territory
who were charged with participating four-day convention, all designed to
in the "buyers' strike" against the emphasize and demonstrate the most
Milwaukee
Epidemic
in the technical decompany. Copies of the Federal jur- recent advances
velopment of the industry. Special
Ban Is Lifted Today
ist's opinion were received in New
York coincident with the signing by sessions will be devoted to photography and laboratory practice, sound
Milwaukee, Oct. 10. — Approxi- Judge Nordbye of the decree giving
mately 25,000 children under seven efifect to the decision.
recording and reproduction, engineeryears of age will return to school toing practice, lighting and studio
The decree, which remains in effect
morrow with the lifting of the infan- until a hearing has been held on Para- technique, projection practice and an
tile paralysis ban, which has been in
symposium, and manufacmount's petition to have the injunc- apparatus
effect here since Sept. 6.
turers' annonuncements.
tion made permanent, restrains the
Suburbs have also announced that
Minneapolis exhibitor defendants
This evening, at the Bell Laboratheir bans would be lifted on that day.
tories, Erpi will demonstrate for the
strike"
"buyers'
the
effectuating
from
first time in history a new Western
Local theatres reported decreased re{Continued on page 6)
ceipts, especially at neighborhood even by methods
(Continued ofon so-called
pane 8) "peacehouses, during the ban.
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Mexico City Again
Rental Fixing Plan
By JAMES LOCKHART
By BRUCE ALLAN
Mexico City, Oct. 10. — The respite
London, Oct. 10. — Sam Eckman, from labor troubles of the major American distributors here was apparM-G-M head in England, in an unently short lived. The national film
official reply to the statement of
Arthur Dent dissociating Associated workers' unions have served notice on
British Pictures from the new policy 20th Century-Fox and M-G-M that
a strike will be called six days from
of the Kinematograph Renters' So- yesterday unless the companies desist
feasell8) "A"
ciety(Continued
(distributors)ontopage
{Continued on page 8)

Sale

of Audubon

for

$650,000 Sanctioned
Sale of the Audubon Theatre and
office building at 165th St. and Broadway for $650,000 by the Broadway
and 165th St. Realty Co., a Fox Theatres Corp. subsidiary, to the Audubon
Amusement Co., Inc., was approved
by U. S. Circuit Judge Martin T.
Manton in the U. S. District Court
on Saturday. The property consists of
{Continued on page 6)

By

Kuykendall

Predicts "Drastic'* and
Far-Reaching" Moves
Sounding a warning that "drastic
and far reaching legislation aimed at
motion pictures" is impending, an
M.P.T.O.A. bulletin issued yesterday
over the signature of Ed Kuykendall,
president, calls upon exhibitors to improve their organized front to resist
it Kuykendall
and the threatis of
"heavy taxes."
scheduled
to arrive
in Los Angeles today in the course of
a coast-to-coast visit to local exhibitor organizations. The trip began in
New York on Oct. 1 and was followed by visits at Philadelphia, Memphis and New Orleans. The major
purposes of his trip are listed as the
obtaining of information on the plans
and activities of local exhibitor organizations, on trade practice complaints
and proposals, on measures for the
defense of theatres from adverse
legislation and tax burdens, the actual
effect of radio broadcasting by film
stars on the box-office, on plans to
improve business and theatre management, on cut-rate competition and
business conditions, on the public
relations in the community of local
theatres and to plan for the next
M.P.T.O.A. national convention.
Kuykendall
planson page
to submit
his
{Continued
8)
Films

Not

Target

of

Change in Trust Law
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Oct. 10. — Attorney
General Cummings' request for a
study of the anti-trust law with revision in view is not regarded here
as
any direct application to the
filmhaving
industry.
{Continued
on pagewas8) based on
Cummings'
suggestion
Busy Hearing Week
Lined Up by F.C.C.
Washington, Oct. 10. — The F. C.
C. has set its calendar of hearings for
the current week as follows :
Oct. 11, before an examiner: Applications ofHarwell V. Shepard for
a 1,420-kilocycle, 100-watt daytime
station, at Denton, Tex., and KGAR,
Tucson, Ariz., for change of frequency{Continued
from 1,370 to
1,3408) kilocycles
on page
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Reorganize Avramenko
Avramenko Film Prod., Inc., has
been reorganized and has been
changed to Ukrafilm Corp. The company will produce only musicals here
for the European market and the
schedule calls for three features,
"Katerina," "Christmas Eve" and the
opera "Mazepa." The pictures will
be made at the Producers' Service
Studios under the supervision of
Michael J. Gann.
Set Warner Club Dance
The Local Warner Club will hold a
masquerade
Hallowe'en
Oct.
22 at the clubrooms
at thedance
homeon office.
Harry Mayer is chairman of the arrangements committee.
Ampa in New Quarters
Future meetings of the Ampa will
be held at the International Casino.
A private room has been hired, with
accommodations for 200.
Criterion to Dual
Starting Oct. 16, the Criterion will
double feature "Over the Goal" and
"Nation Aflame."

Purely

Personal

►

''Casta Diva"
(Cine Lux Corp.)
Of the life and romance of Vincenzo Bellini, famous Italian composer,
the Cine Studios in Rome have made an effective, at times moving,
film in "Casta Diva." In Italian, and vv'ithout benefit of English subtitles, the story presents no difficulty to the understanding of the patron
lacking a knowledge of the language, but considerable is necessarily lost
in the attempt to follow the story from action alone.
As the young and brilliant student at the Conservatory of Naples, and
later as the successful composer, Sandro Palmieri offers a good characterization, but performing honors go to Marta Eggerth, European film
and opera star, whose work as the sweetheart of Bellini, who sacrifices
her love, and finally her life for his career, is outstanding. Her performance is warm and touching, and her voice is splendid.
Carmine Gallone directed from a screenplay by Corrado Alvaro. The
famed Paganini, first disturbed by the presence of Bellini, becomes his
friend. Bellini meets and falls in love with Miss Eggerth, who is

LOUIS
GOLDSTEIN,
manager
in Brazil, is Columbia
in New
York for a combined business and
vacation trip after three years in
South America. He will leave Nov. 10.
•
Joseph Green, president of Sphinx
Films, will arrive from Poland on
the N ormandie Thursday with a print
of his latest Yiddish musical film,
"The Jester."
•
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
theatre head, who left for Dallas over
the week end, is expected back in New
York toward the end of the week.
•
William J. Kupper was in Oklahoma City over the weekend to close
betrothed to the King's secretary. He accepts a proposal to be the private a deal for 20th Century-Fox with the
composer of a celebrated singer, intending to elope with Miss Eggerth.
But she sacrifices her love for the advancement of his career. When an Joe Cooper circuit.
opera of his is a failure, she brings him the song he wrote for her and,
Harry M. Weinberg, general manas he is restored in the public eye, she dies.
ager of Central States Theatres, is
here for Warner conferences with
Carl Lesekman.
Running time, 90 minutes. "G."
•
Honor
George Weeks Legion Approves All
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president in
Of 19 New
Pictures charge of distribution for Paramount,
At Farewell Lunch
is on a trip to Atlanta, New Orleans
The National Legion of Decency, and Dallas.
Several home office, local and out•
of-town exchange personnel of G. B. in its list of new pictures for the current week, has approved, either for
on Saturday tendered George Weeks,
Ray
Duport,
new
sales manager for
trip.
retiring sales manager, a testimonial general patronage or adults, all of the the Forest Mfg. Corp., Belleville, N.
19 new pictures reviewed. A total of J., has left for the south on a business
luncheon at the Astor. Weeks ex- 14
were classed as unobjectionable for
pressed his appreciation to the men
•
for the support they have given him general patronage, and five for adults.
The new pictures and their classificaduring his time with the company.
Gordon Sawyer, U.A. sound techtion follow.
Among those who attended the
nician, isin town supervising the final
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for Genluncheon were Arthur Lee, American
eral Patronage— "Breakfast for Two," printing of "52nd Street" and "Standvice-president for the company ; Clin•
ton M. White, Arthur Greenblatt, "A Bride for Henry," "Bulldog DrumWilliam Barrett, Claude Macgowan, mond Comes Back," "Casta Diva,"
Sidney Samson, Albany manager
C. E. Schwengeler, Al Selig and Al "Fit for a King," "Lancer Spy," for 20th Century-Fox, has returned to
Margolies, of the home office ; Herbert "Life Begins with Love," "Love Is his exchange after a home office visit.
Given, branch manager at Philadel- on the Air," "Over the Goal," "The
•
phia ; Charles Leach, New Haven ; Perfect Specimen," "65,68 och Jag,"
Anthony Quinn and Katherine
Irving Gumberg, Sol Kravitz, Irving "Stars Over Arizona," "Thunder
Landes and Rudolf Bach of the New Trail," "Youth on Parole." Class DeMille, who were recently married,
York exchange.
A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults— are planning a New York honeymoon.
•
Kenneth Hodkinson and Charles "The Bride Wore Red," "DangerFranciska
Gaal,
Paramount playPenser, formerly with the company,
ously Yours," "Ebb Tide," "La
er, plans to leave the coast by boat
also were on hand.
Llaga," "The Westland Case."
Oct. 14.
•
Major
Has
Six
Scripts
M. P. Academy Lists 149
2ys
In." is back in \mPittsburgh
Ira
Cohn
Hollywood, Oct. 10.— Six scripts
Hollywood, Oct. 10. — The ninth
7^
after conferences with Bill Sussman.
quarterly issue of the Academy of M. are being prepared by Major Pictures
2Vi
75/8
P. Arts and Sciences Technical for Paramount release to follow pro93/8
7Vs 6754
Credits Bulletin shows that 149 picduction of "Every Day's a Holidav,"
185/1
tures were completed between May 1 the Mae West vehicle, and "The
Wall Street
67^ 14^
and Aug. 31. The number by studio Badge of Policeman O'Roon," Bing
Crosby
picture.
is : Central, two ; Colony, one ; Co55/8
lumbia, 10; Condor, two ; Darmour,
SVz
They are: "Star of Sahara," an
18^-^
original
by
Hazel
Christine
Macthree ; Grand National, four ; Roach,
Light
. 8^ Board RiseClose
Net
16 Change
High
673^ Low
one; Major, two; M-G-M, 12; Mon- Donald; "Two Weeks with Pay," an
.
67^
original
by
Jesse
Lasky,
Jr.,
and
Doris
ogram, nine ; Paramount, 16 ; Repub. 165^
+ Vs
Col.
2
2
lic, 14; RKO, 14; Goldwyn, two; Malloy, tentatively set for John Payne Cons
. 185^
1474
Cons.,
pfd.
m
m
Schulberg, two ; Stone, one ; 2Gth and Katherine Kane ; "Man in Eve- Para
Open 2854
Century-Fox, 17; Universal, 12;
ning Clothes," from the plav by An16
.
dre Picard and Yves Mirand, which
. 7-/8
55^
Wanger, four ; Warners, 20 : Zeidman,
+ %
.
2&V2
will have Grant Richards in the lead- R.K.O
one.
Pathe
ing role; "Call Back Love," story by 20tli Fox... . 147^'
28
28
Rose Franken and William Brown W.B
+ Vs
■
G. N. to Handle Six
Meloney, to feature four-year-old
+ y2
Curb Generally Off
London, Sept. 30. — Grand National Kitty Clancy ; "Free Woman," origiNet
nal
by
Leonard
O.
Ross
for
Stella
will distribute six pictures made by
Open High
Low
Close
Change
A. T. P. in the new season, stated R. Ardler: "Eight Hours." by Quentin G.N
Wi
V/s V/s
154 1J4 - 54
Reynolds, to feature Mady Correll.
P. Baker on his arrival here.
Sonotone ... 22V&
15^ 2354
1S^
V/s 4— Va
54
Technicolor
22i/g. 2354
2
— i/^
Film Folk on Normandie Univ. Corp. . 254 2}4 2
'100 Men" Gets $157,250
Little
Bond
Movement
London. Oct. 10. — Aboard the Nor"100 Men and a Girl" tallied $157,mandie. which left England yesterday,
250 for the three weeks the picture
Net
High Low Close Change
played at the Roxy. The first week were Annabella, Rouben Mamoulian,
354s '46
99
983^ 983/4 — 54
ended with |66,5O0, the second, $50,- Lothar Mendes, John Loder and Max Loew
Para. Pict. '47
82
82 82
000 and the third and last week, Reinhardt. The ship is due to arrive W.B. 6s '39
84
84 84
in New York on Thursday.
(Quotations at close of Oct. 9.)
$40,750.

-

BRIAN
OLIVIA
"THE

AHERNE

and
de HAVILLAND

GREATwith GARRICK"
EDW. EVERETT HORTON
MELVILLE COOPER • LIONEL ATWILL
Luis Alberni • Lana Turner ■ Marie Wilson • A James Whale
Production Personally Supervised by
MERVYN LEROY
A Play for the Screen by Ernst Vadja
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE

DAILY
'T/ie Music

Hall has a hit in 'Stage Door,' . . . One

a feeling of satisfaction
All the performances
among

them

at having
are

. . . Ginger

incisive dialog

which

rises to dramatic
most

witnessed

so absolutely

Rogers

keeps

moments

entertaining

is superb

merely

reply

with

show

>ose
to choose

of the snappy,

in stitches . . . Miss Hepburn
of histrionics . . . One

of the Fall season,"

of the

— fCafe Cameron

\

TIMES

a brilliant picture, but as well a magnificently

on Hollywood's

Kaufman

grand

in the handling

the audiences

^

the theatre

right that it is hard

with a fine show

pictures

leaves

a perfectly

N.Y.

"Not

NEWS

^

devastating

^^^^

part

to all the catty little remarks that George
^k^^^
had made about it in their play, , , , It is wittier H^^^^^A^H^^^^H
dramatic than the original, more meaningful than

and Edna Ferber

than the original, more
the original, more

cogent

than the original,"

— Frank

S, Nugent

1

HERALD-TRIBUNE

^

"Brilliantly written, directed and acted ... a far more satisfying enter- ^^^^^
tainment than the play ... if has such a burden of emotional power that

it betters

its stage

abiding fascination

prototype

as an exciting

of the theatre

moving

tribute to the

, , ,A brilliant, witty and moving
— Howard

DAILY
"Startling in its daring,

and

arty Katharine

show,"
Barnes

Hepburn

and
and

realistic Ginger Rogers in the Ferber-Kaufman 'Stage Door' has proved
an inspired one. Their roles might have been written for them. Backed
a great

cast which

includes

Adolphe

Menjou,

the co-stars

give the show

of their lives . , , All the fans will relish 'Stage Door,' . . . fn acting, directing, writing, it represents

the finest flower

of movie

craftsmanship,"
— Bland Johaneson

^

H^^^fl^AJ|v^^^^

MIRROR

the idea of teaming

^

^^^^^

WORLD-TELEGRAM
"RKO

has kicked

Kaufman's

over

most

of the traces of Edna

'Stage Door' and remodeled

liveliest and

most

taining picture,
underwrite

ingratiating
and

one

talkies of the season

triumph

and

George

the essential idea into one of the

that moviegoers,

as a Hollywood

Ferber

over

...

as well

A vastly enter

as playgoers,

Broadway,"

— George

will
Ross

JOURNAL-AMERICAN
It

A

stimulating,

Hepburn

back

hugely

entertaining

to the spot she occupied

Rogers

. . . ff brings still more

expert

guidance

as one of the season's

, , . It brings

, , ,lt brings new

applause

of Director Gregory

picture

to Adolphe

La Cava

while.

The

Music

/Men/ou. . . . Under

best,"

of the funniest, best-made

— Rose

Y.

films that has come

Hall, accustomed

laurels to Ginger
the

'Stage Door ' takes its place

N.

''One

Katharine

SUN

along

to fine pictures,

Pelswick

can

^

for quite

make

'Stage

Door' quite at home, which is just as well. This is a picture that should
remain at the big theatre for two or three weeks , , , It would be missing
i
a lot to miss this one,"
— Eileen Creelman

N.
"If you are thinking of going to the movies
this is it! , , , It's the top in entertainment
everything
back

and

you

want

for ninety-one

Y.

and tragedy,

RADIO

POST

once in the next

three weeks,

, , , The picture gives /usf about

minutes.

Whereupon

wish that all the other pictures attempting

from comedy

1\<

and return, could achieve

CITY

you

can sit

the hill-and-dale

run

the same balance,"
—Archer Winsten

MUSIC

^ A
I
&S^n^dr
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SMPE

Meet
Try

Opens

/

should

like

300

to take

Today;

Expected

(Continued jrom page 1)

this

opportunity

thanking

all

members

the

Film

In-

dustry for their

very

hospitable
hope

reception

I

may

the pleasure
them

those

of

American

and

of

again

or America

have

of tneeting
in London
in the near

future.

R.

S. Liddle

ILFORD
Manufacturers

of

Cine
60

Wardour

LTD.
Sensitized

Film

Dept.

St., London
England

W.

1.

To

Newsreels
Stimulate

Church

Going

(.Continued from page 1)
a large public school sysElectric development wherein "stereo- is scarcely
tem without motion picture equipment.
phonic" or third dimension sound, is
said to have been achieved.
"There are 200,000 churches in the
A special luncheon will be held United States with an enrolled memtoday at which the speakers will be
bership of 62,000,000, of which number about 40 per cent are definitely
Louis Nizer and Martin Quigley.
active. Recent studies suggest that
Quigley willand
speaktheon Entertainment
"Propaganda, church attendance, especially among
Education
Protestants, averages not more than
The semi-annual banquet will be held 10 per cent of the enrolled memberWednesday evening, with prominent
ship each week. Something is obviousindustry hgures scheduled to speak,
ly wrong. experiment is to discover
and when presentations will be made
"This
of the annual Progress Medal and whether a more graphic presentation
Film."
of what is ordinarily sermon material,
Journal Award.
if only it were used, will attract some
Today's program :
of the 90 per cent now non-church go9:00 a.m. — Salle Moderne; Registration.
ing to our places of worship.
10:00 a.m. nessto and12:00
p.m.—
Salle
Moderne;
BusiGeneral Session.
"If any progress can be made
Opening Remarks by President S. K. toward proving such a proposition,
Wolf.
Report of the Convention Committee; W. further steps will be taken to see
C. Kunzmann, Convention Vice-Presi- whether a new organization or existdent.
ing organizations or groups will not
Report of the Membership Committee; E. cooperate to expand this experiment
R. Geib, Cliairman.
Society Business; Election of Officers and into a permanent organization."
Other Business.
"Hunting with a Microphone the Songs
for
of
Vanishing Birds"; P. Kellogg, Sale of Audubon
versity.
Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell Uni$650,000
Sanctioned
(Continued from
page 1)
"Safeguarding and Developing Our Film
Markets
Abroad"; U.N. S.
D. Department
Golden, Motionof
Picture Section,
a theatre seating 2,400 and an office
Commerce, Washington.
"High-Speed Motion Picture Photography building. The sum of $11,250 will be
Applied to the Design of Telephone paid in cash when the purchaser takes
Apparatus";
W. Herriott,
Bell Tele- the property subject to a consolidated
phone Laboratories,
Inc.
first mortgage of $638,750.
12:ClOp.m. — Roof Garden; Informed Luncheon.
Milton C. Weisman, equity receiver
Address by Louis Nizer, secretary of the
New York Film Board of Trade.
for Fox Theatres, stated in his petiAddress by Martin Quigley, president of
tion for approval of the sale that he
Quigley Publishing Co., Inc.
has been carrying the building for sev2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.— Salle Moderne; Phoeral years in an effort to find a purtographic and Laboratory Session.
chaser, and $41,270 will be required to
"Producing an Industrial Film"; J. A. continue holding the building until
Norling,
Loucks
&
Norling
Studios,
New
York.
1942 when the mortgage falls due.
"Further Progress in Film Storage";
The property is assessed at $650,Capt. J. G. Bradley, National Archives, 000,
but Weisman in a tax reduction
Washington.
"The Effect of the Composition of An petition appraised it at $537,240. The
MQ Developer on Its Reduction Poten- book value is $512^877. Weisman also
tial"; R. M. Evans and W. T. Hanson, stated that the equipment is 15 to 25
Jr., Kodak Research Laboratories.
"A Modern Motion Picture Laboratory"; years old. The theatre is now under
C. L. Lootens, Republic Productions.
lease to the purchaser until February,
"Demonstration of Polaroid Three-Dimen- 1945, at a minmium annual rental of
sional Motion Pictures"; G. W. Wheelwright,Boston.
3d, Land-Wheelwright Labora- $25,000 plus 17^/2 per cent of the gross
tories,
receipts over $25,00O. The offices are
8:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. — Auditorium, Bell also under lease at $13,250 annual
Telephone
Laboratories; Special Sound rental with 50 per cent of the income
Session.
"Distortion in the Reproduction of Hill- over $16,500.
and-Dale Records"; M. J. DiToro,
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J.
Beekman Details Ordered
"Recent Developments in Hill-and-Dale
The
Beekman Film Corp. was orRecorders"; L. Vieth and C. F. Wiebitsch. Bell Telephone Laboratories.
dered to file a bill of particulars by
"Nomenclature and Specifications Includ- Federal Judge John C. Knox in the
ing Description of the Various Types of
Movietone
Release"; J. K. Hilliard, U. S. District Court on Saturday in
M-G-M Studios.
with his copyright infringe"Film Perforation and 96-Cycle Frequency connection
ment suit against Warners. Beekman
Modulation in Sound-film Records"; J.
Crabtree and W. Herriott, Bell Tele- alleges that "This is America" was
phone Laboratories.
L. of
Warner,
vice-presi"Push-Pull Recording"; J. G. Frayne seen by
dent inJack
charge
production,
and
and H. C. Silent. Erpi, Hollywood.
other
employes
of
the
defendant
and
".Stereophonic Recording and Reproduction from Motion Picture Film Records"; that the picture was thereafter inIntroductory Remarks by J. P. Maxfringed in "The Yanks are Coming."
field. Erpi. New York.
Judge Knox ordered the plaintiff
to set forth the names of all the emG. N. Sales Gaining
ployes who allegedly viewed the picture together with dates and places.
Grand National accounts are approximately 75per cent ahead of last
Sell W. Pa. Rights
year, according to Edward L. Alperson, president. The present aim of the
Monarch Pictures Co. has acquired
company is 7,500 accounts, Alperson Western Pennsylvania rights to
said. Seventeen of the Grand Na- "Thunder Over the Orient" from Critional schedule of 65 features have
terion Pictures.
been completed.
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Name
New

Shows

Sales

Braucher

PICTURE
I L Y

WOR

Vice-President

Frank Braucher, formerly vicepresident and director of the Crowell
Publishing Co., has been appointed
vice-president in charge of sales of
WOR. Braucher will assume his new
"Grand Central Station
duties Oct. 18.
"Grand Central Station" started out
Braucher, after having been westwith a grand idea, but the execution
ern manager of Scribner's, came to
of the idea was a bust.
New York to accept a position on the
Offering dramatic sketches built
Woman's Home Companion. After
around the folks who daily arrive and four
years with this latter publication
depart from the vast railroad terminus, he was promoted to eastern manager
the opening theme was the old and for the Crowell publications and later
trite story of the prizefighter and the advanced to advertising director of
lady. The flat theme was matched by the entire Crowell group.
an equally flat performance by the
cast.
Bill Town arrives in the terminal as CBS Series to Have
the middleweight champion of the
U, S, Education Aid
world and brings with him as a surBeginning Nov. 1, a new series arprise, awife, a chorine with a somewhat shady past. His manager, a
ranged by CBS in cooperation with
grasping individual out to make as the U. S. Office of Education, will be
much as he can out of his fighting presented each Monday from 10 :30 to
property, knows all about Mrs. 11 P. M. over the CBS network. The
Town's past and threatens to expose program, designed to promote further
her unless she remains very much in friendly relations of this country with
the background and permits him to Latin America, will be developed in
manage Billy as he sees fit.
26 episodes. The entire series will be
Follows the usual developments — carried to the Latin Americans over
the champ is knocked out when he is W2XE, CBS short wave station.
rushed into battle too soon ; Mrs.
The series will be titled "Brave New
Town's interference ; the exposure of Worlds." Irving Reis will produce
her past by the manager ; the domestic the programs. U. S. Commissioner of
breakup ; the decline of Town as a Education John W. Studebaker will
prizefighter ; the exposure of the man- prepare the scripts, and Dr. Samuel
ager when he wagers on Town's op- Guy Inman will act as educational director. The Pan American Union and
ponent, and the final clinch when Billy
penitently and humbly returns to his other similar groups are cooperating.
love.
"Grand Central Station" is sponsored by Listerine and is presented New Station Sought
Fridays from 8 to 8 :30 P. M. on the
For Lufkin, Texas
NBC-Blue. Lambert and Feasley, the
agency.
Washington, Oct. 10. — Authority
for the construction of a new broadcasting station to operate daytime
"Lefs Play Games"
only on 1,310 kilocycles with 100 watts
"Let's Play Games," sponsored by
the Vapex Co., is an audience par- power was today asked of the F. C. C.
Radio Enterprises, Inc., Lufkin.
ticipation program in which the princi- by
Tex.
pals, under the guidance of Jane MarThe commission also received antin, vie for a $25 cash prize by struggling with tongue twistersj riddles, and plications from the Panama City
tricky games. The players are unre- Broadcasting Co., Panama City, Fla.,
hearsed.
seeking a new station to operate daytime only on 1,500 kilocycles, for an
Like all shows of this type, plenty
increase
in power from 100 to 250
of laughs are guaranteed for the listeners who dial to it. Miss Martin watts, and from WAIR, Winstonguides her unrehearsed players in Salem, N. C, asking for an increase
of time so as to operate at night.
skillful manner.
A change of frequency from 1,500
The series is broadcast Fridays
from 8:45 to 9 P. M. over WOR. to 1,240 kilocvcles and an increase of
power from 100 watts night, 250 watts
Small & Seiffer is the agency.
Banner day to 1.000 watts night and dav, has
been asked of the F. C. C. by
WRDW, Augusta. Ga., and an inCincinnati Conservatory of Music
crease of power from 500 to 1,000
Admirably performed renditions of watts is sought by WJBO, Baton
Mozart's "Symphony Concertant" and Rouge, La.
Haydn's D Major Symphony were
featured in the first program by the
Jack Barry on Football
students of the Cincinnati ConservaPhilapfxphia, Oct. 10 — TarV
tory of. Music on Saturday. It was
the initial program of the fourth year Barry, WIP sports announcer, has
been assigned to oresent the weekly
of these Saturday morning concerts.
The programs seem to this listener football forecasts for Atlantic Refining Co., carried by the Quaker State
to be a little heavy for the time of the
day when they are to be heard. Other- reeional network originating here at
wise, like most of the works of the WFIL, Barry is also handling the
better known composers, they give a play by plavs of the Temcle football
good degree of musical entertainment. games for Atlantic on WIP.
Alexander Von Kriesler conducted.
The period is a sustainer heard
Pantages' Time Is Changed
every Saturday from 11 A. M. to
"Lloyd Pantages Covers Hollynoon over CBS, emanating from KRC
sponsored by Raymonds, Inc..
in Cincinnati.
P will be wood,"
broadcast each Sunday afternoon from 1 :45 to 2 P. M., instead
of 2:30 to 2:45 P. M., as previously
announced. The starting date is
More Radio— P, 8
Oct. 17.
On

the

Air

Dohherteen
B, &

RADIO
Is Made

B, Media

AFRA

Head

Starts

Labor

Board

First
Action

H. H. Dobberteen has been apCincinnati, Oct. 10. — The American Federation of Radio Artists, an
pointed director of media for Benton
& Bowles. He has been a member of Actors' Equity affiliate, has filed a
complaint with the National Labor
the agency's media department for the Relations
Bureau charging CBS and
past two years, prior to which time
he was associated with Brooke, Smith WKRC with violation of the Wagand French of Detroit.
ner Act. The complaint is based on
Dobberteen succeeds A. M. Lewis the discharge of William Seymour, a
in his new post. Lewis has resigned to WKRC news writer, who was disaccept a position with Pedlar & Ryan.
charged for alleged union activities.
Seymour was discharged last Sept.
30, the complaint alleges, because of
To Start Theatre Program
Omaha, Oct. 10. — Manager Eddie activity on behalf of the union.
Forrester of the Omaha will start a
CBS officials have refused to reinstate Seymour, according to Mrs.
weekly 15-minute program at 11
Emily Holt, national secretary, who
A. M. next Wednesday over WOW
for local Tri- States theatres, which quoted them as saying that it would
also includes the Orpheum.
be a "tacit admission" that they were
Forrester does a Tony Wons style wrong if they were to return Seymour
of program, using mostly original to his job.
According to Phillip G. Phillips,
script written by himself. Also on the
program will be Fred Kroll, the regional director for the N. L. R. B.,
Omaha's singing usher, and Fred this is the first case of its kind to be
Boucher, organist for both the Or- filed against a network.
pheum and WOW.
Gene Baker Joins Agency
Don Austin Goes to KMPC
Portland, Oct. 10. — Gene Baker,
Portland, Oct. 10. — Don Austin, formerly of KOIN and more recently
formerly of KGW-KEX, has been with KIRO, has been named manager
named program manager of KMPC in of the Weco advertising agency in
Beverly Hills.
Seattle, handling transcriptions.
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Walkout

i

Radio

Dangers
New

Personals^

HARRY SALTER has been signed
for his third "Hit Parade" orchestra stint. He will begin Oct. 13
over NBC. . . . Buddy Manners is
the newest addition to Don Albert's
staff Margaret McGuirk, formerly
of the Charles Dallas Reach agency,
has joined the WOR sales promotion
staff as assistant to Joe Creamer.
. . . Kay Kyser opens at the Blackhawk in Chicago Oct. 13, with a Mutual wire. . . . W. C. Handy will be
tonight's guest star on "20 Years Ago
—and To-day" over WOR. . . . Dave
Schooler takes over the band assignment on the "Music By — " program
over WOR Thursday. . . . The Curtis String Quartet will make its last
appearance over CBS before leaving
for an extended European tour when
it presents the first of a new series of
concerts over CBS Wednesday at 4 P.
M. . . . Andre Kostelanetz will have
Elisabeth Rethberg as his guest
Wednesday. . . . Walter Connolly will
head the Vallee guest list Thursday.
. . . Gertrude Lawrence will offer
some scenes from "Susan and God"
on the Kate Smith show Thursday. . . .
Busy

Hearing

Week

Lined Up by F£,C,
^Continued from page 1)
and increase of night power from 100
to 250 watts.
Oct. 12, before an examiner : Applications of W. C. Irwin for a 1,500kilocycle station at Amarillo, Tex., 100
watts night, 250 watts day ; Northwestern Broadcasting Co. for a 1,500kilocycle, 100-watt station at Vernon,
Tex., and KFDM, Beaumont, Tex.,
for assignment of license from Sabine
Broadcasting Co. to Beaumont Broadcasting Co.
Oct. 13, before an examiner : Application of Burl V. Hedrick for a
1,340-kilocycle, 1,000-watt daytime
station at Salisbury, N. C.
Troy Group Wants Station
Oct. 14, before the broadcast division :Applications of Troy Broadcasting Co. for a 950-kilocycle, 1,000watt daytime station at Troy, N. Y. ;
Curtis Radicasting Corp. for a 1,500kilocycle station at Indianapolis, 100
watts night, 250 watts day, and Beaumont Broadcasting Ass'n. for a 1,420kilocycle, 100-watt station at Beaumont, Tex.
Oct. 14, before an examiner : Applications of Tri-City Broadcasting
Co.,_ for a 950-kilocycle, 1,000-watt
station at Schenectady, and WAAB,
Boston, for increase of night power
from 500 to 1,000 watts.
Oct. 15, before an examiner: Applications ofC. Bruce AicConnell for
1.500-kilocycle station at Indianapolis,
100 watts night, 250 watts day ; John
P. Harris for a 710-kilocycIe, 1,000watt daytime station at Hutchinson,
Kan., and KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., for
increase of power from 500 watts
night, 1,000 watts day to 1,000 watts
night, 5,000 watts day.
Floyd Rogers Joins WIS
Columbia, S. C, Oct. 10. — Floyd
D. Rogers, Jr., has joined WIS as
news editor.

Laws

from

Buying

Strike

Ruling

Scores

City

in

Again

(Continued from page 1)

Seen

Kuykendall
Plans
Boycott
(.Continued from page 1)
{Continued from page 1)
findings to a meeting of the M.P.T.
ful persuasion." They are enjoined
O.A. board of directors to be called from
picketing either the Paramount
early in December.
Minneapolis exchange or any theatre
In the M.P.T.O.A. plea for a betthe company's pictures ; from
ter organized exhibitor front, the showing
"intercepting" either employes or
bulletin addresses itself in particular patrons of the exchange or theatres,
to the small, unaffiliated local circuits
and from the use of "intimidation,
which, it declares, are now found to threats,
force, fraud or defamatory
be frequently "working against each publications" to induce employes to
other in matters that affect the entire leave their work, theatre patrons to
industry." If these "do not work
their patronage or other extogether through a representative withhold hibitors
to refrain from buying the
exhibitor association," the bulletin
company's product. They are also ensays, "not much is accomplished in
from "advising or requesting"
the_ way of effective protection of anyone joined
not to do business with the
their
own
business."
The bulletin declares that while company or its customers under implied threats or intimidation.
circuit theatre operation has become
Three Points Raised
"more prevalent" in the past several
years, there "has been no marked
expansion on the part of the five
Judgeprimary
Nordbye's
opinionareholds
that
questions
involved
affiliated circuits in the past seven three
in the case. They are whether the
court has jurisdiction over the case,
Two Reports Conflict
whether Paramount is guilty of fraudulent or unconscionable conduct in its
The statement is at variance with
dealings
with the defendants, and
years."
an official report given to Motion
Picture Daily by Paramount on whether, if Paramount comes into
with "unclean hands," it should
Aug. 5, which showed that that com- court
Lie denied equitable relief.
pany's theatre interests had increased
On the first question. Judge Nordby 400 houses during the past three
bye disagrees with Federal Judge
years.
The bulletin attributes the threat of Oliver B. Dickinson of Philadelphia
new industry taxes to the increasing strike
who ruled
the that
Paramount
buyers'
case in
there
the court
was
use of "dollar publicity" by produc- without jurisdiction.
tion and distribution companies. It
"The very intent of the entire plan
reports that the M.P.T.O.A.'s 10point trade practice program is now and scheme (the buyers' strike) of
at a standstill for two reasons, the these defendants," Judge Nordbye declares, "in entering into the confirst, failure of distributors to respiracy isto accomplish the restraint
to the organization's
for a spond
reconsideration
of the request
points and limitation of complainant's films
which were rejected in whole or in in interstate commerce."
He adds that even if the interstate
part, and, second, failure or refusal of
the distributors to take the initiative commerce angle did not give the Federal court jurisdiction in the case,
in establishing the local conciliation
boards to make effective seven of the that "it is entirely probable that this
court would not be justified in refus10 proposals.
di"a the
jursidiction"
ing to assume
versity of citizenship
exists asand
sums
involved
are
sufficiently
large
to
Eckman
Denies KRS
establish a legal action of conspiracy
Rental Fixing Plan
(Continued from page 1)
tures on a percentage basis only, to boycott."
Judging "Bad Faith"
denied the plan is designed to fix
On Not
the last two questions Judge
rentals.
that "it would be preEckman declared the K.R.S. has no Nordbye held
sumptuous for the court to conclude
intention of establishing a combina- on the conflicting affidavits (of the
tion for rental fixing, but that the complainant and defendants) and their
resolution was designed merely to assertions that the complainant does
reduce overlong theatre programs, not come into court with clean hands.
and
the bill.
use of two "A" The court cannot say that the showfilms eliminate
on the same
ing as to bad faith or other inequitable
He said that he personally was
conduct
preponderates in the defendwilling that conferences be held with
ants' favor. If it be true that the
license
contracts
were procured by
the Kinematograph
Ass'n.
but
that there could Exhibitors'
be no discussion
misrepresentations, the conof price fixing, which is a matter for fraud or troversy
herein or the relief granted
individual attention.
by the court does not affect or limit
the defendants' rights thereunder. But
Arrested on Game Charge it may be doubted that defendants'
rights or grievances under these liRacine, Wis., Oct. 10. — Albert von
cense contracts will justify a court of
Strongtroff, associated with the Ra- equity in refusing to enjoin a concine Novelty Co., has been arrested
spiracy which proposes to induce,
on charges of violating the state trad- restrain, or prevent or repress exing stamp law in connection with the
hibitors, whether aggrieved or not,
sale of Bank Night guarantee tickets. from dealing or contracting with
He has been released on |500 bail and complainant in connection with the
the case is scheduled to come before
Court Commissioner Elmer Goodland exhibition of its motion pictures."
"If contracts have been violated,"
later in October.
Judge Nordbye concludes, "if legal
By

Mexico

Threat

from their
alleged
"systematic
tions of work
contracts
they violahave
made
union."
Thewith
twothis distributors
are also
accused of favoring enterprises that
employ non-union workers. It is
understood this dispute is not connected with demands for wage increases or other economic benefits.
Electricians on Strike
Mexico City, Oct. 10. — The strike
of workers at the Rex Cinema, de
luxe theatre in Monterrey, important
industrial center near the American
border, threatens to deprive all of
Monterrey of electricity. The electricians' union is arranging a sympathetic walkout in support of the
strikers at the Rex. The Federal
Labor Board is engaged in an effort
to end the theatre strike.
Union Contract Signed
Sheboygan, Wis., Oct. 10.— Warners have signed a three-year contract
with calthe
M. P.
655, for
its Operators'
Sheboygan,Union,
Rex Loand
Majestic Theatres here at an annual
10 per cent wage increase. Twelve
projectionists are affected with wage
increases reported totaling between
$7,000 and $8,000 for the three-year
period.
Films

Not

Target

of

Change
Trust
(Continuedinfrom
page 1) Law
recent disclosures of identical bidding
on the part of corporations seeking
Government contracts which aroused
the ire of Secretary of the Interior
Ickes and Treasury officials.
Recommendations for the study of
the trust laws were made to President Roosevelt some months ago, but
the suggested investigating commission
has not been appointed. However, it
has been frequently rumored that
Cummings would send recommendations for legislation to Congress when
it convenes in January.
Salesmen Plan Party
The Motion Picture Associates, Inc.,
formerly known as the Motion Picture
Salesmen, will hold their 18th annual
charity Thanksgiving Frolic on Nov.
20 in the grand ballroom of the Hotel
Astor. Morris Sanders is chairman
of the arrangements committee.
New Chinese Film
"China Strikes Back," a three-reeler produced by Frontier Films for
day.
release through Garrison Film Distributors, opens at the Squire Tuesrights have been flaunted, and such
matters are collateral to the controversy, itwould seem that defendants must resort to the law and have
these wrongs redressed and not indulge in open violation of the laws
of this land to achieve that to which
they
assume
they indicates,
are entitled."
Judge
Nordbye
however,
that the question of whether or not
Paramount could have released the
six pictures involved in the case under
last season's contracts may be determined at the later hearing on the
company's
application
for ahaspermanent injunction.
No date
been
set yet for this hearing.
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Hays Denies Windsor
To Take a Film Post

from

Air;

*'Stage Door" Pulls
$71,000 in 4 Days
"Stage Door" tallied approximately
$71,000 in the first four days at the
Music Hall with indications yesterday
that the initial week will end with
$112,000.
"Life Begins at College" and a
stage show at the Roxy took in $34,900 in the first three days with the
management estimating a $65,000
week. The eighth week of "The Firefly" at two-a-day at the Astor ended
with about $4,000.

GTP
An

"There is no basis for the report,"
Will H. Hays volunteered yesterday
in referring to a statement that the
Duke of Windsor would be retained by
About
Screen
Theatres
21%
the industry
an overseer of its internationalasrelations.
The statement was broadcast over a
Breakdown Is Given In 'Stereophonic' Method Is national radio network Sunday night
Given Demonstration
by a Hollywood commentator and creSociety's Journal
ated little, if any, stir in informed
film quarters. New York reaction, priRadio contributes 62 per cent of
demonstration
"stereophonic"
marily was one of tolerant amusement
or A third
dimensionalof sound,
through
Ascap's total income, while theatres
account for 21 per cent, according to which method dialogue and sound ef- at the ingenuousess of the idea.
fects come directly from the point of
a breakdown published in the first
City, Kan.,
issue of the Asrap Journal, a house origin on the screen, rather than Kansas
from
a
central
point
behind
the
screen,
organ for the society which made its
Irked by Hays Reply
was the highlight of the technological
appearance yesterday.
Kansas City, Kan., Oct. 11. — The
Other sources of income are : res- developments described and demontaurants, hotels and cafes, 12 per cent ;
strated yesterday as the 42nd semi- inability of Will H. Hays to
annual convention of the Society of intervene on behalf of Kansas City,
dance halls, three per cent, and "mis- M. P. Engineers began at the Hotel Kan., in its campaign to obtain first
cellaneous," two per cent. Royalties
Pennsylvania, with approximately 300 run pictures day and date with Kanin attendance.
sas City, Mo., was explained in a
Additional developments in raThe stereophonic demonstration was letter received here today by Ray T.
dio yesterday on pages 9 and 10
conducted last night at the Bell Tele- Willette, manager of the Chamber of
piione Laboratories, with introductory Commerce, who addressed Hays several weeks ago with a plea to help
and explanatory remarks by J. P.
and relief to domestic members ac- Maxwell of Erpi. Engineers of that obtain film fare equality for the
smaller city.
count for 76 per cent of the organi- company and the Bell Laboratories
The Hays letter, which was signed
zation's expenditures, according to developed the new method. It was
the breakdown, while the cost of oper- pointed out that whereas under the by Gabriel L. Hess, M.P.P.D.A.
ation, including salaries and legal ex- present method, only an illusion of attorney, declares that the character
penses, amounts to 17 per cent, and sound coming from the point of origin of the Hays organization prevents it
royalties to foreign affiliates, seven is obtained, under the stereophonic from interfering with its members in
per cent.
matters concerning individual business
the sound actually is caIn round figures, 584 radio stations development
pable
of
traveling
about
the
screen,
policies
contracts and
withtransactions,
first runs in"such
Kansasas
(Continued on page 10)
coming directly from the point of
origin. Two separate sound tracks and
"The by-laws
( Continuedprovide
on pagethat
3) the as► Lichtman
to Leave
{Continued on paqe 3)
City, Mo."
Friday for England
Production Gains;
Al Lichtman will sail Friday on Allied Leaders at
the Normandie for England to super41 Films in Work
Detroit Convention
vise the development of M-G-M's
Detroit, Oct. 11. — Several national
Hollywood, Oct. 11. — Production
British production activities. He will
directors of Allied are here to attend increased to 41 features before the
be gone several months.
Lichtman returned from the coast the annual convention of Allied of cameras last week, a jump of two
several weeks ago after spending the Michigan, which opens Tuesday at over the previous week's total. Nine
the Statler and will continue through started, seven finished, and 23 are in
summer at the company's studios during the absence of Louis B. Mayer. Wednesday. Abram F. Myers, gen- final stages of preparation. Sixty-nine
eral counsel, is expected to be one of are being edited.
When Mayer returned from England
about 10 days ago, he conferred with the principal speakers.
The starting films are : "The AdOne of the principal topics on the
ventures of Marco on Polo,"
Lichtman on both the coast and Eng(Continued
page 10)Goldwyn ;
{Continued
on
page
3)
lish production.
Mayer, on the eve of his departure
for Hollywood, told Motion Picture
{Continued on Page 6)
Zola^
Playing
Few
Spots

62%
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CENTS

Granted
Appeal

Highest

by

Court

Involves Vacuum Tubes;
DeMille Case Dropped
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 11.— The Supreme Court today granted the petition of General Talking Pictures Corp.
for review of a decision of the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals holding it to
have infringed patents by use in talking picture projection equipment of
vacuum tube amplifiers to which were
attached license notices limiting their
use to radio reception.
The company purchased the amplifiers from the American Transformer Co., which manufactured them
under license from the so-called radio
license pool, and contended a patent
owner is without right to restrict the
use of a device manufactured under
the patent after the device has passed
into the hands of a purchaser.
The court rejected an appeal of
Eureka Prod, from a decision of the
Federal District Court at New York
refusing a restraining order to keep
New York state officials from interfering with the showing of the impictureheld
"Ecstacy."
The tostate
censor ported
board
the picture
be
obsence and refused a license for its
showing, and the company sought action from(Continued
the Supreme
Court
on page
3) on the
Columbia

Regionals

To Start at Chicago
Columbia will hold the first of a
series of regional sales meetings at
the Drake, Chicago, Saturday and
Sunday with Abe Montague, sales
manager, presiding.
The home office contingent will
leave late this week. It will include
Montague, John McConville, Rube
Jackter, Jerome Safron, Louis Astor,
Lou Weinberg,
Maxon Weisfeldt,
Hank
(Continued
page 10)

Directors* Guild in
NLRB
Hearing Plea
Pace
'
Hollywood,
Oct. 11. — Frustrated in
Cities
Key
High
Sets
its
attempts
to
bargain collectively
over
average
at
the
Hippodrome,
Playing in comparatively few spots,
with the producers as representatives
"The Life of Emile Zola"_ forged taking $21,250, against a house aver- for directors, assistant directors and
to the front with especially high boxof $12,000. "100 Men and _ a unit managers, the Screen Directors
office takes in an estimate of grosses Girl"age was
$2,300 over par in its
for the week at the leading theatres second week at the Allen.
Guild today filed a petition for certification as the bargaining agency for
in key cities.
"The Prisoner of Zenda," dualled
those crafts before the Regional Labor
Guy," was tops in Indian"Double or Nothing," "Thin Ice," with "Bad
apolis, over the $7,000 average by Relations Board. The petition, filed
"The Prisoner of Zenda" and "100
Attorney Barry Brannon and
Men and a Girl" appeared to be in $3,000. "High, Wide and Handsome" by
Lewis onMilestone,
acting
was strong at the Circle and was signed by(Continued
the top money in other spots.
page 6)
(Continued on page 10)
At Cleveland, "Zola" went way
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London
Films, Korda
Settle Two Actions
Two infringement actions against
London Films and Alexander Korda
have been settled out of court, it was
learned yesterday. The amounts involved in the settlements were not
made known.
The first action was brought by
Francis Hackett who charged that the
film "The Private Life of Henry
VIH" infringed material used in his
biography of the British monarch.
The second action was brought by
Wallace Irwin, author, who alleged
that the production, "The Ghost Goes
West," infringed his story "Transplanted Ghost." Both settlements
were negotiated by Schwartz & Frohlich, American attorneys for London
Films.
Raft to Be at Ampa
George Raft, Robert S. Taplinger,
William Frawley, Jack Buchanan and
David Hutchinson, the latter two English actors, will headline the Ampa
bill at the International Casino
Thursday. A number of other people
are being lined up for the meeting and
will be announced later,
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Granted

Questioning

for

Chaplin

Federal Judge John C. Knox
► granted the motion of Films Sonores
Tobis, Societe Anonyme in the U. S
District Court yesterday to examine
E. DEPINET and Ralph before trial in California Charles
NEDRoLAN
will accompany Anna
Neagle and Herbert Wilcox to Chaplin, John B. Palmer, P. A. Swope
"Livesey"
Ottawa tonight, where they will at- and
whosea witness
first nameidentified
was notasgiven.
tend the premiere of "Victoria the
Films Sonores is suing United ArtGreat." Richard Haestier, British
ists, Charles Chaplin and the Chaplin
press representative for Wilcox, also Film Corp. for a permanent injunction
IS ill the party.
and an accounting based upon the
•
Personal

Chris Dunphy, Paramount's coast
publicity chief, arrived in town over
the weekend. He will await the arrival of Adolph Zukor and head back
to the coast with Zukor the latter
part of next week.
•
Harey C. Arthur left by plane
yesterday for St. Louis. Matt SchulTER, Edward Arthur, Lou Ansell
and Bill Schneider departed by train
over the weekend.

alleged
infringement
of the
"A Nous
La Liberte"
in plaintiff's
"Modern
Times." United Artists objected to
the examination on the grounds that
the nature of the questioning was
not revealed and that Chaplin and
his corporation have not yet been
served as defendants in the action.
Leo Brecher Asks $3,000
Leo Brecher, independent operator
of 10 theatres in the metropolitan
area, filed a petition in the U. S. District Court yesterday for allowance
of $3,000 in the Roxy Theatre reorganization.
Brecher stated that he has been in
the business since 1910 and that he
was requested to study the plan of
reorganization and to appraise the

Jules Levy yesterday was cleaning his desk, preparatory to an exchange tour which will also take him
to the RKO studio. He hopes to get
away today.
•
W. G. Van Schmus, managing
director of the Music Hall, ruminat- Roxy for the Pound bondholders' committee. He spent 104 hours in studying at large yesterday about a trip to
ing the plan which included 24 hours
Hollywood, said the time this year
again looked like December.
spentter testifying
before Special MasAddison S. Pratt.
•
S. Barret McCormick left last
Foy Motion to Appellate Div.
night for Ottawa to make preparations
Albany,
Oct. 11, — The motion of
for the premiere there of "Victoria the
Foy Prod., asking a review of its
•
film, "Tomorrow's Children," previJ. Cheever Cowdin and Willard
ously denied a license, tonight was
Great." of Universal plan to leave referred to the Appellate Division by
McKay
the coast for New York today by Supreme Court Justice Francis A.
Bergan who ruled that his court is
•
without jurisdiction in the matter.
plane.
Herb Crooker, director of publicity
for Warners, left yesterday for a trip
"Fugitive" Suit to
through Virginia to contact newspapers. He will return in a week.
Be Tried in Georpia
•
Atlanta, Oct. 11.— A $100,000
Grace Rosenfeld, eastern repre- libel suit against Warners concerning
sentative for Hal Roach, is slated to
"I'm a Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"
return woodfrom
month's
trip to Holly- has been sent by the Georgia
the enda of
the week.
Supreme Court to the Fulton County
•
Superior Court for trial on its merits.
Edward J. Peskay, general sales
Vivian L. Stanley, member of the
manager for Grand National, is due Georgia Prison Commission, filed the
to return from a swing of exchanges suit. Other defendants are the Rialto
in two weeks.
•
Theatre Corp., Keith's Georgia Theatre, R. B. Wilby and Earle M.
Helen Jepson, who recently com- Holden. The Supreme Court denied
pleted work to
in "The
Follies," a writ of certiorari on an appeal from
will return
New Goldwyn
York tomorrow.
decisions of the Court of Appeals and
•
the Fulton Superior Court against a
Jules Goldstone of Goldstone & demurrer to Stanley's petition.
Berger, coast attorneys, is in town
and will leave the end of the week.
Answer Indianapolis Suit
•
Indianapolis, Oct. 11. — Answers
Derrick De Marney, former G. B. to the bill of complaint in the Gary,
player, arrives on the Aqnitania today Ind., Theatre Co., suit asking an infor a role in a Broadway play.
junction against clearances granted
•
Balaban & Katz have been filed in
Mrs. Lewis Milestone and Mrs. Federal Court here bv Columbia,
Rockwell Kent flew to Hollywood A/[-G-M, Paramount, RKO and 20th
last night.
Century-Fox. The answers declare
•
that relief sought by the plaintifif
Donald Ogden Stewart, screen would be in violation of contract.
writer, will leave for the coast today
''Zenda" Held 76th Time
via American Airlines.
•
When "The Prisoner of Zenda"
Edward L. Alperson may leave for reached
the holdover figure at the AlHollywood the end of the week.
dine, Philadelphia, over the weekend
•
it was the 76th holdover since the
Gregory LaCava arrived in New release of the^icture, Sept. 3, accordYork yesterday from Hollywood.
ing to United Artists.

lATSE
Sign

and

Theatres

in Kansas

City

Kansas City, Oct. 11. — At the
end of five years in which it has had
no contracts with subsequent runs in
Kansas City, and four years without
a written agreement with first runs,
Operators' Local 170, I. A. T. S. E.,
has closed deals with both groups.
Following several months of negotiations by Claude Cessna, business
manager of the local since June, twoyear contracts have been signed. They
call for a five per cent increase both
this year and next for first runs, and
for a five per cent increase next year
for suburbans. The five per cent hike
in downtown first runs — Mainstreet,
Midland, Newman, Tower and Empress— is retroactive to Sept. 1. The
agreement with the Fox Beyer in Excelsior Springs, Mo., which comes
under Local 170*5 jurisdiction, was
made on a similar basis.
The two-year agreements with suburbans provides for no increase this
year. The contract, retroactive to
July 11, this year, schedules a wage
hike of 5 per cent next July 11.
Exceptions are the Fox Plaza, first
subsequent run, and the Fox Uptown,
suburban first run. Contracts with
them, which are, like the others, for
two years, contain a 26 cents per hour
increase, amounting to almost 20 per
cent. No change in the contract is
provided next July 11, anniversary
date.
Only five subsequent runs have not
signed contracts, according to Cessna,
and two of these are using 1. A. T.
S. E. men. With two of the others,
these are expected to sign within the
next few weeks.

Scripps-Howard
Film
Section Tomorrow
The N. y. World-Telegram and
21 other Scripps-Howard newspapers
will issue a special 18-page film section with their regular editions tomorrow. The section will include
feature articles by persons well known
in the industry and will give editorial attention to new season production plans of all important companies.
Present plans are to repeat the section at a later date and possibly to
make success.
it an annual feature if it meets
w^ith

Hays Directors to
Gather on Thursday
The quarterly meeting of the board
of directors of the M.P.P.D.A. is
definitely scheduled for Thursday,
after a postponement from mid-September.
The report of the educational films
committee on the reels available for
school use is scheduled to be made to
the board. The meeting may also discuss proposed changes in the regulations governing the release of
registered titles after a designated
period.
Wallis Receives Award
Hollywood, Oct. 11. — Hal B.
Wallis, associate executive in charge
of Warner production, has received
the annual award of the Societe de
Paris for the greatest contribution to
French culture in the United States.
It was given him for his work in
supervising "The Life of Emile Zola."
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tential y asource of the destruction of
the industry, which has a right to
exist "and has rendered a great pubNizer
stressed the value of the
lic service."
screen in brmgmg about a movemeni.
Sound
Moving
tor peace througnout the world, in
its inherent value of making the difAbout
Screen
ierent peoples of the world more
familiar with one another. He praised
the work of the engineers, who have
(Continued from page 1)
contributed so much to the screen,
two microphone amplifier channels are where science contributes nothing to
employed in recording the stereo- any other art form.
phonic sound. Maxwell pointed out
Willifred Vice-President
that the production companies must
decide when the new development
New officers elected yesterday were
will be incorporated in actual produc- E. A. Willifred, financial vice-presition.
dent; Dr. L. A. Jones, reelected engiThe opening day was featured by the
neering vice-president; Kenneth F.
election of several officers, not includ- Morgan, executive vice-president,
ing the president, who carries over vV est Coast ; J ames Frank, secretary ,
for another year ; an opening address L. W. Davee, treasurer, and Herbert
by S. K. Wolf, president, reports uriffin. Dr. A. C. Hardy and Ralph
of several committees, the beginning F. Farnham, elected to the board oi
of a long series of technical papers governors. Griffin and Hardy were
on the developments of the year in reelected.
Another outstanding demonsttation
the technique of the screen, and an
informal luncheon at which Louis of the day was that on third dimenNizer, attorney, and Martin Quigley
sional pictures by George W. Wheelwere the speakers.
wright, 3rd, of the Land-Wheelwright
Quigley, in his brief address to the l^aboratories, Boston. Based on tne
convention, ofTered a spirited defense use of Polaroid glasses by the audience, an effect of third diminsion is
of the industry in its concentration
on entertainment as the prime func- produced.
tion of the screen. His theme was
N. D. Golden Heard
"Propaganda, Education and the EnN. D. Golden, head of the films ditertainment Film."
vision of the Bureau of Foreign and
Cites Critics' Ulterior Motives
Domestic Commerce of the Dep't of
Certain persons, Quigley declared, Commerce, spoke an "Safeguarding
raise objections to the use of the and developing Our Film Markets
screen as a medium of entertainment Abroad." Taxes and complex restrictions which continue to be imposed in
only, and seek to bring about its employment for other purposes, chief many foreign countries form one of
problems American proamong them educational and propa- the greatest
ducers must face abroad, he said. Some
gandistic. He quoted from Dr. Fred
Eastman, educator and clergyman, are unreasonable, Golden declared,
professor at Chicago Theological and the industry is justified in taking
Seminary, who has asserted that pro- a strong stand with the object of
ducers should think of themselves as bringing, about their elimination.
In such action, the producers would
educators, not "as a bunch of enterbe
supported by the desire of the fortainers."
eign audiences to see and hear AmerAnother quotation was from Norican entertainment films. Foreign
man Thomas, who has declared that
the motion picture should take life markets, which play an important pari
in the success of the industry, must
as it is, and "morals would take be safeguarded, he said. American
care of themselves." There is too
much Cinderella in films, Quigley pictures are maintaining their immense popularity abroad, declared
quoted Thomas as saying.
Replying, the publisher asserted Golden.
Many Papers Read
these men may be described as "lacking in candor." Following their sugOther technical papers read at yesgestions, he said, would create a condition whereby those persons who wish
terday's session included the following :
to use the film for their own purposes would be dictating what should
"Hunting v^'ith a Microphone the
be produced.
Songs of Vanishing Birds" by P. Kellogg, Laboratory of Ornithology, CorDecries Propaganda
nell University ; "High-Speed Motion
There is no indication that the pub- Picture Photography Applied to the
lic desires anything but entertainment
Design of Telephone Apparatus," by
from the motion picture theatre, W.
Herriott, Bell Telephone LaboraQuigley pointed out, and declared it
tories ;"Further Progress in Film
would be dishonest if the theatre
Storage," by Capt. J. G. Bradley, Nashowed anything else under guise of
tional Archives, Washington ; "The
pure entertainment. The propagand- EfTect of the Composition of an MQ
ists, who show a marked approval of Developer on Its Reduction Potenthe realistic type of film, he said, seek tion," by R. M. Evans and W. T.
actually to destroy the hours of hap- Hanson, Jr., Kodak Research Laborapiness which the screen now brings
tories ;"A Modern Motion Picture
to the public. They would turn the Laboratory," by C. L. Lootens, Repubtheater into a place of political delic Productions ; "Modulated High
bate, and not a place of refreshment, Frequency Recording as a Means of
and would create a spirit of discon- Determining Conditions for Optimal
tent, he declared.
Processes," by J. A. Baker and D. H.
He agreed that the screen has cer- Robinson of RCA ; "Distortion in the
tain definite responsibilities, chief Reproduction of Hill-and-Dale Recamong them being an obligation to
ords," by M. J. DiToro, Thomas A.
abide by the dictates of decency. Con- Edison, Inc. ; "Recent Developments
cluding, Quigley declared that these in Hill-and-Dale Recorders," bv L.
outside sources which seek to use Vieth and C. F. Wiebusch, Bell telethe screen for other purposes are pophone Laboratories ; "Nomenclature
SMPE
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Two

Other

Fellows

Hollywood, Oct. 11. — Josef
Pasternack, musical conductor of Vick's radio show, and
Joe Pasternak, producer of
Universal's "100 Men and a
Girl," are getting hardened
to a scrambling of their mail,
'phone calls and office appointments, but don't
know
what to do about
the newspaper that ran a biography
of one with a portrait of the
other. Neither does anybody
else. So
they're table
to meet
across
a luncheon
as a
coramittee of two on ways
and means.

GTP
An

Granted
Appeal

by

Court
Highest
(Continued from page 1)

ground the state was interfering with
Federal Government's exclusive right
to regulate commerce with foreign
nations.
The court also denied a petition to
T. L. Tally and the Corbar Corp. for
rehearing of its suit against the Fox
Film Corp. The case arose out of
the Fox West Coast bankruptcy, the
petitioners seeking to have the reorganization set aside on the ground
and Specifications Including Descrip- that it was fraudulent. The lower
tion of the Various Tyes of Movie- courts ruled against the petitioners
tone Release," by J. K. Hilliard, and were upheld by the Supreme
M-G-M ; "Film Perforation and 96- Court.
Cycle Frequency Modulation in Sound
An appeal of the Bureau of Internal
Film Records," by J. Crabtree and Revenue for review of a decision of
W.
Herriott,
Bell
Telephone
Laborathe Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
tories.
absolving
Cecil B. DeMille from alThelows : program for today is as folleged avoidance of income taxes by
10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.— Salle Moderne; En- use of a holding company was regineering Practice Session.
jected by the court.
"Air-Conditioning witli Litliium Chloride";
Rule on DeMille Prod.
G. A. Kelley, Surface Combustion
Corp., Toledo.
The bureau in its petition contended
"The Activated Alumina System as Applied to Air-Conditioning and Drying Cecil B. DeMille had been employed
Problems"; G.
L. Simpson, Pittsburgh. by DeMille Prod, from 1924 to 1929
Lectrodryer
Corp.
"Die Castings and Their Application to to avoid payment of taxes. The corporation, aholding company owned
Photographic
Appliances";
Doehler Die Casting
Co., New C.
York.Pack.
"The Use of Inconel for Photographic personally by DeMille and his associates, accumulated a surplus of $1,606,Film
Processing Nickel
Equipment";
Cox, International
Co., Inc.,G.NewL. 515 by 1929, but had paid in dividends
York.
"Vacuum-Tube
Engineering for Motion only $192,000. The Bureau contended
Pictures"; L. C. Hollands and A. M. the corporation was used for the purGlover, RCA Manufacturing Co.
pose of avoiding surtaxes, as had been
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.— Salle Moderne; Light- charged last session by bureau officials
ing and Studio Session.
appearing before the Tax Investigating
"Spectral Distribution
and Energy
Color-Temperature of the Radiant
from Committee of Senate and House.
Carbon Arcs Used in the Motion PicIt was contended that DeMille and
Industry";National
F. T. Carbon
BowditchCo. and
A. C. ture
Downes,
his wife owned 70 per cent of the hold"Recent Developments in Background
ing company, Ella King Adams, a
Projection"; G. G. Popovici, Bronx, relative of Mrs. DeMille, held 10
N. Y.
"Recent Developments in Gaseous Dis- per cent and DeMille's attorney held
per cent until after 1927 when
charge Lamps";
S. Dushman,
Laboratory,
General
Electric. Research 20
DeMille
and his wife owned 97 per
Report of the Studio Lighting Committee,
R. E. Farnham, Chairman. "Light Con- cent.
Photography";
G. Mili, Westinghousetrol inElectric
& Manufacturing
Co.
"Modulated High-Frequency Recording A? Kansas City, Kan,,
a Means of Determining Conditions for
Optimum
Processing";
O. Baker and
D. H. Robinson,
RCA J. Manufacturing
Co.
"Recording Tests on Some Recent HighResolution
Emulsions";
O. Baker, Experimental
RCA Manufacturing
Co. J.
8:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.mi— Salle Moderne.
Showing of Selected Historical Motion
Pictures Arranged by John E. Abbott.
Director of the Film Library, The
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Showing of a Recent Feature Picture and
Shorts (2 Hours).
Allied

Leaders

at

Irked by Hays Reply
(Continued from page 1)
sociation has no jurisdiction or control over the internal afTairs or business policies
of members,"
states.
It also
points out the
thatletter
the
order of exhibition availability at
theatres in any contiguous area is universally "a matter of competition
between theatres in such areas for
contracts
with two
distributors,"
and adds
that as the
Kansas Cities
are

Detroit Convention
in the
same one
competitive
area
"there
can
be only
first run of
a picture
(Continued' from page 1)
schedule is the appointment of a succharacterized the reply as
cessor to H. M. Richej', general busi- in Willette
such area."
ness manager of the local unit, who "buck passing" in commenting on it
left the ranks last summer to join here.
Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan.
"If Hays is going to pass the buck,
Ray Branch of Hastings is ex- well and good," he said. "There are
pected to be re-elected president for other ways in which we can force this
a fifth term. He feels that the local discrimination to public attention.
unit has been strengthened in the last But Mr. Hess made the mistake of
few months and expects a large turn- trying to make us believe that Kanout from all over the state.
sas City, Kan., is merely a suburb of
"Cantor's Son" Near End
"The Cantor's Son," an all-Jewish
musical starring Moishe Oysha, will
be completed at the Film Arts studio
in the Bronx this week.

Willette
Kansas
City,said
Mo." he would answer
Hays' letter in a few days after conferring on the subject with civic leaders
and
ciation. the local theatre owners' asso-
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Charlie's
is
most

program
popular

radio''(new

full-hour show in
Crosley

travel shorts. Filmed under personal
supervison

of E. M.

air survey) so Vita-

Newman, international authority on

phone brings him
back in six rerelease specials

the spots experts
call the ^most interesting in the world!

OF

SHORTS

;

for a quick cash-in
right at his peak!
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New
In

Warner

Cleveland

Theatre
Named

Oct. 11.— The new
Cleveland,
I, 500-seat Warner, now under construction, has been named the Colony,
and Mrs. Betty Brien won a $100
of the Warner-F/azn
winner
prize
contest.
Dealer asname
Present at the award luncheon
were the contest judges: Mayor
WilHam J. Van Aikenn, Helen Milner, W. G. Vorpe, Sunday editor of
the Plain Dealer; L. M. Van Fossan
of the Van Sweringen Co., Maurice
Gerson and Jess Fishman, Manny
Pearlstein, Sidney Dannenberg and
Ed Miller of Warners.
More than
II, 000 entries were received in the
contest, which extended over a fourweek period.
Reopens in Frisco Soon
San Francisco, Oct. 11. — Early
November is expected to see the reopening of Golden State's Milano,
1,400-seat house in the Italian North
Beach district. The opening will
another step in the circuit's
mark
program of remodeling.
Indiana Opens This Week
Indianapolis, Oct. 11. — The Indiana, 3,200-seat house now operated
under a pooling agreement between
Monarch Theatres and the Fourth
Ave. Amusement Co., will open
Thursday night.
Shift Oklahoma Managers
Oklahoma City, Oct. 11. — A. C.
Wooten is now manager of the Southwestern Theatres' Ismo at Chickasha,
Okla. Charles B. Hudson, former
manager there, will manage the Midwest here.
Plan New Tulsa House
Tulsa, Oct. 11.— H. P. Moran and
Phil Isley are building a new 500seat suburban house here.
Building House in Houston
Oklahoma City, Oct. 11. — Tol
Teeters, owner of the Joy here, is
building a $25,000 house in Houston.
Anti-Dual

Petitions

In Three More Spots
The anti-dual feature movement
started by William R. Clay, makeup
editor of the Nutley Sun, and George
H. Siegel, an insurance man, has
spread to New England, Westchester
County and San Francisco, they say.
Sanford E. Gerard of Boston is
circulating petitions there, Alfred M.
Zeizes of San Francisco is busy in his
home town, and George H. Dirmon
of New Rochelle has put the circulars
into work there.

'^Thunder Orienf Booked
"Thunder Over the Orient," a tworeeler dealing with the undeclared
Sino- Japanese conflict, opens at the
World today. David Strong of Criterion Films is the distributor.
Assign Para. Directors
Hollywood, Oct. 11. — James Hogan
has been assigned to direct "They
Knew What Happened" on the Paramount lot. George Archainbaud will
direct "Her Jungle Love." Both films
are scheduled to go before the cameras
soon.

Once

Again

The marquee cycle, this
time reporting the billing of
a small theatre in the
Brownsville section of Brooklyn:"She Had to Eat" with
Jack Haley
Dishes Tonight

Lichtman

to Leave

Friday for England
(Continued from page 1)
Daily that he was anxious to build
up the British production unit to turn
out pictures on a par with Hollywood.
As soon as this is done mass production will be started in England, the
pictures to be designed for a world
wide market. Production costs
abroad will be unlimited, as at the
studio on the coast, Mayer said.
"Yank at Oxford," the first British
film with Robert Taylor and Maureen
O'Sullivan, is slated to be completed
in another week. The stars are due
to return to Hollywood in two
months.
M-G-M Promotes Banker
Cleveland, Oct. 11. — Dean Banker,
for the past year and a half booker
at the local M-G-M exchange, has
been appointed M-G-M representative
at Bogata, Colombia. Banker will
leave here Oct. 18 to report for duty
at the home office.

Directors* Guild
NLRB
Hearing

Tuesday, October 12, 1937
in
Plea

(Continued from page 1)
president of the S. D. G., names as
respondents Columbia, First National,
M-G-M, RKO, 20th Century-Fox,
Goldwyn, Selznick, Universal, Walter
Wanger and Warners.
The petition had a lengthy memorandum attached asking that the board
delay its decision on the Screen Writers' Guild petition for a hearing until
the S; D. G. had a chance to present
its case on its own merits. The memo
asked that a hearing date be set for
October 18 and if the S. W. G. hearing is not over at that time that a dayto-day postponement be made explaining that both Trial Examiner William Ringer and Special Board Attorney William J. Walsh will be on
hand to handle the board's side of the
case.
The memo added that the jurisdiction question raised by the respondents
in the S. W. G. case and other issues
at stake are of vital importance to
both organizations
Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of the Labor Board, said that the
S. D. G. petition and memorandum
would be forwarded to the National
Board for action.

Variety

Club

Buffalo
Buffalo,
11. — isSidney
man of UnitedOct.
Artists
chairmanLehof
a committee arranging for a Hallowe'en masque dance-dinner at the club's
quarters Oct. 30. The crew, with
John M. Sitterly and Robert T.
Murphy as co-chairmen, staged the
opening Saturday party. A Columbus
Day celebration was held Oct. 9.
Four new members have been
added: Robert Stevenson, manager
of the Erlanger ; Emanuel Woronov,
of M-G-M ; Theodore Phillies, of
Basil Brothers, and J. L. McGrane,
who operates the Orpheum and Central Park, neighborhood houses.
Barker McGrane is mourning the
sudden death of his only son, Paul.
Chief Barker Jacob Lavene and associate officers are working on arrangements for extensive alterations
in the club lounge, to be completed before Thanksgiving.

''Sing Band"

in Shorts

Hollywood, Oct. 11. — James K.
Hubbard and George Dawson will
produce three two-reel subjects feaMax Terr's
"SingNew
Band"
the LongturingIsland
Studios,
York.at
The "Sing Band" which appeared
in Paramount's "Double or Nothing"
is a mixed group of 45 voices that
imitates the music of a complete orchestra without the use of a musical
instrument.

Protest Guild Hearing Evidence
Hollywood, Oct. 11. — After respondents' counsel objected strenuously to the admission into evidence
of more than 200 exhibits compiled by
Dr. David Saposs, for the purpose of
showing the effect of the industry on
Salt Lake Wins Drive
Flash Previews
interstate commerce and in this manSalt Lake City, Oct. 11. — The loner establishing writers as employes,
"Counsel for Crime" — Not outcal Monogram exchange won the 10standing in any respect, this is satis- William Ringer, trial examiner, defactory program fare, telling the story
ferred until tomorrow a ruling on its week sales drive with the highest national quota. The office force won
of the criminal lawyer who sacri- admissibility in the hearing of the
fices himself to aid his son, who
$300. Memphis and Albany came in
Screen Writers' Guild's petition for second and third, respectively.
believes himself fatherless.
a bargaining agency election before
"Green Fields" — Something en- the National Labor Relations Board.
tirely new that will be found highly
After Ringer delayed the ruling on
enjoyable by Jewish audiences. It is admissability. Paramount counsel Andy Rogers in Hospital
acted to perfection by well-chosen moved for dismissal of the proceedNew Orleans, Oct. 11. — Andy
cast. It will be a memorable effort
ings, holding that there is involved only Rogers, formerly well known as a
producer, who years ago attempted
among all-Yiddish talkers.
a jurisdictional dispute between the with
others to make New Orleans a
"Renfrezu of the Royal Mounted" — S. W. G. and Screen Playwrights,
25^
251 Marine Hospital.
the
Standard "mountie" entertainment but Tnc, which holds a bargainine agree- film center, is in 1854
with some Canadian backgrounds
ment with the producers. This was
which are truly magnificent.
taken under advisement.
"She Loved a Fireman" — A second6?4
ary film, perhaps, but one which offers
Wall
Street
To Ask Contempt Citation
754 1754
18
excellent amusement for the family
trade.
93/4 6554
Los Angeles, Oct. 11. — Her attor654
754
SVs 165i
VVz
ney, William Neblett, having refused
17Board
Recessions
General^Vson 1055^
Full revievus of these pictures zvill
1354 Change
1454 USYs
permit her to answer questions a*
2654
Net
11254
2654 I^lose
appear in an early issue of Motion <^o
159
164
R
denosition
hearing
in
the
suit
of
Picture Daily.
IS
18
15
Cons, . Open105^ High Low1354
854
M-G-M to have Freddie Bartholo- Col.
2
154
157
E. K.
164
mew's contract held valid, Mylh'cen*
Mullin to Aid Drive
1051^
17
1%
Bartholomew, the boy's aunt, will be G. T. E...
68SV2
Boston, Oct. 11. — Martin Mullin of ^he subject of an appeal to court for Para.
IV4154
the M. & P. Theatres has been made a con+emnt cita+ion. according to Her- Loew, pfd.. . 15'/8
107
man Selvin of Loeb, Walker & Loeb, Para. I .
vice-divisional chairman of the Greater
225i
Para. 2
.1121^
2754 271/4
22Va 225^
Boston Community Fund for the com- M-G-M attorneys. Miss Bartholomew Pathe
3Vs 65
ing season. Mullin was a divisional was to have been quizzed today in R. K. 0. . . 68
107
141^,
chairman in the charitable campaign the law firm's office.
20th Fox . .
Univ., pfd. 35i 34
for the past two years. He has again
.
m
W. B
assigned J. T. Clark of the circuit
Named to Union Board
. 154 High
Technicolor
managerial force to act as staff secreon Curb
. m
London. Oct. 2. — Charles A.
tary for drive headquarters.
Net
Close Change
, 34
2254
Davis, solicitor to Union Cinemas,
Off
31
31
m
Ltd., has been elected a member of
Low
m
the board of directors. Election of a Tech
Sonotone
.
ds"
"Penro
More
G.
N.
2
Plan
Open
Hollywood, Oct. 11. — Warners chairman of Union, in nlace of the
3
3
Trans-Lux
late
David
Bernhard,
will
be
considwill
produce
two
more
"Penrod"
stories. The one to follow the second
Bond Issues Decline
ered at a board meeting soon.
Net
in the series, "Penrod and His Twin
High Low Close Change
Brother," will be "Penrod and
Keith 6s '46
94i/4 9454 9454 — V2
Miller Joins Monogram
Loew 354s '46
9854 9854 9854 — 54
Danny," and will feature, as in the
other two, the Mauch Twins.
Hollywood, Oct. 11. — Emmett B. Para.
B'way
3s
'55
6654 6654 6654
Because the twins are growing up Miller has been named assistant sec- Para. Pict.
rapidly, the two pictures will be
retary-treasurer of the Monogram
6s '55
82
80
80 —154
84
84 84
rushed into production. William Mc- studios. He was formerly in the LTni- W. B. 6s '39
(Quotations at close of Oct. 11)
Gann will direct "Penrod and Danny." versal auditing department.
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At last the screen finds a
subject to tax its mighty
power! . . . Here is epic
sweep that dwarfs imagination !. . . Here is intimate romance that plumbs the heart !
. . . Here is dramatic impact
that storms the soul!... Here
is one of the greatest motion
pictures ever produced!

Her diaiy told it all!... The
story of Victoria and her
fiery Prince Consort ! . . . All
the things the world has
been dying to know about
love and life behind the
throne as Britain trod in
thundering glory over half
the world ! . . . Filmed in the
actual locales where it really
happened !

with

ANNA

NEAGLE

*

H. B. WARNER

ANTON
^

WALTER

WALBROOK
RILLA

Produced and directed by
With Scenes in
TECHNICOLOR

HERBERT

WILCOX

Screen play by
Miles Malleson and
Charles de Grandcpurt
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Pay

Ratified

Anew

By

the

INRA

The Independent Network Radio
Affiliates, convening yesterday at the
Waldorf-Astoria, again ratified the
$1,500,000 annual increase for staff
musicians salaries, the sum asked of
this body of broadcasters by the A.
F. of M. Of this sum, the networks
have agreed to contribute $200,000
annually, to be allocated to stations
on the basis of their increased expenditures.
The body also ratified a formula of
allocation, on the basis of weighted
averages as determined by Ernst &
Ernst, accounting firm, representing
the INRA. This will amount to
five and one-half per cent of net receipts of station time, with allowances for certain deductions such as

RADIO
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Musician

PICTURE

Penna.

High

Waring

on

Court
Music

Pittsburgh, Oct. 11. — Fred Waring
has been upheld by a decision of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, handed
down in this city, in his suit based on
the contention that a radio station
cannot broadcast music from a recording without his approval.
Station WDAS, Philadelphia, had
contended that, by joining the Nat'l
Ass'n of Performing Artists, Waring
had automatically relinquished his
rights in the records, and therefore
had no right to interfere with their
reproduction.
The opinion was written by Justice
Horace Stern. He held that, while
the station did not profit directly by
using
music,
gain an
indirectWaring's
benefit and
was it adid
competitor
with Waring and advertisers using
his orchestra. The court commented
that the problems involved in the suit
never before had been raised in an
American or English court.

agency and representatives' commissions. They also adopted a resolution
instructing the committee to continue
WDAS, an Independent
negotiating a form of trade agreePhiladelphia,
Oct. 11.— WDAS
ment with the A. F. of M., the is an independent
station, which
proposed agreement being unsatisfac- garners a large listening audience
tory in several points.
from programs which, in the main,
Pact Terms Published
consist of recordings. In addition to
The terms of the agreement were periodic shows throughout the day,
solely of transcribed tunes,
made available publicly for the first composed
WDAS has a popular local show
time at yesterday's meeting. The "Merry-Go-Round" which combines
agreement contains 24 clauses, all of commercial announcements with
which are satisfactory to the INRA records and comes over the air twice
except clauses 10, 20 and 21, with
the most emphasis placed on Article daily in two hour broadcasts. WDAS
has a day power of 250 watts, and a
10.
Article 10, as it now reads, stipu- night power of 100 watts.
lates that Federation musicians need
The suits were originally four in
not perform for an INRA station
number
and were instituted in Decemwhich will do any one of the followber, 1935. The others involved were
ing : (a) Transmit music to an
affiliate station which fails to agree
to expend the allocated quota for instructed to seek a modification of
staff musicians, or fails to com- this clause.
ply with the agreement ; (b) ConAt yesterday's meeting, M. Rosenberg of Philadelphia, was elected
tract to broadcast music to any station other than an affiliate or key :hairman of the special advisory comstation which fails to enter in an
mittee, replacing William S. Hedges,
agreement satisfactory to the A. F. lesigned.
of M. or with a local union of the
The committee will meet with the
A. F. of M. ; (c) Contract for \. F. of M. Monday.
records and transcriptions or take and
Simultaneously yesterday the I. R.
use transcriptions other than those N. A. members convened separately to
licensed for that purpose by the A. receive their committee's report of its
F. of M. ; (d) In the event an negotiations with the International
affiliate station transmits music not
body of the A. F. of M. Approxiunder contract now existing to any
mately 125 attended the meeting, held
other broadcasting stations which are also at the Waldorf. The I. R. N. A.
not affiliate or key stations, members will meet with the N. A. B. today,
of the Federation need not perform but because its problems are sometheir services for such affiliate station
what different from the non-network
unless such other broadcasting sta- affiliated group, its pact with the A.
tion enters into an agreement for the F. of M. will be drawn separately.
employment of staff musicians satisfactory to the Federation.
Cincy AFRA Files Complaint
Call for Revision
_ Cincinnati, Oct. 11. — The initial
This article and its division will complaint of the Cincinnati chapter,
have to be completely revised before A.F.R.A., has been filed with Philip
the contract as a whole can become G. Phillips, regional director of the
satisfactory to the INRA, it was said National Labor Relations Board.
Henry Jaffe, New York counsel for
yesterday.
Article 20 specifies that A. F. of the federation, charges WKRC and
M. or its local affiliates can with- CBS with having discharged William
draw its musicians without notice in Seymour Eckert, news writer, for
the event there is a default of con- alleged union activity.
tract by the station. This, in effect,
Report Yale Gets $30,000
means
musicians'
strike, andclause
the
INRA awants
an arbitration
New Haven, Oct. 11. — Yale Uniinserted. Article 21 now states that
versity is reported to have taken
musicians owe their first allegiance $30,000 for grid broadcasting rights
to the Federation, not to the station,
and the INRA committee has been this year. Last year's sum was
$20,000.

Upholds
Air

Casts

New
On

Shows
the

Air

a dance hall, a restaurant, and a
recording laboratory that takes pro"50 Minutes in Hollywood"
grams off the air. These cases were
"30 Minutes in Hollywood," new
tried in the lower courts of Phila- coast-to-coast participation program
delphia and were lost by the de- on Mutual, featuring Georgie Jessel
fendants. WDAS was the only liti- and Norma Talmadge, got off to a
gant
to
appeal
the lower court de- draggy start Sunday. However, there
cision.
is reason to believe that with so expert a showman and comedian as
Jessel at the helm, the show will
Claim 20 Other Decisions
build as it grows older.
Approximately 20 similar cases,
The main fault with the opening infiled throughout the country, have
stallment was the lack of comedy.
been won by Waring and the Nat'l Despite the fact that this program
Ass'n of Performing Artists which has been in the making for more
now includes several thousand mem- than a year, the script read as if it
bers, according to John O'Connor, had been prepared at the last moWaring's manager.
ment. Even the studio audience,
The Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters, which can always be depended upon
it is understood, arranged for the de- to laugh at the wave of an anfense of the WDAS case.
nouncer's hand, was painfully silent
Pending in Congress is a bill in- during the script pauses for laughs.
troduced by Senator Guffey of PennTommy Tucker's orchestra bows to
sylvania and Congressman Daley of none
as a musical unit. Dorothy
Philadelphia which seeks to establish McNulty's vocals are good; Norma
the interpretative rights of performing
Talmadge's style hints should be
artists legislatively. If the bill is helpful to the feminine listeners, and
passed it will prohibit nationally the a youngster, Josephine Starr, offers
reproduction of interpretations for excellent possibilities.
The show is offered from 6 to
In New York, a suit brought by 6 :30 locally over WOR, and is sponprofit.
sored in the metropolitan area by
Paul Whiteman against WNEW is
on the calender to be heard in the Crawford Clothes Stores. The agency
Supreme Court some time next is Redfield-Johstone.
month, while another, brought by
Frank Crumit against WHN, is
"Log Cabin Jamboree"
also scheduled. Other cases pending
"Log Cabin Jamboree" with Jack
as the fun maker and Ted Fio
are
Lyman and
and Bing
ConnieCrosby,
Bos- Haley
well byin Abe
Chicago,
Rito and Virginia Verrill supplying
Lily Pons, Wayne King in California.
All are members of the Nat'l Ass'n
of Performing Artists. The defendants, in all the cases, will be radio
station owners.
Radio

Drama

Series

To Start on Coast
San Francisco, Oct. 11. — Original
radio dramas by outstanding writers,
under the general title "I Want a
Divorce," will return S. & W. Fine
Foods, Inc., to Pacific Coast airlanes
as a sponsor Sunday night, Oct. 17,
on the NBC-Red network.
Peter B. Kyne, Elsie Robinson,
newspaper syndicate writer ; Carlton
E. Morse, Hugh Wiley and Donald
Henderson Clarke are among the
authors who will write for the weekly
series. Each play, complete in itself,
will deal with a true story of
marital difficulties.

the orchestral and vocal interludes, is
a breezy half-hour offering and should
enliven the living rooms of many
listeners in ensuing weeks.
Haley, who was removed from the
Maxwell House "Showboat" to prepare for this series, reflects the experience he gained while performing
in
the
former.
mike
rubbed some ofThethe"Showboat"
rust and radio
inexperience from him and, as a consecjuence when he opened in the
"Jamboree" Saturday night, he was
heard to better advantage than in
the past. He may yet build to a top
comic spot in radio.
Miss Verrill, whose voice has long
been a choice, although unsponsored,
network
bet, sang
solo,
and
doubled
with "Bob
HaleyWhite,"
in offering
a parody of "Love Is on the Air
Tonight." She also participated in
the comedy
skits.
Fio the
Rito'sprogram.
orchestra definitely
helps

Wendy Barrie was the evening's
guest performer.
Van Zandt Joins A. M. B.
"Log Cabin Jamboree" is offered
Edmund Van Zandt has joined the Saturdays from 8:30 to 9 P. M. on
the NBC-Red. Benton & Bowles is
publicity department of Artists Management Bureau. He formerly was the agency. General Foods Corp.
correspondent on the Fort Worth sponsors for Log Cabin Syrup.
Star-Telegram. He will assist IrvBanner
ing Strouse on the Paul Whiteman
account.
Install "Volume Limiter"
Philadelphia, Oct. 11. — One of
Liebling to Radio Guide
the newest developments in broadLeonard Liebling, former music
casting equipment, the "automatic
critic of the New York American, volume limiter,"
which will increase
the
efficiency
of the transmission of
and present editor of Musical Courier,
has been named music editor of Radio WCAU, has been installed at the staGuide.
tion's 50,000 watt transmitter plant,
located at nearby Newtown Square.
MacMurray, Evans on Lux Hour
Fred MacMurray and M^adge
Evans will offer a radio version of
More Radio— P, 10
"Up Pops the Devil" on the Lux
"Radio Theatre" series Oct. 18.
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Production
Ascap
62%
21%

Income
from

Theatres

New

Playing

Few

41 Films in Work
(Continued from page 1)

Spots

"Rosalie," M-G-M ; "Tarzan's Revenue," Principal ; "News in the Air"
and "The Lady Musketeers," Republic ;"Big Town Girl" and "Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm," 20th CenturyFox ; and "Blondes at Work" and
"Highway Pirate," Warners.
The tally by studio :
Columbia finished two, shooting

Air;

(Continued from page 1)
paid the society $3,239,181 in 1936, an
average of $5,546 per station ; 12,639
film theatres paid a total fee of $1,080,625, or an average of $85.49 each,
last year ; 6,574 restaurants paid a
total of $429,351; or $65.31 each; 1,398 hotels paid a total of $204,710, or
$146.43 each, and 2,606 dance halls
paid a total of $132,417, according to
Ascap's figures. No figures are given
on the expenditures.
The Ascap Journal makes its appearance at a time when the organization is besieged with legislative and
judicial attacks and is undoubtedly
designed to minimize or ofifset new
ones. In a foreword. Gene Buck,
Ascap president, relates that the Ascap
board of directors "after a careful
study of the public relations problem,
has decided to devote more effort to
this highly specialized subject, and
among its new activities we are again
reviving the society Journal with the
view of perfecting and projecting the
society's aims, purposes, activities."
The first issue of the publication is
in 24 pages, illustrated, with articles
contributed mostly by officers or members. E. C. Mills, chairman of the
administrative committee, is in charge
of the publication, which is edited
by Joseph Fliesler, and will be issued
monthly.
Winner

Zo/a,

Director

Key
High
Sets
iContinued from page 1)
moved to the Apollo for a second
stanza.
"Life Begins in College"
pulled a good $11,400 at the Lyric.
Little Jack Little and his band on
the stage of the Tower in Kansas City
helped
Broadway"
to take"Charlie
the top Chan
spot, onwith
$10,700,
over par by $3,700. "The Life of
Emile Zola" moved to the Newman
after a strong Mainstreet first week.
"Varsity Show," with a par $5,500
at the Paramount in St. Paul, was
the only film in either that city or its
twin, Minneapolis, even to reach average. Cold weather was blamed.
"100 Men and a Girl," paired with
"Counsel for Crime" at the Orpheum
in San Francisco, took the lead with
$12,200, over average by $4,200.
"Saturday's Heroes," aided by a Sally
Rand Stage show, drew a strong
$18,500 at the Golden Gate.
"Thin Ice" Strong
"Thin Ice" drew $25,000 at the
Fox in Detroit, up by $5,000, and
"Double or Nothing" at the Michigan,
and "100 Men and a Girl" in its
second week at the Adams, were both
strong. "Dead End" did well in its
second week at the United Artists,
going $2,600 over average.
A dual of "Thin Ice" and "Wild
Money" at the Orpheum, Omaha,
pulled $11,400, a good $4,200 over
par. "Lost Horizon" and "Forty
Naughty Girls" at the Brandies went
$3,100 over average.
"The Prisoner of Zenda," plus
"Love Is on the Air," at the RogerSherman, New Haven, was a smash
at $8,700, up by $4,100.
"Zola" was sensational at the Boyd
in Philadelphia, doubling average to
gross $28,000. "Life Begins in College" at the Fox grossed $19,500.
Denver best gross went to "Double
or Nothing" at the Denham, with
a high $11,000, over par by $6,000,
and the film was held. "Stella Dallas" was strong at the Denver and
was moved to the Aladdin.

Of NBC
Short Waves
Percy Winner, a member of the
NBC press staff, was named director
of the network's international short
wave service by Vice-President John
Royal yesterday. Winner will assume his new duties immediately.
The new director has had widespread experience as a newspaperman both here and abroad. He has
been a foreign correspondent and chief
editorial writer for the New York
High, Wide Milwaukee Hit
Post, and was a European correspondent for the Associated Press for
"High, Wide and Handsome" and
five years. He has served also as a "She Asked for It," at the Fox
correspondent in this country for the Palace in Milwaukee went over averManchester Guardian and for the
"Stella Dallas" and
by $3,000.
at the Warner were good
Havas news agency of France. He "Big ageShot"
for
$7,500,
up
by
$2,500.
joined NBC less than a year ago.
In Pittsburgh, "Back in Circulation," aided by a stage show headed
CBS to Have New WPA Series
by Buddy Rogers, took the top spot
A new series based on Mary at the Stanley, with $21,250, over
Roberts Rinehart's short stories will
a Girl"
Men and
be offered Thursdays from 10 to at
$3,250.in "100
by Alvin
its second
week,
and
par the
10:30 P. M. over CBS beginning "Double or Nothing" at the Penn,
Oct. 21. WPA players will appear also were strong.
in the sketches.
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938"
led in Cincinnati, with $13,500, over
the
RKO Palace average by $3,500,
WKY Seeking New Talent
was
moved to the RKO Capitol for
Oklahoma City, Oct. 11.— WKY
is advertising in local newspapers for a second week.
radio talent, either amateur or pro"Small Town Boy,"
Seattle,
In by
fessional.
a Major Bowes unit on the
aided
Auditions are held every Friday stage of the Palomar, bettered par
from 12 to 2 P.M.
by $2,300, while "100 Men and a
Girl," plus "My Dear Miss Aldrich,"
was strong at $7,800 at the Fifth
Larner Joins WELI Staff
"The Prisoner of Zenda"
Avenue,
New Haven, Oct. 11.— William was
goodandat the Paramount.
Larner of New York has been ap
"Life Begins in College," with the
pointed to the WELI announcing Paul
Whiteman orchestra on the
staff. Larner has had previous radio
was the only film to better par
stage,
experience in West Virginia and with in Oklahoma City, taking $8,200
NBC.
against a house average of $4,500.

Cities
Free

Show

' Pace
No

Worry

Battle Creek, la., Oct. 11.—
Joe Warnock got out of the
usual difficulty confronting
small town exhibitors when
merchants decided to stage
free shows to attract trade
by renting his house to them
each Wednesday evening during September and October.

Columbia

Gains;

Regionals

To

Start at Chicago
(.Continued from page 1)
C. Kaufman, George Josephs and
Milton Hannock.
Chicago, Detroit, Washington, Des
Moines, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Omaha, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Cleveland
branches will be represented.

two, preparing six, editing nine ; Goldwyn, zero, two, zero, one ; Grand National, zero, zero, zero, five ; M-G-M,
zero, six, three, five ; Monogram, one,
zero, one, one ; Paramount, zero, six,
four, six ; Principal, zero, one, one,
zero ; Republic, one, two, one, five ;
RKO, zero, seven, two, three ; Roach,
zero, zero, one, zero ; Selznick, one,
zero, zero, one ; 20th Century-Fox,
25.
zero, five, three, six ; Universal, one,
two, one, one ; Wanger, zero, zero,
zero, one ; Warners, one, eight, zero,
Three short subjects were finished,
one each at Columbia, M-G-M and
Roach. M-G-M started one, which is
still shooting. Seven are being prepared and 1^ edited.

Road Film Out Soon
The
Bureau of Public Roads of
To Show "Awful Truth"
A series of screenings in key cities the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture will
will be held by Columbia on "The soon release a film called "Roads to
Awful Truth." The cities already Romance." It is based on a historical
scheduled are : Atlanta, Oct. 17 ;
the NewClubs
HampFederation ofby Garden
for
Cincinnati, Oct. 18 ; Cleveland, Oct. pageantshirepresented
13; Denver, Oct. 15; Los Angeles,
the
American
Ass'n
of
Highway
OffiOct. 13; Memphis, Oct. 17; New
cials meeting at Crawford Notch.
Orleans, Oct. 21 ; Oklahoma City,
Two crews shot scenes in various
Oct. 18; Tulsa, Oct. 19; Philadel- pans of New Hampshire and Alois
phia, Oct. 17; Portland, Oct. 15; Havrilla handled the comment, with a
Salt Lake City, Oct. 12, and San musical background furnished by the
Francisco, Oct. 13.
U. S. Marine Band orchestra.

Overnight
between

THE BEAUTIFUL
NATION'S
MOST
SCENIC ROUTE
TWA daylight flights
offer the air passenger an opportunity to
see, in a few short
hours such scenic wonders as Grand Canyon. Boulder Dam,
Painted Desert, Meteor Crater, the Sky
City of Acoma and
many other
world famous attractions.

LOS

and

ANGELES

NEW

YORK

Board a TWA Super-Skyliner in the
late afternoon . . . enjoy a splendid
dinner aloft (served complimentary)
. . . read a while, if you like, or play
cards, and chat with your neighbors
. . . stroll about . . . then retire to a
private compartment and sleep away
the miles to the other side of the continent. You reach your destination refreshed and rested — ready for the activities of the day. Transcontinental
Stop - over privileges
on many flights.
flights eastward — 15 hours, 10 minutes
. . . westbound — 17 hours, 6 minutes.
MemberSafety For information £ind reservations, call: TWA
National
NEW YORK— 70 E. 4Znd Street
MUrray
Hill 6-1640
Michigan
8881
LOS ANGELES— 530 W. 6th Street
Council
Hollywood
2123
HOLLYWOOD— 6679 Hollywood Blvd.

THE LUXURY LINE
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Believe

Rose

Has

Completed

UA

Sale

Plans

Expect a New Financial
Issue in the U. S.

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

Attempt
To

Buy

Seen

by

OCTOBER

Japanese

Universal

War

Reel

By CHARLES S. AARONSON
^Copyright, 1937, Quigley Publishing Company)
Siegfried F. Lindstrom, formerly connected with the film industry in
this country and in Japan, and purporting- to represent the Japanese
Chamber of Commerce in New York, yesterday attempted to purchase
from Charles E. Ford, editor of Universal Newsreel, the entire footage

embodying the latest pictures taken by Universal's cameramen of the
Japanese-Chinese undeclared war in China.
Admittedly the purpose behind the purchase is suppression.
The film en route here, running a total of 10,400 feet, which will be
cut and released as the weekend issue of the reel, in the normal running
time of approximately 10 minutes, is said by Ford to contain shots of
the bombing by Japanese airplanes of the Central Hospital, the Nanking
Power Plant, the shooting down of Japanese planes and the capture of
their pilots by the Chinese, and the visit of Madame Chiang Kai Shek,
wife of the generalissimo of the Chinese armies, to the Central Hosptial
during the air raid.
The newsreel material arrived in San Francisco on the China Clipper
yesterday and is due in New York today by plane. Lindstrom, describing himself as neutral, a friend of both sides, and asserting that he was
requested by the Japanese Chamber of Commerce here to represent it in
the negotiations, telephoned Ford yesterday declaring that he had an
important matter to discuss, then made his bid in Ford's office.
From the reel's editor Lindstrom received a flat and unequivocal refusal to entertain the proposition. Ford emphatically replied that the
reel was neutral in the war, has no intention of coloring or censoring
the film material obtained by its cameramen in China, and under no circumstances would consider its sale to any interests.
David O. Selznick and Walter
questioned later in the day by Motion Picture Daily, reLindstrom,
Wanger, producers for U. A., are
counted his experience in the film business, said he was employed at one
now in New York. They have no
partnership arrangement with the time as manager of the New York office of the Japanese N.Y.K. steamship line, in the passenger department, and declared he is at present
company. It is likely that they will
confer with Alexander Korda and connected with the New York office of the Bureau of Insular Affairs of
His film experience included a period as Far
Samuel Goldwyn here before return- the U. S. War Dept.
(Continued on page 4)
ing to Hollywood. Goldwyn is due
from the coast about Nov. 1 for the

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 12.— David Rose,
vice-president and financial adviser of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., is believed to
have completed financing arrangements whereby Goldwyn and Alexander Korda will exercise the options
for the purchase of U. A. stock held
by Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford for $6,000,000.
The options will be included in a
new financing issue, it is understood,
which is to be floated in the U. S.
Rose will sail Oct. 20 on the lie de
France with Korda and Maurice Silverstone, U. A. head in England. The
three executives will meet Goldwyn in
New York for preliminary conferences and then go to the coast for
the annual meeting of U. A. producerowners.

opening of "Hurricane" at the Astor
on a two-a-day policy.
Wilcox

to Make

Admission

Tax

Four

For RKO
in England May
Levied
Be
Herbert Wilcox stated yesterday
that he had concluded a deal to make
nitely
four pictures in England for RKO. Indefi
The producer, who arrived on the
Aquitania with Anna Neagle, star of
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
"Victoria the Great," left for Ottawa
— Possibililast night to attend a state dinner and
Washington, Oct. 12.tax
may be
ties that the admission
the opening on this side of the water
of his new film. He will be in To- made a permanent part of the tax settoday by Representavoiced
were Robert
up tive
ronto on Monday for another openL. Doughton of North
(Continued on page 2)
Carolina, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, followAnti-Trust Ruling
ing a visit to the White House, accompanied byRepresentative Fred M.
Up at Dallas Today Vinson of Kentucky, chairman of the
Dallas, Oct. 12. — A hearing to fix special tax sub-committee, to discuss
the form of decree in the anti-trust revenue with President Roosevelt.
suit against Interstate Circuit and
The admission tax and other nuimajor distributors will be held before
sance levies were adopted as a temJudge W. H. Atwell tomorrow.
porary means of raising revenue. ExArguments by attorneys for both
tended by Congress last session, they
sides will be heard and the decree are now due to expire in 1939.
fashioned after Judge Atwell has
When the
Ways onandpageMeans
Com(Continued
2)
(Continued on page 10)

Light
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Around

Screen

Topic

Radio

To

By
One

CENTS

Problem

Be

Argued

Kuykendall
of Aims of Present
Visit to Studios

Hollywood, Oct. 12.— Studio broadcasts will be one of the topics to be
discussed here by Ed Kuykendall on
his current visit. He made this known
today after first saying that his purpose was to hold a series of informal huddles with industry units on
distributor-exhibitor relationships,
Kuykendall arrived Monday evening
and will leave Saturday for San Francisco where a meeting is scheduled
for Monday.
Expanding on the subject of studio
broadcasts, Kuykendall said the M. P.
T. O. A. attitude is that M-G-M, as
well as other studios, should have the
Additional developments in
radio yesterday on page 14
exhibitors' box-office point of view on
timing and content of radio programs
and should be given a chance to work
out a technique and material which
will enhance rather than detract from
the theatre value of players and pictures.
A point that he made in passing was
that certain players have sought to
limit themselves to four or five pictures a year to conserve their popularity, but display a prompt willingness to sign up for 52 radio appear(Continiied on page 14)

ITOA-Allied
Will

Groups
Convene Today

Committees of Allied of New Jersey and the I.T.O.A. will confer today at the Lincoln Hotel on the first
of a series of sessions to discuss a
Lighting the marginal areas of merger of the two local independent
screen so that theatre patrons would exhibitor organizations. Both assonot be conscious of the sharp contrast
ciations have approved plans to solidibetween them and surrounding areas
fy
a
mutual
understanding of indewas demonstrated yesterday at the
pendent exhibitor problems
in the
(Continued
on page 2)
second day's session of the Society of
M. P. Engineers convention at the
Hotel Pennsylvania by Ben Schlanger. E. Kirchner Opens
Schlanger is the inventor of the
Mich, Allied Meet
process in cooperation with Jacob Gilston. He calls it a "screen synchroDetroit, Oct. 12. — Edgar E. Kirchfield," and says that it will be an imner, acting head of Allied of Michigan,
portant factor in making the screen
more lifelike by widening the field at the opening session of the organization's annual convention at the Hotel
of vision of the spectator. No change
will be necessary in the size of screens. Statler today told of plans to make
The paper and demonstration were the organization a "real independent
a feature of the afternoon meeting.
exhibitors'
W.
E. association."
Schuttenhelm, treasurer,
(Continued on page 2)
Yesterday's
meeting
(Continued
on pagewas
4) devoted
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Schlesinger Named
Bernhard
Assistant
Leonard Schlesinger, who has been
in charge oi 60 Philadelphia neighborhood theatres for Warners, has
been given a home office executive
post by Joseph Bernhard.
Schlesinger started in the business
as a relief usher at the Missouri, St.
Louis, in 1921.
Barton, Taylor at Ampa
Bruce Barton, head of Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, and Estelle Taylor will be among the additional guests to appear at the Ampa
luncheon tomorrow at the International Casino. Other talent already
announced includes George Raft, Robert S. Taplinger, William Frawley,
Jack Buchanan and David Hutchinson.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
ADOLPH POLLAK
HOME OFFICE:
Genvral Mgr.
630 - 9th Av«., N. Y. C.

Tax

Two

British

Confer

on

Groups
Film

Bill

E. Kirchner
Mich,

Opens

Allied

Meet

{Continued from page 1)
London, Oct. 12. — The council of
the Film Group of the Federation of showed in his report that the organiLevied
Be
May
zation is in excellent financial condiBritish Industries tonight and the
tion with $7,800 in cash on hand and
council of the Cinematograph ExhibiIndefinitely
tors' Ass'n are considering their additional sums in investments.
National leaders were not present,
statements of policy relative to the
Film Bill proposed by the Board of although Abram F. Myers had been
Trade.
(^Continued from page 1)
scheduled to talk, but was prevented
mittee meets next month, it is expected
The C.E.A. is understood to be because he had to appear before the
to give consideration to the drafting planning to reiterate its belief in the Federal Trade Commission.
of a permanent tax law, superseding value of the quality clause as a basis
Committees were appointed as folthe present law which consists of sev- for ascertaining quota, and the Film
eral measures amending the original
lows :Resolutions — Glenn Cross, Battle Creek, chairman; P. C. Schram,
act. Accordingly, a decision is to be Group is expected to ask for a quarterly quota instead of the annual ar- Kalamazoo ; W. G. Thich, Marshall ;
made whether the nuisance taxes, are
rangement planned, aiming to prevent
to be included in the ntw legislation the release and exhibition of British C. R. Beechler, Charlotte, and William Schulte, of the Schulte circuit.
or left on their present temporary film in the mass during the summer.
Credentials — Schuttenhelm, Detroit,
basis.
Both groups are opposed to the chairman ; Tliich, Beechler, Budge,
double quota principle on the ground
that it must logically be extended to J. E. Stocker, Detroit; Kirchner,
E. Cassidy, and Harry Hobolth,
the point where the quota will be W.
Imlay City.
Congress to Meet
based entirely on cost, which, it is
Following the first business session,
contended, will result in a shortage
the
annual banquet was held with
15
of product and react unfairly to the
Again on Nov.
more than ISO exhibitors and film
advantage
of
the
wealthier
American
By CLARENCE LINZ
men and their friends enjoying a speWashington, Oct. 12. — A special companies.
cial floor show arranged by Alex
Further
talks
by
the
two
branches
Schreiber.
session of Congress, to meet Nov. IS,
was today announced by President of the industry next week are expected to provide an expansion of the
Roosevelt.
Tomorrow's sessions will be confined to business, which will include
The extra session will be devoted common front they are presenting to
the films bill as proposed.
election of officers and the possible
largely to the consideration of the Adselection of a general manager to sucrninistration's agricultural program,
ceed H. M. Richey who recently reWilcox
to
Make
Four
but will also offer opportunity for dissigned to join Co-Operative Theatres
cussion of a number of other matters,
of Michigan.
For
RKO
in
England
thus opening up possibilities that meas(.Continued from page 1)
ures afTecting the film industry may
be pressed.
ing, will return to New York on Tues- Schreiber Will Join
day and thereafter will leave for
Washington and Hollywood.
Co-op of Michigan
Ambassador
Again
Wilcox expects to be in this counDetroit, Oct. 12. — Alex Schreiber,
Requests SEC
Delay
try until Jan. 2, and stated that there of the Associated Theatres Circuit,
Washington, Oct. 12. — Further had been no developments in earlier controlling seven houses in Detroit
deferment of the effective date of its discussions to produce for Paramount and in the state, this afternoon stated
registration was today asked of the in England.
that his organization had made apS.E.C. by Ambassador Pictures.
Miss Neagle yesterday was tenplication for membership in Co-operadered
a
cocktail
party
by
Wilcox
at
The company, which filed a statetive Theatres of Michigan. It is exment Aug. 25 covering a proposed "21" at which newspaper writers and
pected that the application will be
issue of 1,176,000 shares of |1 par officials of RKO were present.
approved at the board meeting of the
row.
value capital stock of which 600,000
booking and buying combine tomor"Victoria" to Be Broadcast
shares were to be publicly offered,
Mutual will broadcast a radio
had previously sought and secured
Schreiber's action follows the recent
two extensions of time.
sale of the Capitol by Associated to
adaptation
of
"Victoria
the
Great"
tonight from 10 to 10:30 P. M. from Ben and Lou Cohen, removing the
Ottawa, Canada, where the motion last Associated house from competiMonogram
to Meet
picture will have its premiere this
tion with a Co-op situation.
On Coast in April evening. Following the broadcast
Anna Neagle, player in the film, and
Los Angeles, Oct. 12. — Monogram Herbert Wilcox, will be interviewed IT OA- Allied Group
will hold its 1938-39 convention here
next April. Franchise holders and on the air.
Will Convene
Today
office managers will convene here at
(Continued from page 1)
a date to be announced by W. Ray Sindlinger Named
to territory and efforts to unite both
Johnston, president, in New York,
March of Time Post groups into one organization will be
after the first of the year.
Albert E. Sindlinger yesterday was gone over from all angles.
Irving Dollinger, newly elected
appointed director of promotion and president
Alsop-Lynch Join Up
of Allied of New Jersey,
Jacksonville, Oct. 12. — Back from advertising for The March of Time will head his committee which ina three-month vacation in the north, by Louis de Rochemont at a staff
cludes Louis Gold and Morris Marks.
former Mayor John T. Alsop says he luncheon. The post carries with it
The
I.T.O.A.
group will be under the
has renewed a former business asso- the managing directorship of March chairmanship of
Maurice Fleischman,
ciation with S. A. Lynch and will of Time's "Photo Reporter," monthly
picture newspaper which is now being chairman of the unit's executive comopen offices here.
mittee ; Leon Rosenblatt, David
Alsop was associated with Lynch circulated among 3,200 schools Weinstock and Jimmy Binkov.
throughout
the
country.
in the opening and operation of virThe appointment of Sindlinger, who
During
the Chamber
last yearsofofCommerce,
the TheMiami. tually all of the theatres here and in
atre Owners
has
been
in
charge
of
the
subject's
AIOT exhibitor exploitation for the of which Charles L. O'Reilly was
past two years, follows 13 years of president, Harry Brandt, head of the
Confer on K. C. Scales
experience in the industry. Sindlinger I.T.O.A., made several unsuccessful
Kansas City, Oct. 12. — Felix Snow, has managed key theatres in Philadel- attempts to combine the membership.
I.A.T.S.E. representative in this area,
phia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and in The T.O.C.C. has been dormant for
has begun conferences with local ex- other cities.
the past
still maintains anthree
office years,
in thebutTimes
Bldg.
hibitors in an effort to reach a settlement of the agreement proposed June
While O'Reilly now devotes most of
Taubers Sail Today
his time to his candy vending busi19 by the
union
hastheatre
two employes'
groupings,local.
one The
for
London, Oct. 12. — Richard Tauber
ness, he occasionally takes time off
front-of-the-theatre workers, one for and his w'iie, Dianna Napier, will to lend his support to legislative issues
porters and others on the after-show sail tomorrow on the Queen Mary tors.
affecting Greater New York exhibifor New York.
shift.
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Report
Tried

Japan
to

Newsreel

Parade

Newsreel

(Continued from page 1)
Eastern general sales manager for
Far EastUnited Artists, and later as Lmdstrom
ern manager for RKO.
also said that he had approached officials of News of the Day and Movietone News on the same matter, but
that they gave him no specific answer
pending receipt of their clips.
He admitted to Motion Picture
Daily that he has no official capacity
in the Japanese Chamber of Commerce here, but said he had been requested to represent it in the attempt
to purchase the Sino-Japanese war
film. He declared that he "assumed a
cable from Japan to that country^s
Chamber of Commerce here led to his
attempt to buy the material from
Ford. The Chamber of Commerce office here could not be reached yesterday because of the holiday, and at the
here it was said
Japanese Consulate
Lindstrom was not known.
Wanted Capture Scenes
Lindstrom, Motion Picture Daily
/earned, laid particular stress, in his
conversation with Ford, on the desire
of the interests he claimed oftothereprefilm
sent to obtain that portion
Japan
of
re
which recorded the captu
ese airmen by Chinese. It was generally believed, however, that since
ultisuppression appeared to be the purmate purpose of the attempted
chase, the film record of the bombing
of the Central Hospital was most
t • j .
ardently desired.
It is also known that Lindstrom,
in his effort to persuade Ford to sell
rather by inthe film, made the point,
ference than directly, that perhaps it
to
might be good business for ifFord
he did
sell in view of the fact that
ome the
not,' Japan might not welc
sentaUniversal's repre
activities of count
.
future
the
in
ry
tives in that
arguthe
by
Ford was unmoved
ments, reiterating his refusal to sell
circumstances. Price was
any
under
specifically, but it was
oned
not menti
implied that it would be high.

Disavowed by the Embassy
Washington, Oct. 12.— The Japanese Embassy today disavowed all
trom,
knowledge of Siegfried F. Lindsof
the
officials stating that all officials
JapaJapanese Government and the
Commerce are Japancsc nese Chamber of
Lindstrom is not an employe of the
U. S. Bureau of Insular Affairs, as
claimed by him in New York. However, officials of that bureau here explained today that there is a purchasing agency in the Whitehall Bldg.,
New York, which is more or less
under War Department control and
acts for the Philippine Government,
the Dominican and Haitian receiverships and the Manila Railroad Co.
and believed Lindstrom is, or has been,
employed by the head of that agency,
named Hershey. He does not draw
pay from the Federal Government.
Charter 2 Fox U nits
Wilmington, Oct. 12.— Fox Codahy
Corp. and Fox World Theatre Corp.
have been chartered at Dover, each
listing capital of $1,000.
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Buy
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Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 9
{20th Century-Fox)
Plenty of pictorial variety marks
the latest issue of Movietone News,
but the dramatic highlight is the final
World Series game and three college
football games. Screen credit goes to
Tom Cummiskey for his supervision
of the sport shots and he deserves it.
They're really good, and Ed Thorgersen's running comment adds to their
dramatic value.
The reel starts with a variety of
shots of the Endeavour I nearing its
home port of Gosport, England.
They're well done. Shots of the Duke
of Connaught reviewing troops follow— why, it's hard to say, unless the
editors thought some British footage
needed. The public's lively interest
in the Duke and Duchess of Windsor visiting the Paris Exposition are
timely in view of their approaching
visit to this country.
At times Lew Lehr is very funny,
at others he is just funny and on occasions he— well, he tries. In this
reel his description of a wrestling
match is a riot.
Vyvyan
have
some Donner's
beautiful fashion
models shots
and
sumptuous backgrounds to make them
interesting for the male as well as
the female customers. Talent scouts
ought to take a look at these models
from time to time.
As said before, the sport shots are
excellent.
It's on
getting
so we'dthan
rather
watch football
the screen
on

Square Garden, then switches to
Washington where Secretary Hull
and Ambassador Norman Davis discuss the nine-power conference at the
State Department. The return of
Endeavour I to Gosport, Eng., after
being at sea for 19 days, the Duke
and Duchess of Windsor leaving Paris
for Germany, preparatory to their departure next month for the U. S., and
possible residences they may take during their sojourn here complete the
international topics.
The trio of football games show
U.S.C. defeating Ohio State at Los
Angeles by a score of 13-12, Yale
downing Penn at New Haven by 277, Cornell routing the Tigers with a
tally of 20-7 at Princeton. Several of
the major plays are caught by the
camera and will surely provide a thrill
for the home town boys.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.
"Pathe News"
Vol. 9, No. 24
{RKO)
"Shall We Scuttle Neutrality?" is
the lead off in the latest issue of the
rooster reel. There is not very much
to the topic. Secretary of State Hull
is shown talking to the press. Frederic J. Libby, executive secretary of
the National Council for the Prevention of War, in a talk, calls on the
President to invoke the neutrality
laws. C. N. Eichelberger, director
of the League of Nations Ass'n, urges
support
of neutrality
the President's
policyPro
to
scuttle the
legislation.
and con.

the gridiron. The supersensitive
film and the smart cutting enable the
Clem McCarthy delivers his familiar comment while scenes of the
spectator to see what is happening
World Series unreel. Vittorio Muswithout suffering a chill.
solini, besieged by the press in
Running time, 9 mins.
J.
Washington,
"No comment" says
when "Ihe don't
is askedknow,"
how
News of the Day
he
likes
American
girls.
The Duke
Vol. 9, No. 207
and Duchess of Windsor are seen at
(M-G-M)
This might well be described as a the Paris Exposition. A Russian
demonstrates a seagoing vesporting reel, since the major part cyclist hicle.
The reel closes with shots of
of the footage is devoted to the
World Series and various of the early the scoring plays of the Princetoncollege football games. The men will Cornell football game last weekend.
The reel, outside of the humorous
go for the reel in a big way, of
course, and the women will probably aspect of young Mussolini parrying
enjoy the picture of the Connecticut reporters' questions, offers routine
woman who started to raise turkeys material. The sports are well filmed.
Running time, 8 mins.
P.
as a hobby and now has the largest
privately-owned turkey farm in the
world, with 60,000 gobblers. A farm Universal Newsreel
hand sharpening an axe lends a time- No. 605
ly note.arrival of the lost Endeavour I { Universal)
The
A good variety of subjects with
in England, the Paris shopping tour plenty of sports action contribute to
of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor the making of a diverting reel despite
and the wedding anniversary of Oscar the absence of any spot news clips.
of the Waldorf are the remaining
The sports subjects are outstanding
clips. A bit more attention might for good photography and action shots
have been paid to the final game of and include the final World Series
the series, the clip occupying but a
game, the Northwestern-Michigan
minute.
game, the Yale-Pennsylvania and
The college game sequences afford Cornell-Princeton games. In addition,
action in plenty, featuring highlights there are some good action shots of
of the games between Southern Cali- the rodeo, current in New York, and
fornia-Ohio State, Notre Dame- the automobile speed trials at BonneIllinois and Princeton-Cornell.
ville, Utah. The return of Endeavour
Running time, 9 mins.
A. I to its home port in England after
having been last for almost three
weeks in the North Atlantic, shots of
Paramount News
No. 20
Vittorio Mussolini journeying eastward from Hollywood and a glimpse
(Paramount)
The usual series of clips with brief of Dannielle Darrieux, Universal's
K.
innings of the five World Series new European import, being welcomed
in
Hollywood,
complete
the
games and three pigskin set-tos high- issue.
lighting the issue. The reel starts off
with the rodeo show at the Madison
Running time, 9 minutes.
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SMPE

{Continued from page 1)
entirely to various technical papers,
divided into two groups. The morning
period was occupied with the engineering practice session, and the afternoon with a lighting and studio session.
Last night the delegates attended
a showing of historical sound pictures
arranged by John E. Abbott, director
of the Film Library of the Museum
of Modern Art.
Lengthy List of Papers
The following papers were read yesterday, in addition to that of Schlanger "Air
:
Conditioning with Lithium
Chloride," by G. A. Kelley of the
Surface Air Conditioning Corp., Toledo ;"The Activated Alumina System as Applied to Air Conditioning
and Drying Problems," by G. L.
Simpson, Pittsburgh Lectrodryer
Corp., Pittsburgh ; "Die Castings
and Their Application to Photographic Appliances," by J. C. Fox, Doehler
Die Casting Co., Toledo ; "The Use of
Iconel for Photographic Film Processing Equipment, by G. L. Fox, International Nickel Co., New York;
"Newer Types of Stainless Steel and
Their Applications to Photographic
Processing Equipment," by H. A.
Smith, Republic Steel Corp., Massillon, O. ; "Vacuum Tube Engineering for Motion
by L.
Hollands
and A.Pictures,"
M. Glover,
RCAC.
Mfg. Co., Harrison,
N. J.
; "Spectral
Distribution
and Color
Temperature
of the Radian Energy from Carbon
Arcs Used in the Motion Picture Industry," byF. T. Bowditch and A. C.
Downes, National Carbon Co., Qeveland; "Recent Developments in Gaseous Discharge Lamps," by S. Dushman. General Electric Co., SchenecN. J. tady, and "Light Control in PhotogElectric raphy,"
& by G.
Mfg.Mili,
Co.,Westinghouse
Bloomfield,
Full Program Today
The convention program for today
is as follows :
Wednesday, Oct. 13
10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.— Salle Modeme; Projection Practice Session, A. N. Goldsmith, Chairmcm.
"The Practice of Projection"; A. N.
Goldsmith, New York.
"Grading- Projectionists"; G. P. Barber,
Government of the Province of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
"Cooperation As the Keynote of SuccessTownOhioProjection";
T. O.
P.
Hover,ful Small
Warner
Theatre, Lima,
"A Discussion of Screen Image Dimensions";Co.F. H. Richardson, Quigley Publishing
"New Approaches to the Presentation of
the
Motion
Schlanger,
New Picture
York. Theatre"; B.
"Precision All-Metal Reflectors for Use
with Projection Arcs"; C. E. Shultz,
Heyer-Schultz, Inc.. New York.
"Perforated Screens and Their Faults";
F. H. Richardson, Quigley Publishing
"Commercial 16-mm. Projection Faults";
C.
Co. L. Greene. Minneapolis.
2:00 p.m. — Open Afternoon.
7:30 p.m. — Seille Modeme; Semi-Annual BanShort addresses by eminent members of
the industry: names to be announced
later.
and Dancing.
quet. Entertainment
Presentation
of annual SMPE Progress
Medal and Journal Awards.

BRIAN
OLIVIA

AHERNE
and

de HAVILLAND

with GARRICK '
GREAT
EDW. EVERETT HORTON
MELVILLE COOPER • LIONEL ATWILL
Luis Alberni< Lana Turner • Marie Wilson • A James Whale
Production Personally Supervised by
MERVYN LEROY
A Play for (he Screen by Ernst Vadja
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Fleischer
i

Retaliation

Purely

Personal

►

MAURICE CONN is due back
from the coast by plane on
Thursday. He signed Marshall
Neilan as a director for Ambassador Pictures in Hollywood yesterday,
and the latter's first assignment will
probably be "Sweethearts in Springwhich is ready to go before the
cameras.time,"

Columbus, Oct. 12. — Because
he believes the Thursday
night M-G-M radio programs,
scheduled to begin Nov. 4,
will seriously interfere with
theatre attendance, especially
in those houses which do not
play a full week, P. J. Wood,
secretary of the Ohio I. T. O.,
is advising exhibitor members to play as many M-G-M
percentage pictures as they
can Thursday nights.
Wood has registered a protest in behalf of his organization with Nicholas M.
Schenck.

George M. Cohan will be guest of
honor at a "Favorite Son" testimonial
luncheon to be given by the Town
Criers of Rhode Island at the Providence Biltmore Monday noon. Cohan
drive held in his honor by the
opened at the Colonial, Boston, in sales
U.A. western division sales force.
"I'd Rather Be Right"
on Monday.
•
•
William Lengle has arranged
the sale to Warners of the picture
rights to the biography of O. O. McIntyre, columnist, by Charles B.
Driscoll, which will be published
serially in Cosmopolitan and in book
form.
•
Dana Suesse, who has been associated with Billy Rose in the writing
of material for several shows, has
been signed by the Shubeits to do the
script on the next • "Ziegfeld Follies."
Lou Irwin will leave Saturday by
plane to visit his folks in New Orleans. From there he will go to Dallas and Fort Worth and then to the
coast where he is due to arrive Oct. 20.
•
Tom Connors is due back at his
office the latter part of the week. He
is home resting after an appendicitis
operation.
•
Nat Liebeskind, RKO's representative in the Argentine, Uruguay and
Paraguay, sets sail for Buenos Aires
the end of the month.
Ethel Merman will arrive in
Hollywood Oct. 21 to report at the
20th Century-Fox studios.
Arthur Jarrett has been signed by
Universal and will report at the studios after appearances in Texas.
•
Jack Schlaifer is back from Chicago and all excited about the recent

AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS
TO LOS

ANGELES

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:1 0 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm.
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbill 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th SI.

Ai RLIN

ES INC.
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Strikers
Agreement

The strike of the Commercial Artists' & Designers' union at the
Fleischer studio here was settled by
agreement between the two parties
yesterday
after many weeks of negotiation.
Under the strike settlement the
union waives its claim to represent the
16 animators employed by the studio,
a stumbling block which tripped up
several earlier attempts to settle the
strike. The animators were opposed
to having the union designated as
their representative, due to the fact
that they regarded their problems and
work as entirely different from that
of the other studio employes. Siding
with the animators, Fleischer persistently refused to include them in
any agreement with the union, but
was at all times willing to recognize
the union as the bargaining agent for
the remainder of the employes.
Wage increases, working hours and
vacation agreements and other benefits are included in the settlement of
the
strike
since May. which has been in progress

Jersey Allied Sets
Cruise for Nov,

30

Allied of New Jersey will sponsor
its second cruise for industry members next month, with reservations
now being made for the Nov. 30 sailing of the Queen of Bermuda from
New York to Bermuda and Nassau.
Dec.
7.
The ship
will return to New York
The Allied unit sponsored a similar
cruise two years ago, which included
several business meetings of the organization and its members aboard
ship. This year's cruise, however,
will be open to anyone connected with
the industry, and to their guests and
will not include any business sessions
of the organization.

Capt. Jervey at Studios
Hollywood, Oct. 12. — Capt. W. W.
Jervey of the U. S. Army Signal
Corps has arrived here to begin his
Sol EdwardSj Grand National eaststudy
of production in continuation of
ern division manager, left last night
the cooperative training program carfor a business trip to Detroit.
•
ried on byCouncil
the War
Dep't
and the
Research
of the
Academy
of
William F. Rodgers, general sales
M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Captain Richard T. Schlosberg,
manager of Loew's, is planning a
coast trip in a week or so.
who completed this course of training
•
Writer Defined at Hearing
last year, and Captain Charles S.
Hollywood, Oct. 12. — Testimony to Stodter, who was in Hollywood the
Perc Westmore, head of the Warner makeup department on the coast, the efifect that a screen writer is "any- previous year, are now engaged at the
one employed in a writing capacity by War Dep't studios in Washington.
is in town for a vacation.
•
a studio or anyone not so employed
Louis Goldstein, in charge for but writing for the screen independJewish Prod. First Out
Columbia in Brazil^ returns to Rio
ently" was offered today by Brian
Jewish Prod., Inc., has placed in
Marlowe who took the stand at the
Nov. 6.
release the first of six all-Jewish fea•
close of the day's session held as a
Haveweek
Sinned."
Robert Musel and Michael Ray- part of the Screen Writers' Guild's is now tures,
in titled,
its "Isecond
at RadioIt
hearing before the National Labor
mond have sold an original, "Emer- Relations Board.
Theatre in the Bronx and People's
gency Squad," to Paramount.
Lewis Milestone, acting president of Cinema in Brooklyn. "Happy Pau•
pers," the second feature of the schedScreen Directors' Guild, asked the
ule, will be released December 1. All
Hy Krafft is in town from Holly- the
board
to
make
no
decision
in
the
writof the pictures have English titles.
wood. He brought east a number of
ers' case until arguments have been
new plays.
Although these first two were made
heard in the heariiT^- for which the di- in Poland, the remaining four may
rectors' organization has asked.
be made here, according to Julius
Edward Stevenson, RKO fashion
Charnow of Jewish Prod., Inc.
expert, is in town for a vacation.
•
Francis J. Taney Dead
Cincinnati, Oct. 12. — Francis J. Mc Bride Back to Coast
Joe Seidelman is in London and
Taney, 38, theatrical booker, died last
vi'ill return shortly.
Kansas City, Oct. 12.— C. E. Mcnight at the Good Samaritan Hospi- Bride, who has been associated with
tal
after
a
long
illness.
He
was
said
George J. Schaefer has returned to have been the first man to book Warners the past 13 years, is refrom the coast.
turning to the West Coast after havPaul Whiteman's orchestra. He had
ing been here two months as office
traveled as a booker for both NBC
and city salesman. McBride,
Down" and CBS. He is survived by two manager
hasKuBEC
been Glasmon's
acquired by "Nothing
Monogram.
shifted from San Francisco, where
brothers and three sisters.
•
he held a similar post with the comMack Gordon and Harry Revel
pany, is returning to that city for
J.
W.
Payton
Dies
will leave for the coast this week.
Universal, as office manager and head
Hollywood, Oct. 12. — Joseph W. booker.
•
Payton, stage producer who came west
. . . Indianapolis
for his health 12 years ago, died today
Joe Boomer is manager of the new in the Sunland Rest Home.
Indianapolis branch of the Goldberg
Theatrical Supply Co.
Robert Donaldson Passes
Max Page, former operator of the
Hollywood, Oct. 12. — Robert DonStrand in Paoli, Ind., is manager of
aldson, 41, publicist and scenarist, was
the Daisy here.
found dead here yesterday of heart
Chari.es Krebs of the Fourth Ave. failure. He had been employed for
Amusement Co. has left for a trip many
ments. years in studio publicity depart- UNITED'S NEW SLEEPERS
abroad.
«
ARE REALLY DIFFERENT!
. . . Pittsburgh
Hungarian Film Here
* Only United limits its giant
Kaspar Monahan's wife and chilAn all-Hungarian talking picture
dren are home again after spending
sleepers to 12 passengers, offers
titled "Tommy," starring eight-yearthe summer in Denver.
2 separate dressing rooms and
old Gizi Pecsi, opens Oct. 15 at the
Jimmy Wall, Ambridge theatre Modem Playhouse here. The picture
lavatories for men and women,
manager, has been named commander
and a courtesy lounge compartintroduces
another
five-year-old
child
of the American Legion post there.
ment for all passengers. Only
Governor Harold Hoffman has prodigy, Klari Adam. Danubia Pictures, Inc., is distributing the product.
United provides de luxe Skypromised to be on hand for the Valounges during waking hours,
riety Club banquet Nov. 14.
sleepers at night.
Harry Kalmine is celebrating his Woman Manager in Hub
TICKETS: United Offices. Travel Bureaus,
fifth anniversary as Warner zone
Boston, Oct. 12. — Boston has a
Telegraph Oflices
woman for a theatre manager. Alice
manager here.
Morris Finkel, independent ex- J. McCarthy this week was promoted
hibitor, and Florence Habegger will to that position with the Boston
UNITED
AIR LINES
be married Oct. 21.
Opera House.
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SCRIPPS-HOWARD

SCRIPPS- HOWARD takes pride in the 18-page
Hollywood Forecast which appears in all
22 Scripps-Howard Newspapers, on Wednesday, October 13th.
We are deeply grateful for the whole-hearted
cooperation of the great Moving Picture Producers who collaborated in making this Hollywood Forecast so lively, so authoritative, so
timely.
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edition of Cincinnati Post
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Industry

NEWSPAPERS

This feature supplement is of vital interest
to all who are associated with the Motion
Picture Industry. But it holds even greater
interest to the millions of picture fans who
live in the 22 Scripps-Howard cities, from
coast-to-coast.
The Scripps-Howard Newspapers wish
Hollywood the success it so richly deserves,
during the coming year.
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Short

"Small

Town;'

Bowes

Troupe

Seattle

Lead

Seattle, Oct. 12. — "Small Town
Boy," helped by a Major Bowes unit
called "Jamboree of 1937," turned in
a strong $6,800 at the Palomar. This
was the best showing of a quiet week.
At the Fifth Avenue "100 Men and
a Girl," with "My Dear Miss Aidrich," pulled $7,800, over the line by
$800. The show was moved to the
Music Box.
Total first run business was $36,900.
Average is $36,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 3 :
"THE WINDJAMMER" (RKO)
"DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE" (F. N.)
BLLiE MOUSE— (950), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,100. (Average, $4,000)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH"
FIFTH AVENUE^C2.50O), 30c-40c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $7,800. (Average, $7,000)
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 25c-30c-40c-55c, 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $5,000)
"THIN ICE" (20th-Fox)
"ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN"
(20th-Fox)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 30<;-4Oc-55c, 7 days,
^■th week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $3,150. (Average, $4,000)
"LOVE UNDER FIRE" (20th-Fox)
"MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR" (F. N.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450), 30c-40c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,150. (Average, $6,000)
"SMALL TOWN BOY" (G. N.)
PALOMAR— (1.500), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Vaudeville headed by Major Bowes "Jamboree of 1937." Gross: $6,800. (Average,
$4,500)
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
PARjVMOUNT — (3,050). 30c-40c-55c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,700. (Average,
$6,000)
Anti-Trust
Up

Ruling
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''Texas

DAILYlS

PREVIEW

TraiV

( Slierman-Paramount)
Hollywood, Oct. 12. — "Texas Trail" is a Hopalong Cassidy story.
William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden and Billy King, who
may be a possible permanent addition to that group, are in it. The
photographer has not been negligent of scenic beauties. "Texas Trail"
is an outdoor, action and adventure entertainment. Practically everything that happens is standard. One alteration is made, horses rather
than steers — cows to most people — are the central figures in the exciting
episodes. This is not entirely unique, inasmuch as horses have replaced
cows many times before.
"Texas Trail" was made for a market. The people who patronize
that market know what they are going to get. Harry Sherman, the
producer, has seen to it that they will not be disappointed. He has given
them what they expect and in so doing has decked it up with a little
novelty. The United States Army when it was warring with Spain
needed horses. Hopalong (William Boyd) and his aides were assigned
to procure them. For devious reasons, all of which make understandable
entertainment, rustlers, headed by Alexander Cross, prevent delivery of
the steeds. But a girl, Judith Allen, and the boy. King, help Boyd to
accomplish his mission.
The film may not be as good as some of the other Hopalongs, but it
still is interesting and entertaining. Where people don't go to the trouble
of analyzing everything as to whether it is right or wrong, but are content to be entertained in a way that westerns are expected to entertain,
this should satisfy.
Running time, 63 minutes.
''She Loved a Fireman"
(First National)
Hollywood, Oct. 12. — Good stuff very often comes in small packages.
And despite its rather 10-20-30-cent sounding title, "She Loved a Fireman" is entertainment of more than expected merit and a picture which
contains considerable exploitation material.

"Screen

Subjects

Snapshots,

{C obunbia)
A brief tour of the highlights of
Hollywood is offered in this number.
The various rendezvous of film folk
for publicity, recreation and other purposes are pictured with a number of
No. 12"
players taking part in the presentation. It is a good reel for the fans.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."

"The

Football

Toucher-

{Fleischer-Paramount)
Popeye is trying to feed Sweepea
spinach. The infant refuses to eat.
Popeye
then
Downe
r"tells about his boyhood
as a football player. The action that
follows is the usual, reliable stuff that
is replete with plenty of highly imaginative drawings and laughs. Good.
Running time, 7 mins. "G."
"Roping
( Vitaphone) 'Em Alive"
Starting with scenes of members
of the Masawi tribe in Africa, this
short goes on to the Malay States
where a baby elephant and a python
are captured with lariats. There is
nothing much to it but the scenes of
the roping may prove exciting though
they seem phoney. Running time, 10

"The "G."
New Deal Show"
mins.
{Fleischer-Paramount)
Betty Boop holds a pet show. The
piece de resistance is a stage show
Naturally the film concentrates on action ; that's a part of the personal
the latest comforts for the varidoings of the cast as well as a feature of production. It also tells a whereous animals
and fish are shown. What
human interest love story. A secondary film, it also appears to be, ensues is clever stuff well drawn. The
judging from preview audience reaction, a show that should interest the finale has Betty and her four-legged
entire family.
assistants "truckin' " off the boards.
Dick Foran, who thinks pretty well of himself, joins the fire depart- It is good. Running time, 7 mins.
ment. He 's not amenable to discipline until Captain Robert Armstrong
beats him up. The enmity between the two is not softened when Foran

at Dallas Today
(Continued from page 1)
heard the discussions. It is understood that the film men will try to
in love with Armstrong's sister, Ann Nagel. But the feud is brought
get a softening in the tone of the de- falls
cree as it has been prepared by the to a happy ending when, after the trucks roll and shriek, Foran saves
Armstrong's life during a fire.
district attorney's office.
Besides turning in a good acting job, along with Armstrong and Miss
Judge Atwell recently ruled the
Interstate and several major distribu- Nagel, Foran also sings one romantic number in pleasing manner. The
tors had been operating in violation capable supporting cast, which includes Veda Ann Borg, May Beattie,
of the Sherman anti-trust act in mak- Eddie Chandler, Lane Chandler, Ted Oliver and Pat Flaherty, features
ing contracts which regulated subse- Eddie Acuff in a role which, while essentially comic, also wins him conquent run admissions. A formal desiderable audience sympathy.
cree was not filed at the time, the
judge allowing the interim for both
The original screenplay by Carlton Sand and Morton Grant is cohersides to try for an agreement as to the
ent and fast-moving. John Farrow's direction keeps something doing
form of the decree.
on the screen all the time.
Defendant distributors have indicated they will not appeal the decision
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."
if they are able to agree with the
Government on the form of the
Finished in Rome
English Unions Combine
decree.
Rome, Oct. 12. — Maria Gambarelli
London, Oct. 2.
— The
Cine-Technicians
and
the Ass'n
Nationalof
has just finished a role in "Dr. Ass'n of Theatrical and Kine EmAntonio," the first picture to be made
Conn Sets Sales Deah
ployes, alreadv associated in a Joint
at Cinema City studios, just outside
Louis (Pop) Korson and Ed Bor- this city. Mander Films is the pro- Consultative Committee, have formed
ducer. The dancing star will sail a permanent joint organization to be
eth, operating Masterpiece Film Attractions, vidll distribute Ambassador's Oct. 21 on the Conte de Savoia for known
as the Film Industry Employes'
list of 16 features in the Philadelphia New York, arriving there Oct. 27. Council. Other trade unions will be
and Washington territories under a After a vacation in the United States, invited to join, with the object of esdeal just closed with Maurice Conn she will return here for a second film.
tablishing 100 per cent unionization
of Ambassador.
of British studios. Action will also b^
taken in regard to the pending quota
Drop Dayton RKO Shows
Dayton. Oct. 12.— The RKO Colo- legislation.
McMurdy Made Manager
nial, which adopted a policy of stage
Kansas City, Oct. 12. — Glen W. shows and pictures less than two Charles Repec Recovering
Dickinson has named Howard Mc- months ago, will revert to straight
Boston, Oct. 12. — Charles Repec,
Murdy as manager of the Dickinson, films after this week. Attendance is head of the Boston Cinema Club, is
Ellsworth, Kan. McMurdy succeeds not justifying continuance of the com- recovering from an automobile acciEd Smith.
dent. He still has a limp.
bination policy.

"The Inventor"
{Paramount)
A baffler that eventually turns out
to be hilarious comedy. It is a take
off on the queer patents cycle. The
screwy patents are demonstrated by
a phony professor who eventually is
shown to be an inmate of a nuthouse.
His convincing lines will build the
audience up for the climax which they
will no doubt find laughable. Running time, 11 mins. "G."
"The Star Reporter

in

{Paraiiiomif)
Hollywood No. 2"
Ted Husing as commentator serves
to introduce a cowboy singing group,
David Holt in a song and dance routine and Louis Prima's music. Husing's narration is interesting and the
acts are pleasant enough. Running
time, 11 mins. "G."
"Rooftop Frolics"
{Columbia)
A fairly entertaining musical with
a number of effectively performed
acts. It is set on a rooftop and there
is music, singing, dancing and much
atmosphere. It will please. Running
time, 11 mins. "G."
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Departmentalization

Shows
the

Air

By

NAB;

Dues

NAB members strengthened and
drastically
reorganized their associa"The Lamplighter"
tion at the special convention at the
Jacob Tarshish, known to WOR
Waldorf-Astoria yesterday by adop"The Lamplighter," relistenersturnedas
tion of a series of resolutions providto that station Sunday with
ing for the departmentalization of
his informative and philosophical dis- special interest groups, and also voted
cussions of the world and its people.
an increase of 50 per cent in dues to
He choose as his opening topic re- carry out the program. The dues
ligious tolerance. Beginning with a
are to be paid by member stations on
review of the Black- Ku-Klux-Klan
basis of their highest quarteralfair, he quickly dropped personal- the
ities to speak generally about human hour rates bi-monthly instead of quarbrotherhood and of how unfortunately
terly,
will
increase the NAB's
come andfrom
approximately
$80,000 into
little tolerance is practiced. Epitomizing his sermon, he told of the Irish $120,000.
The resolutions for this program
woman who wandered into a syna- were introduced by Ed Craig of
gogue and sat down to pray. The WSM, Nashville, and were adopted
Rabbi approached her and sympathetical suggested that perhaps she by acclamation of those in attendance,
had mistaken the synagogue for a approximately 300 in number.
The committee which will act on
Catholic church. But the woman had
the reorganization comprises Mark
not erred. "Surely," she said, "I can
Ethridge, WHAS, Louisville, chairfind God here, too."
man; Ed Allen, WLVA, LynchTarshish, in our book, rates as one
of the most enjoyable speakers in burgh, Va. ; Ed Craney, KIBW,
Butte, Mont. ; Walter J. Damm,
radio, not only because his talks usu- WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis., and John
ally are far superior in subject matter
of the Yankee and Coand interpretation to those of his col- Shepardlonial3d,
networks.
leagues, but because he speaks simply
and without affectation. He is preUsefulness Broadened
sented Sundays from 7:45 to 8 P. M.
North American Accident & Health
With the departmentalization of the
Insurance Co. sponsors. Bannek NAB, the organization will be enabled for the first time to serve the
divergent groups within its body,
FCC Clears Rule on
such as network affiliates, non-network affiliates, clear channel stations,
Identifying Station and regional and local groups.
Also adopted by acclamation was a
Washington, Oct. 12. — The F. resolution
to reorganize the Bureau
C. C, moving to secure uniformity in
of
Copyrights
the NAB, and it
the making of station identification, will henceforth of
function as a separate
today made public an interpretation
and private enterprise. The NAB,
of its regulations under which call let- however, will continue its stock ownters are to be announced as near the
ership in the bureau.
hour and half-hour as possible. During
The problem which led to the reorvariety show programs, baseball
ganization and the calling of the spebroadcasts, etc., of an hour or more
cial convention was introduced to the
in duration, a leeway of five minutes
before and after the hour or half body at the afternoon session when
Lloyd Thomas, of WROK, Rockford,
hour will be given.
TIL, asked the NAB to provide its
advice, assistance, counsel and coP. & G. Sign with WBNX
operation to the unaffiliated independent stations in their dealings with the
Procter & Gamble have placed oneminute daily announcements over A. F. of M. Up to this point the
WBNX. The Compton Advertising discussions had centered solely on the
between the network afAgency handled the deal. The Mary- "egotiations
filiates and the Musicians Federation.
land Pharmaceutical Co. has signed
The Thomas resolution was adopted,
for 30-second spot announcements on
but
not before much debate had centhe same station for Rem and Rel in
tered about the subject of non-affilifive languages.
ates versus the affiliates.

Parker, Carrillo on "Hotel"
Jean Parker and Leo Carrillo will
ofifer a radio preview of "The Barrier" on the "Hollywood Hotel"-CBS
spot on Oct. 22.

"Album's"

7th

PICTURE

Year

The "American Album of
Familiar Music" begins its
seventh year on the air Oct.
17. The series features
Frank Munn, Jean Dickenson
and Gus Haenschen's orchestra. The first of its seventh
year broadcasts will be offered this Sunday, from 9:30
to 10 P. M. on the NBC-Blue.
It is a Blackett-Sample-Hummert program.

Ike Levy Criticises
Ike Levy, fire-brand owner of
WCAU, Philadelphia, created great
excitement when he declared the NAB
an ineffectual organization. Levy, who
resigned from the NAB two years
qgo, predicted wholesale resignations
of other members in the future.
Levy reviewed
the NAB's
tardilvhandled
negotiations
with ASCAP,
which, he said, enabled ASCAP to
dictate its own terms to the NAB "and
made you
it."
said heas considered thelike
A. F.
M. He
demands
fair
ones, warned that Weber was not to
be toyed with and urged the broadcasters to come to terms with the Federation without further delay. He declined invitations to return to the
NAB as a member.
Two resolutions, both of whicli
urged the NAB to cooperate with anv
proposed Federal investigation of the

Wednesday, October 13, 1937

Voted

Boosted

30%

indristry were offered by Ed Craney
and Lloyd Thomas. Both resolutions
were referred to the board of directors for further action.
A resolution introduced by Harold
Hough of WBAP, Fort Worth, Tex.,
provided that the standard yardstick
of the measurement of broadcast business in the future be computed and
published in the terms of unit hours
instead of gross dollars. It also asked
that representation be made to NBC
and CBS and Mutual to follow this
same practice. The resolution was
adopted.
By resolution the NAB also recommended that five divisions be created
to handle administrative, legal, economic, engineering problems, and one
to disseminate general information
about the industry.
Non-network affiliates, at the close
of the regular NAB session, met to
consider their own problems with the
musicians and to select a committee
to consult with the NAB on procedure. This committee comprises Howard Loeb, WFDF, Flint, Mich.; H.
B. McNaughton, WTBO, Cumberland, Md. ; Gregory Gentling, KROC,
Rochester, Minn. ; S. Schultz.
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., and NAB
President John Elmer, who operates
WCBM, Baltimore.
The NAB special convention will
reconvene again this morning.

Radio
To

Be

Problem
Argued

from page 1)
Kuykendall
By {Continued
ances annually. It was necessary, he
said, for exhibitors and producers to
cooperate to safeguard against players thus destroying their own billing
value as well as product carrying a
studio and theatre investment.
Kuykendall expressed optimism over
the prospect of working out a satisfactory means of handling the problem.
Commenting on a statement in
Motion Picture Daily Oct. 11 that
his bulletin setting forth that there
has been "no marked expansion on
the part of affiliated circuits in the
past seven years" is at variance with
an official report supplied by Paramount, Kuykendall said 400 houses
represented as Paramount acquisitions
during the past three years had been
in point
all except
formal of
declarationofParamount
affiliates
long
standing.
Describing the status of his visit
Example from Memory

here,
he recalled ofhisa father's
advice onin
the settlement
fence dispute
the south during his boyhood. His
parent pointed out that the disputants
could accomplish nothing by standing
400 yards apart with the fence in the
center, but could find their mutual interests as a basis for agreement by
Music Labor Group
moving down to the contested line and
chatting across the fence. He said he
Active in Chicago held no magic wand and has no cureChicago, Oct. 12. — The Chicago all. He has come down to the fence,
Musicians Union today defied the C. he said, to talk common sense.
About 20 telephone calls he received
I. O. and the A. F. of M. by mapping
during
half-hour interview with a
plans for further organization of pro- Daily the
reporter indicated plenty of
duction men in radio.
want to hear him do
James C. Petrillo, head of the musi- Hollywoodsmen
it.
cians' union here, caused a tremendous
stir in local labor circles with the
WNEW Gets Two Accounts
revelation that his union had secretly
organized radio announcers, producers
Michael's Department Store is sponand sound effect men. During the
soring "News for Everyone," new propast week, Petrillo revealed, his union
gram on WNEW for 11 weeks. The
has conducted secret negotiations with Schillin Advertising Corp. handled the
the local studios of CBS, and has re- deal. Also on the same station Suloceived a20 per cent increase in pay phen has contracted for sponsorship
for
tive. the new members, already effec- of "Alake Believe Ballroom" for 13
weeks beginning Oct. 18 through Robert & Reiners, Inc.
WHN Adds New Accounts
"Another Racket" on WOR
The Archcraft Shoe Shop and the
"Another
Racket," new program on
Clark Shoe Co. have signed contracts
with WHN for spot announcements. WOR sponsored by the Better Business Bureau, will be heard on Sunday,
The former is for 26 weeks and the
latter for 13 weeks. Other new busi- Oct. 17, from 12:45 to 1 P. M. instead
ness signed by the station is a renewal of from 9 :45 to 10 P. M. as previously
scheduled.
of "Alias Jimmy Valentine" by Larus
& Bros., for Edgeworth and Domino
cigarettes. The Pinex Co. has signed
WHN-NBC
in Pact
for
a second
which
is fed program,
to WHN "Merrymakers,"
from WLW in
Cincinnati every Saturday from 7 to
WHN, which recently ex7:30 P. M.
panded the scope of its program activities by becoming a
member of the WLW Line,
Minstrels Time Changed
has entered into a pact with
The NBC Minstrels will be heard
NBC, it is learned, and, effecfrom 9:30 to 10 P. M. tonight over
tive shortly, the Loew station
the Blue instead of from 10:30 to 11
will broadcast commercial
P. M.
programs simultaneously
with NBC, with the network
KYOS Celebrates Today
feeding WHN. Full details
of the pact will be revealed
Merced, Cal., Oct. 12.— KYOS,
soon.
local station operated by the Merced
Star Publishing Co., will celebrate its
first anniversary tomorrow.
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War

to
Film

By CHARLES S. AARONSON
{Copyright, 1937, Quigley Publishing Company)
George Yamaoka, attorney, of 120 Broadway, who is a director of the
Claims
$1,000,000 Cost Japanese Chamber of Commerce in New York, admitted to Motion
Picture Daily yesterday that he had asked Siegfried F. Lindstrom to
Can Be Avoided
approach Universal and other newsreel companies with reference to the
The Society of M. P. Engineers, in reels' latest film material recording the bombing of Nanking, including
the course of the third day of the the air raid on the Central (Chinese) Hospital, in the undeclared Sinowar.
semi-annual convention at the _Hotel Japanese
Motion Picture Daily yesterday exclusively revealed that efforts
Pennsylvania, heard the Projection
to obtain the clips were made by
Practice Committee, of which H.
Lindstrom, who had stated he was
Rubin is chairman, take sharp issue
acting
on behalf of the Japanese
with the Academy of M. P. Arts and Moves
to End
Chamber of Commerce.
Sciences' Technical Branch, on the
Yamaoka declared that Lindstrom
matter of a change in projection practice.
iiad been requested by him not to purPrizes
Make
The S. M. P. E. committee
chaseterial,
the negative
of theNew
newsreel
which reached
York mabv
charged that the change suggested by
plane j^esterday, but to obtain copies
the Academy would cost exhibitors of
of the reel, if possible.
the country approximately $1,000,000,
Yamaoka was asked the purpose
No
Progress
whereas the methods to overcome the
for which the Japanese Chamber of
situation recommended by the comwanted the film, or copies
mittee would involve virtually no cost.
Little response has been shown by Commerce {Continued
on page 6)
The committee, in considering the major circuits and independent exhibitors
not
affiliated
with
the
problem whereby essential action photographed upon the film is often cut LT.O.A. in signing of pledges to Branch Named
Head
off from the screen during projec- eliminate games in the Greater New
Of Michipan Allied
tion in the theatre, recommended that day.
York territory, it was stated yesterDeteoit, Oct. 13. — Ray Branch,
the cameramen draw upon their view
finders hairline rectangles to be used
Several exhibitors in the outlying- who previously had held the office four
districts
have signed the pledge, it years, was elected president of Allied
as guides or danger signals in comwas said, but no definite action has of Michigan this afternoon in a
posing their scenes.
whirlwind business session that lasted
The Academy's recommendation been forthcoming from Loew's, RKO only three hours. W. G. Thich of
(Continued on page 6)
and Skouras, and important independent circuits.
Marshall was named vice-president
Nate J. Blumberg, operating head and Edgar E. Kirchner of Detroit,
Expect No Move on
of RKO, has sent a letter to the inde- secretary-treasurer.
pendent organization stating he was
Reflecting the new out-state comEducational Films
plexion ofthe organization, which lost
in
favor
of
the
move.
C.
C.
MoskoNo action on the arrangements for
a considerable number of houses when
witz
of
Loew's
has
received
a
letter
distributing the film classified by the
LT.O.A. asking for his re- they resigned recently to become affiliM. P. P. D. A. educational commit- from the action.
ated with Co-Operative Theatres of
Moskowitz also is in symtee as suitable for school use is expathy with the plan to drop games Michigan, local booking and buying
pected at the quarterly meeting of the and giveaways and is expected to combine, eight of the new directors
board of directors of the Hays asso- answer the letter in a few days.
are out-state exhibitors, while one Deciation today.
troiter, William Schulte, also controls
Last year, Loew's, RKO, Skouras several state theatres.
and Century circuits abandoned gifts
The
committee's
report
will
go
to
the board without recommendations as
The new board is composed of Glenn
and games in the hope that competto distribution methods, it was ascerCross,
Battle Creek, C. R. Beechler,
ing independent theatres would foltained yesterday, as will the sepalow. Independent exhibitors refused Charlotte ; P. C. Schram, Kalamarate report of the committee of edu- to drop the practice with the LT.O.A.
zoo ; W. A. Cassidy, Midland ;
cators who reviewed the more than demanding that major circuit houses Charles Kingsbury, Morenci; Schulte,
(Continued on page 6)
(.Continued on page 6)
increase prices.
Having initiated the move last year,
(Continued on page 6)
Biophone-A. T. & T,
Schlesinper to Help
Action Now
Settled
With W, B. Booking
IT OA' Allied Favor
A stipulation settling and disconLeonard Schlesinger, transferred by
tinuing the $15,000,000 anti-trust suit
Cooperative Moves the Warner theatre department from
of the Biophone Corp. against A. T.
Committees of the L T. O. A. and Philadelphia to New York to relieve
& T. and Western Electric was filed Allied of New Jersey met yesterday
Bernhard, general manager of
by both sides in the U. S. District at the Astor to discuss plans for Joseph
the circuit, of detail will devote much
Court yesterday.
the organizations. No for- of his time to booking. This will tie
Biophone sued for triple damages merging
mal action was taken, but the groups him in with Clayton Bond, chief film
for alleged violation of the Sherman recommended a proposal to cooperate
buyer for the chain.
(Continued on page 3)
on vital problems affecting exhibitor
members.
Philadelphia.
Oct.
13. — Jack
Both committees will report to their Flynn;- former Warner theatre district
Radio — Paffe 9
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

For

Apertures

Dallas

Decree

Allows
Old
Bars

CENTS

Use

of

Contracts
Concerted

By

Action

Distributors

Dallas, Oct. 13. — Distributors will
continue to have the right to enter
into contracts for exclusive runs with
exhibitors, to designate admission
prices and establish the clearance
period for subsequent runs so long as
the contracts are not the result of
agreements by understanding or conspiracy, according to the terms of the
decree and judgment which were entered in Federal court here today in
the Government action against the
Interstate Circuit and major distributors.
Indications are that the defendants
are satisfied with the findings of the
contracts' legality when conspiracy is
not involved in their use and will not
appeal
Atwell's
decision.
The from
courtJudge
ruled
that the
decree
"does not affect the right to contract
between distributors and exhibitors.
The right of the owner of a copyright
to contract for exclusive run with the
exhibitor and asking him to charge
40 cents a seat is not denied so long
as they not conspire or have a common understanding. He may even fix
the time of clearance for subsequent
(Continued on page 3)
Balaban
Tell

Ordered
of Zukor

to
Pact

Barney Balaban, Paramount president, yesterday was ordered by Justice William T. Collins in the N. Y.
Supreme ination
Court
to appear
for exambefore trial
on Oct.
21 in
connection with the suit brought by
Ella Hayim, minority stockholder,
against Paramount, Adolph Zukor
and 21 other directors of Paramount.
The suit seeks to void the contract
{Continued on page 3)

Dunphy
Made
Zukor
Aide at Paramount
Hollywood, Oct. 13. — Under a reorganization of the Paramount publicity department Christopher Dunphy
will become production assistant to
Adolph Zukor. Dunphy is now in
from
New Europe.
York awaiting Zukor's return
Terry De Lapp and Cliff Lewis,
assistants to Dunphy, will split command of the studio publicity and advertising departments, respectively.
Dunphy succeeds Ted Lesser, who
resigned recently.
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E. Rutenberg. Representative.
BUDAPEST:
3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II; Endre
Hevesi. Representative.
Avelianeda 3919; N. Bruskl.
AIRES:
BUENOS
Representative. .
: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Wlnther.
COPENHAGEN
Representative.
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio.
Representative.
Square, W. 1; Bruce Allan.
LONDON: 4 Golden
Representative. Cable address, Quigpubco. London.
MELBOURNE: Regent Theatre Building. 191
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt. Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James LocUhart,
Representative.
MONTEVIDEO: P. 0. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Represntaive.„
MOSCOW:
resentative.Petrovskl Per 8; Beatrice Stern. RepPARIS: 29 Rue Marsoulan Pierre Autre. Representative.
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2. Prague 1; Harry Knopf.
Representative.
RIO DE JANEIRO: Cai.xa Postal 3538; L. S.
Marinho, Representative.
ROME:
Via Lovanio 1; Vittorlo Malpassuti, Represent stivG*
SANTIAGO
de CHILE: Casilla 13300; A. Welssmann. Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41. Capital Theatre Building. 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler. Representative.
STOCKHOLM: Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar AUberg.
Representative.
TOKYO:
880 Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-slii. Chiba-Ken;
H. Tomlnaga.
Representative.
VIENNA: Neustiftgassc. 54 Vienna VII; Hans
Lorant. Representative.
Entered as second class matter January 4. 1926.
at the Post Office at New York City. N. Y., under
Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas,
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
Equity Moves Seek
To Retain Dullzell
Efforts will be made to induce Paul
Dullzell, executive secretary and
Actors Equity Ass'n, to
treasurer
reconsider ofhis resignation from those
posts as of next Jan. 1, an Equity
spokesman said yesterday. Frank
Gilhnore, whose executive duties as
Equity president, were taken over by
Dullzell recently, is expected to head
the movement to obtain a withdrawal
of the resignation on his return from
the A. F. of L. convention at Denver
in the next few days.
former asChristiansen,
L. state
pdith sistant
secretary of labor in
Pennsylvania, has been named by the
Equity council to succeed Mrs. Dorothy Bryant, whose resignation as
executive secretary of Chorus Equity
Ass'n will become effective Nov. 1.

Personal

►

MONTAGUE and Rube
ABE
Jackter will leave for Chicago today for the Columbia regional sales
meet which will take place Sunday at
the Drake. Joe McConville, Lou
AsTOR, Max Weisfeldt, Hank C.
Kaufman, George Josephs and Milton Hannock will depart tomorrow.
•
Ray Ventuka, French oixhestra
leader, sails on the Normandic tomorrow and so today Inter-Continental Prod., Inc., will be his host at
a cocktail party at •the Waldorf.
Annabella, new 20th Century-Fox
star, arrives on the N onnandle today.
Tomorrow she will be given a cocktail party by her producer at the
Waldorf.
•
Max Reinhardt gets in on the
Morvwndie today. He will stay here
a few days before going to the coast
W'arncrs.
to produce "The Gamblers" for
•
J. Cheever Cowdin and Willard
McKay have again postponed their
departure from the coast and are now
expected to arrive here by plane on
Saturday.
•
Bern.vrd Waldman of jModcni
Merchandising will leave for Hollywood today by plane. He plans to
be gone 10 days.
e

Curfew

East Liverpool, O., Oct. 13.
— Police have joined here in
enforcing a new curfew law
to bar children from theatres
after 9 P.M.— Friday and
Saturday night excepted — unless accompanied by their
parents.

Zola" Gets $15,000
In Its Seventh Week
"The Life of Emile Zola" is still
holding up strong at the Hollywood
where the eighth week finished with
approximately $15,000 on a two-a-day
policy. The Paramount on the third
and last week of "High, Wide and
Handsome" garnered about $29,000,
which is $9,000 under the previous
stanza. "Life of the Party" at the
Rivoli ended a seven-day run with
about $11,200.
The third week of "The Good
Earth" at the Capitol ended last night
with $27,000. "It Happened in HollyRialto. wood" took in about $7,500 at the
"Stage Door" was expected to finish its first week at the Music Hall
last night with $112,000, while the
Roxy will end the first seven days of
"Life Begins
at College" tonight with
better
than $65,000.

Claim Big "Alcatraz" Opening
Warners declared yesterday that
"Alcatraz Island" opened at the
Strand yesterday to the best opening day's gross since the house
Nicholas M. Schenck hasn't set
his departure for the coast yet, but it played "G-Men." By 1 P. M., the
will probably be wnthin the next two company stated, paid admissions had
weeks.
topped "Marked Woman" by 1,000.
•
Herman Rifkin, Republic franchise holder in Boston, returned to CIO Seeking Union
the Hub yesterday after a short stay
here.
Among
Loeiv Worker
•
Petitions were distributed to all
Brian Aherne is in town from the
Loew home office woi'kers yesterday
coast by way of Pennsylvania where during lunch hour by the Film Division, Local 16, United Office and
he
east."pancaked" while flying his 'plane Professional Workers of America, a
C.I.O. affiliate, in which the discharge
Herbert J. Yates is due back from of home office Universal employes
the coast the end of the week, but was discussed, and at the same time
will report at his office
Monday.
asking the white collar workers to
•
join
the union.
Arthur
W. Kelly will return
The petition was in the form of a
home from the hospital today, recov- four-page letter and signed by the
ered from a mastoid operation.
•
"Committee of Discharged Universal
Ruth Helen Wilk, daughter of
Jake and Mrs. Wilk, is the bride of
To Resume Union Talks
Employes."
Marvin Matthew Notkins.
•
Another meeting between major cirexecutives and representatives of
Arthur Greenblatt, eastern divi- Localcuit306
will be held tomorrow at
sion manager for G.B., left last night
for Cincinnati and Cleveland.
C.
C.
Moskowitz's
office. Further
0
discussions will be held on a new arPhil Reisman will arrive on the
rangement for the next two years. A
temporary
increase, retroactive to
lie de France Oct. 26.
He's been
abroad several months.
Sept. 1, was recently made by the
•
circuits, contingent on a final scale
Bill Barnett has returned from a which is to be set up under the terms
six-week trip to Europe and on the of a 10-vear master contract.
Continent.
•

Charlie Einfeld will be in CaliU. A. Circuit to Report
fornia for another month, at least.
The annual fiscal report for United
Hiller Inis of Paramount will fly
Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., for the
year ended Sept. 1, will be ready to Columbus today.
early in December, according to an
Rainer will take a plane to
executive of the circuit. No direc- theLuiSE
coast today.
tors' meeting will be held until the
accountants complete the report, it
Dave Rubinoff is in from the coast.
was added.

On

Challenges
New

Rent

KRS
Policy

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 13. — The council of
the
todayCinematograph
accepted theExhibitors'
report ofAss'n
the
rentals committee recommending that
members
continue
or
"B" features
on a toflatbook
rental"A"basis,
where that method has been used in
the past.
The action is a challenge to the recent statement of policy of the
Kinematograph Renters' Society (distributors) under which it was declared that "A" films would be rented
on a percentage basis only.
The C.E.A. council stated that a
joint meeting is planned with the cirrentals.cuits to inaugurate a fight for lower
Publicity Bureau Dropped
London, Oct. 13.— The C.E.A. has
dropped its plan for a publicity bureau, and Frank Tilley, who had been
named to handle the department, has
been appointed temporarily to assist
W. R. Fuller, general secretary of
the C.E.A., on publicity work in conBill.
nection with the proposed new Films
CEA Approves Long Reel
London, Oct. 13.— Out of 607 replies received to a questionnaire by
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n,
relative to the proposed new standardized 2,000-foot reel, 568 exhibitors
declared for the new reel and 37 expressed opposition to it.
A total of 571 declare that existing
projectors will take the new size reel,
and 37 say they will not. Front
projection is reported in use by 576
exhibitors and 87 use rear projection.
No theatres report licensing restrictions against the long reel.
Wilcox

to Make

Two

British Lion Films
London, Oct. 4.— Herbert Wilcox
Prod, are to make two films for distribution by British Lion, using the
latter's Beaconsfield studio. "No Parking" will star Gordon Harker and
"Nippy," originally scheduled for
-Anna Neagle, will feature Jean Gillie.
Harker and Ralph Reader have written special musical numbers.
"The Romance of Madame Tussaud," from the recent book by the
grandson of the founder of the waxwork establishment, will be Herbert
Wilcox's next for Imperator, releasing through RKO. It will be in Technicolor and will picture the adventures
of Madame Tussaud during the French
Revolution and later in London.

Nine
well known
cartoonists have
Artists
on "Garrick"
been engaged to create material for
a pressbook campaign on "The Great
Garrick." The roster of artists includes Syd Hoff, O. Soglow, Rhea
Irvin, Herb Roese, George Price,
Richard Decker, Abner Dean, Rodnev De Sarro and Gene Carr.

Harry H. Burford Dead
Guild Honors Young
Milwaukee, Oct. 13. — Harry H.
Burford, 64, since 1919 booking agent
Hollywood, Oct. 13. — Roland
for LaCrosse Theatres Co., died toYoung's
work in "Topper" has been
day at nected
LaCrosse.
with theatresHe forhadthebeen
pastcon30 voted the best acting job of the
years. He is survived by a sister
and two brothers.
Funeral services will be held toiTiorrow.

month by the Screen Actors' Guild.
Donald Meek's role in "Toast of New
York" has been honored as the best
supporting role.
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Dallas
Allows
Old

Decree
Use

PICTURE

of

Contracts

(Coiitiuiicd from page 1)
runs but must not conspire to do
so," the court said.
Film attorneys lost their motion
to strike out a reference in the decree
to Texas Consolidated Theatres, a
subsidiary of Interstate, and the names
of Karl Hoblitzelle and R. J. O'Donnell, on the grounds that the subsidiary did not operate under the contracts in question for two years and
that the individuals did not move as
such but in behalf of Interstate. While
the reference to the subsidiary was
modified, the names of the individuals
were not ordered removed.
A motion by the film attorneys to
eliminate references to "attempts to
monopolize trade," which had been
written into the decree by the Government, was granted by the court.
Disagreements among the attorneys
on the wording of the decree caused
the postponement of the hearing from
the scheduled morning hour until
mid-afternoon. The issues still in disagreement atthat time were disposed
of by Judge Atwell, who characterized
the differences as "lawyers' technicalities," adding that the "substance of
the decree is 'they mustn't do it
again.' " His remark referred to the
charge
defendants'
operating
in
restraintof ofthetrade
in violation
of the
anti-trust laws.

Weisman
To

Authorized

Settle

Fox

Suits

Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton
yesterday authorized Milton C. Weisman, equity receiver of the Fox
Theatres Corp., in the U. S. District
Court to settle two anti-trust suits
against A. T. & T., Western Electric
and Erpi for $22,500. Both suits
were filed in 1934 for a total of
$1,577,500.
Louis Karasik, attorney for Weisman, stated that a similar suit of
General Talking Pictures Corp. and
the Duovac Radio Corp. in the Delaware Federal Court against the same
defendants has been dismissed. He
stated that the possibility of recovering
the judgment in the face of that decision was remote and that $50,000 to
$75,000 would he required to bring
the suit to trial. Karasik was allowed $6,000 out of $9,000 requested
for his services in the suit.
The plaintiffs in the suit besides
Weisman were the William Fox Isis
Investment Co., William Fox Exhibition, Inc., Fox Varieties Co., Flatbush Avenue & Nevins Corp., the
Colwood Co. and the Theatre Realty
Co. Since the last three corporations
are in reorganization under Section
77B, the proceeds of the settlement
will go to the trustees for these companies. Weisman will receive only
$18,000 of the $22,500 settlement.
Weisman stated that the gist of his
action was "that the defendant corporations conspired to restrain trade
in interstate commerce and it was
done by effecting a monopoly as to
equipment for the production and exhibition of sound pictures" and by
making excessive charges on all purchases of equipment.

March

of Time

Must

Reel

Sign— S. AM.

Hollywood, Oct. 13.— The board of
directors of the Screen Actors' Guild
today decreed that March of Time
sequences in which actors portray
other persons do not constitute a
news reel but rather a dramatic production. The Guild issued an ultimatum to the effect that March of
Time must either sign a Guild contract or A. A. A. A. members will not
work for the reel.
decisionbetween
came after
weeksof
ofToday's
deliberation
March
Time and Guild officials.

Short

Subjects

''Pluto's

Quinpuplets"
(Disney-RKO)
Pluto and Fifi, his Pekingese
"wife," have a hard time keeping
the quinpuplets in order. When they
escape from the kennel, the result is
in the best Walt Disney tradition.
The cartoon, in excellent color, of
course, is wholly delightful, and
should bring chortles from the elders
and squeals from the children.

Running time, 9 mins. "G."
"The Old Mill"
Thomson Sees Educational Signing (Disney-RKO)
Hollywood, Oct. 13. — Kenneth
What goes on in the old abandoned
Thomson, secretary of the Screen
windmill as night falls and a terrific
Actors' Guild,
today
stated thatto Educational Pictures
is expected
sign storm comes up is told with beautiful
with the Guild as soon as its pact can color effect in this new Walt Disney
be drawn in conformance with New cartoon, which is one of the rnost
York laws and the California statutes effective he has done. It is not motivated by comedy, but rather tells of
on which it had, in part, been orig- the disturbance
the storm causes to
inally based. This difficulty, said
Thomson, has been the only factor the birds, mice, owls and other creatures who make the mill their home.
delaying the signing.
A top-ranking Disney subject.
Marlow,
Admits

at Hearing,
High

Salary

Hollywood, Oct. 13. — At the morning session of the hearing of the
Screen Writers' Guild petition to be
designated as the writers' bargaining
agent, Brian Marlovi^, a guild witness, testified that writers were highly
paid, that they usually make their
own hours and also are their own
bosses to a large extent.
The statement was made under
cross-examination by Neil McCarthy,
attorney for the Screen Playwrights.
Marlow testified that he had a
couch in his office on which to sleep,
Biophone ' A.T,&T,
Big Scripps-Howard
Action Now
Settled
but added : "I don't play cards or
Section in 24 Pages
(.Continued from page 1)
shoot dice during
hours."him on
Gibneyoffice
followed
The much-discussed film section of theSheridan
Anti-Trust Laws, claiming that the
stand.
defendants refused permission to the Scripps-Howard papers had 24
licensees of their patent to use the pages with the biggest circulation of
apparatus. The amount of the settle- stills and production stories any pubLaughton Role Set
licity man has seen in years. With
ment was not given.
London, Oct. 4. — Charles Laughton
it were solid pages of advertising
from M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox, is to be starred in a drama of EngGordon Suit Up Oct. 15
lish newspaper life, specially written
Paramount, Warners, United Artists,
A motion to dismiss the complaint RKO and Republic, and also a full by Bartlett Cormac and based on the
of Virginia Gordon and her copyright
absorption of the Morning
page from Look, the picture maga- recent
Post, oldest English newspaper, by
infringement suit against Moss Hart, zine.
George S. Kaufman and Sam Harris
the Daily Telegraph. A 50-year panowill be heard in the U. S. District
Half pages
were Theatres,
taken by ColumLoew's
rama of British history, as seen from
Theatres,
Skouras
Court Oct. 15. The defendants claim
bia, the Music Hall, and RKO Thea- a Fleet Street window, is planned. It
that the complaint failed to set forth a
tres. There also was an assortment will be the third picture of the Pomcause of action. Miss Gordon alleges of smaller theatre, night club, RCh- mer-Laughton Mayflower company,
releasing through A. B. P., following
that her play, "Rash Moments," which V'ictor, Technicolor and travel ads.
she wrote in 1935, was plagiarized in
About three quarters of a page "St. Martin's Lane." Tim Whelan
the Hart-Kaufman play, "You Can't was used for listing coming features, directed, at Elstree.
Take It with You." She asked for a with bylined publicity stories scatpermanent injunction and an accounttered through the section. The names
Plan Dinner for Broidy
ing of the profits, also damages.
appearing in these were: William
Boston, Oct. 13. — A dinner is to be
Dieterle, John Ford, Jimmy DurantL\
W. G. Van Schmus, Ernst Lubitscli, tendered Steve Broidy, Monogram
Cullman Tax Payment Allowed
U. S. District Court Judge Francis Edward G. Robinson, Jack L. War- sales manager in New England, at
ner, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Sidney the Statler Hotel on Oct. 26. EdG. Caffey yesterday authorized Howward Morey, local Republic manager,
B.
Whipple,
William Boehnel, George
ard S. Cullman, trustee in reorgani- Ross and Walter
Wanger.
is
in
charge
of the function. M. N.
zation of the Roxy Theatre, to pay
Wolf is secretary and L. M. Boas is
the Collector of Internal Revenue
treasurer. The Boston Friars' Club
$2,760 in settlement of the $7,969 claim
Flash Previews
will hold an open house later in the
for unpaid 1931 income taxes. Interevening, in honor of the affair.
est at six per cent from Jan. 15, 1931,
"Alcatraz Island" — A prison yarn,
to date must also be paid.
obviously, reaching no great emotional
heights but holding the interest
Bush Joins Buchannan
throughout.
Retitle Henie Film
Rodney Bush, former eastern rep"Counsel for Crime" — Tale of a
resentative for Walter Wanger, has
Hollywood, Oct. 13. — "Hot and lawyer in the service of gangsters
joined
Buchannan
& Co. as account
and
his
attempt
to
keep
from
his
son
Happy" will be the release title of the
executive for the 20th Century-Fox
new Sonja Henie musical now in pro- the knowledge of his association.
These films will he reviewed in full account. Bush will leave next week
duction on the 20th Century-Fox lot.
in a coining issue of Motion Picture for a cruise before assuming his newIt was formerly known as "Bread, Daily.
duties on Nov. 1.
Butter and Rhythm."

Running time, 9 mins. "G."
Balahan

Ordered

to

Tell of Zukor Pact
(.Continued from page 1)
between Zukor and Paramount executed in April under which Zukor
receives a weekly salary of $3,000
and a bonus of seven and a half per
cent of the profits up to $2,500,000
and five per cent of any profits above
that figure.
Justice Collins set the place for the
examination in the courtroom of the
Special Term, Part 2, of the Supreme
Court, but it is customary for such
hearings to be held at an attorney's
office. The order granted the plaintiff's request only in part. Balaban
may be questioned on the terms of
the contract and particulars on how
the compensation was computed, but
not on negotiations leading up to the
contract. Justice Collins also ordered
the production of the corporation
books and records to assist Balaban
in his testimony.
Zukor Report for Executives
The Paramount executive committee is scheduled to meet today to hear
Adolph Zukor's report on British
production possibilities for the company, Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
committee, said yesterday. Zukor arrives today on the N orniandie after a
one-month study of the British production scene.
Indications are that Paramount will
not conclude its plans for production
in England at today's meeting, despite the fact that the company already has decided on making "quality" rather than "quota" pictures
abroad. The decisions on the number
of pictures which will be made annually and whether or not these will
be made under company or British
producers
time vet. may not be set for some
Paramount Signs Estabrook
Hollywood, Oct. 13. — Howard
Estabrook has been given a contract
as production associate with Paramount by William LeBaron, managing director
ofEstabrook,
the company's
duction.
a writer, prohad
been associated with Frank Lloyd.
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(Continued from page 1)
George Wilbur, Wyandotte ; John
Henry Ross, Battle Creek; James
Olsen, Clare, and J. E. Stocker,
David Newman and William E.
Schuttenhelm, Detroit.
Selection of a new general manager was not mentioned at the session,
but it is understood that the matter
will be taken up at a board meeting
soon.
Twenty-eight new out-state members were taken in during the two-day
convention. Branch announced.
Referring to the absence of Allied
leaders from other states. Branch
said that "we felt we had a job of our
own to do and we wanted to do it ourselves, so I asked them not to come
here this year as we felt if our organization amounted to anything we must
do the job ourselves. I feel that we
have done a fine job of it. Everything is peace and harmony and I
feel that the local unit will do a bigjob this coming year, both for itself
and the national organization."

Japanese
Obtain

Admits

—1 in recognition of outstanding achievement in film technology, was awarded
~ A to Edward Washburn Kellogg, of
RCA. The Journal Award went to
Dr. Dean Brewster Judd, senior
Fox, "U" Lead
Board
Net-154
2^
17Ji
physicist
in optics and the National
Close
Change
High
Low
Open
17
17
Col
-i-;4 Bureau of Standards, for the best tech. VIA
2
2 159
2
1554
--5—55/148
15^
160
16017
159
E. K.
paper published
in the
society's
6314
journalnical in
1936. The
paper
was
G. T. E. . . 17
85
6254
14%
65^
85
85
K.A.O. pfd. 6SV2
85
"Color Blindness and Anomalies of
15M IVA
. 15/2
1254
6V4 1014^-4 - V2
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4!^
7'/4 1001254
10714
Para. 2 ,
Vision."C. C. Pettijohn Speaks
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145/2 25J4
-1-2
7
Pathe . , , . 14
-V
s
R. K. O. . . 57'A
Charles C. Pettijohn, general coun8/8
20th Fox . . 2634 27'4
sel of the M. P. P. D. A., made the
338/2 +.'A principal address at the banquet. The
Univ. pfd.. .. 339A 339'A 33
27
W. B. ...
- 54 awards were presented by S. K. Wolf,
VA
V
A
Technicolor Off Heaviest
president of the society, with E. W.
VA
Net
VA
-\v% Engstrom of RCA reading the ProgChange
High
Close
Low
OpenVi
ress Medal citation and E. A. Willi- 54
G. N
m
m
ford of National Carbon Co., reading
2 VA
m154 Monogram 2
Sonotone . . IVi 22Y2 19V2
the citation for the Journal Award.
Wa 21
Tech. , , . . ZV/i
Entertainment was a feature of the
3
3
3
Trans-Lux 3
banquet.
m
Univ. Corp. .V/e,
The technical papers during yesterBonds Decline
Net
day's session were devoted entirely to
yigh Low Close Change projection problems, delivered in the
Keith 6s '46
9454 94
94
— A course of the projection practice session, of which A. N. Goldsmith was
Loew 354s '46
98M 98^4 9854 — 54
Para. B'way
chairman.
3s
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H. Richardson, of Better Theatres, on
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W. B. 6s '39
85
84 84
"A Discussion of Screen Image Di(Quotations at close of Oct. 13)
mensions" and "Perforated Screens
Street

Effort

Newsreel

{Continued
of it. Acknowledging that he had enhsted the aid of Lindstrom, whom he
described as a personal friend, because
of his previous connections in the film
industry, Yamaoka at first refused to
divulge the reason.
Later, however, after declaring that
he believed a failure to answer might
lead to misunderstanding as to motive, he explained that there was a
feeling (he did not say in what quarter) that some of the Sino-Japanese
war scenes appearing in the newsreels, as well as some of the war pictures published in the daily newspapers, might not be authentic. He
made a point of declaring that he was
making no accusations in the direction
of any person or any company, but
said the feeling existed.
He declared the lack of authenticity of some of the pictures was "very
possible," that it was also conceivable
the
Chinese had to"created
scenes"
the cameramen
shoot and
that for
the
Caplan Allied Secretary
photographers, lacking a knowledge of
New Haven, Oct. 13. — Allied their authenticity, proceeded to take
Theatres of Connecticut has elected them
and send them through to the
Lawrence Caplan, local attorney, as L^nited States.
executive secretary, succeeding Joseph
Queried again by IMotiox Picture
A. Davis, who has resigned. J.
Kelly, former New Jersey exhibitor,
has been engaged to solicit new mem- SMPE
Hits Academy
bership among independent exhibitors.
Plan for Apertures
Calls MPTO Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
Omaha, Oct. 13.— Charles E. Wil- called for revisions of the dimensions
liams, president of the M. P. T. O. of the standard projector aperture,
for Nebraska and Western Iowa, has which, the committee estimates, would
called a meeting of his organization in cost the theatres of the country $1,Omaha Nov. 1 and 2 to hear Ed Kuy- 000,000 running from $50 in the smallkendall, national president.
est theatres to several hundred dollars where it might be necessary to
purchase new screens. The committee
Collins Erpi Director
Daniel C. Collins yesterday was claims that the American Projection
elected a director of Erpi at a meet- Society concurs in its opinion.
ing of the executive board of the
The annual Progress Medal and the
Journal Award were presented last
compan>-.
night
at the
semi-annual
banquet.
Theconvention's
Progress Medal,
given
Wall
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War

to
Film

Favor

Cooperative Moves
(Continued from page 1)

organizations at the next meetings and
ask the memberships to vote on the
from page 1)
cooperative movement.
Daily, he reiterated his contention
Attending yesterday's meeting were
that copies of the reels were sought Irving Dollinger, Louis Gold and
for the purpose of verification of the Morris Marks of Allied of New Jermaterial taken and declared that the
sey, and Maurice Fleischman, Leon
interests he represented were inter- Rosenblatt, David Weinstock and
ested particularly in the scenes de- Jimmy Binkov representing the I. T.
picting Japanese pilots as prisoners in 0. A. No date has been set for a second meeting, but it was stated that the
the hands of the Chinese. He declared
that no other scenes which may have 1. T. O. A. will set the date.
been taken were of concern to him.
The general membership of Allied
The statement that copies, and not of New Jersey will convene at the
the original films were sought, is at Stacy-Trent, Trenton, next Tuesday, while the I. T. O. A. will hold
variance with the understanding of
its regular meeting at the Astor next
Motion Picture Daily that Lind- Wednesday.
strom attempted to purchase outright
the entire footage of the Universal
newsreel pertaining to the Chinese- Schlesinge
r to Help
Japanese
war.
E. B. Hatrick,
general manager of
With W. B, Booking
the Hearst film enterprises, in which
(Continued from page 1)
is included the newsreel, News of the
Day, said Lindstrom had come to manager
in charge of South and
the News of the Day offices and ex- West Philadelphia, succeeds Leonard
pressed adesire to see the film ma- Schlesinger in charge of 60 neighborhood theatres in this zone.
terial on the war. He made no attempt to purchase the films, said
Steve Barutio, until now assistant
Hatrick, who added that the reel to David E. Weshner, who handles
would not be sold in any case. The
first and key city runs for the cirreel is treating the war like any other
cuit, succeeds Flynn. Larry Graver,
news story, the executive declared.
rnanager of the Stanley, takes Barutio's post. Al Reh, in turn, succeeds
Graver at the Stanlev, while Reh's
and Their
Faults."
In
the
first,
Richardson recommended standard screen post as manager of the State now
to Marty Goldenberg, who has
image proportions
the com- goes
been in charge of the Nixon.
bined dimensionsbased
of onillumination
These promotions and changes are
brightness that will provide most com- from
within the ranks.
fortable viewing conditions. The
other paper discussed faults in perforated screens, particularly with reExpect No Move on
rations. lation to imperfections in the perfoEducational Films
(Continued from page 1)
Final Session Today
Other papers of the day included:
"The Practice of Projection," by A.
N. Goldsmith, New York; "Grading
Projectionists,"
G. P. Barber,
Government of the byProvince
of Alberta,
Edmonton,
Alberta,
Canada
"Cooperation as the
Keynote
of ;Successful
Small Town
by T.
P.
Hover,
WarnerProjection,"
Ohio Theatre,
Lima,
0. ; "Precision All-Metal Reflectors
for Use with Projection Arcs," by C.
E. Schultz, Heyer-Schultz, Inc., New
i'ork; "Commercial 16-mm. Projection Faults," by C. L. Greene, Minneapolis; "Careless Work in Printing
Sound-Tracks on Release Prints," by
1. Gordon, Norka Theatre, Akron, O.
The complete program for today,
the final session of the convention, follows :
Thursday, Oct. 14
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.— Salle Modeme; Apparatus Symposiimi and Manufacturers'
Announcements.
"The Sound-Level Jleter in the Motion
Picture
Industry";
H. H. Scott, General Radio
Co., Cambridge.
"A New Motion Picture Camera Crane";
E. H. versal
Heyer
Pictures.and E. L. Fisher, Uni"Non-intermittent
Projection"; J. F.
York.
Leventhal,
Leventhal Patents, Inc., New

1,500 film subjects from company
vaults during the past six months and
made selections therefrom.
The M. P. P. D. A. committee held
Its first meeting early this week and
prepared its report for submission to
the board today. Harry M. Warner,
chairman of the committee, is on the
west coast and did not attend the meeting. Stanton Griffis and Earle W.
Hammons, other members of the committee, attended.
Move

to End

Prizes

Makes No Progress
(Continued from page 1)
the attitude of tlie major circuits now
seems to be that the smaller houses
will have to curtail games and giveaways before the move will be made
unanimous.

Durand. International Filmbook Corp.,
South Norwalk, Conn.
2:00 Session.
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.— Salle Modeme; Sound
"Reduction of Loop-Length Variations in
Non-Slip Printers"; E. W. Kellogg,
_ RCA Manufacturing
Co.
"Transmission
Cliaracteristics
of Western
Electric
Re-recording
Channels"; C. R.
"New Ideas in Mobile Sound Recording
Daily and F. L. Hopper, Erpi, Hollywood.
Equipment"; C. M. Ralph and J. • G.
Matthews, ■ General Service Studios,
Hollywood.
"Permanent Magnet Four-Ribbon Valve
for Portable Channel Push-Pull Rewood.
"AL. Mobile
Sound Recording
T. Goldsmith,
Warners. Cliannel";
cording"; E. C. Manderfeld, Erpi, Holly"A Device for Cleaning the Sound-track
of a Motion Picture Film During Pro"Improvements in Noise-Reduction Circuits"; R. R. Scoville, Erpi, Hollywood.
jection"; R. V. Fisher, Flower City
Specialty Co., Rochester.
"Improved Methods in Detecting LightValve
Overload"; C. R. Daily, Erpi.
"A Recorder for Making Buzz-Tracks";
Hollywood.
E. W. Kellogg, RCA Manufacturing
Co.
"Overload Limited for the Protection of
"Advantages of Spark Illumination in
Modulating Devices"; R. R. Scoville.
Certain Tjrpes of Photography"; M. A.
Erpi, Hollywood.
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Radio

Personals^
SYLVIA SIDNEY will offer scenes
from one of her pictures on the
Kate Smith show Oct. 21. . . . Maxine
Sullivan, of the "Onyx" club, will appear on the
CBS 7 to
"Swing
series Oct.
16, from
7 :30 P.Club"
M.,
a new time for this program. . . . Otto
s
Kruger
serve as today.
Elsa Schallert'
w subject
interviewill
. . . Phil
Baker will be the first Burns and
Allen substitute on the latter's series
next Monday, while the comedians
vacation in New York for the next
few weeks. . . . Gertrude Niesen will
be heard on the Ben Bernie show next
Tuesday. . . . Those elaborate picture
spreads in the radio pages of the
Saturday World-Telegram have been
stopped because the networks and the
press agents were unable to supply
suitable art. . . . The Stroud Twins
have been signed to appear regularly
on the Chase and Sanborn series. . . .
+
Gerald Savory, author of the stage
play "George and Margaret," will be
Bide Dudley's guest on the "Theatre
of the Air," WOR, tomorrow from
4 :30 to 4 :45 P.M. . . Tyrone Power
and Ida Lupino will do "Petticoat
Fever" on the Woodbury program
Sunday over the NBC-Blue . . .
Bobby Godet, WNEW
warbler,
leaves this week for Fort Worth to
join Shep Fields' orchestra at the
Casino . . . Sylvia Sidney will make
an appearance on Kate Smith's
period this week . . . Allen Prescott, "Wifesaver" of the NBC networks, celebrates his 10th year in
radio this week . . . Wynne Gibson
and Walter Connolly will do a oneact play, "The Bank Account," on
Rudy Vallee's
broadcast the
tonight
Qark
Gable headlines
Chase. . &.
Sanborn program next Sunday . . .
Bernie Cummins and his band bow
out of the Biltmore today for a series
of one-night stands . . .

NAB

On

Reconsiders

Its

Move

Departmentalized

Plan

Led by Samuel R. Rosenbaum of
Lubricants
WFIL, Philadelphia, and Don Elias
of Winston-Salem, the N. A. B. yesHollywood, Oct. 13.— Quotterday, in the second and closing day
ing from a release from the
press bureau of the J. Walter
of its special convention at the WalThompson Agency:
dorf-Astoria, rescinded the resolution
"In demonstrating his baadopted Tuesday to departmentalize
zooka to Margo before the
tlie organization.
the Kraft Music Hall rehearThe departmentalization resolution
sal began, Bob Burns revealed
was part of the five-point plank subthat he keeps the crude inmitted by Ed Craig of WSM, Nashstrument working smoothly
ville, which was jammed through and
with motor oil. 'Have you
adopted by acclamation shortly after
the opening of the session. Its puralways used motor oil on it?'
pose was to enable the N. A. B. to
Margo asked. 'Well, I reckon
I always use motor oil when
serve the divergent groups within its
I got it handy,' he replied.
body, such as network aiifiliates, non'But in the old days, I used
affiliates, clear channel, regional and
local groups.
Part 4 of the Craig resolution, also
passed Monday, which compelled the
reorganization committee to wait un- Cincy Hears Rumors
til January or February for the next
Of Fourth Network
regular N. A. B. convention to make
its reorganization recommendations,
lard.' " Oct. 13. — The fact that
Cincinnati,
was amended to enable the committee Red Barber, ace sportscaster of
to instruct the N. A. B. board to
WLW, is giving play-by-play descriptions of the Notre Dame football
call a convention as soon as its findings are complete, indicating that an- games has given rise to rumors that
other convention may be called shortly. a fourth major network centering
around the 500,000-watt local station is
Ethridge Withdraws
in the ofiing, despite denials that
Mark Ethridge, of WHAS, Louisbut an "accommoville, chairman of the reorganization WLW is anything
One report is that the WLW
committee, yesterday notified the Line will dation."
have
coast-to-coast
coverage
N. A. B. that he would be unable to
serve either as chairman or even as
The
football broadcasts were
Jan.Barber
1.
a member of the committee, due to by
on a sustaining basis, although the
his inability to spare further time away Line has sold time for commercial
from his business. The convention broadcasts immediately before and
body tried unsuccessfully to get Eth- after the games, in which Bob
ridge to reconsider, and attempted to Newhall, WLW sports commentator,
obtain Craig's consent to serve on the is featured.
committee. Craig declined for the same
The same source of information
reason, whereupon a resolution was cites the fact that several broadcasts
adopted confirming the action of the are being fed to the New York Broadconvention in the appointment of
casting System, composed of Hearst
Craig's committee and he was author- stations, although confirmation that
ized to appoint additional members at the Hearst stations are members of
his discretion. The reorganization the hookup are lacking.
Frisco Opera Series
committee currently comprises Ed
To Be Begun Friday Allen, Ed Craney, Walter J. Damm
Television Staging
and John Shepard, 3rd.
San Francisco, Oct. 13. — First of
The N. A. B. Bureau of Copyrights
For SMPE
Tonight
five hour-long broadcasts, from the came in for severe criticism from
15th annual season of the San FranMembers
of
the
Society
of M. P.
several of the delegates, but particularly from Paul Morency of WTIC, Engineers now in convention here
cisco Opera Ass'n, will be aired
coast-to-coast Friday night over the Hartford, who objected to increasing will gather at the RCA Bldg. at _ 8
NBC-Red network at 6 P.M., E.S.T. expenditures to maintain the bureau.
o'clock tonight to witness a special
Microphones installed in the War
Action on the bureau's future status television demonstration being staged
Memorial Opera House will pick up was
deferred until the next N. A. B. by RCA engineers and NBC.
David Sarnoff, President of RCA,
the second act of Verdi's "Aida," with convention, however, when James
Gina Cigna, Bruna Castagna, Gio- Baldwin, managing director of the extended the invitation and will devanni Martinelli, Richard Bonelli,
liver an address during the course of
Emanuel List and Norman Cordon. N. A. B. and head of the Copyright the evening.
Bureau,
offered
a
report
about
the
Gaetano Merola will conduct.
Other pickups will be as follows :
bureau's
status thatwarned
reflected
"Awful Truth" on Air
on it. Baldwin
thatfavor
the upN.
Oct. 23.— Blue network, 6 P.M., A. B. must continue to build up its
Irene Dunne and Cary Grant will
E.S.T., second act of Gounod's own music library, via the bureau, in offer dramatization of scenes from
"Faust," with Martinelli, Pinza, preparation for 1940 when the Ascap
Boerner, Callahan. Pietro Cimini,
motion picture "The Awful
contract with the broadcasters expires. their
conductor.
Truth"
on CBS.
"Hollywood Hotel" tomorrow
over
Oct. 30.— Blue network, 6 P.M.,
Seek Radio "Czar"
E.S.T. , second act of Verdi's "La
If the industry did not do so, he
Sammy Smith Joins Braun
Traviata," with Cigna, Kullmann,
Bonelli, Oliviero, Kroph, Cordon, said, the broadcasters would "find
Sammy
Smith,thepublishers'
Howell, Cehanovsky, Gaetano Merola, themselves over a barrel in 1940."
man,
has joined
New Yorkcontact
office
conductor.
The
question
of
appointing
a
"czar"
of the Braun Organization. Smith
for
the
broadcasting
industry
came
up
Nov. 5.— Red network, 6 P.M.,
will assist Bill Ortmann.
time at yesterday's
meetE.S.T., second act of Wagner's for theing. Itfirst
is understood
that the finding
"Lohengrin," with Melchior, Flagstad, Huehn, Meisle, Hofmann, of such a personality is one of the vention, will serve as the N. A. B.
Cehanovsky, Fritz Reiner, conductor. most important tasks faced by the re- president and not under the undigniNov. 10.— Blue network, 5 :30 P.M..
fied title of "czar." The industry is
organization committee. The "czar,"
to pay him more than well,
E.S.T., second and third acts of if and when he is found, and it is un- prepared
day.
derstood he will be offered to the judging from the talk offered yesterMassenet's "Manon," with Bovy,
Maison, Bonelli, Cordon, Cahanovsky. body of broadcasters at the next con-

Licenses

Seven

New

to

Stations

Washington, Oct. 13. — Operating licenses have been granted to
seven stations by the F.C.C., several
of them going on the air for the first
time, as follows :
WMBD, Peoria Broadcasting Co.,
Peoria, 111., 1,440 kilocycles, 1,000
watts night, 5,000 watts day; WJBY,
Gadsden Broadcasting Co., Inc., Gadsden, Ala., 1,210 kilocycles, 100 watts
night, 250 watts day; WAML, New
Laurel Radio Station, Inc., Laurel,
Miss., 1,310 kiloci'cles, 100 watts
night, 250 watts day; KPFA, Peoples Forum of the Air, Helena.
Mont., 1,210 kilocycles, 100 watts
night, 250 watts day ; KSOO, Sioux
Falls Broadcasting Ass'n, Inc., Sioux
Falls, S. D., 1,110 kilocycles, 2,500
watts, day only; KELO, Sioux Falls
Broadcasting Ass'n, Inc., Sioux Falls,
1,200 kilocycles, 100 watts; KOIL,
Central States Broadcasting Co.,
Omaha, 1,260 kilocycles, 1,000 watts
night, 5,000 watts day.
The commission also authorized an
increase of day power to 250 watts
for WTAL, Tallahassee; KGFW,
Kearney,
Neb., and KWNO, Winona,
Minn.
At its weekly meeting, the broadcast division ordered hearings held on
the following applications : Evening
News Press, Inc., for new 1,500-kilocycle station at Port Angeles, Wash.,
100 watts night, 250 watts day;
WOOD, Grand Rapids, change of
frequency from 1,270 to 1,010 kilocj'cles and decrease of pov^fcr from
500 to 250 watts; WSJS, WinstonSalem, N. C, change of frequency
from 1,310 to 900 kilocycles and increase of power from 100 watts to
1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day;
KEHE, Los Angeles, increase of
night power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts.
Bess

Johnson

Signs

For Colgate Series
Bess Johnson yesterday signed a
contract calling for her exclusive appearance on a new daytime dramatic
series for the Colgate- Palmolive-Peet
Co., scheduled to start Nov. 1. The
program will be heard Monday
through Friday over 67 CBS stations,
from 5 :45 to 6 P. M. in the interest
of Palmolive Soap. Details of the
new show have not been completed
The new program marks ColgatePalmolive-Peet's first venture into the
daytime field, all of its previous programs being heard at night. Miss
Johnson
was formerly
"Lady Esther"
of the Wayne
King broadcasts.
Radio Local Elects
yet.
Mark Smith has been elected president of the New York City local of
the American Federation of Radio
Artists, it was stated yesterday at
the organization's headquarters. Other
officers are: Walter Preston, first
vice-president ; William Adams, second vice-president ; Ben Grauer, third
vice-president ; Alexander McKee,
fourth vice-president; John Brown,
fifth vice-president ; Wilfred Lytell,
treasurer, and Lucille Wall, recording secretary.
Closes Coast Bus Ad Deal
Long Be.\ch, Cal., Oct. 13. — Hal
Nichols has completed arrangements
with the Lang Transportation Co. for
display advertising on buses.
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i\EW YORK,

Maxwell

Union

U.K.'s
Deal

Gets

Para. —
Plans

Circuit;

Await

Biggest
1 Zukor Says Company
Study the New Act

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 14. — John Maxwell,
head of Associated British Pictures,
today purchased the stock holdings of
the late David Bernhard in Union
Cinemas, Ltd., giving A.B.P. control
of the circuit and at the same time
making A.B.P. the largest theatre
group in England, according to Maxwell.
Two directors of Union Cinemas
will be replaced by A.B.P. men and
the future business of Union will be
operated in conjunction with Maxwell's other theatre interests.
Prior to his death Bernhard said
that Union had 228 and was building
30 other houses. The A.B.P. -Union
tieuo will give Maxwell's group at
leas^ ^'^'^ more theatres than G. B.
Bernhard was the father of C. F.
Bernhard, founder and managing director of the circuit.
Reports of the impending deal were
first published in Motion Picture
Daily on Sept. 18. At that time,
circles close to Maxwell denied the
story.
G. B.'s annual stockholders' meeting will be held tomorrow at which
time the Nordon Committee is certain
to move for an adjournment and ask
(Continued on page 9)
Silent

on

SMPE's
Criticisms
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — No comment
could be obtained here today from the
Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
on the New York convention claims
of the Society of M. P. Engineers that
the change in projection apertures
recommended by the Academy would
^, tCost the industry $1,000,000. Gordon
Mitchell, manager of the Academy
Research Council, was out of town for
(.Continued on page 16)
Dr,

British

NewQuotaLaw

Makes ABP
No.
British Chain

Academy

to

FRIDAY,

Giannini

Denies

W anger to Quit U, A,
Hollywood, Oct. 14.— In the wake
of rumors which have had Walter
Wanger reported as contemplating affiliation with Universal and other companies. Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman
of the board and president of United
Artists, today issued the following
statement :
"In reply to questions regarding reports that other companies are dicker(Continued on page 12)
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Dunphy on Job
Chris Dunphy was right
on the job yesterday when
Adolph Zukor, chairman of
the Paramount board, returned from abroad. At
Quarantine, Dunphy noticed
that one of the photographers was handing out publicity releases from 20th
Century-Fox on Annabella
and from Warners on Max
Reinhardt.
Dunphy approached the
photographer and said jocularly: "Let's have a copy of
those stories and let's see
what the other companies are

By BILL ORNSTEIN
Paramount's plans for producing
in England will not be decided until
the British Government sets up the
new quota provisions, Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the company's board, declared yesterday upon his return from
a six-week vacation and survey in
Paris, London, Vienna and Budapest.
doing?"
"The British Government is exof Film
pected to pass the new law, which is Mass
to become effective next April, in two
or three months," Zukor said. "We
are waiting to see what it contains
and then we will decide what to do
and what we want to do."
Schools'
For
Asserting that Paramount will deUse
Is Found
finitely produce in England, Zukor
added : "Our plans are not fully developed at this time.
Of 1,595 non-current short subjects
"We do not care to go into comreviewed
by the May committee durpetition with British producers," he
ing the past four months, 849 were apsaid, "by (Continued
establishing
a
studio
in
that
on page 9)
proved as suitable for school use without change, it was disclosed by thecommittee's report submitted yesterday
Roach Due Today to
to the quarterly meeting of the M. P.
board of directors. AddiSee Mussolini Off P. D. A. tionally,
234 films were found to be
Hal E. Roach, whose deal with
acceptable
with
"minor" changes and
Vittorio Mussolini to produce in Italy 478 others contained
"some usable
is reported off, will arrive today from elements," according to the report.
the coast by plane, presumably to Only 34 films were found to be without any classroom value.
bid II Duce's son bon voyage when
he sails on the Rex tomorrow, and
Neither the May committee nor the
also to confer with Nicholas M.
M. P. P. D. A.'s own educational committee recommended any distribution
Schenck,
president
of
Loew's.
Although Roach stated prior to his system for handling the school films in
(Cotitinued on page 16)
(Continued on page 21)
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on

Product

Minneapolis Suit Planned
Over Non-Delivery
Minneapolis, Oct. 14. — Local exhibitors will shortly begin a test case
for a mandatory injunction to compel
Paramount to deliver the six pictures
which, it is charged, were promised
on last season's contracts, according
to a statement issued today by Allied
Theatre Owners of the Northwest.
"This action will be taken," the exstatement
sets forth,
"because
Federal hibitor
Judge
Gunnar
Nordbye
(who
last week granted Paramount's application for a temporary injunction restraining the exhibitors from pursuing
their 'buyers' strike' against the company) held that the non-delivery of
the pictures has nothing to do with
the defendants striking in any legal
sense, and the decision, therefore,
leaves it open for us to test in an independent action the right of Paramount to refuse to deliver the picThe Allied unit also has stated that
it will move for an immediate appeal
of
Nordbye's
decision injunction
granting
the Judge
distributor
a temporary
and that the U. S. Circuit Court of
tures." here will be asked to "adAppeals
vance the appeal for immediate hearing." The organization said that it
would also seek an early trial in the
Federal
district
tor's basic
action.court of the distribuAttorneys

to Study

Dallas Court Decree
Attorneys for major distributors
will meet early next week to study the
decree entered in the U. S. District
court at Dallas on Wednesday and
may decide at that time whether or

not to appeal
the court's
holding
their from
contracts
with decision
certain
Interstate Circuit houses to be in violation of the anti-trust laws.
By JACK BANNER
Copies
of the Dallas decree are not
RCA television, with many improvements noted since the last pub- expected to reach here until today, and
lic demonstration on Nov. 6, 1936, until attorneys here have had an
was shown to an audience largely opportunity to study them no decision
composed of the Society of Motion will be made on an appeal.
Picture Engineers last night in the "U" 9-Week
Income
RCA Bldg. The demonstration
served to introduce "large screen"
television via a newly developed
Universal revenue for the first nine
cathode ray tube. Black and white
'36
Over
the new
season
is running
,000
images also were demonstrated by weeks of$400
(Continued on page 20)
$400,000 ahead of the same period last
year, according to R. H. Cochrane,

Film

By RED KANN
Television is growing up.
Last night demonstrated it when
RCA and NBC televised a live talent
show from the third to the 62nd floor
of the RCA Bldg. and achieved images approximately three by four feet
in size.
They were not good images as motion pictures
today'sThey
photographic
standards
are by
judged.
had light
fuzz around the corners. They were
(Continued on page 20)
Additional

on

Allied

CENTS

Technique

Developments ^ Pp. 17-20-21

For each of the next three months
president.
(Continued on pane 21)
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Fred

S, Meyer

Quits

Universal Saturday
Hollywood, Oct. 14.— Fred. S.
Meyer will leave Universal as general studio manager next Saturday on
expiration of his contract. He will
leave for New York next week for
conferences on an unannounced affiliation.
During Meyer's two years with the
studio the company has turned out
"Magnificent Obsession," "My Man
Godfrey," "Showboat" and others.

Loew's Votes $1.62yi
Directors of Loew's at a board
meeting yesterday declared a dividend
of $1.62^ on the cumulative preferred stock, payable Nov. 15 to
stockholders of record Oct. 29.
The company paid $8.50 to common
stockholders for the fiscal year ended
Aug. 30. Action on the next common
dividend is expected to be taken
Nov. 3.
Brandt Takes Mapleton
The Brandt circuit has taken over
the Mapleton, Brooklyn, a 410-seat
house.

Kay Francis Files
Federal Court Suit

Purely

Los Angeles, Oct. 14. — Kay Francis filed srit m U. S. District Court
today asking that her contract with
Wainers be annulled. She charges
CLAIRE LUCE, who has appeared that Warners broke her contract when
in a number of films and piays in
England, was among the passengers they gave Claudette Colbert the stararriving on the Normandie yesterday,
ring role in "Tovarich."
bhe said she may do a play here. The
Union Suit Dismissed
actress declined to discuss the producer, adding that if a deal was noi
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Charles
set in two weeks she would return
B.
McLaughlin granted summary judgto England.
ment dismissing the complaint of
•
Mardiros A. Krikorian against Local
Louise McCauley of Atlanta, and
Krikorian was a memAdeline Korish of La Crosse, Wis., 306 yesterday.
ber of Local 306 in 1923 when he
last night were the guests of Maurice
withdrew. He applied for readmisKvANS at "Richard if." The girls re- sion in 1927. He was not readmitted
cently won an essay contest conducted until 1933. He sued for the value of
by M-G-M in connection with "Romeo his wages for the six-year period.
and Juliet." They will sail for Eng- Justice McLaughlin ruled that a genland today on the Normandie as guests
eral release executed by Krikorian in
of the distributing company.
1932 barred his present action. The
•
suit was dismissed with costs.
Emil Ludwig, writer, arrived from
England yesterday. His latest book,
Poster Firm Files Suit
"Cleopatre," will be published in December. He will visit President RooseSuit for $2,500 damages for an alleged breach of contract was filed in
velt and gather material for his next
the
N.
Y. Supreme Court yesterday
book, which is to be called "Rooseby the Berkshire Poster Co., Inc.,
velt, Study on Hapoiness
and
Power."
•
against the B. F. Keith Corp. and the
E. A. Algazy, French film produc- Greater New York Vaudeville Theatres Corp. The contract which was
er, arrived from Paris yesterday, en
route to Hollywood to produce two allegedly made in 1932 provided that
versions of "Katia," from Princess Berkshire was to receive one-third of
BiBEsco's novel. Danielle Dar- the poster work of the 40 theatres in
the RKO circuit in the metropolitan
RiEux will play the part of Katia.
area. The defendants will ask Supreme
•
RouBEN Mamoulian, Paramount Court Justice Shientag for a bill of
morning.
itemizing the claim this
director, and Lothar Mendes, direc- particulars
tor, scheduled to arrive yesterday on
the Normandie, were not among the
Reserve Decision on Steuer
passengers.
•
Decision was reserved by Supreme
Paul Graetz, general manager for Court Justice Charles B. McLaughlin
Paris Export Films, arrived on the on a motion for a summary judgment
Normandie yesterday and will remain made by Max D. Steuer in his suit for
in town a few days before leaving for legal fees against the Knickerbocker
the coast.
Theatres, Inc., and the Clinton Ap•
pollo Theatre Corp. in the Supreme
Robert M. Savini, sales manager Court yesterday. Steuer was awarded
for Atlantic Pictures Corp., is visit- $75,789 for legal fees for conducting
ing franchise holders in Chicago, arbitration proceedings in 1935 for the
Detroit, Cincinnati and Cleveland.
defendants against the Greater New
•
York Vaudeville Theatres Corp. He
James R. Grainger off for Boston has received $50,000 and is suing for
where he will hold a local sales meet- the $25,789.
ing today and tomorrow. Back here
Monday.
Steuer stated the defendants received an award totaling $45,000 in
•
damages and the enforcement of two
SiG WiTTMAN of Universal has
10 year leases in the arbitration progone to Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
ceedings. He estimated the value of
Cincinnati. On sales, naturally.
the leases at $2,340,000, but the proceedings were settled without his conNeil F. Agnew, due in from the
sent. The defendants allege Steuer
south about this time, will not return was hired to prosecute a conspiracy
until Monday.

Personal

•

►

charge against RKO, Loew's, Inc.,
Brian Aherne will leave for the and
the Greater
NewthatY'ork
Vaudeville
Theatre
Corp. and
he failed
to do
coast via American Airlines today.
so.
They
assert
his
work
in
the
arbi•
tration proceedings was merely inciMaurice Conn has delayed his ardental and the award of $75,789
rival from the coast until Sunday.
merely fixed his fee without giving
any rights to another judgment.
Miss Simon Stricken
Files in Bankruptcy
Hollywood-, Oct. 14.— Simone SiThe Omaha Orpheum Co. filed a
mon, while working on "Love and
Hisses" at 20th Century-Fox today, voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the
collapsed and was placed under the U. S. District Court yesterday through
care of a doctor. Her temperature its president, O. R. McMahon. Assets
was said to be 101. Shooting sched- were listed at $7,047 in cash, but a
ules for the film have been rearranged. schedule of the liabilities was not
given. It was learned liabilities exceed $2,000,000. Among the creditors
''Uncle Moses" to Mintz
American and foreign distribution are the Stadium Theatres Corp., RKO
Radio Pictures, RKO Film Booking
rights to "Uncle Moses," all-talking Corp., ASCAP, and National Screen
Yiddish film, have been acquired by
Service. The principal asset of the
Robert Mintz.
corporation v/as a theatre in Omaha
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Guild

Pacts

Time,

Go

to

Educational

Screen Actors Guild contracts will
be submitted to the March of Time
and Educational for signing as soon
as the Guild office here has been notified officially of the decisions by its
board of directors in Hollywood that
both companies must be signatories to
the contract in order to permit guild
and other A.A.A.A. members to continue working for them.
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
head of the guild, said that the official
notification of the decisions was expected here within a day or two. Although both companies have agreed to
conform with guild contract terms in
all respects, they asked to be relieved
of actually signing a guild contract,
March of Time on the ground that it
was a newsreel, and Educational because of technical considerations.

Metro

Hits

Validity

Of Copyright Rules
The constitutionality of Section 11
of the U. S. Copyright Law in its relationship to unpublished manuscripts
was challenged in the U. S. District
Court yesterday by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp., the Metro-GoldwynMayer Distributing Corp., the Culver
Export Corp.,
Inc., and
Frank
Dolan,
when Loew's,
they filed
a general
denial to the copyright infringement
suit brought by Henry Rose.
Rose claims infringement of his
story, "Burrow Burrow," in "Man of
the People." The defendants claim
that Section 11 conflicts with Article
1, Section 8, Clause 8 of the U. S.
Constitution insofar as it grants statuujry copyright to unpublished works.
Rose is asking for a permanent injunction and an accounting of the profits.
Mrs. Montague Dies
Boston, Oct. 14. — Mrs. A. Montague, mother of Abe Montague,
Columbia sales manager, died at the
Fensgate Hotel here today. She was
to celebrate her 79th birthday shortly.
Funeral services and burial will be
held on Sunday from the J. F. Waterman Funeral Home.
Depinet Attends Dinner
Ottawa, Oct. 14. — Ned E. Depinet,
vice-president of RKO Radio Pictures,
attended a dinner in honor of Anna
Neagle and Herbert Wilcox, star and
producer of "Victoria the Great,"
given by Lord and Lady Tweedsmuir.
which was erected at a cost of $1,500,000. It was sold under foreclosure in
1933 to the A. H. Blank Theatrical
Circuit, Inc. for approximately $100,000. Four bond issues, the largest of
which was for $1,000,000 and a second
mortgage of $200,000 were floated on
the theatre.
Seek $6,618 from the Roxy
Jones, Clark & Higson, attorneys,
who were employed by the Roxy bondholders' protective committee, filed a
petition asking for $6,618 allowance in
the Roxy reorganization in the U. S.
District Court yesterday. The firm
sets forth in its petition that it handled
matters
and incidental
tailslegal
for the
committe.
Louis deB.
Altreuter, vice-president of Horace S.
Ely & Co., realtors, also filed a petition for $1,250 allowance for appraising the Roxy for the bondholders.
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Arrivals

Await

NewQuotaLaw
(Continued from pane 1)
country. We are just going to organize aproduction unit to take care
of our requirements. And when we
do that we will make pictures worth

while."
Zukor was highly optimistic over
the progress made by English film
companies.
"England has taken its picture producing seriously. There are big
studios and big plans. The British
are developing producing organizations to make pictures for their own
market better than in the past. _ As
they improve and gain by experience
reflect that."
product
their
Asked
aboutwill
television, Zukor said,
"I visited television studios in Great
Britain and they are very interesting-"
"Do you think television will be a
third
asked. form of entertainment," he was
"No, I can't see anything like that
at the moment. Television will develop like radio and will have no
effect on theatres. Television will
be an improvement on radio, as sound
was to the silent film."
Calls Foreign Business Good
Queried on conditions abroad, the
chairman of the Paramount board
stated :
"Business in general is better than
it has been. This goes for the Continent as well as London. The increasing number of outstanding pictures has stimulated business. Exhibitors are optimistic and hopeful
this season's prodand uctconfident
turned out. on
"In every country efforts are being
made to produce better films. England is working hard to produce
worthwhile pictures and credit must
be given British producers for the
sincere efforts behind the move."
Speaking of general reactions,
abroad, he said there was no war
scare. Everyone over there, meaning England and France, is wondering why the stock market has dropped
here and they cannot understand the
reason for it, he commented.
Attended September Meet
While in London, Zukor attended
the sales convention of all European
managers Sept. 25-26. Some of the
company's new product was screened
for t'ne men. John W. Hicks, foreign
head, will remain abroad for another
three weeks.
Paramount' s production plans at
Joinville call for four to six trench
pictures a year. Ike Blumenthal is
in charge of the studio and there is
no intention to import the films.
Discussing studio operations in
Hollywood, Zukor asserted that there
is no thought of resuming unit production.
"We are doing a successful job
under the present plan and we will
do nothing to stop us from making
good pictures.
"We have developed a cooperative
system in the studio, a system which
Famous Players operated under when
the company originally started. It
put the company to the front and we
keep Paramount there."
will
Asked for additional data on the

PICTURE

Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board
of Paramount, submi.ting to an interview with Bill Ornstein, reporter for
Motion Picture Daily, on the sun deck of
the Normandie as the super-liner steamed
up the Hudson yesterday.

company has seventeen of its important stars and players on various
commercial programs. Zukor said he
will give the studio air show idea
his attention when he returns to the
coast.
Asked about reports that David O.
Selznick was negotiating to join
Paramount as a producer, the chairman of the board said, "I don't know
Zukor will
anything
aboutremain
it." here a week before leaving for the coast. He will
be accompanied by Dunphy, who met
him yesterday at quarantine. At
the pier were Stanton Griffis, chairman of the Paramount executive committee ; Barney Balaban, president,
and Al Wilkie of the publicity department.
Although no plans for studio space
have been made in England, Zukor
said that there is plenty of space
available at Denham and Pinewood.
Shortly after he cleared customs,
Zukor attended a meeting of the executive committee, at which he gave
the highlights of his trip.
LeBaron to Take Vacation
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — William
LeBaron, who has been in charge of
Paramount production during Adolph
Zukor's tended
absence,
will leaveas onsoon
an exmotor vacation
as
Zukor returns from the east.

Lou Smith Goes to Coast
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Lou Smith
Annabella, French star now under con- has been transferred from the home
tract to 20th Century-Fox, another of office publicity department to a peryesterday's
arrivals.
Today,herhera producmanent spot at the studios. His first
ing sponsors
will tender
cocktail
party at the Waldorf.
assignment will be the handling of
publicity for the Ernst Lubitsch production unit on "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife." Smith plans to move his
family here shortly.
John Loder Arrives
John Loder, who last appeared in
"Non-Stop New York" for G.B., arrived yesterday on the Normandie
with his wife, Micheliene Cheirel,
who played a leading role in "Carnival in Flanders." This is the first
American visit for the actress. The
Loders will spend a week in New
York and then visit Hollywood and
Professor Max Reinhardt, distin- San Francisco.
guished stage producer, reached New
York yesterday with a committment to
produce
Gamblers"
for repertory
Warners Reinhardt to Have
and a plan"The
to develop
his own
theatre here. All photos by Cosmo-Sileo.
Repertory Theatre
Plans are under way to organize a
cooperative system, the chairman of permanent repertory theatre for Max
the board said :
Reinhardt, it was learned yesterday
"It's a system where everyone at with the arrival of the producer from
the studio works together as one big Salzburg. According to the plans now
unit and which I believe is the way being discussed, Reinhardt will produce some of his greatest plays in
to get the best results.
New York in a theatre which will
"I like it because everyone is tickled bear his name.
pink when someone makes a good
Reinhardt will remain in New York
picture. It also economizes on costs
for
a few days and then leave for the
and it is better than any other syscoast
where he is scheduled to make
tem." There will be no change in
"The
Gamblers" for Warners. He is
production plans laid out at the beginning of the season, Zukor added. due to return from Hollywood next
Emphasizing that his trip was a July, by which time the repertory theatre plan is expected to be completed.
vacation, the Paramount executive
Reinhardt's
last spectacle produced at
said he didn't buy any stories and
Manhattan
Opera House was "The
didn't sign any players. He added
that there is no intention to inter- be
Eternal
which is expected to
revivedRoad,"
shortly.
change talent with European producers. The company does not plan
to use the Astoria studio as an east- Harry Foster Here;
ern production unit.
Has Stories, Plays
If time permits, Zukor will continue to make an annual visit abroad.
Harry Foster, an agent in England
He expressed satisfaction over the who is affiliated with the William
appointment of Chris Dunphy as his Morris agency here, arrived yesterday
aide.
on the Normandie to offer American
It is doubtful whether Paramount producers a number of stories held by
will sponsor a radio program from G. B., it was learned. Foster would
the studio, it was indicated. The not comment other than to say he has

9
Maxwell
Union

U.K.'s

Gets

Circuit;

Biggest

(Continued from page 1)
for a full
of directors'
actions. accounting
The point in issue
will be the
preferred dividend, which was recently declared, and which is said to be
unjustified by the company's figures.
The put
preferred
would
Maxwell stockholders'
in, giving himvotea
dominating circuit of 700 theatres. Alternatively, his legal action may indirectly oust the Ostrers from G. B.
On Oct. 6, the G. B. financial statement showed a net profit from theatres
and investments of £561,701, increased
by a balance brought forward of
£147,021 and the transfer from reserve of £435,278, making a total of
£1,144,001 available.
A stormy session is predicted at the
meeting tomorrow as a result of the
passing of the dividend for the second
Pacts

on

Bargaining

year.
Up at S W G Hearing
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Leonard Janofsky, counsel for the Screen Writers' Guild, today scored an important
point in the Guild's collective bargaining hearing before the National Labor
Relations Board when he drew admissions from Ken Thomson, secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild, and John
Arnold,
pastofpresident
of the American Society
Cinematographers,
that
the organizations negotiated with the
producers as a group. This was held
by Janofsky to be an important point
in the presentation
of the Guild's side
of
lengthy hearing.
Arnold testified concerning the 1933
I. A. T. S. E. cameramen strike and
the subsequent signing of a bargaining
agreement by the A. S. C, an opposition group, with the producers. He
said Louis Mayer acted as spokesman
for the producers in the negotiations.
Thomson told of the recent signing of
the Guild contract and a copy of the
pact was entered in the records of the
hearing
ents' despite
counsel. objections by respondThe first morning witness was
Sherman Lowe who said his salary as
a writer at Warners was $150 weekly. He stated that writers are not all
highly paid. Janofsky indicated that
he would call many writers to the
stand to divulge their salaries to combat the tention
playwright
that writers and
are producer
a highly conpaid
class of craftsmen.
Sears Goes to Coast
Chicago, Oct. 14. — Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager of
Warners, today left for the coast to
confer with H. M. Warner, Hal Wallis and S. Charles Einfeld. He is expected to be gone about two weeks.
Sam Schneider, assistant to H. M.
Warner, is accompanying Sears.
a number of screen tests and stories
with him and that he was here to buy
plays and secure talent. He will remain in New York for about two
weeks and then proceed to the coast.
Foster will return to England in two
months, he said.

'Alcatraz Island' • A First National Picture • A Cosmopolitan Production
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Ampa
Members
Have
Afternoon of Waiting

Some of the Ampa members who
left their offices about 12 :30 to atHOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
tend the first meeting at the International Casino had to be introduced
to their co-workers when they returned.
Alcatraz Island
About 2:10 waiters hove over the
horizon on the 45th St. end of the
{Cosmopolitan-First National)
huge dining room equipped with rolls
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — "Alcatraz Island" obviously is designed to use and butter. People wandered about
the current interest in the prison fortress in San Francisco Bay as one
seats. Those who alof the selling features. At the same time it gives an opportunity for lookingreadyfor
had them munched rolls.
some of the younger talent on the Warner lot to demonstrate their
Some time before 2 :30 P.M., E.S.
ability. They turn in creditable performances in a story that maintains T., Paul Lazarus told the expectant
interest without hitting any emotional heights.
diners that next week's meeting would
It is the story of a gangster regenerated in prison by the devotion of be different — the head table would
his daughter and an older woman, directed by William McGann from be on the 44th St. end and all the
an original screenplay by Crane Wilbur. The woman in the case, Ann seats would face it, and the management would be told that the memSheridan, is certainly pleasant to watch, and brings sincerity to the role.
Congress Tax Study
bers
take the day off for
The daughter, Mary Maguire, has looks and talent that probably will be lunch, orcouldn't
afternoon tea. When the
To Start on Nov. 4 enhanced by experience.
food finally arrived it was all right.
The story starts like a typical gangster yarn, but soon concentrates The dessert looked as though it had
Washington, Oct. 4. — Alembers
of the special Internal Revenue Sub- on the father-love theme when John Litel, the gangster, is sent to prison been designed by Rembrandt — or
Committee of the House Ways and on an income tax charge and is transferred to Alcatraz after a brawl Tony Sarg.
Means Committee will meet Nov. 4
Lazarus — presiding in the absence
with a former member of his gang. At Alcatraz he is charged with
to begin their study of tax revision.
of
Ralph Rolan — told the guests all
murder, but is acquitted at the finish by the aid of Gordon Oliver, young
At the Treasury, Secretary Mor- district attorney, who has fallen in love with the daughter. Oliver is a about the next two meetings in detail. Then he gave a list of the guests
genhau revealed that his department
"G."
has completed its studies of the tax promising young actor who will bear watching.
of honor who hadn't arrived. Then
Running time, 61 minutes.
he introduced several women. In the
situation and he will be ready to concourse of time he convinced the diners
fer with the sub-committee at any time.
One of the major questions to come
Bob Taplinger was about to speak.
up in connection with the proposed
The bright spot of the afternoon was
Wallaby Jim of the Islands"
Estelle's Taylor's singing.
tax revision is that of making the ad- {Bud
Barsky-Grand National)
mission tax a permanent part of the
After the applause for her numbers
law.
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — In Albert Wetjen's Collier's stories Wallaby had died down Commissioner Bert
Jim is a ruthless, hardboiled character. As Bud Barsky recreates him Adler of the Sanitation Dept. was
on the screen, Wallaby is still tough. But with George Houston in the presented. He introduced Bruce BarDr. Giannini Denies
ton. Bruce explained why he was
role, he's a singing hero who uses his fists, wits, and eschews guns, to running for Congress.
bring
about
triumph
of
virtue.
The
transition
reflects
a
good
deal
W anger to Quit U.A. of intelligence.
About 3 :30 the working members
(Continued from page 1)
went back to their offices.
As the sustained production of "Wallaby Jim of the Islands" is
ing with Walter Wanger, Mr. Wanger has a long contract with United above average, so is the merit of the story, as well as the potential exploitation angles. The background is in the South Seas. Ruth Cole- Equity Members
Artists and is president and general
Ask
manager of Walter Wanger Prod., of
Livelier Magazine
man, bound to meet her sweetheart, Douglas Walton, boards Houston's
which he owns 50 per cent and of schooner. Walton, a victim of the temptations which befall many white
which United Artists owns the other men in the tropics, is in the power of pearl highjacker William von
A council committee of Actors'
50 per cent. Mr. Wanger is thor- Bricken. Houston has three jobs to do — bring about Walton's regenera- Equity Ass'n has been appointed to
study possibilities of improvement in
oughly satisfied at United Artists,
tion so that he will be a suitable mate for Miss Coleman, remove von
having just completed six pictures and Bricken as scourge of the natives and prevent him from jumping a the content and makeup of the
organization's official publication,
will resume active production again
pearl bed claim. All is accomplished to the tune of engaging romantic Equity, as a result of membership
the first of the year."
interest, melodramatic action, the required comedy touches and quite charges that the organ bars any but
administration viewpoints from its
a lot of music which accentuates both the romance and drama.
Houston, Walton, Miss Coleman, Mamo Clarke, Colin Campbell and columns, it was learned yesterday.
The current issue of Equity, pubWall Street
Syd Saylor check in with credible performances and the support is up
lished today, contains an article by
to standard. The screenplay by Bennett R. Cohen and Houston Branch Ilka Chase which sharply criticizes
is a workmanlike job and the manner in which Charles Lamont handled the "dullness" of the publication and
Few Gain on Board
Net -Va J his material and characters, as well as worked in the Felix Bernard
for "a better magazine." The
153/i
and Irving Bibo song numbers, gives the film the desired swing and pleads
Open
High
issue also contains an article, pub177V& Low Close Change
17
Col
-fl
sock.
lished at the direction of the organi2
2
m
m
7
zation's council, setting forth the case
Cons. pfd.. .1617'A
159
159
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
E. K
16% 162
164
of 54 Equity members whose sen6454
162
6414
E. K. pfd.. 163
162
tences, imposed by the council for
13M
15
15
G. T. E... . 15-54
refusing to continue work on a struck
133^
66/2:
15
. M'A
1454
Federal theatre project in violation of
6Vs
UVs 12^
43/8
Para. 1 ... .1033/8 107liVz 1016V»
--h54
43/4 101
Equity orders, were revoked recently
iV2
Para. 2 ... . 13'/4
on appeal to the Equity membership.
Looking
^Em
Over
7
Pathe . . . . 7
— H
263^
Frank Gillmore, Eauity president,
m
R. K. O... .
34
20th Fox . . 26M. 28
2614
is expected in New York this week33J/2
Univ. pfd.. . 3334 34
end from the A. F. of L. convention
. 8/2
W. B.
m
''This Is China''
at
Denver
and probably will imme(Leon IV echsler)
diately head a movement to induce
Curb Rises Lightly
An attempt to reveal the Chinese character with scenes of pitiful labor, Paul Dullzell to reconsider his
Net
154
High Low Close Chani^e vices, sicknesses and ultimate cooperation in the conflict with Japan — resignation as executive secretary.
Open
13/i
G. N
1/2
Wi
M —Vs
the united action of formerly dissenting provinces — is offered here in this The_ resignation was handed to the
Monogram
1/^
(''ocumentary film.
2%
Equity council on Tuesday and tabled
Sonotone . 217/8
VA 1V2
22
Tech
21/2 213^ + 34
by
it for a two-week period.
Much
of
the
material
is
down-to-earth
facts.
They
hit
hard.
Coolie
3
Trans -Lux
2%
3
4
4
4
labor, opium addiction, pestilence and disease parade before the camera.
Univ. Pict. 4
Flash Preview
Military movements, fine architecture centuries old and modern medical
Bonds Generally Decline
science are juxtaposed with the unending struggle of the native to eke
"Boots and Saddles" — A western
Net
out a living.
High Low Close Change
built around the activities of horseKeith 6s '46
94
93/2 93'/ — K
The film is definitely anti-Japanese. Jack Foster of the Nezv York breakers who supply the cavalry of
Loew 3i/s '46
985/^ 98i/4 98'/ — 14
World-Telegram staff wrote the narrative continuity. Alois Havrilla the U. S. Army.
Para. B'way
3s '55
661/4 66
66 —
does the narration. Eric Berna photographed.
This film will be revieived in jidl in
R. K. O. 6s '41... 84
84 84
The
film
is
verv
apt
to
create
much
comment.
a
coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.
W. B. 6s '39
85
84
M'A + V2
(Quotations at close of Oct. 14)
Running time, 72 minutes. "G."
Seattle, Oct. 14. — The 15th annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. of the
Northwest will be held at the New
Washington Hotel Oct. 25. There
will be a display of equipment, with
trailers, posters, etc. State, county
and city officials will be guests.
Ed Kuykendall will be one of the
speakers. Three trustees will be
elected for three years and two trustees for two years. The annual ball
will be held in the Civic Auditorium.
The committee in charge includes :
L. O. Lukan, Hal Daigler, William
Foreman, Paul Aust, L. J. McGinley,
J. M. Hone, Mrs. B. F. Shearer, Mrs.
Neal East and Mrs. John Danz.
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Week
Big
On

$26,000
the

Loop

Forlorn
(Paramount)

River

Men"

2d

Leader,

ff

"Forlorn River" stands comfortably above the regular run of westerns
and should be pleasing to the youngsters and the adults who like straightChicago, Oct. 14— "Wife, Doctor
forward action pictures. Against a background of beautiful western
and Nurse" was the top attraction in mountain scenery is told a more or less routine yarn, with the romance
the Loop last week at the Oriental.
The gross was $26,000 which was nicely subordinated, and for once, not involving the hero, but his friend.
Larry Crabbe, once famous as a swimmer, looks as though he might
$8,000 over average. Since starting
be
on the way up as a western player. He rides well, has all the requisto show "A" pictures at advanced
prices the Oriental has been in the
ite physical presence, and has learned to handle himself and his dialogue
big money class.
smoothly
and engagingly. June Martel supplies the romance. John PatMilton Berle at the Palace was
terson isCrabbe's friend; Harvey Stephens, the menace, and Syd Saylor
credited with the excellent business
there. The screen attraction was offers the comedy as Crabbe's buddy.
Charles Barton directed from a screenplay by Stuart Anthony and
"Music For Madame" and the $25,600 Robert Yost, and a novel by Zane Grey. Crabbe and Saylor take stolen
gross was $6,600 above normal.
"Thin Ice" money from a gang, escape the sheriff and run across Stephens again
t with
TheoverRoosevel
week was above as he poses as a horse buyer for the army, planning a raid. Some excela second
held
lent shots of herds of horses on the move are interspersed with a full
the average line with a gross of $14,800. The Apollo with "Lost Horizon" quota of hard riding and shooting, before the gang is brought to book,
did a nice business and "Marry the and the romance saved.
Girl" at the State-Lake was satisfactory.
Running time, 57 minutes. "G."
Total first run business was $132,Counsel for Crime
300. Average is $121,000.
it
Estimated takings :
{Columbia)
Week Ending Oct. 7:
Straight program material, telling an old story in satisfactory fashion,
"SOULS AT SEA" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-7Sc, 7 days. "Counsel for Crime" probably will prove all right on duals and, in some
Stage: Evans Ballet and Revue. Gross: spots, will be able to stand alone.
There is little to sell in cast names, although Otto Kruger and
$30,000. (Average, $32,000)
Douglass Montgomery offer their expected finished performances as the
"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (W.B.)
GARRICK — (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days. young lawyer and his older and clever employer. Jacqueline Wells, as
Gross: $6,200. (Average, $6,500)
secretary to Kruger, has but little to do, and romance is subordinated.
"WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE"
(20lh-Fox)
John Brahm, in his direction, focussed the action on the drama, in the
ORIENTAL--(3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $26,000. courtroom and revolving about the skeleton in the closet which nearly
(Average, $18,000)
emerges to ruin the boy's career. Harold Shumate's story indicates
early that Montgomery, who believes himself adopted by his parents,
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-7Sc, 7 days.
Stage: Milton Berle and Revue. Gross: actually is the child of his foster-mother and Kruger, who takes him
$25,600. (Average, $19,0CO)
into his office after graduation and teaches the younger man the wiles
of the law.
"MARRY THE GIRL" (W.B.)
STATE-LAKE — (2,776), 20c-40c-S5c, 7
But when Montgomery learns that a fat gangster fee means more to
days. Stage: Verne Buck and Revue.
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $13,000)
Kruger than the ethics of the profession, he quits him, joints the district
Week Ending Oct. 8:
attorney's office and becomes his antagonist. When, in the course of a
defense plan, Kruger's man brings back evidence of the past episode,
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
APOLLO — (1,400), 35c-S5c-75c, 7 days. and Kruger kills him in a struggle. Montgomery prosecutes and Kruger
Gross: $6,700. (Average, $6,500)
goes to prison rather than reveal the truth of the case.
"THIN ICE" (2»th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days,
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
2nd week. Gross: $14,800. (Average, $11,000)
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c, ''Green Fields"
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Aver- (New Star)
age, $15,000)
If the production standard set by this film is maintained, a fresh brand
Halt Zenith Foreclosure of entertainment for a specialized audience may appear on the market.
It is first rate film in every respect, based on a Jewish folk tale. The
Milwaukee, Oct. 14. — Foreclosure
action on the Zenith theatre building dialogue is wholly in Yiddish. "Green Fields" is something new that
here has been forestalled by an agree- will be found highly enjoyable by Jewish audiences. The story is acted
ment calling for the payment of $10,- to perfection by a well-chosen cast of Artef and Jewish Art Theatre
000 on the $140,000 principal still
due the A. J. Strauss Paying Agency, players.
The screenplay is a bucolic comedy of Jews living on Russian farms
Inc., and Arthur J. Strauss, trustees prior to the revolution. They lead a simple and ignorant existence until
for a bond issue on the building and
a Talmudic scholar appears on the scene. He is out to see the world in
liquidation by monthly payments of
its
reality. By nature, he is sensitive and retiring and his appearance
delinquent interest of $13,000.
strikes a new note in the people's existence. He is taken in by one
David-Noich and treated with great respect. A scheming neighboring
Arnold-Schulberg Split
farmer, Avrum-Yankon, soon tries to lure him to his domicile. Much
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — The five
year business association of Edward of the humor revolves around this competitive game. Noich's son is
Arnold with B. P. Schulberg has courting Yankon's daughter and the girl's parents attempt to use this
romance to force Noich into permitting the scholar to visit them.
ende'd. Schulberg had Arnold under Finally after much bickering and heated argument is it shown that the
contract for his personal services at
$750 a week, and loaned him to other scholar has fallen in love with Noich's young daughter and asks for her
studios.
hand. Tears and laughter follow as the two families are once more on
Henceforth, Berg-Allenberg will good terms. The story is projected against the honest atmosphere of
represent Arnold.
simple labor in the fields. The photography on every hand is admirable.
Jacob Ben-Ami directed in association with Edgar G. Ulmer. Their
Ralph Ruben a Father
joint effort is a good blend of stage and film dramatic handling. The
Detroit, Oct. 14. — Ralph Ruben, cast includes Michael Goldstein, Helen Beverly, Isadore Cashier, Anna
president of Amusement Supply Co.,
is passing around the cigars. The Appel, Saul Levine and Hershel Bernardi. Leou Drennen's English
reason — arrival of an eight-pound baby titles adequately translate the story.
daughter, his second. Mrs. Ruben and
mmutes. "G."
Running time, 105(Additional
Reviews on Page 16)
the new arrival are doing nicely.

San

Francisco

San Feanctsco, Oct. 14. — "100
Men and a Girl," on a dual with
"Counsel for Crime," continued as an
outstanding draw in its second week
at the Orpheum. The $12,200 take
was $4,200 over normal.
The only other attraction to get
into the big money was "Saturday's
Heroes," with a stage show headed by
Sally Rand, at the Golden Gate where
the $18,500 gross was $4,500 to the
Total first run business was $93,700.
Average is $92,000.
Estimated takings :
good.
Week Ending Oct. 5:
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c.
7 days. Stage. Sally Rand. Gross: $18,500.
(Average, $16,000)
Week Ending Oct. 6:
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (20th-Fox)
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
(20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,000), 15c-3Sc-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Average, $17,000)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440), 15c-35c-40c^5c, 7
days,
000) 2nd week. Gross: $12,200. (Average,
$8,000) "MADAME X" (M-G-M)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-35c-40c-55c75c, 7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $13,"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 55c-83c-$1.10$1.65, 7 erage,
days.
$10,000) 3rd week. Gross: $6,500. (AvWeek Ending Oct. 7:
"STELLA DALLAS" (U.A.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c -35c -40c -55c, 6
days, 5th week. Gross: $4,800. (Average,
$6,000)
"BACK
IN CIRCULATION" (W.B.)
"SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST" (Para.)
(2,680).(Average,
15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
7 WARFIELD—
days. Gross: $13,000.
$14,000)
Week Ending Oct. 8:
"DREAMING LIPS" (U.A.)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,400. (Average, $1,000)
1938" (U.A.) VOGUES OF
"WALTER WANGER'S
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40c55c-75c,
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,800.
(Average,7 $7,000)
Peru Passes 769 Films
Washington, Oct. 14. — A total of
769 films were passed by the Peruvian censor during the first eight
months of 1937, according to a report
to
the U. S.
Dep't.Commissioner
of Commerce David
from
Assistant
Trade
M. Clark, at Lima. Six were rejected, three American, and one each
Mexican, British and German.
To Rent in Washington
Washington, Oct. 14. — On Oct.
18 the Rialto will inaugurate a new
policy,with
going
a type
hall"
the into
theatre
being offor "town
rent.
The opening attraction will be a week
of grand opera, by the Columbia
Opera Co., of New York. On Nov. 8
"Dead End" will go in for a week.
Wallis Resigns from G.N.
Hollywood, Oct. 14.— S. R. Wallis
has resigned as chief auditor of the
Grand National studio and will open
his own office as an accountant in
Hollywood.
No successor has been
named
yet.
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Schools'

"Live, Love and Learn"
(M-G-M)
M-G-M has woven a wholly delightful piece of smart and laugh-laden
{Continued from page 1)
entertainment in "Live, Love and Learn," which is the kind of thing
their reports to the board. Indica- audiences should go for in a large way, and in which showmen should
tions are that distributing arrange- revel. It has names, comedy, a touch of honest drama which at times
ments will not be completed for some is truly moving and is endowed at the same time with splendid productime to come.
tion values. It is in the best tradition of M-G-M 's smart comedy-drama.
The committee of educators is
The cast is topped by Robert Montgomery, offering one of his suave,
headed by Dr. Mark A. May, director finished performances as the young artist; Rosalind Russell, as his
of the Yale Institute of Human Relations. Its other members are Fred- charming wife, who captures audience sympathy at the start and holds
erick H. Bair, Isaiah Bowman, Karl it throughout ; Helen Vinson as the feminine villain of the piece, and,
T. Compton, Edmund E. Day, Royal Robert Benchley as the slightly shabby and completely engaging friend
B. Farnum, Willard E. Givens and of the couple. It must be recorded that the slightly corpulent Benchley,
Jay B. Nash.
who has demonstrated his skill in a number of short subjects, comes
The film subjects selected by the very, very close to tucking the picture into his hip pocket and walking
committee included material which off with it. Monty Wooley, E. E. Clive and Al Shean, in lesser parts,
may be used in art, biology, nature offer highly commendable support.
study, elementary education, physical
Harry Rapf produced, and George Fitzmaurice, who directed, has
education, social studies, music, geog- maintained a fine pace, timed the laughs expertly, and withal, done an
raphy, science and history classes.
excellent job. The screenplay was by Charles Brackett, Cyril Hume and
The committee's report declared that
"if education is to be adequate for the Richard Maibaum, from an original by Marion Parsonnet, in turn sugfuture needs of our increasingly comgested by a story by Helen Grace Carlisle.
plex life, it must avail itself of every
The story finds wealthy Miss Russell tumbling off a horse into
modern device for teaching. The mopainter Montgomery's careless life and forcing him to marry her. In
tion picture is destined to take its the
garret, with Benchley much in evidence, and to the tune of some
place beside the text book, the labora- hilarious comedy, they are all happy. Then Miss Vinson, friend of Miss
tory and the workshop as a factor of
Russell, walks in, proceeds to carve a "money" career for the young
major significance in education."
artist, which is one way of making a play for him, and follows the inFurther Study Planned
evitable parting. But the lesson is learned, following the living and
The committee's report was received loving, and a grand reunion, accompanied by more laughs, writes finis.
and discussed by the board and will be
Running time, 78 minutes. "G."
studier further, it was stated following the meeting. In thanking the com"The Bride Wore Red," yesterday morning's opener at the Capitol, was premittee for its work, Will H. Hays deviewed bywire from the coast on Sept. 24.
clared that the development of "the
"Souls at Sea," previeived by wire from Hollywood on Aug. 7, is now being
classroom usefulness" of films has shown
at the Paramount.
been one of the "purposes" of the M.
P. P. D. A. since its organization.
Stage Door" at the Radio City Music Hall, "Life Begins in College" at the
"It is gratifying that }'ou have found Roxy and "Wife, Doctor and Nurse" at the Rivoli are holdovers.
such a high percentage of pedagogic
values in the films examined," Hays
''Stage Door" Gets
May Impose Higher
said.
valuesin v^^ill
be developed
for the"These
classroom
a field
and with
Fees in Milwaukee
$113,000 1st Week
a technique separate from the essential service of theatres in furnishing
Madison, Oct. 14. — An attempt is
"Stage Door" garnered $113,000 for
the first seven days at the Music being made to re-enact the old theatre
wholesome entertainment."
Hall. Yesterday's business was as ordinance which provides for higher
Attending yesterday's meeting in ad- good
as the opening day, according annual license fees.
dition to Hays were Barney Balaban,
Paramount; Harry D. Buckley, to the management. It is likely the
Under the proposed measure, vaudeville houses would be required to pay
United Artists ; R. H. Cochrane, Uni- picture will be held a third week.
Begins at College" finished $200 a year, unless they have 1,200
versal ;Earle W. Hammons, Educa- a "Life
first week at the Roxy last night or more seats, when the fee would be
tional E.
; B. Hatrick, Cosmopolitan ;
Frederick W. Herron, M. P. P. with $63,500. The picture is now $300; $75 for film houses with 500
in its second week and also may be
D. A. ; Leo Spitz, RKO ; Nicholas M. held
seats or less, $150 for more than 500
a third.
or less than 1,200 seats ; _ $300 for
Schenck, Loew's ; Sidney R. Kent,
over 1,200 seats and an additional $50
20th Century-Fox, and Albert W.
if used for shows and exhibitions
Columbia
Will Hold
Warner, Warners.
other than films.
Meeting in Atlanta
The present ordinance provides for
Texas Theatres Face
Columbia will hold the second of a an annual $50 fee for houses with 500
series of three divisional metings at
New Taxation Threat Atlanta on Saturday and Sunday, Oct seats or less, $100 for more than 500
and less than 1,200 seats and $200 for
Houston, Oct. 14. — The tax buga- 23 and 24. The last of the series will 1,200 or more seats.
boo is again giving Texas theatre be in San Francisco the second week
operators the jitters since Gov. James in November.
Home office executives will leave Reade to Construct
Allred's determined efforts to force
his special tax bills through an extra today for the first meeting at Chicago
session of the state legislature.
New Red Bank House
tomorrow and Sunday.
The bills propose to place a 10 per
Walter Reade will construct a new
cent state tax on theatre admissions
theatre
at Red Bank, N. J., the third
Sells
British
Films
over 25 cents. This will be in addifor the circuit in that town. He now
tion to a first 10 per cent state tax on
Budd Rogers, vice-president of Al- operates the Carlton and Strand.
admissions over 50 cents and a Fedliance Films Corp., has sold the
eral tax of 10 per cent on admissions American distribution rights to a Reade's new Community at Morrisover 40 cents.
group of Associated British Pictures town, N. J., will be ready for opening next month.
Local theatres now charge SO cents to J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc. In the
top admission, stating it is a 45-cent group are "Invitation to the Waltz,"
admission plus five cents Federal tax. "I Give My Heart," "Kathleen
RKO Signs Kemp Band
Houston managers say any further
tax burden will result in an increase Mavourneen" and "Student's RoHollywood, Oct. 14. — Hal Kemp
in admissions. The state bill is still
Hoffberg will leave soon on a trip and his orchestra have been signed
pending.
mance." the midwest and to the coast. for RKO's "Radio City Revels."
through
Use

Is

Concludes

Film

Found

Convention

The Society of M.P. Engineers concluded its four-day semi-annual convention at the Hotel Pennsylvania
yesterday, with a continuation of the
long series of technical papers which
featured the meeting.
A demonstration of television, conducted by RCA, was the concluding
feature of the meeting. The deday.
monstration and its results are discussed elsewhere on these pages toYesterday's session was divided into
two sections, an apparatus symposium
and manufacturers announcements,
and a sound and photography session.
In the first period, held during the
morning, the following papers were
read
:
"The
Sound Level Meter in the
Motion Picture Industry," by H. H.
Scott and L. E. Packard, General
Radio Co. ; "A New Motion Picture
Camera Crane," by E. H. Heyer
and
L. Mobile
Fischer, Sound
UniversalRecording
; "New
IdeasE. in
Equipment," by J. G. Matthews and
C. M. Ralph, General Service Studios ; "A Mobile Sound Recording
Channel," by L. T. Goldsmith and
B. F. Ryan, Warners ; "A Device for
Cleaning the Sound-Track of Motion Picture Film During Projection,"
by
R.
J. Fisher
; "A Flash
Fire- Valve
for Fire
Prevention
in Motion
Picture Projectors," by R. J. Fisher;
"A Sound Film Phonograph," by D.
Canady and V. A. Wellman, Canady
Sound Appliance Co.
Afternoon Final Session
The afternoon papers included :
"Reduction of Loop-Length Variations in Non-Slip Printers," by E.
W. Kellogg, RCA; "A Recorder for
Making Buzz-Tracks," by E. W.
Kellogg ; "Recording Tests on Some
Recent High-Resolution Experimental Emulsions," by J. O. Baker,
RCA; "Sound Pick-Up Methods
for Motion Pictures," by J. P.
Maxfield, A. W. Colledge and R.
T. Friebus, termination
Erpi;
"Grain-Size
Deand Other
Applications
of the Callier Effect," by J. Eggert
and A. Kuester, Germany; "Advantages of Spark Illumination in Certain
Types of Photography," by M.
A. Durand.
Academy

Silent

on

SMPE's
{Continued from Criticism
page 1)
the day and other officials of the organization declined to comment.
The projection practice committee
of the S.M.P.E. not only branded the
Academy's proposals as unnecessarily
costly, but advanced a proposal of its
own which, it was claimed, would
achieve the same result at virtually
no cost, and is backed by a favorable
opinion from the American Projection
Society, the committe said.
Review Case to Court
Albany, Oct. 14. — Litigation on
the
"Tomorrow's
which film
has sterilization
as Children,"
its theme,
has reached the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court, as a result of
Supreme Court Justice Francis A.
Bergan's decision. He ruled that the
motion designed to have him review
the film was without his jurisdiction,
and directed the motion to the Appellate Division. The censor had refused to pass the film.
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by KFXR

Oklahoma City, Oct. 14. —
Charges against KFXR of this city
will be filed immediately with the
National Labor Relations Board by
the A.R.T.A., a C.I.O. affiliate.
Joseph Harris, union organizer, told
Motion Picture Daily that the plea
to the labor board is the result of
the
negotiate
the station's
A.R.T.A.refusal
whichto had
askedwith
an
increase of $7.50 for engineers with
$1.50 an hour for overtime, also raises
of $40 a week for the chief engineer
and $25 a week for his assistant.
Also requested were a voluntary
closed shop and sick leave with pay.
Harris claims that the entire staff
of KOMA here, including continuity
men, announcers and engineers, has
signed with the A.R.T.A. At the
present time the operators are awaiting further instructions from the
Hearst offices in New York. Harris
added that other Oklahoma stations
are in the process of organization
and that working condition demands
will be made shortly.
Sauter

PICTURE

Says

Music

Program
Will Go On
James E. Sauter, producer of the
bank sponsored Philadelphia Orchestra program, states that the series
will get underway Monday over
NBC as scheduled, despite a report
that the series would be postponed.
The report of postponement was
founded on the fact that WFIL,
Philadelphia, would be unable to
carry the broadcast due to its music
troubles with Local 77 of the A. F.
of M. Sauter states that the program may be heard over another
Philadelphia station in the event
WFIL is unable to carry the program, but that in any event the network broadcast will not be affected
by the Philadelphia situation.
Morton Downey Returns
Morton Downey, who returned
from England yesterday on the Normandie, will make a series of personal appearances at the RKO theatres
in Boston and Chicago and at the
Fox, Detroit, he said yesterday. After
he completes the bookings, he will go
to the coast to start on his new 26week radio contract with General
Motors.
Downey has spent the last six
months appearing at G.B. theatres in
England. He said he had just finished a series of four IS-minute radio
programs for Procter & Gamble from
Continental stations to England.

Now

Is First

What?

- By JACK BANNER
T
■•• HE extraordinary session of
the NAB, the first special convention to be called in the history of the organization, is now
on the record. Perhaps its most
notable accomplishment was that
it again showed the broadcasters
to be among the most disorganized group of big business men
in America.
Faced by the most serious
threat that has ever confronted
them — the A. F. of M. demands
— the broadcasters conducted
their meeting in the manner of a
schoolboy fraternal organization.
Several of the more seriousminded attendants grew so exasperated with the way things
were progressing that they gave
utterance to bitter remarks,
openly, on the floor, in the form
of resolutions.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, for instance, "annoyed to the point of
tears" because the convention behaved at its silliest after the
members had agreed to tax themselves 50 per cent more in dues,
sarcastically offered a resolution
asking the convention to increase the dues by at least another 25 per cent. The resolution was accompanied by a notto-be-misconstrued slap at John
Elmer, president of the NAB.
Rosenbaum subsequently apologized to Elmer for his remark.
Others also hotly attacked the
ineffectual manner in which the
convention was progressing, with
apologies from most subsequently
taking the stings from their remarks.
T
■■■ HE main point, however, is
that the special session was

Raises

-

called only because of the A. F.
of M. threat, yet the convention
did little or nothing in this situation. The INRA committee on
its own has already accomplished
more for its group than the NAB
can do in a dozen conventions
such as the one which has just
been concluded. As for the nonnetwork NAB members, they are
no better off at the moment than
if the convention had not taken
place. It is true they appointed
a committee to represent their
group, but this committee is
authorized only to study, not to
act. The committee will not even
meet with the A. F. of M. to
learn its attitude toward them;
to ascertain what kind of a deal
they can make.
As far as we can determine,
and we know that many of the
NAB members are of this same
opinion, the convention succeeded only in quickening the
pace of the merry-go-round on
which the NAB is riding. The
acceleration is liable to bring
about many cases of mal de
mer; to make many so dizzy
they'll have to drop off.
Perhaps many, after reading
the foregoing , will form the
opinion that we are against the
NAB and the broadcasters as a
whole. This, of course, is not
true. But it does seem that with
the A. F. of M. closing down,
with a Federal investigation of
radio just around the corner,
with Ascap still in the advantageous position of having the
station owners "over a barrel,"
as Tim Baldwin said, that the
special convention could have
accomplished far more than it
did.

Rates;

Since

1935

The first new rate card to be issued
by WOR since May, 1935, when the
rates were raised following the installation ofthe
50,000 watt
transmitter,
wasstation's
issued yesterday.
The new rates will go into effect
Nov. 14.
The new weekday, daytime rate is
$600 per hour; $360 per half-hour,
and $240 per quarter-hour. The daily
night time rate, beginning from 6
P.M., is $1,100 per hour; $660 per
half-hour ; $440 per quarter-hour.
The Sunday rates, 12 noon to 6
P.M. are $825 per hour, $495 per
half-hour, and $330 per quarter-hour.
Current advertisers may extend or
renew at present rates for 52-weeks
from the date at which time the new
rates go into effect. The scale of discounts remains the same.

McNinch

Drops

FCC

Division Procedure
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 14. — First steps
toward cleaning up unsavory conditions in the F.C.C. were taken today
with publication of an order abolishing
the division of the commission into separate sections for the handling, respectively, of broadcasting, telephone
and telegraph matters.
Under the new order, it was explained by Chairman McNinch, the
full commission, or a quorum thereof,
will act on every matter.
Under the original setup, three
members of the commission comprised
each division and all matters pertaining to that division could be handled
by a quorum of two. The chairman
comprised the third member of each
division, but, McNinch pointed out,
could not possibly actively participate
in all matters.
The change, bringing all broadcasting matters before all members of the
cornmission, is the first of a series
which McNinch, appointed by President Roosevelt
as "clean
man to
eliminate
criticism
of theup"
F.C.C,
is
expected to make in the near future.
G. B, Shaw's

Series

To Go on NBC's Net
George Bernard Shaw will inaugurate a new series of informal talk
Chrysler to Sponsor
programs on NBC Nov. 2 at 4:20
^Workshop'
Comment
on Football
Program
P.M. The programs have been arThe
CBS
"Workshop"
programs,
ranged by the B.B.C., and will be
The Chrysler Motor Co. will spon- the most successful experimental
relayed to NBC via short wave over
sor a weekly football commentary
drama series on th*" air, will be of- the Blue network.
fered to various CBS stations in unit
titled "Chrysler Football Parade"
Others who have been engaged to
over WABC only, beginning this form, with local players in the plays
evening from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M., and Irving Reis, author and producer of appear on subsequent programs in the
Fridays thereafter for the remainder the network series, however, will re- series are Gracie Fields, Lady Astor
and H. G. Wells.
of the gridiron season.
tain general supervision over the unit
"Concert Trio" on KFSD
Frank G. Menke will be the com- productions.
KFSD Gets New Account
San Diego, Oct. 14.— "The Concert
mentator. Anne Leaf and John Reed
Unit No. 1 will be broadcast over
Trio" is the title of a new half-hour Kennedy will also participate in the WCAO, Baltimore, on Oct. 20.
San Diego, Oct. 14. — The Home
all-live talent show, produced over series. The Lee Anderson agency
Appliance Co. has been signed by John
KFSD, NBC-Blue outlet, Wednesdays of Detroit set the account.
Babcock of KFSD to sponsor a twoDrop Frisco Artists Service
at 7 P. M. The program of classical
hour Sunday afternoon program of
San Francisco, Oct. 14.— In line
music features Carmen Conger and
popular music for six months. An allCharles Cannon as soloists, with JuRenew Pittsburgh Program
with a general retrenchment, NBC's transcribed program, it is dubbed
Artists Service here is being dis- "Make Believe Ballroom" and aired
lius and Bob Leib, violinists, and
Pittsburgh, Oct. 14. — The twicebanded. Manager Larry Allen will Sundays from 12 to 2 P. M., P.S.T.
Pauline Gleason, pianist, furnishing
weekly contract of the "Sophisticated move over to the sales force.
the musical accompaniment.
Additional KFSD business includes
Ladies" on WSAE has just been retwo
spot announcements a day for
newed by their sponsor, the Max
Ruth Barry in New Job
Hages Ice Cream & Dairy Co., for
Butcher, Chapman Resume
Azen Fur Co. The trio consists of
Ruth Barry, for the past vear in 12 weeks through the Norman Tolle
Jesse Butcher, of NBC's station the Rosenberg Sisters and Jeanne
relations staff has resigned to rejoin Galbraith every Wednesday and Fri- the pnblicitv department of Kenvon agency ; renewals for Lyon Van &
his former partner, Bruce Chapman,
day at 12 :30 P. M. The girls are also & Eckhart, Inc., has resigned to join Storage Co., for 52 weeks through the
in program building. Butcher sev- featured on Old Shay's "Night at the the publicity staff of Batten, Barton, Mayne agency and renewals for two
ered his partnership about six months Inn" show every Wednesday night on Dnrstin^ & Osborn. She succeeds transcribed spot announcements a day
ago. The firm name of Chapman & the same station, but under the billing Marv Watson there, who has been for 52 weeks for Carter's Health
Productions.
Butcher has been resumed.
promoted to copy writer.
of the "Three Little Maids."
CBS
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WLW Adds 13 Programs
Cincinnati, Oct. 14. — Thirteen new
programs, and at least six old ones
under new titles have been inaugurated
over WLW during the past past week.
Opening time of the station has been
moved up 15 minutes to 5 :45 A. M.,
for a 20-hour weekday broadcasting
stretch. The Sunday broadcasting
schedule of 18 hours has not been
changed.
Aid

Red

Cross

Washington, Oct. 14. —
Arthur Godfrey will devote
his all-night program on
WJSV, from 1 A. M. to 9 A.
M., to the Red Cross, by playing only requests from listeners who promise in their
wires to become members of
the Red Cross. The organization is extrected to derive
much benefit as a result.

on

Film

By RED KANN
(Continued from page 1)
sort of greenish in color and the performers, while they spoke with exceeding clarity, lacked sharp visual
definition. Yet there they were, stepped
up from the by 10-inch maximum
put on display by NBC and RCA on
Nov. 6 of last year and pointing up a
whole, vast future with limitations and
possibilities which only that future
might determine.
The demonstration had been arranged as a sort of grand finale for
the convention of the S.M.P.E. This
time and again there was a battery
of about 30 television receiving sets.
But this time it was different. For,
while the 16 simultaneous receivers
gave out with their show, down the
hall a thick telescopic-looking affair,
set on a plane horizontal with the
floor, was projecting on a moving picture screen the same images, speaking
the same lines and playing the same
music, five times larger in the height
and four times greater in the length.

Will Discuss Films
Cleveland, Oct. 14. — Starting
Friday, WCLE will offer a novel
First Time on Screen
series of 15-minute weekly broadcasts
."
Problems
and
called "Movie Art
Attaches willingly supplied the inThe program will be conducted by
formation that this was the first time
Bertelle M. Lyttle, editor of the
Cleveland Cinema Club Bulletin and a television program was being projected on a motion picture screen. So
sponsor of the Movie Art course at
far as this observer is concerned, the
the Cleveland Museum of Art.
The purpose is to give the public claim goes by him without challenge.
an idea on how to judge films, to But he recognized the potential — and
arouse interest in them and to it is still only ^potential — challenge
stimulate in them as a cultural force. which the television of tomorrow holds
The programs will not be interviews. for New York and San Francisco and
They will consist of conversation be- all of the picture theatres between.
tween Miss Lyttle and experts as her
RCA and NBC officials readily concede perfection has not been attained.
guests.
They admit "bugs" are running around
in the equipment, but they did hold to
Powel Crosley, III, Promoted
the opinion that the larger image now
Cincinnati, Oct. 14.— Powel Cros- within television's grasp compares favorably with motion pictures in their
ley, HI, a vice-president of Crosley
Radio Corp., has been placed in charge early days. And on that score and
of the radio set manufacturing divi- with that observation they are entirely
sion of the company.
correct.
J. P. Rogers, another vice-president,
Improvement Noted
has been placed in charge of the private brand division of the company
Since the demonstration of last fall,
which covers the sale of automobile this television system has undergone
sets, special brand radios and refrig- considerable improvement in another
erators.
direction, too. Film technique has been

To
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Long

Oklahoma City, Oct. 14.— Dr. G.
A. Nichols, Oklahoma City real
estate man, has won a five-year Federal courts battle for a $7,392 judgment against four radio companies
which at one time operated KFJF in
Nicoma Park outside of Oklahoma
City.
Dr. Nichols contended the money
was due him from the National Radio
Corp., the National Radio Mfg. Co.,
the Radio Corp. of Oklahoma and the
Southwest Broadcasting Co.
Under the terms of a contract
negotiated in 1928, Dr. Nichols
claimed the station was to be operated in Nicoma Park where Dr.
Nichols sold the radio site. When
KOMA replaced KFJF, it vacated
the Nicoma Park site and Dr. Nichols
alleged breach of contract. The
Southwest Broadcasting Co. subsequently sold KOMA to the W. R.
Hearst interests.
Cleveland

PICTURE

3

by

4 Ft.

Technique

By
JACK from
BANNER
(.Continued
page 1)
RCA for the first time in the history
of the industry.
The show consisted of both film
and live entertamment. The images
were shown first on the 7j4 by 10
inch television screen and were then
projected on a screen approximately
mree Dy foui' teet by the new catnoac
ray tube. The pictures were scanned
with the 441 hne definition, beyond
which engineers have not advanced.
The black and white images were
far from being those colors. They
were nearer gray and white ; on some
of the 7/2 bv iU screens they had the
blue-green tint observed last year.
The manipulation and coordination
of the television cameras, however,
were much more skilltuliy hanaieu
than in the past. Close-ups and long
shots were well defined and the
changes from one to the other, while
not instantaneous or free from flicker,
also showed improvment.
Kinescope Interesting

The "large screen" television was
shown on a motion picture screen
several feet away from the newly developed projection Kinescope. The
Kinescope is a high-current electron
gun which generates an extremely
slender electric beam of tremendous
intensity. The electrons are passed
through three metal focusing discs,
each having an opening about the size
of a pencil lead. They then pass
through a fourth disc with an opening
too small to admit a human hair.
After this the beam is caught by deflection coils and made to scan a small
area at the flat end of the tube. The
electron bombardment is so intense
that the light produced at the end of
the tube is 480 times as bright as that
on the reviewing screen.
The enlarged image thrown by the
projection Kinescope was somewhat
"fuzzv" compared to the image seen
on the smaller screen.
The entertainment included two
dramatic sketches written for television, harp solos by Margaret Brill,
a comedy skit and a newsreel. The
show was picked up by the Iconoscope
cameras in the NBC studios at Radio
aimed at and, in large measure, suc- City, relayed by coaxial cable to the
cessfully captured. This time there transmitter in the Empire State
were closeups, dolly shots, medium and Tower, and from this point broadcast
to the aoproximately 30-odd receivers
long shots in keeping with the ac- on
the 62nd floor of the RCA Bldg.
cepted practices of the studios in
Hollywood. Thus, a closeup of a
.xylophonist's hands playing "Some of rection of Dr. Vladimir K. ZworyThese Days" ; another of a doctor kin, W. H. Painter and Dr. R. R.
pouring medicine for his patient in a Law. It is a projection tube, the secret of which is light, plenty of it and
hospital skit ; a traveling shot to encompass awhole set.
in
high
intensity — twin factors withTelevision, as RCA and NBC, at
out either of which the larger image is
least, had it developed last night, is not possible.
The show consisting of dramatic
committed to go longer distances before it is entirely satisfactory to its sketches, harp solos by Margaret Brill,
mentors. They admit it, but they also and a comedy skit by Herman and
admit — and it is immodest, if you like Banta, plus a newsreel, was picked up
— that they expect finally to perfect it by Iconoscope cameras on the third
scientifically and commercially. When, floor of the RCA Building, relayed by
is a matter for tomorrow and the to- coaxial cable to the transmitter in the
morrow after that to determine. They Empire State Tower and broadcast to
don't seem to be anxious ; neither do f-he receivers on the 62nd floor of the
NBC Building.
they appear to be in a hurry.
They call the invention which
It was not much of a show as entertainment content goes. But it was
shoots the image from its 7^2 by 10inch size to the approximate three by literally a whale of a show for the
four feet the Kinescope. It is the re- direction in which it pointed. This
sult of several years of experimenta- was the great significance of the demtion by RCA technicians under the di- onstration.

New
On

Shows
the

Air

"Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons^
Mr. Keen fights heartbreak, not
crime. So it comes about that he helps
the hero find his dream girl, the girl
he thinks doesn't exist. However, she
Joes and, conveniently enough, turns
out to be Mr. Keen's assistant. Since
love and its course never run without
hurdles and the script has to be extended to make this a serial anyway,
not much happened in the first episode Wednesday evening beyond establishing the premise. Indications
were Mr. Keen would bring the unwitting lovebirds together within a
week and that suggests the end of this
part of the show. Not a bad idea.
The program is sponsored by American Home Products Co. on behalf
of Bi-So-Dol and is heard over the
NBC Blue from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Blackett, Sample and Hummert, the
agency.
K.
Yttsha Davidoff
Yasha Davidoff is well known in
this country and abroad due to his
many appearances on the concert and
operatic stage. He sings well in a
fine baritone-basso voice. His repertoire includes many light romantic
numbers which he delivers with wellmodulated voice. On his initial program he sung "Under Your Spell,"
"Thine Alone," "Can I Forget You"
and "The Rogue Song." Davidoff is
heard every Thursday from 4 :30 to
4:45 P. M. over Mutual as a sustainer.
P.
Flash Preview
"March of Time" — The new March
of Time made its debut over NBC
last night. It meets stern oppositi<5n
from the Rudy Vallee Hour and the
Kate Smith show but it will survive
even against these.
"Polish Melodies" for Mutual
"Polish Melodies," a new series for
Katro-Lek Laboratories, will be
broadcast Sundays over the Mutual
network from 12:15 to 12:30 P. M.,
beginning Oct. 17. The contract is for
52 weeks through Chambers-Wiswell
of Boston.
The series will originate in the
studios of WAAB, and will be offered
over the following stations : WOR,
WGN, CKLW, WAAB, WEIL,
WCLE, WEAN, WICC, WSPR,
WCAE and WKBW.

Home-Made
To achieve an "experimental audience," RCA shortly
will place on the market
parts from which a radio
amateurstruct a home
operator
can contelevision
set.
The RCA laboratories are
now perfecting experiments
for small size receivers.
The sale of the parts will
be limited, for the time being, to the New York and
Philadelphia areas.
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Personals^

iiiR pubRONNIE AMES, ex-War
licist, flew to Detroit last nisht to
consult with the Ford Co., relative to
an invention . . . Mrs. Peter Van
Steeden is off to join her husband in
Bermuda . . .
Weber and Fields will appear on
Jessel's "30 Minutes in Hollywood"
Sunday over Mutual . . . Hilda Burke
will be the "Hit Parade" guest on
CBS, Oct. 23 . . . When he was unexpectedly detained in New York,
Edward R. Dunning, vice-president
of N. W. Ayer & Son, addressed a
sales conference in Detroit by telephone .. . Victor Bay inaugurates his
new CBS series "Essays in Music"
this evening . . .
+
Morton Gould celebrates his 24th
birthday this week. . . . Harold Stokes
sold his yacht yesterday. . . . Francis
Faye and Gordon and Revel will appear on the Benny Davis revue on
Mutual Sunday. . . . Joyce Howard,
singer and pianist, has been signed
under CBS Artist Bureau management. .. . Elisabeth Rethberg will be
Andre
Kostelanetz's
guest
Chesterfield
show Oct. 20.
. . . on the
+
Paul Specht, the orchestra leader,
is making a series of transcriptions
for the State of Pennsylvania. The
platters will be used in radio programs tying in with a statewide publicity campaign . . . Willie Howard is
talking about returning to the air
with his "Professor Ginsberg" characterization. Bob Stanley may furnish the musical background for a
new commercial, but there's no detail
about it . . . Doris Fischer, recently
signed by CBS, now does a song
cycle over WABC Mondays from 9
to 9:30 A.M., and Thursdays from
3 to 3 :30 P.M. James H. Street, who
wrote the story for "Nothing
Sacred," a forthcoming Selznick International film, has joined Radio
Guide as a staff writer. He was at
one time assistant city editor on the
Nctv York World-Telegram.
Wagner
Named
Head
Of Wisconsin Unit
Fond du Lac, Wis., Oct. 14. —
James A. Wagner, WHBY, Green
Bay, has been elected president of the
Wisconsin Radio Network, formerly
the Wisconsin Broadcasting System.
Other officers named are : William
Forrest, WIBU, Poynette, vicepresident; A. H. Lange, KFIZ, Fond
du Lac, secretary-treasurer, and
Lynn N. Fairbanks, KFIZ, Fond du
Lac, assistant secretary-treasurer.
The change in name was decided
upon because a Wisconsin Broadcasting Co. is already in existence.
The network's latest program is
the Pal-O-Pak Songsters, Dean,
Lloyd and Evelyn Hartung, sponsored by the Palmer-Wittkopp Co.,
Hartland, Wis., and aired each Sunday at 9 A.M., C.S.T.
"Arrowsmith" on Lux Hour
"Arrowsmith," the Sinclair Lewis
story, will be dramatized on the Lux
"Radio Theatre" Oct. 26, with Spencer Tracy playing the title role.

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 10
{ZOth Century-Fox)
Some spectacular shots of the SinoJapanese conflict stand out in this
release, which is varied in content,
splendidly photographed, ably edited
and narrated.
Five clips from the Orient comprise
an impressive panorama of the deadly
conflict being waged in China. From
scenes of fleeing refugees and long
lines of invading forces on the march
to those entire communities silenced
by shell fire and the destruction
caused by air raids, these shots portray vividly the seriousness and horror of the struggle in the Far East.
The camera catches a Japanese plane
shot from the skies and follows its
downward course into a river. Shelled
hospitals, captured Japanese fliers, the
landing of American Marine reinforcements, China's defenders,
and thea
American ambassador
at Nanking,

Reel

Suspends

London, Oct. 14.— The National News, new British
newsreel, which was planned
to run 1,200 feet as against
the usual reel running time
of 900 feet, and also was to
include a sequence in color
and one in cartoon, has been
suspended to permit reorganization, following the
first issue.

York opens the reel. It is followed
by President Roosevelt calling a special session of Congress in November.
In Bangor, Me., the activity of the
main street is caught a few minutes
after the Federals eliminated a few
public enemies. This clip, too, is
good. The American Legion in
Paris, Versailles and Rome is shown
danger zone, are all included in this parading and saluting. The first
footage photographed by Eric Mayell snowfall at Mt. Washington, N. H.,
and Bonney Powell, and narrated by is shown and, also in New England,
Lowell Thomas.
at Presque Isle, Me., champion
Ed Thorgersen covers the Long potato pickers do their stuff.
Running time, lOyi mins.
P.
Island Steeplechase at the West Hills
Hunt meet ; Thomas describes the
Pathe News
opening of New York's West Side Vol. 9, No. 25
highway ; Vyvyan Donner and Helen (RKO)
Claire a juvenile auto show, and Lew
There is nothing outstanding in
Lehr a motorized kangaroo hunt to
complete the reel. The release rates this issue of the Pathe reel, the highhigh for news, action and amusement.
lights being the President's latest
Running time, 10 minutes. K. fireside chat to the nation, and some
fast football action in the ColumbiaArmy game.
News of the Day
An interesting feature of the shootVol. 9, No. 208
ing of the President's speech is the
(M-G-M)
camera play on the battery of radio
The dramatic highlight of News of sound men in the White House, keepthe Day in this issue is the bombing
ing the airwaves clear as the Presiof Nanking. How the cameramen
dent spoke. For the rest, the reel
obtained the shots without themselves
showed, in rapid succession, the killbeing blown up is a mystery. The
ing of Al Brady and his companion
scenes build up.
in Bangor, Me., the academic parade
After showing the arrival of at the induction of Dr. Edward E.
Marines at Shanghai in the Chaumont
Day, Cornell's fifth president, the
and taking rides in rickshas, the films operation
of a new mechanical cotton
turn to views of Japanese planes in picker in the south, which will cut
midair as they approach Nanking. costs, and a fashion parade with squirThe descent of the bombs and their
rel fur as the piece de resistance.
devastating explosions are visible.
Clem McCarthy imparts plenty of
Details are given of the damage done
the description of the specto the Rockefeller Hospital. Chinese punch totacular
gridiron battle at West Point
soldiers clearing the tracks after a while the boys themselves should keep
train has been bombed and pulling any fan on the edge of his seat.
bodies out from beneath are shown.
Running time, 8 mins.
A.
In one extraordinary shot a plane
falls in flames and dives into a river
Universal News
almost directly in front of the camera. No.
606
President Roosevelt is shown discus ingthis
"
country's intention to (Universal)
This is the newsreel which the
stay out of war. General Pershing
Japanese
Chamber of Commerce
is presented at the dedication of his
monument at Versailles. Air shots sought to purchase from Charles E.
give a good idea of the extent of the Ford, Universal News editor, as revealed by Motion Picture Daily.
new express highway along Riverside
Drive, and some fashion shots are The reason given by spokesmen for
the Japanese association for the atpresented.
tempt to acquire the reel was a desire
Running time, 9 mins. ~
J. to suppress it on the grounds of doubt
as to the authenticity of footage
Paramount News
showing Japanese airmen taken capNo. 21
tive by the Chinese, as well as other
scenes of the conflict which, however,
(Paramount)
The highlight of this reel is the were described as "of no concern."
In view of this statement it must
bombing of Nanking vividly caught
be
admitted after viewing the reel
by the camera of Arthur Menken.
that the camera does not present the
Repelling tactics by Chinese anti- conclusive evidence which a court of
aircraft batteries bring down a Japanese bomber in flames. The crash law would require before identifying
looks like the real stuff.
the prisoners either as Japanese airmen or as combat prisoners. Whether
The new west side highway in New

or not this fact, or the scenes themselves, are sufficient to justify at21
tempts at suppression of the reel, becomes a matter, therefore, of individual approach.
The camera does not show the
prisoners being taken captive. It
does not show them with any identifying insignia, either of the air force or
of any other branch of the Japanese
armed forces. Most Occidentals, in
fact, will be obliged to rely upon the
narrator's words that the men shown
are of the Japanese race. The shots
show a dozen Orientals garbed only
in underclothing and shirts, taking
setting up exercises and enjoying a
smoke under armed Chinese guard in
what is presumably a prison camp.
That is all there is of the footage
which apparently gave the Japanese
Chamber of Commerce so much
concern.
Destruction Shown
The reel depicts the devastation of
air raids in Shanghai and Nanking,
with the mute evidence of holes torn
m the roofs of hospital buildings and
great bomb craters in hospital yards.
It shows civilians running for cover
in bomb-proof shelters as air raid
warnings are sounded. It shows the
American consul at Shanghai inspecting the underground shelter recently
completed on the consulate premises,
and it shows a plane falling in flames
while an attack from the air is in
China's leaders, Chiang Kai Shek
progress.
and Madame Chiang Kai Shek, are
pictured, the latter at the dedication
of a new hospital. Chinese civilians
are shown bearing the remnants of a
wrecked Japanese plane to a public
exhibition place and a Chinese plane
which has been shot down is found
by the camera in an open field.
Japanese troop movements are shown,
and so is the arrival of U. S. Marine
reinforcements for Shanghai.
George Krainukov and Howard
Winner are the photographers. Running time, 95/ minutes.
K.
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(Continued from page 1)
'36
Universal$400
will ,000
release aOve
bigr picture
made on the production scale that
marked "100 Men and a Girl," Cochrane states. This is in accord with
the plan to release 12 top budget features during the year.
The first of these will be "MerryGo-Round of 1938," a B. G. DeSylva
; the second
will Alice
be "You're
aproduction
Sweethheart,"
starring
Faye,
and the third will be "Mad About
Music," starring Deanna Durbin.
Roach

Due

Today

to

See Mussolini Sail
(Continued from pape 1)
departure for the coast that he would
return to Italy with Mussolini, it
could not be learned yesterday
whether he would sail on the Rex.
However it is believed, that Roach
will not make the trip at this time.
Grace Rosenfeld, eastern representative for Roach, has returned from a
month's visit to the studio.
Huston, Bondi, Stone Set
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi and Lewis Stone
will
draw Forgot,"
the top spots
"Benefits
Civil in
WarM-G-M's
story.
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Ostrers

NEW

Win

Ask

of

Of

Stockholders

In

Approval

ge Meeting "Packed"
Alle
To Gain Endorsement
By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 15. — The Ostrer
brothers stole a march on their opponents at the meeting of stockholders
of Gaumont British today. The gallery, crowded with 700 shareholders,
who were reported to have been chosen
by the Ostrers, voted five to one in
favor of the directors, approved the
recently-issued financial report of the
company and reelected the directorate
by large majorities.
It was freely alleged during the
meeting that employes were given
shares and instructions to interrupt
and shout down any criticism of the
proceedings. Observers were inclined
to find the allegations borne out during the session.
The noisy scenes began when
(Continued on page .1)

YORK,

Roxy

SATURDAY,

Fees

$512,010
Petitions

Others Filed Late Will
Raise This Amount
Fourteen petitions for allowances in
the Roxy Theatre reorganization totaling $512,010 were filed in the U.
S. District Court yesterday, the last
day for filing petitions. A number
of additional requests for allowances
were filed at the last moment. The
amounts could not be learned. Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey set Nov.
19 for a hearing.
Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee,
asked for $120,000 in addition to $80,000 previously received. In his report
Cullman revealed that the gross receipts during his administration from
Dec. IS, 1932, to Sept. 2, 1937, were
$7,975,586 as against disbursements
(Continued on page 2)

OCTOBER

TEN

16, 1937

CIO
Active
Further indications of the
desire of the C. 1. O. to gain
a foothold
among
"white
collar" workers
in the
industry
came to light with the knowledge that much literature,
similar to that circulated
among Loew's, Inc., employes, has been distributed
among RKO workers as well.
U. A, Selling

Away

Lichtman

CENTS

Is

to
Appointed
Loew's
Board
Succeeds T. N. Perkins;
Sails for England
Al Lichtman, assistant to Nicholas

M. Schenck,
president
of Loew's,
now
a director
in addition
to beingis
From F, P. Canadian
United Artists is selling away from a vice-president of the company. The
appointment
as a
director
was made
Famous Players Canadian in Canada.
Several deals have been closed by
at the last board
George J. Schaefer, vice-president and
man replaces
general manager, with Loew houses
meeting.
LichtThomas Nelson
and with independents.
Perkins, who died
Among the deals are : Orpheum,
recently. Perkins
Montreal
Loew's,
was a trustee of
Toronto ;; Garrick,
Center, Winnipeg
Ottawa ; ;Empire,
Corp. Securities
Film
Quebec ; Loew's, London ; Strand, Calgary :Vanity, Windsor ; Roxy, SasIt will be two
katoon ; Rex, Regina ; Imperial,
Moncton, N. B. ; Orpheum, Mooseyears next
month
that
Lichtman
jaw; Esquire, Brantford, Ont.
assistant to
joined Loew's as
Columbia
Attends
Schenck. Within
GrifRs Sells a Big
a few weeks, he was made vice-presiBlock of Debentures
dent with the dissolution of M-G-M.
Play Bureau
Meet
Lichtman sailed yesterday on the
Columbia, which recently declared
Local SOS Contract
Washington, Oct. 15.— Receipt of
reports that Stanton Griffis, New through its president, Harry Cohn, Normandie to spend several months
Runs into Next Year York, director, disposed through that it would re-enter the Broadway abroad "to help develop the M-G-M
New contracts between Local 306 Hemphill, Noyes & Co., of 23,000 3^4 play financing field this season, yesorganization."
terday sent its representative to the producing
Asked how
many pictures the comand independent circuits will not be per cent Paramount convertible debentures in July and a similar volume in first fall meeting of the board of the
pany will make in England, Lichtnegotiated until next September, it
man said:
"I don'ton know.
was stated yesterday by Joseph D. .August, reducing his holdings from Bureau of New Plays, the organiza(Continued
page 3) We will
tion sponsored by seven major proBasson, president of the union. Bas- 88,000 on June 30 to 42,000 on Aug.
ducing companies on their withdrawal
son said that the deal with the inde- 31, was made known tonight by S.
pendents was not set until 1936, and E. C. in its semi-monthly summary of from play financing activities two Loew's May Give Up
according to the agreement no new the transactions of officers, directors vears ago. The bureau's objective is
scales can be discussed until two and principal stockholders in the se- to discover its own playwriting talent
Kansas City Midland
curities of their corporations.
and production material before it .gets
years later.
Loew's is expected to drop the
The report also showed that Jack to Broadway.
Basson and a committee yesterday
Midland, Kansas City, it was learned
Marion Averv represented Colum- yesterday. The circuit has a 10-year
conferred with major circuit execu- Barnstyn, New York, who became an
bia at the meeting ; T. Robert Rubin, lease on the theatre which expires
tives at the Loew home office. Prog- officer in Grand National Films Jan.
ress was reported on the new two- 12, at wliicli time he held no equity M-G-M; Russell Holman, Para- Oct. 28. No negotiations have been
mount ; Leda Bauer, RKO ; Edwin held on a renewal of the lease, it was
year arrangement for the circuits. securities, acquired 1,000 shares of $1
(Continued on pape 3)
Further meetings are planned before par common stock during August.
stated. Loew's, however, is undera new scale is set up for the next
stood to have declined to discuss new
terms.
two years.
For some time, Joseph R. Vogel,
in charge of out-of-town operations
Goldman
Building 2 May
Shelve
LaGuardia
Reel
for the circuit, had been trying to get
a reduction in rent without success.
Philadelphia Houses
The house
William Goldman, former Warner
several
years.has been in the red for
Here
Until
Election
Is Over
zone head in Philadelphia and now an
independent exhibitor with a circuit
Phil Meyer Dies;
of 10 theatres, is building two new
The showing in New York neighborpal campaign, it was reported in rehouses in Philadelphia, lie stated yesliable quarters yesterday. Efforts to
hood theatres prior to Election Day,
III for Long Time
terday. One of them will be a newsreel theatre at 13th & Market.
Nov. 2, of March of Time's produc- check the report with N. J. BlumPhilip
E. (Phil) Meyer, 46, died
tion starring Mayor LaGuardia and berg, RKO theatre head, were not
Goldman came in town yesterday city department heads, and depicting successful.
late Thursday night at his home after
to see Al Lichtman, Loew executive,
The picture was withdrawn from a lingering illness. He had been in
off on the Normandic. He returned the Mayor's public career, is extremely doubtful at this time.
the Music Hall last week after com- the film business for 25 years and his
to the Quaker City in the afternoon.
pleting seven days of a 14-day run, last job was manager of the local
RKO's Greater New York circuit,
which has first call on the picture, which makes it available to the Em- Principal Exchange. He had also
bassy next Thursday. Officials of the been identified in sales capacities with
will not play it until after Election
Pathe
theatre
said last night that it would G.B., Columbia,
Day
in
order
to
avoid
suspicion
of
Radio — Page 4
(Continued Tiffany
on page and
3)
(Continued on page 2)
political partisanship in the munici-
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Brackett

Cites

SWG

Problems at Hearing
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. — Charles
Brackett, acting president of the
Screen Writers' Guild, today told of
the ups and downs of the organization
since its revival in 1933 as the chief
witness in the hearing on the petition for the designation of a collective bargaining agency election before
the Labor Relations Board here.
Brackett placed the present total of
active and associate members at 523.
He said two attempts were made to
talk to the producers on behalf of
guild recognition, but that the producers never answered the guild letters.
At one point Brackett declared that
Patterson McNutt, one of the organizers of Screen Playwrights, Inc.,
threatened writers at Paramount with
possible loss of jobs and pay cuts
unless they joined his organization
which now holds a bargaining agreement with the producers. Attorney
Neil McCarthy called the testimony
false and stated that he will demand
specific proof.
Brackett testified that his present
salary is $1,100 weekly, this being $100
more than his salary of a year ago.

Shelve

Here

Until

LaGuardia
Election
from page 1 )

Is

Reel
Over

Purely

Personal
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GREGORY
DICKSON
arrive
from the coast
Monday will
to confer
Hal Sloane, eastern representaof "threats" from with tive
up because
ing held
for Walt Disney and RKO on
the
Mayor's
political opposition, as
did the distributor and numerous advertising and publicity campaigns.
metropolitan exhibitors, none of
•
whom had heard of any attempt at
Annabella, French star who arrived on the Normandie Thursday,
intimidation to discourage the exhibition of the picture until after the city was the center of attraction at a cockHarry Michalson, RKO short sub- election.
jects manager, offered the explanatail party held at the Waldorf yestertion that the 18 minutes running time
day. She there met the press.
Player Group Backs Mayor
•
of
the
La
Guardia
production
"make
A theatrical and film division of the
it difficult to fit in on double feature
LvNN Farnol will indulge in wood
Non-Partisan Committee in support
programs" and said that this has de- of Mayor LaGuardia for reelection and chopping over the weekend, interrupted, however, by a football game
layed the setting of dates for the picture in RKO neighborhood houses. Thomas E. Dewey for Manhattan Dis- this afternoon. He'll attend, not play
trict Attorney, has been formed here. in it, with Gus Eysell.
He added that the metropolitan bookings for the film would be discussed Daniel Frohman is honorary chair•
man, Louis Nizer, chairman; Major
Harry Michalson, RKO short
at RKO early next week with some
possibility that dates would be set Edward Bowes and Theresa Helburn, subjects sales manager, leaves tomorvice-chairmen ; J. Robert Rubin, treasthen. He declared, however, that it tary.
row for Cleveland and Pittsburgh, and
was not certain that these dates
urer, and Meyer W. Weisgal, secre- is scheduled to be back in New York
would be in advance of Election Day.
Thus far the membership of the by the end of the week.
IVTichalson will leave Sunday for Cleve- committee
•
includes : George Abbott,
land and Pittsburgh, to be away a
Sidney R. Kent, ordered several
Luther Adler, Richard Aldrich, Kelweek.
ago by his physician to take an
cey Allen, Maxwell Anderson, Helen weeks
extended rest, is expected back at
Time Executives Unmoved
Arthur, Brooks Atkinson, Edith Bar- his office some time during the coming
rett, Norman Bel Geddes. Owen DaMarch of Time officials were unvis, Crosby Gaige, Margalo Gillmore, week.
•
disturbed, apparently, by the delay of Dorothy Gordon, George Heller, ArMartin Finkelstein of Globe Picthur
Hopkins,
Lawrence
Langner,
the production in reaching the city's
tures Corp. is in town from the coast
screens.
Sam Levene, Philip Loeb, Leonard
A March of Time spokesman said Lyons, Guthrie McClintic, Paul Mc- and will set up offices here shortly
there was "no trouble" over the reel Grath, Victor Moore, Clifford Odets,
as far as March of Time is concerned, Donald Oenslager, Brock Pemberton, for the handling of• "Spirit of Youth."
Leo McCarey, who recently finished
and no complaints have been received George Ross, Morris Ryskind, Sam
from exhibitors due to any indicated Sax, Arthur Schwarz, Herman directing "The Awful Truth" for Columbia, will arrive in New York Mondelay in the availability of the film. Shumlin, Leonard Sillman, Henry
day on the 20th Century.
He belittled the reports that delivery Travers,
Weiman. Richard Watts, Jr., and Rita
•
and bookings of the picture were beCharles Stern returned yesterday
from Gloversville after negotiating a
the following also were filed : White & deal with the Schine circuit for apAsk Fees of $512,010
Case, attorneys for the Pound bondproximately 90theatres.
•
holders protective committee, propoIn Petitions on Roxy
nents of the plan, $65,000 for fees and
A. A. ScHUBART, RKO head of ex{Continued from page 1)
$1,565 for disbursements; the Pound
change operations, has returned from
of $7,561,445. Cash on hand at pres- committee, which represented 63 per a three-week tour of midwestern and
ent is $421,446. During his period as cent of the first mortgage bonds, asked southern branches.
foreclosure receiver, the Roxy lost
•
$23,318 for fees and $37,394 for disHelen Hughes, recently signed by
$124,186, but earned $543,990 while he
bursementsBeekman,
;
Bogue, Leake,
acted as reorganization trustee. To- Stephen and Black, attorneys for the M-G-M in a New England talent
gether with other income of $3,692, the gold note holders second mortgage hunt, has gone to the coast.
•
net operating profit for the entire pe- protective committee, sought $25,000
riod of four years and 39 weeks was for fees and $497 for disbursements ;
Arthur Guttman, composer under
the gold noteholders committee, $10,- contract to M-G-M, will arrive today
$405,495.
Creditors of the reorganization pro- 000 for fees and $17,297 for disburse- on the Staatendam.
•
ceedings hold claims totaling $47,318.
ments ;Daniel W. Blumenthal, attorPaul Muni and Mrs. Muni will
ney for the Adler committee, $12,500
Bernard Appel, Cullman's attorney,
suggested that money of the creditors for fees. The Adler committee made arrive Tuesday on the Santa Paula
who failed to claim their 100 per cent no claims, either for fees or disburse- from the coast.
ments.
•
dividends should go to the bondholders after 30 days. However, Judge
Charles E. McCarthy, now on the
Cullman Attorneys Ask Fee
coast, is expected back early next
Caffey vetoed the suggestion and ordered the money deposited with the
•
clerk in the court until claimed. Class
Continental Bank & Trust Co., trus- week.
tees under the mortgage, asked $12,A stockholders who will receive $1
Noel Coward and Mischa Auer
fees and $2,989 for disburse- sailed yesterday on the Normandie.
per share from 20th Century-Fox 263 forments ;Proskauer,
Rose and Paskus,
•
Film Corp., which took over the
attorneys for Cullman, $50,000 for fees
Jules
Levy,
general
sales manager
Roxy, under the settlement not in- and $209 for disbursements. They
of RKO, is en route to the coast.
cluded in the reorganization plan have
•
been notified to exchange their shares previously had received $62,000 ; HoffHarry C. Arthur is due to return
for cash.
man & Hoffman, attornevs for a number of bondholders, $2,500; Thomas from St. Louis in two weeks.
Program costs for the entire period
•
J.
Ryan,
attorney for John Kane
totaled $3,046,451 and other operatSamuel
Goldwyn
will arrive from
whose
suit
sent
the
Roxy
into
receiving expenses were $2,474,606. Admisership, $3,500 for fees; Milton H. the coast next Thursday.
sions, less taxes, were $6,627,114; film
rentals, $1,030,892; special talent, Reuben, attorney for the Roxy theatre,
•
$984,162; orchestra, $505,622; stage, the debtor corporation, $5,000 in fees ;
George J. Schaefer is in New Or$311,029; projectionists, $203,619, and Barrow, Wade Guthrie & Co., acleans on a U. A. deal.
countants,
$13,434
for
fees
;
George
•
ballet, $11,155. There were over 17,M. Garrson and Roemer-Kennv Co.,
000,000 paid admissions.
M. B. Shanberg plans to return to
Advertising costs were $806,202 ; Inc., filed a joint request for $58,692 Florida
in a week.
for
brokerage
fees
on
the
sale
of
the
house salaries, $678,489; administra•
Roxy.
Carl
Erikson
also
made
a
tion costs, $336,796; advisory supervi- cl^iim for brokerage fees and asked
Eleanor
Roth
yesterday left
sion, $258,595.
United Artists.
Besides Cullman's request for fees.
$50,952.
{Continui No
open there according to schedule.
other Broadway bookings of the film
for dates prior to Election Day are
set, according to RKO, distributors
of March of Time, and no neighborhood dates have been set yet.
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Stockholders
(Continued from page 1)
Charles Nordon, acting for a stockholder's committee, moved an amendment rejecting the financial report and
demanding a Board of Trade investigation. There were continual interruptions on fictitious points of order,
shouts of "sit down," concerted cries
of "paid agitator" and continual coughing.
Nordon declared that the Ostrers
had to account for £4,500,000 of £7,000,000 handed to them. The accounts really showed a net loss, he
said, and contended that the preferred dividend was wrongly paid.
An investigation is the only means of
preventing stockholders from losing
their entire investments, he said.
W. H. Drown seconded Nordon's
motion amid continuous interruption.
He referred to "obstructive agitation
by paid employes."

Judgment
Lina

Firm

In his opening address, Ostrer also
attributed the company's position to
the absence of income from its production and distribution branches. He
said,fact
"It that
can be
simply made
attributed
to
the
America
no real
contribution to the cost of any of
our films. We had to face the fact
that for a British company to obtain
revenue from America is entirely different from an American company
obtaining revenue from England."
In the deal with General Film Distributors, the company had recovered
the film loss, as shown in the accounts, and profits are expected, he
said. The Northolt exterior lot was
sold for £50,000, he added. A consolidated balance sheet will be issued
when it is possible to merge 100 subsidiaries, the chairman said.
Ostrer said that the preference dividend was paid because the cumulative
arrears on the issue would be due
next year if no dividend were paid
this year. The question of the preference dividend payment would not re-

Chicago

to Start
Meet

Chicago, Oct. 15. — Joe McConville,
national sales supervisor for Columbia,
will preside today at the first of a series of three regional sales meetings
which
Drake. started this morning at the

J. Ufa
Briskman.
claims *that it granted exclusive
rights to Talking Picture Epics, Inc.,
in 1931 on "White Devil," "Immortal
Vagabond" and "The Last Company."
After Epics had been adjudicated a
bankrupt in 1933, Ufa cancelled the
contract and demanded the return
of 54 prints of the pictures. Briskman further allegedly purchased the
prints and contract from the trustee
in bankruptcy and assigned his rights
to the defendant, Lina Pictures. The
defendants deny that they have more
than one print of each picture and are
counterclaiming for storage charges.
Ufa alleges that "White Devil" was
exhibited in New York City as recently as May and also demanded an
accounting of the profits. Otta Marbach was originally named as one of
the defendants, but was later dropped.

Among the speakers will be Rube
Jackter, Louis Astor, Lou Weinberg,
Max Weisfeldt, Hank C. Kaufman,
George Josephs and Milton Mannock.
Among those attending are the following division managers, branch
managers and salesmen : West coast
division manager, Jerome Safron;
Chicago — District Manager Phil
Dunas, and C. W. Phillips, G. St.
Claire, T. Greenwood, F. Flaherty
and J. Kaufman, salesmen ; Detroit —
District Manager Carl Shalit, and
M. E. Cohen, G. L. McCoy, R. F.
Cloud and C. H. Townsend, salesmen ;Washington — District Manager
Sam A. Galanty, and C. D. Weems,
C. Wingfield, J. B. Walsh and B.
Caplon, salesmen ; Milwaukee —
Branch Manager O. J. Ruby, and T.
J. MacEvoy, M. Weisner and S. R.
Chapman, salesmen.
Des Moines — Branch Manager M.
H. Evidon, and A. B. Leake, M.
Goodman and M. Godwin, salesmen;
Minneapolis — Branch Manager H. J.
Chapman, and J. H. Jacobs, A. L.
Aved, I. Marks, M. S. Sgutt and D.
H. Conley, salesmen ; St. Louis —
Branch Manager C. D. Hill, and C.
S. Ferris, J. Morphet, J. Bradford
and H. F. Wermeier, salesmen ;
Omaha — Branch Manager I. M.
Weiner, and S. Yaeger, W. E. Barker
and J. Armm, salesmen ; Indianapolis— W. G. Craig, H. Kaufman, A. J.
Gelman and E. Dunas, salesmen;
Kansas City — Branch Manager B. C.
Marcus, and L. E. Royster, W. Bradfield, C. E. Reynolds and H. S. Stulz,
salesmen ; Pittsburgh — Branch Manager A. H. Levy, and J. Gins, G. Tice,
S. Sugarman and C. B. Koscow, salesmen ;Cincinnati — Branch Manager A.
S. Moritz, and C. R. Palmer, H. W.
Rullman, L. E. Davis and N. Niland,
salesmen ; Cleveland — Branch Manager L. Zucker, and G. J. Becker, M.
Click and S. Gerson, salesmen.

Spectrum Pictures has re-signed
Fred Scott for another series of six
musical westerns, each one with an
increased production budget. Fred
Bellin, Spectrum distributing supervisor, stated yesterday the six musicals recently completed starring Scott
are at present being released through
24 key city exchanges.

Columbia

Lichtman

Is

Today

Ufa Films, Inc., will ask Justice
Charles B. McLaughlin to grant summary judgment in the N. Y. Supreme
Court on Monday in its replevin suit
against the Lina Pictures Corp. and

To Seek End of Gaige Suit
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
will move to dismiss the $50,000 inDrown Called "Employed"
fringement action brought by Crosby
Jeffrey Bernerd, G. B. executive, re- Gaige in the N. Y. Supreme Court on
torted, "So are you employed by Mr. Oct. 10 on motion that the plaintif?
Maxwell (John Maxwell, head of As- has failed to prosecute his suit dilisociated British Pictures)."
Drown said that Bernerd drew £9,- gently.
Gaige claims that the title of his
000 a year ; shareholders got nothing.
story, "Little Miss Nobody," which
"It's £9,500," replied Bernerd.
was published in Modern Romances
Drown concluded by saying that in 1931 was used by 20th Centurythe Board of Trade, upon investigat- Fox in the picture of the same name.
ing, would know what action to take The picture was adapted from the
if they found evidence of misfeasance.
story, "The Matron's Report," by
"That is our only hope of retribu- Frederick H. Brennan. Gaige alleges that he submitted the story to
tion," he declared. He wanted to
know what happened to the £10,000,- 20th Century-Fox in 1931 and that
000 in theatre revenue.
it was rejected, but the title was used
Isidore Ostrer, presiding, inter- without his permission. A general derupted both Nordon and Drown to
nial was filed by the defendant. Dishear frequent points of order and
missal is asked because of the failsuggested that Nordon limit his speech
ure of the plaintifif to notice the case
in deference to the opinion of the meet- for trial, although it has been pending
ing, but refused to interfere with a since last November.
lengthy following speech by a supporter
describing
disRe-Sign Fred Scott
tribution
venture inthe
the company's
United States,
and blaming America for the company's abandonment of production.
However, Ostrer did interpose with,
"We know all that already."
American Revenue Belittled

Columbia

3

Attends

to
Appointed
Loew's
Board
(Continued from page 1)
make as many as we can properly
release all over the world."
Litchman asserted he didn't know
what stars would be sent over, "but
we are going to do whatever it takes
to make good pictures and whatever
help the British organization will
need from Hollywood will be given
it. We will try to make pictures
there
to theto M-G-M
standard."of
He is up
expected
visit a number
other foreign countries. He said he
hoped to return by Christmas, but
this was not definite.
Bidding him bon voyage were
Schenck, C. C. Moskowitz, William
F. Rodgers, E. M. Saunders, William Goldman of Philadelphia and
Harry Bernstein. Mrs. Litchman accompanied him.
Phil

Meyer

Dies;

III for Long Time
(Continued from page 1)
and at one time operated the General
Exchange in the Film Center.
Funeral services will be held Sunday at the Riverside Memorial Chapel. He is survived by his father, his
widow, Helen; a daughter, Bernice,
three sisters and his brothers. Manny
Meyer is associated with Ben Levine
at the Royal Exchange, George Meyer
is a song writer and the third brother
is with Columbia at the studios.

Guaranteed Pictures has acquired
Guaranteed Gets ''China"
American rights to Leon Wechsler's
documentary
"This Ishad
(China."
Wechsler, whofilm,
previously
>n produced "Wings Over Ethiopia," also
controlled here by Guaranteed, left
15/i
yesterday for his home in Switzerland
15/i production
where he intends to start
on a winter 7%
sports picture.
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Lust Starts Another
have a day-and-date premiere with the W. B 2,
Sonotone in Small Advance
Washington, Oct. IS. — Ground Carthay Circle in Los Angeles. Two
Net
has been broken in Bethesda, Md., other openings are scheduled. They
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Award Schlaifer Prize
Bond Declines General
The United Artists Denver excur, owing hetomaintained.
the company's improved
condition,
change, headed by Al HofiFman, has
High Low Close Change
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3s '55
6534 6354 6354, —254
Para.
Pict.
nothing. Nordon cited Maxwell's 60
per cent earnings and 18 per cent exchanges participating were said to
6s '55
95 9454 9454 — 54
on distribution as compared to no have tripled the business recorded up W. B. 6s '39
8454 84
84
— 54
to the same date last year.
G. B. dividend
(Quotations at close of Oct. 15)
Play Bureau
Meet
(Continued front pane 1)
P. Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox;
Charles Beahan, Universal, and
Jacob Wilk, Warners.
Organization policies were discussed at the meeting and reports
were received on the bureau's second
annual play competition, which opened two weeks ago.
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Production
Be

Televised

London, Oct. 8.— Following the
televising of production activities at
Personals^
the Pinewood studios, operations at
the
Denham plant will be
STEIN will visit Eng- twice daily for four days intransmitted
BOB GOLD
15-minute
ess
land on busin
again soon . : .
sessions. Alexander Korda will iniA famous radio personality who has
tiate the series by a welcome.
never been on the air before will serve
Later scenes will be seen in proguest star over
ie Jesse
as
duction for the Technicolor "Over the
31.l'sWe refer to Ida
al Oct.
MutuGeorg
Cantor . . . Bert Wheeler and Judy Moon," "The Drum" and "The Divorce of Lady X" and for "The ChalGarland will be Jessel's guests on the
lenge." Directors seen in action will
Oct. 24 broadcast . . . Jane Cowl will include W.
K. Howard, Zoltan Korda,
rappea
radio
make one of her rare
Tim Whelan and Milton Rosmer and
ances on "Hobby Lobby" over CBS- among stars to go on the ether will
WOR Oct. 20 . . . Sylvia Sidney will be Vivien Leigh, Sabu,
Raymond
scenes from "Dead End" Massey, Lauren
Olivier, Margaretta
offer some
she emotes for Kate Smith Oct. Scott and Joance Gardne
when
r. The items
21 . . . Fred Allen and Portland will go out on the
BBC program from
Pack- Alexandra Palace.
Hoffa will guest appear on the Canto
r
ard show Oct. 26, and Eddie
will sub for Burns and Allen Oct.
to
25 . . . James Kirkwood will guest ap- Chicago Symphony
pear on Hammerstein Music Hall Oct.
WOR
for
3rd
Seas
on
22, and Lenore Ulric serves as Al
For the third successive season.
Pierce's guest Oct.+ 26 . . .
Mutual will air the concerts of the
Chicago Symphony orchestra exclusively. The concerts will be broadPaul Strand, director of "China
cast on alternate Saturdays from 9:15
Strikes Back," will be interviewed by
Sidney Kaufman Monday on the to 11:15 P. M., beginning Oct. 23.
"Cinema Comments" over WQXR . . . The concerts will conclude April 16.
Dr. Frederick Stock will be the
Alan Courtney's "Joymakers" _ will
regular
conductor. Hans Lang will
annivercelebrate Courtney's third
sary on WNEW the week of Oct. be the alternate. Henry Weber,
18. . . . Another celebrant during the WGN musical director, will serve as
month of November will be Uncle commentator.
Don, with 10 years in radio behind
him. . . . Frenchie Graff olier, Jimmy
Continue "Pet Milky Way"
Garber are nowJan
and
Dorsey
The
heard via WHN. . . . Ruby Keeler talk and"Pet Milky Way," featuring a
recipes by Mary Lee Taylor,
on the "Seein' Stars" pro- will continue over CBS through a
will appear
gram tomorrow. . . . Mary Small will contract renewal just effected. The
on the "Magic Key" to- series is heard Tuesdays and Thursguest
a
be
days from 11 to 11 :15 A. M., over 65
stations of the CBS network. Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, is the
WIP to Air Musical Finale
agency.
Philadelphia, Oct. 15. — The finale
of the new Dietz-Schwartz musical,
"Hilltop House" for Colgate
"Between the Devil," will be broadThe
new Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
cast by WIP on opening night, Oct.
show on CBS, which begins Nov. 1,
19. The station's engineers have from 5:45 to 6 P. M., will be a seevolved a plan for placing hidden mirial script titled "Hilltop House." The
crophones inthe wings, pit and on the network
lineup for the series is 66
stage. At conclusion of the play, mi- stations.
crophones will be placed in the dressing rooms of Jack Buchanan, Evalyn
Laye and Vilma Ebsen.
WIP's theatrical commentator
New
Shows
Top Hat (really James Allen, station's program chief) will handle the
interviews. - This is the beginning of
a new series of exclusive air presen"March of Time"
tations arranged by the station president, Benedict Gimble, Jr., and LawThe "March of Time," for the past
rence Shubert Lawrence, represent- six years a CBS highlight, bowed in
ing the local Shubert interests.
Thursday on the NBC-Blue, its new
abode. It bucks stern opposition in
the Vallee hour and the Kate Smith
Report on CBS Holdings
Washington, Oct. 15. — Further re- show, but it has nothing to fear even
ports on the equity holdings in CBS in these, for the "March of Time"
by officers of the company when its no longer is an ordinary radio program. Ithas become an institution.
registration became effective Aug. 1
The opening instalment offered
were released tonight by S. E. C.
showing that Herbert V. Akerberg, dramatizations of the slaying of the
New York, held 238 shares of Class A Brady gang by the G-Men, a stirring
stock; S. R. Dean, New York, 40 panorama of the rise and fall of
shares, and Lawrence W. Lowman, Father Coughlin as a political power,
New York, 4,068 shares.
the Duke of Windsor's visit to Germany, the unveiling of the monument
to the American soldiers who fell at
Renew "Tommy Thatcher"
Chateau Thierry, the heroic doctor
Cleveland, Oct. 15. — "The Adven- who injected the cancer virus in his
tures of Tommy Thatcher," children's blood in an effort to solve the riddle
serial which recently completed a 10- of the dread disease.
week airing over WTAM here, will
The careful and utterly impartial
be renewed starting Oct. 18 over
editorial handling of the news that has
Michigan's network, with WXYZ,
Detroit, as the key station. The H. J. always distinguished "March of Time"
Heinz Co. sponsors, through Maxon, re-enactments was evident throughout
Inc.
the broadcast. The voice duplications

One

in 4 on Series

The Cooperative Bureau of
Analysis (Crosley Report)
says that on an average one
out of every four radio
homes reported listening
each day to the World Series broadcast of Oct. 6 to
9 inclusive. The height was
for the Wednesday and Saturday games with a figure of
27 per cent. The Friday audience dropped to 20 per
cent.
In the 1935 Detroit-Chicago games the average size
of the audience for four
weekdays was approximately
32 per cent.

Press
By

Division
NBC

Hit

Dismissals

The sion,
shakeup
in NBC's
expected for
the pastpress
weekdivior
so, took place yesterday. Those who
found themselves removed from the
payroll include Dave Casem, Frank
Sheily, Amelia
Umnitz,
Dougherty,
and Bill
Betz. "Hank"
Nellie
Revell, who contributed to the netdismissed.work's weekly news report, also was
Mutual Gets London Talks
Mutual has scheduled a new series
of talks on world affairs, to be broadcast from London through an arrangement with BBC. John Steele, Mutual's European representative, is now
lining up guest speakers for the series. The broadcast will be offered on
alternate Saturdays from 9 to 9:15
P. M. The first broadcast is scheduled to start Oct. 23.
McSwain Shifted by WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 15. — Pat
McSwain, formerly manager of the
Criterion here, and more recently
announcer for WSPA here, has been
transferred to the commercial department.

Kayton-Spiero
Gets
20th- Fox Ad Account
Twentieth Century- Fox advertisingis to be handled in the future by Kayton-Spiero. This is a switch from
Buchanan & Co., successors to HanffMetzger, which has had the account
since shortly
after S. R. Kent assumed the presidency.
Morris Kinzler has resigned as
publicity director for the Roxy and
will become account executive for
Kayton-Spiero next Monday. The
first picture to be handled by the
company will be "Second HoneyRodney Bush joined Buchanan &
Co. a few days ago. It was announced
that he would be account executive
for 20th Century-Fox.
Recess Bartholomew Tried
moon."
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. — A recess
until Monday was ordered today by
Superior Court Judge Clement Shinn
in the trial of the suit brought by
Myllicent Bartholomew, aunt of Freddie Bartholomew, to void the youngactor's contract with M-G-M. The recess was called in order to give Louis
B. Mayer and the Bartholomews an
opportunity to reach a settlement on
a new contract. It is understood that
agreement on a new pact is likely.
Mayer,
that any
no
sane
film testifying
executive today,
would said
spend
money building up a child actor unless
the youngster was under an enforceable contract.
Flash Previews
"45 Fathers" — Jane Withers as the
ward ofestinganstuff "Explorers'
Club."
Inter; should prove
generally
acceptable.
"Hollywood Roundup" — Certainly a
different type of western in that its
plot revolves around the filming of
cowboy stories.
"Lucresia Borgia" — Picturization of
the life of the notorious 15th Century
family of Borgias. Too brutally realistic to be family entertainment.
These films will be reviewed in full
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.

Buy Ziegfeld Shows
White Plains, N. Y., Oct. 15.— A
on
the
Air
group of compo&ers and lyric writers
today bought at auction for $28,000
the copyrights to the books, music and
lyrics of the 72 shows included among
of course still are uncannily accurate. the assets of the estate of the late
The series, sponsored by the publish- Florenz Ziegfeld. The purchase by the
ers of Life and Time, is broadcast group was for the purpose of clearing
Thursdays on the Blue from 8:30 to 9
P. M. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os- their own titles to avoid future litigation in case they used any of the maborn is the agency.
Banner
terial again. The buyers collaborated
on many of the shows, and included
"Dere Teecher"
Jerome Kern, Otto Harbach, Irving
Here is a cleverly arranged ques- Berlin, Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, and
tion-and-answer contest for children Sigmund Romberg.
in grade schools that is just aching to
KMT A Board to Meet
be sponsored. It is called a mental
hurdle race and prizes are given to
Kansas City, Oct. 15. — John
the children coming out ahead. Lis- Stapel, president of the K.M.T.A.,
teners are invited to send in questions has called a meeting of the directors
and, if they are that good, appropri- here Nov. 4 during the time Ed Kuyate prizes will be sent. The program kendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.,
is smartly paced and should find a will be in Kansas City.
wide audience.
Fox Midwest Celebrates
Did anyone know that Coney Island
got its name from the Indian word
Kansas City, Oct. 15. — Fox Midfor rabbits ? The redskins used to
west Theatres are celebrating their
chase the creatures there, it seems.
seventh anniversary by conducting a
"Dere Teecher" is heard on Tues- sales drive on scrip ticket books. The
day and Thursday from 5 :45 to 6 P. $1.25 worth of tickets are selling for
M. over CBS.
P.
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Shanghai
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Situation

Improving

Slowly

By J. P. KOEHLER
Shanghai, Oct. 1. {Via Chifui Dakotans
Cite
Clipper) — The film situation in
Shanghai is improving slowly. Four
Continuing Move to Get first runs and several subsequents are
open, and receipts are encouraging.
10,000 Workers Here
Advantages
of
Houses in Tsingtao, Tientsin, Peiping,
The United Office and Professional Cheefoo, Changsha and Chengtu are
as are first runs showing foreign
Workers' Union, the C.I.O. affiliated open,
Circuit
Spots
unit concerned with office employes, pictures in Hankow, despite bombings.
Theatres
in
Nanking
are
closed
but
is actively continuing its drive to orSix alleged trade advantages of
ganize all home office employes in the are expected to reopen soon. Shipments are possible to the outer ports affiliated theatres over independently
film business in New York, Anne Berenholz, in charge of the film work of by steamer. Mails from the United operated theatres are cited by North
the C.I.O. affiliate, told Motion Pic- States are much delayed, but local Dakota officials in justification of the
ture Daily over the weekend.
mails and the Yangtse River airmail state's theatre divorce measure in
Miss Berenholz declared that there is all right with slight delays. Foreign
their reply
Paramount's
seeksto an
injunctioncomplaint
against
is a total of 10,000 persons employed banks are engaged in normal operation which
enforcement
of
the
law on the
in the home offices of the film compa- and Chinese banks apparently are easing their restrictions. Importation is grounds that it is unconstitutional.
nies in New York alone, and cited apCopies of the North Dakota answer
proximately 1,100 employed by War- faced with difficulty as a result of
ners here and between 700 and 800 at cargo being dumped elsewhere and were received in New York over the
the situation is causing considerable weekend after having been filed in
Paramount to prove her contention.
The organizer declared that the anxiety. Parcel post apparently is Fargo last week.
unit has been actively engaged in the best.
The alleged trade advantages of
Eight major American distributing affiliated theatres, as set forth in the
move to organize the workers under
the Lewis banner since last summer offices in Shanghai are operating. H. answer, are their ability to obtain
and that progress is being made. She Dunn of Warners, L. Britton of RKO first runs without competitive bidding
refused to divulge the extent of the and J. E. Perkins of Paramount have against independents;
alleged
their
(Contir.tted on page
8)
the United States. The Gov"progress" or to disclose the number sailed for (Contiimcd
on page 4)
of home office workers who are members of the organization. She did say,
Mussolini Departs;
however, that virtually all companies Music Hall Lines U p
are represented by units.
More Study on Ram
No specific company has been singled out for attention in the drive, she
Vittorio Mussolini sailed on the
W. Five
G. VanAfter
Schmus ''Stage
has lined up
Rex Saturday, reputedly carrying
declared, although recent reports inDoor"
follow
fivethepictures
dicated organization activity especially at
Music to
Hall.
The"Stage
first will
be with him to Italy the impression that
in Universal, Loew's and RKO.
"Victoria the Great." Next, in the the ramifications involved in organizing any international producing unit
order named, will be "The Awful
Truth," "Nothing Sacred," "I'll Take will preclude immediate possibility of
New Sullivan County
Romance" and "Damsel in Distress." launching RAM in which Hal E.
Roach is his partner.
Indications are that "52nd Street"
As a result of his short Hollywood
Group Being Talked will
be booked into the Rivoli. AlExhibitors in Sullivan County, N. Y.,
visit,
Mussolini is understood now to
though "Stand-In" had been dated
are reported to be forming an organ- into the Music Hall for the latter part recognize that a working knowledge
ization for the purpose of booking of the month, the picture has been of the intricacies of production can(Continued on page 8)
and buying and to protect them- moved back indefinitely.
selves from invasion of other independent exhibitors and major circuits.
Towns included in Sullivan County
are Liberty, Fallsburg, Monticello,
Loch Sheldrake and Livingston Manor. Disney
Camera
Multi-Plane
Reports which have been circulating
(Continued on page 8)
in Use
Now
Gadget,
$70,000
Office

Homer

TEN

18, 1937

Seeks
To

CENTS

Parley

End

Fight

Staffs

Harmon

Gets

By WILLIAM
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — At a not very
Kinzler*s Roxy Job
Homer Harmon, publicity and ad- closely computed cost of some $70,000
vertising head for the Ambassador, stretched loosely over a two-year period the Walt Disney technicians have
St. Louis, will arrive in town this
week to handle the publicity for the put together in somewhat terrifying
Roxy.
He will assume
part of complexity the bulky and incredibly
precise instrument mentioned in recent
(^Continued on page 8)
despatches as the multi-plane camera.
The things it does that other cameras
used in production of cartoon comics
Radio— Pp, 11-12
don't are to be seen first in "The Old
Mill," a Silly Symphony of imminent

R. WEAVER
release. How it does them is patiently explained and demonstrated to
the interested visitor in words of one
syllable while he fumbles among indistinct memories of photographic technology which appear to have remarkably little to do with the case.
The chief thing it does is to achieve
a screen eflrect of depth, as sharply
differentiated from third dimension,
in certain types of scenes and under
{Cnwtinued on page 4)

Exhibitor
With

Param'tIs
Committee

UMPTO's

Plan

Philadelphia, Oct. 17. — The
UMPTO on Saturday held forth an
olive branch to Paramount and, in a
lengthy and blistering statement, suggested that distributor confer with one
exhibitor from each area where disaffection over sales policy is rife as a
means of reaching an accord.
George Aarons, secretary of the organization and over whose signature
the statement was issued, listed these
cities and these areas from which such
a committee would be drawn: Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, Boston, Northern New Jersey, Los
Angeles, Milwaukee and Ohio.
"No sane exhibitor wants to see
Paramount harmed or the quality or
quantity of the Paramount release depreciated," ran the text at one point.
"Our opposition is directed solely
against certain of their sales policies.
We feel that many of the differences
between the disputants could be ironed
out by an exchange of views at a
round table. We believe that Paramount's refusal to meet with any committee representing an exhibitor organization is not grounded in good
business sense if these differences can
by that procedure be quickly settled.
'Face saving' is one thing, but to continue a war needlessly is futile and
Then followed the suggested plan
(Continued on page 4)
Indiana Firm Sues
foolish."
Para, on 10 Films
An action for a mandatory injunction to compel Paramount to deliver
10 feature pictures alleged to have
been
included in
company'sby1936'37 contracts
wasthe instituted
the
Gary (Ind.) Theatre Co. in State
Superior Court at Marion against the
distributor last week, it was learned
here on Saturday. The complainant
operates the Palace and Gary at Gary.
The application
the 4)injunction
(Continued for
on page
AFL Ignores Talent
Claims of the lATSE
The I.A.T.S.E.'s claims to jurisdiction overcludedthe
Screen
Actors'
Guild, inin its
general
jurisdictional
claims over all Hollywood unions, was
not acted upon or discussed at the
A. F. of L. convention in Denver dur(Continued on page 8)
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Author

Suing

M-G'M

Hour"
On 'Unguarded
Los Angeles, Oct. 17. — Charging
that M-G-M's "The Unguarded Hour"
is based, without her authority, on
either her novel, "Kingdoms of the
World," or her scenario, "The Unguarded Hour,"inwhich
sold to
First National
1925,was
Margaretta
Tuttle has filed suit against Metro in
Federal Court here.
The plaintifif asks all profits earned
by the film and an injunction against
its further distribution.
Berman

Favors

the Rails

When Agnes McColl and Walter
Cosden, winners in the Daily News
Harvest Moon dance contest, visited
the RKO studios last month, they flew
out via American Airlines as the result of a tieup made between the airline and RKO.
Pandro Berman has sent for the
dancers for "Having a Wonderful
Time." The producer insists that they
take a train.
McColl and Cosden will leave tomorrow and arrive in Hollywood Friday, the day production will start.

Purely

First

Regional

File

Columbia
in Chicago

Chicago, Oct. 17. — Joe McConville,
Personal
► Rube Jackter, Louis Astor, Lou Weinberg, Max Weisfeldt, Hank C. Kaufman,
George Josephs
Milton
Han-of
20th
the
of
head
DODS,
nock
discussed
variousandsales
angles
TOR
HEC
Century-Fox studio cutting deColumbia's current lineup at the first
partment, will return to the studios
of three regional sales sestomorrow by air. He came in by of a series
sions held here at the Drake over the
plane late last week with the first weekend.
"
to Town,
Baba
print
Seventy-five salesmen, representing
ed Goes
at the
Thursday
screen
which ofwas"Ali
15 exchanges, were present as well
home oflice.
as district, division and branch managers from the west and midwest.
AiLEEN Stanley, who has made a
number of television appearances, will Among the subjects treated were the
arrive today on the Queen Mary en cleanup dates for "Lost Horizon" and
route to Hollywood, where she will distribution plans for "The Awful
report for picture work. On the same Truth." The sales forces left for
boat are Richard Tauber and his their various offices tonight.
The next regional is expected to be
wife. Cesar Saerchinger, formerly
held in the south, probably New
European manager for CBS and now Orleans.
a writer, is among the passengers.
•
Abe Montague, general sales manager, was absent due to the death of
Edgar Anstey, March of Time
director of production for Great his mother last week in Boston.
McConville conducted the sessions.
Britain, has arrived here for several
months stay to study March of Time
technique in the studios of New York
in Court
under the guidance
of Louis de Companies
ROCHEMONT.
Hands
Face
Levies
•
Boston, Oct. 17. — Federal officials
Oscar Serlin will present "Sing, here say the decision of Referee in
Sweet Angels," his initial stage pro- Bankruptcy Arthur Black that the
duction venture, at the Pasadena
Mfg. Co. is subject to the
(Cal.) Playhouse, Nov. 16. He Amoskeag
leaves here by plane a few days in Social Security law paves the way for
collection by the Treasury Dept. of
advance to attend the premiere.
•
huge sums from other corporations
Edward A. Golden, Monogram undergoing reorganization or liquidageneral sales manager, will be guest tion.
The Amoskeag case was viewed by
of honor at the Detroit Variety Club
Washington
as a national test.
luncheon today.
•
Trustees now in control of Amoskeag have 10 days to appeal.
J. Cheever Cowdin and Willard
Referee Black decided that a
McKay,
after another
change of
undergoing reorganizaplans, now expect to leave the coast corporation
tion or liquidation under section 77B
tomorrow for New York by plane.
of the Bankruptcy Act cannot be
•
classified as a Federal agency and thus
Leon Brixton, general manager for
RKO in Shanghai, is in town and escape contributions for Social
Unemployment Insurplans to remain a week before sailing Securityance.and
Black found that the Federal
for China.
•
Court did not assume control by
Ruth Selwyn missed the Norman- naming trustees, but only assisted the
die last Friday and will probably sail company to liquidate.
for
England on the
Wednesday.
^ Queen Mary on
Kansas
City Theatre
Annabella will leave for the 20th
Discards Price Rise
Century-Fox studios on the coast tomorrow. She will be accompanied by
Kansas City, Oct. 17. — After a
her mother, brother and secretary.
four-week test of substantially in•
creased prices, the Fox Tower, first
George Lottman, J. Bregman and run house featuring pictures and
L. Clayton flew to Hollywood Satur- vaudeville, has returned to its former
price of 25 cents and 40 cents, with
day to report at the
• M-G-M studios. 25
cents in the balcony nights and
Sunday.
Paul Muni will arrive today from
the coast on the Santa Paula.
The theatre introduced the increase
•
(25 cents to 2 P.M., 35 cents to 6
Y. Frank Freeman returned from P.M.) and 40 cents for the entire
Dallas over the weekend.
house for evenings) on Sept. 3, and
•
the
increase represented the first subMorris Kinzler celebrated another
stantial raise in Kansas City theatres
birthday Saturday.
since the depression.
•
Now it is back to the same prices
Gail Patrick left via American
as charged by other major first runs.
Airlines Saturday for the coast.
When it went to the higher price, the
management's
hope
was that
. . . Washington
first runs would
follow.
Since other
this
Frank LaFalce, Warner theatres' exploitation chief, has been
named to handle the theatre publicity in connection with the Community Chest Drive.
William J. Stortz, James A.
Gleason, Lawrence A. Kennedy,
Movietonews men from New York,
substituted here while Arthur A.
DeTitta's
stafif traveled with
President regular
Roosevelt.

now is apparently impossible for this
season, the management feels it must
meet competition.
LaGuardia

Luncheon

For

11 New
Roxy

Pleas

Allowances

Eleven additional requests totaling
$93,896 for allowances in the Roxy
reorganization were revealed in the
U. S. District Court on Saturday. A
hearing on all petitions for fees will
be heard on Nov. 19 by Federal
Judge Francis G. Caffey.
The additional requests were filed
by Ira Goldstein, who appraised the
Roxy for the Class A stockholders,
$2,050; Leon Fleischman, who also
appraised the Roxy for Class A stockholders, $2,500; Marshall, Bratter &
Seligson, attorneys for the Tipton
bondholders' committee, $10,000 for
fees and $102 for disbursements ; the
Tipton Committee, $5,000 for fees,
$391 for disbursements ; Miller,
Owen, Otis & Bailley, attorneys for
the Pound Committee, $20,000; Epstein & Goodman, attorneys for the
bondholders, $350 ; Wise, Shepard,
Houghton & Hoffman, attorneys for
the Continental Bank & Trust Co.,
trustees under one of the mortgages,
$20,000 ; the Manufacturers Trust Co.,
depository for the bondholders,
$14,156 for fees and $995 for disbursements ; the Chase National
Bank, trustees under one of the mortgages, $3,270; Milbank, Tweed, Hope
& Webb, attorneys for the Chase
National Bank, $5,000 for fees and
$82 for disbursements ; Kramer &
Kleinfeld, attorneys for Class A
stockholders committee, $10,000 in
fees and $727 for disbursements.
Legion Approves 15
Of 18 New
Pictures
The National Legion of Decency,
in its list of 18 new pictures reviewed
for the current week, has classified
nine as unobjectionable for general
patronage, six as unobjectionable for
adults, one as objectionable in part
and has condemned two, both foreign.
The new films and their classification
follow.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for
General Patronage — "Boots and
Saddles," "The Great Garrick,"
"Luck of Roaring Camp," "Roll
Along
"Texas
Trail,"Cowboy,"
"Thanks"Stand
for In,"
Listening,"
"Wallaby Jim of the Islands," "Youth
on Parole." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults — "Alcatraz
Island," "Danger — Love at Work,"
"Double W e d d i n g," "Evforduo"
(Hungarian),(Spanish).
"52nd Street,"
Ponciano"
Class"Ora
B,
Objectionable in Part — "Angel."
Class C, Condemned — "Adolph Armstrong" (Swedish), "Lucrezia Borgia" (French).
End

Bartholomew

Case

Hollywood, Oct. 17. — M-G-M has
arrived at a settlement, subject to the
approval of the court, of the controversy over the services of Freddie
Bartholomew. The agreement was
reached between the studio and the
boy's aunt.
Wood Gets Ohio Post
Columbus, Oct. 17. — P. J. Wood,
secretary of the I.T.O. of Ohio, has
been named a member of the Ohio
Board of Buildiner Standards.

Set

The Theatrical Division of the NonRetitle "Park Avenue"
partisan Committee in support of
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — "Murder in
Village" has been chosen
Mayor LaGuardia and Thomas E. Greenwich
Dewey will hold a luncheon on Oct. by Columbia as the release title for
"Park Avenue Dame."
25 at the Hotel Astor.
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M-G-M
Seeks
To

Parley

End

Fight

Param't
With
{Continued from page 1)
calling for an exhibitor parley composed of one exhibitor from each of
the disgruntled areas.
The statement was captioned "A
,
Paramount Peace Plan." It charged
at its outset, that the Paramount
"high command" had committed a
"tactical blunder in its war on its customers." The "blunder" was explained
as a decision by Paramount to_ sell
away from "recognized, established
." the statement :
accounts
Declared
"If in doing so Paramount could
recoup its losses, the move might have
some economic justification. But with
UMPTO holding voluntary powers of
most of the exattorney to buy for other
territories
hibitors and with
adopting similar plans, the newest
Paramount move must be construed as
a punitive act directed against a few
of the stalwarts in the exhibitor
ranks."
Indiana

Firm

Sues

Para, on 10 Films
{Continued from page 1)
was to have been returnable today in
the Indiana court but Paramount attorneys moved on Saturday to have
the case transferred to the U. S. District Court at Indianapolis on the
grounds of a diversity of citizenship
involved in the action. No date has
been set yet for the Federal court
hearing on the application.
The action to compel the distributor
to deliver the 10 pictures alleged to
on last season's
have beenis purchased
identical to the procedure
contract
which Allied Theatres of the Northwest recently declared it would institute against the distributor at Minneapolis. That action has not been
filed yet, however.
M-G-M

to Use

More

Color

Photographs
Oct. 17.— M-G-M's pubHollywood,
licity department intends to use color
stills in publicizing its stars and productions, itwas indicated today when
the new still camera laboratory went
into use.
The laboratory, in addition to being equipped with what the studio
describes as the most modern equipment of any photographic studio in
the west, has devices for two-color
still processes — Carbro and Dufay —
already set up, and provisions for
equipment for other color processes.
Included is a copy camera which
takes three-color pictures with one
setting — leaving impressions on red,
greenish-yellow plate emulIjlue
sions. and
The laboratory is completely anconditioned to facilitate the better handling of liquids used in developing
and printing.

Phillips Named Officer
New Haven, Oct. 17.— Louis Philyears Conlips, for the past four
necticut manager for Modern Theatre
Equipment Co., has been made a vicepresident of the firm.

Disney
$70,000

Multi-Plane
Gadget,

(Continued from page 1)
certain circumstances. A very important thing it does not do is to achieve
this by means of the old familiar trick
of trucking a camera .trained upon a
focal center along a circumferential
sector of track. It does manifest its
efYectiveness most strikingly in dolly
(approach and retreat) shots, although
this is by no means the limit of its
usefulness.
In common with what may be referred to for clarity in this connection
as the single-plane cartoon camera,
the lens of the multi-plane camera is
poised directly above the horizontally
placed subject matter, or drawing.
But the multi-plane camera is so constructed as to facilitate a breaking up
of the subject matter into from two
to seven planes — depending upon the
character of the scene to be photographed— and a simultaneous shooting of the matter distributed among
the several planes.
Clarification
For an example to clear up that
snarl of wordage, a scene to be shot
may contain a background of sky with
clouds drifting across it while a windmill in middle distance turns round,
trees nearer at hand bow to the wind,
a pond in the foreground ripples to
the beat of rain and ducks parade the
near bank, all this being seen through
a window. In standard cartoon production all this is drawn upon a single or several tightly superimposed
sheets of celluloid and shot as a single, flat subject, with the artist relied
upon to suggest depth, or perspective,
as best he may. For the multi-plane
camera the scene is broken up, or separated, into component parts, on the
basis of their respective proportionate distances from the eye of the observer.
Thus, in the example stated, the
celluloid sheet on which the window
is drawn is "staged" on the uppermost
of a series of seven horizontal and
narallel planes mounted, and vertically
movable, on what technicians call a
crane and a lavman associates roughly
with an old-fashioned four-poster bed
The celluloid sheet on which the ducks
are drawn is staged on the next to
uppermost plane, the pond ripples on
the one below, the trees curtsey on the
next one, the windmill spins on the
next, the clouds occupv the next shelf
and the skv lies flat on the bottom
one. The lens looks down unon and
*^hrough all these planes and records
what it sees.

Now

in

Use,

Mondays Best
Joe Pollak is back from an
extended European tour.
"I enjoyed getting Motion
Picture Daily and reading it.
However, I liked the Monday
"Why?"
issue
best."
"Because

On

Camera

it carried few

stock market quotations."
man. To this stafi: two men must be
added for each additional plane
brought into use by the multi-plane
camera, since the two latter operations
must be duplicated on each level.
The foregoing is as much as appears to the untutored reportorial eye.
The untrained ear picks up much talk
about proportionate.
The device will get its real screen
test, of course, when "Snow White
and
the Seven Dwarfs" goes into the
theatres.

Shanghai
Situation
Improving
Slowly
(Continued from page 1)
ernment film censors are in full operation daily in Shanghai. Local business conditions indicate every attempt
at normalcy despite continual day and
night battle and bombardment around
the settlements, where casualties from
"archies" are very slight.
The cholera is under control and
the population is orderly. Food is
plentiful but prices are high. Reports
here indicate that two theatres in
Hongkew have been demolished, while
10 other subsequent runs in districts
occupied by the Japanese are unable
to operate.
A terrific street battle is raging
three-quarters of a mile from this office but all staffs are working as
usual, despite rocking bombardments
from heavy guns and aircraft bombings. Many foreign refugees are returning to Shanghai from other ports.
M-G-M Signs Esmond
London, Oct. 17. — Carl Esmond,
currently playing in "Victoria Regina"
here, is Louis B. Mayer's latest star
capture in England. The MGM chief
saw his performance during his recent
London visit. Esmond sails for the
United States on long-term contract,
immediatelv the Lyric run ends.

Improvement Marked
That the thing the lens sees is con'iidered bv the Disnev forces to he
Plan a Holiday Short
importantly superior to the picture obMax
Fleischer has completed details
tainable by single-plane photograi)hy
is substantiated by statistics. A good for the production of a two-reel cartoon subject similar to the film reday's work with a single-plane camera
leased last year by Paramount. It will
nets 100 ft. of film ; the multi-plane
camera is counted functioning at par be in Technicolor and is entitled "Popif it nets \S feet of film in the same
eye the Sailor Meets Ali Baba's 40
number of working hours. Addi- Thieves." It will be released by Paramount during the holiday season.
tionally, operation of the multi-plane
camera requires, according to the
number of planes being used, the serChamberlain at Studio
vices of from two to four times as
London, Oct. 8. — Neville Chambermany men. As is fairly well known,
lain, British Prime Minister, visited
operation of a single-plane camera re- the Denham studios to make a Conquires one man to focus and shoot,
servative Party film. He was escorted
one to stage the successive pictures
by
Sir
Albert
Clavering, honorary
for the lens, another to follow script
organizer
of
the
Conservative and
and check operations of the second
Unionist Films Ass'n,

Issues
Short

Book

Subjects

M-G-M's publicity and advertising
department has turned out a book that
looks like a fan magazine for the purpose of stimulating interest in shorts.
It has 20 pages and measures 12%
in. by
9^/2 in. and has varied color and
art
work.
A foreword is supplied by Howard
Dietz. There's an article by Halsey
Raines, a biographical sketch of Pete
Smith, a discussion of foreign sales
of shorts by Charles Cohen, and exploitation stunts.
It is entirely different from a pressbook and is designed for reproduction
in newspapers as well as supplying
selling ideas to exhibitors. A few paragraphs on the inside of the front
cover indicate that it will be continued
only if its reception warrants it, and
will be mailed only to those who request it.
Book
for "Victoria"
An Elaborate
Layout
S. Barret McCormick's publicity and
advertising department at RKO has
turned out a pressbook on "Victoria
the Great" that is done up in a box
like a rare first edition. The cover
has the British royal crown in full
color, full size, and it's considerably
impressive.
The shape of the book is odd — 11?4
inches high by 18 inches wide — and
the cover is done in color. The first
six pages are in sepia on heavy stock,
followed by another page in full color.
The tieups and advertising are also
done in the regal manner.
To

Teach

Film

Writing

Hanover, N. H., Oct. 17. — Instruction in film script writing is to be
taught at Dartmouth College. The
6/ outplan is to have instruction from
standing writers, directors, actors and - V-i1
others. The idea was developed by —Vi-VZ
nus.
Walter Wanger, 6V»
a Dartmouth alum1/2
14fi
Street15
13J4534 635^
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Subjects

Subjects

"China Strikes Back'
1,Garrison )
iiarry Dunham, a photographer,
''Boots and Saddles''
journeyed to remote regions in China
and filmed these scenes of Chinese
(Republic)
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 17. — With Gene Autry leading in di"aw over the soldiery. Arranged by Robert Stebpresent day crop ot western stars, Republic went out and spent some money bins, Peter Ellis, David Wolff and
tnis tune and brought this horse opus more into the real production class. Eugene Hill, tlie resulting picture is
Most of the shots are heavily backgrounded with people and choral made to bear on the preparations of
the Chinese people against Japanese
support on the singing numbers is frequent.
invasion. There is a varied collection
Autry, accordmg to the story, has to break in a youngster, Ra Hould, of shots showing soldiers on the
liom England, who inherited the ranch and wishes to sell it. Autry, in march, maneuvers, street speakers, the
the interest of his ranch cronies, convinces the kid he should hold on dead victims of military attack lying
and, in order to make money, they seek an army horse-breaking con- in streets, destruction and the hardtract. Thus, Autry is ushered to the presence of Judith Allen, the
ships forced upon the non-combatant.
propaganda par''Milt Britton and His
colonel's
daughter.
the meanie side leans Gordon Elliott, also after It is anti-Japanese
ticularly well filmed.
the contract
and the To
ranch.
Autry is supported by Smiley Burnette, the latter sprinkling the yarn
stra"
(. yOrche
itaphone)
Running time, 28 mins. "A."
The Sphinx even gets a hearty with comedy as a sagebush goof. These two, with Teddy Powell, Leonard Whiteup, Walter Samuels, Carson Robinson, Aaron Gonzales, Del "Trotting Thoroughlaugh from the antics of this well
known band as they do their stuff in Lyons, Lani Mclntire, Fleming Allan and Nelson Shawn, wrote the
a Cairo setting. A piano, approxi- jingling ditties which crop out generously.
Miss Allen, looking very good for this class product, adds from a (Columbia)
mately 20 violins and a 'cello are
The training and eventual racing
smashed to accomplish this end. The romance standpoint, her general business with Autry assuring laughs.
of trotting horses is offered in this
short is highly entertaining and will
World of Sports number. The
be gleefully received. Running time, Supporting players are Guy Usher, John Ward, Frankie Marvin, Chris News
material is well put together and
Marvin, Stanley Blystone and Bud Osborne.
11 mins. "G."
achieves a pleasant pictorial effect.
Joseph Kane directed. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
The breds"
photography is excellent. Run"Miss Lonely Hearts"
{Educational)
ning time, 10 mins. "G."
'Where
Trails Divide''
A lonely hearts club, so-called, is {Monogram)
"Mysterious Ceylon"
the excuse and setting for a group of
Stagecoach holdups and the violation of the blue laws in Rawhide (Vitaphone)
novelty turns, some of which are en- provide the material for this western story. There is an absence of the
A brief tour of the big island off
tertaining and keep the short going
the
tip of India in color. It takes in
at an active pace. The Michael Sis- old, reliable cattle rustling. The story is acted plausibly, but is such the historical highlights of the place
obvious
drama
that
it
will
please
in
the
lesser
spots.
Tom
Keene,
the
ters, Anita Jacobi, Harriet Hutchins
and shows a number of religious
buildings. Fine native types are
and Aileen O'Connor are among the hero of the piece, doesn't sing, which also has its points.
Keene, fresh from law school, arrives in Rawhide, finding it lives brought before the camera and of
performers, and the act includes singing, eccentric dancing and acrobatics. up to its name. He sets up his shingle, but soon runs afoul of the bad course glimpses of Colombo and
A fair short subject.
elements. His brother, David Sharp, manager of the local express office, Kandy round out the film. Fair. RunRunning time, 10 mins. "G."
is also playing with the outlaws. Keene gets himself appointed sheriff.
He is about licked when he finally gets Warner Richmond, leader of
ning time, 10 mins. "G."
while
"Love Sick"
robberies
the
of
him
accuses
blank
point
and
court
in
gang,
the
(Universal)
( Men tone-U for'Saie"
niversal )
he himself is on trial for the supposed killing of Sharp. However, Sharp "Show
An impresario tries to sell a floor
Oswald's dog, Doxie, falls hard for makes an appearance in court. Richmond and his gang make a getaway. show
to a hotel in this musical. He
a French poodle. He moons about and
tries to attract her attention, but she Keene and two undercover agents trail them into the desert, where Rich- performs in an empty night club. The
mond eliminates his aids one by one until he is finally caught. Keene material he offers is a collection of
ignores him. He is finally cured of his
infatuation when he discovers she is marries Eleanor Stewart, whom he has met on the stagecoach.
third rate adagio dancers, roller skatthe wife of a bulldog. It has clever
ers, tap dancers, a child torch singer
the usual standard. Bert Longenecker's
The performances are upN. toBradbury
directed.
and an exhibition of "The Big Apple."
moments. Running time, 8 mins. "G." photography is fine. R.
At its best it is only fair. Running
minutes. "G."
Running time, 59(Additional
Reviews on Page 8.)
"The Man Without a
time, 21 mins. "G."
wife and mother-in-law are away, he the race for the trio not, however, be- "All Aboard"
Country"
( Vitaphone)
fore plenty of highly effective and (M entone-U niversal)
gets more than he bargained for. The
The patriotic intent of this film new
A railroad terminal serves as a settenant stages a wild party, the laughable slapstick takes place. The
overshadows the acting and the col- police arrive, a girl is left behind and film is a big improvement over _the
ting for the performance of a number
oring. It is based on the familiar Errol's wife walks in unexpectedly. trio's recent efforts. Running time, of average vaudeville acts that fail to
story and should find a receptive audi- The moments of genuine comedy
introduce any novelty by being transence in children. John Litel plays the which result are chiefly the work of
ferred tocelluloid. There are laughs of
the
obvious
variety and it may go well
title role and he is aided in his por- Errol.
"G."
17 mins.
trayal of the exiled army lieutenant
where the audience is not too discrimiby Gloria Holden, Theodore Osborn,
Running time, 17 mins. "G."
"Going
(Universal) Places No. 30"
Donald Brian and Holmes Herbert.
nating. Running time, 17 mins. "G."
Table tennis is treated in this issue.
"Silly
Nights"
Running time, 21 mins. "G."
(Educational)
A quartet of experts go through their "Mechanical Handy Man"
Jefferson Machamer, cartoonist, bag of tricks in regular and slow mo- (Universal)
Oswald and his assistant, Dumb
tion, each move carefully covered by
"The
Dancing Bear"
and Gals"
his "Gags
(Educational)
brings
to
the screen
in a short
subjectmaterial
whose Lowell Thomas as he narrates. It is Cluck, try to sell a robot hand to a
farmer. The contrivance runs all over
Farmer Alfalfa, cartoon character comedy is to a large extent lacking in
fairly good material but has been done
the screen as it pursues a cow in an
in this Terry-Toon, becomes involved effectiveness. Machamer, seen at his
with a dancing bear while its owner drawing board, is clever, but the story, before. Running time, 10 mins. "G." effort to milk it. Much damage is done
sleeps, and the result is one of those of which the title is an all too apt
before it is finally demolished. Sometimes it's clever. Running time, 7
wild pursuits through the farmer's description, is a weak effort, at best.
house, ending with the farmer acci- Various novelty acts are woven in.
"Community
Sing
2-2"
(Columbia)
dentally donning a bear skin, taken
Lilting Irish tunes are offered here.
away by the master of the real bear.
Running time, 19 mins. "G."
They are familiar stuff such as "Keeper of the Lions"
An ordinary cartoon.
"G."
Universal)
"Along the Rocky Road to Dublin," (mins.
"Playing
the Ponies"
Running time, 7 mins. "G."
Oswald inadvertently lets the big
(Columbia)
"Tipperary," "When Irish Eyes Are
out of their cage in this cartoon
The Three Stooges swap their res- Smiling" and "Sweet Rosie O'Grady." cats
"A Rented Riof
taurant for a race horse. They receive Donald Grayson and Gene Morgan and as a result the rest of the reel is
(RKO)
the bad end of the bargain. On the take care of the necessary coaxing devoted to his efforts to round them
When rubber-legged Leon Errol day of a race they discover that cer- and the singing of the chorus. It up. He managers this end in clever
tries to pay off an $80 debt by renting
tain Chili nuts give their nag plenty should bring good audience response. fashion. It is average cartoon fare.
his apartment for a month, while his of ambition.
This discovery wins
Running time, 10 mins. "G."
Running time, 7 mins. "G."
'Many
Unhappy Returns'
(RKO)
There are a few laughs in this
comedy, in which Ford Sterling is
the husband, who, attempting to
please his wife by buying her a
French doll, is suspected by her of
going out with a blonde, when she
hods blonde hair on his coat. His
attempts to get out of the difficulty
and the accidental inclusion of the
blonde cigar stand clerk in the problem, make for a number of antics and
a little comedy.
Running time, 17 mins. "G."
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Advantages
Circuit

of

Spots

{Continued from page 1)
preferential treatment in the matters
of rentals, selective contracts, bookings and credit; their alleged ability
to obtain extended clearance ; alleged
overbuying ; alleged ability to regulate subsequent run admission prices,
and their alleged exemption from
some contract provisions.
The answer was prepared by
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board of Allied States ; John P. Devaney and Louis B. Schwartz, attorneys for Northwest Allied, Minneapolis ; Francis Murphy of Fargo and
P. O. Sathre of Bismarck. It emphasizes the defendants' fear that without
the "divorce" legislation all "homeowned" theatres eventually will be
by producer-distributor inacquired terests.
It sets forth that at the
present time there are 11 affiliated
theatres in the state, all owned by
Paramount, as compared with 100
independent theatres.
Call Paramount "Foreign"
The answer stresses the representations that Paramount and Minnesota Amusements, complainants in the
action, are large "foreign" corporations, the parent company allegedly
doing a gross business in excess of
$100,000,000 last year and having
interests in approximately 1,400 theatres. It is represented that the
"foreign" concern is not responsive
to the "likes and dislikes" of local
patronage in film fare and withdraws
large sums of money from the state.
that the "divorce" law
within theg police power of the state
is Contendin
and, therefore, is constitutional, the
answer denies Paramount's representations as to the sums for which
it would be liable for violation of the
law in the event an injunction against
its enforcement was not issued. The
defendants' answer declares that the
penalties "are not now known or predictable" as it will be up to the state
courts to fix them upon conviction
for violation.
The case will now be placed on the
Federal court calendar at Fargo and
may be reached for trial during the
November term.
Oklahoma

Town

Cuts

Theatres* Tax Rate
Gushing, Okla., Oct. 17. — The occupation tax on theatres has been
lowered by the City Commission here.
The reduction had been requested by
the theatres.
S. J. Berton, City Attorney, was
instructed to draw up an ordinance
which will be passed at the next meeting fixing the tax at $5 for each 100
seats or any fraction thereof.
The lowering of the tax on theatres,
said Andrew W. Little, chairman of
the Board of City Commissioners, is
in line with the lowering of taxes in
pool halls, bowling alleys and other
recreational places which has recently
been authorized by the Commission.
In Its Sixth

Week

"Maerling" goes into its sixth week
at the Filmarte today.
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Big

$17,000,

Philadelphia

''45 Fathers"
(20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — Plenty entertainment for the entire family and
more than enough showmanship material with which to sell it are provided here. An action farce, geared to provoke laughter, "45 Fathers"
is also a Jane Withers' vehicle that should fully satisfy her growing
legions of admirers. Dialogue and movement are cleverly balanced
against backgrounds of well contrived situations, and the show moves
speedily, holding interest at a high pitch.
The plot has waif Jane as the ward of an Explorers' Club composed
of elderly men, and directly in charge of Richard Carle. Taken into his
home, where her old friends, Paul and Grace Hartman later become

Philadelphia, Oct. 17. — "The
Prisoner of Zenda" got off to a big
start at the Aldine, grossing $17,000
and setting itself for at least three
weeks.
With Buddy Rogers and other
Hollywood talent on the stage, and
"Annapolis Salute" on the screen, the
Earle took second place in profits
with a good $20,000.
"The Life of Emile Zola" held up
strongly in its second week at the

servants. Carle's efforts to educate and make a little lady of the child
meet with results that are disappointing to him, but which proved gayly

at
the grossing
Stanton $18,500.
following "Dead
three weeks
Boyd,
End,"
at the Aldine, surprised everyone
with a strong $9,000 and almost
rated a second week. The take was

amusing to the audience. Becoming the buddy of Carle's nephew,
Thomas Beck, Jane quickly senses that Louise Henry's romantic interest in him is inspired by a desire to get his money. With the McCoys,

$2,000
Total over
first normal.
run business was $91,600.
Jane's efforts to expose the plot cause Miss Henry to tile a breach of Average is $79,960.
promise suit. Action moves into a courtroom where Jane's testimony
Estimated takings for the week
self.
and the McCoy's ventriloquistic tricks lead Miss Henry to trap her- ending Oct. 14 :
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
Not only is tomboyish Jane Withers fully up to standard, but the Gross:
ALDINE
— (1,300),
40c-55c-65c,
7 days.
$17,000.
(Average,
$8,160)
Hartmans contribute much amusing stuff. Carle, Beck, Miss Henry,
"THE SHEIK STEPS OUT" (Republic)
Nella Walker and Andrew Tombes give good performances and the
ARCADIA
(600), 25c-40c-50c,
7 day*.
Gross:
$1,300. — (Average,
$2,800)
supporting cast has plenty to do. Based on a story by Mary Bickel,
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
which Frances Hyland and Albert Ray adapted and James Tinling week.
BOYD—
(2,400),$18,500.
40c-55c-65c,
7 days,
Gross:
(Average,
$14,00) 2nd
"ANNAPOLIS
SALUTE"
(RKO)
directed, "45 Fathers" should prove a popular and profitable attraction
EARLK— (2,000), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days. Stage:
in any competition.
Buddy,
Roy Atwill,$14,000)
Toby Wing. Gross:
$20,000. (Average,
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (2(tth-Fox)
FOX— Gross:
(3,0(X)), $9,500.
40c-55c-65c,
6 days,
2nd
week.
(Average,
7 days,
''Hollywood Round-Up"
( Coronet-Columbia)
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — The name of Buck Jones, leader in the 1936
Fame exhibitor poll on Western stars, tied in with an expose of the
"inside" of filming western pictures as included in "Hollywood RoundUp," is a natural draw for youngsters of all ages in the areas where
scenes of men on horses galloping across the screen intrigue.
In this, the first of a series of Coronet Prod, starring Jones and released by Columbia, an effort is made to expand the scope of the star's
drawing power by subduing the rough action stuff, keying up the
dramatic situations and making Jones undertake histrionic tasks other
than those necessary for portrayal of his former fast riding, straight
shooting cowboy roles.
The original story and screen play by Joseph Hoffman and Monroe
Shaff, directed by Ewing Scott, place Jones as a stunt man and double
for Grant Withers, conceited cowboy star. Jones, fired from his job on
Withers' demands because of his friendliness toward Helen Twelvetrees, is signed up by a robber gang, members of which pose as a film
location troupe. A bank is robbed, and Jones is captured. Awaiting trial,
he escapes from jail with the aid of little Dickie Jones and captures the
gang, which is about to flee in an airplane, by lassoing the tail assembly of the ship and pulling off the rudder. Withers gets the credit for
the capture, but is exposed publicly by the boy and Miss Twelvetrees.
Previewed without Production Code Seal. Running time, 63 minutes. "G."
Homer
Harmon

"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (W.B.)
$14,000)
7 days,
2ndKARLTON—
run. Gross:(1,000),
$2,800. 25c-40c-50c,
(Average, $4,000)
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME" (Para.)
7 days, 2nd
run.KEITH'S—
Gross: (2,000),
$3,000. 30c-40c-50c,
(Average, $4,000)
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
STANLEY—
(3,700), 40c-55c-65c,
7 days.
Gross:
$10,500.
"DEAD(Average,
END" $14,000)
(U.A.)
7 days,
2ndSTANTON—
run. Gross:(1,700).
$9,000. 30c-40c-50c,
(Average, $7,000)
AFL
Ignores Talent
Claims of the lATSE
(Continued from page 1)
ing the presence there i,f Frank Gillmore, the latter stated on Saturday.
Gillmore is president of the A. A.
A. A., parent A. F. of L. organization
for theatrical, radio and concert talent,
and which chartered the Screen
Actors' Guild.
Gillmore observed that the I.A.'s
jurisdictional claims have not been
pressed or acted upon by the organization itself and advanced the opinion
that "they were never seriously in-

To Resume 306 Talks
Another meeting between major
Group
Being
circuit
executives and Local 306 deleKinzler's
(Continued
from pageTalked
1)
tended."
(Continued fromRoxy
page 1) Job
gates to discuss terms for the next two
for some time that a new theatre will years will be held Wednesday or
Morris Kinzler's duties. Kinzler
next Monday will join Kayton-Spiero be built at Goshen will come to a Thursday. Progress was reported at
as account executive handling 20th head this week when construction on the session last Friday.
the house will get under way. M.
Century-Fox and the Roxy.
Harmon has been with F. & M. in Smith, who handles the buying and Muss
olini Departs;
St. Louis since the circuit took over booking for five Sussex, N. J., theathe three Warner houses there.
tres is said to have made a deal to
on 1)Ram
Stud
More
y page
Kinzler had been with the Roxy for include the Goshen house in his group.
(Continued
from
four and a half years.
not be grasped in the time spent by
Rodney Bush, who was to have
him on the coast and that a conFranchot
Tone
Re-Signed
joined Buchanan & Co. as account
siderably greater ef¥ort must be made
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — Franchot
executive for 20th Century-Fox, will
join Warners, it is reported. This Tone has been signed to a new long before any program planned by the
could not be confirmed at the Warner term contract by M-G-M. He is now new company can get actively or
actually under way.
home office .Saturday.
working in "The Four Marys."
Gets

New

Sullivan

County
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^All

Lancer
Kansas

Spy''

Variety

Club

Chatter

Show

City

Cleveland
Cleveland,
Oct. 17. — Variety Club
in Slump
Top
has resumed picture shows every week
for the shut-ins of the local institutions which are not provided with proKansas City, Oct. 17.— First riuis
jection equipment. Two Variety Club
felt the effects of a general slump at
members
are in charge of each screena
and
the box office. "Lancer Spy"
stage show took $8,000, over par by
ing. Pictures are donated by the exchanges. Operators volunteer their
$1,000 at the Tower, for the best comparative showing.
services and free transportation is furnished by Film Messenger Service.
"High, Wide and Handsome" and Projectors are transported by the Rap"On Again, Off Again" pulled $8,300
at the Mainstreet, $300 up, and the paport Studios.
former was moved to the Newman.
Dallas
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" went $200
over the $4,000 line at the Uptown in
Dallas, Oct. 17. — Tent No. 17 has
its second K. C. week and was held
resumed its weekly luncheons at the
for a third.
Total first run business (excluding Adolphus Hotel. Lloyd Rust was
Empress) was $35,100. Average is king for the day at the first one and
Prof. R. E. Jackson of the C. L A.
$35,500.
Estimated takings :
Girls' School of Denton was guest
of honor.
Week Ending Oct. 14:
New members are : Walter King,
"HIGH, WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
Dallas ; R. F. Cornes, Farmersville ;
William B. Zoellner, Oklahoma
"ON AGAIN, OFF AGAIN" (RKO)
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 7 days.
City ; Irving Brody, New York ;
Gross: $8,300. (Average, $8,000)
Andy Mauldin, Lubbock ; Lance
"WALTER WANGER'S VOGUES OF
1938" (U.A.)
Davis, Rotan; H. S. Leon, Haskell;
"LONDON BY NIGHT" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND--(4,000), 2Sc-40c, 7 days. Gross: W. J. Chesher, Littlefield; J. E.
$10,500. (Average, $11,500)
Gribble, Houston; Dick Owen, Dal"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
las, and George Marshall, WashNEWMAN— (21,900), 25c -400, 7 days, 2nd
ington.
week. Gross: $4,100. (Average, $5,000)
"LANCER SPY" (2»th-Fox)
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Detroit
Carl Freed & His Harmonica Lads, Troy &
Lynne, Raymond Wilbert, Three Lorraine
Detroit, Oct. 17. — S. L. A. Marshall,
and Ruton's$7,000)Little Stars. Gross:
Sisters (Average,
$8,000.
Detroit News writer who recently returned from the Spanish war front,
"WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE"
(20th-Fox)
was the speaker at the first fall
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days,. 2nd luncheon
of the local Variety Club
K.C. week. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)
in the Book-Cadillac. He told the
Week Ending Oct. 15:
"TALK OF THE DEVIL" (G.B.)
barkers that films are the only recreaEMPRESS— (1,500), 25c-35c, 7 days. Stage:
tion left for the Spanish, all other
Brown Skin Models. Gross: $5,200.
forms of entertainment and sports
having been stopped by the war.
Work of remodeling the club rooms
on the eighth floor of the hotel has
"Life," Whiteman
started and work is to be completed
in about three weeks, giving the club
,200, Oklahoma
much larger quarters.
Plans for the annual ball were disOklahoma City, Oct. 17.— "Life
cussed and it was decided to let the
WhitePaul
with
"
College,
at
Begins
man and his orchestra on the stage for board of directors select the date for
three days at advanced prices, took the afi^air. It is believed it will not
the cream off the first run business be held until after the first of the
here. The Criterion gross was $8,200, year, due to the remodeling of the
over normal by $3,700.
club rooms and other events scheduled.
"Double or Nothing" was the only
other attraction to get within shooting
Omaha
distance of par. It took $4,500, down
Omaha, Oct. 17. — The eighth anby $500, at the Widwest.
nual golf tournament sponsored at the
Total first run business was $17,100.
Omaha Field club by the Variety club
Average is $13,750.
Estimated takings for the week end- was won by J. L. Phelps. The runner up was Branch Manager Joe Scott
ing Oct. 9:
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (20th-Fox) of 20th Century-Fox, and the winner
CRITERION— (1,700). 25c-50c-7Sc, 7 days.
Stage: Paul Whiteman and his orchestra of the consolation flight was Bob WatFriday, Saturday, Sunday. Gross: $8,200.
(Average, $4,500.)
Charter New Fox Unit
"WHITE BONDAGE" (W. B.)
"WILD AND WOOLLY" (20th-Fox)
Dover, Oct. 17.— Fox Port WashLIBERTY— (1,500) 10c-20c-25c, 4 days.
ington Corp. has been chartered here
Gross: $2,000. (Average. 7 days, $2,250.)
"ACCUSED" ( U. A.)
with a capital of $1,000 by Harold
"MARRY THE GIRL" (W. B.)
Vaughan, Joseph A. Donovan and
LIBERTY— (1.500), 10c-20c-25c, 3 days. C.
Edwin E. Lindgren.
Gross: $700. (Average, 7 days, $2,250.)
New Era Pictures Corp. has
"DOUBLE OR NOTHING" (Para.)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-35c-55c, 7 days. changed its name to Globe Pictures
Gross: $4,500. (Average. $5,0CO.)
Corp., New York.
"CONFESSION" (W. B.)
TOWER— (1.100), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $1,700. (Average, $2,000.)
Open New Alabama House
Ozark, Ala., Oct. 17.— The Dale,
Meet Dec. 6-7
PiNEHURST, N. C, Oct. 17. — The new theatre of the Peoples Theatres
Theatre Owners of North and South of Alabama circuit, will be formally
Carolina will hold their silver anni- opened here tonight. Walter J.
versary convention here Dec. 6-7. Brackin and Fred C. McLendon head
the circuit.
Charles W. Picquet is president.

Yours,"

kins
Moines of
office.Republic-Midwest's Des
Fifty played golf, while 25 more
were present for the noon barbecue
and evening dinner.
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Oct. 17. — The new
members are Max Shulgold, resident, and Clyde P. Church, Mannington, W. Va., Joseph Shapiro,
Mt. Union, Pa., and W. R. Stich,
Spangler,
Harry Pa.,
Seed non-residents.
was called to New

$24,300

Detroit

Lead

Detroit,
Oct. show
17.— "It's
All by
Yours,"
with
a stage
headed
Tex
Ritter and Snug Pollard, turned in a
big $24,300 at the Fox, thereby topping par by
$4,300. Woman," also with
"That
Certain
a stage show, took $23,600, up by
$3,600. "Dead End," in its third week,
with "Mr. Dodd Takes the Air" as
the other half of a dual bill, was still

strong
at $6,100,
andthe"Thin
Ice,"wasin
second
week at
Adams,
York by the serious illness of his its
father.
$1,700 over the line on a take of
Gov. Harold Hoffman of New
Total first run business was $82,200.
Jersey has already accepted his invitation to attend the annual ban- Average is $70,000.
$6,700.
quet on Nov. 14.
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 14:
"THINK "THIN
FAST, ICE"
MR. MOTO''
(20th-Fox) (20th-Fox)
Washington
(2nd Week)
Washington, Oct. 17. — Serving as
ADAMS— (1,770), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
kings-for-the-day, Hardie Meakin $6,700. (Average, $5,000)
"IT'S ALL YOURS" (2(Hh-Fox)
and Harry S. Brown, presented the
FOX— Snub
(5,100),Pollard,
15c -75c,Eileen
7 days.
Stage:Cappy
Tex
78 barkers and guests assembled for Ritter,
Barton,
the second luncheon of the new season Barra Swing Harmonicas, Stanley Bros.,
Three Jacksons. Gross: $24,300. (Average,
a novel program.
No entertainment from local thea- $20,000)
"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (W.B.)
tres was presented. In its place V. F.
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days.
Calverton, writer and traveler, ad- Stage: Lottie Mayer's Water ballet, Francis
& Carroll, Frank Conville & Co., Bob Hall.
dressed the group on Naziism, char- Gross:
$23,600. (Average, $20,000)
acterized
as
the
world's
greatest
exploitation campaign.
"MR. DODD
TAKES
AIR" (W.B.)
"DEAD
END"THE(U.A.)
Among the guests were : Glenn
(3rd Week)
Norris, Russell Hildebrand, Louis
STATE^(3,00O), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Krause, Wilmot Squire, Sylvan $6,100. (Average, $5,000)
King, Frederic William Wile,
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
O'Hanlon.
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-65c, 7
Louis Goldberg and Murray days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $10,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
The smoker Monday will be in
MADISON— (2,000), 15c-6Sc, 7 days. Gross:
charge of A. E. Lichtman and $12,000. (Average, $10,000)
Archie D. Engle, members of the
House Committee.
Set New Brown Film
Plans are well under way for the
Hollywood, Oct. 17. — Joe E.
fourth annual dinner and dance to be
held Nov. 20 at the Willard. Sidney Brown's first starring vehicle to be
B. Lust is the general chairman, released by Columbia will be "Chinese
Hooey," in which the current Sinowith Harry E. Lohmeyer as assist- Japanese
war will be the background.
ant and chairman of the Entertain- Featured with Brown in the David L.
ment Committee.
Loew production will be Fine,
Other committee chairmen are
Howard
Fine, Columbia's "Three
Thomas A. O'Donnell and Samuel Stooges" and
short subject stars, in their
A. Galanty, dinner; Rudolph first feature
appearance. Edward
Berger, ticket sale ; Harry P. Som- Sedgwick will direct. Under the
erville, decorations and special Loew-Columbia deal, Columbia will
talent; J. Raymond Bell, publicity; release two Joe E. Brown starring
Samuel N. Wheeler, hotel reserva- pictures, the three-picture deal with
tions ;Joseph P. Morgan, printing ; RKO having been consummated with
Samuel A. Galanty and Dr. Frank "Fit for a King."
T. Shyne, reception; Hardie Meakin, talent host ; A. Julian Brylaw- Three Companies Formed
SKi, finance; Archie D. Engle, proDover, Oct. 17.— New Era Pictures
gram, and A. E. Lichtman, out-of- Corp., has been chartered here with
town guests and contacts.
capital of 200 no par shares by
Rlargaret Tully, Brooklyn ; Charles
Ettinger, New York, and Stanley J.
N. Y. Incorporations
Long Island.
Albany, Oct. 17. — Theatrical com- Sragow,
Tri-Mension Pictures, Inc., has
incorporated: recently here in- been formed with 100,000 no par
cludepanies
the following
United M. P. Industries, Ltd., New shares by Harold C. Vaughan, David
York, capital, 100 shares no par, hy M. Jackman and Edwin E. Lindgren.
The Bonded Film Corp. of AmerRoy Smeck, C. Gibson, George Orth
ica has been chartered with $100,000
New Yorker Amusement Co., Inc.,
capital
S. L. Mackey, J. Skrivan
New York, exhibition, capital, 100 and H. by
Kennedy.
shares no par, by Solomon Kleinman,
Victor Ellenbogan, Ella Shelnick.
Direct Distributing Corp., New Warner Gives Apparatus
York, capital, 100 no par shares, by
Winter Park, Fla., Oct. 17. —
Pearl Portnoy, Henrietta Schwartz, Harry M. Warner, president of
Ira H. Gelber.
Warners, has presented Rollins College a complete modern sound picture
Seelen Corp., New York, exhibition,
capital, 200 no par shares, by Henry recording system, according to Hamilton Holt, president of the college.
and Rose Seelenfreund.
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FCC
NAB
AFM

Opposes
Plan

This

Tube

Did

It

Schedule

on

Set

Licensings
Washington, Oct. 17. — Because
the A. F. of M. seeks to impose a
system giving it the sole right to
license procurement by stations of
network and transcription programs,
the NAB board of directors, it became known today, has adopted a
resolution
recommending
agreement entered
into between "any
the A.F.M.
and broadcasting stations should specifically provide that such agreements
shall not contain any restrictions designed to prevent any station from
broadcasting network, transcription or
any other programs including those
of civic, educational, religious, fraternal and public events characters
construed by it to be in the public
interest; and that each station should
consult its own counsel in all matters
afifecting arbitration, sympathetic
strikes, inviolability of contracts, posThis is the tube by which RCA television projects a televised show with images
sible restraint of trade and its obliga- approximately three by four feet on a moving picture screen. By designation,
tions to serve the public interest in the device is known as the Kinescope projection tube.
providing educational and entertainment programs."
Smithsonian on the Air
Two packages, one containing the
original talking machine and the
other believed to contain the original
telephone inventions of Alexander
Graham Bell and Charles Sumner
Tainter, deposited in the archives of
the Smithsonian Institute 56 years
ago will be opened by Institute officials this afternoon.
The description of the findings at
the time the packages are opened will
be broadcast over Mutual, coast-tocoast, from 2 to 2:15 P. M.
Brewery Takes WIL Sports
St. Louis, Oct. 17. — The Hyde
Park Breweries have taken over
sponsorship of all sporting events on
WIL for the winter season, the only
exception being collegiate football,
which is sponsored by the Industrial
Bank of St. Louis.
Additional new business is Adam
Hat Stores, Inc., which is using WIL
to publicize the opening of the company's first Mountain
outlet in this
city ; Co.,
and
the Hartz
Products
contracted for a Sunday program.

Scene in the NBC television studio in the RCA Bldg. during the television demonstration Thursday evening. The program was described as "television's most
elaborate."
It involved
eightand
scene
shifts shots,
and more
than in40 film
different
Iconoscope
camera positions.
Closeups
traveling
familiar
production,
were
an interesting feature.

Conference Holds Up
KFXR
Plea to NLRB
San Francisco, Oct. 17. — In cooperation with the school department,
Oklahoma City, Oct. 17. — Wagner
a new "Vox Pop" program has been Act violations which were to be filed
started over KJBS by the Com- with the National Labor Relations
munity Chest, in anticipation of the Board against KFXR here have been
opening of its drive for $2,090,000 held up pending conference tomorrow
Oct. 20. Junior high schools will between station officials and Joseph
alternate sending picked pupils to an- Harris, ARTA union organizer.
swer brain twister questions on Harris has asked for a wage increase
activities of the chest. The show is for radio operators of the station,
aired each Monday.
time for overtime and four months
sick leave privileges with pay. After
the station officials indicated their
Two New Programs Ready
willingness to talk the situation over,
United Drug Co., through Street & the charges were held up by Harris.
Finney, will sponsor a new musical
Herbert Welch Joins WBNS
transcribed show over WNEW, starting Nov. 2. The Chevrolet Co.,
Columbus, Oct. 17. — Herbert
through William G. Rambeau, today Welch, formerly of WOOL, local
begins a spot campaign over WNEW
NBC outlet, has been appointed staff
for an indefinite period.
announcer of WBNS, CBS affiliate.
School Pupils on Program

Hearing

Jeritza

Is Featured

On Concert Tonight
Maria Jeritza will serve as the featured vocalist on tonight's inaugural
of the bank-sponsored Philadelphia
Orchestra series, replacing Feador
Chaliapin, who was originally scheduled to be heard in the opening.
To meet the emergency created by
Chaliapin's inability to appear. General Motors, which has Jeritza under
exclusive contract, released her to the
banks for this broadcast, after she had
signified her willingness to appear on
the concert.
Agency Places Two Programs
Blackett-Sample-Hummert has
placed two of its network shows on
WOR in transcribed form. The programs are "The Goldbergs" and "Little Orphan Annie."

for

Is

Week

Washington, Oct. 17.— The F.C.C.
has made public its calendar of hearings for the current week, as follows :
Oct. 18, before an examiner — Applications of The Voice of Detroit,
Inc., for a 1,120-kilocycle station at
Detroit, with 500 watts power night,
1,000 watts day ; Cadillac Broadcasting Corp., for a 1,140-kilocycle, 500watt, daytime station at Detroit;
WWPO, Inc., for a 1,120-kilocycle,
250-watt station at Pittsburgh ; Times
Printing Co., for a 1,120-kilocycle station at Chattanooga, with 500 watts
power night, 1,000 watts day ; Martin
R. O'Brien, for a 1,250-kilocycle, 250vvatt, daytime station at Aurora, 111.,
and Gerald A. Travis for a 1,420-kilocycle,
250-watt,
daytime station at
La Porte,
Ind.
Oct. 19, before an examiner — Applications for new stations of Sam
Houston
Ass'n.,
ville, Tex.,Broadcasting
1,500 kilocycles,
100 Huntswatts,
daytime;
Corp.,
Pass, Ore.,Pacific
1,320 Radio
kilocycles,
500Grant's
watts,
daytime; Shirley D. Parker, Yakima,
Wash., 1,310 kilocycles, 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, and Kanawha
Valley Broadcasting Co., Charleston,
W. Va., 1,500 kilocycles, 100 watts.
Will Hear Texas Group
Oct. 20, before an examiner — Applications ofO. C. Burke for a 1,500kilocycle, 100-watt station at Dickinson, Tex. ; Charles F. Engle, for a
1,210-kilocycle station at Natchez,
Miss., 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
KVEC, San Luis Obispo, Cal., for increase of time to operate night with
100 watts ; KVOL, Lafayette, Ind., for
increase of day power from 100 to
250 watts, and WIBG, Glenside, Pa.,
increase from 100 to 5,000 watts.
Oct. 21, before the broadcast division— Applications of WMBH, Joplin. Mo., for change of frequency from
1,420 to 1,380 kilocycles and increase
of power from 100 watts night, 250
watts day to 500 watts ; Valley Broadcasting Co., for a 1,350-kilocycle,
1,000-watt station at Youngstown, and
Juan Piza for a 1,500-kilocycle station
at
250 San
wattsJuan,
day. P. R., 100 watts night,
Oct. 22, before an examiner — Application ofthe Gila Broadcasting Co.,
1,420-kliocycle station at Safford,
Ariz., 100 watts night, 250 watts day.
Seek New W, Va. Station
Washington, Oct. 17. — Application
for authority to build a new broadcasting station at Beckley, W. Va., to
operate on 1,210 kilocycles with a
power of 100 watts night, 250 watts
day, has been filed with the F.C.C. by
Joe L. Smith, Jr.
The commission also was asked to
approve an increase of night power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts by WFLA,
Clearwater, Fla., a similar increase for
WMC, Memphis, and a change of frequency from 1,370 to 560 kilocycles
and an increase from 100 to 250
watts for KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.
More
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JOE WEBER, president of the
A. F. of M., returns from the
Denver A. F. of L. convention today,
and radio parleys with Weber will
be resumed today. . . . Emily Earle
has joined the cast of the Pat Barnes
"Opera House" on Mutual. ... Albert Payson Terhune will be a guest
on the "For Men Only" series over
WHN tonight. ... A delegation of
local newspapermen will visit Philadelphia tonight to attend the inaugural of the bank-sponsored Philadelphia Orchestra series. . . . Amelia
Umnitz, it appears, is still a member
of the NBC press division. ... J.
Biggie Levin, Chicago booker who
handles talent for the Wessel agency
of Chicago, is in town . . . Ethel
Shutta will be heard over Mutual
beginning Oct. 27. . . . NBC l^as refused to allow Time magazine to distribute sample copies of the publication to the studio audience, nipping
an excellent promotion stunt. . . .
Lanny Ross, who was a member of
the "Showboat" cast for almost the
entire six years of its stay on the air,
will return as a guest next Thursday,
the final "Showboat" broadcast. . . .

"Chrysler Football Parade"
Frank G. Menke, sports authority
and editor of the All Sports Record
Book, now broadcasting on football
Fridays for the Chrysler Motor Co.
over WABC only, should find a cordial welcome from local listeners who
are football enthusiasts. Menke not
only chats enjoyably about the game
and its history, but offers dope on the
probable winners of the Saturday
games.
Menke, in beginning his series, backtracked to the formative days of the
intercollegiate games, when the players
wore long beards and even longer
head hair, and were called "gorillas."
The long hair and beards, he related,
were grown to enable teammates and
opponents to grasp the players by the
hair or beard and propel them forward or backward, depending on who
had hold.
"Chrysler Football Parade" is offered Fridays from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M.
Lee Anderson of Detroit is the agency.
Ann Leaf, at the organ, supplies the
college songs.
Banner

"Skelly Court of Missing Heirs"
Chicago, Oct. 17. — The "Skelly
Court
of Missingshow
Heirs"
turns out
be
a dramatic
of merit.
It to
is
Albany Town Pump
filled with episodes of human interest
Albany, Oct. 17.— Gene O'Haire, and the subject matter is of a type
sportscaster for Kentucky Club over that lends itself well to dramatization.
ady, has had his conof persons who had died
WGY, Schenectfrom
October until the andTwoleftcases
tract extended
estates
of $9,000 and $22,000
end of the year . . . Gene does the
6:45-7 P.M. stretch Thursdays and were the subjects for dramatization
on the opening program. The story
Saturdays with Chester Vedder an- of George Henry Watson, a World
nouncing .. . George and Mrs. Nelson War hero, was first depicted and the
and Nelson, radio adver- adventures of the gold-seeking Paton
(Leight
tising experts) are the parents of a
rick Noonan were the subject of the
em- second skit. Episodes in their lives
baby girl . . . Mary O'Neill eis trick
barking on a 13-week 15-minut
were acted by a capable cast of well
for American Rock Wool, Tuesday known
radio artists from this vicinity.
ng.
nights, Bert Madden announci
These episodes, it is hoped, will serve
Royden N. (Doc) Rand, ballcaster as a means of divulging any possible
(Wheaties and Goodrich Silver- heirs to the estates left by the men
towns) for WOKO, is ill at his about whom the stories have been
home . . . Meanwhile, his 24-year-old written.
son, Greenfell Rand, is substituting
The script was well written, and
quick-quiz under the direction of Fritz Blocki,
for him on the Spalding's was
all set
program at noon . . . Rand
to broadcast bowling twice weekly Chicago playwright and producer,
made a good show. Fast-moving,
for Albany Diners, d Inc., but the con- well-dialogued and with excellent
tract was cancelle until he regains musical interludes the program proved
his health . . . Marjory Hannan and most interesting. Peter Cavallo, Jr.,
Hugh Studebaker, who co-star on headed the orchestra.
WOKO's "Bachelor Children" have
Skelly Oil stations have bulletins
just been married.
available
to their customers who may
+
want additional information.
The program originates in the ChiOklahoma City Town Pump
Oklahoma City, Oct. 17. — Eddie
Koontz, WKY announcer, has resigned to go to Tulsa, to take charge
of the Barnsdall Refining Co., radio
shows as account executive with the
Co-operative Advertising Agency . . .
Bob Donley, WKY announcer, is the
father of a boy born recently . . .
Earl Hull, WKY chief engineer, has
invented a device which shows the
players' position on the field on an
illuminated box in the press box . . .
An operator on the sidelines who can
readily see the players presses buttons
which indicate in the press box the
play which is about to be called. It
has already been used in the broadcasting of Oklahoma University
games over WKY . . . Lloyd C.
Stokely, WKY salesman, is back on
the job after two weeks in bed following ataxicab collision.
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WHN
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of
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the

Air

cago studio of CBS every Monday
from 6 to 6:30 P.M., C.S.T. C.
"Saturday Night Serenade"
Chicago, Oct. 17. — Musical entertainment of wide appeal is "Saturday
Night Serenade" which is offered
once a week over CBS by the Pet
Milk Co. from 8:30 to 9:30 P.M.,
C.S.T.
An array of splendid artists,
assisted by Gus Haenschen and his
orchestra, provides a half hour of
music that is delightful. Helen Marshall, soprano ; Bill Perry, tenor, and
the Serenaders do the song numbers
and with great success.
Saturday's show opened with the
orchestra and Serenaders doing "Love
Is on the Air" and doing it very
well. "Mine Alone" was the first
solo by Miss Marshall and her rendition was extremely good. Outstanding among the orcliestra numbers was
the special arrangement of "LimeThe 14 Serenaders in singing
house Blues."
"Moon over Shanghai" were at their
best and scored heavily. Bill Perry
with the Serenaders assisting was
most pleasing with the song, "Just
A Wearyin' For You." The orchestra next played "September In the
Rain" and "Gee, But You're Swell."
Miss Marshall and Perry both were
impressivemember
in Me."
their
"ReThesinging
final ofnumber
utilized the entire cast with "Johnny
One Note." It was well suited to the
capabilities of the group and nicely
done.
As a musical program of merit
"Saturday Night Serenade" ranks
among the best.
C.
"News Through a Woman's Eyes"
The feminine viewpoint revealed by
Kathryn Cravens on this thriceweekly spot should, no doubt, hold its
listeners for another 52 weeks. The
program has just been renewed. Miss
Cravens talks rapidly and pointedly
on such subjects as Columbus and
the discovery of America, foreign elements in New York City, gas warfare and war in general, the American
Legion and Elsie Janis. Shd drifts
from one topic to another with ease
and manages to endow them with interest. The period is heard over
CBS Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 2 to 2:15 P. M. McManus,
John & Adams is the agency. Pontiac Motors sponsors.
P.
row, and weekly thereafter. The
M-G-M show, starting Nov. 4, unquestionably will be duplicated.
Packard will pay WHN the usual
time rates, according to the station
management.

NBC
Shows Affirmed
NBC and WHN on Saturday both
issued statements acknowledging that
a deal had been made whereby commercial programs carried by NBC
Clark WATL Announcer
will be duplicated on WHN.
The statements stressed that the
Atlanta, Oct. 17. — The newest addeal did not make WHN a direct
dition to the announcing staff of
affiliation of NBC, but was merely a WATL is John H. Clark, who was
connecting service available to pros- at Lookout Mountain Hotel and sports
announcer for International News
pective advertisers.
The first NBC sponsor to take ad- Service.
vantage of the deal is the Packard
WHIG Starts 15 Minutes Earlier
Motor Co., whose "Hollywood Mardi
Gras," offered over the Red network
Tuesdays from 9 :30 to 10 P. M., will
Dayton, Oct. 17.— WHIO now
be heard simultaneously locally over begins its daily schedule at 5 :45 A.M.
instead of 6 A.M.
WEAF and WHN, beginning tomor-
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THEATRE
Cast!

No matter how big or small it
is — there's RCA equipment to
suit it — at a price to suit you!

on New
the theatre
halfGreat
are
White s Way
York's
OVER
RCA Photophone equipped! Every
day, more and more houses all over
the land are joining the swing to
this superior sound apparatus. Because itmeans better sonnd. And better sound means better box oflfice.
Your theatre can offer patrons the
very same sound that New Yorkers
enjoy at
Theatre
! AndWarner's
at low cost!Hollywood
For Photophone equipment is available to
theatres of every size, at prices to
suit your own requirements. Cash
in on RCA's sound experience —
win more patrons with the Magic
investment!
Voice
of the Screen. It's a "sound"
Magic Voice of the Screen
offers 10 Proof s of Superiority!
Rotary Stabilizer . . Cellular Speakers . .
Low Cost Maintenance, Liberal Service
. . Simple Operation . . Economical Operation. . Push-pull Adaptability . . High
Fidelity Reproduction . . Simple Installation. . Accessi bility . . Sole Ownership

THE MAGIC VOICE OF THE SCREEN
Mfg. ofCo.,
Camden,
N. J.
ARCAServic*
th« Inc.
Rodle• Corp.
of Amorlco
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Transfer
Be

In

NEW

Decided

Talks

Here

Strike"
**Three or Four" Plans
Up For Conferences
One of "three or four" plans for
exercising the options by Samuel
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda for
the purchase of U.A. stock held by
Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks for $6,000,000 will
be decided upon at conferences which
will get under way here next week,
it was learned yesterday with the
arrival on the Queen Mary of David
Rose, vice-president and financial
adviser for Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
and E. H. Lever, secretary of Prudential Assurance Co., of England.
Although Rose and Lever would
not discuss the deal, it was learned
from sources close to them that one
of the three deals provides for allEnglish financing and two other plans
call for American financing. In one
of the American plans is a provision
whereby Mervyn LeRoy may participate, but to what extent, it could
not be ascertained.
Prudential, which is the heaviest
backer of London Films, may not
{Continued on page 11)
Depositions Start
In Hub
Trust Case
The taking of depositions was begun here yesterday in the anti-trust
action brought in the U. S. District
Court at Boston against major distributors, the Maine & New Hampshire and M. A. Shea circuits by
Morse & Rothenberg, New England
independent theatre operators. Indications are that the taking of depositions will continue throughout the
week.
Gabriel L. Hess, attorney for the
M.P.P.D.A., was questioned yesterday,
and Louis Weinberg, in charge of
(Continued on page 11)

Allied
To

Dickers

London, Oct. 18. — Jack
Cohn is negotiating with
Max Shach to produce here
for Columbia under a joint
financing plan. Hollywood
talent would be used. Four
or more are contemplated
as big pictures. Eight to 12
would be made at a lower
negative cost for distribution
in the United Kingdom only.

Ready

Talk,

Yamins,

Le

Maire

Says

But —

Tucked away in the amusement section the
of Globe
Sunday's
New
York Times,
Theatre,
in paid space, told of the apX."
"Madame
run of she?
"Which proaching
was
A street
walker or over sexed?" asked
that copy which suggested the
answer might be found at Harry
Brandt's house beginning Saturday. This begins and concludes
its own story. To amplify it beyond the context would serve to
advance a discussion about which
there is not now, and never has
been, an
issue —onthe
of
(Continued
pagematter
4)

Le Maire's contract with Universal
had a year and a half still to run.

Gains

Is
In

Today

But by conduct established as
reputable, there has been reason
to believe these were no longer
times when the bounds of decent
expression would be exceeded in
newspaper copy advertising a
first run, or any other kind of
run, on Broadway.
▼

Resigns

Zukor

Is

■ By RED KANN;
HESE are difficult times.
These are times when the
expressed political opinion of the
individual, emphasizing the right
to free thinking, continues to pillory the industry in the dictator
nations where free thinking is a
mockery.

As Aide to Rogers
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Rufus Le
Maire, who since March of 1936 has
been executive assistant to Charles
R. Rogers, Universal vice-president
day.
in charge of production, resigned to-

Adolf

End

Even

Fall River, Oct. 18.— The Allied
States board of directors would
authorize its representatives to participate in a national exhibitor meeting to draft a trade practice program
for presentation to distributors providing itwas not asked to forego its
legislative program for industry reform in the meantime, in the opinion
of Nathan Yamins, Allied president.
Yamins' statement was made in
reply to an offer by the I.T.O.A. of
New York to call a national exhibitor
meeting at its own expense if Allied
and the M.P.T.O.A. would cooperate
in the effort to form a united exhibitor front, both in drafting a trade
practice program and in placing it before distributors. The I.T.O.A. proposal was made in an open letter to
(Continued on page 4)

For

Cohn

"Buyers'

Philadelphia

Optimistic

Foreign

Sales

in
Sight
UMPTO
Group Confers
With Agnew; Both
Sides

Optimistic

A settlement of the Philadelphia
exhibitors' "buyers' strike" against
Paramount is imminent and may be
concluded this week, it was learned
yesterday
a conference
between following
Paramount home
office officials
and
a committee of Philadelphia exhibitors.
No indication was given of the basis on which the settlement would
be made, but it was learned that considerable progress had been achieved
at yesterday's
meeting
and close
the attitude
of
the conferees
at the
of the
session was optimistic and friendly.
The Philadelphia exhibitor committee which conferred with Neil F.
Agnew, Paramount vice-president and
general sales manager, and Austin
C. Keough, vice-president and secretary, consisted of Lewen Pizor, president of the U.M.P.T.O., who only recently left Temple University Hospital after(Continued
a seriouson illness
page 9) ; Charles
Wilhy

Due

Today

to

Discuss 5 -Year Pact
R. B. Wilby is expected in New
York today from Atlanta to go over
with Y. Frank Freeman the new
five-year operating contract with Paramount for the Wilby-Kincey circuit.
Indications are that the new long-term
contract will be signed here this week.
The old operating agreement between Paramount and Wilby-Kincey
expired last June 30, Negotiation of
the new contract was begun at that
time, but various circumstances prevented its signing. In the meantime,
it has been revised to cover a five-year
period instead of the one-year period
for which the new contract was originally drawn.

Expect Appeal Move
On Dallas Decision
By J. M. JERAULD
Indications are that distributor deAdolph Zukor painted a rosy pic- last time he was abroad was greatest
fendants in the Government's Dallas
ture of European film prospects at a in Budapest, he said. He spent 12
action will appeal from the
luncheon given yesterday in his honor days there and was surprised to find anti-trust
Federal District Court decision which
at the Waldorf-Astoria. Conditions heavy traffic, a general air of optimism bars them from entering into contracts
have improved so greatly in England and indications of good business.
with a first-run
which
(Continuedtheatre
on paqe
4) include
In Vienna, he said, he conferred
and on the Continent during the seven
years since his previous trip abroad with Franz Lehar, the composer, and
that he expects Paramount to get from was hopeful that Lehar would come
33 1/3 to 40 per cent of its revenue to this country and aid in production
from the foreign market, he said.
of "The Count of Luxembourg."
Radio— Pp, 10-11
His review of conditions in Britain
The contrast between present con(Continued on page 4)
ditions and those he encountered the
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''Wife, Doctor'' Gets
$24,500 First Week
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" drew
approximately $24,500 in the first
week at the Rivoli. The picture is
now in its second week. " Tlic Firefly" got about $7,000 in the ninth
week at the Astor on a two-a-day.
Para. Settlement Up Soon
An attorneys' conference with Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe which
was scheduled for yesterday for the
purpose of agreeing upon a hearing
date for the petition of the Paramount
trustee for authorization to settle for
$2,150,000 cash a suit against former
officers and directors of the company,
was postponed without date due to
the inability of several attorneys to
be present. A new appointment will
be sought from Judge Coxe today or
tomorrow.

Hays Board Meets Today
An adjourned meeting of the board
of the M. P. P. D. A. will be held
at the Hays office today to take up
unfinished business remaining from
last Thursday'3 board session.
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KAY to return from a trip of exchanges before he leaves for the coast.
•
i Purely
Personal
►
Steven Bekassy, whom Louis B.
Mayer while in Europe signed to an
\ l/LLIAM F. RODGERS, general
M-G-M contract, will arrive Thursmannt
r
office
*
ager
and
assista
sales
manage
,
NBERG
VV sales manager of M-G-M, will CC. KELLE
day on the Champlain.
leave Thursday for Chicago to confer of the Pittsburgh 20th Century-Fox
m
with Jack Flynn and Sam Shirley. exchange ; George Wheeler, G.B. manPerc
Westmore,
Warner makeup
After the meeting, Rodgers will make
ager in that city; Sam Speramza of head, will leave tomorrow
for the
up an itinerary which may keep him Warners, and Sol Goldberg, owner coast
to resume his duties.
on the road several weeks.
of the Roosevelt, Elkins, W. Va.,
•
were in town over the weekend to
•
R. S. Liddle of Ilford, Ltd., Lons
s
n
witnes
the
variou
pigski
games.
Leo McCarey, having completed
don raw stock company, sailed SatGoldberg's son, Marshall Goldberg
direction of "The Awful Truth," of
urday on the Britannic.
m.
Pitt,
played
against
Fordha
will arrive here today and will leave
•
•
tomorrow on the Queen Mary for a
Jean Muir is aboard the Europa
European vacation.
Ed Zabel, assistant to Spyros bound for London to appear in a play
•
Skouras, returned yesterday from a
J. B. Priestley.•
Hal Roach is expected to remain vacation spent with his family in by
City.
Hattie Helborn got back yesterhere for two weeks, according to ad•
vices from the coast.
day from a two-week rest at Atlantic
"
Wisconsin.
•
Tom Waller
of the Paramount
•
Karl Freund, cameraman on "The eastern publicity department returned
from
a
short
Hollywood
visit
yesAlice
Faye
was
in Chicago yesterterday.
Good Earth," will sail tomorrow on
day and is due in this morning.
the Queen Mary for a vacation on the
•
Continent.
•
Jack Alicoate is taking to cigar
Herbert J. Yates will arrive today smoking.
from
Hollywood.
He
was
due
late
Sam E. Morris, Warner vice-presihis departure.
dent in charge of foreign distribution, last week, but delayed
Grace Moore arrives from the coast
•
will leave France for New York totomorrow.
morrow aboard the He de France.
Tom Connors reported back on the
•
job at M-G-M yesterday, recuperated
operation.
Bartholomew
Terms
Tyrone Power arrived from Holly- from a recent appendicitis
•
wood last night by plane and will
Are Finally Settled
return the same way the end of the
Clinton M. White, G. B. assistant
Los
Angeles, Oct. 18. — Superior
week.
terday.
general manager, went to Albany yes- Judge Celement Shinn today approved
•
the new M-G-M contract of Freddie
Archie Mayo arrived in New York
Bartholomew under which the boy
Edward L. Alperson is being
from Hollywood yesterday and on Satreceives
$2,000 weekly for forty weeks
urday sails for a European vafca- bothered with a bad cold these days
tion.
of each year for two years. The stuand is waiting for Edward J. Pesdio has options for two additional
years. An unusual contract angle
cuts the boys' salary to $1,250 weekly
for the last two years of the option
period on the ground that the lad will
''Bride
be adolescent and his boxoffice draw
Wore
Red'' Out
Front
may decrease.
The contract also provides for
$3,000 weekly for Bartholomew if the
studio exercises the contract clause
With
''Stage
Door''
in Keys
calling for personal appearances.
Personals are limited to six weeks in
"The Bride Wore Red" was added at the Century. These were the only each forty-week period, however.
to the list of top-notch grossers last strong grossers in the Twin Cities.
All that rem.ains be settled in the
Houston felt the stimulus of a litigation brought by Myllicent
week. It took the lead in Milwaukee,
Oklahoma City and Washington and
World Oil Exposition, but "The Pris- Bartholomew is how much William
reached second place in Cincinnati.
oner of Zenda" with a take of $7,500, Neblett, her attorney, should get for
"Stage Door" stepped out front in over par by $500, and "High, Wide his services. Neblett disclosed in
Handsome" with $8,000 at the court that Louis B. Mayer already
a big way at San Francisco. "Dead and
Majestic, were the only two first runs paid him $10,000, but Neblett wants
End" stirred up some excitement in to
make much of a showing.
Seattle. "The Prisoner of Zenda" was
$15,000 more. Judge Shinn directed
At
Washington business was in the Neblett to make a showing on the
out front in Pittsburgh, and '100
Men and a Girl" kept up among the
The $17,000 gross of "The added sum demanded and said the
leaders. It was the best New Haven doldrums.
Bride Wore Red" at Loew's Palace court would determine the legal fee.
draw, second best in Minneapolis, and was over normal by only $1,100. It
Under the contract the aunt gets
it made excellent showings in hold- was held a second week. "Souls at $100 weekly and if the boy travels
overs in other spots.
Sea" and "Double or Nothing" were she gets that sum plus reasonable exmoney.
only other features to get into the
Business was a bit weak in San the
penses for herself.
Francisco as a result of the terrific
"Life Begins at College" led "100 McConville, Jackter
$23,000 rolled up by "Stage Door"
at the Golden Gate. "100 Men and Men and a Girl," "You Can't Have
a Girl," on a dual with "Counsel for Everything" and "Varsity Show" at Return from Chicago
Crime," held up to $10,200 in its Cleveland. The $17,500 take on the
Joe McConville and Rube Jackter
film at Warners' Hippodrome returned from Chicago by air yesterthird week at the Orpheum. "The Ritz
was over normal by $5,500.
Bride Wore Red," dualled with
day after attending the two-day re"Wine, Women and Song," took $13,gional sales meeting of Columbia at
The Seattle showing of "Dead
500, only $500 above normal, at the End"
was sensational. The $9,000 the Drake. The rest of the home ofgross
in
the
Liberty
was
$4,000
over
fice contingent came back by train.
Paramount. "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" held up to $5,800 par. "Wife, Doctor and Nurse" and
McConville, Jackter and George
in a third week at the United Art- "Annapolis Salute" furnished the only Josephs will leave Friday for Atlanta
ists.
important competition there.
where the second regional will be held
"High, Wide and Handsome" set
At Pittsburgh the showing of "The Saturday and Sunday, probably at the
the pace in a pickup at Omaha by get- Prisoner of Zenda" was outstanding Ainsley. The third session is slated
ting $6,300 at the Omaha. "Lost because of stif¥ competition. "Zenda" for San Francisco in a few weeks.
reached $23,000 at the Penn, topping
Horizon"
third week held
there. up to $4,700 in its
Columbia to Pay 68% Cents
the previous showings of "Stella DalA
dividend of 68^4 cents per share
las"
and
"Dead
End,"
in
spite
of
the
A combination of "Back in Circulation" and Fred Waring at the fact that it had heavy competition on the $2.75 convertible preferred
Minneapolis Orpheum proved a sen- from "Wife, Doctor and Nurse" at stock has been declared by Columsation at $18,500, beating the strong the Alvin, where the $11,000 take was
bia. It is payable Nov. 15 to preferred stockholders of record Nov. 3.
$10,000 pull of "100 Men and a Girl" $5,500 over normal.
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(Continued from page 1)
Yamiiis and Ed Kuykendall by Harry
Brandt, l.T.O.A. president, on Oct.
9. No response has been received yet
from the M.P.T.O.A.
Yamins' statement says in part :
"Allied will lend its support to any
plan to secure benefits tor the independent exhibitors by the methods
which you (.Brandt) favor so long
as it is not called upon to abandon
its program for securing redress by
other methods in case such a plan
fails.
"My belief is," he said, "that if
independent leaders can by informal
conferences or by correspondence, with
a minimum of publicity and politics,
agree upon the measures which are
necessary to the protection of the independent theatre owners, and a joint
The candid camera lives up to its tradition. Adolph Zukor, V Frank Freeman
committee can be organized to can- and Stanton Griffis at the Waldorf luncheon for Paramount's chairman of the
vass the possibilities of securing such board yesterday.
measures without legislation, the Allied board will authorize its national
(Continued from page 1)
officers to make the effort. It is my
with pictures up to the Hollywood
further belief, however, that the board was particularly hopeful. The British standard. We should cooperate to
will not hold its legislative program are conservative, he said, but they are make the best pictures possible. We
not backward. Most of the troubles
can't hope to make them all.
in abeyance during protracted negotiations in view of the possibility that and problems of Europe are focussed
"The only way we can get our
the effort may end in frustration there and the settlements are found. money back is to make the best picwhen it is too late to proceed with
"There is no war scare," he contintures possible for the foreign market,
ued. "They are not afraid something and the same thing applies to the
plans for legislative relief."
untoward is to happen. They are go- British industry. I am optimistic about
ing about their business. They have the foreign market for our films and
Allied to Hear Report
A report by Irving DoUinger, just passed through an unpleasant ex- I am convinced the British will also
perience inproduction, but this is the
Louis Gold and Morris Marks, the
committee which met with the experience with all new industries. take their place in the world market."
It was at this point that Zukor
They have to live down the mistakes,
I.O.TA. to discuss merging that or- the enthusiasms and overconfidence of made his prediction that from 33 1/3
ganization with Allied of New Jerwho are taking up something to 40 per cent of American film revesey, will highlight the meeting of the men
nue would come from abroad. He
new.
Jersey organization today at the
leaves
for Hollywood tonight accom"It is needless for us to go over
Stacej -Trent, Trenton.
panied by Chris Dunphy, newly named
No date for another meeting of there and attempt to tell them how to his assistant.
do
it.
I
doubt
if
we
could
do
as
well
the committees has been set. The
l.T.O.A. is slated to hold its regular under the conditions.
Present at yesterday's affair were
"What we can do, however, is to high Paramount officials, including
meeting at the Astor tomorrow.
Barney
Balaban, Stanton Griffis, Y.
help them make the best pictures possible by filling our quota requirements Frank Freeman and Austin G. Keough.
Expect Appeal Move
On Dallas Decision
Para, Asks Review
B. & D, Is Required
(Continued from page 1)
To Post Court Bond
agreements not to sell to subsequent
Of Credit Verdict
runs which fail to charge a specified
The
British & Dominion Film Corp.,
Washington, Oct. 18. — A Supreme
minimum admission.
Court review of a decision of the Ltd., of London was ordered yesterday
As the Dallas case was instituted by
Court of Appeals af- by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Bernthe Government, an appeal from the Ninth Circuit
firming ajury verdict giving Walton
ard L. Shientag to file a bond as security for costs in the $19,410 breach
district court's decision would go di- Hall Smith damages in the sum of
rectly to the U. S. Supreme Court, $7,500 for breach of a screen credit of contract suit brought by it against
instead of to the U. S. Circuit Court clause of a contract with Paramount Wilson Collison and Hopwood Plays,
Inc.
of Appeals. The defendants have un- Prod, for the screen rights of the formtil Dec. 13 to move for an appeal and,
The plaintiff claims a breach of a
er's story, "Cruise to Nowhere," sub- contract
although no final decision has been
made in 1932 under which it
sequently produced as "We're Not allegedly secured exclusive world
made yet, it is known that a majority
Dressing," has been asked by Paraof the defendant companies favor an mount.
rights to produce a picture based on
appeal.
The contract provided that credit Collison's play, "Getting Gertie's Garwas to be given the author, and the
ter." While exhibiting the picture in
George F. Browne Dead
company claimed that while the story Australia a Frank O'Neil produced a
Boston, Oct. 18. — George V. had originally been purchased for use prior contract and the plaintiff was
Browne, director of the M.P.T.O.A. as a background for a musical pic- required to settle with him for $15,000
ture, it had ultimately been discarded damages and $4,410 as cost of the
in Massachusetts, is dead at his home
in Hopkinton as a result of shock. as too heavy and a new story substi- settlement.
The defendant has filed a general
tuted, and the author accordingly was
Browne, who was 57, operated the
not entitled to credit. At the trial denial stating that the settlement was
Garden here.
the company produced six writers who unnecessary. Justice Shientag ruled
had worked on the picture. They testi- that the plaintiff as a foreign corporaShift Warner Managers
tion must file a bond for costs. Trial
fied they had never read or heard of
has been set for January.
New Haven, Oct. 18. — Irving Hillman, former assistant at the Roger the author's story.
Sherman, has been named manager
of Warners' Capitol, Danbury. I. to the reopened Warners' Alhambra, I New Haven is filled by Paul Hodgins,
Hatkoff has moved from the Capitol Torrington.
The assistant's post in I former chief usher.

Today
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good taste and the need for it to
perpetually play a part in the
performance of this industry on
all of its fronts.
▼
Because it is obvious that
M-G-M, the producer, would not
lend countenance to such a
transgression, the conclusion appears most patent that the theatre and its management take
dubious honor for the circumstance. There are reasons to believe, and quickly, too, that a
repetition will not be brooked.
"In all advertising and publicity issued by Exhibitor relating to said motion pictures,"
reads part of Clause 21 in
Metro's hibitor
exhibition
shall adherecontract,
to the "Exform
of announcement contained in the
advertising matter issued by
Distributors." That is sufficient
to make clear the procedure for
the future. Yet, if it were not,
those at Metro understand too
well the peril to its merchandise
and to the industry to stand for
bad taste sensationalism in such
an offensive and unwarranted
form.

Century Examination
Is Ordered by Court
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Charles Paletti yesterday ordered the
Century Circuit, Inc., to submit to
an examination before trial on Oct.
the "conspirary"
with Rockbeach,
25 in connection
suit
brought by
Inc.,
against Century, Columbia Pictures
Corp., Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp., Big-U Film Exchanges,
Inc., RKO Distributing Corp. and
the U. A. Corp.
Fred Schwartz, assistant treasurer
of Century, was ordered to appear at
the examination.
Rockbeach, owner of the Gem in Far
Rockaway, is suing on the alleged
ground that the major distributors and
Century "conspired" to have pictures
exhibited
at Century's
Central
Cedarhurst before
exhibition
at theinGem.
A

permanent injunction and damages are asked. Schwartz will be required to testify whether Century entered into the contract with the other
defendants with knowledge of the
plaintiff's rights. He will not be recontract.quired to reveal the terms of Century's
Poster Suit Detail Ordered
Justice Bernard L. Shientag, yesterday ordered the Berkshire Poster Co.,
Inc., to file a bill of particulars setting forth in detail the $2,500 breach
of contract action against the B. F.
Keith Corp. and the Greater New
York Vaudeville Theatres Corp. Berkshire is suing for the alleged breach
of a 1932 contract under which it is
claimed it was entitled to one-third of
the poster work of the 40 theatres in
the RKO circuit in the metropolitan
area.
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BOYD, PHILADELPHIA
STRAND, ALBANY
STANLEY,

UTICA

HIPPODROME,

WARNER

CLEVELAND

OHIO, CANTON
CAMBRIA,

Earnestly

BROS

Direct

Your

Attention

JOHNSTOWN
to

Every

One

of

Tliese

First

VIRGINIA, CHARLESTON
REGENT, SPRINGFIELD

Popular-

WARNER,

that

ERIE

You,

Price
Too,

Engagements
Will

Be

So

Prepared

SMOOT. PARKERSBURG
to

Smash

'Adverse'

Records

OHIO, MANSFIELD
COLONIAL, AKRON
WARNER,

MEMPHIS

VICTORY, DAYTON
5TH AVENUE, SEATTLE
OHIO, LIMA
STATE, PORTLAND
ASTOR, READING
MAIN STREET, KANSAS
KNICKERBOCKER,
MARY

CITY

NASHVILLE

ANDERSON,

LOUISVILLE

PALACE, DALLAS
PALACE, ROCHESTER
KEITH'S, SYRACUSE
GRAHAM,

TOPEKA

MAJESTIC, HOUSTON

Mr.
THE
with GALE

LIFE

PAUL
OF

SONDERGAARD.

MUNI.
EMILE

JOSEPH

ZOLA

SCHILDKRAUT

Gloria Holden • Donald Crisp • Erin O'Brien-Moore • Henry O'Neill
Morris Carnovsky • Louis Calhern • Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg
Story by Heinz Herald and Geza Herczeg • Music by Max Steiner
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Local
Philadelphia
"Strike''
Held

in

End
Sight

Paternal

Advice

Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Grover Jones, testifying today
for Screen Playwrights, Inc.,
during the N.L.R.B. hearing
requested by the Screen Writers' Guild, stated that he quit
his $2,000 a week job at Paramount because his father
told him he was underpaid.
"You're only getting 40 times
as much as you're worth,"
said the Pater, "in some other
studio you might get 50

(Continued from page 1)
Segall and Abe Sablosky, Philadelphia
exhibitor leaders.
Both company officials and members
of the exhibitor committee declined
to discuss the meeting, but Motion
times your value."
Picture Daily learned from official
sources, nevertheless, that the company
officials and the committee were
agreed upon sufficient basic considera- N.L.R.B, Rules Out
tions at the close of yesterday's meetCoercion Instances
ing to make possible a settlement by
the end of the week.
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Despite the
The exhibitor committee will re- demands of Screen Playwrights, Inc.,
port back to the U.M.P.T.O. and non- and producers' attorneys that he cite
member exhibitors aligned with it in specific instances supporting his charge
the "buyers'
strike"
and fur- of producer coercion of Screen Writther instructions
to today
the committee
ers' Guild members to quit the guild,
from the exhibitor body may be forth- Charles Brackett, acting president of
coming within a day or two. The the guild, today was upheld in his refusal to do so by Trial Examiner Wilcommittee was advised by the Paraliam R. Ringer in the National Labor
mount officials that another meeting
would be set at any time the exhibi- Relations Board hearing in the guild
tors requested one. Indications now petition for a collective bargaining
are that the meeting, which is ex- agency election.
Brackett testified that many writers
pected to bring about a formal agreement, will be held on Friday. The resigned from the guild last year under pressure from the producers, but
exhibitor committee plans to return
to New York on that day, it was declared that he could not name specilearned.
fic persons because most of the withdrawals came by phone.

In

306

Wins

Paradise

Move

Strike

Action

Four

Local 306 gained a partial victory
in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday in the first suit brought to enforce the 10-year contract made with
the I.T.O.A. in January. Justice Samuel Rosenman sighed a temporary injunction which requires Paradise Pictures Corp. owners of the Belmont,
to employ only members of the union
and to pay them $275 per week for
the operation of the projection booth.
The Paradise claims that it was not
bound by the contract because it had
resigned from the I.T.O.A. before
January,vealedbut
rethat itJustice
was a Rosenman
member until
March. At present Paradise is paying $200 a week for the booth. Ben
Golden, arbitrator under the contract,
made the award in favor of the union
after a hearing in March. The order
granting the temporary injunction requires the union to notice the case
for trial before Oct. 25 and to post
a $2,000 bond to cover the defenddamages
if a permanent injunctionants'
is not
obtained.

Threatens
Mexican

in

States

Mexico City, Oct. 18.— The Pacific
slope of Mexico, comprising four
populous states, faces the prospect of
a strike of film theatre employes.
They are demanding higher wages and
other economic benefits.
The National Cinematographic
Workers' Union is cooperating with
the Federal Government in an effort to
avert
the walkout, which is scheduled
for Thursday.
League

of Filmgoers

Suggested by Nyman
London, Oct. 18. — Kenneth Nyman,
C.E.A. official, tonight suggested the
formation of a Filmgoers' League,
drawing upon the 20,000,000 regular
patrons who attend British film theatres for the purpose of improving film
standards and fighting the cost proposals in the impending Films Act.
The suggestion came in the form of
a lecture
at Golder's
Green, when
man attacked
the proposed
quota Nyon

the ground
would
reduce
the films,
number of filmsitand
make
British
Ad Guild Meets Today
British- American.
A special meeting for the purpose of
considering new bylaws to conform
with the constitution of the United
Dewey Film on Trucks
Office and Professional Workers of
"Smashing
Crime with Dewey," a
America will be held today by the
political
film
describing
eteer activities of Thomasthe E.anti-rackDewey,
newly organized American Advertising Guild at 155 E. 34th St.
candidate for district attorney, is being exhibited from a sound truck on
Short for Esquire
Manhattan street corners and will conFile Plan for Capitol
M'Carthy Asks Deletion
tinue to be shown until Election Day.
Steve Hannigan Associates are
Neil S. McCarthy, attorney for
Milwaukee!, Oct. 18. — A financial
reorganization plan has been filed in Screen Playwrights, moved to strike making a short subject for Esquire to- Name House Ad Manager
day at the West Coast Service StuFederal District Court here by the out the Brackett testimony on the
dios. Pathe will take over the stage
Hartford, Oct. 18. — The State
Capitol Investment Co., owners of the grounds that it was impossible to preThursday,
when it starts shooting an- here has appointed Frank R. Abrams
sent refuting testimony because no
Capitol at Madison.
other Pathe Parade.
as advertising and publicity director.
Under the plan, the first mortgage names had been mentioned, but Ringer
denied
the
motions,
stating
that
rules
bonds totalling $417,500 would be replaced by new 10-year bonds at four of evidence do not necessarily apply
per cent, payable semi-annually. Hold- in Labor Board meetings. He was
ers of second mortgage bonds, total- compelled to remonstrate with those
ling $149,000, and general creditors, in attendance at the hearing who demonstrated verbally at the Brackett
would receive two per cent interest
EXTRA
LUXURY
testimony. Brackett declared that he
each year, if earned.
The company owes an accumulated earned $50,000 last year as a writer
interest of $163,000 on bonds and for Paramount.
loans.
The respondents lost a motion to
strike out Brian Marlow's testimony
that writers were under the jurisdicFlash Previews
tion of the producers in their studio
"Hold 'Em Navy" — A real good jobs. This was an important point in
football story localed at Annapolis. the presentation of Leonard Janofsky,
For what it lacks in cast names it S.W.G. counsel, in his effort to show
makes up in human interest.
that writers are in the employe classi"Night Club Scandal"- — In which fication.
the irrepressible reporter again injects
PLANE
PER
MORE
$10,000
himself into a murder case and, of
course, solves it.
Pergola and Pitt of
TWA Skysleepers are
. . . only on TWA
"The Lady Fights Back" — -No proPat he in Air Wreck
on their luxurious infundity here, but the film's lightness
lavished
extra
$10,000
.
.
.
first
James Pergola and William Pitt,
makes it pleasant, engaging fare.
teriors ... 17 seats in planes licensed for 25 . . .
Pathe News cameramen, were among
"Without Warning" — Mystery stuff,
with Boris Karloff, sans frightening the passengers aboard the United
separate club lounge and sleeping compartments . . .
Airlines' Mainlander which was forced
makeup.
U. S. Army background.
air conditioned . . . sound proofed . , . wider seats,
These films will be reviewed in full down and believed wrecked yesterday
in a coming issue of Motion Picture near Knight, Utah. The men were on
richly upholstered . . . softest full-length beds . . .
Daily.
an assignment which called for transcontinental air travel scenes. They
Travel TWA first — the nation's Luxury Line.
were en route to the coast.
For All Airline Information Call Your Nearest
Member
Brings Yiddish Musical
Late yesterday the craft was sighted
National
Safety
TWA Office . . . or Any Hotel, Travel Bureau,
Joseph Green after a five-month and a rescue party organized.
Council
Postal
Telegraph or Western Union Office.
stay in Europe, returned yesterday
Pitt, a Columbia University graduon the Queen Mary with his latest
ate, was formerly news editor of
In New York, call Mu. 6-1640 . . . I» Los Angeles. Mich. S881
Pathe News. He is 31 years old,
all-Yiddish
"TheandJester,"
which he mademusical,
in Warsaw
which unmarried, and lives in Queens. PerTHE LUXURY LINE. ..OVERNIGHT COAST TO COAST
will be released about Nov. 15 by
gola is a well known cameraman.
Sphinx Film Co.
Before joining Pathe in 1930 he
He plans to start production on worked for M-G-M, Paramount and
another Jewish feature, "A Letter to Fox Movietone News. Pergola _ is
Mother,"
in a few weeks, this one to married and has one child. He resides
be
made here.
in the Bronx.
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Composers

has commissioned

a

secondsion to Composers'
Commiswrite original
music
for broadcasting. The commission numbers six, and includes Quincy Porter, Robert
R. Bennett, Leo Sowerby, Jerome Moriss, R. Nathaniel
Dett and Vittorio Giannini.
Their compositions will be
broadcast over CBS during
the summer of 1938.
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AFM

Deadlock
Strike

on

Issue

New
On

Shows
the

Air

"The Voice of Niagara"
"The Voice of Niagara," featuring
the Carborundum Band under the
direction of Edward D'Anna and with
Francis G. Bowman again serving as
writer, producer and narrator of the
series, started its 12th year on the
air Saturday night. Emanating from
Niagara, the series derives its title by
broadcasting each week for a few
seconds the roar of the waters, conveyed by lowering a microphone over
the brink of one of the falls.
The program retained the form it
has had since it first went on the air.
Consequently it is hard to say something about it that has not been said
before. The D'Anna band is one of
the finest of its type ; its selections

An I.N.R.A. committee and the International Council of the A. F. of
M. were deadlocked last night as a
result of their inability to find a compromise measure for the disputed Rule
10 in the trade agreement recently
drawn by both bodies.
which, in turn, the commission must
The stipulation in dispute obliges
approve before television can tech- Federation musicians to go out on
nically be of great use to the public on sympathy strikes thereby interfering
any scale.
with existing station contractual obligations which would have to be done
"At the proper time in the future,"
it was announced, "the policies which should some afhliate be placed on the
will govern the operation of television unfair list by the A. F. of M.
Other rules in dispute deal with an
service in this country must be determined, particularly with reference to
clause, andinstead
two weeks'
nothose matters which relate to the arbitration
tice to musicians
of four.
avoidance of monopolies. The com- These points, it is believed, have been
included Goldman's ''On Parade,"
mission must in the future prescribe settled satisfactorily.
Goldmark's "Sakuntala Overture,"
such rules as will insure the utilization of television stations in a manexcerpts from Herbert's "The Fortune Teller," and Sousa's "Temple
ner conforming to the public interest, Canada
Ad
Time
on
convenience and necessity, particularly
Bowman, beginning where he left
Air Raised to 10% off last season and the seasons before
that phase which will provide television, transmission facilities as a
again went into the history,
Oct. 18. — The time limit that, and
medium of public self-expression by on Montreal,
customs of the American
radio advertising will be doubled lives
Tigress."
all creeds, classes and social-economic next month, it was learned here today Indians. Speculating on how the
schools of thought.
on the North Amerwhen the' Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Indiansicanarrived
continent, he said it was his
Call Television Experimental
made public the new regulations which
opinion that they marched here from
are to go into effect Nov. 1.
"The investigations and determinaThe
former
limit
of
five
per
cent
on
Asia ages ago over a shelf of land
tions of the commission justify the
filled by the waters of the Bering
statement that there does not appear advertising portions of any program now
Straits.
to be an immediate outlook for the will be doubled to ten per cent with
The Carborundum Co. sponsors the
recognition of television service on a the corporation reserving the right to
commercial basis. The commission slice this in special cases or to order series Saturday nights from 7 :30 to
believes that the general public is an ofTending station to change the na- 8 P.M., over CBS. Batten, Barton,
entitled to this information for its
ture of its advertising. In former Durstine & Osborn is the agency.
Banner
years the five per cent limit could be
ownUntil
protection."
television reaches a point of raised with special permission.
The new regulations also forbid false Powell Show to Be
stability, it was said, stations will be
or deceptive statements, bar all price
assigned to channels on an experiStarted Wednesday
mental basis with the same require- advertisements and in all provinces exments as are now imposed.
cept
Quebec
ban
liquor
advertiseThe Dick Powell show for Amerments which in effect includes those
ican Tobacco and Lucky Strike will
of beer and wine, too.
take the air Wednesday night for a
Programs for advertisement of foods full hour program, the date, starting
Al Cormier to Quit
or drugs must, by the new orders, hour and network to be decided after
submit their continuities to the corpo- an audition has been approved by HerAsa WIP Executive
ration two weeks in advance of broadman Starr of Warners. The script
cast for censorship.
Philadelphia, Oct. 18. — Al Corfor the audition is due from the coast
mier will resign Saturday as vicetoday or tomorrow. Starr will either
Acting ofonbroadcasting
the assumption
that "the
president and general manager of message
is received
at
WIP. Benedict Gimbel today stated the fireside, in the relative unguarded approve it or suggest recommendations, following which a record will
no successor had as yet been deter- atmosphere of the home," the C. B. C. be made and sent east for final apmined upon.
has clamped down upon all talk of
birth control or venereal diseases, has
Terms of the deal are all set, acforbidden the broadcast of all court proval.
cording to official sources.
trials and has made fortune-tellers
taboo.
Tom
Fizdale^
Imc,
The regulations however have lent
Complete Publicity and Radio Relations Service
support to the rights of news-gatheren
Shell
by de'
Tak
on Para
kin Over
Pigs
ing, having included the following
clause
on
the
matter
:
is pleased to announce that
"Pigskin on Parade," Larry Nixon's
"Stations shall not transmit any show on WNEW, has been purchased
With the Appointment of Robert S. Taplinger as
news or information of any kind pub- for sponsorship by the Shell Union
lished in any newspaper or obtained, Oil Co., through J. Walter Thompson.
Director of Publicity and Radio
for
collected, collated or co-ordinated by Participating for seven weeks, the
any newspaper or association of news- Madison Personal Loan Co. will prepapers or any news agency or service
sent announcements on the same proWarner Bros. Pictures in Hollywood
except the following:
gram. The latter contract is through
the Klinger Adv. Corp.
It has acquired
"(a) Such news bulletins as are reEastern Wines Corp. will present
leased regularly from the various
bureaus of the Canadian Press for the
daily announcements in the "Listeners
Robert
S<. Taiplieger^ Iiic»
express use of broadcasting stations Scrapbook" for an indefinite term over
in Canada.
WNEW.
Walter Wylie, Albert
485 Madison Avenue, New York City
Frank-Gunther Law, Inc., is the
"(b) Local news under arrangements to be made by each station in- agency.
Telephone: ELdorado 5-5580
dividually with its local newspaper or
Chicago
London
Hollywood
newspapers, or such news as it may and (b) herein, shall not be broadcast
8532 Sunset Blvd.
20 No. Wacker Drive
102-5 Shoe Lane, EC-4
collect through its own employes.
Telephone: Central 7571
Telephone: Central 4176
Tel.: Woodbury 6-3101
unless the express permission in writDirector: T. J. L. Crane
Director: Jerry Farrar
Director: Marge L. Kerr
"(c) News from sources other than
ing of the corporation through its genthose provided for in sub-sections (a)
eral manager is secured in advance."

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 18. — Permanent
assignment of frequencies for television service, effective Oct. 13, 1938,
were announced today by the F.C.C.
The television assignments were incorporated inorders assigning to the
various services the channels between 10 and 300,000 kilocycles, on
which subject lengthy hearings were
held in June, 1936.
No changes are made in the
present assignments of frequencies
between 10 and 25,000 and 25,000
and 30,000 kilocycles, in which are
included the broadcast band and film
and short-wave broadcast frequencies,
but the commission's orders, for the
first time, make permanent provision
for services in the ultra-high frequencies between 30 and 300,000 kilocycles.
The frequencies between 25 and
27,000 kilocycles are assigned to
broadcast and Government use ; between 27 and 28,000 kilocycles are assigned to broadcast and Government
use, between 27 and 28,000 kilocycles
to general communication and Government.
Television Areas Listed
In the ultra-high frequencies,
geophysical and film services are assigned to the 33,540 and 35,540 kilocycle frequencies ; broadcasting is
given the frequencies between 41,020
and 43,980 kilocycles, 142,020 and
143,880 kilocycles and scattered frequencies and
;
television is given the
frequencies between 44,000 and 56,000,
66,000 and 72,000, 78,000 and 90,000,
96,000 and 108,000, 156,000 and 168,000, 180,000 and 192,000, 204,000 and
216,000, 234,000 and 246,000, 258,000
and 270,000, and 282,000 and 294,000
kilocycles.
With respect to television, the commission pointed out, the assignment
of frequencies is but one of many steps
which the commission believes may
be required before television can become a reliable service to the public.
Some of these steps, it was commented, must be taken by the industry
in the development of proper stands
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Personals^
TRYING MILLS of Mills Artists,
JL Inc., will arrive here today from
Holljfwood and will return there Oct.
19 with Irving Brecher, for whom he
negotiated a contract with Mervyn
LeRoy. . . . Harold T. Bers,
formerly with Bachenheimer, Dundes
& Frank, has joined the copy department of McCann-Erickson. . . .
"Caravan," Duke Ellington tune, won
a quarterly Ascap prize. . . . Joe
Connolly, publicity director of WFIL,
Philadelphia, is visiting in the city.
. . . Arthur H. Hayes, eastern
sales manager of Radio Sales in New
York, leaves today for Charlotte to
spend a week with George Schudt of
WBT. . . . Local radio editors
will say "hello" to Tom Fizdale and
"goodbye" to Bob Taplinger at a
cocktail party Thursday. . . .
+
Attilio Baggiore, Mutual tenor, has
been booked for three concert dates
. . . Norma Talmadge will end her
style talks on "30 Minutes in Hollywood," and will offer instead dramatized excerpts from her pictures . . .
Burns and Allen, Mitzi Green, Jack
Dempsey, Lou Gehrig and others will
entertain at the Newspaper Guild of
New York affair Friday . . . Sonja
Henie will be a guest on the Al Jolson
show Oct. 26 . . . Dave Casem, formerly of the NBC press staff, has
sold a program to Mutual, according
to report . . .
+
Cincinnati Town Pump
Cincinnati, Oct. 18. — James Eells,
known on the air as James Gibson,
formerly of KNTR, Los Angeles, has
joined the announcers' staff of WLW
and WSAI. . . . Al Hefler, sportscaster, and F. M. Witte of the program department of WLW have resigned. .. . Sue Martin, member of
the Martin Sisters, of WLW, and
Loren Pritchard, Indianapolis, will be
married soon. Her sister, Betty, a
member of the trio, was married
recently.

In

Talks

Here

{Continued from page 1)
participate in financing the $6,000,000,
it was stated by an authoritative
source. Lever, however, is here to
study the deal from all angles.
Goldwyn will arrive from the coast
Thursday and Korda and Maurice
Silverstone, the latter U. A. head in
England, are due Oct. 26 on the lie
de France.
With the arrival of Korda and Silverstone, the first of a series of meetings will be held here in which Goldwyn, Lever and Rose will join.
Also from sources close to the
situation, it was learned that as soon
as a plan is determined upon for lifting the options, deals will then be
sought with David O. Selznick and
Walter Wanger. The nature of the
proposals to be made the producers
could not be learned as, it was stated,
the offers would be contingent on the
type of financing plan agreed upon
by Goldwyn and Korda and their
associates.

Wait

Hamilton, O., Oct. 18.— A
record for patron patience is
is claimed by the Rialto, second run house in the Southio
circuit. When the electric
current suddenly went dead
during an electrical storm a
few nights ago. The house
was in darkness for 55 minutes, with some 600 persons
in the audience, there was
not a single complaint or request for admission refund.
Levinson

Stocks

Drop

55 Minutes

in Answer

To Aperture Critics
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — Answering
S. M. P. E. charges that the proposed
aperture change in projection machines
would cost the industry $1,000,000,
Major Nathan Levinson, vice chairman of the Academy Research Council, today issued a statement saying
that the recent research council memorandum on the change did not recommend increase in dimensions but merely proposed revision. The memo was
issued with the idea of obtaining the
viewpoint
the industry's
authorities, ofLevinson
said, andtechnical
added,
"Whether or not any revisions are
adopted by the industry is of little
moment at this time, but the researchcouncil is fulfilling its primary function of acting as a clearing house for
the industry in carefully investigating
all matters in connection with any
technical change in advance of the
making of the change. The council
is not selling an aperture either larger
or smaller than the present aperture,
but is only concerned with getting
the best possible aperture for use in

Financing Issue Denied
Reports that a stock issue would be
floated in connection with the financing were denied. Again, it was emphasized that the money is all set,
whether it is to come from England
or American sources.
Lever and Rose refused to talk
when reporters confronted them at
the pier. It was admitted that an
agreement had been made not to
discuss the deal in any way. Lever,
theLevinson
industry."
stated that stories indicathowever, said that he has other busiing a million dollar cost have been
ness here as well as for London Films
grossly exaggerated. The council proand that his stay is indefinite.
posed revision. If approved, he said,
Asked various questions in connec- adoption would be optional with each
tion with the U. A. deal. Lever an- theatre. Only a small cost would be
swered : "It all depends." That also
was his comment on a trip to the incurred in making the changeover.
The committee on standard apercoast, and the length of his stay here.
ture meets Tuesday for further study
Indications were yesterday that all
reports on the plan by technical
details bearing on the raising of the and
and will make a recom$6,000,000 would be worked out in authorities mendation
tothe council.
NBC-Realtors Suit Starts
New York with a subsequent meeting
Trial of the suit of Richard Rat- to be held on the coast where official
liff and Pease & Elliman, Inc., real- announcement is to be made at the
Depositions Start
tors, against NBC for $7,500 brokerU. A. producer-owners meetage fees started before Federal Judge annual
ing next month.
In Hub Trust Case
William Bondy and a jury in the U.
(Continued from page 1)
S. District Court yesterday. The
circuit sales for Columbia, is schedLeRoy on Secret Trip
plaintiffs claim that they negotiated
uled to be the next to be called. Most
a sublease to Erpi for office and stuChicago, Oct. 18. — ^Mervyn LeRoy
dio space at 711 Fifth Ave. when
of yesterday's session was occupied
from Hollywood
on The'
Chief with the introduction of various conNBC moved to Rockefeller Center. arrived
this morning
and left this
afternoon
tract exhibits and their identification
They are asking for their commission. for New York. He insisted his trip
The
plaintiff circuit charges that the
The trial will continue today.
was unimportant. Efforts were made
defendants acted as a combination and
to keep his trip a secret one.
conspiracy in restraint of trade, as a
Spencer Gets New York Post
result of which Morse & Rothenberg
F. Edward Spencer, Jr., has been
were unable to obtain any product
Sells 3 Territories
placed in charge of the New York
whatever
for six theatres which are in
office of Craig & Hollingberry, Inc.,
Luis Rojas de la Torre has sold
competition with the defendant circuits.
station representatives. He joined
rights to "Man Hunt- The houses are the Arcadia in Portsthe organization in July of this year New ersEngland
of the Caribbean," to Harry
mouth, N. H. ; Park & Colonial in
as vice-president and general mana- Segal ; Kentucky, Southern Ohio and
ger, and formerly was in chaige of Tennessee to Big Feature Rights Ex- Nashua, N. H. ; Rialto, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ; Cameo, Newburgh, N. Y.,
spot sales for NBC.
changes and Northern Ohio to Imper- and
the Capitol, Elizabeth, N. J.
ial Pictures of Cleveland. The picBrown & Williamson Renew
ture is based on the adventures of
George S. Ryan of Boston is attorney for the plaintiff.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. Andre Roosevelt and Erskine Loch in
has renewed its NBC-Blue network the jungles of Central America.
show titled "Ask Yourself Another"
Stark to Book Shorts
for 52 weeks, effective Nov. 12. The
Oklahoma City, Oct. 18. — H. O.
series is presented Fridays from 9 :30 M-G-M Buys James Story
Stark of the Griffith Circuit home ofto 10 P. M., and features Tommy DorHollywood, Oct. 18. — "Not Made
fice here has been put in charge of a
sey's orchestra. Batten, Barton, Dur- in Heaven," novel by Rian James, new short subject booking department.
stine & Osborn is the agency.
has been purchased by M-G-M.

As

Much

as

143^

Losses up to 14-34 points on film issues featured Stock Exchange tradings
yesterday with one exception, Loew's
preferred,mount which
gained dropped
a point. Parafirst preferred
14%,
while Columbia preferred ended the
day with a loss of 8'/2 points. 20th
Century-Fox preferred was off 6%,
while Loew's common dipped 5^.
Eastman Kodak fell off 8 points and
other issues which dropped a point
or more included General Theatre
Equipment, Paramount common and
second preferred, Pathe, 20th Century-Fox common. Universal preferred and Warner's common.
The Curb was mixed with Grand
National, Monogram and Trans-Lux
each off one-eighth of a point. Loew's
3'/2S '46 declined 1^ on the bond market, while Paramount 6's '55 were
minus
a point.
'39 wound
up with
a half Warner's
point loss6'safter
being
a half point ^ood on the day's turnover.
Films

to Bring

Culture

Mexico City,_ Oct. 18.— Film and
radio apparatus is to be supplied the
larger towns in Quintana Roo territory, remote region along the Caribbean, to modernize it by spreading
culture and education, by the Federal
Government. A Government commission reported that films and radio are
things which the territory most requires.
Scott Taplinger Aide
Hollywood, Oct. 18. — W. Burt
Scott, for eight years executive secretary to Jack Warner, today was
named by S. Charles Einfeld, director of Warner advertising and publicity, to be assistant to Robert Tapcontacts.
linger, head of studio and exhibitor

-
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BOTH

BUT

ARE

WHAT

TRANSPORTATION

A

In comparison with modern SIMPLIFIED HIGH
INTENSITY projection old style low intensity projection isas out-of-date as the horse and buggy. And
as uneconomical.
The picture on the screen is all you have to sell.
Clear, snappy black and white and good accurate
color pictures can only be projected properly with
high intensity light, such as audiences are accustomed
to in the big theaters.
SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY projection is
no longer a luxury. Almost any house can afford it.
And every house can make it a business builder.

DIFFERENCE

MPLIFIED2-FEWER
1-SIMPLIFIED LAMPSI
MECHANISM
LAMP PARTS

3-LGWER ARC CURRENT
Two to three times as much light on the screen as
you get from low intensity, costs so little more than
you are now paying, that one extra admission per show
will cover it.
Write jor the new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal
Triangle In Picture Projection."
0D□□DQJ

SIMPLIFIED

JND

MODERN

{

PROJECTION
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WITH NATIONAL
-SUPREX
Copjnriiirbt 1937, National Carbon Company. Inc.

iTIONAL CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
Unit of Union Carbide |im and Carbon Corporation
CARBON SALES DIVISION, CI^TVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Cash

NEW

Terms

U-A.

Deal

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

TEN

20, 1937

in

Now

$4,500,000

Phila.

Be

"Strike"

Model

for

Pact

Other
Seven

Option

Requirement

By

Cut

Deal

British

KRS

$1,500,000

Cash required by Samuel Goldwyn
and Alexander Korda, each one-fifth
owners, to swing their deal for the
fifty-fifty control of United Artists
Dist. Corp. has dropped from the
original $6,000,000 to $4,500,000,
Motion Picture Daily learned last
night.
In the face of a tightened money
market this was viewed by those familiar with the inside on the situation
last night as a factor of great importance in consummating the deal by
which the option will be lifted.
Charles Chaplin is insisting upon
$2,000,000 in cash for his one-fifth
lioldings in the company. Mary Pickford, owner of a second fifth, and
Douglas Fairbanks owner of a third
fifth, are understood to be amenable
(Continued on page IS)
LeRoy

Confers
with

CENTS

on

Warners

Mervyn LeRoy, head of Mervyn
LeRoy Prod., which distributes
through Warners, yesterday arrived
from the coast and later declared he
had gone into conference with the
company's home office executives on a
new releasing deal. The producer will
remain until Friday and then return
to Hollywood to begin "Food for
Scandal," with Fernand Gravet and
Carole Lombard. The picture will be
in Technicolor and is slated to be finished by February when LeRoy's current pact with Warners expires.
Asked about his plans, LeRoy
■stated
haven't any.
Aboard :of"I directors
sent The
for Warner
me and

Shuns

On

New

Talks

Quota

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 13. — The Kinematograph Renters' Society, representative
body of distributors, has declined an
invitation from the British Films
Advancement Council to meet the
members of Parliament associated with
the Council in a discussion on the new
Films Bill.
The invitation was to a committee
room of the House of Commons. At
separate times the Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
laborto organiizations
haveAss'n
been and
invited
confer

Has

51 Per

Cent

London, Oct. 19. — John
Maxwell, on behalf of Associated British Pictures, now
controls 51 per cent of the
"A" ordinaries of Union
Cinemas, acquired at an approximate cost of $2,250,000.
This was the deal whereby
MaxweH's theatre interests
became the largest in England with control of about
700 houses.

Empire-Universal
Canada
Sales Set

Toronto^ Oct. 19. — Plans for the
new distribution setup in Canada for
Universal product have been completed
with the creation of a new company
with the B. F. A. C. So far only for the virtual amalgamation of Emlabor has accepted.
pire Films, Ltd., and Canadian UniThe B. F. A. C. is the body led by
versal Films, Ltd., under the title of
Lord Strabolgi, with the general ob- Empire-Universal Films, Ltd., with
ject of advocating the Isidore Ostrer Oscar R. Hanson as president. Hanquota policy, compelling American
son created Empire Films, Ltd., five
companies to spend, on British pro- years ago.
duction, a set percentage of their
The vice-president of the new comtakings in the British market. The
pany is Paul Nathanson, only son of
Parliamentary section is now 86
strong.
N. L. Nathanson, president of Famous Players Canadian Corp., while
Recent affiliations to the B. F. A. C. Clair Hague,
general manager of
(Continued on page 6)
include a number of Empire and educational organizations, and the Incorporated Society of Authors, PlayStarts a Drive
wrights and Musicians, which has a AFL

to

Spots
Other

Territories

Affected; Agreement
Expected Friday
The indicated settlement of the
Philadelphia exhibitors' "buyers strike"
against Paramount, if reached on Friday, as expected, will provide the basis
for settlement of similar "buying
strikes" against the company in the
seven other territories in which such
demonstrations are now in progress,
it was reported in reliable quarters
yesterday.
While Paramount officials could not
be reached for comment on the report, it was learned that any settlement achieved for the Philadelphia
territory will be available, as well, to
other exhibitors on the same terms.
No indication has been given yet of
the basis of the settlement of the
Philadelphia dispute, due to the fact
that the preliminary understandings
have not been formally ratified by the
exhibitor faction and the company.
However, it is known that a feature
of any settlement which may be
reached will be an agreement by both
sides to abandon the litigation now
under way in the Federal Court at
Philadelphia.
Paramount was denied a temporary
injunction against the exhibitors by
the U. S. District Court at Philadelphia and appealed the decision to
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
the decision of which is now being
awaited.

The mitteePhiladelphia
is due back inexhibitors'
New Yorkcomfor
(Continued on page 11)
Among
Office Staffs
Representatives of the A. F. of
L. yesterday distributed circulars to
Seek Depositions of
Warner home office employes in a
Film Heads in Suit move to get white collar workers to Hearing Is Set on
Ranking officials of all major com- join the American Federation of
panies will be called for depositions in Bookkeepers, Stenographers & AcPayments
to Para.
now I am going to hear what they
countants Union, Federal Local 20940.
the anti-trust action instigated in U.
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes(Continued on page 11)
S. District Court at Boston by Morse
terday signed an order setting a date
The circular describes the organiza&
Rothenberg,
independent
theatre
option
as
a
"union
for
all
office
workfor
hearing
of the Paramount trusWarner
Stockholders
ers." (Continued
The first mass
meeting
will be
erators, against eight major distributee's petition for leave to settle for
on
page
6)
tion companies, the Maine & New
amounts aggregating more than $2,To Meet December
13
(Continued on page 15)
000,000 the action to recover from
Directors of Warners yesterday
former officers and directors of the
Hays Board Orders
-voted to hold the annual stockholders
company damages amounting to apDecides to Date
meeting in Wilmington, Dec. 13. RKO
proximately $12,000,000.
Action Upon Titles
Stockholders of record to Nov. 3 will
LaGuardia
Time
Reel
Due
to
attorneys'
objections, neither
The title registration committee of
he eligible to attend. Five directors
the hearing date nor the petition dewhose terms expire will be elected at
RKO theatre officials decided yes- the M.P.P.D.A. was instructed yestertailing the settlement terms will be
terday to date in The March of
the Wilmington session. The date for
day by the board of directors of the made public until today. As reported
(Continued on page 11)
Time's production starring Mayor organization to proceed with the work by Motion Picture Daily on Sept.
LaGuardia and city department heads
of setting up a new system for "de- 24 when the settlement agreement was
freezing" unused titles following speci- reached, however, it has been estabin the company's Greater New York
neighborhood theatres next week, it
fied periods of registration. The preslished that defendants in the action
was learned yesterday. Although no
Radio — Pp. 14-15
ent regulations make titles available who were associated with Kuhn, Loeb
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 11)
special screen-writers' section.
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Sherwood

Dramatists

On

Guild

DAILY
(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Robert Emmett Sherwood has been
nominated for president of the Dramatists Guild, heading the slate of new
Vol. 42
October 20, 1937 No. 94 officers and councillors which will be
voted on by the membership at their
annual meeting here Nov. 9. NomiMartin Quigley
nation is tantamount to election as
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
there is no opposing ticket in the
MAURICE KANN. Editor
field, although write-ins are perJ. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
mitted. Sidney Howard is the retirJAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
ing president.
Others nominated are George S.
Published dally except Sunday and Kaufman, vice-president ; Edward
holidayspany, Inc.,
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley.
Publishing
Com- Childs Carpenter, chairman of the
president,
Colvin
treasurer. Brown. vice-president and board ; Richard Rodgers, secretary,
Publication Office: 1270 Sixth Ave- and the following councillors, Rachel
nue at Kocliefeller Center. New York. Telephone Crothers, Phillip Dunning, Paul
Circle
Cable copyrighted
address: '■Qulgpubco,
New
York." 7-3100.
All contents
1937 by Quigley
Green, John Howard Lawson, MelInc. Address all correspond- vin Levy, Elizabeth McFadden,
Company,
Publishing
ence to the
New
York
Office.
Other
Quigley
publications: MOTION PICTURE HERALD, BETTER Eugene O'Neill, Arthur Richmond,
theatrb;s,MOTION
teatro
al dia,
intebnaTIONAI.
PICTURE
ALMANAC
and A. E. Thomas and Sophie Treadwell.
FAMK
HOLLYWOOD:
Postal Union Life Building, Ten of the guild's 30 council members
Tine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall, Manager. are retired annually, councillors being
CHICAGO:
624 S. Michigan Ave.; C. B. ONelll._ elected for three-year terms.
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F.
Louise Silcox is executive secretary
Llnz, Representative.
AMSTERDAM: 87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap, of the guild and also of the Authors
Representative.
League, which will also hold its
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim annual
elections next month.
K. Rutenberg. Representative.
BUDAPEST: 3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II; Endre
Hevesl, Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949; N. Bruskl,
Postpone Equity Merger
Representative.
COPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Wlnther,
Action on a proposal by Chorus
HELSINKI: Fredrlksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio. Equity for the absorption of the orRepresentative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square, W. 1; Bruce Allan.
ganization byits parent union, Actors
Representative. Cable address, Quigpubco, London.
MELBOURNE: Regent Theatre Building, 191 Equity Ass'n, was postponed for
Collins St.; Cliff Holt, Representative.
three weeks by the council of the
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 2G9; James Lockhart, parent
union yesterday.
Representative.
The council did not act on the
MONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Representative.
recent resignation of Paul Dullzell as
MOSCOW:
IT^ S CIl ^2 1 i T6 Petrovskl Per 8; Beatrice Stem, Bqpexecutive secretary of Equity, alPARIS:
29
Rue
Marsoulan;
Pierre
Autre.
BeprdB6nt All vd
though efforts are being made to
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf, induce him
to reconsider and it is
Representative.
RIO DE JANEIRO: Caixa Postal 3558; L. S. believed probable that the resignation
Marinho, Representative.
ROME:
Via Lovanlo 1; Vittorio Malpassutl. Rep- may be withdrawn eventually. The
resentative.
SANTIAGO
de CHILE: CaslUa 13300; A. Welss- matter is scheduled for consideration
mann. Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41, Capital Theatre Build- at next week's meeting of the council.
II^S ing,t i142vo Museum Road; J. P. Koehler, RepSTOCKHOLM:
Ed. LeBaron Plans Set
Representative. Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar Allberg,
TOKYO:
880
Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-shl,
Chlba-Ken;
Jaime Salvador, Spanish producer,
H. TonUnaga, Representative.
VIENNA. Neustlttgasse, 54 Vienna Til; Hans has left for the coast, having comLorant, Representative.
pleted distribution for the newlyEntered as second class matter January 4, 1926,
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y.. under formed Edward LeBaron Prod., Inc.,
Act of March 3. 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 In the Americas, which plans to produce only Spanish
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
films. The LeBaron organization will
also be sole distributors in the southwest for Cifesa, producing company in
"Stage Door" to Get
Spain.
The first LeBaron production,
3rd Music Hall Week
which will go into work Jan. 2, will
With $76,000 in the till for the first
be titled "Castles in the Air," and will
five days of the second week, "Stage star Blanquita Castejon and Rafael
Door" w/ill be held a third stanza at Storm. Present plans call for 15 films
the Music Hall. It is expected to fin- a year.
ish the second week with $95,000.
"Victoria the Great" is now slated Newman
Joins Republic
to open Oct. 28.
Portland, Oct. 19. — Frank L. New"Life Begins at College" garnered
man, Jr., manager of the Orpheum,
$30,000 in four days of the second
week at the Roxy. The finishing fig- has resigned to join Republic at
Hollywood starting Oct. 23. He will
ure is expected to tally $41,000. "Ali be succeeded at the Orpheum by Ron
Baba Goes to Town" will open Friday.
J. Harrington.
Oryille H. Reynold will succeed
Harrington.
Loew's Boston Pays 15c
Loew's Boston Theatres has deZukor Leaves for Coast
clared aregular quarterly dividend of
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
15 cents payable Nov. 1 to stockboard of Paramount, left for the coast
holders of record Oct. 23.
yesterday on the Century. He was
accompanied by Chris Dunphy, his
assistant. Zukor returned to New
York last Thursday after five weeks
abroad.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
AOOLPH POLLAK
HOME OFFICE:
General Mgr.
630 ■ 9th Ave.. N. Y. C.

Allied

to Head

Schenck to Make Three
Hollywood, Oct. 19. — Harry
Schenck has closed a deal with Imperial Pictures, Inc., to produce three
features. Each will cost about $75,000.

Leave

Hollywood, Oct. 19. — Louise
Hovick has been granted a
six months' leave of absence,
according to 20th CenturyFox.
Since joining the company,
she has appeared in "You
Can't Have Everything" and
"Ali Baba Goes to Town."
Sam
"A"

Eckman
Defends
Percentage Move

London, Oct. 13. — Sam Eckman,
Jr., making a personal reply to Arthur Dent's strictures, on behalf of
Associated British Pictures, on the
K.R.S. plan to impose percentage
terms on all "A" films, vigorously
protests the suggestion that what is
aimed at by the K.R.S. is a system of
controlling film prices on a monopoly
basis.

To

Favors

Work

with

Move
ITOA

Trenton, Oct. 19. — The membership of Allied of New Jersey, in session at the Stacey Trent here today,
acted favorably on a report by Irving
Dollinger, Louis Gold and Morris
Marks, the committee appointed to
investigate the I.T.O.A.'s proposal of
cooperation.
Committees of Allied and I.T.O.A.
met at the Astor in New York last
week. At the meeting, it was decided
that if the memberships of both organizations approve plans to cooperate on mutual problems, each exhibitor
unit will name five exhibitors to a
special committee which will have the
power of calling meetings for airing
whatever topics arise for immediate
disposal.
With the Jersey men endorsing the
plan, the Allied group is awaiting approval by the I.T.O.A. body. The
I.T.O.A. will meet at the Astor, New
York, tomorrow, and act on a report
by its committee.
As soon as the I.T.O.A. membership is in agreement on the plan. Allied will appoint five men to act on
the joint committe of 10. It has not
been decided whether Dollinger, Gold
and Marks will be on the committee.
Other topics taken up today dealt
with legislative matters and film buying with no action taken.
It was pointed out today that there
will be no merger of the organization
at the present time. The next Allied
session will be held at the Lincoln, N..
Y., Nov. 9.

Dent, says Eckman, is "talking
through his hat" in suggesting that
the K.R.S. proposes to set up a "cartel," based on the principle that exhibitors shall only deal with distributors in the ring.
The K.R.S. policy, says Eckman, is
aimed at the over-long program, which
he describes as a "menace," but even
more at the program composed of two
first features. "At least 95 per cent
of the exhibitors of this country will
hail this policy with emphatic affirmation," he says. Exhibitors playing the
"two first feature" policy can only do
so on flat rentals, he states. Hence Pat he Awaiting Word
the resolution that "A" films shall
From Air Crash Site
only be booked exclusively on a percentage basis.
Pathe News late yesterday was
awaiting word from Knight, Wyo.,
Major Gale Also Criticises
where James Pergola and William
Following the Eckman and Dent Pitt, cameramen, were killed in an air
statements came one from Major A. crash, on the recovery of the bodies.
J. Gale, who recently raised the
The bodies of the plane crash vicquestion of excessive rentals in the times are on a 10,000-foot mountain.
C.E.A. Council. Major Gale disputes As soon as word is received, a decithe K.R.S. claim that all that is aimed
sion will be made on burial.
at in the famous resolution is to hit
the long program.
This, says Gale, is just a "red herring." The real object of the K.R.S.
is "to squeeze film rentals to an even
higher level," and it is too late, he
says, they
for can
the split
distributors'
to
think
exhibitors body
by such
tactics.
"For once," says Gale, "the K.R.S.
has attempted to drive too far. ... I
have no doubt of the outcome if exhibitors for once will stand together."
Gale sees the K.R.S. move as an attempt to place circuit and independent
theatres in opposition, and urges
C.E.A. members to get together on a
price reduction campaign with the
circuits.

Columbia
Men

Southern

Meet

Saturday

Six southern exchanges will be represented at the Columbia regional
sales meeting to be held Saturday and
Sunday at the Ainslee, Atlanta. Joe
McConville, Rube Jackter, Leonard
Picker and George Josephs of the
day.
home office will leave for Atlanta FriThe Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas,
Memphis, Oklahoma City and New
Orleans exchanges are represented in
Sam Moscow's division.

For Complete Luncheon
"THE FINEST FOOD VOU EVER TASTED!"
IN THE COSMOPOLITAN ROOM

INTERNATIONAL
44th
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Empire-Universal
Canada
Sales Set

Purely

Personal

►

GRAETZ, general sales manPAUL
manager for Paris Export Films,
will head for the coast today or tomorrow to spend a month with Jack
D. Trop, American representative for
the company.
•
P. K. Thomajan is the author of
a folio of poems, grouped under the
general title of "Hymns to Hers."
Rittenhouse of Philadelphia is the publisher.
•
H. R. KossMANN, American representative for Andre De Brie, Ltd., has
resigned and will leave for a vacation
before announcing his new plans.
•
Charles E. McCarthy, director of
advertising and publicity for 20th
Century-Fox, is slated to arrive from
the coast today.
•
Annabella, French star signed by
20th Century-Fox, left for the coast
yesterday to start • work in "Jean."
Ethel Merman is en route to the
coast to start work in "Sally, Irene
and Mary" for 20th
• Century-Fox.
Herbert Wilcox and Anna
Neagle returned from Toronto last
night by way of Buffalo.
•
The Jack Warners are expected
from Europe next month. Date at
present undetermined.
•
G. F. Rackett, Technicolor studio
official, sails today on the Queen Mary.
•
Gradwell L. Sears will return
from the coast next week.
•
Eddie Golden due back from the
Middle West Friday.
•
Grace Moore is due back from the
coast today.
Fritz Lang
Astoria.
Herman
coast.

is at the Waldorf-

Bernie back from the

American
flagships
TO LOS

AFL

Starts

a Drive

Among
Office Staffs
(.Continued from page 1)
held tomorrow night at Manhattan
Opera House.
Indicating that the move is directed
against the C.I.O., which has been
petitioning film employes to enlist in
its organization for the past few
months, the circular adds :
"We understand that our friendly
enemies, the C.I.O., is also attempting
to organize the office employes in
your field. Our only answer to this is
in the form of a question. Has the
C. I.O. the moral right to organize
workers in an industry where those
workers' strength depends upon affiliated unions in the same industry and
without which they have no backbone ?
"The American Federation of Labor
is completely entrenched in the film
industry. Actors, musicians, electricians, carpenters, technicians, warehousement, motion picture operators
and transportation workers are only
a few of the different affiliated trades
organized under the A. F. of L. The
C.I.O. has absolutely no representation in the film industry and we will
stand pat on that statement."
Last week, at the Denver convention of the A. F. of L., it was announced that the organization would
extend its activities to the white collar
field.

ANGELES

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONIY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm.
Call your Travel AgenI, or VAnderbilt 3-25S0
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbill Ave. and
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th SI.

Al RLIN

{Continued from page 1)
Canadian Universal for the past 25
years, remains as New York representative for Universal.
A. W. Perry, general manager of
Empire, has become general manager
of Empire-Universal Films, while the
new general sales manager is L H.
Allen, formerly Montreal branch manager of Empire.
Sales managers for Universal product in the six Canadian key centers
nave been appointed as follows : Toronto, Sam Brint; Montreal, L. Rosefield; Winnipeg, F. L. Vaughan ; Calgary, J. A. Wilson; Vancouver, W.
B. Adamson; St. John, W. A. Sault.
The following have been named as
branch managers of Empire- Universal Films, Ltd. : Toronto, Archie
Laurie ; Montreal, A. Leduc ; Winnipeg, D. V. Rosen; Calgary, J. Palansky; Vancouver, J. E. Archer; St.
John, G. M. Hoyt. These managers
will have direct charge of sales of Republic, Educational, G. B., Associated
British and Herbert Wilcox pictures,
General Films Distributors and Capitol Films, the last five named being
British.

ES

INC.

Motiograph to Build
Chicago, Oct. 19. — Motiograph,
Inc., will soon start work on a $125,000 plant to be devoted to the manufacture of reproducing equipment under license agreements closed recently
with Erpi. The plant will have 100,000 square feet of space and will be
located in Chicago's Industrial Clearing District.
Racine

Contest

Ban

Valid

Madison,
Wis._, Oct.
19. — Racine's
ordinance
prohibiting
marathon
dances,
walkathons, skatathons and similar
endurance contests has been upheld
by the State Supreme Court.

Copyright Attorneys
Are Awarded
$4,000

Directors'

The sum of $4,000 was awarded to
attorneys for the defendants in the
copyright infringement suit brought by
George A. Gogniat in the U. S. District Court yesterday by Judge Vincent L. Leibell. Gogniat, as president
of the United Music Co., sued Universal, Gem Pictures Corp., Loew's
Inc., Consolidated Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Don Malkanes, Morris
S. Tropp, George Cochrane, Universal
Film Exchange, Big-U Film Exchange, the 981 8th Ave. Corp. and
the Woodside Operating Corp. The
suit was dismissed on Sept. 11.
Infringement was alleged on three

Hollywood, Oct. 19. — The hope of
Regional Labor Board officials for a
consent election on the Screen Directors Guild petition to be determined
as the collective bargaining agency for
directors, assistants and unit managers was blasted today when attorneys
for the producers flatly refused to
make any concession and asked that
the petition go through the regular
hearing channels. William J. Walsh,
special board attorney, and Dr. Towne
Nylander, regional director, conferred
with Walter Tuller, attorney for
Paramount; Alfred Wright, for 20th
Century-Fox ; Milton Schwartz, for
M-G-M, and others to see if the election could be held without a hearing
or a board order but they were refused.

songs, "Don Rigo," "Vers L'Horizon" and "Valse Mutine" in Universal's "Goofeytown Newsreel." Attorneys who will share in the award are
Willard S. McKay, Adolph Schimel,
Howard M. Antevil, Joseph W. McKee and Julian T. Abeles. They had
asked for $25,000.
Gillis Gets $1,500 More
additional allowance for attorney's fees was made yesterday by
U. S. District Court Judge William
Bondy in the Flatbush Ave. & Nevins
St. Corp. reorganization. J. F. Gillis,
attorney for a group of bondholders,
was awarded an additional $1,500 over
$13,500 previously received for extra
work. Gillis asked $4,500 additional.
The corporation formerly owned the
Fox Brooklyn Theatre and office
building.
An

RKO

Decides

to Date

LaGuardia
Time Reel
{Continued from page 1)
dates 'have been set yet, the decision
would bring the picture to the neighborhood screens during the week preceding the municipal election.
The picture has played one week at
the Music Hall and opens tomorrow
at the Embassy, the only actual play
dates given the picture thus far.
RKO deliberated over the city
bookings for many days, wary of
being accused of political partisanship
in the event the picture was played
prior to election. Late last week
company officials made a preliminary
decision to refrain from dating in the
film on the Mayors public career
until after Nov. 2. The matter was
reconsidered when various public elements began inquiring into the whereabouts of the production.
Hays

Board

NLRB

Is Asked

Jones Resumes Testimony
Hollywood, Oct. 19. — Grover
Jones, first president of Screen Playwrights, Inc., today resumed the stand
in the Regional Labor Board hearing
of the Screen Writers' Guild petition
for a writers' collective bargaining
agencyous election,
delineationsgiving
of hisfurther
work humorin the
industry,
declaring
M-G-M
paid
him $2,000
weekly that
to pep
up jaded
writers in conferences by telling them
funny stories. He also told of a sevenmonths' poker game at Paramount,
half of the stakes of which went to
the underpaid secretaries of writers.
Jones said he quit the S. W. G. because of alleged communistic tendencies of some of its leaders.
Howard Emmett Rogers, also one
of the playwrights' organizers, told
of asserted radical tendencies. Virginia Van Upp, another member, also
testified.
Loew's to Open Two
In Bronx Tomorrow
Loew's will open the new Post Road
and the Dyckman tomorrow. The former was constructed by the circuit at
a cost of $500,000 and seats approximately 1,400. The latter theatre was
taken over late in the summer and was
remodeled completely. There are 1,400
seats in this house.
The two new additions now give
the major circuit 70 vmits in the local
area. Two weekly changes will be the
policy in both theatres.

Orders

Action Upon Titles
{Continued from page 1)
after they have remained unused for
two years.
The Hays board meeting yesterday
was called to complete business which
meeting.
remained unfinished from last week's

To Speed Up Ampa Meet
Paul Lazarus, Jr., who will preside at the Ampa meeting tomorrow at
the International Casino, promises to
have Nigel Bruce, Dorothy Mackaill,
Constance Collier and Clem McCarthy as guests. Lazarus also goes
on record that the food will be served
on time and that members and visitors
-will be back at their offices at 2:30.
A new seating arrangement is also
promised.

By

Hearing

UNITED'S SLEEPER
SERVICE OFFERS:
*Sky Room courtesy lounge for
nighthawks,
on United.) early birds. (Only
*Sleepers limited to 12 persons
for extra comfort.
*Nb crowding — a berth for every
passenger.
*De luxe Skylounges on daylight
portions of trip, sleepers at
night.
coast.
*3 nightly sleeper flights coast to
TICKETS: United Offices, Hotels,
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
UNITED

AIR

LINES
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Wilby In on New Pact
R. B. Wilby of the Wilby-Kincey
Circuit arrived in New York yesterday from Atlanta for conferences with
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount theatre head, on a new five-year operating deal with the company for the
southeastern circuit. Indications are
that the deal will be closed this week.

PREVIEW

Allvine Play Is Set
Glendon Allvine signed a contract
yesterday for the staging of "Knights
of Songs," described as a romance in
11 scenes, of which he is the author.
It will be produced on the main stage
of the Pasadena Playhouse in January
by Gilmor Brown.
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"Night Club Scandal"
^Paramount)
Hollywood^ Oct. 19. — More a revealed mystery than it is a scandal,
"iMight Club bcandal" may be accepted as a better-than-average program sustaining attraction. I'he cast contains many well-known, it not
actually ace, names, and teatures a crowd of players who know how to
act, tossing the ball of the plot around in the manner of a well-trained
basketball team. Those mainly concerned are John Barrymore, Lynne
Overman, Charles Bickford, Harvey Stephenson, J. Carroll iNaish,
iLvtlyn Brent, Elizabeth Patterson, Cecil Cunningham, all of whom
liave been around a long time, and a newcomer, Louise Campbell.
The plot is not new, but adapted by Lillie Hayward from a play by
Daniel N. Rubin and directed by Ralph Murphy, it is interesting and
attention-holding. First, it shows how a murderer commits the perfect
crime and, by means of an airtight alibi, makes his implication in the
killing almost impossible. Then it shows how a police captain, by means
of circumstantial evidence, forces the conviction of an innocent, although
involved suspect. Finally, it shows how a glib reporter blasts the theories
of
shatters the killer's alibi and secures freedom
for circumstantial
the condemnedevidence,
man.
Essentially melodramatic, the film includes an enjoyable comedy contrast and is not without the suggestion of a romantic love story. This
takes a surprise twist which adds to the yarn's human interest character and accents its drama and comedy. "Might Club Scandal" looks like
a strong attraction for the secondary theatres where the sophisticates
do not dominate the patronage.
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."

''Hold 'Em
{Paramount)

Navy"

Hollywood, Oct. 19. — Here's a combined midshipman and football
story that is entertainment. Freshly different from earlier features
which have used the same premise, it balances its Annapolis glamour,
comedy, romance, football excitement and human interest in novel style.
Had the film been given the benefit of a little more expensive production and had a few ace names been included, it would stack up as a
strong" A. As it is, it is full of the material audiences like to see.
Probably its main exploitation asset is the fact that the hero doesn't
win the football game. When the winning touchdown is pushed over
in the crucial moment, he's doing guard duty, meanwhile arguing with
the girl in the case as he walks his post and tries to listen to the radio.
The plot is built around the romantic rivalry of two middies, Lew
Ayres and John Howard, for Mary Carlisle's favor. When Ayres goes
A.W.O.L. while courting Mary, Howard, in line of duty, reports him
and he is dropped from the plebe eleven. A year passes, during which
time the action pictures the fanfare of Academy life and Ayres makes
considerable romantic progress. Then Mary tricks Howard into being
A.W.O.L., but Ayres saves him from discipline so that Howard can
play in the Army-Navy game. When Howard wins it, the contrasting
action is as previously described.
The original screenplay by Erwin Gelsey and Lloyd Corrigan is
showmanship. Their material is fresh and intriguing and Director
Kurt Neumann has brought it up on the screen so that it means something. The film can be used in connection with any other feature; in
many cases it may be that it will steal the show.

Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Stockholders

LeRoy Conferring on
Deal with Warners
To Meet December
31
{Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
have to offer. I may not stay with
the annual directors' meeting here has the company. It all depends on what
not been set, but will be held soon
the directors have to say."
after the stockholders' session.
LeRoy declared that all plans
Albert Warner, vice-president, presided in the absence of his brother, whereby he was to participate in the
financing with Samuel Goldwyn and
Harry, who is on the coast. The an- Alexander Korda in the purchase of
nual financial report is due the middle
U. A. stock from Charles Chaplin,
of next month.
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
are definitely off. "It's been on and
Plans Coast Office
off
so much, it's now definitely off,"
he said.
deals in moJ. Cohen, who
Jerome
The producer denied that he would
tion picture insurance, is en route to
Los Angeles to open a coast office.
line up with David O. Selznick, Wal-

Warner

Is Set

on

DAILY,!S

Model

(Continued from page 1)
further conferences with Paramount
officials on Friday. An agrement on
a settlement of the buyers' "strike" is
regarded as highly probable at that
time on the basis of the progress
made at the first meeting here on
Monday. On the exhibitor committee
are Lewen Pizor, Charles Segall and
Abe Sablosky. As the "strike"
originated in the Philadelphia area, a
settlement of the dispute there is regarded as likely to encourage similar
settlements in the other disturbed territories, which include Minneapolis,
Los Angeles, Ohio, Milwaukee, Boston and Indiana.
A settlement, if reached, is also regarded as having a more or less direct
effect on the future trade relations of
all distributors and exhibitors, it is
pointed out in responsible industry
quarters.

Wall

PICTURE

Payments
to Para.
(Continued from page 1)
& Co., Paramount bankers prior to the
company's reorganization, will paj'
sums aggregating more than $700,000.
Approximately one-half of the defendants in the action are included in this
group. Other large settlement payments include those of Sidney R.
Kent, $250,000; Sam Katz, $200,000;
Adolph and Eugene Zukor, $500,000,
to be paid over a period of 10 years ;
Jules E. Brulatour, $100,000; Frank
A. Bailey, $100,000; John D. Hertz,
$125,000; the estate of Emil Shauer,
$50,000, and Jesse L. Lasky, $27,500,
Lesser amounts are also possible from
additional defendants.
The actions were brought by the
Paramount trustees in 1935 and sought
the recovery of allegedly excessive salaries paid to some defendants, and the
recovery of sums alleged to have been
made by other defendants through participations ina plan,
Paramount
stock purchase
and the employes'
recovery
of sums alleged to have been lost by
the company through the repurchase
of its stock which had been issued
for expansion purposes at prices in
excess of the market prevailing at the
time of redemption.
The settlement amounts will be paid
into the Paramount treasury, Arthur
A. Ballantine, of counsel to the Paramount trustee, said yesterday, verifying information published earlier by
Motion Picture Daily.
Union Contract Argument Up
Supreme Court Justice Edgar J.
Lauer will hear a motion today to dismiss the second amended complaint of
the Gotham Amusement Corp., the H.
M. Amusement Corp., the La Salle
Amusement Corp., the Hancock Theatre Corp., the B. B. C. Amusement
Corp., the Har-Mar Amusement Corp.
and the Alarvin Amusement Corp.
against Local 306, Allied M. P. Operators Union and the I.T.O.A.
The defendants contend that the
complaint failed to state a cause of
action. Two previous complaints have
been dismissed. The plaintiffs are independent theatre owners who are suing to enjoin the enforcement of the
contract made on Jan. 30 between the
I.T.O.A. and the unions.
Fanny Brice to Ask Suit End
Fanny Brice will ask Justice Edgar
J. Lauer in the N. Y. Supreme Court
today to dismiss the complaint in the
$14,250
commission
brought action
againstforheragent's
by Edgar
Allen.
Miss Brice contends that the complaint fails to set forth a cause of
action. Allen is suing for 10 per cent
of the $142,500 which he claims Miss
Brice received for her appearance in
the "Ziegfeld Follies." He claims that
he obtained the contract which paid
her eight per cent of the weekly gross
receints with a minimum guarantee of
$2,500 weekly.
ter Wanger and Frank Capra in the
formation of a new producing company. He insisted that the reason he is
in town was because the Warner home
office called him east to talk over a
new deal.
On the same train were Leo McCarey and Alice Faye, the former to
discuss a deal with Selznick and the
latter to recuperate from a recent illness.
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High

Frequencies
Washington, Oct. 19. — Eventual
abandonment of the present broadcasting band in favor of the uUra-high
frequencies was foreseen here today
by broadcasting interests studying the
new allocations issued yesterday by
the F. C. C.
In that allocation, 75 channels, each
40 kilocycles wide, four times the
present width, are assigned to broadcasting between 41,020 and 43,980
kilocycles, and another 79 channels,
25 kilocycles wide, are available between 25,025 and 26,975 kilocycles, as
they can be opened up under certain
provisions of the Madrid Convention.
These areas, as yet, are practically
unexplored, but are believed to offer
room for several times as many stations as can now be accommodated on
the 550-1,570 kilocycles broadcasting
band.
Commission Heads Reticent
While officials of the commission
refuse to comment upon the high frequency broadcast assignments, it is
known that for some time both the industry and the Commission have been
dissatisfied with the limitations of the
present broadcasting band and are
leaning to the belief that the ultrahigh frequencies offer opportunities
now unavailable for broadcasting expansion.
Members of the broadcasting industry looking to the future believe
that within 10 years broadcasting stations will be established in the upper
spectrum and that it is only a matter
of time before all broadcasting will
be relocated.
Renew "Six Star Revue"
"Six Star Revue," the three-hour
daily sports and musical show on
WMCA sponsored by General Mills,
Inc., during the baseball season, has
been renewed for 26 weeks, carrying
it over into the fall and winter season. The show features Lee Grant's
orchestra, Helen Young and Jerry
Baker, soloists ; Kay and Buddy Arnold, song and piano team : Powell
Clark, film reviewer, and Bob Carter, Garnet Marks, Joe O'Brien, announcers. Don Kerr and Joe Tobin
are the em cees.
McGill Students Damage CHLP
Montreal, Oct. 19. — Rioting students of McGill University, jubilant
after
a
the
studios football
of CHLPvictory,
over "crashed"
the weekend,
causing damage amounting to over
$2,000.
The station, operated by LaPatrie,
has its offices in the arcade of the Sun
Life Bldg., and it was through this
passage that a mob of students, some
200 strong, "paraded."
Radie Harris for WOR
Radie Harris, film commentator,
will offer a program of Hollywood
chatter and presentation of guest stars
over WOR beginnine Thursday, Nov.
11, from 6:45 to 7:00 and weekly
thereafter at the same hour. The
commentator formerly was heard over
WHN.

Philadelphia Orchestra
The orchestral series sponsored by
Still a Tie
the Association of Banks which features the Philadelphia Orchestra got
Emulating the example of
off to a brilliant start Monday eveGeneral
said,this
"I
will fightGrant
it outwhoalong
ing with Eugene Ormandy on the
dais and Maria Jeritza as the guest
line I.R.N.A.
if it takes
summer,"
vocalist.
the
andallthe
A.F.M.
The new series promises to be the
still were deadlocked at midoutstanding serious music program on
night last night in their efforts to come to terms on a
the air this season, the others of its
trade agreement. They will
type preferring to mix the modern
day.
take up the cudgels again towith the classic. Adhering to the excellent standard it set for itself the
opening night, the bank series should
win for itself not only critical esteem
but a great audience of listeners.
The overture of the first concert Gable still are "that way" about each
other, according to Pantages. Alice
was Wagner's "Die Meistersinger." Faye, now enroute to New York, will
Ofl^ered successively thereafter were spend all her time in night clubs because that is the only way she can
Debussy's "Clair de Lune," waltzes
from "Der Rosenkavalier" and Ber- completely relax. Also, that the invitation to the Duke and Duchess of
lioz's "Rakoczy March." Jeritza's
numbers included "Adieu Forets," Windsor to spend some time at Clar"Widmung" and "Caecilie." Dr. Neil
ence Brown's ranch, extended by
Carothers, director of the College of
and George Raft, was nothBusiness Administration at Lehigh Brown
ing but a publicity stunt. Not really?
University, discussed economics brief- Miriam Hopkins is feuding with her
ly during intermission. His discus- director. Robert Stone, a singer unsions will be a weekly feature of the
der contract to a studio, was released
series.
from his contract, but was re-signed
The Philadelphia Orchestra broadcasts Mondays from 9 to 10 P. M. by
the same
he was
heard studio
singingas ata a"find"
night when
club.
on the NBC-Blue. The Wessel Co.
Pantages, albeit the lightness of his
of Chicago sponsors for the Associa- material, has an enjoyable style of
tion of Banks.
Banner delivery and should get across with
his audience. He should slow down
"Behind Prison Bars"
his pace, however. He spoke too fast
This is an interesting show, marred on the opening broadcast.
"Lloyd Pantages Covers Hollyby the inevitable injection of the "commercials" and a tendency toward
wood" is presented over CBS Sunpreachment in the unfoldment.
days from 1 :45 to 2 P. M., under the
In the question-and-answer manner sponsorship of the company noted
a lapel mike picking up queries of above. Milton Weinberg agency of
the studio audience. Warden Lawes of Los Angeles handles the account.
Banner.
Sing Sing Prison gives his analysis
of what induces crime-environment,
indifferent opportunity and the general
"Exits and Entrances"
lack of proper consciousness on the
In purpose, execution and effect
part of the public to the less fortunate
of its citizenry.
this program is excellent. It is offerAs he narrates a case in point, the
ed by the National Education Ass'n
actual story of two boys and how over CBS every Monday from 2:30
to
3
as part of The American
unwittingly they were dragged into SchoolP.M.
of the Air.
the tentacles of the underworld and
The first broadcast of the new
salvaged in the nick of time was un- series dealt with the current war
folded Alonday evening when this
European
affairs
and Ameriseries on behalf of Sloan's Liniment problem,
can reactions
to these
questions.
The
hit the NBC blue network on the initial shot under its new monicker.
attitude of the typical family gathering on the Sino- Japanese trouble was
There is also a "Can You Solve a sounded
out together with a simple
Crime?" booklet available to all those and
clear
definition of the Nine Power
interested by mailing to the sponsor
the usual box top. The plug line — Treaty, the recent machinations at
eventualities. The ma"End Your Groans with Sloan's" — Genevaterial and
was logically and sanely worked
is sadly lacking in ingenuity. While
the "commercials" were used sparsely, out. Shepherd Stone, a Nerv York
their timing was not especially fortu- Times associate, was heard in a lucid
nate and served to mar the flow of the analysis of the present European state
of affairs, speaking from Paris where
prosrram.
"Behind Prison Bars" will be heard he arrived yesterday in the course of
each Mondav for 20 weeks from 10 to a tour of important continental
10:30 P. M. Cecil, Warwick and centers.
P.
The comment on current situations
Legler, the agency.
Ka.
is enlightening and should find a wide
audience in students and in the home.
"Lloyd Pantages Covers Holy wood"
"Lloyd Pantages Covers Hollywood" for New Rav machineless perFrisco Stations Give Time
manents and Dana Rav cosmetics via
the gossip route. His items are
San Francisco, Oct. 19. — Bay area
singularly unimnortant and are de- stations are contributing_ time for the
signed apparently for the sole pur- October Electric Appliance Society
nose of providing over-the-fence fod- campaign, intended to stimulate the
der for the women who paint and sale of new and high fidelity radios.
powder. Which means a lot of wo- KSFO has been named to write, promen, of course.
duce and originate a series of dramas
Thus : Carole Lombard and Clark for the campaign.

Report Mayor
Will Protest

Wilson
to FCC

Philadelphia, Oct. 19. — Mayor S.
Davis Wilson, it is reported, has gone
to Washington to place with the F.C.C.
a complaint against KYW, charging
that the station refused to accept a
contract for a commercial talk on the
city budget, scheduled to be broadcast
by Wilson, Oct. 29. KYW refused
to
Wilson's
talk ontalk
the and
grounds
thataccept
it was
a political
that
Wilson was not a representative or a
candidate of a political party. Wilson
has always declared himself to be nonpartisan. KYW refused the talk on
the grounds that it was against station
policy.
Leslie Joyce, manager of the station, in a statement today, stressed the
desire of KYW to remain impartial.
He said the station would not sell
time, but would grant it to the mayor
and offered free time after Nov. 2,
Election Day, to present his proposed
talk on the city budget. Joyce said
action on the budget was not due until
Dec. 15 and added it seemed to him
that a leeway of six weeks would be
adequate time in which the mayor
might present his address.
Egglestonto
WFIL
New
Chicago Office
Philadelphia, Oct. 19. — Stuart
Eggleston has been appointed to head
WFIL's new Chicago office. Eggleston was western manager for CBS
from 1928 to 1932. For the past four
years he has conducted his own company, building commercial programs
for agencies and national advertisers.
WFIL's decision to open a western
office cessiswithbased
on the
station's
suca similar
venture
in New
York. The New York City office
was opened several months ago and
a week ago WFIL made public a
sales report for September, showing
time placements of $194,000, a 476
per cent increase over any previous
month in the station's history. Much
of this sales volume was credited to
the co-ordinating, contact, and on-thefice. activities of the New York ofspot
Seymour Case Goes to NLRB
CmaNNATi, Oct. 19. — A formal
complaint charging CBS and its locally owned station, WKRC, with
having discharged William Seymour,
news writer, for alleged union activity, is being prepared by the N.L.R.
B., Philip G. Phillips is regional director.
The action is necessitated by the
company's failure to reply to his letler regarding the complaint filed by
the A.F.R.A., an Actors' Equity affiliate, Phillips said. Officials of WKRC
have denied Seymour was dismissed
for the cause ascribed.
New Station Opens Oct. 25
New Orleans, Oct. 19. — P. K.
Ewing, president of the Ewing Broadcasting Co., owner of WGCM, states
that the new Granada 100-watt station, WGRM, will begin operations
Oct. 25. This is- Granada's first radio
station.
"Hurricane" on "Hotel"
"Hurricane" will be offered as the
"Hollywood Hotel" presentation over
CBS Oct. 29, with Mary Astor, John
Hall, Andrea Leeds and C. Aubrey
Smith in the cast.
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Cash
The

Newsreel

BERNIE returned
HERMAN
from the coast yesterday . . . Ida
Bailey Allen has been appointed food
and fashion editor of Simplicity magazine .. . George Raft will be on the
'
"Seein Stars" program Sunday . . .
The Lou Breese orchestra has been
given an extra hour a week air time
by NBC . . . William Lyon Phelps
will be the guest on "Hobby Lobby"
tonight . . . Arthur M. Tolchin is the
newest member of the WHN sales
department, coming from WOR . . .
Kay Parsons will be heard over
WMCA three times weekly beginning tonight . . . William Watters of
Kass-Tohrner is adapting Theodore
Dreiser's stories in "A Gallery of
Woman" for air presentation, with a
sponsor in the offing . . . RCA is publishing a30-page booklet, "A Shortwave
of Disco
m Van
drik WilleJourney
Loon.very" by Hen+
Norm Siegel of the Cleveland
Press and Dick Pheatt of the Toledo
Blade, both radio editors, are newly
arrived here. . . . Alexander Woollcott will make his only radio appearance of the season Oct. 31 when he
speaks for the Fusion ticket over
WJZ. . . .
Bachem

and

Buckley

To CBS Sales Force
CBS sales department has added
John H. Bachem and Robert W.
Buckley to its staff, replacing Bill
Pagan and Robert Wilson, recently
resigned.
Bachem is from NBC, where he was
eastern sales manager and assistant to
Roy Witmer. He has been assigned
to the Pennsylvania and southern territories. Buckley until recently was
New York manager of William G.
Rambeau Co., station representatives.
Pagan resigned to join the Benton
& Bowles sales staff, while Wilson
left CBS to become director of radio
for Maxon, Inc.

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 11
{20th Century-Fox)
From a comparatively dull weekend
of pictorial news events the makeup
of this reel manages to provide a varied bill of fare which sustains a degree of interest.
Opening with shots of General
Pershing unveiling a war memorial at
Chateau Thierry, the scene shifts to
London where Hore-Belisha is seen
trying out anti-aircraft equipment in
a recruiting drive. The French cruiser Diderot gets itself dismantled for
the camera at Dunkirk to make scrap
metal for new warships. At Salt Lake,
Capt. George Eyeston races his car
on Bonneville Flats. Dogs are auctioned off in Fredericksburg, Va.
The Names in the News sequence
takes proper care of the Duke of
Windsor and his Duchess during their
visit to Berlin, the Archduke Franz
Josef, his wife and Annabella arriving
on the N ormandie and glimpses of exKing Alfonso of Spain and Mussolini,
the former in Switzerland and the latter in a new hat. Lew Lehr interviews turkeys, very amusingly. A
new army bomber does its stuff for
aviation. Ed Thorgersen takes care
of the tail end of the reel with effective enough
comment
last weekend's
football
games
where onfumbles
seemed
to be the order of the day.
Running time, 9 mins.
P.

"News of the Day"
Vol. 9, No. 209
(M-G-M)
There is nothing particularly outstanding in this issue. The pictorial
presentation of news that is rather
dated is good. Football sequences provide the excitement.
The monument to the war dead at
Chateau Thierry is the lead. The
Snapshots division shows a dog auction in Fredericksburg, Va. ; the National Guard at Pawtucket keeping the
Narragansett racetrack closed, the
comic-opera air surrounding the retiring of an Army mule at Fort TotNational Ice Adds 23 Stations
ten, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor
National Ice Advertisers, whose in Berlin ; this also has a number of
program, "Homemakers' Exchange." clever candid shots of the Duke becoming bored with a concert by a
is soon to begin over NBC, has ordered an additional 23 Red network labor front orchestra. The snapshots
stations to be added to its hookup. continues with scenes of Archduke
The original order was for 29 stations, Franz Josef, grandson of the Ausmaking a total of 52 stations. Donatrian emperor, arriving on the Noi'hue & Coe is the agency.
mandie and II Duce's men digging
furiously in Rome to construct a new
thoroughfare while The Boss looks
WINS Plans Series on "Funnies"
WINS has scheduled a new series on." The football shots show the best
to be known as "Fathers of the Fun- plays of the Yale-Army, Fordhamnies," starting tomorrovif night at 7 Pitt and Northwestern-Purdue games.
Running time, 9 minutes. P.
P. M. The program will be a round
table discussion by comic strip artists of their work.
Paramount News
Issue No. 22
Star Adds 3 Canada Stations
(Paramount)
It seems to have been an off week
Star Radio, Inc., has added three
Canadian stations to its list of sub- for live camera material. The Duke
scribers for the Star commercials. and Duchess of Windsor are shown
The new clients are CJOC, CKMO continuing their study of German inand CJRM.
dustrial plants and housing, but the
Duchess seems to avoid facing the
camera.
Cancel "Time to Shine"
The China war scenes are not outGriffin Mfg. Co., sponsors of "Time
to Shine," will cancel the show after
inspite them
of Gabriel
the broadcast of Nov. 8. The series efforts to standing,make
seem Heatter's
dramatic.
is offered on the Blue network of The warfare between Governor Quinn
NBC, Mondays, from 7 :30 to 8 P. M. of Rhode Island and officials of the

in

Parade
U.A.

Personals^

Terms

Narragansett Racetrack is illustrated
by shots of the Governor leaving the
State House and of National Guardsmen around the track with machine
guns. The Governor's so-called "insur ection" ispretty dull pictorially.
One of the live clips with pictorial
and human interest value is the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem shown with Arab
followers and of British soldiers outside the walls of the ancient city
searching pedestrians for arms.
Shots of three football games are
included — Pittsburgh vs. Fordham,
Yale vs. Army, and Northwestern vs.
Purdue. Some of the plays are excitmg, and Bill Slater's comment is top
notch.
Running time, 10 minutes. J.

Deal

Now

$4,500,000
(Continued from page 1)
to the idea of accepting cash for fiveeighths each of their holdings, or $1,$250,000 apiece, and the remaining
three-eighths each, or $750,000 apiece,
in new stock to be issued by the company, if and when the transaction is
closed.
The position of David O. Sleznick
continues to be undetermined. Persistent reports insist he has been discussing adistributing deal with Paramount, although this by no means is
construable as indicating he will not
continue with United Artists. The
general consensus of reliable opinion
agrees that Selznick, at this time at
least, is not keen about a renewal
with U. A. if control of the company
passes to Goldwyn and Korda.

Pathe News
Vol. 9, No. 26
(RKU)
Varied in content, this is a good,
fast-moving release. There are seven
subjects, three of which are topical,
Goldwyn Uncommunicative
three are in feature vein and the
seventh is some good action footage on
Chicago, Oct. 19. — Samuel Goldwyn, en route east, refused to say
several of the leading intersectional
anything about the prospective sale of
tootball games of last weekend.
I'he release leads off with the United Artists today. He said he
Rhode Island controversy which re- had "nothing to say and wouldn't say
sulted in the closing of the Narra- it until he reached New York."
gansett racetrack by National Guard
on Monday. The ship news camera- Seek Depositions of
man catches Archduke Franz Josef,
his wife ; Herbert Wilcox and Anna
Film Heads in Suit
(Continued from page I)
Neagle on their arrival in New York
on the N ormandie. From Paris come
and M. A. Shea circuits,
shots of the French steel and motor Hampshire
it was stated yesterday by George S.
tactories humming with the activity of
their largest output in years and the Ryan of Boston, attorney for the
plaintiff. The preliminary round of
opening of the French automobile the
action is being staged here and,
show by President Le Brun. Scenes ending its second day yesterday, may
of the mine disaster near Birmingham
which took 34 lives at the beginning continue throughout the next week.
Ryan said he will attempt to get
of
the
week
;
a
try-out
of
the
world's
the
depositions of the following during
largest bombing plane at Seattle, built
for the Army Air Corps, the 210th the New York session : Adolph Zukor,
anniversary of the Fredericksburg, Neil F. Agnew, Norman Collyer, Leon
Va., dog auction, and the football Wetter and J. J. Unger of Paramount ;
shots complete the reel. The Michi- Nicholas M. Schenck, David Bernstein, William F. Rodgers and E. A.
gan-Minnesota and Tulane-Colgate
games will be included everywhere ex- Schiller of Loew's ; Joseph M.
cept in New York and Pittsburgh. Schenck, Sidney R. Kent, John D.
The Fordham-Pitt game runs in the Clark and Felix Jenkins of 20th Cenreleases for those two cities.
tury-Fox ;H. M. Warner, Joseph
Running time, 9 minutes. K. Bernhard and Gradwell Sears of Warners ;George J. Schaefer and Lloyd
Universal News
Wright of United Artists; R. H.
Cochrane, Willard McKay and James
No. 607
R. Grainger of Universal ; Harry
( Universal)
Cohn, Abe Montague and Louis
Three pigskin games, Yale downing Weinberg
of Columbia. Thus far, only
Army at New Haven, Pitt and Ford- Weinberg and Gabriel L. Hess have
ham battling it out for a scoreless been called. Schiller is scheduled to
game here and Carnegie Tech top- be heard today.
pling Notre Dame at Pittsburgh, give
Yesterday's session was occupied
this release a lot of pep. The games
almost take up half the footage and mainly with the introduction in evidence of distributors' contracts with
they stand 'Out above the run-of-the- Maine & New Hampshire.
mill series of clips which round out
the reel.
The destruction caused by JapanG. N. Has Song School
ese bombs at Canton is vividly picHollywood, Oct. 19. — Grand Natured. Universal claims an exclusive
tional has started a school for the
on this with Cameraman Alley given development of singing talent. Victor
credit for the job. The desolate sight Schertzinger will be in charge. He
of the Narragansett race track, closed discovered Evelyn Daw, whom he
because of the Governor's orders, the cast in "Something to Sing About."
taking off of the world's largest air
bomber at Seattle, a view of St.
Meadowcroft Buried
Peter's, Rome, being cleared and repaved with II Duce inspecting the
BooNTON, N. J., Oct. 19. — Funeral
work and the latest in new automo- services were held yesterday for Wilbile designs at the Paris show are
liam Meadowcroft, Thomas A. Ediroutine items.
son's long-time secretary. He died
Friday at 84.
Running time, 9^/$ minutes. O.
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Levels

Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Productions
in work last week totalled 42, one
more than the previous week, as nine
new features started and eight finished
Method
Snags
shooting. Twenty-one are in final
stages of preparation, and 72 are
being edited.
No Piecemeal Plan, Says
The starts were : Columbia, "MurBlumberg to Brandt
der in Swingtime;" M-G-M, "A
Matter of Pride" and "Everybody
Leading independent and affiliated Sing;" Monogram, "County Fair"
circuit operators in the metropolitan and "Boy of the Streets ;" Paramount, "They Knew What Haparea appeared to be in agreement yespened" and "The Badge of Policeterday as to the merits of the I. T.
man(Continued
O'Roon;" Republic,
O. A.'s objective of eliminating games
on page 8) "Three
and giveaways in Greater New York
theatres by Dec. 1, but seemed, at
the same time, miles apart as to the ErpVs Sound Sales
procedure which should be followed.
Most independent circuits declared
In New Department
yesterday that the first move in the
Erpi's sales of theatre sound equipcampaign of elimination would be
ment servicing contracts will be hanmade in the Flatbush section some
dled,
Nov. 1, by the company's
time next week with all theatre opera- operatingafterdepartment,
instead of the
tors participating. Spokesmen for the I. equipment sales department, as heretofore, the company stated yesterday.
T. O. A., following the organization's
membership meeting yesterday, not
The plan is in line with the comonly declared that such was the case
pany's program of revising Erpi's field
as far as independents are concerned, operations
preliminary to its eventual
but included Loew's and RKO among disposal of the equipment sales and
those endorsing this procedure. They servicing end of its business. The disadded that the plan, thereafter, was to
posal of(Continued
this branch
of Erpi's
busipursue the elimination campaign by
on page
8)
neighborhoods, with either Washington Heights or the Bronx to follow
3,945 Is Stage Play
(Continued on page 2)
Total for 17 Years
FWC
Bankrupt
Case
The New York legitimate stage has
seen 3,945 productions, 3,110 of them
Reopens Wednesday
dramatic and 835 musical in the last
Los Angexes, Oct. 20. — Another 17 years, according to The Billboard
action seeking to have the Fox West Theatrical Index, just published. AvCoast bankruptcy set aside on grounds
erage run of all plays during this periof fraud will be filed in Superior
od has been 82 performances, the avCourt here next Wednesday by Wilerage runs for dramatic and musical
liam Neblett, attorney representing T being respectively 71 and 123 performL. Tally and L. L. Bard.
ances. Of the total plays produced
In the original suit by Tally the during this time, 1,579 closed within
lower courts ruled against the peti- five weeks.
tioners and the decision was upheld
Comparing
last onseason's
when the U. S. Supreme Court on
(Continued
page 8) averages
Oct. 11 denied a rehearing of the
case. Neblett today stated that the
original Federal Court litigation failed
because jurisdiction was denied and Walt,
Mickey,
that he will now try the state courts
in an effort to attain his ends.
Favored,

OCTOBER

Take

Air

Korda

Bound

Here;

Has

Option

Money

London,
20. —for
Alexander Korda Oct.
sailed
New
York today aboard the lie de
France.
Wardour St. credits widespread reports that his share
of the money required to lift
the U. A. option jointly held
with Samuel Goldwyn has
been tial
pledged
AssurancebyCo.the PrudenUnder terms arranged for
the lifting of the U. A- option, as detailed yesterday in
Motion Picture Daily, cash
requirements have been cut
from $6,000,000 to §4,500,000.
Equal purchase participation
by Goldwyn and Korda places
their requirement at $2,250,000 each.

Goldwyn
Silent on
Status of UA Deal
Samuel Goldwyn arrived in New
York from Hollywood yesterday admittedly in connection with the option deal on the U. A. stock held by
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and
Douglas Fairbanks, but completely
silent about its status pending the arrival here of Alexander Korda.
"Mr. Korda is my partner in this
deal," said Goldwyn yesterday. "I,
therefore, feel that to discuss any
phases of it without first consulting
with him would be undignified and
discourteous."
Rogers to Supervise
ABP
Canadian
Sales
Budd Rogers has been named by
John Maxwell and Arthur Dent of
Associated British Pictures, Ltd., to
supervise sales and distribution of
their product
in Canada.
has
(Continued
on page Rogers
3)

Donald
for

Et

At

Pepsodent

Walt Disney and his closest pals, in- Pepsodent for some years has concluding Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck
fined its spending on NBC.
The Disney shows will be broadcast
St. Paul, Oct. 20. — Minnesota's and the rest of those well-known boys
tax on the grosses of chain stores has and girls, take to the air waves the
:30 to 4 P.M., Eastern Standbeen declared unconstitutional by first week in January in a half hour from ard3 Time
over a national network, of
Judge R. D. O'Brien of the Remsey program sponsored by Pepsodent. Roy course. The indications are it will be
County District Court. The state has Disney returned from Hollywood by either the NBC Blue or Red web. The
been ordered to refund $125,000 to the air Monday and yesterday concluded formula in work will seek to bring
National Tea Co. and Hahn Depart- arrangements with Lord & Thomas. the Disney characters to life.
ment Stores.
The decision does not affect the
state's graduated license tax on the
Additional Radio Developments — Page 8
number of stores operated.

CENTS

Ask

Authority

To

Terminate

2

Para.

Suits

Is Figure000
$2,150,
Hearing Nov. 3
The Paramount trustee's petition
for authorization to settle two recoverytorssuits
against former
and associates
of theofficers,
companydirecfor
$2,150,000 in cash and notes was made
public yesterday and set for hearing
before Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe
on Nov. 3.
If the court's approval of the settlement is granted as a result of that
hearing, the two recovery actions of
the Paramount reorganization trustee,
which are now pending in state Supreme Court here, will be withdrawn,
the closing of the estates of a number
of deceased directors named as defendants in the actions will be made
possible, Paramount's treasury will
be enriched by the amount of the settlement, less legal fees and contingent
considerations, and the formal disof theCharles
company's
reorganization charge
trustee,
D. Hilles,
will
ensue. Hilles was continued in that
(Continued
on page of3) the Feddirection
post by special
Circuits

in England

May

Align with CEA
By BRUCE ALLAN
London,
— England's onlarge
circuits
may Oct.
align20. themselves
the
side of the C. E. A. in the exhibitor
association's fight against the new
K.R.S. (distributor) policy of percentbookings
only
"A" product.
The age
K.R.S.
plan
has onaroused
a storm
of protest in theatre ranks here.
. John Maxwell of A.B.P., Arthur
Jarratt of G.B. Theatres and Oscar
Deutsch of the Odeon Circuit on Tuesday conferred with C. P. Metcalfe,
Ken Nyman and T. H. Fligelstone,
C. E. A. officials, on a plan of procedure.
Film

on

LaGuardia

Is Booked
Oct, 27-28
RKO yesterday set March of
Time's film depicting the public career of Mayor LaGuardia in for Oct.
27 and 28 in all of the neighborhood
first
the company's
New runs
York of
circuit.
The datingGreater
in of
the picture will give it its first and
only New York neighborhood showings prior to Election Day, Nov. 2.
The picture opens at the Embassy
(Continued on page 3)
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Hollywood, Oct. 20. — And they
learned about the film business from

Grover stanceJones.
The "they"
this inisthe National
Labor inRelations
Board representatives now holding
hearings on the petition of the Screen
Writers' Guild to be named sole bargaining agency for writers.
Jones was called by the Screen
Published daily except Sunday and Playwrights, Inc., to prove writers
ComPublishing
QuiBlcyQuigley,
by Martin
holidayspany, Inc..
president. weren't just working men needing a
Colvin
Brown.
vice-president
and bargaining agency — other than the
trc usurer.
Publication
Office;
1270
Sixth
Aveof course.
nue at Kocltefeller Center. New Yorli. Telephone playwrights,
Nobody knows a thing about it,
Circle
7-3100.
Cable
address:
"Quispubco.
New
Yorl5." All contents copyrighted 1037 by Quigley Jones testified, but the man who puts
Inc. Address all correspondPublishing Company,
publi- up the best bluff gets at least $3,500
QuigleyBETTER
Office. Other
ence to the
cations:NewMOTIONYork
PICTUBE
HERALD.
week. He admitted that was his
DIA. INTERNA- asalary.
AL
TE.\TRO
THEATRES,
TIONAL MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC and
FAME.
HOLLYWOOD:
Postal Union Life Building,
"I know what I'm talking about,
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall, Manager.
but most of the time I don't," he
CHICAGO:
624 S. Michigan Ave.: C. _
B. O'Neill,„ testified.
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F.
Linz. Representative.
"A gag man," he said, "is a fellow
AMSTERDAM; 87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap. who
sits on a set, disliked by everyRepresentative.
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35: Joachim
body, and tells the director it would be
K. Rutenberg. Representative.
BUDAPEST;
3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II: Endre funny if Gary Cooper got his coat
Hevesi. Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949 : N. Bruski. tails caught in something on his way
Representative.
COPENHAGEN: Testerbrogada 20: Kris Wlnther,
Representative.
Has An Ambition
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C: Charlotte Laszio.
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square. W. 1: Bruce Allan.
"I'm pretty nearly
to do a
Representative. Cable address. Quigpubco. London. picture in which they dying
all wallow in
MELBOURNE:
Regent Tlieatre Building, 191
out."
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt. Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269 ; James Lockhart, the mud, but I can't afford it. It's my
Representative.
MONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo. RepHe testified he once received $2,000
resentative.
MOSCOW;
Petrovski
Per 8; Beatrice Stem, Rep- a week from M-G-M to sooth the
resentative.
PARIS:
29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre. Rep- ruffled temperaments of writers who
resentative.
PRAGUE: Ulielny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf. couldn't concentrate on their work.
Representative.
When
art." he was assigned to write the
RIO DE .JANEIRO; Caixa Postal 3558; L. S.
Marinho. Representative.
story for "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
ROirE:
Via Lovanio 1; Vittorio Malpassuti, Rep- he testified, he didn't know how to
resentative.
SANnAGO
de CHILE: Casilla 13300; A. Weiss- start because he didn't know anything
mann. Representative.
about India. He was working with
SHANGHAI;
Rooms 38-41.
ing. 142 Museum
Road; Capital
J. P. Tlieatre
Koehler, Build
Rep William Slavens McNutt. McNutt
resentative.
STOCICHOLM: Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar Allberg told him it was just a western laid in
Representative.
India, and they got off to a flying
TOKYO:
880 Sasazuka.
Ichikawa-slii. Chiba-Ken
start.
H. Tominaga.
Representative.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse. 54 Vienna VH; Hans
Lorant. Representative.
"So we wrote the script," he went
Entered as second class matter January 4. 1926,
at the Post Office at New York City. N. Y., under on, "but it looked too easy and they
Act of March 3. 1879.
Subscription rates per year $fi in the Americas, didn't want to do it. It was three or
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
four
later beforesome
theyrazorbacks
did."
In years
the meantime
Schiller

Testifies

In Anti-Trust Suit
E. A. Schiller of Loew's was ques
tioned throughout yesterday afternoon
in the course of a series of depositions
being taken here in connection with
the anti-trust action brought by Morse
& Rothenberg,
independent theatre
operators, against eight major distrib
utors, the Maine & New Hampshire
and M. A. Shea circuits. In the suit,
which was brought in Federal court
at Boston, the plaintiff alleges that it
was unable to obtain major company
product for seven of its theatres which
are in competition with houses oper
ated by the defendant circuits.
Schiller was excused to permit him
to leave for the coast, where he plans
to remain for a rest of indefinite dura
tion. George S. Ryan, attorney for
the plaintiff, said he was not certain
who the next witness would be.
Bury Cameramen Here
The bodies of James Pergola and
William Pitt, Pathe News camera
men who were killed in the crash of
a United Airlines plane near Knight
Wyo., have been placed aboard a
train and are due here tomorrow.
Funeral services will be held locally.

Had

It a Long

Time

Grace Moore has had temperament for 15 years, and
now she feels she ought to
use it,
newspapermen atshe
the told
Grand
Central
Terminal yesterday.
"They wanted me to sing
'St. Louis Blues' in my last
picture and I refused," she
said. "I haven't got the training and I haven't got the voice
to sing jazz. I introduced jazz
in my first picture when I
sang 'Minnie, the Moocher',
but I'm not going to do it
So there!

Favor Giveaway End
again."
But Methods
Delay
(Continued from page 1)

i

Purely

Personal

►

FW.
ALLPORT
of the yesterday
M.P.P.D.A.
• sailed
for England
on
the Queen Mary after spending the
summer here. He will remain in
London until Parliament acts upon the
new film quota legislation late in
January, as well as attend to other
Hays organization activities in Britain.
•
Heather Angel, who has just completed two productions in succession
for Republic, arrives from the coast
this morning to play the lead in the
stage play, "Love •of Women."
Lewis F. Nathan knows his candid camera. His shots of the Zukor
luncheon at the Waldorf the other day
•
prove it.
Robert S. Taplinger will leave tomorrow for the coast to assume his
duties as Warner studio publicity
head.

•
Clara Blandick, featured in Grand
National's "Small Town Boy," will
Flatbush in two weeks, and so on un- leave today by train for the coast.
til the entire metropolitan area was
•
free of games and giveaways.
Alice Faye and Tyrone Power
Commenting on the statement, N. J. will be partied today by 20th CenturyBlumberg, RKO theatre head, stated Fox at the Waldorf-Astoria.
emphatically that RKO disapproved
•
Joe Moskowitz, 20th Century-Fox
the "piecemeal" plan and had advised
Harry Brandt, I. T. O. A. president, studio representative in the east, remains west another week.
that the circuit would agree only to
a simultaneous citywide elimination
•
Charles E. McCarthy returned
of giveaways by all theatres.
A statement in the same tenor was yesterday after 10 days at the 20th
Century-Fox studio.
made denied
by a Loew's
circuit
executive,
who
that his
company
had
•
Gloria Dickson, Perc Westmore
agreed to cooperate with any move Max
Reinhardt left yesterday for
for "partial" or neighborhood elimi- the Warner studios.
nation of games and giveaways.
The I. T. O. A. spokesman named
Dorothy Parker• and her husband,
Rugoff & Becker, Brandt, Skouras, Alan Campbell, are due today on
Randforce and Century circuits, in the Cham plain.
addition to Loew's and RKO, as being
willing to undertake the district by
Nicholas M. •Schenck will not
district elimination, beginning in Flat- leave for the coast until next month.
bush next week. He added that in the
Don Monday.
Mersereau will arrive on the
Bushwick section of Brooklyn admis- coast
sion increases of from five to 15 cents

imported from Arkansas had grown
into a flock — or a herd.
effect
in Loew's,
"And when they finally started," were
RKO, already
Randforcein and
Brandt
houses
in
connection
with
the
drive
to better
Tones testified, "they said, 'Now we
gotAmong
to get other
some writers
boars'." called to tes- operating conditions and policies.
N. J. Link Approved
tify today were Howard Emmett Rogers, Patterson McNutt and James McThe I. T. O. A. meeting approved
Guiness. Their statements sought to the plan for a cooperative working
prove that writers are creative work- agreement with Allied of New Jerers rather than mere employes.
sey, which was approved by the latter organization on Tuesday. Maurice Fleischman was named chairman
New York Bound
London, Oct. 20. — Phil Reisman. of a committee of five which will act
foreign sales manager of RKO ; Sam with a similar Allied committee to
E. Morris, who occupies a similar further the cooperative efforts between
Dost with Warners, and William the two organizations. Fleischman
Powell, the actor, sailed today on the will select the remaining four members
of the committee from among the
Tie de France, for New York.
Other passengers aboard the same members of the I. T. O. A. board of
vessel are Madeleine Carroll, Kine directors. Invitations were extended
and Mrs. Vidor, Barney Glazer, J. to the Allied group to attend future
meetings of the I. T. O. A., and the
Thery and M. Kaufmann.
same courtesy is expected to be extended to the latter, it was said.
To Try Hoffmann Suit
Nathan Yamins, national Allied
Los Angeles. Oct. 20.— Suit of president, was invited to attend the
Samuel Hoffmann against Colombia, Nov. 3 meeting of the I. T. O. A.
charging plagiarism of his play, to further discuss the latter's interest in a national meeting of exhibitor
"Command Performance," in "Racketeers in Exile," must be tried on its representatives which I. T. O. A. has
merits. Judge Fred Miller ruled today offered to call to draft a program of
in denying a demurrer of the defen- fair trade practices for submission to
distributors.
dant.

•
FredwoodS.Friday.
Meyer arrives from Holly-

Chicago

Pondering

New
Theatre Levies
Chicago, Oct. 20.— Faced with the
necessity of wiping out a deficit of
$3,000,000, the city alderman are eyeing theatre grosses which have been
increasing steadily since the decline
of the paralysis epidemic and are formulating plans for taxing the houses
as a revenue-raising measure. Methods under consideration included a tax
on gross receipts, which was sidetracked ;a sliding scale tax on admission,
also abandoned, and now a profees.
posal to double or triple the license
If additional taxes are imposed it
is expected that exhibitors will ask the
authorities to compromise by removing
the ban on giveaways.
New G. B. Tacoma
Tacoma, Oct. 20.— Archie
taking up his duties here as
of the G. B. exchange. He
Jean Spear.

Head
Holt is
manager
succeeds
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actually existed. The case has been iV. Y. Court to Hear
adjourned in the state court to Oct.
Ask
Authority
Suit on Song Rights
29 to await the outcome of the settlement negotiations and will have to be
adjourned again to await Federal
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Terminate
To
court approval of the settlement fol- Charles B. McLaughlin yesterday relowing the Nov. 3 hearing.
fused to dismiss the $100,000 suit of
April Prod, against Harms, Inc., and
Salary Rebates Sought
ruled that the court had jurisdiction
Suits
2 Para.
The second suit, filed at the same over the action. April Prod, is the
time as the first, sought the recovery assignee of the Shubert Theatrical Co.
of salaries from executives of the which granted Harms the right to the
(Continued from page 1)
which were deemed to be "in musical compositions from the "Stueral court at the time the Paramount company
dent Prince" in 1924.
excess of a reasonable amount." From
in
other defendants it sought the recovery
The plaintifl: claims that it was to
reorganization plan was approved
1935 in order to bring the two recov- of actual or potential profits realized receive seven cents for each song
ery actions to a conclusion.
on participations in a Paramount em- published and 50 per cent of the reAssociates of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
ceipts from other sources. Radio
ployes' stock purchase plan. From di- rights were
not included. When the
former Paramount bankers, will pay
rectors during the period from 1927
approximately $700,000 in cash, the to 1931 it sought the recovery of contract was made Harms copyrighted the songs and through its memberlargest individual amount involved m losses alleged to have been incurred
ship in Ascap allegedly received more
the settlement. The defendants who by Paramount through the repurchase
the
of its own common stock which had than $100,000 in royalties through
will contribute to this sum include
estate of Otto H. Kahn, Alfred A. been issued for expansion purposes, radio. The complaint sets forth that
Kaufman, Gilbert W. Kahn, Felix E. where the redemption price was high- no accounting of the receipts from
radio royalties was ever made and
Kahn, Sir William Wiseman, Kuhn,
er than the market price. Also al- asks
for a termination of the contract,
Loeb & Co., Robert C. Montgomery
leged were
dealings
in theatcompany's
and Maurice Wertheim.
stock by
certain
directors
the same $100,000 damages, an accounting and
time that Paramount was purchasing a permanent injunction restraining
$450,000 From the Zukors
Harms from stating that it owns the
stock.
radio rights.
ount
Param
t
presen
Motion Picture Daily first reAdolph Zukor,
board chairman and studio head, and
Justice McLaughlin was asked to
ported the $2,150,000 settlement proposal on Aug. 19 when it was ad- dismiss the suit on the ground that
Eugene Zukor, assigned to the stuvanced to Arthur A. Ballantine, at- a copyright infringement suit could
dio, contribute $450,000 to the settlement. The payments will be spread
torney for the Paramount trustee, in be brought only in the Federal Court
over a 10-year period, with $45,000 London, by Stanton Griffis, chairman and that the N. Y. Supreme Court
being paid upon court approval of the of the Paramount executive commit- had no jurisdiction. The court ruled,
however, that the action was based
settlement and $45,000 annually, betee. The formal closing of the settle- on a breach of contract and refused
BruE.
ment
agreement
also
was
exclusively
Jules
1939.
2,
Jan.
ginning
latour will give five notes totalling reported in Motion Picture Daily to dismiss the complaint.
$112,500, payable between Dec. 3, on Sept. 24. The settlement negotiaSeek to Question Yates
tions were begun in March of this
1937, and July 1, 1939. Sam Katz
will pay $250,000 which, however, is
Eleanor Gates will ask Justice Wildeductible from an allowed claim year.
liam T. Collins in N. Y. Supreme
emof
against Paramount for breach
Lawyers Seek $215,000 Fees
Court
today for an examination beployment contract amounting to $258,fore trial of Herbert J. Yates, presiRoot,
Clark,
Buckner
&
Ballantine,
apis
ment
settle
500. Also, if the
dent of Consolidated Film Industries,
proved, he will have a balance owing counsel for the Paramount trustee, to- in connection with her $350,000 suit
day filed an application for an allowhim by Paramount of $62,948, rather
ance of $215,000 for services in con- against Consolidated, Liberty Pictures
than the indicated $58,500, as a result
nection with the $2,150,000 settlement Corp., M. H. Hoffman and J. H. Dacey.
value
of an adjustment for the market
Miss Gates, an author, charges that
of Paramount securities on Sept. 24, of the trustee's two recovery actions
the date on which the settlement against former officers and directors Liberty Pictures produced "Once to
of Paramount. The application was
Bachelor"
andwasthat
advertiseKatz's con- filed with Federal Judge Alfred C. Every ments
stated that it
suggested
by
agreement was reached. ount
is paytract claim against Param
Coxe
who
has
allowed
the
firm
$60,her story, "The Search for the
able by the company, under its reorfor services in connec- Spring." She denied that permission
ganization plan, in securities of the 000 previously
for
the use of her name was obtained
tion
with
the
action.
The
law
firm
company.
story.
that the picture was based on her
was allowed a total of $510,000 for or
Stock Release from Lasky
its services during the Paramount reJesse L. Lasky agrees, under the organization.
Consolidated was not originally
Charles D. Hilles, the Paramount named
settlement, to release to Paramount
as defendant but was brought
filed a petition for an allow$105,000 in cash and 1,348^ shares of trustee,
Hoffman testified that Conwhen
in
ance
of
$7,500.
Paramount common stock valued at
solidated handled the advertising.
If
the
court
approves
the
proposed
the
by
held
$35,000, which has been
Consolidated will ask examination in
National City Bank as trustee, and settlement of the trustee's recovery ac- London of Benjamin Goetz who was
tions the trustee and counsel will be
to withdraw a claim against Paracharge of its Hollywood office in
formally
discharged by the court soon in
shares
5,395
and
mount for $282,000
1934:
Goetz is not expected to be in
as the two suits comprise New York
of stock. The other settlement pay- thereafter,
at the time of the trial.
ments making up the balance of the the final remnants of the Paramount
$2,150,000 are, Sidney R. Kent, $250,- reorganization.
000 ; Frank A. Bailey, $100,000 ; John
Rogers to Supervise
D Hertz, $125,000, and the estate of
Flash
Previews
Canadian Sales
APB
Emil E. Shauer, $50,000. However,
(Continued from paqe 1)
Otto
of
Kent, Bailey and the estate
"Merry-Go-Roiind of 1938"— An handled the affairs of the company for
H. Kahn, who have undisputed claims impressive battery of comedians combine to make this average production the past two years in the United
against Paramount which have not
States while at the same time acting
been satisfied, due to their possible very amusing.
as vice-president and general manager
liability under the present actions, may
"The Trigger Trio"— The Three of Alliance Films Corp. His new
receive and apply the Paramount se- Mesquiteers, incognito, do their collective part to eradicate an epidemic post gives him A.B.P. supervision for
curities due them on their claims to
both countries.
of hoof and mouth disease.
the settlement payments.
A.B.P. product in Canada will be
The first of the suits was filed in the
These films zvill be reviewed in full
distributed
by Empire-Universal Films,
in
a
coming
issue
of
Motion
Picture
state court in 1934 by the reorgani- Daily.
Ltd., and Rogers will leave soon to
zation trustees and sought the recovconfer with Oscar Hanson, president,
ery of $12,237,071 for "alleged imand A. W. Perry, general manager.
company's capital repafrmentsultingoffromthe
Wing Sisters for Ampa
purchases by Paramount
Toby Wing and Pat Wing, sisters,
of large amounts of its own stock
George Barhier Injured
during the period from Sept., 1931, to have been added to the list of talent
Hollywood, Oct. 20. — George BarMarch, 1932." The stock purchases to appear today at the Ampa luncheon bier was seriously injured today when
at
the
International
Casino.
Tyrone
he fell 15 feet through a suspension
allegedly were made when no surplus
existed. The defendants said that they Power and Dorothy Mackaill will also
bridge on the set of "Tarzan's Reacted in good faith and that a surplus be on the dais.

Hirliman,

Republic

V, P.; Yates

Returns

George Hirliman has been named a
vice-president of Republic Pictures
and will aid in general studio executive duties in the way of lining up
stories and talent, H, J. Yates, reported yesterday following his return
from a month's stay at the Republic
studio.
Hirliman's duties will augment
those of Moe Siegel, production headof the studio, and will in no way affect those of E. H. Goldstein, who is
in charge of studio business affairs.
Hirliman was last associated with
Condor Pictures, which was dissolved
several months ago.
Film

on

LaGuardia

Is Booked
{Continued fromOct,
page 1)27-28
today and played one week of a twoweek booking at the Music Hall recently. RKO wavered over booking
the picture for pre-election day dates,
being wary of encountering charges
of political partisanship.
Louis de Rochemont, producer of
the March of Time, was host yesterday at luncheon at the St. Moritz for
75 theatre and district managers of
the New York area. Ned E. Depinet
and S. Barret McCormick were among
the guests.
Rodney Bush to 20th'Fox
Rodney Bush, former eastern advertising representative for Walter
VA
Wanger,
joined
the 20thyesterday.
Century-Fox
advertising department
He
succeeds John Thomas, who resigned
to become associated with the Batten
-fl
Barton, Durstine & Osborn agency.
-fl
Bush's first assignment for 20th Century-Fox will be a Wspecial
campaign
A
for "Old Chicago," to be released
2Vi soon.
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'Alcatraz Island' • A First National Picture • A Cosmopolitan Production
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Sign

Contests

NBC

Personals^
tenTYRONE POWER will be Waldered acocktail party at the
dorf today by Lennen & Mitchell
and 20th Century Fox . . . Sylvia St.
Clair, French singer, arrives this
morning aboard the Champlain. She is
under contract to NBC . . . Hildegarde has been booked into the Crystal
Room at the Ritz by NBC Artists
Service . . . Herb Glover of Lord &
Thomas left for California yesterday,
mission unknown . . . Mary Jane
Walsh will make her debut on the
new Barbasol program over Mutual
Oct. 24 . . . John Holt Baxter has
been assigned to handle NBC Artists
Service publicity, function formerly
. ..
performed by Al Cook
+

George Sokolsky, John B. Kennedy
and Ray Tucker are the newshawks
the "Commentator
who will appear on 1.
Forum" Oct. 24-28-3
... Fay Wray
will support Spencer Tracy in "Arrowsmith" on the Lux show Monday.
. . . Gene Autry and Mary Boland will
participate in tonight's Vallee broadcast. .. . Erin O'Brien-Moore will be
stein "Music
the guest on the Hammer
Hall" next Friday. . . . Julie Oshins
and Ben Lessy return from Chicago
within two weeks. ... Crete Stueckgold will be the soloist in the second
of the Philadelphia Orchestra series.
. . . George Sher of Lennen & Mitchell
rates credit for the sensational publicity buildup produced for Tyrone
Power and the latter's radio series.
. . . Winchell will be back on the air,
from New York, for the broadcast of
Nov. 21. . . . Hines Hatchette, formerly with Hearst Radio, Inc., has joined
John H. Perry Associates, newspaper
and radio representatives.

yesterday completed arrangements with Mike Jacobs' Twentieth
Century Sporting Club to broadcast
exclusively a series of 16 world championship title fights over its networks.
Not specified is the sum NBC paid
for the exclusive rights to the bouts.
The network of course will attempt to
show a profit in the deal by offering
the broadcasts to sponsors.
The series of fight programs will
get underway over the Blue at 10:15
P. M. Oct. 29, when a description of
the featherweight title fight between
Petey Sarron and Henry Armstrong
will be broadcast from Madison
Square Garden. Other fighters whose
bouts will be aired over NBC are Joe
Louis, Max Schmeling, Tommy Farr,
Freddie Steel, Fred Apostoli, Barney
Ross and Lou Ambers.
The second in the series will be
Nov. 12 when Steele defends his title
against Apostoli. Time has been
reserved for broadcasts of fights Nov.
19 and 26, although the principals for
these cards have not been finally
selected.
New

Studioof

WNYC

PICTURE
LY
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Production

Like

the Brook

Hold,

The trade agreement between the LR.N.A. and the
A.F.M. still was an unfinished
symphony at the close of yesterday's conclave between the
committees representing both
interests.
Both sides claimed progress.

Canadians
Pact

with

Hope

for

Mexicans

Montreal, Oct. 20. — Hopes of ridding privately-owned Canadian stations of the interference they suffer
from Mexican stations rose today as
a delegation was appointed to attend
next month's conference at Havana.
The appointees are Dr. A. Frigon,
Donald Manson and K. A. MacKinnon.
At present many of the private stations throughout the Dominion suffer
interference from a group of half a
dozen stations in Mexico just over the
Texas border.
It is believed the conference will cooperate to mend a situation that has
been harmful to all. The solution probably will take the form of pooling
bands and a reallocation of wavelengths. This will require certain concessions by the United States and
gains, to the same extent, for Canada.

To Be Opened Sunday
New York's Municipal station,
WNYC, will open its new studios
Sunday, when it will present a special
five-hour program.
The station's new studios are air
conditioned, and are five in number. FCC
Refuses Action
Other improvements are a new recepIn Philadelphia Row
tion room, an audience room accomodating 70 persons, and a new visual
Washington, Oct. 20. — Officials of
monitor system.
the F.C.C. indicated today they could
legally take no part in Mayor Wil"Charlie Chan" on Air
son's feud with KYW, Philadelphia.
"Charlie Chan" is the title of a new The station, they said, is entirely
transcribed serial that will start over within its rights in refusing to give
to the Mayor for disWOR-Mutual Oct. 24. The period or sell time
cussion of the municipal budget.
will be heard Mondays through Fridays, from 5:15 to 5:30 P. M. Cy
"Radio Swaps" Gets Sponsor
Kendall
is in the title role. The proM-G-M
to Put 22 in
gram is sponsored by Stokely Bros,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 20.— Walt Framfor Van Camp products. Raymond er has sold his novel air feature,
First Air Program
Twenty-two players will take part R. Morgan, Hollywood, is the agency.' "Radio Swaps," to Joseph DeRoy &
Sons, jewelers, for 26 weeks on
in the opening M-G-M Maxwell
Re-Measure KIRO Coverage
WWSW. The program will go on
LeonRobert
4.
House program Nov.
ard, director, will serve as master
New measurements of KIRO's cov- five times weekly. The idea is to swap
erage made by CBS shows 261,300
of ceremonies, and "Firefly" will form radio families in its primary daytime, silver dollars with listeners for any
item Framer happens to call for. Terthe basis of the program, with Jeanette MacDonald in the lead. Others and 295,030 in its primary evening
ry McGough will assist him.
who will participate will be Sophie listening areas, according to William
Tucker, Eleanor Powell, Pete Smith, C. Gittinger, CBS sales manager,
Globe Grain on Coast Hookup
Ted Healy, Una Merkel, Judy Gar- KIRO recently replaced KOL as
Los
Angeles, Oct. 20.— The Globe
land, Buddy Ebsen, Igor Gorin, Helen Columbia's affiliate in Seattle.
Grain & Milling Co. will sponsor a
Trot, Betty Jaymes, Ileana Massey,
new series featuring Buddy Twiss and
.T. W. Marrow Co. to Cancel
George Murphy and Dave Gould.
Joe Parker over seven coast stations
The second program, Nov. 11, will
T. W. Marrow Co. will cancel its of the NBC-Red network. The
have Spencer Tracy in charge.
NBC-Red network musical series
series is titled "The Best of the
featuring
Henry Busse's
and will be broadcast twice
George Sutherland to WISN
after the broadcast
of Nov. orchestra
28. The Week,"
weekly for 26 weeks. Daniel B. Minor
Milwaukee, Oct. 20.— Latest addi- program is heard Sundays from 11 :45 Co., Inc., Los Angeles, is the agency.
tion to the WISN announcing staff A. M. to 12 noon. Baggaley, Horton
is George Sutherland, who has been & Hoyt is the agency.
To Extend WADC Program
teamed with Alan Hale during the
grid season to air the entire schedule
CBS to Cover Auto Show
Canton. O., Oct. 20.— The "Ruth
of Marquette games. Sutherland has
The National Automobile Show will
Reddy" program on WADC
been with WLW, Cincinnati; WHK, be covered by CBS in a series of seven and
sponsored by the Ohio Edison Co.
Cleveland; WXYZ, Detroit, and
broadcasts starting Oct. 27 and con- has met with such success that plans
WBEN, Buffalo.
tinuing daily except Sunday until Nov. are being made to pipe it to other
cities where the utility operates. It
2 from the Grand Central Palace.
will go to Youngstown shortlv.
Start NBC Coast Program
"Wife vs. Secretary" on WHN
San Francisco, Oct. 20. — The
"The Barrier" on "Hotel"
A transcribed version of "Wife vs.
Local Loan Co. will sponsor "Meet
Your Neighbor," a new script-musical Secretary" will be heard over WHN
Scenes
from "The Barrier," with
show on a split NBC Pacific Coast Mondays through Fridays from 6:30 Jean Parker
and Leo Carillo in the
Blue network, effective immediately. to 6:45 P. M., starting this Monday. lead roles, will be dramatized on
The contract is for one year, through Sterling Products sponsors, through 22.
"Hollywood Hotel" over CBS Oct.
the Long Adv. Service.
Blackett^Sample-Hummert Inc.

Levels
42 in Work

(Continued from page 1)
Mesquiteers," and 20th Century-Fox,
"Checkers."
The tally by studios :
Columbia, finished one, shooting
two, preparimr four, editing nine ;
Goldwyn, zero, two, zero, zero;
Grand National, zero, zero, zero,
five; M-G-M, two, six, three, seven;
Monogram, zero, two, one, zero;
Paramount, two, six, one, seven;
Principal, zero, one, one, zero ; Republic, zero, three, zero, five; RKO,
zero, seven, four, two; Roach, zero,
zero, one, zero; Selznick, zero, zero,
zero, two; 20th Century- Fox, one,
five, four, six ; Universal, one, one,
one, four; Wanger, zero, zero, zero,
one ; Warners, one, seven, one, 24.
In the short subjects field, Columbia
and M-G-M each started one. Three
were preparing, and eight being
edited.
ErpVs
In

Sound

Sales

New
Department
{Continued from page 1)

ness as soon as a procedure is acceptable to the company is devised.
The Erpi operating department,
headed by L. W. Conrow, heretofore
has handled service inspection work
only. Bert Sanford, service sales director ;George L. Carrington, operating manager, and Stanley W. Hand,
staff representative, will direct the
work of making the change effective.
The following will be in charge of the
service contract sales and operations,
L. J.
Hacking,
district New
manager,
ton;W.
W. Simons,
York;BosE.
O. Wilschke, Philadelphia; A. Fiore,
Atlanta ; R. Hilton, Chicago ; O.
Hunt, Kansas City ; F. C. Dickely,
Detroit ; H. W. Dodge, western district, and W. E. Woodward, southeastern district.
3,945

Is Stage

Play

Total for 17 Years
(Continued from page 1)
with those obtained over 17 years the
source shows that productions for 1937
totalled 125, of which 103 were dramatic and 22 musical. Average run
for all productions was 81 performances with dramatic and musical averaging 75 and 128 respectively. Fiftyseven plays in 1937 closed within five
weeks.
Peak production seasons during the
last 17 years were 1926-27 and 192728, with 302 shows allotted to each.
The season of 1922-23 shows the highest average length of run, with a mark
of 109 performances. This is closely
followed by 1926-27 with 108 performances. Musicals reached their
greatest average length of run in
1925-26 with 176 performances, compared with 102 for dramatic shows in
1922-23.
Expect Big Lunch Crowd
Over 900 reservations have been
received, it is stated, for the luncheon
to be held at the Astor Monday under the auspices of the Non-Partisan
Theatrical and Motion Picture Division in Support of Mayor LaGuardia
and Thomas E. Dewey. Louis Nizer
is chairman of the committee.
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Improve
No
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Finances
with

In

Borrowin

FRIDAY,

Backers

U.A.

Universal's immediate financial
problems have been cleared without
recourse to new financing, and the
company is prepared to proceed on a
normal operating basis with expenditures geared more favorably to current and indicated future cash receipts,
it was learned authoritatively yesterday.
The principal factors in the comfinancial
position and
resultpany's
from improved
reduced
inventories
home office and studio economies
which were placed in effect recently.
With the promise of increased distribution receipts from current and
forthcoming releases, Universal's most
immediate financial problems, if not
dissipated, at least are believed alleviated to a marked extent.
This picture of an altered financial
situation was put before the company's board of directors this week,
following the return from the coast
of J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the board. The obvious implication in
the company's present outlook is the
(Contintied on pane 8)
Expect to Reelect
6 Warner
Directors
Warner directors whose terms expire this year and who in all probability will be reelected after the
annual stockholders' meeting in Wilmington on Dec. 13, are Harry M.,
Jack L. and Albert W. Warner,
Joseph Bernhard, Robert W. Perkins
and Waddill Catchings.
Harry Warner, now on the coast,
is due back soon for both the stockholders' and directors' meetings. Jack
Warner, now in Paris, is slated to
return in about a month.
Rohhf Rowley Sign
For New W, B. List
Los Angeles, Oct. 21. — Gradwell L.
Sears, vice-president in charge of distribution for Warners, has closed for
the showing of his company's new season product in the Robb & Rowley
theatres of Texas and Arkansas.
Consummation of the R. & R. deal
is said to virtually complete circuit
sales for Warners.
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Agreement
to Permit

in
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Individual

Is

Expected

Exhibitors

to

Negotiate on Contracts
By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 21. — Officials of PruA formal agreement on principles for ending the two and one-halfdential Assurance Co. today denied
old "buyers' strike" of Philadelphia exhibitors against Paramount
any interest in the deal whereby Alex- month
ander Korda and Samuel Goldwyn is expected to be reached here today with the resumption of conferences
will purchase the U. A. stock of between company officials and the committee of three representing the
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks Philadelphia exhibitors.
and Mary Pickford and at the same
Indications are that an agreement in principle, only, will be devised;
time give them control of the dis- that actual settlement of the differences between the company and its
tributing company.
Prudential, which is the most im- customers, or prospective customers, will be worked out by the comportant backer in London Films,
pany's sales department treating with individual accounts later. Presumably, although unofficially, this would mean that contractual adjustKorda's producing company, has sent
mentsvidual
may beexhibitor
made accounts
available through
to indiE. H. Lever, secretary of Prudential,
to New York to watch the Kordacompany.
negotiations entered into with the
Goldwyn deal closely because of its
large holdings in London Films.
Autonomy
for
The Philadelphia exhibitor delegaCompletion of the Korda-Goldwyn
tion due to confer here today consists
(.Continued on page 8)
of Lewen Pizor, president of the U. M.
Guild
Aims
at
P.T.O., Charles Segall and Abe SabSchiller Finishes
losky. They will meet with Austin C.
Keough, Paramount vice-president
In Anti-Trust Case
Front
Writers
and secretary ; Neil F. Agnew, vicepresident in charge of distribution,
The taking
E. an
A. attorney
Schiller's deposition of
through
for
exThe move of the Authors' League and possibly
ecutives. Another
initial company
meeting sales
was held
Loew's was completed yesterday in of America to grant financial and
the proceedings here in connection membership autonomy to the Screen here on Monday and resulted in a
with the anti-trust suit filed in Fed- Writers' Guild is being undertaken preliminary understanding.
eral Court at Boston against eight for the sole purpose of placating the
Presumably, any agreement resultmajor distributors and the Maine &
ing from the meetings will be available
Screen
Playwrights
in
the
hope
of
reto
exhibitors of other territories where
New Hampshire and M. A. Shea
claiming members of the latter group
"buyers' strikes" against the company
circuits by Morse & Rothenberg, in- for the guild and thereby achieving a are
in progress.
dependent circuit operators. Schiller solid "writers' front" in Hollywood,
was excused from further question- officials of the Authors' League conceded yesterday.
ing on Wednesday to permit him to
Para, Plans Wide Ad
Autonomy in these matters, it is
leave for California. The interrogation concerned contracts made by felt here, should overcome the priM-G-M
with the two defendant cirmary objections of the Screen Playcuits.
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Paramount
wrights to membership in the Screen plans an elaborate newspaper
and
on ''Tide"
Felix Jenkins, counsel for 20th Writers' Guild, which, as they have magazine
Campaign
advertising
campaign
on
(.Continued on page 5)
been expressed in Hollywood, at least, "Ebb Tide," according to Robert M.
(Continued on page 5)
Gillham, director of advertising and
publicity, who is at the coast studio.
Stage Door" Pulls
Japan Film Scarcity
The campaign is designed to in$96,000 Second Week
clude publications with a combined
"Stage Door" held up strongly in May Slash Programs circulation of 44,675,432, through 35
its second week at the Music Hall,
key city newspapers, and is expected
By H. TOMINAGA
getting approximately $96,000. Now
to cost $50,000. The first advertisement will appear in the American
Tokyo, Oct. 5.— The Government
in its third week, the picture is expected to tally about $80,000 for the ban against film imports, officially Weekly, Nov. 14, followed by a page
last seven days.
designated as effective until the end of in This Week on Nov. 21.
The second week of "Life Begins the year, may compel first runs here
in College" at the Roxy finished last showing foreign films to switch from Report Wilhy Signs
night with $41,500. "High, Wide triple to dual and from dual to single
and Handsome" and the Yacht Club bills. The possibility likewise is strong
New Five-Year Pact
Boys in the third week at the Para- that, when available American film
The
new five-year contract under
runs
low,
these
theatres
will
turn
to
mount got about $28,000. "The Bride
which R. B. Wilby and H. F. Kincey
production
as
their
chief
source
Wore Red" garnered $25,000 at the native
of supply.
continue the operation of the WilbyCapitol, while "Alcatraz Island" took
in a similar gross in its first week at
Film shipments in transit by Sept. Kincey circuit for Paramount was
the Strand. The tenth week of "The 4 are not included in the Finance Min- signed yesterday, according to reliable reports.
Wilbyon returned
Life of Emile Zola" at the Hollywood
(Continued
page 5) to Atistry's ruling. Newsreels are entirewas good for $14,000.
ly exempted.
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Pincus' Talent Hunt
Turns to Stork Club
They go to the Stork Club to dine
and dance and patronize the bar.
However, beginning Sunday evening
and by virtue of a gigantic deal arranged by Joe Pincus, for 20th Century-Fox, and Sherman Billingsley,
for the Stork, Charles Harden will
permit his talent-hunting camera to
roam the premises in search of new
finds for future attention of Darryl
F. Zanuck. Harden will photograph,
Billingsley will show the film the following Sunday and Pincus will take
a look and arrange for the real sort
of screen test if and when he finds
something of interest caught by Harden's lens.
Defer Hays Board Meet
An adjourned meeting of the board
of directors of the M.P.P.D.A. which
had been scheduled for yesterday was
postponed until Monday. The lack of
a quorum prevented the holding of
the meeting yesterday. Monday's session is the third to be scheduled since
the quarterly meeting of the board on
Oct. 14 and is for the purpose of completing routine business which remained unfinished at the quarterly
meeting.
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Purely

Pay

Ordered

Committee

to
Bills

Federal Judge Frances G. Caffey
Personal
► yesterday instructed Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee, to pay $4,083 for
bills incurred by the Pound bondholdARTZ of the Century
SCHW
AH.
ers' protective committee during the
t left
• Circui
his lodge at Lake
recent reorganization hearing. Clement, Kaminer and Rowe were awarded
Placid yesterday morning for Owl's
Martin Brewby
anied
Head, steraccomp
of Lake Placid and Leonard $2,537 for printing the plan and incidental papers. The Northern Bank
Tyrell, guide. They are making the Note Co. received $1,448 for printing
trip by canoe and portage in search the first mortgage bonds and the Sigof bear and deer.
nature Co. received $90 for use of its
•
machine to sign the bonds.
E. H. Griffith with Herb CruikSeek to Examine U. A. Books
SHANK at "21" yesterday. Others
The William S. Hart Co. will ask
there included "Deac" Aylesworth,
Leslie E. Thompson, Regina
Justice William T. Collins in the N.
Crewe, Bob Goldstein, Dick Watts
Court today for permisand Charlie Sonin. Many of the Y. Supreme
sion to examine United Artists books
regulars were absent.
•
and records in connection with Hart's
suit for $500,000 damages against the
Ernest Schoedsack and James distributor. Hart wants to see 12,000
Havens will leave for Quebec today cards, contract registers and books
and tomorrow sail from there on the kept by United Artists as a permanent
Empress of Britain for London and record of all pictures it distributed. It
other foreign ports where they will
was stated that he was generally intake scenes for a new M-G-M film.
terested in "Tumbleweeds," "Wild
Justice," "His Majesty, the AmeriQuip of the Day
can," "Thief of Bagdad," "Sally of the
Sawdust," "Little Annie Rooney,"
AH Gaga removed the muzzle
"Don Q," "The Eagle" and "The Gold
yesterday and reported this:
Gangster and cowboy films rate
first in Southern theatres catering
Ask Quashing of Eisman Suit
to colored patronage. There is
A motion to dismiss the $1,000,000
one house in the deep South which
plagiarism suit of Mort Eisman, Clara
plays
and Eight
re-plays
"Scarface"
Deller
Rush."and Robert Louis Shayon will
regularly.
times
in one
be made in the U. S. District Court
year, for instance.
on Nov. 26 by the defendants, Samuel
Said the owner to a patron at
Goldwyn, Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
the close of one run :
Eddie Cantor and United Artists who
"How'dya like the show tonight,
assert
that the complaint failed to
Samf'\
set forth a cause of action. The plain"Alright, but you know those
tiffs charge infringement of their
'Scarface' pictures is getting to be
story, "Oh Shah," in "Roman Scanall the same."
dals." Besides damages, the plaintiffs
ask for a permanent injunction and an
Bill Sussman, Jack Sichelman, accounting of the profits.
Martin Moskowitz and Clarence
Life Sues Movie Life
Hill of the 20th Century-Fox home
office will attend the testimonial to
Time,
Inc., publishers of Life, filed
be given Ira H. Cohn, Dec. 6, in
a suit in the U. S. District Court yesPittsburgh.
•
terday against the Ulten Publishing
Harriet
Parsons
entertained a Co., publishers of Movie Life for $25,for alleged
of Life's
party of friends at the Warwick last 000
trademark.
The infringement
plaintiff charges
that
night, prior to her departure for the defendant copies the cover color
Hollywood today aboard the Century. layout and block titles of Life. It is
•
alleged that the plaintiff paid $90,000
Paul Graetz left yesterday for the to secure the trademark. A permacoast on the Commodore Vanderbilt.
nent injunction and an accounting of
He will confer with Jack D. Trop for the profits is asked.
a month and then return to Paris.
•
Deny Music Infringement
Joe Moskowitz, his plans changed,
A general denial to the $1,000,000
leaves Hollywood for New York to- plagiarism suit of Foreign & Domesday. That would bring him in here
tic Music Corp., Samuel Cummins,
Monday morning.
Societe Anonima Musicale Bixio and
•
Cesare Andrea Bixio was filed in the
Noel Mills, fashion commentator U. S. District Court yesterday by
for Pathe News, is a year older today, 20th Century-Fox, Fox Movietone
but only she knows how many that Corp., Sam Eox Publishing Co., Con
makes.
Conrad and Nino Martini. The plain•
tiffs claim infringement of their song,
Arthur Greenblatt will leave for "Passa L'Amore," in "Here's to RoNew Haven today and next week will
make a tour of G.B. exchanges.
•
Celebrities for Premiere
Arthur W. Kelly, foreign head for
mance."
U. A., plans to leave for Palm
At the opening tonight of "Music
for Madame" at the Criterion a host
Springs in about 10 days.
of
celebrities from the opera will be
•
on hand, including Grace Moore,
Harry Goldberg and Leonard
Schlesinger were in Philadelphia Mademoiselle Gay, Nino Martini's
teacher ; Lily Pons, Doris Doe, Edyesterday.
ward Ziegler, Charles Hackett, Ar•
mand Tokatyan, Frank Wenker,
Felix Jenkins has returned from Giovanni Zenatello, Wilfred Pelletier,
the coast
Lucrezia Bori and others.

A, F, L, Drive
Company

Called

Union

Move

The American Federation of Labor
drive to organize white collar workers
in the film business was declared yesterday by the United Office and Professional Workers of America, C. I.
O. affiliated union, to be a company
union move. The C. I. O. statement
was issued by Anne Berenholz, or"This attempt of the A. F. of L.
ganizer.on the heels of the collapse of
comes
company unionism in the motion picture industry. Universal Pictures Co.
hoped to stop the organizational drive
of the C. I. O. by setting up a company union. This effort failed and the
membership of the Universal Employes' Guild voted to affiliate with
the C. I. O.," Miss Berenholz said.
Thetionstatement
continued,
"The16 MoPicture Division
of Local
has
been carrying on effective organization work and now has substantial
groups of members in every large
film office. The idle threat of the A.
F. of L. will have no effect on film
office workers who are justifiably
suspicious of this sudden show of interest on the part of Geneva Marsh
and William Collins (of the A. F. of
L.). Film office workers will continue to organize under the banner of
the C. Continue
I. O."
Union Talks
Progress was reported at the meeting yesterday between major circuit
executives and representatives of
Local 306. Another session will be
held next week to continue conferences on a new wage scale which is
to prevail for the next two years.
VA
Entertain Power, Faye
Tyrone Power
guests of honor
given by 20th
Jansen Suite in

and Alice Faye were
last night at a party
Century-Fox at the
the Waldorf-Astoria.
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are

proving

every

word!

see' list. For old folks,
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folks and

children.

picture is right down your alley!"
—Jimmie P idler in his Radio Review to millions

"Shirley Temple in the best boxoffice picture
ever given her. Most certainly a smash! Will
delight everyone!"

"Will

mean

—Showmen's

a fat boxoflSce

Trade

harvest

Review

everywhere!

Topflight on all counts! Among Shirley's very
best! Grand entertainment for all!"
— Hollywood Reporter
"Has the power to stimulate that avalanche of
favorable comment which keeps swelling the
Temple

customers

Emotionally

to ever increasing

the

most

exciting

pictures! "

boxoflSce!
of Temple

—Variety

Daily

"A holiday for showmen! Perfectly suited to
the unquestioned talents of the young queen
of the stars! "
"Exhibitors

—Motion

will find it as heavy

Picture Daily
a grosser

as

any of this top-ranking boxoffice favorite's
pictures. Adults and children alike will be
absorbed!

A- 1 screen

fare!"

—Boxoffice
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with
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co-workers. Other clips show President Roosevelt dedicating the new Federal Reserve Bldg., Norman H. Davis
sailing for the nine-power conference
at Brussels, and fleet maneuvers in the
Pacific.
An odd shot is the photographing of

Newsreel

the way in which the animated cartoon signs on Broadway are made to
work by means of a certain strip developed byDouglas Lee. The cartoon
film is projected on a mass of photoelectric cells. It's very interesting.
Those who like to see celebrities at
play will get a kick out of a ball game
in which some of the players are Babe
Ruth, Major Bowes, David Sarnofif,
Bugs Baer and others.
Running time, 9 mins.
J.

Parade

Movietone News
Vol. 20. No. 12
{20tli Century-Fox)
Navy Day maneuvers ott the coas
of California, the war in China with
some thrilling closeups of streeti,hght
the
ing and the bombing of Hope
to the Nme PowAmerican delegation ng
its leave tor
er Conference taki
ions partfash
time
mari
and
Brussels
ly make up this issue.
comBut on the sporting side real
edy and plenty of laughs are the
order The charity softball game at
Meadowbrook, L. I., is the scene of
a burlesqued ball game where thes
Movietone staff and other celebritie
do their cutting up. The sound track
is gagged to the hilt with plenty of
fresh lines and such sound effects as
Major Bowes getting the gong when
he strikes out and Dale Carnegie also
showing how to influence people.
The latter section makes up for an
otherwise average assortment of clips.
PRunning time, 9 mins.

News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 210
{M-G-M)
.
.p
c
Navy maneuvers in the Facih
with some unusual shots taken from
the air of Government air and water
craft in review and a few clips of
making a
Japanese troops and planes this
issue
shambles of Shanghai lift
that
rare
is
It
.
class
ne
above the routi
newsmen can boast of scenes like the
Navy stuff on the west coast. Behind
of
the Japanese lines, you get an idea
what the war in China is all about
The camera rocks from a heavyng bomthat
bardment from the air, provi
the material is genuine.
Other clips include scenes of the
latest air tragedy in the Wyoming
cameramountains where two Pathe vying
to
men were killed, motorcycles
climb a California mountain, Fred
Snipe, Jr., being transferred from
Chicago en route to Miami in an iron
lung, amateur rodeo days at Victorville, Cal., fur fashions on review at
the International Casino with Adelaide Hawley as hostess, women taking
up hula dancing in Seattle as a form
of reducing, and the departure of
Norman H. Davis to Brussels to attend conferences on the Sino-Japanese
fracas.
Running time, 10 minutes. O.
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Pickets of the Anti Movie Double Feature League of America, a Nutley enterprise, doing their stint in front of the Lafayette in that New Jersey town. As a
result the theatre will experiment with singles four days a week.

Bills Lead
Missouri Polls
City, Oct. 21 .-George
who operates the Armour
Kansas City, Mo., has
blehekbills
of" dou
ss
nevert
d e the
gs, but
watche
ivinwth
misggro
som
with
Res.
gle
has continued to show sin
cently he determined to put the mat-.
ter up to patrons and conducted a poll
e for
Seventy per cent of the votes werm and
the
g
uin
tin
con
is
singles, so he
the two-hour shows he has always
offered.
A similar experience was that of
St
Frank Cassil, who has the Rialto,
ing
show
been
has
il
Cass
Mo.
Joseph
, but redouble bills for some time
cently decided to ask his patrons what
they wanted in the way of film fare.
indicated a prefer30 per cent
Only ence
for doubles, so the Rialto cut
them out, and experienced an increase
in business. Cassil still uses an occasional double on the weekend, when
he has a two and a half hour show
whether he is doubling or singling.
The remainder of the week the show
now runs 2 hours.

Single
In
Kansas
ann,
Harttm
in North

sailing for the Nine-Power Conference on the Far East and of Chicago's
"Iron Lung Boy" being moved from
Paramount News
that city to Florida are of secondary
No. 23
news interest. The reel recalls^^ the
{Paramount)
with a "Reof its existencewhich
first yearmember
includes
feature
When"
diversiand
live
a
has
nt
Paramou
shots of three outstanding news events
Spectacu
fied newsreel in this release.
of 1927. Photography and narration
lar photography in the coverage of are
uniformly good.
Pacific fleet maneuvers on Navy Day
K.
Running time, 9 mins.
and some excellent shots of the SinoTapanese conflict make these subjects
outstanding. The five remaining Pathe News
topics, however, contribute their share Vol. 9. No. 27
to a well-balanced reel.
(RKO)
Alf Landon's radio attack on _Ad
Pathe's sequence on the_ airplane
ministration policies and President
near Evanston, Wyo., is impresRoosevelt's statements on neutrality, crash
sive.
together with the latest air disaster
which took 19 lives near Evanston,
The scenes are presented with the
in- following titles : "Pathe News presents
Wyo., are topical and of national
terest. Shots of Norman H. Davis pictures of the worst airplane crash

Century Single Bill
Test Proves Success
First move in a plan to experiment
with single features in Nassau County,
L. I., has been instituted by Century
Circuit's Fantasy, Rockville Center.
The one feature policy has been in effect 10 days and, according to Century, the next theatre to follow will
be the Rivoli, Hempstead, a Skouras
Theatres' unit.
About 20 theatres are operated by
Century and Skouras in Nassau
County, it was stated, and if the plan
continues to meet with success it will
be extended to all houses controlled
bv the two independent circuits.

Universal Newsreel
Vol. 9, No. 608
(Universal Newsreel)
There is tragedy and comedy and
a general diversification of interesting
materal in this number of the Universal reel. The highlight, of course,
is the tragic air crash in Wyoming
which resulted in the deaths of 19.
Tribute is paid by the Universal
commentator to the two Pathe men
who met their deaths. The smashed
plane and the transportation of the
bodies are well pictured.
Extremely effective is the clip on
the maneuvers for Navy Day, of the
American Pacific Fleet, seen from the
air, high above the clouds. Listed as
exclusive and interesting shots of
Wall Street in the throes of the recent heavy selling wave, air shots
of the "lost plateau" in Arizona, recently explored for the first time,
and providing beautiful scenic effects,
the beaching of a Japanese liner in
the Hong Kong typhoon, as well as
many smaller craft, and the comedy
clip of the North Carolina man and
his self-kicking machine.
A motorcycle contest, climbing a
California hill, provides lively action,
the rodeo contestants in New York
entertain the child patients of Bellevue Hospital and a Pittsburgh man
wins the 30-kilometer walking race in
Cincinnati to complete the reel.
Running time, 9 mins.
A.

Doubles Again in Oklahoma
Crick to Drop Post
Oklahoma City, Oct. 21. — Double
bills are coming back here. The Ritz,
With Hoyts Circuit
Standard circuit suburban house, has
Sydney,
Oct. 1 {By Airmail Via
been running double bills on Friday
London)
—
Expressing
the view that it
and Saturday only and has gained on
was impractical to serve two comthese days, according to Todd Fergupanies with such divergent functions
son, manager.
as distribution and exhibition, Stanley
The Plaza, another Standard subur- S. Crick states he will not seek reban house, also has started double bill?
appointment aschairman of directors
on Fridays and Saturdays. The only
Theatres, Ltd. at the forthother dualler is the downtown Liberty. of Hoyts coming
annual meeting. Crick, who
is managing director of 20th Centuryin U. S. aviation history as 19 per- Fox in Australia, has been chairman
sons plunge to death near Evanston, of the Hoyts for seven years.
Wyo.
Film Art Leases Plant
"William Harold Pitt and James
Pergola, an editor and a cameraman
Film Art Studios, Inc., has signed
of Pathe News, died in this accident a lease for five years to occupy the
Members of the anonymous army that premises at 2826 Decatur Ave., the
follows adventure to bring you mo- Bronx. The first of a series of Jewtion pictures of the world's news, they
features, titled "The Cantor's
met death as they had faced life, de- Son,"ishfeaturing
Moisha Oischa and
Florence
Weiss, was completed last
Inc.
voted
to
their
duty."
A United Airlines Mainliner is week at these studios by Eron Prod.,
shown leaving Newark and soaring
through a cloud-studded sky, followed
John T. Doran, general manager of
by closeups of the tangled wreckage the studios, has returned to his desk
on a snow-covered wooded mountain- after an illness.
side of serene beauty. As the line of
horses bearing the tarpaulin-covered "Truth** Preview Tuesday
bodies starts down the trail the specColumbia will hold a preview of
tator realizes with a gulv that other
Pathe cameramen are photographing "The Awful Truth" at the Astor Theatre on Tuesday morning.
the final journey of their courageous
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Variety
Autonomy
Guild

for

Aims

Writers

at

Front

iContinned from page 1)
are that the guild is not a "local" organization but is conducted for and
by New York factions.
In order to make the guild autonomous, numerous changes will be made
in the constitution of the Authors'
League and in the constitution of the
guild. The council of the Authors'
1-eague approved the amendments to
its constitution on Wednesday, virtually assuring their approval by the
membership of the organization when
they are voted on at a special meeting
on or about Nov. 17. The amendments, it is said, while granting the
Screen Writers' Guild "complete control of its own affairs," at the same
time will preserve an affiliation with
the Authors' League and its member
organizations which will insure the
guild of the advantages of a unanimity of action with those organizations
in time of emergency.
Separation Flexible
"The separation of the guild from
the Authors' League," it was stated
officially, "will, under these amendments, be as wide or as close as the
guild itself cares to make it."
The legal effect of the changes, it
was said, will be to make the guild
an "affiliate" of the Authors' League,
rather than a "member" of it, as heretofore. It would change the legal
name of the organization from the
Screen Writers' Guild of the Authors'
League of America to the "Screen
Writers' Guild, Affiliated with the
Authors' League of America."
The Dramatists' Guild, Radio
Writers' Guild and Authors' Guild
will be unaffected by the change and
will continue as "member" guilds of
the Authors' League.
Guild

Hearing

Ends
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Des Moines
Des
Moines,
Oct. 21.— Des Moines
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
Variety Club will start the fall program with a golf tournament at the
Hyperion Club Oct. 25. It will be
followed by a dinner and stag party at
Hotel Savery. Plans have been made
"Merry-Go-Round
of 1938"
{Universal)
for 200 or 300 guests.
Plans also have been made to hold
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — To many it may appear as though they threw
a
dance in the clubrooms on Hallothe book of rules and regulations away wlien "Merry-Go-Round of
we'en night and another dance and
i96H" was made. By "they " is meant B. G. De Sylva, whose first production for Universal this is, and Irving Cummings, who directed. A Bingo party has been planned for
preview audience appeared to think they had turned out an acceptable Thanksgiving. The annual shutin
farce.
party for children in charity homes
and old persons in other homes is to
Using only the mere core of a romantic love story which features time.
be held at the Paramount and Des
Joy Hodges and John King as a basis, all the producing and directing Moines Theatres at Thanksgiving
team has done by making use of scores of characters, dialogue and situation gags is to permit Jimmy Savo, Bert Lahr, Billy House, Mischa
Omaha
Auer, Alice Brady, Louise Fazenda and Dave Apollon to be characteristically funny.
Oct. 21.— A Hallowe'en
Unquestionably Monte Brice and Henry Meyers supplied some ma- hopOmaha,
and midnight supper will be given
terial in the original and Brice and A. Dorian Otvos added more in the in the Hotel Fontenelle ballroom Oct.
screenplay as Jimmy McHugh and Harold Arlen contributed a couple 31 by the local tent.
of songs. But, and it seems wise, De Sylva and Cummings were shrewd
enough to let Lahr, Savo and House do again the things they have done
Washington
countless times on the stage and let the more familiar picture names be
Washington, Oct. 21.— At the last
as they are in pictures. Accenting the straight farcing in which they
stag smoker in the quarters of Tent
indulge, Savo sings and acts "River Stay Away from My Door" and No. 11 A. E. Lichtman and Archie
Lahr renders and recites a woodchoppers' song. House does his femip. Engle
wereandkings-for-the-night.
nine impersonation and Auer is a Ghandi-clad swami both of whom Some
ent.
50 barkers
guests were presgreatly amaze Miss Brady.
In comparison with some recent laugh pictures this film would be
The luncheon scheduled for Oct. 25
a second choice. But as a piece of entertainment which makes no claims has been cancelled. In its place Mrs.
to pretentiousness, it is aimed at those who want to be amused and prob- Samuel N. Wheeler, wife of the 20th
Century-Fox exchange manager, and
ably will do all right for itself.
Mrs. Arthur A. DeTitta, wife of
Running time, 87 minutes. "G."
the Washington supervisor of Fox
Movietone News, will sponsor a Bingo
party to raise funds to be donated to
High Flyers
the school lunch fund.
{RKO)
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Some fine cast names have been assembled in
support of Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, songs and dancing are
introduced and plenty of money has been spent on backgrounds, but
for some reason or other — it may be the delicate fabric of the story
material — the picture fails to start one of those laugh riots the press
agents like to talk about. It will satisfy the Wheeler and Woolsey fans,
no doubt.
The comics are operating one of those trick airplane things at a carnival when Jack Carson offers them a job picking up a package to be
thrown from a liner at sea. They unwittingly grab the harbor police
plane and are fired on by the Coast Guard. On their way back they
discover they have valuable gems. They crash on the estate of Paul
Harvey, where various articles have been disappearing.
The action speeds up as the comics are thought to be detectives and
then are charged by a smuggling gang with being lunatics. Lupe Velez,
as a maid, is exciting, as usual, and she sings. Wheeler does some smart
dancing. Crowds of police swarm in and the kleptomaniac is discovered
to be a bulldog. Charles Judels, Lucien Prival, Herbert Evans and Herbert Clifton have parts which are a little better than bits. George Irving
appears as a police chief for a few seconds.
The direction is by Edward Cline from a screenplay by Benny Rubin,
Bert Granet and Byron Morgan. It was based on Victor Mapes' play.
minutes. "G."
Running time, 66 (Additional
Reviews on Page 8)

Abruptly on Coast
Los Angeles, Oct. 21.— The hearing on the Screen Writers' Guild petition for a film writers' collective bargaining agency election ended abruptly
today with a stipulation of attorneys
to the introduction by producer representatives of exhibits showing the
corporate structure of producing and
distributing firms. They are designed
to show the divorce of production from
distribution so far as interstate commerce is concerned.
William Ringer, trial examiner,
took the case under advisement, and
will submit his recommendations to
the National Labor Relations Board
Lease N. 0. St. Charles
in Washington, who will rule on the
New Orleans, Oct. 21. — The St.
matter. The two important points
to be decided are whether production Charles here has been leased to the
is in interstate commerce and whether Louisiana Charles Corp., headed by
writers are employes and as such en- Norman Carter, Saenger official.
titled to come under the Wagner act. Legitimate shows and vaudeville will
Neil S. McCarthy, attorney for the be used after remodeling is completed.
The value of theatre renovation curScreen Playwrights, ended his presrently in progress here is said to run
entation before Ringer in a surprise
move by declaring he would call no well over $100,000.
more witnesses. Leonard S. Janofsky,
guild attorney, introduced a copy of
Film Stock Destroyed
the original contract of the American
Society of Cinematographers with the
Port of Spain, Trinidad, Oct. 21. —
producers which showed that the pro- More than 3,000 reels of film were
ducers as a whole negotiated with destroyed by fire at the Warner ofthe cameramen.
fices here today.

Schiller
In

Finishes

Anti-Trust Case
(Continued from page 1)

Century-Fox, is scheduled to be interrogated today by George S. Ryan,
attorney for the plaintiffs.
The suit charges inability to obtain any run of product from any of
the distributor defendants for seven of
the plaintiff's theatres which are in
competition with the defendant circuits. It seeks aggregate triple damages of $2,100,000. Indications are
that the entering of exhibits and the
taking of depositions here will occupy
a month or six weeks.
Report
New

Withy

Signs

Five-Year Pact
{Continued from page 1)

lanta immediately following the signing of the new agreement.
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
theatre head, who negotiated the new
Warner Club to Dance
pact, was not available for comment
Chicago, Oct. 21. — The Chicago
Warner Club will hold its fifth annual on the report. The new contract replaces a one-year agreement which
supper-dance at the ballroom of the expired June 30 last.
Hotel Sherman Oct. 29. Lou Diamond
and his orchestra will supply the
music. One of the features of the
Shift Loew Managers
dance will be a "mystery girl" orWith the opening of two new Loew
chestra leader who will be "unveiled" theatres yesterday, George Daniels,
during the festivities.
fornlerly assistant manager fat the
State, is now manager of the Dyckman, and Francis Dougherty, assistCrosby Given a Ph. D.
ant manager at the Valencia, has
Spokane, Oct. 21. — Bing Crosby
taken over the Post Road managerwas given a Ph. D. by Gonzaga Uniship. C. C. Moskowitz made th« proversity, his alma mater, today. He motions.
was also named honorary mayor.
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Korda

Ampa
Steams Up and
It's All Over at 2:05

Backers
ff

Deny
In

Interest

U.A.

Deal

(Continued from page 1)
deal, according to London Films
sources, is certain. Ihe money to pick
up the options for the stock will
come from a City group, it was stated
authoritatively.
When E. H. Lever, secretary of
Prudential Assurance Co. of England,
arrived early this week with Uavid
Kose, vice-presidait and financial adviser of Samuel Goldwyn, inc., Motion Picture Daily then reported
that his trip was to watch the U. A.
deal from all angles.
At the time, it was stated that Prudential may not participate in the
hnancing of Alexander Korda and
bamuel Goldwyn in the deal for control of U. A. It was also reported
then that one of the "three of four
deals" under consideration provide for
English financing.
All angles reported by Motion
Picture Daily are confirmed officially by English interests identified
with the deal.
'U' Finances Better
Without Borrowing
{Continued from page 1)
important part which successful boxoffice product must play during the
next few months if the easing of the
company's financial problems is to
become permanent. In this respect,
home office officials are optimistic, due
to current returns from "100 Men
and a Girl" and advance reports on
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" and
"You're a Sweetheart." Moreover,
company officials are particularly
hopeful in view of the fact that the
company has not been obliged to
resort to any new borrowing at this
time.
Minor contractual difiierences which
existed recently with Henry Koster,
Joe Pasternak and Deanna Durbin,
have been ironed out and new sevenyear contracts providing for increased
salaries have been closed with all
three, it was stated.
Flash Preview
"In the Far £aj*"— Amkino sends
this story of Soviet-Siberian-Manchukuoan-Japanese espionage along the
Amur River border of Siberia and
Manchukuo.
7"/;!^ film will be reviewed in full in
a coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.
Claims Another High
Warners yesterday reported the
opening day of "The Life of Emile
Zola" at the Roger Sherman outdistanced "G reen Lights," the previous
record holder, by $18, and "Anthony
Adverse" by $300.
Operate on Mrs. Oldfield
Lincoln, Oct. 21. — Mrs. Barney
Oldfield, wife of the Motion Picture
Daily correspondent here, was operated on for appendicitis at St. Francis
Hospital at Grand Island.
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Nation Aflame
( Television Pictures)
There is a vein of artificiality, colored vi^ith an emotion that rings
off key, running through "Nation Aflame." The production is good,
judged by present-day standards, and it bears the mark of being carefully handled.
The theme illustrates the growth of a secret organization that relies
on mob violence and the unscrupulousness of its leader, who has dreams
of national dictatorship, to attain its ignoble ends. Secret society debunking propaganda, the cycle of which by this time has undoubtedly
spun its course.
story the
is by
who from
wrotereal"The
Birth
of a Nation."
It The
concerns
riseThomas
of NoelDixon,
Madison
estate
swindler
to head
of a bigoted and prejudiced mob which masquerades under the costumes
of The Order of Avenging Angels. Madison, in a short while, rises
to the top, eventually controlling the state legislature. His practices as
the head man soon have the political system corrupt and inefficient. The
murder of a crusading editor starts his downfall. He arranges for the
assassination of his puppet governor, Harry Holman, by Roger Williams,
whose wife Madison has killed. Holman's daughter, Norma Trelvar,
infatuated with Madison, revolts after he kills her father and joins with
Arthur Singley in bringing about his demise. She frames him into
almost seducing her. Singley breaks in with members of the order,
the police and the press. The Angels are shorn of their wings. Singley
is elected governor, honestly, and Miss Trelvar is the silent partner who
stands in the sidelines, unknown and unhonored.
The cast does not include any well known names. The support includes
Douglas Walton, Earl Hodgins, Snub Pollard, Si Willis, Lila Lee and
C. Montague Shaw. Victor Halperin directed.
Running time, 72 minutes. "A."
Renfrew
of the Royal Mounted
{Grand National)
The beautiful outdoor settings which are the locale of this story of the
famous Canadian police prove to be more impressive than the melodramatic content. The story is a standard job in f**
which the mountie,
after a number of exciting escapades, gets his men with the usual business. The name part offers James Newell, a personable fellow who
sings well and makes the best of his role. Carol Hughes provides the
feminine interest.
A gang of counterfeiters murders a mountie. Newell is assigned.
He meets Miss Hughes at a picnic and later saves her life when a canoe
overturns. It seems she was going to her father, an ex-convict, and also
a slick engraver, who is being held against his will by the gang. The
"hot" money is smuggled across the border by stuffing it in dead trout
and then freezing the fish in blocks of ice. Newell finds one of these
ice blocks and a number of other clues which simply and straightforwardly lead him to the hideout. A fistfight and a Httle shooting ensue,
the conclusion has the gang safely put away and Newell pursuing his
romance with Miss Hughes.
"Renfrew of the Royal Mounted" will find its best audience with
children. The film is so handled as to attract the juvenile trade. In the
supporting cast William Royle, Herbert Corthell, Donald Reed, Thundercloud, David Barclay and Kenneth Harlan effectively portray standard roles. Al Herman directed.

Running time, 57 minutes. "G."
ff
Law and Lead
(Colony)

All is well again at the Ampa.
Ralph Rolan was back yesterday at
the helm, the food was served on
time, all personalties scheduled to
appear showed up and the meeting
was adjourned at 2:05 P.M., about 15
minutes after the business part of the
session got under way.
Mona Barrie, who appears in "Virginia" and Michael Bartlett, rehearsing for "Three Waltzes," a Shubert
enterprise, were the first two to be
introduced and to take a bow. Nigel
Bruce, ginia,"
whothen was
also introduced,
appears in took
"Vir-a
bow and later came back to talk
about cricket. He called Hollywood
a sportsman's paradise and thought
the Hollywood
for Britishers was simply reception
great.
Next came Clem McCarthy, radio
and newsreel commentator. He spoke
on sports in general and current football games in particular. Dorothy
Mackail said there were two reasons
for her appearance. First a free lunch
and second to meet McCarthy. She
had planned to talk on other things,
but apparently forgot what they were
and let it go at that.
Constance Collier, who appears in
the
screenGregory
version Laof Cava,
"Stageasserting
Door,"
extolled
he is "a modern genius of the screen
today."tional Toby
of Grand
Nasaid she Wing
was thrilled
to meet
Miss Collier, whom she had just seen
in the picture at the Music Hall.
Rolan announced that next week
will be an international meeting with
Herbert Wilcox, Anna Neagel, Gertrude Lawrence, Amie Booth, Sir
Gerald Campbell, David M. Dow,
Douglas S. Cole, Eugene P. Thomas
and the Rt. Hon. R. W. Close lined
up to occupy the dais.
The seating arrangement, changed
yesterday from that of the week
before, will be revised next week.
Meeting
For

N,

on

Tuesday

E. Exhibitors

Boston, Oct. 21. — Independent Exhibitors, Inc., will convene at a special
meeting here Tuesday afternoon for
the purpose of discussing product
prices. According to Arthur K. Howard, business manager. New England
exhibitors have taken 77 per cent of
the percentage deals sold in the east
and 74 per cent of the deals sold- at
prices
higher than
last year's statistics,
scales.
According
to compiled
20th Century-Fox, with 120 contracts,
leads all distributors, while Paramount brings up the rear with 29.
S. L. Hestheck Dead
Lincoln,
Neb., Oct. 21.— S. L.
Hestbeck, theatre manager at Chappell, Neb., died suddenly today following aheart attack. He is survived
by his widow and two children. Chappell was a bank examiner at one time.

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 21. — Light, even for a western, is "Law and
Lead," and the story drags too slowly to interest the action fan. Boxoffice stamina is negligible, it being down in every department — acting,
direction, and virility.
Rex Bell is the peak name, with the best character work handed
Soledad Jiminez and Earl Dwire. Corner brightener for the romance is
Struve Dies in New Orleans
Harley Wood, who manages quite well to keep the cow country moon
New Orleans, Oct. 21. — Billy
from getting the best of her.
Struve, known here as "the father of
The yarn covers a lawman's search for a mystery terrorist of the
ranch land. Suspicion is on his pal and also points to the father of his night life," is dead at the age of 60.
potential girl friend. Bell, the star lugger, finally manages to pin the
Rites for Herbert Schulman
foul plav on Wally Wales, cowyard flunkey.
Philadelphia, Oct. 21.— Funeral
Obviousness, even in this type of print, takes all the sock out of it. services
were held today for Herbert
It's a Max and Arthur Alexander production, directed by Bob Hill. Schulman, 27, manager of the MayCamera work is faulty, the negative showing spotty.
fair, who died last night of pneumonia. He was formerly with the
Stanley Co.
minutes. "G."
Running time, 57(Additional
Reviews on Page 11)
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II
Hepburn
Again Head
Of Ontario Censors

Subjects

'*Give Till It Hurts"
(M-G-M)
An expose of racketeer invasion of
charitable organizations is olTered in
this issue of "Crime Does Not Pay."
The material is exciting, well presented and interesting enough to hold
the interest of any audience. Running
time, 20 minutes. "G."

Looking

^Em

Over

Toronto, Oct. 21. — Following his
return to power in the Ontario Government with a substantial majority
once more in the recent Provincial
elections, Premier M. F. Hepburn
has again appointed himself to the post
of Provincial Treasurer. This means
he is again the departmental head
over the Board of Moving Picture
Censors, the motion picture bureau
and the theatre licensing branch of the
Government, with himself as chairman of the board of appeals for film
censorship.
A representative of the moving picture business was elected to the new
Legislature. He is W. A. Summerville, owner of two theatres in Toronto, but he will be on the opposition side of the house.

''The Trigger Trio"
(Republic)
The Three Mesquiteers deliver the goods again in "The Trigger
Trio." This chapter of their adventures finds a member of the team
absent, but his saddle is filled capably by Ralph Byrd. The tale is a cleverly concocted story of cattle disease on the range and unwinds in a
manner that will hold the interest of audiences while at the same time
''Ask UncieSoV
satisfying their appetite for amusement and diversion.
(Educational)
Hoof and mouth disease is prevalent in the locale of the story. EfEddie Lambert as the pseudo judge
fective measures are being carried out to quarantine infected cattle.
on
a radio
is the
excuse
in this"court"
instanceprogram
for a series
of The local agricultural inspector, Robert Warwick, is murdered as he is
variety turns, which are at times about to report to the authorities that Cornelius Keefe's herd should be
entertaining. They include the Flying destroyed. This sets off a train of events that calls for plenty of riding,
Whirlos, excellent trick roller skaters, shooting and really fine photography with the ultimate conclusion being
and a couple of singing and dancing the roundup of the would-be quarantine evaders, the murderer and the
numbers.
satisfactory settlement to the ranchers.
Running time, 10 minutes. "G."
Names Manitoba Censor
Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune turn in their usual dramatic and
humorous performances. Sandra Corday provides the feminine interest.
Winnipeg, Man., Oct. 21.— Premier
"Unusual Occupations
The support includes Sammy McKim, Hal Taliaferro, Willie Fung and John Bracken of the Manitoba Pro7-r
vincial Government has appointed
Buck, the St. Bernard dog.
(Paramount)
Cecil Rice-Jones, former alderman of
It will please all around.
A tasteful arrangement of oddities.
Winnipeg, to the post of chairman of
The collection shown here includes a
Running time, 58 minutes. "G."
the Manitoba Board of Moving Picsoap taster, an angleworm breeder
ture Censors. He succeeds C. M. Mcand the execution of wax models for
Cann, who died a few weeks ago.
store windows. The material is in- "Lucrezia Borgia"
teresting and should please. Running (European Films Corp.)
Add Pittsburgh First
At the outset it should be recorded that this French picture, produced
time, 10 mins. "G."
Pittsburgh,
Oct. 21. — The Barry,
by La Compagnie du Cinema, and purporting to tell the story of the
life and loves of the notorious Lucrezia Borgia against a background of independent downtown house operated
"Four Smart Dogs"
Italian political intrigue in the late 15th Century, is far outside the pale by William Skirboll, will go first runs
next week, having lined up most of
( Rice-Paramoun t )
An engrossing subject that should with respect to the National Legion of Decency.
the product from Alonogram, Monarch
There are too many times when amorous episodes in the life of the and Republic, in addition to some from
be well received by most audiences. It
begins with shots of a number of Borgias, including Cesar, the ruthless and power-mad brother of Lucre- Grand National. The house will use
dogs doing their accustomed stunts.
zia, and his sister, are more than merely suggested, and thus will be
The final sequence, filmed in New offensive to many audiences. Throughout there appears an efifort to double bills on a week's run, as against
the present policy of subsequent twinZealand, is exciting stuff that reveals make the most of the suggestiveness of the title and its subject.
bills with three changes weekly.
how a first rate sheep dog works in
Abel Gance directed from an original scenario by Leopold Marchand
field trials. Running time, 10 mins.
"G."
and Henry Vendresse. English subtitles are superimposed. The pro- G. B. Builds Sales Force
Two new members have been added
duction values are good, the sets sumptuous, the performances capable,
to the G. B. sales force in the field.
and
the
subject
matter
entirely
acceptable
if
the
story
had
been
con"Romance of Radium"
fined to the dark political intrigue of the Borgias, aided by Machiavelli, L. T. Garlow has been added to the
(M-G-M)
the
arch
schemer. But the opportunity afforded by concentrating on Kansas City office and Dick Saeger
Advance notice of the playing of
this short should be run in the trailer. the use of Lucrezia by her brother to further his political plans, and her to the Milwaukee branch. Archie
has been transferred from PortIt is a film that should be played up. willingness, so long as the man of the moment is presentable, lends a Holt land
to Seattle, W. W. Rucker from
The history of the rare chemical from different aspect to the film entirely.
Dallas to Oklahoma City and Wilson
its early discovery, its development by
Thetford from Oklahoma City to DalRunning time, 78 minutes. "A."
the Curies and present-day usage is
las.
enacted with Pete Smith handling the
narrative. The final sequence in which
the chemical is photographed in a "Special Agent K-7"
modern hospital is finely handled (C. C. Burr)
An average and not too discriminating audience at a neighborhood
drama that will make a strong imprestheatre
found laughs in this film. The hilarity was not in the film, howsion. Running time, 10 minutes. "G."
ever. It was at the film. It is a model "quickie" production with practically nothing to offer. It was produced with very apparent economy.
"Rainbow Pass"
The performances of the principals are stereotyped and wooden.
(M-G-M)
The plot is one of those things where a gambler is murdered and susWhen Chinese peasants finish harpicion points at the juvenile lead. A shyster lawyer pretends to lend
vesting they hold a religious festival.
One of their pet diversions at the time aid, but actually builds up a case against the suspect. A Federal man is
is to attend their curious theatrical hanging around and he does a little sleuthing which draws out the actual
performances. This short embraces murderer. The audience, with any perception at all, will have picked
that aspect. It mainly concerns a per- him out in the third reel.
formance by native characters with
Irving Pichel, Walter McGrail, Queenie Smith, Duncan Renaldo and
many quaint touches. It is well- Billy Leeds act out the feeble storv. Raymond K. Johnson directed.
filmed material, tastefully handled, and
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
should prove interesting in its departure from the routine. Running time,
is persuaded to "kill her with kind- the yarn in order to escape from a
10 mins. "G."
ness." The results, of course, are the trap. Running time, 7 mins. "G."
reverse of what was intended.
(M-G-M) _
"The Smart Way"
Running time, 18 minutes. "G."
(Educational)
"Junple Juveniles"
Willie Howard, in his new role of
the teacher of French with an amusPete Smith applies his narration this
"The Lyin* Mouse"
ing accent and makeup, is an enter- ( Vitaphone)
time to the antics of a pair of chimtaining comedian, and it is regrettable
A clever color cartoon in keeping
panzees and a youngster as they perthat more engaging stories cannot be with the recent fine efforts produced
form candidlv and with unconscious
found for him. This one is a routine by this company. It is a hilarious humor act out a slight scenario. The
comedy slant. Howard, as the dis- burlesque of the lion and the mouse stuff has a humor that will be readily
turbed husband, seeking a way of cor- fable with modern overtones. The
anpreciated.
Running time, 9" mins.
recting his wife's extravagant habits. mouse in question humorously spins
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JW. WOODRUFF, JR., manager
• of WRBL, returned to Columbus,
Ga., yesterday . . . Abe Lyman will
arrive here from Hollywood next
Monday . . . Joy Hodges will be in
New York much longer than she anticipated because of the outlook for
George M. Cohan's "I'd Rather Be
Right." She was loaned to Sam Harris by Universal Pictures . . . Benny
Friedman, now broadcasting on football over Mutual, is hitting a neat
.717 in his selections . . . John Loder,
G. B. player, and Michelin Cheirel
will be heard on the WHN "Movie
Club" tomorrow night.
+
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3 Studio
9:80 Best

to Coast

Three NBC studio engineers from
New York have been transferred to
Hollywood, and four new engineers
have
added to the network's
staff inbeen
Chicago.
Robert Moss, Burt Capstaff and
Carl Lorenz are the men going to
Hollywood to meet the shortage
created by the increase in the number
of shows coming from the coast.
Capstaff and Lorenz left by plane last
night; Moss will follow today.
The Chicago additions are Robert
R. Jensen, recently of KIZ; J. W.
Conn of RCA and KMA; M. J.
Wilson of WBCS, and H. F. Abfalter from WWJ.

Hersholt in New Series
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Jean Hersholt will be starred in a new transPerc Westmore, Hollywood makeNBC's television
continental show, "Doctor Christian,"
toured
expert,
up
studios yesterday, accompanied by to be aired on CBS for Vaseline. McGloria Dickson. . . . Bill Thomas of Cann-Erickson is the agency. The
Young & Rubicam will leave for the final details of the program's start will
coast shortly to aid in publicity for be settled this weekend.
The show is set for 2 :30 to 3 P.M.,
Fred Allen's return to "Town Hall
Tonight." His stay will be only tern- P.S.T., in the east and midwest, with
porary. . . . Carleton E. Morse is a re-airing for the Pacific Coast from
here auditioning another show. . . . 5:30 to 6 P.M., P.S.T.
A WINS mike will be in the lobby of
the Embassy Theatre today at 12 :15
P.M., the occasion being the preview
Restrain WCAU Picketing
of the "March of Time" reel on
Philadelphia, Oct. 21. — A tempoMayor LaGuardia's four years in
rary injunction restraining union emoffice. . . . Jackie Heller has been
ployes of WCAU from picketing the
booked for a week each at the Stan- station has been granted by the courts
ley, Pittsburgh; Capitol, Washington, here. Hearings will be held Monday
Loew's
and
State
here,. . through
the on a bill in equity brought by the
.
Herman
Bernie
office.
station management against two C. I.
+
O. affiliates, charging conspiracy to
violate an agreement signed last May.
Chicago Town Pump
Chicago^ Oct. 21. — George Voutsas, with NBC in New York nine
A. L. Forrest Joins Mutual
years, is now on the Chicago producArthur L. Forrest, formerly survey
tion staff . . . Nash Motors and Chevrolet are using short announcements analyist for NBC, has joined the sales
promotion staff of Mutual. His new
on WMAQ.
The Cumberland Ridge Runners duties will entail supplying coverage
have taken to reading books and sta- in formation of all Mutual affiliated
tion WJJD is concerned about the stations, listeners surveys, and special
effect this will have on their hill billy mail and industry studies. Prior to
chatter . . . The WGN transmitter his NBC affiliation he was connected
will be moved soon from Elgin, 111., with the Hearst Magazine Corp.
to a spot 15 miles northwest of Chicago. A new vertical radiator will be
built as well as a new transmitter . . .
Arthur Sears Henning, political reNew
Shows
porter, will resume his air chats from
Washington, D. C, starting Nov. 14.
MBS-WGN will broadcast the Chicago Symphony Orchestra programs
"Jeannie Peabody"
again this year. The first program
Entertaining small town humor and
will be Oct. 23 . . . Uncle Ezra (Pat excitement is offered in this serial
Barrett) is now on his fourth year
got off to a good start on Monof broadcasting for the NBC National which day.
The Miss Peabody in question
Barn Dance . . . Commander E. F. is the postmistress and keeper of the
MacDonald of the Zenith Radio Corp. general store in Hillsdale, pop. 750.
is sending his yacht Mispah to She knows every one and all about
Florida. He plans to meet the yacht him. The yarn opened just as Miss
there in December for a trip to South Peabody, who is getting along in
America.
years, is shutting up the postoffice
division of her activities. A stranger
enters and seeks information as to the
whereabouts of Agnes Conway. He
To Study Radio
is
representing
who,
with his Miss
wife, Conway's
was killedbrother
in an
The Rockefeller Foundation has granted $67,000 to
accident leaving a three-year old boy.
The child is in an orphanage and
Princeton University to make
Johnson — that's his name — is seeking
a survey of radio's influence
relatives. Miss Peabody offers to go
on present day life. This investigation will be directed
along to the Conway domicile and
at that time the script for the day
primarily to the effect of
radio on everyday life rather
reached its last page. From the manner in which is concludes it may be
than on its educational possibilities.
said that "Jeannie Peabody" will
prove, satisfactory and probably sell
many of its sponsor's (F. & F. Lab-

IRNAandAFM

Hour

Des Moines, Oct. 21.— Hale
Bondurant, salesmanager of
WHO and Craig Lawrence,
commercial manager of KSO
and KRNT, speaking before
the Des Moines Advertising
Club, cited results of several
surveys that showed more
persons in Des Moines listened to the radio at 9:30 P.
M. than at any other time
during the day. The survey
showed that at 9:30 P. M.,
64 per cent of radio listeners
were tuned in while at 4:30
P. M. only 17 per cent were
usually listening.

W.B,

Tobacco

Auditions

Show

Near

End

Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Auditions of
the huge air show planned by Warner
Bros, will be completed this week and
shipped to the sponsor, American Tobacco Co., for its approval, it was
stated here today by Tom McAvity,
of Lord & Thomas.
Included in the talent array for the
show on the audition records are Dick
Powell, Leo Forbstein and orchestra,
Rosemary Lane, Mabel Todd, Bette
Davis, Ildward G. Robinson, Humphrey Bogart, Wayne Morris, John
Barrymore, Rufe Davis and Dudley
Chambers and his singers. A preview
of "Kid Galahad" will be cut in to
show the method of arranging film

Finally
A

Reach

Settlement

The trade agreement between the
network affiliates and the A.F.M.,
after several months of what appeared
to be futile effort, has finally been
worked out
bycouncil
theand
federation's
international
the I. R.N.
A.
committee.
The agreement was completed at
yesterday's conference and is now in the
hands of attorneys for both sides for
a final polishing and revision.
The agreement, both sides attempted
to say, is substantially the same as
the one previously written, the terms
of which are generally known and
which have been printed in these
columns. However, the spokesmen
differed radically in one major respect. The A.F.M. stated that it had
not yielded on Point 10, while an
attorney for the I.R.N.A. said that
this clause had been entirely eradicated. Clause 10 specified that a
"fair'l I.R.N.A. station will not be
permitted by the A.F.M. to feed programs to an "unfair" station, i.e., a
station which either refuses entirely
to sign a trade agreement or which,
after signing violates its contents.
Groups Meet Again Today
Both committees will meet again today. After a final discussion and possible last minute changes, copies of
the documents will be sent for apto theI.R.N.A.
approximately
tions proval
in the
category.250 sta-

previews.
A film sound track is used to facilitate the recording, McAvity said, beThe trade agreement still stipulates
cause of the difficulty of getting all
the principals together at the same that the expenditures for the I.R.N.A.
time for the wax method.
group
for musicians'
to
be boosted
$1,500,000 salaries
annually.is To
this is to be added the $600,000 inSet "Charlie Chan" Series
crease for musicians' salaries which
The "Charlie Chan" stories will be the network key stations have agreed
heard over WOR Mondays through to spend annually.
Meanwhile the A.F.M. met yesterFridays from 5:15 to 5:30 P. M., beday with the transcription and recordginning Oct. 25. The series is elecing group to seek a settlement with
trically transcribed and will be sponthem. The meeting led to the appointsored by Stokely Bros. & Co.
ment of a committee which henceforth
will negotiate for the disk interests.
The committee is Lloyd Egner, NBC
transcription division ; A. J. Kendrick,
World Broadcasting Co. ; Jack Kapp,
on
the
Air
Decca Record Co. ; Stewart Sprague,
BrinckerhofT Co. ; Francis J. Quillan,
attorney for World Broadcasting Co.,
oratories) coughdrops and cough and Merritt Tompkins, of Muzak.
syrup.
"Jeannie Peabody" will be heard
thrice-weekly, Monday, Wednesday
Jokey Buys "30 Minutes"
"30 Aiinutes in Hollywood," the parand Friday, over CBS 3:30 to 3:45
ticipation series starring George JesP.M. Blackett-Sample-Hummert is
and Norma Talmadge, has been
the agency.
P. sel
sold in Chicago to the John Jokey Co.,
"Dog Heroes"
"Dog Heroes," a new series, dramatizes the exploits of heroic canines,
with an award given to the bravest
dog of the week by the Modern Profood. cess Co., makers of Thrivo, a dog
The opening episode related the
story of "Buddy," a collie, who saved
his masters and their five children
in a fire. The dramatization was
compact and well-knit, with Harry
Swan serving notably as the narrator.
The series is presented Sundays
from 4:45 to 5 P. M. over six NBCBlue stations. The Clements Co.,
Philadelphia, is the agency.
Banner.

through Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Inc. WGN is the Chicago Mutual
affiliate.

Sign

Roosevelt,

Jr.

Los liott
Angeles,
ElRoosevelt, Oct.
one 21.
of— the
President's sons, has been
signed to do a series of news
comments over KEHE,
Hearst station, according to
Irving Fogel, Hearst agent.
No political comment will
be included in the program
as now planned.
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not fail to score

MOTION

delight!"

PICTURE

one of the outstanding

HERALD-

"The audience laughed long,
loudly and often enough to
convince the most pessimistic hearer on the sidewalk
that something extremely
funny was going on inside!"
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER"Spells box-office of the first
water! Hilarious. ..Howard
and

Davis

at their

office triumphs

as

box-

of the sea-

son. It is top rank!"
MOTION PICTURE DAILY7/ convulsed the preview

BOX OFFICEaudience!" can prepare to
'Exhibitors
dust off that SRO sign and
brace

themselves

for land-

best!"
slide business!"
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DeH4VILLAND

PATRIG^KNOWLES
• ERIC
BLORE
• GEORGE
BARBIER
Directed by Archie L. Mayp • Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Original Story by Maurice Hanline
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TEN

CENTS

Terms

Are

Agreed

Quota

Violation

Early Opening of Houses
Cited in Test Case
By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 22. — In an important
test case in the West London Police
Court Associated British Cinemas, circuit headed by John Maxwell, was
fined £60 for defaults on the quota at
three theatres, the Commodore and
Hammersmith, London, and the Savoj', Acton.
The evidence indicated that British
films were shown at the theatres from
9 A. M. to noon, while the normal
opening time of the houses was noon.
The Board of Trade, pressing the
action for the Government, argued
that this was in violation of Section
19 of the Films Act. The defense
held that any legal time of opening
a theatre constituted normal operating
hours within the meaning of the law.
The circuit also pleaded that early
opening of theatres was a common
practice in the West End.
The magistrate ruled that the early
opening and additional operating
hours were purely for the purpose of
handling the quota situation, to enable
(Continued on page 4)
Texas

SATURDAY,

Maxwell
Basic

Unit

YORK,

Fails

to Pass

Its Anti'Ascap Bill
Houston, Oct. 22. — The special
session of the Texas Legislature refused to act upon anti-Ascap legislation which was introduced early in the
session. The Legislature adjourned
today.
The measure introduced here was
similar to the legislation enacted
earlier this year in Washington, Montana, Nebraska, Florida and Tennessee. It proposed to outlaw Ascap from
operating within the state by making
(Continued on page 4)

To

End

Appeal to Be Taken
On Dallas Decision
Defendants in the Government's
Dallas anti-trust case will appeal from
the U. S. District Court decision outlawing distributors from entering into
contracts with exhibitors which regulate admission prices to be charged in
subsequent run theatres, it was stated
yesterday.
As the case was instituted by the
Government, the defendants are privileged to bring their appeal direct to
the U. S. Supreme Court, which they
will probably do within the next
month. The appeal action may be
instituted up to Dec. 13.
The distributors are understood to
be particularly anxious to appeal from
that part of the lower court decree
which holds that conspiracy entered
into the making of the contracts with
the Interstate Circuit.
Jenkins

Testifies

In Huh Trust Case
Felix Jenkins, attorney for 20th
Century-Fox, was questioned yesterday in connection with contracts made
by that company with Maine & New
Hampshire Theatres by George S.
Ryan, attorney for Morse & Rothenberg, independent circuit operators,
who are plaintiffs in an anti-trust action against eight major distributors,
M. & N. H. and M. A. Shea circuits.
Ryan is here taking depositions preliminary to trial of the case in Federal court at Boston.
Jenkins testified at the morning
session and identified documents being
entered as exhibits in the case which
occupied the afternoon. The sessions
resume again on Monday.

Expect Rulings on
Columbia's Regional
Two Censor Appeals
On Today at Atlanta
Albany,
Oct. 22. — The Appellate
Atlanta, Oct. 22. — The second of Division of the
N. Y. Supreme Court,
Columbia's regional sales conferences
will open tomorrow at the Ainslee Third Division, will reconvene here
Hotel with Joe McConville and Rube next Monday, and a number of important decisions will be handed down.
Tackter in charge. Max Weisfeldt and
It is expected that a ruling will be
George Josephs will also represent the
home office. The conference will con- handed down Wednesday on "Ecstasy," which Presiding Justice J. E.
tinue through Sunday.
Sam
Moscow,
southern division Hill and four colleagues reviewed
early in the month. Eureka Prod.,
(Continued on page 4)
Inc., is the litigant and Frank E
Graves, Commissioner of Education
and the New York Board of Regents,
defendants. Irwin Esmond, director
Radio — Page 4
(Continued on page A^

"Buyers'
His

First

Query

Cal Swanson, account executive for Lux at the J. Walter Thompson agency, is now
a father. The arrival is a boy
and his first query was:
"How's the market?"

B.

By
Of

N.

Is

Killed

Court

High
Nebraska

Strike"
Philadelphia Theatre Men
Will Tuesday
Vote on Pact

A basic agreement for ending the
Philadelphia
against
Paramount was"buyers'
reached strike"
yesterday
at a
conference here between Paramount
officials and representatives of the
Philadelphia exhibitors.
The principles agreed upon will be
submitted for ratification to a special
meeting
of the
tors in that
cityPhiladelphia
on Tuesday,exhibiand,
if approved at that time, will be
available to exhibitors in the seven

in which "buyers'
other territories
strikes"
are in progress, as exclusively reported in Motion Picture Daily
on Wednesday. Exhibitor leaders in
the seven territories were advised by
Lincoln, Oct. 22. — The Nebraska Lewen Pizor, president of the U. M.
Supreme Court today upheld the lower
P. T. O., by telephone last night of
court decision involving the Beatrice the
settlement principles and were
Theatres Corp. case at Beatrice, when
urged
to attend the Philadelphia exBank Night was ruled a lottery and
hibitors' meeting on Tuesday.
in violation of the state lottery laws.
The court ruled the game contained
As reported in Motion Picture
all the elements of chance and lottery. Daily yesterday, if the basic agreeBeatrice was selected last April by
ment is approved by the exhibitors it
only the guiding prinState's Attorney General Hunter for will furnish
(Continvcd on page 3)
a test case and District Judge Fred
Messmore ruled at that time that any
consideration involved, whether time,
Gary-Para, Hearing
money
or even
going out
way
to be at
the theatre
forof aone's
drawing
Is Set for Oct. 29
brought it under the lottery laws.
Indianapolis,
Oct. 22. — The U. S.
Judge Messmore, now on the Supreme
Court, was ineligible to sit on the District Court here today set Oct. 29
Beatrice appeal, and watched his rul- for hearing of the Gary Theatre Co.'s
application for a mandatory injunction
ing vindicated.
William H. Wright, attorney for to compel Paramount to deliver to the
plaintiff's two Gary theatres 10 feathe
P. move
Exhibitors'
tures allegedly contracted for under
said Omaha
that theM.next
on theAss'n,
part
of the theatres will be the filing of a last season's contracts, but undelivered.
motion for a rehearing of the case,
The case originally was brought in
(Contimied on page 2)
state superior court at Marion, but
was transferred to the Federal court
here at Paramount's request on the
ground of diversity of citizenship and
Seek Penalties for
tions.
other interstate commerce consideraFirms in Argentine
Buenos Aires, Oct. 22. — Demand
for a fine of 20,000 pesos, plus court Confirm Signing of
costs, or 15 months in prison, for having violated anti-trust laws, has been
Wilby-Kincey
Pact
filed here by District Attorney Ramon
A new five-year operating deal for
S. Vasquez against eight film dis- the Wilby-Kincey circuit has been
tributors. Vasquez charges that the
defendants, who were indicted Sept. agreed upon by Paramount with R.
27, have persisted in the practice of B. Wilby, it was stated yesterday by
monopoly and have kept no books by Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount vice
president and theatre head. Wilby, who
which their actions can be traced.
Among the individuals for whom left for Atlanta on Thursday, will return for the signing of the new agreeVasquez asks penalties are Guy P.
ment as soon as the final papers have
Morgan (Continued
of Unitedon Artists,
page 2) Harr)' been drawn.
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Conquest
yM-G-M)
Hollywood, Oct. 22. — In contrast with most films of the day, this
picture is introduced with the statement that "this is an historic love,"
to which is appended further assurance that the attention of its compilers has not materially altered the facts in the love affair between
Napoleon Bonaparte and Countess Walevvska of Poland. This device has
the effect of eniorcmg the realism which is striven for expensively and
by dint of much forthright and emotional acting throughout a production which is notable for its authentic atmosphere, well chosen dialogue
and an amiost total lack of humor or action.
Outstanding, and in a degree virtually obscuring those of the 30 others
listed as principals, are the performances of Greta Garbo and Charles
Boyer as the ill-fated lovers. Each subordinates personality to characterization soconsistently and tellingly as to indicate that a large section
of the public will share vicariously in their alternate rapture and despair.
The preview audience here indicated pleasure in certain individual acting achievements and spirited applause was heard at the close.
'"Conquest" is, as everyone must know, the picture that started out
as "Countess Walewska." As produced by Bernard Hyman and directed
by Clarence Brown, from a screenplay by Samuel Hoffenstein, Salka
Viertel and S. N. Behrman, based on the novel by Waclaw Gasiarowski, the picture concerns itself exclusively with the indoors Napoleon.
A single quiet sequence takes care of the retreat from Moscow, a pencil
flung upon a map disposes of the battle of Waterloo, and a rousing
raid by Cossacks employed to open the production is not followed up.
This technique, accomplished adroitly enough by the use of couriers
and other footlight expediencies, may or may not belong in the asset
column generally, but a smart clash of arms after the Elba episode
might have staved off a bit of restiveness that cropped out about then
among the invited spectators. Possibly payees, enthralled by the Garbo
glamour, will prefer it as is.
Other players whose performances are excellent include Reginald
Owen, Henry Stephenson, Dame May Whitty, Maria Ouspenskaya,
Claude Gillingwater and George Houston, although the cast is long
and contains many highly mentionable names. The picture is in the
platinum sepia process lately favored by the company for its major
offerings.
In the story Miss Garbo plays a Polish countess who sacrifices her
chastity to the French emperor who can and does save her country in
payment. How she comes to love him and continue faithful to the time
of his departure for St. Helena makes up the rest of the record.

Running time, 104 minutes. "A."
John

D,

Wallace

in

Pathe Western Post
O. Henry Briggs, president of
Pathe, yesterday named John D.
Wallace, noted sportsman, as western
representative of Pathe International.
Wallace will make his headquarters
at the Pathe laboratories on the coast.

Educational

Ready

Nebraska

Bank

Night

Is Ruled a Lottery
(Continued from page 1)
the decision in which would appear
to forbid the games in Omaha as well
as in Beatrice.

To Sign with Guild
Educational Pictures has informally
advised the local office of the Screen
Actors' Guild that it will si.gn the
guild's contract within the next few
days, it was learned yesterday.
"We can go on with the fight,"
Wright,
the inruling
based
Educational's action leaves The said
on
facts
which "if
differ
the twois cases.
March of Time, as the only important
eastern producer which has not yet But if it is a broad, sweeping opinion
Seek Penalties for
come to an agreement with the guild. it would decide the Omaha case also."
Wright had previously indicated
March of Time's application for fur- that
the Omaha case would be
Firms in Argentina
ther consideration of its claim to be(Continued from page 1)
ing a newsreel rather than a produc- dropped if the court ruled unfavorably in the Beatrice action.
Novak of Warner Bros., Siegfried
ing organization is scheduled to be
Baur of M-G-M, John Nathan of acted upon by the guild board of directors in Hollywood Monday night.
Paramount, Charles Margen of Columbia, Monroe Isen of Universal,
Has New Lobby Display
Charles Glucksmann of Radio Lux and
The Broadway Strand has installed
Adolf Wilson of Tera.
Plan $50,000 Campaign
a new lobby display frame, devised by
United Artists will spend about
advertising man$50,000 on an advertising campaign, Mort agerBlumenstock,
of Warners, which permits large
including billboards, newspapers and panorama effects running the full
Union Drives Continue
Despite A. F. of L. moves to en- trade papers, for the opening of "Hur- length of the lobby. The frame, 50
ricane" at the Astor, Nov. 9. The feet in length and six feet high,
roll white collar film workers in its
local organization, the C.I.O. is con- picture will be shown two-a-day.
equipped with footlights, top and bortinuing its drive for members. Two
der lights in three colors, also can be
G. N. Deal Is Closed
blocked out for panels of various sizes.
representatives of the C.I.O. yesterGrand National has closed a deal The construction work was supervised
day handed out circulars directed to
all Columbia home office employes and with the Interstate Circuit, Dallas, for by Herman Maier, chief of theatre
as far as could be learned little re- all of its 1937-38 product, for the cir- maintenance for the Warner circuit,
and his assistant, John E. Schwarz.
sponse was shown.
cuits's lis Texas theatres.

Says

Orpheum

Schedules showing liabilities of $1,917,192 and assets of $8,310 were filed
by the Omaha Orpheum Co. in the U.
S. District Court yesterday. The
company filed a voluntary bankruptcy
petition last week.
Listed as a deficiency judgment in
foreclosure proceedings on the first
mortgage of the Omaha Orpheum was
$1,118,055; $791,181 in notes originally
issued to Orpheum Circuit, Inc., but
now held by the Stadium Theatres
Corp.; $1,238 for trade and miscellaneous debts ; $6,716 for rent liability.
Assets consist of $7,047 cash and $1,242 on a debt allegedly due from the
RKO Service Corp.
Court Refuses Injunction
Supreme Court Justice Charles B.
McLaughlin yesterday refused to issue a temporary injunction in the suit
brought by Leo Fuchs and Yetta
Zwerling against Seiden Sound System, Inc., and the Moemar Theatre
Corp. The defendants sought to restrain the exhibition of a short with
\ iddish dialogue, "I Want to be a
Boarder." They allege that they were
hired to play the masculine and feminine leads in a full length picture, "I
Want to be a Mother" and that Seiden
after releasing it in April, used some
of the extra sequences to make an additional picture. A violation of the
civil rights law for use of names and
pictures without consent was claimed
and a permanent injunction with $10,000 damages was asked. Justice McLaughlin ruled that the contract gave
the producer the right to use the extra
Toeri
Seek
Approval
■— ■ of Award
al.
mat
Local
306 will ask Justice Aaron
Steuer in the N. Y. Supreme Court
on Monday to confirm an arbitration
award made in its favor by Ben
Golden against the Bell Amusement
Corp., operators of the Hudson
Playhouse. Golden, who was named
as an impartial arbitrator under the
Jan. 30 contract between the I. T.
O. A. and the union, ruled that only
members of Local 306 could be employed in the projection booths and
awarded $656 in damages.
Warners Withdraw Case
London, Oct. 22. — The Warner
libel case against the Women's Guild
of the Empire has been withdrawn before Justice Hilberry. In a statement
by Warner counsel it was said the
company is satisfied that the guild
acted in good faith in sending to the
censor board a press clipping attacking "The Charge of the Light Brigade." The defendants accepted the
Warner explanation. Warners will
pay the costs of the action.
Warner Club Has Masque
A Hallowe'en masquerade party
held last night by the Warner Club
at the home office clubrooms was attended by 500 members and guests.
The entertainment committee consisted
of Arthur Sachson, newly elected club
president ; A. W. Schwalberg, Ralph
W. Budd and Irving Birnbaum.

''Ali Baba"

Starts

Fast

"Ali Baba Goes to Town," which
opened at the Roxy yesterday, took in
$2,100 from opening to 3 P. M. The
figure tops "Life Begins in College"
by $47 at the same hour of the first
day of this picture.
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Hanson
to Quit His
Post at FWC
Today

Purely

Los Angeles, Oct. 22.— Al Hanson,
who resigned some time ago as assistant to Charles Skouras, will retire
from that post tomorrow to devote
''Ali Baha Goes to Town"
all his time to the operation of his two
{20th Century-Fox)
There are glitter and flash, the spectacular and the glamorous, elaborate theatres at Compton. Hanson also is
building a theatre at Southgate. F.
sets and tuneful music in "Ali Baba Goes to Town." Additionally there W. C. has a 51 per cent interest in the
is a novel comedy idea as the backbone of the musical, but the laughs three houses.
are not as plentiful or spontaneous as might have been expected. In a
Skouras is expected to leave for
word, it does not appear too certain that in this, his latest effort, Eddie New York within the next few days.
Cantor, that redoubtable veteran of comedy, goes to town.
No successor to Hanson at F. W. C.
He sings, he dances, he becomes involved in all sorts of the usual has been appointed.
difficulties which are part of the long familiar Cantor routine, as he
Looking

Personal

>

COCHRANE, Paramount,
TOM
sales representative in the Far
has been ill since his arEast, who
rival here three weeks ago for a home
office visit, has improved considerably
and put in an appearance at his office
here yesterday.
•
Walter Wanger will deliver the
first lecture on script writing on Monday at Dartmouth college. The course
is to be conducted under the guidance
of the producer as a memorial to
Irving Thalberg.
•
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, sailed from Europe yesterday on the Manhattan after six
weeks abroad. The liner will dock
here on Thursday.
•
Al Hoffman and Sammy Lerner,
songwriters, have returned from England. Hoffman, accompanied by his
wife, leaves today for a visit to his
home in Seattle.
•
John Loder and Mrs. Loder will
leave Sunday on a transcontinental
motor trip which will take them to
Canada, Mexico and the coast.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern sales
manager for Universal, left yesterday
for a tour of exchanges. He will be
away a week.
•
Abe Blank and Ralph Branton
left for Des Moines yesterday. They
expect to return here the first week in
December.
o
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager of M-G-M, has delayed his
departure for Chicago until next
week.
•
AIervyn Le Roy delayed his
planned departure yesterday. He
leaves for Hollywood today.
•
Fredric March is due tomorrow to
start rehearsals for the stage play,
"The Christian Hero."
•
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the Universal board, will leave for the
coast today by plane.
•
Edward J. Peskay returned yesterday after a tour of Grand National
exchanges.
•
Nate Spingold arrived from the
coast last night via American Airlines.
WiLLARD McKay is expected back
from the coast tomorrow.
Henry Fonda will leave for the
coast today by plane.
•
Roy Disney left yesterday for the
coast.
H. W. Leasim Resigns
Harry W. Leasim, managing director for Radio Films International,
Ltd., has resigned. No successor has
been appointed as yet.

^Em

Over

falls asleep on the set of "Ali Baba," a film in production, and his
dream transports him to the real Bagdad of yesteryear, where he becomes
adviser to the sultan, transplanting modern America to ancient Bagdad
in governmental operation, a la New Deal. The idea is funny, but the
realization does not always meet the expectation. There was, in another

Rites for Plane Victims
Funeral services for James Pergola,
Pathe News cameraman, who was
killed in the airplane crash near
Evanston, Wyo., will be held this
day for instance, "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court." It morning at 10 o'clock at Campbell's
Funeral Church, Broadway and
had an identical idea, far better executed.
66th St.
Of course, there are entertaining moments, a couple of them hilarious,
Rites for William H. Pitt, News
but somehow the piece lacks cohesion. Be that as it may, it probably
editor,
who also was a victim of the
will please generally, without appearing to have the potentialities of a
same crash, will be held Sunday
striking musical comedy hit.
David Butler directed from a screenplay by Harry Tugend and Jack afternoon at 5 o'clock at the Fairchild Funeral Home, 89-31 164th St.,
Yellen based on a story by Gene Towne, Graham Baker and Gene
Fowler. The dances, in the traditional Bagdadian mode, were staged by Jamaica.
Sammy Lee, and Gordon and Revel supplied the music.
Reginald Barker Dead
In support are Tony Martin, who sings love songs to June Lang, as
Hollywood, Oct. 22. — Reginald
the sultan's daughter ; Roland Young, as the sultan ; Louise Hovick, not Barker, prominently identified with
yet in actress, as the sultana, and Douglas Dumbrille, as chief villain.
the silent film era and latterly a
The dialogue and situations, built for the most part about a play on writer of westerns, is dead here at the
the New Deal and the current American system, is amusing in part,
and too forced in others. Whether it will meet with complete approval age of 55.
of New Dealers is something that cannot be foretold.
Poll Estate $3,853,274
Running time 82 minutes. "G."
Settlement

Reached

In
Para,
''Strike
{Continued
from page
1)

New Haven, Oct. 22.— An inventory of the estate of Sylvester Z. Poli
committee following the conference places ^ its value at $3,853,274. The
declared that "It was agreed that the valuation was made by the trustees,
question of buying and selling was to the Hartford-Connecticut Trust Co.
be one of equity and no set formula

was
applied foradded
all exhibitors."
The to
samebe statement
that Paramount declared that it was "primarily
interested in having satisfied customers andlitigation
equitable in
contracts."
The
connection with
com- the "strike" will be abandoned by
exhibitors'
the
treat
the rightplaintsto
on an individual basis.
sides. The "shelved" pictures in
Under the basic agreement. Para- both
mount will abandon its claim to the the Philadelphia area include eight to
12 Paramount features, the bi-weekly
right to examine the books of its ex- newsreel releases since Aug. 1 and
hibitor accounts to determine profits, numerous short subjects.
or "split" on percentage bookings.
The exhibitor representatives at the
The agreement also provides solutions conference included Abe Sablosky and
for the questions involving the dispo- Charles Segall of the U. M. P. T. O.,
sition to be made of the Paramount in addition to Pizor. Paramount was
pictures
which since
have been
by represented by Austin C. Keough,
the exhibitors
Aug. "shelved"
1, when the
vice-president and secretary ; Neil F.
"strike" was put into efifect, and for Agnew, vice-president in charge of
the dispute over the non-delivery of distribution, and J. J. Unger, eastern
the six features which the exhibitors and southern division sales manager.
claim were included under last seaThe exhibitors' statement concluded
son's contract.
Although neither the company nor with the hope that "the various questions raised by the exhibitors will be
the exhibitor representatives would
comment on the solutions for the last satisfactorily adjusted and the committee's report ratified and approved
named matters, Motion Picture
Daily learned that a cancellation after due consideration and explanation at the next meeting of the U. M.
privilege will be allowed by the dis- P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
tributor in disposing of the question
of the "shelved" pictures in the course Southern New Jersey and Delaware."
of negotiations with its individual acPizor said that if Tuesday's meetcounts. It was also learned that the
ing approves the agreement it probably would not be necessary for the
exhibitors will relinquish their claim
to a number of the six features which committee to return for further conferences with Paramount. He said
were undelivered on last season's contracts, but will receive adjustments he was issuing an invitation to all interested exhibitors to attend Tueson certain of these pictures which were
either completed or advertised for deday's meeting. Other territories in
livery prior to Aug. 1.
which "buyers' strikes" are in progress are Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Los
Paramount also agrees to sell its
Pittsburgh, Boston, Ohio
new season product to "striking" ex- Angeles,
hibitors either outright or on percent- and Indiana. It is anticipated that
most of these territories will be repreage.A statement issued by the exhibitor
sented at Tuesday's meeting.
ciples for the adjustment of old contracts and the negotiation of new ones
by the Paramount sales force and its
exhibitor accounts individually. Paramount has insisted throughout upon

- 7/
Date J. D. Clark Week
The week of Nov. 20-2725i has been set
aside as John D. Clark Fifth Anniversary week in the S. R. iSKent
drive
H
at 20th Centurv-Fox.
-1/-2
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15/8
2Vs
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-hi
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14-34 31
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6
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1,^
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3
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(Quotations at close of Oct. 22)
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Radio

Personals^
DEVINS, formerly of
HERB
s
NBC'
press department and
now with J. StirliiiR Getchell, is in
New York for the auto show. . . .
Enrico Caruso, Jr., will appear on
the Ripley show as guest this evenmg.
The film rights to a published
illustrated story of a bull, text by
Monroe Leaf and illustrated by Robert Lawson, owned by CBS Artists
Bureau, Inc., has been sold to Walt
Disney for filming, through Albert
Schneider of the bureau. . . . Seymour Simon's orchestra is featured
on the "live" Chevrolet show over
CBS, yet Vic Arden's orchestra supplied' the music for the Chevrolet
party this week. How come? . . . Jan
Peerce will follow his second appearParade"
on the at"Hit
guesta recital
the Peabody
Oct. 27ance aswith
Institute in Baltim+ore Oct. 29. . . .

Report
From

Payne

Plans

Disbarment

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 22. — Indications
here are that Commissioner George
H. Payne, debarred by the F.C.C.
from participating in the trials of Attorneys Paul Segal and George S.
Smith on charges of unprofessional
conduct, will file an appeal from the
commission's action. It is stated that
Payne will confer with his personal
attorneys over the weekend to determine what avenues are open to him.
The commission has been engaged
since last Tuesday in developing that
Segal and Smith made use of dummies
in their activities before the F.C.C.
and it is expected that several days
will be required for commission counsel to complete this line of testimony.
Today's interrogations covered station applications from Minnesota and
Rhode Island which had been pressed
the commission by the two atPara- before
torneys.
gan opens 4at . the
Bunnymount theBerri
y
Bena
.
.
Nov.
of
week
While Payne expressed resentment
Venuta is on her way back from
Commission's action and asTahiti . . . Ben Yolen is handling the over the
serted he would file his own report on
publicity for the Phil Lord shows, the case independently of the other
Ferris's
from
resigrenedServi
haviong Featu
La members, he is expected to side with
ce Earle
. . . Nick
Radi
McNinch in efforts to eliminate abuses
Rocca, leader of the "Original Dixie- in the F. C. C.
land Jazz Band," will be a guest on
Payne has recommended a "houses Ago— And Today" MonYear
"20
day.
cleaning" in the broadcasting field.
He suggests that radio stations be
taxed on the basis of the watts they
Five Renew on Thesaurus
Four American stations, and one
now receive
they concession
use,
most saying
valuable
in "the
the
foreign, have just renewed their subscriptions to the NBC Thesaurus of world for nothing." He has also
recorded programs. Also, two new asked for a general raise in standards of radio programs, particularly
stations have been signed. WPAR,
Parkersburg, West Va., and WOMI, of children's programs.
Owensboro, Ky., are the new subscribers. Second year orders have been WDGY
toMutual
as
placed by the Swiss Co., WDEV,
74th Network
Unit
Waterbury, Vt., and WJMS, Ironwood, Mich., and third years renewals
WDGY, Minneapolis, has signed
by KGU, Honolulu, and KSD, St. with the Mutual network, making the
Louis. Schweizerische Rundspruch 74th station in that hookup. WDGY
Gesellshaft of Berne, Switzerland, op- operates a daytime power of 5,000
erating stations in Berne, Zurich, Ge- watts, and a night power of 1,000
neva, Basle, Lausanne and Lugarno, watts until local sunset.
is the foreign renewal.
With KSTT now taking the Carson Robinson and Lutheran Hour
programs
from Mutual, the network
"Orphan Annie" Renewed
has two outlets in the Twin
"Little Orphan Annie," children's now
script sponsored by the Wander Co. Cities.
in the interests of Ovaltine, has been
renewed for a year, eiiective Jan. 3,
WBT Adds Two Salesmen
1938. The series is ofi^ered over 24
Charlotte, Oct. 22. — A new plan to
stations of the NBC-Red network, promote WBT business has been lined
through Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Inc.
up by J. Kelly Smith, general manager of Radio Sales, sales division of
CBS,
and Bill Schudt, general manAlistair Cooke Changes Program
ager of WBT. They have appointed a
Alistair Cooke, who has been broad- salesman in the Chicago and New
casting over the NBC-Blue Wednes- York offices of Radio Sales to act as
days at 10 :45 P. M., has changed his WBT specialists. Howard Meighan
program from one of general comment is the New York representative, while
to one restricted solely to comments
is holding a similar posion stage and screen productions. He Merletion inJones
Chicago. They will visit WBT
will avoid talks on personalities and regularly.
will devote his talks solely to the
merits and demerits of theatre and film
"Town Meeting" to Resume
offerings.
"America's Town Meeting of the
Air" will begin its third season Nov.
NBC Wins Realty Case
4 over the NBC-Blue from 9:30 to
A verdict in favor of NBC was ren- 10:30 P. M. As in its previous two
dered in the U. S. District Court yes- seasons, the forum will be under the
terday by Federal Judge William direction of George V. Denny, Jr.
Bondy and a jury in the suit brought
against it by Richard Ratliff and
Janice Bell Joins WWSW
Pease & Elliman, Inc., realtors. The
Pittsburgh, Oct. 22. — Janice Bell,
brokers claimed $7,500 as commission for leasing office and studio space vocalist formerly at WHIO, Dayton,
to Erpi at 711 5th Ave. when NBC and WNBF, Binghampton, just joined
moved to Rockefeller Center.
the artists staff' of WWSW.

Appeal
by

Pact

F.

Not

C.

C.

Ready

The IRNA contract, now in
the hands of attorneys for
that body, was not presented
to the A. F. of M. yesterday,
as was expected. The document is still in the process of
revision, and it is expected
that
it will be finished by
Monday.

Film

Talk

Programs

Must Get Approval
Los Angeles, Oct. 22. — Don Gilman, head of operations for NBC on
the west coast, today issued an order
stating that any future contracting
for film gossip commentators, either
as sustainers or on a sponsored basis,
must have the approval of Lenox R.
Lohr, NBC president, before they may
be booked. Gilman declared that
Lohr desires to keep down the number
of such programs on NBC.

Columbia's Regional
On Today at Atlanta
(Continued from page 1)
manager, will head the local contingent. Others who will attend will be :
Atlanta — Branch Manager W. Anderson, and B. A. Wallace, U. T.
Koch and E. B. Foster, salesmen ;
Charlotte — Branch Manager R. J. Ingram, and G. Roscoe and R. H. Williamson, salesmen; Dallas — Branch
Manager, J. B. Underwood, and H.
Graver, W. L. Penn, J. L. McKinney
and W. S. Hurst, salesmen; Memphis— Branch Manager J. J. Rogers,
and H. Kohn and T. B. Haynes, salesmen ; New Orleans — Branch Manager H. Duvall, and J. Winberry and
J. J. Fabocher, salesmen ; Oklahoma
City — Branch Manager C. A. Gibbs,
and J. A. Smith and S. Gibbs, salesmen.
Texas

Fails

to Pass

Its(Continued
Anti-Ascap
from page 1) Bill
it illegal for copyright owners to be
represented by a single licensing agent.
Ascap officials stated here yesterday

that the organization's attack on the
constitutionality
Florida's
Ascap legislation of
would
not be antifiled
J. Vance Babb, manager of NBC's with a Federal statutory court in that
press department in New York, re- state until a decision has been handed
ported last night he was unable to
reach Lenox R. Lohr or other NBC down by one of the statutory courts
officials for comment on the above for Montana, Washington or Nebraska. Tests of the constitutionality
statement.
of
anti-Ascap
legislation have been
A check shows that the sponsored
by the courts in those states,
film commentators now heard over heard
but no decisions have been rendered
NBC channels are Sid Skolsky,
Jimmy Fidler and George Fischer,
plans a test of the Tennessee
the last named currently substituting lawAscap
later this year.
for Walter Winchell. Film commentators now broadcasting over _ NBC
networks on a sustaining basis are
Expect Rulings on
Elza Schallert and Alistair Cooke.
Two Censor Appeals
(Continued from page 1)
yet.
Barbasol Show Over
of the Motion Picture Division of the
36 Mutual Outlets State Dep't of Education, refused a
The new Barbasol program on license originally, and Commissioner
Mutual, scheduled to begin Oct. 29, Graves personally reviewed the film a
will be heard over 36 Mutual out- year ago, upholding Esmond's action.
At the same time the Appellate Dilets, instead of over 18, as originally
vision is expected to place motion of
ordered. Erwin, Wasey & Co. is the
agency.
FoytheProd,
on "Tomorrow's
Children"
November
calendar. Foy
Prod,
The series will be broadcast from on
7 :45 to 8 P. M. over Stations WBAL, sought to have Supreme Court Justice Francis A. Bergan review the
WOL, KWK, WCAE, KOIL and
WEAN; from 8 to 8:15 P. M., over film, which was likewise refused a
WOR, WGN, CKLW, WAAB, license by the censors, but the justice
WKBW, WTHT and WIP, and ruled his court without jurisdiction
over 23 stations of the Mutual Don and sent it to the Appellate Division.
Lee System from 11 :15 to 11 :30
P. M.
Fine Maxwell
Unit
KOIL Adds Three to Stafif
On (Continued
QuotafromViolation
Omaha, Oct. 22. — iThree former
page 1)
employes of the Omaha Bee-News,
the
defendants
to
avoid
the necessity
which recently ceased publishing,
have joined the advertising staff of of canceling foreign films on their
Central States Broadcasting Co. here. regular programs, and that therefore
They are Edward Green, who will sell the hours could not be considered
local advertising for KOIL ; Adelaide normal.
The decision is seen as having a
Lee, who is selling want ads for two
recently-created disk programs, and serious effect on many theatres in the
Orlie Penwitt, stenographer in the West End section of London. It is
commercial department.
expected that an appeal will be taken.
"Stella Dallas" New

Air Show

A new script series titled "Stella
Dallas" and based on the famous story
of that title will be presented Mondays
through Fridays over WEAF only
beginning this Monday. The series
is sponsored by Tetley Tea, through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc.

Hal

Roach

on

Coast

Hollywood, Oct. 22. — Hal Roach
arrived today from New York via
American Airlines. He was in the
east a week. Mrs. Roach, who accompanied her husband east, is remaining
in New York indefinitely.

First in

Alert.
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Bridges

Color ^ Black

Hollywood, Oct. 24. — Reaching
back into his memory and his extensive knowledge of film printing, John
Nickolaus,
superintendent of phoKorda, Silver stone Due
tography and laboratory head of
To Arrive Tomorrow
M-G-M, with apparent success has
bridged a gap between black and white
With the arrival tomorrow of and color on the screen.
Alexander Korda and Maurice SilNickolaus is credited with having
verstone from England on the He de concluded that it would be a good
France, conferences are slated to get
under way immediately to determine
one of "three or four" plans to finance
Drive
to
the $4,500,000-$6,000,000 deal for ITO
shifting control of U. A. to Korda
and Samuel Goldwyn.
Goldwyn has been in town several
Discard
Games
days awaiting Korda's arrival. David
Rose, vice-president and financial adviser of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., and
Failure
E. H. Lever, secretary of Prudential Seen
Assurance Co., English backers of
London Films, arrived from London
Efforts of the LT.O.A. to round
a week ago today and will sit in on
the talks with Goldwyn and Korda. up local exhibitors to discontinue
Representatives of Charles Chaplin, games and giveaways Dec. 1 will not
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick- materialize, it was learned over the
ford will not be present at the ses- weekend. Two independent circuits
sions. However, it was indicated over with a representation of 60 theatres
the weekend that if any of the parties have been approached by the I.T.O.xA..
are required Fairbanks is willing to to drop games, but are understood unalterably opposed to the idea.
return from England and Chaplin and
One independent circuit head has
Mary Pickford from whatever part
stated that he will not eliminate games
(Coniinued on page 5)
and will conduct his business the way
he sees fit and not according to ideas
Columbia Staff on
proposed by an exhibitor organization.
The second exhibitor has stated that as
Verge of Unionizing
long as games and giveaways attract
Columbia's home office and local people to his group of theatres he will
exchange white collar workers may not do away with them.
be the first to join the American FedAccording to the LT.O.A. plan
eration of Bookkeepers, Stenographers every exhibitor in the local territory
and Accountants Union, Federal Local
must curtail the practice in a concert20940, it was indicated over the week(Coutinucd on page 6)
end.
Representatives from the company
attended the meeting of the union last
Ticket
week at Manhattan Opera House and September
expressed a desire to enroll. Edward
K. Flaherty, organizer, advised the Taxes
Up $123,000
Columbia workers to enlist 51 per
.Wasiiinigton, Oct. 24. — Halting
(Continued on page 5)
the downward trend of the preceding
two months, September collections
from the admission tax increased
FCC's Band Changes
$123,000 over August to a total of
Will Aid Television $1,722,468, according to figures just
The F. C. C. in its recent alloca- published by the Bureau of Internal
tion of channels for television, broad- Revenue. August receipts were
casting, transoceanic, and police and $1,599,242.
aviation transmission has gone part
The September collections were the
of the way toward granting the re- largest since June and were more than
quest of the Television Committee of $51,000 above the $1,670,044 reported
the Radio Mfg. Ass'n., it is said Sat- for the corresponding month last year,
urday by A. L. Murray, television en- the bureau reported.
gineer of Philco Radio & Television
For the first three quarters of the
(Continued on page 8)
current year, it was shown, receipts
from the admissions tax at $14,474,812 showed an increase of more than
More Radio— P. 8
$1,600,000 over the $12,859,944 re(Continued on page 5)
Here

OCTOBER

Impartial

and

Gap
White

idea to "give them a little something
extra in a picture" which would be
"in no sense in competition with Technicolor or the other color processes,"
and the result is "sepia platinum."
Audiences saw the sepia tint-tone
process in "The Good Earth" first.
Then they saw it in the opening and

Deal

on

Fox

Gets
Seen in
Press

CENTS

Chase

Holdings

Setback
Tally's Plan
FWC
Action

to

Los Angeles, Oct. 24. — Long-standing; negotiations for the purchase of
the majority of the common stock in
20th Century-Fox now held by Chase
National Bank meets another setback
in the reiterated intention of T. L.
Five
Areas
to Tally and the Corbar Corp. to press
their action to set aside the Fox West
Coast bankruptcy on grounds of fraud.
For many months, Joseph M.
Have
Members
Schenck, Darryl F. Zanuck, William
Goetz and other interests identified
with 20th Century-Fox have been
awaiting final clarification of this sitAt MPTO
Meet
uation before proceeding with their
deal for the stock acquisition.
Upon his recent return from Europe,
Reliable indications over the weekend were that five of the seven terri- Schenck, in reply to a question advanced by shipnews reporters in New
tories outside Philadelphia in which
York, stated the chief obstacle to
exhibitors' "buyers' strikes" are in consummation of the transaction was
progress will send representatives to this suit. Tally and the Corbar Corp.
the special meeting of the U.M.P.T.O.
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern have been pressing the litigation for
months. A lower court held against
New Jersey and Delaware in Phila- them and on Oct. 11 a rehearing
delphia tomorrow to obtain a detailed
the United
(Contimted
on page 4)States Suaccount of the basic principles agreed sought before
upon in New York on Friday for the
settlement
of theterritory.
"buyers' strike" in
the Philadelphia
Attacks
If tomorrow's meeting there ratifies Kuykendall
the settlement principles the same
Doubles in Portland
terms will be available to the other
striking territories. The fact that all
Portland, Ore., Oct. 24.— Double
of the seven other territories may not bills were scored by Ed Kuykendall,
be represented at the meeting does not president of the M. P. T. O. A., on
indicate that those territories are not his arrival here in the course of a
interested (Continued
in effecting
on pagea 6)settlement tour of the country. "We deplore the
double feature system and realize it is
bad
said. for the industry," Kuykendall
Hutchinson
Due to
The idea originated in an effort to
meet the competition of theatres with
stage shows, he said, "but it spread
Tell Hoyts Status like
an influenza epidemic." He voiced
Details of the status of Hoyts and the prediction that duals soon would
Greater Union in Australia will be be eliminated. Kuykendall conferred
revealed shortly with the arrival of here with Ted Gamble, manager of
J. J. Parker Theatres, and other
Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th Centui-y- the
Fox head of foreign activities, from operators. He went from here to
Sydney. Hutchinson is due to arrive Seattle.
in Los Angeles on the Monterev,
Nov. 1.
Says Costs
While in Sydney, Hutchinson con- Mammons
ferred with Charles Munro. managing
Have Jumped
32.5%
director of Hoyts, and Stanley S.
Production
costs
for
Educational
Crick, managing director of 20th Century-Fox in Australia. Hutchinson shorts have increased 32.5 per cent
had planned to visit a few Asiatic over last year, E. W. Hammons,
countries on his trip, but cancelled a president, declares. The boost is attributed to labor and new salary
large part of his itinerary due to unsettled conditions there.
regulations put into efTect by the
According to the five-year agree- Screen Actors' Guild.
Earlier (in
the season
when5) the proment Hoyts and Greater Union have
Continued
on page
(Continued on page 5)

closing sequences of "Maytime" and a
(Continued
6) Winkie"
few scenes
of "Weeon page
Willie
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Columbia

Men

Hear

Product Discussion
Atlanta, Oct. 24. — Joe McConville and Rube Jackter discussed new
season's product and liquidation of
old contracts at the two-day regional
Columbia sales meeting which wound
up tonight at the Ainslee. This is the
second meeting of its kind, the first
having been held last weekend in Chicago. A third is slated for San Francisco.
In addition to McConville and Jackter, Leonard Picker and George Josenhs also came on from the home
office to attend. The four executives
left for New York tonight. Exchanges
represented at the sessions were Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Memphis and
Oklahoma City.

English at Ampa Party
Delegations from all British clubs
and societies in Greater New York
have been invited to attend Ampa's
International^ Day party at the International Casino on Thursday. Among
the notables scheduled to attend are
Herbert Wilcox, Sir Gerald Campbell,Anna
_
Neagle, Clem McCarthy,
David Dow and Douglas Cole.

Purely

Personal

OS SKOURAS, who is due
SPYR
back from a vacation abroad the
middle of next month, is expected to
tarry "a while longer in Athens in
order to catch up on his golf. Spyros
forgot his clubs when he sailed and
had them sent to his hotel in Greece
on the next boat.
•
MoRRiE Ryskind has left for the
coast and will return in a month to
put on a play he has written with
Edward Childs Carpenter. Ryskind spent three weeks here putting
the finishing touches• to the play.
Homer Harmon, who succeeds
Morris Kinzler as publicity director
of the Roxy, will arrive from St.
Louis today or tomorrow. Harmon
has been at the Ambassador in the
Mound City.
•
Charles Rosenzweig, local exchange manager for U. A., will have
Nov. 15-20 set aside as Rosenzweig
Week. It's the first sales drive for
Rosenzweig since he joined the company.
Lily Pons has arrived from the
coast to spend a week at her home at
Silvermine, Conn. She will return to
San Francisco next week bv air for
an opera engagement• there Oct. 29.

►

ivice-pres
DUNLA
SCOTT dent inR.charge
on for
producti
of P,
Monogram, arrived in town yesterday
from the coast for home office conferences with W. Ray Johnston, president. Mrs Dunlap accompanied the
producer.
William Faulkner is in town
from the coast. He is reported to
have vowed that he is done with
Hollywood. He will deliver a new
manuscript to Random House and
shortly after leave for his home in
Oxford, Miss.
•
Natalie Garsson, daughter of
Murray Garsson, New York film
attorney, makes her screen debut in
"Dangerously Yours," for which she
was loaned to 20th Century-Fox by
M-G-M, for whom she is under contract.
•

Denied

to

Film "False Shame"
Albany, Oct. 24.— Dr. Frank P.
Graves, Commissioner of Education,
has denied the application for a license
to
show the
"False
Shame"Prod.,
and
dismissed
the film
appeal
of Jewell
Inc., which sought to reverse the decision of Irwin Esmond, head of the
state censor board, in barring the pictheme. ture, which has venereal disease as its
"False Shame" was viewed originally by one of the censor staff reviewers and then by Esmond, before
it was barred. Jewell took an appeal,
with Henry Pearlman of New York
as attorney.
No indication was given as to
whether Jewell will bring the case to
the Appellate Division, as was "Ecstasy." It was believed that the impending decision on "Ecstasy," expected shortly, will serve as a precedent in guiding producers either to
continue litigation or accept the decision of the censor as final.

Leon Bamberger, RKO sales promotion manager, spoke at a recent
symposium of the Direct Mail Adver- Legion Approves All
tising Ass'n in connection with an
Of 12 New
Pictures
exhibit of merchandising material.
•
The National Legion of Decency,
Thomas Dixon who wrote the
in its list of new pictures for the current week, has approved all of the 12
story of "The Birth of a Nation," is
working on a sequel covering the new films reviewed, nine for general
problems from reconstruction days patronage and three for adults. The
through 1937.
new pictures and their classification
•
follow.

Martin Finkelstein, sales manClass A-1, Unobjectionable for
ager of Globe Pictures, is in town.
General Patronage : "Brothers of the
He says the company will start "Spirit West," "Heidi," "Hold 'Em, Navy,"
of
on Youth,"
Monday. the first of eight pictures, "Rough Riding Rhythm," "Texas
•
Trail," "Trapped by G-Men," "Trigger Trio," "The Wrong Road,"
Ed Schreiber has been promoted to
assistant to Sid Rechetnick at War- "Young Dynamite." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults: "The Awful
ners, making the second aide for
Rechetntck. Ira Tulipan is first Truth," "Live, Love and Learn," "La
Crise est Fini" (French).
assistant.
•
M'G'M Enters Denial
Elmer J. McGovern cut and edited
M-G-M and Robert Pirosh have
"All in a Day," an industrial planned
filed
a general denial in the U. S. Disand produced with theatrical distributrict Court here in answer to the
tion in mind. Ferd Springer directed.
Edward Schnitzer today plans to
•
$250,000 infringement suit brought by
depart for Albany and Buffalo Repub
Sam E. Morris, Warner vice-presi- Philip T. Clancy, author. Clancy allie exchanges.
He will be gone a
dent in charge of distribution, will
leges that his play, "Nuts to You,"
week.
arrive tomorrow from abi'oad on the was infringed in the M-G-M picture,
Jle de France.
"A Day at the Races."
•
Louis Dreyfus of Chappell & Co.,
music publishers, has arrived from
Seek Billboard Tax
Ian Keith has arrived here to reLondon and will sail for home Dec. 8.
hearse for the stage production.
Philadelphia, Oct. 24. — A tax on
•
"Robin's Landing."
billboards within the city limits deBuddy Morris, son of Sam E. and
signed to raise $2,500,000 annually is
head of the Warner music enterprises,
embodied in an ordinance now before
will leave for the coast soon.
Loew's Chancfes Policies
the Finance Committee of the City
•
Bridgeport, Oct. 24. — Policy shifts Council.
Archie and Mrs. Mayo sailed on in Loew houses here make the Globe
the Champlain Saturday on the first a first run house, and transfer the
entire Globe program to the Lvric.
'eg of a world cruise.
a house heretofore used for weekend
Chris Buckley, who now operates exhibition only. The Lyric will now
^■wo theatres at Bennington, Vt., is be a second run, with once-a-week
in town.
vaudeville, Bank Night and Swing
Night as soecial inducements. Admissions will be 30 cents top at the
Nigel Bruce, appearing in "Vir- Globe and 20 cents at the Lyric.
ginia," will head for• Hollywood today.
Loew's Poli and Majestic are now
Tyrone Power will return to the both rated as "A" houses, and feawarranting holdover in both
20th Century-Fox lot by plane today. will betures
shifted to the Globe.
•

Irving Dreeben, formerly with
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, is
now identified with the New York ad
sales department of U. A.
•
Lester Ludwig of Minnesota
Amusements is in town from Minneapolis conferring with Paramount
home office executives.
•
Sam Cohen of the U. A. foreien
publicity department will leave this
week for Havana and Bermuda on a
belated vacation.
•

Joseph L. Stein of the Copyright
Protection Bureau back from his trip. Open Artcinema Branch
•
The new Artcinema Film ExClarence Budington Kelland is
change, Inc., has opened offices in the
due back this week from Arizona.
Film Center Bldg. Charles Kranz,
•
formerly with United Artists, is genBob Gillham is due back from the
eral manager. Al Bondy and Wil
liam Ravnor are associated with
coast today or tomorrow.
Kranz. The firm will release 10 films
Bob Goldstein entertained at poker of Artcinema Associates, Inc., of
Saturday night.
which Emil C. Jensen is president.
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Setback

''Borrowing Trouble"
{20th Century-^ ox)
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — Again using the familiar "Jones Family"
principals and introducing a promismg new juvenile actor, Marvm
Stephens, but erapioymg a more mtmiately appealmg motivation, "Borrowing Trouble" maintains the entertainment and snowmanship standard 01 previous episodes in the domestic lite series.
The plot revolves about what happens to the Joneses when problem
youth btephens becomes Georgia -brnest's chum. While there is sufficient romantic content, in whicn Shirley Deane and Russell Gleason are
leatured, and no lack of homey human comedy, the main factor is light
drama. It takes a lot of urging to convince Jey Prouty that Stephens is
not a bad boy and that he would be a suitable companion for young Ernest.
£iut when his resistance is conquered, circumstantial evidence makes it
appear that Stephens is a participant in the robbery of his drug store,
M'G-M
Gets Editors
with the audience kept cognizant of all incidents, compounded suspense
To Criticize Shorts that makes for a suggestion of persecution and pathos carries the story to a
Seventeen film critics replied to point where Prouty and Russeh Gleason are certain of the lad's innocence
M-G-M's request for suggestions and and put into motion the chase machinery that leads to the capture of the
criticisms on the content of short sub- leal robbers and the establishing of Stephens' innocence all around.
jects and a number of them presented
As usual, Prouty, Spring hyington, Florence Roberts, Gleason and
the problem to their readers with the che younger family members, June Carlson, Ernest and Billy Mahan,
result that Fred Quimby, in charge
give weh-etched performances. Quality is added to the entertainment
of the shorts department, feels valuv'alue of the story by the work of Cy Kendall, Howard Hickman, Wade
able information has been received.
Loew theatre managers also co- Boteler, Andrew lombes and Joseph Downing, and George Walcott
operated and offered passes to those and Dick Wessell, who are the hoodlum trio. Under Max Golden's propresenting the best letters.
guidance and Frank Strayer's direction, the original screenplay
General interest was manifested in auction
evolved from the Katherine Kavanaugh characters by Robert Chapin
travel shorts. Some expressed the
Karen DeWolf establishes "Borrowing Trouble" as desirable family
opinion these should be dramatized in- and
entertainment and a worthy successor to earlier numbers in the series.
stead of simply narrated. Others criticized the fact that managers often
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
advertised the shorts program as "and
selected shorts."
Newspapers in Indianapolis, Harris- ''Without Warning"
burg, Houston, Baltimore, Dayton, ( Warners)
Richmond, Akron, Dallas and other
spots cooperated.
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — "Without Warning" is a gripping mystery
story, the tempo of which is aided by excellent photograpny m subduea
Ask End of Photo-Screen tones and bits of comedy. It brings Boris Karloff to the screen again
Cincinnati, Oct. 24. — Fred H. without fantastic makeup to frighten children. Bryan Foy produced
and Lillian Gohman, owners of half the picture, which will satisfy mystery fans in all particulars.
Supporting Karloff, who has the role of a former convict imprisoned
the stock of Photo- Screen, Inc., have
filed suit in Common Pleas Court falsely tmd seeking revenge, are Marie Wilson, Eddie Craven, Eddie
against the company and Garland and Acuff, Regis Toomey and others. The suspense continues to the final
Ruth M. DriskiU, owners of the re- fadeout under the crisp direction of John Farrow. The screenplay, more
maining half, demanding dissolution of
the organization.
or less formula style throughout, was written by Crane W^ilbur from the
The petition sets forth that the Ralph Spencer Zink play. L. William O'Connell draws the credit for
owners are unable to agree on the the photography.
management of the business.
Although a title card flashes on the screen before the start of the
picture to warn that the persons, the story and the institutions in the
screenplay are fictions, the locale of the story is at an island barracks
In Sunday Films Move
Athens, Ala., Oct. 24.— Petitions of the Army. As Craven brings his bride of a few hours, Miss Wilson,
asking that Sunday films be per- to the island in violation of Army rules, a murder is committed. They
mitted in Athens have been circulated discover the body and, amid the prescribed mechanics of introducing
and sponsors of the movement claim
suspects, about eight persons are shown as the possible crimthey have been signed by a majority numbersinals.ofKarloff,
as the former convict exposed in the investigation by an
of voters. The petition stipulated no
films will be shown during church intelligence officer, is arrested, but eventually is cleared, with the exhours.
posure of the real culprit, who was trying to take over the apparently
profitable gun-smuggling business of the murdered man.
Sign with Canton Unions
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."
Canton, Oct. 24. — Loew's and the
Palace, first runs, and the Grand,
RKO Forms Peru Unit
Major to Use New Sound
playing burlesque, have signed a threeyear agreement with union operators
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — The new preRKO has formed RKO Radio Pict.
and stagehands specifying a seven per del Peru, S. A., for the distribution equalzing principle for noise reduction in recording developed by John
cent increase each year. The agree- of its product in the Pacific coast
ment is retroactive to Sept. 1.
Hilliard,
M-G-M sound engineer, will
nations of South America. Organization was under the supervision of be used by Major in recording numbers by Mae West and Bing Crosby.
McKenna May Join Metro Ben Y. Cammack. William S. Farmer will be manager of the branch.
Kenneth McKenna, actor and playTo Limit Ticket Sales
wright, isunderstood joining M-G-M
as head of the play department in the
Birmingham, Oct. 24. — City Fire
Welsh Joins Webb
east. He is reported set to succeed
marshal Sam Williams says he will
Bertram Block, who resigned several
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — Robert E. enforce the city ordinance prohibiting
months ago to devote his time to Welsh has joined Norman Webb as a theatres from selling more tickets than
writing.
partner in National Box-OfKce Digest. the seating capacity.
{Continued from page 1)
preme Court likewise was denied.
The impression which gained foothold
immediately thereafter was that the
action of the high court had effectively
disposed of the suit, thereby permithalted negotiations to pro.
ceed. ting the
However, William Neblett, attorney for the plaintiffs, now proposeto file another action here on Wednesday. Until final disposition is made,
the anticipation is that the dicker with
Chase will not be completed.

First M'G'M
Foreign
Winners
Arrive Soon
Forty M-G-M foreign sales executives, leaders m the 1936- 27 drive
conducted by Arthur Loew, will visit
New York and Hollywood as guests
of the company, starting next month.
Of the number, 34 are office managers and the other six sales and district managers. Each man will spend
about a week here and five to seven
days at the studios. The men will
arrive at the rate of four to six a
month.
The two score men who will make
the New York-Hollywood trip are :
C. Niebla, Mexico City; T. Hale,
Santiago, Chile; E. O'Connor,
Havana; G. Levy, Perth, W. Australia; A. Moretti, Rome; P. Telfer,
Melbourne, Australia; A. Neville,
Dublin, Ireland; S. Dulin, Oslo,
Norway ; P. Maddock, Wellington,
N. Z. ; E. F. Johansen, Osaka,
Japan; L. Andrews, Brisbane,
Queensland; J. Quevedo Lopes, Sao
Paulo, Brazil ; W. Forster, Sydney,
N.S.W. ; B. Cresswell, Birmingham,
Eng. ; L. Berger, Prague, CzechoslovakiaG.
; Cammarota, Naples ; N.
Papini,
; A.Florence,
Vitiello,Italy
Ca- ;
tania ;G.Bologna
Del Papa,
E. Zaharovici, Bucharest, Roumania ;
I. Cohen, Manila, P. I.; L. Hutchinion, Leeds, Eng. ; A. J. Whetter,
Liverpool ; A. Kellner, Adelaide,
South Australia; F. L. D. Strengholt, Berlin; R. Weil, Zurich, Switzerland ;A. F. Gibson, Glasgow ; E.
Hancock, Newcastle ; T. A. Connor,
Manchester, Eng. ; F. Martini, Padua,
Italy ; S. Mazza, Rio de Janeiro ; A.
Lupo, Trieste; D. King, Cardiff,
Wales ; G. Mastrelli, Genoa ; J.
Squier, F. E. Hutchinson, R. Gerbert,
London; D. Lake, Sydney, N.S.W. ;
A.
Judall, Rio de Janeiro ; R. Bassoli,
Rome.

Throckmorton Elected
G. K. Throckmorton has been
elected president of RCA Mfg.
6/ Co.,
V/s vice-—
Camden. He had been executive
Vi
president. He succeeds E. T. Cun- — 'A.
ningham, who retired last April as
14/
254
president.
7/8
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(Quotations at close of Oct. 23.)
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of the country they happen to be. It
is unlikely that they will be called.
The sessions here are expected to
take from three to four days. One
of the plans lined up provides for
English financing, two others for
American money. One of the American companies is reported to be
Hemphill, Noyes & Co., but sources
close to the situation will not confirm
or deny the story.
According to latest developments,
Fairbanks and Miss Pickford are
amenable to taking 37J^ per cent in
stock and the balance in cash. Chaplin is understood insisting on $2,000,000 cash. The options expire Dec. 21.
As soon as a plan is decided upon
this week, notification for lifting the
options will be forwarded the three
selling partners in U. A.
U. A. Holding Producers
Walter Wanger is said to be continuing with United Artists on his
10-year deal, which has nine more
years to run. David O. Selznick was
said to be discussing an extension of
his U. A. deal, which expires next
year. However, other sources hold
that Selznick will not remain with
the company in the event Goldwyn
and Korda secure control. Korda,
however, may influence Selznick to
change his mind, it was said.
Meanwhile, the sessions are centering in New York this week. There
will be meetings in Hollywood, bui
probably not in connection with the
current deal. Lever will go to the
coast to visit the production center.
He has never been to this country
before. Goldwyn will leave after the
opening of "Hurricane," at the Astor
Nov. 9. Korda may depart for Hollywood after a week here. Rose is
planning to leave about the same time.

''Missing Witness"
(First National)
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — Apparently based on the Dewey investigations
of rackets in New York and the bringing to justice of various racketeers,
"Missing Witness" brings to the screen a well-woven crime melodrama
in the program field. Ihis classification is not due to the fast-moving
screenplay of Kenneth Garnet and Don Ryan, nor the tempo-maintaining direction of William Clemens, but to the lack of marquee names
ct suitable strength to draw patrons through the turnstiles.
That should not be taken as criticism of the cast headed by John
Litel, Dick Purcell, Jean Dale and Marsha Ralston. They and the other
players performed capably in their roles.
After a restaurant owner repudiates his recognition of racketeers
who wreck his establishment, Litel is appointed as special investigator of
the rackets in the city. Purcell is his chief assistant. Jean Dale, secretary of the stock broker, Harlan Tucker, suspects that he is the head
of the crime ring and tells Litel. Tucker disappears. Miss Dale is suspected of his murder, and Purcell, falling in love with her, sets out to
find her. Through a trick Tucker is found and confesses, paving the
way for romance for Purcell and Miss Dale.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

''The Lady Fights Back"
( Universal)
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — This is a pleasant little picture strung over
unfamiliar framework which accounts for a freshness that lifts it above
the routine of intentionally secondary product. Kent Taylor, Irene
Hervey and William Lundigan are the top names, although mention
of Arthur Stringer as author — "Heather of the High Hand" was the
original title — may have drawing power in some regions.
The story concerns an engineer commissioned to superintend the
building of a dam in a mountain area and a girl who strives to thwart
him, her parental inheritance being a salmon club patronized by wealthy
men friends of her deceased father. Successful construction of the dam
will destroy the stream for her purposes, she believes, and "The Lady
Fights Back" by force and legal aid, to stop proceedings. Meanwhile,
the two opponents fall in love. A happy ending is worked out when
the engineer devises a "salmon ladder" by which the fish may continue
to negotiate the stream after the dam has been completed.
It is an Edmund Grainger production, directed by Milton Carruth
from a screenplay by Brown Holmes and Robert T. Shannon. The locale
is such as to have enabled Milton Krasner to obtain extraordinarily
effective camera results.

Staff

Cincinnati, Oct. 24. — A business session of the general membership
was held here to listen to reports
of committees, discussion of the entertainment schedule for the fall and
winter season, nomination of candidates, and laying of advance plans for
the national convention of Variety
Clubs to be held here in April.
New members added to the local
roster are Saul M. Greenberg, owner of the Clifton, resident membership,
and Paul Bakes, owner-manager of
the Hoosier,
at Vevay, Ind., non-resident membership.
Joe Goetz has added to his candid
camera and other activities by becoming editor of the RKO Paramount
Weekly, house organ.

September

Ticket

Taxes
Up $123,000
{Contimied from page 1)
ported for the corresponding period
in 1936.
Receipts in the Third New York
District increased from $393,838 in
August to $442,546 last month, but
were considerably under the $4,517,180 collected in Sept., 1936, it was
reported.
Collections from bo.x-office admissions in the Broadway District accounted for both the gain over August and the loss from last September, totaling $407,698 against $350,938
in the preceding month and $489,455
in the corresponding month last year.
Other collections included $546
from free or reduced rate admissions,
against $2,651 in August; $2,582 on
tickets sold by brokers, against $2,651 ;
$555 on tickets sold in excess of boxoffice prices, asrainst $498; $210 from
permanent use or lease of boxes and
seats, against $270, and $30,954 from
admissions to roof gardens and
cabarets, against $36,205.
Hutchinson

Running time, 61 minutes. "G."
Columbia

Club
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Verge of Unionizing
(Continued from page 1)
cent of all employes. Application
Looking
^Em
Over
blanks were handed out. As soon as
the required number of signatures
has been secured, a delegate from the "In the Far East"
union will discuss terms with Colum- (Amkino)
bia home office executives, it was
The frontier near the Siberian-Manchukuoan border is the setting
stated.
Bookers from the local Columbia for this latest Russian film. It also turns out to be a story, quite theatrical and obviously dramatic, that has to do with Japanese spies who
exchange told Flaherty, according to
reliable information, that it was neces- endeavor to wreck a projected railway. By devious methods, however, the espionage is uncovered and the audience is quite bluntly made
sary for them to work overtime every
day. Flaherty is said to have told to see how the state and its supporters triumph.
them that it may be possible to get a
The narrative concerns the troubles brought to the engineers and
40 to 50-hour week agreement for that geologists by Trotzskyists and their aids as the engineers penetrate the
type of worker.
primeval forest. The story mainly concerns the rivalry between the
All employes will be classified. Inplotters
and the comrades who seek to delay and facilitate putting the
creases of 10 per cent for all workers
were assured at the meeting. As soon load through a mountain. One faction desires to tunnel while the other
as one company gets the stipulated 51 advocates blasting a pass. However, a Chinese refugee from across the
per cent, another session will be called, Amur River uncovers the plot in time and the affair concludes. The
it was stated.
story is slow-moving and the English dialogue titles do not seem to
A number of former Universal eminterpret the events coherently.
ployes also attended the meeting.
Running time, 82 minutes. "A."
Adds 2 G. B. Salesmen
elected president of the local Kiwanis
Smart Kiwanis Leader
Arthur A. Lee, G. B. vice-president,
Club. He had been a member of the
has named Sam Soroker as a salesCharlotte, Oct. 24. — Roy L.
man at Boston and has added John Smart, district manager here for board of directors during the past
Dugan to the Cincinnati staff.
North Carolina Theatres, has been
year.

Tell Hoyts Status
(Continued from page 1)
been operating under, notice of extension of the pooling agreement must be
given in writing by Dec. 31, 1937.
Greater Union has been reported
favoring a discontinuance of the deal,
but Hutchinson's trip is said to have
been for the purpose of trying to
straighten out some of the points in
dispute.
Hutchinson is due to return to New
York shortly after his arrival on the
coast to confer with Sidney R. Kent
on latest developments in the Australian situation.
Hammons
Says Costs
Have Jumped
32,5%
(Continued from page 1)
gram was laid out, it was anticipated
that the new season's product would
cost approximately 20 per cent more
than last year, but new conditions
have been responsible for an additional
12.5 per cent, it was stated.
Production at Astoria continues
unchanged despite the new increases
and the full lineup is promised.
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(Continued from page 1)
were likewise sepiaed, by Nickolaus.
Accordmg to the present plans of
M-G-M , audiences will see many
(Continued from page 1)
with the distributor, it was pointed more, since M-G-M is expanding its
out. Southern California would have laboratory and installing four new machines to handle the work. Thus far,
difficulty gettmg a representative here M-G-M is the only studio equipped
and the "strike" in Indiana is not as to handle the new development and
well organized as in other localities
and agreement upon designation of a plans to use the tint also on the new
representative for that territory would cartoon series, "Captain and the Kids."
be difficult on short notice it is The additional cost is estimated at approximately one-quarter of a cent per
believed.
foot.
The territories which are expected
The idea of the sepia tint-tone procto send representatives are Minneess IS not new. It is simply the apapolis, Boston, Milwaukee, western
plication ofa still photography develPennsylvania and Ohio. All seven,
oping and printing process to motion
however, were advised of the settlement principles last Friday and pictures, it was used in the silent
Saturday by telephone and were urged nlm days, but it failed chiefly because
the high intensity projection lamps
to attend tomorrow's meeting, if pos- used in modern projectors quickly
sible, by Lewen Pizor, U.M.P.T.O.
burned off the coating. In the silent
president.
clays, the "rack and tank" method was
General "Strike" Peace Likely
employed. At that time, a l,UUO-foot
If the meeting approves the basic reel was cut into 200-foot segments,
agreement it will pave the way only put through the chemicals and solucions, the segments were hung in a
for the openmg of individual negoti- rack to dry, then were pasted together
ations by exhibitor accounts with the
Paramount sales force.
again.
Silent Type Had Faults
The agreement provides that Paramount will not insist upon examinaIts faults were high cost, uneven retion of customers' books to ascertain
sults, the deterioration of the strength
profits or "split" on percentage en- of the solutions, the inconsistency of
gagements for
;
a cancellation privilege subject to individual negotiations the toning, and the burning off of the
for the eight to 12 features, short coating under high intensity lamps.
All attempts to tone pictures were
subjects and bi-weekly issues of the
halted by the coming of sound-onnewsreel which have been "shelved" hlm,
because, according to Nickolaus,
by the exhibitors since Aug. 1 ; ad- the chemicals required to complete the
justment of contracts in connection
with several of the six features process dissolved the sound track.
Then Nickolaus, with the Society of
claimed to have been included in last
M. P. Engineers, in collaboration with
season's contracts but not delivered ; Eastman and other raw stock manuoutright or percentage selling of
facturers, began experimenting with
1937-38 product with negotiations on
an individual basis, rather than in film which could withstand the effect
accordance with a set sales formula. of the chemicals.

At
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A sufficiently strong film was developed about the time "The Good
Earth" was completed. At that point,
the late Irving Thalberg, aware of the
New
Color Printer
experiments, called in his laboratory
Assembled
on Coast head and asked him what progress was
being made. When Nickolaus told
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — A new Telco him the right film had been developed,
color processing machine for making
color prints at high speed is being but that the "rack and tank" developing and tinting problem was still presassembled at the temporary quarters
ent, and that $25,000 would be needed
of the Telco Corp. It is claimed that to build a machine to accommodate the
the machine, working from any set of process film in a manner similar to the
color separation negatives, can apply machines used for black and white,
colors mechanically and deliver uni- Thalberg told him to go ahead.
form color prints at the speed of
Hard Road Traveled
black and white.
Robert Hoyt, president of Telco,
A temporary machine was built and
is supervising the installation.
the tinting process as seen in "The
Good Earth" was produced. DisSeattle Meet to Start
couraging difficulty beset the experichiefly the fact that the
Seattle, Oct. 24.— The M. P. T. O. chemicals menters,
dissolved the metal in the
of the Northwest begins its 15th annual convention at the Washington machine, causing the solutions to become tainted and coating the sepiaHotel here tomorrow. Ed Kuykendall toned film.
is scheduled to speak. A display of
Exhaustive experiment resulted in
equipment, trailers and posters will
feature the meeting and various state, obtaining a certain stainless steel
county and city officials will appear which served the purpose and, at
further expense, renovations were
as guests.
made in the original machine. The
result was the superior tinting as used
Gets French Film
"Maytime."
European Films Corp. has acquired in The
machine has been perfected as
the American rights to the French far as it is possible to go at the present time, according to Nickolaus, and
production "Le Roman d'un Tricheur"
("Story of a Cheat"), featuring is considered satisfactory. The one
in use has a capacity of about eight
Sascha Guitry.

White

Mailbag

Meet

Both sides agree to abandon litigation now under way.

and

Gap

"I happened to mention
'atmospheric theatres' to an
American visiting from Louisvile. Whereupon, the young
man asked:
" 'Is an atmospheric theatre one which is air condi-

tioned?' " pictures a day. The
feature length
process is slow and must be watched
and checked continuously.
Nevertheless, M-G-M is continuing
with the construction of four new machines and, although experiments are
going on, Nickolaus believes that when
ihey are completed the studio will be
ready to go in for mass sepia-tinted
production.
The sepia tint goes on the film in a
manner almost exactly like the developing and printing of black and
white film. As the process is continuous, the films are toned, washed, dyed,
washed, dyed again and finally dried.
The range of sepia is infinite. It can
be applied to all colors in their entire
range. In other words, the process is
not confined to primary colors any
more than to the secondary colors
which have been its extent to date.
However, only the soft tones are visible to the unaided eye.
The eventualities of the process are
still unpredictable. The process is
confined now to three major classifications, straight sepia, sepia blue and
sepia blue and orange.
Beatrice

ITO

Test

On Sunday Openings
Beatrice, Neb., Oct. 24. — The
court action filed by the American
Legion seeking to have repealed the
blue laws forbidding Sunday shows
here has been delayed again by the
opposition's successful challenge on
the eligibility of District Judge Ellis.
The judge is a Legion man.
Afterin last
special
ended
a tieJuly's
vote and
the election
county
attorney ruled that the Sunday issue
was lost, the American Legion filed
a suit challenging the way mail ballots were counted. The votes of ten
railroad men, known to have voted
for Sunday shows, were declared invalid by the counting board because
the election clerk had forgotten to
sign
them. the
ThemailLegion's
also declare
vote of attorneys
a former
teacher, now living in Baltimore, Md.,
should be invalidated on grounds she
never intended to return here and
thus was not a legal resident.
Mexican Film to Para.
Paramount has closed with GrovasMexican for worldwide distribution
(except in Mexico and the United
States) Tito
of "Amapola
del Camino,"
starring
Guizar, tenor.
Schenck Buys Estate
Nicholas M. Schenck has purchased an additional three-acre estate
L. I. as "Delcrest," at Great Neck,
known

Drive

Discard
Seen

Eddie Klein, reporting from
London :

Delay
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Games

Failure

(^Continued from page 1)
ed move. Major circuit executives
have expressed themselves as favoring
the elimination plan, but will not make
a move until competitive situations
drop games.
year, Loew's,
Skouras
andLastCentury
circuits RKO,
abolished
cash
awards in the hope that subsequent
theatres would follow suit. When this
did not materialize, the games were
reinstated. However, the I.T.O.A. is
continuing its drive to do away with
the practice but so far little support
has been given the plan.
It was learned that two members
of the I.T.O.A. will not drop games,
despite the contention by the exhibitor organization that its entire membership had approved the move.
Rosenberg
Renamed
Head of MPTO
Unit
Pittsburgh, Oct. 24. — M. A. Rosenberg was reelected president of the
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsylvania at
the start of the annual two-day convention at the Hotel Schenley.
Other officers named were: VicePresident, W. L. Brown; secretary,
Fred Herrington; treasurer, Joseph
Gelman ; directors, Carl Poke, William J. Walker and Pete Antinopolis.
Abram F. Myers and H. M. Richey
addressed the gathering.
Oklahoma Meets Nov. 8-9
Oklahoma City, Oct. 24. — Preliminary arrangements for the annual
M.P.T.O. meeting at the Biltmore
Nov. 8 and 9 were discussed at a
meeting of directors and officials this
week.
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O. president,
will present his 10-point program and
support of his program is expected.
Invited
include M.Judge
A. Lightman,
Fredguests
Wehrenberg,
Roy
L. Walker, Col. H. A. Cole, Dave
Palfreyman
and will
Bob meet
O'Donnell.
The directors
again Nov.
1 to complete details of the program.
Form Fort Wayne Ass'n
Fort Wayne, Oct. 24. — Local exhibitors have formed the Fort Wayne
M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n with Harvey
G. Cocks as president. George Heliotes is vice-president, and H. Brokenstein is secretary-treasurer.
Chicago Exchanges Move
Chicago, Oct. 24. — Three Chicago
film exchanges will move southward
within the next few days to occupy
new offices in the recently completed
film exchange building at 13th St. and
South Wabash Ave. This two-story
structure will be occupied by the Universal, Columbia and United Artists
which were formerly located at 831
South Wabash Ave.

Meets
"BoyOct.
Hollywood,
24. — Girl"
Marion
Drops
Davies has decided not to do "Boy
Meets Girl." She is considering three
scripts, on one of which she will
begin work shortly for Warner release.
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Radio

Personals^

LL'S conBLONDE
D has been
RICHARtract
renewed by the
WOR artists' bureau . . . Jane Gillis, who has been here for the past
three years studying voice, has left
for Cincinnati to join the staff of
WLW-WSAI . . . Madge Evans will
red guest on "Seein Stars"
be
31 . . . Rudy Vallee will celebrate
Oct. featu
his eighth year in radio Thursday.
He will have Joe Penner, Bob Burns
and Bergen and McCarthy on the anniversary show . . . The political parties are enriching the local stations
handsomely, with the Communist
Party, oddly enough, spending most
of its budget for WINS time . . .
Slightly belovi' the belt is the Fizdale
office release stating that a cocktail
party tendered one press agent by another, outdrew the party for Tyrone
,
Power Alice Faye . . . Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teasdale will appear
on the Jolson show Nov. 2 . . . Lucrezia Bori will be Andre Kostelanetz' guest
on the Chesterfield hour
Nov.
3.

FCC's Band Changes
Will Aid Television
^Continued from page 1)
Corp. and chairman of the R. M. A.
committee.
The committee had stated to the
F. C. C. that before television experimentation could be successfully carried
on toward the development of practical television, the whole band from
42 to 90 megacycles needed to be
cleared for this express purpose. According to Murray, in assigning channels from 44 to 108 megacycles, the
F. C. C. has given television companies anumber of the desired cliannels, though some of them are so high
they cannot be used for this purpose.
FCC

Continues

Its

Probing of Lawyers
Washington, Oct. 24. — Alleged
use of dummy applicants for broadcasting privileges by Paul M. Segal
and George S. Smith, attorneys on
trial before the F. C. C. on charges
of unprofessional conduct, was further explored by commission counsel
yesterday at a short session before
the commission.
ion of the commission's
Presentat
case
has been very slow and marked
by frequent consultations between the
commissioners on points of procedure
which have arisen, indications being
that the trial will be long drawn out.
Efforts of the prosecution so far
have been confined to the linking up
with the two attorneys of a number
of applicants which the commission
charges were dummies set up to exercise an influence over commission
action on applications for new stations.
Change Governor's Time
Oklahoma City, Oct. 24. — The
time for Governor Marland's weekly
15-minute broadcast from the Capitol
over the Oklahoma network will
change to 6 :30 P. M. every Mondav
from 12:30 P. M. Mondays. Officials
of KTOK, over which the broadcasts
originate, said the time was changed
to give the Governor a larger audience. The program is sustaining.

DAI

Arrange Salutes
New Haven, Oct. 24.— Erie
Wright, Loew-Poli publicity
head, says every Loew town
on the circuit is arranging
special salutes on one or
more local stations Nov. 4, in
honor of the debut of the
Metro-Maxwell House programs. A slogan of "Loew's
all over the dial" has been
adopted, and among the features already arranged for
New Haven are talks by Dr.
William Lyon Phelps and
Mayor John W. Murphy, and
orchestra and vocal selections.

PICTURE
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LY
Busy Schedule Set
For FCC
Hearings

Washington, Oct. 24.— The F.C.C.
calendar of hearings for the current
week follows :
Oct. 25 — before an examiner : Application of George H. Payne for a
new 1,440-kilocycle, 500-watt station
at San Jose, Cal.
Oct. 26 — before an examiner : Application ofWDWS, Champaign, 111.,
for extension of time to operate nights
with 100 watts power and increase
day power from 100 to 250 watts.
Oct. 28 — before an examiner : Applications ofJ. T. Griffin for an 880kilocycle, 1,000-watt daytime station
at Fort Smith, Ark.; Fred M. Weil
for a 1,420-kilocycle station at Grand
Coulee, Wash., 100 watts night, 250
Recommends
Station
watts day, and KTSM, El Paso, for
change of frequency from 1,310 to
For Mrs. Roosevelt
1,350 kilocycles and increase of power
Washington, Oct. 24. — George H. from
100 watts night, 250 watts day
Hill, F. C. C. examiner, has recom- to 500 watts.
mended that Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt,
Oct. 28— before the broadcast di[laughter-in-law of the President, be
vision : Applications of The Bend
allowed to acquire control of KFJZ,
Bulletin
for a 1,310-kilocycle station
Fort Worth, Tex., owned by Fort
at Bend, Ore., 100 watts night, 250
Worth Broadcasters, Inc.
watts day; Waterloo Times-Tribune
Hill's report showed that the con- for a 1,370-kilocycle, 100-watt daytract under which Mrs. Roosevelt
time station at Waterloo, la. ; West
proposes to purchase KFJZ called
Texas
Broadcasting Co. for a 1,380for $12,500 in cash and $45,000 in
24 quarterly installments, but placed kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at Wichita
Falls, Tex. ; Wichita Broadcasting
the "total net worth" of the company Co. for a 620-kilocycIe station at
on the basis of its May balance sheet
Wichita Falls, Tex., 250 watts night,
at $33,981.80.
At the hearing R. S. Bishop, who 1,000 watts day; Faith Broadcasting
controls the station, detailed Mrs. Co., Inc., for a 1,380-kilocycle station
at Wichita Falls, Tex., 1,000 watts
Roosevelt's financial and personal night, 5,000 watts day; KFPL,
qualifications for taking over the sta- Wichita Falls, Tex., for change of
tion. Mrs. Roosevelt assured the comfrom 1,310 to 1,500 kilomission that the resources and expe- frequency
cycles, and Chase S. Osborn, Jr., for
rience of her husband, now managing
1,440-kilocycle, 500-watt station at
director of four Texas and Oklahoma aFresno,
Cal.
stations of Hearst Radio, Inc., would
Oct. 29 — before an examiner: Apbe at her disposal.
plication of WEAK, Lakeland, Fla.,
for increase of day power from 100
Criticisms of Air
to 250 watts.
Programs
to Start
Hollywood, Oct. 24. — A new program will start on KFWB Monday
under the title of "Take the Air,"
in which network and local air programs will be criticized. The idea is
that of Gene Inge, formerly radio editor of the Herald-Express, who will
produce it.
Several sponsors have been tentatively lined up, but are holding off
any actual inking until the response
has been checked. Inge's plan is to
have Manning Ostroff as commentator read his script in which a character billed as the "Voice of the Listener" will criticize the air shows,
and the answers are to be furnished by
various radio editors. First radio editor to appear on the program will be
Dale Armstrong, of the Los Angeles
Times. Pinky Tomlin will also be a
i^uest, for an interview.

KDKA

Will

Dedicate

New
On

Shows
the

Air

"How to Get the Most Out of Life"
Governor Fred P. Cone of Florida
scarcely read 50 words of his script
Thursday morning before he went
into a spiel detailing the abundant
crops and agricultural possibilities,
the population, the scenery and the
climate of his home state. Governor
Cone said all this while introducing
Mrs. Emily Post, who is being sponsored by a $300,000 industry which
spends $500,000 a year maintaining
the Citrus Fruit Commission sponsors
of this program for its 30,000 fruit
growers.
Mrs. Post's part of the program
promises to be interesting at a future
date when she can really hit her
stride with problems that will interest the woman at home. Yesterday she
managed an entertaining start ansuch queries
as a"Should
man and swering
woman
go on
weekenda
trip
the female
in theunchaperoned?"
case use her ownLetjudgment
and
let what her neighbors will think be
her guide, said Mrs. Post.
The program is to be heard on
Tuesday and Thursdays from 10 :30 to
10:45agency.
A. M. Ruthrauff and Ryan is
the

RCA

Communications

Signs an ART A Pact
RCA Communications, Inc., and the
American with
Radio
affiliated
the Telegraphists'
C. I. O., have Ass'n.,
signed
a one-year contract covering wages
and working conditions for 1,000 employes in the U. S. and Hawaii. The
contract is the first ever signed by
RCA Communications with a labor
union.
The contract provides for wage increases of from three to 10 per cent,
a 42-hour week, two weeks' vacation
with pay for those employed from one
to five years, three weeks for those
employed from five to 10 years, and
four weeks for those employed more
than 10 years ; time and a half for
overtime, double time and a half for
work on holidays, and union recognition.
wage1. increases are retroactive toThe
July
Edwin P. McGrady, labor relations
executive for RCA, and Mervyn
Rathborne, president of A. R. T. A.,
negotiated the contract.

Oct. 30
New Antenna
Pittsburgh, Oct. 24.— KDKA, in
dedicating its new antenna Oct. 30,
will also celebrate its 17th birthday,
and the occasion will be marked by
fitting ceremonies. Among those who
will be present when the new spire
is placed in operation will be A. W.
Robertson, chairman of the board of
Westinghouse ; F. A. Alerrick. president of Westinghouse : Lenox R.
Lohr, president of NBC ; Dr. Frank
Conrad, Westinghouse assistant chief
engineer ; W. C. Evans, manager of
the Westinghouse radio division ; Alfred H. Morton, manager of NBC
WCAU Signs With Union
operated stations.
Philadelphia,
Oct. 24. — A new
The new system will give KDKA two-year contract has
been signed by
a primary broadcasting area 10 times 18 technicians at WCAU. The new
greater than previously provided.
contract which will net the technicians
a seven and a half per cent pay increase resulted from negotiations between Dr. Leon Levy, station president, and Local 28 of the A.C.A. In
Tinkers
Self to Court
addition. Levy agreed to withdraw an
Bristow, Okla., Oct. 24. — William G. Bond, amateur radio operator
application for a permanent injuncand inventor, tinkered his way into Federal Court at Dallas. He
tion restraining the union from pickethad hooked up his amateur set to the kitchen stove to send
ing and branding the station unfair.
The new pact provides for a 44 hour,
messages
Star Gas
its branch through
here, a F.theC. Lone
C. examiner
said.Co.'s lines from Dallas to
five-day week and establishes minimum salaries of $46 to $69 weekly
"I didn't know it was against the law to use ground radio transand
sets
up arbitration machinery.
mission and never dreamed it would go into the air," Bond told
Commissioner Lee R. Smith.
Communications commission officials said Bond did not have a
Weissinger Joins WCKY
license and that the hookup interfered with radio programs. Smith
Cincinnati,
Oct. 24. — F. H. Weisreleased the inventor on his own recognizance to appear in Federal
singer, formerly of Campbell-Ewald.
Court at Dallas Oct. 25.
has
here. joined the sales staff of WCKY
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Such control, he added, in Selznick's opinion would place him
in what was described as a position of "subordination" to the
controlling producers. This, it was stated, Selznick would refuse to countenance.
Negotiations with other distributors admittedly are under
way regardless of the outcome of the U. A. option situation, this
spokesman declared. He said for Selznick that the producer was
mapping his future plans and paying little heed to the GoldwynKorda negotiations. Of prime consideration in Selznick's plans
is an intention to maintain the identity of Selznick International.
An effort likewise was made to convey the impression that he
was considering picking up the option with John Hay Whitney's
continued backing in the event the current dickers fail. At the
same time, it was suggested that the chance that Selznick would
remain with U. A. was an "outside" one.
Warners
Two

to Produce

or 3 in London

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 25. — Warners will
make two or three major pictures for
world release at the Teddi-ngton Studios, Jack L. Warner declared today.
The stories will be selected from the
Hollywood schedule and may be
"George and
Margaret,"
(Continued
on page"The
6) AmazNo

More

Increases

On Coast — Skoiiras
Increases in admissions on the
coast have reached their peak and
there are no indications that further
boosts will be made, Charles P.
Skouras, operating head of F. W. C,
stated upon his arrival from Los
Angeles yesterday.
"We increased
(Continued prices
on pageabout
6) a year

"Ali

Radio — Page

8

'Zola,
And

"

"College,

''Wedding"

"The Life of Emile Zola," "Life
Begins in College," "Double Wedding" and "Wife, Doctor and Nurse"
were the top-ranking pictures at the
first run box-offices of the country's
key city theatres during the past
week.
"The Life of Emile Zola" took top
money at the Earle in Washington,
where $23,000 brought it a second
week at the Metropolitan ; held to a

CENTS

Index

Selznick

An official spokesman for David O. Selznick stated flatly yesterday that the producer will not remain with United Artists if
the option now held by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda
for control of the distributing company is exercised. Selznick
will remain here until he makes a new deal, probably in two
weeks.

Philadelphia, Oct. 25. — After telephone conversations today with the
seven territories affected by the Paramount "buyers' strike" Lewen Pizor,
president of the U. M. P. T. O., said
he expected out of town delegates to
attend tomorrow's ratification meeting. The attendance will depend
upon plane and train schedlargely
ules.
Pizor said he had been assured all
the territories affected would follow
the Philadelphia lead.
"I think we have reached a sane,
sensible conclusion to the matter,"
Pizor said. "We have agreed upon Studio Pace Slows
a compromise based on business common sense that will leave no scars
or bitter feeling. The conclusion of
With
38 Shooting
the affair, we think, marks a step
forward in distributor-exhibitor reHollywood, Ott. 25. — The number of productions before the cameras
lationships and will set a precedent
this week totaled 38, four less than
(.Continued on page 6)
last week, as 11 finished and seven
Eighteen are being preChina Attendance
Is started.
pared, and 61 are in the cutting rooms.
Those starting are : Columbia,
^ Normal — Britton "Singing Ranger," "The Night BeAttendance at the film houses in
(Continued on page 6)
the six leading cities of China is 40
per cent of normal, according to Leon
Are Filed
Britton, general manager of Peacock Answers
M. P. Co., distributors of RKO prodIn Pa, Chain Suits
uct in China, with headquarters in
Harrisburg, Oct. 25. — Attorney
Shanghai. Britton is here on business and expects to return next General Charles J. Margiotti, of
month.
Pennsylvania has filed answers to
He reports that China has 180 the- seven equity proceedings started by
atres wired for sound. Admission to chain store and theatre circuit orfirst run houses runs from 60 cents
ganizations directed against state ofto $2 in silver Mex., equal to about
ficials to keep the latter from enforc17 to 60 cents in American money.
ing the provisions of the chain store
No double bills are run in the first
(Continued on page 7)
run houses, Britton said.

Baha" Grosses
$33,000 in 3 Days
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" played
to 66,792 persons over the weekend
and garnered $33,000 in the three days
at the Roxy. Indications are that
the picture will finish the first week
with $53,000. The eleventh week of
"The Firefly" at the Astor got about
$5,000, while the second final week
of "Wife, Doctor and Nurse" at the
Rivoli ended with $12,500.

TEN

26, 1937
Release

Spokesman

Take
Terms

YORK,

"

''Wife"

TakesBest

strong third week at Warners' Lake
in Cleveland ; was strong in a second
week in Seattle and continued first
run for a third stanza. "Life Begins
in College" took the lead at the
Tower in Kansas City with a strong
$10,500; led at the Alvin, in Pittsburgh, where it grossed the third
largest figure in the history of the
house and was held over; was good
(Continued on page 6)

Is Adopted
Screen

on

Titles

MPPDA
Board Approves
De-Freezing Plan
The creation of a "release index"
to facilitate
of registered titlesthe
after"de-freezing"
they have remained
unused for a period of four years was
approved
yesterday
board
directors of
the M. by
P. the
P. D.
A. of
at
its adjourned meeting.
Under the new plan original titles
of pictures which have been produced,
if not placed on a reserve title list,
become available to others than the
registrant after a period of four
years. The reserve list is limited to
250. Thus, the owner of original
titles may retain the permanent rights
to a maximum of 250 such titles by
placing them on the reserve list, but
all titles over and above that number
go onyears
the new
index" year
and,
four
after"release
the calendar
in which the title was used on a released picture, it becomes available to
others. The release index, which
will be compiled immediately, will
contain the titles of every picture ever
produced in this country.
Copyrighted titles derived from
books and plays if used on a picture
without change, remain the exclusive property of the registrant. In
addition, producers are permitted to
retain exclusive rights indefinitely to
100 original titles which have not
been used on produced pictures. The
latter provision has been in effect
for the past 10 years.
Indianapolis Firm
Loses Review Plea
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 25. — The Supreme Court today denied the appeal
of the Indianapolis Amusement Co.
for review of an order of the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals requiring it
to make its books and records available to M-G-M Distributing Corp.,
Universal
Film Exchanges, United
(Continued on page 7)
Depositions Halted
In Anti-Trust Case
The work of taking depositions and
entering exhibits in the Morse &
Rothenberg circuit's anti-trust suit
against eight major distributors and
the Maine & New Hampshire and M.
A. Shea circuits, which is in its second week here, will be adjourned on
(Continued on page 7)
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Moskowitz Re-signed
Joseph H. Moskowitz, who returned
yesterday from the coast, has been
given a new long term contract as
New York representative of 20th
Century-Fox studios. Under the
terms of the contract, Moskowitz remains in charge of stories, talent and
studio matters in the east.
Arlen Asks Deduction
Washington, Oct. 25. — Richard
Arlen and his wife, Jobyna Ralston,
today asked the Board of Tax Appeals to allow a deduction of $10,379.62 for "e.xpenses" incurred in 1934
on a European trip which he said was
taken for "publicity purposes."
McKenna Joins M-G-M
Kenneth McKenna, actor and playwright, yesterday joined M-G-M as
head of the eastern play department
He succeeds Bertram Block, who resigned several months ago.
Set Warner Club Party
Pittsburgh, Oct. 25. — The local
Warner Club will hold its annual dinner dance at the William Penn Hotel
Nov. 28. More than 1„000 are expected to attend.

Insiders^
By RED
UROPE

in the days of

Napoleon's glory and the
love affair between Bonaparte
and the Countess Walewska.
That seemed like a tall order to
sit through beginning 10:15 —
and promptly — on a Monday, of
all mornings. Yet a Garbo picture comes along infrequently.
A Garbo film with Charles
Boyer, remembering "Mayerling," is even a less common
event. Lurking well up front,
too, were those persistent reports that this latest roar from
Leo was in the $3,000,000 and
more negative class. Fourthly
and even closer to the head of
the list was the realization,
sometimes vaguely applied, that
part of this job was to keep in
touch with Hollywood, its good
and its bad efforts. Thus, we
went. . . .
T
"Conquest" is completely
praiseworthy on many counts.
In its background is a war-torn
Europe, neatly ground and being ground under the iron heel
of Napoleon. It clanks with
sabers and is beribboned with
epaulettes and curtseys. But always in the foreground is the
love story of the man, not the
emperor, and the lovely countess
who goes to him as a sacrifice
for Poland's freedom from Imperial Russia and remains, as
this version has it, the vital love
influence down the years to St.
Helena and banishment. . . .
We suppose the accolade for
acting honors will go to Boyer.
Certainly, his interpretation of
the crafty, ambitious, sometimes
mad-like mortal who sees a cowering continent at his feet, is a
characterization definitely touched
with magnificence and great
skill. Boyer gives physical appearance to the handed-down
conception of Napoleon — the
slightly bulging stomach, the
hump in the shoulder, the Bonaparte hat, the clenched fist behind the back, the unruly shock
of hair sneaking down on the
forehead. But he does more. He
makes the character a living
and a live one — torn by affairs
of state, bedeviled by the inordinate fire for a dynasty which
led to the marriage with Marie
Louise of Austria, alternately
soft and enraged, dictatorial and
overbearing. His notable endeavor also comes along to remind others and us of the once
firm conviction that it was Paul
Skolsky on Mirror
Sidney Skolsky yesterday appeared
in the New York Daily Mirror with
his first Hollywood column.

Outlook
KANN
Muni for "Zola" who inevitably
must win the Academy's award
for the highest in histrionics this
year. No longer is this so completely assured, now that Boyer
has played Napoleon. . . .
Then, and very much indeed
to be considered, is Miss Garbo.
We should remove the barriers
sufficiently long to tell you that,
for us, she can do no wrong. It
was Dick Watts when he was
reviewing films for the New
York Herald-Tribune, who once
wrote any Garbo film was better
than no Garbo at all. In that
we concur to the hilt. While
this corner, from time to time,
has argued with Metro over
what it has done with Garbo,
never has it had any verbal turmoil with this distinguished actress. She is always good,
although she is sometimes better.
For "Conquest," superb is the
word. As closely perhaps as
anyone of the opposite sex can
divine it, she epitomizes woman
at her sincerest, her most understanding, her most self-sacrificing. This and more she conveys brilliantly in the subdued
mood which is the keystone of
her deep and emotional performances. Because she does and because, also, the Walewska role
keeps her in the background and
Boyer down front, where the
spotlight of dramatic attention
the more easily can pick him out,
the intelligence of her acting
makes her stand forth as formidably and as proudly as a dazzling
beacon surmounting a lofty and
inaccessible mountain peak. . . .
T
In the last few years, Metro
has been selecting for her the
type of vehicles usually combed
out for tragediennes. "Conquest"
is fitly in that group. It is consequently stamped from beginning to end as the sort of entertainment in which the gum
chewers will evince little or no
interest. But Garbo will again
entrance her admirers. The
Boyer fans will find him present
in copious footage and in worthwhile footage endowed with fine
handling by Clarence Brown.
"Conquest," in a word, is an endeavor which will make the
scoffers of the Hollywood scene
less strident in their criticism. It
will cause them to pause and
probably to reflect that their
barbs here find themselves dulled
in their impact with distinguished enterprise. . . .

''Thunder"

Opens

Here

"Thunder Over the Orient" opened
here yesterday
at Loew's Canal. Criterion isdistributing.

Zone
Here

Men
Today

The Warner home office will be the
scene today of a meeting called by
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
Warner
theatres, with the company's
zone
managers.
Among the district men present will
be : James Coston, Chicago ; Nat
Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New
Haven ; Don Jacocks, Newark ; Moe
Silver, Albany ; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh;
John J. Payette, Washington, and
Herb Copelan, Atlantic City.
The members of the home office
staff who will sit in include : Harry
Goldberg, Clayton Bond, Ed Hinchy,
Leonard Schlesinger, Frank Phelps,
Nat Fellman, Abel Vigard, Stewart
McDonald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis
Kaufman, Frank Cahill and Herman
Maier.
W. B. Close 4 Western Deals
Four circuits in the San Francisco
area have signed for Warners' 1937'38 list, including First National features and Vitaphone shorts. The circuits are Morgan
Walsh's McNeill
Redwood&
and Midland
; Blumenthal,
Naify and the Harvey circuit. Herbert J. Ochs and W. E. Calloway
acted for Warners in the negotiations.

Monogram Men to Boston i
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram Pictures ; Scott Dunlap,
production head, and Edward Golden,
general sales manager, leave this
morning for Boston to attend the
testimonial dinner at the Statler there
this evening for Steve Broidy, Monogram New England sales manager.
The group will return to New York
day.
tomorrow. Dunlap plans to leave for
the coast tomorrow night or ThursMarshall Ampa Guest
Herbert Marshall will again be
among the guests of honor at the Ampa
luncheon Thursday at the International
Casino. He made an appearance before the advertising and publicity
group several weeks ago. In addition
to others previously announced there
will be C. B. Cochran, English producer, and Leon Rothier, basso.
No Hanson Successor
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — There will
be no successor to Al Hanson, former manager of the F.W.C. office
here,
resigned
recently. Hanson's
dutieswhowill
be distributed
among
Larry Kent and a number of district
managers. Charles Skouras, vicepresident of the circuit, is in the east
at present.
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Virginia
ReceiptsCensors*
Show Gain

Richmond, Oct. 25. — A pickup in
theatre
business in this state is indiHOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
cated in the latest report of the censor
board which shows that for the first
of
HERMAN MAIER, in charge
three months of the fiscal year start,
Warner theatre construction will
turn from England today on the lie "Look Out, Mr, Moto"
ingning
July$1,701
1 theahead
board's
runof receipts
the sameareperiod
de France after completing plans for (20th Century-Fox)
a year ago. The total is $9,720.
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — In reaching for the fantastic and the bizarre,
the demolition of Daly's, London, reThe revenue is based on a charge of
cently acquired by Warners. Maier
with
which are compounded the appeal of J. P. Marquand's fiction char- $2 per 1,000 feet of original film and
will return to England in February
acter, "Mr. Moto," participants in the present fabrication have picked
to supervise construction of the new
feet for duplicates.
up, possibly in error, the incredible and the impossible which used to $1 Frr^rjr 1,000
theatres have been added to
theatre.
On the same boat are Alexander be staple ingredients of the serial or chapter play. They have thus lim- the .Richmond total during the past
ited the effectiveness of the entertainment to the very young, or very year and houses also have been opened
KoRDA, Maurice Silverstone, Sam
E. Morris, Phil Reisman, William immature, and this reporter regrets to mention that his 11 -year-old in Alexandria, Arlington, Martinsville
Powell, Madeleine Carroll, King preview companion had a hard time convincing herself that it was, and Norfolk.
and Mrs. Vidor, Barmey Glazer, as she wished to believe, a picture well stayed up for on the night
and J. Thery and M. Kaufman.
Rites for Moses Reis
before a school-less Saturday.
•
Funeral services for Moses Reis,
The names available for marquee display are Peter Lorre, Rochelle
< Jack Cohn is among the pas- Hudson and Robert Kent. What they do in the picture is as hard to former owner of a circuit of 128
r\' sengers arriving on the lie de France tell in swift synopsis as it was hard to figure out in slow revelation. legitimate theatres, who died on Sat'<: today. On the same boat are Erik Lorre, as Mr. Moto, is posing as an archeologist in deep Africa when
urday will be held today at the RiverCharell and his brother, Ludwig,
side Memorial Chapel. Reis died of
Miss
Hudson
parachutes
down
from
her
self-fired
plane
while
free
lance
Julien Duvivier, French producer;
bronchial pneumonia. He was 87 years
I Marcel
Hellman
and Mireille cinematographer Kent points his camera. They become more or less old. The Shubert brothers started
Ballin.
willing guests of a tribal potentate and all sorts of queer things happen, their careers with Reis.
such as feats of magic, loosing and shooting down of carrier pigeons,
'■\
•
■ Herbert Wilcox, producer ; Anna before it turns out that Lorre and the girl are secret agents here to
Loeiv Extends on Astor
Neagle,
star, and Charles De prevent a revolution planned by the high priest, which they do with
Loew's of
haveits taken
a six-months'
I Grandcourt, author of "Victoria the much machine gunning and bloodshed. The romantic angle is very in- extension
lease on
the Astor.
' British
Great," Luncheon
appeared Club.
yesterday at the distinct.
The new arrangement expires May 1.
Willis Cooper and Norman Foster wrote the original story, Lou "The Firefly," now current, is ex•
Breslow and John Patrick the screenplay, with Norman Foster also
pected to depart from the two-a-day
Arthur A. Lee, G.B. vice-presihouse the end of the month to make
dent, attended a press reception for directing. It is a Sol M. Wurtzel production.
way
John Loder at Toronto yesterday.
Nov. for
9. "Hurricane," slated to open
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
' He will go to Chicago today.
•
Unit Banquet Tonight
Arthur W. Kelly has indefinitely
postponed his trip to Palm Springs.
Indianapolis, Oct. 25. — The AsHe has to continue treatments for
sociated Theatre Owners of Indiana
Looking
^Em
Over
will hold the 11th annual banquet,
his recent mastoid operation.
•
called "Fiesta in Old Mexico," in
the Riley Room of the Claypool HoJ. Robert Rubin has canceled his ''Federal Bullets"
tel tomorrow night.
trip to the coast as a result of the (Monogram)
settlement of the Freddie BartholoA new twist to a G-Man story is offered in "Federal Bullets," but it
:mew litigation.
Another Trans-Lux
does not quite seem to jell. Perhaps the performances of the principals
•
Trans-Lux
will open its latest -1- A
Danny Winkler, Harry Green, are the cause. Conversation gives way to action and theatrical business house via a private
73/s preview Friday
Sol Bornstein and Mrs. Gene and many stock situations of the unimpressive variety pervade the film. evening. The theatre is at 1144
1654
TowNE arrived from Hollywood yes- It should have fair acceptance with audiences in the lesser houses, or Madison Ave.
fit adequately on a double bill.
terday by train.
im
•
It is revealed in early sequences that Effie Tilbury is the master mind
—
5^
of
underworld
law
sidestepping.
Milburn
Stone,
a
Federal
agent,
is
I Willard McKay, Universal gen5
^
Wall Street
47/^
feral counsel, returned to New York assigned to bring her pseudo humanitarian outfit in. He gets himself
5%
over the weekend after two weeks on involved in the organization and shortly learns of the false front she
J the coast.
127/i 13^
has erected to cover up her clever court maneuvers. Much of the story
(>Vi
•
High
Board .Gain
'/s to 1054
12% 633/4
Points
concerns her efforts to release Mattie Fain from a murder charge.
Net
Change
i?4 MSA
WiNFiELD Sheehan is en route
im
8'/4 Low Close
4-13/ V
12A
When
he
is
soon
to
be
executed
she
engineers
his
escape,
quite
cleverly.
ms/s
67/8
2554
A
77A
back to the coast after several weeks
16'^
14
14
75/g 129/g
Open
2
1034 30?4
in New York and a few days at The action starts at that point. Stone, however, is prepared and soon
Cons.
Wi
Loew,
after the gang is captured following a noisy gun battle. Terry Walker Cons.,
Col.
j Saratoga.
+ Ve
160
159
serves as a romantic foil for Stone. The fadeout reveals Fain to be E. K.
•
897/i
1051/4
+354
21V2
G. T.
+85427/»
59
121/4
1051/,
169'A
+ Vs
Michael Curtiz, director of "The Miss Tilbury's wayward son.
pfd..
105
J4
Loew
1045^
.
903/i
Para.
The screenplay is by Karl Brown, who also directed. The idea for
.
13
;i: the
Perfect
Specimen,"
is
expected
from
1...
251/4 2m
coast today. He is on a business the picture was taken from the novel by Major George Fielding Eliot. Para.
2...
Pathe
+125/1
20th,
RKO
' trip.
+m
pfd.
The
support
includes
Selmer
Jackson,
William
Harrigan,
Warner
6
•
4
5
4
154
Richmond, Betty Compson and Helen MacKellar.
54
27/i 2J4
Univ., Fox .
154
+ 5/8
20th
'■;
Arthurmanager,
Greenblatt,
eastern
.
23^/4
division
is in G.B.
Philadelphia
"G."
s.
31
Running time, 60 minute
today. His next stop is Washington.
.. 317
+ Vs
Hal LeRoy and Mack Miller re- W. B
. 33
•
154
De]
in
Greece
'
to
£
planning to return
turned from the coast yesterday.
Technicolor
Leads 17 Curb Rise
- 54
High
Jack Partington left for the coast cember.
ChEinge
Net
Close
pfd..
yesterday to confer with Mike Marco.
31
Low
+13/
William C. Gehring of 20th Cen- G. N
154 33
Sam Cohen of the U. A. foreign
+ A
Monogram VA
He'll be gone about two weeks.
tury-Fox
is
due
back
from
Chicago
m
++2V43/
•
publicity department has gone to in a few days.
Sonotonepfd... 154
8I54
m
Tech.
. Open
175^
Trans -Lux
2^
•
Mona Barrie, who last Saturday Bermuda for a week's vacation.
++ 54
A
+ A
Loretta
Young
will
arrive
on
Univ.
Corp.
2
9854
2
2
2
Abe Lyman, eastbound from the
9854
a role
in "Virginia"
at the
31
fjifinished
Center, left
yesterday
for the coast.
95
Thursday from the coast for a vacacoast, stopped over at Chicago yes- tion.
•
terday.
Bond Declines
Hold
High
8254 Chcinge
. 9854
Net
•
•
. 7954 Low
Fred Meyer is in town from HollyClose
Alice Faye leaves today on the
1'wood. At the Park Central.
A. H. Schwartz yesterday bagged
91
91
•
Century en route to the coast.
Keith
6s
'46
Loew
. . 95
95
buck at Owl's Head,
Para. 354s
Pict. '46.
6s . '55
Y.
Spyros Skouras, Jr., nephew of aN. 200-pound
79
79
Para.
Pict.
'47.
.
Janet Gaynor is in town and stayI the National Theatres' operating head,
I.has returned from the coast and is
Joe Moskowitz, Irving Hoffman,
ing at the Waldorf-Astoria.
W. B. (Quotations
6s '39
. at82-^
91close of Oct. 25)
Personal
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In His First Modern
Role Since *Green Light', the
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Since He
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to the Screen
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By the Author
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JENKINS
• Directed by MICHAEL
CURTIZ
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley and Brewster Morse and Fritz Falkenstein
Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams • A First National Picture
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Film Daily says: "Will have them rolling in the aisles."
Motion Picture Daily says: "It had a preview
audience in stitches."
Variety Daily says: "So many sure-fire elements
solid amusement and excellent business!"
I
WARNER

BROS.

Say It with Full-Page Newspaper Ads
in a Gigantic Key-City Campaign!
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Studio

Pace

With

38 Shooting

and

Warners

Slows

(Continued from page 1)
fore" and "Wonder Child"; M-G-M,
"A Family Vacation ;" 20th CenturyFox, "Hot and Happy" and "Thank
You, Mr. Moto;" Warners, "A Slight
Case of Murder."
The tally by studio :
Columbia, finished one, shooting
four, preparing one, editing seven ;
Goldwyn one, one, zero, one ; Grand
National, zero, zero, zero, three ;
M-G-M, zero, seven, one, seven ;
Monogram, one, one, one, one ; Paramount, one, five, three, nine; Principal, zero, one, two, one; Republic,
one, two, one, five; RKO, four, three,
four, five ; Roach, zero, zero, one,
zero ; Selznick, zero, zero, zero, two ;
20th Century-Fox, one, six, one,
three ; Universal, zero, one, two, two ;
Wanger, zero, zero, zero, one ; Warner, one, seven, one, 15.
In the short subjects field, Columbia and RKO each started one. They
are still shooting. Columbia finished
one. Two are preparing, one at
M-G-M, and other at Roach. Ten
are being edited.
France
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Mexico

In Reciprocal Deal
Mexico City, Oct. 25. — A reciprocal exchange of films for cultural but
not commercial purposes has been
arranged between Mexico and France
by the Governments of both nations.
The plan has been started with the
exchanging of the Mexican production, "Judas," and the French film,
"Visages de France" ("Faces of
France"). These and other pictures
concerned in the pact are to be widely exhibited in Mexico and France.
Mexico is organizing the International Distributors Ass'n. to further
this proposition and invites producers
who are interested to join.
Conn Sets More Deals
Maurice Conn, president of Ambassador Pictures, has closed distribution
deals for New England, western
Pennsylvania and Michigan. Harry
Segal, operating under the name of
Ambassador Pictures of N. E., Inc.,
will handle the product in that territory. He will open nev^^ offices in
Boston and New Haven.
Monarch Pictures Corp., headed by
Lew Lefton and Milton Lefton, will
have the western Pennsylvania territory, and Ann O'Donnell has the
Michigan franchise. Sam Berkowitz
has been named western sales manager. He has closed in the Cleveland
territory with H. C. Bissell and C. C.
Linehan.
CIO Seeks Ad Workers
Circulars were distributed to employes in the RKO Bldg. yesterday
seeking to have advertising men
working in the building join the
American Advertising Guild, local of
the United Office and Professional
Workers of America, affiliate of the
C.I.O.
Attend LaGuardia Lunch
Numerous film executives in New
York attended the luncheon yesterday at the Astor of the Non-Partisan
Theatrical and Motion Picture Division in Support of Mayor LaGuardia
and Thomas E. Dewey. Louis Nizer
acted as chairman.

''Zola,

"

''College,

"

"Wife''

Two

to Produce

or 3 in London

{Continued from page 1)
And

"Wedding''

{Continued from page 1)
in a second week at the Allen in
Cleveland, and was a smash in Cincinnati.

Takes

Other

Best

Sections

Follow

Phila.

to
Lead

"Double Wedding" was good for
{Continued from page 1)
in Philadelphia, Cinleading figures
cinnati and San Francisco, while for all sorts of future dealing between
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse" turned in
handsome grosses in Denver and these two groups."
A large turnout is expected tomorIndianapolis.
row when the specific terms of the
was
End"
agreement will be given members for
In Washington, "Dead
strong at the Columbia, behind "The ratification.
Life of Emile Zola." "Stage Door,"
dualled with "Bulldog Drummond
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount viceComes Back," was good for $11,600
at the Mainstreet in Kansas City, president in charge of distribution,
leaves for Philadelphia this morning
over par by $3,600. "Walter Wanconfer
with there.
the company's
branch
office
officials
It is believed
ger's Vogues of 1938," on a dual bill, to
"The
was top in Milwaukee, where
will explain to the ParaBride Wore Red" with "My Dear that Agnew
mount exchangemen the policies to be
Miss Aldrich" was the only other followed in settling old contracts and
bill to better average.
negotiating new ones in the event the
"Stage Door," dualled with "Fight principles agreed upon in New York,
for Glory," was good in Denver,
while "Stella Dallas" held up well in Friday, for settlement of the "strike"
its third week at the Broadway. De- are accepted at today's meeting.
troit was led by "Lancer Spy," aided
by Buddy Rogers on the stage of the Three Denver Groups
Fox, where the bill went $2,600 over
Take Over Theatres
average. "High, Wide and Handsome" had the assistance of Ina Ray
Denver, Oct. 25. — Three circuits
Hutton on the stage of the Michigan have increased their holdings, six
there in its strong gross.
theatres having changed owners. Dave
New Haven Quiet
Cockrill has reopened the Washington Park as the Park, this giving
New Haven theatres were weak, him four Denver houses, one a first
"The Bride Wore Red," plus "My run, the Denham.
Dear Miss Aldrich," reaching par at
Fox Intermountain is now operatLoew's Poli. A stage show in addiing 63 theatres in the territory, having added the Marlow, Antlers and
tion
to
"This
Way,
Please"
gave
the
Earle the top Philadelphia gross, Orpheum at Helena, Mont., the latter
while "The Prisoner of Zenda" with house being closed. This gives Fox a
Horace Heidt on the stage, did well. total of 90 in the territory. The three
"Heidi" was good at Warners' Hippo- houses were purchased from Interdrome in Cleveland, grossing $13,900.
mountain Theatres.
The Grove and Riviera, Gering,
In Cleveland, where "Double Wedding" and "Life Begins in College" Neb., have been purchased by the
were the leaders, "Dead End" was Midwest Amusement & Realty Co.,
fairly strong in a repeat engagement. of which W. H. Ostenberg is president. Mrs. Clara Grove, widow ol
"Lost Horizon"' and "100 Men and a
Girl" came close to doubling par in B. B. Grove, sold the houses by virtue
Minneapolis, the former at the Or- of a court order at Gering, giving her
pheum and the latter at the Century.
permission to do so. The group oper"Something to Sing About," with a
ated by Ostenberg is a part of GibralMajor Bowes unit on the stage of the
Inc., and the addiOriental in Chicago, took the top ter Enterprises,
tion of these two houses gives the
gross, while "The Prisoner of Zenda" firm 32 houses, all in the Denver area.
went $6,700 over average at the Chicago there.
Invents Ticket Chopper
"Heidi" was the only film to show
Ralph W. Budd, director of perany strength in Oklahoma. San Fransonnel for Warners, has invented a
cisco had a dull week, outside of
ticket
chopper
which is being manuthe
gross ofwhere
"Double
Wedding"
the
Warfield,
it was
dualled atwith
factured by Newman Bros, of Cincinnati. It has compartments which
"On Such a Night." "Stage Door"
was the only other film strong at the
ring a buzzer in the cashier's office at
box-office, doing $18,500 at the Golden intervals, and the cashier can check
Gate. "That Certain Woman," on a with her numbers to keep a record of
dual with "Saturday's Heroes," took tickets sold up to that time. The
are being installed in all
the top spot at the Brandeis in Oma- machines
Warner theatres.
ha,
while
"Danger,
Love
at
Work"
was the only film besides the leader,
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," to better
Gus Holly in New Post
average in Indianapolis, taking $8,600,
Kansas City, Oct. 25. — Gus Holly
aided by a stage show, at the Lyric.
has succeeded Harry Somerville as
district supervisor for RCA Photophone. Somerville will turn his energies to commercial sound service and
on "Tide"
Splurg
Para.
Paramount
has e signed
for back
covers in the Nov. 14 issues of the sales, and to the training of men.
American Weekly, Hearst Sunday
newspaper magazine supplement, and
Change
This Week, Sunday edition magazine
Hollywood, ^'Nightingale"
Oct. 25. — Paramount
supplement in approximately 20 news- has chosen "Romance in the Dark"
as the release title for the Gladys
for "Ebb
scheduledpapers,for
releaseTide,"
Nov. which
19. Theis Swarthout-John Boles film formerly
adds will be in four colors.
titled "The Yellow Nightingale."

ing Dr. Clitterhouse" and "Blonde
Warner will sail Wednesday on
the Queen Mary.
The producer conferred with Leslie
Howard and said afterwards that he
would make a British picture with
him
this year, if a story can be agreed
White."
Irving Asher, managing director for
upon.
Warners' production here, will sail
Nov. 17 to confer in the United
States on star castings. Lloyd Bacon
definitely will direct one in England.
The company will not import technicians, as Warner believes the British staff and equipment equals Hollywood's, he says.
Asher will arrange United States
distribution for several current British-made films. Of five submitted,
"The Perfect Crime," "Mayfair,"
"Melody" and "You Live and Learn"
have been accepted for American
showing and will be played by the
Warner theatres.
The cost of next year's output is
estimated at from £300,000 to £400,000.
Warner said color would be used
in 10 per cent of the output and that
this probably would be raised to 25
per cent in a few years.
No

More

Increases

On {Continued
Coastfrom
— page
Skouras
1)
and a half ago and they are the highest in the country," Skouras added.
There are no plans to acquire additional theatres, he said. "We are satisfied with what we have at the presSkouras stated he will remain in
town several weeks. He may return
ent time."
to the
coast before his brother, Spyros, returns from a vacation abroad.
Price Cut in Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Oct. 25. — The
Midwest here has cut its admission
from 55 cents to 40 cents top at night,
following the example of the Criterion
which made the same 15-cent reduction early this summer, according to
George Henger, Standard Theatres
city manager.
The cut at the Criterion proved so
popular with the public. Standard decided to lower the Midwest admission to the same level. First runs
here are getting 40 cents at night in
three spots, 35 cents in a de luxe
suburban, and 25 cents at a downtown double bill house.
Reduces Price to Five Cents
New Orleans, Oct. 25. — The Roxy
in the upper section of the city has
reduced its prices to five cents, with
no opposition house.
Honor

Black

at Dinner

Troy, N. Y., Oct. 25.— Members of
the local Elks and the American Legionderedposts
of Rensselaer
County
a testimonial
dinner
heretento
Harry Black, who returned recently
to manage Proctor's, from the Palace,
Albany. Fabian Theatres shifts sent
Ward Kreag from the Strand, Schenectady, to the Community, Catskill,
and Phil Raap from the Rivoli, Schenectady, to the Strand in Kreag's
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Kuykendall
to Talk
At St, Louis Meet
Seattle, Oct. 25.— Ed Kuykendall,
M. P. T. O. A. president, who is here
in the course of a trans-continental
trip to obtain national exhibitor viewpoints on current trade practices and
exhibition problems, today accepted
an invitation to attend a special meeting of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois on
Nov. 5 at St. Louis. The visit there
a new addition to Kuykendall's
is
itinerary.
Kuykendall spoke here today on
national and local subjects at the
I5th annual convention of the Washington M.P.T.O. at the Washington
Hotel.
Lukan Elected President
L. O. Lukan was elected president
of the exhibitor organization. Other
officers are: Milton Kenworthy of
Moscow, Idaho, first vice-president ;
Paul Aust of Seattle, second vicepresident ; Cecil Gwinn of Centralia,
third vice-president. James Hone was
reelected treasurer.
New trustees are William Ripley of
Longview, Ben Shearer and John
Danz of Seattle, Mildred Bishop of
Lewiston, Idaho ; Harry Black of
Seattle and H. T. Moore of Tacoma.
Holdover trustees are John Hamrick
and Al Rosenberg of Seattle and
Junior Mercy of Yakima.
The convention ended with a mammoth public ball presided over by
Mary Carlisle, Paramount star.
The M. P. T. O. A. president will
leave Seattle on Tuesday for Salt
Lake City. From there he will go to
Denver, Omaha and Kansas City before visiting St. Louis. From that
city he goes to Oklahoma City and
Dallas before returning to his home
at Columbus, Miss. Kuykendall will
leave for Washington about Nov. 20
and will attend the annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. of North and
South Carolina at Pinehurst early in
December.
Discuss Oregon Organization
Portland, Ore., Oct. 25.— For the
past two months Oregon exhibitors
have been considering the organization of an Oregon unit of the M. P.
T. O. A. This culminated in meeting attended by 32 Oregon exhibitors, to discuss plans for an early
organization and election of officers.
The meeting was called by a special committee consisting of Ted
Gamble, of the J. J. Parker Theatres
of Portland, William Ripley, operating houses at Longview and Kelso,
and president also of the Washington unit, and Art Adamson, operating
leading houses in Albany and Vancouver.
Intermountain Men Meet
Denver, Oct. 21.— Two regional
meetings of Fox Intermountain managers have been held in Denver this
week, the southern and northern divisions. A third group, the Montana
division, will meet in Pocatello, Ida.,
Nov. 3.
Recent managerial changes in the
the territory for Fox include: Ted
Kirkmeyer, manager of the Rio, Helena, Mont., made city manager there ;
Harold Woods, assistant city manager
at Boulder, Col., transferred to Helena as Kirkmeyer's assistant. Succeeding Woods in Boulder is Albert
Hadaday, new in the business.
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Indianapolis
Frank

at Least

Dunn,Stewart,
N. C,manager
Oct. 25.—
Worth
of a
local theatre advertised:
"Two lousy features and a

Loses

Firm

Review

Plea

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

Artists, 20th Century-Fox, Vitagraph
and Educational
Film Exchanges,
against which the company has an
anti-trust suit pending.
"If anybody coming out,
comedy."
The amusement company brought
wants
his money back, show
action, alleging that the respondents
him
the
sign,"
he
told
the
theatre attaches.
had engaged in an unlawful conspiracy
in restraint of interstate commerce by
which they forced it to pay higher
prices for films, and, by forcing it to
take inferior pictures, had caused its
Lina-Principal to
failure.
Ask for Judgments
The respondents asked the court to
Both sides in a suit brought by
make
plaintiff's records available,
Lina Pictures Corp. against the Prin- allegingthethat
the greater part of their
cipal Film Exchanges, Inc., will ask defense was to consist in proving that
Justice Edgar J. Lauer in the N. Y.
company's
lossesacts.
were
Supreme Court today for a summary the
due amusement
to causes other
than their
judgment instead of waiting for the
case to go to trial. Lina Pictures is
Force Return of Film
asking for the return of approximately 100 prints which were given
Akron, Oct. 25. ■— An injunction
to the defendant under a contract
made in 1933 in which Principal was forcing the city to return "Sex Madness" to the State Theatre and remade exclusive distributor in the metstraining Mayor Lee D. Schroy and
ropolitan area. Damages amounting
Police Chief Frank Boss from interto $10,000 also were asked. Princi- ing with the operations of the theatre
pal claims that the contract did not was granted here by Common Pleas
require the return of the film.
Judge Frank H. Harvey to John H.
Romweber, theatre owner. The injunction also forbids officials to revoke
Revell Made Defendant
Harry Revell, songwriter, was the license of the theatre pending a
final hearing on the case.
brought in as an additional defendant in the $50,000 copyright infringement suit brought by Charles McSues on Bank Night
Cord in the U. S. District Court yesterday. Revell was originally named
Tampa, Oct. 25.— Mrs. R. E. Doras defendant when the suit was start- man of Gainesville, Fla., has brought
ed against 20th Century-Fox and the suit against the Sparks circuit for
Robbins Music Corp. in April, but a $1,000, alleging refusal of the management to pay her a Bank Night
subpoena was not served upon him
award, when she claims she appeared
until last week.
McCord is suing because of alleged "within a reasonable time." Two
similar previous suits were settled.
infringement of his song, "I'll Always
Remember Ronkonkoma," in the song,
"Goodnight, My Love" which was
heard
in the was
picture,
Mack Gordon
also "Stowaway."
named as a
defendant, but has not yet been served.
FLY
TWA
Besides damages, a permanent injunction and an accounting of the
profits are asked.
"Wind" Suit Dismissed
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday formally dismissed the
copyright infringement suit of Susan
Lawrence Davis against Macmillan
Co., publishers of "Gone with the
Wind," in the U. S. District Court.
Judge Goddard ordered the plaintifif
to
pay $2,000
attorney's
addition
to theforusual
costs.fees
Missin
Davis claimed that her book, "An
Authentic History of the Ku Klux
Klan," was infringed in "Gone with
the Wind."
Czech Hearing Starts
Washington, Oct. 25. — Hearings
on the proposed reciprocal trade
agreement with Czechoslovakia were
opened today by the Committee for
Reciprocity Information, with Major
Fred L. Herron of the Hays office
scheduled to appear Friday to discuss
the film angle of the trade situation
between the two countries.
Hal Elias Promoted
Hollywood, Oct. 25. — Hal Elias,
formerly of the M-G-M publicity department, has been promoted to assistant to Fred C. Quimby, general manager of the short subject department.

Depositions Halted
In Anti-Trust Case
Friday for several weeks to permit
the preparation of stenographic records of the testimony introduced up
to that time, it was agreed yesterday
by attorneys associated with the case.
Up to yesterday, 350 exhibits had
been offered in evidence here, largely comprising contracts made by the
defendant distributors with the defendant circuits. No witnesses were
heard
yesterday's
session.
The
plaintiffatcharges
inability
to obtain
any run of product of the distributor
defendants for its theatres in seven
situations. Triple damages of $2,100,000 are sought.
Answers

Are

Filed

In Pa. Chain Suits
{Continued from page 1)
tax act. Margiotti asks the court to
dismiss the proceedings at the cost of
the plaintiff companies.
Margiotti says that the chain stores,
theatres and service stations are different from stores conducted by individuals, denies that the act is unconstitutional and claims that no irreparable damage will result to the
companies by the enforcement of the
act. He says, however, that firms
have no adequate remedy at law except by equity.
More G. B. Additions
More additions have been made to
the G.B. sales staff. They are : Mel
Levenson, Indianapolis ; Harry Stern,
Los Angeles, and Sam Oshry, Cincinnati, booker promoted to salesman.
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Review
Ruling

Refused
in FCC

Action

Case

Against

Attorneys Nears End
Washington, Oct. 25. — The presentation of the F.C.C. case against
Paul M. Segal and George S. Smith,
charged with unprofessional conduct,
was brought close to a conclusion today with indications that the respondents will begin presentation of their
defense tomorrow.
The commission counsel today continued his exploration of applications
for broadcasting facilities in which
the two attorneys were concerned,
along the lines followed last week.
Defense attorneys are hopeful of completing their side of the case this
week.
A.F,of

M.

Studying

IRNA
Agreement
The International Council of the
A. F. of M. met yesterday to study
the new trade agreement recently for
mulated by the Federation and the
IRNA. No signatures have been
affixed by either side to the document
as yet, however.
The Federation's board meets with
the transcription committee today to
formulate a pact for transcription and
recording companies.
Will Renew Christmas Series
Because of last year's success with
its series of Christmas programs
Star Radio Programs, Inc., will on
Nov. 15 release a new edition of the
series, titled "Christmas Tree of
1937." The series will run in 25
scripts and will require only one man
for production. The series was writ
ten by Edith Barnwell and edited by
Burke Boyce, for eight vears con
tinuity head of NBC.

Rockefeller

Tuesday. October 26. 1937
Film

on

Washington, Oct. 25— The Supreme Court, denying petitions of the
Eastland Co. and the Congress Square
Hotel Co. for a review of a decision
of the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals, today held in effect that replacement of two of the three members of the F.C.C. broadcast_ division
between the holding of hearings and
the rendition of a decision did not
jeopardize the validity of that decision.
In a case involving applications for
facilities in Portland, Me., two of the
commissioners participating in the
hearings were replaced before a decision was reached, and the petitioners
raised the question whether this affected the validity of a decision in
which the majority which decided the
case neither heard the evidence nor
submitted a report.
FCC

PICTURE

on Air

Nelson A. Rockefeller,
vice-president of Rockefeller
Center, Inc., will make the
first public talk on Radio City
by a member of the Rockefeller family Nov. 10, when
he addresses a New York
Building Congress luncheon
at the Hotel Commodore. His
address will be broadcast
over WEAF from 1:15 to 1:30
P. M.

New

Shows

on

the

Air

Gossip

Facing

on

Air

Restriction

Hollywood, Oct. 25. — The recent
cementing of frendship between radio
at headquarters and informed about a and the film business appears due for
"Children's Corner"
mysterious call from a waterfront a severe test over the matter of film
George Henry Payne, F.C.C. com- hotel by a Deacon Jessup. Chan goes gossip commentators who use matemissioner, recently unburdened himrial which occasionally borders on
the address, finds Jessup dead and
self of some highly uncomplimentary to
is off to locate the causes of his death, libel and slander.
remarks anent children's programs in whatever they may be.
No less than seven national and
radio and we concur most heartily in
eight local and Pacific Coast air
The
program
is
heard
Monday
what the commissioner said. _We ex- through Fridays from 5:15 to 5:30 columnists are vying with one another
cept, however, and we are quite posi- P. M. over WOR-Mutual.
P. for "exclusive" stories on the more
tive" Payne does,ed too, the "Children's
or less private lives of the various
thrice weekly over
Corner, present
players, and some of the material thus
"Newsreel of The Air"
CBS by Dorothy Gordon.
"Newsreel of the Air," new series used has been offensive to both the
"Children's Corner," with Miss which
uses the newsreel technique by studios and the players mentioned in
Gordon as mistress of ceremonies, is
the broadcasts.
presenting
personalities whose names
eminently suited to childish ears in
While desirous of effecting a centhat it eschews the sophisticated songs appear prominently in the daily press,
was
launched
Sunday
afternoon
with
sorship of such news, the studios canand palaver heard on too many other
not afford, because of the combined
results. Among its sub"juvenile" shows. Which makes our interesting
jects were Bert Acosta, William R. wide audiences, to get into direct conreference to this show Sept. 16 last
flict with the air columnists, but,
Clay,
of the newly-formed Anti it is learned, will appeal directly to
most unfortunate, for we chronicled Movie Double
Feature
League,
Grace
then that we heard children singing
Freed, sister of the American boy the heads of the networks and the
currently popular tunes. It was un- now held captive by General Franco ; stations asking them to invoke more
questionably another children's pro- Harry Aleistrich, who recently drastically the F. C. C. ruling that
gram to which we had tuned inad- achieved fame of a sort by serving as the broadcasting officials themselves
vertently.
the only male juror in a panel of 12,
against program maLast night Miss Gordon sang and Mrs. Yetta Rochman, the East must safeguard
terial insofar as libel, decency and ac"Make Believe Land," written espe- Side woman who has instituted a
curacy are concerned.
cially for her by the- late Henry ban on babies movement in her neighHadley; a Norwegian tune titled
borhood until the Federal Housing
"Paul on the Hillside," and, as her Commission "comes across" with an Delegates to Havana
story, she offered a Hans Christian East Side housing development. Via Radio Session Named
Andersen
tale,a "The
Flying flattering
Trunk." a Chicago cut-in. Jack Redding, ChiHers is not
particularly
Washington, Oct. 25. — Commandcago American reporter, and a Mrs.
er T. M. Craven, a member of the
voice, but she does work indefatigably Clara Ludwig, who found the first
F. C. C, and R. Harry Norweb,
and selects her material wisely.
Banner ransom bill, discussed the Ross kid- American minister to the Dominican
napping case. We almost forgot a
Republic, have been named as delecouple of sweepstakes winners.
gates to the
American
This new series is eminently more Conference
"Adventures of Charlie Chan"
at InterHavana
Nov. 1. Radio
Selling this program to the audi- entertaining than many of its protoHarry B. Otterman of the State
ence that has been made ready by the
types,
such
as
"We,
the
People."
Dept.,
Col. Dept.,
David E.M. K.Crawpresentation of this highly entertain- Production, despite the problems obford Lieut.
of the War
Jett,
ing fictitious character will be an easy
viously involved, was nicely handled acting chief engineer of the F. C. C. ;
matter for the Stokely Co. which and, as a consequence, the program
A. D. Ring, his assistant, and G. V.
ponsors for its own brand of tomato moved briskly. Too many such shows Gross have been named as technical
have a tendency to lag, due mainly advisers. Carlton Hurst, American
juice.
The initial installment of the trans- to microphone inexperienced princi- consul at Havana, will be secretary
cribed series started things off in the
pals. Wally Butterworth and Parks to the delegation.
approved manner. Charlie Chan is
who handle also the "Vox
Firestone Extends Programs
enjoying the first day of his vacation Johnson,
show,
a bow they
for kept
the effimannerrate
in which
the
at home with his family and jousting Pop" cient
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
verbally with his son. The dissec- program moving. The series is of- which recently sponsored NBC broadfered Sundays from 3 to 3 :30 P. M.
tion of familiar slang by the oriental
casts from the National Dairy Show
ace of the Honolulu police has its own on the NBC-Red, sponsored by Ener- at Columbus, O., also will sponsor
sly humor. About to dine, Chan is gine Cleaning Fluid through Stackdaily programs from the International
Banner Livestock
called on the telephone by his superior Goble.
Exposition in Chicago
from Nov. 29 through Dec. 3, over
the NBC-Blue from 4 to 4:15 P. M.
The broadcasts will be handled by
i Radio
Personals
► William E. Drips, NBC director of
Agricultural programs, and Everett
Mitchell,
NBC "Farm and Home
N'BC executives en masse will sports editor in America for the Lon- Hour" announcer.
don
Daily
Telegraph,
will
appear
on
travel to Pittsburgh Oct. 30 to ofLou . Little's
show over Mutual Oct.
ficiate at the KDKA birthday celebra- 29
. .
Radio Division for Fair
tion. The party will include A.L. Ashby,
Establishment
of a radio division to
+
V. p. and general counsel ; George
supplement
the
press department of
Most inexplicable appointment of
Engels and John F. Royal, both v.
the New York World's Fair has been
made by Grover A. Whalen. Head
yearradio
is John
S. Young's
p.'s ; Clay
Morgan,
director manager
of pro- the
of the
publicity
division asofhead
the of the department will be John S.
motion ;Alfred
H. Morton,
of NBC operated stations, and O. B. New York World's Fair. Why an Young, network announcer.
Hanson, chief engineer . . . Buster announcer to this post? . . . Paul
Bailey of the Onyx Club has signed Ross, of CBS artists bureau, leaves
an exclusive contract with Irving tonight with Margaret Daum, Eton
Boys, Howard Phillips and Del CaIfs ''Good News"
Mills department,
. . . Dick Spencer
of NBC's
sino for St. Louis where they will
press
won second
prize
After much concentration,
of $75 in the Medo Picture Contest, appear in an all-CBS produced show
M-G-M and General Foods
for the United Charities Campaign
Corp. have finally come up
amateur class, for his photo, "Won
by One." This same picture has been in that city . . . John Barbirolli,
with a title of the new radio
Philharmonic conductor, has been aphung
the in
Royal
hour featuring M-G-M playSocietyinSalon
LondonPhotographers'
and selected
pointed to direct the five final Ford
ers to be inaugurated Nov. 4.
"Sunday
Evening
Hour"
programs,
for publication in the Society's anIt is "Good News of 1938."
nual hodk.The Year's Photography Alay 8 through June 5 . . . The "SatAmongvanced the
for its reasons
selection ad-is
. . the
. Sammy
orchestra
urday Night Swing Club" will come
at
Statler Kaye's
in Cleveland
next opens
week from Hollywood
this week, with Raythat it will lend itself to use
with a Mutual wire . . . Elisabeth
mond Scott's Quintet, Bob Crosby,
as a possible screen title for
Rethberg will deliver a talk over Louie Armstrong and Connie Boswell
future M-G-M picures.
WQXR today in behalf of the United . . . Briana Grossman, WHN recepHospital Fund . . . Alex Faulkner, I tionist, will be married Nov. 2.
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Briskin
To

Wants

Leave

Post

Odeon

To

Will

Build

400^

Says

The Odeon circuit in England,
which now has 320 theatres, will have
400 in three or four months, Maurice
Silverstone, a director of the circuit
Admits Dissatisfaction; and head of U. A. in England, declared upon his arrival yesterday on
Spitz on Way West
the He de France. Expansion plans
for the circuit are continuing, SilverHollywood, Oct. 26. — Samuel J.
stone stated, but he would not divulge
Briskin, for the last two years head any information as to what theatres
of production for would be acquired or built.
^ RKO, through a
Asked about reports that John
spokesman today Ma.xwell was buying an interest in the
admitted he circuit, Silverstone asserted that
wants to resign
that
post. No "there isn't the slightest truth to the
And I should know."
reason
for his stories.
Questioned about the KRS and CEA
current disaffecSilverstone said : "There is no
tion was ad- fight,
fight. The KRS has a desire to cut
'^i vanced, but cur- overlong programs. These are prorent through
grams where two top pictures are on
:jj Hollywood to- the same bill. This can be avoided if
day, as it has
been for some distributors will sell all top pictures
on percentage and the others on flat
time, have been rental.
reports over difS. J. Briskin
"If this is done, it will be a benefit
iiculties in policy
with Pandro S.
Berman, long regarded as the "whitehaired boy" among RKO's producers. Philadelphia
Leo Spitz, president of RKO, was
{Continued on page 16)
At

RKO

Studio

Struggle Is Seen on
U, A, Canadian
Sales
Toronto, Oct. 26. — Apparently
swords are being sharpened for a
struggle between important circuit interests in Canada and United Artists,
following failure to renew the contract
for the coming year's product with
Famous Players Canadian Corp. The
first battle ground is obviously
Montreal where the Palace, an F. P.
ace house, has just concluded a twoweek run of "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
the last attraction under the agree"irient which has now expired.
Following extensive renovations,
the/ Orpheum, Montreal, operated by
Variety Amusements, Ltd., will reopen Oct. 30 as the local first run
(Continued on page 16)
Tally y Corbar

Reopen

Suit Against F,W,C,
Los Angeles, Oct. 26. — Reopening
the months-old litigation which has
already gone before the U. S. Supreme Court, L. Tally and the Corbar Corp. today filed a suit for $841,010 against Fox West Coast Theatres,
Fox West Coast Theatres Corp., Fox
Film Corp., Wesco, 20th Century-Fox
(Continued on page 16)
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Circuit

Silverstone
Determined

"Despite rumors to the
contrary, we are determined
that there should be a British filmhead
industry,"
Alexander
Korda,
of London
Films,
declared in the course of a
shipboard interview on the
lie de France on his arrival
yesterday. "Our studios will
produce more this year than
last," he said.

U.

A.

Far

Purchase
from

States

Set,

Korda

Here to Settle Details;
Confers with Goldwyn

By BILL ORNSTEIN
The much discussed deal whereby
Alexander Korda and Samuel Goldwyn will purchase control of U.A. by
acquiring the stock held by Charles
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford is "far from set," Korda declared yesterday on his arrival from
to exhibitors as well as distributors," England on the He de France.
he said. "Where there are two the"I can't say anything about it," Korda
atres in one locality, the plan would
at
"I cameIf they
here
automatically give each exhibitor top to first
settleinsisted,
details adding,
of the deal.
pictures. Some exhibitors can't see
be set, then there won't be any
it, but on the other hand a lot of can't
deal." Korda had been ill for three
others do.
weeks before he boarded the boat at
"I think that the breaking up of the Southampton. He felt much better,
programs on will
overlong (Continued
is anxious to take a vapage be6) a grand he said,cationand
as soon as he winds up the
principal business on hand.
After he debarked, Korda went into
conference
with Goldwyn and E. H.
Morris
Says
Lever, the latter representing Prudendential Assurance Co., principal backers of London Films, Korda's comPlan
Warners
Pact
Delayed
"The
final closing of the deal depany.
pends on these conferences," Korda
For
One
Week
explained.
16 in England
Asked about the financing, the London Films head said "there have been
(Continued on page 5)
Philadelphia, Oct. 26. — Instead of
Sam E. Morris, in charge of Warner foreign activities, headed the
giving a complete ratification of the
Paramount settlement plan, the big- Warner contingent arriving yesterday Columbia
to Await
gest meeting in U. M. P. T. O. his- on the He de France. The others included Herman Maier, in charge of
tory unanimously decided to establish
Quota Act Decision
Columbia will await the new quota
an armistice period of one week be- theatre construction; IBarney Glazer,
former
Paramount
producer
and
now
fore final agreement. During this pedecision next month before making
riod, certain independent pictures not with the company, and Erik and Lud- commitments for English production.
yet picked up will be played and new wig Charell.
Cohn, vice-president in charge
Production plans for Warners in Jack
contracts studied, although nothing
of distribution, told Motion Picture
will be signed. Exhibitors will then England next year will be cut from Daily yesterday upon his return
report back at a meeting a week from 20 to 16 pictures because of the quota from a four-week trip to England and
today to outline how the proposed regulations for 1938, Morris stated. France.
settlement works out in practice.
The new quota act, which will go inCohn said he knew nothing of reto effect next year, is expected to
ports that a deal was impending for
Although the meeting was generrequirements from 20 Ma.x Schach to produce four to five
ally in accord with the settlement reduce quota
(Continued on page 6)
"A" films for world wide distribution
(Continued on page 16^
(Continued on page 6)
Educational,

Guild

Reisman

Gets

Back

Battalion of New
From Europe Jaunt
Agree on Contracts
M-G-M
Talent Here
An agreement was reached yesterPhileignReisman,
head of from
RKO'sabroad
foractivities
returned
M-G-M'
s home office publicity
day between Educational Pictures and
the Screen Actors' Guild here under yesterday after three and a half department was virtually deserted for
months and was happy to be home the greater part of the day yesterday.
which Educational's exceptions to the
family once again. His con: Eight players and writguild's contract will be covered by a with his
stant companions on the He de France The ersreason
supplementary guild letter follov^fing
signed by Louis B. Mayer on his
were
Barney
Glazer
and
Lothar
the signing of a contract between the
recent talent expedition abroad arMendes. He traveled all over Europe,
two.
rived on the He de France.
he said.
Among those who represented the
Educational's exceptions relate in
No successor
been 6) appointed company at the pier were Bernard
the main to California laws referred
(Continued has
on page
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 16)
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New

Title

Releases

To Start January 1
The new release index of used film
titles adopted by the M. P. P. D. A.
board on istered
Tuesday
to "de-freeze"
regtitles which
have remained
unused for four years after the end of
the calendar year in which the picture on which they were used was
released goes into effect next Jan.
1, the Hays office stated yesterday.
Approximately 30,000 titles have been
placed on the new release index already and more will be added between
now and the end of the year.
All titles on the release index will
become available to others than their
original owners after Jan. 1. Copyrighted titles will not be placed on
the release index, but remain the property of the owners for all time. Only
used, original titles are affected.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK
630 - 9th Ave., N. Y. C.
General Mgr.

Insiders^
By RED

THERE was the time in this
industry when some of the
smart boys making the product
in Hollywood looked the other
way when accepted standards in
good taste were concerned. Of
that, not much need be said now
except to recall the havoc which
these transgressions in the name
of sophistication precipitated.
Then came a realization that the
general good luck which has been
handmaiden to the progress of
the business was not kicking in
with such well-established regularity. Something had to be done
and something was. It took shape
in what became known as the
production code, an agreement
voluntarily adopted by the producers themselves to organize at
the source a halt on unbridled
liberty in the fashioning of a
world entertainment. . . .
T
The record since that day a
few years ago when the latent
teeth in the code were sharpened
on the grindstone of necessity is
a distinguished one. Production
quality has been raised by its own
bootstraps and, there is occasional
reason to reflect, despite its own
resistance. This, then, is one
side of today's thesis. The other
has to do with radio. Broadcasting has been leaping through the
ether with such bounds that, as
usually is the rule in industries
accoutred by accident or otherwise with seven-league boots,
time seems not to have been at
hand to thoroughly mark the danger points. . . . T
It is the fact, of course, that
radio has been sensible enough
to set up its own censorship in
a manner not unlike the code system operating in Hollywood.
Yet, the celluloid can be changed,
but once any show takes the air
the hurt or the harm or the entertainment orlack of it are on
their way to a multitude of
millions which radio itself cannot
accurately diagnose. However, a
question which has been creeping
to the fore in the last few
months, if not further back, has
to do with the extent to which a
reasonable censorship has been
applied. The air is full of film
commentators, some of them not
always mindful of where to abandon the private lives of Hollywood personalities to their own
devices. Good taste not only has
been violated, as a consequence,
but keyhole peeping in so-called
reportorial enterprise has been
increased. . . .
▼
Demonstrating that in one
direction, at least, this is recognized, is the current decision of

Outlook
KANN
NBC,

for reasons not yet completely in the sunshine, that all
future film commentators must be

City

Chamber

Reply

to Hess

Kansas City, Oct. 26.— Ray T.
Willette, manager of the Kansas City,
Kan., Chamber of Commerce, has
written to Gabriel L. Hess, attorney
for the Hays organization, taking exception to some of the conclusions
expressed by Hess in the latter's recent answer to the city's plea for help
in obtaining first runs day and date
with Kansas City, Mo.

approved by Lenox Lohr, president of the system. The very fact
that this control cuts through
important underlings to rest
finally in the hands of the head
of the network is of itself significant. Officially credited is the
explanation NBC wants to hold
down the number of that type
of aircast. We doubt that this
alone is the answer. The action
suggests other reasons and those
reasons, we venture now, tie in
with type of material. Should
NBC, in fact, exercise its proposed control on the premise it
advances, we urge looking beyond and over the shoulders of
the offending commentators and
into their scripts for deletions
which not only are reasonable
but very rapidly now becoming
essential for radio's future

In the lighten
letter
Willette
seeks "toabout
enthe movie
hierarchy
some of the things that have happened here in recent years that cause
Kansas City, Kan., to be very much of
an independent city," commented the
Kansas City Kansan.
Wrote Willette : "I agree with you
that Kansas City, Kan., and Kansas
City, Mo., are in competition, one with
the other, and by the same token
these two cities are also in competition with other substantial cities in
this district, such as Lawrence and
Topeka," which, with other Kansas
cities, play films ahead of Kansas City,
Kan. "The very fact that Kansas City,
Mo., and Kansas City, Kan., are adjacent to each other makes it even
more imperative, if this city is to
hold its trade and business and maintain its prestige as a city, that we

good. . . .

be given an equal break."

V ▼
He spent about four days here
about a week ago. Then Mervyn Le Roy returned to Hollywood. It was designed, this
short trip of his, to be a secret.
Entirely so. And as far as
Le Roy would go was to say he
had been called in to talk a new
deal with the Warner directorate. But Dave Selznick was in
town and he has a new deal of
some sort or other coming up.
Sam Goldwyn had arrived, Dave
Rose and E. H. Lever, the latter representing Prudential of
London with a sizeable stake in
London Films, were here ; Korda
was on his way. And thus Mervyn, while he did see and talk
to the Warner board, also indulged in other conversations
around the town. If you might
surmise this was done largely for
sweet strategy's sake, you might
not be far afield. There is also
to consider and to consider well
how anyone could strike a new
pact with the Warners with
Harry playing golf in Hollywood
and Jack touring Europe. . . .
▼ T

Seymour
Mayer Wins
Loew's Fall Drive
District Manager Seymour Mayer
took first place in the six-week fall
festival advertising and exploitation
campaign conducted by the Loew circuit. George Schenck of Brooklyn
was second with Dominic Barreson,
third. Harry Karasik's district was
fourth, Maurice Seidlitz, fifth ; Larry
Beatus, sixth; S. H. Meinhold, seventh ;William Downs, eighth ; Gene

The story of how well matters
go with 20th Century-Fox these
days of Zanuck is, of course, well
known. Not so widely circulated,
however, is the impression and
hope, well supported to date by
the figures so far this year, that
the company will run close to
$80,000,000 in international gross
for 1937. It sounds fantastic.
Yet this to remind this is a fantastic business. The low curve to
which it can dip has been familiar
subject matter in recent years.
The ceiling to which it might soar
is as indeterminate as tomorrow. . . .

Myers,
ninth. theatre managers were
Individual
Bernard Zelenko of the Valencia, Al
Weiss, Loew's Pitkin ; Edward Douglas, Loew's Kings. Oscar A. Doob
conducted the drive with Ernest Emerling assisting.
More *'Earth" Runs
"The Spanish Earth" has been
booked for a two-week run at the
Lincoln, New Haven. The picture at
present is in its first run at the Cinema, Detroit, and is set for the Art
Cinema, Pittsburgh, Nov. 3, the Europa, Baltimore, Nov. 7, and the
Penn Square, Cleveland, Nov. IS.
Banned in England
London, Oct. 26.— "The Spanish
Earth" has been banned by the British Board of Censors.

"Awful Truth" Shown
Columbia gave a trade showing of
The Awful Truth" to 1,500 exhibitors and their families at the Astor
Theatre yesterday. Among those
present were Sam Rinzler, Harry
Brandt, William Brandt, Arthur Mayer, Jack Hattem, Leo Justin, J. J.
O'Connor, Harry Shiffman, Leon Rosenblatt, John Benas, Fred Schwartz,
Samuel Rosen, Al Suchman, Charles
Moses and Irving Renner.
Renate Muller Dead
Word had been received in New
York of the death in Berlin of Renate
Muller, 31, well known German
screen and stage actress.
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as MARIE

WALEWSKA
as NAPOLEON

TALLEYRAND
CAPTAIN D'ORNANO .
COUNT IVALEIVSKI
PAUL LACHINSKI . .
LAETITIA BONAPARTE

4>

. DAME MAY WHITTY
C. HENRY GORDON
PRINCE PONIATOWSKI
MARIA
OUSPENSKAYA
COUNTESS PELAGIA .
STEPHAN ....
CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
GEORGE HOUSTON
MARSHAL DUROC . .
GEORGE ZUCCO
SENATOR MALACHOWSKl
RUSTAN
....
CONSTANT
. .
ALEXANDRE . .
SENATOR IVYBITCKI
COSSACK CAPTAIN
ANNA

i

REGINALD OWEN
.
. ALAN MARSHAL
. HENRY STEPHENSON
.
.
LEIF ERJCKSON

NOBLE JOHNSON
GEORGE GIVOT
SCOTTY BECKETT
HENRY KOLKER
IVAN LEBEDEFF
. BODIL ROSING
LOIS MEREDITH

.
.
.

COUNTESS POTOCKA .
COUNT POTOCKI
PRINCESS MIRSKA . .
GRENADIER ....
PERSIAN AMBASSADOR
PERSIAN INTERPRETER
TURKISH AMBASSADOR
STAPS ....
CAPTAIN LAROUX .
PRINCE

. OSCAR APFEL
BETTY BLYTHE
GEORGE DAVIS
.
. DR. FERID
. PASHA KHAN
CARLOS DE VALDEZ
ROLAND VARNO
ROBERT WARWICK
. .
lEN WULF

METTERNICH

MARIA LOUISA
BIANCA
.
.

.

JEAN FENWICK
. ROSINAGALLI
RALF HAROLDE
VLADIMIR SOKOLOFF

LEJEUNE
.
.
DYING SOLDIER

.

And

of others

Thousands

Produced by BERNARD H. HYMAN
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN
Screen Play by Samuel Hoffemtein,
Salka Viertel and S. N. Behrman
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on things worked out here at the conGoldwynO. and Lever."
"How ferences
do withDavid
Selznick and
Walter Wanger stand in the arrange-

from

Set,

"I don't know. The only thing I
can say is I hope they will remain

Korda

with
"Is the
the compan
moneyy."arranged for in the

States

{^i^ontinued from pape 1)
SO many reports I don't want to talk
about it." He did say, however, that
Prudential is the chief backer of his
film company.
"I can't say who will put up the
money and I am not at liberty to say
who has the money to put up."
The deal is more or less set financially, he added, but details have to be
worked out. "If the deal is closed,
Goldwyn, Lever and myself will make
whatever financial arrangements are
necessary," he said.
"How does London Films enter into
the deal?" Korda was asked.
"London Films is one of the principal interests involved. Lever is acting as an adviser and a very much interested party."
"Will Prudential put up the
money ?"
"As I said before I cannot go into
details. I cannot say anything about
this."
'How long will it take before the
details are set?"
"It all depends on the conversations
among Lever, Goldwyn and myself. I
expect the sessions to last two or three
days, possibly until the end of the
week."
"What plan of the three or four
mentioned are you in favor of?"
Plans Still to Be Made
far behind
any plans.
are"We
factsarenow.
The fact
that weThere
are
here to make a deal. It is not a
question of what plan I support, for
we are far behind the stage of planning."
A reporter then asked if Eagle and
Dominion would participate m tlie
financing and Korda jokingly said:
"What is Eagle and Dominion ?" Then
he went on to say that the firm is the
second largest insurance company in
England and one of the backers of
the Odeon circuit.
"Will you get a better break for
your product in this market if the
deal goes through?" Korda was asked.
"We always hope to. Despite rumors to the contrary, we are determined that there should be a British
film industry. In the last 18 months
27 films have been made at Denham
studios, 20 by London Films. Next
year we will produce less in number,
but with higher negative costs than
last year. Our studios will produce
more this year than last. There are
six pictures in work at the same time.
Among the companies working at
Denham are M-G-M, 20th CenturyJust

Numbers

Maurice Silverstone was
handed a cablegram by his
brother, Emanuel, shortly
after the cutter transferred
its passengers to the He de
France at Quarantine. One
of the reporters knew about
the telegram in advance and
asked to see it.
Maurice Silverstone
obliged. The telegram was a
mass of numbers.

Kordament ?" laughed, put his hand inside
his jacket
and said:out."It's here,"
but
didn't pocket
take anything
"You are quoted from England as
saying that a City group is prepared
to finance you in this deal ?"
City Money Expected
deal?"
"Yes, that is right. There is a City
group which will put up what money is
necessary." Then Korda asked what
the purchase price was to pick up the
Sam E, M orris f foreign manager of Warners; Phil Reisman, who occupies a sim- options. A reporter said $6,000,000.
ilar post at RKO, and Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, as they arrived on Then Korda said, "if that's the price
the He de i^rance yesterday.
there is a group which is ready to put

it "Are
all up Hemphill,
if we needNoyes
it." & Co. (Stanton Griffis is a partner of this com"I don't think so."
"Howpany) in on
long
it ?"do you expect to be
"About two to three weeks. I am
going to try and get a vacation."
"Are you going to the coast?"
"I don't think so. I hope not."
"Is it true that you have shut down
production
for six
months?"
Producing
here ?" Still

"No. As a matter of fact we are
busier now than we have ever been.
Alexander Korda, head of London Films, another arrival on the same liner. On
the left is Maury Silverstone, managing director of United Artists (British) . On We have just finished 'Divorce of
the right, Emanuel, his brother and American representative of London Films. Lady X' and have just started 'Over
the Moon,' with Merle Oberon. This
Camera work by Metropolitan Photo Service.
is a story by Robert Sherwood with
William K. Howard directing. We
have also finished what I think the
Fox, London
Films and Herbert larger picture here? Will it continue
biggest film ever made. It is 'Mutiny
to be Emanuel Silverstone?"
of the Mountains,' in color. For the
"There
will
be
no
change.
Silverpicture we sent a unit to India to film
There was a brief pause while Korstone
will
continue
to
be
my
repreda took time out to order refreshments
the Himalayas in Technicolor. We
Wilcox."
"No."
for the press.
may shut down for four or five weeks,
"Will you make any product here?" as all companies do. I wish we could
"We are absolutely sure we'll suc- sentative."
ceed. We are sure to get a break in
shut down for several months. It
"Will Goldwyn produce in Engthe American market. I admit we've
give me time for a vacation."
would
made mistakes, but I believe we have
"If the
options are picked up will a
Reticent on Goldwyn
reorganiza
Kordathat
thenstage."
excused himself for not
passed
"I can't tion
say." of U.A. follow?"
"I don't know."
joining in the refreshments, stating
"What about the possibility of the
"Will Walter Wanger make any Lehman-Atlas
that he had to be careful because of
group providing part
land?"
his recent illness. Then he went on :
films
in England?"
"I can't
say. I don't know."
option
?"
knowmoney
To Release Here
anything
about them.
Before Korda left for England four of "Ithedon't
months ago, he mentioned that there
"Every
we makerelease.
in London
"Is are
there
a possibility
will
have picture
an American
We was a possibility that Goldwyn and Who
{Contimicd
on papeof 6)a $20,000they?"
will have from 12 to 15 as compared to Wanger may produce there.
"Will you supply U.A. quota reeight last year. The new budget will
quirements in the United Kingdom?
range from $8,000,000 to $12,000,000.
A Boatload
England is a very good market for If so, will they be cheap or expensive
American product and, likewise, the
"I will ?"not make any quota films.
American market should get a good negatives
The lie de France yesterMy plans call for expensive negative
day chalked up a new record
outlet for British films."
"What type of pictures are you aim- costs in the future."
for any one group of theatrical personalities arriving
"Interchange of Talent"
on a single trip. There were
"I can't say definitely. There will
"Is there any interchange of talent
be a ingvariety
of films. We want to
at?"
21 in all, representing all
provided for in the deal, either in
dustry.
fields of the amusement inhave the benefit of natural backgrounds insome of our pictures. There writing or by tacit understanding?"
That got a laugh from the proAlexander Korda headed
will be four in color next year. This
ducer. He wanted to know what inis an increase of one over the current
the list, which included Mauterchange oftalent meant and if there
rice Silverstone, Sam E. Morprogram. Two of the three color pic- was such a thing.
ris, Herman Maier, Major
tures this season will star Merle
"I have heard about this thing for
Oberon, who has just finished one,
General J. C. Harbord, Barthe past 15 vears. As far as I am conney Glazer, King Vidor, Erik
'Mutiny of the Mountains.' "
cerned it is a question of money for
and Ludwig Charell, Jack
Queried on Stock Plan
Cohn, Lothar Mendes, Phil
"Will you
a holding company
Reisman, J. Hayes Hunter,
"Is there a plan for a stock issue in if the U.A. form
deal goes through? If
Marcel Hellman, Lili Hatmy talent."
the U. A. deal ?"
vany, Konstantin Gorian,
will
the
name
be?"
"There is no such plan at the mo- so,"Iwhat
don't know."
Bruno Frank, Julien Duvi"What will your production provier. Levy Straus, Mireille
"Is anyone else coming over on the
Balin and Arthur Reick.
gram be next
"No one."
"I can't
say year?"
very much on my proment."
duction program. It depends entirely
"Who will represent you in this
?"
deal
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Television Not Ready — Harbord
Major General J. C. Harbord, chairman of the RCA board, was among
the vacationists returning from abroad
yesterday. He spent four weeks in
France and stopped over in England
for a few days to look into television
developments.
He was pessimistic over television
progress in England, stating that it is
in the same state it has always been in.
"Television is not ready yet," he declared.

Battalion
M-G-M

Hellman Here to Observe
Marcel Hellman described his arrival from England yesterday as a
visit to see new things being done in
the theatre and in production. He
plans to spend about two weeks in
town and then go to Hollywood for a
month. He has never visited the
coast.
Hellman has last been identified
with Criterion Films, which is now
dormant, and which he expects to be
revived shortly. He has in mind a
picture by Sascha Guitry and is lookrole. ing for an actor to play the leading
Columbia

to Await

Quota Act Decision
(Continued from page 1)
and
eight
to ten for the British market.

Joseph Seidelman, foreign head, is
remaining in London for another
month to work on deals in connection
with English production plans, Cohn
declared.
Asked if he had signed any talent,
Lothar Mendes Here
Away from these shores for four Cohn jocularly stated: "Louis B.
Mayer beat me to it. He's got a
years, Lothar Mendes yesterday re- flock of people on this boat and
turned from England to make his
there's none left for us."
permanent headquarters on the coast
While in Pa^is and London, Cohn
again. He will leave in a fortnight, and Seidelman conferred with a numhe said. The last picture he directed
ber of the company's foreign managers. The vice-president said that
was "Moonlight Sonata," which is to
be internationally released by United business was very good in Paris and
Artists. Previously, he had made one London and activity is at its peak in
for G.B. and another for Alexander both cities.
Korda.

Powell, Carroll Not Aboard
William Powell and Madeleine
Carroll, scheduled to return from
abroad yesterday on the lie de
France, were not on board, having
canceled before the liner sailed from
England.

Silverstone

thing, both for distributors and exhibi-

Theatre building in the United
Kingdom is more or less at a standtors."still, Silverstone added, but Odeon is
production?"
"There is no such plan at the mo- going ahead as usual. There is ample
ment. I don't know anything about financing behind the circuit to do this.
Prudential and Eagle Starr, the two
reports of this kind."
"Is there any truth to the report largest insurance companies in England, are behind Odeon. In addition
that John Hay Whitney, representing
Selznick, may participate in the there is Phillip Hill, one of the biggest
financial houses in England, fi'^"
financing?"
Deutsch, he said.
"There might be. I don't know of Oscar
Theatre business is very good and
"
.
t
i Korda was then told of stories
England is maintaining the high avwhich have been printed that Whitney
erage of business it reached last year,
was ready to buy up two of the options the executive declared. Silverstone
provided the third was exercised by plans to remain several weeks and
Korda. He said this was news to him. may go to the coast to attend the
After reporters had exhausted all annual meeting of U. A. stockholders
questions, Korda thanked the men. As next month.
he was about to clear his passport
regulations, the London Films head
Gets Back
asked if there was anything else the Reisman
newsmen wanted to know.
From Europe Jaunt
He said he could not divulge any
(Continued from page 1)
of the details and he kept his word.
to succeed Harry W. Leasim, managing director of Radio Films InterVidor, Back, Wants
national, Reisman stated, and no other
changes
are
contemplated. There are
To Make Film Abroad
no plans for British production, no
King Vidor returned yesterday from expansion of offices in sight, he added.
a vacation to northern Italy, Swit- Conditions generally abroad are all
zerland, Germany, France and England. He had been gone since Aug. 4. right, he said.

Rockefeller Film Likely
Hollywood, Oct. 26.— Rufus Le
Mai re will leave here shortly for New
York, where he will confer with
George Arliss with regard to the possibility of producing a film based on
the life of John D. Rockefeller.

Morris

Circuit

(Continued from page 1)

^Continued from page 5)
000 stock issue to provide for financing

He will be in town a week before leaving for Hollywood.
After studying production in France
Vidor expressed himself as anxious
to do a picture there and hopes that
he will fulfill this desire upon the completion of his next picture on the
coast. He said that in the future he
will make two pictures in 18 months.
He did not know for whom he would
produce his next film. His agreement
with Samuel Goldwyn states that if
Vidor likes the script he will make
the picture. His last film was "Stella
Dallas."
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(Continued from page 1)
Sobel, Mel Heyman, Milton Weiss,
Charles Cohen, Morris Frantz and
Ernest Morrell. The boys experienced some difficulty tracking down
Leopold Jessner, German stage and
film producer. It seemed that Jessner cleared customs before the
M-G-M army could get to him.
The other seven who came over
were : Baroness Lili Hatvany. She
is the author of "Tonight or Never"
and "Love Duel." For the past year
she has been writing scripts from
her home in Budapest for M-G-M.
This is her first trip to this country
and she holds a six-month contract
with options. She will remain here
for a few days and then go to the
coast.
Konstantin Gorian, who has appeared on the stage in Vienna for the
past three years in opera, spent three
weeks in London studying English
before boarding the boat. He has
had no experience in films.
Bruno Frank Arrives
Bruno Frank, novelist and playwright, plans to stay in New York
four or five weeks before reporting
to the M-G-M studios. He has a
six-month contract with options. He
has never done any picture work.
Among the plays he has written are
"Storm Over Patsy," which was produced by the Theatre Guild, and "12,000." Among his novels are "Lost
Heritage" and "A Man Called Cervantes." He intends to look over the
current crop of plays during his stay
in town.
Julien Duvivier, one of the most
prominent French film producers,
said his last picture was "Carnet
de Bal."
He hasthis
a was
two-year
contract. He asserted
his fourth
trip to America, but the first on a
picture assignment. He has also produced 'The Grand Illusion" and
"Pepe Le Moka." He will leave for
Hollywood tomorrow.
Mireille Balin, prominent French
actress, told Motion Picture Daily
her last picture was "Femme
d'Amour" for Ufa. She speaks little
English and had one of her friends
interpret for her. She will visit here
for two weeks prior to her departure
to the coast. She has a one-year pact.
Arthur Rieck, who has appeared at
the Scala Theatre in Vienna, will head
for Hollywood tomorrow. He said he
has been on the stage for two years,
has never visited this country before
and has never appeared in a film. He
has a six-month agreement.
Levy Straus is an assistant to Duvivier and is accompanying him coastward.
T. Hayes Hunter Here
T. Hayes Hunter, former American
director and now an agent in England, was among the passengers on
the He de France. He said he would
spend about three days in New York
and then go to the coast to supervise
the opening of a Hollywood office.
He will return to England in about
six weeks.

(Continued from page 1)
per cent to 15 per cent. The company will not produce in any other
foreign country, he said.
The new Warner theatre which is
being constructed on the site of the
old Daly's will be ready the first
week in August, according to Morris.
There is no other theatre expansion
planned abroad.
Irving Asher, British production
head for the company, will sail Nov.
17 on the Normandie from England,
and will then proceed to Hollywood
to discuss future production plans
with Jack L. Warner. Morris will
accompany
Asher on his trip to California.
Options were taken on a number of
people, Morris said, but nothing
definite has been decided on bringing
them to Hollywood.
Warner Coming Shortly
Warner is expected to leave England for this country in two weeks.
There were no changes made in personnel abroad, Morris added.
Morris and Maier will return to
England in January or February.
Morris was gone six weeks visiting
London, Paris and Budapest. He said
business is very good in England, getting better on the Continent and also
improving in France despite conditions.
Maier asserted that the Warner
theatre in England will cost about
$400,000 and seat 2,000. E. A. Stone
of England is the architect. He was
gone seven weeks.
Although he stated no further theatre expansion is being considered at
the moment, the new Rhodes, a 1,400seat theatre in Chicago, will be ready
for opening Nov. 1. The new Warner
house at Shaker Heights, Cleveland,
seating 1,500, will be opened late next
month, Maier stated.
Lost Much Weight
Morris lost 10 pounds during his
stay in England. He kept away from
rye bread, his wife stated.
Glazer, who was signed to a fiveyear producer contract by Warner in
England, spent three and a half
months touring Scandinavia, Czechoslovakia, France and England. He
said he spent a good deal of time
visiting the Russian theatre festival.
He will spend about 10 days here before entraining for the coast.
Erik Charell, producer of "White
Horse Inn," declared that he will begin production of the film version for
Warners on the coast next spring.
He added that he has a number of
ideas in mind for a new show which
he hopes to produce on Broadway
before leaving Christmas for the Warner studio.
Edwin Morris to Coast
Edwin Morris, son of Sam E. and
head of Warners' music interests,
will leave for the coast Monday to assume charge of all music writers for
the next six months. There is a possibility Morris will make his permanent headquarters in Hollywood, but
this will be decided later.
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Decision

i

On

Purely

Personal

►

NED DEPINET and Sam DemBow, Jr., combined for luncheon
at Jack and Charlie's yesterday.
WiLLARD McKay^ back from the
coast and about to return again
shortly, was in his accustomed corner. Gregory La Cava and Leo McCarey were chinning with some of
the local critics, including Dick
Watts and Howard Barnes of the
Herald-Tribuiic and Bill Boehnel of
the World-Telegram. Danny WinkiER of the Selznick agency was another present while Joe Moskowitz,
Joe Pincus and Bob Goldstein,
naturally, made up still another aggregation. Eddie Small, who leaves
for Savannah today to visit his
mother and then journeys on to the
coast, was around, having lunch with
Hal Horne with whom some sort of
a deal is being talked. Horne resigns
his post with Walter Wanger Dec. 7.
McCarey was saying he sails tomorrow on a five-week vacation abroad
with no other commitment — self-im. posed, by the way — than to be back
in Hollywood by Christmas. This by
choice.

Looking
"Criminals
{Columbia)

of the

^Em

Over

Air"

Think nothing of the tame-sounding title. Here is a first-rate
thriller. Although it follows a familiar course in the unfoldment of plot
"Criminals of the Air" nevertheless will prove stimulating fare. It is a
story of the Mexican border patrol and offers Charles Quigley in a virile
role.
The story is one of those affairs where a gang of smugglers headed
by Russell Hicks is managing to smuggle aliens over the border and
the authorities are helpless to cope with the situation. Quigley comes on
the scene and shortly has a plan. He is to fly a honeymoon express plane
to a point across the "line" where a couple
clue hunt he is dogged by Rosalind Keith,
is after the well known story. Quigley finds
also gets a line on him and on his third flight

is married. While on this
a newspaper woman who
a few leads, but the gang
he is taken prisoner. Miss

Reserved

Empire

Accounts

Supreme Court Judge Charles J.
Dodd in Brooklyn yesterday reserved
decision on a suit brought by members of the Empire State M. P. Operators' Union against Ray P. Monahan, Richard Baron and William Santasiero, officers of the organization.
The complainants seek an accounting
of $50,000 which they allege was
contributed by 324 members in 1935
and since then supposed to have been
held in escrow for certain purposes of
the organization.
The complainants allege that the
money was used to purchase two mortgages of $40,000 and $10,000, respectively, and that on Oct. 3, 1935, the officers authorized Monahan to deliver to a Bernard Sliashnick a satisfaction of the mortgage in consideration
of $25,000. They allege that the $25,000 was not equitably distributed.
The defendants claim there is no
cause for action.

Keith also is with him. She has stowed away on her editor's orders. Miss
Keith releases him and they make their getaway with the smugglers hot
on their trail. But the border patrol is lurking about and the pursuing
ship is shot down. Hicks and a confrere are making a getaway in an
Wins Esquire Amusement Case
automobile and they, too, are taken care of from the air.
These final chase scenes are thrilling stuff. The cameras were well
A judgment for $7,734 was awarded
placed and the action, shooting and airplane maneuvers are really thrill- to the Petroleum Heat and Power
ing. The conclusion has Quigley and Miss Keith taking a flight on the Co., Inc., against the Esquire Amusement Corp., operators of the George
honeymoon express.
M.
Cohan
Theatre, by Justice Aaron
Good bit parts are performed by Patricia Farr, as a waitress in an
Steuer after a trial in the N. Y. Suairport coffee shop, and Rita Cansino as an entertainer in a cafe. The
preme Court yesterday. The suit was
story gets under way at the outset and moves speedily along. C. C. Cole- based on a 1936 contract for air conJulius Singer, who encountered a
ditioning the theatre. Esquire sued for
man, Jr., directed. George Meehan is responsible for excellent photogpeculiar accident a few days ago, is raphy.
$22,965 alleging that Petroleum had
recovering rapidly from injuries susfailed to perform under the contract,
tained when a plate glass door sudbut the deefndant responded with a
Running time, 61 minutes. "G."
dently collapsed and showered him
counterclaim for $10,484. Judge Steuer
with cuts in a midtown office build- next day leave aboard the Munargo on Max Schach Is Sued
ruled that "proof shows that each
ing.
a 12-day honeymoon in Havana and
party is correct in its contention that
•
Nassau.
On Bergner Contract
•
the other
did not
but deA. C. Bromberg, Republic franchise
cided, however,
thatperform"
money advanced
London, Oct. 26. — Elizabeth BergJanet
Gaynor
is
the
latest
target
holder in Atlanta ; Hec Everett, disner and her husband. Dr. Paul Czin- by Petroleum to purchase material
trict manager and Ty Dillon, branch of a cocktail party. David O. Selz- ner, producer of her pictures, have should be returned.
nick will be the host. Time and place
filed suit against Max Schach, head
manager with headquarters at Charlotte, are in town conferring with J. are 5 o'clock at "21"• on Thursday.
of Trafalger Films, for the balance
Para. Denies Gazette Charge
J. MiLSTEIN.
Mrs. Bob Weitman, wife of the allegedly due under a two-picture con•
Paramount
filed a general denial in
tract the star and producer held with
the
U.
S.
District
Court yesterday in
manager
of
the
Paramount,
is
recovthe producing company. Only one
Toby Wing, who came east after
ering from a mastoid operation at the
answer to the $50,000 libel suit
film, "Dreaming Lips," has been
completing a role in Grand National's Beth Moses Hospital, Brooklyn.
brought by the National Police Ga•
completed.
"Mr. Boggs Steps Out," will leave tozette Corp. The plaintii? is suing for
day for Chicago to make personal apIt
is
understood
in
informed
quarStanley W. Hand, midwestern
damages on the ground that showing
ters
here
that
Schach
has
no
finances
pearances before continuing to Holly- sales manager for Erpi, returned to
of the Police Gazette in a scene from
wood.
for the production of pic- "Klondike Annie" caused damage to
Chicago yesterday after several days available
•
tures on the scale on which Miss
at Erpi headquarters
its reputation. The suit was orig• here.
Anna Neagle was a guest of the
Bergner's pictures are generally made.
inally started as a copyright infringeWoman Pays Club yesterday.
ment action. In its answer Paramount
Clayton Bond, film buyer for War•
ner theatres, has been home nursing
admitted the use of the publication but
Ordered to List Action
Dorothy Gondola and Al O. a cold, but is expected back at his
denied that such use was harmful.
Crosby George, author, was ordered A dismissal with costs is asked.
Bondy will marrv on Friday and the desk in a day or two.
•
to place his $50,000 infringement suit
Henri Elman, Chicago Monogram against 20th Century-Fox on the calendar for trial in December, by Justice
franchise holder, is visiting W. Ray
AMERICAN
Johnston and Edward Golden for William T. Collins in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. Justice Collins
a few days.
stated that if George failed to comply
FLAGSHIPS
his action will be disFloyd Gibbons' fifth in the Vita- with themissedorder
for lack of prosecution.
TO LOS ANGELES
phone short subject series, "Your
True Adventures," • is completed.
ONLY UNITED OFFERS
Jack
L. Warner, in charge of To Make Salesmen Films
THE SKY ROOM!
Warner production, will arrive MonSinger & Byrne, producers of adday aboard the Queen Mary.
vertising films, have added a depart■^Courtesy lounge for nighthawks
•
ment for producing industrial and
and early birds is exclusive to
Paul Lazarus of United Artists sales training shorts. They have been
United's sleeper planes.
MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
lectured last night at Columbia in the making a study of the field for more
course on films.
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
In addition. United alone prothan a year and recently completed a
•
vides de luxe Skj'lounges on dayTHRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
two-and-a-half reel short for Sheffield
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
light portions of trip, sleepers
Oscar Doob and Si Seadler will Farms.
at night . . . sleepers limited to 12
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm. leave for the coast by plane tomorCall your Travel Agent, or VAnderbilf 3-2580
passengers for extra comfort (a
row.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and
berth for every passenger).
Warner Zone Heads Meet
•
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.
3 nightly sleeper flights coast
David O. Selznick has renewed
Warner zone managers and home
to coast.
his option on Douglas Fairbanks, office theatre executives yesterday held
TICKETS: United Offices, Hotels,
what was described as a routine conTravel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
e
ference at the home office. Joseph
AIRLINES
INC. .
Otto Kruger will sail today on the Bernhard, general manager of WarUNITED
AIR LINES
ners theatres, presided.
Jr.
Aqiiitania.
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Victoria

More daring than the outposts of imagination!... Thrilling beyond the puny
limits of fiction!... A mighty human
...and

drama with all the world a stage

all the people in it actors in a flaming pageant rolling head-

long through the sixty years that shook the world!

THE

GREA

History, yes . . . but more than history ... the intimate record of a
beautiful woman's romance ... the story of a queen who loved as
you and I... told against a moving background unbelievable in
immensity, ungraspable in scope, unmatched

in beauty and power!
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"Zola"
"Certain"
Dual

Best

on
at

Mid-October

Grosses

Slightly

to

Fall

$1,500,826

houses was $1,528,286. That total also
Mid-October key city first run ing.
grosses continued the decline which was slightly below the week precedset in after the Labor Day rush, in
The decline was spotty for the week
Los Angeles, Oct. 26. — "That Cer- spite of the success of a number of
ending
Oct. 8-9, as 14 cities showed
tain Woman," on a dual with "Over outstanding films all the way across
gains.
These spots were : Bufi^alo,
the
country.
The
total
for
147
houses
the Goal," was out front in a dull
week among first runs. It reached in 24 keys for the week ending Oct. Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
$14,500, over the line by $2,500, at 8-9 was $1,500,826.
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Haven,
Warners' Downtown, and took $14,This total was $27,460 below the Oklahoma City, Omaha, Philadelphia
356, slightly over par, at Warner's previous week when the gross for 148 and San Francisco.
Hollywood.
The only other attraction to make
Estimated takings for the latest available periods :
Week Ending
Week Ending
much of an impression was "Life Begins at College," dualed with "Counsel for Crime," at the Chinese and
Oct. 8-9 Gross No. Theatres
No. Theatres
Oct. 1-2 Gross
Loew's State. At the former the $12,- Boston
8
$101,100
561 take was just over the profit line
Buffalo
5
5
55,200
44,600
$105,500
and at the latter it was strong at $16,132,300
141,000
8
Chicago
8
430, up by $2,430.
8
Total first run business was $97,472. Cincinnati
56,850
51,450
Cleveland
6
63,000
Average is $107,950.
Denver
6
7
66,926
Estimated takings for the week end31,000
34,500
Detroit
6
6
89,100
ing Oct. 20:
84,000
Houston
4
4
25,300
25,800
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
104
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), S0c-$1.50, 7 Indianapolis
4
28,400
29,700
days, 6th week. Gross: $9,380. (Average, Kansas City
41,300
5
5
42,500
$17,000)
10
101,800
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (ZMh-Fox) Los Angeles
95,136
Milwaukee
5
5
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
34,000
CHINES&-(2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross: Minneapolis
5
30,700
5
21,600
21,900
37,500
$12,561. (Average, $12,500)
Montreal
4
4
'fDARK JOURNEY" (U.A.)
37,000
22,000
4 STAR— (900), 40c-S5c, 7 days. Gross: New Haven
4
4
26,900
297,500
$2,555. (Average, $3,250)
New York
11
11
255,450
"OUR BOY"
4
4
14,700
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross: Oklahoma
17,100
$1,700. (Average, $1,200)
Omaha
3
22,300
3
17,500
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
81,500
9
Philadelphia
9
100,900
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
5
5
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c -650, 7 days, Pittsburgh
50,500
67,200
3rd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $8,000) San Francisco
9
9
93,700
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (20th-Fox) St. Paul
4
4
13,200
13,600
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
89.700
Seattle
7
7
LOEW'S
STATE—
(2,500),
30c-55c,
7
36,900
38,100
days. Gross: $16,430. (Average, $14,000)
7
Washington
7
66,200
"LOST HORIZON" (CoL)
75,500
147
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
148
PANTAGES— (3,000), 30c-65c, 6 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $8,000)
$1,500,826
$1,528,286
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
Key city grosses for the week ending Oct. 8-9 :
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days. Week
Ending
No. Theatres
Stage: F. & M. revue, Hal Kemp and his
Gross
orchestra. Gross: $12,500. (Average, $18,000)
143
Sept. 3-4
"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (F.N.)
150
149
Sept. 10-11
"OVER THE GOAL" (F.N.)
$1,447,016
1,887,424
WARNER
BROS.
(HOLLYWOOD) - Sept. 17-18
(3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $14,346.
1,625,170
148
144
Sept. 24-25
Average, $14,000)
1,558,698
Oct. 1-2
"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (F.N.)
1,528,286
147
"OVER THE GOAL" (F.N.)
WARNER
BROS.
(DOWNTOWN) - Oct. 8-9
1,500,826
(3,400), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $14,500.
(Copyright 1937, Quigley Publications, Inc.)
(Average, $12,000)

Los

Omaha

Angeles

Is Faced

with

Order "Madame X" Cuts
Toronto, Oct. 26. — The Ontario
Board of Censors ordered substantial
Jam of Good Produd
deletions in the 1937 version of
Omaha, Oct. 26. — Theatre manX." At least two theatres
agers here are facing the problem of "Madame
in Ontario were all set for first run
"too many" pictures of superior qual- engagements with full advertising
ity. They can't get them booked in.
campaigns under way when a lastThere are only three first runs in minute
switch of feature attractions
the city and frequently money-making had to be made.
pictures are held over for more than
a week. Consequently this city is often
behind others in the showing of new
Spend More in Mexico
films.
Mexico City, Oct. 26. — Mexican
For instance, "Stella Dallas," re- producers are spending more money
leased weeks ago, has yet to show on their pictures as box-office returns
here. Ditto on "The Life of Emile prove that better wares bring better
Zola," "Dead End," "Vogues of profits. Production costs are now at
1938," "They Won't Eorget" and a a minimum of around $40,000. In the
old days, three years or so ago, $15,half
tures. dozen less important "A" pic- 000 per was considered the high cost
mark.
Albany Club to Dance
Kuykendall for Denver
Albany, Oct. 26.— The Warner
Denver, Oct. 26. — Ed Kuykendall,
Club, numbering 190 employes, is busy
of the M.P.T.O.A., will adon arrangements for a Hallowe'en president
dress the members of the Theatre
barn dance to be held at Cropseyville
Nov. 6. Andrew M. Roy, manager of Owners and Managers of the Rocky
thp Strand and president of the unit, Mountain Region at a special luncheon
snd Woodrow T. Camnbell, treasurer, meeting on Friday at the Cosmopolitan Hotel.
pro ,"n r-Viarge of arrangements.

Gets

Washingto

n's
Top,
$20,300
Washington, Oct. 26. — Backed by
more than two weeks as a roadshow,
with plenty of current ballyhoo, "The
Life of Emile Zola," playing a popular price at the Earle, with a stage
show, topped a first run take of $20,300. It was moved to the Metropolitan for a run. The Earle take
was $1,900 over average.
"Dead End," on a return engagement at the Columbia, took $4,200, to
exceed the first run par by $600. At
Loew's Capitol, "High, Wide and
Handsome," with a stage show, took
$19,800, or $1,100 under average.
Total first run business was $62,100.
Average is $73,700.
Estimated takings, excluding the
Little and exclusive of tax :
Six Days Ending Oct. 20:
"THE
WORE RED" (M-G-M)
LOEWSBRIDE
PALACE(2,370). 35c-55c, 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,400. (Average
7 days, $15,900)
Week Ending Oct. 21:
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B )
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-55c, 7 days. StageCarmela
Ponselle, Roy Smeck, Olympic
Trio, Chaney & Fox. Gross: $20,300.
(Average, $18,400)
"HIGH, WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
LOEW'S CAPITOI^(3,434), 2Sc-66c, 7
days. Stage: Dorothy Stone & Charles
Colhns, Gus Beatty, Five Elgins, Texas Jim
Lewis & His Lone Star Cowboys. Gross:
"DEAD, END"
$19,800. (Average
$20,900) (U. A.)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c, 7
days (return engagement). Gross: $4,200.
(Average, first run, $3,600)
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN— (1,591),
25c-40c, 7
days. Gross: $3,900. (Average, $4,300)
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1.836), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $10,600)
Week Ending Oct. 23:
"THE WANDERING JEW" (Olympic)
LITTLE— (365), 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,600)

Cameron

Leaving

KC

For Hub
Erpi Post
Kansas City, Oct. 26. — J. A. Cameron, district superintendent for Erpi
McCarthy Showing First here the past five years, will leave
Kansas City, Oct. 26. — L. J. Mc- next week to assume his new duties
Carthy, who will leave here late this in Boston, where he will be branch
week to show his first feature picture, salesmanager under Lon Hacking,
"Assassin of Youth," in St. Louis, district manager. Cameron came here
Chicago, and other exchange centers after five years as district superintenof the east, plans to produce about
dent in Chicago. He opened the Atfour features a year of a similar type,
lanta office for Erpi in 1928.
he said here this week. Distribution of
Obie Hunt, district superintendent
"Assassin" will be in 10 districts cov- at Dallas, succeeds Cameron. The
ering the U. S.
Dallas-Kansas City districts are being combined under a new setup, and
Milwaukee Raises Asked Hunt will have charge of both areas
manager. The new terriMilwaukee, Oct. 26. — Negotiations as district
tory
will
comprise
Texas, Oklahoma,
have been opened here between exArkansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Kanhibitors and the projectionists' union,
sas, Nebraska and Iowa.
with the latter seeking a wage raise
of from seven and one-half to 25 per
cent in the various classifications. The Subsequent Rise Success
current contract expires Oct. 31.
Kansas City, Oct. 26.— The Fox
Plaza, first Kansas City subsequent
Build at Indianapolis
run which went from 25 cents to 35
Indianapolis, Oct. 26. — A modern cents two weeks ago, has found the
1,200-seat house on the north side in increase beneficial to grosses. There
a well-to-do residential area is in has been little change in attendance.
prospect early in 1938. Ground has More significant, the increase at the
been acquired and construction will Plaza appears to have stimulated
business at the Fox Isis and Fox
begin soon.
Carl Niesse of the Manny Marcus Warwick, 25-cent houses following
organization will operate the house. the Plaza.
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Philadelphia
Pact
For

PICTURE

Delayed
One

Week

(Continued from page 1)
plan worked out between Paramount
and the committee there was some
opposition. Morris Wax attacked
some items in the agreement after
it had been explained by Lewen
Pizor, Charles Segall and Dave Barrist. Abe Sablosky replied by saying
that opposition was a reflection on
the committee which had worked
hard to reach a fair agreement.
After praising Philadelphia exhibi"more guts" than
for having
rs in waging the fight,
exhibito
Ohio tors
P. J. Wood, Ohio exhibitor leader,
asserted Philadelphia should not apOhio
which
prove a plan
answered
was give
. Hedidn't
benefits
the same
other
that
charges
with
floor
from the
units had not carried on the battle the
way the local outfit had.

Briskin

Wants

ITPA To Discuss Pact
Milwaukee, Oct. 26. — The settlement of the U. M. P. T. O. "buyers'
strike" against Paramount will be one
of the principal topics of discussion

in Union

Covering
To
At

Leave
RKO

Post

Studio

(Continued from page 1)
in Chicago today en route to Hollywood where he is due Thursday for
the purpose, it is understood, of taking
hold of the studio situation and adjudicating the current situation on the
lot.
Although it was announced several months ago that Briskin had
signed a new three-year contract, it
was established definitely today that
the pact had never been signed by
him and that it is his intention to push
his determination to sever his present association.
Tally,

Corbar

Reopen

Suit Against F,W,C,
(Continued from page 1)
Film Corp. and National Theatres
Call "Armistice"
Corp., charging fraudulent conveyance
After a three-hour discussion the of properties under the bankruptcy
sentiment of the group was that in proceedings of Fox West Coast Theview of minority opposition, it would atres.
The suit was filed through William
be better for future peace to agree to
B.
Neblett, attorney, and alleged that
an "armistice" period for a week instead of an immediate settlement. A Fox West Coast Theatres, on Feb.
motion to this ef¥ect was introduced 26, 1933, conveyed to Fox West Coast
by Charles Rappaport and seconded Theatres Corp. valuable and profitable
Emanuel. It was carried with- properties of the former and the next
by Jay
out dissent.
day filed a petition, on behalf of its
The terms of settlement were as unprofitable properties, of voluntary
follows : On the matter of six pictures bankruptcy proceedings.
The complaint alleges that the lesscontract which
last byyear's
allegedly
ors lost millions of dollars through
were
held onover
Paramount for the
the disaffirming of valuable leases in
and
Sea"
at
"Souls
two,
season,
new
"High, Wide and Handsome," are to the bankruptcy proceedings. Tally
con- asks $421,510 and Corbar $419,500.
last year'sfigure.
part ofpercentage
be played
tract at theashighest
Continue Boston Action Here
In return, two of last year's highest
percentage group already played, are
Additional contracts of major disto be reallocated to the lowest group,
tributors with the Maine & New
exhibito
credited
difference
with the
Hampshire
and M. A. Shea circuits
tors and charged against the new
were
introduced
in evidence here yesfilms. The other four films were
terday in connection with the Morse
dropped from the discussion.
& Rothenberg anti-trust suit brought
Provide Arbitration Board
in Federal court at Boston some time
So far as the old pictures on last ago. Approximately 400 exhibits,
mostly contracts, have been entered
year's contract are concerned, it vvas in the action so far. No witnesses
which
those
that
generallv agreed
were weak or had been played out by were called yesterday but it is planned
of several repopposition would be cancelled, though to take the depositions
resentatives ofdefendant distribution
individual deals could be made for
any of them. In case of dispute on
these films, an arbitration board
could be set up.
The time limit on old contracts was
extended on pictures not yet played,
including shorts. Those signing new
contracts for news would not be obligated to any old releases.
The selling plan for the new season
of features calls for four at 35 per
cent ; eight at 30 per cent, with the
remainder at 25 per cent on outright
buy. Paramount agreed not to insist on any examination of books and
where the split percentage contract
was not used before it will not be
used now.
Neil F. Agnew of Paramount was
in town, though not at the meeting.
It is believed exhibitor leaders will
confer with him today.

Fox
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companies at today's session.
Milliken Club Speaker
Albany, Oct. 26.— Carl E. Milliken,
secretary of the M. P. P. D. A., addressed a joint meeting of the
Women's Club and the Mothers' Club
of Albany today. Milliken was entertained at a luncheon given in his
honor
by
the meeting.the Mothers' Club prior to
North Carolina to Build
Charlotte, Oct. 26. — North Carolina Theatres, Inc., will erect a new
house in the Elizabeth section in competition with the new Trans-Lux.
at the I. T. P. A. convention at the
Shroeder Hotel Nov. 3.
The meeting will open with a preconvention dinner at the Club Aztec
Monday night. Business sessions and
election of officers will follow Tuesday. All independent exhibitors in the
territory have been invited to attend.

Deal

Milwaukee

Milwaukee, Oct. 26. — Fox has
signed an agreement with the Theatrical Employes'
Union,
A. F. of L. 150
affiliate, covering
approximately
doormen, ushers and cashiers in 20
of its houses. The agreement calls
for an approximate 10 per cent wage
increase and 40-hour week.

Value of Regionals
Stressed by Myers
Indianapolis, Oct. 26. — The value
of regional conference activity in the
work of Allied was stressed by Abram
F. Myers,
in an
dress at thegeneral
annual counsel,
convention
of adthe
day.
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana in the Variety Club here to-

He cited the protection regional
Representatives
the Projectionists'
Union,
Local 164, ofwere
repulsed when work in the east has given exhibitors
urged that this be duplicated in
they sought to stop an illustrated lec- and
the middle west. Martin G. Smith of
ture at the men's club of the Shorewood Presbyterian Church. To their Toledo, president of Allied of Ohio,
demand that a union operator be em- asked leaders of the Indiana group
participate
Columbus
Dec.in 7 Ohio's
and 8. convention in
Alvin E.
Rutenbeck,
Technicalployed,
High
School
instructorBoys'
and to
Discussion of tax matters had a
lecturer, declared that the meeting
was private, as were the machine and major part in the meeting, best atpictures and that it was not being
tended in the organization's history.
conducted for profit.
Largely
because of Allied's work, InAt Watertown, Wis., the Classic
diana is the only mid-west state without
a
direct
theatre tax. The only
has engaged projectionists affiliated
with the A. F. of L. with two men levy is that imposed by the state fire
in a booth.
code. This members held not burdensome and they adopted a resolution commendino" the code and its
benefits and praising the work of the
Educational, Guild
state fire marshal's office.
Agree
onfromContracts
Directors Elected
(Continued
page 1)
The following directors were
to in the guild contract. The com- named
:
pany's objections will be covered in
District No. 1, Maurice Rubin of
the supplementary letter by a provi- Michigan City, V. U. Young of Gary,
sion that disputes under the contract
arising here will be arbitrated in Alex Manta of Indiana Harbor and
New York rather than , California. H. Lisle Kreighbaum, of Rochester;
The letter makes no concessions as No. 2, I. R. Holycross of Anderson,
Sarrt Neall of Kokomo, William
to wages, hours or other basic contractual considerations, the guild of- Studebaker of Logansport and Leonard Sowar of Muncie ; No. 3, Manfice said. Educational has been complying with the guild contract in these nie Marcus, Harry Markun, R. R.
respects for some time past and yester- Bair and Frank B. Sanders of Indianapolis ;No. 4, Trueman Remday's agreement will permit the formal
signing of a contract with the guild busch of Franklin, Walter F. Easley of Greensburg, Roy Harrold of
within the next week, it was said.
The guild, shortly, will ask Mentone Rushville and John Servaas of InProd, and Pathe Commercial Films to
dianapolis No.
;
5, H. P. Vondersign the same form of contract as that schmitt of Bloomington, Herbert H.
Johnson of Madison, Oscar Fine of
being offered Educational, it was said.
Evansville and Bruce Kixmiller, of
Bicknell.
Directors will meet Nov. 2 to elect
Joplin Houses Sign
officers.
A dinner and a floor show in the
lATSE
Union Pacts
Claypool
followed the business
Kansas City, Oct. 26. — Felix session. Hotel
Speakers were Governor
Snow, I.A.T.S.E. representative, last M.
Clifford Townsend, Myers, Bair,
week closed one-year deals with Joplin, Indiana president and Bob Newhall,
Mo., theatres. The contracts call for
sports commentator. The
a five per cent increase for both stage- WLW
hands and operators except in the case day's activities were to close with
preview
of "The Awful Truth" at
of Ensley Barbour's Orpheum and G. aLoew's
at midnight.
E. Shilkett's Rex, where the increase
amounted to approximately 22 per
cent.
Struggle Is Seen on
Snow also reached an agreement
U.A. Canadian
Sales
with theatres in Pittsburgh, Kan.,
(Continued from page 1)
calling for two-year contracts with a
five per cent increase both this year house for United Artists product startand next.
ing with "Stella Dallas," the second
attraction to be "Dead End." There
is no change in the setup at Toronto
Iowa Allied Meet Set
and London, Ontario, where the two
Loew houses in Canada have played
Iowa Falls, la., Oct. 26. — Allied
of Iowa and Nebraska will hold its United Artists features for years, but
annual convention here Nov. 4, Leo in various other key situations leadF. Wolcott states. Sessions will be
ing independent exhibitors now have
held at the Chamber of Commerce the nod with respect to U. A. No
clubrooms, with E. O. Ellsworth and reason is given for the break in relations between United Artists and
W. A. Middleton, exhibitors, as hosts.
Famous Players, but it is rumored
that the renewal of contract hinged
Flash Preview
upon the question of first runs in
Toronto and London. Alexander
"Mystery of the Hooded Horseman"— Slow moving tale of hooded Korda's British productions, released
riders who terrorize ranchers. Per- in the United States by United Artists,
formed below par. One of the lesser are not involved because these pictures
are handled in Canada by Regal Films,
Tex Ritters.
This film will he reviewed in full Ltd., which is controlled by N. L.
in
a coming issue of Motion Picture Nathanson, president of Famous
Daily.
Players Canadian Corp.
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Defense

License

Recording

Is Named

The

Firms

Meeting yesterday with a committee
representing transcription companies
the A. F. M. clearly indicated it had
no intention of allowing itself to become embroiled in a series of trying
sessions such as it recently underwent
with network affiliates by informing
the committee that the complexities of
the transcription business made it impractical for the federation to attempt
to draw up a trade agreement for
them similar to the one formulated
for the IRNA. As an alternative
measure the federation said it would
set up a licensing system for the transcription interests.
A licensing system would enable
the union to quickly ascertain the
identities of recalcitrant companies so
they can be dealt with individually
and promptly.
The terms of the license will be
based on the 16 points submitted by
the federation to the transcription interests at the beginning of the union
drive to bring about a re-employment
of musicians in the radio industry and
will be ready within 10 days or so.
A federation spokesman informed
this publication that the union "will
drive
which
do notthose
availcompanies
themselvesintoof line"
the license
to employ union musicians. Tust what
this course of action would entail was
not revealed.
Mason

NCTUR£

Aide

To President of NBC
Frank E. Mason, vice-president in
charge of station relations for NBC,
has been promoted to serve as assistant to Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president.
He will assume his new duties Nov. 1.
Mason's new position may be considered similar to the executive vicepresidency, which has remained unfilled since Richard E. Patterson resigned shortly after Lohr became president in January, 1936.
Mason's station relations executive
berth will be filled by William S
Hedges, formerly manager of NBCowned and operated stations and more
recently general manaTCr and vicepresident of the Crosley Radio Corp.
interests.
Keith Higgins, manager of the station relations department, will continue in that oosition.
Report White to Get
CBS Executive Post
From an authoritative source it is
reported that Paul White, currently
director of special events and public
features for CBS, will be awarded an
executive title by the network and
placed in charge of both special events
and the publicity departments.
The change, however, will not affect the status of Don Higgins, who
will continue in his post of director of
publicity for the network.
Efforts to check this with CBS executives proved unavailing late yesterday.
James R. Curtis on Tour
LoNGviEW, Tex., Oct. 26. — James
R. Curtis, president of KFRO and
secretary-treasurer of the Texas
Broadcasters' Ass'n is visiting stations
throughout the state in the interest
of the association.

H OW soon will television become commercially practicable ?
Last November we said it was
at least a decade removed, after
witnessing a demonstration.
However, just a few evenings
ago, RCA engineers removed the
wraps again to permit the Society of Motion Picture Engineers to take a glimpse at the
instrument. The progress made
in
the we
less last
than saw
a year's
time
since
television
demonstrated compels us to revise our earlier estimate as to its
commercial feasibility by at least
half. Television — perhaps not
nationally, but most certainly
regionally — will be in the home
within five years.
The images achieved now approximate three by four feet in
size. Images of only 7j4 by 10
inches were the maximum displayed last November. Considerable improvements have been
made in other directions also.
Now the closeups and long shots
are well defined; the manipulation and coordination of the television cameras are much more
skilfully handled. The images are
still somewhat fuzzy, but they
are clearing up. In short, television isgrowing up. The minds
of those who scofif at it had better grow with it.
I HE

news of the tie-up between NBC and WHN, under
the terms of which the network
will feed commercial programs
to the Loew station in New
York indicates a growing trend
among radio advertisers to obtain duplicate coverage. Several
such contracts are already in
effect and apparently have
worked out with benefit to the
advertisers. Currently there are :
"Broadway Melody" duplicating
over WOR-WHN;
"Life of
Mary Sothern," doubling over
WABC-WHN ; "Hobbv Lobby,"
over WABC-WOR: "Voice of
Experience"
over WMCAWOR.
Conceivably, the duplicate corEnjoined in RCA Patent Suit
A permanent injunction enjoining
J. and L. Sara, Inc., and Joseph Sara
from further alleged infringement ,of
patents covering radio receiving sets
owned by RCA and A. T. & T. was
granted in the U. S. District Court
yesterday by Federal Judge John W.
Clancv. The decree was granted upon consent. No accounting of the
profits and damages was submitted because both sides agreed on the amount.
Toscanini Rehearsal on Air
The dress rehearsal of the NBC
symphony orchestra recruited for
Toscanini will be broadcast Nov. 2
from 2 to 3 P. M. over the Blue network, Artur Rodzinski conducting.

Heard

In FCC-Counsel

Wraps
By JACK

Case

17

Are

Trial

Off

BANNER;
Clean Air
An editorial observation on
cleaner broadcasting appears
on page 2 today as the lead
of the "Insiders' Outlook"
column.

erage may soon become triplicate,
quadruplicate coverage. In a
vast market like New York City,
or in any great city, an advertiser would have a genuine something if his radio program was
to be heard simultaneously over
four or five stations. It is done
for prominent speakers and for
great special event attractions
on a sustaining basis. Why not
commercially ?
A

PROPOS of "commercialitis," a disease afflicting practically all sponsors, here is a true
story worth reviving. It concerns Perry Charles, an announcer formerly with WHN
and now serving M-G-M in
Hollywood. Perry as may be
gathered from what follows, was
not one of those regimented oursnot-to-question-why, ours-but-toread - the - script - as-it-is-written
announcers. He was — and still
is, judging by the reports leaking back from Hollywood — a
non-conformist.
At any rate, Perry was broadcasting adescription of a fight
from a local club over a WHN
wire. The broadcast was sponsored by a chain of retail clothing stores.
The sponsor sat directly behind the announcer during the
broadcast, annoying Perry every
few moments with a whispered
admonition to inject a commercial. Finally Perry could stand
it no longer. He began a terrific sales spiel, built up to a
glorious climax, and finished by
shouting, "but I personally, ladies
and gentlemen, wouldn't be seen
dead in one of the
P. S. — The sponsor canceled.

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 26. — Presentation of the defense of Paul M. Segal
and George S. Smith, charged by the
F.C.C. with unbecoming conduct, began today with the testimony of the
former and a parade of character witnesses who testified to the integrity of
the two attorneys.
During his testimony, Segal contested evidence previously offered that the
Commission regulations and the law
had been violated in the handling of
cases but under cross examination by
F.C.C. counsel was forced to admit
he was fully aware of the regulations
and the act and the intent of the act to
force full disclosure of all facts and
that he had not complied with those
requirements in the handling of some
of the allegedly "dummy" applications.
Among those who testified to the
high character of both Segal and
Smith were Louis Caldwell, Paul
Spearman and Duke Patrick, all former general counsels of the commission ; James F. Baldwin, Swager
Sherley, Ralph Van Orsdel and John
W. Gulden
The hearings will conclude some
time tomorrow, probably late in the
evening, the commission today having
announced its intention of sitting until
the case is ended.
Squire Resigns as
Hearst Web Manager
Burt Squire, manager of the New
York Broadcasting System network,
Hearst regional web in this state, has
resigned from the network, effective
immediately. Queried yesterday as to
his future plans. Squire said he may
reveal them today.
Hereafter, the general offices of the
network, now at 5 E. 57th St., will be
at the key station of the web, WINS.
Bradley Kelly, currently station
manager of WINS, has succeeded
Squire as manager of the network.
Until recently Kelly was with King
Features.
George Trendle Hits
Radio Film Chatter
Hollywood, Oct. 26. — George
Trendle, here on a visit from Detroit,
has joined the current protests on
radio film chatterers.
Trendle says studios should banish
from studios "purveyors of confidential and discrediting
"The
truth," saidinformation."
Trendle, "has
never hurt anyone, but when the truth
is distorted it can become dangerous
and easily injure some one or even

Hersholt in New Series
the industry."
Jean
supported by a cast
!"
ags Hersholt,
r
of Hollywood players, will inaugurate
a ne\y script series Nov. 7 over 58
stations of the CBS network. The
AIR FEATURES, Inc.
program, to originate in Hollywood,
will be broadcast from 2 :30 to 3 P.
M., and rebroadcast from 5 :30 to 6
P. M., both New York time. The
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Chesebrough Mfg. Co. will sponsor,
through McCann-Erickson.
WQXR Adds an Orchestra
WQXR has added to its staff of
musicians a small station orchestra
which will be heard in programs of
classical and salon music. The group
will be under the direction of George
Steiner.
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DRACONETTE

Soprano

Singing

at
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Music,

Philadelphia,

November

Academy

of
Pa.

22nd

'Division: Columbia Concerts Corporation
of Columbia Broadcasting Systems
3 West

57th Street, Netv

York,
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Y,

Goodman
Myron

Rapport
Completing

Emile

Cote

Palmolive
Modern
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BEAUTY

3 years in the

BOX

THEATRE

Chorus
in which I directed 150 operettas, and for most of which I

Choir

also

directed

the

Broadway

Serenaders
premiers.
Best

Wishes

to
QooA

Jessica

Dragonette

Miss

Charles

Luck

Dragonette

Kullmann

Leading
Metropolitan

Tenor

Opera

Company

San Francisco Opera

Company

Chicago

Company

Civic Opera

26 Weeks

on the

Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre

Guest

Singing Star of the "Goldwyn Follies"
Star On: Ford Hour, Lucky Strike, General
and

other important radio programs.
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'The Voice of Augusta"
Augusta

Broadcasting
Augusta, Georgia
October 16, 1937

Companj

Motion Picture Daily,
1270 Sixth Avenue,
Rockefeller Center,
Nhw York:, N. Y.
uentlsmen:
Herewith please find checlc of ^^ugusta Broadcasting Company, in the amount of $6.00, covering one year's
subscription to Motion Picture Daily - which should be forvjarded to iiugusta Broadcasting Company, Radio Station WRDW,
Augusta, Ga.
Vie have been seeing copies of your Daily, and
your radio news is most interesting, and keeps one up to
date with developments in the broadcasting field.
You are to be complimented on the interesting articles which have appeared on the progress of television,
and we hope that you will continue to have good reports in
regard to this developoent, in your future publications.

encl.ck
U/M/vo
cc-Ur. 7. E.Reynolds.
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Radio

Personals^

COL. JACK MAJOR, featured on
CBS, gave four auditions for a
client and just before the president
of the company was to sign the contract he passed away. The new president heard Major yesterday and asked
for a fifth audition, to be held today !
John Thomas of 20th Century-Fox
has resigned to join the publicity staff
of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. . . . Abe Schechter, news and
special events director for NBC, left
yesterday for Indiana to attend
funeral services for E. H. Harris,
chairman of the Press Radio Bureau
of the ANPA. Harris is known in
radio-newspaper circles as the father
of the Press-Radio agreement. . . _ .
Barney, of Barney's, Inc., who is
suing WNEW for a lot of money,
was in the WNEW studios yesterday
hearing talent for a new show on
that station!
Lester Gotlieb, Mutual network
publicity coordinator, will leave early
next week for a swing around the
Mutual circuit. . . . There are
rumors that WINS will release its
house band led by Louis Katzman
and that it will not replace it with
another. . . . Margaret Daum, CBS
soprano, has been signed to appear
with Rubinoff's band for a recital tour
opening Oct. 29 in Illinois and later
to cover the southwest and the Pacific
coast. . . . Jean Travers has been
booked for a two-week personal appearance stay at the Mount Royal
Hotel in Montreal, opening Nov. 1.
Both bookings are through CBS artists' bureau. . . . Carlton Young,
Irene Hubbard, Jay Austin and John
Moore are among those signed for
roles in the forthcoming ColgatePalmolive - Peet serial, "Hilltop
House." . . . Earle Harper was corraling visitors to the Empire State
Bldg. observation tower yesterday
afternoon for his "Microphone in the
Sky" broadcast, and one minute before going on the air over WOR, a
visitor who signified his willingness
to be interviewed jumped to the railing and leaped, plunging to his death.
Pipe Ivory Program to WCOP
"Ivory Tower," Procter & Gamble
program now on WOV, will be piped
to WCOP, Boston, beginning Monday. Compton & Co. is the agency.
The series is a "live" offering. It
will continue to be broadcast over
WOV from 11:45 A. M. to 12 noon,
and el¥ective Monday it will be repeated to Boston from 12 noon to
12:15 P. M.
Marrow Suspends Program
J. W. Marrow Co., sponsors of
Henry Busse's orchestra on NBC, has
cancelled the program as of Nov. 28,
but will return the orchestra for 13
weeks beginning Jan. 16, 1938. The
series thereafter will be heard Sundays from 1:15 to 1 :30 P. M. over
21 stations of the Red network. Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt is the agency.

"True Confession" to Be Aired
Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray
and other members of the cast of
"True Confession" will give a dramatization of the film on "Hollywood
Hotel" Nov. 26 over CBS.

WLW-WSAI
Studio

to Move
Facilities

Cincinnati, Oct. 26. — Although not
expiring until Dec. 15, the lease on
the offices and studios of WLW and
WSAI in the downtown Union Central Annex has been discontinued, and
the facilities will be centralized in the
Arlington studios, some 12 miles from
the downtown sector. The eighth
floor of the combined studio and
manufacturing plant is being remodeled at a cost of between $12,000 and
$15,000 to accommodate 300 actors
and reserves, as well as 50 employes
of the continuity, sales and music departments. The manufacturing plant
will be moved from the eighth to the
seventh floor.
Crosley officials stated that the
change is being made because the
company's new $1,000,000 radio building, now under construction at Chickasaw & Warner Sts., would be ready
for occupancy in the spring, and the
new $600,000 plant at suburban Clifton Heights would be completed late
next summer. A new auxiliary plant
at Richmond, Ind., has been completed, and will constitute a relief unit
for the Cincinnati plant, officials said.

PICTURE
RADIO

1 L Y
Television
Started

Station
in Boston

Boston, Oct. 26. — Construction has
been started here of a modern 441line definition cathode ray television
transmitter, the first of its type in
New England, at the Massachusetts
Television Institute under the direction of Robert E. Rutherford, formerly director of television research for
Farnsworth Television, Inc., Philadelphia.
The television equipment is of the
type used in England and which was
used in televising the Coronation
parade there. Upon completion of the
equipment, it will be put on public
display. Rutherford is a pioneer television engineer and in the course of
his work for Farnsworth went to England to supervise the installation of
television equipment for Baird Television, Ltd., and also did similar work
in Germany.
Three

More

21

Stations

New
On

Shows
the

Air

"Rising Musical Stars"
"Rising Musical Stars" is a far
worthier show than the one it has
replaced,
"Sunday
Nightunder
Party."
The
new
series
continues
Sealtest
Laboratories sponsorship and is patterned somewhat along the hnes of the
"Metropolitan
of the Air"
in
that it seeks Auditions
to give opportunity
to
unknown singers and instrumentalists.
A committee of eight judges the performers, selecting one each four
weeks as meriting a $500 cash prize.
A grand prize of $1,000 is to be
awarded at the end of 12 weeks.
The program
features of
a 90-piece
orchestra
under direction
Eugene
Smallens, a 60-voice chorus, and
Richard Gordon as narrator. The
Pierce.
inaugural "rising star" was Pauline

Are Sought from FCC
Sealtest Laboratories sponsors the
Washington, Oct. 26. — Applica- series, which is presented Sundays
tions for new stations have been filed over the NBC-Red, 10 to 10 :30 P.M.
with the F. C. C. as follows :
McKee, Albright & Ivey is the
Chester Howarth and Clarence BerBanner
agency.
Montreal Radio Show ger, Wallace, Ida., 1,420 kilocycles,
100 watts night, 250 watts day;
Hugh Conover Wins Award
To Resume
This Year Greater Greenwood Broadcasting StaWashington,
Oct. 26.— Hugh Contion, Greenwood, S. C, 1,420 kiloMontreal, Oct. 26. — After a lapse
has been
announcer,
WJSV
over,
cycles,
100
watts
night,
250
watts
of several years, the annual Montreal day ; L. B. McCormick, Greenville, awarded the annual Kaufman Award
Radio Show will be resumed next
for Washington commercial _ antime.
nouncers. The Kaufman advertising
month, this time, however, as a de- N. C, 1,370 kilocycles, 250 watts, daypartment of the National Produced
Applications also have been filed by agency is the donor. The prize is
in Canada Exhibition rather than as
awarded annually to the Washington
KSRO,
Santa Rosa, Cal., seeking ina separate venture.
crease of time to operate nights with announcer who excels in diction, sincerity and effectiveness. The selection
As a feature attraction the organ- 100 watts power; and by the Robertsizers have planned to erect a tem- McNab Co., Livingston, Mont., seek- committee consists of four local raporary studio at the exhibition and
ing a frequency of 1,310 kilocycles
dio editors plus six disinterested local citizens. Larry Elliott of WJSV
will broadcast special programs star- for a proposed station originally asked
and Bill Coyle of WRC, winners in
ring leading figures in Canadian ra- on 1,210 kilocycles.
1937 and 1936, were ineligible for this
dio. Some years ago the show was
an annual event in Montreal, but hard
year's
contest. Bud Barry of NBC
Loughrane on Coast
took second place in the current contimes temporarily put it out of comtest.
Hollywood, Oct. 26. — Basil Loughmission. It will run from Nov. 3 to
rane, Lord & Thomas radio executive,
Nov. 18.
is here to confer with Walt DisBuy 5-Year Pact with KCMO
ney and his associates on the new
Kansas
City, Oct. 26. — Cooper &
Britisher Will Aid
Pepsodent radio show that will fea- Cooper, razor blade manufacturers,
ture Disney cartoon characters.
Canadian
Broadcasts
Loughrane said television, although have bought a five-year contract from
KCMO, calling for six 15-minute
Quebec, Oct. 26. — Laurence Gil- not to be ready for five years, would broadcasts a week, Monday through
constitute
the
greatest
threat
to
films.
liam, on six-month leave from the
Saturday, for 52 weeks each year.
British Broadcasting Corp., has arStudio prepared, the program consists
rived here to assist and advise in imMarty, Roger Hall Signed
of a quartet doing popular numbers.
proving CBC programs. When he reOklahoma City, Oct. 26. ■— The
turns to England he will take with Cain
Candelori New Band Leader
Coffee Co. of Oklahoma City
him a CBC representative to study
has
signed
a
one-year
contract
for
Philadelphia,
Oct. 26. — The settlemethods there.
ment of the music situation between
five days a week with Marty and
Technical men may be exchanged Roger Hall of Hollywood featured. WEIL and Local 77, A.F.M. which
later.
This is the fourth year this company at the last minute allowed the Philahas been using the air to push its
delphia Orchestra broadcasts to be
F. W. C. Goes on the Air
products. Last year Johnny Marvin heard locally, brings Anthony Candelori in as leader of the house band
San Diego, Oct. 26. — F. W. C. was featured with an amateur pro- at the station. Candelori will have a
has been signed for a series of 1512 piece orchestra.
minute programs over KGB, Alutual- gram.Promote Ferdinand Biondi
Don Lee outlet. Titled "The Movie
Carleton Kelsey Resigns
Montreal, Oct. 26. — Ferdinand
Reporter," the program features highBiondi,
CKAC
announcer,
has
been
Chicago,
Oct. 26. — Carleton Kelsey,
lights on local Fox offerings, interspersed with transcribed hit tunes promoted to the post of program pro- midwest musical director for CBS,
from films. The theatres have also
ducer, and will serve as assistant to has resigned, effective Nov. 12.
contracted for one spot announcement Yves Bourassa, program director.
Kelsey has been ill for some time
daily, six days a week, for 52 weeks. Flavius Daniel has been attached to and plans a South American cruise
Other new accounts closed by Don the traffic department, and Pierre Nor- starting Nov. 15. Upon his return he
Donnelly of KGB include five spot mandin and Alain Gravel have been will go to Hollywood to direct the
music for a new radio show.
announcements a day for Dr. Cowan, added to the announcing stafif.
for 52 weeks. Also : Graf's Furs, 30
New Mexican Station Starts
spot announcements through the
Mexico City, Oct. 26. — Station
Gracemill agency ; Walker's Department Store, 52 day spot announce- XEFT, operating, on a 7,000-kilocycle
ments, and for the Golden Bear Cof- frequency, has been inaugurated at
fee, Co., a 13-week renewal for "Syca- Catemaco, Vera Cruz state, by the
more Street," through the Meany Cia. Transportes Aereos de Veracruz,
agency, Los Angeles.
S. A., an aviation enterprise.

WJSV Has Birthday
Washington, Oct. 26. — WJSV
last week celebrated its fifth anniversary. The station is awaiting the
decision of the F. C. C. concerning its
application for an increase in power
to 50,000 watts.
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President

Organization

Formed

in England

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 26. — A new newsreel
association has been formed here, in■ eluding Gaumont British News,
Movietone News, Pathe News and
Universal Newsreel.
The association has closed a deal
with the Government and other organizations for the control of special
facilities on a rotating system, whereby one reel will cover certain events
for all, from specified and probably
preferred positions. Paramount, although not included in the group, is
eligible to join, while the new National News, now undergoing reorganization, isnot.
It is believed here that the exclusion of National News amounts to
a move to kill the potential competition of the latter virtually before its
birth, by excluding it from special
positions and compelling it to work
in isolation.
Bernhard
Retiring
From Union Cinemas
London, Oct. 18. — C. F. Bernhard,
managing director of Union Cinemas,
Ltd., is retiring from the company as
a result of the recent deal whereby
John Maxwell of Associated British
Pictures, Ltd., acquired 51 per cent
of
the ofordinary
and "A" ordinary
shares
the circuit.
Erpi Head in England
London, Oct. 18. — Whitford Drake,
president of Erpi, is here on his annual visit, accompanied by Brook
Price, general counsel, and Joel Palmer, contract counsel. After a flying
trip to Paris and Berlin, Drake returned to London for a stay of several
weeks, during which he will be in consultation with W. A. Bach, European
manager of Erpi.
"Squeaker" to Rialto
"The Squeaker," London Film production, will open at the Rialto Friday, Nov. 5.
Wall

Street

- 'A
Mixed Board Activity
15^
Net
16/2 Low Close
15.34 Chemse
Open
2^
16 High
Col.
2Vi
Col., pfd. . 7V» 31
312
Cons
312
31
- 54
169/2
Cons., pfd. 16954 14K
169
62^
E. K
—
14/2 I691/2.
—35/V8
14
G. T. E. . 635/i
125yi 12V4.
+ -- 3/8ys»
65
Loew
621/4,
14
13
11%
Vs
Para
100^4
131^
12^
12^ 102
Para. 1
eVi nVi 101
Para. 2
4V4.
Pathe .... 6
7
2SVa
7%
5
RKO , , . 2554 26J4
m % 25/2
20th Fox . 31J4
3V/2
+ Va
32
Univ.. pfd.
W. B. ...
32
Technicolor Loses Most on Curb
+1
Net
Open High Low Close Change
G. N
VA m
Wi VA — Vs
Sonotone . . iVn Wi V/2 W2 — Vs
Tech
2054 2054 18^4 18'/ —154
Trans-Liox 3
3% 2^4 SVs + Va
Loew Bonds Gain
Net
High Low Close Change
Loew 31/s '46
99
985/^ 99
+ /z
Para. B'way
3s '55
m/i
683/^ 68^
Para. Pict. '47.... 793/ 78/ 79
W. B. 6s '39.... 82/ 82 82/
(Quotations at close of Oct. 26)

The

Newsreel

Parade

and subject matter, this number of
the Paramount reel is featured by the
expected football action, made rather
amusing by the wet fields common in
Century{20th
Starting
withFox'
a )lengthy and locally the east last weekend, the aftermath
interesting treatment of the New
tragedy in which 10 chilYork mayoralty election campaign, of thedrenIowa
in a school bus were killed at a
this issue builds to an impressive and grade crossing, and the clip of Italian
exciting climax in the football se- small boys engaged in regular army
quences which are featured by two field maneuvers, even to the donning
70-yard runs in the typical Frank of gas masks in a pseudo gas attack.
For the rest, the reel pictures the
Merriwell
one by and
Yale's
Clint Frank manner,
against Cornell
the London show of 1938 automobiles, the
second by Pitt's Marshall Goldberg visit of Secretary of State Hull to
against Wisconsin.
In the New York election scenes Canada, another of Sir Hubert Wilkins' flights to the Arctic in search
Mayor LaGuardia is questioned by of
the lost Russian fliers, the hailing
the invisible commentator, Lowell
of General Franco in insurgent terThomas, after which Jeremiah Maritory in Spain, visits of the King
honey, Democratic candidate for May- and Queen of England to housing
or, makes his bid for votes. Thomas projects and of the Queen Mother to
E. Dewey, Fusion candidate for dis- a college.
trict attorney, tells of his hopes for
The football sequences are good as
a continuation of the fight on crime. usual, featuring the highlights of the
A battalion of Detroit police are
Pittsburgh-Wisshown on their new 100-mile-an- Dartmouth-Harvard,
consin,
California-Southern
California
hour motorcycles.
and Yale-Cornell games.
From foreign sources Reims caRunning time, 9^ mins.
A.
thedral is pictured during its reconsecration ceremonies following the
damage caused by the last war and Pathe News
Italian boys are seen in gas mask Vol. 9, No. 28
drills preparing for the next.
(RKO)
Lew Lehr's amusing comments acShots of the Japanese invasion of
company 3,000 Canadian geese on
their way to Thanksgiving doom and China and the Saturday afternoon
Helen Claire introduces some of the warfare on sectional gridirons here
newest fasion notes in veils and head highlight the current Pathe News release. The five remaining subjects
adornment for coming season.
Running time, 11 mins.
F. making up the release run pretty
much to routine.
The China shots are of the hostilities in the north and show extensive
"News of the Day"
Vol. 9, No. 211
Japanese neuvers
troop
movements,
field maand batteries
in action.
On
(M-G-M)
the
sports
end,
the
reel
has
shortened
The first two clips in this issue are
the sort of material that causes some the footage given to individual games
audiences to hiss and register their in order to include an outstanding indisapproval. General Franco is shown tersectional game for each section of
in Burgos as various military factions, the country. New York is represented by the Fordham-T. C. U. game ;
boys, girls and regulars parade before him with their right hands raised the midwest by the Ohio State-Northwestern game, the far west by Caliin salute. The second possibly confornia-Southern California and the
troversial clip reveals young Italian
east
by
Harvard-Dartmouth.
boys about ten years old engaging in
The remainder of the subjects are a
gas attack maneuvers and sham bat- review of the London Scottish regitle. The opening of the restored
ment by Queen Elizabeth at BuckingReims cathedral in France follows. In
ham Palace ; a cleaning of the exterParis a radio controlled model battleior the Capitol Bldg., Washington ;
ship is tested and comes out with
acclaim.
Indians harvesting wild rice in Minnesota swamps ; military training of
The Snapshots division shows a
Italian
and trick billiard shots
Brooklyn inventor demonstrating his made atyouths,
the championship tourney in
champagne beer glass that prevents Philadelphia.
the brew from going flat, which is
Running time, 8 mins.
K.
real advancement. Capt. George
Easton drives his racing car about the
Salt Lake flats while he is waiting for Universal News
decent weather to open her up. That
group of 30 sweepstakes winners on Vol. 9. No. 609
one ticket tell what they are going to ( Universal)
Most of the subjects are of the
do in the way of selling a half interest. This portion is the usual hilarious magazine type and make Graham
stuff with laughs provided bv the McNamee work pretty hard to dramap-nod-natured abuse of the King's
tize them, but they're interesting.
Enelish.
Three Irish Sweepstakes winners talk,
The football shots are the best part
there's always something amusing
nf the reel with scenes of the Texas and
about people trying to talk in front
Christian-Fordham and the Yaleof a camera when they're not used
Cornell games. In its entirety, it is an to
it.
average newsreel issue.
Italian youngsters going through
Running time, 10 mins.
P. army manuevers with gas masks show
what can be done in the way of training boys, but leave the spectator calm.
Paramount News
A doughnut dunking contest is good
No. 24
for some laughs. The boy contestants
(Paramount^
take their work seriously. A roller
More or less routine in reporting skating marathon in Chicago — with a
Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 13

and

Congratulate

Roper
Talley

President Roosevelt and Secretary
of Commerce Daniel C. Roper have
congratulated Truman Talley, producer of Movietone News, on the 20th
anniversary of the reel.
The President's letter follows : "I
congratulate you upon the occasion of
the 20th anniversary of Movietone
News and upon its record during a
particularly interesting period. The
years which have passed since the inception of Movietone News have witnessed not only the pioneer period of
a new medium of intelligence, but have
seen that medium brought to a high
degree of perfection.
"Yours is a great and boundless
field in which I trust you will go forward with increasing success and use"Nothing in educational history and
development of our country has been
more significant and more constructive in entertaining and informing the
fulness."
public than that accomplished through
your
Movietoneof News
work," wrote
the Secretary
Commerce.
Margaret

Sullavan

Is Signed by Roach
Hollywood, Oct. 26. — Hal Roach
has signed Margaret Sullavan to a
three-year contract calling for two
films a year. The first will be "Roadshow," Marc Connelly's adaptation of
Eric Hatch's novel. Lewis Milestone
will direct. Tentative plans also call
for her to star in "The Moon's Our
Home," and "Only Yesterday."
Wanger in Phone Stunt
Walter Wanger will have a telephone conversation with Havden
Hickock, dramatic editor of the Syracuse Herald, today in connection with
the
ThursdayState
opening
of "S2nd
Street"of
at Loew's
there.
A picture
Wanger at the telephone will be
wired to Syracuse. The stunt was arState. ranged by Eddie McBride of Loew's
For the Friday opening of the picture at the Capitol, Springfield, Mass.,
George Hoovers has arranged a halfhour program on WMAS Thursday
night during which Kay Fayre will
sing the songs from the picture.
Add to Ampa Guests
Ned E. Depinet, C. C. Pettijohn,
Leslie Banks, Humphrey Lee and R.
H. Noonan have been added to the list
of guests who will occupy the dais at
the Ampa luncheon tomorrow at the
International Casino.
spill as the feature — is mildly
Some Venice, Cal., bathing
paint Hallowe'en drawings
other's backs and then wade
water
up to their
It's
of seasonal
stuff knees.
the coast

amusing.
beauties
on each
into the
the
kind
publicity

departments like to get out, but it always seems to amuse the populace. A
flock of 3,000 geese leaving a freight
car and walking to a Mansfield, Mass.,
farm left this writer absolutely cold.
Snow on the South Bend field during the Notre Dame-Navy game added
a novel touch to some exciting plays.
The boys skid around on their backs
and make fumbles so fast that it's
very interesting. There's a grand run
in
the Yale-Cornell
game that'll give
audiences
a kick.
Running time, 9 mins.
J.
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Before
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Ready
Dec.
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Selznick'RKO
Off^

OCTOBER

Negotiationsi

Spokesman

Volunteers

13

Selznick
long-negoNew Film Bill Read
tiated deal International's
with RKO collapsed
late
yesterday afternoon, a spokesman for
David O. Selznick volunteered to
London, Oct. 27. — Eustace
Majors Not to Ask for Motion Picture Daily early last
Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade, presented
night because of either the refusal or
Time Extension
the inability of Floyd Odium of the
the Government's Cinematograph Films Bill to the
Defendant distributors will begin Atlas Corp. and representatives of
House of Commons today.
preparation of their appeal from U. S. terms.
The bill had its first formal
Lehman Bros, to meet the producer's
District Court decision in the Govreading. The bill will replace
From another source it was learned
ernment's Dallas anti-trust suit im- Selznick and John Hay Whitney,
the present Films Act, which
mediately, with expectations that the
expires next year.
notice of appeal will be filed with the chairman of the board of S. I., had
Incorporated in the new bill
U. S. Supreme Court well in advance been insistent upon terms directly
are the controversial quota
parallelling
the
conditions
under
of Dec. 13, the final date for filing of
which Twentieth Century and Darryl
provisions.
the appeal. No extension of the ap- F. Zanuck entered upon their merger
peal period will be sought by the dewith Fox Film Corp. That consolifendants, itwas stated.
dation gave Twentieth Century half of
Several of the defendant distribuRKO
Planning
tors have not yet formally stated their the common stock of Fox Film, as
well
as
a
block
of
preferred
and
predesire to appeal from the Dallas defixed the older company with the
cision but, as reported in Motion
Picture Daily of Oct. 23, an appeal Twentieth Century trademark.
Globe
Gird
To
is definite, nevertheless. Well over
Selznick's
spokesman
readily
offered the further information that the
a majority of the defendants have defield now narrowed itself to Paracided in favor of the appeal.
Branches
mount and M-G-M insofar as the With
The Dallas decision held_ that distribution companies conspired with producer's own calculations were conthe Interstate circuit in entering into cerned.
Plans by RKO to circle the globe
contracts which regulated exhibition
with its own offices are developing
prices in subsequent run theatres for Mallard Questioned
certain films.
rapidly with the announcement yesterday by Phil Reisman that seven
In Anti-Trust Suit new foreign
branches had been opened
The activities of the M.P.P.D.A. and four more are contemplated
law committee and particulars of shortly. Few situations remain open.
of 'Ecstacy*
Banning
in Albany RKO's theatre expansion in 1930-31 Reisman indicated that as soon as
Confirmed
were emphasized in the questioning local conditions warrant the company
Albany, Oct. 27. — The Appellate yesterday of William Mallard, RKO will establish its own offices in these
Division late today refused unanimously general counsel, for a deposition in
to overrule Commissioner of Educa- connection with the Morse & RothThe new group of branches include
spots.
tion Frank B. Graves and the M. P.
enberg anti-trust suit against eight Portugal where R. Beja, formerly in
Division in their rejection of the ap- major distributors, Maine & New charge of Seville, is head; Egypt and
plication filed by Eureka Prod, on be- Hampshire and M. A. Shea circuits. Palestine, with G. E. Gregory, recentMallard testified that the M.P.P.
half of "Ecstacy."
ly sales manager in India, now at the
The opinion by Justice Leon C. D.A. law committee was concerned helm
with headquarters at Cairo;
Rhodes held that "The picture un- with taxation, legislation and censor- Switzerland, v^^ith M. Palivoda in
duly emphasizes the carnal side of
ship developments relating to the in- charge ; Lille, Lyons and Marseilles,
the sex relationship and the Regents
dustry, but that block booking meas- France, under supervision of the
of the University of the State of New
ures, resolutions for investigation of Paris office, and Trinidad, with GorYork and the Commissioner of Edudon New as manager. New offices
industry, anti-trust actions against
cation, having made a decision which the
member companies, arbitration or will be opened in Belgium, Bordeaux
we feel is amply supported by the standard contract forms were not and Morocco, under supervision of the
(Continued on page 3)
facts, it should be confirmed." Justices subjects of the committee meetings.
Hill, McNamee, Bliss and JeiTerson Alallard admitted, however, that the
concurred.
(Continued on page 6)
Armour
Named
RKO
Consolidated

Net

on

Quarter Is $162,606
Consolidated Film Industries and
subsidiaries report a profit of $162,606 for the quarter ending in September. For the preceding quarter the
net was $148,713 and for the September quarter a year ago it was
$290,282.
For the nine months ending Sept.
30 the profit was $541,023, compared
with $776,290 in the first nine months
of 1936.

European
Manager
Reginald Armour, general manager
Second 3% Dividend of the Far East with headquarters at
Creditors of the Fox Theatre Corp., Calcutta, yesterday was named genwhose claims have been allowed were
eral manager of Continental Europe
awarded a second ad interim divi- and Egypt for RKO, Phil Reisman.
dend of three per cent by order of Cir- in charge of foreign activities for the
cuit Judge Martin T. Alanton in the company, stated. He succeeds Harry
U. S. District Court yesterday. The W. Leasim, resigned.
Armour will arrive in Paris, where
first dividend was five per cent. Milton C. Weisman, equity receiver of he will make his headquarters, on
the Fox Theatres, was authorized to Nov. 27. No one has been appointed
increase the reserve fund for unde- to replace Armour in the Far East
(Continued on page 6)
Fox

Theatres

to Pay

TEN

28, 1937

CENTS

Run
to
Spitz
Studio
Until
Head

Is Named

Briskin

Resignation

Coast

Chief

as

Due

Hollywood, Oct. 27. — Leo Spitz,
president of RKO who is now on his
way west from New York, will assume charge of the studio until a
deal is made for a successor to Samuel
J. Briskin.
The tends
present
production
into retirehead
fromof his
post and,
while he has made no direct statement
on his own, he has indicated, as reported in Motion Picture Daily,
that he proposes
to push
his determination to disassociate
himself
from
his current activities.
It is understood that, while Briskin
did not sign the three-year deal he
is reported to have made some months
ago, he tioning
nevertheless
has been setfuncunder an agreement
up
along temporary lines as against the
three-year contract which never was
signed.
Briskin, according to authenticated
information here, will receive from
RKO somewhere between $100,000
and $150,000 as a settlement figure
under the provisions of his pro tem
agreement.
Disputed Six to Go
On New Para, Pacts
None of the six pictures which
"striking" exhibitors claimed were
sold
by Paramount
on on
lastthose
season's
contracts
will be played
contracts under the settlement terms outlined to Philadelphia exhibitor representatives, itwas stated officially at
Paramount yesterday. All of the six
disputed pictures will be included in
new season's contracts wherever such
2) ' parcontracts (Continued
are made on
withpage"strike
Sues

for

Alleged

$600,000

in

Conspiracy

A $600,000 "conspiracy" suit by
John D. versal
Tippett,
against
UniPicturesInc.,
Corp.,
Eastman
Kodak, Consolidated Film Industries,
Carl Laemmle, Maurice Fleckels, J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., and Jules E. Brulatour was revealed in the N. Y. Suyesterday
whenaside
Brulatourpreme
filed Court
a motion
to set
the
(Continued on page 6)
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Purely

Personal

LOUIS PHILLIPS of the Paramount legal staff left for Indianapolis last night where he will attend
the Federal Court hearing there tomorrow on the application of the Gary
Theatre Co. for a mandatory injunction to compel Paramount to deliver 10 pictures allegedly included in
last season's contract
•.

Franklin Robertson, who has
been managing the RKO Flushing
Published daily except Sunday and for the past eight years, is now with
holidayspany. Inc..
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley,
Publishing
Com- the NBC Artists Bureau. Harry
president.
Colvin
Brown.
vice-president
and Lyons, manager of the Prospect,
Treasurer.
Publication
1270 Sixth
Ave- Brooklyn, replaces Robertson at the
nue at Rockefeller
Center. Office:
New Tort.
Telephone
Flushing, while Lee Koken, until now
Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco. New assistant manager at the 86th St., is
YorlL" Ail contents copyrighted 1937 by Quigley
Publishing Company, Inc. Address ail correspond- now top man at the Prospect.
ence to the
NewMOTIONYork
OCBce. Other
QuigleyBETTER
publi•
cations:
PICTURE
HERALD.
THEATRES,
TEATRO
AL
DIA.
INTERNABernard and Mrs. Hyman arrive
TIONAL MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC «nd
FAME.
HOLLYWOOD:
Postal Union Life BuildinK, today from the coast en route to EuVine and Yucca Sts. : Boone MancaU, Manager.
rope for a vacation. Hyman proCHICAGO:
624 S, Michigan Ave.; C. B. O'Neill,_
Manager.
"Conquest" for M-G-M. The
WASHLVGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F. picture duced
is slated to open at the Capitol
Linz. Representative.
shortly.
AMSTERDAM: 87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schapp,
Representative.
•
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim
K. Rutenberg, Representative.
Ramon Novarro, Republic star, will
BUDAPEST:
3 Kapiar-u, Budapest II: Endre
Hevesi. Representative.
the coast Saturday. He conBUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949; N. Brusfcl, leave for
ferred with Walter Vincent, presiRepresentative.
COPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther,
dent of the company, on his second
Representative.
HELSINKI: P^edriksgatan 19C: Charlotte Laszlo, picture yesterday.
•
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square. W. 1; Bruce Allan,
Ralph Deitrich, producer for 20th
Representative. Cable address. Quigpubco. London.
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Building. 191
Century-Fox, is planning to return to
Collins St. : Cliff Holt. Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart, the coast soon. He has been here a
RcDi-esentative.
MONTEVIDEO;
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Rep- month shooting scenes for "Sally,
resentative.
MOSCOW:
Petrovski
Per 8; Beatrice Stem. Kep- Irene and Mary." •
resentatlve.
PARIS:
29
Rue
Marsoulan;
Pierre Autre, EepBeenie Kranz, Albany, and
resentative.
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2. Prague 1; Harry Knopf, Charles Boasberg, Buffalo, manRepresentative.
agers for RKO, are in town and will
RIO DE JANEIRO: Calxa Postal 3558; L. S.
Marlnho. Representative.
probably
ROME:
Via Lovanio 1; Vittorlo Malpasautl. Rep- tomorrow. return to their headquarters
resentative.
SANTIAGO
do CHILE: Casilla 13300; A. Welsa•
raann. Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41. Capital Theatre BuildAllan
Rivkin,
Century-Fox
ing. 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehier. Rep- writer, returned from20th
his farm in New
STOCKHOLM:
Representative. Kungsgatan 36; Kagnar AUberg, England yesterday and today will
TOKYO:
880 Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-shl, Chlba-Ken; head for Hollywood to report back to
H, Tomlnasa,
Representative.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse. 54 Vienna VII; Hans work.
Lorant. Representative.
•
Entered as second class matter .January 4, 1920,
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y.. under
Geopge
Griffith,
Jr., of the VicAct of March 3. 1879.
toria Theatre in Melbourne, is in
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas,
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
town. He is stopping at the St.
Moritz.
•
E, P. Kennedy
Leaves
George Hornstein has been appointed manager of Joe Hornstein,
Erpi for Motiograph
E. P. Kennedy, former Erpi tech- Inc., his father's local equipment com•
nical consultant, has been named di- pany.
Homer Harmon is due from St.
rector of sound engineering of Motiograph, Inc. He will operate the Chi- Louis today to take up his new duties
cago plant now under construction.
as publicity director for the Roxy.
•
Kennedy joined Erpi at the advent
of sound films. Prior to that time he
P. J. Wood, business manager of
had been with Westinghouse Elec- the Ohio I.T.O., leaves New York totric Co.
day for Columbus.
•
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount disTime Gets Cancer Award
tribution head, returned yesterday
The March of Time was awarded from Philadelphia.
•
the Clement Cleveland Memorial
Arthur Greenblatt has returned
Medal for the "outstanding piece of
work in cancer education during the from a tour of eastern G. B. exchanges.
year," last night by the New York
•
City Cancer Committee of the American Society for the Control of CanHarry Edington of the Edingtoncer. The award was made at a din- Vincent agency left for the coast yesterday.
ner at the Town Hall Club, attended
by physicians, educators and scientists. The sequence for which the
award was given was "Conquering
Cancer."

Central Takes ^'Renfrew"
of the
Mounted"to
has"Renfrew
been booked
intoRoyal
the Central
open Nov. 2.
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•
Ed Chodofov and Allan Dwan
in from Hollywood.
•
Jack Warner is due Monday on
the Queen Mary.
Walter Futter is back from the
coast.

►

LyndJr.,Ward
head
Darrow,
WhitneyKENT,
and WELL
ROCK
a list of speakers scheduled to address
the Commercial Artists & Designers
Union's "victory" meeting at Labor
Stage tonight in celebration of the
recent settlement of the Fleischer
studio strike.
•
Harry Edington left for New
Orleans yesterday en route to the
coast. He will purchase French furniture in the southern city for a new
home he is building at Beverly Hills.
•
Maria Gambarelli will sail from
Naples today on the Saturnia and will
arrive here Nov. 9. After theatrical engagements here, she will return to
Rome for additional film work.
•
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, arrives in New York tomorrow on the Manhattan following
two months abroad.
•
Joe Moskowitz yesterday lunched
with Frank
Underwood, eastern
story head, and Joe Pincus, eastern
talent scout for 20th Century-Fox.
•
Ralph Rolan will leave again Sunday on another sales trip to be
climaxed the end of next week with
a trip to the coast.
•
Wallace Ford, Grand National
player, will arrive from the coast today to appear in the stage version of
"Mice and Men."
•
Scott Dunlap, production head for
Monogram, returned last night from
Boston and today will leave for Hollywood.
•
Alvin Goodwin has been placed in
charge of the new Philadelphia office of Lester S. Tobias, Inc.
•
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
theatre head, is expected back from
Minneapolis today.
•
Jane Froman has been signed by
RKO for a role in "Radio City
•
Ben Shlyen left for Kansas City
last night.
Revels."

Disputed
On New

Six to Go
Para, Pacts

{Continued from page 1)
ticipants.
The playing terms, however, will be subject to negotiation
between
the company and its individual accounts.
The statement was made by Paramount to correct an erroneous report
emanating from Philadelphia and published in Motion Picture Daily yesterday to the effect that "Souls at Sea"
and "High, Wide and Handsome,''
two of the six disputed pictures, "are
to
be played
part percentage
of last year's
contracts
at the ashighest
figure." It was emphasized at Paramount that the correction was being
made solely in the interest of preventing a possible misunderstanding of the
settlement terms by exhibitors outside
of the Philadelphia territory ns a result of the published report.
To Present Para. Report
The third quarter financial report
of Paramount Pictures, Inc., will be
submitted to the company's board of
directors at its monthly meeting today. Profits for the three months
ending Sept. 30 are under those of the
two preceding quarters of the year,
but are described by company officials
as "satisfactory" for the mid-summer
operating period.
Ampa Guests Numerous
If half the talent lineup for the
Ampa meeting today shows up, it will
be a big session. Those promised definitely are : Sir Gerald Campbell, British consul general ; David M. Dow,
Australian representative in the U.
S. ; Douglas C. Cole, Canadian trade
commissioner ; Eugene P. Thomas,
president of the National Foreign
Trade Council ; Herbert Wilcox,
ran.
Anna Neagle and Charles B. CochLester Thompson also says he hopes
R. W. Close, minister from South
Africa to Washington, will attend.
Also expected are Herbert Marshall,
Leslie Banks, Estelle Taylor and Margot Grahame.
And they "hope" to have Gertrude
Lawrence, Elissa Landi, Janet Gaynor, Frank E. Lawton, Dennis King,
Pauline Lord and Adele Dickson.
THE

MOST

FAMOUS

Stop Chicago Burlesque
Chicago, Oct. 27. — Mayor Edward
J. Kelly today revoked the licenses of
Chicago's burlesque theatres, including the Rialto, the best known burlesque house in the midwest.
Several night clubs and barrooms
in South State St. also have been
closed.
Trans-Lux Talks Deal
Trans-Lux is considering a deal to
take over the new theatre being built
by B. S. Moss at 49th St. and Broadway. A meeting of the Trans-Lux
board yesterday was routine, directors
tabling the Moss deal indefinitely.

^
Century Negotiating
With most of its major product
deals closed. Century Circuit is still
negotiating with Paramount and
M-G-M for the new season's product.
Negotiations with both distributors
are expected to be closed shortly.

ON

BROADWAY
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44th to 45th Sts. on Broadjyay
"The Eighth Wonder of Broadway" (Post)
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time. tures are in work there at the present

RKO
To

Planning

Gird

With

Globe

Branches

"Italy is very anxious to get outsiders to produce there. They want
to establish Cinema City as a production center and they are working
to Speaking
this end." generally, Reisman said:
"There is a strong nationalistic feeling in all countries. They want to
produce and see their own stories.
Warns Coast Studios

RKO
Net

9-Month
May

Total

$1,600,000

(Continued from page 1)
RKO's consolidated net profit for
Paris branch, and Lima, Peru, Wilthe
nine months ended Sept. 30 is esliam S. Farmer, assistant manager
"1 think good pictures are going
timated at approximately $1,600,000.
to
be
made
in
France,
Italy
and
Engin Panama, will be promoted to manThe
company's
earnings report for the
land,
and
this
may
serve
as
a
warning
ager of the Lima office when it is esto Hollywood. Action pictures are period will be submitted to Special
tablished. The company's
activities
George W. Alger who postHolland, started
seven months
ago, arein needed for foreign countries instead of Master poned
from Oct. 14 until today the
walk
and
talk.
very good. This also applies to
hearing
on
his tentative report on the
Sweden.
"You can't close your eyes to the RKO reorganization plan to await
market. Without it we will
Reisman was bullish over produc- foreign
the availability of the earnings figtion in England, France and Italy. have no picture business here. Some ures.
While in Paris he made a deal with pictures gross as much as $1,000,000.
May Effect Reorganization
"Producers should try to tell
a local group of producers to make
four pictures for RKO distribution in most of the story by action. Too
Indications
are that the earnings
France. He also completed arrange- much dialogue is not good for films report may figure importantly in the
ments with other individuals for two designed for international release. Invariably pictures that are successful reorganization plan's provisions for
pictures. "Sky Prisoner" will be the here are also successful abroad. They new
money for the reorganized comfirst French picture to be released by
pany. The plan originally proposed
the company under the deals. It is like the same things we do, with few the issuance
of stock to provide for
exceptions.
one of four promised by the group.
an
unspecified
amount of new cash,
"As for production in England, better pictures will come out of that but the proposal was withdrawn subCompliments France
sequently on the statement of councountry as soon as the serious-minded
sel for Atlas Corp. and Lehman
"There is a lot of production go- people get into production. There has
iPT on in France," Reisman said, been a wave of fly-by-nighters, but Bros, that the normal earning expectancies of RKO Radio Pictures
"and thev are producing a number of that is all over. Good pictures will
good pictures. This country is striv- come from England and there is no Co., exclusive of the theatre subsidiaries, indicated sufficient cash receipts
ing to compete with Hollywood and
there are some fine films coming out doubt about it."
to provide for the needs of the reorOriental Branches Hit
ganized company.
of their studios."
The RKO branch in Japan is closed
The RKO foreign head said he spent
The RKO picture company operations for the third quarter resulted in
some time in Italy and was impressed and the China office is virtually dora loss, but this was not large enough
with Cinema City, near Rome.
mant, Reisman said.
There is no overseating in England, to overcome the $476,491 profit earned
"I believe Cinema City has the
most complete studios I have ever according to the RKO executive. The during the first two quarters. The
s(-c.^ in my life. Technicians were new theatres are replacing most of the theatre companies' operations resulted
sent to England and Hollyv/ood and antique buildings, he said. New in a profit for all three quarters.
brought back the best features of houses are being built in France, but
Alger's tentative report which is
those production centers. From a not to an unreasonable extent.
scheduled to be presented to the reorganization factors today, will indicate
Reisman plans to leave in January
mechanical and equipment i;tandpoint
it is the last word.
About 10 pic- for South America.
the principal changes in the plan de-

S2nd

Street

Legionnaire

Post

Welcomes

sired or believed advisable by him.
His suggestions and recommendations
will not be final, but will be subject to
further hearings by the reorganization committees and principals. Following these hearings, Alger will take
the reorganization plan under advisement again prior to drafting his final
report and recommendations for Federal Judge William Bondy. Additional hearings will be held by Judge
Bondy when the plan and the special
master's report in regard to it come
before him. Thereafter, the plan
will be either confirmed or revised by
Judge Bondy.
Consummation Indefinite
The extent and nature of the
changes which are asked for in Alreport today,
nishger's
the first
definitehowever,
indicationwillof furthe
length of time which will be required
to complete the reorganization of
RKO. His recommendations could
either bring about the confirmation of
the plan within the next three or four
months or extend the reorganization
proceedings
for the better part of
1938.
Party for Miss Neagle
Prominent English visitors and
members of the British colony in New
York will attend a reception at the
Music Hall for Anna Neagle, star
of "Victoria the Great," and Herbert
Wilcox, producer, this evening, coincident with the opening of the film.
W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the theatre, will be host.
B& K Takes RKO List
Chicago Oct. 27. — Balaban & Katz
has signed for the entire RKO 193738 lineup for its circuit of 39 houses.
"Flighr Goes to Globe
"Atlantic
Flight" will open at the
Globe
Saturday.

Homecomer

Ned E. Depinet was host yesterday at a welcoming luncheon for Philip Harry Reisman, RKO's foreign sales manager and latest member to
join the exalted ranks of the Legion of Honor of France where he ranks as a chevalier. Left to right around the table, all bedecked with sharpshooter medals, dog ribbons and splashes of bright red ribbons, variously supplied by the management of "21" and Moe's Hock Shoppe are Herman Robbins, George Dembow, Nate Blumberg, Herbert J. Yates, Willard McKay, M. H. Aylesworth, Reisman, Depinet, Red Kann who won his
for valor somewhere on the South African front, Leslie Thompson, Sam. Dembow, Jr., Jack Alicoate, Herbert Wilcox, Ralph Rolan, W. G. Van
Schmus, S. Barret McCormick. Jack Cohn and Ted Lauder.
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Suit

(Continued from page 1)
last named matters were discussed
less formally among industry attorneys.
The RKO general counsel estimated
that the company's theatre interests
reached a maximum of 175-180 houses
in 1930-31. When George S. Ryan,
plaintiff's attorney, pursued his questioning of theatre acquisitions by
RKO in Texas and the south, Edward
F. Clennen, chief attorney for the
defendants, was prompted to interrupt
with "Aren't you overlooking Australasia and New Guinea?"
"Are there conspiracies there, too?"
Ryan countered.
"As much as anywhere else," was
the reply.
The Morse & Rothenberg suit involves a charge that seven of the
plaintiff's theatres were unable to
obtain any run of product from the
defendant distributors. Plaintiff's theatres are located in New England,
New York and New Jersey. The taking of depositions and other preliminary work in the suit will be adjourned for two weeks following tomorrow's session.
Refuses Examination Plea
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora yesterday refused to permit
an examination before trial of Phillip
Hodes and Robert Wolf in the "conspiracy"of the
suit of Gem
Rock Theatre
Beach, Inc.,
operators
in Far
Rockaway, against Columbia, Paramount, Big-U Film Exchanges, Inc.,
RKO, U. A., and the Century Circuit.
Justice Pecora ruled, however, that
if the plaintiffs could show that Hodes
or Wolf were officers or employes
of RKO, he would allow them to be
examined. Rock Beach, Inc., claims
that the major distributors "conspired" with Century in 1936 and that
as a result pictures were exhibited at
the Century Central Theatre in Cedarhurst one week before they were
shown at the Gem.

Fox

Theatres

Second

3%

Dimensions

to Pay
Dividend

No

Checks

Taken

They don't accept checks at
(Continued from page 1)
the Paramount — not even
termined claims from five per cent to
checks on the United States
Government.
eight per cent.
Based upon an agreed maximum
Three deputy U. S. marshals convoying a jury tried
award of $1,000,000 for Hiram Steelman, trustee in bankruptcy for Wilto get into the theatre Tuesliam Fox, Weisman will set aside $80,day night and presented a
000 for dividends, if the claim is finally
check on the Treasury. When
allowed. The bankruptcy trustee is
it was refused they went to
required to file a verified statement of
the Capitol.
his claim before Nov. 15. His claim
is the result of damages allegedly
arising from three transactions between the Chicago Title and Trust Sues for $600,000 in
Co. with the Roxy Theatre; the CapAlleged Conspiracy
itol Co. with the Fox San Francisco
(Continued from page 1)
Theatre Corp. and Fox Theatres with
Harold L. Arnold, Inc.
notice of examination
before trial
which was served upon him.
Lavarre- Warner Suit Dated
The plaintiff claims that the defendants conspired to induce Universal to
Trial of the $50,000 suit of William
Lavarre, a screen writer, against breach a five-year contract made in
Warners was set for Dec. 6 by Jus- June, 1932, under which Tippett was
tice Phillip J. McCook in the N. Y. to supply the raw film stock to Universal. It is alleged that late in 1932
Supreme Court yesterday. The trial
will be held before a jury. Lavarre Eastman Kodak offered to loan Universal $1,000,000 and that Consoliclaims that he was engaged by Wardated offered a loan of $500,000 if the
ners in 1932 to write "new character contract were broken. The plaintiff
stories" for Warren William and Bar- also asserts that Universal requested
bara Stanwyck. He stated that he
a $450,000 loan from it and that the
wrote "The Bedside Manner" for contract was broken when the loan
Warren William and that Warners
was refused. The Brulatour motion
used his story in a picture of the will be heard on Nov. 4.
same name. The three stories he
wrote for Barbara Stanwyck were
"The Fated Woman," "Louisiana
Steve Broidy Feted
Lu" and "Yankee Girl" which WarBoston, Oct. 27. — More than 150
ners allegedly produced as "The attended the testimonial dinner to
Gambling
Lady." He asks $25,000 Steve Broidy, general sales manager
for
each picture.
of Monogram in New England, at the
Hotel Statler tonight, and saw Broidy
Metro Wins Infringement
presented 200 shares of Monogram
Lawton, Okla., Oct. 27.— U. S. stock.
District Judge Edgar S. Vaught has
Edward Morey, sales head of Reawarded M-G-M $2,250 damages
public in this territory, was chairman
against Roy McAmis of Sayre, Okla., of the affair, and was assisted by
Maurice Wolf, president of the Bosin the ment
company's
copyright
action. McAmis
was infringecharged
ton Friars Club, and Louis Boas,
with bicycling nine films from Sayre local theatre owner. The Friars held
to Erick, Okla.
open house following the banquet.

Flash Previews
"A Girl with Ideas" — Another soGoetz Questioning Allowed
ciety -girl - gets - into-the-newspaperAn examination before trial in Lon- game story. Pleasing, if unpretentious
don of Benjamin Goetz was ordered fare.
by Justice Aaron Steuer in the N. Y.
"Ridin' the Lom Trail" — In which
Supreme Court yesterday in connec- the stagecoach is being robbed too
tion with the $350,000 suit brought by frequently until Bob Steele comes to
Eleanor Gates, a writer, against Lib- the rescue.
erty Pictures Corp., M. Henry Hoff"Vienna Burgtheatre" — From Ausman, Consolidated Film Industries,
tria comes this interesting but protracted yarn about the altruism of an
Inc., and John J. Dacey. The examination of Goetz was granted at the old actor in favor of his younger
request of Consolidated whose peti- rival.
These films will he reviewed in full
tion stated that Goetz was vice-president in charge of its Hollywood of- in a coming issue of Motion Picture
fice and had complete knowledge of Daily.
all facts.
Miss Gates alleges that the advertisPep Club to Dance
ing copy for Liberty's picture, "Once
Arrangements have been completed
to Every Bachelor," stated that it
the Paramount Pep Club dinnerwas based on her story, "The Search for
dance in the new ballroom at the
for
Spring."
She
claims
that
her
name was used without consent and Hotel Astor tomorrow night.
A cocktail party will precede the
resulted in damage to her reputation.
Consolidated was not originally dinner with dancing starting at 9
named as defendant, but was brougnt P. M. Music will be supplied by
in when Hoffman allegedly testified Isham Jones and his orchestra. More
in an examination before trial that than 1,000 members and guests are
Consolidated handled the advertising expected to attend the dance.
for the picture.
To Renovate Astor
The Astor will close Oct. 31 and
renovation of the theatre will be
started in preparation for the opening
of "The Hurricane" Nov. 9.
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Randforce to Open 52nd
Randforce tonight will open the
Rainbow, its 52nd theatre in Brooklyn. The house seats 1,500 and will
be managed by Irving Berman, who
switches from the Meserole.

Set

I, A, Screen

for

Credits

Hollywood, Oct. 27.— The I. A.T.S.E.
symbol which will appear as screen
credit in future productions in accordance with the agreement recently
reached, will be of the same size as
the Production Code Seal and will
appear in the lower left hand corner
of the screen title card, it has been
decided by producers.
The American Society of Cinematographers will retain their screen
credit.
Wilcox Leaves Sunday
Herbert Wilcox, producer of
"Victoria the Great," which opens at
the Music Hall today, will leave Sunday with Anna Neagle, for Washington, Boston, Chicago, Denver and
Hollywood where they will appear on
the Chase & Sanborn radio program.
From Hollywood the producer and
star will journey to San Francisco,
then Dallas and New York.
Kuykendall at Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, Oct. 27.— Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.,
speaking here today to the members of
the intermountain T.O.O., stressed
what he termed to be a "complete lack
of
boards."
He enthusiasm
left tonightforforcancellation
Denver, expecting
to be home by Thanksgiving.
Fined on Bank Night
Milwaukee, Oct. 27.— Abraham
and Bertha Latts, owners of the
Royal, were found guilty at Ashland
today of conducting a lottery in the
operation of Bank Night. They were
fined $25 and costs each. The case
had been adjourned five times.

Garrison Film Distributors has
Century Books **Spain"
booked "Heart of Spain," a featurette produced by Frontier Films, Inc.,
into the Century starting today. The -IV2
picture
also is at the Teatro Hispano -V
in Harlem.
2
-1- Vs
-Vi

Leave for Chicago Meet
Charles Bunn and Bert Sanford of
Erpi and Joe Hornstein, local indeWall Street
pendent theatre equipment dealer, left
4^
for Chicago yesterday to attend the
11%
AVa
SVs
three-day Motiograph convention
Board Movement
High 162!^ High Net
which opens today at the Edgewater
1675^,
I2V2 625^
- 'A
9m
16254
1354 Change
Beach Hotel there. New projection
nVs
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Low
168
Close
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the convention.
- /8
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"Souls" Gets $32,000
135^. 13
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3% - /8
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1
,
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"Souls at Sea" finished a second Para. 2
— Vi
245^
2^
12
12
+ M
week at the Paramount with approxi- Pathe , , , .
3%
3%
. ilVi
mately $32,000. The picture is now RKO
3IV2: -f Vi
in its third week at popular prices. 20th Fox .. . 25
1/2 18V4
The Globe took in about $5,000 on 20th,
Univ., pfd..
pfd. . 328
99
W. B. , .
+ i4
"The Girl Said No."
Chanqes
Curb ■ m High in Fractions
"Zenda" Holdovers Gain
Oiange
. 1/2
4-NetM
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32 Close
■
im
+
In 60 first run engagements "The G. N
m
m
m
Prisoner of Zenda" has been held Monogram
1/2. m
m
over an average of seven days. United Sonotone . Open
19
Artists states. In several other situ3
3
Univ. -Lux
Pict. m
ations the film has played three extra Trans
32
weeks.
Bonds Gain Lightly
Expect $6,500 Opener
The Warners were calculating late
last night that the opening day of
"The Perfect Specimen" at the Strand
would gross $6,500. This would be
the biggest first day of any attraction to play the theatre since "G-Men."
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NBC

Is Considering

N,

Y, Transcriptions

NBC yesterday stated it has considered but has not yet decided to permit the airing of transcribed programs over its two New York outlets, WJZ and WEAF, a practice
which has been instituted by CBS
for WABC.
WABC, however, will only accept
transcriptions up to 9 A. M., and in
order to make available more early
morning time to sell will open its
broadcasting day an hour earlier
than heretofore, at 6:30 A. M.
McDonnell Joins Recording
Advertisers' Recording Service, Inc.,
instantaneous recording company, has
appointed Frank R. McDonnell sales
manager. McDonnell has been in the
sales promotional field of radio for
the past few years, both at WHN and
WINS, and before that was in charge
of sales for Singer & Bryne, producers and distributors of advertising films. McDonnell was also, for
nine years, a member of the firm of
McDonnell & Co., stockbrokers.
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Mysteries
Lucky

Strikes

San Francisco, Oct. 27. —
NBC's audience mail department here has a request for
a "good Irishman."
Signed by a woman radio
fan who says she is 57, a
widow, and saws her own
wood, the letter asks the web
to broadcast for a "good
Irishman who doesn't drink,
is about 50, and has a small

Finish
Segal,

Testimony
Smith

in

Action

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
The American Tobacco Co., for
Washington, Oct. 27. — Final arguLucky Strike Cigarettes, yesterday
ment tonight brought to a close the
signed to present a new series titled disbarment trial of Paul M. Segal
"Melody Mysteries" on the Mutual
network. The contract is for 13 and George S. Smith before the
F.C.C. after eight days spent in the
weeks, over stations WOR, New taking of testimony on charges that
York, and WNBF, Binghamton.
Present indications are that the series the two attorneys misled the commission in the prosecution of applications
will spread over a great number of
Mutual stations at renewal time. The for broadcasting facilities through
of dummy corporations.
series is to begin Nov. 2, from 8 to theIn use
view
of admissions made during
8:30 P. M.
the presentation of the defense that
The series has been a west coast
the commission's regulations and the
WPEN
Broadens
Its presentation over the Don Lee net- intent of the communications act to
car."
work under the title of "Script force full disclosure of pertinent inTease" and was brought here for
Policy on Programs
formation had been violated, it is
auditioning purposes by Hal Hackett expected the commission will be
Philadelphia, Oct. 27. — John of
Lord & Thomas, the agency
Iracci, president of WPEN-WRAX, handling American Tobacco. The forced to impose some penalty.
today made public a new policy for
the stations, to become effective Nov. show was auditioned Monday night Marx-Graham
Action
2, Heretofore the stations have used with Richard Himber's band, Stuart
Ruysdael anSettled out of Court
exclusively foreign language pro- Allan, vocalist, Basil
nouncer and Fred Uttel, em cee. This
grams, but effective with the new
Los Angeles, Oct. 27. — Twentyhas been retained for the series.
policy they will add English programs cast
The idea behind the show is to four hours before they were to go to
and will build the talent lineup with
of the audience detect trial on an indictmait charging copya 12-piece house band and variety have members
right infringement, Chico and Groucho
song titles in the lines of the script,
shows.
for a cash and cigarette prize. Marx today settled for "in excess of
Beginning Nov. 2, the station will
the Carroll and Garrett Grause the call letters of WPEN only, Listeners will be offered similar $5,000"
ham claim of plagiarism against them
ideas.
script
submitting
for
prizes
dropping WRAX.
in the alleged use of their material in
Iracci recently signed Angelo
a Marx NBC broadcast.
Palangi to handle sports broadcasts,
WHN to Have Cantor Program
Loyd Wright, Marx attorney,
and George Lasker as station manWHN will carry the broadcast of would not divulge the exact amount
ager. The station recently was the Eddie Cantor 25th anniversary of settlement.
granted an increase in power by the ceremonies tonight from 12:30 A. M.
F.C.C, and now has 1,000 watts.
to 2 A. M., via feed from CBS.
Sidney Denies More
Air Shows
Planned

Boston Orchestra Off Air
Boston, Oct. 27.— Although the
concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra were featured over national
hookups for three seasons, and since
the group may not be on the air this
season, a move to find a sponsor is
reported to be under way. Edward A.
Taft, chairman of the Friends of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, has declared that this year $30,000 is needed
to pay the taxes on Symphony Hall,
►
Personals
Radio
plus interest on the mortgage, and i
that $60,000 more will be needed to
and AlERTY
HENRY tonDOUGH
cover all other operating expenses.
Cook, both
formerly of of the cast of the forthcoming network serial held a "get together"
NBC's publicity department, have
Radio Education Meeting Set
yesterjoined hands as independent publicity party at Miss Johnson's home booked
. . Mary Small has been
The second National Conference on agents. Currently they are represent- for aday .week
of personal appearances at
ing Jean Sablon and Senator Fishface the Earle Theatre, Philadelphia, openEducational Broadcasting will be held
Nov. 29, 30 and Dec. 1 at the Drake . . . Jane Martin, of the "Let's Play
NBC-Blue nettomorrow.
ingwork
Hotel in Chicago. Representatives of Games" WOR session, has written a
broadcastHer
that same evening
the Federal Radio Education Com- booklet bearing that title for distribu- will originate in the studios of WEIL
tion to listeners . . . Bobby Breen will . . . The Yacht Club Boys sail aboard
mittee, the F.C.C. and the Office of
Education Radio Project will attend. appear on on the George Jessel Mutual
lie de France today . . . "One
Educators and radio personages are series . . . Clem McCarthy and the
scream, $5" is an item that appeared
d
to
assigne
been
have
Hicks
George
included in the list of speakers.
a recent coast sheet on the "Fol
broadcast a description of the bout be- on
low the Moon" series.
Pete
ArmHenry
and
Sarron
tween
Coca-Cola Renews on WHN
strong. The broadcast is tomorrow at
A renewal has been received by 10:15 P. M. on the NBC-Blue . .
WHN from the Coca-Cola Bottling Because a majority of the better radio
Charles Vanda, CBS program
Co. The contract is for 13 weeks and shows now are emanating from the
director for the West Coast, is in New
the program consists of 15-minute west coast, local programs to which York conferring with network heads
Mondays through Fridays with tickets once went begging are now be- here. . . . Jacob Wilk, story head for
ing held in the presence of capacity Warners, will appear on Peggy
"Singin' Sam" transcriptions. The
audiences . . .
D'Arcy Co. is the agency.
Tudor's WOR program tomorrow at
+
10:15 A. M. . . . George Lottman,
Ameche on Lux Show Nov. 1
Keith Kiggins, NBC manager of radio press agent, has returned from
Don Ameche, Charles Winniger and station relations, has been elected Hollywood. . . .
Ginger Rogers will appear in the Lux
of the Advertising Men's
"Radio Theatre" production of "A adjutant
Post of the American Legion . . .
Free Soul" Nov. 1 over CBS.
Chicago Town Pump
Marion Davies has been signed for Marion Claire replaces Mario Chamlee
guest
"HittheParade"
Chicago, Oct. 27. — Thirteen new
athis
broadcast
of "Peg
My Heart" on as
CBStheOct.
30 . on
. . For
first timeoverin
same series
Nov.o' 29.
programs weekly will soon be broadcast by WIND over a direct line
three years, Richard Himber's band
is being heard via CBS. Himber re- from WLW and WHN ... Dr. Ray
WICC Gets Jessel Program
cently organized a new band, a com- Lawson of northern Canada was a re"30 Minutes in Hollywood," the
cent WLS visitor. Dr. Lawson, en
pletely separate unit from his orchesweekly Mutual revue headed by
tra heard for Lucky Strikes and route to England, stopped off to visit
George Jessel, will be heard over
and it is this band, ap- with some of the Barn Dance stars,
WICC beginning this Sunday for the Studebaker,
pearing at the Essex House, which is his radio favorites ... A deal for the
Crawford Laundry of Bridgeport. The now heard on CBS . . .
exclusive broadcast rights to all home
program is a participation series.
and out-of-town games of the Chicago Bears, pro football team, has
Ruth Ford, niece of George Evans, been closed by WJTD. Jimmy Dud"Damsel" on "Hollywood Hotel"
"Damsel in Distress," with Fred the publicist, has arrived from Holly- lev will do the broadcasts for the
Astaire and Joan Fontaine, will be
wood to settle here. She is a well seven remaining games . . . Tack Hurknown
west coast stage and radio
previewed
CBS Nov. on5."Hollywood
Burns and Hotel"
Allen over
will actress . . . Bess Johnson, the writers "^le is producing the new "Tenny Peabody" show for CBS-WBBM, which
also appear on the program.
of "Hilltop House," and the members is heard thrice weekly.

Hollywood, Oct. 27. — Louis K.
Sidney today flatly denied that
M-G-M was contemplating any radio
show other than the General Foods
program. He said that such a plan
had not been discussed at any time.
'Tinto Pete" Starts on WNEW
"Pinto Pete in Arizona," new
transcribed serial, has begun over
WNEW, Sundays 12:15 to 12:30
P. M., for 26 weeks through the
Allen C. Smith agency and the Williams G. Rambeau Co. Cystex, a drug
product,
sponsors.Tobacco Co., through
Axton-Fisher
McCann-Erickson, has contracted for
the morning and early evening sessions of the
"MakeTheBelieve
Ballroom"
over this
station.
contract
for the
morning show is for 52 weeks, and for
the late show 33 weeks.
Fulton Lewis, Jr., to WOL
Washington, Oct. 27. — Fulton
Lewis, Jr., newspaper columnist, has
joined the staff of WOL here. He
will be heard nightly over WOL in
a 15-minute interpretation of the news,
beginning this Monday.
Vicks Signs
Wilbur Evans,
the Vicks "Open
weekly guest, has
run of the series.

Wilbur Evans
currently heard on
House" series as a
been signed for the

F. A. Mulgrew to Grombach
Grombach Prod., Inc., has added
Felix A. Mulgrew to its sales staff.
Mulgrew was formerly special assistant to U. S. District Attorney for the
southern district of New York.
Use Women Announcers
Mexico City, Oct. 27. — Four
women announcers are being employed
by two radio stations here. They are
Mexico's first feminine air announcers.
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9-Month
Jumps

20th-Fox
Week

to

$6,696,000
An

Increase of $3,408,776
Over Last Year

Paramount Pictures, Inc., yesterday
reported that its combined estimated
consolidated earnings and share of undistributed earnings of partially owned
subsidiaries for the nine months ended
Oct. 2 aggregate $6,696,000, after all
charges except provision for Federal
tax on undistributed profits.
This compares with a combined
total of earnings and share of undistributed profits of partially owned subsidiaries amounting to $3,287,224, after
applying $1,800,000 out of a special
inventory reserve set up in 1935, during the same period last year.
The computation includes consolidated earnings of $5,276,000 and $1,420,000 representing the company's
share in undistributed earnings of partially owned subsidiaries.
Paramount's estimated consolidated
net earnings for the third quarter of
the current year are $1,958,000, exclusive of approximately $440,000 representing Paramount's share as a
(^Continued on page 13)
Stage Door" Pulls
$84,800 y 3rd Week
in its more
third than
weekwasat
the"Stage
Music Door,"
Hall, tallied
expected, winding up the final seven
days with $84,800, or $4,800 more
than anticipated by interests close to
the theatre and distributor.
"Double Wedding" hit a mild $35,000 at the Capitol during its first
week.
"AH Baba Goes to Town" finished a
first week at the Roxy last night with
$53,500. The picture will be replaced
Nov. 5 by "Heidi," Shirley Temple's
latest.
Roadshows

Planned

For ''Old Chicago"
Twentieth Century-Fox, convinced
by advance previews that "In Old
Chicago," is the outstanding film produced by the company since the advent
of Darryl F. Zanuck, is preparing to
roadshow the film in a wholesale manner throughout the United States.
Indications last night were that the
attraction will be withheld from general distribution until the 1938-'39 releasing season.
Radio— Pp.

22-23

YORK.

FRIDAY,

39

Net

Visits

Is

$4,898,893
Is

OCTOBER

$447,042 Above Same
Period Last Year

TEN

29, 1937

President

Will H. Hays, M.P.P.D.A.
president, was one of two
callers received by President
Roosevelt at his Hyde Park
residence yesterday. The
other was Professor Nelson
Brown of Syracuse University, who. White House aides
said, had come to discuss reforestation. The purpose of
Hays' visit was not disclosed.
At Hays' office here it was
stated that the reason for the
visit was not known. It was
pointed out that Hays has
been a Presidential visitor on
other occasions which were
presumably of an informal
social nature.

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
yesterday reported a consolidated net
operating profit of $4,898,893 after
all charges, including normal Federal
income tax, but not including provision
for surtax on undistributed profits for
the 39 weeks ending Sept. 25. This
compares with a profit of $4,451,851
for the first three quarters of 1935.
For the quarter ended Sept. 25 the
net profit after all charges, excepting
provision for surtax on undistributed
profits, was $1,143,410 compared with Alger
Report
a second quarter profit of $1,687,885
and a profit of $1,682,661 for the third
Setup
RKO
On
quarter of 1936.
On the basis of 956,740 shares of
$1.50 cumulative convertible preferred
15
Nov.
stock outstanding Sept. 25, the con- Due
solidated net operating profit for the
39 weeks of 1937 amounts to $5.12
Special Master George W. Alger
per share on preferred stock. After allowing for the preferred dividend for will not present his tentative report
the first three quarters of 1937 total- on the RKO reorganization plan until
ing $1.12>4 ($.3714 paid quarterly) Nov. 15, he advised attorneys at a
(.Continued on page 13)
hearing yesterday which had been
scheduled to receive the report. The
delay is due to the fact that the RKO
Trust Suit Probing
consolidated earnings statement for
the first nine months of the year,
Off Until Nov. 15
which is expected to have an imporThe taking of depositions in conbearing on the special rnaster's
nection with the Morse & Rothenberg report,tant was
not available until yesanti-trust action against eight major
terday, presumably making compledistributors and the Maine & New
tion of the report impossible for another week or 10 days.
Hampshire and M. A. Shea circuits,
which has been under way here for
As indicated in Motion Picture
the past two weeks, is scheduled to Daily yesterday, RKO's consolidated
be adjourned today to Nov. 15. The net profit for the 39 weeks ended Oct.
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)

Quality
On

Test

British

Is

Suggested

Low

By BRUCE
London, Oct. 28. — The new Films
Bill, presented yesterday to the House
of Commons and referred to committee
after its first formal reading, provides
that a quality test, originally rejected
in the Board of Trade's White Paper
on the proposed legislation, has been
invoked only on films costing less than
£7,500 in labor costs, or £15,000 in
total, for determination of eligibility
for the distributor quota.
The provision stipulates that such
films will be passed if they have "a

Cost

Films

ALLAN
special value for purposes of entertainment." The use of the clause, it
is indicated in certain quarters, will
depend largely on the spirit of the
administration.
With virtually that single exception the measure as introduced in the
House of Commons follows almost
exactly the stipulations in the White
Paper. The quota percentages remain
the same as in the original plan, dropping from 20 per cent as at present
(Continued on page 4)
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Paramount,

Coast
Seen

Selzniek

Rumors

Replacing LeBaron
As Studio Head

Hollywood, Oct. 28. — David O.
Selzniek, according to unusually reliable sources here, will choose from
among the many
deals now
sideration that which
will under
take conhim
to Paramount as managing director
replacing William LeBaron in charge
of all production. LeBaron, it is said,
is ready to leave the lot upon the
expiration of his present contract,
several months hence.
Under the terms of the reported
of¥er to Selzniek, he would produce
personally four to six pictures annually and would receive a percentage onmentallsimilar
profits
under ofan Louis
arrange-B.
to that
Mayer and the late Irving Thalberg
at Unsubstantiated
M-G-M.
rumors here have
LeBaron ready to form his own company. The producer, who is out of
town, could
not report.
be reached for verification of the
Today's development indicated that
Selzniek is leaning more to the Paramount offer than to any of the other
deals now being discussed in New
York.
Asks

a Ruling

on

Uncensored
Films
Arthur Garfield Hays has requested
the Attorney General of New York to
rule on the question whether an uncensored version of a film can be
shown to an invited audience which includes newspaper critics. His action
followed a ruling of the New York
County District Attorney that a
screening of an uncensored version of
"Club de Femmes" to critics and
guests
illegal. at the 55th St. Playhouse was
The District Attorney's ruling was
given after the Motion Picture Division of the State Dep't of Education
(the censor
board)on page
had 16)
complained
(Continued
Convict

Manager

of

Bank Night Fraud
Edward Zabowsky, assistant manager of the new 14th St. Theatre,
apparently has discovered a way to
cheat the house out of its Bank Night
prize money. Yesterday Zabowsky was
found guilty of conspiracy to defrauil
by three justices in Special Sessions
(Continued on page lo)
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About

600

Attend

Dinner for Cantor
Hollywood, Oct. 28.— About 600
guests representing the screen, stage,
radio, society, religion and politics attended a testimonial dinner tonight
at the Ambassador in honor of Eddie
Cantor's 25thtertainment
anniversary
in the was
enfield. The affair
broadcast by CBS, coast-to-coast.
Joseph M. Schenck was chairman
of the executive committee which also
included Will H. Hays, Postmaster
General Farley, Louis B. Mayer, Paul
Muni and Gov. F.rank F. Merriam.
George Jessel vi^as toastmaster.
Among the speakers were Dr. A. H.
Giannini, Governor Merriam, Jack
Benny, Mayer, Irvin S. Cobb, who
presented a plaque to Cantor.
Others who went to the microphone
were Deanna Durbin, Sophie Tucker,
Martha Raye, Judy Garland, Bob
Burns, Jimmy Durante and Bill Robinson.
Loew Signs Ed Gross
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Ed Gross,
formerly associate producer for Sol
Lesser on the Bobby Breen pictures,
today sigiied a contract as associate
producer with David L. Loew Prod.

Insiders^
By RED

T"* HIS fair city is trembling
with strategy. In lavish
hotel and office suites on the
East Side of the town, of
course, assorted palavers are
going full blast to determine a number of matters reported variously and at length
in this and other publications.
For instance, the United Artists
deal. You might be curious
about that. . . .
It appears there are plans and
about their detail you'll have to
take our report since precious
little talking is going on within
reportorial ears. The 60 per
cent now held by Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and Doug
Fairbanks and tied up optionwise, by Sam Goldwyn and Alex
Korda calls for $4,500,000 in
cash before any transfer takes
place. As reported, Chaplin
wants his $2,000,000 on the line.
Mary and Doug each will take
37^ per cent in stock. If and
when that tidy little sum should be
raised, the job would be only
partially rounded out. There is
the matter of making pictures
and the financial well into which
to dip to get the necessaries. . . ,
T
Coursing around in Goldwyn's
mind is understood to be a desire to arrange a deal so that
working capital in sufficiently
impressive dollars can be lined
up to permit him his future
activities sans the necessity
for continuing to pledge his
personal credit whenever he
wants another million, or two,
or three. For a plan by which
United Artists could and would
have a liquid enough treasury
to extend aid to its producers,
Goldwyn is reported prepared, although only finally, no doubt, to
unbend in directions where unbending currently does not appear to be in the cards. Shall
we say, for the fun of it, a desire to assume complete control
of the company? . . .
▼
Then Korda. In his mind,
there is reputed to be a scheme
for the purchase of the PickfordChaplin-Fairbanks interests by
United Artists itself which then
would seek to arrange with Prudential and/or others for the cash
required to pay off the selling
owner-members. Obviously, this
would set up a picture wherein
United Artists, the company, and
not Goldwyn and Korda, the individuals, would be the borrower.
How control would be determined
under a plan like this is declared
not to be definitely clear. Presumably, United Artists and its
assets would constitute security

Outlook
KANN
for the loan. Presumably again,
those making the loan might be
willing to let Goldwyn take on
authority and responsibility to
well nigh any degree — within
some semblance of reason — that
he might desire. . . .
The obstacle, and there is one,
currently appears to be the law.
The belief is afloat that a setup
of this nature might be in violaof the
stock "under
corporation
statutestion of
Delaware
which
United Artists is organized. In
that commonwealth, a corporation is not permitted to purchase
its own stock except out of surplus. United Artists, on the one
hand, has a surplus of $1,500,000
while requirements to lift the option run to $4,500,000. December 21, on the other hand, is
the expiration date. If the option
is not picked up within the present time limit, there is reason to
credit the understanding an extension might be arranged, but
at a stepping up of terms. The
increase, and a compliment to the
U. A. producers and the George
Schaefer-Andy Smith administration, traces to the conviction reported running around in the
minds of the Chaplin-PickfordFairbanks coterie that U. A. is
enjoying a very profitable year.
Ergo, their holdings are worth
more. . . .

Still another angle. The willingness of Miss Pickford and
Fairbanks to accept stock for
three-eighths of their holdings
reputedly bears on Federal taxes
and devices for savings in that
direction if they accept the remaining five-eighths only in cash.
This phase seems a trifle clouded
in mist, but the report has it the
possibility of tax savings does
not prevail for them beyond this
calendar year. This being true, it
follows rationally enough that,
if they extend the option beyond
Dec. 21, their price goes up and
they may insist upon cash. . . .
Strategy is having a day of
it in another significant direction,
named David O. Selznick. These
are times when it is very simple
indeed to keep abreast of Selznick International negotiations.
It can be done by lifting up a
telephone or merely by sitting
back for the telephone to ring.
Thus, it was offered freely that
Dave would not continue with
U. A. if Goldwyn and Korda get
control. It was offered as freely
that his negotiations with RKO
had collapsed. And, known to
all and sundry, near and far, are
his quickly conceded negotiations

11th

Theatre
Birthday

Next Wednesday, the Paramount
theatre will begin celebrating its 11th
anniversary.
been Tommy
booked
as the film "Angel"
attractionhaswith
Dorsey and his orchestra on the stage
with Helen Charleston and Stan
Kavanagh.
During the past 11 years more than
500,000,000
persons have attended the
theatre.
Predict Pathe Profit
Pathe wall show an appreciable
profit for the three-quarter period
ended in September, it was indicated
yesterday. The profit and loss statement for the nine months will be released either today or tomorrow.
The new plant the company is building in the Pathe News Bldg. will be
ready in February, it was stated. Directors of the company at a meeting
Wednesday approved the nine-month
statement.
Wilby Takes 6 Houses
West Point, Ga., Oct. 28.— L. J.
Duncan has sold six of his theatres
to George Wilby and his associates
of Atlanta. Duncan disposed of his
interests in Toccoa, Cornelia, Lavonia
and Clarkesville by the transaction.
Duncan with his associates will
continue to operate their circuit in the
Chattahoochee Valley.
Spitz on Coast
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Leo Spitz
arrived here today and went immediately into conference with Samuel
J. Briskin and others on the RKO lot.
Ocean City House Burns
Ocean City, Oct. 28.— The Strand,
Boardwalk theatre, was destroyed today. The loss is estimated at $50,000.
with Paramount and RKO. In
other words, Dave, a smart fellow, is out to make a new deal.
He has "A Star Is Born" and
"The Prisoner of Zenda" behind
him with "Nothing Sacred" coming up, andword
coming
up with as
whata
advance
describes
heluva bang. Very much in demand, therefore, is Selznick. . . .
It comes about, then, that aside
from his very substantial merit
as a producer, Dave has a full
appreciation of the dramatic
timing of a story here and there.
This has been happening in the
last few days and it's all right,
provided a little light is thrown
into the intricacies of the tactics-.
This being what it is, we do not
imagine you will mind a great
deal if we day-dream on our own
and suggest that surprise should
not be too completely yours if
Dave, after all that has been said,
does elect to stay with United
Artists. Not merely as a contributing producer, but under a
second breakdown of the stock
control under which Goldwyn
and Korda both would give up
not half of their 50 per cent but
enough of their SO per cent to
make Selznick a minority partner. . . .
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ANNA NEAGLE, in the midst of a
round of luncheons and attendant
functions all week, went through three
yesterday and last night. First, the
luncheon at the Ampa, details reported elsewhere in this edition. Secondly was a reception by W. G. Van
ScHMUS tieing in with the premiere
of "Victoria, the Great" at the Music
Hall. Last night, Herbert Wilcox,
her producer, gave her a supper at the
Ritz.
•
Allen Rivkin left for the coast
yesterday, following a conference here
with his publishers on a book designed
for fall publication. The same train
carried west Bill Fadiman of
M-G-M, Frank Orsatti, Anthony
Veiller, Albert Hackett and
Frances Goodrich.
•
Arthur Reick and Konstantin
Gorian, two of the He de France arrivals and part of the contingent
Louis B. Mayer signed up on his
recent European jaunt, left for Hollywood last night by plane.
•
Scott Dunlap, production head for
Monogram, has delayed his departure
for the coast until tomorrow. Henri
Elm an, franchise holder, will accompany Dunlap as far as Chicago.
•
Janet Gaynor met the press in
large numbers early last evening at a
cocktail party arranged for her by
Selznick International. The place
was "21."
•
Jules Levy is on the coast, from
Hot Springs, and will call a regional
sales meeting in San Francisco within
the next two weeks.
•
Edith Mandell, secretary to Meyer Beck of United Artists, will
leave Monday for Hollywood to be
gone six weeks.
•
Chelle Janis, manager of Loew's
Ziegfeld, has resigned, effective Nov.
5 and will join Transcontinental
Press Bureau.
•
Gregory Dickson, press representative for the Disney studios, leaves
for Hollywood today. The rail route
for him.
•
Robert Musel's and Michael
Raymond's story, "Emergency
Squad," has been purchased by Paramount.
•
Clinton M. White, G. B. assistant general manager, will leave Sunday on a tour of southern exchanges.
•
George Griffith, Jr., of Hoyts
Theatres, Melbourne, Australia, is in
town, staying at the St. Moritz.
•
Ann Rosenthal, Grand National
legal adviser, will leave for Chicago
today by air on a business trip.
•

British

Not

Prejudiced

Films^

Says

Wilcox

be of a quality comparable to American product.
With the exception of introducing
Wilcox and Anna Neagle, which was
handled by Rolan, the meeting was
conducted by Capt. Harold Auten,
American representative for Greater
Union Theatres, Ltd., of Australia.
Taking short bows were Charles de
Grandecourt, author of "Victoria the
Great" ; Leslie Banks, Ned E. Depinet, Hugh Cochrane, Elsa Buchanan, Ramon Novarro, J. E. M. Carmel. Hunt Freeley, Ralph Poucher,
Margot Grahame, Cecil Smith, Robert
Appelby, Sam E. Morris, M. A.
Schlesinger, C. C. Pettijohn and Arthur Lee.
"I probably would not have been
Jeff
impersonator, was the
so fortunate if I had not fallen in first onSparks,
the entertainment bill. He
mimed Kate Smith, W. C. Fields,
friendly
should behands,"
about he
halfadded.
a dozen"There
films
Lionel Barrymore, Edward G. Robsent over by British producers. The
inson and the late Enrico Caruso.
pictures should be scrutinized before
David Dow, representing the Ausbeing sent here and if this is done
tralian government, said "to you in
it
will
be
far
better
for
our
entire
inthe American picture industry let me
dustry.
say that we have an industry that is
Wilcox went on to pay tribute to
RKO forces for the way they have coming
Douglas
Cole then took a bow and
along."
handled the campaign on the Music was followed by Gus Van, who sang
Hall film. "I want to pay the high- a series of songs which he called
est compliment to the magnificent help "Cavalcade of Broadway."
Sir Gerald Campbell, after a few
I have received from RKO," he said.
swell
gags, presented Miss Neagle a
"By the way they worked on this
picture you would think they had no medal from the Black Watch in Toronto. He said he was in favor of
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire
bringing
back a cheerful note in enfilms to sell." The producer also
tertainment and that it was up to the
praised Ralph
Rolan and
for help.
his "extraordinary cooperation
RKO film industry to do its share.
Leon Rothier, Metropolitan Opera
has done a great service for British
films. If anything, it has done much
singer,
sang introduction
a selection from
"Faust."
After the
of the
star
to Wilcox
aid the held,
Britishinindustry."
effect, that the and producer of "Victoria the Great,"
American public was justified for its Katharine Hare and Hendrick Van
attitude on bad English-made films. Loon did an impersonation of Noel
He hoped that future pictures will Coward and Gertrude Lawrence.

Herbert Wilcox, producer of "Victoria
Great,"
told members ofthethe
Ampayesterday
that there
is no
prejudice against British pictures in
America, but "if there is a prejudice,
it is against the bad films that are
sent over." Wilcox was a guest at
the International luncheon which was
attended by more than 500.
"British production is probably at
its lowest ebb," he asserted, "and it is
a great tonic to make a picture which
has been accepted here." He was referring to "Victoria the Great" without mentioning the name. IncidentRKO will production.
distribute "The Rat,"
also aally,
Wilcox

for the M-G-M studios last night via
American Airlines.
•
LiTA Grey Chaplin will open
Sunday at the State, Hartford, for
four days.
•
Y. Frank Freeman returned from
Minnesota yesterday.
•
Harry C. Arthur will arrive Monday from St. Louis.
Robert Gillham returned from the
coast yesterday.
Si Fabian returned from Albany
yesterday.
Ray Lewis and her son are in from
Canada.
New

Warner

Talent

Will Play in Shorts
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Warners has
inaugurated a system of having its
new contract players appear in a
series of trailer-short subject, exploiting their latest vehicdes. This plan
was adopted following favorable response to Ronald Reagan's trailer on
"Love Is on the Air."
Reagon will be "starred" in a series
Alice Duer Miller's novel, "And to be called "Ronald Reagan's HollyOne Was Beautiful," has been purwood Adventures," and the next two
chased by M-G-M.
pictures he will exploit are "Sergeant
Si Seadler and Oscar Doob left ATurphy" and "Accidents will Hap-

"^7"

to Open

QuaKty

on

Offices

Test
Cost

for

Low

Pictures

(.Continued from page 1)
to IS per cent for the first year for
exhibitors. During the 10-year period
of the proposed bill the exhibitor
quota will be 10 per cent for the first
year of the new law, beginning April
1, 1940, and rising progressively to
a high of 25 per cent.
For distributors the quota will run
from 15 per cent in the first year to
30 per cent finally. The dropping to
15 per cent for the current season is
to offset any possible disturbance.
The present law expires in September,
1938, and the new legislation is expected to be made effective as of April
1, 1940. The separate short subject
quota rises during the term of the law
from five to 15 per cent for exhibitors and 10 to 20 per cent for distributors, according to the bill.
The bill reviews the various quota
provisions since 1929, and suggests the
possibility of modification after four
C.E.A. Fathered Clause
The quality clause, providing for
years.
review of quality to determine quota
eligibility, was sponsored by the CineExhibitors'
but
was rejected matograph
by the
BoardAss'n,
of Trade
in the White Paper as being uncertain. The cost test, espoused by the
Kinematograph Renters Society (distributors), was approved. It provides
that films costing £7,500 or more in
labor costs alone, estimated at onehalf the total production cost, would
be entitled
tributortoquota. registration for the disUnder the new stipulation the quality test apparently would be applied
to films whose labor costs are less
than £7,500, to determine distributor
quota eligibility. A film costing £22,500 in labor costs will rank double
for quota purposes. No cost test is
applicable to short subjects.
The measure, now in committee,
will be brought out for a second formal reading on Nov. 4, then referred
back to committee until Nov. 15, when
it will be brought out again for general discussion, according to present

In Denmark,
Norway
Universal will establish new distribution offices in Norway and Denmark in line with a move to expand
the company's foreign representation,
R. H. Cochrane, president, stated yesterday. The new offices will be located at Oslo and Copenhagen and
will be opened on Jan. 1.
Gus Schaefer, Universal export
To Ask New Council
manager, who is now in Europe, will
remain abroad to establish the offices plans.
At a conference of representatives of
and select their staffs. The additions the Film Group of the Federated British
are Universal's 73d and 74th offices Industries, the C.E.A. and six labor
in the foreign field.
unions it was agreed that the Board
of Trade should be approached with a
request for a new body, the British
Open New "U" Exchange
Cinema Industries Council, instead of
Chicago, Oct. 28.— Several hun- the
films commission as suggested in
dred exhibitors and other film men
today attended the opening of the new the original Moyne Report. Under the
Universal exchange at 1,301 South plan the council would consider matters referred to it, and would not
Wabash Ave. United Artists and
suggested advisory comColumbia are constructing exchanges supercedemittee.theThe council
also would have
in the same building.
the power of publicizing matters
brought before it. The general aim
K. C. Midland Taken
is the right of the British industry to
Herbert M. Woolf and M. B. Shan- appeal to an independent body if the
in operation favors Ameriberg of .^vansas City this week ar- filmscanact
interests.
ranged t have the Midland InvestTlie belief is expressed in some
ment Coii.uany as owners, take over
the Midland theatre and office build- quarters that the British Government
ing property in Kansas City, since the will concede to a stronger controlling
lease to Loew's made ten years ago body with a view to the necessity of
had expired. The deal included a maintaining British footage and protemporary arrangement for the future
viding against American control of
operation of the theatre by Loew's.
production.
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"Superb acting of Garbo and Boyer and magnificent production send this over big. Definitely a
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"A great screen tale, told with greatness, is Metro's multi'million production 'Conquest'. . .
superlative are the performances of Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, with support of the same
high calibre

down

through

the handpicked

cast — the kind

of co-starring

delivery

the public and

the critics have a right to expect from the full surge of Garbo's and Boyer's finest artistry.
Neither has ever before reached these heights of dramatic power, and the spell they lay will
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and always inspiring Charles Boyer."
— E. J. Smithsoriy Hollywood Magazine

"Overwhelmingly magnificent and impressive, here, by all odds, is one of the greatest pictures
ever produced. Its artistry and magnitude would alone assure its financial success; but it wisely
incorporates

those
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— spectacle,

speed

and,

and
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of popular
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"A sovereign victory for quality and prestige of the films may be predicted when 'Conquest',
starring Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, reaches the screens of the country . . .This picture gives
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a new
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lavish, supporting
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cast, settings, costumes,
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$4,898,893
(Continued from page 1)
there remained a profit equivalent to
$2.19 per share on the 1,729,352
shares of common stock outstanding.
These figures do not include any
dividends from National Theatres
Corp. in which 20th Century-Fox has
a 42 per cent interest.
Gross income — from sales, rentals
and dividends— was $40,497,574.28.
Operating expenses, amortization and
production costs totaled $34,428,854.45.
Net operating profit before interest,
depreciation and Federal income taxes
was $6,068,719.85.

''The

PREVIEW

Hart

Plea

To Study UA Books
The right to inspect 12,000 distribution cards, contract ledgers and percentage books of the United Artists
Corp. was granted to the William S.
Hart Co. by Justice William T.
Collins in the N. Y. Supreme Court
yesterday.
Hart is suing for $500,000 damages
allegedly arising from the block
booking of his 1925 picture, "Tumbleweeds," with a dog picture, "Wild
Justice." The first trial resulted in a
verdict of $85,000 for Hart, but the
judgment was set aside by the Appellate Division. Hart has also started
suit in the U. S. District Court here
for the return of $185,000 which U. A.
retained as its distributor's share of
the gross receipts.
Delay 306 Conference
Although it was expected that another meeting between representatives
of Local 306 and major circuits would
take place this week, no session was
called. It is likely that both factions
may get together next week to talk
terms of the two-year contract, which
will be retroactive to Sept. 1.

Net

Jumps

to

$6,696,000
(Continued from page 1)

Barrier"

(Sherman-Paramount )

stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for the quarter of partially owned, non-consolidated subsidiaries. Including this share, the combined estimated earnings for the quarter aggregate $2,398,000. This compares with
total of
764 for
thea combined
third quarter
last$2,260,year,
after the application of $200,000 of
the special inventory reserve.
The Paramount statement for the
quarter is viewed with interest within
the trade because the exhibitor
"buyers' strike" against the company,
As directed by Leslie Selander from Bernhard Schubert's screenplay, sectionally, was in effect during two
the picture is equally suitable for the largest and the smallest theatre in of the three months covered by the
the greatest and the smallest communities.
Acting honors, of which there are more than enough to go around, third
quarter
report.
"strike"andis
now in
progress
of That
settlement
go to Leo Carrillo for a characteristically rousing performance of the should benefit fourth quarter earnings,
French Canadian trapper, to Jean Parker for a finer portrayal of the which may also reflect substantial cash
supposed half-breed heroine than any she has achieved previously, to receipts from the proposed settlement
Robert Barrat for a powerful delineation of her hunted foster parent, for $2,150,000 of recovery actions instituted by the Paramount trustees.
in the course of which he brings spontaneous applause for one of the
Earned
67 and 85 Cents
most sustained speeches in recent film history, and to Otto Kruger as
a polished Klondike gambler. Andy Clyde scores decisively on the
After deducting dividends of $298,humor side, and James Ellison is complete master of the narratively
103 on the company's outstanding first
restricted romantic lead.
and second preferred stock for the
The well-remembered story opens with Miss Parker as the supposed third quarter, earnings per common
half-breed daughter of Barrat who has been hiding out from the law share for the period would be equivalent to 67 cents on the basis of confor 18 years operating a store in an Alaskan settlement. When gold
solidated net, alone, and 85 cents on
is discovered in the community he, with Carrillo as his trapper friend, the basis of consolidated net and the
Ellison as his daughter's soldier sweetheart, Kruger as the girl's real
share in undistributed earnfather, now turned gambler, and Addison Richards, his aide, stake out company's
ings of partially owned subsidiaries.
claims. Carrillo teaches Miss Parker manners so that Ellison will be For the nine months period, the earnings per common share would be
proud to marry her. But Ellison hesitates to propose marriage because
on the first basis and $2.36 on
of the supposed Indian strain. Bloodshed and death enter the store $1.78
the combined basis.
before a happy ending is worked out.
Two songs by Jack Stern and Harry Tobias are worked into the
of
picture without detracting from the vigor of the Beach plot. George Convict Manager

Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Much has been said and written in Hollywood
about Harry Sherman's long and sometimes despairing dream of producing Rex Beach's "The Barrier." It is part of this seven-year-old
legend that when, at long last, he got his chance, players and technicians
shared the job with him as a mutual labor of love. This kind of publicity
is highly suspect in a sometimes unsentimental industry. But the picture
that Sherman and his fellow toilers have turned out is fine enough,
strong enough and big enough to suggest that this was not publicity at
all, but a plain recital of circumstances happily conspiring to bring showmen a salesworthy and immensely satisfying piece of merchandise. In
common with all Beach stories, this one is unrestricted as to appeal.

Keith's 39-Week Net
In Gain to $663M6
B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiary
companies, for the 39 weeks ending
Oct. 2, yesterday reported a net
profit after all charges, except surtax
on undistributed earnings, of $663,946.42, which compares with a net
profit for the similar period in 1936
of $531,842.56.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. and
subsidiaries reported for the same
period net profit after all charges, except surtax on undistributed earnings,
of $914,672.15, which compares with
net profit for the same period in 1936
of $666,080.63. The 1937 net is equal
to $14.22 per share on the 64,304
shares of seven per cent cumulative
convertible preferred stock, comparing
to $10.35 per share on the same stock
in the corresponding period last year.
The B. F. Keith profit before provision for depreciation and income
taxes amounted to $1,210,446.37, compared with profit of $1,065,828.30 in Barnes' photography makes pictorial poetry of the
1936. For Keith-Albee-Orpheum the streams against which most of the action transpires.
profit before provision for depreciation and income taxes amounted to
Running time, 93 minutes. "G."
$1,681,778.67, compared with $1,371,558.34 last year.
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mountains and

Bank Night Fraud
(Continued from page 1)
and was paroled for sentencing on
Nov. 12.
Zabowsky, according to the charge,
discovered that a number of theatres
purchase Bank Night tickets from the
"A Girl with Ideas"
same firm and are given the winning
(Universal)
numbers in advance. Thereupon, he
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Another racy newspaper yarn, replete with fast got three little girls, one his sister,
dialogue, occasionally really amusing, and numerous situations which to go to the St. Marks Theatre and
present the winning ticket. The mango from slapstick upward to good effect, "A Girl with Ideas" is pleasager became suspicious and when the
ing, if unpretentious, screen fare.
police appeared the girls confessed.
Wendy Barrie is the rich girl with ideas, and Walter Pidgeon and
Kent Taylor, the two newspaper men, are old friends, rivals for the
Delay Talk on Games
girl and engaged in a continuous effort to double-cross each other.
An informal meeting scheduled yesGeorge Barbier and Dorothea Kent fill in the top spots on the cast listterday by C. C. Moskowitz, Nate J.
ing effectively.
Blumberg and Harry Brandt to discuss the local games and giveaway
Sylvan Simon directed for laughs and comedy situations, and succeeded reasonably well in attaining his goal. The film has pace and situation was put off indefinitely,
continuous movement, involving a fictitious kidnaping, the invasion of Blumberg could not attend the session
the other two parties dea newspaper office by a group of society girls, a handful of fist fights and and hence
cided not to talk unless the third was
like maneuvers.
Miss Barrie wins a huge libel verdict from publisher Pidgeon and he present.
presents the paper to the girl, whose father, Barbier, is seriously opposed
to her operating a scandal sheet. Taylor is retained as managing editor Georgian Indicted
against his will by virtue of his contract, and proceeds to violate his
In Bank Night Case
verbal agreement with Pidgeon to run the paper into the ground so
Statesboro, Ga., Oct. 28. — H. H.
that the latter may buy it back at a low price.
Macon, operator of the Georgia and
From that point Pidgeon tries to make the paper a laughing stock State, was indicted today by a Bulloch County Grand Jury on a charge
with his fake kidnaping of Barbier and similar stunts, while Taylor
that he conducted Bank Nights.
comes out on top in each of their battles, until Pidgeon beats him to
The indictment says the drawing
the girl and he and Taylor go back into the newspaper business together. "was a scheme and gift enterprise
for the hazarding of money which is
minutes. "G."
Running time, 65(Additional
Reviews on Page 16)
contrary to the laws of Georgia."

NOTE
THEATRE

TO
OWNERS

The giant Newman -Budd chopper-box is manufactured exclusively by Newman Bros. Inc., Cincinnati.
'Hopper' is divided into eight compartments which
come into place automatically at designated hours.
This is the fastest Icnown way to keep a continual
check on the record business you can expect from
productions like 'The Perfect Specimen', 'Zola' at
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{Continued from page 1)
2, was reported to the special master
as being $1,543,511 after all charges
but before provision for Federal surtax. The statement includes interest
amounting to $583,665 on the extended
indebtedness of RKO, as well as the
expenses of the reorganization trustee. Of this amount, $961,980 is credited to profits from theatre operations.
Picture company operations resulted in
a loss for the third quarter, but a
profit for the nine-month period is
maintained by RKO subsidiaries in
this group, nevertheless.
The consolidated profit of $1,543,511
for the nine months compares with a
profit of $1,316,922 for the same period
last year.
Alger's tentative report will be
available to attorneys identified with
the reorganization about a week in
advance of the Nov. 15 hearing to
provide them an opportunity for
studying it before the hearing, at
which time it will be discussed for
the purpose of determining whether
or not "errors or omissions" have been
made. Thereafter, Alger will prepare
his final report, and hearings on this
may be set prior to the submission of
the report to Federal Judge William
Bondy. Hearings on the reorganizathe special master's
plan and
final tion
report
will also be held before
Judge Bondy before the plan is further
revised or confirmed.
No Changes Revealed
Alger gave no indication at yesterday's hearing of the changes in the
reorganization plan, if any, which
would be suggested in the tentative
report. The assumption is that the
report has been completed in all respects except those relating to the
availability of new money to the reorganized company, an important
point on which the nine-month financial statement has a hearing.
O. C. Doering, Jr., of counsel to
the Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,
reported to Alger that the effect of
the recent transfer to Stadium Corp.
of the Orpheum Circuit assets will be
to make available to RKO approximately $250,000 in cash through dividends from Stadium. Attacked by Orpheum creditors, the transfer of assets has been upheld by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals and the time
in which appeals may be taken to the
U. S. Supreme Court expires within
the next few days. Doering also reported that the probable maximum
amount of allowable claims against
RKO is now $21,028,104.
20th-Fox Changes Titles
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Three forthcoming films shortly to go into production at the 20th Century-Fox
studios have had their titles changed.
"Career in C Major," "Jo and Josette" and "Kentucky Moonshine"
will be known respectively as
"Women are Dangerous," "Josette,"
and "Moonshine over Kentucky."
Quits G, B. Exchange
Los Angeles, Oct. 28. — Paul de
Auto, manager of the G. B. exchange
here, has resigned.

on

Trial

(Repiiblic)
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Any audience should watch "Portia on Trial"
with the same degrees of interest and attention as did the preview
gathering. The reasons are simple and understandable. Primarily the
picture from all angles is intelligently developed and presented human
interest entertainment. Although continually serious yet not without
many
occasions
of humorous
comedy,
"Portia" is devoid of any traces
of forced
theatricalism
or artificial
stimulation.
The means which "Portia on Trial" acfopts to establish it as a film
that should be talked about are a sound, logically constructed story, good
acting in which Frieda Inescourt, Clarence Kolb, Heather Angel, Neil
Hamilton, Ruth Donnelly, Walter Abel, Barbara Pepper and Anthony
Marsh are outstanding; also by the pointed dialogue which is contrasted
by sufificient action, quality production and thoughtful direction.
As the story is related it becomes known that Miss Inescourt, a woman
lawyer, is the mother of Marsh, who is the heir to a powerful newspaper

Suit
Off

Probing

Until

Nov.

15

(Continued from page 1)
recess is being taken to permit the
preparation of a stenographic report
of the hearings up to this point.
No witnesses were heard at yesterday's session and none is scheduled
for appearance today. During the
two weeks past the depositions of
only Gabriel L. Hess, E. A. Schiller,
Felix Jenkins and William Mallard
have been obtained of a score or
more being sought by George S.
Ryan,
The plaintiff's
Morse &attorney.
Rothenberg action
asks triple damages of $2,100,000. It
was filed in Federal court at Boston
and alleges inability to obtain any
run of major company product for
seven of the plaintiff's theatres, all of
which are in competition with the
defendant circuits.

Orders Examination in Suit
An examination before trial of
Joseph R. Rosenbloom and Harry
empire and the grandson of the politically potent Kolb. Marsh's father, Krieger, defendants in a suit filed by
whose marriage to Miss Inescourt had been immediately annulled by the Intrastate Theatre Corp., formerly
Kolb's influence, is killed by Miss Angel. Ruth Donnelly, her secretary, known as Warner Bros. Theatres,
forces Miss Inescourt to assume her defense. In a dramatically staged Inc., was ordered by Justice Pecora
trial she permits Miss Angel to admit premeditated murder. She does in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. The testimony will be taken on
so to get Kolb on the stand. Then she forces from him the admission
that if things had been different years ago she would have stood trial Nov. 9 at the Supreme Court. Intrastate issuing to recover $5,875 which
for Hatnilton's murder rather than Miss Angel. Establishing justifiable was deposited as security on the 1931
homicide, Miss Inescourt secures an acquittal.
lease for the Dellinger Theatre in
The screenplay by Samuel Ornitz was adapted from Faith Baldwin's Batavia, N. Y. The theatre was destory by Edward E. Paramore, Jr. It is a splendid example of concise,
stroyed by fire on Columbus Day of
compact and meaningful writing. Without wastes or a superabundance 1935. The balance of the October rent,
of wordage it holds to the plot without deflection. Wisely George $434 which was prepaid is also
claimed. The defendants allege that
Nichols, Jr.'s direction technique allows the story to tell itself via the the lease was induced by fraud and
characterizations, dialogue and actions of the leading and supporting
that the fire was caused by the negligence of the plaintiff.
players.
Lack of name strength may preclude the possibility of "Portia on
Seek to Examine N. S. S. Heads
Trial" from becoming a general top picture, but it has human interest
entertainment. In many localities it may prove worthy of being a front
Warners will ask Justice Steuer in
runner. At any rate exhibitors can assure their patrons it is an attrac- the N. Y. Supreme Court today for
tion worth their time and money.
an examination before trial of National Screen Service executives, defendants in a $1,000,000 suit. Those
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
to be examined are Herman Robbins,
president; Toby Gruen, vice-president
and treasurer, and Sam Dembow, secretary. Warners claim that trailers
for its pictures have been made by
Looking
^Em
Over
the defendant "without Warners' conand over
its protest." Trade
names sentand
trademarks
belonging to
Warners allegedly have been used.
Ridin' the Lone Trail
The plaintifif sets forth that these
(Republic)
trailers
"misrepresent, distort and disBlood and thunder, plenty of fisticuffs afoot are bountifully supplied
parage" the features which they seek
iti this western. Bob Steele is featured. He does not sing but uses his to advertise.
Besides $1,000,000 damfists to exciting advantage and generally injects action in the scenes
ages, a permanent injunction and an
accounting are asked.
where he appears. The audiences will enjoy it to the limit.
A mining company has been having bad luck in the delivery of its
gold to a railroad station in stagecoaches. Steele with a clever ruse ar- Asks a Ruling on
ranges to have himself appointed a deputy. He also gets himself a job
Films
Uncensored
{Continued from page 1)
on Frank Ball's ranch, where a white horse that is being used by the
raiders is periodically stolen. The horse is the property of Claire
that the screening was a violation of
Rochelle, Ball's daughter. The ranch hands are at a loss to explain how the law.
the nag is spirited away on these occasions. But Steele locates the out"Various questi
laws and is taken prisoner. Soon after he turns the tables and with importance to theons of widespread
industry are inthe aid of Steve Clark he runs them to earth following a highly thrillvolved," says Hays. "If a private
ing chase in which many shots are fired and the gang is annihilated. showing to invited people is against
The leader of the band is revealed to be Ball's foreman, Ernie Adams. the law, the query at once arises as
to whether an unlicensed film in its
Later, of course, there is the proper romantic fadeout.
Charles King, Lew Meehan, Julian Revero and Hal Price round out original version can be shown to anyat any time. Will showing it to
the supporting cast with effective performances. Sam Newfield directed. criticsbody be
against the law? If that
"G."
s.
isn't
minute
against
56
the law, will it be conRunning time,
trary to law to show it to any one
else?
Does
the
law apply to anything
"Victoria, The Great," which opened yesterday morning if the Radio City
Music Hall, was reviewed on Sept. 17.
but public performances? How can
"The Perfect Specimen," now being shown at the Strand, was previewed the censors lay down a law which
prohibits the showing of an unlicensed
by wire from the coast on Sept. 25.
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" at the Roxy, "Double Wedding" at the Capitol, film to critics, but which would per"The
Great Garrick" at the Rivoli and "Souls at Sea" at the Paramount are
mit to be shown to prospective buyers."
holdovers.
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Chicago, Oct. 28. — The Oriental,
with "Something to Sing About,"
grossed $27,000, which was $9,000
better than average. The Major
Bowes Anniversary Unit on the stage
helped.
The Chicago with "The Prisoner
of Zenda" as the attraction was
credited with the best business for
that theatre in weeks. The gross
was $38,700, which was $6,700 over
the normal mark.
The Garrick, with "High, Wide
and Handsome," did well, as did the
State-Lake with, "Think Fast, Mr.
Moto."
Total first run business was $139,600. Average is $121,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Oct. 21:
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Evans Ballet and Revue. Gross:
$38,700. (Average, $32,000)
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
(Para.)
GARRICK— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,0(jO. (Average, $6,500)
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT" (G. N.)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 35c-S5c-75c, 7 days.
Stage:(Average,
Major $18,000)
Bowes' Unit. Gross: $27,000.
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage:
Fred Waring and Band. Gross:
$19,500. (Average, $19,000)
"THINK FAST. MR. MOTO'" (20th-Fox)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-40c-55c, 7
days. Stage: Verne Buck and Revue.
Gross: $14,400. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Oct. 22:
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (W. B.)
APOLLO-( 1,400), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $6,500)
"MADAME X" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $11,000)
"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
(M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c,
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average, $15,000)

Lull

Durbin

with

Chicago

"Wore

^^and

Red"
at New

Fair

in

Haven

New Haven, Oct. 28.— None of the
first runs reached a better than average level. "The Bride Wore Red"
and "My Dear Miss Aldrich" just hit
the $8,000 mark at Loew's-Poli, although the bill led ofE to an excellent weekend.
"The Prisoner of Zenda" and "Love
is on the Air," brought back to the
Roger Sherman for a second week
after an intervening bill, also stayed
at par, taking $4,600. "Lancer Spy"
and "Wild and Woolly" dropped
somewhat under the College line.
Total first run business was $18,100,
Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 22:
"LANCER SPY" (20th-Fox)
"WILD AND WOOLLY" (20th-Fox)
COLLEGE— (1,499), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,000. (Average. $2,800)
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S-POLI—
(3,040), $8,000)
35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross:
$8,000. (Average,
"PARTNERS IN CRIME" (Para.)
"WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES" (W.B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348), 35c-50c, 5 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average. $4,800)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F.N.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200), 3Sc-50c, 7
day?. Gross: $4,600. (Average, $4,600)

Twin

Cities

over

Bumps

Minneapolis, Oct. 28. — "Lost
Horizon" and "100 Men and a Girl"
pulled the Twin City houses out of a
poor week with both pictures doubling
grosses to take the lead.
The former took $12,000 at the
Minneapolis Orpheum where $6,000
is average and went into the State for
a second week. After tripling business the first week at the Century,
Deanna Durbin's latest about doubled
the usual $3,500, and stayed for a
third week at the Minneapolis Century. "Gangway" at the Minneapolis
World and "Big City" at the St.
Paul Orpheum made takes slightly
over normal.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $32,900. Average is $27,000. Total first run business in St.
Paul was $13,500. Average is $15_,000.
Estimated takings :
Minneapolis:
Week Ending Oct. 21:
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.

Gross: $7,500. (Average, $10,000)
"LOST HORIZON" (CoL)
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $6,000)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
CENTURY— (1,600), 25c-55c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,800. (Average, $3,500)
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
"DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE" (F. N.)
STATE— (2,400), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,500. (Average.
$5,500) (G. B.)
"GANGWAY"
WORLD— (400), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,100. (Average, $2,000)
St. Paul:
Week Ending Oct. 21:
"THE BRIDE WORE
RED" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $5,500)
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c -40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,200.
(Average.(20th-Fox)
$4,000)
"BORNEO"
"PRAIRIE THUNDER" (F. N.)
TO'WER— (1,000). 2Sc-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $2,000)
Week Ending Oct. 20:
"HIDEAWAY" (RKO)
"LOVE UNDER FIRE" (20th-Fox)
RIVIERA— (1,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $3,500)

"100

"Life

Men"

Sensation

Hub,

Is
in

$21,000

Boston, Oct. 28.— "100 Men and a
Girl," on a dual with "Idol of the
Crowds," was a sensation at the RKO
Memorial. The $21,000 take was $9,000
over normal.
"Big City," with "The Women Men
Marry," was strong in two places,
Loew's Orpheum, where it went $8,000
over the line on a take of $20,000, and
Loew's State, where the $16,500 gross
was up by $5,500.
It was a big week all along the line.
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," with a
stage show headed by Dorothy Stone
and George Raft for two days, reached
$31,000, up by $9,000.
Total first run business was $127,000. Average is $97,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 15 :
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (W.B.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $4,500)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"IDOL OF THE CROWDS" (Univ.)
RKO MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-50c-65c, 7
days. Gross: $21,000. (Average, $12,000)
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
"WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c -45c65c, 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
"WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
days.
Gross: STATE—
$16,500. (3,537),
(Average,25c-4Sc-65c,
$11,000) 7
"WIFE, DOCTOR
AND NURSE"
(20th-Fox)
METROPOLITAN- (4.332), 3Sc-55c-75c, 7
days. Stage: Dorothy Stone, George Raft
Monday & Tuesday. Gross: $31,000. (Average, $22,000)
"THIS WAY PLEASE" (Para.)
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (W.B.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-S0c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
RKO
BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-55c-7Sc, 7
days.
Stage:
"Broadway
Music Hall
Frolics." Gross: $19,000. (Average, $22,000)
"TWO WHO DARED" (G.N.)
"HERE'S FLASH CASEY" (G.N.)
HUB— (930), 20c-30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,500. (Average, $6,500)

Gets

Begins
$10,500,
.99

Kansas

Up

Film

City

In
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a

Lull

at

Francisco

San Francisco, Oct. 28. — ^"Double
Wedding," on a dual with "On Such
a Night," was outstanding in a dull
downtown week with a take of $17,000 at the Warfield. This topped
normal by $3,000.
The only other first run to make
an
Door,"
in
its impression
second weekwasat "Stage
the Golden
Gate,
where the $18,500 gross was above
par
$2,500.
MenOrpheum,
and a Girl,"
in a by
fourth
week "100
at the
was
still $500 up on a take of $8,500.
"Dead End," got into the profit collurnn at the Embassy and
at the
United Artists.
Total first run business was $92,000.
Average is $82,000.
Estimated takings :
Week
Oct. 19:
"STAGEEnding
DOOR" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c,
7 days, 2nd week. Stage, band. Gross:
$18,500. (Average, $16,000)
Week
"DEADEnding
END" Oct.
(U. A.)20:

EMBASSY— (1,400),
15c-35c-40c
-55c, 7
DI" (Average,
(ZOth
-Fox) $6,000)
days. Gross:"HEI
$7,000.
"DANGER, LOVE AT WORK" (ZOth-Fox)
FOX— (5,000), 15c-3
-75c,
Gross: $16,000. (Aver5c-40
$17,00
0) 7 days.
age, c-55c
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440),
15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $8,500. (Average,

"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
"WINE, WOMEN & HORSES" (W. B.)
Kansas City, Oct. 28. — Good bills, $8,000)
PARAMOUNT
(2,740), Gross:
15c-35c-40c-55ccool weather, and the American Royal 75c.
7 days, 2nd— week.
$11,500.
$13,000) END" (U. A.)
Livestock and Horse Shov^^ combined (Average, "DEAD
to make the week one of the best this
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-3Sc-40cfall for first runs. Comparative 55c-75c,
7 days. Gross: $7,600. (Average,
showings were led by "Life Begins in
College" at the Tower where the take $7,000) Week Ending Oct. 21:
was $10,500, compared with $7,000
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
par. The picture moved to the Up"ON SUCH A NIGHT" (Para.)
town for a second go.
WARFIELD'-(2,680),
15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
AIR EX
PRE$14,000)
"Stage Door" and "Bulldog Drum- 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average,
SS
mond Comes Back" gave the MainWeek
Ending
Oct.
22:
street $11,600, $3,600 over the line,
"UNDER FALSE FLAG" (Scandinavian)
and both pictures went to the NewCLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
man for a second week.
$900. (Average, $1,000)
Big money was earned by "Double
Wedding"
and "Counsel for Crime"
at
the Midland.
I
Total first run business (excluding
the Empress) was $45,400. Average
is Estimated
$35,500.
takings :
Week Ending Oct. 21:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"BULLDOGBACK"
DRUMMOND
(Para.) COMES
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $11,600. (Average, $8,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c,
7 days
Gross: $15,700. (Average, $11,500)
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
(Para.)
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
NEWMAN— (1,900), 25c-40c, 7 days. 2nd
week for No. 1 picture. Gross: $3,900.
(Average. $5,000)
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
(20th-Fox)
TOWER— (2,200), 25c -40c, 7 days. Stage:
Sid Page & His Pages of Fun; Shanghai Wing
"Troupe, Billie
Burns$10,500.
& Dennie(Average,
White,
and Sondra.
Gross:
$7,000)
"WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE"
(ZOth-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days, 3rd
K.C. week. Gross: $3,700. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Oct. 22:
"SMASHING THE VICE TRUST"
(Roadshow)
EMPRESS—
(1,500), 25c, 7 days, 2nd K.C.
week.
Gross: $3,100.
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►

TOM BELVISO, manager of the
NBC music division, left last
night for a visit to network offices in
San Francisco, Hollywood, Denver
and Chicago, to get a first hand picture of the musical and copyright activities of these offices . . . Amos 'n'
Andy are flying here to spend a few
days with the Campbell Soup Co. people, who will sponsor their show after
Jan. 1. They will broadcast from
Chicago Nov. 1, and the four next
days from Radio City, before returning to the coast . . . Earl Carroll,
Shirley Ross and John Trent will be
heard over CBS on the "Hollywood
n" programs Nov. 2 and
4in. .Perso
.
+
Samuel H. Lacy, radio editor of
the Washington Tribune, will arrive
here Saturday for a brief stay. . . .
Bob W. Orr, vice-president of Lennen & Mitchell, has been elected a
director of the Cashay Corp. . . .
Russ Morgan, the band leader, will
be the honor guest at a party to be
tendered him Sunday at Leon &
Eddie's by the club owners. . . .Bud
Hill of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., is
the father of newly arrived John J.
Hill, 3rd. . . . Tom E. Dewey's crimepolitical talk on WABC Wednesday
night followed Phil Lord's "Gangbusters" dramatization, and Gangbusters" suffered greatly in making the
inevitable comparison. . . . Barbara
Stanwyck will be a guest on the
Chase & Sanborn show Sunday. . . .
Myrt and Marge will celebrate their
seventh year of broadcasting Nov. 2.
. . . Morton Gould, the Mutual-WOR
maestro, has signed a personal management contract with Irving Mills.
. . . The local Communist political
campaign over the radio will have
cost the party about $9,000 by election day. . . .
Albany Town Pump
Albany, Oct. 28. — Hal Stern and
his NBC orchestra are now playing
the New Kenmore Hotel, Albany and
being heard over the air . . . Cluett
Music Stores in Troy and Schenec-

pulling
it's

head

81,900

WOR

evening

listeners

off!

wrote to a WCR sponsor
in one week. 24,000
of these listeners
responded

in one day,

setting a new high
for a single station
one

day mail count.

WORJ

PICTURE

Much

Realism

St. Louis. Oct. 28.— Carleen
Davis, WIL songstress, was
seated in the audition
chamber studying some lyrics
when the silence was rent by
a screech of brakes and terrifying crash. Carleen, recently recovered from a serious auto accident, promptly
screamed and fainted.
The WIL engineers were
testing out some sound effects transcriptions.

NBC
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Get

A.F.M.

Recorders

License,
Are

Told

Following in the path of WABC,
Phonograph recording manufacwhich recently opened its morning
turers, meeting yesterday with the
facilities to "canned" offerings, NBC A.F.M., learned that union musicians
will make available to sponsors of hereafter will be available only to
electrically transcribed programs the companies licensed by the federation.
morning hours up to 9 A.M. over The license will be similar to the one
WEAF and WJZ. The innovation be- now being prepared for transcription
comes effective immediately.
interests although the context of the
To obtain more time, both stations instrument will apply, naturally, to the
will begin broadcasting an hour earlier recording business.
than heretofore, at 6 :30 A.M.
Yesterday's meeting culminated the
KPO, NBC outlet in San Francisco, A.F.M. drive to bring about a more
which, like WEAF and WJZ, has
of union mubeen barred to transcriptions, also will equitablesicians inemployment
the allied radio, transcripbe made available for disc shows up to
tion and recording fields. The fedtady have signed for a Sunday after- 9 A.M., Pacific Time.
noon series with WOKO, Albany,
eration thus far has negotiated with
Regular
card
rates
will
apply,
and
independent stations, network affiliates,
the presentation giving radio aspirants
a chance for audition, the air audience time will be sold to advertisers only in key stations, transcription groups and,
to vote . . . Nemi Sisters, accordion- unit periods. Requests for options have as of last evening, recording people.
The federation will meet today with
ists, are now being heard over been received already from several
WABY . . . Harold E. Smith, gen- agencies. The NBC Thesaurus and NBC and CBS heads to sign the
eral manager WOKO-WABY, all transcription department will be at agreement for network stations which
excited over his son cutting first tooth. the disposal of clients.
recently. The agreeThe decision to open WEAF, WJZ, was formulated
ment is for stations in New York,
Billy Rose, former WGY announcer,
and
KPO
for
transcriptions
was
made
Chicago and Los Angeles.
now with WOKO ... Ed Healy, local
days af^o, although as late as
radio commentator in the Knicker- several
It is expected
that will
the disband
federation's
council
tobocker Press, giving terrific buildup Wednesday of this week the network international
stated
it
had
not
yet
formulated
an
morrow.
A
sub-committee,
however,
to Larry Burke, Irish tenor, heard opinion in the matter.
will be formed and will remain here
twice weekly midnight over WGY,
to
act for the federation.
Schenectady . . . WHAZ, experimental
KTMS
WUlJoin
NBC
InPolytechnc
Rensselaer
at
station
MacDonald
Forecasts
stitute, Troy, back on the air Monday
Coast Blue Network
nights.
Wait for Television
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal., will
Omaha Town Pump
join NBC as a supplementary outlet
Chicago, Oct. 28. — Eugene F. Macavailable to the Pacific Coast Blue
Omaha, Oct. 28.— Prof. Edwin C. network Oct. 31. The addition of Donald, Jr., president of the Zenith
Radio Corp., told stockholders this
Puis is directing this year's Creigh- KTMS will bring the total number of
ton University of the Air, which has stations associated with NBC to 140. week that television for practical use
resumed over WOW on a three-aKTMS operates with a power of "is just around the corner for the
week schedule of 15-minute programs 500 watts, and is owned and operated stock salesman only." He said he did
not believe the problems of television
after a summer layolT. . . . Don
by the News Press Publishing Co. insurmountable, but that its practical
Kelley and Arthur Faust of KOIL
The network rate will be $120 per commercial application appeared to be
helped the local American Legion evening hour.
well in the future.
open its membership drive with their
The way is now paved for Zenith
Curb Exchange, man-on-the-street
KGO Adds Several Accounts
to build an experimental television
program. . . . Russ Baker has rebroadcasting station in Chicago.
signed as WOW announcer and will
San Francisco, Oct. 28. — "Tales
return to New York seeking char- of California," dramatizations of early Stockholders have approved amendments in the articles of incorporation
acter parts. . . . Foster May's California history sponsored by Paci"Afternoon News Tower" over
fic Gas & Electric Co., have been re- permitting the corporation to broaden
its activities in the field of television.
newed for 13 weeks on KGO.
WOW now is sponsored by F. & F.
Cough Lozenges. . . . Jettabee Ann
Other new KGO accounts include Application to build a station has
Hopkins is mistress of ceremonies for "Silver Serenade," transcribed musi- already been made to the F. C. C.
MacDonald expressed the belief that
the Associated Retailers' "Dress Up cale for the Oneida, Ltd., Tudor
and Go" series on WOW.
Silver Plate ; Grace and Eddie, tran- television will come over telephone
Butter-Nut Melodies, a 15-minute
wires instead of by radio waves. He
scribed corned}' for Pacquin's Hand said he expects the A. T. & T. Co. will
program, is being sponsored Mondays
Cream
;
more
than
300
spot
announcethrough Saturdays over WOW by
ments for Lea & Perrins, Inc., and handle the transmission of television
Paxton & Gallagher.
Table Products, Inc.
programs, with the public paying for
the service as it does its phone bills.
Radio manufacturers will probably
San Francisco Town Pump
Enlarge "Six-Star Review
restrict their activity to building teleSan Francisco, Oct. 28. — -Roger
vision receivers, he said.
General Mills will continue "SixBurke, whose dance orchestra is
Star
Review"
on
WMCA
with
sevaired nightly via MBS from Sir Franeral additions to the program. Mae
Williams Program Signed
cis Drake Hotel, and Melba Sharp,
Murray
will
give
advice
to
the
loveBoston, Oct. 28.— Bill Williams,
United Air Lines stewardess, are enlorn. David Bernstein will answer
gaged . . . Thomas Wilmot, former bridge questions, Waite Hoyt will who came back to WBZ and WBZA
continuity writer for Joe Penner, has discuss baseball. Ken Strong will give of NBC last summer with his rapidjoined the KYA staffs as writer-pro- predictions on football scores, Larry fire sports commentaries, has been
ducer . . . Harry LeRoy has joined Winn will sing, and Frankie Basch signed for a series of six presentations
KGGC as special features announcer will act as the roving reporter of the
weekly
by Hanley's
the
airways
at 6 :25 Ale.
everyWilliams
evening hits
but
Sunday.
. . Olive West, 80-year-old charac- air.
ter actress, heard in KPO's "Hawthorne
House Memory
reNorman Jay on Politics
Atlantic Gets Cornell Game
tired,
will sail
for New Lane,"
York has
via the
Panama Canal . . .
Philadelphia, Oct. 28. — Norman
The Cornell-Dartmouth football
Jay, publisher of Radio Press, has game, Nov. 13, will be broadcast over
been signed by the Republican Central WNEW under the sponsorship of the
Stage Green Bay Radio Show
Atlantic Refining Co.
Green Bay, Oct. 28. — Several thou- Campaign Committee for nightly political
broadcasts
over
KYW.
Jay
resand people attended the two-day
cently completed a 13-week series of
Radio Show staged by WTAQ at the
. . . For a successful drive for
Columbus Club Auditorium here. The news comments over WFIL.
special holiday sponsors, order
event, WTAQ's first, is planned as
Wendell Barcroft Joins WREN
an annual aff^air.
Leading makes of radios were disKansas City, Oct. 28.— Wendell
"The Christmas
of 1937"
Complete in Tree
25 Scripts
played. Several broadcasts were pre- Barcroft is the latest addition to the
sented direct from the stage. W. C. WREN staff, joining as news edit'ir
STAR
RADIO
PROGRAMS, INC
250 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
Wester, head of the radio sales de- and special events announcer. He
comes from KGGF, Cofifeyville, Kan,
partment, was in charge.

MOTION

Payne

Town

Pump

Hollywood, Oct. 28. — KNX and
the Columbia Pacific Network recently inaugurated a new program,
"Columbia's Listeners' Digest," epitomizing the week's outstanding radio
performances in comedy, song, drama
and special broadcasts. It will be
heard regularly on the coast Fridays
at 10:15 to 10:45 P.M., P.S.T. It
combines a variety show with the
separate vignettes dedicated to the
radio highlights of the week. The
show was conceived and created by
Charles Vanda, CBS West Coast
program director. Wilbur Hatch is
musical director.
Clarence Muse has been signed by
General Mills to appear in 26 transscriptions of his own writing in the
character of Uncle Aesop, who dramatizes the old fables for a group of
children. The network presentation
has not been decided upon yet. . . .
Several weeks ago. Bob Mitchell, organist-pianist, was to accompany a
singer who became too ill to appear
on KHJ-Don Lee. So he presented
a musical program, playing on the
piano, the organ, the electric organ
and the celeste. Now he is heard
several times weekly on his own program, "The Four Keyboards,"
switching from one instrument to another. . . . General Foods has renewed its option on "House Undivided," script show on the Don Lee
network, for another 13-week period.
Principals of the show are Norman
Field, Jane Morgan, Vangie Bielby,
Cliff Carpenter, and Mary Mcintosh.
+
Frank Bull's "Sports BuUseyes,"
originally on just KHJ, has been extended to the full coast Don Lee
chain under the sponsorship of Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Co. . . .
KHJ introduces "Linda's First Love,"
story of an average American girl
in an average American town, Oct.
18, to run Mondays through Fridays
for IS-minute periods. A contest,
prizes for which will be watches, will
be held for listeners to try to straighten out the character's tangled love
affairs. . . . KFWB is presenting
a series of weekly dramas on Tuesdays called "Heartbeat of the City,"
as part of the Community Chest drive.
The plays are taken from the case
files of the Chest's affiliated welfare
agencies. . . . Harriet Parsons
will soon present the entire cast of
CBS' "Hollywood in Person" program in "Screen Snapshots," released
by Columbia Pictures. . . . Bob
Crosby's orchestras, opening Wednesday at the Palomar, will be aired by
KEHE. . . . Making a record of
some sort is the Hotel Knickerbocker,
which is on the air one hour and 45
minutes daily on KMTR. Frank
Robinson Brown handles the microphone for the four shows.
John Garber on Two Stations
Pittsburgh, Oct. 28. — For the first
time around here, a newscaster will go
on simultaneously on two local stations under commercial sponsorship.
He is John Garber, who will broadcast his comments at 9 o'clock each
night for 15 minutes over both KDKA
and WWSW. Gimbel's store is the
account.
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Drops

Plans

a Legal

Battle

WHKC
Housed

Mobile

Studio

in a

Trailer

Washington, Oct. 28. — All plans
of F. C. C. Commissioner George H.
Payne for a legal test of the authority of the other members of the F.
C. C. to bar him from participation
in the disbarment proceedings against
Paul M. Segal and George H. Smith,
have been dropped, it was stated at
his office here today. The commissioner last week went to New York
to confer with his personal attorney
as to his rights in the matter.

Columbus, Oct. 28. — A mobile studio, with a small piano, signal system
and complete equipment, housed in a
specially constructed automobile trailer, said to be the only outfit of its
kind, soon is to be put into use by
WHKC, MBS outlet, and division
of the United Broadcasting Co. Finishing touches are being put on the
100-watt short wave transmitter to
be housed in the auto which will pull
the trailer. Power for the transmitter will be generated by a small gas
Commissioner Payne is now ill in engine.
this city.
UBC stations will have exclusive
use of the trailer-studio, and will be
used in WKRC's search for talent in
Irving Reis Signed
Columbus and central Ohio, as well
as for auditions, stunt and feature
As Writer-Director
shows and programs of a civic nature.
Irving Reis, for the last two years
Harvard on the Air Again
director of the "Columbia Workshop,"
sustainer on the CBS system, has
Boston, Oct. 28. — Harvard Unisigned a writing and directing contract
with Paramount and will leave for
versity will again broadcast classroom lectures by international shortHollywood early in the new year.
wave radio over WIXAL, endowed
His radio series will be continued
in part by the Rockefeller Foundation.
from that point under his direction.
Reis joined CBS as a radio engi- Harvard last year presented lectures
literature, economics, govneer about eight years ago and sub- in English ernment,
history, Greek literature,
sequently drifted into program direc- Italian literature,
German literature,
tion. He is familiar with Hollywood
and, among other connections with the astronomy, and the fine arts.
Anticipating a further expansion of
film industry, was in charge of the
broadcasting,
the university has insound in "The Spanish Earth," docustalled permanent radio equipment in
mentary film stressing the Loyalist
side of the Spanish civil war. In Sanders Theatre, New Lecture Hall,
December, he proposes publishing a the Memorial Church, Emerson Hall,
Jefferson
Laboratory Lecture Room
book on radio drama.
ing.
and Paine Hall of the Music BuildDeSoto Gets Jessel Series
KDYL Sets Announcer Rules
Sponsored by DeSoto Motor Co.,
a new transcribed series featuring
Salt Lake City, Oct. 28.— LayGeorge
Jessel
and
Will
Osborne's
ing down a policy for all KDYL anorchestra will be presented over WOR
nouncers, the production department
from 6 :45 to 7 P. M., beginning
of the station has prepared and pubNov. 2.
an Announcers' Handbook,
Another transcribed series featur- the booklishedis
intended to give neoing Conrad Thibault, Jane Froman
phytes a detailed knowledge of staand Don Voorhees' orchestra will betion policy concerning all announcegin on WOR the same day from 11 to
ments. Sections are devoted to ad
11:15 A. M. The series is titled lib, electrical transcription rules,
"Magic Hour," and is sponsored by emergency announcements, music rethe United Drug Co.
strictions, program failures, substitutions,
complaints, studio regulations,remotes,
etc.
Danya Joins WHN Program
Starting Nov. 1, Lamont Corlis &
Don Lee Gets 25th Station
Co., will become a participating sponsor for Danya hand lotion on Ida
Los Angeles, Oct. 28.— The Don
Bailey Allen's "Homemakers' Ex- Lee Broadcasting System has acchange" over WHN, Monday,
quired its 25th station — KELA, halfWednesday and Friday mornings. The
way between Centralia and Chehalis,
contract, for 26 weeks, was placed by Wash. It will be taken over Oct. 31.
J. Walter Thompson.
Charter WGTM, Inc.
"Radio Playhouse" Sold
Raleigh, N. C, Oct. 28.— WGTM,
Inc., with principal offices at Wilson,
Salt Lake City, Oct. 28. — KSL's N. C., has been chartered by the state
longest running dramatic offering
this week becomes the property of to own and operate a commercial
Z.C.M.I. Wholesale Hardware Co. radio station. The authorized capital
is $15,000, with the full amount
The series is "Radio Playhouse," and stock
it is now in its third year as a com- subscribed by Ben Farmer, H. W.
Wilson and David W. Isear.
mercial dramatic show.

It

Can

Happen

Here

London, Oct. 28. — Temperamental Arturo Toscanini stormed out
of the BBC studios here today and declared he would not go
through with a concert scheduled for next week when he failed
to obtain a desired execution of a passage in Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony from the BBC symphony orchestra.
BBC officials, however, stated that the maestro would be back
for rehearsals, and would make the scheduled broadcast, which is
to be short-waved to America and rebroadcast by NBC.

New
On

Shows
the

Air

"Tish"
The Federal Radio Theatre-sponsored "Tish" series, based on the
Mary Roberts Rinehart stories of that
title and presented over CBS, loses
none of its flavor in the transposition
from printed page to oral offering.
The story Wednesday evening was
definitely entertaining and well acted
by the WPA cast.
The redoubtable spinster, aided and
abetted by her companions, Lizzie and
Aggie, came to the aid of a husband
who has been imposed upon by a
lazy wife who fakes illness, in
Wednesday's adventure. By wrapping
a sheet about herself in the dead of
night, Tish scares the supposedly hopelessly paralyzed invalid into electrified action and locks her up in a seldom-used servants' cottage in the rear
of the main dwelling. The husband
is brought to a window outside the
cottage, where, unobserved, he may
witness his wife's amazing physical
and gastronomic recovery. He asks
the penalty for wife beating at the
close.
The dramatization was ideally written, and the dialogue was better than
any we have heard in a long spell of
listening. The Leith Stevens score
helped the production materially.
"Tish" is presented over CBS
Wednesdays from 9 :30 to 10 P.M. as
Banner
a sustaining series.
"Stella Dallas"
Since this serial is a continuation
from the point where the film of the
same name left off there is little
doubt that local listeners who found
entertainment in theatres will likewise do so at their dials. Stella
Dallas, her trials, hardships and
happinesses will be appreciated.
Tetley's Tea sponsors the program
which is heard over WEAF only
Mondays through Fridays, from 12 :30
to 12 :45 P.M. Blackett-SampleHummert is the agency.
P.
"Music for Schools" Set
"Music for the Schools," a new
series of broadcasts designed to assist in the formation and the technique of high school bands and orchestras, will start over WOR Nov.
3 from 2:15 to 2:30 P. M., and
weekly thereafter at that time. The
program will be under the supervision
of Alfred Wallenstein, musical director of WOR. The band will be Leo
Freudberg's.
To Discuss Motor Advances
Sales managers of five motor companies will describe new products
displayed at the Automobile Show in
a series of broadcasts over CBS. W.
C. Cowling of the Ford Motor Co. ;
Harry G. Moock of Plymouth ; W. R.
Tracy of Hudson; Ward H. Canaday
or David R. Wilson of Willys-OvCrland, and another sales manager, not
yet chosen, will be the speakers.
WIL Gets New Recorder
St. Louis, Oct. 28.— WIL has added
to its facilities recording equipment
for cutting instantaneous recordings.
The equipment
is RCA's,
and the
installation was made
by Chal
Stoup,
chief engineer of WIL.
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Its

Publicity

Ascap will endeavor to lighten its
legislative woes by an extensive public relations program designed to make
the public the friend and ally of the
organization, Ascap officials advised
the semi-annual membership meeting
of the society, held at the Astor yesterday.
The Ascap spokesman attributed
the effectiveness of the organization's
antagonists in having anti-Ascap legislation introduced in 23 states and enacted in five of them to the fact that
the society's membership of less than
1,100 leaves it politically impotent.
Thus, it was felt, the society needs a
friendly public to aid it in warding off
political attacks which its own lack
of national influence cannot do effectively. Details of the new public relations program were not disclosed by
Gene Buck who presided.
Union Plan Dropped
The society's earlier plan of seeking
an affiliation with the American Federation of Musicians, or of applying
for an A. F. of L. charter as a labor
organization in its own right, is dormant now and was not discussed at
the meeting. The meeting paid tribute
to the memory of the late Nathan
Burkan, Ascap general counsel for
many years, and sent a congratulatory
message to Eddie Cantor, who is observing his 25th year in show business. A report revealed that the
society's membership now consists of
927 writer members and 119 publisher
members.
On the dais in addition to Buck were
E. C. Mills, general manager ; John
G. Paine, chairman of the administrative committee ; Louis D. Frohlich,
counsel ; Louis Bernstein, vice-president ;Shelton Brooks, Joseph Weldon
Johnson, John Abbott, Irving Caesar,
Joseph Young, Fred E. Ahlert,
Charles Wakefield Cadman, George
Fischer, Mrs. Edward MacDowell,
Mrs. Ethelbert Nevin, Mrs. Harry
B. Smith, Otto A. Harbach, Edward
B. Marks. Jack Mills, Mrs. Mel B.
Kaufman, Mrs. Nola Arndt, Mrs.
Charles K. Harris and Saul Bernstein.

Short
The

Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20. No. 14
{20th Century-Fox)
No matter how many of those
sweepstakes winner clips they put into
newsreels they always seem to be interesting. The latest issue of Movietone News has three of them, each
telling of the winner's happiness and
trying to convey an idea of what will
be done with the money. i\ctors
could study the unaffected technique
of emotional expression with profit.
Ed Reek is credited with supervision
of
automobile
show angles,
scenes. They're
smart.
Radiator
moving
mechanisms, highlight touches make
an ordinarily dull subject bright and
interesting.
The football shots are good as
usual — especially one made in brilliant California sunshine. War Admiral's comeback is well handled, both
pictorially and
Ed picking
Thorgersen's
comment.
An in
apple
and
throwing contest, with comment by
Lew Lehr, is mildly funny.
Vyvyan Donner's
fashion
outstanding.
The styles
might stuff
be lastis
year's so far as this reviewer knows,
but the method of presenting good
looking models in informal poses
around a piano and the fine lighting
effects put these shots in a class by
themselves.
Running time, 9 mins.
J.

Parade

''March

Subject

of Time"

{RKO)
A high order of general interest
and dramatic reenactment. coupled
with an episode of historical significance are inherent in this, Issue No.
3 of "March of Time." The generally expected high level of execution
and izesubject
matter issues
which ofcharacterthe successive
the reel
are maintained in this latest release.
The first episode centers about the
activities of the L^. S. Secret Service,
whose lawful duty is the safeguarding
of the President, but whose chief
duty is running down counterfeiters.
In dramatic reenactment, the work of
the Federal sleuths is illustrated with
of a few ideas contained in the anti- the case of William Watts, one of the
quated laws still enforceable in many ablest and smartest of counterfeiters,
who defied detection for four years
sections of the country.
finally cornered.
Gabriel Heatter, Bob Carter. Jo- butOfwas
unusual interest is the story of
seph Boley. Mark Hawley, John D. how the citizens of Manchester, N.
Seymour, Gregory Abbott and Syd- H.. faced with ruin when the great
ney Walton, commentators, all take
Amoskeag Mfg. Co., textile plant,
a hand in the narration.
Running time. 9 mins.
O. went into bankruptcy, formed a committee, based on the idea of diversification of industry for the city, bought
the plant, and leased parts of it to
Pathe News
varied industries. The result is reVol. 9, No. 29
turned prosperity for the city.
{RKO)
Of international significance is the
The seven items in the makeup
sequence
on Algeria.
France's
great
of this reel manage to be generally and
productive
colony
in north
interesting in view of the scarcity Africa. With Fascist Italy. Spain
of events
that would have more pic- and Germany pinning France and entorial appeal.
dangering its lifeline across the
The war in China is the lead clip.
Mediterranean,
and Algeria's native
The fall of Hopei into Japanese population just now
being stirred by
hands is shown accompanied by Fascist agitators, the Popular Front
scenes of artillery in action and the government of France has a serious
parade of Nipponese troops through problem on its hands in Algeria. The
the ancient citv. Sweepstakes win- sequence serves admirably to point
ners follow doing their customary up the situation in highlight, at the
bits in the customary self-conscious same time establishing a picture of
fashion. The Automobile Show pro- the current Fascist axis in Europe.
vides the cameraman with an opportunity to experiment with unique
Running time. 20 mins. "G."
angles and film various models at the
controls of the exhibits. In Pontiac. Movietone Man Has
Mich., an inventor of a new tear gas
Close China Escape
shell demonstrates his projectile
which is intended to eliminate the inEric Mayell, Movietone News repjuries resulting from the former
resentative, had a narrow escape
metal cartridge. In Washington the Wednesday when a Japanese tank
remarkable machinery for computing crew turned its machme gun on a
the forthcoming unemployment cen- party of British soldiers attempting
sus is shown and explained. A new to rescue fleeing Chinese, according
type of tractor is put through its to word received here.
paces in Indianapolis, going so far as
to scare a traffic policeman as it
Mayell was standing near an outtears through town and makes a turn
post with Brigadier General Telferon the proverbial dime. Sporting life Smollett and was forced to run for
is evidenced when War Admiral cap- cover.
tures a front.
race down in Laurel, Md.,
'way in
Hold Rites for Kerwin
Running time, 10 mins.
P.
Old S.A.VBRO0K. Conn., Oct. 28. —
Funeral services for Judge Thomas
Universal Newsreel
P. Kerwin, former Saybrook exhibitor, were held here today.
Vol.
9, No. 610
{ I 'nivevsal)
lets are on display at Pontiac, Aiich.
Machine guns in operation with the
specially prepared bullets indicate a
new method of halting bank robberies.
Natives of Plymouth, Mass., enact
the first Thanksgiving feast. Farmer
Brown and his stingless bees are
shown at the Capitol during the international meeting of beekeepers.
Then comes three winners of the
Irish sweepstakes with a humorous
touch provided by Michael Di Pietro
and his family in Brooklyn.
Bruce Barton, advertising man, describes what he thinks
laws."
and Paramount
gives areits"silly
impression

News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 212
(M-G-M)
Done in the "March of Time"
style, the longest and most important
clip of this number of the reel pictorially reports the tragic episode involving the death of some 50 people
through the use of a new prepared
medicine. Seen are the nurse, last
known person to have taken the
medicine, the chemical analysis in the
Chicago laboratories of the American
Medical Ass'n and the mustering of
forces by the U. S. Food and Drug
Bureau to take the material out of
circulation. It is handled in exWall Street
tremely effective fashion.
Another striking feature of the reel
is the filming of New York in the
Broadway area from a plane by night.
Recovery Wave Hits Board Net
Said to have been done with a new
15 Close Change
High
16 Low
Open
type
of film, the results are extraor16
Col
15
dinary. The rest of the reel is made
2
Cons
2
m
m
m
up of a study of the new method of
169
Cons
,
pfd.
8'4
+
'A
E. K
173
173
168
teaching deaf children to talk in
163
E. K., pfd.l62'/4 163
G. T. E. . 14% m/s 162uvs WA _ -t-iys Philadelphia, an amusing clip of the
"h beekeepers' convention in WashingLoew
6454 M3A 62^
+'A
633^
+VA
6% +4-1
-1-13/
Para
W/z
135/8
14^
+iy2
ton, flashes of the latest sweepstakes
4
%
-I5/
Para. 1 102
ICS 5 10054 104
winners, good for a laugh as usual,
Para. 2
IVA 13?4^ 12% 131/
5/2
new versatile tractors in use in the
6
Pathe
6SA
middle west, and the automobile
RKO
S'A
315/^
20th Fox ..26!^ 26'/ 243/. 2Wi
+i
show, with a glance at the smart
+
'/
Skillful and significant editing
20th, pfd. . 3214 3254
++ 3/
Vs lines and trick gadgets of the 1938
A.
32
32 315/
32
Univ., pfd.. 32
cars.
went
into the highlighting ChineseW B
9!4
954
83/ 6/8
Japanese war clips in this number of
Running
time,
9
mins.
Curb Issues Increase
the L^niversal reel. In sharp contrast
Net
13^
are shown the blazing inferno which
1/ Low1'4 Close Change Paramount News
Open High
was a Shanghai factory, the bursting
G. N
11/
1/2 -t- '/ No. 25
iVIonogram
m
of shells along the waterfront, the
m
Sonotone . . VA
m 20-4
m
15/8 — Vs {Paramount)
activities of Japanese mop-up squads
Tech. 2VA 22
2054. -HM
3
3
4/2
The usual routine clips with high- at their work in the streets, against
Trans-Lux 3%
4/2
2
Univ. Corp. 2
lights on"local sweepstake winners the completely peaceful-appearing
Univ. Pict. 414
l
4'/ -1- 5/ supply a +few
comedy moments. The everyday activity along the Bund in
automobile
show is limited to one the International Settlement, only a
RKO Bonds Spurt 13 Points
few blocks away.
Net
High Low Close Change model and lacks completeness in deThere is excellent pictorial value in
tail.
80
80
Fara. Pict. '47. . . 100
80
-1-1
War
Admiral
comes
through
after
83!4
100
the
pictures of the first hunter field
RKO 6s '41
100
84 -1-13
+lVs
a foot injury last summer to win the trials at Aurora, Ont., and in the anW. B. 6s '39
84
(Quotations at clo se of Oct. 28)
Laurel, Md.. stakes. Tear gas bulnual turkey "roundup" at Corvallis,

Ore. There is high comedy, funny by
reason of the complete naturalness of
the "actors" in the clip recording the
unbridled happiness of Michele Di
Pietro of Brooklyn. sweepstakes
winner.
For the rest, the reel contains clips
of the grape harvest in Guasti. Cal.. a
corn husking contest in Tarkio. Mo.,
the huge bonfire at Eugene. Ore.,
with which college students offered
sacrifice of wood to the gods of football, and a few shots, well developed,
of the 1938 automobile show in New
York, all of which make for diversification and interest.
Running time, 9 mins.
A.
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Asher,

NEW

Probe

of

Denied
"U''

Producer,

YORK,

"U"
by

SATURDAY,

Is
Court

OCTOBER

TEN

30, 1937
CEA

Quiet

to

CENTS

Press

for Weeks

A ranking Paramount executive yesterday admitted
readily enough that negotiations had been under way for
David O. Selznick to join that
company. He added:
"However, I have heard
nothing about it for weeks.
We know, of course, negotiations have been continued
elsewhere, but it's all quiet
insofar as Paramount is con-

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Samuel L Rosenman yesterday denied a
motion for a peremptory writ of manDies
Suddenly
damus to permit the Murita Trading
Corp. to inspect the books and records
of Universal Pictures Corp., Inc., "to
Passes Away
Following determine
the advisability of instituting proceedings for the dissolution of
Paralytic Stroke
the corporation." He stated that the
would be granted, however,
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Several inspection
if Murita could prove at a trial that
The executive is in a posihours after receiving friends congratuit is a stockholder under the Delation to speak with complete
lating him upon
authority.
ware law and that it is acting in good
cerned."
his apparent refaith.
covery, iL. M.
The petitioners hold 160 shares of
Asher, one of
eight per cent first preferred stock of
Universal's most
Universal which was purchased in
active producers,
July, 1936, and claims to represent Pathe Nine-Month
succumbed at
10 per cent of the outstanding first
1:30 A. M. topreferred stock. Universal Pictures
Profit
$276,486
day at Cedars of
which produces shorts, comedies and
Lebanon HospiPathe Film Corp. reports a profit
newsreels, is a Delaware Corp. and a
tal from the efsubsidiary
of
the
Universal
Corp.,
of
$276,486.70 for the nine months
fects of a paraalso chartered in the same state.
ending Sept. 30, after depreciation.
lytic stroke.
Federal income tax and other charges.
He was 50
Justice Rosenman declared that "an The company figures it is not liable
inspection
will
not
be
granted
to
faciliyears oldand
tate speculative schemes or gratify for the surtax on undistributed profits.
leaves a son,
This compares with a profit of $24,William, 16, and
idle
curiosity."
It was pointed out
E. M. Asher.
that no charges of mismanagement had 687.22 for the same period last year.
daughter, Betty,
The income from film developing
20. He was stricken Tuesday and been made.
and
printing sales was $910,599.20;
Willard
S.
McKay,
vice-president
yesterday hospital attaches reported
him in satisfactory condition. Last and general counsel for Universal, from film rental, $85,806.84, and from
night he had visitors from the studio stated that an effort had been made other operations, $9,012.23. The total
in his room. He sank into a final by the petitioner to have its stock pur- was $1,005,417.27. Deductions for
chased at the call price of $110 plus sales and service, producers' particicoma later and failed to rally.
pation and amortization advances and
but that the offer
The funeral will be held here Mon- accrued dividends,
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
Wee Kirk o'
the
at
day morning
(.Continued on page 3)
Music Publishers
G. T. E, Quarter Net
Submit Picture Plea
To Discuss Moves
Improves to $257,805
In Czech Trade Pact
General Theatres Equipment Corp.,
With songwriters refusing to be
bound to any agreements between the and subsidiaries, except Cinema
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 29. — With Fred Songwriters' Protective Ass'n and Building Corp., J. M. Wall Machine
L. Herron of the Hays office unable Music Publishers Protective Ass'n in Co., Inc., and Zephyr Shaver Corp.,
to get to Washington because of the regard to recordings, Harry Fox of have reported a net profit for the
the Fox Music Publishing Co. will
pressure of other business, the sched- call a meeting Wednesday at the M. September quarter of $257,805 after
uled discussion of the film situation
provision
estimated normal Federal incomefortaxes.
in Czechoslovakia was today elimi- P. P. A. of all publishers to decide
Because of the exercise of warrants,
nated from the program of the hear- on acceptance of the S. P. A. agreethe
company had outstanding on Oct.
ment
without
binding
individual
writers.
ings which are being held by the Com1,600,922 shares of stock, compared
mittee for Reciprocity Information on
John Schulman, counsel for the S. with 542,634 shares on June 30. In
the proposed reciprocal trade agreequarter of this year the
ment with that country.
P. A., and A. M. Wattenberg, War- the preceding
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 4)
The film organization has filed a
(.Continued on page 3)
Four A Council Will
Union Investigation
RKO
Drops Plan for
To Start in Calif,
Meet on November
4
Studio Radio Show
The fall meeting of the council of
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — The State
Interim Committee ap- the Associated Actors & Artistes of
Hollywood, Oct. 29.— RKO's tenta- Assembly
pointed recently to make a study of America, the parent A. F. of L.
tive plans for a studio radio show have
theatrical talent, is schedbeen abandoned. Studio executives es- capital and labor relations in Cali- union uledfor
for Nov. 4. It will be the first
fornia will launch an investigation of
timate that the present radio plugging
meeting of the board since Frank Gillon other programs through use of the film industry union situation more
relinquished his active duties as
RKO players and music is exceeding starting probably some time next A's.
week, Motion Picture Daily learned head of Actors' Equity Ass'n to de(Continued on page 4)
vote the bulk of his time to the Four
today. It is understood that one
large union has filed several sensational affidavits.
Kenneth Thomson, executive secreProcess servers are about to scour
More Radio— P. 4
tary of(Continued
the Screenon page
Actors'
4) Guild,
the industry to serve summonses.

Its

Demand

on

Test
Quality
To Continue Opposition
to Cost Clause
By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Oct. 29. — The Cinematograph Exhibitors Ass'n is pressing its
original demand for inclusion in the
proposed new Films Bill of a provision for the viewing or quality test
to determine eligibility for quota purposes. It is continuing its opposition
to the Government-approved cost test
basis, and is expected to insist, if the
latter is adopted on an appeal committee to hear objections to films
costing above the £15,000 total minimum production cost for quota, but
which are not entertainment.
This provision takes on considerable importance, since, if it is adopted,
would in effect provide that films
eligible on the cost basis may be
challenged to a viewing or quality
test.
The C.E.A. also intends to press
its demand for the formation of a new
British Cinema Industries Council, as
was indicated in Motion Picture
Daily yesterday. Such a council
would be composed of representatives
of the various branches of the industry as well as nominees of the
Board of Trade. The Film Group of
the Federated British Industries has
indicated its support of this proposal.
The ciety
Kinematograph
Renters'for. So(distributors)on will
an
(Continued,
page ask
3)
Order

Affidavits

In

Para, Indiana Suit
Indianapolis, Oct. 29. — ^Judge Robert C. Baltsell in U. S. District Court
here today asked that both sides file
affidavits in the Gary Theatre Co.
application for a mandatory injunction
to compel Paramount to deliver to the
plaintiff's two Gary theatres 10 features allegedly contracted for last season but undelivered. The exhibitor
(Continued on page 4)
Rules

All

Games

Missouri

in

Lotteries

Kansas City, Oct. 29.— F. E.
Reagan,
Assistant
Attorney^down
General
of Missouri,
has handed
an
opinion that places Screeno, along
with Bank Night, Cash Night and
similar chance games, in the category
of lotteries.
Reagan's opinion came after a request by Conn Withers, Clay County
(Continued on page 3)
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Market Off
Bob Goldstein, taking stock
of the week's activities, yesterday remarked:
"The market on cocktail
parties was four points off on

Five

Sells

Detroit

His
Houses

Detroit, Oct. 29.— Jacob Schreiber
today stated that he had sold his
group of five Woodward Ave. houses
to Jake Broder and a silent partner,
whose identity could not be learned,
the opening this morning."
and would shortly go to Arizona.
The houses are the Colonial, BlackMotion Picture Herald, has returned stone, Majestic, Forest and Garden,
from the Coast. He used United with a total seating capacity of 3,757.
The deal is one of the most important
Air Lines.
•
made in Detroit in years. It becomes
S. Barret McCormick has assigned effective Sunday, 21 years to the day
Fred Hodgson to do advance work in after Schreiber opened his first house,
the old Blackstone on Michigan Ave.,
Boston on the opening of "Victoria which was demolished some years
the Great" Nov. 3.•
Schreiber is a unique character in
George S. Ryan and Louis Rothago. show business here. He is
ENBERG left for Boston yesterday and the
are scheduled to return here in two credited with "making" show business
on Woodward Ave. He has been the
weeks.
•
storm center of a long feud with Ben
Edward Schnitzer returned yes- and Lou Cohen, which grew out of
terday from Albany and Buffalo with his acquiring the lease on the Colonial
a bad cold. He was away four days. while it was being operated by the
Cohens.
•
Schreiber said he would remain in
Mike Rosenberg of Principal The- Arizona for six months to permit his
atres, F. W. C. partner, is due Mon- wife, who is ill, to recuperate. Other
day from the coast.
than that he has no plans.
•
The amount involved in the deal
Louis Molitch, Horlacher Film
was not made public, but was said to
executive, was in town from Phila- run into the hundreds of thousands of
delphia yesterday.
dollars.
•
Broder has operated candy concesWalter Wanger left last night for
day.
sions in Schreiber's and other local
Boston by plane and will return Mon- theatres
for years and also is the
owner of two ballrooms.
•
Arthur Kober and Ira Gershwin
tury.
will arrive Monday on the 20th CenSkouras in London
London, Oct. 29. — Spyros Skouras
•
Joseph M. Schenck will arrive is here from Athens. He is planning
to leave for Paris in a few days. His
from Hollywood by train today.
nite.
return to the United States is indefiWinfield Sheehan leaves for
Hollywood today.
Charles Skouras, operating head of
Clarence M. Turley of St. Louis F.W.C., is planning to remain in town
for at least another three weeks. He
is in town.
will return to the coast before his
Robert M. Gillham has returned brother, Spyros, gets back from
abroad.
from the coast.
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N. O. Sees "River,"
Government
Picture
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
Washington, Oct. 29.— T h e
premiere tonight at the Strand, New
Orleans, of the New Deal's latest « Living on Love
film, "The River," to be followed by
(Radio)
a series of "River Shows" at Memphis, Des Moines, St. Louis and
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Produced without ostentation or manifestly
Minneapolis prior to national release,
was disclosed today by the Farm significant overhead, "Living on Love" is a reasonably brisk little comedy based on a novel situation which might have yielded more substanSecurity Administration.
tial results if labored over a little longer and honed down to finer cutThe picture is claimed to be the
ting edge. As it stands, with James Dunn, Franklin Pangborn, Solly
successor to the Government's hit,
"The Plow That Broke the Plains," Ward and Tom Kennedy giving individual performances that someand was written and directed by the
what overshadow the story, it is a suitable companion picture for the
same author. Pare Lorentz. It is a
hardier
type drama or melodrama of upper bracket dimensions.
portrayal of the results of floods,
Dunn is an impoverished artist living in a rooming house operated by
forest land depletion and erosion. It
was filmed in 14 states along the Ward, who takes advantage of the fact that Dunn works nights to quarter Whitney Bourne, a likewise impoverished saleslady, in his room durMississippi.
ing the other circuit of the clock. Both resent this and each attempts,
Rename National Agency by means of vitriolic notes exchanged and other devices, to discomfit the
National Theatres Agency, Inc., has other. They do not meet as co-tenants, but do meet outside, under assumed names, and fall in love. Fellow roomers, acrobats and others
changed its name to National Theatres Amusement Co., Inc., the figure in the events which culminate in their mutual discovery of their
agency being dropped because of the real identities and there is a spell of rough-housing before the happy
wrong impression created in the trade ending.
as to the purpose of the organization.
It is a Maury Cohen production directed by Lew Landers from a
National is the theatre subsidiary for
20th Century-Fox. S. R. Kent is screenplay by Franklin Coen based on John Wells' novel. The setting
president and Spyros Skouras operat- is reminiscent of "Stage Door," but the resemblance stops there.
ing executive.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

Hatrick's Daughter Weds
Larchmont, Oct. 29. — Ruth Gwendolyn Hatrick, daughter of Edgar B.
Hatrick,
general ismanager
of Hearst's
film
enterprises,
now Mrs.
Gregory
C. Draddy. The wedding took place
here.
yesterday at the Presbyterian Church
Sommerer Rejoins RCA
Harry L. Sommerer has rejoined
the RCA Mfg. Co. at Camden, and
will take over all sales and service
activities pertaining to RCA Photophone reproducing and recording
equipment. He will also direct the
Hollywood
plant from his headquarters in Camden.

"Zola"

to Close

Nov. 7
The Hollywood, currently showing
"The Life of Emile Zola," will close
Nov. 7. The theatre will remain dark
for three or four weeks until "Tovarich" is ready. The take for the
eleventh week was in the neighborhood of $10,000.
Pep Club Holds Dance
Several hundred members of the
Paramount Pep Club and their friends
gathered at the Astor Hotel ballroom
on the roof last night for the annual
dance.
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CEA

to

Press

Pathe

Nine-Month

Profit
Its Demand

Quality

PICTURE

on

Test

$276,486

(Continued from page 1)
operating and other expenses totalled
$975,333.96, leaving a profit from operations of$30,083.31. Other income
totalled $289,924.21.
The DuPont Film Mfg. Corp., in
which Pathe owns a 35 per cent stock
mterest, had a net profit, after all
charges, including Federal income tax,
of $1,149,000 for the nine-month period. This compares with a profit of
$861,000 in the corresponding period
of 1936. The Pathe share of theseearnings will be $402,000, as compared
with $301,000 for 1936.

(Continued from page 1)
extension of the proposed double
quota provision on the basis of an
increased quota value being applied
proportionately to increased cost.
The proposed double quota clause
now provides that films costing £22,500 in labor costs alone may count
double for quota purposes.
The trade attitude toward the bill
as presented to the House of Commons probably will be reflected at the G,T.E, Quarter Net
second reading of the measure in
Improves to $257,805
Commons, Nov. 4. It is now in com(Continued from page 1)
mittee. The trade reaction is exnet
was
$323,204, and in the Septempected to be indicated more specificber quarter of 1936, $255,768.
ally in the offering of amendments
while the bill is in committee.
Sonotone Net $63,400
The
preliminary report for the
To Discuss "A" Film Plan
September quarter of Sonotone Corp.,
London, Oct. 29. — The Kinemato- shows a net operating profit of about
graph Renters' Society (distributors) $63,400, subject to writeoffs of $15,and the Cinematograph Exhibitors' OOO for year-end inventory adjustAss'n will hold a round table conments. This compares to a net opference on the recently formulated
erating
profit for the third quarter of
plan of the K.R.S. providing that 1936 of $350.
"A" features should be sold only on
a percentage basis, to which the
C.E.A. has registered vigorous op- Two Men Shifted in
position.
Para. Foreign Field
Two
promotions in the foreign sales
British Technicians
force were announced by John W.
Hit Foreign Workers
Hicks, Jr., in charge of Paramount's
foreign activities, on his return yesLondon, Oct. 21.— R. A. Butler,
terday from a two-month trip abroad.
Parliamentary Secretary to the MinLouis Foldes, recently manager in
istry of Labor, on Nov. 2 will re- Batavia, Java, has returned to Europe
ceive a deputation from the Ass'n
manager in charge of Hunof Cine Technicians in regard to the as district
gary, Roumania and Bulgaria. A.
employment of foreign technicians in Lichtschiendl, with headquarters in
British studios.
Vienna, has been named district manThe A.C.T. asserts that unemployager with supervision over Austria,
ment on the technical side is worse
Jugo-Slavia
and Greece.
than for several years, 233 being out
of jobs against 40 two years ago. It
New Trans-Lux House
also asserts that labor permits have
Latest in the Trans-Lux circuit was
been granted to American technicians
without proper regard to the statu- thrown open to private preview last
tory requirements that the engage- night. This morning the theatre,
ment is essential and that it does not which is located at Madison and 85th
St., throws open its doors to the public.
displace a British subject.
Following the private preview, a
buffet supper was held at the Croydon.
Rules All Games
in
East Side Theatre Opens
Missouri Lotteries
The
Gramercy Park Cinema, a 600(Continued from page 1)
seat house at Lexington Ave. and 23rd
prosecutor. Withers asked for an St., opened last night for an invited
opinion on all chance games, specify- audience. The regular opening takes
ing several, and Reagan pointed out place this morning under a single feature policy with the scale tipped from
that the Attorney General's office
already has given opinions holding 20 to 40 cents. Rapf and Rudin built
the others violate the state's lottery it in association with Arthur L.
laws.
Mayer.
The free distribution of tickets entitling holders to participate in the disGendel Gets Three
tribution of prizes by lot or chance
Max Gendel, independent distribudoes not relieve Screeno from its lottor, has acquired midwestern distributery features, Reagan said. The distribution of the tickets stimulates
tion rights to "Club de Femmes,"
patronage at the theatre and consti- "The Eternal Mask" and "Lower
tutes aconsideration.
Depths." He leaves for Chicago today to establish a distribution office
there
for the films.
Sweepstakes Data Ordered
Hamilton, O., Oct. 29 — Southio
Theatres, Inc., has been ordered by
Judge M. O. Burns in Common Pleas
Court here to furnish data covering
operation of Sweepstakes at the Paramoimt in nearby Middletown, in compliance with one of three demands by
counsel in the suit of Sarah Stein
challenging the legality of the game.

Brazil Bans "Road Back*'
Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 29.— "The
Road Back" has been banned by the
Brazil censor at the request of the
Ministries of Justice and Foreign Affairs. It was charged by Fascist
newspapers that the film contained
Communist propaganda.

Is
of "U"
Probe
Denied
by Court
(Continued from page 1)
had been refused. He also stated that
access to records had never been requested and that all figures were available in statements filed with the
S.E.C. and the Curb Exchange.
Murita contended that losses from
November, 1929 to April 30, 1937,
totaled $6,680,418 and that dissolution
might be necessary to prevent impairment of the capital stock. The petitioner questioned the employment
contracts of J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, for $1,750 weekly
for five years ; R. H. Cochrane, president, at $1,750 weekly for five years ;
Charles R. Rogers, vice-president, at
$2,000 weekly for five years, and McKay, general counsel, at a weekly salary starting at $700 and later to be
increased to $1,000. Cochrane stated
in an
that Universal
to
turnaffidavit
the corner
and that is
the"about
next
few months will see Universal on a

E. M.
Asher,
"U"
Producer,

Dies

Suddenly

(Continued from page 1)
Heather with Rabbi Edgar Magnin
officiating. Active pallbearers will be
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Anthony McGuire,
James Mulhauser, J. P. Normanly,
Charles Stern and Jack Nemar. Honorary pallbearers will be Charles R.
Rogers, Edmund Grainger, Dan Kelley, John M. Stahl, Leo Morrison,
Bernard Toplitsky, Wilbur D. May,
Carl Laemmle, Jr., Dr. Arthur Hoffman, Stanley Burchell, Henry Dalton,
Frank Mastroly, Sid Grauman, Marc
Crary.
Lachmann,
Gordon Crary and Alan

For the last six years Asher had
been a first string producer for Universal. He was born in Susanville,
Cal., Sept. 1, 1888. He entered the
profit making basis." He also observed film business as a salesman and became, eventually, manager of the
that the new management which purTurner Dankin Exchanges in Calichased Carl Laemmle's interest in fornia.
April, 1936, inherited the losses.
After a period with the Sol Lesser Enterprises, Asher joined UniverKleckner Talks Sound
sal as co-producer of "The Cohens
To Motiograph
Men and the Kellys." The success of this
Jewish-Irish picture caused him to
Chicago, Oct. 29. — More than 80 join with Eddie Small to produce
Motiograph dealers and associates "McFadden's Flats" and "The Gogathered here today at the Edgewater
rilla." The productions were made
by Asher, Small and Rogers. Later
Beach
Hotel
for
the
company's
first
annual sales convention and heard they produced 12 Corinne Griffith
President J. P. Kleckner describe the starring pictures.
seven complete sound systems that
In 1930, Asher returned to Univerwill be sold to theatres in accordance
sal City as a producer.
with their seating capacities. He
Asher was one of the best and most
added that Erpi service would be sold
of Universal's producers,
through Motiograph dealers at Erpi successful
making on an average of eight prorates.
ductions a year. His most recent
Other speakers included Les Ab- pictures were "The Man Who Cried
bott, Fred Stong and J. P. Maxfield. Wolf" and "Some Blondes Are DanDuring the afternoon sessions execugerous." He was scheduled to protives of Erpi were heard.
2ys "Let's
duce
"More
Than2Vi Love" and
A banquet was held tonight.
Be Candid" at the time of his death.
1654
The sessions will continue tomor854
-i- Vs,
row with an explanation of the new
sound sional
headsound and
Erpi's third dimensystem.
There is much talk here concerning
a possible dealer setup similar to that
of National Theatre Supply but it is
believed that nothing will be done
along these lines until later in the
year.
Submit

Picture

Plea

In Czech Trade Pact
(Continued from page 1)
brief with the committee in which it
urges that the Government seek to
obtain as a concession from Czechoslovakia, the elimination of the quota
law and its accompanying restrictions,
such as the pre-screening committee,
the embargo on the entry of new companies into the market and the ban
on advertising material.
The brief will be of value to the
State Dep't in negotiating the treaty,
since one of the major items on which
concessions are sought in the trade
agreements is the relaxation of the
foreign restrictions on American films.
Rainbow Is Opened
The Randforce Circuit opened its
new house in Brooklyn, the Rainbow,
last night. License Commissioner
Moss attended. Lew Lehr was master of ceremonies and Al Pearce and
his gang entertained.
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RADIO
Hearings
High

Started

Power

on

Channels

Washington, Oct. 29. — Hearings
on the disposition of the so-called
"good will" high frequency broadcasting channels set aside a year ago by
President Roosevelt in anticipation of
possible Government broadcasting
opened today before the F. C. C.
Five of these frequencies were allowed by international convention for
use in the western hemisphere. In
view of the approaching Cairo conference, fears have been expressed
that if the frequencies were not used
an effort would be made to deprive the
United States of them.
One of the frequencies has been allotted to CBS and the commission's
hearings are concerned with applications for the other four which have
been filed by National Broadcasting,
General Electric and World Wide
Broadcasting.
It is expected that the hearings will
run for several days.
Shouse

Quits

PICTURE

KMOX;

Taking Crosley Post
Chicago, Oct. 29. — James D.
Shouse today resigned as manager of
KMOX and was succeeded by Merle
S. Jones. Shouse is expected to become vice-president of Crosley Radio
Corp. in charge of WLW and WFAI.
He has been engaged in the radio field
since 1930.
Paul S. Wilson has succeeded Jones
as manager of Radio Sales, Inc., for
CBS.
Indianapolis Series
Of Concerts Planned
The Indianapolis Symphony will
offer 10 concerts exclusively over the
Mutual network, beginning Nov. 19,
from 5:15 to 6 P. M_.
Three concerts will be broadcast
Fridays, and seven Saturdays, with
Mutual's Indianapolis affiliate WIRE
feeding the show to the network. Fabien Sevitzky will conduct.
WFIL Plans Education Unit
Philadelphia, Oct. 29. — Following
the recent use of radio as an educational medium during last month's infantile paralysis epidemic in Chicago,
WFIL here has set plans for a new
Educational Division. Donald Witycomb, the station's general manager,
has named Margaret Schaeffer, production director, to head the new department. The Philadelphia Board of
Education has promised full cooperation with the studio officials and plans
for twice-weekly vocational series
have already been completed.
WBT Wins Civic Award
Charlotte, Oct. 29.— WBT has
been awarded a plaque of recognition
and appreciation by the Charlotte
Junior Chamber of Commerce for
civic contributions to the city during
the past year.
The award was made chiefly for
WBT's raising of $35,000 for relief of
sufferers in the Mississippi flood disaster last year.
Otis Back on Radio Job
Columbus, Oct. 29. — Lehman Otis,
former radio editor, Columbus Citizen, has been reassigned to that post,
following resignation of Virginia
Lamont. Otis was a feature writer
on the Citizen until his reappointment.

Nicol
3rd

Soon

to Have

Quebec

Station

Saturday, October 30, 1937

Bravo!

Convinced that the program can create sufficient
Montreal, Oct. 29. — Jacob Nicol,
French-language newspaper owner,
good will and listener interwill soon have two more radio staest to offset the usual comtions in operation.
mercials, the sponsors of
Work has been completed on a
"Metropolitan Auditions of
100-watt outlet at Three Rivers and
the Air" beginning this week
Yvan Deseve has been named direcwill eliminate the "middle"
tor. It will function with Nicol's
commercial previously ofpaper, Le NouveUiste, with CHLN as
fered, and are reducing the
its letters. At Rimouski CJVR is
length of the opening and
nearing completion and Paul Tremclosing commercials.
blay, formerly with CBM, Montreal,
will be in charge. This will be a
1,000-watt station and will operate
Ask Permit to Build
with Jean Brillant.
Nicol already owns CHLT, 100Station in Ulinois
watt station at Sherbrooke.
_ Washington, Oct. 29. — ApplicaGalipeau in CHLP Post
tion_ for authority to build a broadcasting station to operate on 1,500
Montreal, Oct. 29. — Georges Galipeau, former reporter on La Patrie, kilocycles with 100 watts night, 250
is now head of the press relations de- watts day, has been filed with the
F.C.C. by Kathryn B. Gosselin of
partment of CHLP, the paper's air Aurora, 111.
outlet.
The commission announced that it
had received other applications, inFred Smith Resigns
cluding requests from KPAC, Port
To Start Own Firm Arthur, Tex., now under construction, for a change of frequency from
Fred Smith, publicity director of 1,230 to 1,350 kilocycles; WPRA,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,
P. R., in course of conhas resigned from the agency to enter Mayaguez, struction,
to change frequency from
business for himself to handle public 630 to 780 kilocycles and increase
relations and promotion.
power from 250 watts to 1,000 watts
Succeeding Smith as publicity dinight, 2,500 watts day; KXL, Portrector is Oliver P. Newman.
land, Ore., for change of frequency
Smith will open offices about Nov.
from
1,420
to 1,110 kilocycles and in15. In addition to handling publicity
crease of power from 100 watts night,
and promotion, he will do free lance 250 watts day to 5,000 watts night
writing, and possibly he may edit a and day, and Piedmont Broadcasting
weekly newspaper magazine section Corp., Salisbury, N. C, to change
for a syndicate, he says.
power requested in its construction
permit from 100 watts to 100 watts
WIP to Train New Talent
night, 250 watts day.
Philadelphia, Oct. 29.— WIP has
formed a dramatic association. Out of
KGB Silent Three Hours
slightly over 900 applicants, the station chose 50 who will be instructed in
San Diego, Oct. 29.— KGB, Mutualall phases of broadcasting, including Don Lee outlet, was off the air for
dramatic work, script writing, sound over three hours. The trouble was due
effects, etc.
to a burned out transformer.

RKO
Drops Plan for
Studio Radio Show
(Continued from page 1)
any possible breaks that a direct studioradio tieup could provide.
It has been found easier to exploit
the studio's music on various programs
when cooperation in obtaining players
from the lot is facilitated. RKO recently signed Frank Healy, radio publicity and exploitation man, to handle
all radio contacts.

Four

A

Council

Will

Meet on November
(Continued from page 1)

4

chartered by the Four A's, is expected
here from Hollywood early next week
to attend the session. In addition to
effecting an administrative realignment
of the Four A's which will make it
more active in theatrical unionism, the
meeting is scheduled to redefine jurisdictional questions involving the
numerous allied theatrical unions.
_ Edith L. Christenson, new executive secretary of Chorus Equity Ass'n,
outlined plans for the organization of
talent in the presentation and night
club fields to a special meeting of
the association yesterday, and was
given a vote of confidence by approximately 50 members present. Miss
Christenson succeeds Dorothy Bryant
in the Chorus Equity post. Mrs.
Bryant, who resigned recently after
18 years with the association, was paid
a tribute by the members at yesterday's meeting.
Order

Affidavits

in

Para, Indiana Suit
(Continued from page 1)
was asked to file by Saturday and
Paramount was given until Wednesday to submit its papers.
Paramount contended at the hearing
that none of the pictures designated
by the complainant was completed by
Aug. 1 and, according to the provisions of the contract, were excluded
i Radio
Personals
►
from last season release for that reason. Completion of the pictures was
CHUCK GAY, radio editor of the time and weather announcements made impossible, it was stated, by deDayton News, visiting here in and comment by Bob Hawk, over
lays in production resulting from a
search of copy . . . Raoul Mario, for- WGN . . . Carl Doty, formerly with Hollywood influenza epidemic during
rnerly of CBS and WOR, has formed NBC here, has joined the sales staff
his own firm, Mario Enterprises, Inc., of WOAI, San Antonio . . . Betty the year which incapacitated stars, directors, technicians and other producwith offices in the RKO Bldg. . . . Ito, a Japanese radio actress, plays
tion personnel, and to studio labor difNeatest station folder received in the part of an American girl raised in ficulties.
some time is Adrian James Planter China, in the Don Winslow dramatic
Louis Phillips of the Paramount
. . . Marek Weber and his hearing.
Associates piece for KGVO's "It's serial
home office legal staff attended the
orchestra
will
broadcast
over
NBC
Barn Dance Tonight" series, Missoula,
Mont. . . . Miriam Hopkins is set from the Stevens Hotel . . . Sheila
for "Silver Theatre" this Sunday. She Graham, Hollywood gossip gabber, is
will be heard in an original written off the "Vanity Fair" show for the
for her by Faith Baldwin . . .
time being , . . Gene Arnold, veteran Music Publishers
+
radio artist, was guest of the Cornell
To Discuss Moves
Leighton Noble is quitting George University Club last week . . .
(Continued from page 1)
Ted Maxwell with NBC in San
Olsen's band to go out on his own . . . Francisco is a Chicago visitor . . . ner music company attorney, have
John Kelvin will make his first air
representing
all publishing
appearance in more than a year when Eddie House, CBS artist, launched been
his new boat this week and plans a houses.
he begins a series with Don Alberts' tour around America to the Pacific
orchestra via WHN Sunday . . . Al
Music publishers have insisted on
Pierce will introduce a new character coast this winter . . . Les Tremayne an agreement binding on writers as
Tuesday on his CBS Ford series, is back from hunting rabbits in well as publishers for 13 years. At
Northern Wisconsin. . . .
a recent meeting the songwriters reHector "Swivelhips" Smith, football
+
fused to be bound individually to the
hero . . . It's Mr. Richard Himber in
the newspaper ads . . . Joy Hodges
deal. The publishers then agreed to
Oklahoma City Town Pump
will do guest shots on the air after
the writers' share from 33 1/3
City, Oct. 29. — Charles increase
"I'd Rather Be Right" opens here . . . M.Oklahoma
to
50
per
cent on everything but pubDibrell,
KVSO,
Ardmore,
station
+
lication royalties.
engineer, has gone to New York City
Chicago Town Pump
The S. P. A. and M. P. P. A. refor a vacation. . . . Leslie Beck, KTOK
chief
announcer,
is
now
dividing
his
cently signed a 10-year renewal agreeChicago, Oct. 29. — B o w m a n ' s
ment with Ascap, starting 1940 when
Dairy will go back on the air next time between announcing and selling
the current pact expires.
week with a program of recordings, I time on the air. . . .
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Few Complaints Made by Output This Season Is
5 Greater Than Last
Trade Body in Year
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Oct. 31. — False and
misleading advertising has practically
been eliminated from broadcasting,
only 1,275 out of a total of more than
439,000 continuities examined by the
Federal Trade Commission during
the fiscal year ended June 30, last,
requiring investigation, it was disclosed by the commission in its
annual report.
In only 12 cases, it was stated, did
the commission issue formal comAdditional developments in
radio on pages 14-15.
plaints during the year. Most of the
cases investigated were found not to
require action and of those in which
the commission found cause for complaint, all but a dozen were settled
by stipulation.
Under the commission's procedure,
every individual station submits all
continuities for a 15-day period four
times a year, while the national and
regional networks report weekly, sub{Continned on page 14)
Alperson

Sets

FWC

Deal; Will Go West
With 16 pictures finished and a
deal
the either
entire closed
season's
with for
F.W.C.
or lineup
about
to be signed, Edward L. Alperson,
president of Grand National, is now
planning to leave for Hollywood by
Wednesday.
The next James Cagney film has
been set and will be announced in
a few days. The story will bring
Cagney back into his rough and
tumble character.
Alperson denied there is any difficulty financially with the company
and that no additional finances are
being sought.
Classification

Seen

Delaying Wage Pact
Differences over the classification
of 10 theatres are reported to be holding up consummation of negotiations
between major circuit representatives
and Local 306 men on a two-year
pact, retroactive to Sept. 1.
Local 306 is said to be insisting
(.Continued on page 15)
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If II Be Duals
Omaha, Oct. 31. — Omaha
exhibitors differ with Sam
Goldwyn, who says double
features can be ended by
making pictures so long —
two hours or more — that no
manager can present another
film.
Theatre men here have
double-billed such pictures
as "Romeo and Juliet," "Lost
Horizon" and "The Good
Earth," each
tremely long. of which is ex-

Schenck
To

Talk

British
List May Be
12 Features

CENTS

Here
New
Plans
Raised
Yearly

to

Expansion of production activities
in England will be discussed and decided upon by 20th Century-Fox this
They say their patrons
week, it was stated Saturday by
won't patronize single bills.
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the
board, upon his arrival from the coast.
In an exclusive interview with a
Motion Picture Daily reporter,
Hitch Is Reported
Schenck said that the purpose of his
In Laboratory Deal trip east was to discuss the British
production situation with Sidney R.
Kent, president, and the board of
Joseph
O'Donnell,
who
is
believed
directors.
to be representing William Fox, is
reported to be ready to drop a deal
At present Robert T. Kane is promade some time ago to acquire the
ducing four to five British films under
N.
J.
Kromocolor Laboratory at Paramus
the name of New World Films. He
is now working at Denham Studios.
Although no official confirmation Under the plans to be considered by
could be secured yesterday, William the 20th Century-Fox board is the
Krimsky, Newark attorney and co- possibility of increasing the number
receiver for the property, told Motion of Englisli-made films to 12 a year.
PiCTUKE Daily that there has been The boost in the yearly output presumably is designed to take care of
a slight delay in the consummation of
the transaction. He said there was quota regulations. Most of the pictures will be made for international
a question as to some details and
he liad every reason to believe that release and not limited to England.
Asked whether talent will be sent
(Continued on page 15)
from the coast to England, Schenck
said that this was up to the board
Mahoney
Film Shown
No Richey Successor
and whatever it decided would be
done.
Here Over Weekend
Plan of Allied Unit
Meeting(Continued
the 20th
A brief production depicting the
on page Century-Fox
15)
Detroit, Oct. 31. — Allied of Michihiglilights of Judge Jeremiah T. Magan will not name a successor to H.
honey's public career was exhibited in M. Richey, who resigned some weeks
numerous metropolitan neighborhood ago from his post as general manager
houses over the week-end. The sub- of the unit to become associated with Technicians Fight
ject runs about 500 feet, or approxi- Cooperative Theatres of Michigan.
English Film Bill
At the first board meeting since the
mately one-half reel. It was produced
London, Oct. 31. — Technicians and
by the commercial film department recent convention here, it was decided
of Pathe and approximately 50 that Allied would carry on with Pearl workers in the film industry, declarprints were made. The subject was
ing that "fundamental issues have not
foras business
many years
Richey's
sec- been faced," have registered strenusaid to be available for spot bookings Sprott, retary,
manager,
and with
in the metropolitan area beginning the officers and directors looking after
ous opposition to the new Films Bill
last Thursday. It is sponsored by legislative matters.
as introduced in the House of ComThis is revealed in a statement just
mons. The groups are seeking amendthe citizens' independent committee for
ments to the bill and will press for
the election of Mahoney, an active issued by Ray Branch of Hastings,
(Continued on page 15)
(Continued on page 7)
them in committee.
In a memorandum six labor organizations state that 10,000 members enJack L. Warner Back
Briggs, Carr Named
gaged in(Continued
film production
that
on page contend
7)
Today on Queen Mary
On Monogram
Board
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
O. Henry Briggs, president of
charge of production for Warners, Pathe Film, and Trem Carr, head of
will arrive today on the Queen Mary Trem Carr Prod., were elected to the Kuykendall
Attacks
from England after conferring with Monogram board at the last meeting
Ascap, Score Charge
Irving Asher, British production head of the directors. This makes a total
Denver, Oct. 31. — In a talk before
for the company, on the new program of seven, the other five being W. Ray
at Teddington Studios. Under the Johnston, president of Monogram, Sol a meeting here attended by about 100
plans discussed, 16 pictures will be A. Rosenblatt, Scott R. Dunlap, J. exhibitors, Ed Kuykendall, national
made there next season with the possi- A. Sisto and William Rhinelander president of the M.P.T.O.A., lashed
out at Ascap practices, score charges,
bility of two or three designed for Stewart.
international distribution.
Dunlap will arrive in Hollywood extended runs, and declared that ofAsher will sail from England on today from New York.
He spent a
ficials(Continued
of the Dep't.
of Justice
had
on page
15)
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)
With 75 to 85 per cent of the country now said to be playing double
features, a sizeable increase over last
year, there is no reduction in the
number of shorts being produced by
major companies. According to the
number of releases being offered
major circuits, the short subject outfor 1937-'38
five include
more than
last putseason.
Thiswill
doesbe not
the
nine that United Artists is scheduled
to release in place of the Disneys.
The total number of 714 two-reelers
and singles for the current season as
compared to 709 last year does not
include the newsreels which M-G-M,
20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Universal and RKO add to their short
subject sales.- Major circuit buyers
are at a loss as to what to do about
the shorts. However, they go hand
in hand with the feature lineup and
cannot be discarded unless paid for
without being played. This happens
in numerous cases.
The tendency of major producers is
(Continued on page 7)
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Hey wood- Wakefield
9-Month
Net Gains
Boston, Oct. 31. — The HeywoodWakefield Co. earned $414,535, or
$4.72 per share for the first three
quarters of this year as against $401,212, or $4.49 per share for the first
nine months of last year.
The company has retired $275,000
in bank loans which now total $625,000, Richard N. Greenwood, president,
stated.
Producing Firm Formed
Hollywood, Oct. 31. — Hollywood
Prod., Inc., has been formed here
with Oscar Horn, president of Hollywood Studios, Inc., Harry Schenck
and S. Geneen, as officers. No production schedule or release plan have
been announced.
Gets Religious Film
Davide Caloagni, president of Integrity Film Corp., has closed a deal
for acquisition of the United States
rights to a new version of "St.
Therese,
in Paris. the Little Flower," produced

Purely

Personal

►

repEurop
HARRY FOST
ameanMorris
ive ofthe Willi
resentatER,
agency, will reach Hollywood today,
to scout talent for foreign film and
stage productions. •
Dick Merrill, Germaine Aussey
the latter a Scanand J. Woronsky,
dinavian theatre owner, arrive today
on the Queen Mary.
•
Eric W. Schumacher, an importer,
has been appointed to represent ZeissIkon in this country
• on film matters.
Mike Rosenberg of Principal Theatres is due from the coast today.
He'll spend about •two weeks here.
Beverly Jones, associate producer
of The March of Time, is en route to
a Bermuda holiday.•

Legion Approves 13
Of 15 New
Pictures

Universal

The National Legion of Decency,
in its list of new pictures for the current week, has approved seven of the
15 films for general patronage, approved six for adults, classed one as
objectionable in part, and condemned
one. The new films and their classification follow.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage : "Borrowing Trouble," "Fedteral Bullets," "Galloping
Dynamite," "Look Out, Mr. Moto,"
"Non-Stop New York," "Submarine
D-1," "Valley of Terror." Class A-2,
Unobjectionable for Adults: "High
Flyers," "Living on Love," "Night
Club Scandal," "Obligacion de Asesinar" (Spanish), "Perdoname Hijo"
(Spanish),
"Vienna
Burgtheatre"in
(German). Class
B, Objectionable

Hollywood, Oct. 31. — Charles R.
Rogers, executive vice-president in
charge of production at Universal, said
yesterday that seven pictures would
be placed in production during the
next two months.

7 Within

Will
Two

Start
Months

The Kent
first Taylor
will be in
"More
Thanrole,
Love,"
with
the top
Ted
Sloman directing and Edmund Grainger producing in place of E. M. Asher,
who died Friday. Supporting Taylor
will be Larry Blake and Nan Grey.
It will start Nov. 3.
The following week, "Mad About
Music," starring Deanna Durbin, a
third Bob Baker western, and the
second Crime Club feature, will be
started.
"Flash Gordon's Trip to Mars,"
serial with Buster Crabbe borrowed
from Paramount for the title role, and

Part : "Ali Baba Goes to Town."
Class
Condemned : "Club de Jean Rogers supporting, and "MounFemmes"C, (French).
tains Are My Kingdom," with Noah
Beery, Jr., in the top spot, will start
during the week of Nov. 15.
F, J, Harris Named

To Arrange
Dinner
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31. — Frank J.
Harris has been appointed head of the
committee on arrangements for the
Harry C. Arthur is back from St. testimonial dinner to be tendered Ira
Louis.
H. Cohn, local 20th Century-Fox
manager. The affair will be held Dec.
6 at the William Penn.
. . . Cincinnati
On Dec. 6, Cohn will celebrate his
James Gear, assistant manager of 17th year in the business and his
the RKO Paramount, suburban, and ninth year as local branch manager
Elwood Jones, assistant manager of for the company.
Other committee members include
the RIvO Palace, have switched positions.
E. C. Grainger, J. B. Clark, Harold
Herman J. Beenfeld, theatre edi- Cohen, Nick Dipson, J. B. Clark,
tor of the Cincinnati Enquirer, has Mike J. Cullen, Harry Feinstein,
returned from a vacation in Holly- Mark Goldman, J. P. Goring, William J. Walker, John H. Harris,
wood.
George Sallows, Harry Kalmine,
Joe Goetz, assistant division man- Lawrence Katz, Morris Rosenberg,
ager and booker for RKO Midwest,
Karl Krug, John J. Maloney, Claude
has been discharged from Christ Hos- Robinson, Michael Manos, Kaspar
a
for
pital, and is back at his desk
Monahan, Edgar B. Moss, John T.
hours daily.
McGreevey, Samuel Neaman, George
M. Purcell and A. N. Notopoulos,
. . . Oklahoma City
C. C. Kellenberg is general chairman.
Floyd Williams, for 10 years
manager of the Electric at St. Joseph,
Raises Damages in Suit
Mo., is manager of the new Fix
Irving Gielow was granted permisopened here recently.
sion by Federal Judge John W. Clancy
Wallace W. Rucker, formerly
in the U. S. District Court on SaturG. B. representative here, has been
day to raise his claim for damages
transferred to the Dallas office. Wil- against Warners from $500,000 to
son Thedford, from Dallas is now $2,000,000. Gielow originally filed suit
in charge here.
for $500,000, which he claimed was
Mildred Sell, secretary to J. O.
RoHDE, Warner branch manager, who the profit from the picture, "Flirtation Walk." After starting the action
has been ill for the past three weeks, Gielow
stated he discovered that the
is recovering and is expected back at picture earned $1,500,000 and that two
the office in 10 days.
shorts, "Merry Melodies No. 3 and
No. 6," which earned $500,000, were
also based on songs from the picture.
. . . Omaha
The complaint alleges that "Flirtation
A. (Ted) Mendenhall, Para- Walk" is an infringement of Gielow's
mount branch manager, is at Metho- dramatic composition of the same
dist Hospital where he underwent an
name and the songs, "I Can't Believe"
operation to cure an arm ailment.
and "Mr. and Mrs. Is the Name," are
Phil Marschoene of the Mar- also
plagiarisms. Trial of the suit
schoene Circuit is recovering at his was stayed for three months.
home in Wayne, Neb., after a long
sickness.
Imperial Deal with Roos
Regina Molseed, RKO's second
booker, and D. V. McLucas, United
Hollywood, Oct. 31. — Correcting
Artists branch manager, are direct- erroneous reports, Harry Schenck,
ing Film Row's Community Chest manager of Hollywood Studios (Taliscampaign as co-chairmen. They will
man), has said that the deal he negotiated with Imperial Pictures, Inc.,
appoint sub-chairmen to have charge
for three pictures was not for himself,
of W.
eachW.exchange's
collection.
Troxell, former Omaha but for Lynn Roos, veteran camerafilm salesman, and his son have purman-director, who plans three pictures
chased the DeWitt at DeWitt, Neb., to be made for the most part in the
from Harvey Kreuscher. This Malayas, with native casts. Interiors
gives them an interest in or control will be filmed here. Titles have not
of six houses.
been selected yet.

William K. Wells, veteran actor
and writer, has been signed by Educational towrite two-reelers.
•
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Nov. 22, "Synthetic Gentleman" will
be in work. "The Rage of Paris,"
first vehicle here for Danielle Darrieux, will get under way Dec. I.
Others scheduled to start before the
first of the year are "The Winners'
Circle," "The Eye of the Needle,"
"The Nurse from Brooklyn" and "The
Crime of Dr. Hallett."
Motiograph

Meeting

Has Second Session
Chicago, Oct. 31. — Motiograph,
Inc., opened the second day of its
three-day sales meeting here yesterday, with plans for new financing being the first subject under discussion.
C. W. Conroy and Bert Sanford,
Erpi executives, delivered talks on
service to the assembled sales force
at yesterday's
Private
conferences will session.
occupy the
delegates
during the final day of the meeting.
Making Imperial Film
Hollywood, Oct. 31. — Frank Donovan is producing under a temporary
title, "Ain't Love Grand," for Imperial release. He is negotiating for
the release of a series of six features
he will produce for Imperial.
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Bonds Gain 3 Points

High Low Close Change
Loew 354s '46
99
99 99 Net
R. K. O. 6s '41.... 103
10054 103 -f3
(Quotations at close of Oct. 30.)
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'^Mystery of the Hooded
Horseman''
{Grand National)
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 31. — One of the lesser Tex Ritter tries. On
paper and for ad purposes, the title carries much more import than the
story as it unfolds on the screen. The song department provided three
ditties, "Ride, Ride, Ride," "A Ridin' Old Paint" and "I'm a Texas Cowboy." The first, written by Fred Rose and Michael David, is strained,
but it is used for the tag tune.
Extreme slowness of movement stalls interest in a tale of hooded
men who are seeking to terrorize ranch and mining men from property
which is rich in ore unknown to the present owners. Ritter, in company with Horace Murphy, as a stooge, arrives on the scene to get
entangled with the sheriff. Earl Dwire, for threatening local citizens
Charles King and Forrest Taylor, a couple of hoodlums, which make;
it bad all around. Ritter finally unmasks the gang. This provides hin
with an "open sesame" to the arms of Iris Meredith, whose father hai
been knocked off by the terrorists.
Performance in many cases is below par, which is a reflection on the
persistence of the director, or absence of an adequate shooting budget.
Many of the scenes are obviously the one-take variety. General mistakes
such as easily seen shots in the air instead of at the target during chases
are frequent to keep the quality extremely low.
Edward L. Finney is the producer and Ray Taylor director. Edmund
Kelso contributed the story and screenplay.

(Continued from page 1)
to make longer features, which again
has the circuits stymied when it comes
to booking
single and double-reel
subj ects.
According to a comparative analy' sis, Paramount has eliminated 12
singles, Vitaphone six doubles, while
Universal has increased its tworeelers by 13 and dropped as many
singles.
Parts of Pennsylvania, Texas, the
south and Chicago have not yet embraced the double feature movement,
it was stated.
Last season, major distributors sold
119 doubles and 590 single reelers.
For the current selling period, ISO
doubles and 564 one-reelers are on the
major company schedules.
During 1936-'37, Columbia sold 26
doubles and 101 singles ; 20th CenturyFox, 42 and 58; Paramount, one and
112; Vitaphone, 36 and 104; RKO,
36 and 39 in addition to 13 "March of
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
Time" subjects; Universal, two and
65 ; U. A., 18 Walt Disneys ; M-G-M,
12 and 80.
For the new season, the following
Bur gt heater''
ViennaFilms)
(European
are being sold : Columbia, 26 twoThere is considerable merit in this importation from Austria, which
reelers and 100 singles ; 20th CenturyFox, 42 and 58 ; M-G-M, 12 and 80 ; has the value for American audiences of a simple story, making knowledge of the German dialogue quite unnecessary to understanding, sevParamount, one and 100 ; Vitaphone,
eral excellent performances and good technical quality.
30 and 104; RKO, 24 and 39 in addiOn the other hand, however, it is inordinately long, and would be
tion to 13 "March of Time" reels and
18 Walt Disneys ; Universal, 13 and vastly more successful in holding audience attention if it had been more
52 in addition to two special double closely knit, or tightened up in several spots.
reelers ; U. A., nothing so far.
Made by Forst Film Prod., in Vienna, and directed by Willy Forst,
the film is featured by the outstanding performance of Werner Krauss
Technicians Fight
as a famous Austrian actor of the late 19th Century, who falls in love
English Film Bill with a young girl, then renounces his love to assist the young dramatic
student with whom she is in love. Excellent sequences picture Krauss
(Continued from page 1)
the bill ignores the unemployed and on the stage in bits from "Faust" and two plays of Schiller.
does nothing for technicians, who are
The young actor becomes involved in a near scandal when the assistance rendered him by a wealthy baroness is misconstrued by her husdescribed as "the very life blood of
band, and his discharge from the theatre follows. But answering the
the industry."
They have proposed amendments to
pleas when he realizes she does not love him, Krauss stops the
the bill abolishing the double quota, girl's
young man as he is about to commit suicide, gives him renewed hope,
calling for quota percentages of 20
per cent for distributors and 15 per and brings about a reconciliation with his fiancee.
cent for exhibitors, the exclusion of
minutes. "G."
Running time, 105(Additional
Reviews on Page 11.)
directors' fees, story costs and star
compensation from the determination
of minimum negative costs of films
Jack L, Warner Back
for quota purposes, the inclusion of a
fair wages clause, no more than one Briggs, Carr Named
Today on Queen Mary
foreign technician, including the diOn Monogram
Board
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
rector, on an_y quota film, and the inNov.
17
to confer with Warner in
clusion of a representative of the em- week here conferring with Johnston
Hollywood
on plans for sending over
ployes on the suggested Film Ad- on the new production program. Pathe
visory Commission.
production
personnel
Asher
Film has. $200,000 in_ Monogram, will remain in the U.and S.talent.
for several
while Carr has been acting in an ad- weeks. He will be accompanied by
visory capacity on production. HowMahoney
Film Shown
ever, Carr has been producing a his wife, Laura La Plante.
Warner will spend the next two
Here Over Weekend
number of John Wayne westerns for
Universal. There is no indication days conferring with Albert Warner
(Continued from page 1)
and Gradwell L. Sears on the releases
organization in the New York mayor- that he will rejoin Monogram in a for the next three months. Sears reproduction
berth.
alty campaign.
turned from the coast over the weekAmong the theatres in which the
end. Prior to his departure from
reel received weekend bookings were
Hollywood, Sears announced that
a number of RKO neighborhood first
"Tovarich" will open in 150 simultage"
Bans '^Sabo
Brazil
runs in the metropolitan area. For
Rio DE Janeiro, Oct. 31. — The
taneous situations during Christmas
these it helped to establish a non- Brazilian censor, following its action Week.
partisan local political record, inasmuch as it was dated in for Friday in banning "The Road Back," Universal film, also has banned "Saboand Saturday, immediately following
tage,"United
aG. B. film
Midwest Closes Apollo
in
the
Stateswhich
underwastheshown
title
a two-day booking accorded The
Kansas City, Oct. 31.— Fox MidMarch of Time's production on of "A Woman Alone." The British
west has closed the Apollo, its special
Mayor LaGuardia's public career. film was banned, according to the
The latter production also played the censor, because it upsets public order policy suburban house, after a threeMusic Hall and Embassy in earlier and teaches comspiracy and terroristic week test of stage plus first-run picengagements.
technique.
tures at 25c-40c.

''Sunday

Subjects

Night

at the

(M-G-M)
Set in the famous Hollywood night
Tro
cadero
spot, this
short
presents
Reginald
"
Denny as a candid camera photographer who snaps many well known
film names in various comic situations.
The humor of the piece is heavily
drawn. However, there is entertaining
singing and dancing and a parade of
semi-nudes. It manages to be pleasant. Running time, 20 minutes. "G."
''Popular Science J 7-2"
(Paramount)
A new motor car, police dogs
trained to lead the blind, a rocking
bed for the sick, a visit to a "gemological" institute and new ideas in
women's stockings are offered in this
issue of the subject. The reel is done
in color with the usual excellence of
taste and will find a good audience.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."
"Stockholm Pride of
(Fitspatrick-M-G-M)
The city known as the Queen of
the Baltic is photographed to perfection here. The camera catches interesting customs and scenes in the city
and closes with fine shots of sailboats
Sweden'*
underway.
It is done in excellent
color and up to standard. Running
time, 9 mins. "G."
"Paramount Pictorial
(Paramount)
PT-r
Feminine headgear made from native materials in the Bahama Islands
opens this short. It is followed by
scenes of huckleberry harvesting in
Oregon and a documentary bit on the
theme of "Steel Never Dies." The
items are pleasant variety and interestingly done. It will fit anywhere.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."
"Pick Your Favorite"
(Rice-Paramount)
Scenes of the myriad sporting activities from mountain climbing and
sailing to fishing off Montauk Point
are flashed briefly in this Sportlight
as Ted Husing delivers a rhymed
commentary that comes off rather
well. The result creates a nice mood
by the pleasant aspects of the various
activities. It is well filmed and should
have good reception. Running time, 10

"Protek the Weakerisf
mins. "G."
(Fleischer-Paramount)
Another reliable cartoon with
Popeye, his can of spinach, Bluto and
a pair of dogs. Popeye is out walking Olive's Pekinese and he meets
Bluto with a ferocious bulldog. The
usual conflict occurs and with the
"G." vegetable Popeye and his pooch
trusty
comically and spectacularly conclude
the affair. Running time, 7 mins.

Renew King Contract
The contract of Jean Paul King as
commentator for News of the Day,
the newsreel released by M-G-M, has
been renewed for one year.
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Czechoslovak

Plans
Film

By JAMES LOCKHART
Mexico City, Oct. 29.— What promises to be the most pretentious film
made in Mexico by Mexicans, "The
Conquest of Mexico" is being prepared for production in the near future by Gabriel Soria, youthful director, who heads the company that
produced the popular "Ora Ponciano"
).
Now, Ponciano"
On picture
("Come
The new
is to trace for the
first time in the films the fall of the
Aztec Empire. The scenario, which
is being prepared by Marcus Goodrich,
is based upon accounts of the conquest
by Bernal Diaz del Castillo, one of
Cortes' soldiers, and by Prescott, the
American historian.
A large company is being recruited
for the picture which will be made on
sites here and in the surrounding community that figured in the conquest,
and is to cost 1,000,000 pesos (about
$280,000), the greatest outlay for a
film made by Mexicans. Soria has
gone to New York to purchase special technical equipment for the making of the picture. He plans also to
seek several leading Mexican players
there for parts in the film.

Control

of Distribution

Australian

Government

by
Seen

By CLIFF HOLT
pects of active political participation
Sydney, Oct. 6. {By Air Mail via
London) — The suggestion has been in the matter of film supplies will not
put forward here that the Federal be out of the question if the Lyons
Government will give serious consider- Government is defeated.
ation to the advisability of regulating
In a statement by Norman B.
the distribution of available films be- Rydge, the Greater Union chief says
tween Hoyts and Greater Union The- that it has been hinted that if his
atres, following the now definite state- company operates independently from
ment that the theatre operating deal 1938 onwards, adequate supplies of
between the two circuits will not be
film will be deniedtheatres.
to the company's
renewed on its expiration at the end Australian-owned
of this year.
"Statements," he said, "have alAt the moment, however, the most
ready appeared in the overseas press
important consideration is as to which that all the good film has been tied
Government is in power next year. up against Greater Union Theatres.
Always eager to protect local indus- 1 do not want to discuss this question
try and local capital. Labor may be here, but all I can say is that our
persuaded easily that the 20th Century- Australian Government have always
Fox influence in Hoyts represents a protected Australian industry and will
definite threat to the future of Great- not stand by and allow such a vast
er Union Theatres, since, by reason organization as ours to be forced out
of its American theatre circuit, it is of business. No Government, I am
said 20th Century-Fox can do much sure, will hesitate to introduce legislation to protect, if necessary, the
to influence those companies doing
business with them on the coast to jobs of our large army of men and
sell to Hoyts in preference to Greater women employes, and the interests ol
Union.
Mexican Films Gaining
Australianfeature
investors."
An 5,000
extraordinary
of the
Labor governments especially are about
Mexican
25.—
ever ready to listen to propaganda proceedings is that whereas Hoyts
Mexico City, Oct.
pictures are making a strong bid for against American film companies and have allegedly cornered all the important film for next year, no oflicial
prominence amid the avalanche of im- as Greater Union Theatres will unportations from Hollywood. Seven
doubtedly beat the big drum about announcement has been made by either
large local theatres are currently ex- the "stranglehold tactics of the Hoyts or any one distributor that
contracts have actually been signed.
clusively exhibiting as features pictures made by Mexicans in Mexico, American film combines," the prosEckhardt

Increases
Hungary
Use of 16mm, Film
By ENDRE HEVESl
Budapest, Oct. 19. — The use of
16mm. films has increased to a
marked extent recently in Hungary,
not only for educational purposes in
the schools, but for small communities where no theatres are available
to the population. The educational
films are being produced by the
Magyar Film Iroda, and projectors
are turned out by the Telephone Factory, Ltd.
A large local laboratory, Kovacs
and Faludi, has obtained the rights
to reduce to 16mm. practically all
features produced in this country.
The result is a vigorous struggle,
since Magyar and the Telephone Factory have the projectors, but educational films only, while Kovacs and
Faludi have the films but no projectors. An agreement between the
two factors is expected in the near
future.
Swedish

Film

Unit

Goes to Antarctic
Stockholm, Oct. 21. — Svensk Filmindustri has sent a film expedition to
the Antarctic. It will travel on board
the big Norwegian whaling steamer
Cosmos II which a couple of days
ago left Norway together with a
whole flotilla of smaller craft, in all
20 vessels. The expedition consists
of 20 people with Tancred Ibsen as
director and four cameramen and two
soundmen together with actors contracted by S. F. The steamer will
return next spring. The idea is to
film scenes for a dramatic feature and
also to make films of an educational
and documentary nature.

Leader

of

Chicago Chest Drive
Chicago, Oct. 31. — Clyde W. Eckhardt, branch manager of 20th Century-Fox, has been named chairman
of the amusement division of the Chicago Community Chest drive. With
Eckhardt on the committee are John
Balaban, Edward Silverman and
Aaron Saperstein.
To start the drive Eckhardt secured pledges from the members of
his exchange which came through
100 per cent.
Others assisting in the drive are :
Tom Burke, Pete Shayne, James Coston, Joe Weiss, James Donohue, John
J. Garrity, Julius Goodman, Gene
Rich, Aaron Jones, Jr., Ben Lasker,
Morris Leonard, Jack Miller, Tony
Owen, Lou Reinheimer, Jack Rose,
Joe Stern, Jack McPherson, E. Montemurro and Emma Abplanalp. The
above mentioned will serve as team
captains of the various divisions of the
industry here.
The amusement industry is asked
to raise $24,000 out of the $3,550,000
being sought by the chest this year.
So far this week 73 per cent of those
contacted had pledged their support.
Joe Goldberg Recovering
Chicago, Oct. 31. — Joe Goldberg,
theatre equipment dealer, is recovering
from an auto accident which occurred
several weeks ago. Goldberg has left
the hospital and is now at home. It
will be several weeks before he will
be able to return to work.
Mrs. Michael Gaining
Algona, la., Oct. 3L— Mrs. H. B.
Michael, manager of theatres at LuVerne and Whittemore, la., is in a
local hospital recovering from an
auto accident.

Shows

Firm

Profit

Gain

Washington, Oct. 31. — The A-B
Motion Picture Studios, Prague-Barrandov, Czechoslovakia's largest and
only permanently occupied establishment, showed a new profit from 1936
operations of 247,000 crowns, as
against 282,000 crowns in 1935, according to a report
the U. S. Trade
Dep't
of Commerce
from to Assistant
Commissioner Theodore J. Hadraba
in Prague.
The dividend declared was increased
from 10 to 12 per cent — 20 to 24
crowns per share — in view of the
smaller allocations to reserves.
Gross earnings of 4,500,000 crowns
in 1936 were higher than those of
3,700,000 crowns in 1935 by almost 22
perDuring
cent.
soundversions
feature were
pictures and1936,
five 25
sound
produced,
as against
19 sounda year
features and six
sound versions
earlier.
(One crown equals $0,035 U. S.
change.)
currency at the present rate of exCzechoslovakian

Aid

Given for 11 Films
Washington, Oct. 31. — The
Czechoslovak Ministery of Finance
has granted guarantees on 11 domestic features since the Government
guarantee plan on local productions
was introduced in October, 1936, according to a report
the U. S. Trade
Dep't
of Commerce
from to Assistant
Commissioner Theodore J. Hadraba
at Prague.
Oklahoma* s Theatre
The amount involved in the guarConstruction Gains
antees was not disclosed.
Oklahoma City, Oct. 31. — Theatre
The plan calls for the Government
construction is gaining in this terri- guarantee on approved Czechoslovak
tory and reconstruction and remodel- features up to 50 per cent of the caling has shown a steady pickup.
culated cost, within a total available
Among the new spots are : Hydro, amount of 10,000,000 crowns (about
Hydro, Okla., 300 seats ; Tower,
Tulsa, under construction, 500 seats ; $350,000).
Cabin, Stigler, Okla., 300 seats, and
British Blank Film
Pix, Atoka.
Remodeling and reequipping are unImports Show Gain ^
der way at the following: Thompson,
London, Oct. 23. — Official figures
Healdton, Okla. ; Thompson and Princess, Tishomingo, Okla. ; Oklahoma, show an increase in the importation
Hobart ; Emerson, Hartford, Ark. ; of blank film into England in the
Tower, Palace and Main Street, eight months from January to August,
Tulsa ; Thompson, Wilson, Okla. ; and a decrease in the importation of
exposed film. The comparative figures
Opera
Binger. House, Apache, and Bijou on blank film for the period show
45,806,934 feet in 1937; 42,594,428 in
1936, and 42,127,174 in 1935.
Dynamite*' Postponed
The exposed film import comparioriginally scheduled by
son shows 13,709,102 feet in 1937;
it"Dynamite,"
Grand
National for James Cagney, 15,296,379 in 1936, and 13,603,583 in
has been put ofi^ permanently. Instead, 1935. Exports of exposed film for
the same period show the following
Cagneysical. probably
will do another
He is now conferring
with E.mu-L. comparison:
1937, 14,752,445 feet;
Alperson on his next story.
1936, 14,831,600;
1935, 18,789,365.
:
exported
from England
during Rethe
period
were:
1937,
5,033,563
feet;
Drop N. O. Star Rating
New Orleans, Oct. 31. — After a 1936, 7,234,840; 1935, 3,580,521.
fight of several years standing, the
Item and Tlie Tribune have discon- Peru Firm Releases First
tinued the star rating of productions
Washington, Oct. 31. — The first
in downtown houses. Theatre manaproduction of the recently organized
gers claimed criticisms by inexperi- Peruvian company, Amauta Films,
enced persons hurt their business.
Ltd., "La
Ballarina
Loca,"
was released early
in August,
according
to
Seek Free Sound Track
the U. S. Dep't. of ComLondon, Oct. 23. — Application has a reportmerceto
from Assistant Trade Commisbeen made to the Import Duties Adsioner David M. Clark, at Lima. The
visory Committee to place on the free gross receipts during the first three
list sound track negatives in a for- days were 17,000 sol (approximately
eign language. The concession would
benefit specialized theatres playing $4,250) and that to date the picture
has cleared about 40,000 sol (ap"art" films from the Continent.
proximately $10,000).
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Detroit
Detroit, Oct. 31. — The week's
luncheon-meeting of the Variety Club
was in charge of Monogram, with S.
K. Decker, Jack Saxe and Bill
Flemion getting out the largest
crowd of the year. More than 125
barkers and their guests enjoyed the
program. Eddie Golden, Monogram
general sales manager, came from
New York and made a one-hour
speech in one minute, thereby setting
a record.
Buddy Rogers, appearing at the
Fox in person, attended and made a
brief talk. The speaker of the day
was Tod Rockwell, former AllAmerica quarterback on the Michigan team and at present football expert of the Detroit Free Press, who
explained the change being made in
the Michigan grid system. Door
prizes, tickets to the Lions-Green Bay
Packers football game and the opening Detroit Red Wings hockey game
were won by Jake Hirshfield and
Frank Howard.
Work of remodeling the clubrooms
is progressing rapidly and the new
quarters are expected to be ready
shortly.
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31. — Bill Zeilor
has gone to Bermuda for a two-week
vacation.
Members who served in the war are
planning to organize an American
Legion branch, the same as in Cleveland.
Norman Frescott will fly in from
the coast to "m. c." the annual banquet Nov. 14.
Art Levy tossed a cocktail party
in the club rooms in honor of Rowena Goldstein, whose mother operates a Northside house, and Dr.
Townsend Baer, newlyweds-to-be.
Joe Gins' birthday will be celebrated at Family Nite.
Family Nite may be changed from
Friday to Saturday, depending on the
sentiment of the membership.
A large group went out to John
Maloney's house for a dinner party
on his birthday.
Washington
Washington, Oct. 31. — More than
250 persons attended a Bingo party
sponsored
ladies'
auxiliary
Tent
No. by
11 the
at the
Willard
Hotel.of
The profits went to the free lunch fund
for children, being raised by Mrs.
Arthur A. DeTitta and Mrs.
Samuel N. Wheeler.
Archie D. Engle was the master of
ceremonies, with Mark N. Silver,
the reader of the numbers, assisted by
Arthur Godfrey.
Other assistants for the evening included Herbert Sauber, Joseph Kaliski, Joseph Makover, William E.
S. Wilcox, Harry S. Brown, Samuel N. Wheeler, Arthur A. DeTitta and F. Kemp Mohler.

Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel
{London-United Artists)
London, Oct. 23. — Sequels are always subject to the handicap of comparisons, severe in proportion to the excellence of the original on which
they are founded. "The Scarlet Pimpernel" was one of the best films
ever turned out by London Films. The current offering does not, and
in the nature of things probably could not, reach the same level, but
it is box-office material with very considerable marquee values, and newcomer Barry Barnes certainly puts up a creditable show in the title part.
There are rather obvious story handicaps in the fact that the "Pimpernel,"
jEnglish fop aristocrat who makes a sideline of helping French aristocrats escape from the Revolution, was at the end of the first film known
to the instruments of the Terror. That means that, when he is led back
to Paris, to recover his kidnapped wife, he has to use a series of disguises.
The situation created is inferior dramatically to that of the "Pimpernel's"
identity being a mystery to his enemies. And some of Barnes' makeups
would not deceive a really smart Terrorist.
The high spot of the production, leaving aside those frequent captures
and miraculous escapes, is a picture of the convention which dethroned
Robespierre, whose fall is seen to be due to the machinations of Sir
Percy Blakeney, the "Pimpernel." This and a descent by the mob on
the prison of La Force presents crowd work effectively on a large scale.
The story is, of course, very unsophisticated stuff, but of proved audience appeal. The guillotine, and the revolutionary tribunal which provided itwith heads, are as picturesquely blood-chilling as in the original.
Sophie Stewart is the Lady Blakeney, Margaretta Scott the actress
who tricks the "Pimpernel" back to Paris, and Francis Lister is Chauvelin, chief of the secret service.
Running time, 90 minutes. "G."

Allan

Hub Charity Party Set
Midwest Men Hunting
Boston, Oct. 31.— The Film Post
Kansas City, Oct. 31. — Elmer C.
Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest ; Lon of the American Legion here will hold
Cox, film buyer ; Ed Haas, district its annual charity dinner and dance
manager ; C. A. Schultz, executive at the Copley Plaza on Nov. 8. Kenneth Forkey, operator of a Boston
head of Commonwealth Theatres, and
house,
will become the first theatre
Robert F. Withers, exchange man- owner ever
to be commander of the
ager for Republic, spent Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday with Jim Owen, organization. The installation of officers will be one of the features of
mayor of Branson, Mo., and exhibitor
there on a float trip down the White the function.
River. The party planned to fish, and
to hunt deer.
Gets First Omaha Page
Omaha, Oct. 31.— The first fullNational Screen Moves
page color cooperative advertising tieSeattle, Oct. 31. — National Screen up to be used in this city appeared in
Service will occupy new and larger the Omaha IV orld-Herald. It was the
Eddie Forrester, Omaha Theaquarters on Film Row here early in idea treofmanager.
December, when Manager Jack FlanThe page, in black, white and red,
nery will consolidate his two ofiices
under one roof. The new National had 12 ads of local firms while the top
offices are at present occupied by and upper center section prominently
Paramount. The latter exchange will displayed an Omaha ad.
move about Nov. 15.
Duke on London Screens
London, Oct. 31. — Newsreel films
of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor
are being shown for the first time
since the
scenes
wereformer's
of theirabdication.
recent visitThe
to
Germany. It is predicted that films
of their forthcoming visit to the
United States also will be shown.
Charter New RKO Unit
Dover, Del., Oct. 31.— RKO Radio
(Trinidad), Inc., has been chartered
by Robert H. Dann and George
Youngman.
National Theatres Agency Co., Inc.,
has changed its name to National Theatres Amusement Co., Inc.

Plans Long Vacation
Detroit, Oct. 31. — Joe Portell,
owner of the Virginia and Greenwood, will leave soon for a six-month
trip to Florida and California. During his absence his theatres will be
managed by Frank Wadlow, brother
of Floyd Wadlow, who owns the Rialto at Wyandotte.

ACCOUNTING

WILLIAM

F.MORRIS

(Certified Public Accountant)
A

system devised expressly for keeping a

correct tabulation of receipts and expenses.
All the information
quired by the

re-

Social

Security Act can be easily and quickly obtained
both weekly and for
longer periods as the
total is accumulated.
TELLS
ALL
THE FACTS
ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS
EACH WEEK
• Payroll data for Social Security Taxes.
• Profit at a glance — Daily
or Weekly.
• All expenses deducted —
Including Rent, Taxes and
Depreciation.
• Complete record of advance bookings.
• Itemized Schedule of All
Assets and Equipment
with Table of Depreciation
Rates.
• Does not require a bookkeeper to handle it.
ENOUGH FOR A FULL
YEAR'S BOOKKEEPING
QUICLEY
BOOKSHOP
Rockefeller Center
New Yorlc

Skouras Runs Teaneck
QUICLEY
BOOKSHOP
S3
ROCKEFELLER CENTER - - NEW YORK
Although the Fabian interests built
the theatre, the Teaneck, Teaneck, IGENTLEMEN:
d ACCOUNTING.
me WILLIAM
F. MORRIS'
N. J., is being operated by Teaneck
Enclosed
find
THEATRE of
remittance
$3.00.
Theatre, Inc., a Skouras Theatres subsidiary. The l,100-s,eat house was I
opened last week. Skouras also is NAME. ..
handling the buying.
I Please send

Freed on Lottery Charge
Kansas City, Oct. 31. — A Circuit
Court jury at Neosho, Mo., has acOn Six-Month Holiday
quitted Hugh Gardner, operator of the
To Rebuild at Bath
Detroit, Oct. 31.— I. J. London,
Orpheum and Fotosho, of a charge of
owner
of several local theatres, has
violating the Missouri lottery law.
Bath, Me., Oct. 31.— The M. & P.
circuit
will
rebuild
the
Columbia
here.
gone
to
Utah to spend six months on
The basis of the charge was the giva large sheep ranch he owns there.
ing of five $5 prizes on Dime Night It was burned last Friday.
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FCC

Property
Coast

for

Studio

Report
Almost
Of

Radio
Free

False

Ads

{Continued from page 1)
HoLXYWOOD, Oct. 31. — Consummation of the purchase of two city blocks mitting copies of commercial continuities for all programs wherein two
at Sunset Blvd. and Vine St. and
the immediate start of construction of or more stations are involved. Pronew broadcasting studios were _ re- returns. ducers of recordings submit monthly
vealed yesterday by NBC executives.
The property comprising five acres,
During the fiscal year, the commission received 439,393 commercial
is the site of the original Famous
broadcasts by individual stations and
Players-Lasky film lot.
As now planned, the new studios 30,983 by networks, and a total of
will provide only for the immediate 959,264 pages of advertising was
needs of NBC in Hollywood. One examined by the staff, out of which
of the reasons for this is the fear only 24,558 broadcasts were found to
that television, if and when practical, require more than passing scrutiny.
In its examination of advertising,
may render obsolete buildings and
equipment, it is understood.
the commission's only purpose, it was
explained, is to prevent false and
Much Like Film Units
misleading representations. It does
The studios will be patterned after not undertake to dictate what an advertiser shall say, but rather indicates
the film stage unit plan. Four large
individual studios each seating sev- what he may not say under the law.
eral hundred persons and four other All active commercial stations are
studios without audience accommoda- cooperating to an encouraging degree,
tions will be included in the setup. the report stated.
The executive and administrative offices will be housed in a central office
building with a lobby three stories Television Subject
high, with two main entrances at the
To Be Elstree Plant
corners of Sunset and Vine, where
London, Oct. 23. — The third BritHollywood's
flows.
ish studio to be televised in operation
The
auditoriumheaviest
studios traffic
will face
on
will
be the Elstree plant of AssociSunset Blvd., with individual enated British Pictures. Production
trances. Others will be built as
scenes will go out on the Alexandra
needed along Argyle Ave.
The new studios were designed and Palace transmissions from Nov. 23
planned by O. B. Hanson, NBC chief to 26 inclusive.
engineer. The contract for construcThe Noel Coward play, "Red
tion has been awarded the Austin Pepper," will be televised on Nov. 1
and
Nov. 5. Demonstrations of new
Co. Construction will begin within
a few days.
ballroom steps is another new television feature.
KFSD Signs Optical Firm
San Diego, Oct. 31.— The Davis
Optical Co. has been contracted by
KFSD, Ipcal NBC-Blue outlet, for
sponsorship of a 13-week series of
Sunday afternoon programs. The
series, under the direction of Leah
McMahon, is in the form of a spelling bee with students from various
high schools participating. The Walter Biddick agency of Los Angeles
set the deal.
Block Gets Four Sponsors
Martin Block's "Make Believe Ballroom" on WNEW adds four sponsors
this week. They are the Olson Rug
Co., through Presba, Fellers &
Presba ; Lighting Electric Co. through
the Scheer agency ; Lever Bros,
through Ruthrauf¥ & Ryan, and the
B. C. Remedy Co. through Charles
W. Hoyt Co.
Gamba on NBC-Blue
A new series of musical programs
featuring Gamba, a girl violinist, will
be inaugurated over the NBC-Blue
beginning tomorrow from 10:30 to 11
P. M. The program will be presented
weekly at the same hour.
"Big Sister" to Celebrate
"Big Sister," dramatized over CBS
under the sponsorship of Lever Bros.,
v^'ill inaugurate an anniversary gift
ofTer Nov. 5. when the program cele
brates its first year on the air. Ruth
rauff^ & Ryan is the agency.

Nature

Bradley Barker is the radio
actor who makes a considerable living imitating animals,
chiefly dogs.
In" the publicity questionnaire issued by NBC, Barker
is
asked to name his favorite
song.
It's "Trees."
Warns

on

Mounting

Cost

of

Air

Talent

Hot Springs, Va., Oct. 31. — Warnings against the mounting cost of radio
talent and the practice of advertising
agencies in bidding against each other
for successful radio programs were
among
the chief
topics at convention,
the Ass'n
of National
Advertisers
which closed here yesterday.
WFIL

Hearing

Fake

Adds New Account

Philadelphia, Oct. 31. — WFIL
has completed a working agreement
with the Taylor Provision Co., Trenton, through the Carter-Thompson
Agency of Philadelphia for a program of "Homemaking Highlights."
The contract is for 13 weeks — six
times weekly with Ann Taylor at the
microphone. The station has recently bought its own recording apparatus and each Monday the following
week's six programs are recorded and
sent to WRC-Washington ; WBALBaltimore ; WRVA-Richmond, and
WTAR-Norfolk.
WFIL has put its recording facilities to another use by recording
WLW Line and Mutual commercials,
and then rebroadcasting them at open
periods, when WLW Line or Mutual
time conflicts with previous commercials. The station is the local outlet for NBC-Blue and finds it quite
a job to clear time for its three aligned
networks.

Schedule
Set

for

Is

Week

Washington, Oct. 31. — The F. C.
C. has set its calendar of hearings for
the current week, as follows :
Nov. 1, before an examiner : Applications of C. Bruce McConnell for a
1,500-kilocycle station at Indianapolis,
100 watts night, 250 watts day ; Carl
Latenser for a 1,420-kilocycle 100 watt
daytime station at Atchison, Kan.
Nov. 4, before an examiner : Application of Tri-City Broadcasting Co.,
Inc.,
for
950-kilocycle, 1,000-watt
station at aSchenectady.
Nov. 4, before the broadcast division Applications
:
of Valley Broadcasting Co. for a 1,350-kilocycle, 1,000watt station at Youngstown ; Juan
Piza, for a 1,500-kilocycle station at
San Juan, P. R., 100 watts night, 250
watts day ; William W. Ottaway for
a 1,370-kilocycle, 100-watt daytime
station at Port Huron, Mich. ;
WMBH, Joplin, Mo., for change of
frequency from 1,420 to 1,380-kilocycles and increase of power from
100 watts night, 250 watts day to
500 watts; KROY, Sacramento, for
change of frequency from 1,210 to
1,340 kilocycles and increase of power
from 100 watts to 250 watts night,
1,000 watts day.

Oregon Plea Due
Nov. 5, before an examiner : Applications of Louis P. Thornton for a
1,500-kilocycle station at Baker, Ore.,
100 watts night, 250 watts day ; Broward Broadcasting Co., for a 1,370kilocycle station at Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
Kentucky Broadcasting Corp. for a
1,210-kilocycle station at Louisville,
To Discuss New Laws on Air
Ky., 100 watts night, 250 watts day.
Nov. 5, before an examiner : AppliColumbus, Oct. 31. — The Barriscation of William C. Smith for a
ters' Club, an organization of local
Industrial Leaders on Program
1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt station at
attorneys, is presenting a 15-minute
Headed by Lamont DuPont, a Bogalusa, La.
program of informal interviews and
discussions on local and national group of industrial leaders are to be
legal problems over WHKC, 5:15 to presented over CBS by the CarboKQV Program Switched
5:50 P.M., Sundays.
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31. — After four
rundum
Co.,
sponsors
of
"The
Voice
Outstanding members of the legal of Niagara." The first of this series years of sponsorship by the Harris
profession each week will discuss new of talks will be broadcast Nov. 6, and
laws as they are passed by the local,
Store,
Villella's
will expound industry's part in pro- Department
Celebrity" has
beenJoetaken
over "Club
by S.
moting the welfare of the American
county, state and national governments.
H.
DeRoy's,
jewelers,
on
the
people. Others to be heard include station, KQV. It will continue same
as a
Colby Chester, chairman General half-hour show every night in the
Foods Corp. ; D. D. Davis, president week except Sunday. Inasmuch as the
KYA Adds New Accounts
General Mills ; Frederick H. Frazier, Harrises own a copyright on the title,
San Francisco, Oct. 31. — The Cali- chairman General Baking Co. ; James "Club Celebrity," the DeRoy show
fornia Ski Club of Oakland will
H. Rand, Jr., president Remington
sponsor weekly quarter-hour live tal- Rand, and William A. Urvin, presi- will- carry a new billing, that of the
ent shows on KYA, extending to Feb.
dent U. S. Steel Co.
program's director. It's to be known
24. Other new KYA accounts include
in the future as "Club Villella."
San Francisco Food Show, Gardner
KJBS Programs Increase
Perry to WLW and WSAI
Nursery of Seattle, Dr. Frank McCoy of Oakland, Roberts at the Beach,
San Francisco, Oct. 31. — The
Cincinnati, Oct. 31. — Norman
Kit Kat Club, Mar)dand Pharmaceuti- world's "shortest crime drama" series Perry, recently with WIRE, Indianis being sponsored on KJBS by
apolis, has joined the announcing
cal Co., Anti-Picketing Committee.
Boyd's women's apparel shop, each staff of WLW and WSAI here. DurSunday. Other new accounts at the
Park Joins KYW Sales Staff
ing the past summer Perry was a
sportscaster for General Mills when
Philadelphia, Oct. 31. — Daniel C. station include Doyle Packing, that
organization sponsored baseball
Park, formerly with Hunt Brothers Chinese Clipper night club, Par Soap, broadcasts.
and Raisin, advertising agency here, Laundex, Inc., Carmen's Union, Division 1,004, and organized Labor Camhas joined the sales staff of KYW.
Dodge Gets Wes Carr Series
He has taken over the office of John
paign Committee.
N. Hinchey, recently resigned.
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31. — Wes Carr's
Start Experiment Station
sustaining
feature on WWSW, "SnapKGGC Business Gains
Mexico City, Oct. 29. — The only
shots
of Rhythm
has local
just
been
taken
for and
13 Sports,"
weeks by
San Francisco. Oct. 31. — New ac- station operated by radio experiments,
counts using KGGC include Alka- a 100-watt unit with a 7,104-kilocycle Dodge dealers. It's a half-hour nightSeltzer, Greenbrae Dairy, Gallenkamp frequency, has been inaugurated here
ly at 11 nishing
P. theM.,
withandCarr's
band furmusic
an announcer
Shoe Stores, and Art Haven Academy by the Mexican League of Radio Exof Cultural Art.
giving brief sports shots.
perimenters.
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JERRY AlASON has resigned from
the Tom Fizdale publicity staff
"Singing Cinderella"
... Sir Ernest MacMillan, conductor
"Singing Cinderella" is the title of
of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra,
the new Barbasol series, which introwill conduct the Philadelphia Orchesduced a new vocalist to network listra Nov. 8 . . . Frank Braucher, reteners in Mary Jane Walsh, whose incently appointed vice-president in
fectious deliveries quickly should
charge of sales at WOR, returns to- place her among the leaders in the
Ass'n
of the
tion Hot
convai
day fromaltheAdvert
s, contingent of feminine song favorites.
isers,
Spring
of Nation
Her voice is small, but she sells it
Va. ; Phil Spitalny's orchestra will advantageously. Sentimental tunes are
appear at the Earle, Washington, the her forte, and her repertoire of love
week beginning Nov. 5 . . . Burgess
Meredith and Margalo Gilmore will laments included "The First Time I
Saw You," "Remember Me?" and
appear in a radio version of "Ned "How Deep Is the Ocean?" Nat
McCobb's Daughter" on the Kate Brusilofif's band in support was rather
Smith series Nov. 4 . . . Walter washed out. Another instrument or
O'Keefe bows off the air Nov. 10 . . . two would serve well. Jean Paul King
"Terry and the Pirates" succeeds was his usual efficient self as anoon.
nouncer.
"Dari Dan" this aftern
+
Listeners are offered five $50 prizes
Albany Town Pump
weekly for guessing the number of
Albany, Oct. 31.— Robert A. Elli- votes one of three reasons for using
ott, assistant to the general manager Barbasol will receive.
of Radio City for the past five years,
"Singing Cinderella" is broadcast
has joined the sales staif of WGY, from the studios of WOR Fridays
Schenectady . . . Neldon Vandenburg, from 8 to 8:15 P. M. and from 11 :15
blind WOKO-WABY (Albany) bari- to 11:30 P. M. for the Mutual nettone, is also a great swimmer and
work. WHN and the stations of the
WLW
Line also carry the program.
diver despite his handicap . . . NBC's
Red Network is carrying WGY's Erwin, Wasey is the agency.
Banner
"Serenade in the Night" at 10:45
P.M., Tuesdays . . . Gene O'Haire,
WGY sportscaster, is batting .768 for
Add to Ayer Toronto Staff
his first four weeks of football
prognostication . . .
Toronto, Oct. 31. — J. M. Raymond
Sherb Herrick, son of the Appellate and Wilfrid Monette have been added
Division Court Clerk, is moving to the sales staff of N. W. Ayer &
Son ef Canada, Ltd. Raymond was
along well as one of WOKO's announcers .. . WABY now has a "Man for some years assistant general manager of Canada Dry Ginger Ale and a
in the Street" program with Bert
Madden doing the quizzing from an former director of the Ass'n. of Caeminence of 12 feet . . . Madden, a.
nadian Advertisers. Monette formerly
former stiltwalker, stands atop his was in charge of the Toronto office of
stilts and attracts plenty of attention the Canadian Advertising Agency.
in Troy . . . WGY expects its new
KCKN Adds Film Program
studio building to be completed by
Christmas.
Kansas
City, Oct. 31.— KCKN
+
broadcasting station of the Kansas
Oklahoma City Town Pump
City Kansan, has added a new screen
Oklahoma City, Oct. 31. — Bob program, "The Movie Man," sponsored by Katz Drug Co. Fridays.
Ellison, commercial manager for
KFXR, in bed suffering from pleu- Katz also sponsors the station's
risy . . . L. C. Colborne, formerly of "Screenland Reporter," which has been
the display staff of the Daily Okla- on the air for some time. Both prohoman and Times, has joined the
grams follow the screen gossip patsales staff of WKY . . . Martin tern.
Krause, formerly of WIND, Chicago,
and free lance announcer, has joined
KYOS Completes Studio
the WKY announcing staff . . . Buryl
Merced, Cal., Oct. 31.— KYOS has
Lottridge, managing director of the
the erection of remote stuOklahoma network ; Gayle Grubb, sta- completed
dios in Turlock, 28 miles to the north
tion manager of WKY, and Neal Bar- of the main studios in this city. The
rett, manager of KOMA, have been
appointed to the publicity committee new studio will be the originating
point of many local programs. If the
of the first Farm Chemurgic Confer- move proves successful, other remote
ence for Oklahoma.
+
studios in nearby cities will be established.
Pittsburgh Town Pump
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31. — Stephanie
Ten Eyck Has Radio Column
Diamond of the WCAE staff is givCincinnati, Oct. 31. — Sidney Ten
ing dramatic lessons to Paula Kelly,
Dick Stabile's vocalist. . . . Janice Eyck, previously in the staff of WKW
Bell, from WHIO, Dayton, has joined here, but now vice-president of
the staff of WWSW. . . . Norma WSMK, Dayton, will write a column, "Ten Eyck Scribbles," for the
Jean Twigger, nine-year-old daughter
of Norman Twigger, newscaster at Radio Dial, local weekly listing programs and other pertinent air data.
WCAE, is back from a four-month
visit with relatives in England . . .
Meade, Evans Join WTMJ
Walt Framer celebrated the 1,500th
Milwaukee, Oct. 31. — Latest adbroadcast of his Show Shopper program on WWSW the other day.
ditions tothe WTMJ announcing staff
The Rosenberg Sisters, who sing are Warren Meade, who has spent
with Jeanne Galbraith as the Three the last six years in radio work in
Little Maids on WCAE, are now the Honolulu, and Bill Evans, formerly
Bergen Sisters.
with WEBC, Superior, Wis.

To

Talk

New

No Rickey Successor
Plan of Allied Unit
(^Continued from page 1)
newly elected president, which says in

"At the first board meeting since
the recent convention perfect harmony
prevailed and the spirit shown towards
the future was great.
{Contimied from page 1)
part :
"Perhaps the most important deciexecutive at the station were his
sion made was one that should answer
brother, Nicholas M. Schenck; Joseph the anticipation that has held attention of the trade for several weeks.
Moskowitz and Bert Nayfack. Accompanying Schenck from the coast We want the industry to know that
were Lew Wertheimer and Jay Paley, we feel capable of handling the affairs
the latter an uncle of William, presi- of the organization in the future withdent of CBS. Paley said there was
out engaging anyone to fill the
no significance attached to his trip.
vacancy
by Richey's
tion,caused
other than
retainingresignaPearl
Questioned on whether his trip had
Sprott
as
business
manager.
anything to do with the G. E^. situa"We feel that she is entirely casaid "abtion, solutely
Joseph no."M.HisSchenck
pable of administering and rendering
brother said he
had forgotten about the company and service to our members and that when
that any reports to the effect that the we are called upon to handle legislative matters, we have capable
old
deal was being revived are erroneous.
enough personnel to meet any and all
Schenck and Wertheimer plan to situations.
remain here several weeks.
"Several new plans will be adopted
for the good and welfare of our members and we plan to devote a lot of
time to regional work out in the state,
Hitch Is Reported
where lems
we first-hand
can getandthe administer
member's probrelief
In Laboratory Deal
(Continued from page 1)
quickly.
"We are thoroughly sold on our
torily.
they would be worked out satisfac- prospects for the future and will
work hard to accomplish the results
O'Donnell purchased the property at we are after. Our purpose will be
a public sale with a bid of $105,000. one of hearty cooperation with any
He put up $21,000 in cash as a de- other unit that is striving for the
British

Plans

Questions relative to the details will
be adjudicated next Wednesday by
posit.
Vice-Chancellor Lewis.
same goal."
Attacks
Krimsky further told Motion Pic- Kuykendall
ture Daily that the plant, now
Ascap,
Score
{Continued
from pageCharge
1)
closed, is in good order and that the
machinery and equipment is in excel- suggested the industry work out its
lent condition. He said that these
O'Donnell.
facts
were not being questioned by own fair trade practice agreement.
Introduced by A. P. Archer, president of the Theatre Owners and Managers of the Rocky Mountain Region,
Kuykendall
urged the moral and
F. & M. Men Shifted
financial support of theatre men interSt. Louis, Oct. 31. — Changes in
ested in equitable taxation, legislation
the F. & M. publicity and advertising and questions affecting the industry.
departments have been made neces- He declared it was hard to formulate
sarymonby from
the the
transfer
of Homer toHarAmbassador
the national policies on such matters because of petty jealousies among the
Roxy, New York.
exhibitors, and urged them to look at
M. L. Plessner goes from the Fox the matters from more than a local
to the Ambassador. Jack Brashear
takes the advertising post at the Fox. viewpoint.
Kuykendall left Denver today for
John Heflinger of the Ambassador Omaha. From there he goes to
service department has been promoted Kansas City, St. Louis, Oklahoma
to the publicity department at the St.
Louis and Phil Leslie of the St. Louis City and Dallas, where his nationwide tour of regional exhibitor orAmusment Co. has taken Brashear's
ganization headquarters is scheduled
old job at the Fox.
to end.
Franciska Gaal in Short
Hollywood, Oct. 31. — Herbert
Moulton is producing a short subject
at Paramount which will introduce
Franciska Gaal to American audiences. The "discovery" of the actress,
now
appearing
"The Buccaneer,"
her subsequent in
training,
and scenes
with C. B. DeMille and Adolph Zukor will be included.
Ban Children Under Five
London, Oct. 23. — Liverpool licensing magistrates have declared a new
rule prohibiting the admission of children under five years to any theatre,
unless it is in charge of a person over
14, who has charge of no other
child. The rule will be opposed by the
C. E. A.

Classification

Seen

Delaying Wage Pact
(Continued from page 1)
that the 10 houses be put into the
category of the Broadway de luxe
units, while the circuits are reported
to be demanding that they be listed
as "A" neighborhood first runs. At
least five Loew theatres are said to
be involved in the controversy.
The stagehands local is also understood to be sitting in on the negotiations. In the event the 10 houses are
classified as de luxe the scale for
operators would be $2.55 instead of
A meeting is scheduled for this
week at which time it is hoped the
$1.86.
classification
argument will be finally
decided.
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Stage

London
Will

on

Use Material Later
For Its Pictures

By BILL ORNSTEIN
Warners will produce one play
every two months in London in association with British producers, bring
the shows to New York for presentation on Broadway and then make
them into pictures, Jack L. Warner,
production head for the company, declared yesterday upon his arrival on
the Queen Mary.
"Blondie White," which opened recently in London, will be brought to
New York in six weeks. Warners
will put on the plays here without
outside affiliations. The production
executive said that the works of foreign writers are not controlled by
the Dramatists' Guild contract.
Two English actors were signed to
long-term contracts by Warner. They
are Bruce Lester, leading man, and
Paul Williams, character player.
Production plans for England call
for 16 next season and Warner as(Continued on page 2)
Select

Suit

Against

Warners Is Quashed
Federal Judge John C. Knox dismissed the "piracy" suit of Select
Theatres Corp. against Warners in
the U. S. District Court yesterday,
but granted the plaintiff 15 days to
file an amended complaint.
Select, which is the assignee of the
Shubert Theatres Corp., claimed that
its play, "The Audition," was "deliberately pirated" in the Warner
picture, "Ready, Willing and Able."
Judge Knox ruled that the complaint
was defective because it failed to show
that Select is the present owner of
"The Audition." Damages amounting to $10,000, a permanent injunction
and an accounting of the profits are
demanded by Select.
Firefly's" B-Week
Take Was $64,822
Approximately $64,822 was chalked
up for the nine-week run, less three
days, of "The Firefly" at two-a-day
prices at the Astor. The picture
bowed out Sunday night to make way
for "Hurricane," which is slated to
(Continued on pane 8)
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Leading

Box-Office

"The Awful Truth" and "The Life
of Emile Zola" shared the top honors during the past week, a study
of key city grosses at major theatres
indicates. In the running and strong
were "Life Begins in College,"
"Stage Door" and "Heidi."
"The Awful Truth" came close to
the house record for the Earle in
Washington, with $25,600, double the
house weekend record at Warners'
Hippodrome in Cleveland, and
doubled the average for the week,
was a smash at $24,500, over par
by $10,500 at the Boyd in Philadelphia and was held over.
"The Life of Emile Zola" continued strong at the Metropolitan in
Washington, held up well in Indianapolis, topped the week at the Century in Minneapolis, went $5,500
over the Pittsburgh Penn average
to lead the city, almost doubled average at the Roger Sherman in New
Haven and was held, and with
"Music for Madame" led the parade in Milwaukee, with $10,000 at
the Warner.
"Life Begins in College" and "The
Prisoner of Zenda" were good, behind "Zola" and "The Awful Truth"
in Washington.
{Continued "Double
on page 8)Wedding"
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Bill

Tomorrow

London, Nov. 1.— John Maxwell,
head of Associated British Pictures,
will head the joint deputation of the
Cinematograph
Ass'n, the
Film Group ofExhibitors'
the Federation
of
British Industries and the various
labor groups, to the Board of Trade,
relative to suggested amendments to
the Films Bill, now in House of
Commons committee.
The deputation, which probably
will be heard on Wednesday, will
present the all-British case on the bill,
stressing the need of an appeals committee, provision against American
control of production and the protection of British employes.
The six labor unions which have
(Continued on page 8)
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in Financing

David O. Selznick, according to
official sources close to the situation,
definitely has been discussing an extension of his contract with U.A., in
addition to negotiations with other
companies, during his stay here. Under the terms of his present agreement with U.A., the producer has two
more pictures to deliver after the release of "Tom
Several
talksSawyer."
have been held between Selznick and parties interested
in the purchase of U.A. stock held by
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford, it was stated. The
possibility that Selznick will participate in financing the $4,500,000-$6,000,000
clared. deal was discussed, it was de"Selznick is an important producer
on the U.A. roster," the official source
said, "and we would like to have him
continue with us." The source insisted that the money for the deal
is set.
"We accomplished some things during the conferences last week," it was
asserted, "and while I am not at liberty to discuss what they are, it looks
as if the discussions will be wound
(Continued on page 2)

Footage from Africa
After spending five months in
Africa, Otto Brower, director of Studios Hold Pace
Liftman Named
to
"Stanley Livingstone" for 20th Century-Fox, returned yesterday on the
With 38 Shooting
Queencal crew
Maryandwith
of the for
techniRepresent Wilcox
twopart
doubles
the
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— Production
Mack Littman, formerly representprincipal actors. The contingent left remained at an even keel this week,
ing Criterion Films in this country,
in the afternoon for the coast to re- with 38 pictures before the cameras, yesterday was appointed American
sume work on the picture.
eight having started and eight having representative for Herbert Wilcox.
While in Africa, the crew shot finished. Fifteen are being prepared He will handle all matters pertaining
60,000 feet of film which will be re- and 65 are being edited.
to Herbert Wilcox Prod., and Imduced to two reels for the seven-reel
Those started are : Columbia, "State perator Films and will cooperate with
feature. Osa Johnson, widow of the
Penitentiary;" M-G-M, "Benefits RKO and G.B. which distributed
late Martin Johnson, and Sol Hal- Forgot ;" Monogram, "Romance of Wilcox's pictures.
pern, special effects cameraman, are the Rockies ;" Paramount, "BlueThe Wilcox film G.B. will handle
(.Continued on pane 8)
is
"London Melody," starring Anna
beard's
Eighth
Wife"
and
"Gun
(Continued on page 10)
Neagle and Tullio Carminati. RKO
will release "Victoria the Great" and
Educational-Guild
"The Rat." Another RKO deal between Wilcox and RKO is now
Contract Form Here See Bank
Night as
pending.
Copies of the Screen Actors' Guild
contract, revised to include a suppleEnded
in Nebraska
Ambassador
Pictures
letter covering
Educational's
proposalsmentaryfor
arbitrating
in New
Omaha, Nov. 1.— Omaha theatre
SEC Plan
York disputes under the contract officials have indicated that, in face of Withdraws
which arise here, was received from the Nebraska Supreme Court ruling
Washington, Nov. 1.— AmbassaHollywood yesterday and forwarded recently that Bank Night is an undor Pictures has withdrawn its registration statement from the Securities
lawful
lottery,
they
probably
will
not
to
Educational
by the
office.
Indications
areguild's
that eastern
Educa- try to revive it. They have 40 days and Exchange Commission covering a
tional will sign the contract tomor- in which to ask for a rehearing.
proposed issue of 1,176,000 shares of
Evert Cummings, chairman of the
row, following which the guild ofpar statement
value capital
stock. was filed
fice here will concentrate on signing Omaha Bank Night committee and $1 The
originally
(.Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 10)
(^Continued on page 8)
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U. A. Claims Records
Weekend records were cracked by
"Stella Dallas" at the Montreal Orpheum, according to United Artists.
More than 10,000 were admitted, says
John Lightstone, manager.
The U. A. publicity department also
says "52nd Street" took in $618 more
in its second day
Syracuse,
than on the first, atandLoew's,
that the second
and third days in Louisville, at
Loew's, were ahead of the first.
A four-day record for "Stand-in" is
claimed at Loew's State here.

Drive Group to Meet
The organization committee of the
film and theatrical division on the annual drive for funds of the Federation
for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies will meet at a luncheon tomorrow at the Hotel Piccadilly. David Bernstein of Loew's
and Major Albert Warner of Warners head the committee.

London

Stage

(.Continued from page 1)
serted that at least one picture will
be of major importance with Hollywood stars and director. If the plan
works out, additional films of this
type will be produced, he said. No
other foreign production is contemplated.
Gone five weeks, Warner visited
France, England and Budagest. He
will remain here for about two weeks
before heading west.
"Theatre business is at its height in
France and England," he observed.
"And this is no bunk! I haven't seen
it so good in years.
"One of the reasons for booming
exhibition in England is because theatres charge $2.15 for reserved seats
and the minimum price is 40 cents.
This applies to small towns as well as
big cities.
"There are some dual feature
houses, but they don't make a hoorah
about it. The quota laws are responsible in most cases because theatre
owners are required to run a certain
amount of British footage on all programs.
Warner said that in England he did
not believe there were 1,000,000 unemployed. As for a war scare, there
is no such thing, he said.
A third stage is being built at the
Teddington studios. Irving Asher,
production head in England, will sail
for this country, Nov. 17. Shortly
after Jack L. Warner's return to the
studios, his brother, Harry, president,
will leave for New York. Harry
Warner has spent more than six
months in Hollywood and plans to
continue this schedule for year to
year. He has built a home on the
outskirts of Beverly Hills, which is
about ready for occupancy.
Warner Chicago House Ready
Chicago, Nov. 1. — Warners'
Rhodes, newest addition to the
Warner circuit here, seating 1,500,
will be opened on Thanksgiving Day.
The house will run in the "C" week
of release with a single feature policy
to start with. Admission price at all
times will be 30 cents.
Call New House Colony
Warners' new theatre in the Shaker
Heights section of Cleveland will be
named the Colony. Instead of opening this month as previously indicated, the house will not be ready until the middle of December. It will
seat 1,500.
Quebec Bans "Zola"
Toronto, Nov. 1.— Evidently for
religious reasons, "The Life of Emile
Zola" has been banned by the Quebec
censor, where the population is. predominantly French-Canadian.

Filmack Buys Midwest
Chicago. Nov. 1.— Filmack Trailer
Co. has purchased the plant and
Rodgers Due Tomorrow
equipment of Midwest Film Co., Inc.
William F. Rodgers, general sales Laboratory, camera and technical
manager for M-G-M, and E. M. equipment have been moved to the
Saunders, western division sales head, Filmack headquarters. Frank Bauer,
are due to return from Chicago and former Midwest head, becomes superSt. Louis tomorrow. .
intendent ofthe Filmack plant.

Warner

Reticent

Returning from a five-week
trip abroad, Jack L. Warner
was reticent in meeting reporters at the pier. He said,
with a broad smile: "I've quit
being news because I find the
picture's still the thing."
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i
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Cen20th manAN,
tury-Fox eastern
division
WILLIAM SUSSM
ager, was in Buffalo yesterday for the
opening of a new exchange. He leaves
there today for Pittsburgh, where he
will join John D. Clark, general distribution manager, and James D.
Monday. in. The trio will return next
O'Loghl

•
Germaine
Aussey,
French actress,
to
arrived yesterday on the Queen Mary
to spend several weeks here seeing
plays and visiting friends. She said
Stay with
U. A. that she is no longer under contract
to 20th Century-Fox because the com(Continued from page 1)
pany wanted
her to be
too "Frenchyup this week." As soon as all de- Frenchy"
in casting
• her.
tails are cleared up, a joint announcement will be made by Samuel GoldDick Merrill, aviator, returned
wyn and Alexander Korda, probably from England yesterday and said he
at the end of the week, it was added. was through with pictures. He made
"There are a lot of things to be
one for Monogram, "Transatlantic
worked out," the source said, "and we Flight." Ater a few days in town he
expect to finish them in the next few will resume piloting a plane between
New York and Miami for Eastern
According to present indications, it Airlines.
•
was stated, George J. Schaefer will
Al Lewis, who recently resigned
continue in his post and Maurice Silverstone, head of U.A. in England, as an RKO producer to re-enter
will
remain in his post. Silverstone stage production on Broadway, may
days."
has attended several of the closed ses"Salvage" by Martin Berkesions. Both men are regarded in high first do ley.
Whatever he stages here, ulesteem by the interests seeking to
timately he plans to convert into film
purchase the stock owned by Chaplin, version in Holl3rwood later.
•
Fairbanks and Pickford. The indicaM. H. Hoffman is in town from
tions are that no changes in the present U.A. machinery will be made.
the coast to wind up personal details
Meanwhile, Selznick has tempo- in connection with Condor Pictures.
rarily suspended buying new story Hoffman stated yesterday the commaterial until a decision is made on
pany has been washed up and it cost
continuing with the company or going
•
elsewhere.
him "$150,000."
Grace Warner, secretary to John
Walter Wanger, whose contract
with U.A. has nine years to go, is D. Clark, was among the passengers
presumably waiting for the outcome returning from abroad yesterday on
of the Goldwyn-Korda talks. His the Queen Mary. Clark is due back
from the coast this week.
last picture, "Stand In," is now slated
•
to go into the Music Hall following
Genevieve
Tobin
and Mona Maris
"The Awful Truth," which started
Thursday. Wanger will probably will sail tomorrow on the Queen
leave for the coast after the opening Mary. Oscar Strauss, the composer, also will leave on the same
of "Stand In."
boat.
•
Selznick Talks to Class
Herbert J. Ochs, Warner western
David O. Selznick addressed the and southern sales manager, is back
fine arts class of Columbia University at his desk after a four-week trip to
last night on "Motion Picture Pro- exchanges in his territory.
•
Herb Crooker, director of publicity
duction."
Bennett
Quits U. S. Staff for Warners, will leave today for a
business trip to Cincinnati.
•
Washington, Nov. 1.— Andrew W.
Bennett, a special assistant to the
Kenneth Roberts' "Northwest
Attorney General for several years, M-G-M.
Passage" has been acquired by
and, as such, in charge of the prosecu•
tion of the Government's anti-trust
suit against Ascap, has resigned that
Si Seadler and Oscar Doob are
post, effective Nov. 1, to reenter the due back today from the coast by
private practice of law in this city.
Bennett is associated with the law
Gus Van is in town to make a
firm of Guy & Brookes and will spe- plane.
cialize in anti-trust and copyright number of shorts for Nu-Atlas.
problems. His successor in charge of
•
the prosecution of the Ascap suit,
Emil Jensen is en route to Florida
which is still pending in the Federal
court in New York, will be named on a month's vacation.
shortly.
Cresson Smith, Jr., Weds
Pittsburgh, Nov. 1 . — C r e s s o n
Bartholomew Aunt Wins
3mith, Jr., son of the RKO sales executive, was married here to Virginia
Los Angeles, Nov. 1.— Adoption of
Freddie Bartholomew by his aunt, Moss at the home of his sister in Mt.
Myllicent Bartholomew, was upheld Lebanon. It is his second marriage.
today in Superior Court here. The The youngei- Smith was formerly with
boy's parents had sought to have the Warners here, but is now managing
adoption nullified.
the Trans-Lux in Washington. . .. ..... -.
Dickering
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Paramount made the first outdoor picture in color, "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine." Now Paramount makes the
first South Seas picture in color . . . Robert Louis Stevenson
and Lloyd Osboume^s thundering drama, "EBB TIDE."
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'Fitzgerald outstanding in his
delivery of tragic comedy
— Daily Variety

Xloyd
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makes

a fantas-

tic villain."
— Motion Picture Daily

'Fitzgerald fine on the comedy
end." — Sliownicn's Trade Review
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Reich 5,302 Houses
Are Owned
by 3,496

Circuits
with

Union

Cleveland, Nov. 1.— District managers of the three local major circuits
are reported to have met with representatives ofthe stagehands' union to
discuss wage scales and working conditions as they affect cashiers and
ushers in circuit houses.
A demand for wage increases ranging from 25 per cent to 33 per cent
was thrown out, it is reliably stated,
the circuit heads refusing to enter into
any negotiations on that basis. Concessions inworking conditions agreed
upon were elimination of split shifts
for cashiers, one day a week off for
all girls, and strict adherence to the
40-hour week for all service employees.
It has previously been the practice to
make an adjustment of hours to comply with the 40-hour week.
Local circuit heads, it is stated,
agreed to recognize the union as bargaining agent, but maintained the
right to hire and fire at their own
discretion.
Loew-Poli in Union Deal
New Haven, Nov. 1.— Loew-Poli
has signed with both projectionists'
and stagehands' unions for the next
three years for 10 houses of the 15.
Those remaining open are stagehands,
New Haven, stage and booth, Meriden, and stage, Springfield.

Looking

^Em

Over

Carnival Queen
{Universal)
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 1.— Titled right for the adventure and action
houses, "Carnival Queen" will be found some better than their average
fare as production and performance go. Its general level will be halfand-halfing in a dual setup.
Top casters are Robert Wilcox and Dorothea Kent. Wilcox, carnival
born, although his characterization hardly bears it out, is slipped into
the top spot with a tent outfit when it becomes apparent G. Pat Collins,
game operator with a prison record, is mismanaging the show at the
same time the show is visited by a supposed waif, Dorothea Kent, who
in
is the owner and endeavoring to find out what's the matter
withreality
her inheritance.
Hobart Cavanaugh, with the magic show; Jonathan Hale, a bank
detective masking as a veterinarian; Ernest Cossart, administrator of
the estate of which the carnival is a part; and Harry Tyler, nervous
cohort of Collins, complete the other highlighters. Miss Kent is attractive all the way.
There is plenty of hurdy-gurdy, sideshow openings, merry-go-round
music and all the stuff which lend itself to the exploitationist who wants
to circus his house. The story moves fast enough to entertain well.
It is from the novel by the same name penned 9fby Richard Wormser,
with screenplay by James Mulhauser and Harold Buckley. Nate Watt
directed, with Robert Presnell as associate producer.

By J. K. RUTENBERG
Berlin, Oct. 23. — Germany's present total of 5,302 film theatres are
owned by 3,496 individual exhibitors
or companies. The German houses
have an aggregate seating capacity
of 1,943,049. A little less than half
the total number of theatres in the
country are open daily, a third operate two or three times a week and the
others are in operation once weekly.
The leading circuit is Ufa, which
controls 110 theatres, 10 in Berlin.
j No other company operates more
than 18 houses. The total income of
all German theatres increased from
176,000,000 reichsmarks in 1932 to
220,000,000 reichsmarks in 1935, and
estimates indicate that the 1936 total
business was not less than 240,000,000 reichsmarks, although final figures are not yet available. Attendance
rose from 235,000,000 in 1932 to
310,000,000 in 1936. The average
seating capacity of all German houses
is 366 and for those open daily 512.
Berlin and the eastern part of the
country contribute the largest percentage of the nation's total theatre

Berlin, with 403 film theatres, accounts for 15 to 18 per cent of the
total national theatre income. The
gross.
Murder in Greenwich
Village
entertainment tax has dropped steadily
{Columbia)
from 18.4 per cent in 1924 to 7.18 per
A light, battling type of romance, with a mystery tucked into the yarn, cent in 1936.
Distribution and production showed
To Resume Union Talks
and an accent on comedy which often fails to jell, "Murder in Green- heavy losses at the end of 1936,
wich Village" is not the detective fiction kind of film which the title chiefly accounted for by the increase
Another conference between major
circuit and Local 306 representatives implies, and emerges as ordinary fare, suitable for duals, while perhaps in film costs.
is slated to get under way Thursday. in some lesser spots it may be able to stand by itself.
Richard Arlen shares the lead with Fay Wray, he as the energetic
To Show English Films
commercial photographer with hopes, she as the wealthy girl who beA program of English documentary
Gov. C. D, Martin
comes involved with him. In support are Raymond Walburn, who is films
will be presented tomorrow
amusing as Arlen's employe; Marc Lawrence as the gangster, and Gene night at the McMillin Theatre of
Morgan as the stupid detective. Albert S. Rogell directed from a screen Columbia University. The showing is
Sets ''Barrier" Week
Seattle, Nov. 1.— Gov. Clarence D. play by Michael L. Simmons and a story by Robert S. Shannon.
a collaboration between the Museum
Martin of Washington has designated
Arlen accidentally meets Miss Wray, the two immediately begin to of Modern Art Film Library and the
the week of Nov. 5 as "The Barrier"
Columbia Division of Film Study. The
week, in connection with the opening annoy each other, and she seeks his assistance when a man with whom films were brought here by Paul
of the picture, filmed in the vicinity she had been visiting in the same studio building where Arlen is located
ing.
British documentary film exof Mt. Baker in the state. Harry is found murdered. He aids her, and they continue their feud, while Rotha,
pert. J. B. Priestley, the British auSherman is the producer. The film
Morgan attempts to be funny and Lawrence, the murdered man's brother,
thor, will speak briefly at the showwill have its premiere at the Para- launches
his own investigation. The feud turns to love, of course, and
mount here on Nov. 5.
Cliff Lewis of the Paramount studio when she seems definitely implicated, Lawrence saves the day by killing
Regal Takes Monogram
advertising department, and David the unsuspected murderer and giving himself up.
Toronto, Nov. 1.— Regal Films,
Bramson, publicity representative for
"G."
.
minutes
66
Running time, (Additional Reviews on Page 10)
Ltd., Toronto, has obtained the
Sherman, are here working with Vic
Gauntlett of Evergreen Theatres on
Canadian releasing rights on Monothe opening.
gram for the current season, including 10 features being under contract.
This arrangement gives Regal the
product of three producers, M-G-M,
American
Seating*s
London Films and Monogram. The
last named was previously handled in
9'Mo. Net $519,004
Grable draws the lead at Paramoiuit the Dominion by Empire Films, Ltd.,
American Seating Co's nine-month
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— Mervyn Lenet for the period ending Sept. 30 was RoY
is seeking Rafael Sabatini to in "Night Spot," being written around which recently became Empire-Universal Films, Ltd., through the acquithe Yacht Club Boys. Before that,
$519,004 after allowances for depresition of the Universal franchise.
ciation, interest and Federal income adapt Jack London's "The Sea
however, she will appear in "College
taxes, but before the surtax on undisAllen work
vehicle.
Frank
McHugh
will
go
to
Mex.Swing,"
. . Pete Burns
Smith and
has started
on
tributed profits. This was equal to
Pays Arrears Dividend
$2.35 per share on the 221,062 shares
ico City upon completion of Warners' another short which will be produced
Wolf."
"Swing
Your
Lady"
.
.
.
Gloria
of common.
Toronto, Nov. 1.— Loew's London
Dickson is due in over the weekend on the scale of "Romance of
Theatres,
Last year for the same period the
London,operating
Ont., has Loew's
paid a
Radium." It will be called "Romance Theatre in Ltd.,
net was $299,612, or $1.47 per share on from New York, her play, "Wise
Tomorrow" having ended.
Syi per cent dividend on the seven per
202,875 shares of common.
+
Harold Lloyd has selected Phyl- of the X-Ray."
cent preferred shares of the company
Current assets are given as $5,229,lis Welch, M-G-M contractee, and
Casting — Fred Keating in "The for the fiscal half-year ending March
008, including $373,728 in cash.
a virtual unknown as his feminine Badge of Policeman O'Roon," Major- 31, 1934, payments being more than
Paramount . . . Roland Drew in
four years in arrears. The London
lead in "Professor Beware," his next
Paramount vehicle. . . . Major may "The Goldwyn Follies" . . . Ricardo house is one of two theatres in the
Hold Rites for Asher
place John Montague in a support- Cortez in "Blonde Moll," 20th Cen- Dominion directly operated by Loew's,
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— Funeral servInc., of New York, the other being
role in Bing Crosby's "The Badge tury-Fox.
+
ices were held this morning at the of ingPoliceman
O'Roon" . . . Teddy
Loew's
Yonge Street, Toronto.
Writers — Gene Fowler will do the
Wee Kirk o' the Heather for E. M. Tetzlaff has been borrowed from
Asher, Universal producer who died Paramount to photograph Mervyn dialogue for Selznick International's
isudderily on Friday. Rabbi Edgar LeRoy's "Food for Scandal" . . . "Freedom of the Press" . . . John Retitle M-G-M Dog Film
Hollywood, Nov. 1. — Pete Smith
Magnin officiated. Numerous impor- Max Reinhardt has returned to Clark has joined the staff of Conn
tant film personalities served as active Warners' studio, but his production productions to work on "Young and has retitled his short, "The Dog Loband honorary pallbearers.
plans
are indefinite. . . . Betty Reckless," Frankie Darro vehicle.
byist," as "Friend Indeed."
Running time, 66 minutes. "G."
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Firefly's'' 9-Week
Take Was $64,832
(Continued from page 1)
embark on an indefinite two-a-day policy a week from tonight.
According to Motion Picture
Daily's tabulation of week-to-week
takes, the first four days to Sept. 5,
ended with $6,844. For the next
seven days, or first full week, the take
was $13,585. This was for the week
ended Sept. 12. On Sept. 19, the
gross for the previous seven days was
$10,216; for Sept. 26, $7,737; Oct. 3,
$5,000; Oct. 10, $4,000; Oct. 17, $7,000; Oct. 24, $5,000; Oct. 31, $5,440.
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To

"Awful
Leading

Truth

"

and

Box-Office

''Zola

"

Parade

(Continued from page 1)
Musicians Static
led in Indianapolis, dualled with
"Counsel for Crime" at Loew's.
Harry C. Arthur of F. &
"Stage Door," "Heidi" and "100 Men
M. returned yesterday from
and a Girl" all were in the running in
St. Louis and was asked if
Minneapolis. "Heidi" topped the Chicago takes, going $4,200 over par
any changes
in thecity
circuit's
theatres
in that
were
at the Oriental, while "Life Begins in
made as a result of the recent poll.
College" and "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" were strong.
"No changes have been
"Double Wedding" took the lead
made," Arthur said.
at Loew's State in Houston, going
"Didn't the poll show that
vaudevil
le was favored in the
slightly
over
par,
while
"Ali
Baba
See $85,000 on "Victoria"
Goes to Town" and "Stage Door"
downto
houses?" he was
wn
"Victoria the Great" is expected to held
up nicely on a split week. Beasked.
tally $85,000 at the Music Hall. The
hind "Zola" in Pittsburgh were
picture will bow out tomorrow night
"Yes, the poll went for vau"Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938"
for
"The
Awful
Truth,"
which
is
aided
by
a
stage
show
at
the
Stanley,
deville, but the musicians'
scheduled to run a minimum of two
and "Life Begins in College" in its
weeks.
second week. "Victoria the Great"
union didn't."
on a roadshow policy was high in
Claim $4,780 in 4 Days
Montreal, going $3,000 over the av- erage at the Denver in Denver with
was moved to the AladWarners stated yesterday "Alcatraz
erage at His Majesty's. Other $13,500din. and
First runs were generally good,
Island" grossed $4,780 in four days at strong attractions in the city were
the Ritz, Albany.
"100 Men and a Girl," in its fourth with "100 Men and a Girl" and
Doctor and Nurse'" strong.
week, "High, Wide and Handsome" "Wife,
"Danger
— Love at Work," plus Ted
and "Life Begins in College."
Lewis and his band on the stage, was
Brower Returns With
"Stage Door" Takes Omaha
the only attraction besides "The AwFootage from Africa
ful Truth," the leader, to better par
"Stage Door," dualled with "Love in Philadelphia.
{Continued from page 1)
Is on the Air" took the best gross of
due from England next week. Brower the year at the Brandeis in Omaha,
Seattle Likes "Life Begins"
said yesterday that he has traveled and was held over. "Life Begins in
about 60,000 miles in the last 10
"Life
Begins in College," dualled
College"
was grosser
strong.at "Stage
Door"
months working on the film.
was
the top
the Hillstreet
with "Flight from Glory" led the
Arriving with Brower were Sidney and Pantages in Los Angeles, in both grosses at the Paramount in Seattle
Wagner, cameraman ; F. E. Johnston, cases dualled with "The Lady Fights and was moved to the Orpheum. The
production manager; Jack Byron and Back." The bill almost doubled av- rest of the houses were quiet. "Double
Sven Borg, actors ; Edward Collins
erage at the Hillstreet and went Wedding" on a dual with "Dangerand Joseph Farley, assistant camera- $13,000 over average at the Panwere behind
"Zola,"
which ously
led Yours"
in Milwaukee,
but the
bill
men; Bruce Hunsacker and Henry tages.
Gerzen, technicians.
"Heidi" came close to doubling av- was strong enough to warrant a second week. "Heidi" plus a stage show
at $10,400, which was $3,400 over average at the Fox in Kansas City, was
the only bill to come through well in
a slow week. "Lost Horizon," with
an Eddie Peabody stage show at the
Fox in Detroit, led the way with
$26,200, over average by $6,200.
"Big City," plus Fred Waring on the
stage of the Michigan, accounted for
$26,400, over average by $5,400.
"Live, Love and Learn" was just about
fair.
between
LOS
ANGELES
THE NATION'S
MOST BEAUTIFTJL
SCENIC ROUTE
TWA daylight flights
offer the air passenger an opportunity to
see, in a few short
hours such scenic wonders as Grand Canyon, Boulder Dam,
Painted Desert, Meteor Crater, the Sky
City of Acoma and
many other world famous attractions.
Stop - over privileges
on many flights.
Member
National Safety
Council

and

NEW

YORK

Board a TWA Super-Skyliner in the
late afternoon . . . enjoy a splendid
dinner aloft (served complimentary)
. . . read a while, if you like, or play
cards, and chat with your neighbors
. . . stroll about . . . then retire to a
private compartment and sleep away
the miles to the other side of the continent. You reach your destination refreshed and rested — ready for the activities of the day. Transcontinental
flights eastward — 15 hours, 10 minutes
. . . westbound — 17 hours, 6 minutes.
For information and reservations, call: TWA
NEW YORK— 70 E. 42nd Street . . , MUrray HiU 6-1640
LOS ANGELES— 530 W. 6th Street . , . Michigan 8881
HOLLYWOOD— 6679 HoUywood Blvd. . . . HoUywood 2123

THE LUXURY LINE. ..OVERNIGHT COAST TO COAST

Wanger

Hear

Film

Protests

Bill

Tomorrow

(Continued front page 1)
registered strong objection to certain
phases of the bill as it stands are : the
Ass'n of Cine Technicians, British
Ass'n of Film Directors, Electrical
Trades Union, Film Artistes Ass'n,
National Ass'n of Theatrical and Kine
Employes and the Screen Writers'
Ass'n.
British Music Firm
Sues

W,B,

on

Song

Cinephonic Music Co., Ltd., a British corporation, and Leo Feist, Inc.,
filed an infringement unit in the U. S.
District Court yesterday against Warners, the Remick Music Corp., Al
Dubin and Harry Warren. The complaint charges that the song, "Cause
My Baby Says It's So," used in "The
Singing Marine," is a "deliberate
piracy
infringement"
on comthe
"Sandmanand
Serenade,"
which was
posed by Harry Woods in 1935. A
permanent injunction and an accounting of the profits are asked.
Steuer Wins Judgment
Max D. Steuer, attorney, was
granted summary judgment for $25,000 against Knickerbocker Theatres,
Inc., and the Clinton-Apollo Theatre Corp. by Justice Charles B. McLaughlin inthe N. Y. Supreme Court
yesterday. Justice McLaughlin ruled
that the defendants' denial of Steuer's
allegations were false and refused to
permit the case to go to trial. Steuer
claimed the $25,000 balance of a $75,000 fee for legal services rendered in
connection
eral leases. with the settlement of sevGary Hearing Nov. 22
Indianapolis, Nov. 1.— Judge
Robert C. Baltzell of the U. S. District Court here has set Nov. 22 as
the date for hearing oral arguments
in the Gary Theatre Co. suit to stop
clearances allegedly enforced against
the Gary i favor of the Balaban &
Katz circuit. Defendants are the
M.P.P.D.A.. B. & K., and virtually
all the major distributors. The plainlaws.tiff charger violation of the anti-trust

to Headline

Ampa
Weekly Lunch Ambassador
Pictures
Walter Wanger will headline the
Withdraws
SEC Plan
Ampa luncheon bill at the Internation(Continued from page 1)
al Casino Thursday. Jack White and
Rocco and Salters, who appear in
Aug. 25.
The withdrawal followed
"52nd Street," will also be guests. several extensions of time in which to
Zenn Kaufman, an authority on sales
complete the registration.
contests, will speak on "Showmanship
in Advertising and Selling."
New financing for Ambassador
Paul Lazarus, Jr., who will preside
current production program
in the absence of Ralph Rolan, presi- Pictures'
will be discussed here this week by
dent, will turn the gavel over to Hal Maurice Conn, Ambassador head, who
Horne
the
show.for the "52nd Street" part of expects to complete the fiscal arrangements by the end of the week.
A new registration statement will
Educational
Guild
be filed by Ambassador with the S.
E. C. immediately upon the improveContract Form
Here
ment of general market conditions.
(Continued from page 1)
The company's attorneys. Hays, Poup Pathe Commercial Film and Men- dell & Schulman, and its accountants,
tone.
Arthur Anderson & Co., are now preparing additional data for the new
Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the guild, is due in New statement, to replace that just withYork this weekend. Final action on drawn.
Conn will leave for the coast next
March of Time's claim to a newsreel
status outside of the contract is ex- week if the current financing arrangements are completed on schedule.
pected during his stay here.
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Crosley

i

Radio

Personals

New

Shows

on

the

Air

►

PETER VAN STEEDEN leaves
for Hollywood this week to take
his place as bandleader on "Town
Hall Tonight" when Fred Allen returns to the program . . . Two publicity men took falls over the weekend when George Sher of Lennen &
Mitchell and Jack Miles of NBC
were tossed from their horses . . .
Jean Lester, Radio Gtitde lenser, will
leave for Hollywood soon for a spell
of picture taking in the cinema capital
city . . . Adam J. Yung, Jr., formerly of NBC's statistical division, has
joined the Bryan Publicity Service
. . . Harry Salter resumes on the
"Hit Parade" over CBS Nov. 13
. . . Nancy Wicker, youngest daughter of Irene Wicker, will make her
network debut on her mother's Mutual program this Sunday . . .
*
Joy Hodges, who was the soloist on
Joe Penner's program last season, and
now in "I'd Rather Be Right," received awire from Penner yesterday
reading : "If I am in Hollywood
can't be at your Broadway opening
so I'd rather be right than present.
In know you'll wow 'em.". . . . The
woman who slew her husband Sunday
night is not the Pat Ryan of radio,
NBC frantically calls to explain . . .
William A. Brady is being lined up
for a network commercial beginning
in January . . . Committee behind the
United Hospitals Campaign will tender a cocktail party to the radio press
Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Charles Payson to tell plans of the
radio campaign of the drive . . .
+
Omaha Town Pump
Omaha, Nov. 1.— The KOIL staff
organist, George Johnson, has a new
weekly show Fridays at 1 :30 P. M., on
the Elks' Club organ. Johnson also
does two daily programs, background
for
the and
"Vagabond
Dreamer"
9:45
A. M.
the Golden
Hour atat 10:15

"Hilltop House"
An interesting script series that
utilizes proven hokum which, in the
past, has been generallly accepted by
countless listeners. It is human interest stuff that borders on the tearjerking. The title is the name of an
orphanage in a town called Glendale.
Bess Johnson, a kindly and personable young woman, runs the place.
Her problems are many. The food
supply, the various individuals working about the place and of course the
children, go to make up the daily
period.
It serves its purpose well enough.
"Hilltop House" is maintained by
Palmolive Soap and is to be heard
Mondays through Fridays from 5:45
to 6 P. M., over CBS. Benton and
Bowles, the agency.
and the toPirates"
The "Terry
latest addition
the roster of
serials that pervade the late afternoon
atmosphere will probably have the
children quarreling over the right to
listen to the various programs. It is
vividly dramatic stuff with bits of effective comedy that will hit the spot
with its young audiences.
The day-by-day adventures of the
trio are also run in a syndicated
Musicians Again in
Session with IRNA
The A. F. of M. executive board
conferred with a sub-committee of the
I. R.N. A. special advisory committee
yesterday regarding the amounts for
musicians salaries to be spent by the
network affiliates, and for a final
reading of the trade agreement recently formulated for the affiliate
group.
At a late hour last night the meeting still was in session.

KNX
to Build New
A. M. . . . Boyd Raeburn and his
Los Angeles Station
NBC recording and broadcasting orchestra are now playing at the Music
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— KNX will
Box, a local dance hall. . . . Union build a powerful $300,000 transmitter
Pacific Stages and Interstate Transit at Hawthorne and 190th Sts., Los
to supplant the present equipLines are sponsoring Jessel's "30 min- Angeles,
ment in Sherman Oaks.
utes in Hollywood" over KOIL. . . .
The new tower and buildings will
"Hollywood Spotlight," a series of
15-minute transcriptions, has started be placed on a recently acquired 37on KOIL for 13 or more weeks. Rob- acre tract, and construction will start
erts Dairy Co. is sponsor.
around Nov. 15. The architectural
firm of Donald & John Parkinson is
drawing the plans.
Grossman Goes to WBRY
New Haven, Nov. 1.— Murray L.
A 500-foot tower and equipment
Grossman, former WBRY commer- buildings, as well as offices, will be so
cial manager at the Waterbury stu- constructed as to make them as earthdios, has been appointed to the busiquake proof as possible, as well as
ness managership of WBRY. Perry safeguarded against any other eventualities, Thurnburg said.
Lafferty, with the station several years
ago, and subsequently announcing at
WpC, Davenport, la., has been ap"Let's Play Games" Adds WAAB
pointed to the regular announcing
staff.
"Let's Play Games," currently heard
Fridays on WOR, this week will add
WAAB, Boston, as an outlet. The
WCKY Signs Agency
account
thus becomes a Mutual netCincinnati, Nov. 1.— L. B. Wilwork
Vapex sponsors, through
feature.
son, president WCKY, NBC-Blue, Small & Feiffer.
has appointed Free & Peters as national representatives, with offices in
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta,
To Ih-op "Mystery Chef"
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Regional Advertisers, Inc., spon_ WCKY is believed to be the last cors of the "Mystery Chef" on NBC,
important station in the country to will suspend the program after the
complete negotiations for national broadcast of Nov. 25. The program
representation.
was placed by McCann-Erickson.

er on ''Jury"
oskJ.
McC
Alfred
McCosker, president of WOR and ciiairman
of the board of Mutual, has
been appointed by the American Hebrew's "Jury of
Award" to fill the vacancy
created by the death of Felix
M. Warburg.
The "Jury of Award" annually confers a medal for the
"promotion of better understanding between Christian
and Jew in America." The
Jury comprises distinguished
members of the three great
olic.
faiths. McCosker is a Cath-

9-month

Slips;

Net

Is $103,581

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.— Report of
the Crosley Radio Corp. and its subsidiaries for the nine months ending
Sept. 30 this year shows a net profit
of $103,581, compared with the net
profit for the like period in 1936 of
$1,390,327. The company deducted
from its profits this year the sum of
$340,000 for flood losses.
For the quarter ended Sept. 30 last,
the company's report indicates a net
loss of $115,735, contrasted with a net
profit
of $117,870 for the third quarter
last year.
The company's assets at the end of
September amounted to $5,556,298,
including $333,132 in cash. Current
liabilities were $713,200. This compares with current assets of $6,060,414, cash of $2,040,415, and current
liabilities of $570,863 on Sept. 30,
1936. Inventories were $3,861,338
against $2,660,215.

Benton, Bowles Form
newspaper cartoon strip and concern
Division in Chicago
the thrilling plights Pat Ryan, Terry
and Connie, the latter a Chinese boy,
Benton & Bowles has formed a Chicago division which will open Nov. 15.
get themselves into. The script unThe principals and officers of the
folds colorfully. "Terry and the
Pirates" is sponsored by Dairy-Rich Chicago office, to be known as Benton
Products. It is heard daily from 5:15 & Bowles — Chicago, will be as follows: President, Stuart Sherman, forto 5:30 P. M. over the NBC-Red.
Stack-Goble, the agency.
P.
merly vice-president of the Pepsodent
Co. and Lord & Thomas of Chicago;
Arthur F. Marquette, vice-president,
Continental Radio
formerly copy chief of Lord &
Thomas, Chicago; Edward Aleshire,
Press Is Organized vice-president, formerly radio director
Continental Radio Press, Inc., has of Lord & Thomas, Chicago; Blackbeen organized here, with T. L. Chris- ett-Sample-Hummert, and H. W.
tie, former radio news editor of INS- Kastor & Sons Advertising Co.
Universal and former associate of
Benton & Bowles — Chicago will
tor.
Press-Radio, serving as executive edi- maintain a complete independent organization. Facilities of Benton &
The company has established its Bowles in New York and their recentNew York offices and additional buly opened Hollywood office will also
reaus are planned for other cities. be available for the clients of the Chicago company.
mediately.
The company's service is to begin imClaiming to be wholly non-competitive. Continental will furnish specialized news services to stations, advertising agencies and sponsors and perform other functions not now being
performed by regular news services.
Its primary function will be to gather, edit and transmit news of strictly
local
origin in the
for broadcast
overcountry's
stations key
in cities
their

New Accounts to WCKY

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.— New business reported by WCKY includes spot
announcements for Standard Oil,
through McCann-Erickson; 52 fiveminute programs for American Pop
Corn Co., through Coolidge Ave. Co. ;
weather reports for Dodge Motor Co.
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; 26 quarter-hour programs for Webber Milling
respective areas. Spot news will also
Co.,
handled
direct ; spot announcebe wired to stations desiring to amments for Early & Daniel Co., through
plify their present newscasts, with Keeler & Stites Co. ; announcements
Continental covering them on news of for Nash Motor Co., through Geyer,
purely local interest breaking in New
Cornell & Newell ; transcriptions of
York and Washington.
"Little Orphan Annie" for Wander
Co., through Blackett-Sample-Hummert ; Look Magazine, six half-hour
"Coffee Pot Inn" Signed
programs weekly through Schwimmer
Des Moines, Nov. 1.— "Coffee Pot & Scott.
Inn," a WHO production, has been
signed by Paxton & Gallagher for
KSFO to Start Wine Program
Butternut Coffee as a Corn Belt Wireless feature. The program originates
San Francisco, Nov. 1.— Roma
in the studios of WHO and is re- Wine Co.'s new variety show, "Toast
broadcast by WMT, Cedar Rapids ; of the Town," starts Nov. 5 on KSFO,
KGLO, Mason City; WOW
and local CBS outlet, for a 26-week run.
WAAW, Omaha; WIBW, Topeka ;
Show features Dante Barsi's SwingKMMJ, Clay Center, Neb.; WJAG, test,
actress
McCreevey, commentator JackJane
MoyJes.
Norfolk. Neb.; WNAX, Yankton,
Other new KSFO accounts include
S. D. ; KFAB, Lincoln and Omaha.
Dr. Lyons, Stokely Brothers, Folger
Coffee, Emporium, San Francisco
Auto Show, Gas Appliance Society.
Crosby, Blondell on Lux Hour
Bing Crosby and Joan Blondell will
be presented on a radioized version of
"She Loves Me Not" Nov. 8 on the
Lux "Radio Theatre" over CBS.
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Los Angeles, Nov. 1.— Federal
Cosgrave today senJudge George
PREVIEW
tenced Chico and Groucho Marx to HOLLYWOOD
pay a maximum fine of $1,000 each
following the conviction of the pair
on misdemeanor charges involving
violation of Copyright Infringement Bulldog Drummond's
Revenge
Act. A jury had held them guilty of (Paramount )
Hollywood, Nov. 1.— Mystery, menace and adventure are the prinappropriating to their own uses in a
radio broadcast, material contained
cipal ingredients of "Bulldog Drumniond's Revenge." There is also
in a script submitted by Garrett and some comedy and romance. Production technique (danger and escapes,
Carroll Grahame. It is the first case often in thick fog, in London, Paris, on a train and aboard ship) tends
of its kind in the local court and to accentuate the drama expected in a Scotland Yard story. Five prinJudge Cosgrave declared that he had
cipal characters, John Howard, John Barrymore, Louise Campbell,
some doubt of the legal sufficiency of E. E. Clive and Reginald Denny, all bearing the same screen identities
the indictment.
The defendants stated that they will as in "Bulldog Drummond Comes Back," are again present.
Howard (Bulldog) much prefers marriage to Miss Campbell to
appeal to the highest court and posted
an appeal bond for the purpose.
further experiences with Scotland Yard's head man, Barrymore. But
the theft of a, munitions secret which threatens the security of England
excites his interest. Ensues a stalking chase through fogbound London,
aboard a train bound for the coast, across the Channel to Paris. Miss
Imperial Tobacco to
Start Canada
Series Campbell goes along, as do the comedy characters, Clive and Denny.
Many adventures befall the quintet, particularly Howard and Miss
The Imperial Tobacco Co., has Campbell, prior to the capture of sinister Frank Puglia and the return
signed with CFCF, Montreal and a of the secret formula.
trans-Canada hookup for a 45-minute
Edward T. Lowe adapted the H. C. McNeile story and Louis King
Friday night program known as
"Canada, 1937." The deal was con- directed. They functioned similarly in the case of "Bulldog Drummond
summated by Weed & Co., national Comes Back." Intended as a secondary feature, its market is evidently
representatives for CFCF, and White- in places where a lot of weird goings-on are understood and appreciated.
hall Broadcasting, Ltd., which handles
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."
the Imperial Tobacco Co. account.
The series is to start Nov. 5.
CFCF will key the program to the
trans-Canada hookup. The series is
a repeat, having been presented over
a like hookup last season. The proOver
^Em
Looking
gram will bring commentators to the
microphone. Orchestral and choral
specialties will also be included on the
Rangers Step In
series.
{Columbia)
No departure from the routine handling of a western story is to be
found in "Rangers Step In." In fact, it relies on the tried and tested
theme of a feud between two families who have brought their quarrel
For Montreal Hockey from Kentucky to the range. As it is such standard melodrama, it may
Montreal, Nov. 1.— Hockey broad- find acceptance.
Bob Allen, probably the handsomest of western film leading men, is
casts will be sponsored by the Imperial Oil Co., which has purchased featured. The narrative concerns the fight between the aforementioned
the Forum franchise. The opening two factions that springs from the deviltry of an unscrupulous individual
game of the National Hockey League who is trying to decimate the Warrens so he can step in, buy their
season, Nov. 6, between Montreal
Maroons and Boston Bruins will be property cheaply, and then resell it to railroad interests as right of way
the first broadcast. Last year the at a handsome profit. Allen and his troop of state rangers are called
broadcasting franchise was not for in by the local sheriff. They attempt to calm things, but there is always
interference. Only when Allen is framed in the killing of the scion of
sale until the playoff games.
The Montreal programs will be in one family does the affair get somewhere. Allen uses a clever ruse and
both English and French, the former uncovers the real culprit whom he hands over to the authorities after
being handled by Charlie Harwood beating the daylights out of him. The two families are peacably reand the latter by Roland Beaudry,
united and Allen finds romance with Eleanor Stewart.
former player of Les Canadiens.
Spencer Gordon Bennet directed. The support includes John Merton,
During playoffs and occasionally dur- Lafe McKee and Hal Taliaferro.
ing the season the English programs
will be fed to a coast-to-coast hookup
Running time, 61 minutes. "G."
while the French programs will be
aired over a five-station setup coverTex Rides with the Boy Scouts
ing the Province of Quebec. When
ready, the new CBC outlet, CBF, will (Grand National)
also handle the French descriptions.
The ready-made exploitation angle, evident in the title and sprinkled
liberally throughout the narrative should provide an avenue for the
facile selling of this western to children and the members of the Boy
Davies Heads WIP Programs
Scouts.
Philadelphia, Nov. 1.— Major EdThe story manages to offer scouts at their various activities in every
ward A. Davies has been named director of sales, replacing Albert M. Cor- possible sequence. Tex Ritter plays a Federal agent who is tracking
mier, at WIP. Davies was formerly train robbers. Aided by Snub Pollard and Horace Murphy, he sets about
program director. He then became an locating the thieves. He locates them at a mine that is used to cover up
executive with the John Falkner their transactions. Meanwhile, Pollard is converted by the scouts and
Arndt Agency. His appointment will Ritter finds time for a romance with Marjorie Reynolds. At long last,
be effective Nov. 1.
as the ex-King of England said, the forces of law and order and the
bandits come to grips. The scouts snare one faction of the gang and
Jack Parr Leaves WCAE
Ritter and a posse capture the other.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.— Jack Parr,
The story drags and only in the final reel does the element of action
youngest member of the WCAE an- really show itself.
nouncing staff, has resigned and will
The support includes Charles King, Tommy Bupp, Karl Hackett and
return to radio work in his home
town, Youngstowm His successor is a liberal assortment of boys from a Los Angeles troop. Ray Taylor
expected to be announced some time directed.
this week.
Running time, 66 minutes. "G."
Imperial

Oil Signs

With

Hold
38

Pace

Shooting

(Continued from pane 1)
Smoke
RKO, "Lights Out ;" Roach,
"Merrily We Live," and Warners,
"Jezebel."
The tally by studio:
Columbia finished zero, shooting
five, preparing one, editing nine ;
Goldwyn, zero, one, zero, one ; Grand
National, zero, zero, zero, two ;
M-G-M, one, seven, two, five; Monogram, one, one, zero, one ; Paramount,
zero, seven, one, eight ; Principal,
zero, one, one, zero; Republic, one,
one, one, four ; RKO, zero, four, two,
five ; Roach zero, one, zero, zero ;
Selznick, zero, zero, zero, two; 20th
Century-Fox, one, five, one, four;
Universal, one, zero, four, one ; Wanger, zero, zero, zero, one; Warners,
three, five, two, 22.
M-G-M and RKO each finished one
short, none started, and none are
shooting. Five are preparing and 13
being edited.
See

Bank

Night

as

Ended
in Nebraska
(.Continued from page 1)
district manager for the Tri-State
Theatres Corp., which operates 14
houses in Nebraska, said that as far
as he is concerned the Bank Night
question is dead.
Sam Epstein, president of the Epstein Circuit, said he felt it to be unfair that Bank Night is ruled out of
the theatres, but similar schemes still
operate
Omaha filling stations and
cleaning atshops.
Will H. Singer, manager of the
Brandeis,
whole
thing.said he plans to drop the

William H. Wright, attorney for
both the Omaha committee and for
the Fox Beatrice Theatre Corp., of
Beatrice, Neb., against whom the unfavorable decision was made,
said he
2^
thought a request for a rehearing
might be advisable. It would be best, - Vf.
he added, to await decisions pending —
in the Supreme Court of 2/8Missouri Vi
and Minnesota.
2^
17/ 1754
-7/ -1-1 - /—8
9^- /8
Wall Street
6%
Wa
9/ Changes
Small Board
High
6/ Net
7'A 1434 15/
Change
534
Low
Close
15
IS
15/2
18
133/^ 25/ -1-1
25/ 25/8
18
pfd..
m
E.
K.,
Cons.,
Cons.
9
9
+ /
Open
Col.
E. K.
169
169 2'/8 169
163
163
163
E.... 15
15
15/i
2/
1694/
G. T. pfd.. 163
Loew
Para.
21.4
63
4/7/8 144/
14
1314
Pathe 2
RKO
2/
Para,
.. 15'^
1/
95^ 64
20tli Fo-x .. 25'/^
Univ..
35
36
64
63
6'4
9
20/ 20/
W. B. pfd.. 35
Little Bond Activitu
Net
G. N
36
m
\% + /
Sonotone . .
Tech
20
tiniv. Corp.
20/ — M
2/
Univ. Pict.
4/
Bonds Up Lightly
Net
High
Loew 3/s '46
99/ Low
98/ Close
99/ Chanee
+ yi
Para. Pict.
6s '55
97/ 97/ 97/
+ /
Para. Pict. '47.... 80 80 80
W. B. 6s '39
85 85 85
(Quotations at close of Nov. 1)
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Approval

for

"Strike''

Pact

Is Due

Today

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

lATSE

Claim

Men

Expected

Leaders in Philadelphia
Favor Settlement

Possible

Move

Philadelphia, Nov. 2. — Formal
approval of the proposals for settling
the exhibitors' "buyers' strike" against
Paramount is expected to be given by
exhibitors in this territory, where the
"strike" originated last July, at a
meeting here tomorrovi' morning.
Opposition to the settlement proposals is limited to a minority of the
exhibitors afifected and, significantly,
the most influential figures in local
exhibitor circles are in favor of the
settlement.

The I.A.T.S.E. may claim jurisdiction over theatre sound equipmen'
service workers, it was learned yes
terday, and the possibility of this action has already delayed the final or
ganizing work among theatre service
men several months.

Organizing

Delaying
Activity

Tomorrow's meeting will hear reports by a group of 25 exhibitors who,
during the past week, opened negotiations with the local Paramount exchange either for the settlement of
their last season's contracts or for new
season pacts, or both. The results of
these negotiations will be reported to
the meeting as a guide to the exhibitors in judging the manner in which
the settlement proposals -work out in
actuality. Ben Golden, Philadephia
{Continued on page 4)

Several
I.A.T.S.E. projectionists'
locals, including Local 306, New
York, already have asserted jurisdic
tional claims over the service mer
and, it is understood, have appealed
to the LA. to lay formal claim tr
this jurisdiction before the A. F. of
L. Whether or not this action actual
ly has been taken could not be ascertained definitely, but it was learned,
nevertheless, that the service men'.'
organization, which was formed earh
last summer, has not yet been chartered by the A. F. of L. as an inde
pendent union.
Regardless of the ultimate disposi
tion of the jurisdictional question
there is no doubt that organization of
(Continued on page 7)

Canada

Wisconsin

Cuts

Duties

On French Pictures
Toronto, Nov. 2. — An important
concession has been granted by the
Canadian
Dep't.
of Customs
Excise for the
importation
of filmsandin
the French. Polish or Ukrainian
languaeres in the reduction of the duty
from 3 cents to l]/2 cents per foot
when produced and exported by countries enjoying the socalled "most
favored nation" treatment under existing trade treaties. This rate is equal
to the British preferential tariff which
has been extended to British-made
filnr; for five years.
The change in the customs schedule
means that films having French,
(Continued on page 4)
See^s Showings
for
Jobless Census Film
Cecil Maberry is establishing contacts with national circuits here to
run a 200 ft. trailer, "Counting the
Jobless," made by Pathe for the Census of Unemployed, new Government bureau authorized by Congress
to chart and analyze the jobless of
the nation.
The tra'hr, which would go to
theatres without charge, pictures the
procedure by which the census cards,
{Continued on page 9)
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An Authority?
Charles MacDonald, RKO
district manager, visited the
O. & W.— Order and Waitrestaurant the other night
and
decideddinner.
he wouldn't have
his usual
He ordered Russian borscht
for a change and, after tasting it, complained to the
waiter:
"This doesn't taste like
Russian borscht," he protested.
The waiter looked at him
and said:
"Since when are you an authority on Russian borscht?"

Service

Upon

NOVEMBER

LeBaron
Will

Denies

Leave

He

Para.

Hollywood, Nov. 2. — William LeBaron, production head of Paramount,
returned from a vacation today and
denied reports that he would leave
the company. LeBaron's contract
runs to the end of this year.
"Reports that I am not continuing
my association in my present capacity
with Paramount are wholly without
foundation. I am on a vacation, hav
ing started it when Mr. Zukor re•lurned from his trip and after conferring with him on our present and
(Continued on page 7)

Circuits

Take More Theatres
Kuykendall
Renews
Milwaukee, Nov. 2. — Circuits
Arbitration Moves
have increased their holdings in Wisconsin with the annexing of the
Geneva and Delavan at Lake Geneva
Oma HA, Nov. 2. — Conferences on
^nd Delavan, respectively, by Stand- the possibility of establishing volun
ard Theatres Co., and the Plaza and tary arbitration boards featured Ed
World, Milwaukee, and Maie^tic and Kuykendall's visit here. A numbc
Cudahy in Cudahy by Fox- Wisconsin of exhibitors in the territory exCo.
pressed themselves as favoring the
The newly acquired Standard houses proposal, according to Charles E.
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

Guest

List

Is

Lengthy

U.

A.

Is

CENTS

Transfer

Seen

Near

Completion
Final Details Now Said
Under Discussion
The United Artists deal late ye^ter'ay was reported to have reached tlie
tage where details of the new setu|)
o emerge under the changing contiol
.f the company are now occupying tlit
ime of Samuel Goldwyn and Alexan
ler Korda who would become half
lartners in the corporation by acquisi
ion of the stock now held by Ma >
ickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Jharles Chaplin.
At the same time, indications from
another quarter tended to emphasize
the point that, while the purchase
nrice has been arranged through
Prudential of London possibly in asociation with other British banking
groups, some details concerning terms
under which the money is b^nig advanced continue to call for clarification and the establishment of mutual ty with the Goldwyn- Korda inter•"sts. One thoroughly familiar with
he status of the negotiations described
hem in this manner:
"While efforts are being made "to
push the (Continued
English group,
on pageit 4)seems the
New

Skouras

Games

Make End Unlikely
With the adoption of Screeno by
Skouras Theatres at the Roosevelt,
Flushing, in the last few days, indications are strengthened that the L
T. O. A. move to discard games and
giveaways in the local area on Dec.
1 will not materialize.
Loew's and RKO are studying the
latest development with a view to
adding games in their Flushing units.
C. C.prisedMoskowitz
of Loew's, apof the Roosevelt
move, said
yesterday:(Continued
"We haven't
on pagedecided
9)
what

for

Vaudeville,

Duals

Heavy Newark
Draw
Newark, Nov. 2.— Success of the
Shubert here with a combination
PiTTSBUEGH, Nov. 2,— The ninth ■scheduled to attend: Paramount — vaudeville and picture policy may inannual banquet of Variety Club Tent Earle Sweigert, Eddie Fontaine, Duke
fluence Loew's and Warner to instiNo. 1 will be held at the William Qark, Harry Goldstein. M-G-M —
tute acts in their local theatres,
M.
Penn Hotel, Sunday night, Nov. 14 William F. Rodgers, Tom Connors, Leventhal and Al Dow are
operating
A.mong the guests will be Governor Bill Scully, Ted O'Shea, Jack Flynn.
Hoffman of New Jersey, Governor Frank Drew, Rudy Berger. Colum- the Shubert and for th; past three
weeks have
been featurin
(Continued
on page g9) star acts
Nice of Maryland, Governor Earle of
bia— Joe McConville and his son :
Pennsylvania, Senator Davis of Penn- Lou Aster, Lou Weinberg, Rub°
sylvania, Mayor Scully of Pittsburgh, Tackter, Sam Galantv. RKO— Ned
ind numerous state, city and county E. Depinet, Eddie McEvoy. Nat Levy,
officials, including State Secretary of Cresson Smith, Harry Michaelson.
Radio — Page 8
Labor Bashore.
Grand National — Edward Peskay, A.
(Continued
on
page
9)
The following are among those
Variety

Club

Party

Nov.

14
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Plan "Barrier" Opening
Seattle, Nov. 2. — Jean Parker,
James Ellison and Harry Sherman
left Hollywood today for the premiere
of "The Barrier," Sherman-Paramount release, here at the Paramount
on Friday. They will be guests of
honor at a dinner to be attended by
the governor of the state and other
officials. Miss Parker will be presented agold "key to the city."
Dewey Bloom Joins Regal
Dewey Bloom, for the past six and
a half years with Regal Films, yesterday joined M-G-M as exploitation
head in Canada, under the supervision
of William R. Ferguson. He will
work with Regal Films, M-G-M
Canadian distributor. Bloom left last
night for Toronto where he will make
his headquarters.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
ADOLPH POLLAK
OFF'CE:
630HOME
9th Ave.,
N. Y. C.
Gevsral Mor.

Society Gathers as
London Odeon Opens
Insiders^
By RED

odd intervals, and no
doubt because of the travail which goes into the capturing of rippling fun on the
screen, Hollyvi'ood astonishes
with the prodigious merit of its
endeavors. Tomorrow, the
Music Hall will prove the case
when "The Awful Truth" begins an engagement there. It
was only a few weeks ago
that Harry Cohn was in town,
AT

looking at "You Can't Take It
with You," that hardy perennial
of New York's last stage season and still getting along on
all eight this doddering theatrical year; Columbia owns it and
is preparing to do something
about a transfer from stage to
film pretty quickly now. He was
talking about "The Awful
Truth," predicting for it a
whirlwind success, going on at
length about a new Cary Grant
and not overlooking Irene
Dunne in the telling ...
All of this eventually conveyed
itself to us as a "must" and
when the time, therefore, came
along for Columbia to show this
high-speed comedy, there we
were on deck to take a look. In
these mixed up days with a
chore on two or three constantly demanding attention,
time out for pictures is not
always as convenient as it
sounds. Our approach to the
projection room consequently
was as one disgruntled and
grumbling. Our departure was
springy, airy and labeled with
a grin that persistently refused
to fade as the day went on . . .
Now you must admit, as we
do now, that this is saying a
good deal on behalf of a reaction to any film. This is also
to inform, however, that exaggeration plays no part in this
report,
for "The
Awful Truth"
is fun from
its beginning,
down
through its length and well into its finish. It has to do with
an inconsequential tilt between
Miss Dunne and Grant, their
divorce, her rebound into the
copious arms of Ralph Bellamy,
a big rancher from Oklahoma
and her eventual return to Grant
because she always had laughs
Principal Not to Expand
No expansion moves are planned by
Principal Theatres, Mike Rosenberg,
operating head, stated yesterday. The
coast circuit has 20 units and is affiliated with F.W.C. Sol Lesser is
financially interested. According to
Rosenberg, the circuit did not add any
theatres last year. He plans to be in
town a fewwith
moreCharles
days "on
business,"
conferring
P. Skouras.

Outlook
KANN
with him and, besides, it was
Cary she never stopped loving
anyway. The same applied where
he was concerned and that
made it a dead cinch for a final
reconciliation when time arrived
to close out the picture and its
harum-scarum, screwball comedy . . .
T
Already and on the basis of
its limited first run engagements
here and there around the country, the farce is registering its
box-office strength. As closely
as analyses of product and the
merit in it hold in these days of
football and upsets, this is an attraction which should do very
right by
producerThe
and comedy
its theatreitsaccounts.
rages high and constantly and
frequently the proceedings slip
into that coveted division where
the adjective "brilliant" seems
inescapably the proper one to
use. By a stretch of the typewriter, we suppose there might
be more to say. To say more, on
the other hand, means doubling
back on praise already thickly,
but properly, applied . . .
T T
Nobody is claiming the credit, for in matters such as this
no credit should be sought. It is
sufficient to point out that John
Montague,
who, by press
association effervescence,
apparently
had one of those million dollar
Hollywood contracts in his
hand, has nothing of the kind.
On each occasion when notoriety
cracks the news columns, the
Hollywood contract story is dug
out of the morgue to temporarily
damage an industry which once
may have been intrigued with
such possibilities but which now
is not, since it knows better
than to mess around with trouble.
The indiscriminate publicity to
which a major American industry thereby is subjected by the
responsible, as well as the irresponsible, press represents a
something which the film business seemingly has been able to
do little about. That is, little except
to take these matters in its
stride and to rise above them,
confident that its well-established
intent to keep its cufifs unsullied
eventually will impress with the
full measure of its seriousness. .

London, Nov. 2.— London's high
society and a considerable representation of the peerage attended the
formal opening tonight of the new
2,300-seat Odeon in Leicester Square.
The receipts will go to charity. The
opening attraction was "The PrisThe oner Duke
and Duchess of Glouof Zenda."
cester headed the royal party. Members of the peerage included the Duke
and Duchess of AthoU, the Duchesses of Marlborough, Rutland, Buccleuch and Leinster, the Marchioness of Bedford, Countesses of Airlie, Ancaster, Chassilis, Bredalbane
and Stair, Earles Leven, Chichester,
Erne, Levan and Winterton, Viscountesses Furness, Gage, Curzon,
Elibank, Harcourt, Swinton and
Wakefield, and numerous others.
Walter Eliot, Secretary of State for
Scotland, was present, as well as a
large party of British stars.
Poor
To

Richard
Honor

Club

Will

Hays

Philadelphia, Nov. 2. — The Poor
Richard Club, advertising organization here, will present the gold medal
award of achievement to Will Hays,
president of the M.P.P.D.A., at the
annual banquet on Jan. 17. Charles
H. Grakelow is president, and E. O.
Bretz is director general of the annual banquet.
The club makes an annual award
to the individual whose contributions
to the nation's progress have been
outstanding. Previous recipients here
included Will Rogers, Alfred P.
Sloan, Jr., and Capt. Edward V.
Rickenbacker.
Jessner Reaches Coast
Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Leopold Jessner, German producer recently signed
by Louis B. Mayer while in Europe,
arrived today from New York. Julian
Duvivier, prominent French producer,
and Elinor Abbey, who will act as assistant to Adrian, got in yesterday.
Lily Hatvany, Mirielle Balin and
Bruno Frank, who arrived on the //f
de France a week ago today, are still
;in.
will leave shortly for
-thetown.
M-G-MThey
studios.
Don Standard, actor, is due on the
Washington, Nov. 11. He also was
signed by Louis B. Mayer on his last
trip abroad.
Service Help on Strike
A strike of porters, matrons and
watchmen in three Times Square theatres was called yesterday by the
Building
tional Service
Union, LocalEmployes'
54. The Internatheatres
are the New Amsterdam, George M.
Cohan and Sam Harris. The union
charged discrimination against its
members by the management.

Terrace Theatre Opens
Walter Blumenthal Dead
The Terrace, 600-seat theatre adWalter Blumenthal, president of the
jacent to the London Terrace ApartUnited Dressed Beef Co., and father
Single features ments,
will beopenedtheyesterday.
policy.
of A. Pam Blumenthal, vice-president
of Grand National Films, died yesterday morning at his home from a
heart attack. He is survived by his Stock Exchanges Closed
widow, Mrs. Sarah Pam Blumenthal ;
Election Day was observed yestera brother, Irving Blumenthal ; two
day on Wall Street as a holiday and
sisters, Mrs. Ray Greenberg and Mrs. there was no trading on the stock,
Harry Dreyfus, as well as his son. curb and bond markets.
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Purely

Personal

Out

Thomas M. Kearns, former publicity and advertising head for Fanchon & Marco, has opened publicity
offices in the International Bldg.
•
Henry Armetta, coming out of the
Astor Grill yesterday, was mobbed
by autograph Hunters who held up his
cab for several minutes.
•
Ruth Rich, secretary to Gus EysSELL of the Music Hail, will leave on
a th. ee-week vacation on Friday. She
will travel west.
•
Chaples Bunn and Bert Sanford of Eroi are back from Chicago
where they attended the Motiograph
convention.
•
George Arliss and his wife will
sail today on the Aquiian a and wih
arrive in New York next Tuesday.
•
Virginia Morris has taken a threemonth leave of absence from U.A.
and has gone to Fbrida.
•
Ken
O'Bkien, who recently re
signed from the U.A. publicity staff,
is now with Pepsicola.
•
Harold Winner, Universal cameraman, has just returned from China.
•
Eddie Carrier, M-G-M exploiteer,
returned yesterday from Texas.
•
Walter Winchell returned from
the coast yesterday.
•
Joe Hornstein has returned from
Chicago.
Bruce G-\llup is in from Hollywood.

AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS

Is

Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Joe Mac- Faces" . . . Paramount assignments :
to develop a westDongugh has joined M-G-M's pro- Jackern McDermott,
musical ; Thomas Monroe on the
duction department as as assistant director . . . The M-G-M publicity
of "Gambler's Maxim" ; Robdepartment has prepared an elaborate scriptert ^osT
on "Prison Farm" and Tom
Kilpatrick
on an untitled original.
booklet "VVho's Who at M-G-M" list+
ing biog.aphical sketches of actors,
directors and producers . . . "Arsene
Casting — Irvin S. Cobb has been
i-upm" again is a screen subject,
signed
for "Hawaii Calls," Principal
M-G-M having decided to make "Ar- . . . Hugh
O'Connell in "A Slight
sene Lupin
Retu. ns,"
withandMelvyn
DouGlas,
Virginia
Bruce
John Case of Murder," Warners . . . SkinHalliday in the top roles. Support- nay, soloist with Hal Kemp's band,
ing them will be Nat Pendleton and draws a featured spot in Paramount's
jEOrge Zucco.
"College Swing" . . . Richard B.
Cromwell to "Jezebel," Warners.
+
"Dangerous to Know," another picture With a Chinese war background,
Directors
—
Anatole
Litvak will
will be the next Anna May Wong
ehicle at Paramount . . . Bryan Foy direct "The Amazing Dr. Clitterat Warners has announced "The nouse," at Warners.
+
Clarion," t& be based on the nation's
pure food laws. The story is by
Contracts — Eric Maschwitz, who
iAMUEL Hopkins, and Vincent had been writing for English films,
Sherman is doing the script.
will arrive over the weekend to start
+
his M-G-M writing contract . . . 20th
Writers — JoE Bigelow has been Century- Fox has extended the contract of Keye Luke, Chinese actor . . .
borrowed f.om Samuel Goldwyn by
David L. Loew for work on the new
James
has a joined
M-G-M's
writing Gruen
staff under
term pact.
Joe E. Brown vehicle, "Wide Open
Approval

Due

Today

from page
1)
"Strike"
Settle
To(Continued
attorney, who has served as counsel
to the exhibitors' "strike" committee
since the inception of the campaign
last August, will address the meeting.
Colder, who was not present at the
meeting last week at which Paramount's settlement proposals were
first discussed, is not expected to oppose a truce.
Indications are that exhibitor representatives from outside territories will
not attend tomorrow's session, as
they have been advised of Paramount's settlement proposals.
Canada

Cuts

Duties

On

Ruhinof

Elected

by

Indiana Exhibitors
Indianapolis, Nov. 2.— Maurice
Rubinof of Michigan City today was
elected president of Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana for the year
1937-1938. He succeeds Roy R. Blaii
if Indianapolis, who had served foi
two years.
Other officers chosen are : I. R.
Holycross of Anderson, first vice presdent, and Frank B. Sanders of Indianapolis, re-elected treasurer. Mis>
tary.
Norma Campbell continues as secreDistrict vice presidents named are:
H. Lisle Kreighbaum of Rochester,
District No. 1 ; Leonard Sowar of
Muncie, No. 2 ; Harry Markum of
Indianapolis, No. 3 ; Roy Harrold of
Rushville, No. 4; and H. H. Johnson
of Madison, No. 5.

French Pictures
(Continued from page 1)
Polish or Ukrainian dialogue and
Shift Loew-Poli Men
made in a favored country can now
Bridgeport, Nov. 2. — Harry F.
be imported into the Dominion at half Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager,
of the previous customs levy. To date, has named Joseph Lavenduski, former
French language films could be im- ■student assistant at the College, New
ported from France only under the Haven, to assistant manager of the
Canada- France trade treaty at the Globe, here, replacing Catherine Pape,
reduced rate of 1>4 cents per foot resigned. Nathan Rubin has been apbut the privilege has now been expointed assistant at the Poli, Springtended to all favored nations, the chief
field, succeeding Al Martakke, also
of which, outside of British countries,
resigned.
is the United States.
Evansville, Rubin
Ind. was with Loew's in

ANGELES

ES INC,

Seen

Near

Completion
(Continued from page 1)
Britishers are not susceptible to easy
Goldwyn yesterday maintained
strict silence. He met representatives
of the trade, newspaper and magazine
press at a luncheon given for him by
pushing."
Lynn Farnol, his former press representative, and now with Donahue &
Coe, the advertising agency wftich,
among other accounts, also handles
United Artists. The luncheon was
entirely informal, was held at the
Club Lounge of the Rainbow Room
and was described by Farnol as
■'merely a gesture of appreciation
toward
my former Representative
boss."
Attendance
Present were Ralph Ingersoll, publisher of Time; Marion Kendrick,
executive news editor of the Associated Press ; Terry Ramsaye, editor
of Motion Picture Herald; Frank
Nugent, film critic of The New York
Times; William Boehnel, film critic
of The New York W or Id-Tele gram ;
Edward De Long, feature writer on
The New York Sun; Alva Johnston,
national magazine writer and Goldwyn's biographer ; Joseph Thorndike
of Life; Lucius Beebe, feature writer
on The New York Herald-Tribune ;
Archie Winsten, film critic of The
New York Evening Post; Ray Long,
business manager of The New Yorker; Sam Shain of Variety; Jack narrower of The Film Daily; Henry
Pringle, national magazine feature
writer and on the staff of The New
Yorker; Red Kann, editor of Motion Picture Daily; Monroe Greenthai, director of advertising and publicity of United Artists ; Ben Washer,
eastern publicity representative for
Goldwyn, and Myer Beck of the United Artists publicity department.
Van Schmus Present
Present also were W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of the
Music Hall ; Bennett Cerf, the publisherand
;
Robert M. Gillham, director of advertising and publicity of
Paramount. The latter attended at
the personal invitation of Farnol and
in a private capacity.

A BERTH

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER-Lv. 9:00 pm.
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbill 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbill Ave. and
'?oc<efeller Cenl9r, 18 W. 49th SI.

.Al RLlPi

Way

Transfer

>

CLINTON WHITE, G.B. assistant
general manager, arrived in Jacksonville yesterday from Charlotte.
Arthur Greenblatt, eastern division
manager, returned from Philadelphia.
•
Herman Fuchs, music editor of
Pathe News, has returned from an
extended vi^it to the RKO studio. He
acquired musical effects which will
be used in the reel.
•

TO LOS

Hollywood

A.

^

Canada Group Meets
Toronto, Nov. 2. — The Maritimes
M. P. Alliance, the newly named association of the independents in the
Maritime Provinces, held its annual
convention at Halifax, N. S., at which
A. J. Mason of the Capitol, Springhill, N. S., was reelected president.
Rhoden

Goes

to Omaha

Omaha, Nov. 2. — Leslie Rhoden,
formerly booker for Monogram at
Des Moines, has been transferred here
as booker and office manager under
Omaha Exchange Manager Bill
Stricklund.

Police Train with Film
Detroit, Nov. 2. — Through the efforts of John Howard, local Paramount branch manager, a print of the
feature, "Car 99," has been given to
Police Film Censor Charles Snyder to
be turned over to Commissioner
Oscar G. Olander, head of the State
Police, for use in the training school
at East Lansing. The film was made
in Michigan and shows the Michigan
State Police in action.
Va. MPTO
Meet Jan. 27
Richmond, Nov. 2. — The annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. of Virginia, will be held here, Jan. 27.

PASSENGER

FOR
ON

EVERY
UNITED

Here's one reason United is
running 3 coast-to-coast sleeper
flights nightly. For extra comfort United's sleepers are limited
to 12 passengers.
And United alone offers the Sky
Room courtesy lounge for those
who retire late or rise early. All
backedflights.
bv 20,000 California-New
York
TICKETS: Unifod Offices, Hotels,
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
UNITED

AIR

LINES

Greta Garho and Charles Boyer
in Clarence Brown's Production
of"Conquest" with Reginald Owen
Alan Marshal 'Henry Stephenson
Leif Ericson • Dame May Whitty
C. HenryGordon* VladimirSokolojf
Screen Play by Samuel Hoffenstein,
Salka Viertel and S. N. Behrman
Directed by Clarence Brown
Produced by Bernard H. Hyman
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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^^uykendall

Claim

lATSE

Renews

Arbitration

Upon
Men

(Continued from page 1)

Service
Expected

{Continued from page 1)
the service men is virtually complete
and that negotiations with the majoi
sound equipment sales companies on
new wage and hour schedules and
provisions covering geneial woikmg
conditions are not far off. The service men's organization already is prepared to ask a basic mmimum wage
of $80 per week, it is reliably reported. The average scale for Erpi service men now is approximately $65
per week, and for KCA Photophone
Mfg. men, about $40 per week. Erpi
spokesmen yesteruay denied that the
differential, if established during the
forthcommg negotiations, would force
the company to increase its service
rates to exhibitors. Photophone officials could not be reached for comment yesterday on whether an $80
minimum, if obtained by the union,
would require an increase in that
company's
servicing charges to theatres.
Considered Last Year
The organizing of the service men
was sufficiently well advanced last
summer to cause several midwestern
projectionists' locals to bar non-union
service men from theatre projection
booths. At the point of opening negotiations with the equipment companies,
however, the jurisdictional question
involving the I.A.T.S.E. and the
newly organized service men's union
arose, hairing further advancement of
the new organization's aims. Some
I.A. locals, It is reported, want the
service men to become members of
the operators' union. Other locals, it
is said, advocate organizing the service field on their own and handing
over the servicing jobs to their present members in order to absoib the
unemployed within their own ranks.
In the latter group are the large city
unions whose membership frequently
exceeds available employment opportunities.
Wisconsin

Circuits

Take More Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
were formerly operated by William
Silcock, with Leo Haney named manager of the Geneva. Andrew Pendl
has been named manager of the cirHaney. cuit's Vogue in Kenosha, succeeding
With the acquisition of the four
houses by Fox, the circuit's string has
been swelled to 51 theatres in Wisconsin and upper Michigan.
Cotton Area Grosses Up
Oklahoma City, Nov. 2. — Griffith Theatres officials report that
grosses in the cotton area of southern
Oklahoma are running much higher
than grosses in the wheat area. The
reason is that farmers in the wheat
area are storing their crops for a possible rise in price and are thereb"
keeping that much cash out of circulation. Griffiths reports that Bank
Night, which is used in a majority of
their 200 theatres, is losing its popularity and drawing power with the
public.

Moves

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 15
(20th Century-Fox)
This release adheres to what appears to be a Fox Movietone habit of
money's
their
customers
the only
giving not
worth
in footage
but in varied topics, well photographed, skillfully edited and produced. Six subjects make up a "world events" section; there is Vyvyan Donner's and
Helen Claire's neatly staged fashions
and
preview ; Lew Lehr's "newsettes"
some thrilling shots of the Yale-Dartmouth and Princeton-Harvard games
to complete the reel.
The world events are led off by
new shots of the fall of Chapei, affording an impressive view of the destruction wrought in the Shanghai
area, and an impressive plea by Mme.
Chiang Kai-Shek for world aid for
China's defense. The journey of the
British royal family from Buckingham Palace for the ceremony of Parliament opening ; electrical displays at
the Paris Exposition ; Mussolini
astride his new Arabian horse, reviewing the Roman police, and studies of
the 40 sets of twins discovered in a
Chicago high school comprise the remainder of this section.
The fashions preview combines a
glimpse of new motor models, being
staged against the background of the
New York Auto Show. Lehr contributes a laugh with his observations of the working of a new seal
feeder at the London Zoo. For sheer
excellence of camera reporting, the
shots of the Yale-Dartmouth game
win the vote of this reviewer.
Running time, 10 mintes. K.

various games provide the desired ac- Williams, president of the M.P.T.O.
tion and have the stuff that pleases au- of Nebraska and Western Iowa.
diences.
Kuykendall arrived a day before he
The rest of the reel offers a fox
hunt in Virginia, the fall of Gijon in- was expected and attended the VariClub Hallowe'en
at day
the
to Spanish insurgent hands, King HoteletyFontenelle.
The party
following
George on his way to open Parliament, he met 27 exhibitors at the Hotel
a display of fur coats on pretty models,
war scenes in Shanghai, Ambassador Loyal.
Under the proposed new setup the
Saito reading a speech in Washington in which he tells the world that board's rulings would call for voluntary acceptances, in this way avoiding
lapan wants peace and Madame the feature
which caused the courts
Chiang Kai-Shek denouncing Japa- to outlaw the old boards.
nese invasion.
"Many exhibitors in the territory
It was a dull weekend as far as
have been working for cooperation
pictorially acceptive news goes.
Running time, 9 mins.
P. and away from litigation," Vvilliams
said, "but they have had little success. The air is getting charged with
Pat he News
dissension between exhibitors and
Vol. 9, No. 30
(RKO)
About 300 exhibitors in eastern
Nebraska and western Iowa would
distributors."
The highlight of this rather routine
number of the Pathe reel are the come under the boards, Williams told
Kuykendall. He expressed the opinion
sharply contrasted speech of Japanese that
exhibitors should stop fighting
Ambassador Hirosi Saito, contending
in Washington that Japan only wants among themselves and start cooperating for their common good.
peace and no territory in China, and
refused to take a stand
war scenes in and around Shanghai, onKuykendall
the question of admission prices,
indicating the terrible price of that
saying it was a local problem.
"peace."
The spectacular finish which en
abled Yale to tie Dartmouth, in their LeBaron
Denies He
football game last week, makes for
Will Leave Para.
snappy newsreel sports material, as
(Continued from page 1)
sisted by the able verbal description
of Clem McCarthy. In the other clips,
production plans. I have been
King George and Queen Elizabeth are future
with Paramount for the last five and
seen riding in the royal coach to the
one-half years and I am in a position
opening of Parliament, which is aver
state that at no time during that
age material ; the arrival on the Queen to
association has Paramount been in a
Mary of Sir Ronald Lindsay, British more successful position.
Ambassador ; Ernest Simpson, former
husband of the Duchess of Windsor
"Today the spirit of everyone connected with Paramount is one of coand Daniel Doherty, national comoperation," he said. "I regret very
mander of the American Legion
straight stuff ; the fight of the Texas much that any rumors about my leaving the company have been printed as
Dep't of Public Health to end ma
facts. It seems too bad that a man
laria, using an entire county as a labo- cannot take a vacation without talk
ratory, which is interesting and well
handled, and Italian motorcycle and of a change starting, and I want to
take this opportunity to point out that
mounted police in a spectacular dem
such reports are not only unfair to
onstration of skill and daring in leap
me but to Paramount. I will be back
ing through burning hoops and over
burning shrubbery, set off with flashes
at my desk next Monday."
of II Duce, glorying in the sight.
Running time, 8 mins.
A ''U" Claims Reel Record

News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 213
(M-G-M)
Shots of the Yale-Dartmouth 9-9
tie furnish some of the best football
scenes thus far this season. The pass
ing and runs were extraordinary and
the light was apparently perfect for
long range photography. The cutting
by relieving the playing with shots of
the crowd and the cheering, with Jean
Paul King's commentary, is excellent.
King is improving on sport subjects
After showing scenes of Japanese Universal News
artillery in streets and bombers at No. 611
work around Shanghai the war <:hots {Universal)
turn to Madame Chiang Kai-Shek.
Two pigskin games, Harvard tack
She is charming as well as an effec- ling
Princeton at Princeton, and Yale
tive speaker. The Japanese side, presented by Ambassador Saito, falls pitted against Dartmouth at New
pretty flat after her talk. Gijon ap- Haven liven up this issue. The two
are humdingers with Graham
parently fell to the in-surgents on a games
McNamee giving a dramatic descrip
rainy day — that is, if the films were tion
of plays.
made the day of the fall.
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek at NanKing George and Queen Elizabeth
king, pleads for a boycott against
ride to the opening of Parliament, but
lapan
for
the latter's undeclared war
audiences won't get hysterical abou^
js one of the few shots where
'his. Ernest Simpson, well known ex- aThis
subject actually speaks in the Uni
husband, strides along the deck of the
Queen Mary while photographers get versal Newsreel. Madame Kai-Shek
busy. He looks something like has a good command of English and
Thomas E. Dewey, but even that is forceful in her simple way.
Rounding out the issue are au
doesn't
make him an interesting news- tumn floods from the overflowing Po
reel subject.
Running time, 9 mins.
J. tomac at Ridgley, Md., police field
day at Rome with Mussolini's men
and hordes going through a daring
Paramount News
series of stunts, the destruction of a
produce building which collapsed and
(Paramount)
killed two in Minneapolis, and th
Football activities over the week- gentle playfulness of a wire-haired
end gives this issue of the reel its terrier and a wide-eyed kitten.
Running time, 9 mins.
O
punch. The spectacular plays of the

Universal claims a record rental
for a newsreel on the Shanghai bombing scenes. The special issue. No.
606, was booked from the San Francisco first runs into the Great China
Theatre on a percentage basis. The
prices charged were from 10 to 40
cents, and Eddie Bonns, short product
manager for Universal, says the rental
for two days was $419.32.
Barney Rose, San Francisco manager, booked the film.
Gandall to Take Three
Uhrichsville O., Nov. 2. — The
State, Ohio and Lincoln, will pass to
the control of Irving Gandall of Chicago, early this month, according to
reliable information. They were
formerly the Charles Weyland houses
and have been operated for the past
year by Edward S. Elgin.

"Navy"

for Criterion

"Hold 'Em Navy" will follow "West
of Shanghai" into the Criterion Saturday. "Music for Madame," the last attraction, garnered about $6,000.
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Billings

i

Radio

of NBC

October

Ask

for

$3,339,739

Duke to Go on Air
The Duke of Windsor will
greet the American public
over the air from Washington
on Friday, Nov. 12, from 7
to 7:15 P. M. over CBS and
NBC.

expenditures
for time
on Advertisers'
NBC in October
were above
the
$3,000,000 mark, totaling $3,339,739,
up 17.2 per cent over September. It
EMILE COTE'S and Myran Rap- marks the 12th thne that NBC has
"Modern ial
will
Choir"
port'scommerc
t had a three million dollar month in
broadcas
render its 500th
company's 11 -year history.
with Saturday's appearance on the theOctober
billings this year were 9.7
"Pet Milk" series over CBS. The per cent below October of last year,
choir, incidentally, is auditioning for which was the highest for any month Smith Resignation
a new network series . . . Monte
the company's history.
Accepted by WLW
Proser, the sly one, now leads off his in Cumulative
billings for the first 10
publicity releases to editors with the
Cincinnati,
Nov. 2. — The resignamonths of this year amounted to $31,tion of Frank M. Smith as general
following: "Not necessarily for publi- 630,854, as against $27,496,632 for
cation— merely for your own enlight- 1936, up 15 per cent.
sales manager of WLW was accepted
enment and edification" . . . Margaret
late today. The resignation was subAnglin and Frank Albertson will be
mitted two weeks ago and is effective
Nestles Signs New Series
among the guests to be presented by
Nestles Milk Products, Inc., has Dec. 1. Reasons for the move have
Ted Hammerstein on the "Music signed with WHN for 52 weeks for not been learned nor has Smith's successor been named. Smith has not
Hall" Nov. 12 . . . Gamba celebrates
a birthday today and is being awarded a daily broadcast of a comedy script, stated the nature of his future plans.
two new NBC sustaining periods . . . "The Mad Hatterfields." The proThe station has appointed Robert C.
gram began this week and is heard
Jennings,
acting general manager of
Lipset's
Walter Cassel, who is Ben
frorn 4:45 to 5 P. M. The broadcast
property, is booked for a Hammer- originates in Cincinnati and comes to WLW and WSAI since the resignastein guest appearance Nov. 15, and
tion of William S. Hedges, to be probeginning Nov. 19, for a week at the WHN via the WLW line. Lord &
gram director at WLW succeeding
Thomas
is
the
agency.
Roxy. Lipset, incidentally, is a sucker
Robert Kenneth, resigned.
for a rib, as Jim Sauter long ago
Davis to Speak Tonight
found out . . .
+
Norman Davis, head of an American
Steel Signed by WMCA
Lucy Monroe has been honored by delegation to the nine-power conferJohannes Steel has been engaged
ence in Brussels, Belgium, will speak for a 13-week series by WMCA as
being selected as vocalist for the official Armistice Day program from over WABC and a CBS nationwide commentator
on world events. He
Arlington Cemetery to be broadcast hookup from Brussels, under an ex- will be heard Tuesdays, Wednesdays
from noon to 1 P. M., Nov. 11 over
clusive CBS arrangement tonight
the networks . . . Herbert & Page, from 6:15 to 6:30. It will be his first and Fridays from 7:45 to 8 P. M.
beginning Nov. 16. Steel was formformerly heard locally over WHN, radio address since arriving in the Post.
erly foreign editor of the New York
have been booked for a two week per- Belgium capital.
sonal appearance stay at the Holland
Add 4 Stations on M-G-M Show
Inn in Cleveland ... J. Vance Babb,
General Foods has ordered an ad"Informer" to Be Broadcast
manager of NBC's press department,
ditional four stations for the M-G-M
is home ailing . . . Maude Adams is to
be interviewed over NBC-Blue Nov. series, making a total of 66 stations,
James Barton, star of "Tobacco
Betty Garde
be fea20 from 9 to 9 :45 P. M. . . . George plus WHN, for the program. The Road," turedand
in a condensed
radiowill
version
of
White yesterday stated that the deal new stations are WFBC, Greenville, "The Informer" over CBS on the
for his radio program had not yet S. C: WSPD, Toledo; KRIA, Corbeen closed. He said it would be a
pus Christi, Tex., and KTHS, Hot "Katerow Smith
from 8 toVariety
9 P. M. Hour" tomormusical revue with story and the in- Springs, Ark.
dication is that it will be broadcast
"Garrick" on "Hotel" Show
over a CBS hookup, if sold . . .
Bobby Breen on Air Tonight
+
Olivia de Havilland and Brian
Bobby Breen will return to CBS
Aherne will present excerpts from the tonight in a one-time appearance on
Pittsburgh Town Pump
Pittsburgh, Nov. 2. — KOV is put- picture "The Great Garrick" on "Hol- the Eddie Cantor show, from 8:30
lywood Hotel" Nov. 12 over CBS.
to 9.
ting on a half-hour university show
every Tuesday night featuring representatives from the three student publications here, Herbert Rackoff of Pitt,
Harry Scoffield of Carnegie Tech
New
Shows
on
the
Air
and Frank Gill of Duquesne. . . .
Stephanie Diamond of the WCAE
dramatic staff has been in bed with
bronchitis for a week. . . . Marion
"Brave New Worlds"
the bloody founding of Santo DoSogg, KDKA actress, is playing the
mingo is traced, beginning with its
"Brave New Worlds," a cavalcade
lead in the Pittsburgh Playhouse's of the Latin Americas, suffered from discovery by Christopher Columbus
production of "The Pursuit of Hap- a bad case of over-acting on the part and the subsequent expedition to its
pines ." . . . Jackie Heller's engage- of the cast in the inaugural airing. shores of the gold-crazed Francisco
ment at the Stanley coincided with A most unfortunate occurrence this, Pizzaro, whose depredations and
the dedication of the WCAE antenna for otherwise the series well merits cruelty led Columbus to exclaim bitso he was one of the featured artists praise and the attention of all listenterly on his death bed: "He is a vulin the celebration. . . . Joe Villella is ers-in. Irving Reis is the director
ture feeding on dead Indian bodies
now handling publicity for KQV.
and we do not question but that this
The ondramatization
Ed Sprague, who joined the sports fine young artist will quickly curb his lying
the beach." went on to trace
announcine staff of WLW a couple of unnecessarily effusive actors. The the careers of the various conquistaweeks ago, has resigned and is back material is sufficiently vivid and needs
dores who, starting from Santo Doin town seeking a new connection. no artificial heightening.
mingo, set out on expeditions that led
Bernie Armstrong, of the KDKA
The birth of the Republic of Santo to the founding of various other
staff, does most of the organ playing Domingo served as the opening ve- Latin American countries, expeditions
in those trailers in the downtown
hicle. Beginning in this modern day, which are to be traced more completely in subsequent broadcasts. The
movie houses . . . It's a girl at the a young idealist is introduced aboard
a ship bound for that island. He is mora! the doctor painted for the
Marx Hartmans. He's the WCAE
announcer.
fleeing from a world torn by war and young idealist, of course, is that all
conquistadores in the end are degreed. A kindly ship's doctor engages
stroyed as a result of their own exthe youngster in conversation, learns
Renew "Signal Carnival"
cesses, a moral which imbues the
Hollywood, Nov. 2. — "Signal Car- the reason for his moodiness and en- youngster with new hope.
deavors todraw a parallel between the
sponsored by over
the 11
Signal
Oil
Co., andnival,"
presented
stations
"Brave New Worlds" is a CBS ofpresent^ day conquistadores and those
of the Pacific coast NBC-Red net- of ancient Spain who founded the
fering, presented in collaboration with
work, has been renewed for 52 weeks, Latin Americas and who were de- the U. S. Office of Education. It is
effective Nov. 14. Logan & Stebbins
stroyed inthe end by their own ruth- broadcast Tuesdays from 10:30 to 11
is the agency.
lessness,
Via the flashback method, P. M.
Banner

Personals
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For

FCC

Permission

2 New

Stations

Washington, Nov. 2.— Applications for two new broadcasting stations, to be located, respectively, in
Hawaii and South Carolina, have
been received by the F. C. C.
In the island possession, the Garden Island Publishing Co., Ltd.,
sought to erect a station at Lihue,
day.
Hawaii, to operate on 1,500 kilocycles
with 100 watts power night, 250 watts
In South Carolina, W. A. Barnette asked approval for a station at
Greenwood to operate daytime only
on 610 kilocycles with 250 watts
power.Sign New KFSD Program
San Diego, Nov. 2.— The U. S.
Grant Appliance Co., has been signed
by John Babcock of KFSD for sponsorship of a 13-week series of shopning gossip programs, effective at
once. Narrated by Edith Bruce and interspersed with transcribed music,
program will be aired Mondays,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 10:45
A.M., P.S.T.
Another feature over the same station, spotted for Sunday evenings, is
titled "Strange Adventures in Strange
Complete Stokowski Deal
Arrangements were completed yesterday for the appearance of LeoLands."
pold Stokowski as conductor of the
bank-sponsored Philadelphia Orchestra series for the broadcasts of Nov.
15, 29 and Dec. 6. This will mark
Stokowski's first appearance at the
helm of the Philadelphia Orchestra
since last spring when he conducted a
sors.
series of programs for the same sponAudition "Headliner" Series
"Meet the Headliners," the series
which is to inaugurate Transradio's
entry into the transcription and program building fields, now is being
auditioned for a selected number of
agencies and advertisers preparatory
to the start of the station sales campaign. Title Old Gold Program
The title for the Old Gold cigarette
series will be "Hollywood Screenscoops," with George McCall serving
as commentator. The series is to begin Nov. 16 at 7:15 P. M. over CBS.
Lennen & Mitchell is the agency.
KFAB-KFOR

Drop Records

Lincoln. Neb., Nov. 2.— KFABWFOR here dropped the World
Broadcasting System wax service on
Nov. 1. In making the move. Station
Manager Reginald B. Martin said it
was unneeded since the links are serviced with two nets, CBS and MBS.
"Quizmaster" on Tonight
"Quizmaster," a new participation
series, will begin over WMCA tonight from 9:45 to 10:15 P. M.,
sponsored by Hilton Clothes. Bacheimer, Dundes and Frank is the
agency.
Arthur Capper Incorporates
Kansas City No. 2. — Arthur
Capper has incorporated his publications and radio stations at Topeka,
under the title Capper Publications,
Inc.
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Seeks

'Heidi"

Gets

Chicago
With

Top

$15,200

"Heidi" at the
Nov.top2.—
Chicago,
t was
attraction in the
Roosevel
Loop last -week. Backed by rave reviews, it grossed $15,200, which was
$4,200 better than average.
The Oriental with "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938," was another
strong attraction, grossing $4,000
better than the $18,000 average. At
"Life Begins at College"
the Apollo,
was
good for $7,300, a nice gross for
a second Loop week. "Counsel for
Crime" was strong with $15,000 at
the State-Lake, $2,000 above average.
The weather was cold and wet the
first part of the week but over the
weekend it was ideal and business
was very good.
Total first run business was $122,300. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Oct. 28:
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-75c
7 days,
2nd week. Stage: Evans Ballet and Revue.
Gross: $28,000. (Average, $32,000)
"LANCFR SPY" (20th-Fox)
GARRICK— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,500)
"WALTER WANGER'S VOGUES OF
1938" (U. A.)
ORIENTAI^(3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $22,000.
(Average, $18 000)
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: "Hollywood
Hotel" Revue. Gross:
$17,800.
(Average, $19,000)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776). 20c-40c-55c, 7
days. Stage: Verne Buck and Revue.
Gross: $15,000. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Oct. 29:
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
(2flth-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,400), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,500)
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $15,200. (Average. $11,000)
"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
(M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-S5c-75c,
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $15,000)

"Lancer
$2,100

Spy"

Gets

at Oklahomff

Oklahoma City, Nov. 2. — "Lancer
Spy" was the only attraction to make
the grade in a dull week. It went $100
over the line on a take of $2,100 at the
Tower.
"Varsity Show" was weak at $4,000
at the Criterion. "Blonde Trouble"
and "Naughty Marietta" took $2,100
in four days at the Liberty. Normal
for seven days is $2,250.
Total first run business was $10,700.
Average is $13,750.
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 30:
"VARSITY SHOW" (W.B.)
CRITERION— (1.700), 10c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average. $4,500)
"BLONDE TROUBLE" (Para.)
"NAUGHTY MARIETTA" (M-G-M)
LIBERTY- (1,500), 10c-20c-25c, 4 days.
Gross: «;2.100. (Average, 7 days, $2,250)
"BREEZING HOME" (Univ.)
"THE LADY ESCAPES" (20th-Fox)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-25c, 3 days.
Gross: $500. (Average, 7 days, $2,250)
"MADAME X" (M-G-M)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-35c-40c, 4 days.
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $5,000)
"LANCER SPY" (20th.Fox)
TOWER — (1,100), 10c-25c-3Sc, 7 days.
Ooss: $2,100. (Average, $2,000)

Guest

List

Variety

Is

Club

Lengthy

Party

(Continued from page 1)
E. Powers. Warners — Gradwell L.
Sears, Charles Rich, Ben Kalmenson,
Norman Moray, Roy Haines, Robert
Smeltzer, Lou Frisch, Al Rinzler,
Joseph Bernhard, Leonard Schlesinger, Carl Leserman. Twentieth
Century-Fox — William Sussman, Jack
Sichelman, Edgar Moss, George Roberts, Isadore Schmertz, Harvey Day.
United Artists — George J. Schaefer,
Bert Stern. Universal — J. R. Grainger, F. J. A. McCarthy, Sig Wittman, Max Cohen. National Screen
Service — Herman Robbins, Sam and
George Dembow.
Also there will be Harry Arthur,
Rip Collins, baseball player; Charles
Margiotti, Attorney General of Pennsylvania; John Royal, vice-president
of NBC; the Schine brothers, Nick
Dipson, Mike Manos, T. W. Carroll,
R. J. O'Donnell from Dallas; Jock
Sutherland, Pittsburgh football coach;
Sidney Lust, Harry Lohmeyer, John
Eberson, W. Ray Johnston, Eddie
Golden and Ben Wilansky, Monogram ;Marc Wolf, Carl Niesse, Eddie Shafton and Moe Horowitz.
The dinner is in honor of John J.
Maloney, local M-G-M manager, who
is resigning as chief barker of the
club with his associate officers. They
include: George D. Tyson, Dr. L. G.
Beinhauer, James G. Balmer, H. G.
Feldman, Harry Kalmine, John H.
Harris, Mike Cullen, Art Levy, Frank

Overseas

Dinner

at the

Now

for

Nov.

Showings

Jobless
14

Ifs Iturbi

Rochester, N.
Nov, 2.—
Now that Jascha Heifetz has
signed a contract to appear
in a film for Samuel Goldwyn, Jose Iturbi, the fiery
Spanish
pianistappears
and specialist in Mozart,
to be
next. Today, he stated he
will make a short if a script
can be worked up. Four years
ago, he revealed, he had a
check in his talented hands
for $35,000, but tore it up because "they wanted me to
kiss young girls and all that

Census

for
Film

(.Continued from page 1)
slated to go to 32,000,000 families,
are to be delivered by mailmen and
subsequently deposited in mail boxes
for classification in Washington. One
thousand prints are being prepared
for the purpose.
President Roosevelt will take to
the air Nov. 14 to discuss the plan.
The three national networks are being lined up by Frank R. Wilson,
former head of M. P. Capital Corp.
and now director of information of
the Census of Unemployed, for a
joint broadcast Nov. 16 when instruction will be given over the air
on the method to be used in filling
out the cards. Wilson is seeking to
obtain Gabriel Heatter to handle the
directions over Mutual, Edwin C.
Hill over CBS and Lowell Thomas
over NBC.

foolishness."
Smith, M. J. Gallagher, Joe Kaufifman, Harry Seed, Dr. A. L Wise and
Dr. M. R. Goldman.

Vaudeville,

Duals

Heavy Newark
Draw
(Continued from page 1)

in addition to double bills. Admissions range from 15 cents for the
Indianapolis, Nov. 2. — The dele- opening at 10 :30 to noon, 25 cents for
gation of Indianapolis Tent No. 10, nings.
Variety Club, to the annual banquet matinees and 40 cents during the eveof the Variety Club in Pittsburgh,
During the first week of vaudeNov. 14, will go via the airways. In
ville, Henry Armetta topped the bill
the party will be Carl Niesse. Chief with six
other acts. The take for the
Barker; V. U. Young, Mannie Marwas $14,000. The followcus, Marc Wolf, Joe Cantor and John sevening days
week a French Riviera unit and
Servaas. They plan to attend the
Pittsburgh-Nebraska football game as 60 people occupied the stage. This
week, the third, Stepin Fetchit is the
headliner. One of the current picwell.
tures is "The Return of Cappy
Indianapolis Group to Fly

Previews

Ritz

{New World — 20th Century-Fox)
London, Oct. 22. — Annabella's third British vehicle for 20th CenturyFox's subsidiary, New World, shows a distinct advance in her mastery of
English, thereby removing the main drawback to the universal acceptance of a star with an original and attractive personality, as well as undoubted beauty. The subject is also exceptionally well costumed — and
de-costumed — showing some reality behind the "best dressed film star"
line they are tying on to Annabella.
The story of "Dinner at the Ritz" is curious stuf¥, but definitely entertaining. Itstarts out almost as tragedy with the murder of a French
financier and the vow of his daughter to bring his murderers to book.
It lapses into comedy when the girl disguises herself as a Spanish countess and an Indian begum, and is instantly recognized by the two young
men in love with her. It finishes as sheer melodrama with a shooting
party on a houseboat on the Thames. What matters is that it interests
all the time and that it is lavishly produced, wi(h attractive Parisian,
Riviera and yacht settings.
Annabella is more nearly the wistfully attractive heroine of her French
films than in either of her earlier British vehicles ; they are learning
how to east her. Supporting her here are David Niven, a debonair U.
S. Government agent camouflaged as a playboy, Paul Lukas as her fiancecriminal, Romney Brent, a detective — a very well played part — and
Francis L. Sullivan, a good villain type.
It looks like audience material, even if the conclusion is a fall down
from the exceptionally promising opening. For the women, Annabella's
dresses are eye-openers.
Running time 76 minutes. "G."
" Allan

When Leventhal and Dow took
over the house, it was originally
planned to put on stock shows. The
idea was discarded for straight double features and finally when this polRicks."
added.icy didn't go over, vaudeville was
New

Skouras

Games

Make
End
Unlikely
(Continued from page 1)
we will do, but the possibility is that
we will put
games."
An RKO
executive saidinthat
the latest
development will most likely force the circuit
to institute either Screeno or Bank
Night in the Long Island city.
Skouras is understood to have
agreed not to reinstate games in certain houses, but added the Roosevelt
to its string playing Screeno because
an independent competitive house was
using games.
Stop Bank Night Charges
Oxford, Miss., Nov. 2. — A petition
for a writ of prohibition entered by
the Ritz Theatre, and Theron Lyles
and Russell Roberts, employes, against
the city of Oxford to stop further
prosecution for conducting Bank Night
has been granted by Circuit Judge
Taylor H. McElroy. The hearing
revolved around the legality of a city
ordinance passed Sept. 15.

Fire Destroys Theatre
or**
"May
Now
BuRGETTSTOWN, Pa., Nov. 2. — The
ayNov. 2. — Charles A. MurMurr
MuNciE,
McVeigh to Warners
ray, native of this city, is now honor- Mary Ann Theatre here, ovimed by
Dominic
and
Anthony
Mungello,
was
Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Blake Mcary mayor. The City Council conVeigh, who some months ago severed
ferred the title on Murray in recogni- completely destroyed by fire last
tion of the "renown he has brought to night. The audience left quietly and connections with Warner studio pubhis boyhood home through his emi- no one was injured. The theatre was
licity department, has returned to the
new last April.
nence in the film world."
department.
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Philadelphia
"Strike''

Pact

YORK, THURSDAY,

Paramount
Delay

Cost

Says
Over

NOVEMBER

Production
$1,500,000

Indianapolis, Nov. 3. — Not only
were the Paramount pictures which
Truth in Adv.?
exhibitors claim were included in last
Gabriel L. Hess, idly studyFormal Vote Is Taken by season's contracts unavailable for reing the menu at the Algonlease by Aug. 1, last, but the producquin one day recently, came
tion delays which made it impossible
UMPTO
Members
across this:
to release them last season cost Para"Sirloin steak for one, $2.25
mount more than $1,500,000 in studio
Philadelphia, Nov. 3. — The "buy- charges, it is asserted in the affidavits
and it isn't worth it."
ers' strike" against Paramount was of company officials filed in U. S.
formally ended today by unanimous District Court here today in connecvote of the U.M.P.T.O. This action
tion with the action of the Gary
followed a week of a so-called "armis- Theatre Co., to obtain a mandatory
tice" during which exhibitors discussed injunction to compel the company to Briskin
Quits
terms of the settlement. It was gen- deliver 10 additional pictures on last
erally agreed that favorable deals
contract.
could be made, but that prices would season's
The affidavits filed today include
At RKO;
Spitz
be higher.
those of Russell Holman, Paramount
dissatisA minority group reported
faction. To protect this group the eastern production head ; Allen Usher,
Assumes
Post
organization set up a conciliation Chicago district sales manager, and
J. Rubens, head of Great States
board of 12 members, four to sit Jules
Theatres.
simultaneously next Monday, WedThe production delays which made
nesday and Friday, to hear complaints
Hollywood, Nov. 3. — S. J. Briskin
delivery
of the pictures in dispute imand seek adjustments with the comresigned today as vice-president in
possible
during
the
release
period
pany.
of production for RKO, to
Aug. 1, and the cost to charge
David Barrist suggested retention ended last
take efifect immediately.
(Continued on page 12)
He will leave the studio as soon as
of the "War Board" in case future
difficulties develop. At the same time
Leo Spitz, RKO president, now on
he tendered his resignation, but the
the coast, is prepared to take over
Film
meeting took his advice on keeping To Consider
temporary charge of production,
the board and refused to accept his
pending selection of a successor to
resignation.
Briskin. The fact that Spitz will asBill Change Today
The meeting was attended by about
sume temporary charge was reported
(.Continued on page 3)
London, Nov. 3. — John Maxwell, exclusively in Motion Picture
head of Associated British Pictures, Daily on Oct. 28, immediately after
today headed the deputation to the Spitz' departure from New York for
Para. Settlement
Board of Trade to present objections the coast.
to the Films Bill as presented in the
F'urther substantiation came yesterHouse of Commons. The group was
day of the Motion Picture Daily
by Court representative of the Cinematograph report, also of Oct. 28, that Briskin
Approved
approximately $150,000 in
Ass'n, the Film Group will receive
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes- Exhibitors'(Continued
(Continued on page 6)
on page 6)
terday approved the settlement for
$2,150,000 in cash and notes of two
actions brought against former officers, directors and associates of
Paramount by the reorganization Hoyts
Aimed
Move
Booking
trustees of the company in 1934.
The settlement formally closes the
Paramount reorganization proceedings
Breakup
Union
Greater
At
as the litigation was the sole remaining matter over which the court and
In a move designed to offset a to work out an arrangement with
Charles D. Hilles, the Paramount
Greater Union for an extension of
{Continued on page 12)
highly competitive situation in Australia with the expiration of a 10-year the 10-year deal. He was unsucpartnership arrangement next month cessful.
Name
Committees
in with Greater Union, Hoyts has made
The Snider & Dean circuit is repa deal with Snider & Dean, formerly
resented byformer legitimate theatres
Federation Campaign the Sir Benjamin Fuller circuit, to in practically every first run situation
Committees of the Motion Picture book and buy product starting Jan. controlled by Greater Union. The
and Theatrical Division for the an
1, it was learned yesterday.
latter company, which has approxinual drive of the Federation for the
mately 60 theatres, is represented by
Walter J. Hutchinson, head of forSupport of Jewish Philanthropical
eign activities for 20th Century-Fox, six first runs in Sydney, including the
Societies were named yesterday at a will arrive from the coast Monday to State ; eight in Melbourne, four of
luncheon meeting at the Piccadilly confer with Sidney R. Kent on the which are operated in association with
interests ; five in Brisbane ; four
Hotel. The division's quota is $200,- Australian situation. He debarked other
from the Monterey in Los Angeles in Adelaide ; four in Tasmania ; three
(Continued on page 12)
last Monday after spending several in Hobart ; two in Launceston ; six in
four of which are in asweeks in Sydney. Two Hoyts' man- New Castle,
sociation with partners.
agers are in town and awaiting HutchRadio — Page 14
Hoyts has about 200 houses, mostly
inson's arrival.
(Continued on page 6)
While in Sydney, Hutchinson tried
Put

in

Effect

TEN

4, 1937

20th-Fox

Delay
On

Will

Action

FWC

Schenck
Right

CENTS

Stock

Says Market Not
for Chase Buy

Negotiations for the purchase of
20th Century-Fox stock held by Chase
National Bank have been delayed indefinitely, Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the film company's board, said
yesterday. The reason, according to
Schenck, is the current stock market
situation.
Schenck feels that the time is not
ripe for making a stock deal. He
also said that he is not concerned with
the new suit filed by William B.
Neblett, attorney for L. Tally and the
Corbar Corp. against F.W.C., reopening litigation involving bankruptcy
proceedings of the coast circuit.
F.W.C. is a subsidiary of National
Theatres, a subsidiary of 20th CenturyFox. Charles Skouras, operating
head of F.W.C, is now in New York
and plans to leave for Los Angeles
in the next few weeks. The complaint of Tally-Corbar alleges that the
lessors lost millions of dollars through
the disaffirming of leases in reorganizing the company. Tally seeks $421,510 and Corbar $419,500.
Schenck

Favors

British-Made

10

Films

Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the 20th Century-Fox board, is in
favor of producing 10 pictures a year
in
England,
he told Motion Picture
Daily
yesterday.
No decision
on theplans
company's
new
British
production
has been
made, Schenck said. A preliminary
discussion on the subject was held by
the board of directors earlier in the
week, but no action will be taken until
(Continued on page 3)

Taxation
To

Be

Hearings

Begun

Today

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 3. — Hearings
preparatory to the writing of the
Revenue Act of 1938 will open tomorrow before a House Ways and
Means sub-committee headed by Representative Vinson of Kentucky.
Treasury officials will appear before the sub-committee in executive
session to discuss the desirability of
(Continued on page 6)
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Kromocolor
Ends

Hearing

in New

Jersey

Mills' Landslide

E. C. Mills, chairman of the
administrative committee of
Paterson, Nov. 3. — Vice-Chancellor Vivian M. Lewis today ended the
Ascap, was elected justice of
hearing on the application by Joseph
the peace of Shelter Island,
Vol. 42
November 4. 1937 No. 107 O'Donnell to rescind a bid of $105,000
his home locality, polling 912
out of a total of 980 votes
for the Kromocolor Laboratory, Paracast in the island election
mus, and to have his deposit of
Martin Quigley
$21,000 returned to him. At the same
Tuesday. Mills, who is also
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
fire commissioner, declared
time, a counter petition by the reMAURICE KANN, Editor
ceivers of the laboratory declaring
that he would contribute the
J. M. JERAULD, Mananinp Editor
fees he collects as justice of
that O'Donnell had no right to rescind
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager the bid and if he did not go through
ment.
the peace to the fire departwith the deal should default the dePublished daily except Sunday and
posit also was heard.
holidayspany, Inc..
by Martin
Quigley Quigley.
Publishing
Compresident,
A decision is expected shortly.
Lolvin
Brown,
vice-president
and
Treasurer.
William Krimsky, co-receiver for Court today to vacate a notice for
Publication
1270 Sixth
Ave- tory.
Kromocolor, represented the labora- examination before trial of Sol
nue at Kockefeller
Center, Oflice:
New York.
Telephone
Circle 7-31U0. Cable address: "Quigpubco, New
Trauner and Nat Cohn in connection
York." All contents copyrighted 1937 by Quigley
Publishing Company, Inc. Address all correspondwith the suit brought by Rock Beach,
ence to the
NewMOTIONYork
Office. Other
QuigleyBETTEB
publiSues Pathe Film Corp.
cations:
PICTURE
HEKALD.
Inc., against Columbia, Paramount,
THEATRES.
AL DIA,
INTERNAUniversal, RKO, United Artists and
TIONALTEATRO
MOTION PICTURE
ALMANAC
and
J.
F.
O'Keefe,
as
assignee
of
Zasu
FA.VlE.
Pitts, filed a suit in N. Y. Supreme the Century Circuit, Inc. Columbia
HOLLYWOOD:
Postal Union Life Building.
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall, Manager. Court yesterday for $5,940 and inter- insists that the examination desired
est against Pathe Film Corp. and should take place at the trial rather
CHICAGO:
jManager. 624 S. Michigan Ave.; C. B. O'Neill,
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F. Pathe Studios, Inc. A judgment was than before. Rock Beach is suing for
Linz. Representative.
AMSTERDAAI: 87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schapp, recovered for that amount in the an alleged "conspiracy" as a result of
Superior Court but re- which the Gem Theatre in Far RockBERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2, Berlin W. 35; Joachim Los Angeles
mained unpaid.
K. Rutenberg. Representative.
away allegedly did not receive pictures
BUDAPEST:
3 Kaplar-u. Budapest II; Kndre
O'Keefe alleges that Miss Pitts in 1936 until after one week's clearHevesi. Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949; N. Bruski, was hired by Pathe Studios in May,
ancein from
the Century's
Representative.
atre
Cedarhurst,
L. I. Central TheCOPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther, 1930, and that damages amounting to
Representative.
$5,000
were
promised
if
she
was
not
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio,
assigned to a picture before the end
Representative.
Dismisses Caruthers Suit
LONDON: 4 Golden Square, W. 1: Bruce Allan,
Representative. Cable address, Quigpubco, London. assets
of the ofyear.
claimed
Pathe O'Keefe
Studios were
soldthat
to
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Building, 191
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt. Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart, RKO without notice to creditors and yesterday formally dismissed the $1,
Kepreseniative.
the sale was "fraudulent." He 000,000 plagiarism suit of Allan CarMONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Rep- that
uthers against RKO and awarded the
resentative.
will ask Justice Salvatore Cotillo toMO.SCOW:
Petrovskl
Per
8;
Beatrice
Stern,
Bepdefendant
$61 in costs. Caruthers
day
for
judgment
because
of
alleged
resentative.
default by the defendant, while Pathe claimed infringement of his play "The
PARIS:
29
Rue
Marsoulan;
Pierre
Autre,
Beprcsentative.
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf. will cross move for a dismissal of Sooners," in "Cimarron."
Representative.
portions of his complaint.
RIO DE JANEIRO: Calxa Postal 3558: L. S.
Marinho, Representative.
ROME:
Via Lovanio I; Vittorio Malpassutl, RepDelay Guild Pact Signing
Adds Company to Action
resentative.
SANTIAGO
de
CHILE:
Casilla
13300;
A.
WeissEducational's signing of the Dram
Henry Rose, a writer, was granted
mann. Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41. Capital Theatre Build- permission by Federal Judge John W. atists Guild contract, scheduled for
ing,
142
Museum
Road;
J.
P.
Koehler,
RepClancy in the U. S. District Court yesterday, has been delayed due to the
resentative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan
36;
Ragnar
AUbcrg,
yesterday
to bring in the M-G-M Corp. necessity for referring additional
Representative.
as
an
additional
defendant in his in- questions to the guild's Hollywood
TOKYO:
880 Sasazuka.
Ichikawa-shi, Chiba-Ken;
office for clarification. Indications
H. Tominaga,
Representative.
fringement suit against the M-G-M now are that the contract will not be
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse, 54 Vienna VIJ: Hans
Lorant. Representative.
Pictures
Corp.,
M-G-M
Distributing
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1926,
signed before Saturday or early next
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y., under Corp., Loew's, Inc., Culver Export week.
Act of March 3. 1879. ■
Corp.
and
Frank
Dolan.
Rose
claims
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas,
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
infringement of his story, "Burro,
Cinema Strike Ends
Burro" in the picture "Man of the
People." He stated that recently he
The 54strike
of five
Service
Employes'
discovered that the Metro-Goldwyn- Local
''Souls/' Meroff Get
against
houses
of the
Mayer Corp. registered the copyright Cinema Circuit — New Amsterdam,
$103,000 in 3 Weeks
for "Man of the People" and that the Harris, George M. Cohan, Prospect,
"Souls at Sea," Benny Merofif and corporation was a necessary defendant. Bronx, and Astor, Brooklyn, which
his band and Jane Froman on the
started Tuesday was settled yesterday.
stage finished a three-week run at the
Would Vacate Quiz Motion
Union members were granted a 25
Paramount with a tally of $103,000.
Columbia will ask Justice Isidore per cent increase, a closed shop and
The first week ended with $43,000, the
Wasservogel in the N. Y. Supreme six-day week.
second, $35,000 ; the third, $25,000.
At the Capitol, "Double Wedding"
last night concluded a two-week engagement. The take for seven days
Writers^ Guild, Producers
was about $25,000. "The Great
May
Garrick"
took
in
approximately
$15,000 in the second week at the Rivoli
Court
to Supreme
Take Dispute
and was replaced yesterday by
Hollywood, Nov. 3.— Indications are that the Screen Writers'
"Lancer Spy." "52nd Street" will
Guild and the producers named in the recent Regional Labor
follow "Lancer Spy." About $10,000
Relations Board hearing will carry the matter of Wagner Act
was garnered by "Alcatraz Island"
jurisdiction to the U. S. Supreme Court. This was seen in the
in the second week at the Strand.
failure to set dates for other regional labor board petitions filed
The 11th week of "The Life of Emile
by
the Screen Directors' Guild and three other film talent groups.
Zola" tallied about $8,000. "Atlantic
No other film industry case will be heard here, it is apparent,
Flight" at the Globe got $1,500 in
until the Supreme Court decides the question of jurisdiction.
four days and "The Westland Case"
It was understood that in the event of unfavorable decision by
finished with $7,500 at the Rialto.
the national board against either the Guild or the producers,
each will make every effort to carry the case to the highest
"52nd St." Starts Big
tribunal. Trial Examiner William R. Ringer has forwarded to
William SPORT, Pa., Nov. 3. — The
Washington the complete file of the hearing, along with his inRialto got off to a good start yesterformal recommendations. The avenue for appeal from the national
board decision is the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting at
day with the opening of "52nd Street."
The take for the day was $1,075. The
San Francisco. From there, the case may be carried directly to
figure was better by $100 than any
the Supreme Court.
previous mid-week opening in three
vears.
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TOSEPH M. SCHENCK, David
»J Bernstein, Leopold Friedman and
Walter Reade met in the Loew
Building lobby yesterday afternoon.
ScHENCK was on his way out of - the
building after conferring with his
brother Nicholas M., while the
other three film men were on their
way up.
•
Dave Chatkin has challenged
Rube Jackter to a round of golf
Sunday at the Mountview Country
Club, New York City, N. Y. The
course and club were formerly owned
by Adolph Zukor.•
Henry Armetta last night left for
the coast to report on the M-G-M lot.
He will return next month to resume
personal appearances in the east. F.
& M. is handling the bookings.
•
Sam Wood, who has been making
a number of scenes in Annapolis for
"Navy Blue and Gold," will sail
Saturday for the coast on the Santa
Elena.
•
Charles
De
Grandcourt, coauthor
of
"Victoria
will
discuss films at the the
BookGreat,"
and Play
Luncheon at the Biltmore today.
•
Judy and Anne Canova, who have
roles in Paramount's "Thrill of a
Lifetime," are back on the coast follov\'ing their vacations here.
•
Jack L. Warner will leave for
Hollywood today. He had planned to
remain in New York longer, but cut
the stay short.
•
Chelle will
Janis,notmanager
Loewr's
Ziegfeld,
retire of
from
the
post tomorrow as originally planned.
•
Herman Bernie left for the Middle West yesterday on deals for
Dick Stabile and Gracie Barrie.
•
Lawrence Schwab, M-G-M producer, will leave tonight for Tucson,
Ariz., by plane.
•
W. C. Fields is planning a trip to
New York and to Palm Springs, Fla.,
not Calif.
•
Harry C. Arthur will leave tomorrow by plane for St. Louis.
. . . Pittsburgh
Dick Stabile and Gracie Barrie
will be married here some time next
month.
Harry Feinstein is going to South
Bend for the Pitt-Notre Dame game.
Al Golden has left to New York
to work with Milt Gross on revisions
in Aleen
their new
play, "Men
Dogs."reWetstein
, whothe was
cently addedintoHollywood,
Columbia's continues
scenario
department
to contribute her daily column, "One
Girl Chorus," to the Press.

Dietrich

Delays

Trip

Paris, Nov. 3. — Marlene Dietrich
has cancelled her reservation on the
Normandie
of
grippe. because of a light attack
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At the close of the month, the report showed, Newton held 2,813 shares
of second preferred and Griffis 1,000
shares of first and 1,000 shares of
second preferred.
The S.E.C. also reported further
progress by the Chase National Bank
in disposing of 20th Century-Fox
stock held under escrow agreement,
selling 2,284 shares of common and
4,568 of preferred during September.
At the close of the month the bank
still held 343,448 shares of common
and 687,096 shares of preferred.
In Grand National Films, Kirk W.
Todd, director, Pittsburgh, Pa., reported disposition of 1,100 shares of
common, of which he still held 15,100
shares at the close of the month,
while in Monogram Pictures, Sol A.
Rosenblatt, director. New York, reported disposition of options for 9,765
shares of common, of which he held
II, 228 at the close of the month together with 1,000 shares of common
stock.
Loew's, Inc., increased its holdings
in Loew's Boston Theatres to 97,754
shares by the acquisition of 132 shares
in September, while in Loew's, Inc.,
Sam Katz, officer, Culver City, Cal.,
disposed of 400 shares of common, of
which he held 100 shares at the close
of the month, while Charles C. Moskowitz, director, New York, acquired
100 shares, giving him 1,000 shares.
Trans-Lux Active

Pact

PREVIEW

Debentures

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Nov. 3. — Disposition by Stanton Griffis and Maurice
Newton, directors, of 137,000 Paramount 3% per cent convertible debentures held indirectly, 42,000 by
Griffis through Hemphill, Noyes &
Co., and 95,000 by Newton through
Hallgarten & Co., wiping out their
holdings in those securities, featured
August and September transactions
of film company officials in the stocks
of their corporations, according to
the semi-monthly summary of the
S.E.C., made public today.
The transactions occurred in
August, in which month also Newton,
through Hallgarten & Co., disposed
of 200 six per cent convertible first
preferred stock through conversion
and acquired in the same manner
I, 400 shares of common, of which he
also disposed.
Newton Total 2,813

"Strike"

Put
The Love Life of a Gorilla*'
(Jewel)
Hollywood^ Nov. 3. — This is a travelogue of the jungle areas o^:
Africa, the hairy areas of gorillas and the naked areas of native
women, under the lurid title, "The Love Life of a Gorilla," and depends, for any draw it might possibly have, upon the title and its presumed lascivious connotation. The sparse credits displayed say that
Samuel Cummins and Raymond Lewis assembled and edited the film
based on the results of several expeditions, including that of "Col
Hubert Winstead, F.A.A." The narrator fails to define clearly in what
jungle the film was taken, mentioning "the Sudan" once, and giving
as the base for the safari's operation, Mambuti, the location of which a
competent encyclopedia fails to divulge.
After spending about 45 minutes traveling about the veldt and show
the capture of various wild animals, the expedition arrives in the "land
of the big gorillas." The narrator leads the audience to believe that the
natives, to prevent the gorilla band from attacking the village, periodically offer a native woman to the apes as a mate. Scenes of a woman
being carried by one of the large animals and of women and a child
rooting about in the bush for food while gorillas, supposedly, watch over
them, are thrown in to attempt to show the theme of the picture — the
cohabitation of human with animal, a theme obviously unsuitable for a
theatre to which the public has entree. Mammalary exposure is recurrent.
If the statements made by the narrator concerning the habits of the
gorillas and the natives are true, Cummins, the guiding genius of Jewel
Prod., could do science a possible service by giving the film to institu
tions, such as museums, and to savants studying anthropology, instead of
pandering to the gullible via the box-office. It has no proper place in
the entertainment field.
Reviewed without production code seal.

Running time, 80 minutes. "A."

in

Effect

(Continued from pape 1)
100 exhibitors. The motion to end
the "strike" was made by William
Butler and was seconded by Harry
Perlman.
As reported earlier, the same basic
provisions which were established between Paramount and the Philadelphia
exhibitors for the settlement of the
"buyers' strike" there are being made
available for settlements in other
"strike" territories. These are Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Indiana, Ohio,
Boston and Los Angeles.
Under the settlement Paramount
agrees to abandon its demand for the
right to inspect the books of theatres
playing its pictures on percentage.
The company will not adhere to a
fixed sales policy but will make new
season deals on either flat rental or
percentage terms. A cancellation
privilege will be accorded in clearing
up unplayed
on of
lastthese
season's
contracts
and pictures
the terms
arrangements as well as new contract
terms will be subject to individual
negotiation between the distributor
and its customers.
Indications are that acceptance of
the settlement terms will be general in
the affected areas within the next few
weeks.

Schenck

Favors

10

"Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo"
British-Made
Films
{20th Century-Fox)
{Continued
from
page
1)
Hollywood, Nov. 3. — So many "Charlie Chans" have been made that
it must appear to the initiated, or uninitiated, that only the utmost in the board is sounded
out fully on the
ingenious production makes it possible for succeeding episodes to carry
a spirit of newness and difference. Yet for practical exhibition and
The general belief is that the comproposal.
pany is awaiting the new quota act
entertainment purposes "Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo" might just as
well have been the first one ever made. Of course, the enduring Warner before a definite decision is reached.
Oland has the title role. Keye Luke and others who have appeared in
Robert T. Kane, production head
of
New World, 20th Century-Fox
earlier stories are again present. The plot, that is, as far as "Chan's" subsidiary,
is now producing from
participation goes, is about the same — his solving a baffling, complicated, four to
five a year in England. The
suspenseful murder mystery.
of these films are designed
Where this one differs, is that it has more comedy, which Oland, Luke majority
for international release.
and Harold Huber, who came into the series in "Charlie Chan On
Schenck said he plans to remain liere
Broadway," mainly provide. It has more melodrama, in which the several weeks before returning to the
above named trio, Virginia Field, Sidnej^ Blackmer, Kay Linaker and a coast. Lew Wertheimer, his executive assistant, also is in town. He
promising newcomer, Edward Raquello, are the focal points. Its production merit, and that includes story content, dialogue, action, charac- accompanied Schenck from the coast.
terization, backgrounds, settings and technical novelties, are of high
caliber.
Mo. Revenue $1,863,809
The cleverly concealed plot is equally cleverly developed. Oland and
Jefferson City, Mo., Nov. 3.—
Luke are holidaying at Monte Carlo. In asides, suggestions that some- Missouri state sales tax collections
thing sinister will occur are introduced. Hitch-hiking, the pair come for October totaled $1,863,809, a gain
upon a dead man in a wrecked car. Then the film plunges into its plot. of $102,139 compared with September
The lives of several people are tangled up in the disappearance of a when collections amounted to $1,761,fortune in bonds. As dramatic suspense, compensated by comedy, holds 670, according to statistics compiled
by G. H. Bates, supervisor of adminsway, the denouement is brought about in compact and tense fashion.
istration of the sales tax law in the
Although about half the dialogue is in French, the narration is as office of State Auditor Forrest Smith.
understandable as though all was in English. Rather than becoming a In October, 1936, under the old one
handicap, this twist serves to intensify interest in the story. It is likely per cent law the tax collections
the film will be regarded by many as the best of the series.
amounted to_ only $964,297. The three
Much credit for the film redounds to Robert Ellis and Helen Logan, per cent discount allowed to merchants for making payments promptly
who wrote the original, and to Charles Belden and Jerry Cady, who
totaled
$47,000.
adapted, as well as to Eugene Ford, who directed.

The only other transactions reported were in Trans-Lux Corp.,
Robert L. Gordon, director. New
York, acquiring 500 shares of common to bring his holdings to 900
shares, and Arthur C. Payne, officer.
New York, acquiring 300 shares of
common to give him a total of 1,803
shares.
Reports on the holdings of equity
securities by men becoming officers
or directors of corporations showed
that Aaron Rosenthal, Los Angeles,
becoming an officer in Grand Naminutes. "G."
Running time, 65 (Additional
Reviews on Page 6)
tional Films on July 1, last, held no
equity securities at that time.
Holdings of officers and directors 10, W. Ray Johnston, New York, common, while Scott R. Dunlap,
of corporations upon the eflfective held 62,383 shares of common and Hollywood, and William R. Stewart,
date of their registrations showed that options for 89,054 shares, and Joseph Herschel Stuart and M. S. White,
in Monogram Pictures, registration A. Sisto, New York, through J. A. all of New York, held no equity
of which became effective September Sisto & Co., held 2,267 shares of securities.

Loeiv Meeting Routine
No dividend action was taken at the
Loew's board meeting yesterday. The
session was routine, according to an
executive of the company. It was explained that action on the common
dividend is not due at this time.
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^Em

Barriers

with government service is offered in "Blazing Barriers." This time it
IS the Civilian Conservation Corps. The film manages to find room for
entertainment, romance and adventure set against pleasant scenery and
may also be viewed as New Deal propaganda. It should fit in well on
duals.

Frank Coghlan, Jr., and Edward Arnold, Jr., make a getaway from a
robbery into which they were enticed by their frequenting of a poolroom
and their contact with the sordid side of life in a big city. Their escape
on a freight train lands them far out in the country. They meet Guy
Bates Post and his vaudeville partner who feed them and keep them
overnight. The following day they decide to join the C.C.C. Young
Coghlan and the discipline of the camp do not hit it off. Arnold fares
oetter. After a few brushes with the better element, Coghlan learns to
toe the line. On his first leave he meets Florine McKinney, daughter
of Herbert Corthell, the local sheriff. Coghlan applies for a forest
ranger position and gets it. Meanwhile an officer is killed and suspicion
points to Coghlan. iViiss McKinney hides him in a mountain cabin. A
iorest fire sets off the climax and, in the ensuing excitement, Arnold is
Taxation Hearings
latally injured by falling timber while attempting to rescue Miss
McKinney and Coghlan. The conclusion has Coghlan a new character
with a wholesome outlook on life with Miss McKinney. Taps are
To Be Begun Today
sounded for the heroic Arnold.
{Continued from page 1)
The story is by Edwin C. Parsons. Aubrey Scotto directed. The
changes in a number of existing taxes,
including the undistributed profits supporting players include Irene Franklin, Addison Randall and Millevy and the capital gains tax. It is burn Stone.
expected also that the views of the
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Treasury will be asked as to making
the admission and other nuisance taxes
permanent.
The Return of Maxim
While it is not expected any reduction will be made in the aggregate
(Amkino)
tax load, Administration officials toOnce again the state-controlled Russian producers raise and vigor
night were seen as hopeful that new
taxes could be avoided, in line with ously wave the flag of the embattled workers pleading — and fighting—
President Roosevelt's belief that next for their rights, this time against the Czarist regime. The film, pro
year'sout budget
be balanced with- duced by Lenfilm, has moments of sweep and power, rises to emotional
additional could
taxation.
crisis, and withal, despite unusual length, contrives to maintain an at
tention-holding pace. But be that as it may, the picture still is out-andout propaganda, rather preaching a cause than telling a story of a fight
Dictaphone to Pay $2
The Dictaphone Corp. has voted a for an ideal.
$2 a share dividend on the common
That the film's preachment is telling, for those who are inclined to
payable Dec. 1. A payment of $1.50 listen, was indicated in the spontaneous applause with which certain
was made on Sept. 1.
dialogue passages, translated in subtitle, were greeted by the audience
Wall

Street

Losses Hit Board Again

Net
High Low Close Change
18 171^ 17'/4 — Vs
3054 30 30H -|- i\
2Ji 2
2 — Vs
9
S'A
S^i — Vz
167J4 161 161 —8
163 163 163
15 1334 14 -1
87 83 83 —
63Ji 59 5954 -^54
15% 14 W/s —IVs
110 lOO'A 10454 —6?^
14 1254 13^^ — %
714 6}4 6^—54
6
5
SVs. —1
2454 2354 2354 —1%
35 34 34 —2
9
S-A
m —Vs
Off V/i Points
Net
Open High Low Close Cheuige
G. N
IV,
m
V/s — 54
Sonotone ... M
V/s
Ui
Ws — 54
Technicolor . 2054 2054 1954 1954 —15^
Trans-Lux ...» 3
3
3 — Ye
Univ. Corp.. 25^ 25i
2
2—54
Bonds on Decline
Net
High Low Close Change
Loew 3i/'S '46
99
9854 9834 — Vs
Para. Bway 3s '55.. 6354 635^ 6351 -f Vi
Para. Pict. 63 '55.. 9854 98^2 9854
Para. Pict. '47
80
78
78 —2
R. K. O. 6s '41.... 100
100
100 —2
W. B. 6s '39
8454 8454 8454 — 54
(Quotations at close of Nov. 3.)
Open
Columbia
. . 18
Col. pfd
30
Consolidated
254
Cons. pfd. . . 9
E. K
167
E. K., pfd... 163
G. T. E
15
K.A.O., pfd.. 87
Loew
63%
Para
15
Para. 1 ....108
Para. 2 .... 14
Pathe
754
R. K. 0
6
20th Fox .... 2454
Univ., pfd. . . 35
W. B
9
Technicolor

Film
Today

Over

The reliable formula of the rehabilitation of an individual by contact
{Continued from page 1)
settlement of his contract. At that
time it was said that Briskin had been
working under a temporary agreement and had never signed the threeyear contract he was widely reported
to have concluded some time ago.
Briskin was head of RKO production
for about two years.
Neither Briskm nor other executives
of RKO could be reached by phone today for statements.
Frank Vincent of the Edington &
Vincent agency stated that there is no
foundation to the report that his oras a production unit.ganization will join RKO

Consider

at New York's film home of Soviet sympathizers, the Cameo. That the
film contains too much of propaganda for the run of Americans is also
evident. Likewise, the inherent characteristic of the Russian, as seen
in these films, at least, to gesture in exaggerated fashion, and shout his
lines, probably will be little less than annoying to the American audi
ence.

(Continued from page 1)
of the Federation of British Induszations.tries, and six film workers' organiEustace Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade, received the deputation and will deal specifically with
all points raised at the second reading and debate on the matter, scheduled for the Commons tomorrow.
The measure has been in committee
since its first reading.
Informed quarters have expressed
the belief that the deputation was
very well pleased with the reception they received. They expect concessions in the nature of provision
for the suggested appeal committee
over the advisory committee at present provided in the bill, and an intensification of British labor safeguards, as well as a possible modification of the double quota provisions.
The C.E.A. has sent copies of a
pamphlet to all members of Parliament, stressing the need of two major
amendments to the measure, one
establishing a viewing committee to
give
effecttest
to the
demand for
a quality
for C.E.A.'s
quota determination,
and the other for a Government films
commission as suggested in the original report of the Moyne committee.
Tomorrow's debate is expected to
open tionthe
fight
legislaat thegeneral
opening
of on
the the
committee
stage of the measure's consideration.
Hoyts Move
Aimed
At Greater Union
(Continued from page 1)
suburban situations, and few first runs.
Among the first runs are the Regent,
Sydney, and Regent, Melbourne.
Product deals for Hoyts were concluded by Charles Munro, managing
director, when he visited here several
months ago. At that time Stanley S.
Crick, 20th Century-Fox exchange
head for Australia, also was on the
local scene. Munro also made arrangements for vaudeville acts during
his stay here.
Greater Union is not expected to
experience any difficulty in securing
product despite the disassociation with
20th Century-Fox interests.

Boris Chirkov plays the title role in this sequel to "The Youth of
Maxim," and in this case, in a setting immediately prior to Russia's
entry into the World War, are pictured the political fomentation of
Winthrop Ames Dies
strikes, the undercover methods of rousing the workers to revolt, and
Boston,
Nov. 3. — Winthrop Ames,
the street fighting between workers and Cossacks, culminating in efforts
well
known
stage producer, who reto persuade the soldiers to keep their guns — for future use.
tired from activity in 1929, died here
today from pneumonia. Memorial
Running time, 100 minutes. "A."
services will be held at the Church
of
Transfiguration, New York,
on the
Sunday.
''Doomed at Sundown"
Ames was active in 1927 in a move
(Republic)
to clean up the New York stage.
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 3. — Bob Steele, plains country prankster, turns After graduating from Harvard and
serious in the first seven minutes of "Doomed at Sundown" and is sent doing publicity work in 1904 Ames
on a manhunt for the knifer who has killed his father. Steele westerns became manager of the Castle Square.
seem to be handily received at the box-office and this one will keep faith From 1908 to 1911 he was director
with his fans.
of the New Theatre, New York.
Later he was director of the Booth
There's considerable action, a few fights, and some gunplay. Inci- and Little Theatres.
dentally, there's a spark of romance, Steele and Lorraine Hayes figuring.
The setting is in mountainous country.
Anatole Litvak to Sail
Besides Steele and Miss Hayes, the cast names are Earl Dwire, a
border toughie, and Warner Richmond, leader of a rustling ring. Dwire
Hollywood, Nov. 3. — Anatole Litvak will leave Hollywood soon to
will make the kids shiver.
board the Normandie Nov. 24 in New
The picture will fit in well with a weekend date. It's an A. W. York, to visit England and France.
Hackel production, directed by Sam Newfield.
Upon his return he will direct "The
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."
Amazingners. Dr.
at WarRobert CHtterhouse,"
Lord will produce.
(Additional Reviews on Page 9)
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The I.T.O.A. is still hopeful that
games and giveaways will be discontinued in the local area and the organization ison record that it will
fight to accomplish this, Harry
Brandt, president, told members yesterday at the regular meeting at the
Aster.
Negotiations are continuing with
major circuits to drop the practice
and efforts along these lines will not
cease, he said. RKO is said to be
responsible for the failure of the move
in Flatbush, it was stated after the
meeting. The circuit had agreed to
abandon games in the Kenmore, but
later changed its decision, contending that partners in the theatre refused to eliminate the policy unless
it applied to the entire circuit.
Product buys were discussed at
length with the general opinion being that independent exhibitors are
not rushing to make new deals and
have sufficient bookings to midDecember.
The annual Movie Ball will be held
at the Astor, April 2. David Weinstock is chairman on arrangements
with Maurice Fleischman, chairman
of the program committee.
Wisconsin

PICTURE

Looking

'Em

Red

Over

Some Blondes Are Dangerous
( Universal)
The dumb pugilist and his affairs with the fair-haired members of
the opposite sex, a perennial, is: offered in "Some Blondes Are Dangerous," with a number of variations to give it a refreshing air. The
hero of the piece, portrayed by Noah Beery, Jr., is a naive Joe Palooka
type. In fact he has all the mannerisms of the cartoon character. Willian Gargan is effective as the ring marvel's manager and Nan Grey and
Dorothea Kent are the ■vg)men in his life. The leads* enact their roles
easily and competently. '
Young Beery is brought from a picnic match, sponsored by the department store where he works with Gargan, to middleweight champion. He is entirely oblivious of the real affection Miss Grey shows
for him. Instead he takes up with Miss Kent, an actress with a number
of shady companions. Miss Kent maneuvers him into marriage and,
with her two-timing, to the ultimate loss of his title to a fighter Gargan
had taken an interest in. Finally Beery is left alone in his dressing
room, beaten both in the ring and in love. Miss Grey, now a buyer for
the store, throws up a trip to Paris and a fine job, goes to Beery, and
the "Iron Man" finally sees the light in her eyes.
The dialogue is racy and sounds like the real stuff. The story loses
no time in getting down to essentials and manages to keep up interest.
It was directed b)' Milton Carruth from a screenplay by Lester Cole.

Running time, 64 minutes. "G."

I.T.P,A.

Overseas
Previews
Calls for Film Laws
Milwaukee, Nov. 3.— The Wisconsin I.TP.A., meeting in convention
at the Hotel Schroeder here today,
endorsed the suggestion of Abram F. '^Paradise for Two"
Myers calling for Federal legislation {London-United Artists)
London, Oct. 27. — Patricia Ellis and Jack Hulbert in a very merry
in the form of a "Guffey Act" and
voted to send representatives to Wash- story, against Parisian backgrounds with the original twist that a chorus
ington during the special session to girl, who has exploited a purely imaginary liaison with a millionaire,
work for passage of the Hobbs reso- takes the rich guy for a reporter and persuades him to impersonate
lution. Itwas also voted to seek from himself, in order to kid her manager that she has a backer for the
Walter J. Wiens, local Paramount show. Sounds confusing, and is, and the confusion, on the screen, is
manager, the Philadelphia "strike" more than a little amusing.
peace plan for Wisconsin exhibitors
Miss Ellis was worth bringing from Hollywood for her role ; she sings
with a promise that no current Paramount product will be purchased by the "Kiss Me Goodnight" number very pleasingly. Jack Hulbert is very
members unless the plan is made avail- British, but understandable, and he can also sing — and dance. There
able to state exhibitors.
is plenty of comedy and a finale of the first night of the millionairePlans for the revision of the asso- backed show is well put over.
ciation's constitution and election of
Running time, 75 minutes. "G."
Allan
officers will be taken up at another annual convention to be held between
Takes Over Hub House
Jan. 10 and 20 of next year.
Sound Men Coming East
Opposition to producer-sponsored
Boston, Nov. 3. — Moe Boranco,
A crew of studio sound technicians
radio programs was also voted.
will come east in a few days to install Grand Theatres, Inc., executive, has
arrived here to manage the Hub,
special sound equipment in the Astor downtown
first run of the circuit.
KMTA Meets Today
Theatre for the opening of "The Hur- Hal Winston, who opened the theatre
Kansas City, Nov. 3.— The board
ricane" Nov. 9. The equipment is
of directors of the K.M.T.A. will meet required by the wind and storm effects a few weeks ago together with his
brother, Al Winston, has gone to the
here tomorrow. John Stapel, presi- used in the picture.
Grand house in Stanford, Conn. The
dent, will preside. Ed Kuykendall is
scheduled to attend.
Hub is showing Grand National and
Warners Promote Hogan other independent first-runs.
"Mike," Hogan, formerly traveling
Iowa Allied to Convene
auditor, has been promoted to office
To Use Brewster Color
Iowa Falls, la., Nov. 3. — Allied of manager of the Warner exchange in
Nebraska and Iowa will hold its an- Kansas City. He succeeds C. F. McBud Pollard has been signed to
nual convention here tomorrow. The Bride, who will join another company. direct the series of shorts which will
sessions will be at the Chamber of
introduce a new three-color process
called Brewster Color. The first
Commerce, E. O. Ellsworth and W.
Midland
Deal
for
Year
A. Middleton, exhibitors, will be the
will go into work at the Biograph
hosts.
The tentative deal between Loew's Studio tomorrow. The process was
and Midland Investment Co. of Kan- developed by P. D. Brewster, president of Brewster Film Laboratories
sas City on the operation of the MidWanger Ampa Guest
land is for one year, an executive of in Newark.
Walter Wanger, U. A. producer, will
stated yesterday. On Oct. 28,
be the guest of honor at the Ampa aLoew's
10-year lease expired.
luncheon today at the International
Cooper Spots Get Shows
Casino. Three acts which appear
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 3. — Louis J.
Finske, division manager of the J.
in "S2nd Street" will entertain. They
Sets
"Barrier
Week"
are Jack White, Rocco and Salters
Seattle, Nov. 3. — Governor Clar- H. Cooper Enterprises, has arranged
and Georgie Tapps. Hal Home will
ence D. Martin has issued a proclama- Wilbur Cushman vaudeville time for
be master of ceremonies for this part
tion designating the week starting the Orpheum here starting Nov. 5.
of the program. M. Zenn Kaufman Friday as "The Barrier Week." Para- Other towns on the route are : Pueblo,
will talk on sales contests and show- Friday.
mount's "The Barrier," will open here Colorado Springs, Greeley, and the
manship.
Warner, Oklahoma City.

Walking

(Vitaphone)
Another of those excellent color
cartoons that burlesque the classics
and manage to do it very well, too.
Here the familiar story is streamlined
and in a manner debunked. The chief
character offers many asides which
prove highly
d" humorous as does the
oothe
hero Hof
piece who remains disguised until the comical conclusion.
Running time, 7 mins. "G."
''Educated Fish"
(Fleischer-Paramount )
Here is a color cartoon that will
find a wide audience in all situations
and pleasantly entertain them. It is
the well known stuff about the youngster who would play hookey from
school. Here it is given undersea treatment with fish as the characters. The
beery "Schnitzelbank" song is worked
in too, and with its well-drawn
sequences
the piece Running
unreels astime,
first-7
rate entertainment.
*'Jan Garbini

and

mins. "G."
(Vitaphone)
Jan Garbini is an accomplished vioOrches
linist andtra
this "one-reeler shows off his
dexterity with the instrument to interesting advantage. Garbini is particularly accomplished in pizzicato, but
on the whole his playing is different
and refreshing for this type of offering. There is also a brief story which
involves the presentation of a Stradivarius to Garbini by a mysterious female admirer. It is a higher type
band presentation. Running time, 10

"G." Again
M
inter
mins.

Heads

ATS, Inc,, Michigan
Detroit, Nov. 3. — J a m e s M.
Minter has been reelected as head of
American Theatre Science, Inc. The
company has just completed its first
Other officers are : Vice-president,
J. C. Peck; secretary-treasurer, A.
W. Lyon; directors, Charles L.
Sterns, J. S. Gibson, W. A. Cassidy,
year.
George F. Smith, C. H. Schuckert.
Frank E. Stuart has been renamed
general manager.
Seek

End

of Betting

Boston, Nov. 3.— An initiative
petition calling for the abolition of
pari-mutual betting in Massachusetts
has been approved by Attorney General James Ronan. The petition submitted by the Massachusetts AntiGambling Ass'n was signed by 10
leading citizens, including Godfrey I.
Cabot.
Film

Society

Is Formed

Providence, Nov. 3. — The Providence Film Society, Inc., has been
formed here as a non-profit organization. It plans a season of 10 outstanding pictures on a subscription
basis. Garrett D. Byrnes, film editor
of the Providence Journal, is president.
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Settlement
Paramount

Approved

Says

Production

by Court

(Continued from page l)
trustee, retained jurisdiction when
the company's plan of reorganization
was approved by the court in June,
1935.
As a final allowance for services
rendered in connection with the settleinent of the actions, Judge Coxe yesterday approved a fee of $150,000 for
the trustee's counsel, Root, Clark,
Buckner & Ballantine. Paramount,
through its attorney, Thomas D.
Thacher, recommended an allowance
of that amount, although the petitioning
law firm had requested an allowance
of $215,000. Hilles, who had requested afinal fee of $7,500 for his
services, was allowed $5,000 by Judge
Coxe. Thacher recommended an allowance of $2,500 for Hilles.
There was no opposition to the settlement of the two recovery actions at
yesterday's hearing and the court's approval was granted from the bench in
less than an hour. Arthur A. Ballantine, of trustee's counsel, observed, in
advocating the settlement, that while
a trial of the suits might result in a
greater recovery for Paramount than
the settlement amount, the cost of the
litigation and the time which would be
required for final adjudication were
important factors in making a settlement advisable.

Delay

Cost

Over

(Continued from page 1)
Paramount resulting from these delays, are set forth in Holman's affidavit, which also states that the latter's duties include liaison service
between
Hollywood
studio and the
the company's
New York distribution
office.
Holman's affidavit relates that
"High, Wide and Handsome," one of
the 10 pictures in dispute originally
was scheduled to start Nov. 16, 1936,
and was to have been available on
April 9, 1937. He shows through
weekly reports to his office from the
studio that the start of production was
delayed to Jan. 6; that the company
was 41 days behind on a 56-day
shooting schedule, and with re-takes,
cutting and editing, the picture was
not ready until Aug. 20, and general
release was set for Oct. 1. The production was $600,000 over its budget,
according to the affidavit.
"Angel" Also Delayed

In the case of "Angel," Holman
says, its premiere had been set for
Sept. 1 in the Paramount, New York,
but that final cutting and editing
delayed its availability to Oct. 7.
General release was set for Oct. 29.
The production ran 22 days behind a
Call Settlement "Desirable"
49-day shooting schedule and exThacher stated that the settlement
ceeded its budget by "several hundred
had been considered fully and ap- thousand dollars," the affidavit asserts.
proved by the Paramount board of
"Souls at Sea" finished 34 days
directors. He said that a settlement behind a 60-day schedule and its final
was believed to be desirable as the cost of $1,750,000 was $350,000 over
company might be injured by an ex- its budget, according to the affidavit.
haustive airing of its afi^airs in court. It was released Sept. 3.
and Models" was started
Barney Balaban, Paramount presi- on "Artists
March 15 on a schedule intended
dent, and Austin C. Keough, vicepresident and secretary, were present to make it available on July 9. Ensuing delays ran the picture $100,000
at the hearing.
The bulk of the settlement amount over budget and made Aug. 13 the
is payable to Paramount in cash im- general release date, the affidavit sets
forth.
mediately. Approximately $650,000 is
payable in one to 10-year notes. The
Production on "Spawn of the
settlement negotiations were opened North" had been planned for the
last March, tentatively agreed upon in summer of 1936, but just prior to the
August and formally approved by the departure of the company for Alaska
litigants on Sept. 24. Court approval in June of that year, Carole Lombard
had to be obtained to efTectuate the became ill. Because the Alaskan exteriors could be shot only in summer,
agreement, as the suits were a part
of the Paramount reorganization. the affidavit says, no start could be
They sought the recovery of approxi- made on this production until a year
mately $12,500,000 for alleged mis- later.
Fields Illness a Factor
feasance and malfeasance of company
officials during the period 1927-31.
Casting difficulties and the prolonged illness of W. C. Fields preCanada Circuit Gets 6
vented the company from starting
Toronto, Nov. 3. — United Amuse- "Count of Luxembourg," it was
ments, Ltd., operating 21 neighbor- stated. Shooting has just finished on
hood and suburban theatres in Mon"The Barrier" and cutting and editing
treal, Lachine and Sherbrooke, Que., still remains to be done. Paramount
has acquired six theatres of Confed- was prevented from starting the
eration Theatres, Ltd., Montreal, in second Marlene Dietrich picture due
an important deal, details of which to the lack of material satisfactory to
have just been divulged by George the star, whose contract gives her a
Ganetakos, general manager of United veto in these matters, and also perAmusements. The acquisition brings
mits her to make one picture annuthe Circuit total to 27 houses.
ally for an outside producer. She exercised the latter right by appearing
Three Added by Associated
in "Knight Without Armor" for
Toronto, Nov. 3.— Three more Alexander Korda in England, which
neighborhood theatres in Toronto made her unavailable to Paramount
have been added to the control of for an extended period, the affidavit
Associated Theatres, Ltd., Toronto, relates.
of which H. T. Long is general manSimilar difficulties, notably a conager. The three comprise the Maditract right to appear in pictures of
son, owned by the estate of J. C. other producing companies, prevented
Brady; Beverly, operated by Beverly Paramount from making an unnamed
Theatres, Ltd., and the Radio City, Claudette Colbert picture, which the
built not long ago by V. Simone who plaintiff contends was sold under last
continues as proprietor and manager.
season's contract. The 10th picture,

$1,500,000
Bubbles

and

Froths

Si Seadler returned from a
M-G-M
to theLiterally,
flying trip
studio
yesterday.
it was that. He left here last
Friday with Oscar Doob by
air and returned with him
via the same method yesterday.
Seadler failed to get much
rest on the overnight journey,
but that apparently had little
to with his enthusiasm for
"Rosalie," a forthcoming Nelson Eddy-Jeanette MacDonald musical, designed to hit
first runs around Christmas.
He bubbled over the film and
actually he frothed over the
performance of Lona Massey,
a Mayer import whose first
picturesalie"inwill this
be. country "Roa Harold Lloyd production, was
planned for last season release but
could not be started for diplomatic
reasons resulting from the fact that
the story which had been prepared
paralleled too closely the experiences
of the Duke of Windsor, according to
the affidavit. No suitable alternate
vehicle was available, it was said.
Usher's brief points out that the
Gary Theatre Co. contracted for
Paramount's output for four previous
years and never received the maximum number of pictures designated in
the contract in any one of those years
nor complained to the company or
the courts as a result. Paramount, it
was stated, delivered 57 of a maximum of 65 pictures specified in the
1933-'34 contract ; 52 of a maxmuim
of 64 following season ; 62 of 64 the
year after, and 53 of 65 last season.
His brief makes the point that it is
common practice and knowledge in
the industry that the maximum number of pictures referred to in the contract is seldom, if ever, delivered
during a releasing season.
Gary Brief Filed
V. U. Young, president of the Gary
company,
in aever
plaintiff's
affidavit thatdeclared
no producer
before
has failed to deliver more than one or
two promised features in a season. He
accused Paramount of bad faith.
Other affidavits for the plaintiffs
were filed by Clyde Winans, manager
of the Palace, and Albert Blocher of
Theatrical Managers, Inc.
Judge Robert C. Baltzell called for
affidavits instead of oral testimony
when the case opened last week. He
set Nov. 8 as the deadline for filing
the
plaintiff's brief and Nov. 15 for the
defendant.
The court's decision in the action
is expected within the next few weeks.
Hold Baker, Benchley
Hollywood, Nov. 3. — M-G-M has
extended the writing contract of Melville Baker, in the Norman Krasna
unit, and extended the pact of Robert
Benchley, before he left for New
York.
Benchley's
nextmade
threein"How
Do"
shorts
will be
New toYork.
Roy Rowland will direct them.

Committees

Federation

in

Campaign

(Continued from page 1)
000 of the $6,250,000 which is being
sought. David Bernstein and Albert
Warner are co-chairmen.
The committees are as follows :
Independent and Legitimate Theatre
Owners — Walter Reade, chairman ;
Harry Brandt, William Brandt, Leo
Brecher, Louis Frisch, Sam Rinzler,
Rudolph Sanders, Sam Rosen, Max
Rudnick, Ben Sherman, Frank V.
Storrs. Foreign — Max Schlesinger.
Music Publishers and Song Writers
— Louis Bernstein, Jack Robbins, Jack
Mills, Chester Cohen, Buddy Morris,
Irving Caesar, Jack Bregman. Night
Clubs — Ted Friend, chairman; Hy
Gardner, Louis Blumenthal, Herman
Stark, Noah Braunstein.
Producing Companies — Leopold
Friedman, Charles Moskowitz,
Loew's ; Sam Morris, Jules Levy, M.
Blackman, Warners ; Jack Cohn, Abe
Schneider, Nate Spingold, Phil Reisman, Leon Goldberg, Nate Blumberg,
RKO ; Joe Cooper, Paramount ; Joe
Moskowitz, 20th Century-Fox; Herman Robbins, National Screen Service ; Edward L. Alperson, A. Pam
Blumenthal, Grand National ; J. J.
Milstein, Republic; Jack Skirball,
Educational.
Independent Producers — Buddy
Rogers. Laboratories — Alan Friedman, Jack Goetz. Artists — Louis K.
Sidney, Marvin Schenck, Ben Bernie,
Phil Baker, Sam Sax, D. A. Werblin.
Publications — Jack Alicoate, Red
Kann, Carl Zittel, Elias Sugarman.
Dahn Gets Hanson Post
Toronto, Nov. 3. — Harry S. Dahn,
former director of theatres, has been
promoted to general manager of Hanson Theatres Corp. here, of which
Oscar R. Hanson is president. The
Hanson group comprises 30 theatres
in all sections of Ontario. Dahn was
formerly a district supervisor of theatres in the Famous Players Canadian
organization and previously managed
ace houses for that circuit. H. T.
Long has been transferred from Hanson Theatres Corp. to become general
manager of Associated Theatres, Ltd.,
a cooperative booking group of independent exhibitors.
Allen Named Manager
Denver, Nov. 3. — Gibraltar has appointed H. K. Allen, former manager
of the Victory, to manage the Loma,
Socorro, N. M.
Named M. & P. Manager
NoRWALK, Conn., Nov. 3. — John
Gamble has been promoted from
assistant at M. & P.'s Empress,
South Norwalk, to manager at the
Regent here, succeeding Chris Joyce.
Joyce resigned and has been appointed
manager of two Interstate theatres in
Plymouth, Mass. J. Taylor, former
doorman at the Empress, is now
assistant.
Greenhouse to Manila
Daniel F. Greenhouse has been
named manager of the Manila RKO
branch by Phil Reisman, foreign
sales manager. The office is a new
one. Greenhouse recently resigned
from M-G-M, for which he had been
foreign territorial manager in South
America and the Dutch East Indies.
He will leave for Manila in about 10
days.
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A

GOOD

DRAMA!
log. George Nicholls, handed a
swell script, turns in an evenly
paced directing job, taking every
advantage of the opportunities for
piling suspenseful climaxes on top
of one another until at the finish
the audience is putting out those
nervous, jittery little laughs that
are the unfailing
sign that
it's emotionally involved with
the story.
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"PORTIA ON TRIAL"
(Republic)
Here is a picture which sets out
determinedly to please, on the dramatic side, and succeeds so well in
Its direct audience appeal that it
merits a good spot on any program.
Without a "big name" in the cast, it
offers an interest-grippmg portrayal
of a typical Faith Baldwin story, full
of human emotion and a somewhat
different
play on the ' mother love"
motif
As the title indicates, the story is
one of life among the legalites, especially Portia Merriman, highly successful woman lawyer The mvstery of
her past crops up early in her bitter
feud with John Condon, head of a
powerful newspaper syndicate, whose
wastrel son once had been her husband, and to whom she had surrendered her infant son 17 years before
The return to America of the ex-husband with a new mistress and the
son, sets the stage for the drama

to

finish.

your
. ."

which leads to the sheeting of the exhusband
and Portia's
dynamic courtroom defense
of the murderess.
All the individual performances are
exceptional. Frieda Inescourt gives a
splendid portrayal of Portia Neil
Hamilton never gave a better performance than his interpretation of the
prodigal. Walter Abel is excellent as
the district attorney, as is Clarence
Kolb as the flinty newspaper chief
Ruth Donnelly always seems to be at
her best. She is again Heather Angel
is effective as the justifiably homicidal
mistress. Anthony Marsh is pleasing as
the juvenile Parbara Pepper's snappy
though brief witness stand scene is
almost a triumph. All the minor roles
are adequately handled
With the exception of the tooheavy pointing up of some of the
scenes, George Nicholls has turned in
a smooth, capable directing |ob Edward Paramore's adaptation and Samuel Ornitz's screenplay provide wellconstructed action, tensity and bright
dialog. Al Levoy gives the picture
lavish production which is well above
par Harry Wild's photography is tops
The sound production is unusually

If laughs, tears, intense drama,
suspense are the stuff from which
good pictures are made, 'Portia on
Trial' is due to go over big with
audiences everywhere, more especially among the femmes who will
go for the mother love angle like a
hungry horse for its oats. 'Portia
on Trial' strikes a variant on the
'Madame X' theme but it has original and surprising slants all its own
and, while some may consider a
few of the situations forced, the
whole makes topping film material
ment.
and turns out to be Al entertainFrieda Inescort loves Neil Hamilton, the weakling son of Clarence
Kolb, a wealthy and powerful newspaper publisher. Hamilton fathers
her son and wants to wed her but
the old gentleman steps m and
nixes it, agreeing, however, to give
the baby his name provided the
mother signs affidavits completely
discrediting herself.
The baby is educated in England
and years later returns to New
York as Anthony Marsh. Hamilton
falls in love with Heather Angel, a
British girl, just as he had fallen
for Miss Inescort years before. Miss
Angel's panies
babyHamilton
diestobut
she accomAmerica.
Old
man frames Miss Angel with the
immigration authorities, she escapes,
returns and murders Hamilton.
Miss Inescort, who has become
a successful attorney, defends Miss
Angel. The trial, the frantic efforts
of Kolb to discredit Miss Inescort,
the mounting drama of retributive
justice that whirls the vengeful old
millionaire to ultimate confession
of his wrongdoing, constitute material from which a powerful and moving document has been evolved.
Like all superior pictures, this
one had a soundly conceived story
to begin with. Samuel Ornitz has
taken the Faith Baldwin original
and molded it into a drama of swift
climaxes, punctuated by vibrant dia-

Frieda Inescort captures the major acting honors. She is a player
of commanding and beautiful dignity, aciation
reSi
her Walter
enunis a Portia,
joy to and
hear.
Abel plays a suave and effective
district attorney who is hopelessly
in love with Miss Inescort, and
does a ilton
hangup
job an
of it.
Neil Hamcontributes
excellent
and
well studied characterization while
Clarence Kolb, as the elderly Titan
with a Jove complex, never let
down for a moment. His scene on
the witness stand is masterly. Anthony Marsh makes a personable
juvenile and does well with a difficult part. One of the memorable
characterizations is turned in by
Ruth Donnelly as Miss Inescort's
dante.
professional assistant and confiHeather Angel brings beauty and
sympathy to the role of the girl who
kills Hamilton and she, too, has a
witness chair sequence that grips
the audience powerfully Barbara
Pepper handles a smaller role with
appealing skill, and the same is true
of Hobart Bosworth and Ian Maclaren. George Cooper and John
Kelly were good for plenty of giggles
and the remainder of the cast acquits
itself with credit.
Albert Levoy, as associate producer, has made this picture one
that Republic can be proud of and
also one that will do much to
boost Republic's standing among
exhibs lucky enough to book it
An outstanding- contribution to the
general excellence of the film is the
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound,
which comes through under control
at all times. Harry Wild turns in
a thoroughly satisfactory camera job.
Inescapable conclusion is that in
'Portia on Trial,' Republic has a
box office bell ringer, a product that
will fill houses with afternoon as
well as evening crowds, for the
femme word-of-mouth on it is
bound to be terrific.

good.
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CBS

Reports

39- Week

Net

$3,053,416
CBS and its subsidiary companies
yesterday reported a net profit for
the 39 weeks ending Oct. 2 of $3,053,416.63, compared with the net profit
of $2,451,740.02 for 40 weeks ending
Oct. 3 last year. Earnings per share
this year was $1.79 as against $1.44
last year. The share earnings are
calculated upon the 1,707,950 shares
of $2.50 par value stock presently outstanding or to be outstanding upon the
completion of exchange of old $5 par
value stock.
The board of directors yesterday
declared a cash dividend of 40 cents
per share on the present Class A and
Class B stock of $2.50 par value,
payable Dec. 13 to stockholders of
record at the close of business Dec.
6. The board will meet Nov. 30
to consider the payment of a special
dividend.
Gross income from sales this year,
as of Oct. 2, was $24,926,420.61, which
compares with $18,898,721.74 for the
week ending Oct. 3 in 1936.
CBS

October

Sales

Figures $2,564,259
CBS time sale billings for October
this year amounted to $2,564,259, the
second biggest month in the history
of the network. This is up 26.4
per cent over September of this year,
and down 6.9 per cent compared to
October of last year. October, 1936,
still is the biggest revenue month,
with a total of $2,754,808.
The cumulative total for the year is
$23,339,801, up 27.5 per cent over
the same period last year, and greater
than the whole of last year's total.
Three CBS Shows Renewed
Three CBS programs were marked
for renewal yesterday. They are
"Polly's Follies," "Poetic Melodies"
and "Scattergood Bain."
"Polly's Follies," sponsored by the
Phillips Petroleum Co., is renewed
for 52 weeks, effective Nov. 9. The
series originates from KNOX, St.
Louis, and is broadcast over 20 stations from 10:30 to 11 P. M., Tuesdays. Lambert & Feasley is the
agency.
"Poetic Melodies," sponsored by
William Wrigley & Co., is renewed
for 52 weeks. It is broadcast Mondays through Fridays from 7 to 7:15
P. M., and originates in the studios of
WBBM, Chicago. The series is
broadcast over 26 stations, with a
repeat broadcast over 19 stations.
"Scattergood Bain," a dramatic
series is broadcast over a CBS Pacific Coast group of stations. The renewal is for 52 weeks.
Electric Co. Buys News Time
The 10:45 P. M. news strip on
WNEW has been sold to the Lightning Electric Co., marking another
news strip sold on WNEW.
T. M. Kearns Opens Office
Thomas M. Kearns, former publicity and advertising director of
Fanchon & Marco Stageshows, Inc.,
has opened publicity offices.
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to

Scripts

Stop

to

Supply

of

Stations

Small

Hollywood, Nov. 3. — Warners today announced a decision to discontinue supplying radio script versions
of its pictures to small stations
throughout the country.
The move, according to the studio,
is predicated on the finding that these
broadcasts, many of which assertedly
have been inexpertly presented owing to circumstances beyond the control of the stations involved, are proving detrimental
company'splayinterests and thoseto oftheexhibitors
ing its product.
The decision, however, has no bearing upon other and more important
radio activities of the studio, which
will continue, it was stated.
More than 210 of the smaller stations are affected by the decision,
which becomes effective immediately.
Final production on which radio continuities will be provided under the
discarded plan is "It's Love I'm
Decision to abandon this activity
was reached following an exhaustive
After." survey to determine reacnational
tions to the broadcasts by S. Charles
Einfeld, director of advertising and
publicity, and Robert S. Taplinger,
new studio publicity head.
Broadcasting Quality Low

Thursday, November 4, 1937

Radio

in North

Montreal, Nov. 3.— A young
Montreal radio expert, 25year-old Robert Cooke, has
left for Seattle where he will
sail to Juneau, Alaska, to join
Sir Hubert Wilkins at Point
Barrow in his search for the
lost Soviet fliers.
Cooke, who will meet the
explorer at Point Barrow,
took with him some 1,000
pounds of radio apparatus,
"sufficient equipment to install two wireless direction
finding stations." Lack of
power in the north necessitated sets designed to use as
little power as possible which
will be run off batteries.

Short

Wave

Hearings

Are Closed by F, C. C.
Washington, Nov. 3. — After four
days of hearing relative to whether
non-commercial or commercial interests shall control short wave frequencies for broadcasts to South
America, the F.C.C. closed discussion
of the subject and said it would hand
The survey, according to the studio, down a decision within three weeks.
indicates that the smaller station
The frequencies, hitherto held by
broadcasts of the continuities have
the Government and now allocated for
been generally inferior in quality.
This has been due, it was said, to temporary use only, are being sought
NBC, General Electric Co., and
lack of trained casts and directors, by
the World Wide Broadcasting Corp.,
and the lack of proper facilities at the
non-commercial educational organistations for giving the radio versions azation.
adequate presentation over the air.
While World Wide said it would
The studio also said that in many
instances the scripts have been en- use the frequencies only for educational programs, NBC and General
acted by local amateurs and dramatic
groups with results uncomplimentary Electric said they seek the facilities
to the pictures on which they are for Latin American broadcasts which
based. There have been cases in mercially.
later might be sponsored comwhich inference has been made that
the actual stars of the film were participating in the broadcasts, it is
Bryant Publicity Signs WSAR
averred.
The Bryant Publicity Service has
Inasmuch as inexperienced players
appeared in the radio versions, it was been signed as the national representative for WSAR, Fall River, Mass.
further stated, this was injurious to
This is believed to be the first time a
the film stars.
In conclusion, the Warner state- station has been represented nationment said, the studio has decided that
ally for sales by a publicity organizathese broadcasts of its radio versions tion.
have failed in their mission to publicize constructively its productions
Jean Sablon Signed Again
and have proved harmful to the boxJean Sablon has been signed for
office in numerous instances. Transcription programs will be continued, the third successive time by NBC.
The new agreement calls for 26
however.
weeks of twice weekly programs over
the Red network. He is a John Royal
WNBX Signs for "Neighbor"
WNBX, Springfield, Vt., has just protege.
signed for "Good Morning NeighMutual, WNEW to Air Duke
bor," woman's program syndicated by
Star Radio Programs, Inc. AddiThe Mutual network and WNEW,
tionally, the Houck Advertising Co., in addition to CBS and NBC, will
in presenting the show for a client, carry the address of the Duke of
is inaugurating the series in Roanoke,
Windsor when he speaks from WashVirginia.
Nov. 12. WNEW
ceive theington,
broadcast
from NBC.will reRadio Course at Maryland
Station WJSV and CBS have inaugurated a new course in radio at
Signs for CBS Time
the University of Maryland, College
Campbell-Ewald, for an unspecified
Park, Md. A modern broadcasting
studio and radio technique classrooms client, has placed an order for a halfover CBS, to become efwill be ready for use by the middle of hour period
fective early in January. The nature
this month.
of the program is not revealed.

Election
Albanes
At

Cuba

of
Due
Meet

Havana, Nov. 3. — Senator Wilfredo Albanes of Cuba is expected to
be elected permanent president of the
Inter-American Radio Conference,
now in session here, tomorrow, and
the conference, in which 17 nations
are participating, will open formal
sessions then.
At meetings of the steering committee, various sub-committees and at informal conferences already held, the
agenda of the conference was unofficially outlined. Three permanent
committees are planned. First will be
a technical committee to handle frequency allocations. Second will be an
administrative committee which will
handle juridicial questions and third
will be a committee to coordinate
agreements and proposals for the consideration ofthe full body.
The 17 nations represented are:
United States, Argentina, Brazil,
Canada, Columbia, Cuba, Chile, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Panama, Peru,
Dominican Republic, Newfoundland,
Nicaragua, Uruguay, Venezuela.
F.C.C. Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven and Henry Norweb of the
State Dep't are the U. S. delegates,
along with five technical advisers.
Meanwhile, perhaps a score of representatives ofAmerican broadcasting
chains, independent broadcasters, radio
manufacturers and communications
companies have gathered here as observers and are prepared to present
recommendations through their American delegations.
To

Ask

Injunction

In Operating WTNJ
The Trenton Broadcasting Co. will
ask Justice Salvatore Cotillo in the
N. Y. Supreme Court today for a temporary injunction pending trial to
restrain Charles E. Loew, Julie V.
Loew and WOAX, Inc., from interwith Trenton's
operation
of
Station fering
WTNJ.
The plaintiff
alleges
that it purchased all the broadcasting
time of WTNJ in November, 1934,
under a three-year contract. Rental
under the agreement was $12,600 for
the period plus all operating costs
with an option to purchase the stock
of the corporation for $70,000.
Trenton claims that it took advantage of the option but that the defendants refused to apply to the
F.C.C. for approval of the sale. They
ask that the defendants be compelled
to sell their stock for the agreed price
and that a temporary injunction be
granted until the trial takes place.
Renew "Point Loma Boys"
San Diego, Nov. 3. — Klauber-Wangenheim has renewed it's "Point
Loma Ranch Boys" series for an
additional 13 weeks over, KFSD
NBC-Blue outlet, effective Nov. 5.
Concurrent with the renewal, program
will switch to a new time : Fridays at
7 P.M., P. S. T.
Bowman, Bennett Join WHIO
Dayton, Nov. 3.— Bob Bowman
and Hal Bennett, both new to radio,
have joined the announcing staff of
WHIO.
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Films

Replace

Theatres

U.S. —

Over

Wanger

Legitimate Has Passed
Out, He Tells Ampa
By BILL ORNSTEIN
"The legitimate theatre has passed
out as a national theatre and pictures
have taken its place, not only as a
national theatre but internationally,"
Walter Wanger, U. A. producer, yesterday told members of the Ampa at
the International Casino.
Wanger brought up the topic in discussing the passing of Winthrop
Ames, whose ambition, Wanger said,
was to develop the legitimate theatre
nationally.
"The world accepts pictures as a
regular diet every day," Wanger
stated, "but our greatest problem is to
make each individual picture for what
(Continued on page 4)
Thin Ice'' Herald's
September
Champion
"Thin Ice," a 20th Century-Fox
release, heads the list of Box-Office
Champions for September, Motion
Picture Herald will state today. Of
the six listed, United Artists leads all
distributors with two. These are
"Stella Dallas" and "The Prisoner
of Zenda" in fourth and fifth places,
respectively.
"Lost Horizon" (Columbia) is
second and "Broadway Melody of
1938" (M-G-M), third. Sixth is
"100 Men and a Girl," (Universal).
Ross

Federal

Wins

Mississippi Appeal
Ross Federal Service reports that
it has won a decision in the Mississippi Supreme Court, which reversed
two lower court rulings relative to a
state tax law aimed at checkers. The
Supreme Court discharged A. B.
Hugo, Ross checker, who took the
appeal.
The license law attempted to impose a fee of $50 on every theatre
{Continued on page 7)
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Circuit

Heads

On Way to Australia
George Griffiths and Noel Bennett,
division managers of Hoyts, are en
route to Australia after vacationing
here. Griffiths sailed Wednesday on
the Queen Mary, planning to return
to Sydney via London, while Bennett
is now on the coast and will sail on
the Monterey, Nov. 11.
F. L. Harley, British sales head for
20th Century-Fox, and Ben Miggins,
managing director for the Continent,
are due shortly.
Compel Metro
Withdrawal

Film
in Rio

Rio De Janieko, Nov. 1. {By Airmail)— The censor board compelled
the Metro, M-G-M's first run outlet
here, to darken one day and to withdraw "They Gave Him a Gun." The
theatre subsequently reopened (with
"A Some
Day at
the Races."
sections
of local Film Row
attribute the move to pressure exercised upon the censors by Fascist and
Nazi influence.

Wage

For Briskin's Post
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — The names of
many important producers here arc
being mentioned as possibilities for the
position of production head at RKO
to succeed Samuel J. Briskin who resigned temporarily
yesterday. Briskin's
post isSpitz
being filled
by Leo
who, some maintain, may remain in
the position and take over all of the
Briskin duties. It is believed that the
successor, whoever he may be, will be
chosen only after RKO has been released from bankruptcy.
Another rumor has Ben Kahane
(Continued- on page 4)
Columbia's Moves
on
Plays to Start Jan, 1
Columbia will go through with
plans to produce plays on its own on
Broadway, it was stated yesterday,
but nothing is expected to be done before Jan. 1. D. A. Doran is in charge
of the department.
According to Columbia executives,
the company is looking around for a
big play and is anxious to produce its
first effort on a scale which will do
justice to all interests involved.

To
De

Increase

Stagehands

Luxe House Rate 6%,
Neighborhoods 5%

After weeks of negotiating between
representatives
of Stagehands'
Local
No. 1 and executives
of the major
circuits, an agreement was reached
yesterday whereby stagehands will
receive salary increases of five and
six per cent, the former boost applying to neighborhood theatres and the
latter to de luxe units.
According to the agreement, the
five and six per cent salary increases
will become effective immediately and
at the same time will be retroactive
to_ Sept. 1. Next year similar boosts
will be made, it was decided yesterday.
The terms are similar to those
reached some months ago for Brooklyn houses. James Brennan, president of Stagehands' Local No. 1 and
vice-president of the I.A.T.S.E., and
(Continued on page 7)
City

Theatre

Fans

Jack White, who appears in
"52nd Street," yesterday told
the Ampa boys that: "Since
they put most of my performances on the cutting room
floor, I'm now getting my fan
mail from mice."

Will

Drop

Games

in

Oklahoma
City Spots
Oklahoma City, Nov. 4. — Standard Theatres here will drop Bank
Night in its downtown spots as soon
as the $1,000 award now up is given
away. Neighborhood houses will retain the game feature for the time
(Continued on page 7)

U, A. Offers 10-Year
Deals in Dominion
Toronto, Nov. 4. — Showing its
teeth in the argument with the big
circuit interests in the Dominion
which did not renew booking contracts
this season, United Artists Corp.,
Toronto, is offering a 10-year fran(Continued on page 7)

to Be

Mayor Equity Topic
Mayor LaGuardia is scheduled to
give his views on the establishment of
a municipal theatre at a discussion
meeting
EquityPaul
Ass'n
the
Astor ofthisActors'
afternoon.
Moss,at
license commissioner, is also scheduled
to address the meeting. He will discuss the justification for closing burlesque theatres by refusing license renewals to them last spring.
Brock
Pemberton,
producer, will
(Continued on page 4)
G. E, Experiments
in
Television Planned
Washington, Nov. 4.— Plans of
the General Electric Co., to engage
in broad television experimental
transmission were today disclosed in
applications filed with the F.C.C. for
authority to construct four stations.
Two of the stations would be
located at(CoiUinued
Schenectady
and 10)a third at
on page

M-G-M
Rodent

Give

Soon

Charles D. Hilles, Paramount trustee, will make his final report and
In Commons
accounting to Federal Judge Alfred
C. Coxe within the next few weeks,
following the formal close of the
An Advisory Committee company's reorganization administration on Wednesday. With the apFavored by Crown
proval of the accounting by the court,
Hilles will be legally discharged as
trustee.
By BRUCE ALLAN
The reorganization administration
London, Nov. 4.— The Films Bill
which has been in committee since its
ended with Judge Coxe's approval of
first reading, passed without revision the settlement terms of the two reits second reading in the House of
covery suits brought by the trustees
Commons here today.
in 1934. These were the last matters
Eustace Stanley, president of the remaining from the Paramount reorBoard of Trade, who introduced the
ganization under court jurisdiction.
bill, said that the Government acThe $2,150,000 in cash and notes
cepts the Moyne committee statement which Paramount will receive as a
that increased protection is necessary result of the settlement of the recovfor the British industry. With the
ery suits will be reflected to a large
adoption of the cost clause, he said,
extent
the company's year-end
producers will be forced to place financial inreport
and may boost the
(Continued on page 4)
greater emphasis on the entertainment
value of their productions with the
resultant elimination of "quickies."
The quality test for quota determina- Rumors
Name
Many
(Contitmed on page 4)
Hoyts

Circuits

CENTS

on Air

"Good News of 1938," the
first M-G-M radio show,
sponsored by Maxwell House
Colfee, took to the air last
night. A review, as well as
yesterday's developments in
radio, appear on page 10.
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Wolcott

Reelected

By Midwest
1. T, O.
Iowa Falls, Nov. 4. — The I. T. O
of Iowa and Nebraska, meeting here
today, reelected Leo F. Wolcott of Eldora, president, and Charles Peterson
of Hampton, secretary. R. W. Blair
of Cedar Falls was elected vice-president. New board members are Blair
and O, A. B. Hilton of Sioux City.
The association recorded its approval of National Allied's legislative program and the present moral tone of
films. It opposed the publication of
box-office grosses ; checkers divulging
box office figures ; production of C and
D pictures ; change of aperture plates
on the ground that it would be too expensive and urgently requested producers not to allow star stories and
other motion picture features to be
broadcast at hours competing with
theatre hours.
Arnold Split Denied
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — A spokesman
for B. P. Schulberg Prod., has denied
that Edward Arnold has severed connection with that organization as recently reported, saying the actor is
under contract for seven more years.
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Purely

Lauds

Censor

Product

Code

Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 3.— The
substantial reduction in the number
of pictures which were banned or in
which eliminations were ordered by
NAT LIEBESKIND,
managing
director for RKO in the Argentine, the censor board in Australia during
has rounded out successful home office
the past five years, is chiefly the result of the work of the Production
conferences with Phil Reisman, and
sails for Buenos Aires tomorrow. Code Administration in Hollywood,
His itinerary : To Havana for three in the opinion of W. Creswell
days on the Oriente ; to Panama on O'Reilly, chief film censor of
the Contessa; to Santiago de Chile on .Australia.
the Santa Clara; to B, A. by air over
O'Reilly was here in the course of
the Andes. Mrs. Liebeskind, who is a nine-month world tour, during
also here, follows him in four weeks. which he visited production centers
•
in the United States and England.
Louis Goldstein, general manager
ment follows : text of O'Reilly's statefor Columbia in Brazil, sails for Rio The complete
on the Pan America tomorrow, follow"During m}' brief stay at Los
ing five weeks here conferring with Angeles with my wife and daughter,
home office executives. It was his
the
concluding
stage of the
a nine
months'
holiday
tour around
world,
we
first visit in about two years.
•
have taken the opportunity of visiting
Barney Balaban, Paramount presi- the major producing companies' film
dent, and Stanton Griffis, chairman studios, and have gained useful and
of the executive committee, plan to interesting information regarding their
leave for Hollywood in about 10 days organization, methods, and activities
on a periodic studio visit of about generally. We did the same in England, but, of course, the American
two weeks' duration.
•
studios are on a much larger scale.
John Loder is honeymooning on
"My visits were in a semi-official
the coast with Micheline Cheirel, capacity, but the knowledge gained
French film actress. They plan to will be of much value when I resume
duty in Sydney at the end of next
attend the coast showing of "Non month.
Stop
New
York,"
G.B.
picture
in
which he is featured.
Conference Illuminating
•
"Not the least interesting contact
Mrs. Bob Whitman, wife of the
Paramount Theatre manager, has been was a Saturday morning conference
representatives of the prodischarged from Beth Moses Hospital with the
ducers
organization at their offices in
in Brooklyn and is now recuperating Hollywood where
we exchanged ideas
at home from a mastoid operation.
and gained illuminating information
•
each other's viewpoints. I
Martin Mullin and Sam Pinan- respecting
great admiration for the splendid
SKi arrived in New York yesterday have
work
which
has been done during the
from Boston for conferences with
last
three
years
or so by Mr. Breen
Paramount theatre executives here.
and his associates and the thorough•
ness with which they have exercised
William F. Rodgers is back from
control over the production of the
Chicago and St. Louis, while E. M. studios from the time the story is
Saunders will return from the Mound
considered right down to the final
City tomorrow.
preview and release for exhibition.
•
It is a great achievement to have
Sophia Cleugh's "Yesterday's secured the agreement of producers
Heroes" has been acquired by Uni- not to release any film without the
versal. Joe Pasternak will pro- certificate of approval.
duce it.
"The work done is reflected in the
•
censorship figures for Australia. For
Meyer Schine, who arrived yes- instance, about five years ago, 16 per
terday from Gloversville, will return cent of feature films were rejected,
to
his
upstate
New York headquarters and over 50 per cent suffered extoday.
cision. In 1936, the corresponding
•
figures were 1.7 per cent and 20.9 per
Constance Collier left yesterday cent respectively.
"Last year in .•Australia, an organifor Hollywood where she will estabzation was formed under the auspices
lish permanent residence.
of the Roman Catholic Church similar
•
Whitford Drake, Erpi president, to the Legion of Decency in the
and our censorship coopis due back from Europe at the end U. S. A.,
erated with them in the preliminary
of the month.
discussions, and, as a result, the lists
issued by the Australian organization
Sophie Tucker will arrive Mon- are practically identical with the
day on the Century from the coast. classification made by the Commonwealth censorship.
•
Clinton M. White, G.B. assist"We are deeply indebted to the executives of producing companies for
ant general manager, is in Atlanta.
•
facilities which have been made available to us in England, Canada and
Vincent McFaul was in New
the
United
States, and I appreciate
York yesterday from Buffalo.
the kindness and courtesy extended to
me bv the offices of the Hays orCol. Frisco Meet Set
Columbia will hold its third and
last regional sales meeting at th..' St ganization."
Rowley Visiting Coast
Francis, San Francisco, Nov. 20-21
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — E d w a r d
A. Montague and Rube Jackter will
be the only home office representa- Rowley of Robb and Rowley, Texas
tives attending. Representatives from circuit operators, is in Hollywood on
al! offices under the supervision of a visit. He leaves tomorrow on his
return to Dallas.
Jerome Safron will attend.

Personal

►

Advantages
Claimed
For Brewster Color
A camera making three separate
negatives rather than using the bitack system and one reflected image,
the fact that it is a photographic
process rather than a lithographic
process, enabling the use of basic
dyes which are ideal for color photography, and the use of mazda light
in the studio, are the advantages
claimed by P. D. Brewster, president
of Brewster Film Laboratories,
Newark, for his color process,
Brewster Color.
In describing the process, Brewster
pointed out that the color camera uses
three entirely separate negatives,
recording simultaneously red, green
and blue separations by means of two
three-plated revolving mirrors operating between the lens and film. The
red and green separation negatives
are printed respectively, on the two
sides of a double-coated positive film
and developed to produce separate
black and white (silver) images, reproducing the color values, and in
registry on the two sides of the film.
These silver images are converted
chemically into a transparent mordaunt, and the image series, printed
from the red separation negative, is
treated with a blue-green basic dye,
and the images on the other side,
printed from the green separation
negative, are treated with a basic
magenta (blue-red) dye. The third
color series, yellow recorded from the
blue separation negative, is superimposed on the magenta image by a
modified imbibition process that permits the use of a yellow basic dye.
Hays Leaves for Coast
Will H. Hays left for the coast last
night but will stop over in Chicago,
where he will be joined by Maurice
McKenzie, M.P.P.D.A. aide, on
Saturday. The latter leaves New
York today and will accompany Hays
to the coast, where they are due on
Monday. They will attend meetings
of the Producers Ass'n in Hollywood
and plan to return here by Thanksgiving Day. The quarterly meeting
of the Hays board here is tentatively
scheduled for early in December.
Waxman
to New York
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Franz Waxman, loaned by M-G-M to David O.
Selznick to do the musical scoring
for "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer," is en route to New York for
10 days of conferences with Selznick.
Testimonial to Kranz
Washington, Nov. 4. — C h a r 1 e s
Kranz, operating Artcinema Film
Exchanges in New York, Bufifalo,
and Washington, will be given a farewell testimonial at the Variety Club
here Monday. Kranz was one of the
founders of the local club.
Factors to Europe
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Max Factor,
Davis Factor, A. Bernard Shore, and
Murray Bois-Smith will leave tomorrow for New York to board the
Normandie, Nov. \\, for England.
Demhow

Off for Meeting

George Dembow will leave tomorrow night for Chicago to hold a regional meeting of National Screen
Accessories' midwestern branch managers at the Drake Sunday.
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Films

Theatres

U.S.^ —

All Kinds

Replace
Over

Wanger

Selznick International went
into a dither yesterday, all
because of a cable from faraway Singapore. At the Capitol there, "The Prisoner of
Zenda," it was stated,
grossed $4,200 on its opening
day. This was twice as much
as "Garden of Allah" did in
its first week; more than the
weekly take on "A Star Is
Born" and three times the
gross for the first week of
"Little Lord Fauntleroy."

(Continued from page 1)
it is. The thing is how we can focus
pubhcity on the picture. We must
have novelty, new ideas.
"When I speak of novelty I can
Life of Emile Zola,'
'The
refer
which to
is an
enormous tonic to the box
office. I think 'Conquest' also will be
something different.
"We must get the picture before the Will
while it is playing, not after,"
public
he cautioned.
"Box-office personalities are only
box-office when properly placed. There
have been several big pictures with
names that have not been hits. That
was due to the fact that the personalities were not cast right.
"As one instance let me .point out
'Private Worlds.' The part called for
a Scotch doctor. Herbert Marshall
was anxious to play the part and was
even willing to take a reduced salary
if he could get it. We felt that
Charles Boyer would be the logical
man and cast him for the role against
the advice of the sales organization.
The picture definitely established
Boyer as a new personality and this
is a good example of combination
casting.
Lauds Publicity
"It is more important to cast a star
to fit the role and keep him out of
wrong pictures. This has been particularly true of our stars. We have
a small organization and can watch
them."
Wanger then went oii to stress merchandising of films on a comparative
scale with developing new stars. On
publicity and advertising, he said:
"I deeply appreciate the work you
men do and the part you play is of
international importance." He asked
that proper publicity be given to novel
ideas and new personalities.
In introducing the producer, Hal
Horne referred to all of Wanger's
pictures but "S2nd Street," on which
he worked. Wanger, nervous at first,
said : "I believe there is no one in the
picture business that has a rosier
future than Hal. I expect him soon
to be known from coast to coast as a

Make

Final

Para. Report Soon
(Continued from page 1)
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Rumors
For

Name

Briskin's

Many
Post

(Continued from page 1)
leaving Columbia for RKO at the
expiration of his present contract and
being succeeded in his Columbia post
by Mendel Silverberg, attorney. Another is to the effect that Pandro S.
Berman, now producing A pictures at
the studio, may add to his own duties
those of Briskin. Other quarters see
Henry Henigson, now at M-G-M, assuming direction of the RKO studio.
Lee Marcus, at present producing
most of the RKO B product, is seen
as a likely candidate for the Briskin
position while others being fitted into
the picture include David O. Selznick,
Alervyn Le Roy and Jesse Lasky.
Even the old RKO-Paramount merger rumors have been revived with
adherents to this belief pointing out
that RKO would be in a position to
take such a step immediately upon its
discharge from bankruptcy.

company's 1937 net to approximately
$11,000,000, inclusive of dividends
from partially-owned subsidiaries.
The estimate is based upon normal
earnings expectancy for the fourth
quarter, plus the amount of the set- City Theatre to Be
tlement, which is payable in cash
Mayor Equity Topic
immediately. Paramount recently re(Continued frotn page 1)
ported combined earnings and equities
amounting to $6,696,000 for the first report to the group on progress made
nine months of 1937.
to date by the American Theatre
Council, the cooperative organization
of producers, actors and theatre
Para/s Teasers Are
unions formed last year to popularize
Called Entertaining
Paramount recently decided to produce teaser trailers on eight to 10 of
its big pictures a year. These are
usually shown in theatres two weeks
in advance of regular bookings and
are distributed free. They are apart
from the regular trailers released by
National Screen Service. "Thrill of
a Lifetime" is the first on the new
season's schedule and is entertaining
andThere
diff'erent.
is music and song and, by
cleverly interweaving miniature scenes
from the picture, the public is given
a fairly good idea of what is to come
without tipping off the story.
The Yacht Club Boys are shown in
a producer's office on the Paramount
lot and are warned that Adolph
Zukor will not permit them to exhibit
any advance material on themselves.
So they sing a specially composed
ditty and bring to life pictures on the
wall. At the same time, the exhibitors as well as the public, will get
an idea what the Yacht Club Boys
themselves can do. It all takes place
in three minutes.
According to Bob Gillham, similar
subjects are to be made available on
"True Confession," with Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray ribbing
each other, and "The Big Broadcast
of 1938," in which W. C. Fields tries
his skill at golf and billiards.
The idea is good and well taken.
Orn STEIN

leading figure."
Horne, who was in his usual form,
declared that "Wanger is a man who
perhaps can make a dollar go farther
than anyone else in the business."
Entertainers Appear
There were several acts on the program, which included Rocco and Salters, colored song and dance team
from the Kit Kat Club, who also appeared in "Vogues of 1938." Georgie
Tapps, who also appears in the pic- Berlin Attendance Low
ture, took a bow. Jack White, who
Washington, Nov. 4. — During
plays in "52nd Street," pulled a couple July, 1937, the 398 film houses in
of nifties that had Horne looking to Greater Berlin were visited by 3,707,his laurels.
580 persons, paying 2,982,667 reichsWhite said, "You know this pic- marks, of which 215,544 reichsmarks
ture. Icall it 51st Street. They cut went for taxes, according to a report
from the office of the commercial atso much out of it, it lost a block."
Jack Robbins, the music publisher,
tache to the U. S. Dep't of Commerce.
said a few words. Sammy Fain, the Thus far the high month was March,
composer, sang and played many of when the 403 theatres were visited by
the numbers he wrote. After Wanger's 6,143,998, paying 4,982,994 reichstalk Zenn Kaufman talked on mermarks, of which 433,768 reichsmarks
went for taxes.
chandising and sales contests.

Film
2nd

In

Bill

Has

Reading

Commons

(Continued from page 1)
tain. he said, is held to be too uncertion,
Stanley voiced the hope that reciprocity between the British and
United States industries would encourage Americans to buy British
films at a price sufficiently substantial to create a special incentive to
promote their exhibition in the States.
In debate the commission as well
as the quality test was argued at
length with some members stressing
the American menace and others stating that the chief function of the British industry is to bring about a coaliStates.tion between England and the United
Because of the Moyne suggestion
regarding the films commission that
"the powers of this commission were
such that the House of Commons
would not be prepared to part with
them" there was considered by yesterday's committee the establishment
of a body without quasi-legislative

Tom Smith declared that the adoppowers.
tion of the bill would reduce British
films from 200 to 80 yearly but this
theatre-going and revive the road.
Burgess Meredith will preside at the was denied by Capt. Euan Wallace
replying for the Government,
meeting, about half of which will be who,
added that it is undesirable that
given over to a discussion of W.P.A. Commons should give the control of
theatre projects.
such a rapidly changing industry soleThe council of the Associated Actly to a commisssion. Concluding, he
ors & Artistes of America, the par- stated that the Government favors an
ent theatrical union for all classes of advisory commission.
performers, will meet today for the
first time since the reorganization of
Show ^'Hurricane" Mon.
its administrative setup with Frank
United Artists will hold a press
Gillmore as active head. Jurisdictional
problems of affiliated unions, including preview
of "Hurricane" at the Astor
those of the American Federation of on Monday night.
Actors
and Burlesque
meeting.
will be discussed
by the Artists
board atAss'n
the
Frisco Openings Gain
San Francisco, Nov. 4. — Theatre
openings have speeded up. Nasser
Brothers, after expending $50,000,
have reopened the Castro, partly destroyed by fire several months ago.
Harry Farros has taken over the
Liberty and changed it to 'Chez
Broadvvay" with a burlesque-picture
policy. Joe Enos has opened the
Columbia with second run pictures
and giveaways. Morris Klein will
open the Palace (formerly Milano)
Nov. 5. F.W.C. has taken over both
the Marvel and Valmar in Vallejo.
Morris Gallos is remodeling his
Majestic
which is located in the Mission district.

Doubles "Youth" Budget
Martin Finkelstein, president of
Globe Pictures, has doubled the
budget on "Spirit of Youth," which is
to star Joe Louis. Original plans
called for bookings in colored houses
only, but this idea has been dropped
and the picture will be made available
for all theatres.
Renamed to City Council
Hamilton, O., Nov. 4. — John A.
Schwalm, manager of the Rialto
here, a Southio unit, has been reelected to the City Council.

Stocks Generally Decline
Net
Open High Low Close Change
Col
W/2 1614 16Vs leVz —1
Col.,
Cons pfd.... 30
2 30
2 302 30
2 — }4
Cons., pfd.. 81^ 854 8
&'A — H
E. K
160 160 155J4 156 — S
E.
K.,
pfd..
164
164
164
164
-f-1
G. T. E... 131^ 13^ 13J4 Ui/z —V2
K.A.O. pfd. 82H 8254 82^4 8254 — Vi
Loew
59J4 5954 5754 58^ —15^
Loew, pfd.. 104
Para
nVs 104
W/z 104
UVz 104
WA —1
Para. 1
9954 10354 9954 10354 — 154
Para. 2
1254
1354
Pathe
654 135i
6% IWi
654
6J4 +54
RKO
5
554 5
554+54
20th Fox .. 22^ 235i 2254 22M —1
20th, pfd... 28^ 28M 2854 28^4 —3^4
Univ.,
32 32
W.
B pfd. .8
854 32
7M 32
m —2
-Vt.
Net
Curb Moves in Fractions
Openm High
G. N
m Low154 Close
154 Change
+ 14
Monogram. . 1J4
1^
\yi
I54 — 5^
Sonotone
VA I54
1^4 1^+54
Tech
18M 19 I854 19
— 54
Trans -Lux 3
3
2% 3
Bonds Show Losses
Net
High Low Close Cheuige
Loew 354s '46
99
9854 99
+ 54
Para.
B'way
3s '55
6354 6354 6354 + Vt
Para. Pict.
6s '55
99
9854 9854 — U
Para. Pict. '47. . . 7754 77
77
— 54
RKO 6s '41
99
99
99 —1
W. B. 6s '39
84
83
8354 —1
(Quotations at close of Nov. 4)
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Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 16
Stagehands
To
{20th Century-Fox)
A strong, well-paced and wholly
entertaining reel is this number of
(Continued from page 1)
Movietone News. The top spot, of
a committee effected the arrangement
course,
goes to the election, with
houses
y
with managers of Broadwa
and circuit home ot¥ice representatives. fighting speeches by the two successful candidates in New York's historic
The session was held in the RKO
balloting. Mayor LaGuardia and
headquarters.
E. Dewey, new district atWith the conclusion of negotiations, Thomas torney.
The clip is concluded with a
to be re- shot of President Roosevelt voting in
stage shows are expected
theatres
circuit
of
number
a
stored in
Hyde Park and giving his name in the
which have been holding up deals manner of any other voter.
salary
the
In the World Events section are
pending the outcome of
question. One of the -theatres which excellent shots of the dash for safety
is expected to reinstate shows is the
of the "suicide squad" who held off
Strand, Brooklyn.
the Japanese in the Chapei area of
Circuit representatives are expected Shanghai, and the advance of the
to get together with Local 306 on Japanese troops. Palestine is seen
final details governing wage increases under martial law, with British
on a two-year pact under a 10-year soldiers in command of the situation.
master contract signed in 1935. A A good pictorial study shows the
temporary 10 per cent advance recently herding of a multitude of sheep down
from the Colorado mountains as
was granted by the circuits.
winter approaches.
Styles are displayed prettily by
Will Drop Games
in
youngsters on the 20th Century-Fox
lot on the coast, and Lew Lehr is at
Oklahoma
City Spots his funniest in his description of a
(Continued from page 1)
water fight between two fire combeing, according to George Henger,
panies in France. It's a standout
Standard city manager. Bank Night laugh. Ed Thorgersen is clear and
is losing popularity with the Okla- snappy in the football sequence showing the N. Y. Giants battling the
homa City theatregoers, Standard
Chicago Bears in a professional game.
officials believe.
At the same time Standard will cut The almost human intelligence and
skillful jumping of police dogs in
the price at the Victoria, neighbor- training in Australia is extremely
hood subsequent run, from 30 to 25 interesting.
cents effective immediately, bringing
Running time, 10 mins.
A.
the Victoria admission down to the
25-cent level novv in effect at all other
Standard subsequent run houses in the
News of the Day
city.
Vol. 9. No. 214
{M-G-M)
V, A. Offers 10-Year
This is an excellent reel, interesting and diversified. It opens with the
Deals in Dominion
election in New York, showing shots
(Continued from page 1)
Times Square, well-taken, short
chise for United Artists product to of
speeches by Mayor LaGuardia and
key independent exhibitors in open Thomas E. Dewey, successful canditerritory across the country.
date for New York District Attorney,
This applies to both first and sub- and an amusing conclusion as Presisequent run situations in large and
dent Roosevelt, pictured while voting
small cities with the result that an
at
Hyde
Park, suggests to cameraoutlet is assured for the next decade.
men
that
they
last year's pictures,
There is considerable activity in the since, he says, use
he is probably wearing
six branch offices of the distributing the same suit, anyway.
company in the throwing open of
Splendid shots of the Chinese debooking opportunities.
fenders of Chapei, the ruined section
of Shanghai, and the activities of the
advancing Japanese troops, feature the
Ross Federal Wins
foreign material. Jean Batten, Britsh girl flyer, is seen landing at CroyMississippi Award
den Airport after her record-cracking
(Continued from page 1)
flight from Australia. Fine angled
checker in the state. The court held jhots
from above make of the Horse
that Ross checkers do not fall within Show in New York a fascinating clip.
the provisions of the law and at the
The speeding up of lumbering
same time confirmed the confidential
activity in the far northwest is innature of the checkers' reports to disteresting and pictorially excellent,
tributors.
while the speedy football sequences
cover Fordham-North Carolina, Kansas-Michigan State and PennsylvaniaGuidice in Bankruptcy
Navy in entertaining highlight.
Running time, 9^ minutes. A.
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — ^Louis Kingdon Guidice, director and producer,
has filed a bankruptcy petition listing $15,100 in assets and $36,884 in Paramount News
liabilities. Included in the assets are No. 27
the negatives of English, French and
Spanish versions of "Timberesque," {Paramount)
Paramount comes through with a
which he said were now in the possession of Consolidated Film Indus- series of behind-the-front scenes of
tries, Inc.
the undeclared war on China. Some

Subjects

Parade

"Zorro Rides Again"
{Republic)
The colorful exploits of the charof them are gruesome, but that is war
acter in the title role of this serial
and here it is unvarnished.
in
the
past have proved box-office.
The rest of the subject is composed This, too,
has all the earmarks of
of the run-of-the-mill material with another hit. In the first episode there
Mayor LaGuardia attacking rackets is never a dull moment. The action
and crime on his reelection. His is apparent in the opening sequence
speech will probably get plenty of and is almost continuous up until the
cheers locally. Thomas E. Dewey, concluding and thrilling but never
newly-elected district attorney, and fatal fadeout. It is safe to predict
several other successful candidates in that the younger audiences will mark
the New York election are shown in red the days on which it is played.
briefly and without comment.
The story that introduces the
The national horse show at Madi- famous character is one of railroadson Square Garden, the new secret
ing. A track is about to be laid on
Government plane in a test flight at the California- Yucatan line. Other
Dayton and the Chicago-Bears pig- interests, however, are set on acquirskin tussle at the Polo Grounds are
ing the road. Murder and destrucamong the other topics. Interesting
tion istherampant
grandare the scenes showing a Denver
son,
last one until
of theZorro's
line, appears
farmer growing coffee beans in his on the scene and starts upsetting the
apartment.
O. outlaw plans. The action is wellRunning time, 10 mins.
portrayed and set against scenic backgrounds. The ensuing chapters should
the
Pat he News
ably story.
carry on the initial impetus of
VoL 9, No. 31.
The cast features John Carroll,
{RKO)
Helen Christian, Reed Howes, DunSeveral interesting clips in this reel.
can Renaldo, Richard Alexander and
The first is the negro tombstone cutter, William Edmondson of Nashville Nigel de Brulier. William Nobles'
phy is excellent. William
who has carved a number of subjects photogra
Whitney and John English directed.
and which are now on display at the
The initial installment runs a halfMuseum of Art in New York. The
hour, the rest of the 12 episodes will
second is the midget boat races at
Washington where tiny craft, pow- run 20 minutes each. "G."
ered with gasoline, hit up as much
Cfiarge
as 30 miles an hour. The third, and Infringement
probably the outstanding of the trio,
Denied by 20tfi-Fox
is the world's largest Bible. Louis
A general denial was filed by 20th
Waynai, a carpenter of Los Angeles,
has printed the book in letters two Century-Fox Film Corp. in the U. S.
inches high and then built a special District Court yesterday in answer to
church to house it.
the infringement suit of Quirico
Other subjects include Mayor La- Michelena Llanguno. The film company admitted production of the picGuardia's speech on his reelection in
ture, "The World
MovesAmerica
On," which
which he says : "Non-political and was released
in South
with
non-partisan government is contagious
and all cities are interested in it." The
new army plane at Dayton in a test
flight, Hindu fire walkers in a "purifying" ceremony at Singapore and
the national horse show at Madison
Square Garden complete the reel.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.
Universal
No. 612

Newsreel

{Universal)
This is an excellent midweek
issue, having plenty of variety and
allotting footage liberally wherever
the subject matter merits it.
The Chinese war continues to hold
a high place in newsreel interest although so much footage has been received and exhibited here by now
that it cannot be denied that the material has begun to reflect a sameness
which
tends
to rob any
reel's
war stuff
of distinction
and one
to brand
it all with an air of repetition. Universal's Norman Alley, however,
seeks to avoid this in the present release by turning his camera on the
human interest angles. Considerable
footage is devoted to the plight of
Chinese non-combatants caught in
the war zone and their dependence
for food upon their Japanese conquerors. His shots of prisoners of
war and of the hospitalized wounded
veer away from the familiar scenes
of troops in action and of destruction
by bombardment to achieve good
camera reporting.
Opening events at the New York
Horse
Show
in Madison Square

Spanish
titlesthat
as it
"Paz
La Tierra"
but denied
wasEnpirated
from
Llanguno's
story,also
"Paz admitted
En La Guerra."
The answer
that a
decree had been rendered in Mexico
City against 20th Century-Fox Films
of Mexico S.A., awarding Llanguno
a permanent injunction and an accounting of the profits. It was contended by the film company that the
decree was not final and that a Mexican copyright could not be enforced
in the United States. Dismissal of
the suit with costs was asked.
Olmstead

in Portland

Portland, Ore., Nov. 4. — Conferences on distribution in Oregon and
Washington were held here today by
Ray Olmstead, vice-president of
Monogram, A. M. Goldstein and
Cecil J. Farnes, the latter two representatives ofthe firm in the northwest.
Garden and of the Winter Dog Show
in Los Angeles are well photographed
and edited. The running of the
Washington Handicap at Laurel
Park, Md. ; a record salmon run at
Tanner Creek, Ore. ; tryouts of a new
Army bomber at Dayton, O., and the
building of mystery speed boats at
Atlantic City, capable of carrying
500 pounds of explosives and believed
to be intended for use by Chinese
"suicide" pilots complete the reel.
The seven subjects comprise a varied
release of sustained interest.
Running time, 9 minutes. K.
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Sisson

of Networks

Will

Direct

Canadian Net Series
Ken Sisson has been signed as
musical director of the new series to
be known as "Canada, 1937" over a
large network of Canadian stations
and sponsored by Imperial Tobacco
Co. The series starts tomorrow and
will be heard Fridays thereafter from
10 to 10:45 P. M.
Sisson will utilize a 30-piece orchestra, 16-voice choir and soloists. He
was musical director of the Mary
Small revue before he was enlisted by
the Whitehall Broadcasting Co. to
take over the show. He was musical
arranger for the same program last
year.
G, E. Experiments
in
Television Planned
(Continued from page 1)
Albany, with the fourth at Easton,
Conn. All would operate on the
44,000-50,000 kilocycle band.
The two Schenectady stations
would have a power of only 40 watts
and would be confined to picture
transmission, but the Albany and
Easton stations would transmit both
picture and sound, with 10,000 watts
for the former and 3,000 watts power
for the latter.
The F.C.C. also disclosed the receipt of applications from the KingTrendle Broadcasting Corp., for a
new 1,440-kilocycle, 2S0-watt station
at Pontiac, Mich., and F. C. Todd for
a 1,420-kilocycle station at Gastonia,
N. C, with 100 watts power night,
250 watts day.
An application has also been filed
by WDAE, Tampa, for permission to
change frequency from 1,220 to 780
kilocycles.
Albanes
Radio

Friday, November 5, 1937
Crandall

Stewart

Chicago, Nov. 4. — Authoritative
sources here state that the Zenith
Foundation program, now on NBC,
and one Chicago's most important
ether shows, will transfer in a few
weeks to* CBS and that the StewartWarner program, now on CBS, will
go to NBC in return.
Confirmation could not be obtained
tonight.
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Named

Head

Conference

Havana, Nov. 4. — Senator Wilfredo Albanes today was elected permanent president of the Inter-American Radio Conference at its second
plenary session held here.
A feature of today's meeting was a
rising tribute to the memories of
Thomas A. Edison and Guglielmo
Marconi.
Commander T. A. M. Craven of
the United States F.C.C. was named
as head of the technical committee
which, among other important work,
will deal with frequencies and allocations. The committee will organize
its work tomorrow.
Hope was expressed today that a
^sult of the conference would be the
elimination, or at least the decreasing,
of much broadcasting interference
among contiguous countries. This is
said to mean that the United States
as well as other countries will be expected to relinquish rights to certain
frequencies in order to obtain similar
concessions from adjacent nations.

New

Shows

Leo on the Air
When better pictures are made, MG-M will make them. That has been
the proud boast of the Metro organization, aboast generally upheld. But
the Lion last night in its attempt at
the building of a radio program,
proved to effectual
becub. nothing more than an inThe inaugural airing of "Good
News of 1938" was a chaotic attempt,
with scads of screen names dragged
willy-nilly before the mike to say a
few words or to sing a few bars of
music, then retire, not to be called upon again. Jeanette MacDonald and
Allan Jones, in scenes and songs from
"The Firefly," saved the entire production from mediocrity.
The show, the first of its kind in
radio history, provides for the exclussive use of the entire M-G-M talent
by the one sponsor, General Foods
Corp. M-G-M learned long ago, as
must all picture producers, that names
alone do not a picture make. But apparently that lesson was forgotten in
lilanning the radio program.
Church Playlet Stuflf
The first 30 minutes of the program
sounded like something put on at an
Elk meeting, with Douglas Shearer
presented in a sound booth running
aBuddy
sound Ebsen
track and
of theEleanor
picture Powell
"Rosalie,"
and
George Murphy offering a few tap
dance steps, Igor Gorin singing "Caucasian Melody" after Robert Z. Leonard
had
read; aJudy
pedigree
of the offering
singer's
background
Garland

on

the

It Can

Air

Be

Done

Radie Harris will begin a
weekly ment
program
of film
over Mutual
Nov.com-10
from 6:45 to 7 P.M.
About the broadcasting of
a film program, Radie says:
"I believe it can be done
without being sensational. A
reporter covering Hollywood
should have plenty to say
without debunking, without
tearing down, shattering illusions and broadcasting questionable rumors and scandal."
Mutual

Billings

in

As

Joins

Station

KOVC

Manager

Denver, Nov. 4. — Mark Crandall,
of the sales staff of KFEL here, has
gone to Valley City, N. D., where he
will become manager of KOVC. With
him went Al Stevens, announcer, also
from KFEL.
KFEL has made several additions
to the local staff. To the commercial
staff have been added Maxwell Hage,
former assistant manager of WJAY,
Cleveland, and former radio production manager for United Press ;
George Luck, from KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., where he was merchandising manager ; and Hettie Bernhardt, formerly with the Colorado
Club Women publications. Fred Graham, recently announcer for Don Lee
network ; and Duncan Wagner, former announcer for KGFW, Kearney,
Neb., have been added to the announcing staff. Frank Ford, formerly manager of KGCU, Mandan, N. D.,
is now in the clients' service department ;and Bert Seiver has been added to the technical staff.

October Hit $206,194
Mutual billings for October went
over the top with a total of $206,194,
Open Script Department
an increase of 2.4 per cent over the
Sam H. Stiefel Enterprises, Inc.,
October, 1936, billings, which were
have opened a radio script depart$202,008.
ment, with James Lyons in a writing
The cumulative total from January
to October was $1,418,507, up 3.8 per and directing capacity. Four hundred scripts have been prepared for
cent over the billings for the same immediate
distribution, and a staff of
period last year, amounting to writers is now preparing more. A
$1,365,433.
Political business for October, 1936, mail campaign to stations is now
underway, with Lyons and Fred
was $69,623. The above figures do Robbins at the head of sales.
not include this sum, either in the
cumulative total or the October, 1936,
Babb, of NBC, to Rest
figure.
J. Vance
Babb, atmanager
of NBC's
press
department,
the request
of his
doctor, has been ordered to take a
Music Groups Study
month's rest to forestall a breakdown.
Television Clauses He will return to his post at the end
some following,
tunes froma battery
"Broadway
Melody,"
and
of once
glam
Having agreed on the mechanics of of the month.
orous stage and revue names, Irene
Franklin, Ukelele Ike, Eva Tanguay, a 10-year pact between the Song
Edward Schoelwer Dead
Trixie Friganza and Ann Penning
Writers' Protective Ass'n and Music
Cincinnati,
Nov. 4. — Edward
ton.
Publishers' Protective Ass'n, John
Schoelwer,
47,
pianist
and singer over
Schulman,
attorney
for
the
songwritThis was tied-in with an attempt to
ers' group, and A. M. Wattenberg, WKRC, local CBS affiliate, died
bring to the radio audience backstage
glimpses of motion pictures in the counsel for Warners' music subsid- here late today as a result of a heart
iaries and representing the publishers, attack. His widow, two brothers and
making by having em cee Robert Z.
Leonard guide an imaginary group of are now working out provisions as to a sister survive.
tourists about the lot and surprising limitations and restrictions of bulk
Broadcast "Barrier" Opening
the various acts as they went through sales for television.
Seattle, Nov. 4. — Through KOL,
The contract, up to the point of
their paces. The net result of the
staccato pace was one of utter confu- television, is said to be satisfactory to the entire Mutual northwest chain
both sides and will have nothing to do
sion.
will broadcast the premiere of "The
with
Ascap. Both the music publish- Barrier" at the Paramount here toSinging Exceptional
ers and writers have agreed to sign
morrow night from 8 :30 to 9 P. M.
Thus passed the first 30 minutes of another 10-year agreement with Ascap
the expiration of the current pact
the production. Jeanette MacDonald upon
in 1940.
and Allan Jones, for their part, almost
made one forget what had transpired
Attorneys working on the television
Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.
before by offering brilliantly re-en- angle are in agreement on the prinacted scenes from their motion picture
ciples involved and it is now a matter
OF CANADA
"The Firefly." They sang and acted of reducing the terms to writing.
their roles superbly.
Between scenes, Louis B. Mayer, of
Set New Chrysler Programs
M-G-M and C. M. Chester, of GenerDes Moines, Nov. 4. — New propresents
al Foods Corp., both voiced their opingrams starting over WHO are for
ion that a new era of air entertain- the Chrysler Corp., agency J. Sterment would result from this first merKEN
SISSON
ling Getchell, for 13 periods of IS
ger of the allied motion picture and minutes
each on Fridays beginning
radio arts. Mayer tendered a mas- tomorrow at 9 :30 P.M.
ter key to the M-G-M studio lot to
Earl E. May Seed Co., Shenandoah,
Chester.
Director, "Canada, 1937"
Iowa, agency L. W. Ramsey Co.,
"Good News of 1938" is presented Davenport, Iowa, beginning Jan. 31,
With a 30-piece orchestra
Thursdays from 9 to 10 P. M. over 1938, 15-minute periods on Mondays
16-voice choir and ioloists
the NBC-Red Network. General through Fridays at 12:45 P.M. reFoods Corp. sponsors for Maxwell
mote from KMA, Shenandoah.
House Coffee. Benton & Bowles is
Over a coasf-to-coast network of
the agency. Different M-G-M playNo Windsor Broadcast
Canadian Slafions
ers will be featured weekly, with RobLondon, Nov. 3.— The B.B.C. will
ert Z. Leonard serving as permanent
master of ceremonies, and with Mere- not re-broadcast the speech of the
Fridays, 10 to 10:45 P.M., E.S.T.
dith Willson providing the musical Duke of Windsor, to be broadcast
over
American
networks,
Nov.
12.
backdrop.
Banner

Alert.
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Early

End

MEW

of

Warner
Will

Para.

"Buyer

Strikes''

Seen

Move Started on Coast
And in Minneapolis

Early settlement of the "buyers'
strikes" against Paramount throughout the country was indicated yesterday with the advancement of settlement proposals in both the Minneapolis and Los Angeles territories.
An outline of Paramount's policies
for settlement of the "strikes" along
the lines agreed to by Philadelphia
exhibitors earlier this week was presented by company representatives to
Los Angeles exhibitor leaders. Striking exhibitors in the Minneapolis zone
met yesterday to discuss the settle■ ment policy previously outlined to
them.
At present, indications are that
other "strike" territories will follow
the lead of the three major territories
in ending the dispute. The other affected areas include Milwauke, Indiana, Ohio, Pittsburgh and Boston.
The "strike" has been less organized
in these territories, however, and all
that may be required to end the stale(Continued on page 2)
Three
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Industry

Witmark

Men

Die in Motor Crash
Danny McBeth, Alex Giannini
and William Kelly of Witmark & Sons,
Warner music subsidiary, were killed
late Thursday night in an auto accident near Rhinelander, N. Y. The
three men were on their way to attend
the opening of a new show at the
New Kenmore Hotel, Albany, when
the car they were in swerved off the
road and killed the three men. A
fourth man was in the car, but was not
identified with the company.
The bodies are at Cornelius' Funeral
Parlor, Rhinelander. Giannini's wife
is due to give birth in about two
weeks, it was learned yesterday.
Awful Truth" Gets
$12,500 First Day
Garnering approximately $12,500
for the first day, "The Awful Truth"
is expected to tally $90,000 for the
first week at the Music Hall. "Victoria the Great," which just finished a
week's
run there, took in about $85,500.
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" finished
a second week at the Roxy with $43,350. "Heidi" opened yesterday to
good business. The first week of "The
Perfect Specimen" at the Strand ended
with $25,000.

YORK, SATURDAY,

Says
Be

LeRoy

Some

Re-Signed

Chicago, Nov. 5.— That Mervyn
LeRoy will be signed to a new long
term contract with Warners on the
return to the coast of Jack L. Warner, studio head, was intimated by the
latter as he paused here today between
trains en route west. Hollywood reports recently named LeRoy as a possible successor to Sam Briskin, in
charge of the RKO studio.
Warner reported that the company
had more pictures ready for release at
this time than ever before. Most of
them, he said, can be classed as of "superior quality." Warner was enthused
over the sales reports made to him by
the company's representatives here, indicating that sales in the city and territory are the best in years.
G, N, Business

Hits

New Peak — Al per son
Grand National this week had the
biggest week in its history in point of
billings and collections, Edward L.
Alperson, president, stated yesterday.
Contracts with F.W.C. are scheduled
to be signed next week. Few details
remain to be ironed out, but major
points have been agreed upon by
Charles Skouras and Alperson.
Alperson now plans to leave for the
coast next week. Edward Finney
probably will accompany him.
Walter

Nolan

NOVEMBER

TEN

6, 1937

Reception

Equity

Chicago, Nov. 5.— Jack L.
Warner was much impressed
when he alighted from the
Twentieth Century here today to find a 60-piece band
on
handfluttering
and "Welcome"
banners
in the
breeze. He intimated as much
to Sam Clark, local Warner
press representative.
The fact that James Roosevelt, son and personal aide
of the President, was arriving on the same train to fill
a local speaking engagement
wasn't mentioned to Warner
until later.

Upset

By Prospects
Of
Film
Rule

Screen,
Four

Radio Dominate
A Directorate

The domination
prospect
Guild
sociated Actors &
threw a scare

of the
Screen
of
board Actors'
of AsArtistes of America
into a membership

meeting
of yesterday
Actors' Equity
Ass'n to
at
the .\stor
that failed
subside until it was made clear that

there could
was nothing
union
do about the
it. older actors'
Kuykendall
Critical
A resolution proposing equal union
Of Court Decisions
representation on the Four A's board
St. Louis, Nov. 5.— Recent court was voted down following considerable discussion. Burgess Meredith,
decisions affecting the industry were
criticized by Ed Kuykendall today at who presided at the meeting, which
the annual meeting of the M. P. T. O. was attended by about 500 Equity
of St. Louis, eastern Missouri and members, and George Heller, assissouthern Illinois.
tant secretary of the American FedHe expressed the opinion that
eration of Radio Artists, whose representation on the Four A's board
judges did not understand the industry's problems. While leaders in Con- will also exceed Equity's, argued that
gress, including Senator Pat Harri- there was nothing to fear from Equison, urge the necessity of closer coty's board minority and that the "prooperation in the industry, he said,
tection" of union members would be
court interpretations of existing law the aim of the parent A. F. of L. ormake this impossible.
ganization for theatrical performers.
That
there
would be dissension withFollowing
Kuykendall's
(Continued
on f^ge 4) talk the
in Four A ranks as a result of the
(Cmitinued on page 4)

Gets

Monogram
May Raise
Consolidated Post
Total, Says Dunlap
Walter Nolan, formerly with the
Hollywood, Nov. 5.-— Monogram
Loew and Lane circuits, has joined mav increase its production schedule
Consolidated Amusements as division for the 1938-39 season, Scott R. Dunmanager for the independent circuit's lap, vice-president in charge of progroup of theatres in the Bronx. He
duction, said after arriving from a
will
of directors meeting in New
Earl. make his headquarters at the board
York.
No change in the managerial setup
The 1937-38 schedule consisted of
for the Eighth Ave. theatres has been 42 pictures, including 16 westerns.
made and none contemplated, accord- More than half of the product has
ing to Laurence S. Bolognino.
been completed and is playing at theatres. This, according to Dunlap,
puts
the
a month and a half
APR A Ready Soon to ahead of company
schedule.
Negotiate Contracts
The American Federation of Radio
Artists is "about ready" to negotiate
with agencies and networks, George
Heller, assistant secretary, said yesterday.

FCC Stops Hearst* s
Foreign Air Service
W.A.SHINGTON, Nov. 5.— The F.C.C.
has suspended the authority of Hearst
Heller said that the basic organiz- Radio, Inc., to communicate with
ing work among radio performers was Johannesburg, Bogota and Honolulu
sufficiently advanced to permit A. F. through station WEEW. The commission ruled, however, Hearst Radio
R. A. to ask for recognition, negotiation of wage and hour scales and could have a hearing on the communiof working condition contracts, but
cations links. A protest against the
that contractual details had not been Hearst application by Press Wireless,
completed yet.
Inc., has been dismissed.

Additional

CENTS

Radio

Developments — Page

4

Arguments
On Writer

Ordered
Dispute

Hollywood, Nov. 5.— The National Labor Relations Board in.
Washington today issued orders for
oral arguments to be presented there
Nov. 19 in support of the testimony
given at the recent Hollywood hearing on the Screen Writers' Guild petition for its designation as the bargaining agent for screen writers.
Dr. Towne Nylander^ regional labor board director, who made public
the national board's order here, said
that notifications would be sent to the
16 producers named in the guild petition, to the guild itself and to the
Screen Playwrights, which intervened
in the action because at present it
holds the bargaining agreement for
writers.
Consider

Wage

Scale

Rise in Kansas
City
K.\NSAS City, Nov. 5.— Following
conferences here with Felix Snow,
I.A.T.S.E. representative, W. A.
Finney, district manager for Loew's,
and William Elson, managing director of the Newman and Mainstreet,
agreed to forward to their respective
{Continued on page 2)
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All S chine Deals Set
All film deals for the Schine circuit
have been closed, Meyer Schine, head
of the circuit of approximately 100
theatres, stated yesterday prior to his
departure for Gloversville, N. Y. No
expansion plans are contemplated, he
said.
Prudential Keeps Games
Prudential Playhouses do not plan
the elimination of games, Joseph
Seider, president, stated yesterday.
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The HurricArtists)
{Goldwyn-United
Hollywood, Nov. 5. — For months Samuel Goldwyn and his publicity
department have been advising the world that "The Hurricane" would
take a place among the great pictures of all time. In the opinion of a
small group of reviewers who have seen the film prior to its opening,
this proves entirely correct.
"The Hurricane" is a great picture simply because it includes all
the elements essential to a great picture. It tells a heart-touching love
Story. With human interest as its keynote it narrates the heroic romance
of a South Sea Island pagan boy and girl who, surviving the persecutions of a white civilization seeking to impose cruel justice upon a primitive people, flowers to glory when the awful forces of nature wreak
death and destruction. There is fine acting in the show. Dorothy
Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas Mitchell,
Raymond Massey, John Carradine, Jerome Cowan and Al Kikume see
to that.

If anyone were to be singled out as the star, the honor would undoubtedly go to Mitchell. Yet all the others may rightly consider their performances asmarking the high spots of their careers.
Although John Ford has made other great pictures, never before has
he so effectively demonstrated his talents and abilities as one of the
screen's foremost directors.
In bringing the Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Hall love story
to screen realism Dudley Nichols, who did the screenplay, and Oliver
H. P. Garrett, who effected the dramatization, elected to let the story
tell itself and to permit Ford's abilities and the talents of the players,
plus one of the most amazing demonstrations of production ef¥ects the
screen has ever seen, to endow the film with a potent punch, the fury
of which actually stuns the senses. The hurricane sequence running
approximately a half hour is an awesome thing. Compared to it, the
earthquake episode in "San Francisco" is like a tempest in a teapot.
The hurricane is really the star of the show. Staged by James Basevi
and R. T. Layton and photographed by R. O. Binger, this remarkable
example of screen mechanics is certain to be the subject of reams of
commendation.
Besides the impressive quality of the story, the calibre of acting,
writing and direction, and the sensational hurricane, there are many
other things which accentuate the entertainment and commercial value
of the film. Not the least of these is the importance of the musical score
arranged and directed by Alfred Newman. A seven-minute overture
preceding the opening of the score establishes the proper mood and, as
the story mounts to a pre-climax before the storm, it sets the stage for
what is to follow.

Bert Glennon'.5
Hutchinson Due Monday
tions of the film
Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign head job of editing.
for 20th Century-Fox, will arrive from
There need be
the coast Monday after conferring box-office.
That
with John D. Clark and Darryl F. certain.
Zanuck. Upon his return he will confer with Sidney R. Kent on new deRunning time,
velopments inAustralia.
Cagney Has Two to Go
Despite persistent reports that James
Cagney may rejoin Warners, it was
learned yesterday that he has two more
pictures to make for Grand National.
The story for his next Grand National
film is expected to be purchased
shortly.
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photography of the straight narrative and scenic porhas been done beautifully. Lloyd Nosier did a fine
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columnist,
leaves for Hollywood
MARK
HELLINGER,
New York
on the Santa Paula today to assume an
executive production post with Warners. Yesterday his producing sponsors gave him a cocktail party at
"21." Among those present were
Walter Winchell, Quentin Reynolds, George M. Cohan, Edward
P. Mulrooney, William Gaxton,
Col. Jay C. Flippen, Gradwell
Sears, Mort Blumenstock, Louis
SoBEL, Leonard Lyons, Dan Walker, Charles Herns, George Jean
Nathan, Jimmy Walker, Gene
Buck, Jack Adler, Irving Hoffman,
Truman Talley, Nicky Blair,
Eddie Davis, Sam Harris, John
O'Hara, Herbert Bayard Swope,
(Jr. and Sr.), Jack Harrower,
John McClain, Nick Glad, Jimmy
Johnston, Bert Lytell, Abe L.
Green, Milton Weiss, Benn Jacobson, Jules Brulatour, Lew Wertheimer, Dick Merrill, Waddell
Catchings, Sid Retchetnick, Roy
Chartier, Dr. Leo Michel, Toots
ScHOR, Herb Cruickshank, Ike
Levy, Jay Paley, Gene McHugh
and Martin Sommers.
•
Lillian Hellman is due Monday
on the Normandie.
Flash

Previews

"Manhattan
-Go - Round" —
This
film has Merry
just about
everything
conducive to box-office success. The
recording studio background of the
story permits the introduction of
much excellent music.
"Thrill of a Lifetime" — A lengthy
cast of well known entertainers in a
struggle-to-put-on-a-play yarn. The
talent saves the day.
"Swing It, Sailor^' —
built around the affairs ofA twocomedy
tars.
Includes some fine naval action
scenes.
25^
These films will be reviewed in full
in a corning issue of Motion Picture
25^ 1654
1654
1754
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Para.
tiations with Paramount exchanges Pathe
home offices a proposal by the Thea..
23Vz
for
the
settlement
of
old
contracts
or
1954
7
would
which
tre Employes' Union
+ 54
1/2
provide for an increase in wages to the closing of new ones.
20th
Fox
ushers from 25 to 35 cents an hour
The same terms granted to the W. B. .. .. m
•■ m
and a $2 weekly raise for all other Philadelphia exhibitors will be avail+ Ye.
Curb
.. w Off
able to others, subject to individual
"front of the theatre" workers. _ The
HighFractionally ChEinge
Net
proposal also includes recognition of negotiations on other than basic proClose
the union as the sole bargaining visions.
m
m
G. N. ...
agency for this type of worker.
Sonotone
m Lowm
Fox Midwest has indicated it would Record from Kinetophone Tech
Open
3
3
3
3
+2
Trans-Lux
go along with the union on a basis
An
early
Kinetophone
record
and
similar to that worked out for the
a Kinetophone from the laboratories
Light Bond Losses
Midland, Mainstreet and Newman. of the late Thomas A. Edison were
Net
Snow's talks with Fox have covered brought to the Reeves Sound Studios
High Low Close Change
+1
35^s '46
99
99 99
only the first run Fox Uptown and last night where a transcription of Loew
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first run downtown Empress. The for posterity. The re-recorded voice RKO 6s '41
98
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98 —1
W.
B.
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placed in the files of the Omni voxbeCo.
present proposal is a considerable will
(Quotations at close of Nov. 5)
modification of the original agreement.
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RCA
Net

9-Month
Reaches

$6,599,111

Reporting net profit ot $6,599,111
for the nine months ended Sept. 30
last, the RCA board of directors at
a special meeting yesterday authorized the payment on Dec. 21 of dividends which will bring the total paid
of
on the company's three classes
stock during 1937 to approximately
$6,450,000. These are the first dividend
in the corporation's 18
be declared
to
of existence.
Ytzrs
The 1937 nine months' net profit
compares with a net of $2,847,383 for
the same period last year. Profit for
the third quarter of this year was reported at $1,951,726, compared with
$1,083,604 for the same quarter last
year. The net figures are after interest, depreciation, amortization and
provision for Federal income taxes
but before provision for Federal surtax on undistributed profits.
Gross operating income for the first
nine months of this year amounted to
$82,847,873, compared with $69,037,084 last year. For the third quarter
of 1937 gross operating income was
$30,052,173, compared with $25,094,558 for the 1936 quarter.
Three Dividends Declared

i

Radio

DAILY

Personals

H. MOORE, formerWALTER
ly of NBC's press department,
has been appointed director of publicity for the Northern Illinois Coluse
lege of Optometry . . . Irving Stro
is en route to Chicago, where he
goes in advance of Paul Whiteman
who opens with his band at the Drake
Hotel, Nov. 19 . . . The day after it
was chronicled here that George
Scher of Lennen & Mitchell had been
spilled from a horse, he received a
letter from Julie Nassberg informing
of the virtues of an accident policy,
which proves that the insurance
agents, at least, follow this department .. . Martin Starr, WMCA's film
reviewer, has been spotted at last on
gram which origia commercial pro
nates on the stage of a film house, yet
the sponsor insists that Starr serve
anonvmously, which just isn't good
logic. If Starr has a following with
any class, he has it with the local
filmgoers . . • WHN informs that it,
too, will broadcast the speech of the
Duke of Windsor, if and when . . .
Professor Quiz will celebrate his first
anniversary on CBS today . . . Georgie
Price will be the guest of honor at a
orrow . . .
Leon and Eddy part
+ y, tom

► Equity

50 Syllables
Hollywood, Nov. 5. — KFIKECA advertising departments have hit upon a solution to the "25-word spot announcement" selling. They
have changed it to "50 syllable" announcements, and
charge the same rate for that
as for the 25 words.
This gives advertisers an
opportunity to get in from
30 to 35 words for the 25
word rate.

Upset

By Prospects
Of
Film
Rule

(Continued from page 1)
variance
in board representation
among the affiliated unions was not
to be assumed, it was argued.
The size of the membership of the
individual unions determines their
representation on the Four A board.
Both the Screen Actors' Guild and
A. F. R. A. have approximately three
times the membership of Equity.^
Paul Moss, license commissioner,
addressed the meeting on behalf of
Conference
to Talk
Mayor LaGuardia who had been
scheduled to speak but did not appear.
On Ham
Allocations Moss said that any practical plan for
Havana, Nov. 5.— Allocations of a municipal theatre which was worked
western hemisphere frequencies used
outin the
by next
the four
stageyears
organizations
withwould be given
by radio amateurs (hams) will be discussed here by committees of the Inter- assistance by the city "if possible."
American Radio Conference.
He added that the project would have
The committees will also strive to
to be in the nature of a "laboratory"
Canada's theatre to offer opportunity to new
overfrequencies
reach an agreement
aspirations
for the low
talent and would not be a large thechannels between 200 and 400 kiloatre "seating
cycles which are in conflict with the
Moss
urgedthousands."
reduction of theatre
recommendations of the recent Radio- ticket prices to make attendance
aviation Conference at Lima, Peru "easy." A resolution was adopted by
Daniel C. Studin, executive vice- which desires the channels for aviation the meeting calling upon theatre
president of Star Radio, is confined radio.
groups to draft an ordinance prohibitto his bed with a throat infection . . .
ing or regulating ticket speculation.
Tito Coral has been booked for a
Brown Suit Settled
Brock Pemberton, producer, made
series of concerts in Mexico City.
The infringement suit of Daniel L. a pessimistic report to the meeting on
While there he will also visit his
the cooperation
being by
given
the groups.
American Theatre Council
stage
parents . . . Ralph Ballamy and Zasu Brown against Jacob and Lee Shubert, Select Theatres Corp. and TamsThe meeting advocated the scaling
"Seein' Witmark Music Library was marked
r on
appeaSunda
Pitts "will
. . Walter
y .the
show
Stars
settled
in
the
U.
S.
District
Court
Huston and Elizabeth Patterson will here yesterday. The stipulation filed of Equity dues according to the earning capacity of members.
show tonight . . . provided that no damages or profits
appear on the Vallee
+
Van Loon Heads Atuhors
were to be paid, but the defendants

The dividends declared by the board
yesterday were STVz cents per share
on the $3.50 cumulative convertible
first preferred for the period from Oct.
1 to Dec. 31, payable Dec. 21 to
holders of record on Dec. 3; $31.25
per share on the outstanding 16,196
shares of "B" preferred for the period
from Oct. 1, 1931, to Dec. 31, 1937,
Daniel J. Doherty, American acknowledged the plaintiff's ownerpayable Dec. 21 to holders of record
"Sari,"
opera,acquired
to thehaving
the rights
claimed
on Dec. 10, and 20 cents per share on Legion Comm.ander, will be heard whichship ofBrown
the 13,880,963 shares of common stock, over Mutual, Nov. 15, from 2 to 2 :30 from the composer in 1911. It was
payable Dec. 21 to holders of record P.M. when he addresses the Indian- . alleged that the defendants infringed
apolis Chamber of Commerce . .
on Nov. 12.
by granting radio rights to the music
Etnier, author of "On Gil- of the opera.
th
Elizabe
David
Sarnoft',
RCA
president,
bert Head," will appear on Marjorie
stated following the meeting that the
WNEW to Start New Series
board had set Nov. 30 next as the 9Mills'
. . . program over Mutual, Nov.
A new nightly news broadcast will
final date for conversion of the "B"
preferred stock for first preferred and
be presented by WNEW at 7 :15 P.M.
common under the provisions of the
Thesaurus Adds One; Holds 6
each weekdayternational
beginning
Nov.used
8. InNews will be
for
The NBC Thesaurus department
company's charter. He added that
only two per cent of the 766,897 shares
witheditingthe
news dea new client and re- the series, partment
the station's
news.
ceived theadded
renewals of six others. The
of "B" preferred previously outstand- yesterday
ing had not yet been exchanged. Yes- new station is WSPD, Toledo. The
Gordon Baking Signs Agency
terday's dividend action cleared up renewing stations are. KELD, Eldothe arrears on the company's "B" prerado, and KFPW, Fort Smith, both
The Gordon Baking Co. of Deferred.
troit, New York and Chicago, has
Arkansas; WTMV, East St. Louis,
111.; WFEA, Manchester, N. H. ; appointed Young & Rubicam, Inc.,
WNOX
Observes Its
KPRC, Houston, and WREW, Law- Detroit office, to handle its adverrence, Kan,
tising, effective Nov. 29.
Fifteenth Birthday
Knoxville, Nov. 5.— WNOX
Scripps-Howard station, this week
celebrated its 15th anniversary. It is
Another
Stokowskiism
the oldest licensed station in the state.
New business on WNOX includes
announcements for the Mishawaka
Woolen Mills through CampbellPhiladelphia, Nov. 5. — Leopold Stokowski, the "Peck's Bad Boy"
Ewald; five 15-minute programs for
of the concert music world, has done it again, this time while apRexall Drugs ; announcements for
pearing with Powers Gourad on the Yellow Cab program over
Procter & Gamble through Pedlar &
WCAU to comment on the Philadelphia Orchestra and to stimulate the sale of tickets.
Ryan ; a; year's
contract
for Royal
Jewelers
and three
announcements
Midway in the broadcast, Stokowski learned that the broadcast
daily for 52 weeks for Stein Bros.
was sponsored by the Yellow Cab Co. Gourad almost passed away
Clothes.
when Stokowski said: "Yellow Cab? They almost made me miss
this broadcast. I called them once, then twice, and no cab came,
Renew Carnation Program
so I had to leave for the studio." Wildly, Gourad asked if he had
not called the wrong number, but Stokowski said no, and repeated
"Carnation Contented Hour," sponsored by Carnation Milk Co., and
the proper number. As the broadcast concluded the announcer represented Mondays from 10 to 10:30
minded the audience of the cab company's 'phone number, but Stokowski leaned over in front of the mike and said emphatically,
P.M. on the NBC-Red, has lieen renewed for a full year, starting Jan. 3.
"You can call but it won't work."

Hendrik Willem van' Loon was
elected president of the Authors' Guild
of the Authors' League of America
yesterday. Others elected were Henry
F. Pringle, vice president, and Margaret Widdemer, secretary.
Kuykendall
Critical
of Court Decisions
(Continued from page 1)
unit again went on record in favor of
his 10-point program for industry reforms.
Fred Wehrenberg was reelected
president. Other officers elected were:
First vice-president, S. E. Pertle;
second vice-president, I. W. Rodgers;
third vice-president, Robert Cluster;
fourth vice-president, Sam Kimm;
secretary-treasurer, Louis C. Hehl;
sergeant-at-arms, Walter Thimmig;
directors, Maury Davis, Harold W.
Evens, Louis K. Ansell, Frank Spiros,
Thien,
Mrs. Bessie
ter, Victor
Clarence
Kaimann,
IrvingSchulLau,
Louis J. Menges, L. A. Mercier,
H. E. Miller and Noah Bloomer.
Agenfs Suit Dismissed
Justice Salvatore Cotillo dismissed
the suit of Edgar Allen for $14,250
agent's commission against Fanny
Brice in the N. Y. Supreme Court
yesterday. The complaint was held
to be defective because Allen failed to
state that he was a licensed theatrical
agent. Allen claims 10 per cent of
$142,500 which he says Miss Brice
earned in the 1933-Ziegfeld Follies.
Justice Cotillo allowed Allen to file
an amended complaint within 10 days
if he pays the costs.
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Chase

Of

Sales

20th-Fox

NEW

October
Latest

YORK, MONDAY,

Key

NOVEMBER

Takes

Figures

Waver;

$1^555^682

October key city first run grosses
He Got the Point
fluctuated slightly, but continued to
hold close to the levels which set in
after the Labor Day pickup. The
The Capitol last week was
Receives
$1,200,000 in total for 146 theatres in 24 key spots
running an elaborate trailer
for the week ending Oct. 29-30 was
Dividend Payments
for "Conquest," next attraction at the house. The titles
$1,555,682.
are in the expected style,
This was slightly higher than the
Chase National Bank has realized
lauding the film with all the
previous week, when 149 first run theapproximately $3,600,000 within the
adjectives at the command of
atres were in operation with a take of
the advertising copy writer,
past year on the progressive liquida- $1,546,112. For the week ending Oct.
tion of its 20th Century-Fox stock 15-16 the total was $1,587,879. Durand pointing out that when
holdings, it was learned on Saturday.
it was thought the screen had
ing that week 147 first run houses
The bank has been entitled to divi- were open.
reached the apex of achievedends amounting to about $1,200,000.
All three of these totals are higher
ment, along comes "ConThe bank's consistent disposal of than the low of $1,500,826 touched
the stock at average market prices during the first week of the month.
At that point a gallery god
over the past 12 months has reduced
one day reacted in a loud,
{Comparative grosses on page 8.)
its holdings of 20th Century-Fox preclear voice with: "I guess
ferred to approximately 50.05 per cent ''Zo
la" at $239,300
they
mean it's good." And
of that issue outstanding and to apthe
house collapsed in hysquest."
terics.
proximately 26 per cent of the comRun
In Three-Month
mon, it was revealed. The sales of
preferred during the period from Oct.
"The Life of Emile Zola" last
15, 1936, to Nov. 1, 1937, aggregated night completed a three-month run at
approximately 88,000 shares, having two-a-day prices at the Hollywood for Theatre Regulations
an average market value for the period a tally of approximately $239,300. The
final seven days garnered about $5,000.
To Be Relaxed Soon
in
excess
of $2,600,000.
sales
of common
during The
the bank's
period According to Warners, 400,000 perChanges in the new building code,
sons have seen the film at the Broadamounted to approximately 43,900
way theatre. Motion Picture Daily effective Jan. 1, indicate a relaxation
shares with an average market value
of theatre restrictions which will perfigures, week by week, follow :
in excess of $1,000,000.
mit builders and exhibitors more
Chase now holds 687,096 shares of W eek Ending
Gross
latitude
in setting up offices and storpreferred, compared with 774,753 Aug. 22 (11 days)
$41,000
ing
equipment.
shares a year ago, and 343,448 shares Aug. 29
25,800
Offices and apartments may be
of common, compared with 387,376 a Sept.
5
20,000 built above the auditoriums of theayear ago. The bank retains its 58 per Sept. 12
26,500
tres under the new laws, provided
cent interest in National Theatres, the Sept. 19
23,500 sufficient space separates the theatre
22,500 portion of the building by unpierced
company's negotiations for the pur- Sept. 26
chase of this stock having been held Oct.
3
20,000 walls. The main floor of the audiup by litigation and, currently, by Oct. 10
17,000
torium isno longer restricted to street
market conditions.
Oct. 17
16,000 level and more space on street frontOct. 24
14,000
age may be utilized for stores. StorOct. 31
8,000
age of theatrical equipment beneath
As A: Bank Night Ban
Nov.
7
5,000 the stage is permitted now provided
In Wisconsin Town
precautionary standards for safeguard
(Continued on page 8)
Total
$239,300
Racine, Wis., Nov. 7.— City Attorney Cornelius Colbert has been instructed by the Common Council to
draft an ordinance banning Bank
Night and have it ready by the coun- S. W. G. Asks
Author
League
cil's next meeting.
Alderman Kenneth
Kersten, who
(Continued on page 8)
For
Larger
Representation
Report Leonard Out
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— The Screen is believed to be greater than that of
As Metro Air "M.C" Writers' Guild has petitioned the either the Dramatists' Guild or the
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Robert Z. Authors' League of America, parent Authors' Guild, the other two princiLeonard apparently no longer is per- writers' and dramatists' organization, League.
pal member guilds of the Authors'
manent master of ceremonies of the for representation on the council of
The proposal has been submitted
M-G-M-General Foods Corp. program the latter organization commensurate
"Good News of 1938," for Robert with the membership of the guild, it already to the council of the Authors'
was learned here today on good League in New York, together with
Young wlil officiate on Thursday.
authority.
additional requests relating to the
The dramatization will be "ManneAccording to local unconfirmed screen writers' current moves for
quin," featuring Joan Crawford and
Spencer Tracy.
interpretations, if the guild's petition complete autonomy. It was reported
was to be granted the screen writers here that the league council has acted
would achieve a majority and, conse- favorably on some of the requests,
quently, aposition of dominance on denied others and deferred action on
More Radio— Pp. 12-13
(Continued on page 8)
the league's council. Its membership
$3,600,000
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Predict
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U.

Pact
A.

During
Wo

CENTS

Sale

Week

Hitches,*' Declares
One of Insiders

Interests close to discussions now
nearing a conclusion for the purchase
of U. A. stock held by Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pick-ford for $6,000,000 yesterday told
Motion Picture Daily that "there
are no hitches and not the slightest
lack of understanding between the
The date when a formal announcepartiesmentinvolved."
will be made was hard to predict, according to the source, but at
the rate the conferences are going it
would not be surprising if Samuel
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda called
in the press for a joint statement early
this week, it was stated. Only details
remain to be ironed out, according to
this source. What the details are
was not divulged.
It was pointed out that U. A. has
from 30 to 40 subsidiaries throughout
the world and that these must be
taken into consideration when so immated. portant adeal is about to be consumGoldwyn, it was said, has a local
group ready to put up his share of
the money involved to complete the
transaction. Prudential Assurance of
England is said to be the financial
sponsor for Korda. E. H. Lever,
secretary of Prudential, has been sitting in on the conferences. As secretary for(Continued
that company,
on page he7) is vested
U. A, Sets

Booking

Records in London
London, Nov. 7.— United Artists
has set up a booking record for the
next few weeks which is said to be
unparalleled in the history of local
exhibition.
Opening last Tuesday at the new
$3,500,000 New Odeon in Leicester
Square, "The Prisoner of Zenda" is
expected to gross approximately $60,000 for the first week. The theatre is
(Continued on page 7)

''Marco
Aim

Polo'*

Sales

at Scale

Rises

"The Adventures of Marco Polo"
will be sold by United Artists on a
policy prescribing
advance
in admission scales foran its
simultaneous
first run engagements throughout the
Saturday. the distributor indicated on
country,
While studiously avoiding a direct
(Continued on page 7)
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Legion Approves 7
Of 9 New
Pictures
The National Legion of Decency,
in its list of nine new pictures reviewed this week, has approved four
for general patronage, three for adults
and classed two as objectionable in
part. The new films and their classi
fication follow :
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for
General Patronage — "Adventure's
End," "The Adventurous Blonde,"
"The Barrier," "West of Shanghai."
Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults
— "Conquest," "Murder in Greenwich
Village," "Some Blondes Are Danger
ous." Class B, Objectionable in Part
—"The Lower Depths," "Merry-Go
Round."
Warner Lab Ready Soon
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Warners' new
laboratory, costing more than $500,000
will be ready within three weeks
Construction has been started on a
new prop storage building.
The laboratory will turn out release
prints for use in coast theatres and
negatives from which prints are made
in New York for houses in other
parts of the country.
Construction of 24 film vaults is
virtually completed.

Insiders^
Bv RED

ABUZZ of comment has been
created by Frank Nugent's
of "Conqu
reviewYork
not
did The
He in
Times.est"
New
like the film and, in passing the
word along to his constituents,
the critic did not spare the linotypes. That, we view it, is entirely alright. As one who likes
to speak his mind and has, this
page two space would defend to
s prerogative. It
Nugent'
the
nce in the
no differe
makes
also last
measure of his integrity that, of
all the metropolitan purveyors of
Hollywood effort, he emerged
this time as the non-conformist.
For, correct or otherwise, a
critic, if he is that, must be untrammeled in the expression of
his opinion. . . .

In this particular circumstance,
however, it strikes us that Nugent led with his chin and that of
his paper. He predicated his review on the report, largely circulated by accident or by press
agentry, that "Conquest" cost
$3,800,000 to produce. Taking
this as his starting point and
largely holding on to it thereafter, he assumed Metro had been
overcharged. But he went beyond. He permitted this adding
machine figure to furnish the
coloration for his appraisal and
placed himself in the very untenable position of reviewing an
important picture — and one which
we happen to believe is a notable
picture, if that matters — in the
light of what in the Nugent mind
that attraction should have had,
or might have had, at its erroneously reported near $4,000,000
cost. . . .

This is a very curious approach
for any critic of a daily newspaper to take. Within the trade
where selling terms are a reflection of cost, if not always of
merit, it could be argued a critic
should reveal an awareness of
the extent to which the negative
charges have gone. It could be
maintained, and successfully, we
think, that a given attraction, expensively bound up, might do an
enormous gross and leave nothShift M. & P. Managers
Boston, Nov. 7. — Frank Mc Shane,
formerly manager of the Strand, has
resigned from M. &. P. Frank Solomont has gone to the Franklin Park
from the Beacon in Boston. James
Darby, formerly assistant to Henry
Taylor at the Metropolitan, has taken
over at the Beacon. William J. Murphy has gone to the Regent at Norfolk
Downs in place of G. Kelsch. John
O'Halloran has become manager of
the M. & P. Waltham.

Outlook
KANN
ing for the exhibitor in the light
of what he must pay to get it.
The accepted instance, for years,
has been the Chaplin features, of
course. Such observations, however, are trade information and
presumably something sacrosanct
within the borders of the industry. . . .
A daily newspaper critic has
nothing to bother his head over
in this respect. He is supposed
to tell his readers whether or not
the film under discussion is worth
or is not worth their time and
so their money. It follows, because it axiomatically must, that
the measure by which critical
conclusions are reached is the
footage on the screen and the
impact or the entertainment, or
the lack of either or both, which
the sum total conveys. It is not

Purely

Personal

►

al eastern
now onanda
• visit
Univers
thy,
McCar
A. to
FJ.
southern exchanges, went to Atlanta
from Cleveland yesterday. He is due
back in New York about the middle
of next week.
•
William Saulter, art director of
the Biograph Studios, will speak tomorrow at Hunter
College on
• Production."
"Making Ready for
James A. FitzPatrick is due
shortly from England, where he has
been producing a series of quota films
for M-G-M.
Adolphe Menjou, accompanied by
Verree Teasdale, his wife, will leave
nesday.
Hollywood for New York on WedHerschel Stuart, who resigned
last week as treasurer of Monogram,
has gone to Dallas • to visit his family.

Arthur Abeles, Warner sales head
for the Argentine, has returned to his
any of Nugent's business what
headquarters at Rio• de Janiero.
the charges against the GarboBoyer film are. At least, it is
Kenneth Thomson, executive secnot any of his concern when he
retary of the Screen Actors Guild,
undertakes a review. If he holds
arrived from Hollywood
on Saturday.
•
it interesting to tell Times >
readers this was an attraction
Tom Everitt, of The March of
which cost whatever it cost, there
Time, arrives at Hollywood Monday,
is in the columns of his copious
November 8, on The
Chief.
•
and very excellent newspaper a
Roland Young, Mischa Auer and
niche for such a bit of news. . . .
Mrs. Max Reinhardt arrive today
on the Normandie.
Let us assume, which is a
mighty assumption, that Heifetz
does a poor concert with the
Philharmonic Orchestra. Downes,
Oilman, Sanborn or Chotzinoff,
in their critiques the following
morning, would not contemplate
matching fees with disappointed
performance, although they might
scold the soloist. When "Virginia" opened at the Center Theatre, it was reviewed by Atkinson, Watts, Lockridge and the
other dramatic critics for what
it revealed, which, it so happened,
proved to be not much. Some
one of them might have mentioned in the passing a word
about the investment. Not one of
them would have reared, nor did
he, his review on such a foundation. It would have been as unorthodox an approach as that in
which Nugent now finds himself
entrapped. . . .
Pick

RKO

Final

Titles

Harold Young, director of "S2nd
Street," is back in •town from Europe.
James R. Grainger is due back at
his Universal office today from Boston.
•
Joe Schenck has acquired a new
automobile.
Harry C. Arthur left for St. Louis
by plane yesterday• morning.
William Powell has arrived from
Europe yesterday on the Roma.

Stock Issues Decline

Net
Open High Low Close Change
Col
16 16 15!^ 15SA — ^
Cons.,
8 1.58
8 156}^ 158
754, — 14
E. K pfd... 158
G. T. E
13M
13?4 — Vs
Loew
60 60 56^ 575^ —2%
Para
145^ lA'A 1354 135/i — !4
Para. 1 lOVA 101!4 99j4 99li —5%
R. K. 0
514 S'A SVs SVs —H
20th Fox. . . . 23y» 235^ 22^. 22J4 — Vs
20th pfd
28M 28J4 28J4 28^
W. B
SVs m
7Va
754 — J4

Curb Off
Hollywood,
Nov.
7. — "Quick
Net
Money" will be the release title of
Fred Stone's RKO film, and "Hu
Open High Low Close Change
N
PA
VA
154 154 — 54
bert's Folly," an original story, will G.
Sonotone ... VA
l-M
IM 1?4 — 54
be filmed as "Shooting at the Moon.
Technicolor. 18^ WA
17V» 17?4 — Vi.
Trans-Lux , i
3
3
3
M-G-M Promotes Walden
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Stewart Wal
den, of the M-G-M front office staff,
has been promoted to cutter in the
foreign trailer department.

Little Bond Movement
Net
High Low Close Cheinge
Loew
'46
99
99
W. B. 354«
6s '29
8254 985^
82
82
— 54
(Quotations at close of Nov. 6.)
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{Continued from page 1)
with the authority from the executive committee on operations to pledge
the insurance company's money.
Prudential, it is said, invests approximately $250,000,000 annually.
The company is the prime backer of
London Films, Korda's producing
company. While here, Lever has
been spending most of his time on
business other than the U. A. purchase.
Meanwhile, reports persist Hemphill, Noyes & Co., in which Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the Paramount
executive committee, is a partner,
will participate, either directly or indirectly. Grififis has had numerous
meetings with Korda, not only during the current negotiations, but also
when the London Films' head was
here on his last trip.
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the 20th Century-Fox board, also has
been consulted several times on the
deal by interests involved, it was
learned authoritatively yesterday.
However, Schenck's interest has been
out of friendship for the parties concerned and he will in no way participate in the deal, it was stated.
Schenck Goes West Today

^'Manhattan Merry-Go-Round"
(^Republic)
Hollywood, Nov. 7. — Mark "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" down as
a definite money-maker, one destined, judging by preview audience
comment and reaction, as perhaps one of the best grossers in Republic's
history. It has everything — well-woven story, neat production, skilful
direction, good music, brisk comedy, excellent spacing of situation —
treated by distinct novelty in filmusical plots and variety of marquee
names.
There is a potpourri of talent — Phil Regan, Leo Carrillo, Ann Dvorak,
Tamara Geva, James Gleason, Ted Lewis and his orchestra. Cab Calloway and his Cotton Club orchestra, Kay Thompson and her ensemble,
Henry Armetta, Luis Alberni, Max Terhune, Smiley Burnette, and a
fellow who really draws them in with westerns — Gene Autry — in a
special sequence which throws the spotlight temporarily upon him.
This first production effort of Harry Sauber, veteran film writer,
who wrote the original screenplay based on a musical revue of the same
name by Frank Hummert, is literally a knockout as a picture.
Interspersed with musical numbers which run from opera to hi-de-ho,
and sprinkled with comedy, the Sauber script and Charles Riesner's direction avoided situations which could have tripped the easy flow of
the story and spotted musical numbers, supervised by Harry Gray,
as subordinate to the plot.
Carrillo, more or less a racketeering money-lender, takes over a
recording studio on which he has foreclosed following the plant's failure because of inability to get known performers for platters. Carrillo
has his henchmen, headed by Gleason in a grand character, "Danny the
Duck," bring in name people by force. He complicates the lives of
Regan and Miss Dvorak, who are in love, by forcing Regan to court
Miss Geva to influence her to make records for the firm. Everything

Schenck spent the weekend at the turns out all right in the finale which presents Autry singing "RoundLong Island estate of Nicholas M.
up Time in Reno," written by Autry and Jack Owen. The tune apSchenck. He will leave for the coast
pears to be set for great popularity. Other songs are by Jack Lawrence, Peter Tinturin, Jerome Jerome, Richard Byron and Walter Kent.
today, accompanied by Lew Wertheimer, his executive assistant; Jay
The only complaints to be heard from patrons is that there isn't
Paley, uncle of William, president of enough
of Autry and that Armetta and Alberni merely have bits. The
CBS, and Ike Levy of Philadelphia. entire cast does well, and, properly plugged the production should
Schenck had planned to remain sev- satisfy exhibitors.
eral weeks longer, but cut his stay
short because of business matters on
Running time, 78 minutes. "G."
the coast.
Reports continue that David O.
Selznick, who has been discussing an
extension of his current U. A. pact,
will not participate in the financing.
Over
^Em
However, he may get a revised disLooking
tribution deal to his satisfaction. Admitted within the U. A. ranks is the
fact that his pictures have been set- "Swing It, Sailor"
ting new records, not only in this (Grand National)
country but abroad as well.
There is weak, reasonably pleasant entertainment in a minor key in
To put it briefly, one of the men
"Swing It, Sailor," and the film is entirely acceptable as double bill
sitting in on the discussions said material.
There are flashes of battleship maneuvers and the takeoff of
yesterday :
a flying squadron from a ship to engage in bombing practice, all of
"Although it was expected the deal
would be concluded sooner, its scope which serve to establish an interest-holding background to the comedy
requires more time, but the interests romantic affairs of a couple of sailors on shore leave.
Wallace Ford and Isabel Jewell have the leads, with Ray Mayer and
concerned now see eye to eye."
Maurice Silverstone, head of U. A. Mary Treen in support. Ford is the idol of Mayer, and the latter, bigger
for England, plans to leave for Hol- than he is smart, does all Ford's dirty work. Consequently, Ford is
lywood on his yearly trip in about
two weeks. While on the coast he interested in having Mayer re-enlist instead of marrying Miss Jewell,
will attend the annual stockholders' and does his best, by two-timing Mayer, to prevent the marriage. He
meeting, which is to be held about the succeeds, rather, in getting himself into hot water romantically, as Miss
middle of November.
Jewel makes a play for him, and his scheme appears to be a boomerang.
But it is straightened out when Mayer is accidentally left aboard the
target when he is knocked out, and Ford goes back to save him. Much
Dembow Holds Meeting
in the way of suspense action might have been made of the rescue
Chicago, Nov. 7.— George Dembow sequence, but the opportunity is ineptly handled and completely lost.
today held a regional sales meeting
Raymond Cannon directed from an original and screenplay by Clarence
of National Screen Accessories' man- Marks and David Diamond.
agers from this city, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines and Milwaukee.
minutes. "G."
Running time, 63(Additional
Reviews on Page 13.)
Charge Libel in London
Chertok Signs
London, Nov. 7.— Joynson Hicks
has filed an action against the magaHollywood, Nov. 7.—
zine Night and Day, on behalf of M-G-M short subjects
Shirley Temple and 20th Century- signed Marion Cooper,
Fox, alleging libel.
Warshawsky as writers.

Writers
-Jack Chertok,
producer, has
Jr., and Sam

Schanberger Recovering
Baltimore, Nov. 7.— Fred C. Schanberger isrecovering from an operation
recently performed at West Baltimore
General Hospital.

Records

Booking
in London

(Continued from page 1)
the latest in the Odeon Circuit and
seats 2,300. The tally, U. A. officials
claim, would be the largest of any
film for seven days in England. The
picture will continue indefinitely.
Following its runs at the New
Odeon, "The Prisoner of Zenda" has
been
booked
into also
G. B.'s
theatres.
It will
followWest
into End
the
John Maxwell houses and then into
Odeon units in January. U. A. sales
executives state that this will be the
quickest playoff ever known in England for a picture and they add it will
shatter the six months' release plan.
Ordinarily, a picture is not released
to subsequent runs until six months
after a first run showing.
"A Star Is Born" is now in its
ninth week at the Tivoli and will continue for three more weeks. After the
Tivoli engagement, U. A. has booked
the film for six weeks at the Marble
Arch Pavilion.
"Dead End" in a week will start a
six weeks' run at the Gaumont, ace
G. B. house. "Stella Dallas" is now
in its third week at the Regal.
"Knight Without Armour" is currently enjoying a seventh week at the
London Pavilion. "Stand In" will succeed "A Star Is Born" at the Tivoli.
The booking for "Stand In" calls for
four weeks. When "A Star Is Born"
leaves the Tivoli it will begin an immediate engagement at the Marble
Arch.
Local U. A. ofTices have been in
daily touch with Maurice Silverstone,
in New York, by telephone. Silverstone has approved the bookings in
this manner. He is not due back for
some
mas. weeks, probably around Christ-

"Marco

Polo"

Sales

Aim at Scale Rises
(Continued from page 1)
statement on the sales policy for the
Samuel Goldwyn picture, the company's publicity release declared that
"the long anticipated advance in admission prices throughout the country will be inaugurated with the nationwide first run engagements" of the
picture. With no general exhibitor
movement for the increase of admission prices under way, the inference
is clear that United Artists plans to
make first run deals for the picture
on the basis of a price increase in the
houses to which it is sold. The picture will be booked simultaneously in
all key cities during Christmas week,
according to George J. Schaefer,
UnitederalArtists
manager. vice-president and genThe company reported at the same
time that "a new record in played
and earned figures resulting in the
largest gross intake since the comwas founded
in ended
1919" Nov.
was
achievedpanyduring
the week
5, last.
Skouras, Rosenberg West
Charles P. Skouras, operating head
of F. W. C, and Mike Rosenberg of
Principal Theatres, will leave Thursday for the coast via Union Pacific.
During his three-week stay here
Skouras has been conferring with Joseph M. Schenck and Sidney R. Kent.
Spyros Skouras is now due from an
extended vacation abroad on Nov. 15.
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Film
Seek

In

Authors
Control

the

League

(ContinKed from page 1)
still Others. The entire program, however, remains in a state of discussion
between the guild and its parent
organization and, pending its final
determination, action will be poston the autonomy,
guild's initial
move wasto
obtain ponedlocal
which

As A: Bank Night Ban
In Wisconsin Town
(Continued from page 1)
has sponsored the movement for such
a measure, declared that of several
hundred local persons with whom he
has discussed the proposed ordinance,
only three have signified their opposition to it.

Budd a Justice
Ralph Budd, personnel
manager for Warners, is now
Justice of the Peace at
Wycoflf, N. J,, and not by his
own choice.
After being mayor of the
town for three years, Budd
told his home town friends
that if
he itwouldn't
a job
even
were the take
Justice
of
the Peace.

Hears Conn. Game Case
MiDDLETOWN, Nov. 7. — Judge AlUnknown
him, Budd's
friends
gotto together
and
fred E. Baldwin took no action in the
wrote
in
his
name
on the
case of the State vs. Ernest Dorau,
ticket. There were enough
manager of the Capitol here, expected
friends to carry the vote and
Bank Night test cast, before completthe former mayor of Wycoff
ing his recent term in the Superior
is now a judge.
approved
by
the
Authors'
League
Court
for
Middlesex
County.
Judge
council three weeks ago, but has not
been submitted to the memberships of Edward J. Quinlan, who succeeds
the organizations for ratification yet. him on the bench, heard both sides in
an informal statement of position, and
Herb Crooker to Studio
Under the plan for screen writers'
autonomy, the guild would become an took the matter under consideration.
Herb Crooker, director of Warner
The case was appealed from a city
"afliliate" of, rather than a member of court decision this summer, charging publicity, will leave for the coast tothe Authors' League and would have Dorau with conducting a lottery and
day to consult with S. Charles Einas great or as slight a tie with the
feld, director of advertising and pubparent organization as it chose to fining him $13.
licity, and Robert S. Taplinger, direcefl:ect. It would, however, have the
tor of studio publicity. Crooker will
benefit of joint action with other affiliConn. Groups Meeting
be gone about two weeks.
ated guilds in the event of emergenNew
Haven,
Nov.
7.—
Both
Allied
cies. The move was admittedly under- Theatres of Connecticut and the Con"Mayerling" Continues
taken to placate the Screen Playnecticut M. P. T. O. will hold luncheon
"Mayerling" has started its third
wrights, who have charged that the
guild heretofore has been under New meetings at the HofBrau Haus Res- month at the Filmarte in New York
taurant
Tuesday.
The
Connecticut
and its second month at the Europa
York domination.
M. P. T. O. will hear a full report of in Philadelphia. Skouras has booked
The guild's present overtures, if
local interpretations are correct, would the Paramount strike, consisting of the film, which is distributed in this
appear to reverse the dominant roles information newly received from of- country by Pax Films, in several
ficials of the Philadelphia committee. Westchester and New Jersey houses.
in Hollywood's favor.
The screen writers' moves closely
parallel the development of the Screen
Actors' Guild to an already realized
position of importance, if not of October
Key
Takes
Waver;
dominance, in the administrative affairs of its parent organization, the
Associated Actors & Artists of
Latest
Figures
$1^555^682
America. Where Actors' Equity Ass'n
once dominated the Four A's by virEstimated takings for the latest available periods :
tue of membership strength, the
younger Hollywood organization has
Week Ending
Week Ending
succeeded to that position by the same
Oct. 29-30
Oct. 22-23
means.
No. Theatres
Gross
No. Theatres Gross
Boston
7
$110,000
7
$116,000
Buffalo
5
54,400
5
58,300
Theatre Regulations
Chicago
8
122,300
8
139,600
To Be Relaxed Soon Cincinnati
8
58,500
8
52,850
(.Continued from page 1)
Cleveland
6
66,000
6
63,100
against fire and other hazards are Denver
6
42,000
7
36,750
observed.
Detroit
6
85,400
6
83,300
The new law goes into effect in Houston
4
26,850
4
23,300
less than two months, but the number Indianapolis
5
34,000
5
29,300
of new buildings planned by circuits Kansas City
5
34,600
5
45,400
and independent exhibitors locally is Los Angeles
10
107,242
10
97,472
at a minimum.
Milwaukee
5
34,100
6
30,300
Minneapolis
5
33,500
5
32,900
Okla. MPTO
Convenes
Montreal
5
43,000
5
46,000
4
26,200
4
18,100
Oklahoma City, Nov. 7. — The M. New Haven
P. T. 0. of Oklahoma will hold its New York
10
294,740
11
278,000
annual convention at the Biltmore Oklahoma City
4
10,700
4
15,290
3
23,900
3
21,300
starting Monday and concluding on Omaha
9
86,500
9
88,200
Tuesday. Ed Kuykendall is scheduled Philadelphia
5
53,200
5
64,200
to appear and he will present his 10- Pittsburgh
8
83,900
8
92,000
point plan to the meeting. Fred San Francisco
4
14,800
4
13,500
Wehrenberg, M. A. Lightman, Judge St. Paul
7
38,450
7
38,850
Roy L. Walker, Dave Palfreyman, Seattle
7
71,400
7
62,100
Col. H. A. Cole and Bob O'Donnell Washington
have been invited.
146
$1,555,682 149
$1,546,112
Allied Meet Nov. 22-23
Key city grosses for the week ending Oct. 8-9 :
Dallas, Nov. 7.— The Allied of
No. Theatres
Gross
Texas meeting has been definitely Week Ending
143
$1,447,016
dated for Nov. 22 and 23, according Sept. 3-4
149
1,887,424
to Col. H. A. Cole, president. Final Sept. 10-11
150
1,625,170
details of the program have not been Sept. 17-18
ironed out.
Sept. 24-25
144
1,558,698
Oct.
1- 2
148
1,528,286
Oct. 8- 9
147
1,500,826
Arkansas I.T.O. Meeting
147
1,587,879
Little Rock, Nov. 7.— The Arkan- Oct. 15-16
149
1,546,112
sas L T. O. goes into its second of a Oct. 22-23
Oct.
29-30
146
1,555,682
two-day convention at the Hotel Ma(Copyright 1937, Quigley Publications, Inc.)
rion Monday.
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Philadelphia
Managers

Warner

Are

Moved

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.— Several
important promotions have been made
by Ted Schlanger, zone manager, in
the local Warner theatre managerial
setup. Steve Barutio, key run district manager, has been moved up to
South Philadelphia district manager ;
Jack Flynn, South Philadelphia district manager, is now city zone manager ;Joe Feldman, manager of the
Bromley, succeeds Louis Brager as
personnel manager, Brager having
been transferred to an executive post
in New York. Larry Graver, manager of the Stanley, is now key run
district head.
List a Lengthy One
Other changes include transfer of
Al Reh, manager of the State, to
the Stanley ; Marty Goldenberg, from
the Nixon to the State ; Matty Rosenbluth, from assistant at the Orpheum
to manager of the Grange; Dick
Parks, from assistant at Cross Keys
to manager of the Capitol ; Gerson
Shalita, from manager of the Grange
to a similar post at the Bromley ;
Henry Eltinge, from assistant of the
Logan to a same post at the Orpheum; Andy Schechtman, assistant
at the Colney t o assistant at the
Logan; Max Kuperstein, from manager of the Harrowgate to the Felton ; Nathan Watkins, from assistant
at Stanton to manager of Harrowgate ; L Fletcher, from assistant at
Auditorium to assistant at Colney ;
Jack Minksy, from manager of the
Capitol to the Astor; William Israel
from manager of the Circle to the
Stanton; William Yearsley, manager
of the Roosevelt to the Circle ; Elmer
Hollander, from manager of the
Forum to the Roosevelt; Dave Seaman, from manager of the Felton to
the Forum ; Harry Almes, from rrianager of the Astor to the Orient.
Phil Manes, from manager of the
Lindley to the Model, South Philadelphia ;Milton Lewis, assistant at
the Keystone, to manager of the
Lindley; Marty Aninsman, manager
of the Model, to the Wynne; Al
Cohen, manager of the Wynne, to the
Nixon.
Open New Warner House
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.— Warners this
week will open the latest theatre in
the Pittsburgh zone, the Boulevard, a
550-seat spot in the Brookline sector.
The inaugural ceremonies are scheduled for Wednesday afternoon. Henry
Bruger, who has been at the Hollywood in Dormont for Warners, will
manage the new house.
Warners Reach Coast
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Jack L. and
Albert Warner arrived from New
York today. Jack Warner has been
away about six weeks, during which
time he visited London, Paris and
Budapest and signed two English
actors. Irving Asher, British production head, is due here the end of the
month.
Warner Club Party Held
Albany, Nov. 7.— The combined
Albany and Troy units of the Warner
Club held their fall barn dance at
Cropseyville Saturday night. Members
and their wives had to attire themselves in farmers'
gain admission. Andrewclothing
M. Roy,to manager
of the Strand, Albany, was in charge.
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Exhibition

"Navy"
Vallee
Hit

with

Variety

Club

Chatter

Smash

on

Holland

in

Shows

Coast
Heavy

Los Angeles, Nov. 7. — "Hold 'em
Navy," with Rudy Vallee and his
orchestra on the stage at the Paramount, were the big noise of the
week downtown. The $27,000 gross
topped normal by $9,000.
"Double Wedding," on a dual with
"45 Fathers," was strong at both the
Chinese and Loew's State. The $14,732 gross at the former was $2,232
into the profit column, and at the
latter the $18,883 tally was up by
$4,883.
"Stage Door"
held up for
wella
at the Hillstreet
and Pantages
second week.
Total first run business was $106,- This is No. S sound truck of the Variety Clubs. It is fully equipped for sound and
091. Average is $90,950.
projection
and is for
usedcrippled
to give children.
entertainment
old people'sallhomes
and institutions
John inH.orphan
Harrisasylums^
states eventually
club
Estimated takings for the week endchapters will be similarly equipped.
ing Nov. 3 :
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
Martin Solomon, Columbia branch
Cleveland
"4S FATHERS" (2»th-Fox)
manager, who will go to the Los
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
Cleveland, Nov. 7. — Harry H. Angeles office of the company. A
$14,732. (Average, $12,500)
"MADAM X" (M-G-M)
Goldstein, Paramount district man- wrist watch was presented him by
4 STAR— (900), 40c-5Sc, 7 days, 2nd week.
ager, was elected commander of the his fellow members.
Gross: $2,335. (Average, $3,250)
Variety
Post No. 313 of the Ameri"THE GOLEM" (Metropolis)
can Legion at a meeting held at the
GRAND— (750), 35c -40c, 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $1,400. (Average, $1,200)
Kansas City
Variety Club, celebrating the first an"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
niversary ofthe founding of the post.
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 7 days, Goldstein succeeds Col. Harry E.
Kansas City, Nov. 3. — Variety
2nd week. Gross: $8,707. (Average, $8,000) Long, Loew division manager. Other Club at the weekly luncheon honored
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
officers elected are : First Vice-Com- Jack A. Cameron, district superin"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
tendent here the past four years for
mander, Howard Roth ; Second ViceLOEW'S STATE- (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $18,883. (Average, $14,000)
Commander, J. S. Jossey; adjutant, Erpi, who has been promoted to
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
Dave Lederman ; chaplain, Dave branch manager at Boston. Arthur
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days, 2nd Miller ; historian, Jim Lavery ; Cole of Paramount presented Camweek. Gross; $10,204. (Average, $8,000)
judge advocate, Dick Deutsch ; first
eron a "going away present." Cole
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days. sergeant-at-arms, John Himmelein, pointed out, however, that the club
Stage: F. & M. revue, Rudy Vallee and and second sergeant-at-arms, Jack definitely "wanted the present back in
his orchestra. Gross: $27,000. (Average, SOGG.
case Cameron did not, after all, go
$18,000)
to
Boston.
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (F. N.)
With FiNTON Jones presiding,
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F. N.)
Dallas
barkers heard reports on progress of
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood) — (3,000),
30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $11,200. (Average,
their seventh annual charity ball at
$14,000)
Dallas, Nov. 7.— New club mem"THEY WON'T FORGET" (F. N.)
bers are : Charles D. Lyne, M-G-M Pla-Mor, Nov. 15, from Earl Jame"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F. N.)
salesman;
Louis Novy, Paramount
son, general chairman; Frank HenWARNER BROS. (Downtown) — (3,400),
30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $11,530. (Average, Theatre, Austin; Will Horwitz, Jr., SLER of M-G-M, in charge of ticket
$12,000)
Texan Theatre, Houston ; J. Frank sales, and R. R. Biechele, who included a report on a successful HalShea, United Artists manager, Dallas ;E. B. Whorton, Rule Theatre, club Oct.lowe'en
30.party which was held at the
Rule
;
W.
R.
Gerhard,
Martin
TheaBuilding 4 Houses
tre, Mt. Pleasant ; W. Clyde HouseIn Vancouver
Area
man, M-G-M salesman, Dallas ;
Pittsburgh
Fred V. Cannata, Texan Theatre,
Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 7.— Subur- Houston.
ban theatre building has produced a
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.— Harry Feinstein took the weekend off to see
miniature building boom for this class
Pitt and Notre Dame plav at South
of structure in Vancouver during reIndianapolis
cent weeks. Four theatres in the
Bend.
John Harris has been taking an
Vancouver-New Westminister area,
Indianapolis, Nov. 7. — A. O.
with an aggregate cost of more than Zaring, owner of Zaring's Theatre, active part in the annual Community
$100,000, are now in various stages of is the new chief barker of Indian- Drive here.
construction.
More than 500 are expected to
apolis Tent No. 10. He succeeds
The theatres are the Cambie, cost- Carl Niesse. Other officers chosen attend the testimonial dinner to Ira
ing $20,000 ; the Rio, $40,000 ; a North are Curtis G. Butler, first assistant CoHN on Dec. 6.
Vancouver theatre, $25,000, and the barker ; Fred Greenberg, second asJerry Mayhall will be in charge
sistant barker, and Al Blocher, of the music for the show at the
Westown, $20,000. It is expected that
treasurer ; Sol Greenberg, treasurer. annual banquet.
all houses will be opened by Jan. 1.
Named to the board of directors
Those weekly Ladies' Days on
were Niesse, Louis Stockman, ■ Joe Tuesdays have been growing in attendance by leaps and bounds.
Build in Detroit Suburb Neger, Guy Craig, Larry ShubThe Walker brothers have just
Davis and Abe KaufDetroit, Nov. 7.— Sol and M. Krim nell, Claude
man. Joe Cantor and Marc Wolf, opened a new theatre in Crafton.
have begun work on a new 400both
past
presidents, are holdover
There hasn't been a ticket left for
seat theatre in Birmingham, Detroit members.
the banquet since the middle of
suburb, directly across from the United
Barkers held a farewell party for October.
Detroit operated Birmingham, a 1,500seat house that has been the town's
only theatre. This new house prob- Gets New Dickinson Job
Hughart Quits Republic
ably will be opened about Nov. IS.
Another new house for the suburb
Kansas City, Nov. 7.— The Glen
Salt Lake City, Nov. 7. — William Hughart, formerly manager of
also is announced by George W. W. Dickinson circuit has named a cirTrendle, president of United Detroit.
cuit publicity and promotion director, the local Republic office, has resigned.
It will be an 800-seater, also on Skeets Mills. Mills will travel from He will take a post with a theatre
Woodward Ave.
in Anaconda, Mont.
theatre to theatre.

Dechne

By PHILIP de SCHAAP
Amsterdam, Oct. 29. — Dutch exhibition is experiencing a steady decline, which is attributed in part to
the general economic situation in the
country,
but chiefly
ment admission
tax ofto20 the
per Governcent, in
addition to other taxes.
Exhibitors in Holland, through the
Dutch M. P. Federation, claim that
they have no opportunity of showing
a profit as a result of the heavy
burden of taxes. The Government
has shown no disposition to reduce
the admission tax. Dutch exhibitors
are paying approximately 4,000,000
florin per year in admission taxes,
which amounts to 11,000 florin per
year
theatre.time gross receipts are
At per
the same
experiencing a continuous decline. In
Amsterdam and Rotterdam receipts
are off approximately 18 per cent.
Also, since 1930, the average admission price has dropped about 34 per
cent in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and
the Hague.
In spite of restrictions on new
theatres, the fixing of minimum admissions, the prohibition of coupon
books and like measures undertaken
by the federation, the federation claims
the exhibitor's chances of profit are
remote. The only hope for the exhibitors of the country, the federation
insists, is a drastic reduction in the
admission tax.
Cinesound

Budgets

$500,000 on 5 Films
Sydney, Oct. 13. (By Air Mail
via London). — During the next year,
Australia's almost lone producing
unit, Cinesound Prod., will deliver
five features. The company has voted
an expenditure of £100,000 for production costs. Cinesound executives
state that their new policy of almost
continuous productions will reduce
the studio's overhead.
Their confidence in local production
arises out of the success achieved by
"It Isn't Done." Indications of a
repetition of that success are given by
"Tall Timbers," which has clicked in
Brisbane, the scene of its world
premiere. Lloyd Hughes, who was
brought from Hollywood to star in
"Lovers and Luggers," now in the
cutting stage, will be retained to play
the lead in "The Broken Melody."
Says Children Work
60 Hours in Houses
London, Oct. 30. — Viscontess Astor
asserted in the House of Commons,
during questions as to the progress
of
the of
Ministry
of Labor'sthat
inquiry
into
hours
film employes,
hundreds
of children work 60 hours a week,
and some of them 15 hours a day.
Ernest Brown, for the Ministry,
replied that details of labor conditions in 4,800 theatres were being obtained with the cooperation of the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
that
it was impossible
to Ass'n
form and
any
definite opinion until the investigation
is completed.
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Weed
Representative
For Montana
Station

New

Hearing

List

for

the

Week

Weed & Co. has been appointed naF. C. C.
the
tional representative for KFBB,
by
Arranged
Great Falls, Mont., effective Nov. 5.
Trophy
KFBB is a CBS affiliate, operates
Washington, Nov. 7.— The F.C.C.
on a power of 5,000 w^atts day and has announced its calendar of hearings for the current week, as follows :
1,000 watts night and is owned by the
Buttrey Broadcasting Co. Mrs. J.
Nov. 10, before an examiner — ApOklahoma City, Nov. 7.—
plication of KLO, Ogden, Utah, for
Ever since Gayle Grubb, WKY
Jacobsen is manager.
station manager, and Edgar
mcrease of power from SOO watts to
White Sues on Radio Skit
1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day.
T. Bell, WKY general manNov. 12, before an examiner — ApRoger White filed suit in the U. S.
ager, brought back several
plications
of
Radio
Enterprises,
Inc.,
seven-foot
sailfish from a
District Court on Saturday for al- and Associated Arkansas Newspapers,
fishing
trip,
M. H. Bonebrake,
leged infringement of his radio skit,
WKY advertising manager,
Inc.,
for
a
1,310-kilocycle,
100-watt,
"1^'un in Swingtime," against Charles daytime station at Hot Springs, Ark.
Dallas Reach, Tim Ryan, Irene
has had to look at them hangcommission also made public
Noblette, Fred Norman, the Bam- a Ihe
offices.ing on the walls of WKY
tentative calendar for the coming
berger Broadcasting System and the
Now he has his own display.
Mutual Broadcasting System. He week, as follows:
Over his desk is a specimen
claims to have originated the program
Nov. 15, before an examiner — ^Apstuffed and mounted on a
plications of Piatt & Piatt, Inc., for
in February, 1937, and to have creboard. The inscription:
ated an audience of 5,000,000 listeners a 1,000-kilocycle, 1,000-watt daytime
station at Poughkeepsie, and WDZ,
"Caught by M. H. (Deep Sea)
for the program.
Bonebrake. Hooked at 12:11
On Oct. 17, he says a program Tuscola, 111., for increase of power
using the same title, employing his from 250 to 1,000 watts.
P. M., landed after terrific
Nov. 16, before an examiner — Apstruggle 12:12 P. M., 12-ounce
artists and "consisting of the same maplication of WNEL, San Juan, P. R.,
rod, 80-lb. imported Japanese
terial
and
general
pattern"
started
on
WOR and affiliated Mutual stations. for change of frequency from 1,290 to
silk line, piano wire leader,
and contesting applicaBesides damages for alleged infringe- 590 kilocycles,
tions of Citizens Broadcastmg Corp.
ment of his copyright, an injunction
The bait."
fish is a three-inch
worm
restraining Tim Ryan, Irene Noblette for a 1,240-kilocycle station at
and their manager, Fred Norman, Schenectady, N. Y., 1,000 watts night,
perch.
from breaking an alleged contract 5,000 watts day; Thomas J. Watson
with the plaintiff is asked.
for a 1,240-kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at Endicott, N. Y., and The Advertising Plugs
Davis Award to Hildebrand
Hampden-Hampshire Corp. for a
1,240-kilocycle station at Holyoke,
San Diego Headache
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.— The annual Mass.,
500 watts night, 1,000 watts
H. P. Davis Memorial Award for the day.
San Diego, Nov. 7.— San Diego
station bosses are nursing a number
best announcer in Pittsburgh during
To Hear Ithaca Plea
of prime headaches over the apparent
1937 has been given to Kenneth Hildeshortsightedness of prospective sponbrand, of WJAS-KQV. The prize,
Nov. 17, before an examiner — Ap- sors.
presented each year by Mrs. Davis in
plication of WESG, Ithaca, N. Y.,
Local accounts turn thumbs down
memory of her husband, "The Father for increase of time to operate nights
on
programs unless every other line
of Radio Broadcasting," is a gold with 1,000 watts.
of dialogue is a plug for the product,
medal and $150 in cash. William
Nov. 18, before an examiner — Ap- plus long-winded commercials at the
Beal, of KDKA, and John Davis, of
plication of WSAY, Rochester, for start and finish.
WWSW, came out second and third,
increase of day power from 100 to
Listeners find even the Mexican
respectively. Last year William 250
watts.
Sutherland, of KDKA, was the
programs easier to take — and the rewinner.
Nov. 18, before the broadcast disult is that
the local
broadcasters'
best
efforts
go out
as sustainers,
vision— Contesting applications for a creative
new station at Wichita Falls, Tex., of
West Texas Broadcasting Co., 1,380 and usually die for lack of sponsorship, all because prospective timekilocycles, 1,000 watts; Wichita buyers feel every second between
Broadcasting Co., 620 kilocycles, 250 plugs is just wasted.
Hollywood
watts night, 1,000 watts day, and
Faith Broadcasting Co., Inc., 1,380
Town
Pump
WHN Gets New Contract
kilocycles, 1,000 watts night, 5,000
watts day ; and applications of KFPL,
WHN will broadcast spot announcements for five weeks starting
Wichita Falls, Tex., for change of
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Pauline Gale, frequency from 1,310 to 1,500 kilo- Nov. 15. The Caples Co. is the
fan magazine writer, will go on a
cycles; Chase S. Osborn, Jr., for a agency. Also, the Bernard Perfumers of St. Louis, starting Nov. 16
new sustaining program on KECA
1,440-kilocycle, 500- watt station at
starting Monday, with "Hollywood Fresno, Cal. ; Bend Bulletin for a for 52 weeks will broadcast a proSpeaks," devoted to interviews with 1,310-kilocycle station at Bend, Ore.,
gram titled "Arthur Chandler — Orpersons in the film industry in every 100 watts night, 250 watts day; and
gan and Chats."
be
heard
over the The
WLWprogram
line. will
Sel
craft except actors . . . James Vandi- Waterloo Times-Tribune Publishing
veer, publicity director of KHJ and Co., for a 1,370-kilocycle, 100-watt Johnson Co., Chicago, is the agency.
producer of "Meet Some People," daytime station at Waterloo, Iowa.
will switch to KFI-KECA to conduct
Nov. 19, before an examiner — ApSeek New Station Permits
his program there and handle special
plication of Charles F. Engle for a
events.
Washington, Nov. 7.— Applica1,210-kilocycle station at Natchez,
tions for authority to construct new
ZaSu Pitts and Ralph Bellamy will Miss., 100 watts night, 250 watts day;
be guests on the Feg Murray pro- and WFBR, Baltimore, for increase broadcasting stations have been submitted to the F.C.C. by Harry M.
gram Sunday . . . Joe Miller's Opera of power from SOO watts night, 1,000
House resumes for the fall Wednes- watts day to 1,000 watts night, 5,000 Ayers, seeking a 1,420-kilocycle, 100watt daytime station at Anniston,
day on KECA. Don Clark will pro- watts day.
Ala., and Michael J. Mingo, planning
duce, and Charlie Lung and Beatrice
Benaderet will be featured . . . From
Kroger Presents Lenore Ulric
a 1,400-kilocycle, 250-watt daj^time
station at Tacoma, Wash.
Kroger Grocer Co. and its adverChicago comes news that "Vanity
tising agent, the Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Fair," sponsored by Campana Sales
Corp., through the Aubrey, Moore & will present Lenore Ulric on their
WOPI in New Quarters
Wallace agency, will go off the air
present
transcribed
series,
"Linda's
Monday and will be replaced by First Love," the week of Nov. 15.
Bristol, Tenn., Nov. 7.— WOPI
Similar guest star parts are planned. today will establish permanent studios
"Grand Hotel."
M-G-M has placed Earl Brent and "Linda's First Love" is transcribed in the Homestead Hotel, in KingsArthur Rosenstein in charge of a by the World Broadcasting System port, 20 miles west of Bristol. The
radio technique school to familiarize and spotted five times weekly on 23 opening of the new studios will be
the lot's talent with the microphone stations in the Kroger chain store ter- celebrated with a gala program, in
before going on the Maxwell House
ritory from Pittsburgh to Kansas which salutes will be given to the
Coffee show. . . .
City and from Atlanta to Chicago.
large manufacturing concerns.

Wave

CBS

Length

Station,

for

W2XE

A new wave-length schedule for
CBS international station W2XE, will
be placed in effect Nov. 15, in order
to insure efficient short wave operation
during the winter months. The transmitter will be heard on antennas
directed either at Europe or at Latin
America from 7:30 A.M. until 12
Midnight on weekdays, with a slightly
different
Sundays. schedule for Saturdays and
There is to be one intermission in
addition to several short periods of
silence when W2XE's technicians will
be changing wavelengths and antennas.
San

Diego

Stations

Fight Interference
San Diego, Nov. 7.— J. Clark
Chamberlain, executive manager of
the local Bureau of Radio and Electrical Appliances, in a wire to the
Inter-American Radio Conference in
Havana, is protesting the opening of
the new 100-watt XERB, scheduled
to start transmitting soon at Rosarito
Beach, Mexico. Chamberlain has
pointed out that the interference difficulties already existing here will
become much worse when the new
station cuts in.
News Program Opens Today
San Diego, Nov. 7.— The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. are the sponsors of a new morning news period
over KFSD, local NBC-Blue outlet,
effective tomorrow. Titled "Your
Sunup News" and narrated by Dick
Cutting, broadcasts will be heard
daily. The contract is for three
months.
New Milwaukee Station Opens
Milwaukee, Nov. 7.— The new
S,000-watt W. E. transmitter, the last
step in a $100,000 modernization program for WTMJ here, is now on the
air.

New
On

Shows
the

Air

"Melody Puzzles"
Something really new and novel in
the way of an audience participation
program
"MelodyCo.Puzzles,"
the
American isTobacco
series now
undergoing a test on the Mutual network.
Short dramatic skits are enacted in
which are given the title of a song.
Members of the studio audience who
are able to detect the song title
nestling in the dialogue are rewarded
with $5 in cash and a carton of
Lucky Strike cigarettes. For listeners-in, the sponsor offers a like prize
for acceptable melody puzzle skits.
The program should catch on nicely,
but shorter skits would remove the
lag which was manifest during the
opening broadcast.
Featured are Richard Himber and
orchestra, Stuart Allen, vocalist, and
Fred Uttell as "em cee." The orchestra and Allen supplied the music
and chorals of the puzzle tunes.
"Melody Puzzles" is broadcast
Tuesdays from 8 to 8 :30 P.M. over
Mutual under the sponsorship noted
above. Lord & Thomas is the agency.
Banner
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JR. POPPELE, chief engineer of
• WOR, flew to Havana Saturday
to attend the International Radio
Conference being held there. . . .
r, the "Singing Lady,"
IrenebeenWicke
has
flying regularly to Boston to
visit her injured son, who is convalescing at a hospital here from injuries
received while playing football at
Andover Academy. . . . Dick Baird,
formerly of the networks and magazines, has joined the staff of the Earle
Ferris publicity office. . . . "Senator
Fishface" has been signed to a twoyear renewal contract by NBC. .
Ozzie Nelson yesterday celebrated his
seventh anniversary in radio. . . .
Paul Brenner, formerly of WSYU
and WFBL, Syracuse, has joined the
announcing staff of WNEW. . . .
Curt Peterson, radio director of Marschalk & Pratt, will speak tonight at
the Jane Manner Speech and Drama
Institute at Steinway Hall. . . .
+
The Young & Rubicam gang shoving ofT for the coast to help Fred
Allen's return to the air will include
announcer Harry Von Zell, producer
George McGarrett and assistant producer Bill Russeau, John Brown, a
"mighty Allen art" player, and Don
Stauffler, vice-president. Bill Thomas,
who was scheduled to go, cannot be
spared from his publicity duties
here . . . Incidentally, Bill Stuhler, of
Y. & R. will be hospitalized for the
next three weeks as the result of an
operation and is not "leaving" the
agency, as has been intimated elsewhere . . . John Barrymore has been
signed for the Vallee show, Nov.
11 . . .
+
Jack R. Howard, president of
Scripps-Howard Radio, is away on a
visit to Knoxville to visit his station
in that city . . . Sidney Kaufman,
WQXR film critic, is inaugurating a
new system of rating films via a report card way, grades A, B, C, D, E
and F . . . William Benton, formerly
president of Benton & Bowles and
now vice-president of the University
of Chicago, will broadcast an address
directed particularly to businessmen
over CBS Nov. 15 at 7:30 P.M. . . .
Anna Neagle will guest appear on
Chase & Sanborn Nov. 14 . . .
+
Pierre Monteux will arrive here
today from France to begin rehearsals of the NBC Symphony Orchestra . . . Clark Dennis will replace
Perry Komo as vocalist on the "Fib
her McGee and Molly" program . . .
Associated Technical Employes of
NBC will conduct their third annual
dance at the Ambassador Nov. 19.
Add Johnson Stations
Grove Laboratories, beginning Tuesday, will extend the number of stations carrying the talks of Gen. Hugh
S. Johnson.
The General now is heard Mondays
and Thursdays at 8 P. M., and Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 10 P. M.
oyer_ 24 Blue network stations. Be
ginning Tuesday, the McClatcherv
group of stations will be added, affording the sponsor 36 outlets for this
spot; and on Wednesdays a group of
mountain and west coast stations are
to be added, for a total of 32 stations.
Stack-Goble of Chicago is the agency,
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''Playing with Danger"
(Vifaphone)
The second of the "Your True Adventures" series with Floyd Gibbons
is a thrilling film that will find good
Thrill of a Lifetime
acceptance in all localities. It con{Paramount)
cerns a group of boys who go swimming in a railroad water tower while
Hollywood, Nov. 7. — Produced by Fanchon, this light and tuneful the stationmaster
is away. A train
fancy has about it a touch of the Fanchon & Marco "idea." There is draws up and lowers the level of the
a formal story, but it is of less importance than the individual perform- water making it impossible for the
ances of numerous exploitable personalities engaged, if but slightly in kids to get out. One of them almost
its narration.
drowns from exhaustion before they
These include the Yacht Club Boys, who go Ritz brothers without finally manage to get out. The other
apology or need of any ; Ben Blue, at his constantly better best in every- boys give him up for dead and load
thing from pantomime to his classic ice skating routine ; Dorothy Lamour, him on their donkeycart. The ensuing jolting forces the water from the
in an interpolated song number ; Judy Canova, playing a part and also unconscious
one and he is later
hillbillying with Zeke and Ann; Tommy Wonder, doing his familiar
brought around. The incident is dradummy dance; Larry Crabbe, Leif Erikson, Betty Grable, Franklin
matically and realistically acted. The
Pangborn, and Johnny Downs and Eleanore Whitney as the frequently author of the yarn is also on hand
forgotten romantic leaders. This collection of talent contrives to put to get his check. Running time, 13
by a lot of singing, dancing and comedy during the proceedings, the
outcome being a screenworthy product of general usefulness.
The story, by Senna Owen and Grant Garrett, with added dialogue "From the Minue
t to the
"G."
by Paul Gerard Smith, concerns a playwright who owns a summer re- mins.
sort and stages his own play in that setting with the aid of various
unemployed professionals among his guests. Of course, everybody falls (Paramount)
in love with somebody and the play is a hit, but the plot is never treated
Will Hudson's and Eddie De
as more than an incidental background.
"
Big Apple
Lange's
band provides
the musical
George Archainbaud directed with manifest intent to give the talent setting for this demonstration of the
free rein. Frederick Hollander, Sam Coslow, Carmen Lombardo and current dance craze which has been
the Yacht Club Boys collaborated variously on music and lyrics of the done better. Of course, the two band
manage to inject a few popufive original song numbers, the Canovas swinging a couple of ditties of leaders
lar numbers they have composed and
obscure and possibly folk origin.
the dancers offer the insane gymnastics of the dance in the expected style.
"G."
minutes.
75
time,
Running
It will manage to hold interest. RunHOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

ning time, 11 mins. "G."

Out

Hollywood

Way

"The Sitter Downers"
(Columbia)
The Three Stooges build their
Hollywood, Nov. 7.— Paramount is While You Work," "Hi-Ho," "The comedy around matrimony. But before
apparently dropping its plans to co- Washing Song," "Some Day My they are wed they go on a sitdown
star Bob Burns and Martha Raye, Prince Will Come," and "Isn't This a
strike against the girls' father who
Silly Song?"and They
by Frank
following their success in "Mountain Churchill
LarryareMorey
of the finally consents to the matches. They
Music." The studio has announced
learn to regret it. What follows is a
that Miss Raye and Bob Hope, new Disney music department.
melange of slapstick activity inter+
spersed with rather clever comedy
contractee, currently in "The Big
Contracts — Wade
Rubottom has
lines as the trio attempt to erect a
Broadcast of 1938," will be co-featured
in their next two pictures, "College been signed as art +director at M-G-M. house that was given them as a publicity stunt. The comedy, which borSwing" and "The Wall Flower."
Writers — John Wexley is workders on the sadistic, is good for many
Fred MacMurray's next at Paraing on the screenplay of "The Amazmount, to follow "Men with Wings,"
laughs. Running time, 18 mins. "G."
ing Dr. Clitterhouse," Warners.
will be "Vacation from Love," story
by Harlan Ware and Patterson
McNuTT. . . . Ann Sheridan has reSimmons Signs Pact
Foxy Hunter"
placed June Travis in "The MysHollywood, Nov. 7.— Michael L. "The
( Fleischer- Paramount )
tery of Hunting's End." Miss Travis
is ill. . . . Will Jason, songwriter at Simmons has signed a year's writing
Where Betty Boop cartoons proM-G-M, has been made a director in contract with Columbia. It comes on
vide a few minutes of animated
the
heels
of
five
scripts
for
that
the short subjects department, drawmerriment, this will fill the bill. It is
ing "A Canary Comes Across." . . . studio in the last year: "Wonder the usual cleverly drawn stuff that
Jules Levine has joined Warners Child," "American Legion," "Murder pleases the entire audience. The
in Greenwich Village," "AH Ameri- theme is the hunting exploits of a
publicity department.
can Sweetheart" and "Mayor for a youngster with Pudgy. The chase
Casting — Erik Rhodes, Virginia
eventually concludes with an irate
duck spanking the naughty hunter
Grey, Tom Kennedy, Oscar O'Shea,
''B
arrier" Has Opening
George Cooper, Joe Caits, George
and his hound. Running time, 7
Taylor and Harry Tyler in "A CaSeattle, Nov. 7,— "The Barrier,"
nary Comes Across," M-G-M short.
. . . Priscilla Lawson and Leo Car- Harry Sherman production for Para- "The Clock Goes
Day."mount release, had its formal premiere
rillo in "The Girl of the Golden
Friday night at the Paramount here. mins. "G."
West," M-G-M. . . . Ferdinand Jean
Parker and James Ellison, the
GoTTSCHALK and Torben Meyer in
film's stars, appeared, and the opening Rou
"Romance in the Dark," Paramount. was
nd and Round"
broadcast from the lobby over the (Columbia)
This Scrappy cartoon is different
. . . Henry Armetta in "Everybody Mutual system and KOL.
Sing," M-G-M.
. . . Jane
Darwell,
and imaginative stuff. Against photoHalliwell
Hobbes
and Granville
graphic backgrounds Scrappy gets an
idea to stop clocks. Everything else
Bates
in
"More
Than
Love,"
Uni
versal.
Fields Leaves Republic
also stops. The plight of his dog makes
+
Hollywood, Nov. 7. — Leonard him start the timepieces again and
Music — Walt Disney is putting Fields, Republic producer, has settled things finally are normal. Trick
his contract with the studio amicably, camera effects are used and one sees
eight songs in "Snow White and the and has left the lot. He will take an runners, automobile racing, explosions
Seven Dwarfs." The titles are "The
extended vacation before announcing and whatnot in stop action. A good
Wishing Well Song," "One Song," new plans.
"With a Smile and a Song," "Whistle
novelty. Running time, 65^ mins. "G."
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takes the
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PRO
I
place of variety . . . it's
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good
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a showman
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give

good
so

to "play with". . . for

example, just a Few new releases oF The Showmanship
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names...
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Labor
Spitz

Seen

YORK,

Job;

Time
Stay on Coast Some
May
Hollywood, Nov. 8.— Leo Spitz is proceeding carefully in the
search for a successor to S. J. Briskin as head of production at
RKO. It is probable that the new appointee will not be named
for some time.
In the meantime. Spitz is temporarily at the helm of the studio
and is reported to be prepared to remain indefinitely.
While the president of RKO, it is understood reliably, has
neither the intention nor the desire to switch his base of operations from New York to Hollywood, he is ready to stay until the
executive reorganization at the studio is completed.

Alger

CENTS

Prunes

Rockefeller's
Claim
on
RKO
Reported He Favors
To $5,100,000

Cut

A tentative recommendation for a
drastic reduction in Rockefeller Center's $9,150,628 claim against RKO
highlights the preliminary report on
the RKO reorganization plan issued
Production
Active
Majors to Ask Stay
over the weekend by Special Master
George W. Alger.
On Dallas Decision
The report, it is understood,
With 38 Shooting
recommends the reduction of the
Dallas, Nov. 8. — Defendants in
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Production claim to $5,100,000. If treated as an
the Government's anti-trust suit here this week totaled 37 pictures before unsecured claim under the provisions
will apply to Federal Judge W. H. the cameras, as six were started and of the reorganization plan, RockeAtwell for a writ of supersedeas to seven were finished. A total of 38
feller Center would receive 38,250
were in work last week. Sixteen are shares of new RKO preferred stock
defer theagainst
application
Judge
decree
them of
until
theirAtwell's
appeal in final stages of preparation and 60 and 76,500 shares of new common
from his decision has been ruled on are being edited.
stock, in place of the 500,000 shares
by the U. S. Supreme Court, it was
Those starting were : "The Girl of of new common which the plan origlearned today.
inally proposed to issue to Rockethe Golden West" and "Arsene Lupin
Assistant U. S. Attorney John Returns," M-G-M
feller Center in satisfaction of the
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on "Hawaii
page 12) Calls,"
claim. The mendation,special
master'sis recomit is reported,
based
"Truth" Heads for
upon
the
expectancy
that
RKO
comNo More Changes at
mon stock will have a market value
$10 to $12 per share at the time
Republic, Says Siegel
First Week of
$95 MO
of consummation of the plan.
"The
Awful
Truth"
is
heading
for
No further changes are contemThe tentative report approves the
$95,000 first week at the Music
plated at the Republic studios in Cali- aHall,
reorganization
plan in its basic prinit
was
indicated
yesterday.
The
fornia, Moe Seigel, president, stated
ciples
in
practically
all other retake
for
the
first
four
days
was
$64,upon his arrival yesterday for a 10-day
spects. Drastic reductions in claims
The picture will be held a sec- against the company are proposed,
stay. "We have made all the changes 000. ond
week with a third probable.
Makeup
Row Curtails we want for the next few months," he
with indications that the
added.
"Heidi," at the Roxy, garnered $25,- however, (Continued
on page 7)
Columbia
Production
300 for the first three days and will
Seigel (Continued
said he came
on
for
the
openon page 12)
do better than $50,000 for the week.
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Production
was curtailed today at the Columbia
Hoyts in All First
studios when the LA.T.S.E. called
Runs — Hutchinson
out a number of men in a dispute in
Purchase of a 51 per cent interest
which the studio assertedly had atWedding ' ' in the Snider & Dean circuit of 11
tempted to have stars and featured ' A li Baba"and''
theatres now gives Hoyts first run
players apply their own makeup.
There were no picket lines but
representation in all key spots in AusLA.T.S.E. craftsmen failed to report
tralia, Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign
Leaders
Week 's Box-Office
for work and the players were paid
chief
for
20th Century- Fox, said yesoff after a few hours of inactivity.
"Albi Baba Goes To Town," was a smash hit in Montreal, going
terday. At the same time he conThe reason for the walkout, accord- "Double Wedding" and "The Life of over average by $2,500 at the palace,
firmed
Motion
Daily's exclusive story
lastPicture
Thursday.
ing to officers of the makeup union, Emile Zola" were the highlight box- while the rest of the city's theatres
office attractions of last week at the were weak.
(Continued on page 2)
Hoyts (Continued
will have oncomplete
page 8) control
"Double Wedding" brought the bignation's key city theatres.
The Cantor comedy took a strong
gest gross of the vear. The Penn
Assert M-G-M
Show
$14,000 to lead at the Albee in Cin- in Pittsburgh, with $22,500, was good
cinnati, also led in Milwaukee, where in Minneapolis and St. Paul, took the Sale of Kromocolor
Hurt in Cleveland
it
took
_ a good $10,000 at the lead in Oklahoma City, with $7,300
Cleveland, Nov. 8.— Cleveland in- Fox Wisconsin,
Ordered Cancelled
was outstanding, at the Midwest, held up well in its
dependent circuit owners agree, with with a gross $5,000 over average, at third week at the St. Francis in San
Paterson, Nov. 8. — Vice-Chancelone exception, that the M-G-M Max- the Fox Tower in Kansas City, and
(Continued on page 12)
lor Vivian M. Lewis has signed an
well House broadcast last Thursday
order cancelling the sale of the Krocaused their business to drop anymocolor Laboratory at Paramus, N.
where from 25 per cent to 35 per cent
J.,
for
$105,000
and at the same time
from their average Thursday night
Pathe News
Takes Modern
Dress
ordering a resale of the property on
business. Warners also report a drop
Nov. 16. No decision has yet been
(Continued on pane 8)
made on the petition by Joseph
Pathe News today will appear in a new and revised form, with
new commentators a chief feature of that revision. A section
O'Donnell for refunding of a $21,000
treating the revamping of the newsreel, as well as of the physical
deposit on the former bid.
changes in the Pathe News headquarters here, starts on page 13.
William Krimsky, co-receiver for
Radio— Pp. 26-27
(Continued on page 7)
London, Nov. 8. — With Oliver
Stanley, president of the Board of
Trade, believed open to persuasion on
the idea of providing for a film commission in the new Films Bill, now
in House of Commons committee, the
legislative committee of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n, is expected
to ask the cooperation of the labor
groups opposing the present bill in
pressing for the commission, in return
for
support
labor's demands for
revision
of theof measure.
Already more than 25 amendments
have been offered by the opponents of
the bill in its present form, and considerable revision of the measure is
forecast. The major amendments
thus far offered include : the employment of not more than one foreign
technician on each film, the inclusion
of a fair wages clause, employe representation onthe administrative council, establishment of a film commission
and a committee to view films for
determination of quota eligibility, the
deletion of clauses providing minimum
(Continued on page 12)
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Critics See ''Hurricane"
"The Hurricane" was previewed for
the press last night at the Astor. Elsa
Maxwell had a number of prominent
persons as her guests at the special
screening following a dinner at the
Waldorf Astoria. The film will have
its initial public showing tonight.
Seattle Manager Wed
Seattle, Nov. 8. — Dan Redden,
manager of Hamrick-Evergreen's Coliseum and Music Box, and Lei Mitchell, head usherette at the latter
house, were married here.
Tradeshow "Manhattan"
"Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" will
be shown to the trade at a special
screening on Wednesday morning at
11 A. M. at the Astor.
LAWYER, seven years experience, desires position in LEGAL
DEPT. of motion picture company as assistant to executive,
a managing clerk, or a secretary.
LILLIAN C. RINER
Barbizon Plaza Hotel
Circle 7-7000

Turtle

Purely

Love

►

Warners last night used
Western Union to send
around town small live turtles

A RTHUR LEE of G. B. will leave
i\ Thursday on a western tour.
CLINTON White, assistant general
manager, is in Atlanta today. Arthur
Greenblatt, eastern division manager, will leave today for Washingland. ton, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Cleve•

as a gag for "It's Love I'm
After."
Trade
names and
the paper
title editors'
of the
picture were penned on the
inoffensive turtle's shell.
It was all designed, no
doubt, to capture mention
for the picture. This demonstrates how well the idea succeeded.

Personal

Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district
manager for Warners with headquarters in Tononto, is here for conferences with Roy Haines, eastern and
Canadian sales manager.
•
Mrs. Sol Wurtzel is having an
exhibition of her paintings at the
Sterner Galleries. The exhibit opened
with
a private showing yesterday afternoon.
•
Harry A. Gourfain's "Jamboree,"
a musical comedy revue, has been
booked into E. M. Fay's Capitol in
Binghamton starting
• Nov. 11.
Rene Fullop-Miller's original
story dealing with the life of William
Morton and the discovery of ether has
been purchased by• M-G-M.
Saul Krugman, assistant to Sol
Edwaeds, eastern division sales head
for Grand National, returned yesterday from a midwestern trip.
•
Daniel F. Greenhouse, new RKO
manager for the Philippines, will fly
to the coast tomorrow on the first leg
of an air journey to Manila.
•
Walter Winchell is through with
being an actor, he says, and will resume his newspaper column Nov. IS
and his air series Nov. 14.
•
Jack Whiting, who recently finished work in G. B.'s "Sailing Along,"
will arrive from London Thursday.
•
William Caqney has arrived from
the coast to discuss his brother's next
picture for Grand National.
•
Molnar's plav, "Delilah," has been
purchased by M-G-M for production
during the coming season.
•
MiRiELLE Balin. European player
recently signed by M-G-M, will leave
tomorrow for the coast.
•
B. S. Moss will add vaudeville
weekends at the New Central, Cedarhurst, starting Friday.
•
Edwin J. Loeb of Loeb, Walker &
Loeb, coast attorneys, arrived from
Hollywood yesterday.
•
Clay Hake, assistant to Walter
T. Hutchinson, has returned from a
Caribbean cruise.
Sophie Tucker got back from Hollywood yesterdav bv train.
•
Don Mersereau will return from
the coast tomorrow.
•
Ralph Rolan left for Hollywood
by plane last night.
•
Sol Lesser is due from the coast
next month.

Houses

Contract

with

Sign
Union

Seattle, Nov. 8. — Higher wages
and shorter hours were granted usherettes, cashiers and doormen in local
theatres in an agreement between
Theatrical
Employes'
22,
A. F. of
L. unit, Union
and theLocal
SeattleA
downtown and suburban operators.
The agreement is retroactive to Oct.
17, and will be in ef?ect until Sept. 1,
1938.

The new scale calls for a 40-hour,
six-day week as a maximum for all
employes. Downtown theatres will
pay $20 a week for usherettes, $20 for
cashiers and $22.50 for doormen.
Expect Educational
Suburban theatres will have a minimum scale of $13 for usherettes, $14
To Sign with Guild for cashiers and $14 for doormen.
Educational is expected to sign the The wage scale represents a 10 per
Screen Actors' Guild contract today, cent average increase for all employes.
according to Kenneth Thomson, ex- Approximately 43 theatres in central
ecutive secretary of the guild, who is Seattle and neighborhood districts are
in New York from the coast. Ar- involved.
bitration and other review provisions
of the contract have been changed
F. P. General Strike Threatens
in accordance with Educational's reToronto, Nov. 8.— The possibility
quest and the pact is regarded by the of a general strike of operators in the
guild as in final form.
of Famous Players CaThomson will leave for the coast 200 theatres
nadian Corp. loomed as a result of
Friday following a meeting of the
council of the Associated Actors & the signing of an agreement between
Artistes of America. The council of the 15 independent theatres of Winnipeg, Man., and the One Big Union,
that organization met yesterday, but
a Winnipeg labor organization which
deferred action on several matters be- is local in scope.
fore it until the Friday session.
W. P. Covert of Toronto, Canadian
vice-president of the I.A.T.S.E., has
Makeup
Row Curtails wired E. Turner, president of the
Winnipeg local of the International
Columbia
Production Motion Picture Operators, as follows :
(Continued from page 1)
"Have advice from G. E. Browne,
was the discharge of five men and the union president, that unless Famous
studio order to actors to apply their Players settle with the local in Winnipeg, a general strike order will be
own makeup. Teamster Union members walked out in sympathy.
It was reported late this afternoon
that the studio was attempting to con- Turnbull in Charge
tact the I.A.T.S.E. for the quick setOf Australia Sales
tlement of the walkout. The union
granted."
move was the climax of the growing
Ernest Turnbull, who has been
resentment of the attempts of other handling the sales of British films for
studios than Columbia to establish 20th Century-Fox in Australia for a
schools to instruct players in makeup. number of years, has been promoted
Difficulties over this practice on other to general manager of distribution for
lots have been settled.
the company in that territory under
It was estimated that 250 men were Stanley S. Crick, managing director,
out. Sympathetic action by other Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign head,
crafts swelled the total to 500. The stated yesterday.
men all reported to work and walked
Francis L. Harley, managing direcout at 9 A. M. About 200 actors aptor for 20th Century-Fox in England,
pearing in four pictures which were and
die. Ben Miggins, sales manager for
currently shooting on the lot were the Continent, are scheduled to sail
kept until 2 :30 P. M. and then paid from London Dec. 8 on the Normana full check. The I.A.T.S.E. headquarters here sent out wires to projectionist locals throughout the counL. L. Alterman Dead
try informing them of the strike call.
Louis L. Alterman, owner of the
Comedy, Victory and Rialto, Jamaica,
Circuits-306 Meet Again
died
Sunday at his home, 144-58 8th
Another meeting yesterday was
Road, Jamaica. Death was due to a
held between representatives of Local complication
of diseases.
306 and major circuits with both still
In addition to his exhibition inundecided on final terms of the scale
terests Alterman was founder of the
to prevail for the next two years un- Biltmore Film Exchange and was acder a master 10-year contract.
tive in real estate. He is survived by
his widow, Mrs. Rebecca Alterman ;
Schenck Delays Trip
two sons, Daniel and Montague ; two
Joseph M. Schenck has delayed his daughters, Mrs. Charles Zerner and
Janet Alterman, and four brothers.
departure for the coast until tomorrow and may be accompanied by his Jay, Lewis B., Herman and Samuel.
brother, Nicholas M. Others who
will accompany the 20th Century-Fox
ATTRACTIVE OFFICES AND
chairman include Lew Wertheimer,
FLOOR— ALSO PENTHOUSE
Jay Paley and Ike Levy.
A vailable at
REASONABLE RENTALS
Hicks Going to Coast
723 Seventh Avenue
Milwaukee, Nov. 8. — Robert
Hicks, attached to the local Warner
Inquire Superintendent or
publicity and advertising staff, is planTelephone BR. 9-6069
ning to leave for the coast shortly.
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Claim
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RKO

{Continued from page 1)
allowable claims against the company, now amounting to slightly in
excess of $21,000,000, may be scaled
down to approximately $14,000,000.
The report, on the whole, is regarded as highly favorable to reorganization factors and is regarded in
the main as auguring early completion of the reorganization on a basis
favorable to the new company.
While approving the plan's provisions for the treatment of the secured and unsecured creditors, as
well as the holders of debentures
and common stock, the preliminary
report is said to recommend that no
dividend be paid on the common
stock until debentures are fully
taken care of, presumably through
retirement or conversion into common.
The report is understood to favor
the proposed new capitalization set
up in the plan, consisting of an authorized $18,000,000 of sinking fund
convertible debentures, $11,000,000 of
cumulative convertible preferred and
4,000,000 shares of common.
The report was issued by Alger
for the primary purpose of permitting attorneys of record in the reorganization to familiarize themselves
with its contents prior to the scheduled hearing on the RKO reorganization plan next Monday. On the
basis of the tentative report they are
expected to be prepared to argue for
or against the indicated recommendations which Alger will make in his
final report to Federal Judge William Bondy on the conclusion of the
hearings. The plan is also subject
to further hearings and changes before Judge Bondy.
Sale

Subjects

Prunes

of Kromocolor

Ordered Cancelled
{Continued from page 1)
the property, made known today that
a new $60,000 bid has been made by
the Border Realty Co., through a
Newark attorney. The sale Nov. 16
will be open to the public and otheir
bids are expected. Kromocolor, according to Krimsky, is the only fully
equipped color laboratory in the east
and is open for inspection.
Interests behind Border could not
be learned. Vice-Chancellor Lewis
has issued a show cause order, due
Nov. 16, why the $60,000 should not
be accepted.
With the collapse of the deal for
the purchase of Kromocolor Laboratory, Paramus, by Joseph O'Donnell,
it was reported yesterday that William Fox is not longer identified with
British Chemicolor, for whom it was
reported the O'Donnell bid was made.
Majors to Ask Stay
On Dallas Decision
(.Continued from page 1)
Erhard said the Government would
oppose such an application.
"It may take a year or more to get

Looking

^Em

Over

( VPorky'
itaphone) s Double Trouble*
Humorous burlesque of The March
''The Last Gangster"
of Time and a takeoff on a hit film of
(M-G-M)
a few years back go to make a very
satisfactory cartoon starring the
If "The Last Gangster" by any chance brings to a conclusion the long
cycle of films of that nature, it does so in a raelodramatic and thrilling comic pig. Porky, a bank teller, is
kidnapped by a vicious gangster who
manner that will register effectively at the box-office. Here Edward G. also looks like him. The latter uses
Robinson portrays a super-egotistical and self-styled underworld his resemblance to rob the bank. The
Napoleon. He is a racketeer first and a convict later. His hard-boiled piece concludes with a great deal of
characterization, at first, is entirely without restraint, but later, when he shooting and the eventual capture of
is helpless in Alcatraz on an income tax evasion rap, he gives a memor- the outlaw. It is good stuff. Runable portrait of near-insanity. The story mingles the reliable hokum
ning time, 7 mins. "G."
with a domestic problem. It is also heavily shadowed with the underworld. The casting of the principal and supporting players permits Rose "Tuna"
Stradner, James Stewart, Lionel Stander, Douglas Scott and John Car- {Paramount)
radine the opportunity to deliver first-rate characterizations. The story is
The commercial fishing for tuna
a timely yarn, gruesome, realistic and as uncompromising in action as off the coast of Lower California is
many of its characters.
vividly pictured here. The camera
The narrative opens in 1927. Robinson returns from Central Europe rocks all over the place with the motion of the sea, but, nevertheless,
with a bride from his home town. A few weeks later he is arrested on
the big moments. These are
the tax evasion charge. The Federal government finds him guilty and catches
the scenes where the 200 and 300
he is shipped to Alcatraz for 10 years. Meanwhile, Miss Stradner, his
are hauled in. The narrawife, becomes the mother of his son. The publicity attendant with pounders
tive is good and the film should be
being the wife of a public enemy opens Miss Stradner's eyes to the type found an interesting departure from
of man she has married. When she brings her baby to see his caged regular short subjects. Running
father the visit brings her into contact with James Stewart, a newspaperman. Stewart takes her and the baby away from the Robinson ego
time, 10 mins. "G."
and the yellow press to Massachusetts where he marries her.
The years pass and the child grows to know Stewart as his father. "V
( Vitaphone)
itaphone Frolics'*
The domestic scene is one of utter peace and tranquility until time draws
A fair assortment of vaudeville acts
near for Robinson's release. Robinson, out of jail, meets his double- is offered here. The performances
crossing former associates who fairly torture him into telling where he move quickly and are topped off by
had cached his great racket lucre. Only when they bring young Douglas the L. I. M. E. Trio, a comi-acroScott into the scene and proceed to hurt the child does Robinson agree batic turn that pleasantly ends the
short. Also seen are the Stanley
to talk. Later the pair return to the boy's home, where Robinson, full Brothers, dancers ; Jack and Loretta
of fatherly anguish, remorse and heartbreak, finally sees the true state Clemens, radio singing act, and Zeb
of things. He leaves the house and goes to his death at the hands of the Carver and his Cousins, a hillbilly
brother of three of his victims whom he also manages to slay.
Edward Ludwig directed the picture with an eye to capturing heart troupe. Running time, 10 mins. "G."
throbs and dramatic value. He achieved this in good form. The story "The Little Match GirV
is based on an original by William A. Wellman and Robert Carson.
{Columbia)
The well known fairy tale is
Running time, 81 minutes. "A."
treated to kaleidoscopic color in this
new version and it screens as a
''Trouble at Midnight"
pleasant bit of cartoon that will find
(Universal)
great favor with the young audiences,
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 8— Gangsters, forced from more lucrative particularly on those Saturday morning shows. The tinting and execution
rackets in the big cities by vice raids and the repeal of prohibition, have of the
reel is clever and at times
turned to rural areas, according to "Trouble at Midnight," and are not achieves beauty. It has the air of
above purloining the dairyman's cattle and selling them to his neighbor being thoughtfully produced. Running
at good prices.
Low price action and western policy houses will be the place best suited
time,
mins. "G."
for this one, a story drawn from the Kimball Her rick yarns, "Night "Land of the Kangaroo"
Patrol." It's one of the hasty make with generous action.
Noah Beery, Jr., top feature, is a dairyman who is fond of Catherine { Vitaphone)
Although the color is not quite up
Hughes. She's Charles Halton's daughter, and he's a banker. The gang to what it might have been, this E. M.
boys are Frank Melton and Ernie Adams, and it looks a bit shady for Newman Colortour Adventure proves
a while where Bernadene Hayes, counter hopping blonde, and Larry interesting. The scenes on the continent "down under" reveal the modBlake are concerned. Earl Dwire is the town's newspaperman. Dwire
ern and primitive aspects of life in
must make an average of a picture a week viewing the number he's in. Sydney, the interior and finally the
The wartime friendship of a dead man for Larry Blake finds the dead
big event of the Australian year, the
one's brother. Beery, carrying on, even though the story indicates Blake Melbourne Cup Race. It also gives
is a yegg. Raids are made on dairy barns and losses are high, always glimpses of government buildings,
with suspicion pointing to Blake, but he's shielded by Beery. The boomerang wielding and the main attraction inthe menageries, the kangalatter's judgment is finally vindicated.
Ford Beebe did dual duty, directing and co-authoring the screenplay
roos. Running time, 10 mins. "G."
with Maurice Geraghty. The associate producer was Barney Serecky.
Famous Shifts Managers
Running time, 69 minutes. "G."
Toronto, Nov. 8. — Famous Players
brought by the Government and is en- Canadian Corp., has appointed George
this case through the Supreme Court,"
titled to a preference in the Federal
for three years assisthe said, "and we certainly do not want courts in consequence, they estimated E. Dowbiggin,
ant manager of the Metropolitan,
to hold up the victory we won in this
case by having the judgment set aside that the Supreme Court's decision Winnipeg, to manage the Gaiety there.
and left inoperative until the higher might be expected by next March or Dowbiggin succeeds William Novak,
now in charge of the Metropolitan,
The defendants have until Dec. 13 Regina. Lester Novak of the Winnicourt
acts." for defendants did not April.
Attorneys
to file their appeal. Some believe that
peg Capitol has become assistant
agree that it would take "a year or
application to supersede may be manager of the Winnipeg Metromore" to have the appeal determined. the
Pointing
out that the case was made at the time of the appeal.
politan.
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Oklahoma
Meeting

MPTO
Under

Has
Way

Oklahoma City, Nov. 8.— Approximately 225 members and guests
of the M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma convened here today at the Biltmore
Hotel for the first of a two-day annual meeting. Morris Loewenstein,
president; L. A. White, vice-president; Orville Enloe, secretary and
Ralph Talbot, L. C. Griffith, Max
Brock, Homer Jones and Fred Pickrel, directors, were nominated for reelection, this afternoon.
Ed Kuykendall spoke briefly in the
morning session and will deliver another address tomorrow.
Claude Stone, representing the
Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce, made a bid for the 1939
M.P.T.O. national convention which
will coincide with the Oklahoma Golden Saga in the same year. Kuykendall said he would give the matter
every consideration.
Arkansas

Unit

Holds

New

Chopper

Deposit

Times

of Tickets

After working on the device for
three years, Ralph Budd, personnel
director for Warners, has developed
a new type of ticket box designed to
prevent collusion between cashiers and
ticket takers in the re-sale of tickets.
The new machine is called the Newman-Budd Chopper Box and is manufactured byNewman Bros. Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati.
Eight removable compartments are
provided so that each can be mechanically adjusted to the hour designated
by a time disk. The disk is in black
and
former
for" latter
afternoon
and white,
evening the
sales
and the
for
morning tickets. The time clock is
set by the theatre treasurer and a
connecting bell rings simultaneously
in the box-office and ticket box when
the hopper moves to a new compartment. Tickets are not mutilated by
the hopper and can later be checked
against time sheets made out by
cashiers, or for tax purposes.
The device is now being installed in
de luxe Warner houses. About six
have them now. The exteriors are
finished to suit colors of lobbies.
Cardboard containers are being made
up for the compartments so that inserted tickets can be shipped to New
York, or other points, for double
checking.

Hs Fall Convention
Little Rock^ Ark., Nov. 8.— More
than 100 members of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Arkansas gathered at the Hotel Marion here yesterday for the opening of the annual
fall convention. No election is scheduled and no drastic action relative to
theatre problems was taken.
Approve 108 in Reich
Governor Carl E. Bailey was scheduled to speak at the banquet which
Washington, Nov. 8.— During the
closed the convention tonight. Attor- first eight months of 1937, 108 films
ney General Jack Holt spoke on legal were passed by the German board of
problems. A banquet climaxed the censors, it was reported to the U. S.
two-day session.
Dep't of Commerce by the commercial
attache's office in Berlin. The films
originated
as follows : Germany, 56 ;
Allied Meet Dec. 6-8
United States, 30 ; Austria, seven ;
Columbus, Nov. 8.— The fifth an- France, six; Great Britain, Hungary,
nual regional Allied convention will
Czechoslovakia, two each, and Japan,
be held Dec. 6-8, with the annual ban- Sweden, Italy, 1 each.
quet the second day and the election
the third day.
Radium Short for Schools
Examinations Barred
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Pete Smith's
An examination before trial in Los
M-G-M short, "Romance in Radium,''
Angeles of Bradford Ropes, author of has been selected by the visual education section of the Los Angeles Board
the original story of "Go into Your of Education as a test subject in the
Dance," and Earl Baldwin, author of
the screenplay and script, also Hal curriculum of the schools division.
Wallis, in charge of production for A special study guide based on 'the
Warners, was denied by Federal ers.
film will be prepared for use of teachJudge John C. Knox in the U. S.
District Court here yesterday in the
$1,000,000 libel suit of Yermie Stern
Speaks on School Films
and Casino Prod., Inc., against WarColumbus,
Nov. 8. — Dr. Edgar
ners.
Dale of the Bureau of Educational
Judge Knox refused to allow the Research, Ohio State University,
examination by written questions because he felt that an oral cross exam- spoke on "Teaching Educational ObThrough Use
of Films,"
at
ination might be necessary. Stern and the fifthjectives
annual
convention
of the
Casino Prod, are each asking $500,000 Ohio M. D. Council, at the Deshler
for alleged damage to their reputa- Wallick.
tions as a result of the Warner picture.
Nathanson at Ceremony
Toronto, Nov. 8. — N. L. NathanWind Up Kent Drive
Home Office sales executives and son, president of Famous Players
Corp., and other outstandlocal exchange heads yesterday held Canadian
ing figures of the film business in
the last of a series of S. R. Kent Canada,
officiated at the laying of the
drive meetings at the New York cornerstone of the new Holy Blossom
branch. Among the speakers were Synagogue, Toronto, which is to cost
John D. Clark, J. P. O'Loghlin, Wil- $250,000.
liam Sussman, W. J. Kupper, W. C.
Gehring, Lee Balsly, Roger Ferri,
Harry H. Buxbaum and Joseph Lee. Plan New Griffith Office
In addition to the sales staff, attendOklahoma City, Nov. 8. — The
ing were C. E. McCarthy, Arch Griffith Amusement Co., through its
Reeve, Earl Wingart, Jack Sichel- subsidiary, the Griffith Realty Co.,
man, Martin Moskowitz, Harvey has purchased a two-story building,
Day, Jack Bloom, C. A. Hill, E. H. which will be remodeled as a new
Collins, Ted Shaw, Harry Mersay headquarters for the company as soon
as alterations are completed.
and Eugene McEvoy.

Paper Value Off
The market value of amusement stocks traded in on the
floor of the N. Y. Stock Exchange as of Nov. 1, totaled
$379,183,696. This compares
with a valuation of $437,783,318 as of Oct. 1.
The latest tally places average prices at $21.16 as against
$24.43 for the previous month.
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Hoyts in All First
Runs — Hutchinson
(Continued from page 1)
over the management and operations
of Snider & Dean. Charles Munro,
managing director of Hoyts, made the
deal with Snider & Dean and Dan
Carroll, the latter a partner in the
independent circuit. Snider & Dean
has three first runs in Sydney which
will come under Hoyts management
Jan.
tive. 1, when the deal becomes effec-

Last ofweek,
at a meeting
of Hoyts'
board
directors,
an announcement
was made to the shareholders that
no new deal had been made with
Greater Union and none was contemplated. The five-year alliance between
Hoyts and Greater Union will expire
Dec. 31.
With the addition of the Snider &
Dean group, Hoyts will boost its total
units to more than 70. It is also
likely that further expansion will be
undertaken at a later date.
normal."
was Ohio
ITO Seeks Opinions
Hutchinson was away three months
Columbus, Nov. 8. — Members of and spent most of his time in Austrathe Ohio I.T.O. are being asked by
lia and New Zealand. No other forSecretary P. J. Wood to express
eign theatre expansion is planned, he
themselves on the M-G-M air pro- said. After the first of the year, he
will make
a trip to the South American territories.
In the latest organization bulletin
Wood says one Loew house reported
gram.
a new low the opening night of the
air show.
Melbourne
Paper in
W. Ward Marsh, film editor of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, is quoted as Film Space Donation
saying that studio sponsored shows
Sydney, Oct. 15. (By Air Mail via
can bring only disaster.
London). — Victoria's leading national
daily, the Melbourne Herald has
made a practical gesture towards the
Gay to Complete Dubbing industry in the form of a donation of
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Frank Gay, space for institutional advertising to
Grand National producer, will com- the value of approximately £400. The
industry is using the space by taking
plete dubbing on "King of the
Sierras" as soon as a release is re- 10-inch by three column advertisements each alternate day over a
ceived from Lester Cowan, president
- %
of the reorganized Hollywood (Con- month's period.
- H
The Herald's action is the afterdor) Pictures, through which company Gay obtained financing for his
math of an application by the Vicproduction. Prints have been held
torian Exhibitors' Ass'n for a reduction of advertising rates for such
up for some months pending settletime as children under 16 are banned
- %
ment of Condor's affairs. Gay is now
the15^infantile
7'A
preparing for a series for Grand Na- from theatres during
2'A
tional which will probably be started paralysis epidemic.1554
7'A
when "King of the Sierras" is com- '4
pleted. The deal will be in associa7'A
tion with Lou Rantz.
-- VVii
Wall Street
-1- 54
6%
S!4
To Try Stage Shows
5514 0/f
Board High
Generally
Net
Oklahoma City, Nov. 8. — Cush13/2 I3V2 Close
153!^
1254
l3Vi
- a
6'A Change
man unit stage shows will be tried
6J4 Low
IS
, , 15
out here beginning Nov. 12 when the Col.
12^
153
56J4
22V4
- %
2
"Stork Club Scandals," made up of Con
Col., pfd.... 312%
22Ji 132
1254
Open
eight acts including 28 persons, will
77A
E. K pfd..1557'/i 155
Cons.,
appear on the Warner stage, accord164
164
164
- Ks
E.
K.,
pfd..
164
ing to Todd Ferguson, manager.
IS'A
315Va.
27/s
100
While the units are run, three times Loew
G. T. E... 56
U'A 31
102
221/4 102
weekly, the admission will be raised Para.
Loew, pfd.. 10213H
from 15 cents to 25 cents.
100
Para.
965^ 1021/2 96
Para. 21, , .12^4
-f Vs.
Pathe 6%.
31
2Vs.
RKO ,, ,, 5M
5
To Entertain Johnston
+ Vs
20th Fox .. 221/2
7y2
Pittsburgh, Nov. 8. — W. Ray John- W. B
8
+ v»
ston and Edward Golden, Monogram
Increases
executives, will be the guests of D. J.
18
Light C High
Change
Net
Low
Selznick, manager of the company's G. N.
154
exchange here, at a luncheon to be
Close
held on Nov. 12 at the William Penn Monogram 15^
m
m
Sonotone . Open
. 154
Hotel.
m
18
Tech.
Trans -Lux 1827/^
2
2
2
Univ. Corp. 2
+ 54
Now ''Mama Runs Wild"
Little Bond Chanffe
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — "Mother
Net
Runs Wild," first production of Ralph
High Low Close Change
Staub at Republic under his new di- Loew
9854 9SH 9SH — Vi
Para. 3As
Pict. '46
rector-producer contract, has been re6s '55
98
98 98
named "Mama Runs Wild." Mary Para. Pict. '47. . . 775i 77^^ 77^ -|Boland
and
Ernest
Truax
are
feaW. B. 6s '39
82
82 82
tured.
(Quotations at close of Nov. 8)
Assert M-G-M
Show
Hurt in Cleveland
(Coniinued from page 1)
in business as compared with average
Thursday takes.
Nat Holt, RKO Great Lakes division manager,
reports that business
"taking
everything
into consideration,
in the territory last Thursday night
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C.E.A.,
Seen
On

Labor
in

Deal

Films

Bill

(Continued from page 1)
costs of £7,500 and £22,500, free admission to exhibitors at all pre-trade
show openings.
Observers familiar with Parliamentary opinion are of the belief that
the amendments most likely of success are the fair wages clause, employe representation and the establishment of a film commission.
An agreement on quota policy is
expected between the labor interests
and the producers, who will meet
jointly on the situation. Concessions
from both sides already have been
achieved in preliminary conversations.
The joint policy, when determined,
will be presented to the Board of
Trade, and probably will be incorporated in the measure during committee consideration. The joint policy
will cover a separate quota for exhibitors and distributors, a minimum
cost clause for the exhibitor quota,
provision that no film registered for
more than three years shall be available for quota, reciprocity on the
Empire quota, and an increased quota
for distributors.

He

Likes

Magic

Fredtion is supervising
N. Rothenberg's
vocathe photo
gelatine lobby photo divison
for Morgan Lithograph Corp.
His avocation is pulling rabbits out of hats and things
like that. He has just been
awarded a prize for most
original magical effects by
the Parent Assembly of the
Society of American Magicians.
Now he wants to make a
series of film shorts based
on magic.
with members of Parliament and
Lord Strabolgi present. The speakers agreed on making representations
to the Government asking increased
quota percentages, a fair wages clause,
the exclusion of alien interests and
labor representation on the proposed
advisory committee.

"Wedding,'

"Ali

Baba''

Production
With

38

Active
Shooting

(Continued from page 1)

Francisco, and led the parade in Omaha, with $8,800, over par by $3,300 at
the Omaha.
"The Life of Emile Zola" was a
smash at the Madison in Detroit,
where it more than doubled the house
average, and doubled par in its second week at the Minneapolis Century.
"Something to Sing About," on a
dual with "iViadame X," was second
best to "Double Wedding" in Omaha.
"Lost Horizon" and "The Perfect
Specimen,"
at the
and
the latter at the
the former
Michigan,
wereFoxstrong

Principal; "Easy
Millions," RKO;
"Sally, Irene and Mary," 20th CenThan Love,"
Universal. tury-Fox and "More
The tally by studio :
Goldwyn finished zero, shooting one,
preparing zero, editing one ; Grand
National, zero, zero, zero, one ;
.\I-G-M, three, six, zero, seven;
Monogram, one zero, zero, two ;
Paramount, zero, six, three, seven ;
Principal, one, one, zero, one ; Republic, one, one, three, five ; RKO,
zero, five, two, five ; Roach, zero, one,
^ero, zero ; Selznick International,
zero, zero, zero, two ; 20th CenturyFox, one, five, four, four ; Universal,
/.ero, one, three, two ; Wagner, zero,
zero, zero, one ; Warners, zero, five,

in Detroit. "Stage Door" led in
Seattle, with $8,100, and was moved
to the Music Box. "Life of the Party," aided by stage show, was strong,
but the rest of the Seattle houses were
under average.

one,
22. started one short, the only
Roach
one shooting. M-G-M and RKO are
each preparing one, and a total of
six is being edited.

Top

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

Lehman Quits B. & K.
Kansas City, Nov. 8. — Lawrence
Lehman, associated with the theatre
"High, Wide and Handsome" went
business for 30 years, has resigned $2,000 over average at the RKO Pal- No More Changes at
as manager of the B. & K. Newman,
ace in Cincinnati, where "Double
Says Siegel
and is now associated with his bro- Wedding" and "Heidi" did fair busi- Republic,
(Continued from page 1)
ness. "The Perfect Specimen," plus
ther-in-law, Albert Schoenberg, in
the real estate business. Lehman was a stage show at the Stanley, was excellent with 120,250 in Pittsburgh, ing of "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round"
succeeded by Jerry Zigmond, of Parbe shown to the trade towhere the week was generally dull. which willmorrow
amount Theatres in Denver.
morning at the Astor.
Agreement on Policy Expected
"Life Begins in College" on a dual
"Our
program,
at the
with "Borneo" in New Haven, took convention, will asbeannounced
completed as
Labor is understood to be opposed
I M-G-M,
Bestin the
in midst
20 Weeks
lead at Loew's Poli, the rest of cheduled," the Republic head .deof considerable the
to the reciprocity schemes as concernthe houses showing little.
clared. Four "A" pictures top the
ing the United States especially, excitement, yesterday reported "Con"The Awful Truth," dualled with
espoused by John Maxwell and the I quest" is doing the best business at "Counsel for Crime," was second to program. Negotiations are under way
for several big personalities and
Ostrers. A demonstration by labor j the Capitol in the past 20 weeks.
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" in Milwau- Seigel believes that term contracts will
interests yesterday was attended by I "Firefly," stated the company, is
kee. "Breakfast for Two," plus Fred be signed shortly.
technicians, directors, electricians, ac- ; running 22 per cent ahead of "May- Waring's band on the stage, took the
Reports that Irving Briskin would
tors, writers and theatre employes. ' time" at the Wisconsin in Milwaukee. lead at the RKO Palace in Cleveland,
join the studio were described as
with $26,000, over par by $6,000.
"Heidi" held up well in its second "ridiculous."
week at the Fox Uptown in Kansas
Martin Brennan Dead
City.
"Stage going
Door" over
led the
way by
in
Philadelphia,
average
Word has been received at the
Paramount offices of the death last
$7,500,
while
the
rest
were
weak.
"The
EXTRA
LUXURY
Awful Truth" took a strong |9,400, Saturday of Martin C. Brennan,
over average by $5,100 at the Metro- founder and editor of The Film
politan in Washington, where the
in Sydney, Australia. BrenEarle was the only other house to Weekly,
nan formerly had been editor of
reach par, showing "The Perfect Everyone, a weekly film paper.
Specimen" with a stage show. "Stage
Door" and "Dead End" were strong
AIR EXPRE
SS
in Oklahoma City, with "Double
■•'for SuperWedding" in the lead. "Breakfast for
Speed,
Two" was fair, behind the leader,
"Double Wedding" in a generally
weak stanza in San Francisco.
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PLANE

. • . only on TWA
TWA Skysleepers are
first . , . $10,000 extra lavished on their luxurious interiors ... 17 seats in planes licensed for 25 . . .
separate club lounge and sleeping compartments . . .
air conditioned . . . sound proofed . . . wider seats,
richly upholstered . . . softest full-length beds . . .
Travel TWA first — the nation's Luxury Line.
For All Airline Information Call Your Nearest
Member
National
TWA Office . . . or Any Hotel, Travel Bureau,
Safety
Council
Postal Telegraph or Western
Union Office.
In New York, call Mu. 6-1640 . . . In Los Angtles, Mich. 8881
THE LUXURY LINE. ..OVERNIGHT COAST TO COAST

Al Adams Resigns
Al Adams, for the past two years
advertising and publicity director for
Republic, has resigned, effective Nov.
13. Adams will go to Lake Placid
for two weeks and on his return will
announce his future plans. No successor has been named to fill the vacant position.

^

Economy.

Invoke Curfew Law
Elk City, Okla., Nov. 8.— In a
move to curb a series of juvenile
crimes, ranging from petty thievery
to vandalism. Elk City authorities
have invoked a 9 P.M. curfew for
children.
Powell Auto Show Guest
Cleveland, Nov. 8.— Dick Powell,
Warner star, will be the chief entertainment feature of the Cleveland
.Automobile Show opening here at th*"
Public Auditorium on Friday.

Nation-wide. 2500 miles overnight. There in the morning ! For
service, phone any RAILWAY
EXPRESS office and ask for
AIR EXPRESS DIVISION.
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Pathe

On
By

Ned E. Depinet, President of Pathe News,
Inc., RKO Vice-President.

Frederic Ullinan, Jr., Vice-President in
charge of operations.

Frank R. Donovan, Production Manager of
the newsreel.
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IN 1910 the famed Teddy Roosevelt, ex-president of the United
States, displaying his toothy smile, returned to this country
from his much-heralded trip to Africa — and Pathe News took
pictures of his arrival. That was 27 years ago. Today, Nov. 9, 1937,
that same newsreel, revised, whipped into a new and brighter style,
in news treatment, commentators and a wealth of those appurtenances, in the physical and technical aspects of production, which are
a part of the making of the newsreel, will go to the theatres of the
world.
The old rooster is gone ! For these many years a symbol of
Pathe News, which name came to have for the public the all-embracing connotation denoting all newsreels — and is still today —
the proudly overbearing cock of the roost, is no more. In the RKO
Pathe reel which emerges from what used to be, he may be discerned, amazingly reduced in size, perched in a corner of the end
title, and seen, as a large, but extremely dim shadow, flitting across
the world in the main title, merely a memory of yesterday.
Only a memory, for Frederic Ullman, Jr., vice-president in
charge of operations of Pathe News, Inc., and the guiding spirit
in the change that has come over the reel, does not like to think
of that which happened yesterday. He is concerned exclusively with
today, plus an ample consideration for tomorrow. Practical, vigorous and alert, he has plans and visions for Pathe News, and is beginning to translate those ideas into concrete form.
That transplantation of ideas into facts has taken the form of a
new group of commentators to give the reel its voice, a completely

David Ross, Commentator, long known as
radio announcer.

Clem McCarthy, Commentator, many years
in the sporting field.

rejuvenated physical makeup, in Pathe News' old 45th St. home,
to bring the most modern and convenient facilities to the production
of the reel, new ideas in treatment of the news, new tieups to make
its contents of wider interest and greater authority.
Ullman has unbounded confidence in his charge, which has a
lengthy heritage of names as executives and editors. Emanuel
Cohen and Terry Ramsaye were among the heads of the reel in
years past. "The responsibility of newsreels increases as they
reach for larger audiences," says Ullman. "Its influence grows as
it develops improvements in the technique of newsreel presentation.
The spectacular and the superficial are the obvious sources of its
material. To evaluate it fairly, to emphasize the important elements
of the passing show, become the prime task of a newsreel producer."

Andre Baruch, Commentator, nine years on
air, seven with CBS.

"This is no simple task," Ullman declares. "The management of
Pathe News realizes that entertainment is the first function of theatres. Hence its newsreel will be geared to entertain in the sense
that its presentation of news will be lively, fast paced and attractive
in appearance. We are prepared to keep alive the significant phrase,
T saw it in Pathe News.' "
For the rejuvenation of the reel Ullman has arranged a tieup
with Vogue, the fashion criterion, whereby the editors of that
august style magazine will collaborate with Pathe News editors,
reproducing the highlights of each issue as it appears on the newsstands. Adelaide Finch, assistant editor, will be the fashion director and contact with the magazine.
In his treatment of news, Ullman has the idea, and intention, of
Allyn Butterfield, Editor, and in newsreel
work since 1917.

Adelaide Finch, Assistant Editor, coming
from WPA film and radio.

attempting to "get behind the news" to a greater extent than has
been done in the past. He plans to be dissatisfied with the superficial, and, where that is possible, to look through it.
Something of an innovation in the field will be the human interest story. Among the new commentators will be David Ross, long
in radio. Clem McCarthy will continue with his vigorous, peppy
description of the sporting events which the reel will film. Andre
Baruch, Paris-born, with years as a radio commentator behind
him, seven of them with CBS, will handle the "voice" on general news stories. Arlene Francis, slated for a role in George Abbott's next play, "All That Glitters," who has spent the last three
years on the radio, will be the "voice of fashion." Sidney Walton,
once commentator and dramatic director of WBAL, Baltimore,
now "m.c." for numerous air shows, will offer the vocal material
on foreign and similar news films.
New titles have been designed by Albert Binder, the artist who
has done work for Fortune Magazine in the past few years, and
[Continued on page 25]

Arlene Francis, Commentator, actress, on
the air for three years.

numerousWalton,
air programs.
Sidney
Commentator, "m.c." on
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Behind
Title

Recording the News.
Cameraman and sound
recorder train their
apparatus on the passing show, making an
indelible record fot
the edification and entertainment of the
world at large.
The Reel's Voice. The
commentator, with a
script man in operation,
closeamplifies,
coexplains, describes
screen's pictures,
transplantation to
luloid, to make
story complete.

the
for
celthe

Cutting the Reel.
From the thousands of
feet taken for every
big news event, only
the best must be
culled, for the essence
of the newsreel is
brevity,
commensurate
with clarity.

The Film Vault.
Wherein is stored finished reels, making a
record for posterity of
the news of today, and
including, as well, recorded music for background and enhancing
of news reproduction.
Projection. The finished reel, complete,
is threaded into the
projector for all the
world to see, into projectors from Racine,
Wis., to Rangoon, and
spreading over all the
space between.

The Title Frame.
(Right) That which
the audience first sees
on the theatre screen,
accompanied by a fanof distinctiveof
music, fare
foretelling
the reproduction of
the world's news.
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A

Midnight

Out of a welter of sound mixing,
vocal rehearsals and "takes," negatives flashing off and on the small
screen in the similarly small projection room of Pathe News, before
renovation, as the hour of midnight
and the shadow of the deadline loomed
closer, there emerged the new Pathe
News, a revitalized newsreel — and the
result was good.
Imbued with a snap and sparkle
vocally and pictorially which the reel
definitely lacked in recent years before this rejuvenation, it is good
enough to stand with the best. Subject matter may dififer from issue to
issue, from week to week, in inherent
interest and popular appeal of one
sort and another, but the basic materials of voice, camera work and
technical facility were readily apparent, and they promise well for the
future of the revised newsreel.
This particular issue, as the audience will see it, is interesting, diversified and intelligently handled, and
the inclusion of the voices of the
commentators is all to the advantage
of the finished product. Each one
knows his work and does it well.
There is no attempt at coloration, as
rightly there should not be, nevertheless
the descriptive material, where that
is called for, is punchy, clear and effective.
Green Addresses Windsor
This first issue of the reborn reel
opens with a newsworthy clip, as
William Green, president of the
American Federation of Labor, at
Washington, officially invites the
Duke of Windsor and his Americanborn wife to visit the United States,
to make any sort of social or economic
study he sees fit, and assures him of
a hearty welcome should he come.
The record-breaking attempt at a
new land speed record by the English
racing driver in Utah is a well handled shot, with the description of
Andre Baruch clear and strong.
The celebration of the 15th anniversary of the Black Shirt march on

THEY'RE

Lincoln, Nov. 8. — A complete
about face in policy of Westland
Theatres here has been made. The
Rome makes a significant and spec- Kiva, 440 seats, has been operating
tacular picture, with the vocal work at a 15-cent top and carrying on with
of Sidney Walton especially good. second run, while the Varsity, LlOO
25-cent top.
Walton is likewise effective in an in- seats, has been the class spot at a
teresting clip of the return of the
Under the new plan, the Varsity
Pope to the Vatican from his country
home.
is running Westerns at 15 cents anyIn the fashion review, for which
time, the Kiva being closed for remodeling and to open as the first run
Pathe News has established an imposing contact with V ogiie Magazine, house, at 30 cents. City Manager
and which Arlene Francis describes Milton Overman will handle the operation of the Kiva and Ed Burke
clearly in an attractive voice, the reel
is especially effective. The material, will take over the Varsity, replacing
and particularly the manner in which Alvin Hendricks, who goes to Colorado for Westland.
it is presented, should find full favor
with the feminine contingent of the
audience. Outstanding in its presen- To Take Hartford House
tation isthe use of mirrors, behind the
Hartford, Nov. 8. — Proven Picmodel as she is seated, which enables
tures, Inc., a newly organized Conthe audience to see the back and front
necticut corporation, will take over
of the gowns at once.
the Cameo in mid-January from Hartford National Bank & Trust Co.,
Farmer Exodus Pictured
which has taken title formerly held by
A particularly effective, and like- Abraham Goldberg. The new operwise nationally significant clip, beauators plan to spend $25,000 renovating
the house.
tifully photographed, pictures the migration, under government auspices,
Hartford's first new theatre since
of the poor mountain folk of the the depression, the Webster Cinema,
Shenandoah Valley in Virginia to
Nov. 19. It is a neighbormore productive areas, while their will open
hood house owned and operated by
shacks come down. David Ross han- Maurice Shulman.
dles the descriptive material effectively. Clem McCarthy is his usual
peppy self in his descriptions of the news material, they are extremely
Purdue-Fordham and Notre Dame- effective. Also the musical scoring,
Pittsburgh football games, of which much of which comes from an entirely
the highlights are shown.
new musical library compiled for the
A word for the clip titles, clear, new reel, adds much to the effectiveness of the revised newsreel.
printed in a modern faced type, neat
and
specific,
without background
Running time, 11 minutes. A.
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(Continued from page 13)
a completely new music library has
been devised for the reel. A 50-piece
orchestra will supply the musical
backgrounds for the heavier material,
martial music and the like, while a 28piece group will furnish the accompaniment to the lighter stories.
In the old quarters of Pathe News
on 45th St. the- carpenters, plasterers,
electricians and painters are falling
over one another. The 15,000 square
feet of space Pathe will occupy in the
building, thus far, represent a complete rebuilding. Working from the
top down are 14 entirely air conditioned film vaults on the 13th floor.
The 12th floor will be occupied chiefly
by a modern, automatic laboratory,
with chromium and glass in abundance, wherein, if necessary, as many
as 50 release prints an hour may be
turned out. Specials will be finished in
the building's laboratory, although the
regular release printing will continue
to be done at Bound Brook, N. J.
All this will be ready by January.
Executives on Ninth
On the nth floor are to be the editorial offices, screening room, cutting rooms and the like, the ninth will
contain the executive offices, while
the fourth floor will be for cameramen, with a camera repair and construction shop. An amazing innovation will be a shower for tired cameramen working late. Eventually the
lobby of the building will be renovated
and even the elevators are scheduled
for a modern retouching.
New cameras, new lenses, new
sound equipment, new commentators
and virtually new working quarters
are the backbone of what Ullman
plans to do with the revised RKO
Pathe News. The rest is a matter of
ideas, and people to put them into
execution.
"Future issues will bring additional
improvements," Ullman promises.
The executive has drawn heavily
from the ranks of radio for his new
commentators, and Ullman declares
that "Pathe is determined to adhere
to a policy of editorial fairness. Its
news pictures will speak for themselves. Its announcers will describe
rather than philosophize. When it
presents controversial material, every
attempt will be made to present both
sides of the story."
Our
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The American Radio Telegraphists'
Ass'n, C.I.O. affiliate, has asked Arturo Toscanini to protest discharges
of numerous employes by NBC. The
cable to the conductor, who is in London, stated that NBC is giving the
expense of the forthcoming Toscanini
series as the reason for the discharges.
The cable reads : "NBC discharging employes citing cost of your engagement necessitates budget slash.
This organization confident that you,
as an artist and a liberal, will not
tolerate this misuse of your name and
urges that you take immediate steps
to force NBC to admit these discharges part of vicious open shop policy and stop attempting to conceal
anti-labor activities under the cloak of
the expenses due to your engagement."
The cable was sent by Kendall E.
Davis, vice-president of the Broadcast
Division of the A.R.T.A., with the
approval of Mervvn Rathborne, head
of the A.R.T.A.
Apprised of the A.R.T.A. cable to
Toscanini, Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
president, cabled the following message to the maestro :
"False," Says Lohr
"Cable
you fromTheKendall
has
come
to ourto attention.
statements
are entirely false. The A.R.T.A. are
members of the CIO and their message seems to be motivated by some
inter-union controversary as the musicians belong to the A. F. of L. NBC
has not cited your engagement as reason for discharging anyone, but, to
the contrary, your engagement has resulted in the employment of 55 additional union musicians. The few
people released some weeks ago were
in no way connected with your engagement, but were due to readjustment of departments motivated by
sound business practice. That there
were any anti-labor activities involved
in this is preposterous and we deplore
this unjustifiable annoyance to you."
A.R.T.A. President Rathborne, informed by this publication of the nature of the Lohr reply, said that there
was no question of rivalry between
the A. F. of L. and the CIO in this
particular matter. He said he was
glad to hear that musicians had been
added to NBC's payroll as a result
of the network's engagement of Toscanini, but that at the same time his
organization was in sympathy with
those who had been let out. He said
that many of those discharged had approached A.R.T.A., stating that NBC
had given as its reason for their discharge the high expense of putting on
the Toscanini broadcasts.
No official estimate of the number
of employes recently discharged by
NBC has been given, but their number is reported to be approximately
75 in New York, with additional discharges in other key cities.
Spears, Brown to Hollywood
San Francisco, Nov. 8. ■ — Harry
Spears and James Brown, KPO technicians, have been transferred to
NBC's technical staff in Hollywood,
according to A. H. Saxton, western
division engineer.

Higgins Leaves
To Form
Own

CBS
Firm

Don Higgins, acting director of
publicity of CBS, has resigned to form
his own public relations bureau. Pending the designation of his successor,
he has been replaced by Luther Reid,
news editor.
Higgins has been with CBS for the
past six years, the past year as acting
director of publicity. He succeeded
Jap Gude to the post when Gude was
advanced to serve as assistant to the
head of the station relations department. Prior to his CBS affiliation
Higgins was with NBC, and before
that was with the United Press as a
Washington correspondent.

P&G

Buys

5 Hours

Weekly on CBS Web
Procter & Gamble, greatest buyers
of radio time, yesterday purchased
five hours weekly on CBS, beginning
Jan. 3. It is one of the largest bulk
time orders ever written by CBS and
marks the end of the virtual monopoly
NBC has enjoyed with P. & G. Last
year P. & G. spent approximately
$3,000,000 for radio time, all with
NBC save for spot and recorded business.
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More

for

NBC

Two Canadian stations will
become aftiliated with NBC
Nov. 14. They are CBM and
CBF, both in Montreal. NBC
already has CFCF as a Montreal member.
CBM will take the Red network programs. CBF, a
French language station, will
be available either to the Red
or the Blue and may also be
used in combination with
either CBM or CFCF. CFCF
is a Blue network affiliate.
CBF is a new station which
will go on the air officially
for the first time Nov. 14 with
a power of 50,000 watts.
CFCF and CBM each has 5,000 watts power.
With the new additions
NBC will have 144 affiliates.

KFWB
So,

to Be

Hearst

California

Spot

Hollywood, Nov. 8. — KFWB replaces KEHE, the Hearst station, as
the Southern California outlet of the
California Radio System, formed by
the McClatchy newspaper and radio
interests.
Announcement to this effect was
made with the departure of Harry
Maizlich, manager of KFWB, owned
by Warners, for northern California
to discuss the start of the affiliation.
KEHE will be operated as a private
station under the management of
Murray Grabhorn.

New

Canadian

Radio

Policy

Irks

Dailies

Toronto, Nov. 8. — The program
expansion of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. from six to 12 hours daily
on a continuous basis has had an unexpected development that may bring
a reconsideration of policy on the
part of the Government-owned network.
The lengthening of the daily broadcasting" period from noon until midnight under the supervision of the
new general manager, Murray Gladstone, who was brought from England by the Dominion Government to
reorganize the Canadian system along
the lines of the B.B.C., was accompanied by the practical elimination of
commercial programs which had been
sponsored by business enterprises or
larcre industries.
Comment

Curtailed

The immediate result was that Canadian daily newspapers chopped down
current radio comment to a negligible
quantity, little or no space being deThe order is for four quarter-hour
voted to references to individual prostrips, Mondays through Fridays. The
grams each day. The obvious reason
schedule is as follows :
is that, without commercial sponsor- y
9:30 to 9:45 A. M., "Road of Life,"
ship, the daily broadcasts now hold
for Chipso. The series will originate
little prospect for advertising tieups
in New York and will be broadcast
or support for the newspaper in excoast-to-coast.
change for news mentions. Thus the
10:45 to 11 A. M., "The Goldradio department of various important
dailies has become largely a log of
bergs" for Ivory Soap from New
the current broadcasts in the briefest
York
to
Chicago,
and
"Ma
Perkins"
for Oxydol from Chicago westward
possible form as a matter of news and
Metro
Plans
Films
to the Pacific coast.
service to readers.
From
Air Programs
2:15 to 2:30 P. M., "The O'Neils"
Officials of the C.B.C. had emphafor Oxydol from New York to Chisized that fans would be entertained
San Francisco, Nov. 8. — A series by 12 solid hours of radio programs
cago,
and
"Kitty
Keene"
for
Dreft
from Chicago to the west coast.
of
films, Parade"
based on
John Nesbitt's
"Passing
commentator
series, entirely free of commercial advertising. Later it was said that it was too
4:30 to 4:45 P. M., "Guiding Light" aired coast-to-coast via Mutual, each
for Naptha, coast-to-coast.
early
to make any statement with reThree agencies are involved in the from KFRC, each Sunday, will be progard to how the new schedule was
duced
by
M-G-M,
according
to
a
deal
transaction, Compton & Co. for Ivory
being received by the listening public,
now
being
negotiated.
and Naptha ; Pedlar & Ryan for
but they were certain it was successChipso; and Blackett-Sample-Humful from an entertainment viewpoint.
Jonathan
Pierce
Dies
mert for Oxydol and Dreft.
There was also the promise that the
Jonathan Dorr Pierce, 35, former Government network, which includes
The dramatic serials mentioned
above all are currently heard over president of Bermingham, Castleman nearly all stations in the Dominion
NBC networks. It is not known yet & Pierce, Inc., advertising agency, on an owned or controlled basis,
whether they will be duplicated over died yesterday. Surviving are his would increase the number of broadboth NBC and CBS or will be can- widow and daughter.
casting hours as time goes on. But
celled over NBC. The order, howthere may be repercussions, political
"Prof. Quiz" Is Renewed
or otherwise, regarding the shutting
ever, is definitely marked as an "expansion of P. & G. radio activities,"
Nash Kelvinator has renewed "Prof. off of commercial features during the
therefore it is presumed that the com- Quiz" currently heard over CBS, 61 C.B.C.'s lengthy schedule each day.
pany will not curtail its current ex- stations, Saturdays from 9 to 9 :30
penditures over NBC, but will sup- P. M. The renewal is for 43 weeks
plement its schedule with the CBS and is effective Dec. 4. Geyer, Cor- IRNA's
Agreement
time.
nell & Newell is the agency.
in the Mails
Now
Joseph N. Weber, president of the
A. F. of M., yesterday said that copies
i
Radio
Personals
► of the IRNA agreement are now in
the mails and that copies will be distoday.
patched to the A. F. of M. locals
TRMA PHILLIPS and Gale Page, Ben Hawthorne, script writer and
•»• the latter a Chicago singer, the comedian, has been signed under CBS
He said also that the license forms
former writer of the network serial
artists' bureau management and will for the transcription and recording
"Today's Children," and other be given his own variety show over interests have been completed, and
scripts, are en route here. . . . Miss the network beginning Nov. 18, from will go out to them some time this
Page is to be screen tested ; Miss 3 to 3:30 P. M. . . . Don Kerr, fea- week. He said the terms of the
Phillips will write the material for the
j
tured on the "Sports Parade" over licenses were identical.
test. . . . The Kay Kyser band yester- WMCA, is back at the mike after a
day celebrated the eleventh anniver- tussle with grippe. . . . Charles HarMutual Has New Progoram
sary of its formation. . . . Jeanette
old's "Norsemen," heard over NBC,
MacDonald will be replaced by weekly have just completed a musical short.
"Charles Stookey's Mountain Minstrels" is a new Mutual commercial,
. . . Joe Bolton, WHN sports comguests
on
the
Vicks
"Open
House"
series during the period when she will
mentator and a voice of the Para- which began Monday over stations
mount newsreel, is the daddy of a baby
be on location filming "The Girl of
WGN_ and KWK. Currently the
the Golden West." The first guest, boy born yesterday. Mrs. Bolton is series is heard Mondays through FriI Nov. 14, will be Nadine Connor. . . . at the Lenox Hill Hospital. . . .
days from 5 to 6 P. M.
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New

Music

Is Signed

RADIO
Lottridge

Contract
with

WGN

Chicago, Nov. 8.— WGN has made
a three-year contract with the local
musicians' union effective from Jan.
16, 1938, to and including Jan. IS,
1941. The contract calls for a 40hour vi^eek of five days with eight
hours availability per day and five
hours rehearsal and broadcasting each
day. This places the staff musicians
of WGN on the same five day week
basis as all other workers.
No changes will be made in the
present weekly salaries of the musicians until the year 1940, when the
scale shall be increased $10 per week
for both sustaining and commercial
broadcasting.
Increases were also granted in the
solo and single engagement services,
and slight increases were granted in
the salaries of staff arrangers. The
minimum number of musicians required was raised in the present contract from 15 to 20, but WQN has
long since exceeded that number of
staff musicians.

^Frisco

Key

Will

Continue

Origin

Point

San Francisco, Nov. 8.— San
Francisco will continue a key production point on both NBC networks,
according to a statement issued by
Lloyd E. Yoder, manager of the local
office (KPO-KGO).
The statement was issued in response to civic protests, concerning
the transfer of various network programs to Hollywood.
"KPO releases approximately ISO
live talent programs each week, all
produced in San Francisco," said
Yoder. "KGO produces and releases
about 100 each week."
Yoder declared that NBC maintains
the largest artist and musical staff
in local radio.
Frisco

CBS

Studios

To Be Ready Feb. 22
San Francisco, Nov. 8. — New
Musicians to Meet
CBS studios here, now under construction, will be dedicated Feb. 22,
On Radio Problems according to Donald W. Thornburgh,
New Orleans, Nov. 8. — Repre- vice-president.
The layout includes six studios and
sentatives of southern musicians'
unions will meet here Nov. 14 in a executive offices, located on the roof
conference to cover problems of radio of the Palace Hotel. A new transmitter went into service two months
work and salaries. Discussions will
be based largely on a possible strike
because many radio stations have been ago.
Newscast from Theatre Stage
using recordings rather than musicians. The musicians claim that recSan Francisco, Nov. 8. — Promoords made for one purpose are used
tional tieup between KGGC and the
for many others. Jack Pepitone will President Theater has a nightly newstalk for the local group.
cast originating from stage of the
house. Harry LeRoy, newscaster, sits
Improving WLW Transmitter
the stage in the "world's largest
Cincinnati, Nov. 8. — Extensive on
radio," in full view of audience. Proimprovements are under -w^^' in the
gram also is relayed to KLS, Oakland.
WLW
500,000-watt transmitter at Contract is for one year.
Mason, O., made necessary by the revamping of the studio-factory build"Shopping Parade," New Show
ing of the Crosley Radio Corp., on
New Haven, Nov. 8.— WICC has
Arlington St., which includes construction ofthree new studios, several signed Franklin Simon Co., the John
G. Patou Co., Four in One Decoraoffices and a new artists' lounge. The
tion Shop of Stamford and Hatch and
company recently discontinued its
Bailey
Lumber Co., Norwalk, to a
downtown quarters in the Union Central Annex, and will centralize its new Tuesdpv morning participation
entire activities in the Arlington street period, entitled "Shopping Parade."
Virginia Blackford Miller is combuilding.
mentator.
Charles Locke Appeals
KMOX Extends Closing Time
Charles Locke, radio script writer,
yesterday filed notice of appeal in the
St. Louis, Nov. 8.— Because of an
Appellate Division from an order bv extremely heavy commercial schedule,
Supreme Court Justice Edgar J. KMOX has extended the closing time
Lauer who dismissed his $150,000 suit of the station from 12:15 to 12:30
against Floyd Gibbons. Locke's suit A.M. This will enable the station
is the outgrowth of Gibbons' broad- to pick up the orchestras at the Park
cast of the Ohio flood scenes in Janu- Plaza and Jefferson Hotels and the
ary. Locke claimed that Gibbons' in- Showboat Ballroom.
terpretation ofthe script damaged his
reputation.
KGGC Seeks Power Increase
San Francisco, Nov; 8.— Station
Starts "Talent on Tap" Program
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — KEHE to- KGGC has applied to the F.C.C. for
a power increase from 100 watts, day
morrow will inaugurate a "Talent on and night, to 100 watts night and
Tap" program to present radio, stage 250 watts dav. Authority also is
and screen entertainers for listeners' asked to install a new antenna, and
votes. The persons appearing will be to move the transmitter to a downselected at auditions. The program,
town hotel.
a weekly one, will be produced by M.
J. Hanna.
KSFO Extends Time
Holden on Disney Show
San Francisco. Nov. 8— KSFO,
Hollywood. Nov. 8. — Eddie Holden local CBS outlet, has extended its
has been sip-ned by Lord and Thorns <; time on the air to ^"'^ommodate a new
to work with two Walt Disnev studio varjetv hour, broadcast from midnieht
writers on the new air show featuring until 1 A.M., seven davs each week.
Proeram is sponsored by Milens.
the Disney characters, plugging Pep- credit
jewelers.
sodent.

New
On

as

for

NBC

Shows
the

Air

Resigns

Oklahoma

Net

Post

Oklahoma City, Nov. 8. — Buryl
Lottridge, managing director of the
Oklahoma network, has resigned to
take over another Oklahoma radio
position to be announced within the
next few days. Meanwhile Joseph
W. Lee has been appointed as managing director of the network, which
position he will hold in addition to
continuing as manager of KTOK here.
All future network activities will
be handled through KTOK, key station of the network. Network members, besides KTOK, are KADA,
KBIX, KGFF, KASA, KCRC,
KVSO, WBBZ.

Pepperell Fabrics Show
Dr. Karl Reiland's inspirational
talks, presented by Pepperell Fabrics,
make a welcome addition to the network fare. Dr. Reiland in his opening broadcast spoke forcefully and
News Coverage by WMC
entertaininglv on the need of people
Memphis, Nov. 8. — Under a reor
opening their minds to new ideas and
urged all to conduct their affairs with ganized setup, WMC brings the lisless selfishness and more sacrifice,
teners a complete newscast coverage
citing as examples the careers of Dr. of national, sectional and local events,
Louis Pasteur, Galileo and other with Associated Press automatic
famous scientists.
leased wire printers installed in the
Prior to making his debut on the station's own newsroom, and arrangements with the editorial staff and rural
networks,
Reilandbywas
on southernDr.stations
his "tested"
present correspondents of The Commercial
sponsors where his talks rapidly won Appeal for treatment of all news.
favor, resulting in the network bid.
Cancellation
the station's
International NewsofService
contract
went
Copies of his . talks are offered
gratis to the listeners. George Cook, into effect a short time ago, and Associated Press Service printers were
at the organ, provides incidental
music. The period is broadcast Fri- installed immediately in the newly
days from 7:15 to 7:30 P.M. over created station news room.
the NBC-Blue network. Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn is the
Holliway Plans Program
agency.
Banner
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Breaking
what is generally conceded to be
Sell Six-Hour Program
some sort of a tradition, by appearAtlanta, Nov. 8. — The six-hour
ing on his own station, Harrison Hol"Dancing 'Till Dawn," the longest
general manager of KFIshow on the airwaves, has been sold KECA, liway,
will write and present personally his own radio program on
to the Specialty Sales Co. in the interest of their product B-B Headache KFI Thursdays at 9:15 P.M., the
Powder. The show is to be broad- feature of which will be a review of
cast every Saturday night from mid- the week's programs heard in Hollynight to 6 A.M. Sunday morning.
wood. Holliway will present his
A novel contest, the nature of critical opinion on the various shows
which has not yet definitely been de- under the title of "The Listenertermined, will be need for a direct
Inner." He said that he would "pan"
sales check, according to Barry Alex- the shows on KFI-KECA, if they
ander and Kenneth Cooke of the deserve it.
WATL Commercial who are servicing the account.
Gets KHJ Publicity Post
Hollywood, Nov. 8. — Bud Ruther
ford, former exploitation man on the
Sign for 8 "Live" Shows
San Francisco, Nov. 8. — Herald- Los Angeles Examiner and recently
ing an increase in local radio pro- radio news writer on KHJ, has beduction, KFRC has added eight new
come publicity director for the station,
live talent nrograms to the schedule. succeeding James Vandiveer, who
Thev are "Scran Book Stories," "Ex- takes his program, "Meet Some
nosition Previews," "Magic Tsle," People," over to KFI-KECA where
"Jack and Adele." "Listen," "Phan- he will also do special events.
tom Pilot," "Bible Portraits," "25
Offer New Coast Series
In
addition,
KFRC
originates
San
Years Ago."
San Francisco, Nov. 8. — "Oxo
Francisco's onlv transcontinental comProgram
Clarence
Hayes"
title
of a with
new series
to be
offeredis the
for
mercial show. John Nesbitt's "Passing
Parade," over Mutual on Sunday.
13 weeks over a split Pacific Coast
NBC-Red network starting Nov. 16.
Lee Morton to WKY
The series is for Oxo Beef Cubes,
this
city.agency is Doremus & Co. of
Oklahoma City, Nov. 8.— M. H. and the
Bonebrake, WKY advertising manager has signed Lee Morton, personality sineer, starting Nov. 18 over
Munster WCAE Announcer
WTCY. Morton will be sponsored,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 8. — Dan Munsbut the comnany has not yet been anter, former relief announcer at NBC,
nounced. The contract runs until
has just been added to the WCAE
January L
announcing staff. He was selected by
Cliff Daniels, head announcer and pro"Novelteers" Over WBT
gram director, after a series of audiCharlotte, N. C, Nov. 8. — A new
tions in New York.
four time weekly program, "The
Novelteers," will go on the air at
WHIO Adds Two Announcers
WBT this week under the sponsorDayton,
O., Nov. 8. — Bob Bowman
ship of the Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corn. Batten, Barton, Dur- and Hal Bennett have been added to
stine & Osborn is the agency.
the announcing staff of WHIO.
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Is Forecast
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Subpoenaed

Committee

Los Angeles, Nov. 9. — On the heels
of the Columbia strike, which was
settled today as the strikers returned
to work at the studio, came the public announcement by the California
Assembly Capital and Labor Investigating Committee that officers of the
L A. T. S. E. had been subpoenaed
and the organization's records examined for a public hearing on charges
of certain union members that the
I. A. is a racket.
Already summoned have been WilTom D. Cochrane, one of the inliam Biofif, personnel representative in
dustry's real pioneers, and for the
Hollywood of George Browne, president of the L A. ; Harland Holmden, past 15 years general manager for
L A. vice-president ; Steve B. New- Paramount in the Orient, died yesterman, representative, and C. P. Cregan,
day morning at St. Luke's Hospital
groups such as the Directors' Guild,
whose membership is more representa- general auditor. Biof¥ was excused of cerebral thrombosis. He had arrived from Japan, where he made his
tive of their craft than the Academy until Monday, the others until Friday.
Assemblyman K. B. Dawson, acting headquarters, three weeks ago in ill
branches also will be asked to desighealth and for observation. He was
(Continued on Paqe 8)
nate award recipients, it is understood.
seized with a paralytic stroke on SunDesignation of the Screen Playday evening sciousness.
and He was
neverabout
regained
conwrights or the Screen Writers' Guild,
65 years
now engaged in a jurisdictional dis- Columbia, lA Strike
old.Tom Cochrane was one of six
writers' byvoting
may
awaitpute asathedecision
the unit
National
Is Settled on Coast brothers in a family of seven chilLabor relations Board or the Supreme
dren. Five of the brothers entered
(.Continued on page 8)
HoixYwooD, Nov. 9.— The LA.T.- the film business. Robert H. is presiS.E., in a statement issued late last
dent of Universal, P. D. is secretary
night, declared the differences re- of Universal, Whitt K. is head pf the
Kuykendall
Ready
sponsible for the withdrawal of its advertising agency in Chicago which
members from the Columbia studios
bears his name, and who was identified with Universal years ago, and
For Industry Meet yesterday had been adjusted in conferences between George Browne, LA.
Universal's
eastern
diOklahoma City, Nov. 9. — Ed head ; William Bioff, his personal George isrector.
Negley Cochran
(whotest
spells
Kuykendall is ready to participate in representative here, and Harry Cohn,
nameof without
the final "e") is an
a joint session of representatives of Columbia president. The terms of his
official
United Press.
the M. P. T. O. A., Allied and the the settlement were not divulged.
Tom Cochrane was born in WheelL T. O. A. of New York, he indiing, W. Va., about 65 years ago. He
Representatives
of
the
Teamsters'
cated today in a wire to Harry
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page IS)
Brandt, L T. O. A. president.
Kuykendall's acceptance was in reply to a wire from Brandt asking his
(Continued on page 11)
"The
Hurricane
" Gets
Gala
Outside Readers Not

Hollywood, Nov. 9. — For first time
since inauguration by the Academy in
1927 of the system of annual awards
for achievement the organization of
producers and creative talent this year
will turn to outside organizations for
support in its yearly poll. The Academy has sent a letter to the Screen
Actors' Guild, which has supplanted
the Academy in economic relations between actors and studios asking the
Guild to select award recipients in the
acting division.
The senior guild board, meeting
Monday, will study the proposition
with all probability that favorable action will be taken. Other talent

Employes, Is Ruling
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 9. — Outside
readers engaged by film producers to
prepare synopses of literary material,
over whose work the company has
no control except as to services performed on the company's premises,
are held not to be employes within
(Continued on page 8)
Radio— Pp,

18-19

Premiere

at

2 -a

The fur and white shirt brigade
turned out en masse and as usual last

-Day

Despite reports to the contrary, the
Samuel Goldwyn-Alexander Korda
deal for the purchase of control of
U. A. is progressing "smoothly" and
conferences "will probably wind up
this week," it vi^as stated yesterday
from an official source.
Reports yesterday had it that the
deal had been called off as those interested could not get together on
some of the details. These, however,
were denied with the rebuttal that
there
is athe"a interests
complete involved
understanding"
between
in the
negotiations.
Attending the closed sessions are
Goldwyn, Korda, E. H. Lever, secretary of Prudential Assurance Co. of
England, and David Rose, financial
adviser and vice-president of Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc. An official announcement is expected either late this week
or early next.
Discussions on the extension of
David O. Selznick's pact have not
been held for a few days, it was
stated. Joseph M. Schenck, who has
been consulted on the negotiations, is
slated to leave for Hollywood today.

Wisconsin

Opposes

Terms
Paramount's
Milwaukee, Nov. 9. — The Paramount "buyers' strike" may be over
in Philadelphia and nearly so in Minneapolis, but Wisconsin exhibitors
are being advised by the LT.P.A. not
to accept the terms.
Members are being told to withhold
purchase of the 1937-38 product until
granted the privilege of playing "Souls
at Sea" and "High, Wide and Handsome" according to the terms of the
B classification
in the
(Continuedgroup
on page
15) 1936-37

Astor

was Ben Washer, his eastern press
representative, greeting the arrivals.
night for the opening of "The Hurri- George Schaefer smiled from his aisle
seat and behind a huge expanse of
cane" at the Astor Theatre.
The police were good-natured, but boiled shirt. A few minutes after nine
also insistent. They kept the crowd o'clock in walked the David O. Selzmoving, but they were also pretty nicks and, although it had nothing to
swell about those who waved the do with it, that appeared to be the
magic tickets that opened up travel signal to go.
lanes from curb to lobby.
Against a drawn curtain, a sound
Samuel Goldwyn held sort of unplayed
official court in the rear of the or- track ture,
written "The
by AlHurricane"
Newman, overwith
chestra. Hard by the ticket chopper
(Continued on page 8)

CEA

Joins

Film

Plea

for

Commission

London, Nov. 9. — The Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n today joined
the producer and labor groups who
are pressing for the inclusion in the
Film Bill of a provision for a film
commission.
It is understood that Oliver Stanley, president
of the
(Continued
on Board
page 16) of Trade
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With Actors' Guild
Educational Pictures yesterday
signed a contract with the Screen
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
Actors' Guild covering all of that
company's production activities in the
east, Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
representative of the guild, stated.
Educational has been complying with
''Shi The Octopus"
(First National )
the guild's contractual provisions since
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — This was probably produced with a tongue-in- the "guild shop" was placed in effect
cheek attitude as a detective story to end all detective stories, and here during September, but delayed
resulted in a hilarious farce, which had the preview audience completely signing a contract until arbitration
provisions were clarified.
captivated. The first of a series of possibly four pictures in which Hugh
The signing of Educational will be
Herbert will get top billing, "Sh! The Octopus" is as mad a combina- followed within the next week or 10
tion of laughs as has been placed on celluloid. Herbert shines in his days by a vigorous guild drive against
familiar characterization which has made him quite popular. Support- the remaining non-signatory eastern
ing him are Allen Jenkins, Marcia Ralston, John Eldredge, George producers, it was learned. The principal non-signatories now are March
Rosener, Brandon Tynan, Eric Stanley, Margaret Irving and Elspeth
of Time, whose petition for classificaDudgeon.
tion as a newsreel has been denied by
Herbert and Jenkins are policemen who become involved in an inthe guild ; Mentone and Pathe commercial film division. Indications are
vestigation to find "The Octopus" after tracing it to its lair in an
abandoned lighthouse, where they meet the other seven characters. that the guild will set a deadline for
They suspect all of them of being "The Octopus," which is never the signing of these and any others
exactly defined except as some sort of master criminal attempting to not now signed up, upon the expiration of which non-signatories will be
steal the death ray of a scientist. During the course of the probe, huge
tentacles reach through mysterious doors of the old building and en- placed on the guild's "unfair" list.
circle one or more of the characters and carry them off, never killing
to
anybody, however. Then, as the climax is reached, each of the suspects Brylawski Named
identifies himself as some sort of officer, each seeking to prevent "The
nth Term by MPTO
Octopus" herself
from obtaining
the ray, with the exception of a woman, who
Washington, Nov. 9. — -A. Julian
discloses
as the villainess.
Brylawski was elected today to his
Just as the discovery is made, the story breaks suddenly and the next 11th term as president of the M, P.
scene shows Herbert being awakened in a hospital where he had been T. O. of the District of Columbia.
dreaming all of the foregoing, following his fainting upon the news of
Sidney B. Lust was elected vicethe arrival of a baby to his wife. Jenkins is there with him, and all of president and a member of the national board, and William P. Herbst
the players seen in the dream are doctors and nurses attending Her- was named
treasurer and Nat B.
bert, with the exception of his mother-in-law, who, in the dream, is Browne, secretary.
"Thewife
Octopus."
Thehimfinale
has Jenkins fainting as he discovers that
The sum of $300 was voted to the
his
has borne
twins.
Community Chest, and members were
This unbelievable story, the original screenplay for which was written urged the use the unemployment cenby George Bricker based on the plays, one by Ralph Spence and the
sus and Christmas seal trailers.
other by Ralph Murphy and Donald Gallagher, is offered by Producer
TJie new executive committee includes J.W. Cleveland, W. T. Moor,
Bryan Foy and Director William McGann in such a convincing manner
Carter T. Barron, John J. Payette,
that the preview audience seemed inclined to look upon the planned im- Louis Bernheimer, Hardie Meakin,
pos ibilities ofthe story, such as the huge tentacles appearing in the
U. Hollingsworth and L. J. Winemysterious doorways and Herbert's underwater fight with an octopus, land.
as plausible occurrences, and then enjoyed the denouement as a hoax.
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Via Lovanlo 1; Vlttorlo Malpassuti. Representative.
SANTIAGO de CHILE: Casllla 13300; A. Welssmann, Representative.
SHANGHAI:
Booms 38-41,
Ing,
142 Museum
Road; Capital
J. P. Theatre
Koehler. BuU.'.Representative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan
36;
Ragnar
Alllberg,
Representative.
TOKYO:
880 Sasazuka,
Ichkawa-shi, Chlba-Ken;
H. Tominaga.
Representative.
VIENNA:
Neustiftgasse. 54 Vienna VII; Hans
Lorant, Representative.
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1936
at
at New York City, N. T., under
Act theof Post
MarchOffice
3. 1879.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
Subscription rates per year $6 In the Americas, it
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
Second Honeymoon
Wilby-Kincey
Pact
With Para, Signed
The new five-year operating contract for the Wilby-Kincey circuit,
retroactive to last June 30, has been
signed, Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount theatre head, said yesterday.
The final contract terms were
agreed upon during a recent visit of
R. B. Wilby of Wilby-Kincey at the
Paramount home office, but the papers
were not in readiness for signing by
the time of Wilby's return to Atlanta.
The contract was completed recently
and sent to ' Wilby for signatures,
which have since been affixed.
No Ampa Meeting
Tomorrow being Armistice Day
there will be no meeting of Ampa.
The next meet will be held Nov. 18.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
ADOLPH POLLAK
HOME OFFICE:
General Mgr.
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C.

Signs

(20//i Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — Few write the Philip Wylie type of light fiction
and almost nobody gets it from page to screen without at least partial
sacrifice of the verve, lilt and rebound that make such stories as "Second
Honeymoon" sell out editions of such magazines as the Red Book.
Yet this is the neat and extremely worthwhile trick achieved by associate producer Raymond Griffith, director Walter Lang and by screen
playwrights Kathryn Scolla and Darrell Ware, with the distinguished
cooperation of players Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Stuart Erwin,
Claire Trevor, Lyle Talbott, J. Edward Bromberg and (an upper case

Bowl by Wire Tonight
The local Paramount bowling team
tonight will engage the west coast pin
aggregation of the company in a contest which will start at 10:30 E.S.T.
Scores will be telegraphed at the end
of the fifth frame in each game.
"The Buccaneers," coast team sponsored by Cecil B. DeMille, consists
of Gene Hornbostel, captain ; Jack
Harring, Pete Rasch, Bill Johnson
and Dave Feig. The Times Square
gladiators include John Fuchs, Bill
Fass, Charles Bade, Carl Clausen,
Joe Doughney and Murray Waterman. They will hold forth at the
National Recreation Arena.

AND) a Marjorie Weaver who appropriates every scene she's in to
her imminently stellar uses. A cast like this in a picture like this is
the thing exhibitors and producers stay in business for — and by.
A synopsis is not indicative. In a word, Power and Miss Young meet
Harris to Entertain
in Miami a couple of years after she has divorced him and married
Pittsburgh, Nov. 9. — John H.
Talbot. They discover they still love each other and another divorce Harris, chief barker of all the Variety
and marriage are in prospect at the fadeout. That could be a drama, Clubs, will be host at a dinner Saturday night for the out-of-town guests
melodrama or preachment. The picture is none of these. It's bright,
contemporary, clean, glib, logical, legitimate comedy, touching now and for the annual Variety Club banquet
again the edges of satire and veering away from emotionalism whenever on Sunday. The affair will be held
the drift is in that direction. Smart is the magazine term for Wylie fic- in the club's William Penn hotel
headquarters and at least 200 are extion and for this filming of it.
pected, most of them coming in for the
Power is splendid and Miss Young equally so in the principal romance, Pitt-Nebraska football game.
but Miss Weaver's performance opposite Stuart Erwin in the secondary
love story captured the preview audience so completely that hers was Two ''Thrill" Featurettes
the name heard above all others in the clogged aisles and foyer after
Herb
Moulton,hasof completed
Paramount'sfor trailthe screening. Talbot, Bromberg and Miss Trevor give sparkling porer department,
free
trayals. The result of singularly harmonious effort by all hands is an
distribution through the company's exall-purpose, all-audience, all-occasion picture of quality.
changes two featurette films as special
exploitation
for the Fanchon proRunning time, 77 (Additional
minutes. "G."
Review on Page 15)
duction, "Thrill of a Lifetime."
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Drama

Academy
Guild

Asks

Aid

on

"The

Hurricane

Premiere

at

2 -a

Gets
-Day

Gala
Astor

AnnualAwards

Outside

Readers

Not

Attacks

of New

Plays

An attack on the Bureau of New
Plays, which was founded by film
companies for the discovery and encouragement of new playwrighting
talent
at the from
time ofBroadway
the companies'
withdrawal
play
financing, was launched by the
Dramatists' Guild at its annual membership meeting at the Lincoln Hotel
yesterday.
Resolutions were adopted by the

(Continued from page 1)
Court over which shall be the collective bargaining agency. However, in
the event the dispute is not settled by
the time the awards machinery has
been set up each group may be asked
to participate and then the total membership vote tallied.
Decision to ask other organization;,
to participate in the awards voting
came as a result of raids made upon
the Academy branch membership by
various talent organizations such as
the actors,' writers' and directors'
guilds.
Academy leaders seeking a representative vote of each branch of the
industry feel that the move will avoid
any criticism such as has happened in
the past of the voting procedure. Inasmuch as the Academy has withdrawn from all economic fields in connection with talent and producers no
opposition from craft organizations is
expected.
Inquiry Is Started
Into Coast Unions
(Continued from page 1)
as committee chairman, told Bioff,
"We plan to scrutinize the records
of the I. A. T. S. E. We have heard
of conditions bordering on a racket,
with men coerced to join unions in
which they have no voice or vote. We
want to know just how that organization is being conducted."
Bioff, on the witness stand at a
short session yesterday, admitted that
the Columbia strike was called not by
a vote of the local unions, but by
orders of the president of the I. A.
Questioning brought out that four
I. A. studio locals held no meetings
and have had no election of officers
during the last three years, and that
they are run under the general direction of I. A. officers.

Bureau

Guild

meeting calling upon the council of
the guild to investigate the possibility
of amending the constitution of the organization so as to deny active membership in the guild to any one identified with the IBureau of New Plays
as an officer or participant in its playwrighting contests ; to require the
resignation of any active member of
the guild so associated with the bureau at present, and to launch a legal
investigation of the propriety of an
officer of an organization using the
guild's contract serving as an officer
of the Bureau. The last named resolution apparently is aimed at Theresa
Helburn, an officer of the. Theatre

The usual crowds turned out for the swank opening of "The Hurricane" at the Astor Theatre last night. Behind the camera was Metropolitan Photo Service.
ducer of the film, is making a careful
check of the results of the experiment
lyrics supplied further along by Dor- with the coupon reservation idea.
othy Lamour, the feminine lead of
A second interesting feature of the
the picture, for a number, also spe- campaign, in addition to the regular
cially written and called "Moon of
large-sized ads on the amuseManukura." It was a two hour show, use of ment
pages of the dailies, was the
less a couple of minutes and it broke spotting of ads on other special pages.
promptly at 11 P. M.
United Artists was represented_ by The woman's emotional angle of the
virtually its entire list of executives picture was stressed in copy appearing on the women's pages of the
Glimpsed in the audience were many
the book page ads were a dicircuit buyers, including Charles and papers,
rect tieup with the book by Nordhoff
George Skouras, upholding the family and Hall, from which the film was
tradition while Spyros is vacationing
sporting page ads emabroad. Y. Frank Freeman of Para- adapted, and
phasized the elemental conflict, with
mount was prominent among those in
appeal designed for the attention of
attendance as were John D. Hertz, men.
Moss Hart, Jules Glaenzer, Walter
Metropolitan Ads Large
Wanger, David Rose, Ernest Lever,
Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers,
Ads in New York dailies ran as
George Balanchine, Fannie Hurst, large as 1,050 lines, with full pages in
Ben Hecht, W. G. Van Schmus, Leon the tabloids. The campaign is claimed
Netter, Joseph Bernhard, William T. to be the biggest, in terms of money
O'Con- expended, in the history of the Astor,
John Balaban,
Blumberg,
Powers,nor, Nate
Gus Eysell,
Barney
probably the biggest since GoldNicholas M. Schenck, Mike Rosen- and
wyn's "Nana," five years ago. The
berg, I. J. Hoffman, John Nolan, total cost of newspapers, posting and
Clayton Bond, Joe Vogel, Charles C. electric signs will be well over
Moskowitz, Rufus Le Maire, George
(Continued from page 1)

Employes, Is Ruling
(Continued from page 1)
the meaning of the Social Security
Act under a ruling made public today
by the Internal Revenue Bureau.
It was explained that the outside
readers call at the offices of the companies and literary material is turned
over to them for the purpose of pre- Arliss, William Powell, Margot Graparing a synopsis before a certain hame. Max Gordon, John Hay Whitdate. The individuals are not under
ney, William Paley, James A. Mulcontract and are paid upon the sub- vey and a flock of others.
mission of the completed work at a
Heavy Publicity Campaign
fixed rate for each separate item. The
x\n unusual feature of the United
company exercises no control as to
the place of work or the hours during Artists exploitation and advertising
which the reader performs service, campaign for the New York run was
and the latter is accordingly held to the use of a coupon arrangement in
be an independent contractor and ex- the ads spotted in suburban and regional newspapers in the metropoliempt from the taxing provisions of
tan area. Special copy of this charthe Social Security Act.
acter was spotted in papers in Westchester, New Jersey and Long Island.
Remodeling Near End
The coupon, designed to facilitate
Kansas City, Nov. 9. — By Jan. 1, seat reservations, enables readers to
Glen W. Dickinson will have spent reserve seats by mail.
$40,000 for the 12-month period in
Donahue & Coe, Inc., which develremodeling units of his circuit, prinoped the campaign in collaboration
cipally in Macon, Mo., and Parsons, with Monroe Greenthal, United ArtOlathe, and Manhattan, Kan. The
ists director of advertising and pubManhattan remodeling now is in
licity, and Ben Washer, publicity repprogress.
resentative for Samuel Goldwyn, pro-

$50,000.
Troxell to Monogram
W. W. Troxell, former Republic
branch manager at Omaha, has been
put in charge of the Monogram office
there. Bill Strickland, who has been
in charge of the Monogram office
since it was opened in April, goes
to Des Moines as office manager and
booker, where he replaces Matt RozRay.
Shift

Warner

Managers

New Haven, Nov. 9— With the
shift of the Alhambra, Torrington,
from a full time to weekend policy,
William Hatkofif, manager, has resumed his former post at the Capitol,
Danbury. The Alhambra and Warner,
Torrington, are now handled by William Scanlon.

Guild, contract,
which and
uses who
the is Dramatists'
Guild
also an officer of the Bureau of New Plays. A
resolution also called upon the Bureau to eliminate mention of the
Dramatists' Guild from its prospectus
and other literature.
No Pact Change Discussed
It was the sense of the meeting that
associate membership in the guild
could not be denied to associates of
the bureau or participation in its contests, but that active membership
may be. Associate members of the
guild are not entitled to a vote in any
organization affairs.
There was no discussion at the
meeting
the guild's
contract offoranythechange
sale ofin film
rights
to plays. It was the terms of this
contract which brought about the
withdrawal of film companies from
Broadway play financing.
Allcersofand councillors
the guild's were
nominees
for The
offielected.
slate consists of Robert Emmett Sherwood, president ; Edward Childs Carpenter, chairman of the council ;
George S. Kaufman, vice-president,
and Richard Rodgers, secretary. New
councillors are Rachel Crothers, Phillip Dunning, Paul Green, John Howard Lawson, Melvin Levy, Elizabeth
McFadden,
O'Neill,
Richman, A. Eugene
E. Thomas
and Arthur
Sophie
Treadwell. Ten councillors are elected
for three-year terms annually.
The annual elections of the Authors' League are scheduled for today
at the Lincoln.
Columbia

IA

Strike

Is Settled on Coast
(Continued from page 1)
Union and the I.B.E.W., some of
whose members walked out in sympathy with the makeup men, about
whom the dispute revolved, met with
Columbia executives today. The discharge of five men and a studio
order that players apply their own
makeup were the causes of the strike.
Plans Drive-In Circuit
Boston, Nov. 9. — Philip Smith will
construct automobile open-air theatres
in Cleveland, Philadelphia, Buffalo,
and Detroit, according to terms of a
franchise signed with the Camden
Drive-In-Theatre Corp.
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Officials
Believe
i

Purely

Personal

►

MERRITT HULBURD, associate
producer for Samuel Goldwyn,
and James Basevi, who worked on
the hurricane effects in "The Hurricane" which opened at the Astor Theatre last night, are aboard the Empress
of Britain Europe-bou
• nd.

It or Not

There was the Tuesday
night when Mayor Fiorello
LaGuardia was reelected.
The other night, John LaGuardia, no relation to the
mayor, won the all-day Bank
award of $750 at the Valencia, Jamaica.
Purely a coincidence,
Loew's states.

Oscar Levant and Beatrice
following a lengthy stay in EuKaufman among the midnighters at Mary, rope,
and are due to arrive in New
York
next
Monday.
"21" the other evening. Also Fred S.
•
Meyer, Willard McKay, Charlie
Fred
S.
Meyer
now
plans to return
Paine, Hal Phyfe, John O'Hara,
Gene Walsh and A. C. Blumen- to Hollywood Thursday.
thal.
•
•
Frank and Mrs. McHugh will sail
Paul J. Greenhalgh, advertising today on the Normandie.
manager of the Jay Emanuel Publications, tells all and sundry — and good . . . New Haven
and loud — that it is an eight-pound boy
at his house.
Athan Prakas, just back from
•
Greece, has bought a new Packard
John Cromwell, R. M. Stern- and will take his wife and daughter
berg, Doris Halman, John Drew on a trip to the middle west.
Colt, Richard Crooks and Paul
Lenore Lavine feted by the Warner girls at a dinner party at the
Douglas left yesterday by plane for
Boston.
Garde in honor of her coming
marriage.
Sophie Tucker, who arrived Mon- cently.
Charles Levine's mother died reday from the coast, will leave for
Ben Cohen guest speaker at the
Hollywood next Monday to appear in
the third M-G-M air broadcast.
opening meeting of the Council of
•
Film Patrons.
Louis K. S.iDNEY is due from the
Milton Hyams the youngest
coast next week to supervise produc- grandfather on Meadow St.
Pauline Gibbs, daughter of Harry,
tion of "Night of Stars" at the
Madison Square Garden.
recuperating in Grace Hospital after
an emergency appendicitis operation.
•
Mike Simmons is in town from
Hollywood for two weeks of plays . . . Oklahoma City
and
It's an annual custom
A. C. WooTEN, formerly in charge
with vacation.
him.
of the Ismo at Chickasha, Okla., now
Morris Epstein, local branch handles the Main Street in Tulsa.
manager for Grand National, today Abe Rosewald, formerly of the Main
will celebrate his 25th wedding anni- Street, is now manager of the new
Tower in Tulsa. C. H. Hudson is
versary.
•
in charge of the Ismo and Midwest
H. M. Addison, RKO division man- in Chickasha.
W. J. Cammer, who worked in
ager, left yesterday via American Airlines for Nashville.
Oklahoma out of Kansas City for
Grand National has severed that connection. Buddy Benjamin, Dallas,
Margot Grahame will leave by
plane the latter part of the week for will handle the state of Oklahoma for
Grand National.
the Warner studios.
Walter Wanger returned yesterday by plane from Washington.
•
Spyros and Mrs. Skouras will
sail today from England on the Queen
AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS
TO LOS

ANGELES

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm,
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbill 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.

Al RLIN

ES INC.

Settle Mexico Strike
Mexico City, Nov. 7. — Employes
of the eight leading theatres in
Guadalajara, Mexico's second largest
city, decided it would be cheaper to
compromise on their demands for
higher wages and other economic
benefits than to put into effect a
threatened strike. They were coldly
told by other labor organizations that
they would get no sympathy if they
struck. Without support, the film
workers figured their strike would be
fruitless. So they pared down their
wage boost demands to five per cent
of the 30 per cent asked, waived other
requests which had been filed and returned to the job.
Complete '^Mystery" Cast
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — The cast of
"The Mystery of Hunting's End,"
Warners, has been completed, and
includes : Dick Pucell, June Travis,
Elspeth Dudgeon, Anthony Hoerell,
Ben Welden, Mary Maguire, William
Hopper, Henderson Lawlore, Sheila
Bromley,
Hugh
O'Connor,
Bardette and
Dennie
Moore. Trevor
Noel
Smith is directing.

Kuykendall
For

Reelected

Ready

Industry

Meet

(Continued from fiafic 1)
reactions to a proposal for a national
meeting in New York to discuss fair
trade practices.
In his wire to Brandt Kuykendall
said : "Will gladly participate any discussions sponsored by you, or anyone
else, pertaining to fair trade practices
in the industry, if they have sincerity
of purpose and all parties involved are
invited to participate. My present
trip prevents my being in New York

By

Oklahoma

11

MPTO

Oklahoma City, Nov. 9. — Morris
Loewenstein, president of the Oklahoma M.P.T.O., today was reelected
president for the eighth year along
with all other officers and directors,
including Leonard A. White, vice-president, and Orville Enloe, secretary.
Directors reelected are Max Brock,
Harry Loewenstein, Homer Jones,
Ralph
Talbot, L. C. Griffith and
Fred Pickrel.

The features of today's program
were talks by Ed Kuykendall,
M.P.T.O.A. president, on the 10-point
plan
and Col. Harry A. Cole, presibefore early December."
dent of Allied of Texas.
Another feature, at noon today, was.
A. F. Myers Is Silent
the
appearance of Colleen Moore.
Washington, Nov. 9. — Abram F.
"Methods of selling pictures \vill
Myers, general counsel of Allied, to- have to be changed," Kuykendall said
day referred all inciuiries on the New
York meeting for a discussion of in his address. "The time is coming,"
trade practices to Nathan Yamins, he added, "when a picture will have
to fit the requirements of each house
in which it is played. A, B and C
president.
Nathan Yamins recently advised pictures will have to play houses needeach type, and a commensurate
Harry Brandt, head of the I. T. O. A., price ingshould
be asked of the exhibitor.
he would attend the New York ses- Only 15 per cent of the pictures of
sion on trade practices, but could not
any one company produce 80 per cent
promise action without the Allied na- of the revenue received by an exhibtional board. He said that anything
itor and the other 85 per cent of the.
agreed upon at the meeting would have films are charged for at prices on a
to be submitted to the Allied board
with Cole
the 15
per^ cent."
for action, adding that the organiza- par Col.
Talks
Competition
moves. tion would not drop its legislative
Colonel Cole said that he had yet
to know of any one exhibitor who had
been driven out of business by taxaAllied-ITOA
Will
tion but knew of many who had been
Confer Bi-Monthly
driven out by theatre circuits. "In
Starting next week, committees of one theatre," he said, "we had to run
five from Allied of New Jersey and a one-reeler nine times. We couldn't
the I. T. O. A. will meet twice run double features because we couldn't
monthly to discuss mutual problems, get enough to go around. Scores come
in Texas with the same probit was stated yesterday, following the to me lem.
Unity of all exhibitors
appointment by Irving Dollinger of be achieved unless exhibitors cannot
clean
Maury Mjller and Lee Newbury to
the Allied committee. Dollinger, their own ernment
houses.
don't
want rather
govregulation Ibut
would
Morris Marks and Louis Gold had
be regulated out of business by the
previously been named to the com- government than by my competitors."
mittee. Under arrangements agreed
Kuykendall will go to Dallas
upon, five members from each organ- Wednesday and from there to Beauization are to be represented at commont to finish his conferences.
mittee meetings.
The annual boat ride yesterday was
Set Warner Short Titles
postponed by Allied from Nov. 30 to
Hollywood, Nov. 9.— Warners has
Dec. 16. Instead of the Queen of
Bermuda, the new boat will be the set "Out Where the Stars Begin" and
"John Paul Jones" as the release titles
Monarch of Bermuda.
The local Allied organization has on the final short subjects of its 1937taken no official action against Para- '38 program. Both will be made in
color with Bryan Foy as producer and
mount's sales policy, Dollinger said
yesterday. While the unit went on Gordon Hollingshead as supervisor.
record sotpe time ago in support of
an action taken by Allied directors in
Chicago, members of the New Jersey
group have not been advised to act
concertedly, Dollinger added.
The M-G-M air shows were not discussed yesterday and members showed
no concern over the program, it was
EXTRA COMFORT
stated.
The atnext
will
be held
the Allied
CochranegatheringHouse,
Newton, N. J., Nov. 23.
ON UNITED'S SLEEPERS
* Only United limits its sleeper
Advance Ohio ITO Meet
planes to 12 persons for extra
comfort. A berth for every
Columbus, Nov. 9. — The annual
convention of the I.T.O., Ohio, will
passenger.
Plenty of room for shaving and
begin on Monday, Dec. 6, and condressing: separate dressing rooms
tinue through Wednesday, instead of
for men and women. Also Sky
opening on Tuesday, as heretofore
planned. This is the first time that
Room United.
for lounging ■— exclusive
v\'ith
more than two days have been given
over to the convention.
3 nightly sleeper flights coast
to coast.
Form Exhibition Unit
TICKETS: United Offices, Hotels,
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
Dover, Nov. 9. — Northio Theatres
Corp., listing 200 shares of no par
value, has been formed here to conduct
UNITED
AIR LINES
theatres.
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"Ali

"Baba"

Grabs

$18,500,

Chicago

1st

Week

Baba"
"Ali
Chica
went
to go,
town Nov.
in the 9.—
Loop
last week
and wound up with $18,500, which
was $7,500 above average.
Also in the big money was the
Oriental with "Perfect Specimen"
hitting $24,000, which was $6,000
above average. The State-Lake with
Toby Wing in person did well and
grossed $14,800.
"The Life of Emile Zola" got off
to a good start at the Chicago and
hit $34,600 for the first week of a
two-week engagement. This was $2,600 above normal. The U. A. with
"The Bride Wore Red"' was in the
money at $18,900, which was $3,900
over average.
The weather was fair and cold
most of the week.
Total first run business was $143,000. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 4:
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Evans Ballet and Revue. Gross:
$34,600. (Average, $32,000)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
GARRICK-- (900), 35c-S5c-7Sc, 7 days.
Gross: $8,800. (Average, $6,500)
"PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 35c-S5c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $24,000.
(Average $18,000)
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage; Willie and Eugene Howard and Revue. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $19,000)
"THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF"
(Universal)
STATE-LAKE — (2,776), 20c-40c-55c, 7
days. Stage: Toby Wing and Revue. Gross:
$14,800. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Nov. 5:
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
APOLLO-(1,400). 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,400. (Average, $6,500)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 36c-S5c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $18,500. (Average, $11,000)
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700), 35c-55c-75c
7 days. Gross: $18,900. (Average, $15,000)

Double
Wedding"
Omaha's
Best Bet
Omaha, Nov. 9. — "Double Wedding," on a dual with "Wine, Women
and Horses," stepped out front among
the first runs with a take of $8,800,
over par by $3,300.
"Something to Sing About" and
"Madame X" went into the profit
column to the extent of $1,900 on a
take of $9,100 at the Orpheum. "Stage
Door," dualled with "Love is on the
Air," at
heldtheupBrandeis.
to $4,700 in its second
week
A Hallowe'en midnight jamboree,
Big Apple contest finals and a preview of "It's Love I'm After" helped
the take at the Orpheum.
Total first run business was $22,600.
Average is $16,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 3:
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"WINE, WOMEN
AND HORSES"
(W. B.)
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
$8,800. (Average, $5,500)
Week Ending Nov. 4:
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT"
(G. N.)
"MADAME X" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $9,100. (Average, $7,200)
Week Ending Nov. 3:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"LOVE
IS ON THE AIR" (F. N.)
BRANDEIS— (1,200 ) 25c-35c-40c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,700. (Average, $4,000)

Preview

Makes
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Baba"

Milwaukee

on

Dual

Winner

Milwaukee, Nov. 9. — "Ali Baba
Goes to Town," with "The Women
Men Marry," collected the week's
high money,
$10,000,
Wisconsin here, just
$2,000at toFox's
the good.
Second money went to "The Awful
Truth" and "Counsel for Crime,"
which
$6,300 average.
at the circuit's
Palace, grossed
$1,300 above
Total first run business was $28,900.
Average is $26,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 4 :
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
PALACE— (2,400), 3Sc-40c-60c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,300, (Average, $5,000)
"MEET THE BOY FRIEND" (Republic)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 30c-30c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $4,100. (Average, $5,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"DANGEROUSLY
YOURS" (20th-Fox)
STRAND— (1,400), 35c-40c-60c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
WARNER— (2,400), 35c-50c, 5 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $5,000)
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F.N.)
WARNER — (2,400). 35c-50c, 2 days.
Gross: $2,500. (Average. $5,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
"THE WOMEN (20th-Fox)
MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 35c-40c-60c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,000)
Midland

Lobby

^Wedding''

Frisco's
Week

Is

3rd

Leader

San Francisco, Nov. 9. — "Double
Wedding," in its third downtown
week at the St. Francis and on a dual
with "On Such a Night," stood out
sharply in a week of drab first run
business. The $7,500 gross was $500
over a first week average.
"Breakfast for Two" was $500 up
on a take of $16,500 at the Golden

Gate. "Elephant Boy" and "Dark
Journey" at the Embassy went $200
over the line on a take of $6,200, but
business was pretty bad elsewhere.
Total first run business was $82,600.
Average is $89,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 2:
"BREAKFAST
FOR TWO" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c.
7 days. Stage; vaudeville. C^oss: $16,500.
(Average, $16,000.)
"PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
"HOLD
'EM, NAVY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—
(2,740),
15c-35c-40c-55c75c, 6 days. Gross:
$10,000.
(Average,
$13,000)
Week Ending Nov. 3:
"ELEPHANT BOY" (U. A.)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
EMBASSY—
15c-35c-40c-55c,
7
days. Gross: $6(1,400),
200. (Average,
$6,000)
"ALI BABA (2ttth-Fox)
GOES TO TOWN"
"DANGEROUSLY
YOURS" (20th-Fox)
FOX— $15,500.
(5,000), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
Gross:
(Average, $17,000) 7 days.
"AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"MAN WHO CRIED WOLF" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—
(2,440),
days,
2nd week.
Gross:15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
$6,800. Average,7
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
$8,000)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40c55c-7Sc 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $6,500.
(Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Nov. 4:
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"ON SUCH A NIGHT" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
days, 3rd downtown week. Gross: $7,500.
(Average. $7,000)
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT"
(G. N.)
"BULLDOG BACK"
DRUMMOND
COMES
(Para.)
7 WARFIELD—
days. Gross: (2,680),
$13,000. 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
(Average, $14,000)
"BALTIC DEPUTY" (Amkino)
CLAY—Gross:
(400)$600.
15c-35c-40c,
days, 2nd
week.
(Average,7 $1,000)

B. K. Brown Transferred
Kansas City, Nov. 9. — B. K.
Brown, manager of the Dickinson, at
Great Bend, Kan., has been made
manager of the Cozy and Dickinson,
Junction City, Kan.
Milton Spece, a new man with the
circuit, succeeds Brown as manager at
Great Bend.

"Double

Wedding"

High at Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Nov. 9. — "Double
Wedding" turned up the principal
box-office activity of the week by gettingwest.
$7,300
in for
nineseven
daysdays
at the
MidNormal
is $5,000.
"Stage Door" went $600 over the
line on a take of $5,100 at the Criterion, and "Dead End" was $1,000
up with a gross of $5,000 at the State.
Total first run business was $22,100.
Average is $17,750.
Estimated takings for the week end"STAGE
DOOR" (RKO)
ing Nov.
6:
CRITERION—
(1,700),
7 days.
Gross: $5,100. (Average.10c-35c-40c,
$4,500)
"FORLORN RIVER" (Para.)
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
LIBERTY— (l.,500). 10c-20c-2Sc, 7 days.
Gross: $2,900. (Average, $2,250)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
MIDWEST— (1,500) 10c-20c-40c, 9 days.
Gross: $7,300. (Average. $5,000)
"DANGER—
LOVE AT (20th-Fox)
WORK" (20th-Fox)
"BORNEO"

Rosing Changes Name
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — Val Rosing,
young English singer recently signed
by M-G-M, has had his name changed
to Gilbert Russell. His first assignment will not be in films but in the
M-G-M-Maxwell House Coffee broadcast, Nov. 11.
Levy to Handle Premiums
Kansas City, Nov. 9. — Joe Levy,
distributor of fight pictures and former
U. A. salesman, has formed Special
Attractions to distribute the premiums
of Coulter Premiums, Inc., Detroit,
in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and
Iowa.

4

Kansas City, Nov. 9. — Loew's Midland once again is using Motion Picture
Daily's Hollywod Previews for lobby advertising. This time it is the forthcoming run of "The Awful Truth."

TOWER— (1,100), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $1,800.
$2,000)A.)
"DEAD(Average.
END" (U.
STATE— (1,100), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average. $4,000)
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(Continued from page 1)
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
contracts ; until Paramount agrees to
forget about unplayed newsreels and
shorts resulting from the strike and
Big Town
Girl
not to attach C.O.D.'s to features for
accumulated back charges and to place (20th Century-Fox)
not more than four pictures in the
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — tff
Here's a well-founded film in which are comtop group on the 1937-38 list.
bined the elements that make a strong audience and exploitation picture.
The I.T.P.A. is also insisting that
Wisconsin exhibitors be permitted to The ingredients blended into it are romantic love interest, comedy, music,
play out unplayed 1936-37 product if melodrama and adventure. The story told in "Big Town Girl" revolves
and when they desire to do so.
about a talented singer w^ho seeks to elude her killer husband who has
escaped from prison. Actually, however, it tells four stories, all of which
are blended into a coherent whole.
Oppose Fight on Para.
One is about the dangerous killer. The second concerns the girl cataBoston, Nov. 9. — In accord with
the action of - Allied branches elsepulted from a five-and-ten-cent store to radio fame. Another concenwhere in the country, the Independent
trates on a glib press agent who introduces the girl to radio as "the
Exhibitors, Inc., has thrown a
The fourth, in which romance is wrapped up, condamper on Paramount hostilities and maskedcerns acountess."
newspaper reporter who endeavors to reveal the truth of this
has advised members to make the
bit of faking. Claire Trevor, rising to fame, fears the menace of her
"best dealstributor.
they
can"
the disTerms of
the with
settlement
in murderous husband, Alan Baxter. The antics of press agent-manager
Philadelphia have been distributed Alan Dinehart and prying reporter Donald Woods make her career
among members, and Arthur K. an unceratin thing. She seeks to escape from all, but Woods catches
Howard, business manager, has an- up with her and when his car, in which she is riding with him without
nounced the intention of broadcasting her mask disguise, bogs down, Baxter catches up with both, after he has
to the local independents Paramount
sales and sales talks entered upon in committed another robbery. But before he can revenge himself on them
the State police arrive. After the melodrama has been completed, Woods
New England.
is subjected to an intriguing ribbing before he realizes "the masked
countess" and the girl he gave a lift are one and the same.
Canada Studio Active
Miss Trevor sings ; Dinehart, Baxter and Woods give convincing
Toronto, Nov. 9. — Central Films, performances and are capably supported by Murray Alper, Spencer
Ltd., producing company with studios
at Willows Park, Victoria, B. C, has Charters, Maurice Cass, Irving Bacon and George Chandler. Adapted
commenced work on its eleventh fea- by Lou Breslow, John Patrick, Robert Ellis and Helen Logan, from
ture after more than two years mak- orinigal stories by Darrell Ware and Frances Reid, the picture effecing pictures for the markets of Great
tively merges dialogue, action and situations and permits the songs
Britain and the United States under prepared by Sidney Clare and Harry Akst to be worked in logically.
the direction of Kenneth J. Bishop,
president. Six features in the next In handling his material and players, Alfred Werker's direction displays
a showmanship flair. "Big Town Girl" should have no difficulty pleassix months are planned.
ing average audiences.
Woman
Produces Film
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Mexico City, Nov. 7.— Mexico's
first picture to be written, directed
and produced by a woman is being
Out
Hollywood
Way
exhibited here. It is "La Mujer de
Nadie" ("Nobody's Woman") and is
the work of Adela Sequeiros, prominent journalist and writer. The picHollywood, Nov. 9. — Walter replaced Mary Maguire in "The Mysture is being accorded good response
Huston, upon completion of his role . . . Gloria
tery of Hunting's
by the public and critics.
Stuart End,"
and Warners.
Michael
in M-G-M's "Benefits Forgot," will
be starred in a Max Gordon Broad- Whalen are to be teamed in "HeadSet New Guatemala Law
line Huntress," 20th Century-Fox.
way production of Arthur Train's . . . Gladys George draws the top
Washington, Nov. 9. — It is re- "Mr. Tutt" stories which appeared in
role in M-G-M's "Love Is a Headported in the Guatemalan press that the Safjirday EvenUig Post.
ache." .. . Evalyn Knapp to play opR. C. Christie, writer and research
the President has approved an exposite Smith Ballew in "Hawaiian
expert,
has
left
for
Canada
to
study
ecutive order requiring that all dePrincipal. . . . Edmund
siring to take pictures in the country the origin and background of the Buckaroo,"
Grainger has been assigned to proNorthwest
Mounted
Police
for
mamust obtain permission from the Minduce "Nurse from Brooklyn," Uniterial for an M-G-M production. . . .
istry of Education, the U. S. Dep't
of Commerce has been informed by Fred Rinaldo, short subjects writer, versal.
+
the commercial attache in Guatemala. has been married to Marie Halff.
Casting — Edward Everett Horton
. . . Robert Hill has been assigned
by Universal to co-direct with Ford in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," ParaAttack Quebec Circuits
mount. . . . Lynne Overman in
Toronto, Nov. 9. — Independent ex- Beebe the serial "Flash Gordon's Trip "Her Jungle Love," Paramount. . . .
the post Smith.
vacated . by
hibitors of different cities of Quebec to
theMars,"
deathtaking
of Cliff
. .
Hull in "Hawaii Calls,"
are pressing Premier L. A. Duplessis Lawrence Gray has been promoted Warren
Principal. . . . Jeni Le Gon has
of the Provincial Government for pro- from assistant director to v dialogue been signed by Mervyn LeRoy for a
tective legislation against the large
at Warners. . . . Joel Mc- special number in "Food for Scandal."
theatre circuits and affiliated film ex- director
+
Crea and his wife, Frances Dee,
changes, claiming that the operation have returned after a vacation in
Writers — Mark Kelly has been
of small theatres is being unduly re- Honolulu. . . . Wesley Ruggles
signed by Paramount to work on the
stricted.
turned actor for a short time, ap- script of "Gambler's Maxim." . . .
pearing in Herb Moulton's short, SiG Herzig is working on the screenPlanning Film Prizes
"Little White Lies," featuring Carole Warners.
play of "All Rights Reserved,"
Washington, Nov. 9. — Legislation Lombard and Edgar Kennedy as part
has been proposed in the Argentine of the exploitation buildup for ParaGilbert Gabriel, Jeanne BartChamber of Deputies which would es- mount's "True Confession."
lett, Irving Ries, Thomas Wiltablish permanent annual prizes, to be
Paramount has extended the conliamson, Jules Furthman and Wilpaid by the Government, for various
tract of Ben Blue and Bob Hope.
liam G. Beymer added to Paramount
types of Argentine pictures, the com- . . . Tyrone Power and Loretta writing staff. . . . Robert Lord asmercial attache in Buenos Aires has Young will be teamed in a fourth
signed to "Three Men" script and
reported
to the U. S. Dep't of Com- picture, "Her Masterpiece," by 20th David Lewis to "And It all Came
merce.
Century-Fox. . . . Anne Nagel has True," both Warners.
1
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Cochrane
Here

at

63

(Continued from page 1)
attended school there and at Toledo
to which his family moved. He entered the film business in 1909, when
Carl Laemmle, heading the old Imp
Co., engaged him in a position which
now would be called producer.
When Universal began to expand in
1911, Cochrane became one of its first
foreign contact men, developing the
company's organization in the Orient,
with headquarters in Tokyo. He
opened offices in Shanghai, Hong
Kong, the Philippines and the Federated Malay States, and as far west
as India. His work as a virtual ambassador of good will was aided by
his wife, who represented American
newspapers in Japan. She died there
in 1924.
Joined Paramount in 24
In June, 1924, Cochrane joined
Paramount at the invitation of E. E.
Shauer, then in charge of the foreign
department. He remained in the Orient, established Paramount's offices
and weathered such tests as the devastating earthquake of 1923. He was
injured then in the collapse of a
building, but rushed to Tokyo, more
than 40 miles away, to care for injured Paramount employes. At the
same time, he scored a scoop for the
company by obtaining the only film
record of the disaster. He won unprecedented favor with the Japanese
of all classes. For several years he
was president of the American Chamber of Commerce in Tokyo.
He remarried in 1933, wedding
Dora Piper, sister of the Paramount
general sales manager. Two children,
with Mrs. Cochrane, are in Tokyo.
Besides the five brothers, one sister,
Mrs. George L. Chapman, survives.
Funeral services will be held at the
Columbus Circle Chapel, 43 W. 60th
St. at 2:30 P. M. tomorrow. It is
expected that the body will be cremated and the ashes sent to Tokyo.

Wall

Street

Gains Dominant

on Board

Net
Open High Low Close Cheinge
Col
1554 1534 15;^ 15J4
Col., pfd.... 31%. 3VA 3VA 3V/4 + A
Cons
2
2
2
2
Cons., pfd.. 8
854 8
8
+ Vz
E. K
15914 15954 1595^ 159"/^ +6
E.
K.,
pfd..
163^
163K.
16354
16354
—
G. T. E.... 145^ 1414 Uyi 1454 + 54
V4
Loew
56}i 57^ 56 5754 -|- M
Para
13.)4 14^4 US/s 1374. + 54
Para. 1 100 102 100 102 +2
Para.
I254 13 123/g 12|4 -|- 5^
Pathe 2
654 654 65^
6Vi + Ys
RI-O
554
SV2
554
554
20th Fox . . 2354 2354 235^ 2354 + 54
20th. pfd.... 2954 2954 2954 2954 +54
W. B
8
SVs. 8
8
+ Vs
Net
Light Curb Increases
Open High Low Close ChEinge
G- N
IK 154 154 154
Monogram
I54 I54
154
154
114 -|- i/g
Sonotone . . 1J4
1^
154 -j- Vs
Tech
18J4 19 185^ 19 +1
Trans-Lux
3
3
3 _|- 5^
Univ. Corp. 25^ 3254
2'A
25^ + Vs
Net
Warner Bonds Rise
High Low Close Change
Keith 3^s
6s '46
9054 90
90 —1
Loew
'46
9854
98^ 9854, + Vs
Para. B'way
3s '55
6354 63
63
— 54
Para. Pict. '47. . . . 7854 7754 7754 — Vs
RKO B.6s6s'41
97
97 " -1—I 14
W.
'39
8I54
8197
8I54
(Quotations at close of Nov. 9)
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Union

Cinemas

Preferred

Pass

Dividend

London, Oct. 29. — Union Cinemas,
Ltd., will not pay the quarterly dividend due on the preference shares on
Dec. 31. The decision implies that no
dividend will be paid on the ordinary
capital.
The announcement that the preference' dividend would be passed followed a meeting of the reconstructed
board of directors. The resignations
of C. Fred Bernhard, managing director, and of L. J. Clements, a director,
were handed in earlier. Succeeding
them on the board are W. D.
Scrimgeour, a director of Associated
British Picture Corp., and Eric
Lightfoot, secretary of Associated
British Cinemas, A.B.P. theatre subsidiary. Both are nominees of John
Maxwell, who recently acquired, for
A.B.P., a 51 per cent control of
Union.
It is generally expected that Maxwell himself will join the Union board
after the early publication of the balance sheet and report of the company,
up to March 31, prepared by the old
board. A capital reconstruction of
Union appears certain. The present
capital is £3,265,000 in £L314,812
preference, £1,950,214 in ordinary and
"A" ordinary. The latter are at
present quoted on the market at 1 :9d
and 1 :10^d.
C. E, A, Joins

in Plea

For

Film Commission
(Continued from page 1)
and Government spokesman, has sent
a message declaring that he is ready
to meet again the same deputation
which he heard last Wednesday^ with
the object of discussing the commission proposal. It is known that he is
sympathetic toward the suggestion for
a commission, as is indicated by his
expressing his willingness to receive
constructive suggestions during the
House of Commons debate on the
measure originally. The second meeting will be held probably on Friday.
The exhibitors are understood to
be ready to join the deputation and it
is believed certain that the other
branches of the industry will collaborate. Every hope for the adoption of
the film commission clause is seen
now. No action has been taken on
rentals.
Harris

and
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Walken

The

Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20 No. 17
(2Qth Century-Fox)
The key event in this issue is the
clip of James Roosevelt addressing the
Catholic Youth Organization in Chicago. The Chief Executive's son is
practically a carbon copy of his father
both in mannerism and speech. Lowell
Thomas asks the audience to shut its
collective eyes and thereby more vividly to appreciate the comparison.
The World Events division also includes sequences of II Duce celebrating the 15th anniversary of the march
on Rome and the decoration of the
widows of dead volunteers in the
Spanish war, the intercollegiate sailing
dingy racing on the Charles River at
Boston and finely filmed scenes of the
weather observatory on Mt. Washington as it undergoes its first frigid
assault.
Names in the News offers brief
glimpses of Pope Pius leaving Castel
Gondolfo for the Vatican, King
Boris of Bulgaria in London, Capt.
George Eyston and his racing car and
Osa Johnson showing African natives
how to do their stuff before the
cameras.
Lew Lehr ably acquits himself with
comic comment on a wrestling match
in New Orleans where the contestants
horse around in a mud ring. In the
sports division the camera and Ed
Thorgersen on the sound track give
the
highlights
of last
weekend's more
important
football
games.
Running time, 9 2/3 mins. P.
News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 215
(M-G-M)
One of the most exciting rescues
on the high seas is pictured in this
issue. A neutral vessel is shown picking up 291 Spanish refugees from a
sinking trawler in the Bay of Biscay.
The plight of the near-starved victims is something that is not caught
by the camera in the usual course of
the news. The films are stirring and
convey only a paltry idea of what is
going on in Spain.
Rounding out the reel are a series
of highlights which include the arrival of Mile, de Fontages, who refuses to discuss stories linking her
with II Duce, a wrestling match in a
mud-soaked ring at New Orleans,
Pope Pius at Castle Gondolfo, Premier Mussolini bestowing medals on
war widows and then later attending
ceremonies at the grave of Italy's
LTnknown Soldier, and the Pitt-Notre
Dame and For dham- Purdue football
skirmishes.
Jean Paul King does a swell job
in the narration.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.

Parade

Judgment
Refused in
Lina-Principal Case

Justice Edgar J. Lauer refused to
grant summary judgment in the N. Y.
showing U. S. Marines patroling Supreme Court yesterday and ordered
Nicaragua, army fliers smoke screen- the case of the Lina Pictures Corp.
ing the lie de France and flapper against Principal Exchanges to go to
fashions which will make you shudder trial. Justice Lauer ruled that cerin retrospect.
tain questions of facts could not be
Other items include a husking con- decided on affidavit and would require
test at Marshall, Mo., the Duke and a formal hearing. Both sides have
Duchess of Windsor in Paris ; Charles asked for summary judgment on affiBedaux, engineer, who withdrew as davit.
escort on the originally planned visit
Lina is suing for the return of aphere of the royal couple; and Ernest
proximately 100 films which were deSimpson window shopping in New
livered to Principal in 1933 under an
York. Pope Pius XI is shown on his exclusive distribution contract and
return to Rome after a six months $5,000 damages. Principal contends
vacation for his health, Crown Prince that the contract gave it the right to
Michael of Rumania being made an destroy the prints after termination of
army officer on his 16th birthday, and the contract. No date has been set
the stoppage of railway traffic at for the trial.
British Columbia as the floods hit
Canadian rivers.
Grisman Sues Theatre Firm
Running time, 10 mins.
O.
Sam H. Grisman field suit for $10,000 in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesUniversal News
terday against Jack Benny, Bert
No. 613
Wheeler, George N. Burns, Robert
( Universal)
Milford, George Jessel and Glory for
Universal has a novelty number All, Ltd.
Grisman charged that in January
called Punch Wins Sweepstakes in
the latest issue. It's a classic. The the corporation, acting for all the defilms were made in the rain. Specfendants, leased the 48th Street Thetators without umbrellas use newsatre for a year for the proposed propapers over their hats. The long
duction of a rental
play, "Glory
for weekly.
All" at
a minimum
of $1,500
shots are almost lost in the fog.
He
contends
that
the
defendants
By the time the spectator is beginning to wonder why the films were breached their contract by failing to
made, R. E. Jeffrey, the commentator, produce the show. Burns will ask
Justice Salvatore Cotillo to dismiss
has
dropped
couple
"h's" from
his slow
drawla and
the of
chuckles
have the complaint against him today on the
started. Suddenly it dawns on the ground that the contract was made
listener that the commentator is with the corporation and not with the
speaking in rhyme and is doing a individual defendants. Burns stated
burlesque on these high speed elocu- that his only connection with the cortion experts that is a riot. By the
poration was to lend it $2,500 which
time he gets to the point where he has not been repaid.
says a Frenchman called the losing
'orse an offspring of a dog, the audi- Naval Film Service
ence is rocking. Jeffrey ought to be
a regular feature.
There's variety in the other numbers— a train wreck at Lovejoy, Ga. ;
Pope Pius at Gandolfo, Italy; Captain
Eyston, the English auto racer, at
Bonneville Flats, Utah ; frost feathers
at Mt. Washington, and Mile, de
Fontages arriving from Europe. She
is the woman who shot former
Premier Chambrun. An expert
makeup man would help her in front
of a camera.
Mussolini does his stuff at a celebration of the anniversary of the
march on Rome. The Italians will
probably like it.
Some fine football footage is presented on the Pittsburgh-Notre
Dame, Army-Harvard and Dartmouth-Princeton games.
Running time, 9 mins.
J.

Are Again Partners
Pittsburgh, Nov. 9. — The Harris
Amusement Co. has just taken over
management of the State and Grand
in Salem, O., from N. I. Walken,
who will remain in charge and also
become district manager for HarrisPathe News was reviewed in yesdirected houses in Ohio.
The deal marks the renewal of an
terday's issue of Motion Picture
Daily.
old partnership. Walken was a partner with John H. Harris in Washington and Etna, Pa., before the original
TWA
Cuts Rates 25%
Harris circuit was sold to Warners Paramount News
TWA has reduced round trips made
No.
28
in 1929. He remains as a partner in
within 15 days by 25 per cent. PasSalem, at the same time acquiring an (Paramount)
sengers must leave New York either
interest in other Harris enterprises.
The pigskin games over the week- Saturdays or Mondays and can deend save the day for newsreels. Expart from points of destination any
citement issupplied aplenty by Army time within the fortnight. The 25
London Sees Spain Film
London, Nov. 9. — "Spanish Earth" defeating Harvard at Cambridge, per cent includes the 15 per cent now
has finally been given permission to Dartmouth outscoring Princeton at available to holders of script cards.
be shown at a West End house. The Princeton, Fordham romping home to
film for which Ernest Hemingway victory over Purdue and Pittsburgh
Jackie Coogan to Wed
wrote the narrative has been drastic- toppling Notre Dame at South Bend.
ally cut by the order of the censor.
Los Angeles, Nov. 9. — Jackie CooIn commemoration of Paramount's
The film has been well received by 10th anniversary for its newsreel,
gan, 23, has filed notice of his intention to marry Betty Grable, 20.
clips are taken from the 1927 reels
the newspapers, however.

At $315,000 in Year
Washington, Nov. 9. — Film service for the Navy during the fiscal
year ended June 30, last, cost $315,000, it was reported to the Secretary
of the Navy today by Rear Admiral
Adolphus Andrews, chief of the
Bureau of Navigation.
The report explained that duplicate
copies of approximately 300 programs
are leased annually from commercial
producers and circulated to the various shipshibition
andand then
shore returned
stations for
to exthe
The cost of the service is met in
producers.
part by an appropriation of $85,000
made by Congress in the naval supply bill, with the remainder obtained
from
profits fromfrom
ship's
and bythecontributions
shipsstores
and
stations.
Lottery Charge Killed
Philadelphia, Nov. 9. — Ray
O'Rourke, operator of the Doris,
Nabe house here, today was acquitted
by a jury of a charge of having conducted alottery. The case had been
on the docket for two years and is
not to be confused with the test case
which has been pending before the
court for the past several months.
Closes Swedish Deal
Monogram has received word from
Norton V. Ritchey, export manager,
that he has closed a deal with
Promoto Co. to handle the company's
product in Sweden.
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Had

Amygdalitis

Columbus, Nov. 9. — This
from R. S. French, production
Havana, Nov. 9. — The InterAmerican
Radio
Conference
now
in
Personals
►
manager, WHKC, referring
session here has unanimously adopted
to Sadie Karnes, studio
hostess :
a resolution recognizing the right of
BEN LIPSET, the demon agent, every nation to use every broadcast"She recently recovered
ing channel, but cognizance was taken
from a minor tonsilectomy
spent a busy day yesterday obafter suffering from a severe
taining Chevrolet recording assign- of the need for regional agreements to
ments for Lucy Monroe, a guest spot prevent interference. Also, the rights
case of acute amygdalitis.
Her lymphroid tissues were,
for Lois Bennett on "Hit Parade" of every government to assign any
and a 13-week renewal for Alice Cor- class of wave frequency that causes no
according to her physician,
nett on the Coca-Cola series. . . . Dell interference in other countries was
'badly inflamed, and the interior pillars of the fauces
Sharbutt has won the announcing as- recognized.
Additionally, all stations may carry
caused a minostratic congessignment on "We, the People" during
the Hollywood absence of Harry Von on emergency communications during
tion, necessitating extracZell. . . . O. B. Hansen, NBC chief an exceptional period of interruption,
In other words. Miss
engineer, has been elected a director such as floods, hurricanes and earthKarnes had her tonsils out.
quakes. These actions pave the way
of the Institute of Radio Engineers
for the term from 1938-1940. . . . for a series of regional agreements
Margaret Daum has returned from throughout North, South and Latin
her St. Louis engagement and will re- America by which the neighboring or Parkerson
Heading
tion.' "
sume her CBS sustaining song series. adjacent countries may solve problems of interference.
Facsimile Company
. . . The Alan Courtney's, he's the
WNEW announcer, are celebrating
John T. Parkerson, business manthe arrival of the baby boy, born yesStation
ager of Transradio Press Service, has
terday. . . . Estelle Taylor will be Seeks New
been granted an indefinite leave of
Benny Davis' guest pver Mutual SunAt Pontiac, Mich. absence to assume active general
day. . . . Jane Pickens has been
Washington,
Nov. 9. — Authority direction of the Fultograph Co.,
bookedance over
forCBS
a "Hit
Nov. Parade"
20. . . . appearWalter to construct a 1,000-watt daytime sta- Transradio's facsimile broadcasting
tion, operating on 1,100 kilocycles, unit.
O'Keefe will sail for Europe following
Expansion and development of the
asked of the F.C.C. today by the
his final appearance on "Town Hall was
Pontiac Broadcasting Co., Pontiac, Fultograph system is foreseen as a
Tonight" tonight, but he goes forti- Mich.
result of the Parkerson appointment.
fied with a choice contract for a good
Plans now in operation call for
spot on a current program. . . .
A 100-watt daytime station, operat- manufacture
of equipment on a large
ing on 1,200 kilocycles, is sought in
another application, filed with the scale which will make it possible for
commission by S. B. Quigley, Mobile, anyone who can afford an ordinary
Ala.
Trial Is Ordered in
radio set to have a facsimile receiver
in his home.
Amending an application for change
Fultograph pictures have already
Barney's WNEW
Suit of frequency and increase of power
Justice Charles B. McLaughlin re- previously filed, WHBF, Rock Island, been broadcast over a distance of
fused to dismiss the $105,000 damage 111., has asked the commission for 1,500 miles. The outstanding feature
of Fultograph is its portability and
suit of Barney's Clothes, Lie, against authority to use 1,000 watts power at
the WBO Broadcasting Corp., oper- night. The original application pro- the fact that it produces complete
ators of WNEW, in the N. Y. Suvided for a change of frequency from half-tone pictures comparable to those
found in magazines.
preme Court yesterday.
1,210 to 1,240 kilocycles and an inParkerson is well known in radio,
crease of power from 100 watts night,
Barney's is suing for the return of
$105,000 which is the total amount 250 watts day, to 500 watts night, picture and newspaper circles. He
was a correspondent during the World
allegedly paid for broadcasting time 1,000 watts dav.
War ; later he organized the Fox
on the ground that its programs were
newsreel in Europe ; and before he
shortened and that not all the spot
Robinson in New Quarters
joined Transradio, was business head
announcements contracted for were
Philadelphia, Nov. 9. — William of the European edition of the New
delivered.
P. Robinson, pioneer transcription York Herald-Tribune in Paris.
manufacturer here, has completed new
Justice
McLaughlin
upheld
Barney's
contention that if it can be shown that
quarters in the WIP studios. RobinPackard
Renews
Its
programs were shortened deliberately,
son, began his radio recording busiall payments made under the contract
ness in 1927 and was located in Nar''Mardi Gras'' a Year
must be returned. "The question as berth, a suburb. His new WIP quarto whether the defendant did actually
The Packard Motor Car Co., sponters are equipped with $12,000 worth
filch some of the plaintiff's allotted of the most modern equipment.
sors of "Hollywood Mardi Gras," has
and fully paid radio time and devoted
renewed the series for a full year,
it to others is a question for the trial
effective Dec. 7. The series is broadLocal 802 Party Nov. 15
cast Tuesdays from 9 :30 to 10 :30
court and must be fully litigated,"
Local 802, affiliated with the Amer- P. M. over the NBC-Red. Young &
Justice McLaughlin ruled.
ican Federation of Musicians, will Rubicam is the agency.
sponsor a show and dance, Nov. 15,
To Ask Contempt Citation
The N. Y. State Tax Commission at the Hotel Astor, for the purpose
Clauser, a Father
funds for the medical diviwill ask Justice Aaron Steuer in N. Y. of raising
sion of the local. Many prominent
Des Moines, Nov. 9. — Al Clauser,
Supreme Court today to punish the entertainers and bandmen have vol- manager
of the Oklahoma Outlaws,
Italian Educational Broadcasting Co.,
unteered. Martin Block of WNEW,
WHO artists, is the father of a new
Inc., for contempt of court. The Tax
8 pound son. This is the third child
will serve as "em cee," and WNEW
Commission contends that the corpo- will
for Mr. and Mrs. Clauser.
broadcast the program.
ration failed to appear for examination in summary proceedings in connection with a judgment of $624
against it for alleged unpaid franchise
taxes for the years of 1927 to 1933.
Too
Much
Avoirdupois
Fortune Gallo was named in the papers as president of the corporation.
Two Take "Today's Winners"
St.^ Louis, Nov. 9.— "Today's Winners," amusical sports review, broadcast nightly over
WIL 6:30 to 7
P.M., has been put on a participating
basis. Hyde Park Breweries and
Adam Hats are now participating.
A number of other spots on the show
are still open.

San Francisco, Nov. 9.— Radio row is chuckling over Paul Whiteman's phobia against high buildings.
Slated to be interviewed on KPO, the "king of jazz" canceled
the program when he discovered the studio was on the 22nd floor.
Apparently overcoming his phobia two days later, Whiteman
consented to introduce his 10-year-old singing protege, Jeanne
Ellis, to the air audiences. On the way up to the studio the elevator stuck between the 16th and 17th floors. When service was
resumed Whiteman scrambled out at the 17th, took another cage
to the 22nd, then breathed easier.

Is Delaying

Television:

Beverage

Rochester, Nov. 9.— Cost is what
is holding back the widespread use
of television, H. H. Beverage, president, told the Institute of Radio Engineers and Manufacturers Ass'n in
here. organization's annual meeting
the
Television is here, he said, but the
cost of transmission and of program
development, plus the expense of the
television receiver to the set owner,
are the elements that are holding down
television. He would not state how
soon, in his estimation, television will
become practical entertainment.
Other speakers were D. B. Sinclair
of General Radio Co. ; A. B. Oxley ;
C. E. Burnett of RCA, and F. J.
Corp.
Bingley of Philco Radio & Television
Long

Time

Signals

Pact Signed by KNX
Los Angeles, Nov. 9.— Effective
Dec. 1, KNX, CBS station here, will
inaugurate a new schedule of time signal announcements for the Bulova
Watch Co. The schedule is for five
day and five night signals daily and
is the largest time signal contract ever
signed by KNX. The account was
placed by the Biow Co. of New York.
The contract will run for 52 weeks.
Martin on Theatre Program
San Diego, Nov. 9. — Ernest Martin, manager of the Fox Orpheum, has
been assigned to handle the weekly
15 minute Fox Theatres program over
KGB, Mutual-Don Lee outlet, Wednesdays at 5 :45 P.M.
Martin will give reports on the new
films, augmented by transcribed musical selections.
Set RCA Exchange Date
Final date of the exchange of RCA
"B" preferred stock for $3.50 first
preferred and common has been fixed
as Nov. 30. The original final date
was May 1, 1936. Under the exshare of
of $3.50
"B" stock
is equal change
to plan1 each
1-5 shares
preferred and one share of common.
Ask Mexican Announcers
Mexico City, Nov. 9. — Agitation
among Mexican laborites has started
against American announcers employed by radio stations in the sector
bordering the United States. Native
or at least naturalized Mexicans are
urged for these jobs.
Mehl Arranges WHN Program
A four-week contract from B. Max
Mehl for a weekly 15-minute program titled "Money
and Music"
has
been placed
with WHN.
The show
is heard Mondays from 7 :45 to 8
P.M., via the WLW Line. GuentherBradford, Chicago, is the agency.

"Come and Get It" for Lux
"Come and Get It" will be the Lux
"Radio Theatre" presentation Nov.
15, with Edward Arnold, Anne Shirley, Lew Ayres, Madie Christians and
Walter Brennan portraying the principal roles.
Plugs Variety Club on Air
Kansas City, Nov. 9. — W. B.
("Senator") Bernfield, exploiteer for
United Artists, discussed the film
business over KCKN, and in doing so
plugged
Variety
7th Annual
Movie Ball
Nov. Club's
15 at Pla-Mor.
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Boston, Nov. 9. — A bill has been
introduced in the Massachusetts
Albany
House by Representative Phillip F.
Bowker of Brookline which provides
Albany, Nov. 9.— About 110 perthat Masschusetts broadcasting stasons took part in the inauguration
tions shall take and keep a "true" program of WOKO's new higher
transcript of every speech or state- fidelity transmitter dedication here a
ment broadcast. These transcripts, by
days ago. . . . Royden N. Rand,
the terms of the measure, shall be few
WOKO ballcaster, is back in harness
kept on file, open to public inspection,
seven weeks' illness. . . . Forunder the penalty of a fine not ex- after rest
Willis, WOKO announcer, receeding $500.
cently did a one night job for
Under the terms of the bill,
defamatory statements made over the WMCA. . . . Herb Gordon's orchestra,
radio, if libelous, would make the playing at the Ten Eyck Hotel, is being heard over WOKO thrice weekspeaker and the owner of the station,
ly, Ethel Barrett vocalizing.
as well, liable to the penalties of libel
laws and subject to criminal prosecution.
Chicago
When filing the bill, which was rejected at the last session of the legisChicago, Nov. 9. — Cal Tinney,
lature, Bowker said that the recent Oklahoma philosopher, will leave soon
Boston mayoral ity campaign had for a lecture tour in key cities . . .
caused him to believe that the bill Margarette Shanna, radio actress, is
will go through at the coming session. now Mrs. Elliott Woodruff and
Local radio men continue to think honeymooning at French Lick, Ind.
differently, however.
. . . Sylvia Clark is back in town
after a p. a. tour in the East . . .
Kay Kyser celebrates his 11th year
Remodel KGFF Studio
as an orchestra leader this week. He
Shawnee, Okla., Nov. 9. — Re- started his band while a sophomore
modeling of the KGFF studios on the
North Carolina University.
mezzanine floor of the Aldridge at Gene
Arnold is mad. He shot a
Hotel has been completed and studio
season's
limit of ducks the first day
programs are now being presented
He didn't know of certain
from a n^wly arranged broadcasting out.
suite. The control room has been changes in the law . . . H. K. Boice,
changed from the rear of the station CBS vice-president, is a visitor here
. . The WBBM "mobile theatre"
to the center of the suite, and new .unit
is being used by Tommy Bartlett
soundproof material has been applied
in the new "Missus Goes to Market"
to the walls.
show . . . Charles Lyon of the NBC
central division is relieving Bill Hay
Operate on Florence Golden
on the Amos 'n' Andy programs . . .
Cincinnati, Nov. 9. — Florence Johnnie Johnson has replaced Clark
Golden, star of the radio serial, "Life Dennis on the NBC "Breakfast Club"
of Mary Sothern," was rushed here program.
+
by plane from New York Saturday
for a major operation performed at
Hollywood
the Good Samaritan Hospital yesterday. She is doing nicely, according
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — Felix Mills
to a hospital report. She was ac- is reportedly definitely set to wield the
companied here by her husband, Don baton for the Walt Disney air show
Becker.
series for Pepsodent. . . . S. C. Johnson Co., sponsors of Fibber McGee
and Molly, are seeking a daytime
Wilson Joins AFM
show to plug the floor wax, with the
San Francisco, Nov. 9. — Clark comic pair still retaining the night
Wilson, director of musicians' local spot. Script shows are being audiNo. 6, here, has resigned to take over
tioned in Chicago. . . . "Concert Prea national job with the American
views," a new series of comments by
Federation of Musicians, supervising
Alfred Leonard, music critic, and inradio and transcriptions.
terviews of musical celebrities, have
Paul Carlisle Joins WKRC
Cincinnati, Nov. 9. — Paul Carlisle has joined the announcing staff
of WKRC, local CBS affiliate. He
comes from KWKH, the Columbia
station, at Shreveport, La.

Seattle's

First

Seattle, Nov. 9.— Seattle's
first "audience broadcast" of
a sponsored program is being inaugurated here by KOL,
Mutual station. Weisfield &
Goldberg, credit jewelers, is
the sponsor. "Sunday Evening
Playhouse" is the program,
being broadcast from the
Century Club's Little Theatre, with free admission by
ticket from the sponsor's
store. Tubby Clark's orchestra, news events and a oneact play form the program.

C, Radio

Edgar

Bergen

Pump

ager, gave a talk recently on radio
plays before the Oklahoma Writers
Club at Stillwater. . . .
+
Pittsburgh

Kansas City, Nov. 9. — Approximately 100 radio dealers and distributor salesmen voted their program
preferences at a meeting here, and
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
won first place, with Jack Benny,
Bing Crosby, Major Bowes, Eddie
Cantor and Fred Allen following in
that order.
At the same meeting, the Electric
Ass'n presented findings of an analytical survey
■
of the Kansas City,
Mo., market which showed that of the
90,000 sets in the city only half are
any good ; 70 per cent are five years
old or older; 20 per cent are fully
inoperative, and 30 per cent are only
barely operative. Ninety-three per
cent do not have modern tuning, and
70 per cent are not equipped for foreign reception.
It is estimated that 20,000 new sets
will be sold in the market this season,
of which 49 per cent will be replacement, 27 per cent will be new, and 24
per cent will be second sets.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 9. — Sid Dickler,
band leader who used to be featured
over WWSW, is the editor of Pittsburgh's new amusement tabloid giveaway. Night Life. . . . Mickey Sable,
Ross Hall and Jimmy Rudge, all
former radio musicians here, have
joined Len Leslie's band on tour. . . .
Joe Villella, whose show "Club Villella" is sponsored nightly by the DeRoy Jewelers, is also handling publicity for WJAS-KQV. . . . Jimmy
Murrav of WCAE has just waxed a
five-minute sports show audition for
a prospective midwestern sponsor. . . .
Jack Hollister, sports announcer at
KDKA, runs a publicity bureau on
the side with Jim Hughes. Both are
former newspapermen. . . . Leon
Films Seek Chicago Talent
Churchon, former program director of
the Hearst San Francisco station, let
Chicago, Nov. 9. — ■ Hollywood
out in the recent shakeup on the coast, producers are casting their eyes tois back in town.
wards Chicago in the search for talent. Grand National is seeking the
services of the musical Hoosier HotReplace "Reporter" Show
This group played in "MounSt. Louis, Nov. 9. — -"Sidewalk Re- Shots.
tain Music" for Paramount last season.
Union Biscuit
man-onthe-streetporter,"
show
over Co.'s
KMOX,
has
Perry Como, singer with Ted
been replaced by "The Fun Quiz," Weems' band, is reported to be headsponsor's similar program which
ing for Hollywood soon for film tests.
originates over WBBM and is piped
Como's place on the Fibber McGee
to St. Louis, for KMOX, Monday and
Molly program is being taken by
through Friday. Bob Hawk does the Clark Dennis.
interviewing on the Chicago end,
Lulu Belle and Scotty, of National
while France Laux supplies the com- Barn Dance fame, are others now dismercials from the KMOX studios.
cussing terms for film work.
KGO Signs New Accounts
San Francisco, Nov. 9. — A new
variety show, featuring Johnny
O'Brien's harmonica and guest stars,
has been launched on KGO for 52
weeks by the Local Loan Co.
Other new KGO accounts include
Bauer & Black, Nash Kelvinator,
General Cigar Co., Eton Paper Corp.
and Vick Chemical Co.

WLW Explaining Radio
Cincinnati, Nov. 9. — WLW has
launched a series of educational programs called "WLW School of
started on KHJ and the Don Lee Mu- Radio," designed to acquaint listeners
tual network. . . . Gene and Glenn, with "behind the scenes" information
radio. The scripts will consist
appearing on KFI Mondays through about
Fridays in the mornings, have started of dramatized explanations of various
involved in building radio
on KECA at 7:30 P.M., P.S.T. . . . departments
entertainment.
The first program has just been
aired.
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City, Nov. 9. — Allan
Clark, WKY production manager,
and M. H. Bonebrake, WKY advertising manager, back from Dallas
where they went seeking new talent.
. . . Neal Barrett, manager KOMA
in Dallas, on business. Barrett will
return to Texas this week for the
10th district meeting of the Advertising Federation of America, of
which he is district governor. . . .
Edwar T. and Mrs. Bell left here
today for two weeks' vacation in San
Francisco, where, on Nov. 13 they
will see their danshter, Lucy Emily
and her husband off on a honeymoon
voyage to Honolulu. Bell is secretary-treasurer of WKY here. . . .
Daryl McAllister, WKY traffic man-

Dealers

WBT to Start New Series
Charlotte, Nov. 9. — A new series
of 15-minute broadcasts to be heard
Sundays on current films will be
aired by WBT, featuring T. D. Kemp
as commentator. Kemp, a brother of
Hal Kemp, the bandleader, is connected with a theatrical booking
agency serving North and South
Carolina.
Pauline Gleason Joins KFSD
San Diego, Nov. 9. — Pauline Gleason, heard regularly on KFSD's
"Concert
Trio" programs, has joined
that station's musical staff, as pianist.
Miss Gleason was formerly with KGB
in the same capacity.

Shouse to Take Crosley Post
St. Louis, Nov. 9. — James D.
Shouse, present head of KMOX, will
leave for Cincinnati the latter part
of this month to assume his new
duties as vice-president of the Crosley
Radio Corp. and general manager of
WLW. Merle S. Jones, newly appointed general manager of KMOX,
has returned to Chicago. Jones spent
the past week here and will return
officially.
Nov. 15 to take over his duties
Remodel KOMA Studios
Oklahoma City, Nov. 9. — KOMA
studios and offices on the 23rd floor
of the Biltmore Hotel here are undergoing remodeling. Changes will result in a new office for Neal Barrett,
station manager, an audition room, a
meeting room for musicians and redecorating ofwalls and ceilings.

Pays for It
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 9.— As
compliments go, Reginald B.
Martin, station manager of
KFAB-KFOR and football announcer for the University of
Nebraska, got a lulu recently.
After listening
broadcast
of the to
game,Martin's
a fan
sent in a check to the athletic
department for $2.50 for payment on a seat. He said he
enjoyed the broadcast so
much he felt he owed them
the price which he would
have paid for a ticket.
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Claim

Fixed Claim Value
At $5,500,000

Rockefeller Center will not contest
a reduction of its $9,150,628 claim
along the lines proposed in Special
Master George W. Alger's tentative
report on the RKO reorganization
plan, which was issued to reorganization attorneys last Saturday, Center officials told Motion Picture Daily
yesterday.
The statement was predicated upon
the belief that Alger's report, in fixing the value of the claim at approximately $5,500,000, does not effect a
reduction of the claim to that amount.
That figure, in the opinion of Center
officials, merely represents Alger's
estimate of the probable value of the
claim in relation to the reduced
amount of stock which the Center will
receive in settlement. The spokesmen
stated that, according to their views
of the Alger report, the actual reduction proposed will amount to not
more than 39,000 shares of new RKO
{Continued on page 9)
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Refuses
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to Talk

with

KRS

NOVEMBER

TALK

"The deal will be closed

N.Y.

of the United Artists'
sale. Korda was asked
whether it was not true
that the deal actually
had been consummated.
The direct quotation,
believed to be the first to
be made by one of the
two
principals — the
other is Samuel Goldwyn, of course — in the
negotiations, followed.
It was learned authoritatively that despite numerous conferences by
Korda and E. H. Lever
of Prudential, London,
with Stanton GrilRs,
which have been held recently, Hemphill, Noyes
& Co. will have no interest in the deal.
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PACTS

MPTO

LOEW

Rejects

HEADS

Mayer, Rubin, Bernstein
Contracts to Expire
Next Year

Pictures

Votes

British

Laemmle,

Jr., Out

As M-G-M
Producer
Hollywood, Nov. 10. — Carl
today severed his conLaemmle,nection Jr.,
with M-G-M as producer after
five months with the company. His
contract still had seven months to run.
During the past five months Laemmle
had been preparing a Wallace Beery
vehicle and a remake of "The HunchDame."
back of Notre for
Spokesmen
Laemmle said that
his quitting was the result of "inexplicable reasons."

Groups

20th-Fox

British

Decision

Commission

London, Nov. 10. — The Council of
the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
Ass'n
agreed
today that they
will enter
no
London, Nov. 10. — Further bids
round table discussion with distribu- were made today by various film interests for the adoption in the new Film
tors on the grading of films in "A" or
other classifications. They ratified the
Bill of a provision for a film commissecretary's action suggesting to the
sion. Among the 25 amendments offered to the measure, several ask the
Kinematograph Renters' Society that
(Continued on page 3)
adoption of a commission clause. The
proposed powers of such a commission were clearly defined in an attack
on the bill today.
Radio — Page 10
The Lord Strabolgi group was lec-

in

Up

Soon

Discussions on British production
plans for 20th Century-Fox will be
resumed on the coast following arrival of Sidney R. Kent, president,
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the
board, declared yesterday upon his
departure for Hollywood after a 10day stay here. Kent will leave for
the west Monday, Schenck said, and
"we will decide then what we will
Schenck asserted again that he was
(Contimied on page 9)

Asking
G, B. Matter

A

CENTS

Preliminary negotiations have been
started by Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's, for the extension of
employment contracts of Louis B.
During
Year
Mayer, production head; David Bernstein, treasurer and vice-president, and
Albany, Nov. 10. — A total of 16 J. Robert Rubin, vice-president, it was
films were finally rejected entirely, learned yesterday. Each executive has
out of 1,924 reviewed by the Motion a five-year pact which expires the end
Picture Division of the N. Y. State of next year. Options for the purchase
Education Dep't., the, censor board, of Loew stock at stipulated prices are
during the year from July 1, 1936, to included in the three agreements.
Schenck, at the last annual stockto the anaccording
30,report1937,
June nual
of Irwin
Esmond, division
holders' meeting of Loew's, Dec. 8,
director, to Frank P. Graves, Commis- 1936, was voted a five-year service
sioner of Education. Actually 24 pic- contract, the first he has ever signed,
tures were initially rejected, but eight effective Jan. 1, 1937. The pact provides for a percentage of the profits
were revised and later approved. The
16 finally rejected compares with 19 in addition to $2,500 a week.
The Loew head yesterday left for
initially rejected in the previous year,
and 16 finally rejected.
the coast, accompanied by his brother,
Eliminations were made in 162 Joseph M., to talk over contract terms
films on statutory grounds, comparing with Mayer. Schenck described his
with 180 films out of the 1,902 re- trip as his annual one and said he
viewed in the previous year. Accord- would be away about three weeks.
Asked about reports linking David
ing to the report, in addition to the
O.
Selznick
with onLoew's,
pictures rejected
entirely,
1,291
elimi(Continued
page 9) Schenck
(Contintied on page 9)

For Ten-Point Plan
New Haven, Nov. 10. — The Connecticut M.P.T.O., at a meeting held
here yesterday, approved the M.P.T.
O.A. 10-point trade practice program
with the reservation that an effort be
made by the sponsors of the plan to
devise a type of conciliation board
which would have power to enforce
its findings. If this proves impossible,
it was the sense of the meeting that
the plan be affirmed in its present
form.
Ed Kuykendall,
presi(Continued M.P.T.O.A.
on page 2)

More

NEW

FOR

in a der
fewKorda
days,"
told AlexanMotion
Picture Daily yesterday
afternoon in reply to a
direct query on the status

Conn.

TEN

11, 1937

Declares

Progressives

Support L, A, Probe
Los Angeles, Nov. 10. — Twentyfour hours before the California Assembly Committee on Capital and
Labor opened its public hearing on
the LA.T.S.E. and the entire film union
situation, a committee of Alliance
members calling themselves "LA.T.
S.E. progressives" issued a statement
lauding the investigation and declaring, "We believe that it will be to
the best interests of the industry as
a whole to support this investigation
so that gangsterism may be eliminated from Hollywood labor organizations."
The statement, signed by Chester
(Continued on page 9)
CEA

YORK,

Impartial

Film

Is in

Bill

A beyance — Schencks
"We are letting the matter lie in
tured today by an exhibitor deputation abeyance," is the way Joseph M. and
to the House of Commons headed by Nicholas M. Schenck yesterday described the G. B. situation. Reports
Charles P. Metcalfe. Present were
Theodore H. Fligelstone, Ken Nyman, have been around that Al Lichtman
W. R. Fuller and A. J. Gale. They has been conferring with Isidore
argued the case for a film commission Ostrer on a renewal of the deal
to the group, which was non-commit- whereby Loew's and 20th Centurytally sympathetic.
Fox would
the Ostrer's
votdo."the English
stock inacquire
company.
The labor groups and producer rep- They ingwere
denied
unequivocally
by
resentatives informally talked to
(Continued on page 3)
both Schencks,
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Purely

Personal

Snoppyquops

►

ARTHUR A. LEE, G. B. vice•^^president and general manager,
who will leave tomorrow by plane for
Dallas, plans to follow up his Texas
visit with three days of conferences in
Hollywood. Then he will head for
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Daiver, Salt Lake City and Chicago.
•
George Cukor will be subjected to
a Selznick International cocktail party
at "21" on Tuesday. This is another
in a lengthening series inaugurated
since David O. Selznick arrived in
town a few weeks ago.
•
Sylvia Sidney, Frances Farmer,
Leslie Banks, Beatrice Meredith
and Louis Calhern have promised to
attend the M. P. Associates' dinner
and dance at the Hotel Astor Nov. 20.
•
Helen Beverley, featured in
"Green Fields," will be guest of honor
at the Riverside Plaza Hotel on Saturday after the matinee of the play
in which she is appearing.
•
Phil Reisman, foreign sales manager for RKO, leaves for Hollywood
Saturday, there to meet Herbert
Wilcox and to discuss problems at
large with studio officials.
•
John Hay Whitney, chairman of
the board of Selznick International,
sailed on the Nonnandie yesterday.
Max Factor was another passenger.
•
M. J. Weisfeldt, Columbia short
subject sales supervisor, has returned
from a four-week tour of the company's exchanges •in the south.
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cations:
TEATRO AL DIA. INTERNATHEATRES,
TIONAL .MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC and
Postal Union Life Building,
HOLLYWOOD:
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall, Manager.
621 S. Michigan Ave.; C.^B. . O'NeUl,
CHICAGO:
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F.
Linz. Representative.
AMSTERDAM: 87 Waalstraat; PhiUp de Schapp
Representative.
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim
K. Rutenberg, Representative.
BUDAPEST:
3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II, Endie
Hevesi, Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949; N. Bruskl,
Representative.
COPENHAGEN:
Testerbrogada 20; Kris Winther.
Representative.
HELSINKI: Fredriltsgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio.
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square, W. 1; Cable address,
Quigpubco, London.
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Building, 191
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt. Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart.
Representative.
MONTEVIDEO:
P. 0. Box 664; Paul Bodo. Representative.
MOSCOW:
Petrovski
Per 8; Beatrice Stern. Representative.
PARIS:
29
Rue
Marsoulan;
Pierre Autre, Representative.
PRAGUE: Uhehiy trh 2, Prague 1: Harry Knopf,
Representative.
BIO DE JANEIRO: Caiza Postal 3558; L. S.
Marinho. Representative.
ROME:
Via Lovanio 1; Vittorio Malpassuti, Representative.
SANTIAGO
de CHILE: Casilla 13300; A. Weissmann. Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41, Capital Theatre Building, 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler. Representative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar Allberg,
Representative.
BiNNiE Barnes, Don Stannard,
TOKYO:
880 Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-shi, Chiba-Ken;
H. Tominaga.
Representative.
VIENNA:
Neustiftgasse. 54 Vienna VII; Hans British- actor recently signed by
M-G-M, and Marion Harris arrive
Lorant, Representative.
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1926,
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y., under today on the Washington.
•
Act of March 3. 1879.
Subscrintion rates per year $6 in the Americas,
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
Wilbur Peterson of Peterson's Orpheum, Somerville, Mass., will return
to his New England headquarters today after a visit here.
Spyros Skouras Sails
•
London, Nov. 10. — Spyros P.
Harry
Michaelson,
RKO short
Skouras, operating head of National
Theatres, sailed today on the Queen subject sales head, left for Chicago
Mary for New York. He cut his va- yesterday to confer with Walter
cation short a week to confer with his Branson a few days.
•
brother, Charles, head of F. W. C,
now in New York.
A. H. Schwartz will leave today
for Owl's
Head, N. Y., and will remain until Mondav.
Charles P. Skouras and Mike Ro•
senberg, scheduled to return to the
Nate
J.
Blujiberg
today leaves for
coast today, have delayed their departure until next week.
a quick tour of RKO theatres in the
Middle West.
•
Burton
Holmes
and Sydney
Seek Ampa Amendment
Chaplin
are
due
today
on the Rex.
An amendment to the Ampa consti•
tution has been proposed whereby perMary Pickfoed flew to Chicago
sons identified with the industry but
residing outside of New York can be yesterday via American Airlines.
•
admitted without the power of voting.
Action on the proposal will be taken
Nat Levy, RKO district manager,
by the membership at an early meet- is in town from Detroit.
ing.
Cochrane Rites Today
Funeral services for Tom D. Cochrane, for 15 years general manager for
Paramount in the Orient, who died
here Tuesday, will be held today at
2:30 P. M. at the Columbus Circle
Chapel, 43 W. 60th St. .

Eastman Votes Extra
Eastman Kodak Co. of New Jerseyhas voted an extra dividend of 50 cents
on the common in addition to the quarterly disbursement of $2. The extra
dividend will be paid Dec. 10 while
the quarterly payment will be made
Jan. 3.

Spread

Hollywood, Nov. 10.— It
couldn't happen any other
place. The town has the
"snoppyquops."
Shirley Temple got the first
one some time ago. Then
Cora Su Collins, Jane Withers, Sybil Jason and Hal
Roach's gang acquired them.
Recently Glenda Farrell
phoned Fay Wray late at
night to ask what they were.
Now they're spreading.
Feg Murray is their inventor. They're fantastic fable
animals which Murray draws.
Some are ants with alarm
clock ears, elephants with
vacuum cleaner trunks, or
golf bugs with niblick noses.

Writ

Against

in Suit
Universal

An alternative writ of mandamus
directing the officers and directors of
the Universal Picture Corp. to exhibit their books and records from
1930 to date to the Murita Trading
Corp. or to show cause before Nov.
30 why they should not be compelled
to do so was signed by Justice Samuel
I. Rosenman in the N. Y. Supreme
Court yesterday.
Justice Rosenman had previously
denied a peremptory writ on the ground
that Universal questioned the right of
the petitioner to see the books. Under
the writ as signed. Universal may
go to trial to determine whether
Murita is acting in good faith or
whether it is a stockholder under the
Delaware law. Universal Pictures
Corp. is a subsidiary of the Universal
Corp. Murita claims to be a stockholder and to represent 10 per cent of
Connelly Elected
the outstanding first preferred stock.
It is alleged that considerable losses
have been sustained since 1930 and
As Authors' Head
Marc Connelly was elected presi- the request to examine the books was
dent of the Authors' League at a poorly made to consider the advisability of
attended annual membership meeting placing Universal Pictures under a
at the Lincoln Hotel yesterday. An- Section 77B reorganization.
nual reports of officers of member
Universal charged that an application was made to compel the comguilds
of the
Authors'
League
presented
at the
meeting,
mostwereof
pany to purchase the stock owned by
which had been submitted earlier to Murita at a price above the present
the annual meetings of the individual market value. Murita is also said not
guilds. This fact was cited to explain to be a stockholder of record and
therefore not entitled to examine the
meeting.
the small attendance at yesterday's books under the Delaware law. If
Other officers elected, all of whom Universal decides to answer the suit
were regular nominees, were Elmer instead of exhibiting the books, the
will be set for trial to determine
Davis, vice-president ; Inez Haines case
Irwin, secretary, and Luise Sillcox, the issue.
treasurer.
There was no discussion at the
Continues Attachment Writ
meeting of the Screen Writers' Guild
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Kenneth
proposals for autonomy and a domyesterday refused to reconsidinant position in the league's council. O'Brien
er his decision upholding a writ of attachment brought by George McLeod
Conn, MPTO
Votes
Baynes against Atlantic Film Prod.,
Ltd. of London. Baynes attached prints
For Ten-Point Plan
(^Continued from page 1)
of the picture, "Thunder in the City"
and funds held for Atlantic by Coldent, is now winding up a national
umbia Pictures Corp. He claims $30,trip during which he obtained the 000 as his share of the gross receipts
views of regional exhibitor organiza- of the picture for arranging with Columbia for distribution of the film. Attions on the 10-point plan. The relantic asked that the writ be vacated
sults of the local meeting will be
forwarded to Kuykendall.
on the ground that the court had no
Local exhibitors who have not jurisdiction and that Baynes had failed
closed with Paramount for new sea- to show by affidavit that he has a valid
son contracts, after hearing a report cause of action.
on the settlement reached by Philadelphia zone exhibitors with the comCuts Orpheum Allowances
pany, indicated they would attempt to
The allowances of $1,000 each to
obtain similar terms for existing or
Morton Blumenthal, Witold Pavlownew contracts.
ski and Jay Strong, who acted as appraisers for the Orpheum Circuit, Inc.,
"Manhattan" Screened
were cut to $600 each by Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard in the U.
Republic yesterday screened "Man- S. District Court yesterday when he
hattan Merry-Go-Round" to more
than 1,000 exhibitors, their families ordered Marcus Heiman, Orpheum
and friends and home office executives trustee, to make payment. Bankruptcy
at the Astor Theatre. Cab Calloway, Referee Oscar W. Ehrhorn had previously allowed the higher amount.
Kay Parsons and Ted Lewis, who appear in the film, were in the audience. Judge Goddard approved an allowance
$775 to John C. Pinto and Associates.
H. J. Yates, Moe Seigel, Walter Vin- of
cent, J.J. Milstein, Edward Schnitzer
and Herman Gluckman were among
the home office and local sales staff
Balaban, Griffis to Coast
Barney Balaban, Paramount presipresent.
dent, leaves for the coast Saturday
SMPE
Meeting Nov. 17 night. He will spend the weekend in
The next meeting of the Atlantic Chicago and will be joined there on
Coast Section of the Society of M. P. Tuesday by Stanton Giffis, chairman
Engineers will be held at the Hotel of the Paramount executive committee. The two will leave for the studio
Pennsylvania Nov. 17. Dr. L. A.
Jones of Eastman Kodak will deliver on the Super Chief the same day.
They plan to remain in Hollywood
the featured paper, "Inter-Relation- two or three weeks.
ships of Various Aspects of Color."
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Commission

''Submarine D-1"
(Continued from page 1)
( Cosmospolitan- Warners )
Hollywood, Nov. 10. — Again Warners have come up with an excelBoard of Trade officials, pleading for
separate quotas and labor safeguards
lent naval service picture full of the stuff that makes good entertainin the new law, as well as representament. It follows lines laid down in earlier Pat O'Brien-James Gagtion in Empire reciprocity.
new series but is possessed of sufficient novelty to accommodate a half
The Cinematograph Exhibitors' dozen features. "Submarine D-1" tells an engaging story of perAss'n is understood to be ready, relasonal rivalry that establishes an interesting roinantic conflict and
tive to their plan for a viewing committee, to agree to empower the presi- is also an authentic record of the methods adopted to train the Navy's
dent of the Board of Trade to intro- undersea sailors. The necessary dramatic and comedy elements are held
duce new proposals at any time to together by a bond of well-controlled suspense. The entire complement
safeguard British interests.
of the navy's forces are paraded spectacularly. The film's most potent
One interesting amendment to the effect comes in a remarkable demonstration of how the crew of a subbill which was tabled provided that
marine that was sunk in a crash is rescued. This sequence, a marvel of
films made in Canada be excluded production technology, held the attention of the preview audience in a
from the quota.
vise-like grip.
The plot is an exemplification of the idea of making a hero out of a
heel as the legitimate hero becomes a greater hero. Comedy provided
CEA
Refuses to Talk
by Frank McHugh contrasts the rivalry existing between Sailor Wayne
On Rentals with KRS
Morris, who has little regard for the discipline and tradition worship(Continued from page 1)
ping of Petty Officer Pat O'Brien. Mainly Morris plans to get O'Brien's
the only solution to the rental prob- job as well as Doris Weston, his girl. Assigned to George Brent's sublem is the rescinding of the recent
marine, Morris puts the ship and the lives of its crew in danger. FolK.R.S. resolution. The resolution
lowing a raucous sailors ashore escapade in Panama and eventual arsuggested that so-called "A" films be
rival at San Diego, Brent transfers O'Brien to the mother ship to perfect
booked only on a flat rental basis.
The general council of the C.E.A. a collision escape chamber, appointing Morris to his vacant sub post. As
meanwhile reported that their meetings the fleet goes through battle practice the sub crashes.
One by one the men use the new apparatus and ascend to the surface
with the circuit representatives on the
situation had been successful and that until only Brent, Morris and an injured officer remain. Brent goes up,
the two groups are entirely in agree- to return again with O'Brien and a new chamber to rescue the two left
ment on the matter. The council de- behind. All involved are awarded honors for their heroism. O'Brien
clared "Present
:
day rentals have been sacrifices Miss Weston to Morris knowing he is now a man worthy of
pushed to extreme lengths. Consid- her.
eration has been given to the renters'
The performances are good. Dennie Moore stands out in a brief com(distributors') announcement that a
committee be appointed to grade films
edy bit. Good support is contributed by Ronald Regan, Henry O'Neill,
in two classes. It is realized that it Regis Toomey, Veda Ann Borg, Broderick Crawford and Wally
is a process whereby a few American Maher. The film is based on a story by Frank Wead, who also adapted
distributors could put their heads to- it in collaboration with Warren Duff and Lawrence Kimble. Lloyd
gether and squeeze rentals to the point Bacon directed.
where theatres would become unecoRunning time, 100 minutes. "G."
nomic."
The exhibitors see a key to the situation in the clause in the original
Moyne report on revision of the Films
Act proposing that the Government
should watch the situation closely on
Over
^Em
Looking
the transfer of British interests, with
a view to preventing control from
passing abroad. At the meeting
Adventure's End
planned with Oliver Stanley, president (Universal)
of the Board of Trade, on Friday, as
A fair adventure tale of whalers, highlighted with sequences depictreported exclusively in Motion Picing the hunting of the mammals as it was done in the old days, manages
ture Daily yesterday, the C.E.A.
will press for widening the powers of to make "Adventure's End" moderately good entertainment. The plot
is inclined to be disconnected, but the story threads are coherently woven
the advisory committe, so that Parlia- at
the conclusion. It is dual bill fare.
ment could deal readily with such a
situation.
John Wayne is chased by indignant natives from highly lucrative
pearl beds in the South Seas. He makes his way aboard Montagu Love's
ship. Love dies soon after, but before he passes away he marries Diana
Kansas Tax Schedule
Gibson, his daughter, to Wayne. His purpose is to give the girl a
young husband so she does not make a mistake like her mother, who
Effective on Dec. 1
died early in life. The ship sails for whales and New Bedford. En
Kansas City, Nov. 10. — The Kanroute the crew learns of Wayne's pearling activities and the seeds of
sas Tax Commission will make ef- mutiny
sprout. Moroni Olsen, the first mate, loses prestige with the
fective Dec. 1 a new sales tax payment schedule and at the same time crew to win Wayne's favor. He is almost set adrift by the crew. Wayne
will have in the hands of merchants, saves him. Later Wayne is made prisoner, but his pickanniny friend,
exhibitors, and others enough of the Paul White, sets him free and the pair regain control of the ship once
new one-mill tokens to make the new more. During the course of the action Wayne and Miss Gibson make
schedule possible. Heretofore the state various deals which are satisfactorily ironed out as the ship draws near
has issued only two-mill pieces. With its home port and she accepts him as her husband.
the one-mill tokens in circulation, the
The screenplay was contrived by Ben G. Kohn from a Ben Ames
schedule provides : 0 to two cents, no
Williams
story. Trem Carr produced. Supporting players include
tax ; three to seven cents, one mill ;
Maurice
Black,
Cameron Hall and Patrick J. Kelly. Arthur Lubin
eight to 12 cents, two mills ; 13 to 17
cents, three mills ; 18 to 22 cents, four directed. The action on the high seas lends the proper salty atmosphere
to the piece.
mills, and so on.
The two per cent levy was inauguReview on Page 9)
minutes. "G."
Running time, 63 (Additional
rated in June, this year.

Cincinnati, Nov. 10. — The following candidates for 1938 officers have
been nominated and will be voted on
at the election Nov. 19 : Chief barker :
Joe Oulahan and Charles McDonald; assistant chief barker, Arthur
Frudenfeld, William Onie, James
T. Grady, William Kagle. The two
highest candidates will be elected first
and second chief barker. Property
master, no opposition, Joe Kolling,
dough Ike
guy, Libson,
Ralph Maurice
Kinsler, White,
canvasmen,
William Bein, Albert Weinstein,
Harold Bernstein, Nat Galley,
Harry Hartman, Pep Golden, Elmer Shard. Four to be elected.
Kansas

City

Kansas City, Nov. 10. — Earl
Jameson, Arthur Cole, Finton
Jones, Stanley Chambers, Frank
Hensler and many another Barker
this week were winding up details in
preparation for the biggest event of
the season for film, theatre, and allied
tradesmen — the seventh annual Charity Ball at Pla-Mor, Nov. 15. Included in the entertainment program
will be night club acts, acts from the
Fox, first run house, managed by
Chambers, the entertainment committee's chairman ; a chorus from the
Tower' and the Billy Mack Dancing
School, and others.
Hostesses have been named for the
various Film Row exchanges : Barbara Linden, Paramount ; Maybelle
Elsloo, Columbia ; June Medcalf,
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Ass'n ;
Virginia Gaylord, Republic ; Helen
Rau, Universal ; Minnie Schmiedgen, U. a. ; Nora Herring, M-G-M ;
Margaret O'Toole, RKO ; Donna
Meade, National Screen Service ;
Frances Jacobs, Warners, and Ann
Richey, 20th Century-Fox.
Forty theatres in Kansas City and
vicinity are running trailers advertising the ball to the public.
Washington
Washington, Nov. 10. — A testimonial without the guest of honor was
sprung when some 50 barkers and
friends of Charles Kranz turned out
Inc.
to pay their respects to the departing
owner of Artcinema Film Exchange,
Chief Barker Carter T. Barron
presented Kranz a combination twopen desk set and lamp.
A general meeting will be held Nov.
15 at 1 o'clock to change the by-law
pertaining to election of officers to permit the election prior to the annual
dinner-dance, at which time formal
announcement of the results will be
made.
For the first time since 1935, radio
was represented among the kings-fora-day at a luncheon of Tent No. 11,
when William B. Dolph, manager
of WOL, and Dr. Frank T. Shyne
officiated at a "radio luncheon."
Ban "Tobacco Road"
New Orleans, Nov. 10. — Declaring the play, "Tobacco Road," to be
"immoral and obscene," Commissioner of Public Safety Gomila has
instructed Police Superintendent
Reyer to prohibit the showing of the
production which was scheduled to
open here Nov. 22 at the St. Charles.
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"Zola''

a

2nd

"Stage
Week

Door"

Leader,
Is

Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Nov. 10. — "The Life
of Emile Zola" continued to do big
business in Minneapolis last week,
doubling the Century average of
$3,500 in a second week. At the
Orpheum, "Life Begins at College,"
with a revue, took $12,000, over
normal by $6,000. Price rises aided
both bills.
"Double Wedding" wowed them in
both towns, doing $11,000 at the Minnesota where $10,000 is normal and
$7,000 at the Paramount where $5,500
is good. The State got up into the
success column with a $6,500 take,
over average by $1,000. "Stage
Door" was the show. "100 Men and
a Girl" continued to do an average
$2,000 at the World and started its
fifth week.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $38,500. Average is
$27,000. Total first run business in
St. Paul was $15,400. Average is
$15,000.
Estimated takings :
Minneapolis :
Week Ending Nov. 4:
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $10,000)
"LIFE BEGINS AT COLLEGE"
(20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 25c -55c, 7 days.
Stage:
"Play$6,000)
Girls Revue." Gross: $12,000.
(Average,
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
CENTURY— (1,600), 25c-55c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $7,000. (Average. $3,500)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
STATE— (2,400), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $5,500)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
WORLD— (400), 25c-35c, 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $2,000)
St. Paul:
Week Ending Nov. 4:
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $5,500)
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2.000). 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Nov. 2:
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F.N.)
"WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES" (W.B.)
RIVIERA — (1,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $2,500)
Week Ending Nov. 3:
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES
BACK" (Para.)
"OVER THE GOAL" (F.N.)
TO WER~( 1,000). 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average, $2,000)

Seattle's

Top,

$8,100

Seattle,
— "Stage
Door"of
stepped
out Nov.
front10.with
a take
$8,100, over par by $1,100, at the
Fifth Avenue and was moved to the
Music Box for an extended run.
The Paramount, with "Life of the
Party" and a stage show called
"Species of 1937," reached $7,300, up
by $1,300. Other first runs suffered.
Total first run business was $36,650.
Average is $36,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov."IT'S
5 : A GIFT" (Para.)
"FORLORN RIVER" (Para.)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,450. (Average, $4,000)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
FIFTH
AVENUE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $8,100. (Average, $7,000)
"DEAD END" (U.A.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 25c-55c, 7 days, 4th
week.
Gross: $4,600. (Average, $5,000)
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
(20th-Fox)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,750. (Average, $4,000)
"BIG CITY" (M-G-M)
"SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (2,450), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd
week. .Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,000)
"LOVE TAKES FLIGHT" (G.N.)
PALOMAR— (1,500), 15c-35c, 7 days.
Stage: Ted Mack Revue. Gross: $4,250.
(Average, $4,500)
"LIFE OF THE PARTY" (RKO)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Stage:
Average, "Spices
$6,000) of 1937." Gross: $7,300.

"Baba"

a $13,500

Montreal

Cleanup

Montreal, Nov. 10. — "Ali Baba
Goes to Town" went over with a bang
to the tune of $13,500 at the Palace.
It led the first run parade against
two holdovers.
"Stella Dallas" was the reopening
attraction at the Orpheum, which has
joined the first run category, and the
take was $5,000 at 50 cents top. A
fifth week of "100 Men and a Girl" as
top feature at Loew's accounted for
$5,500, while a second week of "Life
Begins
College" represented $6,000
for
the inPrincess.
Total first run business was $39,000.
Average is $40,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 6 :
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"LONDON BY NIGHT" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (2,547). 25c -35e- 40c ■50c -60c, 7
days. Gross: $9,0nO. (Average. $9,500)
"lOO MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
Marty Hogan to K. C.
LOVE IN A BUNGALOW" (Univ.)
(3,115), 2.Sc-34c-40c-50c 7 days,
Kansas City, Nov. 10. — Marty 5thLOEW'S—
week. Gross: $5,500. (Average. $8,000)
Hogan, traveling auditor for Warners
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
ORPHEUM— (919) 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
in the South, with headquarters at
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
Atlanta, has been named office mana"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
ger of the Warner exchange here to
(20th-Fox)
succeed C. F. McBride. McBride
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c-50c-65c, 7
Gross: $13,500. (Average, $11,000)
left several weeks ago to become ofifice days.
Held over.
manager and head booker at Uni- "LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (20th-Fox)
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
versal's San Francisco exchange.
(20th-Fox)
PRINCESS— (2,272), 25c-.30c-35c-50c-65c. 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000, Average,
Gets Picketing Stay
Kansas City, Nov, 10, — Judge $7,000)
Thomas J. Seehorn of the Circuit
Wilcox, Neagle to Coast
Court has granted a temporary restraining order to Frank Mount joy of
Beviver, Nov. 10. — Herbert Wilcox,
the Circle, restraining members, offi- Anna Neagle and S. Barret Mccers, or sympathizers of Local 170, Cormick today left for Holly\vood.
from picketing, violence, threats, etc., Last night they attended the opening
against Mountjoy, the theatre or his of "Victoria the Great" at RKO's
family.
Orpheum.
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Student Price
Fond du Lac, Wis., Nov. 8.—
Fox has announced a students' price at the Fond du
Lac, Retlaw and Garrick here
of 25 cents. In order to receive this special price, students are required to show a
passportselves,
size
themwith aphoto
card of
properly
signed and endorsed by school
authorities.

"Ali

Baba"

"Wedding"

Is

Pittsburgh's
Draw
Biggest
Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. — The biggest
thing in town last week was "Double
Wedding," which gave the Penn
around $22,500, its biggest gross of
the year. The picture was moved to
the Warner for a second week. Also

Pulls

big was the Stanley, where "The Perfect Specimen" and a stage show got
a rattling good $20,250.
Otherwise business was dull, ex$14,000
at Cincy
cept at the Warner, where "Riding
Cincinnati^ Nov. 10. — "Ali Baba on Air" and "Over the Goal" in
Goes to Town" did just that at the eight days did close to $5,100. At
RKO Albee, grossing $14,000 against
to Sing
a $12,000 average. It was moved to the
was Alvin,
yanked"Something
after six days
to aAbout"
weak
the RKO Capitol.
$5,500 and "Wild and Woolly" and
"High, Wide and Handsome" got "Idol of the Crowds" couldn't better
$12,000, or $2,000 over the RKO an awful $2,500 at the Fulton.
Palace normal, and was shifted to the
Total first run business was $55,600.
RKO Lyric. "Double Wedding" was Average is $45,500.
$850 over the RKO Grand line on
Estimated takings for the week endits second downtown week, and
ing Nov. 4:
"Heidi" came within very close range
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT"
{G.N.)
of
the $6,500
figure downtown
at Keith's, stanza.
where
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-S0c, 6 days. Gross:
it played
its second
(Average, 7 days, $7,000)
"Music for Madame" was disappoint- $5,500.
"WILD AND WOOLLY" (20th-Fox)
ing at the RKO Lyric, and was
"IDOL OF THE CROWDS" (Univ.)
pulled after the sixth day.
FULTON— (1,750), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Total first run business was $52,300. $2,500, (Average, $4,500)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
Average is $58,700.
PENN— (3.300), 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Gross:
Estimated takings :
$22,250. (Average, $11,000)
"PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F. N.)
Week Ending Nov. 3:
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-60c, 7 days. Stage:
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
Bunny Berigan's band, Jackie Heller, Gail
Reese, JoeGross:
and Jane
McKenna,
Nichols
and
RKO PALACE— (Para.)
(2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days. Roberts.
$20,250.
(Average,
$18,000)
"RIDING ON AIR" (RKO)
Ooss: $12,000. (Average, $10,000) Moved
to RKO Lyric.
"OVER THE GOAL" (W. B.)
Week Ending Nov. 4: WARNER— (2,000), 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
$5,150. (Average, 7 days, $5,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,000) Moved
to RKO Capitol.
"Life Begins" Dual
"UFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $12,000)
Best in New
Haven
Hekl.
"DOUBLE OR NOTHING" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOI^(2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,
New Haven, Nov. 10. — "Life Be2nd downtown week. Gross: $4,800. (Avergins in College," on a dual with
"Borneo," took $9,000 at the Loew's"MUSIC
age, $6,500) FOR MADAME" (RKO)
Poli, $1,000 over average, in a dull
RKO
LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 6 days. week. The pictures were moved to
Gross: $2,200. (Average, 7 days. $6,500)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
College, where this week's bill,
RKO GRAND— (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days, the
"Breakfast for Two" and "Frame2nd downtown week. Gross: $3,600, (Aver- Up," grossed $3,200, on top by $400.
"Angel" and "Forlorn River" did
"SMOKE TREE
RANGE" (Univ.)
(3 days)
an average $4,800 at the Paramount;
"FORTY
age, $2,750') NAUGHTY GIRLS" (RKO)
while the second week of "The Life
days)
of Emile Zola" and "Over the Goal"
"WINGS OVER (2 HONOLULU"
(Univ.)
to $4,000, nnder par by $600, after
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c. Gross: afellfirst
smash week of $9,000.
$2,400. (Average.
$2,450)
"HEIDI" {2(rth-Fox)
Total first run business was $21,000.
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
downtown week. Gross: $6,300. (Average, Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week end$6,500)
ing Nov. "FRAME-UP"
5:
(Col.) (RKO)
"BREAKFAST
FOR TWO"
Wolf Shifts Managers
COLLEGE — (1,499), 25c-35c, 7 days.
Cleveland, Nov, 10. — Nat Wolf,
Warner zone manager, has made the Gross: $3,200. (Average, $2,800)
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
following personnel changes : A. K.
"BORNEO"
(20th-Fox)
(20th-Fox)
Veach, formerly in charge of Warner
"ANGEL"
LOEW'S-POLI—
(3,040),
35c-50c, 7 days.
Kentucky theatres, to manage the Gross: $9,000. (Average.(Para.)
$8,000)
Lake, Cleveland ; Cary Reeves, from
"FORLORN RIVER" (Para.)
Lake manager to assistant manager at
PARAMOUNT— (2,348), 35c-50c. 7 days.
the Hippodrome ; Don Jacobs, from Gross:
$4,80». (Average, $4,800)
Hippodrome assistant to manager of
"LIFE
OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
the Pastime, Coshocton. Bud Gilliam
"OVER THE GOAL" (W.B.)
comes into the local advertising deROGER
SHERMAN— (2.200). 3Sc-S0c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average,
partment from Coshocton.
$4,600)

ls" "Dr. Rhythm" New Title
**Foo
ce— David
Hollywood,
Nov. 10.
Lewis
to Produ
Lewis
has been assigned the production reins
Hollywood, Nov. 10. — The title of
of Warners "Men Are Such Fools," "The Badge of Policeman O'Roon,"
Faith Baldwin Cosmopolitan Maga- Major-Paramount vehicle for Bing
zine story which Horace Jackson is
adapting.
Crosby, has been changed to "Doctor
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New

Rejects
Pictures

During

Year

(Continued from page 1)
nations of scenes, subtitles and dialogue were made as follows : Indecent,
546; immoral or tending to corrupt
morals, 343 ; tending to incite to crime,
305 ; inhuman, 64 ; sacrilegious, 33.
A total of 9,784 reels were reviewed
by the censor board during the year,
or more than 9,000,000 feet of film.
During the year, three appeals were
taken to the commissioner of education from censor decisions. In two of
the cases the censor was upheld, and
in one it was reversed.
The total receipts of the censor
board during the fiscal year were
$292,435.62, as compared to $269,931.20 for the preceding year, an increase of $22,504.42. Expenditures
totaled $64,921.46, as compared with
$65,728.99 for the preceding year. The
■net revenue to the state, after deducting the cost of operation, was $227,514.16, comparing to $204,202.21 for
the preceding year. Since the organization of the censor board in 1931
the total revenue to the state has
amounted to $2,297,896.80.
Imported Films Jump
The report noted that the number of
foreign pictures submitted for review
has shown a marked increase. More
than 400 foreign-made films were reviewed during the censor year, coming from more than 20 countries. Esmond pointed out that in the litigation over the rejection of the foreign
film, "Ecstasy," the Federal Court upheld the right of the censor board to
pass on foreign films designed for
showing in the state.
Esmond recommended that additional reviewers and inspectors be employed to supplement the present staff
of four reviewers and five inspectors.

Looking

^Em

Over

Contracts

For

Loew

Men

''Behind the Mike''
{Universal)
Lincoln^ Neb., Nov. 10. — Burlesque on the operation of sticks radio
stations of small wattage — complete to one-man handling of announcing,
programs with four or five changes of voice, and the switch of records.
Through it Don Wilson, who handled the identification on the mike for

said : "We haven't signed Selznick
and there is nothing new at this time.

Jack Benny's program, comes to the screen the first time and acquits
himself admirably although the story is bad.
Universal's featured player lists were drawn on for William Gargan,
big-mouthed and heavy-fisted program idea man ; Judith Barrett, secretary of the manager of an opposition link, and Sterling Holloway, the
one-lung station's handy-man, which will be the names used in most of
the billing.

However, I don't say that we won't
sign him. I'd like to have him work
forSchenck
me. I'd could
give him
job whether
any time."
not asay
he
would talk to Selzick on the coast.
He held that it all depends on his
being turns
in there.
California when Selznick re-

Because Gargan can't get along with Grady Sutton, orchestra leader ;
William Davidson, the sponsor, and the station manager, Gerald Oliver
Smith, he loses a big network job and takes a wild rush into the country to put over some small stations. He finds one he signed for sight
unseen turns out to be occupying the loft of a stable and has one account. After bulling his way about in the best china shop manner, he
finally stumbles on some political intrigue which miraculously saves the
day when it establishes the other local station as managed by a public
fund snatcher.
"Behind the Mike" is along the quantity rather than quality production lines. It is obviously low-cost and a short notice idea. It was
directed by Sidney Salkow, with original story by Walter Butterfield
and Thomas Ahearn. Barry Trivers did the screenplay.

Discussed

(Continued from page 1)

The Loew head predicted the best
year in the company's history, starting Oct. 1, the beginning of the new
fiscal year. Loew's annual statement
is now nearing completion and will
be ready
sion, Dec.for
21. the stockholders' sesAt the station to see Schenck off
were Rubin, Leopold Freidman, C. C.
Moskowitz, Joe Vogel, Bert Nayfack
and Marvin Schenck.
Clevelanders
M-G-M's

Running time, 68 minutes. "G."

Center Won't Fight
Reduction in Claim
{Continued from page 1)
common stock. This would give the
Center approximately 461,000 shares
of new common which, Alger estimates, will be worth_ $10 to $12 per
share, thus representing a maximum
valuation of $5,532,000 for the settlement of the $9,150,628 claim.
The Center officials stated that they
did not regard the indicated reduction
as a "grievous" one and attached little significance to the indicated valuation of the settlement, explaining that
an accurate estimate of the market
value of the new stock would be difficult to arrive at and, in any event,
has little bearing on the amount which
Wall Street
could be realized through disposing
of it, as such a large number of shares
could not be absorbed by the market
at one time or even over a moderately
Board Has Substantial GainsNet
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4
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Univ. Pict. 4
land, Mainstreet and Newman are
- 54 agreeable to the proposal made by the
Warner Bonds Rise
-1- 4 Theatre Employes local, which proNet
vides aminimum of 35 cents an hour
8954 Change
Low Close
High
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-1'4 for ushers and adds $1 a week to the
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W. B. 6s '39... . 83
I. A. T. S. E.
(Quotations at close 82of Nov. 10)

Are

20th-Fox

British

Decision Up Soon
(Continued from page 1)
in favor of producing 10 pictures a
year in England. At present. New
World, under Robert T. Kane, is producing from four to five a year
abroad. One Gracie Fields film is
being made in England now and it is
undecided on a second, according to
Schenck.
"20th Century-Fox is up-to-date on
all its releases," the board chairman
said, "and the entire schedule promised at the beginning of the season
will
made."
Lewbe Wertheimer,
who was in Detroit yesterday visiting his family, will
meet the Schenck party in Chicago
today and continue on to the coast.
Jay Paley is also in the party.
Joseph Moskowitz, Aubrey Schenck,
Margot Grahame and F. Kirk were
at the station to see the 20th Century-Fox executive off. Schenck will
be back again in March.

''LA.

Progressives"

L.A,
Suppo
rt from
(Continued
page Probe
1)
K. Cohen and Irwin P. Henschel,
further
mem-in
bers aredeclared
forced tothat
take "12,000
out cards
order to continue working but have
never had a meeting and have never
initiated or endorsed activities of the
officials. We have been ordered to
pay special assessments amounting to
thousands of dollars monthly without
explanation regarding the purpose of
the funds and without any financial
statement. We have been unable to
take action against such dictatorship
because of control over our jobs
vested in the hands of our officials
Montgomery, president of
by Robert
the producers."
the Screen Actors Guild and 18 other
industry figures have been subpoenaed
to take the witness stand tomorrow.
Details of I.A.T.S.E recent jurisdiction claim will be discussed.

Air

Hit
Show

Cleveland, Nov. 10. — Clippings of
an article by W. Ward Marsh in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer headed :
"Some Sad Notes on the Motion Picture's Entry into the Radio Field" are
being sent to members of the CleveM. P. Exhibitors'
GeorgelandErdmann,
secretary. Ass'n by
After citing the competition of Bing
Crosby and Bob Burns, Rudy Vallee
and Kate Smith, Erdmann writes :
"Thursday was selected as the day of
broadcasting rather than Saturday or
Sunday, because it will conflict least
with theatre business.
"In my personal opinion, this is just
about the poorest excuse for an alibi
ever
ers. used by a distributor to go in
direct competition with his custom"Inasmuch as Thursday nights will
conflict least with theatre business, let
us hope other distributors who take
to the air will also select Thursdays,
then maybe we can save on film rentals
by closing Thursdays and give us the
opportunity of enjoying their proat home."
Marshgrams with
in our
his families
article in
the Plain
Dealer suggests that the M-G-M program indicates that "the celluloid
China expects eventually to absorb the
He Nippon."
expresses the opinion that it is
radio
"poor business judgment."
Local

SOS

Discusses

Wage
Pacts Outlook
Members of Local 306 held a meeting at Palm Gardens last night to hear
a report on negotiations with major
circuits on a new two-year deal. Executives of the union last night were
confident that the talks with circuit
operators were nearing a conclusion
and held that new terms may be decided late this week or early next.
Union members are anxious for the
restoration of three cuts in salary
made during the depression. So far
the circuits have given the operators
a 10 per cent increase, contingent on
the outcome of negotiations.
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Television

Permit

Limited
Field

Is Granted

A large number of pending applications were set for hearings by examiners, among them the following :
Applications of Y. W. Scarborough
and J. W. Orvin for a 1,210-kilocycle
station at Charleston, S. C, with 100
watts night, 250 watts day ; Amarillo
Broadcasting Corp. for a 1,500-kilocycle, 100-watt station at Amarillo,
Tex. ; Thumb Broadcasting Co., for
a 950-kilocycle station at Sandusl<y,
Mich., 500 watts night, 1,000 watts
day ; Mountain Top Trans Radio
Corp., for a 1,370-kilocycle station at
Denver, 100 watts night, 250 watts
day ; Pinellas Broadcasting Co., for a
1,370-kilocycle station at St. Petersburg, Fla., 100 watts night, 250 watts
day ; Colonial Broadcasting Corp., for
a 1,370-kilocycle station at Norfolk,
Va., 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
Florida West Coast Broadcasting Co.,
for a 1,300-kilocycle, 250-watt station
at Clearwater, Fla. ; Joe L. Smith, Jr.,
for a 1,210-kilocycle station at Beckley, W. Va., 100 watts night, 250
watts dav ; Madison Broadcasting Co.,
for a 1,450-kilocycle, 250-watt station
at Madison, Wis. ; Great Western
Broadcasting Co., for a 1,500-kilocycle,
100-watt station at Omaha, Brenau
College, for a 1,210-kilocycle, 100-watt
station at Gainesville, Ga. ; Greater
Greenwood Broadcasting station for
a 1,420-kilocycle station at Greenwood, S. C, 100 watts night, 250
watts day.
Southern Group to Be Heard
Southern Broadcasting Corp., for a
1,500-kilocycle station at Covington,
La., 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
Piedmont Broadcasting Corn., for a
1.500-kilocycle station at Salisbury,
N. C, for 100 watts night, 250 watts
day; Constitution Publishing Co., for
a 1,240-kilocycle station at Atlanta,
1.000 watts night, 5,000 watts day; L.
B. McCormick for a 1,370-kilocycle,
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Television
Is Predicted

to NBC

Washington, Nov. 10. — Authority
to construct a portable television station to operate in the vicinity of New
York and Camden, N. J., has been
granted the National Broadcasting Co.
by the F. C. C. The station will operate on frequencies of 92,000 and 175,000-180,000 kilocycles with a power
of 400 watts for visual transmission
and 100 watts for sound.
At the first meeting of the broadcast
division in several weeks, a number of
stations were granted operating permits, as follows :
WCBS, Springfield, III, 1,420 kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 watts
day; KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., 1,210
kilocycles, 100 watts, daytime only ;
WGAR, Cleveland, 1,450 kilocycles,
500 watts night, 1,000 watts day;
KCRJ, Jerome, Ariz., 1,310 kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 watts day ;
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va., 1,420
kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 watts
day; KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan., 790
kilocycles, 1,000 watts, daytime only ;
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., 1,450 kilocycles,
500 watts night, 1,000 watts day;
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont., 1,310 kilocycles, 100 watts; WTMJ, Milwaukee,
620 kilocycles, 1,000 watts night, 5,000
watts day; WJDX, Jackson, Miss.,
1,270 kilocycles, 1,000 watts night,
5,000 watts day; KATE, Albert Lea,
Minn., 1,420 kilocycles, 250 watts, daytime only; WNYC, New York, 810
kilocycles, 1,000 watts, daytime only.
Date Those Pending

PICTURE

Rochester, Nov. 10. — Television
will never be available to rural populations outside a 50 or 60-mile radius
of big urban centers where transmitting stations must be established, according to the statements of technicians made to the Institute of Radio
Engineers at its fall meeting here today. The reason is that ultra-short
wave transmission used for television
will not be powerful enough to carry
picture signals many miles.
Engineers also reported that radio
distortion and fading have been overcome in large part due to the efforts
of research workers. C. E. Granquist of Stockholm said that the
trouble had been traced to the tube
which turns radio impulses to sound
waves just before the speaker makes
them audible. A new oscillator tube
which can be stabilized against fading
of the radio signals was described.
The new tube, it is claimed, will permit automatic tuning to an extremely
fine degree, thus eliminating disturbances which cause distortion of sound
coming from the speaker. It will supplement the automatic control devices
on modern radio sets, according to
the report made here.

New
On

Shows
the

Air

Radie Harris
Radie Harris, who said she could
put on an interesting screen talk program without stooping to the distasteful depths of many of her masculine
contemporaries, proved it last night
when she brought her inaugural talk
to the Mutual network.
Radie, who has a pleasant voice and
a sure, confident delivery, started by
purveying the usual Hollywood chitchat, mainly of the current romances
of the stars ; defended Tyrone Power
against the high hat charges which
were lodged against him during his
recent visit to New York; rated
"Live, Love and Learn" as a "three
cheer"
picture European
; gave thevacation
"inside" trip
of
the proposed

i

Radio

Personals

►

r EITH
STEVAN's
1—/
orchestra
has been "Swing
booked Club"
for a
personal
State
the
week appearance
beginning at
Dec.Loew's
9, through
Paul Ross of the CBS artists bureau
. . . Buddy Clarke has set his signature to a new management contract
with the CBS artists bureau . . .
+
Daniel C. Studin, executive vicepresident of Star Radio Programs,
inc., has returned to his office after
a week's illness. . . Milton Hirth,
electric organist, is guesting for Buddy
Clarke over CBS tonight. . . Jane
Pickens is continuing her tour of variety houses in the East, opening today at the Earle, Philadelphia for one
week. . . Senorita Graziella Parraga,
South American radio artist, has arrived here to carve an American radio
career for herself.
+
Radio Fofo Log, edited by Sam
Kaufman, is an excellently turned
out
publication.
. . It's
put
out and
by helpful
the National
Union
Radio

of the Paul Munis ; good-naturedly
spoofed the Grand National publicity
boys for bringing to life the rumor
that James Cagney had settled his
feud with Warners every time Jimmy
was about to start a new Grand National picture. As her guests she had
actress Gertrude Lawrence and comCorp. . . . Lucy Monroe left for
Mutual to Have Whiteman Band
poser Johnnie Green.
Radie's series should do well. Two Washington yesterday to appear on
Paul Whiteman's orchestra will shortcomings in the opening show the Armistic Day program today . . .
broadcast exclusively over Mutual were detected, however, but can be
during his stay at the Drake Hotel in eradicated easily. The supporting
Chicago, beginning Nov. 19. The orchestra was too slow in following Radio Sales Company
band will be heard several times a
the cues and the weak burst of apweek.
plause from the audience at the close Completes Expansion
should not be permitted.
Expansion
plans
British
AmeriMurray on Ford Program
can Prod., Inc.,
haveof been
completed,
Radie Harris is presented Wednesdays from 6:45 to 7 P. M. over a according to B. Charles-Dean, presiLyn Murray and Chorus, and Kendent. With the recent appointment
neth Roberts have been signed as reg- coast-to-coast Mutual hookup. The
of
representatives
in Great Britain,
series
is
sustaining
at
the
moment.
ular members of the "Watch the Fun
Banner Australia and New Zealand, facilities
Go By" cast, CBS program sponsored
are now complete for the handling of
by the Ford Motor Co. Mack Davis
sales and promotion through radio
of the CBS artists bureau set the deal.
Bell Demonstrates
campaigns in this country, Latin
America, and the markets mentioned.
Its Coaxial Cable
250-watt daytime station at GreenCharles S. Pearsall is now assoville, N. C. ; State Broadcasting
Philadelphia, Nov. 10. — The Bell
ciated with B. A. P., Inc., as viceCorp., for a 1,370-kilocycle station at Telephone Laboratories yesterday president. The added personnel joinGretna,
La.,
100
watts
night,
250
demonstrated for the first time the
ing the organization as of this week
watts day.
are Arthur Leary, recently with
use of the
coaxialYork,
cable asbe-a
tween thiscompany's
city and New
Tested Selling, Inc., who will be in
Frequency Change Asked
transmitter of current similar to a tele- charge of the broadcast-merchandisStations WKEU, Griffin, Ga., for
vision current. Films, the nearest
ing department, and Irving J. Henry
change of frequency from 1,500 to thing available with a similarity to as sales manager for radio campaigns.
1,310 kilocycles and increase of power television pictures, were broadcast
and time of operation from 100 watts from the Bell Laboratories in New
day only to 100 watts night, 250 watts York to the Bourse Bldg. here.
Campbell to Put on
day; KOMA, Oklahoma City, inUsing modate
the 240cable,
which cantelephone
accomLong Xmas
Program
crease of power from 5,000 to 10,000
simultaneous
watts ; WKBW, Buffalo, increase of
The
Campbell
Soup
Co. will sponthe films were reprosor an hour and 45 minutes over CBS
power from 5,000 to 10,000 watts ; conversations,
duced on a screen seven by eight
WISN, Milwaukee, increase of night
Christmas Day, from 4 to 5 :45 P. M.
The 60 minutes from 4 to 5 will be
power from 250 to 1,000 watts; inches. The program included an explanation with diagram of the funcWJBO, Baton Rouge, La., increase
tioning of the system and several taken
up with aThe
"Hollywood
regular Hotel"
Friday
power from 500 to 1,000 watts ; KUJ, newsreel clips, and lasted about six dramatization.
Walla Walla, Wash., change of fre- minutes. Telephone officials expressed night "Hotel" broadcast will be canceled for the Christmas Day program.
quency from 1,370 to 560 kilocycles satisfaction with the demonstration,
The final 45 minutes, from 5 to 5 :45
and increase of power from 100 to and Dr. Herbert E. Ives of Bell Lab250 watts ; KROC, Rochester, Minn.,
oratories declared, "There is no limit P. M., will consist of a dramatizachange of frequency from 1,310 to 920 to the application
of this system, but
tion of the Dickens classic, "Christkilocycles and increase of power from
mas Carol," with Lionel Barrymore
first
we
must
wait
for
television."
as the featured player. This will
100 watts night, 250 watts day to 500
mark the third successive year the
watts night, 1,000 watts day ; WAPO,
Demonstration from New York
Soup Co. has sponsored
Chattanooga, Tenn., change of freA similar demonstration of the Campbell
"Christmas Carol" as a Christmas
quency from 1,420 to 1,120 kilocycles coaxial
cable
was
held
from
the
New
and increase of night power from 100
Day network presentation. Barryof the Bell Lab- more in 1935 was signed to appear as
to 500 watts; WAIR, Winston Sa- York headquarters
oratories
here
yesterday
afternoon,
and
Scrooge for five years.
lem, N. C, increase time of operation
from day only to unlimited ; KSO, another is scheduled for tomorrow.
NBC to Air Montague Match
Des Moines, increase of power from
A description of the charity golf
500 watts night, 2,500 watts day, to
1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day;
TyronePower
Powerwillon appear
"Hotel"in the match between John Montague and
Tyrone
Babe Ruth, Babe Didrickson and
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., increase of
lead re-enacts
of "Second
Honeymoon"
when Helen Hicks will be broadcast over
time of operation and power from 250 he
scenes
from his latest
watts daytime only to 100 watts night, film on "Hollywood Hotel" over CBS the NBC-Red Nov. 14 from 2 to 2:15
Nov. 19.
250 watts day.
P. M., and from 4 to 4:30 P. M.
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Will

Join

For
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — -Mervyn Le
Roy will join M-G-M as a producer-director immediately upon the
completion of his film, "Food for
Scandal" for Warners, which is now
in preparation. Le Roy's future affiliation has been the subject of considerable speculation in recent weeks,
climaxed with the intimation by Jack
L. Warner, vice-president in charge
of Warner production, last Friday in
Chicago en route to the coast, that
Le Roy would be signed to a new
long term Warner contract on the return of the production executive to
(.Continued on page 12)

Say

Contract

as Producer

for

Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Pandro
Berman, pending appointment of a
successor to S. J. Briskin as head of
Practice
Code
the RKO studio, is pinch hitting to
the extent of eyeing scripts designed
for major production, in addition to
Seeking Self -Regulation his normal activities as the head of
his own unit. Lee Marcus, as has
Before New Congress
prevailed for some time, continues in
A final drive to obtain voluntary charge of the "B" product.
regulation of trade practices is
Lou Lusty, who was Briskin's asplanned by the M.P.T.O.A. prior to
sistant and "trouble buster" under the
the next regular session of Congress latter's regime, is continuing in a like
at which, it is believed, new efforts capacity with Leo Spitz who, however, and to all intents and purposes,
to obtain regulatory industry legisla(.Continued on page 12)
tion will be made, well informed exhibitor quarters revealed yesterday.
The M.P.T.O.A. effort will be Film Carriers Meet
predicated on the conviction that
Set for Louisville
without a voluntary trade practice
code in being or in prospect by midLouisville, Nov. 11. — A joint conwinter, Congressional efforts to obvention of the National Film Carriers,
tain legislation for the regulation of
Inc., be
and held
the National
Ass'n.A
the industry will stand their best will
here Nov.Trucking
14 to 17.
chance of success.
feature of the meeting will be a disIt is not improbable that this obcussion of the new film transport regjective explains the recent acceptance
ulations which were recently adopted
given by Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. by the Inter-State Commerce Compresident, of an invitation to join mission.
with the I.T.O.A. of New York and
(Continued on page 12)
Arthur S. Dickinson, technical adviser of the M. P. P. D. A., will leave
for Louisville tonight to attend the
FTC
Studies Allied
trucking and film carriers' meeting as
an official representative of major distributors.
Paramount
Plaint

New

CENTS

''U" 17%

Ahead

For Fourth Quarter
Domestic billings of Universal during the 13 weeks ended Oct. 30, representing the fourth quarter of the
fiscal year, showed an increase of approximately 17per cent over the corresponding quarter last year.
The increase was attributed by J.
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board, to improvement in the quality
of productions and the development
of a number of stars.
At the end of the quarter Universal
had completed 15 pictures as compared
with 12 for the same period last year.
Within the next 60 days the company
will place 13 films in production.

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 11. — InvestigaWarners
Take
tion by the Federal Trade Commission Industry
Loss
of complaints filed by Allied States
against Paramount is still in the
To
Radio
with
"confidential stage," it was said today Through
Radio
at the F.T.C., but it was learned that
an examiner's report has been prepared for study by the commission.
Seen
by Myers
No public announcement of its de1
Dec.
Program
cision will be made by the commission
unless and until it determines to issue
Washington, Nov. 11. — The loss
Warners and their affiliate, Transa formal complaint in the matter.
There were indications that the of popularity of film stars whose tal- american Broadcasting and Television
ents are not adaptable to radio broad- Corp., finally officially disclosed yescommission, in studying the subject,
casting may be costing the industry
terday their intention of taking to the
would give consideration to the settle"millions,"
Abram
F.
Myers,
chairman
airvi'aves
with a large-scale radio proment of the eastern Pennsylvania exgram, as has been expected for some
of Allied States Ass'n, suggests in
an organization bulletin sent out to time. An agreement has been concontroversy withsecured
Paramount,
in which hibitors'
the exhibitors
some Allied exhibitors today.
cluded with Lord & Thomas, adverconcessions.
Discussing the subject of "stars on
tising agency, and the American Tobacco Co., for a series of 52 weekly
the air," Myers observes that radio
competition with theatres would exist broadcasts from Hollywood over a
No Banned
Pictures
even though Hollywood personalities coast-to-coast NBC hookup, to be
were to be barred from the air. There- sponsored by Lucky Strike cigarettes.
Had Code Approvals
fore, he reasons, exhibitors may be
This marks the second major film
Of the 16 pictures which were re- fortunate that radio time is occupied studio to go on the air. Last week
jected in entirety by the New York by many Hollywood persons whose
censor board during the year ended talents cannot be projected favorably the M-G-M program, "Good News of
in over NBC for GenFoods.
June 30, last, none bore the industry over the air. If this were not the 1938,"eral bowed
code seal, indicating an approval by case, he suggests, radio talent rather
Dick Powell, of the studio starring
{Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 15)
the Production Code Administration,
the M. P. P. D. A. stated yesterday.
In addition, none of the productions
banned was made by producer memAdditional Radio Developments — Pp. 16-18
bers of the association, it was said.

Mayer

Held

Is

Certain

Renewal for Bernstein,
Rubin Also Sure
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Insiders at
the M-G-M studio take it completely
for granted
that ofLouis
B. Mayer's
tract as head
production
willconbe
renewed for five years. "Fantastic to
consider anything else," was the way
one executive put it. That new pacts
covering the services of two other
Loew's, Inc., veteran executivesDavid Bernstein, vice-president and
treasurer of the parent company, and
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and
legal head of the producing company —
will be made is regarded in much the
same light as the circumstances governing Mayer.
With the arrival from New York
on Saturday of Nicholas M. Schenck,
deliberations on terms of the extension
of the arrangement covering Mayer's
services are believed slated to get under way. Mayer's current contract expires Dec. 31, 1938, and, for this
reason, the discussions about its renewal at this time are not viewed as
(Continued on page 12)

Conquest'' $50,000
First Capitol Week
"Conquest" at the Capitol garnered
approximately $50,000 in its first
week. This is about $10,000 more
than "Angel" and Tommy Dorsey
and his orchestra got at the Paramount.
The Music Hall ended a first week
of "The Awful Turth" with $94,000.
"Heidi" ended with $42,000 last night
at the men"Roxy.
"The Perfect Speciat the Strand
tallied $15,000,
while
"West
of
Shanghai"
the
Criterion took in less than at
$8,000.
"Lancer Spy," at the Rivoli chalked
up a take of $17,500, while "Murder
in Greenwich Village" finished with
$7,500 at the Rialto.

Committee

Will

Get

Film Bill Next Week
London, Nov. 10.— The new measure designed to replace the present
Films Act will go to a committee of
the House of Commons for consideration next Tuesday or Thursday.
The committee personnel as revealed
today, includes members of all parties.
The producers today approached the
exhibitors with the objective of attempting to develop a united front.
They asked exhibitor support on a
(Continued on page 12)
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don't say that we won't sign
him. I'd like to have him work
for me.
I'd give him a job

Trade

November 12, 1937

Group

to Get

Music Industry Code
Washington, Nov. 11. — The trade
practice code of ethics for the popular
price music industry, on which hearings were held Oct. 4, is expected to
go before the Federal Trade Commission for approval within a week or 10
days, it was learned here today.
No reason for the delay in disposing of the matter could be secured
at the commission, where it was said
merely that the period which has
elapsed was not unusual. However,
since the code consisted of one rule
and the Robinson- Patman Act, the
delay is seen in some quarters as due
to uncertainty in the commission as
to whether it is desirable to include
the latter, which is an operating law
and needs no formal acceptance by industry.
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And SO would Louis B. Mayany time."
er, Dave's father-in-law as well
as the head of Metro production
and a firm believer in Selznick's
very definite capabilities as a
producer
tions . . . of heavy-gauge attracWhen you understand that the
inducements dangled before the
Selznick orbs include ( 1 ) full
financing, (2) a low distribution
charge fixed at 20 per cent, (3)
Gable for "Gone with the Wind."
(4) a call on Metro talent facilities and (5) a fifty-fifty split of
the profits, plus (6) maintenance
of the Selznick International
identity functioning on its own
lot, you will begin to comprehend how far Schenck and Mayer are prepared to go to acquire
this sole producer, his ability and
his Margaret Mitchell novel.
Elsewhere, it is the fact to report
that the maneuverings to capture
Selznick are intricate and high
flown — RKO, and Paramount
have had their caps in the ring
and there is always United Artists eager to retain him in the
fold. All of this augurs very well
indeed for whatever deal with
whomever Dave makes it. His
market value is refusing to remain fixed, but fluctuates — and
always upward — with each changing offer. That is how it goes
in this business when a personality is proven and, thus, becomes in great demand. . .
The dramatics and the intrigues
in the several changes in align-

Outlook
KANN
ment now pending so far have
failed adequately to explain what
Joe Schenck is doing in the
United Artists and the Selznick
picture. He has been consulted
by and in conference with a
number of people not tied in with
his activities at 20th CenturyFox. Alex Korda and Selznick,
for example. Part of this has
been pursued on a friendship
basis and in recognizance of the
value of Schenck's counsel.
Where Selznick is concerned,
there might be reason to countenance the thought Schenck has
been talking on behalf of his
brother. To conclude any or part
of the discussions pertain to
20th Century-Fox is to go completely hasty. Schenck has his
Zanuck and is eminently well
pleased with him. Zanuck and
Selznick in one studio or in two
studios feeding the same company, for that matter, seem
slightly fantastic, if not downright impossible and unnecessary . . .
T T
Helen Waller, it is conveniently supplied, has been appointed "party advisor" by Bob
Taplinger, the Warner studio
publicity chief, to help bored and
tired stars think up ideas for
their parties, to pick the entertainment, the place, the guest
list, et al. If the newly appointed
Taplinger now can devise some
means of making those bored and
tired stars
thing. . . think, he'd have someT T
Many producers have quit or
have been fired by many studios
for varied and assorted reasons,
but those "spokesmen" for Junior Laemmle scaled a new peak
when they described the why of
his withdrawal from Metro.
"Inexplicable reasons," was how
they put it. It is delightfully
vague in the accepted and traditional Hollywood manner. . .

Purely

Personal

►

Hoffn Bernie
, the
Irving
latman and Herma
OWITZ,
JOE justMOSK
ter in from a talent agency trip to
the Middle West, feasted on sturgeon,
Nova Scotia salmon and whitefish at
Lindy's yesterday. More on palates
and how they veer : Bob Goldstein
stuck to shredded wheat and hot
milk; Joe Pincus, to cream cheese
and toasted rolls. •
Mrs. James R. Grainger owns a
wire-haired terrier, named Liberty
Loan. Word just in from the coast
informs the dog was adjudged the
best specimen at the Ambassador Hotel dog show and also recently won
ribbons at competitions in San
Mateo, Pomona, Sacramento and Del
Monte.
•
Jack and Mrs. Cohn

yesterday

(1)their
had lunch
at Lindys',
motored
to
farm near
Pawling(2) for
a try
at horsemanship and (3) returned to
town last night to see "Amphitryon
•
James M. (Jerry) Jerauld, managing editor of Motion Picture
Daily, started exploring along the
Spanish Main yesterday. He left on
the Haiti for a cruise.
•

"The
C. Othman'
Federick
on That
s Never
Washingt
Sightseers
See," and "The Man in the Iron
Mask," by Jack Neville, have been
•
acquired by M-G-M.
W. Ray Johnston will leave Pittsburgh tomorrow for Hollywood where
he will confer with Scott R. DunLAP on exploitation
38." • for "Boy of the
Baroness Lily Hatvany, Hungarian writer under contract to
M-G-M,
Streets." who arrived from Europe
last week, left yesterday for the coast
studio.
•
Lewis Milestone has sailed for
Europe on the Normandie, planning
a vacation which will last through
the Christmas holidays.
•
Marlene Dietrich will sail from
France on the Normandie next
Wednesday, arriving in New York on
Nov. 22.
•
Arthur Lee will leave by plane today for Dallas and on Sunday will
proceed to the coast.•

Binnie Barnes returned from EuDave Blum Going West
M-G-M
Winners Coming
rope yesterday on e the Washington.
The first two winners in the
Dave Blum, foreign publicity head
M-G-M foreign sales drive will ar- for M-G-M, will leave via American
RoscoE Fawcett, the publisher, took
rive Monday on the Queen Mary. Airlines Sunday for the coast where
a
plane to Fort Worth
last night.
he
will
confer
with
studio
executives
They are T. A. Connor of Manchester,
•
Eng., and A. F. Gibson of Glasgow, on foreign censorship and publicity.
Harry Kalchien of Paramount
Scotland. The men will see the sights
flew
to Boston yesterday.
in New York for four days, then leave
•
"Anger Good Abroad
for Hollywood where they will visit the
Paramount reports that cable adWalter O'Keefe flew to Detroit
various studios for five or six days
vices indicate "Angel" is doing and last night.
and then return to New York.
S. D. Cocalis Injured
About three foreign winners will has the prospect of doing unusual
abroad, in London, HelsingChas. R. Rogers Coming
Elizabeth, Nov. 11. — Sam D. Co- visit here a month.
Forty will come. business
fors, Amsterdam, Budapest, Vienna.
calis was slightly injured when he
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Charles R.
fell from a tree during a fire at his
Rogers,
production head at Universal,
Hold
Rites
for
Cochrane
Brandt
in
Premium
Deal
home here. A fire started in the basewill leave for New York next Wedment and Cocalis climbed out of a
Funeral
services
were
held
yesterHarry Brandt yesterday was renesday for a Broadway show and talday at the Columbus Circle Chapel
second story window on to a tree,
ported to have signed with Metro
ent survey and for conferences on the
Tuesday.
Tom D. Cochrane, who died on
from which he fell and hurt his leg Premiums for giveaways in five of his for
and wrist.
theatres.
exploitation for "You're a Sweet-
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Cleveland
Is

Secondary

Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,000)
Cleneland, Nov. 11. — Fred Waring
WORE
RED" (M-G-M)
and His Pennsylvanians, always a "THE BRIDE
LOEW'S
STATE—
(3,500),
30c-35c-42c-55c,
7
days.
Gross:
$12,000.
(Average,
$15,000)
knockout attraction here, with "Break"DOUBLE
OR
NOTHING"
(Para.)
fast for Two," boosted the take at the
RKO Palace 30 per cent to $26,000.
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900), 30c-35c42c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,000.
Boston, Nov. 11. — "The Prisoner Average is $20,000.
(Average, $6,000)
of Zenda," dualed with "League of
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
"The Awful Truth," playing a secFrightened Men" at Loew's State,
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c -42c -60c -75c,
ond week at
Warners'
Hippodrome,
grossed $19,000 during a week when established
7
days.
Stage: Fred Waring and His
a second week record with Pennsylvanians.
the Rodeo was at the Boston Garden,
Gross: $26,000. (Average,
a gross of $15,000. Average is
the Auto Show at Mechanics' Hall $12,000 on a first week. The picture $20,000)"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
and four legitimate shows played to was moved to the Allen for a third
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME — (3,500),
.30c-35c-42c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
capacity business. This figure is $7,- consecutive downtown week.
000 above average.
$15,000. (Average, $12,000)
Total first run business was $66,000. "THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
The same program at Loew's State
WARNERS' LAKE— (800). 25c -35c, 3
drew $16,000, or $5,000 above Average is $61,500.
days. Gross: $800. (Average, 7 days,
average.
Estimated takings for the week end$2 500)
ing Nov. 5 :
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
"Breakfast for Two," with "Lancer
WARNERS' LAKE— (800), 25c -35c, 4
"CHARLIE
CHAN
ON
BROADWAY"
Spy," held for a second week at the
days.
Gross: $1,200. (Average, 7 days,
(20th-Fox)
RKO Memorial, took $14,200. AverALLEN— (3,000), 30c-35c-42c-55c, 7 days. $2,500)
age is $12,000.
"Life of Emile Zola," second run,
'^ZoXsi'' Sma
and "Over the Goal," first run, playsh
ing at the Paramount grossed $9,000, "Truth"
with
above average by $2,100. The same
program took $5,600 at the Fenway,
above the line by $1,100. "Sea
Detroit
Draw
Racketeers" and "Boots and Saddles"
Le
ad
s
$9
,4
00
at the Hub took $6,300. Average is
$5,500.
Total first run business was $108,With
$12,600
In Washington
200. Average, $96,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 4:
Detroit, Nov. 11. — "The Life of
Washington, Nov. 11. — "The Aw"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
Emile Zola" proved a smash hit at
(2nd run)
ful Truth" was a bright standout in The
Madison with a take of $12,600
the general first run gloom with a
"OVER THE GOAL" (W. B.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c -50c, 7 days. Gross: take of $9,400 at the Metropolitan. This was more than double par.
$5,600. (Average, $4,500)
"Lost Horizon," with Eddie PeaThis was $5,100 over normal.
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
body heading a stage show, held up
"LANCER SPY" (20th-Fox)
Only one other house reached nor- to
$23,200 at the Fox in its second
RKO MEMORIAI^(2,907), 25c- 50c- 65c. 7
mal. This was the Earle where "The week. This was $3,200 over a first
days. Gross: $14,200. (Average, $12,000)
Perfect Specimen" and a stage show
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
headed by Block and Sully grossed week par. "The Perfect Specimen,"
"LEAGUE
OF FRIGHTENED MEN"
(Columbia)
with a stage show headed by StoopORPHEUM—
(2,970), 25c-45c-65c,
$18,400.
Total first run business was $59,600. naglc and Budd, garnered $24,500, up
7 LOEW'S
days. Gross:
$19,000. (Average,
$12,000)
by $4,500, at the Michigan.
Average is $73,700.
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
Total first run business was $79,Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
"LEAGUE
OF (Columbia)
FRIGHTENED MEN"
400. Average is $65,000.
Five Days Ending Nov. 2:
LOEW'S STATI^(3,537), 25c-45c-65c, 7
Estimated takings for the week enddays. Ooss: $16,000. (Average, $11,000)
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
ing Nov. 4 :
"ANGEL" (Paramount)
RKO-KEITH'S—
(1,836),
25c-55c
4-2/3
"KING SOLOMON'S MINES" (G. B.)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332) 35c-55c-7Sc, 7 days. Gross: $4,000. (Average, 7 days,
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (2(tth-Fox)
days. Stage: Jimmy Savo and Helen Mor- $10,600)
gan. Gross: $19,000. (Average, $22,000)
ADAMS— (1,770), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Six
Days
Ending
Nov.
3:
$4,100. (Average,
$5,000)
"LIFE OF EMILE
ZOLA" (W. B.)
"LOST HORION"
(Col.)
(2nd run)
'THE BRIDE
WORE
RED" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-75c, 7 days, 2nd week.
"OVER THE GOAL" (W. B.)
LOEW'S
COLUMBIA—
(1,243),
25c-40c,
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days. 6 days. Gross: $3,100. (Average, 7 days, Stage: Eddie Pea body, John Hale, Helen
Gross: $9,100. (Average, $7,000)
Reynolds, 3 Nonchalants, Dorothy Crocker. Gross: $23,200. (Average, $20,000)
$3,600)
"FIGHT FOR THE LADY" (RKO)
Week
Ending
Nov.
3:
"PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
RKO
BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-55c-75c, 7
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days.
days. Stage: Morton Downey. Gross: $19,- "THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
000. (Average, $22 000)
Stoopnagle & Budd, 4 Craddocks,
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c 7 Stage:
days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,100. (Average, Kay, Katya & Kay, Donatella Bros. &
"SEA RACKETEER" (Republic)
first week, $15,900)
Carmen, Rav Ruling, Gross: $24,500. (Av"BOOTS AND SADDLES" (Republic)
erage. $20,000)
HUB— (950), 20c-30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Week
Ending
Nov.
4:
"WEST "BIG
OF SHOT"
SHANGHAI"
$6,300. (Average, $5,500)
(W. B.)(W. B.)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN"
(F. N.)
STATE—
(3,000),
10c-40c,
7 davs. Gross:
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
Fined for Sunday Show
Block & Sully, Marjorie CJainsworth; Harris, Clair & Shannon; Houston & Harden; "LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
Ireton, la., Nov. 11.— Charles Reed, the Four Ortons. Gross: $18,400. (Average.
UNITED ARTISTS— (2.070). 15c-65c, 1
days. 2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average.
operator of the Community here, was $18,400)
"HEIDI"
(20th-Fox)
$10,000)
fined $1 and costs by Mayor John
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
LOEW'S CAPITOL^(3 434). 25c-66c, 7
Viotho, when he pleaded guilty of days.
MADISON—
15c-65c,
Stage: Salici Puppets, Harry Rose, Gross:
$12,600. (2,000),
(Average,
$5,000) 7 days.
violation of the Sunday ordinance pro- Jane Pickens, Alexander & Santos Revue.
hibiting operation of theatres on Sun- Gross: $16,600. (Average, $20,900)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
day. He has operated his theatre on
No Trustee
METROPOLITAN— (1,591), 25c-40c. 7 To Name
Sunday nights since October 3. He days
(continuation run). Gross: $9,400.
For Madison
Theatre
is circulating a petition for Sunday (Average, first-run, $4,300)
films to be presented to the City
Milwaukee, Nov. 11. — No trustee
Council at the next meeting.
for the Capitol Theatre property at
Duchess Back on Screen
Madison will be named for the presTo Film Prize Novel
Toronto. Nov. 11. — The Duchess of
ent, Federal Judge F. A. Geiger ruled
Mexico City, Nov. 11.— "El Indio" Windsor is back on the screens of here in connection with a request for
("The Indian"), the Mexican folk- Canada in newsreel shots without re- a reorganization plan by the Capitol
striction of censor boards which, for Investment Co., owner of the property.
lore novel which created something
of a stir in the United States and has sorne months, had cut every shot in
A group of first mortgage bondbeen awarded the 1937 prize for which the wife of the ex-King of
holders isreported to have filed a peliterature in Mexico, author of which Britain had been apparent. No antition requesting certain concessions in
nouncement was made by the Ontario the financial reorganization plan preis Gregorio Lopez y Fuentes, managsented to the court by the company,
ing editor of a local newspaper, is to Board that the ban had been raised
be made into a film this fall, with the and her reappearance on the screen which is scheduled for hearing here
aid of the Federal Government.
"brought no comment from newspapers. early in December.

Boston

Houses

"Stage
Door"
Philadelphia

Hit,

$21,500

Philadelphia, Nov. 11. — "Stage
Door" was the winner for the week,
knocking off a big $21,500 at the
Stanley and holding a second week.
Together with the combination at the
Earle — "Make a Wish" on the screen
and a variety show on the stage — it
provided the only local jubilation. The
Earle bill put $19,500 into the till.
The rest of the town was so-so, or
worse, with several good prospects
dropping at the ticket window. The
Arcadia was disappointed with its
first run of "Something to Sing
About." The attempt to stretch it into two weeks flopped to a total gross
of $3,200 for 10 days.
"Angel" folded its wings at the Fox
with a
"Stand-In"
didn't
live weak
up to $9,500.
expectations
at the
Aldine and got only a week at $8,500.
"Lancer Spy" received good notices,
but couldn't beat $5,200 at the Stanton.
Total first run business was $88,400.
Average is $85,160.
Estimated takings for the week end(U. A.)
ing Nov."STAND-IN"
4:
ALDINE—
40c-5Sc-65c,
Gross:
$8,500.(1,300),
(Average,
$8,160) 7 days.
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT"
N.)
ARCADIA— (600),(G. 25c-40c-50c,
10 days.
Gross: $3,200. (Average, 7 days. $2,800)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-5Sc-65c, 8 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $14,500. (Average, 7 days,
$14,000) "MAKE A WISH" (RKO)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-45c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: Georgia Price, Al Trahan, Mary
Small Yukona
Cameron.
Gross: $19,500.
"ANGEL"
(Para.)
(Average. $14,000)
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$9,500. (Average, $14,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
(2nd nin)
KARLTON—
OOO), 25c-40c-50c,
Gross:
$3,400. (1(Average,
$4,000) 7 days.
"DOUBLE WEDDING"
(M-G-M)
(2nd run)
KEITH'S—
(2,000),
30c-40c-50c,
Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000) 7 days.
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
STANLEY—
40c-55c-65c,
Gross: $21,500. (3,700),
(Average,
$14,000) 7 days.
"LANCER SPY" (20th-Fox)
STANTON—
30c-40c-50c,
Gross:
$5,200. (1,700),
(Average,
$7 000) 7 days.

Denver's Club Plans
Full Winter Program
Denver, Nov. 11. — Plans for an
eventful winter season are being completed by the Rocky Mountain Screen
Club. Included is the addition of another room to their headquarters in
the Cosmopolitan Hotel here.
Chet Bell, Dave Cockrill and Ross
Bluck are planning a dinner dance for
the group on Dec. 28. The affair will
be held in the Silver Glade of the
Cosmopolitan.
The system tried out last spring of
having hosts for every Saturday
night, to provide games and activities,
will be continued, with hosts being
chosen for Wednesday nights also.
The theatre groups and exchanges
take over the club rooms on Friday
nights for parties for employes. The
series started Nov. 6, when C. W.
and Mrs. Anderson entertained for
the Civic theatre group.
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Production

Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the Play by Jacques Deval
English Version by Robert E. Sherwood • Music by Max Steiner
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Is
"Specimen''
Grosser
Best
On

the

Coast

Los Angeles, Nov. 11. — "The Perfect Specimen," on a dual with "Escape by Night," was the big noise of
the week, taking $16,632 at Warners'
Hollywood and 1 15,985 at the Downtown. The former was $2,632 over par
and the latter $3,985.
"Ali Baba Goes to Town," with
"Borrowing Trouble" at Loew's State,
was the only other attraction to make
a dent in the general dullness. At the
Chinese the same bill was only slightly
over par on a take of $12,561. "Hurricane" took an average $17,000 at the
Carthay Circle.
Total first run business was $113,320. Average is $107,950.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 10 :
"HURRICANE" (U. A.)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), 50c-$1.50, 6
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $17,000)
"AU BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
$12,561. (Average, $12,500)
"MADAM X" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900), 40c-55c, 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $2,305. (Average, $3,250)
"THE BALTIC DEPUTY" (Amkino)
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,200. (Average, $1,200)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
(Columbia)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"AH BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (20th.Fox)
LOEW'S
STAT&-(2,50O),
30c-75c, 7 days.
Gross:
$15,337.
(Average, $14,000)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH
VILLAGE"
(Columbia)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $6,800. (Average, $8,000)
"HIGH, WIDE
AND HANDSOME"
(Pareunount)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c -650, 7 days.
Stage: F. & M. Revue, Everett Marshall,
Novelle Bros.. Jay Whidden and orchestra.
Gross: $17,500. (Average, $18,000)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
"ESCAPE BY NIGHT" (RepubUc)
WARNER
BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000),
30c-65c,
$14,000) 7 days. Gross: $16,632. (Average,
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
"ESCAPE BY NIGHT" (Republic)
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,400),
3(c-65c,
$12,000) 7 days. Gross: $15,985. (Average
New

Mexico

Picture

Company
Organized
Mexico City, Nov. 11.— Another
production and distribution company,
Productores Unidos, S.A., has been
organized here with the consolidation
of two enterprises, Compania Mexicana de Peliculas and Producciones
Sanchez Tello. Fernando de Fuentes,
director, is president, and Alfonso
Sanchez Tello, producer, is general
manager of the company.
The enterprise has started making
two features, "Bajo el Cielo de
Mexico" ("Under the Mexican
Sky") and "Los Millones de Chaflan"
("Chaflan's Millions").
Order 35 Cuts in Ohio
Columbus, Nov. 11.— The censors
reviewed a total of 672 reels in October, and ordered 35 eliminations.
This compares with 687 reels and 37
eliminations in September of this
year, and 768 reels with 49 eliminations in the five-week period through
October, 1936.

PICTURE

"Double

Wedding"

Indianapolis

Lead.

Indianapolis, Nov. 11. — "Double
Wedding,"
$9,500ledat the
Loew's,
where
normaltaking
is $7,000,
local
first run parade in a week that
brought substantial returns to all
houses.
"Counsel
for Crime" shared
the
bill with
it.
"The Life of Emile Zola" went
$1,000 to the good at the Circle, where
$5,500 was rung up. Also $1,000 upstairs was "The atPerfect
Specimen"
with vaudeville
the Lyric.
The
combination drew $9,000.
"Heidi" and "Behind the Mike"
gave the Indiana $7,000, which is par.
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," dualed
with "Charlie Chan on Broadway,"
held up well at the Apollo in their
second week, drawing $3,000. The
weather was mild.
Total first run business was $34,000.
Average is $30,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Oct. 29 :
"WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE"
(20th-Fox)
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
(20th-Fox)
APOLLO^(1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Brought
from Indiana for second week. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $4,000)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
CIRCLE^(2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,500. (Average, $4,500)
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
"BEHIND THE MIKE" (Univ.)
INDIANA— (3,200), 25c -400, 7 days. Gross:
$7,000. (Average, $7,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
LOEW'S-(2,800),
25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$9,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W.B.)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
.t8,000)
"Follies of 1937." Gross: $9,000. (Average

"Ali

Baba"

Winner

$7,000

at Houston

Houston, Nov. 11.— "Ali Baba Goes
to Town" brought the Majestic into
the money class last week. The take
was $12,000 in nine days. Average
is $7,000 for seven days.
"52nd Street" at the Metropolitan
grossed an average $7,000. "Live,
Love and Learn" at Loew's dropped
off $1,000, taking only $6,000.
The weather was ideal Indian summer.
Total first run business was $29,800. Average is $26,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 3 :
"IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD"
(Col.)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-55c, 4 days. Gross:
$2,700.
(Average. 7 days, $5,000)
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (20th-Fox)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
$2,100. (Average, 7 days, $5,000)
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(2,700),$7,000)
25c-50c, 7 days.
Gross:
$6,000.STATE—
(Average,
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2,250), 25c-50c, 9 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, 7 days, $7,000)
"5ZND STREET" (U. A.)
METROPOLITAN— (2,600), 25c-50c, 7
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)

"AU

9

Baba"

$12,000
Kansas

Is

Top,
City

Kansas City, Nov. 11.— "Ali Baba
Goes To Town" led the town in a
poor week for first runs, taking $12,000, $5,000 over the line at the Fox
Tower.
"Heidi," in its second week, and
"Carnival Queen" in its first at the
Fox Uptown did |4,200, $200 up, and
were held, making it the third go for
the No. 1 film.
Other first runs were lonesome at
the box-office. The weather was normal except for rain Thursday, the last
day,
but "Tovarich,"orchestra
H. G. Wells,
and
the Philharmonic
provided

"Ali

Baba"

$16,000,

Pulls

Buffalo

Buffalo, Nov. 11. — "Ali Baba Goes
to Town" at the Great Lakes, went
out in front in its first week with a
$16,000 draw, just double par.
"Prisoner of Zenda" yanked $15,500
through
Buffalo'sa wicket
week andthe showed
$1,500 election
margin
over average figures. "100 Men and
a Girl" had a strong second week at
the Lafayette where it rolled up a
gross of $9,500 to beat par by $3,000.
Total first run business was approximately $55,800. Average is

Estimated takings for the week end$42,300.
ing Nov. 6 : OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
"PRISONER
BUFFALO — (3,000), 35c-60c, 7 days.
Gross: $1S,5C0. (Average, $14,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
GREAT$16 000.
LAKES—
(3,000),$8,000)
3Sc-50c, 7 days.
Gross:
(Average,
"ANGEL"
(Paramount)
competition.
Total first run business (excluding
HIPPODROME—
(2,500),$7,500)
30c-50c, 7 days.
Empress) was $33,000. Average is Gross:
$6,500. (Average,
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
Estimated takings :
"BORNEO"
(20th-Fox)
(20- Fox)
$34,000.
Week Ending Nov. 3:
CENTURY
(3,000), $6,300)
25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross:
$8,300. — (Average,
"SOMETHING
TO SING ABOUT"
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Universal)
LAFAYETTE—
(3,300), $6,500)
25c-35c, 7 days
N.) LOVE" (Col.) Gros»:
"LIFE BEGINS (G.WITH
$9,500. (Average,
MIDLAND— (4,000), 2Sc-40c, 6 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, 6 days, $10,000)
Week"ANGEL"
Ending (Para.)
Nov. 4:
French Films Gain
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
Ground
in Austria
MAINSTREET—
(3,100), $825c-40c,
7 days.
Gross:
$6,700. (Average,
000)
By HANS LORANT
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W. B.)
Vienna, Nov. 1. — French films
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (W. B.)
NEWMAN— (1,900), 25c-40c.
7 days. have gained ground to a marked exGross: $3,600. (Average, $5,000)
tent among Austrian audiences, and
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
as the new season gets under way,
(aWh-Fox)
FOX— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
present potentially formidHenri Therrien, Morey Amsterdam, Stan- appearabletocompetition
to American product
ley Brothers, Harkin (Tliristie & Co. Gross: in this country. Thus far, only a few
$12 000. (Average,
$7,000)
"HEIDI" (ZWh-Fox)
I rcnch films have been released here,
"CARNIVAL QUEEN" (Univ.)
but those shown have enjoyed unUPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
usual popularity.
week for "Heidi." Gross: $4,200. (AverFive
French films have been reage, $4,000)
leased already this season, which
Week Ending Nov. 5:
was the total number from that
"GAMBLING WITH SOULS"
country shown during the whole of
(Jay Dee Kay Prods.)
last season. As the new season opens,
EMPRESS—
Gross:
$5,900. (1,500), 25c, 7 days, 2nd week. American product, with the exception
Shift Jefferson Managers
Port Arthur, Tex., Nov. 11. — John
Simmons, former manager of the
Pearce, has been named manager
of the Texan by Morris Clemmons,
Port Arthur manager for the Jefferson Amusement Co. Simmons succeeds Johnny Stanfill, resigned. Hoyt
Simmons is the new manager of the
Pearce. Herbert Trahan has been
made manager of the Majestic here.
Deny Commercial Intent
Mexico City, Nov. 11. — Reports
that it is backing film production for
commercial ends are denied by the
Federal Labor Dep't., which asserts
that it has not monetary interest in
the picture business and that pictures
made under Government auspices are
of an educational or tourist attracting nature. Such pictures are all
shorts.

of "The Good Earth," has been comparatively weak.
Twentieth Century-Fox is understood to be desirous of dubbing a
large part of its product in this
country, but is virtually compelled to
do so in Germany, in order thus to
employ a large amount of frozen
capital in that country. In Austria
dubliing costs approximately 15,000
schillings whereas in Germany the
same work costs 70,000 schillings.
Patterson in New Post
Boston, Nov. 11. — Charles Patterson, recently assistant publicity manager for the three local RKO theatres,
has been appointed manager of the
Colonial in Belfast, Me., by Sam Kurson, general manager of the Graphic
Theatre Circuit. Patterson was manager of the Brandon in Brandon, Vt.,
during the summer. He was succeeded there by Pearce Parkhurst.

E. E. Webber Buys House
Take Boston Union Poll
Kansas City, Nov. 11. — E. E.
Webber who operates the Mary Lue,
Start Argentine Studio
Boston, Nov. 11. — State labor ofWashington, Nov. 11. — Argentine
ficials are polling Boston theatres in has purchased the Colonial, another
an
effort
to establish whether or not suburban house here, from W. D. FulSono Film, largest Argentine proton. The Colonial was the first of
ducer, has started construction of its the new Theatre Workers' local of the
new studios to be erected in San A. F. of L. has a membership of bet- the group of houses acquired by Fulton in Kansas City, and he has operIsidro, a suburb of Buenos Aires, acter than 50 per cent of involved emated it about eight years. Its sale recording to a report from the comployes. Theatre circuits have been
duced to eight the number of units in
mercial attache there to the U. S. holding of? recognition and therefore
the Fulton circuit.
Dep't of Commerce.
bargaining on wage and hour demands.
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Variety

Overseas

Club

Previews

''Starlets''
{Vitaphone)
Here is another two-reeler that
should have the same success as its
predecessors since it is wholly acted *'Les Perles de la Couronne"
by a pleasant assortment of children
of the Crown")
who perform well. The youngsters ("Pearls
(Iinpcria-FUms Sonores Tobis)
are cast in a light fantasy in which,
Paris^ Nov. 3. — This film is viewed here as probably the outstanding
by looking through a telescope, they
can see their futures. Many of them French picture since "Carnival in Flanders." Written, directed and
desire to become actors and as they produced by Sacha Guitry, well-known French author, it represents
peer the film dissolves to a setting something new in technique wdiich, at first, may disconcert film audiences accustomed to the accepted production form.
their respecwhere they can all dotime,
20 mins.
tive stufif. Running
"Les Perles de la Couronne," from such a point of view, is most
"G."
original. It is a kind of compromise between screen and the stage.
Some parts of the production are literally a photographed stage play.
Others are a silent film with the sound furnished in witty commentary
''Screen Snapshots 17-2"
{Columbia)
by
Guitry himself.
Players fishing at the Rainbow
The film relates the history, through four centuries, of seven pearls
Angling Club, a brief glimpse of the given by Pope Clement VII to his niece, Catherine de Medici, who,
honeyMary Pickford-Buddy Rogers animals,
later, as queen of France and widow of the French king, Henry II, gave
moon trip, Frank Buck and
new homes in and about Hollywood them to Mary Stuart. The pearls were stolen at the death of the unfortunate queen : four of them were found and added to the Crown of
and a swimming party at the Sunset
Plaza serve to show brief shots of England by Queen Victoria. The story of the three other pearls is
approximately 38 screen luminaries in shown from the year 1587 until 1937. The last scene is on board the
this issue which should have regular Nonnandie, when the last pearl is returned to the bottom of the sea.
nce. Running time, 10 mins.
accepta
This historical display, which mixes real facts with the imaginary, is
"G."
not handled as an ordinary historical film. There is in it, above all, the
witty and deep humor of Guitry, who never takes anything seriously,
"All-American Drawand who seems to find even a humorous side to the deepest tragedies
of history.
(Vitaphone)
Although it runs for two hours and in spite of the fact that some
back"
Charlie McCarthy, the dummy, scenes are weaker than some others, the film is never boring. It goes
whose fame in radio is widespread,
and which should draw audiences in from modern times to the past centuries and vice versa. The main features are the outstanding dialogue by Guitry and the acting which casts
to see this short, manages some aver- nearly all the French stars of stage and of the screen. Guitry plays four
age comedy moments as the star foot-.
parts, Ermete Zaccone, well-known Italian actor, plays Pope Clement
ball player at Flunk Well University
The comedy is pretty obvious, but the VII ; Lynn Harding, the British actor, is excellent as Henry VIII and
ventriloquism of Edgar Bergen is the different from the Charles Laughton interpretation. Jacqueline Delubac
thing. It should be found agreeable. (Mrs. Guitry) and Yvette Dienne, British actress, play three parts each.
The film is alternately spoken in French, Italian and English, but,
Running time, 11 mins. "G."
because of Guitry's type of commentary, is easy of understanding. Direction lacks unity and balance, but the general reaction to the film is that
"Vitaphone Pictorial
it
is
unusual and a delightful entertainment.
Revue No. 3"
(Vitaphone)
Running time, 115 minutes. "A."
The training of retrievers, a rodeo
horse
various
with
in Hollywood
the manu- ''Un Garnet de Bal"
taking part and of
opera stars an
articles
assortment
facture of
from plastics make up this reel. The ("Danc
e Program")
last named is in color. It is a good (Films Vog)
nothwith
but
material
collection of
Paris, Nov. 3. — After "Poil de Garotte," "Le Bandera" and "Pepe
ing particularly outstanding. Running
Le
Moko," Julien Duvivier once again hits the mark, this time with
time, 10 mins. "G."
"Un Garnet de Bal," which was awarded the Duce Cup for the best
foreign film at the Venice International Film Biennial. Not only did
"The Fire Plug"
Duvivier direct this film, but he also wrote the original story and
screenplay.
(Coiuinbia)
The old grey fire mare proves her
If the action is somewhat lacking in unity — and the film appears to
worth when, following her retirement,
she not only makes a comeback but be a series of sketches, loosely joined by the central figure in the story —
also saves the life of the fire chief. this defect is easily counterbalanced by the many excellent qualities of
The cartoon is a Scrappy item and is acting, photography and sound effects.
spectacularly animated and generally
The story revolves around a woman, Christine, who, on the death
entertaining. Running time, 6 mins.
"G."
of her husband, finds a dance program — a souvenir of her first ball —
signed by 10 men, who, at that time, were in love with her. She decides
to find out what has become of them and starts out on her search. None
"Timherland Revels"
of them has fulfilled the ambitions once held and Christine returns home,
(Columbia)
There is nothing much to this short disappointed. At the end of her search, however, she meets the orphan
outside of the singing of Sid Gary. son of one of the men, her favorite, and she adopts him.
The principal character is played by Marie Bell, of the Comedie FranHe sings much better than he photographs. It is set in a backwoods lo- qaise and she is ably supported by a remarkably good all-around cast.
cale and while it is tuneful it never
Franqoise Rosay, as a mentally unbalanced woman, is, as usual, excelseems to get anywhere. Running time,
lent. Louis Jouvet is perfectly cast as a cynical night club owener and
10 mins. "G."
"gentleman" burglar, while Harry Baur gives a fine portrayal of a
Dominican priest. As for Pierre Blancliar, he is remarkable in the
role
of an abortionist and a nervous wreck. Pierre Richard Willm is
"City of the Golden Gate"
(C olumbia)
A general assortment of scenes in to be seen as a mountain guide, while the well-known comedians,
and about San Francisco. They are Raimu, as mayor of a small town, and Fernandel, as a hairdresser, supdone in Cinecolor which at times is
ply the humor. The boy star of "Poll de Garotte," Robert Lynen, makes
both good and poor. The comment is a short appearance as Jacques, the orphan whom Christine finally adopts.
Technical work and photography are first class. In the scene in
interesting and the city is revealed in
its civic, industrial and cosmopolitan which Christine dreams of her first ball, the dancers are seen revolving
(Continued on page 12)
aspects. Running time, 9}/2 mins. "G."

Cleveland
Cleveland, Nov. 11.- — Qeveland Variety Club will hold its fourth annual
banquet and ball on Dec. 3 at the
Mayfair
Casino. Nat
Wolf,
Warner zone manager,
has been
appointed
general chairman by Chief Barker
M. B. HoRWiTz. Wolf has named
the following committees :
General arrangements, Nat Wolf,
chairman; Harry Goldstein, Frank
Boyd ; entertainment, Nat Holt,
chairman ; Maurice Spitalny, _ Bill
Shartin ; ticket sale and seating, I. J.
ScHMERTz, chairman; J. S. Jossey,
Jack Shulman, Nat Barach ; program, Frank Drew, chairman ;
Henry Greenberger, Mrs. Georgia
Moffett ; publicity, Sidney Dannenberg, chairman ; Charlie Deardourff, Milton Harris, Fred Meier,
Al Gregg ; decorations, Dave Miller, chairman ; Myer Fine, Maurice
Rappaport, Jess Fishman; reception, Jerome Friedlander, chairman ;
Bert Stearn, G. W. Erdmann, Jack
SoGG, John Himmelein, Fred Rose\^LT, and Joe Leavitt.
Dallas
Dallas, Nov. 11. — There were 88
entrants at the second fall golf tournament held at the Dallas Country Club.
More than 200 attended the dinner
which followed.
Bob O'Donnell was master of ceremonies. First prize went to Stanley
Swift, second to C. H. Stewart, third
to Ben Bedford. Jack Russell took
the low gross award.
Des Moines
Des Moines, Nov. 11. — Variety
Club members from Kansas City, Minneapolis, Chicago and Omaha came
to Des Moines for the recent golf
tournament staged at the Wakonda
Club by the Des Moines Variety
Club. There were 142 at the club
grounds for the tournament and 200
attended the stag banquet held in the
Savery Hotel ballroom in the evening. The banquet
tertainment inthe was
club follovi^ed
rooms. by enNov. 22 has been selected as the
date for the club's annual party for
shut-ins and the club is planning to
provide transportation for 1,500 persons, who will be taken to the Paramount, where a free stage show, vaudeville and pictures will be given for
their entertainment.
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Nov. 11. — Jack
Beresin, head of Berlo Vending Co.,
has been elected chief barker of Tent
No. 13. Beresin will take over his
post at the Dec. 12 dinner.
Announced as attending the Dec. 12
function are : James A. Farley,
Thomas E. Dewey, Jimmy Walker
and Boake Carter.
On the entertainment side will be
Jimmy Durante as ringmaster,
Patsy Flick as m. c. ; Ina Ray
HuTTON and band, Benny Goodman
and quartet and Hal LeRoy, among
others. Ted Schlanger is general
chairman of the dinner committee.
The seating capacity of the Bellevue-Stratford has been limited to 1,200
with 800 tickets already sold.
Other officers elected were : First
assistant chief barker, Lewen Pizor ;
second assistant chief barker, David
SupowiTZ ; property man, Sam Gross ;
dough guy, Ben Amsterdam.
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{Continued from page 1)

the principal reason for Schenck's projected visit. As a matter of fact, it is
understood preliminaries on the new
deal already have been aired in New
York. Schenck is traveling here on
his usual annual visit to the studio.
As soon as he returns east, however,
he will again discuss contracts with
Bernstein and Rubin. There is no particular hurry, it was indicated, smce
the agreements of both Loew executives do not expire until the latter
part of 1938. Then, it is pointed out,
the employment contracts will have
to be approved by stockholders as in
the case of Schenck himself last year.
Prior to his leaving the east,
Schenck is reported to have conferred
with David O. Selznick on rejoining
M-G-M. Mayer has previously expressed himself as desirous of having
his son-in-law back on the lot. Selznick's last film for M-G-M was
"David Copperfield," which brought
Freddie Bartholomew into prominence.
Corporation a Factor
The new angle, if Selznick should
decide to return, is whether he will
give up Selznick International or use
the name of the company as a production unit on the lot. Schenck, it is believed, has information on this and
will talk it over with Mayer. Selznick, on the other hand, is expected
not to relinquish his corporate identity.
Reports from New York insist Selznick has been discussing an extension
of his U. A. pact with Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda and will
not make a decision until the two producers conclude conferences for the
purchase of control of U. A. If Selznick is offered terms to his liking by
Goldwyn and Korda, he may stay. If
he decides against continuing with the
company after two more pictures, the
odds, as viewed here, are that Selznick
will find his way back to M-G-M.

Allied States Ass'n in a national exhibitor meeting to be called in the
near future to agree on a trade practice code and means of obtaining distributor acceptance of one, it was indicated here.
Kuykendall has just completed a
six-week national tour, during which
he conferred with or received reports
from 17 regional exhibitor organizations on their views with respect to
trade practice regulation and the
means of obtaining it. M.P.T.O.A.
officials have been informed that there
was no unanimity of exhibitor views
on the desirability of adoption of the
M.P.T.O.A.'s 10-point program in its
present form given to Kuykendall in
the course of the trip. Many organizations influential in M.P.T.O.A. affairs are known to be lukewarm on
parts of the 10-point program and
outspokenly opposed to other parts of
it.
This situation may have induced
Kuykendall to accept the I.T.O.A. bid
to meet with a still greater exhibitor
representation which had as its aim
the drafting of a trade practice code
which would command more solid exliibitor support, it was suggested. Revision of the M.P.T.O.A.'s 10-point
program now appears to be inevitable.
Much of it may be salvaged, it is felt
in many exhibitor quarters, but vital
changes may be incorporated in it
either with or without a joint national exhibitor conference.

"Hurricane" in Phila.
"The Hurricane" opened last night
at_ the Locust, Philadelphia, for the
third roadshow engagement. On Nov.
5 the picture premiered at the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, and last
Tuesday at the Astor on Broadway.
Tonight, the Gary, San Francisco,
will start an indefinite run of the twoa-day film. The Chicago date and theatre will be set in a few days.
_ A complete sellout, even on standing room, is reported by United
Artists for the first two performances
of "The Hurricane" at the Astor
after the opening. The home office
also claims the advance sale to date
the largest at the house in six months.

Flash

Previews

"Swing It, Professor"— A story of
the innoc
ent chap who ventures into
the underworld in pursuit of his lady
love. Pinky Tomlin.
"The
of Missing Men"—
Another Legion
French Foreig
n Legion yarn,
this one featuring two brothers involved with a cafe singer.
_ These films will be reviewed in full
tn a coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.

Board Approval Needed
M.P.T.O.A. spokesmen here point
out, however, that Kuvkendall could
not commit the organization to a revised trade practice plan without the
approval of the M.P.T.O.A. board of
directors. Kuykendall plans to call a
meeting of the board in December
but, if the three-cornered exhibitor
conference intervenes, which it may,
the meeting probably would not be
called until January. Kuykendall
plans to be in Washington during the
special session of Congress, opening
on Monday, and is also scheduled to
address the semi-annual convention of
the M.P.T.O. of North and South
Carolina at Pinehurst, Dec. 6 and 7
The M.P.T.O.A. president, thus,
might be available for a national exhibitor meeting in the east at any
time during tlie next month or six
weeks.

Overseas

Hollywood, Nov. 11. — "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs,"
Walt Disney's feature, vnll
have its premiere at the
Carthay Circle shortly before
Christmas, it was stated here
today by RKO. The exact
day has not been set. A twoa-day policy will be in effect.

Berman

Pinch

Hits

Will

Join

as Producer

(Continued from page 1)
the coast. Other reports had linked
Le Roy with RKO as a possible successor to Sam Briskin in charge of
all production.
Le Roy will take with him to MG-M at least three valuable stories
and several important personal contracts. The properties include Jack
London's novel, "The Sea Wolf,"
"Who Asked to be Born" and a story

tentatively titled "The Fourth EsUntil Head Chosen
(Continued from page 1)
boys contract
featured by
in "Dead
areTheunder
virtue End"
of a
is running the studio, as detailed on loan deal with Samuel Goldwyn. Le
several
Daily. occasions in Motion Picture Roy holds the personal contracts of
Fernand Gravet, Kenny Baker, Lana
In the meantime, discussions are Turner, Vicki Lester, Brian Aherne,
being conducted by Spitz with of- Robert Sinclair, director ; Irving
ficially undisclosed candidates for the Brecher and Leonardo Bercovici, the
Briskin post. These meetings are not latter two being writers.
being held at the studio.
A statement issued by Le Roy totate."
day said, "It is with sincere regret
Committee
Will Get
that I leave my many friends and associates at Warners where all have
Film Bill Next Week been most helpful to me in my work
(Continued from page 1 )
over a period of years and to whom
plea for separate quota proposals, but I am deeply indebted for their support
no agreement has been reached as yet. and cooperation." He spent most of
The producers, meanwhile, have sent the day at Warners conferring with
a resolution to the Government ex- Jack and Harry Warner.
pressing regret at the reduction in the
distributor and exhibitor quotas for
Tax
the current year. The group de- Deny Oklahoma
clared, "It is a serious blow to the Reduced
Attendance
employment and development of the
Oklahoma City, Nov. 11. — L. D.
The group pleaded for the adoption Melton, director of research of the
Oklahoma Tax Commission, told
industry."
of separate quotas and provisions members
of the Oklahoma M. P. T. O.
which would make for greater flex- in session at the Biltmore Hotel that
ibility in the administration of the
new law.
the two
per centhadsales
on theatre admissions
not tax
caused
any
The joint deputation representative
slump
in
attendance.
He
said
|130,000
of producer, exhibitor and labor
branches of the industry will meet had been received by the commission
with Oliver Stanley, president of the from theatres and tent shows. Ninety
per cent of this was paid by film
Board of Trade, tomorrow.
houses. Melton said.
"Absorbing the tax by an exhibiDelay Warner Meeting
tor," in the opinion of Morris LoewWith Harry M. Warner, president,
and Albert Warner now on the coast, enstein, association president, "is a
form of unfair competition when one
the regular board meeting of Warners, exhibitor requires payment of the two
scheduled for Nov. 23, is expected to
per cent tax from the patron and a
be postponed
until the executives re- nearby competitor absorbs the tax.
turn from Hollywood.
Director Melton told exhibitors that
The annual financial report, said to
be the best in years, is due within the the two per cent consumers' tax is
next fortnight.
payable on any prize award. Bank
Night award or cash award given by
any theatre or merchant.
Assign Carole Lombard
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Carole Lom- Fox Opens Varsity,
bard's next for Paramount will be
"Midnight," a story by Franz Schulz
Milwaukee
Theatre
and Edwin Justus Mayer. Georges
Rigaud, French actor, will play opMilwaukee, Nov. 11. — The latest
posite Miss Lombard.
link in Fox's circuit of more than 50
houses, the Varsity, new 1,000-seat
theatre located on the edge of the
today.
city's downtown district, opened here
Previews
Under the management of Joseph

M. Hickey,
formerly
the circuit's
Strand,
the house
has aof hybrid
policy
of first run double features on Sundays, second run single feature programs Mondays through Thursdays,
and second run double feature programs on Fridays and Saturdays.
The new house puts the circuit in
almost complete control of the downtown situation with its Wisconsin,
_ The honors awarded "Un Garnet de Bal" at Venice should be suffi- Palace, Strand, Garden and Miller
cient recommendation as to the exploitation value of this film, which is pitted against the independent Riverside, Warner- Saxe Princess, the Wardrawing great crowds in Paris.
ner and Otto Meister's Whitehouse,
Running time, 120 minutes. "A."
Autre the latter with 10-cent admissions.

''UnCarnet de Bat"
{Continued from page 10)
in slovi^ motion, a nev^^ idea with excellent results, and the bizarre photography and sound effect used in the Pierre Blanchar scenes, add an
even stronger atmosphere of depravity to the action. The excellent
musical score by Maurice Gaubert includes as leit-motive an unforgettable waltz.
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{Continued from page 1)
than Hollywood "names" would provide a better ether entertainment free,
which would keep even greater numbers away from theatres than may
be the case now.
The loss of box-office strength to
stars who appear at a disadvantage on
the air is suffered primarily by producers, Myers infers. He suggests
that exhibitors compile lists of stars
"who have given bad performances
over the air" and then "ascertain to
what extent those stars have diminished as box-office attractions," by
way of proving his point.
are convinced,"
says, would
"that
on "We
the basis
of the factshewhich
be disclosed, the producers will stipulate that their stars shall not go on
the air unless they have displayed such
aptitude for broadcasting that they
will not risk their box-office value by
doing so. This will eliminate all but
a few, most of whom came to the
movies from radio, and will save the
industry oodles of money."
Sees Congressional Aid
The Allied chairman holds that
"there is some indication that Congress, at the forthcoming regular
session, may undertake a revision of
the nuisance taxes" which, he believes,
would open the way for the industry
to initiate a move to obtain an increase in the Federal admission tax
exemption to 50 cents, instead of the
present 40-cent exemption. Such an
increase, he believes, would encourage
an instant rise in admission scales
throughout the country.
"Independent subsequent run exhibitors in some territories," Myers
declares, "now find that the 40-cent
exemption has frozen admission prices
so that it is impossible to put necessary increases into effect such as have
been resorted to in all other lines of
business. This is because first run,
high admission theatres have pegged
their admissions at 40 cents and the
subsequent runs are forced to maintain a price differential because of
their
lateness in showing the pictures,"
he contends.
Asks Opinions
Myers solicits letters on the subject
from his exhibitor readers, which may
be included in a petition or brief to
the Government in the event an industry move is inaugurated for an increase
in the tax exemption level. He points
out that such an increase would more
than compensate the Government for
any ticket tax loss by increasing income taxes.
The bulletin calls for suggestions
for a meeting of Allied leaders "at
some central point" in the near future
to discuss the alternate proposals in
AlHed's legislative program for the
purpose of guiding regional members
whose organizations have not yet acted
on the proposals.
The bulletin discusses the recent
settlement of the Philadelphia exhibitors'
strike" that
against
mount"buyers'
and concludes
thereParawas
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Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 18
{20th Century-Fox)
One of the few interviews with General Franco and his views on Spain
is recorded here, the films being especially posed. In the last shot, the
general is shown with his brother
mapping new war plans.
Considerable footage is devoted to
the passing of Ramsay McDonald. He
is seen in action at a peace conference and also during his visit here
four years ago. There are several sequences of a youth parade in Moscow
with Stalin as overseer. New features
in the army's recently developed gigantic planes are shown. Cutting
giant redwoods in California is interesting, but not new. There are a few
action moments in the Kansas-Nebraska pikskin tussle. Lew Lehr goes
catty and seems to enjoy telling what
a kitten is thinking of when she sees
herself in a mirror. Skating at an
indoor rink at Lake Placid serves as
a reminder to get those skates ready
for a hectic exhibition season ahead.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.

Parade

game of chess through a mirror attached to the mechanical lung. A
mattress of steel and asphalt is laid
over the banks at Reserve, La., in
preparation for imminent flood tides.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.
Paramount
No. 29

News

{Farainuunt )
A not particularly inspiring, but a
well diversified reel in content makes
up this issue of the Paramount reel,
highlighted by excellent angle shots of
fancy skating at Lake Placid and a
pictorial and verbal tribute to Ramsay MacDonald, former Prime Minister of England, who died this week.
Flashes of his trips to the United
States and his appearance at 10 Downing St. and with the late King George
V are concluded with an impressive bit
as MacDonald bids farewell to the
United States.
The other international news includes the military parade which celebrates the 25th year of independence
from Turkey of Salonica, Greek city,
and the Soviet anniversary celebration
of 20 years of the new regime. As
News of the Day
is usual with Russian festivities, the
Vol. 9, No. 216
clip gains impressiveness by reason of
the huge masses of people gathered in
(M-G-M)
Highlighting this issue is a forecast Red Square.
An exhibition of expensive furs, in
of the All-American team for football with sequences showing indi- a club setting, might have been improved with a feminine voice. For the
vidual plays by the members chosen
rest,
the
six-day bike riders are seen
to head the lineup. Women will probably go big for the fashion show, but opening their tough grind in Chicago;
when the men take a peek at a $75,000 Mrs. Mary K. Raffray is seen after
her divorce and prior to her marriage
wrap
by one mink.
of the models that's to Ernest Simpson ; Magda de Fona fur worn
of another
President Roosevelt makes an ap- tanges, self-styled friend of Mussolini, is besieged by cameramen on her
peal to aid the unemployed. A census is now under way to determine arrival here ; a new type of iron lung
what the number is. The passing of is demonstrated as planned for Frederick B. Snite, Jr., and President
Ramsay MacDonald brings forth sevRoosevelt
voices an appeal for cooperal clips showing him in action and
eration inthe jobless census.
also his visit to President Roosevelt
Running time, 10 mins.
A.
back in 1933.
Pictured also is the celebration of Pathe News
the 20th anniversary of the Soviet re- Vol. 9, No. 33
gime at Moscow. College students of (RKO)
California Tech battle it out in the
The second issue of the Pathe
mud for precious automobile tires
which bear a significance unexplained newsreel in its new dress and with
by Commentator Jean Paul King. the benefit of its new resources and
Frederick Smite, the boy who has accessories shows, as did the first, a
been forced to live in an iron lung for distinct improvement in news and entertainment values over earlier issues.
the past year, is shown at his home
at Miami Beach, where he plays a If the standard thus set is maintained,
a Paramount "victory" depends "on
the good faith shown by the company
in subsequent
negotiations" with individual exhibitors.
"It seems likely," the bulletin observes, "that good paper deals may
be made by exhibitors who are willing to sign up for Paramount's 19371938 product," but questions the type
of deals which can be made by those
who do not.

Myers sees
in can
the be"strike"
an instrument which
developed
by
exhibitors nationally and which, he
believes, should be "held ready for
future emergency use." He expresses
the hope that the mere staging of the
"strike" will act as a preventative
against unfair trade practices anywhere in the industry.
The recent Federal decree entered
no "victory" for either side. It adds, at Dallas in the minimum admission
liowever, that whether the settlement regulation case is hailed in the bulleremains a "draw" or is converted into
tin as "a good piece of work by the

Dep't of Justice" against the defendant distributors and circuits. Exception is taken, however, to that part
of the decree which permits distributors to contract for exclusive runs
and "time of exhibition" without understanding or agreement with any
other distributor or exhibitor. The

it is obvious that the Pathe reel ere
long will gain for itself a new and
higher place in newsreel ratings.
While no outstanding news event
presented itself for camera coverage
for the midweek issue, this release
does not lack for variety in the minor
news events and their presentation is
interest-compelling and animated.
The new dress, main title and subtitles, together with good narration,
photography and sound, all contribute
to
fast-paced
is "newsy"
in atempo
as wellreelaswhich
in content.
There are nine subjects in this release, the first of which is a "backstage"football
view ofstars
University
Pittsburgh
in their of
everyday
settings on the campus, a treatment
which suggests possibilities for regional news clips for mid week releases. An explanation of the purposes of the Federal census of the
unemployed is given by President
Roosevelt.
Ramsay
death
is recorded
with a MacDonald's
background
recalling his visits to America and
other events in his long career. Flood
control work on the Mississippi, New
York City's
complex
of aldermanic
votes
under tabulation
the proportional
representation system, the harvesting
of North Dakota's sugar beet crop,
motorized cattle "rustling" in the
modern manner, America's progress
in passenger air transportation and
the running of the Epsom Handicap
at
reel. Sydney, Australia, complete the
Running time, 9 min.
Universal
No. 614

K.

News

( U niversal )
Universal's reel has nine varied
topics in the latest release, but apparently there was a dearth of dramatic
news. The principal action is furnished by the Navy-Columbia football
game which is well handled.
Feminine appeal is provided by a
series of bathing suit models with
comment by Graham McNamee.
A parade of men carrying flags
down 5th Ave. is just another parade.
President Roosevelt discussing the unemployment census is good because
the President is always effective in
front of camera and microphone. Aviation progress is illustrated by three
types of United Airline planes, but
about all these shots do is take up
space. Some footage is devoted to the
late Ramsay McDonald.
A brawl showing California collegians pulling automobile tires around
in a mass of mud is good for some
laughs. Soviet Russia is shown celebrating international youth day, and
factory.
there are scenes of a British airplane
Running time, 9% mins.

Open

J.

''Tide" Campaign
The opening advertisement in Paramount's $50,000 national newspaper
bulletintions asserts
that in
"nothesuch
magazine campaign on behalf of
were involved
casequesand and
"Ebb Tide," the Technicolor picture,
this part of the decree is gratuitous.
It is calculated to influence the U. S. will begin on Sunday in the American Weekly, with full-page color ads
District Court in Ohio in its considin 16 key city papers. Full-page
eration of the case pending before it color
ads will appear in This Week
involving the constitutionality of the in 24 key
cities on Nov. 21.
Ohio statute forbidding the compulsorv designation of playdates."
The bulletin states that "It is hoped Record Gershwin Songs
that this will be brought to the attenHollywood, Nov. 11. — Ella Logan
tion of Judge Atwell and that if it is
too late or he declines to correct it, has been signed by Victor for a series
that a cross-appeal will be taken by of records, first of which will be the
the Government asking that this para- George Gershwin numbers from "The
Goldwyn Follies."
graph be eliminated."
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Warners
Major

Of

FICTUltE

Rules

Chairman

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Nov. 11. — Declaring
his intention of putting the F.C.C.
"in a gold fish bowl," Chairman
Frank R. McNinch today made public new rules designed to close the
doors to all political or other influences.
Admitting that there have been
irregularities in the past, although apparently deliberately refraining from making any investigation, McNinch announced that hereafter all letters, telephone calls or
other communications relating to the
merits of any pending application will
be made a matter of record, but that
no such communication will be considered by the commission in reaching a decision unless it may be and is
introduced in evidence at hearings. A
definite bar is sought to be raised,
however, to suggestions, requests or
recommendations to members of the
commission or its staff after the
record has been closed following a
year but before action by the commission.
Will List Names
The names of all persons communicating with the commission, McNinch
said, will be listed and made public.
Under another order, the secretary
of the commission weekly will forward to all members of Congress, the
Governors of all states and the state
regulatory or public utilities commission, a statement of all orders issued
and all applications filed, accompanied
by an invitation to anyone having an
interest in any matter listed to appear at such hearing as may be held.
The orders further provide that
any individual not a party at interest
may appear at any hearing to testify
to any material fact of which he may
be cognizent, so that there may be no
opportunity for interested parties to
exercise any control over the hearing, witnesses who may testify or testimony which may be presented.
Plans Staff Discipline
Adopted after a lengthy meeting
yesterday at which the chairman is
understood to have made it plain that
any member of the staff who succumbs to outside influence or goes
one inch beyond his duties as the
chairman sees them will be summarily penalized, the orders are designed
to elimininate criticism that the commission has bowed to Congressional
and political influence in its decision
of cases.
Orders also were adopted by the
commission outlining the procedure to
be followed as a result of previous
action abolishing the separate divisions which heretofore have, respectively, handled radio, telegraph and
telephone matters.
FCC Specifications Set
Washington, Nov. 11. — The
F.C.C. today made public specifications for indicating instruments to be
used by broadcasting stations in compliance with the rules, requiring that
all instruments shall have a length
of scale of not less than two and
three-tenths inches, shall have an ac-

Bests

===By

JACK

H AVING safely gotten by the
NBC censors with references to
Hitler as "handsome Adolf" and
to Mussolini as a "baggy pants
dictator" and other verboten remarks. General Hugh S. Johnson Wednesday evening came a
cropper when he was refused
permission to go on the air with
a talk on the subject of gonorrhea and syphilis.
The General took liis speech
to NBC at 8 o'clock, as was his
custom, and apparently it was
acceptable
for it.
nothing
said to himthen,
about
At 9"was
:57,
three minutes before he was to go
on the air, he was informed that
he would not be allowed to deliver the address. NBC based its
censorship on the fact that radio
had not yet found a way to broadcast a talk on the subject of social diseases without seriously
embarrassing the family group.
Generals don't usually take
defeat easily, so, of course, the
head of NBC, Major Lohr, was
summoned to the studio, where
it must have been an odd sight to
see a major and a general battling, for battle verbally they
did, according to all reports. In
this instance, however, a major
bested a general.
Comparing the statements made
by the General and NBC, we
find that the former's is much
inore logical. To begin with, the
curse has to be taken off the
subject of social diseases, thanks
to the campaign waged by medical societies, a campaign which
was and still is being aired publicly in newspapers and magazines. Secondly, the subject was
discussed on NBC in the recent
Forum on Current Problems,
under the auspices of the New
Technician

Strike

General

BANNER—

—

York Herald-Tribune , and nothing but praise to NBC resulted.
Thirdly, as the General has
pointed out, the poll conducted by
the Gallup Institute indicates
that the public voted something
like 98 or 99 per cent in favor
of a free discussion of the subThe General was most angered
by the fact that he was not inject.
formed of the censorship until
a few minutes before air time.
He has taken exception to the
NBC statement that it was not
possible to reach him. He was
constantly in his hotel room for
the hour and a half preceding air
time, he says, and at least two
calls from NBC were received
by him during that period. Nothing was said to indicate he would
not be permitted to broadcast his
speech.
CBS has had a more than comfortably enjoyable month, which
explains the loud trumpeting from
the direction of the office of Sales
Promotion Director Vic Ratner.
ing:
He finger-points to the followColgate - Palmolive - Peet this
month added a third program to
the two they already have on the
network.
Lever Bros, have added a fifth
CBS program to the four they
already have on the network.
Vaseline Products this month
joined the CBS product-leaders,
with a new program.
Vic pauses here, which is
strange indeed, for he has merely
overlooked the biggest order in
CBS history — five hours of time
weekly to Procter & Gamble.
It's quite an oversight — about a
quarter of a million dollar one,
we think.
Disbarment

To

Take!

Radio

with

Program
Dec.
1
(Continued from page 1)
roster, will be master of ceremonies
and central figure in the program,
which will hit the air every Wednesday from 10 to 11 P. M., E.S.T., beginning Dec. 1. The program is
planned to be musical, dramatic and
topical in content, according to Warners. Guest stars from various fields
will be a prominent part of the proThe orchestral work will be under
grams.
the
direction of Leo Forbstein, Warner studio musical director, with
Dudley Chambers as chorus director.
-Among the Warner stars who will
broadcast are : Bette Davis, Kay
Francis, Errol Flynn, Edward G.
Robinson, Leslie Howard, Olivia de
Havilland, Fernand Gravet, Pat
O'Brien, Boris Karloff, George Brent,
Claude Rains, Joan Blondell, Lola
and Priscilla Lane, Margaret Lindsay, Anita Louise, Johnnie (Scat)
Davis, Hugh Herbert, Ian Hunter,
Humphrey Bogart, Basil Rathbone,
Frank McHugh, Beverly Roberts,
Dick Foran and Ann Sheridan.
The compositions of the song-writing teams of Harry Warren and Al
Dubin, Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart, M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl,
and Richard Whiting and Johnny
Mercer, associated with the Warner
studios, will be heard.
McNinch

Criticises

Barring of Johnson
Washington, Nov. 11.— Chairman
Frank B. McNinch of the F.C.C. at
a press conference held here today said
that it is the belief of the commission
that NBC acted against the public interest in barring from the air Gen.
Hugh Johnson's
talk the
on matter
social will
diseases. He said that
be brought up when NBC applies for
a renewal of the license for its New
York station.
"At the moment," said McNinch,
"the matter is not a subject for the
concern of the commission. Officially,
all we know is what we read in the

Decision

By FCC Due Shortly
Keeps WOL
Off Air
Washington, Nov. 11. — Decision
Washington, Nov. 11. — A sitdown strike of technicians today kept in the disbarment proceedings against
Station WOL off the air, as represen- Paul M. Segal and George L. Smith,
tatives of the management and em- charged with tampering with commisployes sought to reach an agreement.
sion files and setting up dummy corWhen the station was due to go on
porations, may be reached within a
week or 10 days, it was said today by
the air this morning at six o'clock, Chairman Frank R. McNinch of the
employesfused were
places but
re- F.C.C.
to makein their
connections
which
would enable broadcasting. The conAction on the case has been detroversy revolves around a proposed
layed, he explained, because of the
contract submitted to the American absence of one member. Commander
Broadcasting Co., operator of the T. A. M. Craven, at the Inter-Ameristation, by the American Radio
can Conference at Havana, but it is
hoped
that Craven may be able to reTelegraphers' Ass'n, a C.LO. affiliate, on Nov. 5. The principal issue
turn to Washington for a day or two
in dispute was said to relate to the next week to sit in on deliberations
on the decision.
wage scale for technicians.
The commission this week denied
the
application of Geraldine Albercuracy of at least two per cent of the
full scale reading and shall have a ghane for a new station at Pawtucket,
maximum rating such that it does not R. I., one of the cases involved in the
Segal- Smith proceedings.
read off scale.

Imperial Tobacco
papers."

Co., L+d.

OF CANADA

presents
KENSISSON

Director, "Canada, 1937"
With a 30-piece orchesfra
16-voice choir and soloists
Over a coatMo-coast network of
Canadian Stations
Fridays,

10 to

10:45

P.M., E.S.T.
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Kindly send me one Booking Calendar
for 1938. I enclose 25c to cover cost of
calendar and postage.
Name
Theatre

Price

—

25c

Address

City

State
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Approves
Hollywood

Building

Town

Pump

of

Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Grover
Jones
is adapting for the air his "How
Two
Stations
to Write a Movie" stories and the
"Magic Lantern" series, appearing in
Washington, Nov. 11. — Taking- the Saturday Evening Post. . . . "Mannequin," with Joan Crawford and
steps to clean up arrears in its docket
Spencer Tracy, will be previewed.
caused by the suspension of meetings Also
set for the M-G-M air show are
during the disbarment trial of Paul Fanny Brice, Judy Garland, Ted
M. Segal and George S. Smith, the Healy and his new stooges, Charles
F. C. C. yesterday passed on a num- Igor Gorin and Betty Jaynes.
ber of examiners' reports, granting
"Hollywood in Person," final quarconstruction permits for new broadter hour of the 10 to 11 A. M., P. S.
casting stations to be built by Don M.
T., program on CBS sponsored by
Lidenton and A. L. McCarthy at Pop- General Mills, is now being heard
lar BlufiE, Mo., operating on 1,310 Mondays through Fridays on KFWB,
kilocycles with 100 watts, daytime,
and John W. Haigis at Greenfield, which is not affiliated with the network. . . . "Screen Scoops" has been
Mass., operating on 1,210 kilocycles
selected as the title for George Mcwith 250 watts daytime.
pi'ogram starting Nov. 16 on
The commission denied applications Call's
CBS under the sponsorship of Old
for new stations filed by Arthur H.
Gold. Ronald Drake will be the anCroghan, Minneapolis ; Charles Pornouncer on the film gossip program.
ter and Edward T. Eversole, Festus,
. . . Wilbur Hatch will be the orchesMo. ; Key City Broadcasting Co.,
tra leader on "Dr. Christian" proKankakee, 111.; Robert R. McCuUa,
grams. .. . Ken Niles is the father of
Oak Park, 111., and also applications a girl, born last week to Mrs. Niles.
of WHOM, Jersey City, for increase
The girl will be named Nadia Denniof power ; KABR, Aberdeen, S. D., son
Niles.
for change of frequency and increase
The
W. R. Penny Market Reof power ; and WBNS, Columbus, for
search Corp. survey for October
increase of power.
showed a continuance of the gain in
Study Examiners' Reports
KNX popularity, having 229 "firsts"
The commission now has before it in the telephone check against the
competitor's 110. The sura number of examiners' reports, in nearest
vey, according to the station, showed
which approval is given to applica- KNX had captured more periods than
tions for new stations filed by the all the other stations combined.
Southern Minnesota Supply Co., Man+
kato, Minn., 1,500 kilocycle, 100 watts
night, 250 watts day ; Southwest
New Haven Town Pump
Broadcasting Co., Prescott, Ariz.,
1,500 kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250
New Haven, Nov. 11. — A new
watts day ; Harry Schwartz, Tulsa, series of five organ recitals by Dr. H.
Okla., 1,310 kilocycles, 250 watts, day- Frank Bozyan of Yale will be broadtime only; Galesburg Broadcasting
cast on WICC, starting tomorrow at
Co., Galesburg, 111., 1,500 kilocycles, 5 :30 P. M., from Dwight Chapel on
250 watts, daytime only ; Standard the Yale campus. . . Salco Oil sponLife Insurance Co. of the South, 1,420
sors two street broadcasts twice
kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 watts weekly on WBRY with Bill Blatchday ; Arthur Lucas, Savannah, Ga., ley and Jack Henry conducting and
1,310 kilocycles, 100 watts ; Centen- alternating their locale between the
nial Broadcasting Corp., Dallas, 1,500 Gordon Bootery and the Paramount
kilocycles, 100 watts, daytime only ; Theatre. . . Aside from the dollar bills
Capitol Broadcasting Co., Raleigh, given for correct spelling of words,
N. C, 1,210 kilocycles, 100 watts there will be a Paramount theatre
night, 250 watts day, and Birmingham ticket tieup. . . Len Miller, advertising
News Co., Birmingham, 590 kilocy- man, previously with a local real escles, 1,000 watts.
tate firm, now augments the WELI
sales staff.
Approve California Change
Also recommended for approval
Tom Lane Leaves WOR
were applications of KRE, Berkeley,
Tom
Lane of the WOR press deCal., for change of frequency from
partment has resigned to join the
1,370 to 1,440 kilocycles and increase
of power from 100 watts night, 250 radio department of Young & RubiHe has been replaced by Dick
watts day, to 500 watts night, 1,000 cam.
Dorrance.
watts day, contingent upon a change
of frequency for KGGC from 1,420 to
Clark Joins Swanson
1,370 kilocycles and denial of the application ofChase S. Osborne, Jr., for
Hollywood, Nov. 11. — Don Clark,
a new station at Fresno, Cal., on 1,440 for the last six months program direckilocycles ; KXA, Seattle, for increase
tor of KFI-KECA, quits Nov. IS to
of power from 250 watts night, 500 become manager of the radio departwatts day, to 1,000 watts ; and KPOF,
ment of H. N. Swanson, Inc., agency.
Denver, for increase of power from
500 to 1,000 watts.
Denial of applications for new sta- Clark Standiford, L. S. Cobum and
tions was recommended in the cases A. C. Sidner, Fremont, Neb. ; Leon
of Great Lakes Broadcasting Corp., M. Eisfeld, Burlington, la., and
Cleveland; Fall River Herald News WFNC, Fayetteville, N. C.
A construction permit for a new
Publishing Co., Fall River, Mass. ;
Colonial Network, Inc., Providence ; international broadcasting station, to
Geraldine Alberghane, Pawtucket ; operate on frequencies of 9,530 and
Chickasha Daily Express, Chickasha, 15,330 kilocycles with 20,000 watts
Okla. ; Louisville Times, Louisville ; power, was granted the General
Louisville Broadcasting Co., Louis- Electric Co. for erection near Belville ;W. P. Stuart, Prescott, Ariz. ;
mont, Cal.

i

Radio

Personals
Little Benny
Oklahoma City, Nov. 11.—
Little tionBenny's
Stahere runs Service
a program
once a week for 15 minutes
in which the announcer reads
as follows:
"Don't buy anything from
Little Benny's service station
if you don't want to get
gyped. He waters his gasoline, puts tacks on the driveway so that he can get your
flat tire business. I wouldn't
even drive a T-Model Ford
into his station." Little Benny
reports business is swell.
People buy there just to see
if they really will get stuck.

Schenectady
Places

12

Station
Contracts

Schenectady, Nov. 11. — Twelve
new business contracts have been
placed with WGY here. The new
business includes Little Crow Milling
Co., through the Rogers and Smith
agency, 15-minute daily program;
Penick and Ford-Brer Raobit Molasses, five day-a-vveek program
through J. Walter Thompson; Mishawka Mfg. Co., announcements,
through Campbell-Ewald of Chicago;
transcribed DeSoto Motor Co. series,
through J. Sterling Getchell ; J. L.
Kimmey Bakeries, talks twice weekly
through Leighton & Nelson; Grossberg-Golub, daily announcements
through Leighton & Nelson; Dryden
Palmer Co., once weekly series
through the Samuel C. Croat agency ; announcements for Chrysler cars,
daily, through J. Sterling Getchell ;
Bernard Perfumers, twice weekly,
through the Sel Johnson agency ;
Murray Furniture, Sundays, through
Leighton & Nelson; and spot announcements for Buick cars, through
Arthur Kudner.
Changes Made at KEHE
Los AngeleSj Nov. 11. — Shifting
about to make changes necessary with
the dropping of the California Radio
System afiiliation, Murray Grabhorn,
manager of KEHE, has named Reid
Kilpatrick supervisor of evening production. The local Hearst station is
embarking on an exploitation campaign featuring the slogan, "The Personality been
Station — KEHE."
Claude
Sweeten has
signed as musical
director.

►

editor of
radioselected
KENNY
NICK
one
as The
has been
Mirror,
of the "em cees" for the Local 802
band
Sissle's from
. . Noble
benefit
via WHN
heard15. here
now Nov.
is
Cincinnati. . . Tim and Irene will do
Sunof "Hobby
a burlesqu
and Cary
BennettLobby"
day. . . eConnie
Grant have been set for the "Silver
Theatre" program Sunday. . . Harry
Salter will be this week's guest of
honor at Leon and+ Eddie's.
Doris Fisher has quit CBS althe company
give her legedly
an because
evening
spot . . . wouldn't
WMCA
will broadcast the Columbia-Dartmouth and the Columbia-Stanford
games . . . Contract renewals have
been extended by the WOR artists
bureau to Tex Fletcher and to John
Gambling . . . Hollace Shaw is returning to the west coast . . . Universal uses the call letters WBAM in
the picture
the Mike,"
dently under"Behind
the impression
they eviare
non-existent. WBAM, however, are
the call letters of one of WOR's relay
broadcast transmitters used for remote broadcasts . . . Patti Pickens,
who married Bob Simmons last year,
is trying for a solo spot on NBC . . .
Decca has just released a series of
three Irene Wicker children's records
. . . Frances Langford will leave California this week for New York and
her first eastern vacation in four
years. While here she will be piped
into the
Hotel"
broad-at
casts, and"Hollywood
will appear on
the stage
the Paramount . . . Willie Howard is
set to produce an air show featuring
old time stars . . .
Open Oregon Station
Portland, Ore., Nov. 11. — Station
KELA, midway between Centralia
and Chehalis, Wash., has been
opened. It operates on 500 watts, unlimited time, with a frequency of 1,440 kilocycles. It is a member of the
Mutual Broadcasting System. KELA
is located in a new building on the
Pacific Highway, and contains both
studios and transmitter. J. EIroy
McCaw is general manager.
World Broadcasting Moves
The coast headquarters of World
Broadcasting will be transferred from
555 South Flower St., Los Angeles,
to temporary offices at 1000 Seward
St., Hollywood, effective this week.
The new address is a temporary one
pending the construction of new Hollywood studios and recording facilities
for World.

KSL Lines Up New Business
Salt Lake City, Nov. 11. — New
business at KSL includes a CBS

Singing Act Transferred
Oklahoma City, Nov. 11. — New
placement for the "Zenith Founda- programs over the Oklahoma Nettion," beginning Dec. 5 ; the Jean
work include "Dixie Belles," singing
Hersholt series for Vaseline Products ;
act,
sponsored
by Dixie Distributors,
the forthcoming Old Gold series ; a
gasoline
company.
The act wasGastransferred
from
the
Oklahoma
and
placement by the Ed Petry organization of a 15-minute live talent pro- Electric program over the network.
gram ;and several local orders.
Sandiford Joins MacWilkins
Hyman Joins Radio Events
Portland, Ore., Nov. 11. — -Billy
Herbert H. Hyman, film promotion Sandiford, formerly at KOIN, has
man, has been named account execu- joined the radio department of MacWilkins & Cole here. Sandiford is
tive for Radio Events, Inc. He will
have charge of the writing and production groups' work with and for
agencies.

also in charge of KAST at Astoria,
Ore., and has a full commercial
schedule there.
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Hartley Quits RCA;
Sommerer
Succeeds
Camden, N. J., Nov. 12. — Edwin
M. Hartley today resigned as sales
manager of the Photophone division
of RCA and was succeeded by Harry
Sommerer in a realignment which
places the latter not only in charge
of sales of recording and reproducing
equipment in the film industry but of
all Photophone activities as well.
Sommerer at one time handled Phoitophone in this country and later was
transferred to Japan where he was in
I charge of RCA in that country. Re},cently, however, RCA sold its Nip1 ponese corporation and Sommerer was
' returned to the United States.
To

Probe

Is It?

Control

At 47th St. and Broadway,
U.A. has a 24-sheet. It reads:
"Hooray. 52d St. is now at
49th St. at the Rivoli."

Probers

In Inquiry of LA.
Los _ Angeles, Nov. 12.— State
legislative committee investigation of
the I.A.T.S.E. started today in what
might become a round robin of investigation. As the committee called
the first witness, the Central Labor
Council of the A. F. of L. announced
{Continued on page 4)
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DEAL;
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Court

Atlanta^ Nov. 12. — The Court of
Appeals of Georgia ruled yesterday
that Bank Night at a film theatre is
in violation of the state lottery law,
despite the fact that it is not necessary to purchase a ticket in order
to participate in the drawing.
The state's highest tribunal thus
upheld the decision of Judge Clayton
Jones, of the Albany City Court, who
overruled a demurrer against an accusation charging Frank Barker, operating afilm house in Albany, with
violation of the state lottery laws in
the use of Bank Night at his theatre.
Barker contended that no money
was involved in his operation of Bank
Night, since everyone was allowed
{Continued on page 3)

NOVEMBER

SEEN

at Outset Goes to Prudential — Extends Time in Which Goldwyn and
Korda

Ultimately

Take

Hold

By SHERWIN
A. KANE
An oral agreement which, it is planned, will be put in final form in
London, was reached yesterday giving ef¥ect to the exercising of the
options for control of United Artists through the acquisition of the
stock of Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and Charles Chapliji,
Motion Picture Daily learned from an authoritative source.
Under the agreement reached, Prudential Assurance of London,
and its British financial associates, will loan $4,500,000 cash to the
United Artists Corp., which will be used by the latter company for

In the event Kuykendall and Yamins
desire
P. M." to bring along committees,
Brandt will appoint a group from his
organization to sit in.

the purchase of Chaplin's one-fifth interest in United Artists and
62
per cent of the United Artists' common stock held by Pickford
Corp. and Elton Corp., the Fairbanks company.
Following a financial reorganization of United Artists which will
be undertaken in the very near future, the main purpose of which
will be to give the company authorization to issue new preferred
stock, $1,500,000 of short-term preferred will be issued to Pickford
Corporation and Elton Corporation for the remaining 37j^ per
See Selznick Deal
cent of the United Artists common
held by each. Provision will be
Close, Maybe
MGM
David O. Selznick last night was made for the redemption of this
reported close to a deal, but with what $1,500,000 of short-term preferred
distributing company remained largely before any dividends are paid on
a matter of guesswork ; although in- the outstanding common stock.
siders leaned toward the opinion it
The Chaplin, Pickford and Fairbanks United Artists common stock
Indicative of the fact that a deal thus acquired will be pledged by
had
struck, or was about to be
M-G-M'.
was been
struck, is the plan of Selznick to leave the company as security for the
for Hollywood next Wednesday. This $4,500,000 loan from the British
decision comes in the face of reiterated financial interests. The stock will
statements on his behalf that he would remain under the control of these
remain in New York until his future interests until the loan has been
business affiliation had been made. It
the present indialso indicates his negotiations have repaid, although
cations are that Goldwyn and
come to a head faster than was gen- Korda will be accorded a free hand
erally expected in the light of comment from Selznick International of- in production and many administrative matters in their respective
(Continued on page 3)

Expecting

Stanley

Harry Brandt, president of the
LT.O.A., yesterday sent letters to Ed
Kuykendall, head of the M.P.T.O.A.,
and Nathan Yamins, president of Allied States, recommending Dec. 14 for
a joint conference on trade practices.
The meeting, if agreed upon by both
parties, would be held at 1 P. M., at
the Astor.
Kuykendall recently telegraphed
Brandt that he was amenable to such
a get-together, but would not be back
in New York until early December.
Yamins has expressed himself as willing to attend with the condition that
anything agreed upon at the session
would be subject to approval of the
Allied board.
The letter sent to both exhibitor
heads is as follows :
"In view of the fact that you join
with me in my sentiments for a joint
conference I would suggest a luncheon
conclave to be held among us on
Tuesday, Dec. 14, at the Astor at 1

1,000

at

Banquet of Variety
Pittsburgh, Nov. 12. — Sold out
completely weeks ago, the annual Variety Club banquet at the William
Penn Hotel Sunday night will draw
about 1,000 showmen from all parts
of the country and has already turned
down that many more reservations.
The vanguard of out-of-town guests
will arrive tomorrow morning to attend the Pitt-Nebraska football game
at the Pitt Stadium, for which several
(Continued on page 3)

Hears

Group

On English Measure
London, Nov. 12. — Oliver Stanley,
president of the Board of Trade, received ajoint deputation of producer,
labor and exhibitor representatives today, relative to proposed amendments
to the new Film Bill. They heard
his views on the inclusion of a provision for a film commission, which took
the form of a confidential memorandum.
Later a lengthy secret conference
(Continued on page 3)

spheres.
The fact appears to be, however,
that Goldwyn and Korda will not
become the owners of the stock
through the exercise of the option.
The British financing, it would
seem, merely serves to extend the
time during which the two producers are privileged to acquire United
Artists control and, in that respect,
the deal is essentially equivalent to
a long-term extension of the option agreement.
The option to purchase the Pick(Continued on page 2)
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MarchOffice
3. 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas,
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
Previews

"Navy Blue and Go/rf"— Probably
the best of the Annapolis series. The
academy forms a glamorous background for what is really excellent
melodrama.
It will have wide appeal.
"Wild Innocence" — Imported from
Australia, the title refers to a Kangaroo and its harmless companions on
the continent down under. Amateurishly produced but moderately entertaining.
"Co7inty Fair" — A horse racing yarn
— fast-moving, timely and interesting.
Plot, direction and production compensate for the lack of marquee names.
"Children of Loneliness" — A casehistory type of story on the subject
of sexual perversion. Enough said.
These films will be reviewed in full
in a coming issue o/ Motion Picture
Daily.
Kohner Quits Columbia
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Paul Kohner, for the past three months a producer at Columbia, resigned today following arguments over story properties. He will leave for a vacation of
a month in Mexico accompanied by
Lupita Tovar, his wife, and will decide upon a new affiliation upon his
return.
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ford-Fairbanks-Chaplin three-fifths
Martin Quigley
interest in United Artists, which
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
was obtained by Goldwyn and
MAURICE KANN, Editor
Korda, expires officially on Dec.
J. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
23. E. H. Lever, Prudential secretary, who has represented the
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
British financial interests in the
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by Martin
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Stopped Grinding
Boston, Nov. 12.— The theatre in Winter Harbor, Me., is
named the Grindstone. It has
stopped
grinding for the
winter.

Tax

of $2 a Member

AAuthorized
maximum per capita by
4 $2
A's
tax of
per
member was authorized by the council of the Associated Actors & Artistes of America to be levied against
all of its 11 chartered units at a
special session yesterday at which
Frank Gillmore, president of the
Four A's and of Actors Equity Ass'n,

Purely

Personal

►

T SEARLE DAWLEY, who in the
*-» • silent days directed such stars as
Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark,
Richard Barthelmess and Alice
Brady, is now collaborating on
originals and adaptations of European
operettas with Emanuel H. Jacobs,
who for 20 years was connected with
Paramount in the editorial and technical departments.
•
Gladys Swarthout will leave Hollywood tomorrow
a fourweek concert
tour night
whichonwill
take
her to Seattle, Portland, Vancouver,
Denver, Detroit, Sioux City and Beaumont, Tex.
•
N. L. Nathan SON, president of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., is
in town on one of his frequent visits
from Toronto.
•
William Powers and Edward J.
Peskay left last night for Pittsburgh
to attend the annual Variety Club
blowout.
•
Norman H. Moray is in Pittsburgh
for the Variety Club banquet to be
held at the William Penn tomorrow

The initial tax to be levied may be
presided.
only $1.50, as there is approximately
$12,000 in the Four A's treasury, despite the fact that the parent A. F. of
L. performers' organization has been
virtually inactive for some years past.
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., plan to re- Its per capita tax, heretofore, has been
turn to Hollywood on Wednesday. 75 cents. The increase is required by
Korda may accompany them as he the revised administrative setup makis anxious to take a brief vacation
ing the
an active
•
tion.Four
Its own A'soffice
will beorganizaopened night.
before returning to London.
within
the
next
few
weeks
at 25 W.
The official announcement on the
Harry D. Buckley returned yes45th St. Gillmore, functioning as its
terday from Philadelphia after attendagreement which has been reached active head, will draw a salary of
is
expected
from
the
principals
on
Monday.
ing the opening there of "The Hurri$13,000 per year.
•
The bulk of the revenue under the
tax will be derived from the Screen
Shirley Ross will leave San Francisco today aboard the Santa Paula
Leon Britton China
Actors' Guild and the American Fedin New York.
eration of Radio Artists, largest in for a six-week vacation
•
Sales Head for RKO
point of membership
of the Four A's
chartered
unions.
Mary Garden, operatic soprano and
Leon Britton has been named genmore recently a talent representative
The
meeting
also
appointed
a
comeral manager for China by Phil ReisM-G-M, arrived on the Bremen.
mittee to study plans for revising the forcane."
•
man, foreign sales manager for RKO,
following the decision to engage in Four A's constitution to simplify the
Dave
Blum,
who
leaves for the
administrative functionings of itself
direct distribution of the company's and member unions. The committee coast by plane tomorrow, will return
product in China. Britton will handle
on Nov. 22.
will be aided by other committees to via American Airlines
•
China as well as continuing to super- be named by each member union.
vise sales in Japan and the Philippine
Islands.
The isnext
meetingforof Dec.
the Four
A's
Dr. del,"
a. J.M-G-M's
Cronin,
author
of "Citaboard
scheduled
3.
second
British
proBritton left New York yesterday by
duction, will arrive Monday.
train for the coast. He will sail for
•
his headquarters in Shanghai from Equity Rule May Be
Sam
Kastenbaum's
wife will
San Francisco on the President
undergo an operation today at the
Hoover on Nov. 20.
Subject to Council Royal Hospital in the Bronx.
•
The efforts of Actors' Equity
Austin C. Keough left yesterday
Ass'n
to
enforce
American
Theatre
MGM
Holds Chertok
Council proposals through its own for Hanover, N. H., to attend the
As Shorts Producer contracts with producer-managers Dartmouth-Cornell o game today,
be amended
make only
Equity's
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Jack Cher- may
disciplinary
action to
subject
to
J. E. Perkins, China manager for
tok has been signed by M-G-M to a council rulings which have been ap- Paramount, is due from the coast
new long term contract as producer
proved by a large percentage of the Monday or Tuesday.
•
of short subjects. During the comproducer-managers,
it was stated yesing season Chertok will turn out 69
terday following a luncheon meeting
Spyros Skouras will arrive Monsingle and double-reel productions, of the council at the Astor.
day from a European vacation on the
among them new releases in the Pete
Milton R. Weinberger, counsel for Queen Mary.
Smith, Robert Benchley and "Crime the League of N. Y. Theatres, the
Does Not Pay" series.
Loretta Young left yesterday for
managers' organization, will confer
Chertok also will produce the forth- with
Paul N. Turner, Equity repre- the coast following a two-week vacacoming "Captain and the Kids" cartion here.
toons.
sentative, with a view to effecting
•
this change, it was said. It was
today.
Barney Balaban and Stanton
pointed
out thatitsunder
Equity's
Concord to Produce
ent resolution,
judgment
couldpresbe Griffis will head for Hollywood

made to prevail in council matters
Eight for Monogram
affecting managers to the exclusion
Concord Prod., recently formed by of a majority of the managers themMaurice Conn, will produce eight selves.
westerns for the current season for
The meeting heard reports from the
Monogram, it was announced yester- council's working committees on discovery of new stage talent, on the
day. The deal no way affects Conn's
setup in Ambassador which, accord- projected 1938 Drama Festival, suburban ticket distribution, cooperation
ing to present plans, will make a
number of pictures for independent with the WPA theatre and improvedistribution.
ment in box-office technique.

•
Edgar B. Hatrick is planning to
leave for the coast in the next few
days.
•
Harry C. ARTHtm will arrive in
Pittsburgh today from
St. Louis.
•
Jack Partington is due back from
the coast next week.
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Bank

Night

Georgia

PICTURE

Expecting

Lottery,

Court

Rules

(^Continued from page 1)
to register for the drawings, whether
a patron purchased a ticket or not,
and that the winner was admitted to
the house free of charge if he was outside the theatre when his name was
called.
The Court of Appeals held that the
patrons of the theatre actually paid
collectively or in a body for the lottery, which was necessarily intended
as a business stimulator.
The Nebraska Supreme Court similarly ruled Bank Night illegal and
a violation of the state lottery law
on Oct. 22.
Dismisses Select Suit
Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday dismissed the complaint of Select
Theatres Corp. in a $10,000 copyright
infringement suit against Warners on
the ground that the complaint failed
to set forth a cause of action. Select
charged that the Warner picture,
"Ready, Willing and Able" was
"pirated" from "The Audition," a
play which the plaintiff allegedly
owns. Judge Knox allowed Select
15 days to file an amended complaint.
Granted Permission to Appeal
Albert Bein, author, was granted
permission by Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard in the U. S. District
Court yesterday to appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals from an adverse decision which held that the
Warner picture, "Mayor of Hell," was
not an infringement of his copyrighted
play, "Junior Republic."
Film Romance forDeanna
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Universal
today decreed that romance shall enter the film life of Deanna Durbin for
the first time in the forthcoming
"Mad About Music." Jackie Moran
has been chosen to play opposite the
young actress.

Curfew

Again

Street

of

at

Variety

See

Selznick

Close,

Deal

Maybe

MGM

(Continued from page 1)
ficials that the probability was the
producer
would be here until Christmas.
Accompanying Selznick west will be
his brother, Myran ; George Cukor,
quarters.
Norman Frescott, flying here from the director ; Miss Bobby Keon, his
production secretary, and Marcella
Hollywood, will be the banquet toast- Rabwin, his assistant. Russell J.
master
and bewith
him at the
speakers'
table will
Governors
Earle,
Nice Birdwell, director of publicity, flies
west Tuesday evening following a
and Hoffman, of Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey, respectively ; cocktail party at "21" for Cukor.
Charles Margiotti, Attorney General
of Pennsylvania ; David Lawrence, Pathe News in Deal
Secretary of the State ; Jock Sutherland, coach of the Pitt football team ; For Australian Clips
Warners
Preparing
RKO Pathe News has completed
Larry Kelley, AU-American end from
Yale
last
year
;
Secretary
of
Labor
a
deal with Cinesound, Ltd., of Aus26 Films at Studio
tralia, for the supplying of newsreel
Bashore of Pennsylvania ; U. S. SenHollywood, Nov. 12. — Twenty-six
ator James J. Davis of Pennsylvania ; material to the American reel. The
features are being prepared at the Mayor of Pittsburgh Cornelius D. first coverage appeared in the latest
present time to go into production
Scully ; Dr. Homer Flint, Rabbi Her- issue of Pathe News, a clip of the
during the next four months at Warman Halperin, former State Senator Epsom Handicap race, opening the
ners under the supervision of Jack Frank J. Harris, Rosey Rowswell,
racing season.
L. Warner.
Father Garahan, Edward Tabor, John spring
With the closing of the contract,
reel claims to have complete
First to go will be "Food for Scan- J. Maloney, John T. McGreevey and the
world-wide coverage.
Judge
Frank
Patterson.
dal," which will be Mervyn Le Roy's
last production before going to
Talent List Impressive
M-G-M as producing director and
The show following the dinner will Open Indianapolis House
which starts shooting Monday. "The
"m. c.'d" by Dan Healy and is to
Indianapolis, Nov. 12. — The GarPanama Canal," a special ; "Chalked be
include Shaw and Lee, Mary Small,
field, neighborhood house operated by
Out," Warden Lawes' play ; a remake
Charles
Tamler, will reopen tomorrow
Peter
Higgins,
Mario
Cozzi,
Chilton
of "Desert Song" and "Boy Meets
and Thomas, Carmen, Pansy the after being dark several months, with
Girl"
are
among
others
planned.
Four
films are now in work.
Horse, Louise Massey and her West
seating capacity increased from 425
erners. Boy Foy, the Cossacks, Gloria to 600, and other improvements. L. J.
Gilbert, the three Nonchalants and the Thomas has been named manager of
orchestras of Dick Stabile and Jerry the latter, leaving Tamler time to deStanley Hears Group
vote full attention to the Garfield.
Mayhall.
One of the features of the banquet
On English Measure
(Continued from page 1)
will be the introduction of George VaLew Lehr to Preside
riety Barker, an infant boy adopted
was held at the headquarters of the
Lew Lehr, Movietone News humorby the club last year and the third
ist, will be master of ceremonies at
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n. No adopted child of the Pittsburgh tent.
statement was issued, but it was believed efforts were being made to The other two have since been taken the 18th annual Charity Frolic on
Nov. 20 at the Hotel Astor. Moe Sanreach a practicable agreement. Stan- by private families.
ders is head of the arrangements comThe affair, following usual custom,
ley is understood to be not unsympa- will honor the outgoing chief barker,
mittee. Movietone News will make
thetic toward an extension of the advisory committee activity. The bill John Maloney, and his staff and the a film record of the evening's activities
will reach active committee considera- newly-elected head, John McGreevey. and screen at the end of the festivities.
The affair is sponsored by M. P. Astion on Thursday.
sociates.
Honor William Nasses
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 12.— The
City Council here has dusted
off Guthrie's 30-year-old curfew law and instructed police
to have all children under 16
years of age off the streets
by 9 P. M. The original law,
enacted before statehood, declared children must be off
city streets by 8 P. M., but
the Council said the time will
be extended an hour. The
rule will not apply to children
accompanied by their parents.

Thomas M. Love Dies
Philadelphia, Nov. 12. — Thomas
M. Love, 68, former general manager
- 54
of the Nixon-Nirdlinger circuit, died
Light Board Gains Hold
yesterday at his home in Cynwyd. He
Net
■Low3154 Close
-VA started his career in 1895 as a ticket
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Chicago,
Nov. 12. — Clarence Beck,
4'A
Trans -Lux 2%
63, veteran Chicago exhibitor, who
554
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-I5
Univ. Pict. 454
operated
Castle,
first
run the
house,
for Chicago's
20 years, original
died at
Augustana Hospital today of heart
Bonds Rise Substantiallg
Net
disease and complications. He is sur+1
High Low Close Change
vived by his widow and one son.
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entered its sixth week at the Squire.
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Banquet

1,000

(Continued from page 1)
boxes have been set aside in the Variety Club's name. At night, John H.
Harris will be host to the visitors at
a dinner in the new Variety Club head-

Wilmington, O., Nov. 12.— William "Billy" Nasses, manager of the
Murphy here, will be tendered an anniversary party Sunday, marking his
sixth anniversary as manager of the
deluxe house and also his 25th year
in show business. He was guest of
honor at a luncheon, as well.

RKO
Extends Contracts
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — RKO has
extended the contracts of Katharine
Hepburn, Barbara Stanwyck, George
Shelley, Frances Gifford, Bob
Thatcher and Paul Yawitz, the latter
a writer.

RECEIVERS' SALE— RARE OPPORTUNITY
FULLY EQUIPPED COLOR
FILM LABORATORY
Will Be Sold By Receivers
AT CHANCERY

COURT,

PATERSON,

NEW

JERSEY

on Tuesday, November !6th at 10 A.M.
LATEST COLOR PROCESSING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
FINEST MODERN BUILDING
FIREPROOF OIL HEAT
AIR CONDITIONED
COMPLETE PRIVATE WATER SYSTEM
PROJECTION STUDIO
EASTMAN AND DEBRIE EQUIPMENT
Building and Equipment Only V/2 Years Old
Located on Highway #4 — 10 minutes from George Washington Bridge
Full details may be obtained from and inspection
of premises may be arranged with:
WILLIAM KRINSKY
GARRET P. WESTERHOFF
60 Park Place
Passaic County Court House
Newark, N. J.
Paterson, New Jersey
Tel.: Mitchell 2-2145
Tel.: SHerwood 2-2636
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WOR

Increase

With the WOR rates going up, effective Sunday, sponsors this week
have been getting in under the wire
ls for a full year m
by signin
e. g renewa
advanc
Those who have renewed are iydol
Oil Co., through Lennen & Mitchell,
the Stan Lomax commentaries;
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
which also sponsors Stan Lomax,
through Batten, Barton, Durstine &
sponOsborn; Bristol-Myers Corp.,
sors of both Mark Hawley and Dave
DriscoU, through Young & Rubicam ;
Gambarelli & Davitto, sponsors of
Frank Singhiser's news broadcasts,
through the DeBiasi Adv. Co. ; and
Remington Rand, sponsors of Mark
Hawley's news talks, through the LefAll renewals are unfert Adv. Corp.
til November, 1938.
New Rates Listed
The new WOR weekday 8 A. M. to
6 P. M. hour rate will be $600, as
against the old rate of $500. The halfhour rate will be $360 compared to
$300 ; quarter-hour, $240 against $200.
These are daily rates, from 8 A. M.
to 6 P. M.
From 6 P. M. to 11 :15 P. M., daily
including Sunday, the new and old
rates follow : $1,000 for a full hour,
against the old rate of $925 ; $600 per
half-hour compared to $555 ; and for
a quarter-hour, $440 as against $370.
Sundays, from 12 noon to 6 P. M., the
new hour rate will be $825 against
the old rate of $667; half-hour, $495
against $400-; and for the quarter-hour,
$330 compared to $267.
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Radio

Personals

GAFFNEY, CBS
RICE
MAUtrade
news editor, is the father
of a baby girl . . . Hugh Conrad, after
seven years use of that nom de plume,
is planning to resume his real name of
C. W. Van Vooris . . . Carleton Smith,
radio music critic, is back from a
European vacation and business trip
. . . Ted Husing will be tendered a
testimonial dinner Nov. 17 by the
Downtown A. C. . . . W2XE, CBS
short-wave station, this week completes its first six months of service
. . . WMCA is completing plans to
cover the reporting of news from the
City Hall in New York . . . Johannes
Steel, who begins a series of commentaries on WMCA this Tuesday,
will be fed international news by correspondents throughout the world,
through contacts built up over a period of 10 years of travel as a foreign
editor . . . Lionel Stander, who used
to stooge on the Fred Allen series,
Quebec

Leader

Backs

Autonomy
for Radio
Montreal, Nov. 12. — Maurice Duplessis. Premier of the Province of
Quebec, has rallied to the standard
of
Quebec'sissued
radio from
autonomy.
In a
statement
Government

offices he said he had received a letter from Gladstone Murray, chairman
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
asking for the opinion of the Province regarding regulations for beer
and wine advertising on the radio.
Quebec is the onlj' one of the nine
provinces in which such advertisements
are sanctioned. He had replied without airing views, he said.
Control of such advertising, Duplessis thought, was a Federal matter. "Some years ago the Taschereau
Government (his predecessors) passed
some laws regarding radio which were
Kaltenborn Is 111
found by the Supreme Court and the
Cincinnati, Nov. 12. — H. V. Kalt- Privy Council to be unconstitutional.
enborn, CBS lecturer and commenta- The net result was the loss of thousands of dollars to the Province. We
tor, is ill in a hospital here. He
was removed from a train to the hos- intend to safeguard provincial autonomy and so will respect Federal
pital suffering from a severe liver
inflammation. He will remain in bed
for at least 10 days, according to phy- autonomy."
sicians. He was en route to lecture
Canadian Station Takes Show
before a University of Cincinnati
Star Radio Programs, Inc., trangroup.
scribed feature, "Good Morning,
Neighbor," has just been signed by
La Tore Quits WMCA Show
CHAB, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
Charles La Tore, who has been Another Canadian station, CKPR, has
handling production of the "Ave signed for "The Commercials." The
Maria" hour on WMCA, has resigned latest station to order the "Christmas
to join the Shubert organization. He Tree"
is CKCN.
will be in charge of publicity for the
Shubert Peterson
play "Between
Neagle, Hall on Air Tomorrow
Donald
succeeds the
him Devil."
on the
radio series.
Anna Neagle, star of "Victoria the
Great," will appear on the Chase and
Sanborn Hour over the NBC Red toOpera on Air Nov. 22
morrow at 8 P. M. She will be heard
The Philadelphia Orchestra, spon- in a dramatic interlude. Another picsored by an association of banks, will
ture dramatization will be "The Hurbring opera to the air Nov. 22 when,
ricane," with Jon Hall and Dorothy
with Alexander Smallens as guest
conductor and a cast of singers, the Lamour re-enacting brief scenes from
the production.
orchestra will present Puccini's "La
Boheme." The series is broadcast on
Starr, Clark to Coast
the NBC-Blue from 9 to 10 P. M.
Herman Starr, vice-president of
"Amateur Hour" Renewed
Warners, and John L. Clark, president of Transamerica, Inc., a subsidiary,
The WHN
"Original Amateur
left
yesterday for the coast to conHour," has been renewed over WHN
for 26 weeks by Procter & Gamble for
fer with company executives there on
Oxydol. Program, with Jay C. Flip- the details of the 52 time NBC radio
pen, is broadcast Tuesdays from 7 to broadcasting arrangement with Lucky
8 P. M. Blackett-Sample-Hummert is Strike and to set up the executive
machinery.
the agency.

►

Probe
In

Probers

Inquiry

of I, A,

(Continued from page 1)
as a guest star on
17 . . . Eric Blore the formation of a committee to inwill appear on the
18 . . .
vestigate the investigators' asserted
C.I.O. leanings.
+
Assemblyman Paul Richie, of the
San Francisco Town Pump
legislature's Capital-Labor Committee,
San Francisco, Nov. 12. — Claude welcomed the investigation but added
Sweeten, former KFRC musical direc- that the state probers may in turn
tor, will take a similar post at KEHE, investigate the investigators of the
Los Angeles, Dec. 1. . . Jimmy solons.
Walsh's orchestra has left for six
The first witness was Irwin P. Henweeks at the Trianon, Seattle. . . Karl schel,
I.A.T.S.E. member and one of
Barron and George Tolin, KYA an- the spokesmen for the I.A.T.S.E prognouncers, have resigned to freelance on
ressives' secret group of alliance
commercial programs. . . Jack Win- members supporting the probe, who
ston's band, aired over KGO, has been
the I. A.'s gambling
officers were
signed for five years by Rockwell- charged
ning a full-fledged
placerun-in
O'Keefe. . . Freddie Nagel's orches- union headquarters, had held no meettra, after a year at Hotel Del Monte,
ings of members, nor consulted them
will succeed the Red Norvo-Mildred
any way. He also said that 1,200
Bailey band in Hotel St. Francis Nov. in
workers forced into the I. A. had to
23,
Nagel's
orchestra,
a
University
initiation fees as well as two per
of California group, will be aired via pay
cent assessments ; that no financial
KSFO-CBS.
statement ever had been made and
that the two per cent levy had been
turned over to George Browne, I.A.T.
WINS
Official Voice
S.E. president, to use for whatever
Of the Daily Mirror purpose he saw fit.
Steve B. Newman, the first internaBeginning
Monday,
betional official called to the stand, tescome tlie official
voice ofWINS
the NewwillYork
tified that Browne draws an annual
Daily Mirror and Sunday Mirror. The
salary of $20,000 plus an unnamed
newspapers will take over "Mr. & amount as expenses. Newman stated
Mrs. Reader," early morning feature ; that his own salary is $110 weekly
a sports resume daily at 5 :45 P. M. ;
$12 a day traveling expenses
the "Globe-Trotter" news reports at plus
while on the road.
6 :30, and a Prudence Penny feature
Adjourn Until Monday
talk will be added to the station's
daily schedule.
The hearing adjourned until MonWINS is a Hearst-owned station,
day immediately after Newman, reand formerly it was the voice of the
to a query by Assemblyman
New York American. After the mer- Jack B.plying Tenney,
stated that he did
ger of the Journal- American it became
the official station of the combined not know the relationship between
Browne and Tom Malloy, assassinated
newspapers.
head of the Chicago projectionists'
local.
Preceding Newman on the stand
Technical Expansion
during the afternoon session were
Of WIP
Is Completed James E. Shaw and Francis Black,
Philadelphia, Nov. 12. — Major I.A.T.S.E. members, who said that
they lost their studio jobs because of
additions to WIP's technical facilities, their dissatisfaction with I.A.T.S.E.
upon which the station spent over $60,- officers.
000, have been completed. In general
Interunion discord came into the
this expansion program, guided by
open
today when the disclosure was
WIP's president, Benedict Gimbel,
made
the on
studio
Jr., included a new 320-foot vertical Union that
had gone
recordCarpenters'
favoring
antenna, a completely new master con- the investigation. Cliff Mace, busitrol room, the building of four more
ness agent of the carpenters' group,
individual control rooms and the erecsaid that no union organization opertion of an entirely new transmitter.
ating fairly and above board should
The transmitter is of the newest
type high-fidelity, high eflliciency type. have anything to fear from such delving. The have
carpenters'
andsome
the
I.A.T.S.E.
been at local
odds for
WKY Starts New Program
time over the latter's demand for
Oklahoma City, Nov. 12.— WKY
started a new program, "Sunday
Aft'noon Social" this week sponsored jurisdiction.
by the Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co. G, TV. Promotes
Two;
The program will originate in the
studio of KVOO, Tulsa, and will be Adds Three Salesmen
carried over the two stations only.
Grand National has made two promotions in its field sales force and
Film to Metro Show Feature
added three salesmen, according to Sol
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Third of the
head. Willdivisionmanager
easternbranch
M-G-M General Foods programs, Edwards,
iam Shartin,
at
Cleveland,
is
now
in
a
similar
post
at
"Good News of 1938," to be broadcast
Nov. 18, will feature a preview of the Minneapolis and Peter Rosian, formerly a salesman at the Washington
picture, "Navy Blue and Gold." The branch, now assumes management of
players on the show will include Luise the Cleveland office.
Rainer, Allan Jones, James Stewart,
Carl J. Goe has been named branch
Robertence Rice.
Young, Tom Brown and Flor- manager
of the Buffalo exchange.
Jack Lamonte is a new addition to the
Washington sales force, and William
Name Lux Show Stars
been added to the MinHerbert Marshall and Margaret Crystal has
neapolis exchange staff.
New branches have been opened in
Sullavan will star in the Lux "Radio
Memphis and Oklahoma City, making
Theatre"
Nov. 22. version of "Petrified Forest" a total of 31 for the company.

will be presented
the program Nov.
and Mischa Auer
Vallee show Nov.
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Bank America, Hemphill,
Noyes Group May
' 'Discussions.

. Concluded

''

Special Master George W. Alger's
tentative recommendation that no diviExclusive publication by Motion Picture Daily of the consummation of
dends be paid by the reorganized the United Artists deal Saturday was confirmed late that afternoon with
RKO on its new common stock until a brief and uncommunicative official announcement issued jointly by
the company's new $12,718,500 issue Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda.
of debentures has been fully retired,
In a statement running slightly over 100 words, Goldwyn and Korda
is expected to be the center of opposi- stated discussions had been concluded, all parties are in agreement and
tion when the hearing on his prelimi- final action awaits examination of the details by legal advisors.
nary report gets under way today.
It was originally planned to issue the announcement today. The
Atlas Corp., the proponent of the complete statement follows:
plan, probably will oppose the recom"The discussions between Samuel Goldwyn, Alexander Korda and
mendation and would be joined by the
E. H. Lever on the purchase of shares held in United Artists by
various committees and counsel for
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks have been
RKO representing the common stockconcluded, it was announced jointly by Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Korda
holders and other unsecured creditors
yesterday.
who will receive new common stock
"All parties are in agreement on the conditions by which financing
under the provisions of the reorganwill be made available to Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Korda to exercise
ization plan for the settlement of their
their option, it was stated.
claims.
"It was also announced that the purchasing members have decided
Opponents of the recommendation
definitely on the future policy of the corporation after the option
are expected to point out to the spehas been taken up, as well as on the future administration details.
cial master that the recommendation,
"Final action on the exercising of the option is being deferred
(Continued on page 10)
until the legal advisors of the various interested parties, both in the
United States and England, have examined the proposed details."
English Paper Sees
Censor Influenced
Circuit Directors
Local 306 Demands
London, Nov. 14. — There is a growing suspicion here that the War OfWill Be Re-elected
fice is influencing the decisions of the
Early Pay Revision
Board of Film Censors, it is reported
All directors of U. A. Theatres
Nettled by the long drawn out conin Reynolds' Nczvs. Films, particuferences, members of Local 306 have Circuit Corp. are expected to be relarly independent productions such as
given major circuit heads until Nov.
elected at the annual stockholders'
"Spanish Earth," "Thunder Over the 24 to conclude negotiations on a rein- meeting in Baltimore, Nov. 22. Officers
of
the
circuit also are scheduled
statement of cuts in salaries, it was
Orient" and the home-produced "Milfor
reelection
at a meeting shortly
learned
over
the
weekend.
The
Nov.
lions of Us," dealing with trade
unions, have suffered cuts and re- 24 date was agreed upon by the mem- after the stockholders' session.
visions due to interference from the
While there is some doubt that the
bership at a meeting at Palm Garmilitary board.
annual statement for the year ended
dens.
About
10
motions
recommendAn American film consisting of
ing various types of action to be Aug. 31 will be ready in time to be
(Continued on page 10)
taken in the event no agreement is sent to stockholders, it is hoped to
reached by the stipulated time were have a complete report ready for the
voted down by a majority of the Baltimore meeting.
Federal Film Law Is
No expansion is planned at the
projectionists.
it was stated. The circuit
Planned by Belgium
Although the 10-year master agree- moment, (Continued
on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
By PIERRE AUTRE
Paris, Nov. 5.— Belgium, apparently following the lead of France and
Switzerland, plans a legislative regulatory program for the film industry.
Time
of High
Jinks
A committee, including members of ^Twas
the Belgium industry, representatives
of the Government ministries and inIn
Pittsburgh
Last
Night
dividuals familiar with industry activity, will be created with a triple
Pittsburgh, Nov. 14. — One of the
vania, Maryland and New Jersey, repurpose.
spectively, were the honored guests
ranking
events
of
the
year
for
show_ First they will study the possibiliand
a
beautiful
gift was presented to
men
throughout
the
country,
the
Vaties of the development of a trade
riety Club banquet here tonight drew John J. Maloney, head of the M-G-M
(Continued on page 10)
•
a capacity crowd of 1,000 and played office here, upon his retirement as
host to representatives of show busi- chief barker of the local club.
ness from coast to coast. Governors
He was succeeded by John J. McRadio — Page 12
(Continued on page 10)
Earle, Nice and Hoffman of Pennsyl-

Be

Sources

By SHERWIN A. KANE
Financing for United Artists' future
production
and theas re-a
tention of requirements
David O. Selznick
United Artists producer, are the two
major loose ends remaining in the
company's rapidly shaping pattern of
things-to-be, as a result of the conclusion of an oral agreement last
Friday on the exercise of the stock
option for three-fifths of the company'sapparent
common shares
prior to Dec.
23, it was
yesterday.
Thetial
financing
to by PrudenAssurance agreed
of London
and its
British associates provides only the
$4,500,000 minimum cash require.ment
for the exercising of the options.
Prominently mentioned as sources of
financing for future production are
the
America
with Bank
whichof Dr.
A. H.National
Giannini,Ass'n.,
now
United Artists president, was long
associated, and a New York group
which is believed to include Hemphill,
Noyes & Co., of which Stanton
Grifiis, chairman of the Paramount
executive committee, is a partner.
Prudential Studio Funds Likely
There is, however, an entirely probable supposition that Prudential, with
or without other associations, will
make production financing available
to
London This
Films,is
or Alexander
to United Korda's
Artists itself.
predicated upon the assumption that
with the exercise of the option the
British interests' investment in both
London Films and United Artists will
be so large that it will have to be
safeguarded in this or any other vital
respect.
Prudential's investment in the option deal will run to a maximum of
$2,000,000, it is said. The remaining
$2,500,000 in cash will be supplied by
its associates, all of whom are understood to be British concerns. The
balance required to swing the $6,000,000 option deal will be made up of
$1,500,000 in an early maturity preferred stock
Ll^nited
Artists Corp.,
which will
be ofissued
to Pickford
Corp.
and Elton Corp., the Douglas Fairbanks holding company for their respective one-fifth stock interests in
United Artists, immediately following
a revision of the latter company's
capital structure. This financial
reorganization is required due to the
fact that under
United
Artists'
(Continued
on page
9) present
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Legion Approves 10
Of 12 New
Pictures
The National Legion of Decency, in
its list of new pictures for the current
week, has approved 10 of the 12 new
films reviewed, seven for general patronage and three for adults. Two were
called objectionable in part. The new
pictures and their classification follow.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for
General Patronage— "Bulldog Drummond's Revenge," "Chicos de la
Prensa," "Courage of the West,"
"Love on Toast," "Old Wyoming
Trail," "El Fobres Perez" and "She
Loved a Fireman." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults — "Expensive
Husbands," "The Hurricane" and
"Paid to Dance." Class B, Objectionable in Part — "Madame Bovary"
and "Second Honeymoon."
$5,726 in Two Days
Paramount on Saturday reported
"Ebb Tide" grossed $5,726 in its first
two days at the Warfield, San Francisco_ and added this was the biggest
opening business at that theatre in two
years.
Company sources also declared "The
Barrier" opened to $4,100 at the Fenway, Boston and to $1,300 in its first
day at the Capitol, Portland, Me,

i

Insiders^
By RED
A S indeterminate as NBC ap^ pears to have been in last
week's tilt with General Hugh S.
Johnson, an examination of the
circumstances leads to this observer's conclusion that the
broadcasting network displayed
good judgment in refusing the
General permission to deliver his
scheduled address on gonorrhea
and syphilis. It seems Johnson
was chiefly angered because the
censorship was not applied until
a few minutes before his program
was to take the air. What happened behind the scenes, the temperature inthe words presumably
fired back and forth between
Johnson and Major Lohr, president of NBC, are not exactly
basking
the difference.
sun's glare.
it makes in
little
. . .But
It makes little difference, as we
approach the question, because
astride the base line of the discussion is the issue of whether
or not the problem of social
diseases should be turned loose
into no one can calculate how
many directions, how many
homes, how much of an audience,
as well as the ages of that audience, through a medium which
is primarily one of entertainment.
We assert it should not. We
maintain that inherent in such
a handling are the possibilities
for more harm than good. There
can be no doubt about the need
for widespread dissemination of
information among formulative
minds and minds presumably
already formed on the dangers
of social diseases. The press in
increasing measure is opening its
columns to headlines in which
gonorrhea and syphilis get display mention. Medical societies
which once whispered the words
behind cupped lips have abandoned that reserve in the light of
what, more and more, is assuming a nation-wide movement to
stem the tide by more thoroughly
familiarizing the public with pitfalls to be avoided. . . .

Outlook
KANN

Purely

Personal

impart the essential facts. If information on gonorrhea and
syphilis is to be widely thrown
to the four corners of the land,
and we argue that it should, the
lecture hall and special facilities
should be utilized for the pur-

S'TANTON
GRIFFIS,
' the Paramount
executivechairman
committee,of
leaves for the coast on the Century
today. He will join Barney BalaBAN, Paramount president, in Chicago
tomorrow, when the two head for the
studio on the Super Chief.
•

T
pose. .. .
Broadcasting on a national, or
even a limited geographical scope,
carries with it such vast potentialities for good and something
less that every care ought to be
brought into play to make certain
desirable consequences can be
assured, if this is possible. In the
instance of NBC, the facts reveal
an inconsistency in that social
diseases were earlier discussed
over that network during the
Forum on Current Problems under the auspices of the New
York Herald-Tribune. It, therefore, might be argued General
Johnson has been discriminated
against. It may be, on the other
hand, the error was originally
made in the first instance and
measures sought to bar a repetition in the next following circumstance, which happened to be
the case of General Johnson. We
do not know what the history of
the incident will show. We do
know, however, that NBC was
correct in clamping down its censorship on Johnson because of
the context of his proposed talk.
For there are ways by which
such problems in the public interest can be given their say without turning an essentially entertainment medium into an agency
for specialized propaganda. . . .

RuFus King's as yet unpublished
novel, "Victoria Docks at Night,"
has been purchased
by Charles
Beahan, Universal story editor.
•
Charles Skouras and Mike Rosenberg, who plan to return to the
coast tomorrow, may delay their departure until a later date.
•
Eliott D. Odell has been appointed
advertising manager of the Fawcett
groups
that include
women's, detective
and
mechanical
publications.
•
Mrs. Osa Johnson will arrive today on the Queen Mary. She has been
making background shots in Africa
for "Stanley and Livingstone."
Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, today leaves for the
coast on his annual trip. He will be
gone about a month.
•
D. Yancey Bradshaw, chief technician of The March of Time, will
marry Clara Jane Hopson today in
Omaha.
•
Jack Goetz and Arthur Gottlieb
of DuArt plan to leave for Toronto
tonight.
•
Paul and Mrs. Muni are scheduled
to sail for Europe the latter part of
this week.
Al Sherman will sail Nov. 24 for
an 11 -day vacation in Havana.

40

TO
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All of this is merely to read
the directional signs. To attempt
to deny the impact of a growing
educative campaign is futile and
ostrich-like. Yet, reading the
printed word is one thing. Idly
flipping a dial in the search for
entertainment and by ready ear
absorption happening upon, or
even hunting out, discussions of
venereal diseases is entirely different. There is to consider the
susceptibility of the adolescent
child, his pliability for impressions induced by forceful address.
There is also to consider the responsibility of the parent who,
firstly, is the person who should
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Theatre

A hurricane to blast you from the orchestra pit to tF
zanine, to film your eyes with spindrift, to beat at yc]
thunder, to clutch at your heart and send your diaph
. . . hurricane is a whopper.

A film triumph . . . mightiest spectacle staged to d I
all the extravagant splendor which is Goldwyn, ma
intense, stunning, stupendous . . . Hall handsomii
its sheer magnificence will thrill the fans and
popularity.

— /Vei'

A stirring show ... a brilliant film spectacle'
in the sheer fury of the elements . . . smash a
gives splendid performance ... as terrify
been devised by the screen.

Spectacular and stirring movie . . . exqu i

and striking seascapes . . . excellent n
exciting hurricane sequence of violen( |

A vastly exciting melodrama of th i
cle . . . principal actors unusual
tempo . . . such fury that the ai
IiQiiiiiiLj'i

people on the screen . . . Jon 1
the really big films.

The gosh-darndest storm th
... a new standard for "mig
technical achievement of

Great spectacle made in
. . . roar of the storm
ferocious fury . . . Dir
one of the major ach

Realistic "Hurricai
hurricane scenes 1)
ture of South S

It raced through my body, leaving me weak from sheer physical
exhaustion ... I was completely captured by the charm of the
South Seas story ... a romance that is given a terrific flavor of sex
. . . "Hurricane" will definitely make a star of Jon Hall . . . Dorothy
Lamour lovelier than I have ever seen her . . . grownups and chil-

es

dren should put "Hurricane"

ivith
a ..,

on their "must see" list.
— JimmieFidler

ig . . .
cture's

A manifestation of Nature's fury the like of which has not been
experienced since the night of the fabled Big Wind . . . brilliant
production . . . sustained punch . . . the magnificent illusion of

' Mirror

awesome

es one up
t it . . . Hall

Lamour

; as has yet

!a backgrounds
. . . enormously
>!r.

Samuel

. . . amazing specta. . fascinating swift
lost as terrified as the
ie, capable . . . one of
— New York Sun
fed out of a silver screen
iition pictures" . . . amazing
jquences.
■ — New York Post
lally lavish Goldwyn manner
.tically across the screen with
its magnificent stride . . . storm
the motion picture camera.
York Daily News

tn audience . . . terrific impact of
in its realism ... a fascinating pica terrifying and realistic hurricane.
— New

Goldwyn

Hall a fine, stalwart-

in the picture's 103 minutes.
— The Film Daily

and his publicity department have been advising

the world that "The Hurricane" would take a place among the
great pictures of all time; this proves entirely correct ... a hearttouching love story with human interest . . . John Ford has never
before so effectively demonstrated his talents as a director ... a

ml and American

— New

is a perfect sarong-clad Marama,

Terangi . . . not a dull moment

aid Tribune

i

realism ... on a par with the industry's outstanding production feats . . . performances are intelligent, convincing . . . Miss

York World-Telegram

potent punch, the fury of which actually stuns the senses . . . compared to it, the earthquake episode in "San Francisco" is like a
tempest in a teapot . . . many other things which accentuate the
entertainment and commercial value of the film . . . there need be
no worry as to what "The Hurricane" will do at the box-office . . .
that it will be a great attraction for those who play it is certain.
— Motion Picture Daily
A spectacular, thrilling drama that should shatter box-office records
. . . splendid photography, fascinating South Seas atmosphere . . .
it will send tlie customers away to tell their neighbors . . . audience
sat spellbound by the powerful climax . . . should be a word-ofmouth moneymaker.
— Jay Emanuel Publications
Tremendous in its terrifying power, skillful in its successful capture of tropical charm and tempestuous fury, this Samuel Goldwyn
achievement delivers a roaring, surging climax the like of which
the screen has never seen ... its astonishing authenticity will only
be rivalled by the unquestioned box-office records it will mark up
in every booking situation,
— Associated Publications

There has never been anything like it on land or screen . . . superlatively thrilling; . . . distinguished jobs of directing and writing . . .
storm sequences leave you limp . . . most realistic and exhausting
experience the screen has yet offered. — Los Angeles Evening News
First nighters stunned and spellbound ... no other motion picture
has unleashed a thrill to equal the storm scenes in "Hurricane" . . .
even the earthquake sequence in "San Francisco" must take second
place to this spectacle . . . characters vividly brought to life . . . truly
inspired musical score. — Los Angeles Evening Herald and Express
A triumph of modern craftsmanship on the screen . . . the storm
sequences are tops in spectacular cinematic treatment of natural
disaster . . . the earthquake of "San Francisco," the avalanche of
"Lost Horizon," the volcanic eruption of "The Last Days of Pompeii'are mild by comparison . . . players are without exception
excellent . . . something contributed to motion picture history.
— Hollywood Citizen-News
Spectacular thrills reigned in an overshadowing way at the premiere of "The Hurricane" . . . the biggest South Sea Island storm
ever viewed in pictures raged with awe-inspiring force and fury . . .
stands alone in the power of its climax ... a historical technical
achievement ... in many ways epochal . . . will go far with audiences . . . splendid power and promise by Jon Hall . . . Dorothy
Lamour reflects rare charm and personality. — Los Angeles Times

r

All but swept the first-night audience out of their seats . . . Samuel
Goldwyn pictures the terrifying strength of the unleashed elements
and their devastating effects on frail humanity in a manner never
equalled in any motion picture . . . the earthquake in "San Francisco" now seems mere child's play ... a touching story of romance
. . . Jon Hall the most sensational discovery of this year . . . top
entertainment ... a thrill and excitement the like of which you
have never experienced from any movie.
— Louella O. Parsons, Los Angeles Examiner
A production of such magnitude that it can be described only in
terms of press agentry . . . combines the entertainment requisites
of story and action with the ingenuity and skill of cinematic art . . .
hurricane scene the most amazing sequence ever filmed . . . Dorothy
Lamour establishes herself as an actress of great merit ... Jon Hall
is a fine and sincere Terangi . . . Combined with music and sound
effect, it is the most masterly piece of cinematic craftsmanship yet
recorded.
— Los Angeles Daily News
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Problems

(^Continued from page 1)
setup it is without authorization to
issue preferred shares.
United Artists has a surplus of
$1,500,000, but indications are that
this would be reserved for retirement of the Pickford-Fairbanks preferred shares within the prescribed
time limit. A default on the redemption of this preferred might result in
a readmittance of Pickford and Fairbanks to the United Artists common
stockholders'
list providing
the pre-a
ferred to be issued
to them carried
conversion privilege.
While negotiations looking to a renewal of Selznick's production deal
with the company have been active,
sources close to Selznick are inclined
to believe that his chances of remaining are less than for the setting of an
M-G-M deal.
As reported exclusively in Motion
Picture Daily on Saturday, the
Pickford - Fairbanks - Chaplin United
Artists stock will be pledged as security for the $4,500,000 British loan
by United Artists Corp., to whom the
loan is being made. Samuel Goldwyn
and Korda thus will have a virtually
unlimited time in which to acquire
ownership of the controlling stock
through repayment of the loan. No
dividends are to be paid on United
Artists common following the exercise of the option, however, until the
$1,500,000 of new preferred to be
issued to Pickford and Fairbanks has
been retired.
Play Suit Dismissed
Moss Hart, George F. Kaufman
and Sam _H. Harris won a dismissal
of the infringement suit brought
against them by Virginia Gordon in
the U. S. District Court when Federal
Judge John C. Knox ruled Saturday
that their ^play, "You Can't Take It
With You" was not plagiarized from
the Gordon play, "Rash Moments."
Counsel fees amounting to $500 were
awarded to the defendants for the successful defense of the action.
Fire Razes Bowes' Home
OssiNiNG, N. Y., Nov. 14.— Major
Edward Bowes' 10-room residence,
"Laurel Hill," near here, was burned
, to the ground on Friday afternoon.
, Loss was estimated at $50,000. It was
: reported that the house contained
• many valuable art works.

Union Party Tonight
_ The American Federation of Musicians, Local 802 will stage its annual benefit show at the Astor tonight. About
_
30 name bands have
been lined up. In addition numerous
stars of stage, screen and radio have
promised to be on hand.
Guild Joins Award Vote
Hollywood, Nov. 14.— Voting for
' the annual awards by the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences will be
widened with the acceptance of the
former'
bid _ topatethein Screen Actors'
Guild tos partici
the selections.

PREVIEW

With

Due

to Sign

Guild

Shortly

Mentone Prod, has requested a confrompact
thewill
Screen
Actors'be
Guild tract
andform the
probably

signed early next week, it was learned
yesterday.
The signing of Mentone, following
Blossoms on Broadway
closely upon that of Educational and
(Schitlberg-Paramount)
Tru Pictures, will leave only March
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — The radio popularity of the title song is a fac- of Time and Pathe commercial films
tor in favor of "Blossoms on Broadway." So is the wholly amusing and unsigned by the guild among eastern
too brief presence of the long-beloved Weber and Fields. Edward producers. Indications are that the
Arnold has had far happier castings but triumphs over this one like the guild's eastern office will formally act
true trouper he is. Other box office names of varying magnitude are in both of the latter instances in the
Shirley Ross, William Frawley, John Trent, The Radio Rogues, Frank near future.
Kenneth Thomson, executive secreCraven, John Arthur and Rufe Davis. But none of these save Miss
of the guild, left for the coast
Ross has much opportunity for distinguished services, and she flounders. over tary
the weekend.
The production is a strangely uncoordinated collection of miscellaneous
materials, some of them independently meritorious. It is likely to sell
better than it wears.
Many
Film Notables
At ''Night of Stars
The screenplay by Theodore Reeves is a fantastic yarn about' Confidence Man Arnold who persuades the rural Miss Ross to pose as the
Many film notables will be on hand
owner of a gold mine so he can induce Hoarder Craven to entrust him
for
the fourth annual presentation of
with contraband coin to be melted down and marketed as new. This
"Night of Stars" at Madison Square
not especially funny idea gets kicked around until it is practically lost,
Garden Wednesday night. The performance isbeing held under the auwhich wouldn't be regrettable if the song numbers and comedy specialties
spices of the United Palestine Appeal.
interpolated with this result weren't kicked about as fatally, in turn, by
Among those scheduled to attend
the ever-reviving plot.
The title song is by Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger, two others by are Paul Muni, George M. Cohan,
Frank Loesser and Manny Sherman, who are credited also with a kind Lou Holtz, Kitty Carlisle, Floyd Gibbons, Gloria Swanson, Molly Picon,
of musical comedy finale in which everybody sings or speaks lines that
Jimmy Savo, Mitzi Mayfair, Willie
rhyme but don't bounce. A slapstick opera sequence by Phil Boutelje and Eugene Howard, Edwin C. Hill,
and Ralph Freed clicks. Direction is by Richard Wallace, who should Helen Morgan, Eddie Dowling and
have taken a firm hand with matters when things began to snarl. George Burgess Meredith.
Auerbach is associate producer and it is of record that men so experienced as these have fabricated films as unorthodox and undisciplined as Carriers Convention
this which have tickled the unpredictable public prodigiously. This
may be such a film, but it didn't cheer up a crowd sitting over from
Opens in Louisville
"Angel" at the Los Angeles Paramount. And that fact smacks of
Louisville, Nov. 14. — The joint
significance.
convention of the National Film Carriers, Inc., and the National Trucking
Running time, 85 minutes. "G."
Ass'n. got under way here today with
the registration of visitors and numerous social events on the program.
Business sessions will open tomorrow.
"Children of Loneliness"
(Jezvel)
The new regulations of the InterHollywood, Nov. 14. — This item from the Samuel Cummins colstate Commerce Commission governing interstate motor transport of
lection of esoterica (to use the nicer word) followed his "Love Life of films will be discussed during the
a Gorilla" into Tally's Criterion hearalded by newspaper and lobby ex- convention.
ploitation copy defining it as "inspired by 'The Well of loneliness' " and
indicating, by word and picture, that it deals with perversion. It does
Jack Carson Is Cast
just that, a person identified as a Dr. S. Dana Hubbard of the New
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Jack Carson
York Health Dep't taking the screen at the start and the close of the
- 5
has
beenRKO
assigned
picture to say, however, that it is an authentic presentation of the subject on the
lot. to "Vivacious Lady"
-154
and that if it rescues so many as one of these "mentally abnormal"
VVs
634
persons from his or her "mental complex" it will have been well worth854 1554
5954
while.
He
doesn't
say
what
it
will
have
been
worth
if
it
works
the
other way.
Wall Street
654
1554
- Vi
8?4
18854
16354 185V4 16354
The story in "Children of Loneliness," acted out by unknown players
13%
854 1554
6Vs
in front of an inexpertly wielded camera under booming microphones,
Light
133/8
High
aVs Changes
. 8/2 Board
concerns a girl wooed by another girl but saved in the nick of time by
2454
i^hange
147/i, Low
falling for a fullback. A parallel thread concerns a supposedly masculine
10754
1454
m 164
. 17|/8
ISVz
Close
10754
artist and his supposedly feminine would-be fiancee, whom he sends Cons., pfd.
5/2
154
about her business and who says, after she has learned he has com- Col
164
K,,,E... .. 13!^
+
mitted suicide and why, she wishes he had told her (intimating that E.
G. T.
654
254 25
Loew
.... Open
+ V2
■ 2454
everything vi^ould have been dandy). Assorted perverts are paraded
1/2
254
SVa.
1/2
in the course of the action, with a character representing a psychoanalyst Para. 21 ..1098V4
254 109
5s/s
explaining matters while treating the two principal ones as patients. Pathe
154
19J4
R.K.O: ...
+ Yi
/8
Technically,
612Vs 61
25
lesser
studios.the production is on a par with the lesser "B" output of the 20th Fox
61
Net^ Net
After the Criterion presentation, a lecturer aided by three girls, one W. B ,
Fractional
Curb
Movement
of whom he described as over-sexed, of¥ered a book by Dr. Hubbard,
20
2%,
plus a birth control chart and other clinical data, for sale to the custom854. Close Change
Open High Low
ers at 50 cents the mess, but probably this service costs extra. Sales G. N
2?4.
1/2
m
Wi
m
were slow at the premiere, anyway.
Sonotone . . . m
m
1954
- %
Technicolor.
20
Reviewed without code seal. Running time, 68 minutes. "A."
Trans -Lux. .
(Additional Reviews on Page 11.)
Univ. Corp.
Little Bond Activity254
Studio Club Show Set
Net
Para. Buys
Hollywood,
Nov."Ambush"
14.— Paramount
High Low Close Change
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — The ParaKeith 6s '46
8854 8854 8854 — 54
has purchased
a Liberty Loew 354s '46
9954 9954 9954
mount Studio Club will present "Mod- serial
by Robert "Ambush,"
Ray.
ern Minstrels" on Dec. 5.
(Quotations at close of Nov. 13.)
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Alger

(Continued from page 1)
if it is permitted to stand, might force
reorganized RKO to accumulate and
hold large cash amounts for the retirement of debentures which would
be subject to heavy taxation under the
Federal levies on undistributed profits.
However, this argument may collapse
in the event that the special session
of Congress, which convenes in Washington today, takes favorable action
on a modification of the undistributed
profits tax, as now appears likely.
If the special master's recommendation does stand, many factors in the
reorganization believe that it will have
a tendency to "freeze" the market
value of the present RKO common
stock at approximately its present level
of $5 to $6 per share. In this event,
the new common being worth two
shares of old, probably would be
quoted upon consummation of the reorganization at the $10 to $12 per
share value
tative report.referred to in Alger's ten-

Pittsburgh
To

Rings

Variety

Antics

(Continued from page 1)
Greevey, chief booker of the Harris
Amusement Co., into whose arms Maloney placed George Variety Barker,
the Variety Club's adopted boy, for
safekeeping during 1938.
The affair began at 7 P. M. and at
midnight adjourned downstairs to the
Variety
new hotel
headquarters
where theClub's
festivities
continued
into the

early morning. Norman Frescott flew
in from Hollywood to serve as toastmaster, a post he has passed up only
once since the affair was started several years ago, introducing among
others Larry Kelley, Ail-American
end from Yale ; Red Kann, editor of
Motion Picture Daily ; Jock Sutherland, coach of the Pitt football team,
and Attorney General of Pennsylvania
Charles Margiotti. Mayor Scully of
Pittsburgh was to have attended, but
he has been ill for the last week and
was ordered by his physician to remain in bed.
An all-star floor show, recruited
from stage, screen and radio in New
York by John H. Harris, general
chairman, was presented by Dan
Healy, lasted
who for
served
c,"hours
and
which
more as
than"m.two
following
the
dinner.
Another
feature
Value Would Be $5,532,000
was a big souvenir program edited by
On this basis, as Alger suggests in George Tyson and including articles
his report, the $9,150,628 Rockefeller by leading Pittsburgh newspapermen.
Center claim against RKO would have
More than 200 out-of-town guests,
a maximum market value of $5,532,- representing all of the big film companies, arrived in Pittsburgh a day
000, givingmendation effect
to Alger's
ofa maximum
39,000 recomshares ahead of the banquet to see the Pittreduction in the 500,000 shares of new Nebraska football game.
common which the reorganization plan
proposes to issue to Rockefeller Center
in settlement of the claim. It is obvious, however, that any fluctuation in Federal Film Law Is
the new RKO common's market value
Planned by Belgium
would either increase or decrease the
(Continued from page 1)
stock value of the claim away from
the $5,532,000 valuation referred to organization, designed to foster the
best interests of the industry from the
by Alger.
Rockefeller Center officials advised economic and cultural standpoints.
Motion Picture Daily last week They will consider the advisability of
all public services conthat they would not object to Alger's centralizing
nected with the screen, and they will
proposed treatment of their claim.
Moreover, the RKO trustee is in no prepare for the establishment of a
trade publication which will be the
position to tocontest
it as of
thethe
trustee's
opposition
allowance
claim general organ of the industry.
The board of the National Union
has been argued before Federal Judge
William Bondy already, whose de- of the Belgian Cinema, which is the
cision has been reserved pending the Federal unit of all Belgian film associations, has consented to the creation
outcome of the hearings on the reorof such a commission.
ganization plan.
Alger's report was distributed to
reorganization counsel on Nov. 6 and,
as reported earlier in Motion Picture Warners in Camera Buy
Daily, approves the reorganization
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Warners will
plan in virtually all of its major proposals, exclusive of those referred to take delivery in two weeks of the first
of 10 new Mitchell De Lux cameras
above.
for experiments under the supervision
of Mike McGreal, head of the studio
Stan Laurel Forms
camera department.
New Producing Firm
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Revising the
To Do Handel Short
four-picture deal signed recently with
Hollywood,
Nov. 14. — Reginald Le
Hal Roach, Stan Laurel has formed
Borg,
short
subject
the Stan Laurel Corp., and in addi- has been assigned by writer-director,
Jack Chertok,
tion to making two Laurel and
Hardy features for Roach and two M-G-M short subject head, to write
a two reel musical featuring the life
directly for M-G-M, will produce
other pictures.
of Handel, to be titled "Largo."
Fred Scott, singing western star,
has been signed to a five-year conApollo to Brandt
tract, to take effect upon the completion of his now existing contract with
Harry Brandt has taken over the
Spectrum. Jed Buell, now producing Apollo on West 42nd St. from the
for Spectrum, has been signed by the Bowery Savings Bank and will inLaurel firm to produce the entire
augurate adouble feature policy there
series of westerns starring Scott.
Dec. 1. The house now runs burlesque.
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Local

Substitution
Hollywood, Nov. 14.— The
M-G-M trailer for "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry" starts with
Freddie Bartholomew introducing Ronald Sinclair, who
plays his first important role
in the picture.
Ronald is the lad that took
Freddie's place in the picture
when litigation over the Bartholomew boy's contract occurred.

306

Demands

Early Pay Revision
(Continued from page 1)
ment between the circuits and Local
306 provides
for arbitration
deadlock is reached
on terms, ifa a source

close to the union intimated that
secret plans are being made that may
result in a walkout or a concerted
sitdown strike in one of the major
circuit's houses. The hour and day
when such action may be taken have
not yet been decided, it was stated.
A meeting of union and circuit
representatives is scheduled for today
English Paper Sees
C. C. Moskowitz's ofiice in the
Censor Influenced at
Loew Bldg. The session is expected
(Continued from page 1)
to last several hours with the union
stock shots had been turned down men presenting the final demands of
for its anti-armament angles. The Local 306 members.
Since 1927, union sources claim,
sound track was removed and another
operators have accepted reductions
imposed boosting
rearmament
schemes,thetheGovernment's
paper said. totaling approximately 35 per cent.
It was passed after certain uncompli- Union officials are seeking increases
mentary references to Italy had also up to 48 per cent, it was declared,
been eliminated. The paper adds that because of the high cost of living.
Up to the present time circuits have
there is a movement of organized opposition to the board with a view to granted Local 306 men a tentative 10
replacing present members with per cent increase, retroactive to Sept.
1. Other boosts in salaries agreed
younger men.
upon also will be retroactive to the
same date.
Circuit Directors
To Confer Bi-Yearly
Will Be Re-elected
According to the master contract
(Continued from page 1)
in 1935, both operators and
has an interest in approximately 250 signed
theatre heads are to get together
theatres, among which are Metropoli- every two years on the salary questan Playhouses with 120 units, Unitedtion. The deliberations between cirWest Coast with 50 theatres on the
cuits and union executives have been
coast, Robb & Rowley with 60 in in progress several months. They
Texas, four Loew houses in Colum- have been interrupted from time to
bus,
ville andBaltimore,
others. Pittsburgh and Louis- time because of negotiations between
the I.A.T.S.E. and distributors on

'*Gunga Din" Is Definite
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — While no
producer has been assigned to take
the place of Edward Small, RKO has
definitely decided to produce "Gunga
Din," from the Ben Hecht-Charles
MacArthur script based on the Rudyard Kipling poem. Gary Grant is
definitely set for the lead role, under
a commitment settled this week.
Howard Hawks may direct. The picture had been
Small's
production
unit assigned
before heto left
the
studio.
Sales

Heads

in West

Portland, Ore., Nov. 14. — Grover
Parsons, Republic west coast division
manager, is here in the course of a
swing of the northwest ; William
Heineman of Universal is conferring
with Gordon Craddock, branch manager here, and Harry Thomas is
covering the territory on state rights
deals.

contracts for "back room" help in exchanges throughout the country. These
pacts are all cleared up except for a
master agreement.
Recently the circuits granted members of Stagehands' Local No. 1 a
six per cent increase in de luxe theatres, retroactive to Sept. 1, and
promised another six per cent next
Sept. 1. Stagehands in neighborhood
theatres were given one per cent less
in both instances.
Major circuit operators declare they
are anxious to wind up negotiations
with Local 306, but when it comes to
granting 48 per cent increases that is
another thing. It takes time to work
out new contracts, it was stated, and
decisions in such instances cannot be
made hastily.
Independents Pessimistic

Meanwhile, independent circuits have
until next September to work out a
new two-year agreement with Local
306. Numerous unaffiliated exhibitors
have been decrying what they term
the worst business in years. Admissions have not gone up with the
Switch in Salt Lake
times, they state, and disSalt Lake City, Nov. 14. — Charles change intributors
are demanding increases in
M. Pincus, manager of the Capitol, rentals all along the line. The major
replaces Holden Swiger at the Utah, circuit neighborhood houses also have
who resigned. Pincus will also man- felt the slump in grosses, it was
age the Centre, which opens around stated, and the thought of boosting
Christmas.
price scales is further from their
minds than ever.
"Ecstacy" Up Again
It is likely that major circuits will
Albany, Nov. 14. — Hearings on a offer a small percentage hike in salaries now and another next September.
motion by Eureka Prod., Inc., for a reWhether the union will agree to such
argument
of
the
"Ecstacy"
censorship
ban before the Court of Appeals, or, an arrangement is problematical.
as an alternative, for leave to appeal Some interests are of the opinion that
from the decision of the Appellate Div- the matter will finally wind up before
ision to the Court of Appeals, will be an arbitration board without a walkheld Nov. 23.
out or sitdown strike.

;
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Short

PICTURE
II
Melbourne

Subjects

Severely
"A Night at the Movies"
(M-G-M)
Another Robert Benchley opus. It
contains some shrewd wit that will be
readily appreciated by practically
everyone in the theatre. Benchley
and his wife, after a bit of conversation, decide to see a picture. Benchley
gets the tickets mixed up with the
stubs for an automobile giveaway.
This creates a situation in the foyer
until the manager, haughty and bored,
ends what threatened to become an
issue. In the auditorium the couple
disrupt the performance, but finally
manage to get seats. Benchley has
a fit of coughing and leaves by a
side door. When he attempts to reenter he takes the stage door and appears on the stage while an act is in
progress. It merits billing on the
marquee.
Running time, 10 mins.

''The King

Without

a

Looking

^Em

Over

*'Wild Innocence'*
{Hennan Garfield)
Chute, a kangai|-oo, gets top billing in this Australian-made feature
and, for once, the credit lines are properly distributed.
"Wild Innocence," based on a Cosmopolitan story by Dorothy Cotterell, by general classification, fits into the "Sequoia" category with
some of that film's merits. The story thread deals with the civilizing influence on the "roo" and man's cruelty toward dumb animals. When the
picture adheres closely to scenes in the bush and successfully captures
the animals cavorting on their native heath, it is arresting. When the
humans enter the scene and the circus episodes come along, the interest
drops quickly. This leads to the conclusion that somewhat unfortunate
was the decision to devote so much of the treatment to an indifferent and
hackneyed story, amateurishly acted and handled.
However, there is enough in the 65 minutes' length in which Chute
takes the center of the stage to mark this film from "down under" away
from the routine and, on that ground, worthy of exhibitor attention. It
also carries with it considerable potentialities for ballyhoo which the
smart showman will readily appreciate can be turned to his advantage.
Ken G. Hall directed from an adaptation by Edmund Seward.

Crown"
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
(M-G-M)
A moderately interesting historical
mystery is offered here. It concerns "The Legion of Missing Men"
the disappearance of the Dauphin dur- {Monogram)
The French Foreign Legion is the background for this film, but there
ing the French Revolution and how
later the Prince de Joinville visiting is little of consequence in the story it serves. It is the usual tale of
in Wisconsin interviews Eleazer Wil- brotherly love, not very well acted, that is heightened by a fair battle
liams, amissionary among the Indians, sequence when the old and reliable 20th comes marching up over the
whom he has traced as the missing sand dunes and turns the tide of an Arab attack on a desert post.
monarch. The missionary refuses to
Ralph Forbes' brother, Ben Alexander, joins the legion and arrives
sign away his claim to the throne and
on the scene following a mediocre introduction to make the story stand
the film shortly fades out with a question mark. Carey Wilson handles the up. Alexander develops interest in Hala Linda, a cafe singer. Miss
narration. Running time, 9 mins. Linda secretly loves Forbes. Alexander strikes an officer in a brawl.
He is locked up but Miss Linda contrives his escape with two Arabs.
"G."
Forbes and his buddies give chase because the former had arranged his
brother's release. The entire group is caught by a renegade Arab chief''Behind the Criminal"
tain. Forbes is forced to assemble and fire a number of machine guns
(M-G-M)
climax approaches. He manages to stave off the battle until the
the
as
The latest issue of the "Crime Does
reinforcements brought by Miss Linda arrive. During the fight his
Not Pay" series deals with the illegal
activities of a smart lawyer who ob- brother is killed and the piece closes with the troops marching on.
tains acquittals for hardened and danThe cast also includes Paul Hurst, Roy D'Arcy and Georges Rigas.
gerous criminals by placing perjured Normal S. Hall wrote the original. Hamilton MacFadden directed.
witnesses on the stand. Eventually,
the district attorney cracks down on
Running time, 62 minutes. "G."
him and his gang. The narrative has
the usual punch and vivid melodrama
Reopen Warner House
Kansas Revenue Off
which serve the dual purpose of thrillSouth Manchester, Mass., Nov.
ing and enlightening. Running time,
ToPEKA, Kan., Nov. 14.— Although 14. — The Circle, Warner house dark
21 mins. "G."
there are 57,838 firms in Kansas reg- for the past five years, has reopened
istered with the state tax commission here. The policy .will be first run
and therefore collectors of the state's weekends, and subsequent for the re"Decathlon Champion"
two per cent sales tax, only 42,582
mainder of the week. Thomas Grace,
(M-G-M)
made returns for the first month of
Here Pete Smith applies himself to
formerly
of the Bristol, has been apthe career of Glenn Morris, an out- the levy, June ; 41,512 in July ; 38,890
pointed manager. Warners also operate the first run State here.
standing athlete and Olympic cham- in August, and only 27,561 in September, according to W. G. Fink, chairpion. The narrative covers Morris'
man of the commission.
activities from the time he was a
farm boy in Colorado to his attain"Sisters"
Krims on
Hollywood,
Nov. 14. — Milton
ment of the top in Berlin last year.
Opens Phila. Exchange
Krims, Warner writer, has been asThe action is fast-moving and excitDenver, Nov. 14. — The Allied exsigned to do "The Sisters," a novel
ing. It should fit in well anywhere.
change has been opened in Philadel- by Myron Brinig. Other writiug proRunning time.lO mins. "G."
phia by Harry Marcus, formerly of
jects at that studio include "Great
the Allied exchange in Denver, and Lie," to
be done by Ivan Goff, and
his
brother
Gene,
former
operator
of
Open Two Houses in
"The Story of the Wright Brothers,"
exchanges and theatres in Salt Lake to be adapted by Abem Finkel.
New Rochelle Soon City.
New Rochelle, Nov. 14.— This city
Santly to Publish Music
will have two new theatres shortly,
Heads Denver Union
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Santly Bros.one to be operated by Samuel StrausDenver,
Nov.
14.
—
Elected
presiJoy will publish the music of "Hawaii
berg of the Interboro Circuit and the
Calls," Principal's starring vehicle
dent of the Film Exchanp^e Employes' for
other by Harry Brandt. Each will
Bobby Breen, instead of Irving
Union to succeed Martin Austin, reseat 600.
Berlin, Inc., as previously planned.
signed,
is
Lee
Cronk,
head
shipper
at
The new Trent, situated on Main the Paramount exchange here.
St., will cost about $40,000 and is expected tobe ready for opening in three
Sells Song to M-G-M
weeks. The North Avenue, located
Hollywood. Nov. 14. — Bonnie Lake,
nder"
"Defe
le
Retit
sister of Ann Sothern. has sold a song,
on North Avenue, has been leased
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — "Public Defrom the Ward Foundation by the
fender" on the Warner schedule has "I Own a Palomino," to M-G-M. It
; Brandt circuit. This theatre will cost
had its title changed to "For the De- will be sung in "The Girl of the Gol;i approximately $60,000.
den West."
fense."

Takes

Hit

by Disease

Sydney, Oct. 20 (By Air Mail via
London). — The infantile paralysis
epidemic continues to average seven
or eight cases a day in Melbourne suburban areas. Meanwhile theatre business is suffering its most serious reverse since the bubonic plague of 1920
caused a complete shut-down of theatres for several weeks.
If accompanied by adults, children
are now allowed to attend either city
or suburban theatres, but Saturday
afternoon suburban matinees are still
cancelled and at present there is no
indication when they will be resumed.
A decision
Ass'n.
to
resume by
themthe inExhibitors'
suburbs, where
schools had been reopened and where
no cases had been reported for at least
four weeks, met with a strong protest
by the Consultive Council on the disease and the association had no option
but to rescind its decision.
The Government has declared that
it has no intention of compensating
theatre owners for the period the theatres have been affected by the epidemic ban, as requested by the exhibitors' association.
Threaten House Boycott
Sydney, Oct. 20 (By Air Mail via
London). — Threats to boycott theatres which employ non-union labor
have been made in Adelaide by the
Theatrical
Employes'
Ass'n.
Unless
an
amicable
settlement
is reached
shortly, the union declares it will seek
a public boycott. It claims some suburban theatres are using non-union
men at wages far below the standard.
Dubbing
Gaining

in Austria
this

Season

By HANS LORANT
Vienna, Oct. 24. — The attempt of
many years on the part of the
Austrian authorities to encourage
American companies to dub some of
their product in German in this
country is beginning to bear fruit at
last. Greater activity by the American companies is expected this year.
Warners are dubbing three, "San
Quentin," "The Life of Emile Zola"
and "The Prince and the Pauper."
RKO plans to dub three and Universal has finished "Three Smart
Girls." Other American companies
here are considering
action.
* * similar
*
Selenophon, the official company
which makes the Austrian newsreel,
has obtained the exclusive Austrian
distribution rights to News of the
Day, the M-G-M newsreel.
French Unit in 3rd Year
Paris, Nov. 12. — The socalled Cercle du Cinema, an organization here
which exhibits examples of the most
famous films of the silent days and
the early period of talking pictures, is
now starting its third year. Performances are held weekly. Numerous
early American films are included in
the list of pictures scheduled for showing during the 1937-'38 season.
Named Iowa Booker
Des Moines, Nov. 14. — Evan
Jacobs, formerly in the 20th CenturyFox home office, has come to the Des
Moines office as booker, replacing E.
M. Canty, who resigned.
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Scheduled
Personals

For

He Asked for It
Jack Miles, NBC press,
mulled all last week on how

Radio

This

►

Week

MRS. PAUL WHITEMAN will
leave New York today to join
her husband when he opens at the
Washington, Nov. 14.^ — Hearings Drake in Chicago this week. . . Stork
to be held during the current week flashes from the coast inform that the
by the F.C.C. have been scheduled as Danny Dankers and the Jim Bealles,
follows :
of the J. Walter Thompson office in
Nov. IS, before an examiner — Ap
Hollywood, are new fathers. . . Buddy
plications of Piatt & Piatt, Inc., for Manners, WHN vocalist, has set the
a 1,000-kilocycle, 1,000-watt daytime wedding date for Dec. 12. . . Tim and
station at Poughkeepsie, and WDZ, Irene have appealed to radio editors
Tuscola, 111., for increase of power for suggestions as to what programs
from 250 to 1,000 watts.
they want burlesqued on their series.
Nov. 16, before an examiner — Ap- . . Charles Kullman will be the guest
plications of Citizens Broadcasting soloist with the Ford Symphony Nov.
Corp., Schenectady ; Thomas J. Wat- 21. . . . Claire Trevor will be interson, Endicott, N. Y., and the Hampviewed by Elza Schallert on the latden-Hampshire Corp., Holyoke, Mass., ter's review program over the NBCfor a 1,240-kilocycle, 1,000-watt sta- Blue this Thursday. . . NBC will
tion.
broadcast the Rose Bowl and Sugar
Nov. 18, before the commission — Bowl gridiron games Jan. 1. . . Kate
Applications of The Bend Bulletin for Smith will receive, from Mrs. H.
a 1,310-kilocycle station at Bend, Ore., Pierson Mapes, vice-president of the
100 watts night, 250 watts day; Wa- Philco Radio Corp., the 10 millionth
terloo Times-Tribune for a 1,370-kilo- Philco radio set on her broadcast of
cycle, 100-watt daytime station at Wa- Nov. 18. The award is in recognition
terloo, la. ; T. E. Kirksey for a 930kilocycle station at Waco, Tex., 250 of Kate's radio achievements.
watts night, 500 watts day.
Nov. 18, before an examiner — ApErwin Opens Series Tonight
plication ofWSAY, Rochester, for inVic
Erwin, band leader, will begin
crease of time from day to unlimited,
to operate with 100 watts night, 250 a series of his own, titled "Musical
Cartoons," over Mutual tonight from
watts day.
10 P. M., and weekly thereNov. 19, before an examiner — Ap- 9:30 to
after at this time. The soloists on
plications ofC. Bruce McConnell for a
the program will be Elinor Sherry
1,500-kilocyle station at Indianapolis,
100 watts night, 250 watts day, and and the "Key Men," quartet.
WFBR, Baltimore, for increase of
Kaltenborn Is Better
power from 500 watts night, 1,000
watts day to 1,000 watts night, 5,000
Cincinnati, Nov. 14. — The condition of H. V. Kaltenborn who was
watts day.
removed from a train and placed in a
hospital here as the result of an inObrist Joins Radio
flamed gall bladder, is improved. He
Staff of Jones Co, must remain in the hospital for at
least two weeks, however.
Latest addition to the radio staff
of the Ralph H. Jones Co., advertising
Book Reviews Over WMCA
agency, is Edward C. Obrist. Obrist
WMCA will inaugurate a book rehas had nine years experience in radio,
view of the air series to be heard
two years as program director of
weekly
on Mondays conducted by
WSYR, Syracuse, and since 1930 as
Harry
Pascoe,
beginning today at
production manager and supervisor of
2:15 P. M. Pascoe is continuity
commercial copy for WBEN, Buffalo. editor
of the station.
Atlas Radio Company
Formed
in Delaware
Hollywood
Dover, Del., Nov. 14.— Atlas Radio
Distributing Corp. has been formed
here to deal in radio productions,
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Glen Heisch,
shows, broadcasts, etc., with a capital
for
four years production manager of
of 500 shares, no par value. IncorpoKFI-KECA,
will resign Dec. 1 to
rators are Ann Victor and Josephine
join,
as
writer-producer,
Transco,
Langfelder, New York, and Florenceradio t transcription firm. . . . George
Abramson of Brooklyn.
Houston will be guest on the "Hollywood Showcase" Nov. 28. . . . "Ho"Hello, Peggy" Show Renews
Hum," series of 15-minute programs
"Hello, Peggy" sponsored by the kidding
inane items in newspapers,
Drackett Products Co. for Drano and
has
moved
from KECA to KFI. John
Windex has renewed its spot contracts
for 13 weeks on WLW, WFLA, Boylari is writing and Don Clark
WFAA, KOA, KFI, KGO and producing the program. . . . Alka
KOMO. The Ralph H. Jones Co. is Seltzer is sponsoring "Corriere Dell'
the agency.
Aria," Italian program featuring
Italian news and music on KMTR.
. KFWB has inaugurated the "ExVallee Returning Soon
perimental Theatre." It is a half-hour
Rudy Vallee will return from Hol- drama presentation written and prolywood sooner than expected, making
duced by Russell Hughes to be prehis last broadcast from the coast Nov.
sented Friday nights.
25. He will broadcast for the followKFWB has started the weekly
ing six weeks from Radio City and presentations of the Shirley Temple
then return to Hollywood to begin Radio Guild, to be broadcast from
the stage of the Fox, Pasadena, under
work in the "Gold Diggers" picture.

to
get a pass for
Saturday's
Army-Notre
Dame
game.
After much scheming he sold
announcer Bill Stern on the
idea of having him along in
the press coop, to do a color
story about how Stern works
at the business of describing
a football game.
Came Saturday, and the
most severe rain storm of the
season. Miles tried to give
the ticket away, with no
takers, then tried to beg out
of the assignment, but Stern
wouldn't hear of it. He went
to the
game,
care
much
for but
it. he didn't

A sks FCC

Permit

Providence

on

Station

Washington, Nov. 14. — Construction of another broadcasting station in
Providence, R. I., is contemplated in
an application filed with the F. C. C.
by Peter J. Caldarone, asking for use
of the 1,270-kilocycle channel with
250
tion. watts power for daytime opera-

Work

Delays
Near

CBL

Toronto

Toronto, Nov. 14. — The inauguration of Canada's most powerful radio
station, the 50,000-watt plant at
Hornsby, Ont., 25 miles from Toronto,
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
has been delayed from Nov. 15 to Dec.
1, because of unfavorable weather, including frequent high winds, which
have made it impossible to rush the
completion of the 647-foot towers.
The opening of this station will be
the signal for a number of changes in
the organization and facilities for
broadcasting across the Dominion.
The new Hornsby outlet, which is intended to blanket the Province of Ontario, will be known as CBL and will
replace CKCL, which has operated in
Toronto for many years. CBL will
be on the air continuously from 7 :30
A. M. to 12 P. M.
Work is also being completed on
CBF at Vercheres, Que., 25 miles east
of Montreal, as the outlet of Frenchlanguage programs for the many
French-Canadians residing in the
Province of Quebec. CRCM will be
maintained in Montreal as at present
for English-language programs. Call
letters for a number of stations owned
by C. B. C. are being changed. CRCM
at Montreal becomes CBF ; CRCO at
Ottawa will be known as CBO ;
CRCW at Windsor becomes CBW,
and CRCV at Vancouver is to be
CBR.
With the opening of the two new
units, C. B. C. will have 34 stations
from coast to coast.

An amended application for a construction permit for a station at San
Francisco was filed by Larry Rhine,
the original application, calling for a
980-kilocycle, 250-watt daytime station, being changed to provide for use
of the 1,150 kilocycle channel with
"La Boheme" in Bank Series
power of 1,000 watts.
A change of frequency from 1,190
Lucy Monroe, Susanne Fisher and
to 1,210 kilocycles and increase of time
from daytime to unlimited, with 100 Armand Tokatyan will sing the lead
watts night and 250 watts day, was roles in "La Boheme" when the banksponsored Philadelphia Orchestra preasked by KTKC, Visalia, Cal.
sents the Puccini opera on the broadcast of Nov. 22. Alexander Smallens
Woodyard to WALR
will be the orchestra's guest conductor.
The program will mark the first
Zanesville, O., Nov. 14. — Ronald
B. Woodyard, assistant to James time that the Philadelphia Orchestra
Harnahan, vice-president Scripps- has brought opera to the air.
Howard Radio, in charge of WCPO,
Wilson WHDH Program Head
Cincinnati Post station, has resigned
to manage WALR here, in which he
Boston, Nov. 14.— Kenneth Wilson,
has purchased an interest from Frazer associated with WHDH here for the
Reams of Toledo. Woodyard previ- past six and a half years, last week
ously was assistant general manager of was appointed program director of
KSOO and KELO.
the outlet. Wilson succeeds Jack Knell,
who moved up to the staff of WEEI,
CBS lessee. Wilson's organ programs have been featured "locally for
the past few years. He is from
Town
Pump
Quincy.

the direction of Bob Cannon, manager.
Agency Meeting Here Nov. 18
The Guild's idea is to promote and
The American Ass'n of Advertisdevelop entertaining talent among
ing Agencies will hold a regional
youngsters and is said to have the meeting at the Hotel Roosevelt Nov.
sponsorship of Shirley Temple. The 18 and at the Medinah Club, Chicago,
programs will be heard Saturday at Nov. 23.
10 A.M., P.S.T. . . . Edward Everett
Tuesday.
Horton will be Al Jolson's guest SRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSR
KEHE starts two new programs
175 RADIO STATIONS i
next week, "Stars Over Hollywood"
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
COAST-TO-COAST
morning presentation, and "The House
ARE USING OUR TRANSCRIPTIONS
o
of MacGregor," Mondays through
Fridays. In the first will be Lila
for the Motion "
Lee, Duane Thompson, Frederick o Also Transcriptions
Picture Industry
Shields, Charles Carroll, Joseph
Kearns, Verne Fulton and John Gibson. The writer is Eugene Carman.
Let tis show yoti why
The second show will have Norman
o
Field, Barbara Luddy, Frederick MacKaye, Bruce Payne, Lurene Tuttle,
Bea Benaderet, Edwin Max, Frank « SOUND REPRODUCTIONS CORP. o
Nelson, Alvia Allman and Charlie <"
a: 17 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-8265 SS
Lung. . . .
SRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRCSRI
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TEN
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U.A.
Next

Deal

The completion of the RKO reorganization may be advanced a month
or more as a result of an unscheduled shortening of the procedure for
hearings on the plan invoked yesterday by Special Master George W.
Alger.
Hearings on Alger's tentative report, presented to reorganization principals on Nov. 6, which were scheduled to get under way yesterday and
may have continued for a matter of
either days or weeks, are being dispensed with. In their stead, the special master informed attorneys yesSamuel Goldwyn, one of the two
Alexander
Korda,
partterday, written objections to the rener in the deal
and Goldwyn's
head of London
port will be accepted and will be sent principals in the United Artists Films. He left for a short visit to
to Federal Judge William Bondy with deal, who left for Hollywood by the coast last night via the air
train last night. He was accomroute and was accompanied west by
the special master's final report on
panied by Maurice Silverstone, man- Marcel
the plan, the preparation of which
Hellman.
aging
director
for
U.
A.
in
England.
Alger is undertaking at once.
Thus, there will be no further hearings before the special master and the
By SHERWIN A. KANE
reorganization will go into its final
stages with the opening of hearings
The agreement for financing and London, to take with him when he
(Continued on page 10)
exercising the option for the purchase boards the Queen Mary tomorrow
of the United Artiscts common stock a complete agreement bearing all of
Kuykendall,
Quigley held by Charles Chaplin, Mary Pick- the necessary signatures of American
ford and Douglas Fairbanks was participants.
Will Speak at MPTO
The closing of the American end
signed and closed by the American
Charlotte, Nov. 15. — Ed Kuyken- principals in the deal yesterday, Mo- of the deal ended the two and one-half
tion Picture Daily learned from weeks of negotiations and conferences
dall, M.P.T.O.A. president ; Martin
here by Lever, Samuel Goldwyn,
Quigley, publisher of Motion Picture authoritative sources.
Daily and Motion Picture Herald,
The action here yesterday leaves Alexander Korda, David Rose and
and Walter Vincent, veteran exhibitor only the British end of the deal un- their local attorneys. Korda, accomand chairman of Republic Pictures,
panied by Marcel Hellman, president
closed and permits E. H. Lever, sec(Continued on page 5)
will be featured speakers at the 25th
retary of Prudential Assurance of
anniversary convention of the M.P.
T.O. of North and South Carolina,
Charles W. Picquet president of the
ASCAP
Moves
Final
Signing
organization, said today.
The convention will be held at the
Carolina Hotel, Pinehurst, Dec. 6 and
For
Further
7. A golf tournament, banquet and In Two
Weeks,
other social functions are being included in the two-day program.
States
Korda
Capone Name
Comes
Relief
Legal

11

to

M-G-M;

Two

Go

at

UA

Contract
Set — May
Announced Today

Hearings

Radio — Page

Selznick

To

to

Up in lATSE
Probe
Hollywood, Nov. IS. — Al Capone's
name entered the legislature's CapitalLabor Committee probe of the I. A.
T. S. E. today when Steve Newman,
I. A. officer, was asked if he knew
of any connection between George
Browne, president of the organization ;William Bioff, west coast union
(Continued on page 10)

CENTS

Step

Action

Objections

Replace

YORK,

By BILL ORNSTEIN
Newark Airport, Nov. 15. — Alexander Korda, in a jovial frame of
mind as he left for Hollywood tonight via American Airlines, told a
Motion Picture Daily staff reporter
that the remaining details in the U.A.
deal will be settled and signed by the
English interests concerned in two
weeks.
Lazenove, Akroid & Co., financiers,
head the syndicate of four or five different English companies which will
(Continued on page S)

The issuance of a temporary injunction by a Federal statutory court
restraining state officials from enforcing Nebraska's anti-Ascap legislation
is to be followed up with the filing of
applications for similar injunctions
against officials of Florida and Tennessee, Schwartz & Frohlich, Ascap
counsel, said yesterday.
The Florida application will be filed
in a week or 10 days and the Tennessee action will be instituted later.
These are the only two states in
(Continued on page 9)

Be

David O. Selznick will join M-G-M,
Motion Picture Daily learned yesterday. Formal announcement of his
rejoining the company which he left
to launch Selznick International is expected momentarily and may be made
this afternoon.
It is tioningunderstood
funcas a separate Selznick's
identity will
be
maintained, that this applies to his
corporate setup as well and that he
will continue to maintain production
headquarters at the former Thomas
H. Ince studio in Culver City, a few
minutes removed from the M-G-M lot.
"Tom Sawyer" and "Nothing Sacred," part of his commitment under
his present United Artists contract,
are finished, but he has two more to
make under the current deal. This
probably will keep him busy well into
the new year and suggests the probability that his first release for M-GM will be held by his new affiliation
until the
of the
son. Hisopening
initial film
most1938-'39
likely seawill
be "Gone with the Wind" for which
Clark Gable automatically will be
available for the role of Rhett Butler.
Selznick, for some time, has been
(Continued on page 10)
Berman,

Spitz

Cool

On RKO
Studio Post
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — Pandro S.
Berman, it has been learned authoritatively, isnot interested in the appointment as permanent head of RKO
production but is merely filling in for
the time being through a supervision
of scripts designed for "A" production
pending a realignment.
Furthermore, no credence need be
given, it is further learnedj^ to speculation that Leo Spitz may assume the
production helm. It is said for the
president of RKO that he appreciates
that he does not know production. In
addition, there is his objection to
transplanting his headquarters from
New York to Hollywood.

See Capra-Columbia
In Amicable
Accord
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — Frank
Capra's difficulties with Columbia may
reach an amicable, out-of-court accord momentarily. The director has
been conferring with Harry Cohn on
an adjudication of the difficulties.
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Purely

Personal

DEPINET, Gradwell
NED
Sears,E. Herman Robbins, Sam
and George Dembow, James R.
Gi^AiNGER, George J. Schaefer, Louis
r, Fredl
O'Connodivisiona
John
Schine,
RKOJ. theatre
— the
Meyer
manager — Carl T,eserman, William
T. Powers, E. M. Saunders, T. J.
Connors, Walter Wanger, Bill
Jaffe, Eddie Peskay, Louis Frisch,
Sam Rinzler and Red Kann were
among those who returned yesterday
morning from the Variety Club dinner at Pittsburgh. Wanger, without
warning, appeared in the Smoky
drawing
shared
City
Neil
ousting
trip, r's
returnSchaefe
on the
room and
F. Agnew who could not make that
train.
•
Ed Kuykendall, postcard in hand
again, writes from New Orleans :
"There's something about little old
New Orleans that gets under your
skin. Just had a little vermouth,
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3
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II;
Endre
Hevesl. Representative.
Jack Ellis has lined up Margot
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Grahame and Ian Keith, in addiRepresentative.
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Adolphe Menjou and Verree
Teasdale have gone back to the coast
after a vacation here.
'Truth" $65,000 4 Days
"The Awful Truth" garnered approximately $65,000 in the four days
MoE Seigel will leave for Hollyof the second week with indications
wood the end of the week.
that the Music Hall take will finish
with about $90,000. "Second Honeymoon" at the Roxy took in $26,000
Prospering,
for the first three days and will be England
held for a second stanza.
States Skouras, Home
"Angel" at the Paramount will wind
Returning on the Queen Mary after
up a second week tonight with approxa two-month vacation, during which
imately $35,000.
"Ebb Tide" opens he visited England, France, Italy,
there tomorrow
.
Austria, Germany, Hungary and
Greece, Spyros Skouras, operating
Report Jap-Reich Deal
head of National Theatres, 20th Century-Fox subsidiary, yesterday pointed
Washington, Nov. 15. — The Dep't
of Commerce made public over the to England as the country prospering
weekend a report which revealed an and in a healthy state as far as business is concerned.
agreement made by Japan and Germany for the interchange of cultural
"England," he said, "is doing a wonand educational films. The report,
business." In Athens, Greece,
from a Tokyo source, shows the Skourasderfulstated,
"there are 10 first
agreement to be an "effort to strength- runs, five of which are new."
en the cultural ties."
"Italy is doing well, France is improving, Belgium is very good and
Flash Preview
Hungary is coming along. But England tops them all," he declared. While
"Thoroughbreds Don't Cry." . . .
Superimposes upon a background of in those countries, Skouras said he
horse racing a beautifully executed, visited all the first run houses and was
pre-adolescent companionship theme of impressed by the progress being made.
Charles Skouras and Mike Rosenthree youngsters. . . .
berg, who delayed their departure to
This film will he reviewed in full in
a coming issue of Motion Picture the coast until Spyros returned, plan
Daily.
' to get away today.

Help

►

HELL WOLFSON of the
MITC
Wolfson-Meyers circuit has challenged Rube Jackter to a game of
golf. The match will take place this
winter in Miami. Jackter, by the
way, leaves for the coast with Abe
Montague to attend the last of Columbia's regional sales meetings in
San Francisco Saturday and Sunday.
•
Louis Weber, who is recuperating
at home after an operation at New
York Hospital, will leave for the
coast by boat in a week. The Skouras
attorney will spend about a month in
California before resuming his duties
at the local circuit's
• headquarters.
Miriam Hopkins is due today from
the coast. She is expected to appear
in a play here. Anatole Litvak, her
husband, is accompanying her.
•
Clinton M. White, assistant to
the G. B. general manager, returned
yesterday from a two-week trip
through the south.
•

Asked

And

on

Wage

Hour

Laws

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 15. — Aid of
Congress in combating the business recession was invoked today by President Roosevelt in his message to the
opening meeting of the special session.
Adopting a conciliatory position, the
President indicated he would accept
whatever type of wage and hour legislation the Congress decided to enact, asserting that while the position
of
shouldthat
be legislation
improved must
"this
doeslabor
not mean
require immediate uniform minimum
hour or wage standards."
While such standards are the "ultimate goal," the President said, "we
should provide flexible machinery
that will enable industries throughout
the country to adjust themselves protobetter labor
conditions."
Tax gressivelyRevision
Possible

Jesse J. Goldburg is in town arranging distribution deals on "Tarzan
and
the Green Goddess." At the St.
As a further encouragement to busiMoritz.
ness and industry, the President, while
•
not listing tax legislation as a feature
Charles Koerner, RKO New
session, declared that injusEngland district manager, is in town of the
tices in the law should be eliminated
from Boston for a few days.
but without enabling taxpayers to es•
cape their just responsibilities. He
Borden Chase's magazine serial, had reference in this respect of relaxation of the undistributed profits
"Hell's Kitchen Has A Pantry," has
been purchased by Universal.
tax, while the warning was directed at
•
speculators and taxpayers using holdReg Wilson, special G. B. sales
ing companies and other methods of
representative, is in Canada to at- evasion.
The President pointed out that later
tend his mother's funeral.
•
message- will be sent to Congress outlining other parts of his legislative
Bob Mochrie, U.A. division manager, will spend the Thanksgiving law
program,
probably including
modernization
and other anti-trust
subjects
holidays in New York.
which
were
not
discussed
today.
•
Congress, upon convening today for
Ruth Waterbury, editor of Phot- the five-week special session, found
oplay and Movie Mirror, is due ready none of the legislation called
shortly from the coast.
for by the President and will spend
several days marking time
Walter Wanger will leave for the
coast shortly to line up next years'
production.
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers
have returned to Hollywood.
Para's

Offices

in

China Still Operate
Both the Shanghai and Hong Kong
offices of Paramount are still operating, it las learned yesterday with the
arrival of J. E. Perkins, manager for
the company in China. Perkins will
spend several weeks here before returning. He arrived from the coast
yesterday after spending three weeks
there.
John W. Hicks, head of foreign
sales for Paramount, is not anticipating a trip to the Orient, it was stated
yesterday.
Hit "Pernicious" Films
Springfield, Nov. IS. — The Knights
of Columbus were called upon to operate as "a solid phalanx" to combat
"pernicious motion pictures" at the
12th anniversary banquet of 125 members of the fourth degree here yesterday, by Archbishop
Williams.
munism and lascivious
books Comwere
also scored.

Orders

Details

in Suit

The Beekman Film Corp. was ordered to file a sworn bill of particulars in its copyright infringement suit
against Warners by Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard in the U. S. Distrist Court yesterday. Beekman alleges that its picture, "This is America" was infringed in the Warner picture, "The Yanks
the Beekman
film Are
was Coming"
exhibitedafter
to
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production for Warners. A
permanent injunction, damages and an
accounting of the profits is asked.
Warners denied the infringement and
asserted that "This Is America" was
compiled exclusively from newsreel
shots taken from a film library.
Set Roxy Fee Hearing
A hearing on applications for fees
totaling $612,000 in the reorganization
of the Roxy will be heard Friday by
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey.
Among them will be included Howard
S. Cullman's fee of $120,000.
"Beethoven" Saturday
"The Life and Loves of Beethoven"
will open at the S5th Street Playhouse
Saturday. It previously was scheduled i
to start on Thanksgiving Day.
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Kay's

Gay, Kay's
Woman
in

KAY

With
PRESTON

Kay's
Gorgeous,
the Land
Would

Verree

Every

FRANCIS

an Accompanying

FOSTER

the Person
Want
to Be

Cast of National

• ANITA
Teasdale

LOUISE

Favorites
• WALTER

CONNOLLY

• Victor Jory • Louise Fazenda

Marjorie Gateson • Marjorie Ranibeau • Henry O'Neill • Grant Mitchell • Eric Stanley
Screen Play by Rowland Leigh . Music by Max Steiner • Directed by STANLEY LOGAN
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By BILL ORNSTEIN
In an exclusive interview, and taken
"Have you ever been to Hollywood?" Goldwyn asked.
by surprise when a Motion Picture
Daily reporter approached him at
"No. Do you want to take me
the train, Samuel Goldwyn talked
Goldwyn
smiled and walked off
about evrything but the pertinent facts along
with you?"
in the U. A. deal for control of the with David Rose, vice-president and
adviser of Samuel Goldwyn,
Inc.
company by himself and Alexander financial
Korda.
"When are you coming back to
"Have you anything to say about
the deal?" he was asked.
New York?" the reporter shouted as
Goldwyn and Rose strode off.
"You got a statement."
"Yes, but there are some details
"Not for a long while."
In a telegram filed at 5:46 P. M.,
remaining
lie was told.that we'd like to clarify," or exactly 13 minutes after the producer left for the coast, the United
"I'll send you a statement."
Goldwyn turned to Ben Washer, his Artists publicity department yestereastern publicity representave, and
day informed the press that Goldwyn
told him to send out a statement. had departed.
Washer said he would.
Rose to Coast Tomorrow
"When will the board of directors
David Rose, vice-president and
of U. A. meet to approve the deal?" financial
adviser for Samuel Goldwyn,
"I don't know when the board will
meet, but it does not have to approve Inc., will leave by plane for Hollywood tomorrow. E. H. Lever, secrethe arrangement."
tary of Prudential Assurance Co. of
"How about financing arrangements ? Have they been completed ?" England, will said for home on the
"I think Motion Picture Daily Queen Mary tomorrow. Both have
is a good paper and you're a nice fel- been instrumental in closing the U. A.
deal for shifting control to Goldwyn
and Alexander Korda.
"But is the money all set?'

(Continned from page 1)
of Criterion Pictures, London, left
for the coast by plane last night for
a vacation and United Artists production conferences. Goldwyn and
Maurice Silverstone, United Artists
managing director in England, left
on the Century. They were accompanied by Stanton Griffis, chairman of
the Paramount executive committee,
whose investment firm, Memphill,
Noyes & Co., has been mentioned as
a possible source of financing for
future United Artists production.
Lever, having been empowered to
act for the British financing principals in the option deal, is expected
to obtain the signatures of his constituents promptly after his return to
London. This will permit the actual
exercising of the option well in advance of Dec. 23, its expiration date,
the American principals believe.
Saturday Story Confirmed
Authoritative sources, including actual participants in the deal, gave confirmation yesterday to Motion Picture Daily'j exclusive story of the
details for exercising of the option,
low."
which were published Saturday. These
The First Story on the Big Deal
comprise the agreement for the loaning of $4,500,000 cash to United Artists Corp. by Prudential and its
British associates and the issuance of
a short term preferred stock in the
MOTION
PICTURE
amount of $1,500,000 in equal shares
to Pickford and Fairbanks. Chaplin's
one-fifth interest in United Artists is,
of course, being acquired by a full
cash payment of $2,000,000. Fairbanks
DAILY
and Pickford receive, for the same
amount of United Artists stock, $1,- VOL. 42. NO. 115
NEW YORK, SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 13. 1937
250,000 in cash and $750,000 in new
preferred stock, each.
The options will be exercised with AGREE
ORALLY
ON
U.A. DEAL;
the British financing and the Pickford-Fairbanks-Chaplin stock pledged
ALL-BRITISH
FINANCES
SEEN
as security for the loan. The controlling stock does not come into the posControl at Outset Goes to Prudential — Exsession of Goldwyn and Korda until
tends Time in Which Goldwyn and
the loan is repaid.
Korda Ultimately Take Hold
London
Reception Is
Mixed and Cautious
London,
Nov.
15. — Cabled an
nouncement from New York that dis
cussions had been concluded in the
United Artists deal met with a mixed
and cautious reception in the London
trade today.
It was pointed that the phrase "all
parties are in agreement on the conditions by which financing will be
made available to Mr. Goldwyn and
Mr. Korda to exercise their option"
makes it clear final papers by which
the deal would be concluded have not
been signed. Significance also is seen
here in the closing paragraph of statement which read :
"Final action on the exercising of
the option is being deferred until the
legal advisors of the various inter
ested parties, both in the United
States and England, have examined
the proposed details."
MacFarland Joins U.A.
James H. MacFarland yesterday
joined the United Artists publicity
department.

Two

In
Agreeable,

How Motion Picture Daily
scored a clean beat on the conclusion of the United Artists
deal. The story not only divulged inside detail first, but
went considerably further than
the uncommunicative announcement issued late Saturday by Samuel
Alexander
Korda. Goldwyn and

Signing

By SHERWIN A. KANE
An oral agreement which, it is planned, will be put in final form in |
London, was reached yesterday giving effect to the exercising of the i
options for control of United Artists through the acquisition of the
stock
Douglas Daily
Fairbanks,
and Charles
Motionof Picture
learnedMaryfromPickford
an authoritative
source.Chaplin,
Under the agreement reached. Prudential Assurance of London,
and
associates,
cash to the
Unitedits British
Artists financial
Corp., which
will be will
usedloanby $4,500,CX)0
the latter company
for ■
the purchase of Chaplin's one-fifth interest in United Artists and
62^
United
stock held by .Pickford
Corp. perandcentEltonof theCorp.,
the Artists'
Fairbankscommon
company.
Following a financial reorganization of United Artists which will
*be undertaken in the very near future, the main purpose of which
will be to give the company authorization to issue new preferred
stock, $L500,000 of short-term preferred
issued
'
Corporation
Eltonto Pickford
Corpora-per
tion will
for tilebeand
remaining
3716
cent of the United Artists common
heW
Provision will,
made byforeach.
the redemption
of thisbe
$1,500,000
short-terraare preferred
before any ofdividends
paid on
the outstanding common stock.
The banksChaplin,
Pickford
and
FairUnited Artists
thus acquired
will becommon
pledgedstockby
the company as security for the
$4,500,0<X) loan from the British
financialunder
interests.
The stock
will
remain
the control
of these
interests until th( loan has been
repaid, although
tli present indiand
Korda willcationsbeare that
accordet"-.i'ldwyn
.1 free hand
in production
many respective
administrative mattersandin their
spheres.
i
fact appears
to be, however,
thatTheGoldwyn
and Korda
will not!
^
through the exercise
ofof thetheoption.!
become
owners
stock'
The British
financing,
it would
seem, merely serves to extend the
timeersduring
which the tivo producUnited
Artistsare privileged
control and,to inacquire
that respect,
the deal is essentially equivalent to
a long-term
tion agreement.extension of the opThe option
to purchase
(CoHO'nvrd
on 3)the Pick^

(.Continued from page 1)
put up the $4,500,000. Korda said he
did not know the names of the British
companies and declined to comment on
Star Eagle as one of the parties.
Payment of the $4,500,000 to the
British companies will be made from
the earnings of U. A., Korda explained, denying, at the same time,
that Prudential would participate in
any way. Hemphill, Noyes & Co., of
which Stanton Griffis of Paramount
is a partner, will not finance production in any shape or form, according
to Korda.
New money for financing production
will not be necessary, Korda added.
"We don't need working cash. We
have
enough
take care of
of it."
Asked
aboutto financing
Walter
Wanger productions, Korda said:
"That has been provided for in the arTo Return Sunday
rangement."
Korda expects to return from the
coast by plane Sunday. He said:
"There is nothing for me to do here
so I am going to Hollywood to look
around." There will be no coast conferences on the deal as "there is nothing further to discuss." Korda added
he may discuss new producers for
U. A. while in Hollywood.
"When will the options be picked
up?" he was asked.
"As soon as the legal documents are
drawn and signed. I expect that to
take place in two weeks. You know
E. H. Lever is sailing Wednesday on
the Queen Mary to take care of that.
I will sail on the Normandie next
"Will there be any new producers?"
"We hope there will be. U. A. is
open to new ones. We have some
in mind and it is too early to talk
"Will there be any change in adminabout them."
istration orpolicy?"
week."are
"We
very satisfied with things
as they stand and I don't think there
will
be any
changes."
"Will
there
be a voting trustee"New Board of Directors"
"No. There will be a new board
of directors. Who they will be I can"Will
be additional British
this time."
not say atthere
interests on the new board?"
"That
ship?" hasn't been discussed yet."
"What about Lever?"
"His status doesn't change. He
continues as secretary of Prudential,
which is the chief backer of London
"Will Dr. A. H. Giannini continue
as "Ichairman
don't seeandanypresident?"
change at the mo"There is a report that Maurice SilFilms."
verstone will become president. Is
there
any truth
it?" know. When
"I can't
say. to
I don't
we take over the company there will
bement."
some minor adjustments. What
they
willthere
be I becannot
say issue?"
now."
"Will
a stock
"No. Definitely not."
"Will a voting trusteeship be set
{Continued on page 9)
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DAILY
Paramounfs
Deny

Gary

Prince

Briefs
Charges

Indianapolis, Nov. 15. — Validity of
the evidence offered by the Gary Theatre Co. in its action for a mandatory
injunction compelling Paramount to
deliver 10 additional feature pictures
is attacked by the producer in its briefs
filed late today in U. S. District Court
here. The plaintiffs maintain that
some of the pictures in question were
"admittedly completed within the contract period," and quote statements of
Adolph Zukor and William LeBaron
in the trade press to that end.
Paramount, however, declares this
evidence incompetent, and refers in
the brief to an affidavit filed earlier
by Russell Holman, Paramount eastern production head, describing production delays that made delivery in
the year ending Aug. 1, 1937, impossible. The Gary firm describes Holman's explanation as "not adequate"
and asserts the alleged failure to deliver was not for causes beyond Paramount's control.
Pact Meaning in Dispute
What is meant in the contract's
wording of "not to exceed 65 pictures"
is another point at issue. The plaintiffs assume this to mean that "Paramount is under an affirmative duty to
produce, release and deliver to the
plaintiffs 65 feature length motion pictures with the titles and stars set
forth in its catalogue."
Paramount asserts that "under the
contract there is no expressed or implied duty for the defendant to produce or release any particular picture or any particular number of pic-

"Awful
Film

Truth
Parade

"The Awful Truth" was one of the
leading films at the box-offices of the
country's
city attheatres
last week.
In its thirdkeyweek
the Metropolitan
in Washington it took in |7,900, which
is over average by $3,600. "The Perfect Specimen" and "The Life of
Emile Zola" also were highlight attractions.
The Irene Dunne-Cary Grant farce
at the Allen in Cleveland rolled up
$8,500, $2,500 over the line in its
third week. It was transferred to the
Lake for a fourth. In Philadelphia
it was over the line by $3,000, taking
in $7,000 at the second run Keith's.
"The Perfect Specimen" garnered
$14,300 at the RKO Palace in Cincinnati, in the black by $4,300. It
went over into the RKO Capitol for a
second week. In New Haven on a
dual bill with "The Lady Fights Back"
the film took $6,600, over par by $2,000.
Doubled
"Hold it 'Em
the
State with
in Detroit
broke Navy"
evai. at
It

in

Past

of

High Court Refuses
Review to Paramount
Washington, Nov. 15. — Review of
a decision of the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals, awarding to Walton Hall
Smith, $7,500 as damages for breach
of contract by Paramount Prod., Inc.,
was denied today by the U. S. Supreme Court.
The case arose out of the alleged
failure of the company to give credit
for a photoplay based on Smith's
story,
to Nowhere,"
he
sold to"Cruise
Paramount
under a which
contract
that he should be given screen credit
in any picture based thereon. The
company subsequently produced "We're
Not Dressing," ■ in which Smith was

MGM

Settle

Action

Week

London, Nov. 15. — Settlement in the
high courts here was reached today
in the libel action of Prince and Princess Chegodieff against M-G-M,
the Broadway, it also went $1,000
from the producers'
over average, taking $3,500 in the which lingarose
of the character
of Prince handPaul
third week.
Chegodieff and his connection with the
"The Life of Emile Zola" at the murder of Rasputin in the Metro picOmaha took $8,400, over par by $2,ture "Rasputin." He was depicted as
900. It was dualed with "Charlie marrying an identifiable princess.
Attorneys for the plaintiff claimed
ChanDetroit
on Broadway."
At the
in
it was good
for Madison
$11,600, that he is the only prince of that name
over par by $1,600, and at the Den- and further charged that the relationver, in the same city, it only went $500
ship depicted between Rasputin and
above the line, taking $8,500.
the princess constitute a grave libel.
"Alcatraz Island" did well at the The plaintiffs insisted that their. names
Stanley in Pittsburgh, taking $25,500 be freed from the serious imputations
with the aid of Don Bestor and his of the film. They claimed their obband. This is over average by $7,500.
ject to be vindication and the assurance that the American company used
"Double Wedding" at the Penn gartheir
names inadvertently.
nered $6,800, over by $1,800.
Metro
expressed regret for the use
"Wine, Women and Horses," "The
of
the
names
and stated that referLast Train from Madrid" and "Anence to the real facts of the time was
napolis Salute" at the RKO Family
in Cincinnati took in $2,900. The difficult because of conditions in Rusweekly average is $2,450.
sia at the time.

New Haven Likes "Wedding"
"Double Wedding" and "Counsel
Crime" at Loew's Poli in New
also took in $16,632 at the Warner for
Haven did $10,000, up by $2,000. This
Hollywood in Los Angeles on a dual
film and "Saturday's Heroes" at the
with "Escape by Night." On an iden- Orpheum in Denver more than
tical bill at the Downtown it did $15,- doubled the average of $7,000, taking
985, on the profit side by $3,985.
"Breakfast" Strong
"Wild and Woolly" at the State
$14,500.
Lake in Chicago rolled up $16,200,
"Breakfast for Two" tripled the
average $6,000 gross at the Orpheum over average by $3,200. "Ali Baba
Goes to Town" at the Roosevelt in
in Minneapolis but it was aided by the
same city did $14,000, up $3,000.
Freddie Schniklefritz and his orches- The Cantor picture also did well in
tra from a St. Paul night club.
Cleveland, going $4,000 over the $12,"The Barrier" in its world premiere 000 average of Warner's Hippodrome.
at the Paramount in Seattle took in
"Firefly" and "Bad Girl" at the Fox
$9,250, up by $3,250. In the same city Wisconsin in Milwaukee were good
"Double Wedding" kept the cashiers for $12,000, over average by $4,000.
busy with $7,000.
"Hold 'Em Navy" at the Earle in
"Heidi" at the Alvin in Pittsburgh Philadelphia garnered $20,000, over
was on the profit side to the tune of the mark by $6,000. Vaudeville was
$2,700. The Shirley Temple film at a factor here. "Conquest" at the Boyd
the Orpheum in St. Paul also did well, was good with $19,000, on the profit
taking $5,000, which is $1 000 to the
by $5,000.
"Stage
Door" at
the
Stanley
there took
in $14,000,
$1,000
good. On a dual in Omaha it made side
over
average.
$9,700, up by $2,500. In Denver, at

tures."
Fifty-three pictures were delivered,
according to briefs on both sides.
The plaintiffs' brief states that "actual damages plaintiffs will sustain if
they do not exhibit these pictures are
necessarily extremely difficult of ascertainment and to some extent at
least they probably can never be fully
ascertained. These facts not only justify but impel injunctive relief."
Holding that the Gary company's
remedy at law is adequate. Paramount
sees this statement as an admission
leged representatives to change the
that "no irreparable injury was caused
by the lack of pictures expected and terms of the contract which they are
attempting to have specifically enthat the plaintiffs' brief bears this
Plaintiffs have until Saturday to file
Say New Contract Refused
in
rebuttal. Judge Robert C. Baltzell
out."
forced."
The plaintiffs assert that Paramount is expected to rule on the case within a few weeks. Appearing as plainhas refused to enter into a new contiffs on the brief filed for them are
tract for the Gary theatres and that
the
Gary
Co., the Young
they propose to exhibit the pictures Amusement Theatre
Co.
and
Theatrical Manin question in a new theatre recently
agers, Inc. Their affidavits were filed
opened in Gary which is affiliated with
by V. U. Young and Clyde Winans.
Paramount.
Paramount's answer is that "plaintiffs seek a decree which will prevent
the performance of definite contractual
obligations to furnish pictures to the
two corporations operating the State
and Grand in Gary and these corporations are not parties to this action."
The plaintiffs operate the Gary and
Palace.
Declaring that the plaintiffs sought
from Jules J. Rubens, head of Great
States Theatres, release of rights in
RKO pictures in exchange for Paramount rights, the defendant views this
action as not equitable and states the
plaintiffs do not "come into the case
with clean hands." Paramount's brief
also says that "no preliminary injunction should issue where the facts are
disputed or in any doubtful case," and
that "plaintiffs may not rely on al-

Leader

Chegodieff,

Constance

Bennett

GB
Writ Dissolved
London, Nov. 15. — Another high
court action against G. B. was won today by Constance Bennett when the
star was granted dissolution of an
injunction granted during the last session and which restrained her action
against the corporation in California.
Miss Bennett, in her suit, claimed
damages of £7,150, alleging breach of
contract to star her in "Everything
Is Thunder" and "The Hawk." The
injunction was granted on the contention that the two actions are based on
the same allegations.
Yiddish

Premiere

Soon

"Where Is My Child?" an all- Yiddish drama, starring Celia Adler and
produced by Menorah Prod., will have
its premiere Nov. 23 at the Century
on 2nd Ave. The picture, with English
was Henry
co-directed
ham titles,
Leff and
Lynn. by AbraAnother Ready Soon

Nearly

100

English

Houses Open in Year
From 75 to 100 new theatres have
gone up in England during the past
year, T. A. Connor, Manchester
branch manager for M-G-M, said on
his arrival yesterday. He was accompanied by A. F. Gibson of Glasgow. Both are prize winners in a
sales contest conducted by Arthur
Loew. They will leave for the coast
Friday and spend about a week there
as guests of the company.
There are about 5,200 theatres in
the U.K., both men asserted, and
about 40 per cent of the houses have
been remodeled during the past two
years.
not given the credit he demanded.
In seeking a review from the Supreme Court, counsel for Paramount
contended that the lower court erred
in holding that there was any substantial evidence to sustain the verdict
as to damages. It was . contended
that while the story had originally
been purchased for use as background
for a musical picture, it had ultimately
been discarded as too heavy and a new
story substituted, and the author accordingly was not entitled to credit.

Joseph Green's latest all-Yiddish
musical production titled, "The Jester," ("Der Purimspieler") which
Green produced in Poland, will be
released in America by Sphinx Films
about Dec. 1. Picture with English
titles, features Miriam Kressyn, Hymie Jacobson and Zygmunt Turkow
Brodszky.
with
a musical score by Nickalous
L. B. Cool Passes
Sharon, Pa., Nov. 15. — L. B. Cool,
veteran showman who managed the
Fulton in Pittsburgh for several years
and more recently was manager of
Warner houses here, died Saturday
in the Buhl Hospital.
Losee Services Today
Funeral services for Frank Losee,
veteran stage player who died on Sunday, will be held today from his home
in Yonkers. Losee was 81 years old
and is survived by his widow.
French Honor Time Head
Washington, Nov. 15. — Henry R.
Luce, president of Time, Inc., was
presented with the order of the French
Legion of Honor at the French Embassy here yesterday.
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Final

Signing

In Two
Korda

Weeks,
States

(Continued from page 5)
up for the representation of the new
money?"
"I don't see why all the fuss is being made about a voting trusteeship.
There will not be any."
"What will be the aim of you and
Samuel Goldwyn?"
"We aim to distribute as cheap as
possible and give producing members
the benefit. This also applies to outside producers who distribute through
us as well."
"Will the Bank of America furnish
working cash?"
any"No."

PICTURE^

distributes through U. A., left for
Hollywood by plane yesterday to con- ASCAP
Moves
fer with U. A. executives on future
productions.
Hellman told Motion Picture
Further
Daily last night that his deal with For
U. A.to calls
for executives
four pictures
have
see the
aboutand,
some"I
matters." He insisted the talks had
nothing to do with financing and for
his making pictures in Hollywood.
"It's something I cannot talk about
now," he stated.
Griffis

Goes

West,

Denying UA Interest
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
Paramount executive committee, yesterday left for the coast on the same
train with Samuel Goldwyn and
Maurice Silverstone. Grifiis also is
a partner in Hemphill, Noyes & Co.
Insisting that Hemphill, Noyes &
Co. has no interest whatever in the
U. A. deal," Griffis stated:
"I'm glad Goldwyn and Alexander
"What about the future policy cf
Korda have made a deal. I am dethe company?"
lighted, in fact. I think it is a good
"That has not been definitely determined. Nothing will be done until
for declared
everybody."his trip west had
Griffis
the options are taken up. The options thing
will be taken up shortly before Dec. nothing to do with U. A. and that it
was "routine." He said he will meet
23, the expiration date."
"How many films will you make?" Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, in Chicago today and both will
To Make Six a Year
head for Hollywood in the afternoon.
"Six a year for international release."
Claims Cleveland Sold
"How many will the company disCleveland, Nov. 15. — Bert Stearn,
tribute ?"
Artist district manager, says
"About 20 a year under the new United
policy. Our job now is to make good that for the first time in United Artist
history, contracts have been signed by
pictures."
Korda then said that future plans every exhibitor in Cleveland and in
of the company will make the company Cuyahoga County. Stearn reports that
open to first class independent pro- he is completely sold in both the
ucers.
Cleveland and Pittsburgh territories
Told of reports that he would make and is taking Norman Levin from
20 a year, Korda laughed. "God will Cleveland and James Nash from
save me from making 20 or 25 in any Pittsburgh to Indiana to close that
territory.
one year."
"Who will be the big boss under the
new arrangement ?"
Expect $17,000
"Everything will be even. Goldwyn
United
Artists
yesterday anticipated
and myself will split authority. We
a $17,000-$18,000 first week's gross on
will share 50-50."
Korda stated that terms for pay- "The Hurricane" at the Astor. The
ing back the British syndicate from company also stated the opening roadshow week at the Geary, San Franthe earnings of the company have not
cisco, may reach $13,000.
been completed. He emphasized that
the deal was completed and there was
nothing more to do than have the
papers signed by the British finanWall Street
ciers. He admitted that he and the
American interests signed today in
New York.
Losses Hit Board Again
Silent on Selznick
Net
Open High Low Close Cheingre
Told that David O. Selznick was
Col
185^
WVs
17
17
—1
2
2
2
2
definitely leaving the company to join Cons
pfd.. 8?4 854
&Vs S^Vs — Vi
M-G-M, Korda would make no com- Cons.,
E. K
165 16S 16254 162?4 —Wi
ment.
G. T. E.... 15 15 14-54 14H — V?,
Arriving at the airport about 20 Loew
61 6154 583/4 58^4 —254
14^ 15 14 WA — Va
minutes before plane departure, Korda Para
Para.
1
10SJ4
105 105 105 —2^
was happily surprised to see a Para. 2
l^'A 1354 12^ 125/^ — Va
Motion Picture Daily man on the Pathe
m
7
6'/4 654 — !4
spot. Before he would sit down and RKO
SVs. SV*
554 55i — Vs
Fox... 25 2554 2354 2354 —15^
talk, Korda decided to buy a number 20th
Univ., pfd.. 3554 3554 30 30 —4V2
of magazines and newspapers. He W. B
854 8%
854 854 — 54
asked the news clerk : "Have you a
Sonotone, Trans-Lux Advance
copy of Motion Picture Daily?" A
copy was produced by the reporter.
Net
Open High Low Close Change
He laughed and declined the paper, G. N
15i 154 154 154
saying he had already read it.
Monogram
154 Wa Wi
154 — Vt.
1% + Vs
Korda was accompanied by Marcel Sonotone ..1% 1?4 Wt
Tech
2054. 2054 20 20 — 54
Hellrnan. Emanuel Silverstone and Trans-Lux
.3
3
3
3
5^
Morris Helprin, his American repreBonds Off Lightly
sentatives, saw him of¥.
Net
High Low Close ChEuige
Hellrnan Flies to Coast
Keith 6s '46
8854 8854 885^, — 54
3V2S '46. . . . 9954 995i 9954 — 54
Marcel Hellrnan, producer for Cri- Loew
W. B. 6s '39
84
84
84
— 54
(Quotations at close of Nov. 15)
terion Films, British company which

Relief
Legal
(Continued from page 1)
which anti-Ascap legislation has been
enacted and remains uncontested. Applications for injunctions have been
made and argued before Federal
statutory courts in Montana and
Washington, where long-awaited decisions are expected to be speeded up
as a result of the Nebraska ruling.

See

Circuit-Union
Battle Arbitrated

With both major circuits and Local
306 deadlocked on the question of additional increases for operators in the
local territory, it appeared yesterday
that the matter will go before an arbitration board after next Monday, the
deadline set by members of Local 306.
The circuits several weeks ago
granted the union men 10 per cent
increases, retroactive to Sept. 1, but
the projectionists are demanding another 38 per cent.
George E. Browne, head of the I. A.
T. S. E., with which Local 306 is
affiliated, is not anxious to have the
matter go before arbitration and is
making every effort to settle the salary dispute without the assistance of
outsiders.
Further meetings between the two
groups stoodare
but not
it isagree
under-to
major planned,
circuits will

Court Sees "Serious Injury"
The three- judge statutory court
which heard the Nebraska application
made known its decision late last
Saturday. In granting Ascap the
temporary injunction it sought, the additional increases. The circuits regranted stagehands advances of
court held that "there is grave doubt five percently
cent for neighborhood houses
of
the (state's)
act the
andconstitutionality
plaintiffs have ofshown
that it and six per cent for de luxe with a
provision for similar boosts next
would inflict serious injury."
The order enjoins Nebraska officials Sept. 1.
from bringing legal actions to enforce
Osa Johnson Returns
the state legislation ; from requiring
After four months in the African
Ascap or its members to file copies
of their copyrighted works with the jungles, Osa Johnson returned yesterday on the Queen Mary and will
secretary of state of Nebraska, and
from interfering with existing Ascap leave for Hollywood and the 20th
contracts in the state.
Century-Fox studios Friday to confer
with Darryl Zanuck on "Stanley and
While in Africa, Mrs. Johnson and
S hour as Business Off
her
crew took 100,000 feet of film for
Livingstone."
Business in the local Skouras The- the picture. She said that Zanuck insisted on authentic locale and natives
atres has dropped approximately 20
per cent, George Skouras, operating for the film. She covered 6,000 miles
head of the circuit, said yesterday. in two months of rain, she said, and
The circuit has completed all its film covered the same ground Stanley took
buys.
in searching for Livingstone.

FLY

TWA

$10,000

EXTRA

LUXURY

PER

PLANE

TWA

presents the Nation's mightiest Skyliners — the largest, most luxurious at the service of the air traveler . . .
planes weighing 24,800 pounds . . . 2440 horsepower
. . . flying 200 miles an hour with 45% power reserve
. . . The fastest transcontinental schedules . . . coast to
coast in fifteen hours over the most beautiful scenic
routes . . . Planes that cost $10,000 extra to provide
perfect comfort for you. 17 seats in space licensed for
25 . . . air conditioned . . . sound proofed . . . and
Ship By
complimentary, full course, meals served enroute.

AIR EXPRESS
Mamber National Safety Ceuixil

SHORTEST,

For All Airline Informatio
Call Your Nearest TWA Office
... or Any Hofel, Travel Bureau
Posfal Telegraph
or Wesfern
Union Office.
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Silent Selling

Mexico City, Nov. 15. — Pain(Continued from page 1)
less peddling of candy and
M-G-M;
Two
other
refreshments in local
head and Capone. Newman, respondtheatres is demanded by a
ing to the question by Assemblyman
Paul Richie, replied in the negative.
law the Municipal GovernTo
Go
at U A
ment has enacted. Yelling
Newman was then asked if Bioff
wares is strictly forbidden.
was ever questioned in Chicago about
{Contintied from page 1)
"Candy butchers" can only
the slaying six years ago of Tom
function in the first class
discussing a Metro deal under an ar- Malloy, head of the L A. projectionrangement which, it is understood,
theatres during intermisists' local there. Newman replied that
will provide him with the finances Biol? came from Chicago but he did
sions. Peddling is permitted
during exhibitions in the
up to $2,000,000 to make the Mar- not know of any questioning. Newgaret Mitchell novel. He is expected
man then told of the importation by
other houses but the hawkto operate under a flat distributing Browne of Harry Beattie and a man
ers must keep moving and
charge of 20 per cent, plus a 50-50 named Duval from Chicago and
silent.
split on profits and a first call on George Sinco from Cleveland to act
M-G-M talent.
as "checkers" on the local union sitThe deal marks a significant change uation.
in basic M-G-M policy. That organiClayton Adams and Williams Silli- See
Foreign
zation persistently has sought to make man,
investigators for the committee,
its production activities self-contained turned in a report over the weekend
with the sole exception of the peren- after looking at L A. T. S. E. finannially renewed contract with Hal
cial records and books in which they
Control
From
Roach for a limited number of fea- recommended the dropping of the intures, in addition to his accompanyvestigation. Richie, head of the coming series of shorts.
mittee, declared today that they had
New
Film
Bill
exceeded their authority in asking that
the
investigation
be
dropped.
Whitney Sailing to
Hentschel Recalled
London, Nov. 15. — Charges that the
Sign S for Selznick
10
years of legislation involved in the
Assemblyman Frank Dawson today films
bill now under consideration by
John Hay Whitney, chairman of created
a
sensation
when
he
recalled
Selznick International, who is en
Commons
would result in the cementroute to Europe on the Rex, will sign to the stand Irwin P. Hentschel, one
ing of foreign control were voiced by
of
the
instigators
of
the
probe
and
three new European representatives
him with a copy of the Basil Dean, spokesman of the Film
for the company during his two-week confronted
InBritishtoday
Federation
the which
Hentschel letter to Harry Bridges, Group of dustries
conferredof here
stay abroad, it was stated at the comC.I.O.
chief
on
the
west
coast,
askseeking amplification of the proposals
pany's offices here yesterday.
ing his support in the overthrowing of contained in the measure, particularly
Whitney will appoint a European
I.A.T.S.E.
leaders.
Also
presented
by
production representative to work
with respect to the suggested separaunder the direction of David O. Selz- Dawson was the Bridges' reply to rate quota provisions.
nick; a distribution representative to Hentschel indicating that the I.A.T.Present at the session, in addition to
S.E. should be harrased by suits.
work under the direction of Lowell
Dean, were Richard Norton, Basil
Hentschel
is
one
of
the
organizers
of
V. Calvert, Selznick general sales
manager, and a European publicity "I.A.T.S.E. Progressives," the secret Black, Henry George and Sam Smith.
Representatives of Gaumont and Caprepresentative to work under the di- attention
itol did not attend.
group which
the committee's
to thecalled
alliance.
rection of Russell Birdwell, publicity
Spokesmen for the producers
Harland Holmden, third vice-presimanager. The appointees are not
dent of the International, took the claimed that adoption of the separate
known as yet, it was stated.
provisions would ensure a
Whitney is due back here Dec. 1 on stand late today to explain upon ques- quota
tioning that autonomy was taken steady but modest production program
the Normandie. His plans call for a
from the local unions because attracting adequate investment. Whethtrip to the Selznick studio at Culver away
er the quotas were based upon the
of dissension in their ranks and that
City on Jan. 1. He will remain on
cost of the film or were established by
the coast for three months in connec- too many factional leaders wanted to means of the viewing test was held
Autonomy would be retion with the company's new plans hold office.
stored when this trouble ends, he to be a subsidiary issue.
and activities.
Criticise Public
said.
Holmden also said that the two per
Kleckner Leaves for
The meeting criticised the lack of
cent assessment levied by International officers was to finance organization support from the British public for
British films and stated that adoption
Chicago After Talks
work among such employes as work- of the quota proposals would keeep
ers
in
front
of
theatres.
Holmden
was
J. B. Kleckner, president of Motiograph-Mirrophonic, yesterday left for booed and jeered spasmodically by the millions of pounds of revenue in EngChicago, his headquarters, after con- crowd.
land. Secretary Elvin of the Technicians' Union stated that adoption
ferences here with Joe Hornstein, loClaims Impartiality
cal distributor.
would result in a 66 per cent increase
Tom Drew, formerly general manHentschel, confronted with his let- in employment and in the hiring of
ager of General Register, has been
ters, said that he did not lean either 10,000 additional workmen.
named district representative for the to A.F.L. or C.I.O., but was interBooking and rental figures were
introduced to illustrate the extent to
ested in good unionism only.
company, Kleckner said. Lester AbHolmden denied that any outside which American films are shown in
bott, vice-president in charge of sales,
will remain in New York several days strikebreakers were brought to Holly- the leading British houses.
wood by the I.A.T.S.E. and said that
arranging circuit deals with HornDean, Smith, Norton and Black
stein before returning to Chicago. the present rule benefited members of produced
no absolute proof during
the
locals.
William Murphy yesterday joined
the course of the meeting that the new
Hornstein's company to handle MotioC. P. Cregan, Certified Public Ac- proposals would result in the estabcountant, who audits the union books,
graph-Mirrophonic sales.
ish films. lishment of a higher quality for Britwas the last witness of the afternoon
but
before
testifying
he
was
asked
to
Members will lobby in Commons
New Pact to Benchley
bring breakdowns of vast sums of during discussion on the bill.
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — Robert
from I.A.T.S.E. memBenchley has been signed to a new moneybers collected
in dues and assessments.
contract with M-G-M. By the terms
May Head Va. Censors
of the pact he will both write and
Richmond, Nov. 15. — Col. Peter
act. He has left for the east.
Raise Canada Ad Rates
Saunders, private secretary to Gov.
Toronto, Nov. 15. — The latest George C. Peery and also Secretary
Fined for Sunday Films
worry for exhibitors in different sec- of the Commonwealth, who was aptions of Canada has been brought
Danville, Va., Nov. 15. — Sunday
pointed by Attorney-General Abram
films suffered another setback here about by the raising of advertising P. Staples
to succeed Edwin C. Reid
when Charles L. Abercrombie was rates for theatres by newspapers, the as a member of the state censors, is
fined $100 for operating three houses advance in some instances being 25 body.
expected to become director of the
on Sunday.
per cent.

RKO

Plan

Advanced

Is
by

Alger
Action
(Continued from page 1)
before Judge Bondy on the completion
of Alger's final report.
The unscheduled change in procedure was not explained by Alger and
attorneys who appeared for yesterday's hearing prepared to argue their
objections
to the
tentative report
werespecial
caughtmaster's
completely
unawares. Another unorthodox procedure resorted to by the special master yesterday was the barring of representatives ofth£ press from the session, which was over in less than 15
minutes
and consisted
of Alger's
announcement
that he only
would
receive
the attorneys' objections to his report
in writing and would begin the preparation of his final report at once.
Those present at the hearing were
uniformly agreed that nothing occurred which warranted the exclusion of the press.
Barring Protested
Upon being barred from the hearing Motion Picture Daily protested
immediately to Judge Bondy, Alger's
superior, who expressed concern over
the unprecedented action but intimated
that inasmuch as the hearing had been
adjourned nothing beyond a protest
could be accomplished.
Observers at the hearing suggested
that there was some connection between both Alger's unscheduled
change in procedure, his barring of
the press from the hearing and Motionlication
Picture
Daily's
last week
of theexclusive
substancepubof
his tentative report of Nov. 6. The
report, as disclosed earlier, approved
the RKO reorganization plan in principle but proposed a reduction in the
$9,150,628 Rockefeller Center claim
against
RKO,givewhich,
in Alger's value
opinion, would
it a maximum
of $5,532,000. He also proposed that
no dividends be paid on the RKO
common stock, following reorganization, until the three-year sinking fund
for the retirement of the company's
new debentures had been fully taken
care of.
RKO in Springer Houses
RKO will acquire a 57% per cent
interest in the six theatres George
Skouras recently took over from the
estate of the late Jack W. Springer,
it was stated yesterday. The actual
deal
is being plans
held up
RKO's
reorganization
are until
approved
by
the court.
Tests

Admission

Raise

Cleveland, Nov. 15. — Dave Schumann is raising admissions five cents
at the Marvel for showing of "Broadway
to determine
titude Melody,"
of his patrons.
If there the
are atno
complaints, he will maintain the new
scale as the established price.
Sound

Tests

This

Week

Hollywood, Nov. 15. — The committee to investigate set equipment
noise conditions of the Research
Council of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences has arranged a
series of tests for this week.

MOTION

Publicity

Eliminated
Canada
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Air

PICTURE

by

Papers

Toronto, Nov. 15. — The program
publicity department of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., with a string of
34 stations across the Dominion, has
encountered a formidable snag at the
hands of the newspaper publishers
who are members of the Canadian
Daily Newspapers Ass'n, the latter
being a 100 per cent organization.
Radio Gets Two Inches
After many months of more or less
lenient attitude toward the policy of
publishing free program publicity, the
association members have reached an
agreement to drop all news and comment regarding current and future
programs from their published radio
departments with the exception of an
approximately two-inch introduction
to the listed program schedules from
day to day. The introductory paragraphs briefly mention the outstanding
highlights
day'sreduced
scheduleto
while the latterofhasthebeen
the smallest possible wordage.
While no general announcement
has been or will be made regarding
the new policy, it is known privately
that the lack of advertising support
from the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., operating under the auspices of
the Dominion Government, has been
a strong factor leading to the present
decision.

FCC

Probe

Seen

Possible

As

i

Congress
Session Commences
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Nov. 15— With the convening today of the special
five-week session of Congress, lack of major matters on which
to center legislative attention was seen as giving opportunity for
the discussion of measures already pending. Indications that a
new and possibly successful drive to secure approval for the proposed investigation of the F. C. C, therefore, were rampant.
Members interested in the probe today pointed out that Frank
R. McNinch, the new chairman of the commission, has made little
headway in cleaning up the situation. The belief was expressed
that a Congressional inquiry should be instituted.
Hearst

Radio

Names

Fay in New England
Hearst Radio, Inc., has appointed
James H. Fay as New England representative for all Hearst radio stations. Fay is now located in the Statler Bldg., Boston, where he operates
as an independent station representative.
He has previously been with the
Boston American. He entered radio
as an independent representative six
years ago. In adding the Hearst station to his present list he will represent WINS, New York; WBAL,
Baltimore; WCAE, Pittsburgh;
WISN, Milwaukee; KOMA, Oklahoma City; WACO, Waco; KNOW,
Austin; KTSA, San Antonio; KYA,
San Francisco; and KEHE, Los
Angeles.

Mixup

Keeps

Smith

Speech From
WMCA
What apparently was a muddled
contract situation kept Rev. Gerald
L. K. Smith's speech from being
heard over WMCA Sunday when the
crusading minister began his series for
the Committee of One Million.
Conflicting reports from all parties
involved in the deal made it practically
impossible to clarify the situation yesdo so. terday when an attempt was made to

Radio

Personals

►

ERTRUDE LAWRENCE will
J receive a gold medal award from
a group of fashion experts who have
selected her as the stage's best dressed
woman. The presentation will be made
tomorrow over the NBC-Red, with
Princess Kropotkin of Liberty Magazine, Barbara Blake of the New Yorker and Bernice Peck of Mademoiselle
. . . Lester Gottlieb of Mutual will
return from his swing around the Mutual station circuit this week . . .
Sundra Love has been assigned the
lead role in Irna Phillip's serial "Today's Children." Bess Johnson formerly played the part . . . Jim Sauter,
producer of the bank-sponsored Philadelphia Orchestra series, took a group
of New York newspapermen to Philadelphia with him last night to witness the concert . . . "In Old Chicago,"
20th Century-Fox's production, was
plugged in an interview between Doris
Smith of WNEW and Norm Corwin,
20th Century-Fox radio man, over
WNEW yesterday afternoon. . .

The contract for 75 stations, includNew
ing WMCA, was originally handled Anthony Named
through the Albert M. Ross agency,
KFI Program
Chief
but yesterday Transamerican BroadHollywood,
Nov.
15.—
Harrison
casting Corp. claimed to hold the contract and that WHN and the stations Holloway, general manager of KFI —
of the WLW Line were signed to KECA, has appointed Kelly Anthony,
carry the program. At the Ross son of the owner of the twin NBC
agency it was stated that Ross would outlets here, as program director, succeeding Don Clark, resigned, and John
not state anything publicly at the moAll States Respond
ment, although a statement was prom- "Bud" Edwards as production manised later. At WMCA, it was stated
ager succeeding Glen Heish, also reIn Philco Contest the station had a contract for the
Advertising Big Factor
signed. Young Anthony had been in
A total of 1,003 cities and towns broadcast, but at Transamerican it the traffic department of NBC in New
The first evidence of lack of coevery state were represented in was said that this was in error.
York and had been assistant manager
operative enthusiasm on the part of from
the entries received from the first
However it is, this much is certain : of the stations here before resigning
daily newspapers was noted when
Rev. Smith did make a speech Sunday to take a European trip.
radio publicity features, including il- "Phyl Coe Radio Mysteries'' contest, from Washington and it was carried
Edwards had been in the production
lustrations, disappeared from many according to the Philco Radio & Television Corp., which is making a sta- over 49 stations, including a tran- department. His place will be filled
radio pages on the occasion of the
scribed version of the speech over by Bob Heistand.
tistical study of the pulling power of
extension of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. schedules from six to 12 hours the promotion. The report is prelim- WHN.
WOR Adds 3 to Music Dept.
inary to a study of the complete air
daily with a minimum of comand
merchandising
results
which
Three new arrangers and a copyist
mercially-sponsored programs which Philco will make at the completion of WRNL,
Richmond
might have brought advertising busi- the
have been added to WOR's music decontest next month.
ness to the daily papers. This new
partment. The arrangers are Ralph
Station, Dedicated
operating setup has been brought
Richmond, Nov. 15. — WRNL, Earnhardt, who has been working for
about by Major Gladstone Murray,
Warner Program Titled
Richmond's newest radio station, was Rubinoff ; Philip Lang, formerly arwho was brought from the British
ranger for Morton Gould, and Louis
Hollywood, Nov. 15. — The title of dedicated yesterday afternoon, with
Broadcasting Co. in England to be- the Warners-Lucky Strike radio pro- John Stewart Bryan, publisher of the Savarese, formerly an arranger for
Kate Smith. The copyist is George
come general manager of the Canaand principal stockhold- Glass.
gram has been definitely set as "Your News-Leader
dian system one year ago. The gener
in
the
new
station,
presiding
at
the
Hollywood Parade," following a exercises.
eral adoption of the British broadcast- competition
in which thousands of
ing policy has evidently had its reper- names were suggested by studio perThe new station, successor to
NBC
Sets Women's Program
cussion inthe present hands-off agreesonnel, Lord and Thomas, the agency, WPHR in Petersburg, is located in
A new cooperative service program
ment of the Canadian daily news- and the Luckv Strike workers. The the Richmond News-Leader Arcade, for women will be inaugurated by
papers. The latter saw the expendi- first program will air from here Dec. 1. which has been modernized to house
NBC Nov. _ 20 over WJZ, with Alice
ture of large sums of money for the
the studios. The station operates on Maslin, writer and merchandise conerection of new stations and other
sultant, conducting the feature. The
an assigned frequency of 880 kiloTo Speak on Social Disease
facilities by the Canadian Broadcastseries, based on a recent survey, will
cycles.
It
is
a
daytime
station,
signing Corp. but no appropriation by the
Dr. Morris Fishbein, editor of The
presented
ing ofi^ at 5 P.M. Authority is being be
11 :30
A. M. Saturdays from 11 to
latter for newspaper advertising or Jourml of the American Medical sought
from the F. C. C, however,
support.
Ass'n, has accepted an invitation to to operate on full time.
speak on the subject of social diseases over the Blue network tonight
Report CBS-Foods Deal
at
10
:30
P.M. Major Lenox R. Lohr,
Profitable Wishes
A report which could not be veriPage Mr. Farley
president of NBC, who last week refied yesterday has it that a contract
fused to permit Gen. Hugh S. Johnson for a new General Foods Corp. show
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 15.—
WOR yesterday stated it
WIBX now invites women
to speak on the same subject, ex- has been signed for presentation over
had passed the 1,000,000 mark
tended the invitation to Dr. Fishbein.
listeners to make Christmas
in pieces of mail received this
CBS, beginning after the first of the
wishes, at a profit. Ned Lynch
year. Benton & Bowles handles the
year in reply to broadcasted
writes the daily shot for a
brunt of the General Foods business.
programs. In passing that
Opticians Sponsor "Final"
local appliance house. Listentotal, a new daily record was
"Five Star Final," on WMCA, will
ers hear wishes for products
broken Oct. 1, when 23,751
Styles
to
Be
Televised
be
sponsored
experimentally
throughcrystalized in air dialogue,
A fashion demonstration of RCA
pieces of mail were received
out the remainder of this week by the
write letters describing their
Community Opticians, through the television for stylists attending a conin conjunction with an oflfer
wishes for sponsor's appliCommonwealth Advertising Agency
vention
at
the
Waldorf-Astoria
will
which
was made on the "Lone
ances, receive prizes for the
Ranger" program.
of Boston. A long-term deal may be presented Thursday. Featured will
best letters.
result if the sponsor is satisfied with
be
apparel, accessories, coiff^ure and I
the results this week.
makeup.

When

you book

an expensive, nationally famous

feature, you are planning to cash-in on people's expectations. You are planning to impress them — not
to disappoint them.
You can't afford to be penny wise with big features,
and especially with color.

screen brightness at so little more cost that one extra
admission per show will cover it.

PLIFIED1-SIMPLIFIED LAMPSIM
MECHANISM
2-FEWER LAMP PARTS
3-LOWER ARC CURRENT

The only way to deliver the goods is the same way
5000 theaters are now doing it — with high intensity
projection.
Almost any house can now afford modern projection.
New SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY lamps and

Don't wait for competition to force you into high
intensity projection. Get it first and make money
with it.
Write for the new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal

"Suprex" Carbons make it possible to double or triple
Triangle In Picture Projection.''''
It

yiqhj^nts/nsttu
PRO

J

EC

T I ON

ooaooa
ooooooooooooODouuo
OODDOODDDDDO nnn"""°"
—
WITH
NATIONAL
"SUPREX„-,,..

Copyrib'ht 1907, N-itional Carbon Cumpany. Inc.

NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
^Unit o£ Union Carbide |im and Carbon Corporation
CARBON SALES DIVISIOlj, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRINCH SALES OFFICES:
NEW TOR!; PITTSBUREH
CHIClfiO Sil FRllClSCOi

First in

Alert.
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Key

Grosses
Off

Drop

Wanger

to

Of

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Says

U.A.

He

NOVEMBER

Is

for

Him

Key city first run grosses during
the first week of November showed
a slight decline from the previous
week, 147 theatres in 24 cities for the
week ending Nov. 4-5 grossing an
aggregate of $1,510,291, which compares with $1,555,682 from 146 theatres in 24 key cities during the week
ending Oct. 29-30, a drop of $45,391.
The aggregate gross was the lowest
since the week of Oct. 8-9, when the
total for 147 theatres was $1,500,826.
A number of cities showed slight
gains over the previous week, including Bufifalo, Chicago, Houston, Minneapolis, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh and St. Paul.
(Comparative Grosses on Page 7)

Walter Wanger yesterday stated he
At Culver City
was not familiar with the financing arrangements made for his future proThe deal whereby David O.
duction activity as a United Artists
Selznick will take Selznick
producer and that, pending informaInternationalta M-G-M will be
tion about them, he had nothing to
signed in Hollywood. There, at
say about his impending plans. In
the present time, is Nicholas
reply to a question, Alexander Korda
M. Schenck, president of
had informed Motion Picture Daily
Loew's, Inc., whose signature
at the Newark Airport Monday eveis necessary to the contract.
ning that financing for Wanger had
Selznick refused to comment on his new association
been "provided for in the arrangement" whereby control of U. A. is to
last
night.
He was prominentchange hands.
ly present at the cocktail
When Wanger left Paramount to
for
party
join United Artists, his deal was anGeorge given
Cukor, at
who "21"
will dinounced as a 10-year arrangement.
rect "Gone with the Wind"
Reports have been recurrent from
with which Selznick is extime to time and largely since Samuel
pected to launch his releasGoldwyn and Korda were given their
ing arrangement with M-G-M.
option to purchase control of U. A.
from Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, that
Wanger might seek distribution else- Production
Slumps
where.

Commission

Majors

$1,510,291
Compares
For Week

to $1,555,682
of Oct. 29-30

Seen

as

Film Bill Amendment
London, Nov. 16. — It is understood
that Oliver Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade, has proposed, as an
amendment to the Film Bill, either a
film commission or film council, with
the term unspecified, but the powers
of such a body clearly defined. The
bill is now in committee of the House
of Commons.
It is believed that Stanley is actuated
by a desire to meet the united demand
of the trade for a wide sectional
voice in the matter. A commission
constitution has already been decided,
embodying its duties and wide privileges. Its powers, which would be
great, would include the imposition
of penalties for offenders. Stanley
is known to have discussed a typical
personnel of such a body with the
trade deputation which recently discussed the situation with him.
An advisory committee, subsidiary
body to the commission, would be re(Continued on page 6)

To
Request

Gary

Complaint
Dismissal
Indianapolis, Nov. 16. — Columbia,
M-G-M, Paramount, RKO Radio,
20th-Fox and United Artists, in a
brief filed in U. S. District Court
here, ask dismissal of a bill of complaint filed by the Gary Theatre Co.,
that seeks to enjoin clearances imposed by major producers on behalf
of Balaban & Katz of Chicago.
"Balaban & Katz, although a defendant, has not been served with a
process," the brief sets forth, and dismissal isasked "for want of jurisdiction over an indispensable party."
Judge Robert C. Baltzell has set a
hearing for Nov. 22. He has approved elimination of the M.P.P.D.A.,
Universal and Warners as defendants
and the substitution of RKO Radio
{Continued on page 3)
Alleged

Coast

Plot

Revealed by Police
Los Angeles, Nov. 16. — An alleged
iV. F. Executives to
anti-Semitic plot, said to have been
aimed at several important film perAttend Blank Dinner
sonalities in Hollywood, including
. The New York delegation to A. H. Louis B. Mayer and Eddie Cantor,
Blank's 25th anniversary dinner in was revealed here today by Chief Investigator Eugene Williams of the
Des Moines Dec. 9 is shaping
up as
a notable aggregation of industry top- district attorney's office.
Leaders of the plot, according to
line executives. Aside from a large
group representing Paramount, rank- Williams, have been kept under surveillance for the past six weeks,
ing officials from all of the major
{Continued on page 11)
since the plot was uncovered, but no
evidence warranting arrests has been
discovered. He said he believed the
matter never advanced beyond the conRadio— Pp. 10-11
versation stage.

Lowest

of Year

Hollywood, Nov. 16. — Production
slumped to its lowest level of the year
this week when only 31 were before
the cameras— a total even lower than
during the lull created by the AprilMay strike. Ten were finished, and
only four were started. Fifteen pictures are in final stages of preparation, six studios dividing the total,
while 10 studios reported none being
prepared
nine are for
beingimmediate
edited. work. SixtyThose starting are : "Lone Rider,"
Columbia; "Her Jungle Love," Paramount ;"Hawaiian Buckaroo," Principal and "The Mystery of Hunting's
End," Warners.
The tally by studios:
Columbia finished two, shooting
four, preparing zero, editing nine ;
Goldwyn, zero, one, zero, one ; Grand
National, zero, zero, zero, one ; M-GM, two, four, zero, eight; Monogram (Continued
zero, zero, onone,pagetwo
3) ; ParaAdmit

TEN
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Unaware

Financing

inrpartial

Black

Ouster

Was Ordered by I, A,
Los Angeles, Nov. 16. — Joe Gilpin,
Warner studio manager, today told
the State Legislature committee investigating the I. A. T. S. E. racketeering charges that he dismissed Francis
H. Black, studio electrician, on orders
from an unnamed I. A. T. S. E. official. This bears out previous testimony
of Black who now has a $90,000 damcers. ages suit filed against Alliance offiOther major developments in the
probe today were the testimony of
{Continued on page 6)

Denies

CENTS

That

Silverstone
Will

Head

UA

Goldwyn Says the Report
Is Unfounded
Chicago, Nov. 16. — As he passed
through Chicago today en route to
Hollywood, Samuel Goldwyn told a
Motion Picture Daily reporter that
reports
Mauriceof Silverstone's
name to linking
the presidency
United Artists were completely unfounded.
Commenting
this plans
newspaper's
story
outlining upon
financing
set up
under the lifting of the U. A. option
by Goldwyn and Alexander Korda, the
former said, "Just hooey and tell 'em
He added the Bank of America,
a. of
IN. said
so."San Francisco and Los Angeles
no interest
the none.
company's
financinghad and
would inhave
At
the same time, he refused further comment along these lines, saying the
statement issued in New York on Saturday told everything the principals
wanted to announce.
Between trains, the producer took
occasion to tell the local press double
features, in his opinion, were ruinous
to the industry. He urged newspaper men to start a campaign here to
oust duals. Maurice Silverstone is
accompanying Goldwyn west, but refused to talk on any angles of the
U. A. deal. He referred all questions
and questioners to Goldwyn.
Kent's

Transfer

Stock

of

Is Disclosed

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Nov. 16. — Transfer
to the direct ownership of Sidney R.
Kent, New York, of 3,355 shares of
20th Century-Fox common stock previously held by his holding company,
the Berkshire Finance Co., was reported today by the S.E.C. in a report of the September transactions of
officers and directors in the stocks of
their corporations.
The commission
disclosed
a re{Continued also
on page
6)
Canada

Exhibitors

Attack Arbitration
Toronto, Nov. 16. — The trend of
arbitration settlements on contract
disputes between exhibitors and distributors has caused a rift between
N. A. Taylor of Toronto, representthe Independent
Theatrespresident
Ass'n.
and ingCol.
John A. Cooper,
of the M. P. Distributors of Canada,
the claim{Continued
being put
forth 6)that only
on page
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Tests

Go

To Studio on Coast
All talent and screen tests for Warner feature pictures will be conducted
at the company's studios in Burbank,
Cal., on and after Dec. 1, it was
stated yesterday by Jacob Wilk, New
York studio contact and head of the
Warner story department.
Robert Ross, who has been in
charge of the company's tests here,
has resigned as of Nov. 26 and will
devote his time to the direction of
Broadway stage productions.
Loop Theatre Robbed
Chicago, Nov. 16. — The Garrick
here was held up during the rush hour
last night by a bandit who took $30
and escaped. The picture being shown
was "Alcatraz Island."

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE:
ADOLPH
General POLLAK
Mgr.
630 9th Ave.. N. Y. C.

Insiders^
By RED
nr O travel almost nine hundred
miles for a dinner might
sound like a great deal of foolishness. It must always be remembered, too, New York still
boasts of its quota of restaurants.
But Sunday night in Pittsburgh
was different. That was the occasion of Variety Club's annual
banquet, a standard highlight of
each amusement year. From
various cities almost one thousand men descended upon John
H. Harris and his co-barkers,
certainly not induced to make
their journey ings by anything
the festive board might have
groaned under. They went to
make obeisance to the spirit behind this unique organization,
launched first in Pittsburgh and
now encompassing tents in
Columbus, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Washington, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Des Moines,
Omaha, Dallas and Dayton. . . .
Since that day, nine years ago,
when a homeless waif abandoned
in the lobby of the Sheridan
Square Theatre was taken in
tender care by a small group of
theatremen there. Variety Club
sprang into purposeful being.
Since then two other children
have been adopted. That's in
Pittsburgh. Dallas has given
medical and surgical attention to
four thousand children at no cost
to their parents ; now a fund is
under way to build a $20,000 addition to a local hospital. Philadelphia has salvaged four children from the ravages of infantile
paralysis ; the work there is continuing. Washington is providing
a summer camp for underprivileged minors. Columbus has
been paying the rent, furnishing
clothing and extending a friendly
hand to the needy in show business. Some tents are providing
poor school kids with glasses.
Others are furnishing "seeing
eye" dogs for the blind. Pittsburgh last year raised a $25,000
milk fund for children in institutions ;race, creed and color had
nothing to do with it. This year,
in association with the Pittsburgh Press and Station KDKA,
the objective is $56,000. It means
at least one-half pint of milk for
every child in every Pittsburgh
home at every meal for every day
of the year. . . .
The work has been voluntarily
pursued. It took form as an expression of the undeniably great
heart of show business, beating
in sympathy for the lowly and the
unfortunate. Variety Club could
have been strictly a social organi-

The agents are taking over
again, provided coast reports are
accurate. The story goes the indifferent success of Hollywood
personalities, braving a try on
the New York stage, is hurting
their picture values. The agents
do not like it and, not liking it,

Outlook
KANN
zation and, on such a premise, no
doubt could have been completely
successful. Its humanitarian enterprise gives it a far more valid
reason for being and the unerring pursuit of that enterprise reflects continuedly enormous credit
on an industry frequently misjudged and misunderstood. . . .
T T

say they are going to take action.
This is not quite so remote an
eventuality as might be indicated
by surface markings. The ten
per cent boys, always wielding
a vast power, are becoming more
powerful and overpowerfully arrogant. They reflect how they
feel in the yarn about a recent

Samuel Cummins continues to
gild the lustre of his disrepute
with a new cycle of off-color attractions, steeped in sensationalism. "The Love Life of a Gorilla" is one in his current lineup,
its title conveying all that need
be known about the dubious
merits of its celluloid. Another

gala premiere on the coast. The
stars were leaving the theatre.
Said one agent to another, "There
goes the crowd that's getting
ninety per cent of our earnings." .. .
▼ T

is "Children of Loneliness," dealing with Lesbianism and getting
quite
an unholy
at Tally's
Criterion
in Los play
Angeles,
where
the term "3rd Sex" is flung
about the marquee for all and
sundry passing eyes to catch.
Falsely attuned to an announced
intent of spreading information
to help those who are not aware
of the facts of life, a lecture, a
lecturer and three girls are part
of the performance. One of them
is described as abnormally oversexed, the second is normal and
the other appears to make little
difference. Thus you have a new,
low estate upon which the theatre has fallen. Cummins persistently endeavors to maintain he
has the public weal well up front
in his calculations. He is fooling
no one, except possibly himself,
if you are inclined to credit the
possibility, which we do not.
You see, this department has

Last night at "21." A party
for George Cukor, the director.
In the assemblage was David O.
Selznick and, while officially and
probably he had no business
there, ardent
was also
Si Seadler, Leo's
most
admirer.
"Goodbye, Dave," said Si, as
the evening had fairly well pro"I'll be seeing
you."shot
"And gressed,
how!"
Selznick
back — and meant it.
You know the one about big
oaks and little acorns.
"No Changes" — Balaban
Chicago, Nov. 16. — Barney Balaban, leaving here tonight for a threeweek trip to Hollywood, stated that
his visit to the coast is a routine matter and that no changes in personnel
are contemplated by Paramount.
Directors of B. & K. will meet in
New York next month, Balaban said.
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Production
To

Lowest

Slumps
of Year

(Continued from page 1)
mount, two, five, four, eight ; Principal, zero, two, zero, one ; Republic,
zero, one, one, four ; RKO, zero, five,
two, four ; Roach, zero, one, zero,
zero ; Selznick International, zero,
zero, zero, two ; 20th Century-Fox,
two, three, five, two ; Universal, zero,
one, zero, one ; Wanger, zero, zero,
zero, one ; Warners two, four, two, 25.
In the short subject field, Columbia
started one, which is still shooting.
The same studio finished one. One
each is shooting at M-G-M and Roach.
Three are being prepared at Columbia and three at RKO. A total of
10 are being edited.
Majors

Request

Gary

Complaint Dismissal
(Continued from page 1)
as a defendant for the RKO Distributing Corp.
The Gary Theatre Co., Gary, Ind.,
is also plaintiff in an action pending
in Federal court there to compel
Paramount to deliver to it 10 pictures
allegedly sold on last season's contracts which either have not been produced or are included in the comI pany's lineup for the current season.
Select Sues Oscar Straus
A $20,000 damage action was filed
in N. Y. Supreme Court here yesterday by Select Theatres Corp. and
Jacob J. Shubert against Oscar
Straus, Viennese composer. The action charges that the plaintiffs contracted with Straus for exclusive
American dramatic rights to "The
Queen" and that Straus did not possess the licensing rights at the time
the deal was made. The plaintiffs
allege that the play was subsequently
produced by others who held valid
licenses, which resulted in the plaintiff being damaged to the extent of
$10,000.
A second cause of action, also for
$10,000 damages, is cited in the suit,
which charges that Straus agreed to
supply five incidental musical compositions for the production and that
when these were found unsuitable the
composer refused to prepare others.
Schwartz & Frohlich, attorneys for

UNITED'S DISTINCTIVE
SLEEPER SERVICE!
* You'll notice the difference
when you fly United's Mainliner
Sle epers ! Limited to 12 persons
for _ extra comfort, these luxury
airliners also offer exclusive Sky
Room courtesy lounge for nighthawks, early birds. It costs no
more to enjoy the service features developed on United's 20,000
coast-to-coast flights.
TICKETS: United OfRces, Hotels,
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph OfRces
UNITED

AIR

LINES
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Straus, said that an answer incorporating denials of the charges would
be filed in the near future.
Orders Quiz Before Trial
An examination before trial of Phillip Hodes, and Robert Wolf, sales
managers for the RKO Distributing
Corp., was ordered by Justice Ferdinand Pecora in the N. Y. Supreme
Court yesterday in connection with
the "conspiracy" suit brought by Rock
Beach, Inc. against the Columbia Pictures Corp., Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp., Big-U Film Exchange, Inc., United Artists Corp.,
Century Circuit, Inc. and the RKO
Distributing Corp. The examination
was set for Nov. 19 in the Supreme
Court. Rock Beach which operates
the Gem in Far Rockaway, charged
that the major distributors "conspired" with Century, which operates
the Central in Cedarhurst, to give
pictures exhibited at the Central one
week's
the Gem.clearance before exhibition at

Sale

of Kromocolor

Laboratory

Delayed

Freedman
Ontario

Reelected
Group

Head

Toronto, Nov. 16. — H. Freedman,
owner of the Circle here, has been
for a second term as presiJ.,
was Lewis
adjourned
to-day
Vice-Chan-in reelected
dent of the Independent Theatres
cellor
until
nextby Tuesday
Chancery Court here. Several pros- Ass'n. of Ontario while N. A. Taylor
pective bidders appeared today who has been reelected vice-president.
The following independents, all of
have not had an opportunity to inspect
Toronto, were elected to other ofthe plant.
In
view
of
this
an
additional week was asked and allowed.
fices : treasurer, A. Polakoff ; secretaries, Meyer Axler and Harold Kay ;
Decision on the $21,000 deposit
board of directors, Sam Ulster, S.
made by Joseph O'Donnell, who made Lent, H. Yudin, B. Ulster and Harry
a bid of $105,000, reputedly for Wil- Firestone.
liam Fox, continues in abeyance.
The organized Ontario theatre
William Krimsky, Newark attorney
and co-receiver, is still open to bids owners are working closely with the
for laboratory and offers also may be Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries,
made in court next Tuesday, it was which has its headquarters in Montreal, the latter having recently interpointed out.
viewed the Quebec Government with
a plea for legislative protection against
circuits. The Quebec association has
Hartley Joins GTE
also asked for a reduction in the
As Sales Executive amusements tax which represents a
E. M. Hartley, who resigned late four-cent levy on a 25-cent admission. The Ontario tax was completely
Seattle Orpheum Bankrupt
last week as Photophone sales man- abolished
last June.
The Seattle Orpheum Co. filed a
ager for RCA, has joined General
voluntary petition in bankruptcy in Theatres Equipment Corp., in full
the U. S. District Court here yester- charge of the sales of sound equipAsher Sailing Today
day. No schedules of assets and liament of General's subsidiary. National
bilities was presented with the peti- Theatre Supply Co.
London, Nov. 16. — Irving Asher,
As manager of that division, he will head of Warner production in Engtion. Twenty-two creditors were
listed. The only asset is $3,643 de- make his headquarters at the comland, will leave England for the
posited with the Central Hanover
United States on the Normandie topany's general offices in New York.
Bank & Trust Co. of New York.
morrow. He is bound for conferences
Among the creditors were Stadium
on the expansion of British Warner
Delay Warner Meeting
Theatres Corp., RCA Victor Co.,
Due to the presence of Harry M. production. He will be accompanied
National Theatre Supply Co., Elec- and Albert Warner on the coast, the by his wife, Laura LaPlante. Also on
trical Products Corp. and the bank
regular Warner board meeting sched- the ship will be Bruce Lister, James
of California, N. A.
uled for yesterday was called off. Stevenson, Asher's discovery, and
Richard de Rochemont, foreign head
Deny Infringement Charge
of March of Time.
Columbia Pictures Corp. and Screen that their short, "Norton I, EmClassics, Inc., filed a general denial
peror of U. S.," was an infringement
in the U. S. District Court yesterday of David Ryder's story, "American
Korda Reaches Coast
in answer to the infringement suit Emperor," which was published in the
Hollywood, Nov. 16. — Alexander
brought against them by Plain Talk magazine. A dismissal of the suit with Korda
and Marcel Hellman arrived
Magazine, Inc. The defendant denied costs is asked.
from New York today, the plane being
an hour late due to a delay at Dallas
waiting for a connecting mail airship.
Both will leave Saturday for New
York, according to present plans.
i Purely
Personal
►
WILLIAM C. CHAMBLISS of SR. KENT, who has delayed his
the 20th Century-Fox publicity
• Hollywood trip, Spyros Skouras, To Honor Fabian Dec. 13
department will be admitted to the bar Sam Dembow^ Walter J. HutchinFriends of Si Fabian, local and upson and LcKTHAR Mendes among
state New York exhibitor, will stage
today in the second Judicial Dep't of
the N. Y. Supreme Court. Chambliss those lunching at the comfortable a testimonial banquet, Dec. 13, at the
De Witt Clinton Hotel, Albany, in
yesterday.
is a Columbia Law School graduate men's grill at the Plaza
•
of Fabian's 20th anniversary
of the class of '35.
Virginia Adair, said to have been honor
in the film busjnes^s. Phil Fox, Albany
•
the first "stand in" in the film busi- branch manager for Columbia, is
ness, for Anita Stewart in a film
Walter Wangejr adds to the week's
round of cocktail parties with one to- released in 1919, will attend the open- chairman of the committee on arday for Clarence Budington Kel- today.ing of "Stand In" at the Music Hall rangements.
LAND, author of "Stand In" which
•
opens Thursday mornyig at the Music
Hall. The Stork Club is the place.
AMERICAN
Edgar B. Hatrick has again de•
ferred his departure to Hollywood and
William Cagney, who will pro- may not get away until after Christmas. He says that the next Marion
FLAGSHIPS
duce James Cagney's films for G. N.,
left for the coast yesterday. He com- Davies picture has not been set yet.
TO LOS ANGELES
pleted final arrangements here with
•
Roland Brown, author, on his brothRussell Birdwell and Mary Mcer's next picture. •
Bride of Selznick International, will
leave by plane for the coast today.
Jacobo Glucksman, G.N. South
•
American distributor, arrives today
Charles Skouras and Mike Roon the Champlain.
Lillian Hellsenberg have delayed their departure
MANN is also on the same ship.
for the coast until today.
MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
•
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
•
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
Charles De Grandcourt, author of
T. A. Connor and A. G. Bibson,
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
M-G-M foreign branch managers, "Victoria the Great," flew to the coast
MERCURY—
Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm.
were tendered a luncheon by Arthur yesterday.
Call Ticket
your Travel
or VAnderbill
3-2580
LoEW yesterday at the Astor.
Offices:Agent,
45 Vanderbilt
Ave. and
•
Cresson E. Smith will return
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th SI.
James A. FitzPatrick is sched- from Chicago in a few days.
•
uled to sail from England today on
the Normandie which is due here next
Jules Levy is due from the coast
Monday.
the end of the week.
AIRLINES
INC.
Paterson, Nov. 16. — Sale of the
Kromocolor Laboratory, Paramus, N.
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Dickinson

Wild,

Woolly"
Real

$16,200
Chicago

The Roosevelt with "Ali Baba"
was well on the profit side with $14,000 as the take. That is $3,000 above
Apollo
average. "Dr. Syn" at the
was also above average, getting
$6,800.
"Angel" at the Oriental was very
disappointing.
The second week of "Alcatraz
Island" was good at the Garrick and
the picture stays for a third week,
unusual for this house.
The weather was fair and clear but
record-breaking attendance at the
Auto Show cut into grosses heavily
at night.
Total first run business was $110,700. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 10:
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-5Sc-75c, 6 days,
2nd week. Stage: Evans Ballet and Revue. Gross: $24,000. (Average, $32,000)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
GARRICK— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $6,500)
"ANGEL" (Para.)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 6 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $15,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,509), 3Sc-55c-7Sc, 7 days.
Stage: Morton Downey and Revue.
Gross: $16,000. (Average, $19,000)
"WILD
AND
WOOLLY" {20th-Fox)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-40c-S5c, 7
days. Stage: Verne Buck and Revue.
Gross: $16,200. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Nov. 12:
"DR. SYN" (G. B.)
APOLLO— (1,400), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,800. (Average, $6,500)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500),
35c-55c-75c, 7
days, 2nd week.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $11,000)
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 3Sc-55c-75c,
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $15,000)

Was
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PREVIEW

Smash

Chicago, Nov. 16. — "Wild and
Woolly" at the State-Lake led the
Loop theatres for big business last
week, the Jane Withers picture grossing $16,200 which is sensational for
this house.

Admit
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Black

Ouster

Ordered by LA,
{Continued from page 1)
Herbert Sorrell, business agent of the
Studio Painters' Union, which was
the main -"articipant in the April
studio strike, that William Bioff, coast
I. A. T. S. E. head, had offered him
a proposition to end the strike and
get back lost pay for the strikers if
they accepted only a 10 per cent wage
increase instead of the 20 per cent
they demanded, and the charge of J.
W. Buzzell, secretary of the Central
Labor Council of the A. F. L., which
recently appointed a committee to investigate the purposes behind the
probe, that at least three of the probers are influenced by the C. I. O.

"A Damsel
in Distress"
(RKO)
HoLLYwrooD^ Nov. 16. — Gracie Allen tells the jokes, and George Burns
is her prophet. But in "A Damsel in Distress" Fred Astaire, in his
first solo starring vehicle, shares prophet honors with Burns, and in
turn, Gracie and George both share the dancing vi'ith the ever nimblefooted Astaire. George falters a little at times, trying to hold the Astaire
pace and Gracie does surprisingly well as an Astaire dancing partner.
All this is by way of declaring that Ginger Rogers is conspicuously
lacking, as charming and romantic as well as dancing partner to the
incomparable Fred. The picture, however, is fine entertainment, replete
with comedy, in story and situation, dance routines which are not routine and top performances. The Burns-Allen gags are not all gems,
but on the whole they are funny, and the public will like them, and laugh
at them. Joan Fontaine, who plays the romantic role opposite Astaire, is
pretty enough, and certainly winsome, but she still has a way to go to be
a finished actress.
The music is a high spot, tuneful and engaging, and several of the
dance numbers are new, different and highly entertaining, especially
those set at the carnival. The Burns-Allen-Astaire number in front of
distortion mirrors is novel and hilarious, their antics on the turntables
and treacherous stairs are good, while Astaire's tap dancing number
in the midst of the trap drums sets a new high in speed, precision and
entertainment of its kind.
Comedy was the highlight Director George Stevens sought to emphasize and he succeeded admirably, aided roundly by Ray Noble and
Reginald Gardner, as the not too smart son with a passion for swing,
and the too smart secretary with a passion for opera, respectively. P.
G. Wodehouse, who wrote the story and collaborated on the screenplay, has endowed the film with amusing situations and dialogue.
The story is told in the title. Set in an old English castle, it recounts
the virtual imprisonment of Miss Fontaine by her severe aunt, her accidental meeting with Astaire, dance sensation whose publicity agent is
Burns, and whose chief annoyance is Gracie. Astaire goes to the rescue,
aided, then hindered, in turn, by a page boy and Gardner, who are holders of possible winning names in the lottery of the household staff for
the successful suitor. Mistakes and misunderstandings complicate the
story amusingly, the while the whole is embellished by song and dance in
the Astaire manner.
Running time, 98 minutes. "G."

Looking

^Em

Over

Springtime in the Rockies
(Republic)
In all its entertainment divisions, "Springtime in the Rockies" makes
the grade as a good Gene Autry western. His fans will be pleased. The
story and action have been cleverly composed by Joe Kane, the director,
and the photography is good. The outdoor locations are beautiful, cloudstrewn settings for the story.

Autry is foreman on Polly Rowles' ranch. There is trouble in the
vicinity between cattlemen and sheep ranchers. Miss Rowles arrives from
college with three girl companions to spend the summer. They are animal-husbandry graduates. Miss Rowles naively buys a flock of sheep
that have been outlawed in the community. Autry meets her and takes
the girls and animals to a run-down ranch that he owns instead oi to
Miss Rowles' place. But the information that he has sheep on his land
gets around and there are all sorts of complications. Eventually, the
tangled situations are straightened out but not, however, until after Miss
Rowles sells her own fine property to a slicker. The well-known chase
occurs at that point. Autry, aided by Smiley Burnette, breaks jail and
pursues the culprits right up to the county seat where he lassoes them
on the steps of the building. In a few more scenes he is cleared of a
shooting and of attempting to introduce the sheep. The fadeout has Miss
Rowles and Autry pursuing their rather sketchy romance.
Autry sings a few pleasant numbers in his familiar style. Burnette
and his vocal tricks inject humorous relief. Miss Rowles acts well.
Ula Love, Ruth Bacon, Jane Hunt, George Chesebro, Alan Bridge and
Wheeler Ampa Guest
Elmer Wheeler will be guest of Tom London offer capable support. Ernest Miller is responsible for the
honor at the Ampa luncheon at the In- fine camera work.
ternational Casino tomorrow.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

Carriers

Addresses
on

Safety

Louisville, Nov. 16.— An address
by Arthur Dickinson, technical adviser of the M.P.P.D.A. and representative of the major distributors, on the
subject, "Safety Regulations and the
Correct
Handling
of joint
Film,"convention
was one
of the features
of the
of the National Film Carriers, Inc.,
and National Trucking Ass'n now in
progress here. James Clark presided.
Other speakers included Harold
Shertz, John L. Rogers, H. H. Kelly
and Benjamin Blanning. The final
session will be held tomorrow.
James P. Clark, Philadelphia, was
reelected president and treasurer of
the carriers' organization and Clint
Weyer, New York, was renamed to
the post of secretary. Thomas W.
Gilborg, San Francisco, was elected
vice-president. E. E. Jameson, Kan^as City,
wasand
appointed
the executive board
A. C. toAmsler
was
elected to the board of managers.
Canada

Exhibitors

Attack Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
one case out of many in recent months
before the Arbitration Committee of
the Toronto Film Board of Trade has
been decided in favor of the exhibitor.
The independents are pressing for a
revision of the standard rental agreement.
Cooper has countered with statistics showing that the number of
arbitration cases has dropped appreciably since 1930 and has suggested that
the independents present definite proposals for revision of rental contracts
which would be considered at Film
Board February.
meetings scheduled to be held
next
N, J, Allied Claims
Membership
Up 30%
Since the membership drive started
six weeks ago under the supervision
of E. Thornton Kelly, Allied of New
Jersey has increased its active roster
by 30 per cent for northern and southern New Jersey, it was stated yesterday at themeeting
unit's headquarters.
The next
of the membership
will be held next Tuesday at the
Cochrane House, Newton, N. J. This
is the operating center and home of
Sidney E. Samuelson, ex-president.
Commission
Film

Seen

As

Bill Amendmen
(.Continued from page 1)

sponsible to it. It is considered un
likely that the suggestions for separat
quotas will be accepted, the objectio
being that it would necessitate th
scrapping of a great part of the pres
ent draft of the bill. The utmost secrecy is being maintained relative to
ters.
the plans of Stanley in all trade quarKent's

Transfer

of

Stock Is Disclosed
(Continued from page 1)
port from Monogram Pictures, showing that on Sept. 10, when its registration became effective, Pathe International Corp., was beneficial holder
of more than 10 per cent of its common stock and of options for commonmon,
and holding
6,017 66,667
options. shares of com-
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Gillmore

to Arbitrate

Canada

Union

Fight

Toronto, Nov. 16. — The threecornered strike threat in Winnipeg,
resuhing from the signing of an
agreement with projectionists of the
One Big Union by a large majority
of the theatres in that city, has been
boiled down somewhat by the placing
of an application for arbitration before the Manitoba Provincial Government by Famous Players Canadian
Corp. and Winnipeg's One Big Union.
A few days ago W. P. Covert of
Toronto, vice-president of the I.A.T.
S.E., wired to his local in Winnipeg
that a general strike order would be
called against the 200 Famous Players houses across the Dominion unless the O.B.U. were tossed out.
A highly interesting development,
meantime, has been the absorption of
the Winnipeg projectionists' local of
the All-Canadian Congress of Labor
by the I. A. there. In other cities of
Canada the I. A. and All-Canadian locals are deadly rivals and are entirely
aloof — but in Winnipeg they have
joined against the common foe, the
One Big Union.
No further direct action has taken
place in the Manitoba capital since
the calling of a two-hour strike by the
I. A. in 17 theatres there operated by
Famous Players and its subsidiary,
Western Theatres, Ltd.
Exchange

Union

Deal

In Chicago Expected
Chicago, Nov. 16. — A meeting of
local union officials with film exchange representatives on the contracts for film inspectors, shippers,
etc., is scheduled for next week, according to John Smith, business manager of the Chicago M. P. Operators' Union here. Smith stated that
all differences had been settled in conferences and that final negotiations
would be completed at the meeting.
As soon as this meeting is over
Smith stated that the unionization of
ushers, doormen and cashiers would be
continued. Already many of these employes have been approached. In
speaking of the situation Smith stated
that it would be a difficult job to get
the ushers and doormen organized.
Consolidation

of 7

Union Cases Denied
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Aaron
Steuer yesterday refused to consolidate the Supreme Court suit brought
by Gotham Amusement Corp., H. M.
Amusement Corp., La Salle Amusement Corp., the Hancock Theatre
Corp., B. B. C. Amusement Corp.,
Har-Mar Amusement Corp. and the
Marvin Amusement Corp. against
Local 306 of the M. P. Operators'
Union,theAllied
and
I. T.M.O.P. A.Operators'
with sixUnion
suits
brought in the Municipal Court by
I. T. O. A. against the theatre owners.
The Supreme Court suit asked that
the Jan. 29 contract between the I.
T. O. A. and the union be set aside.
In the Municipal Court the I. T. O. A.
is suing for allegedly unpaid dues.
Justice Steuer ruled that the suits
would have to be tried separately.

"Angel" in Stockhol
Word has been received at the mParamount offices that the premiere of
"Angel" in Stockholm last Saturday
night was something of a local event.
The film was warmly greeted.

Drop

Mr, Boggs Steps Out
(Grand Natiotml)
Hollywood, Nov. 16. — Familiar though the theme and development
thereof may be, this comedy, which
Iff Ben Pivar produced and which
Gordon Wiles directed, is still amusing. "Mr. Boggs Steps Out" is not
for the supercritical, those who find it a pleasure to pick out flaws and
point discrepancies. Its market is those who prefer to be amused and
who, some way or other, although they occasionally find fault, are usually satisfied with an ordinary attraction.
No claims to pretentiousness are made for this story of a country
hick who, with his fate in the hands of some unknown destiny, blunders
through to romantic happiness and business success. Naturally he pursues and is pursued by romance and as all the cards are stacked against
him as he endeavors a business career, the situations in which he finds
himself provoke a degree of laughter for those who follow his experiences. But, and there is suggestion for some smart showmanship in the
idea, when he becomes mixed up in a business deal that involves the
marketing of a collapsible barrel, there is a vivid novelty running
through a lot of similar familiarity that gives the story a different interest.
Stuart Irwin is the sometimes bashful, sometimes resourceful yokel
hero. He is 100 per cent the focal point of the yarn and as he carries
it, he is helped by Helen Chandler, Toby Wing, Tully Marshall, Spencer
Charters, Walter Byron and Otis Harlan. Clarence Budington Kelland
wrote the original, Richard English did the screenplay and Gordon Wiles
directed. It is evident that they aimed at providing bucolic entertainment
for the bucolic masses.

Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Key

City

Off,

Grosses

Totaling

Slightly
$1,510,291

Estimated takings for the latest available periods :
Week Ending
Week Ending
Nov. 5-6
Oct. 29-30
No. Theatres
Gross
No. Theatres Gross
Boston
8
$108,200
7
$110,000
Buffalo
5
55,800
5
54,400
Chicago
8
143,000
8
122,300
Cincinnati
8
52,300
8
58,500
Cleveland
6
66,000
6
66,000
Denver
7
36,000
6
42,000
Detroit
6
79,400
6
85,400
Houston
4
29,800
4
26,850
Indianapolis
5
34,000
5
34,000
Kansas City
5
33,000
5
34,600
Los Angeles
9
106,091
10
107,242
Milwaukee
5
28,900
5
34,100
Minneapolis
5
38,500
5
33,500
Montreal
5
39,000
5
43,000
New Haven
4
21,000
4
26,200
New York
9
256,350
10
294,740
Oklahoma City
5
22,100
4
10,700
Omaha
3
22,600
3
23,900
Philadelphia
9
88,400
9
86,500
Pittsburgh
5
55,600
5
53,200
San Francisco
9
82,600
8
83,900
St. Paul
4
15,400
4
14,800
Seattle
7
36,650
7
38,450
Washington
6
59,600
7
71,400
147

$1,510,291

Key city grosses up to the week ending Nov. 5-6:
Week Ending
No.
Sept. 3-4
Sept. 10-11
Sept. 17-18
Sept. 24-25
Oct. 1- 2
Oct. 8- 9
Oct. 15-16
Oct. 22-23
Oct. 29-30
Nov. 5- 6
(Copyright 1937, Quigley Publications,

146

$1,555,682

Asks

Stage

Reserved

Seats

A proposal to abondon the legitimate theatre's traditional reserved
seat ticket selling policy and open the
box-offices to a "first come, first
served" sale at one price for any seat
is advocated by Frank Gillmore,
president of the Associated Actors &
Artistes of America and of Actor.Equity
in the
current issue
or'
Equity, Ass'n,
official
publication
of the
latter organization, out today.
Gillmore suggests that the policy
might be of incalculable aid to 85 per
cent of tlie plays produced on Broadway in any
season,
according to the
Equityinasmuch
president,as, only
15 per cent
of a season's
are
"hits."
He urges
that the plays
proposal
be tried initially by Broadway managers on one night a week only, that
it feature reduced prices of 25 cents,
50 cents or a dollar, "but not more,"
and that the trial be "a good, honest
one, with advertising and over a long
enough period to give it a chance to
He asserts that, in addition to providing astimulus for weak plays, the
work out."
policy
would win new patrons and
extend the theatre-going habit for the
benefit of the entire stage field. Gilmore refers in the article to the success with which the policy has been
met in film theatres.
Indications are that the plan will be
taken up by the Equity council for
further action and, perhaps, presented
to the League of N. Y. Theatres.
Horace Mortimer Dies
It was learned here yesterday that
G. Horace Mortimer, theatrical writer
and former press agent at the Hollywood office of the M.P.P.D.A. died
in Hollywood recently. Mortimer
worked at Universal for a time and
was on the radio frequently over KHJ.
Miller Dead of Wounds
Hollywood, Nov. 16. — Hymie Miller, 31, actor, who was to have reported to the Warner studio tomorrow for a role in "A Slight Case of
Murder," died last night of bullet
wounds inflicted by an unknown assailant who, he said before he died,
invaded his home.

Wall

Street

Declines General on Board

Net
Open High Low Close Change
Col
163/i 17 163/s 1674 —
Cons
2
2
2
2
E. K
162 162 160
160 —234
G. T. E.... 14 14 14
14 —
Loew
5754 S&'A 56
58 —
Para
1354 14 13% 13H- — Vs
Para. 21 104J4
Para.
125i 104|^
123^ 10054
123^ lOOk
1254 —+ 4J4
Vs
Pathe
614
6V2
RKO
5/8 6s/s
551
SVi
SVi — M
20th
Fox . . . 23^
W. B
8 24 23754 2354
854 — SA
W. B., pfd. 4254 4254 42K. 4254. +3V2
Light Curb Change

Net
Theatres Gross
Open High Low Close Change
N
m
143
$1,447,016 G.
Monogram
13^
1 54 i'A
154 m
If^ - 'A
114. lYi Ws
149
1,887,424 Sonotone .. VA
1914
150
1,625,170 Tech
Trans -Lux
2%. 19/
3 1914
2^ 19/
3 — /
144
1,558,698
148
1,528,286
Bond Losses Continue
147
1,500,826
Net
High Low Close Chcinge
147
1,587,879
99^^ 99
99
— Vs
Para. 3/s
Pict. '46
149
1,546,112 Loew
146
1,555,682
6s '55
97
95
95 —1
79
— H
147
1,510,291 Para. Pict. '47.... 79A 79
(Quotations at close of Nov. 16)
Inc.)
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Transamerican

Now

Committee's
Agency
Transamerican Broadcasting Corp.
became the radio selling agency for
the Committee of One Million, instead of Albert M. Ross, Inc., when
the former was able to deliver a majority of the stations which had been
signed to carry the Rev. Charles E.
Coughlin talks, while the latter failed,
at the Committee's headit was said
quarters yesterday.
Rev. Gerald L. K. Smith, head of
the Committee of One Million, was
anxious to be heard over the stations
set up for the Father Coughlin talks,
according to the spokesman at Committee headquarters, and the deal
originally was to have been handled
through the Ross agency, according
to this source. Instead of supplying
those stations, Ross allegedly brought
in a hookup of Mutual network stations, plus a few independents. This
was not satisfactory to the Committee
and, when Transamerican offered the
desired stations to the organization,
the deal was signed through them.
Forty-eight stations embrace the
all carry the "live" talk
hookup, and
except
three, WBL, Baltimore ;
WIFL, Philadelphia, and WHN,
New York. The latter three carry
transcribed versions of the talks and
will do so until current contract commitments expire, permitting them to
take the speeches as they are made by
Rev. Smith.
The foregoing is according to the
Committee of One Million. At the
Albert M. Ross agency a discussion
of the matter was refused.
Station

Head

Plans

Theatre in Augusta
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 16. — Frank J.
Miller, secretary and treasurer of the
Augusta Broadcasting Co. which operates WRDW, will build a $250,000
theatre on Broad St., to seat 2,000.
The house will be constructed for
Augusta Amusements, Inc., of which
Miller is also the president. That
company now operates four other theatres in this city.
WRDW
recently affiliated with
CBS. J. Ed Reynolds is general manager of the station.
Johnson Answers NBC
Washington, Nov. 16. — When acquainted with the news that NBC had
extended an invitation to Dr. Morris
Fishbein to speak on the subject of
social diseases. Gen. Hugh S. Johnson made the following statement :
"I intended to talk on the subject
of social diseases last Wednesday
night on my regular Blue Network
broadcast. NBC would not permit me
to do so. They thought the highest
authority should talk on it and therefore they got Dr. Fishbein. This is
satisfactory
me. I diseases
don't careto who
talks about tovenereal
the
radio audience so long as the subject
is brought out into the open."
Name Women's Audition Group
Chicago, Nov. 16. — Feminine talent
applying to WBBM hereafter will be
appraised by an all-feminine audition
committee. Chairman of the committee is Kaye Brinker, WBBM director
of program production research. The
other members are Carroll Mount joy,
director of women's activities ; Helen
Keppler Brooks, music librarian, and
Gertrude Dyer of the WBBM publicity staff.
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KTSM
On

Will
Pacific

Join

Beat
RCA

Name

NBC

No

Network

KTSM, owned by the Tri-State
Broadcasting Co., and located in El
Paso, Texas, will join NBC as a
member of the Pacific supplementary
group, available to either the Blue or
Red. The affiliation will provide the
El Paso area with its first national
network service, and it brings the total
number of NBC stations to 143.
Lines are now being constructed
to KTSM from Albuquerque, N. M.,
and NBC service will start as soon as
these are completed, about April 1,
1938. KTSM has a day power of
250 watts and a night power of 100
watts. Application is now pending
before the F. C. C. for a power increase. Karl O. Wyler is station
manager.
Supervisor of
Television Work
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Maestro

He

Shows

NBC Symphony Concert
The NBC experiment to mould the
first symphony orchestra primarily
for broadcasting was shiningly demonstrated Saturday night when, under
the baton of Pierre Monteux, the new
NBC Symphony of 92 pieces flooded
the Red and Blue networks with a
concert from 10 to 11 :30 P. M.
Lavish, unstemmed spending apparently shows results at times, for the
orchestra, despite the haste with
which it was recruited, performed
brilliantly, a not so remarkable
achievement when one considers that
practically every top-notch symphony
in America was turned to in recruiting its personnel. This is not said to
detract from the worth of the orchestra ;neither is it intended as a reflection of the manner in which NBC
lavished money to build the unit. It
is said only because it is our considered opinion that an orchestra numbering among its instrumentalists
more than 20 first chair players of
other noted organizations and trained
by the finest battery of concertmeis-

Benton

&

Officer
Bowles

Maybe
an act,tobut
it's a
good
one.it'sTalking
Leopold
Stokowski after the banksponsored symphony broadcast of the other night, a reporter addressed him as
"maestro."
Stokowski looked genuinely
hurt. "Please don't call me
maestro," he said. "What ever
gave you the idea I am a

Tom Revere, head of the radio
department of Benton & Bowles, Inc.,
has been elected a vice-president of
the agency by the board of directors.
He is currently visiting at the
agency's
return hereHollywood
within 10 office,
days. but will
A former newspaperman. Revere
joined Benton & Bowles late in 1930
from the New York Post.

The reporter fumbled for
words, then answered: "I got
maestro?"
the
idea from seeing your mo-

Theatres Sign WHIP Contract
Chicago, Nov. 16. — Warners Theatres have signed a contract with
WHIP at Hammond, Ind., for a 15minute broadcast, daily except Sunday, from 1:00 to 1:15 P.M. The
contract runs for one year and calls
for a program which will include a
"man in the street" broadcast twice
weekly from one of the Warner theatres, Hollywood news and gossip and
a theatre calendar.

"Ach,
tion that
picture."Hollywood!" said
Stokowski.
But he's going back to
make another picture about
Christmas time.
Woodman

Joins

NBC

Relations Division
Ralph R. field
Beal,tests
supervisor
television
for the of
nextRCA's
year
Harry A. Woodman, who has been
and a half, has been named research
director of the company, a newly associated with NBC since it was organized in 1926, yesterday joined
created position.
In his new position, Beal will su- NBC's station relations department
pervise the work of more than 550 after a three-year service in Pittsburgh as general manager of KDKA.
engineers. Development of RCA teleWoodman joined the staff of
vision will be part of his duties. RCA WEAF
in 1925 as sales and station
research activities in the laboratories
contact
man.
When NBC was formed
of its services, RCA Mfg. Co. ; NBC,
a
year
later
he
became traffic manaRadiomarine Corp., and RCA Comger, and held that position until he
munications will be expanded under
the plan of the unified control. Beal was sent to Pittsburgh.
returned Monday from an extended
to
inspection of radio activities in Eu- Half 'Hour Added
rope, and has been with RCA in an
Schedule of WCKY
advisory engineering capacity since
1934.
Cincinnati, Nov. 16. — WCKY,
NBC basic Blue, operated by L. B.
"Ballroom" Time Filled
Wilson, yesterday added 30 minutes
With the sale of three 15-minute to its previous 18-hour broadcasting
periods a week to the Davis Baking schedule, and goes on the air at 6 :30
A.M., E.S.T. The station signs off
Powder Co., the last available time at
1 A.M. as heretofore.
in the WNEW "Make Believe Ballroom" has been placed. Many of the
Son Born to Robertsons
current contracts are for a full year
in advance, a number of the sponsors
Akron, Nov. 16. — A son has been
having recently renewed for long time born here to the Merve Robertsons.
periods to avoid the rate increases The father is identified with the comfor this feature.
mercial department of WADC here.

New

Of

Revere

on

the

Air

ters to 1)e found on this side of the
Atlantic, could not possibly perform
raggedly, even in so short a time after
its formation. It is a magnificent
unit, which is as it should be. If it
were anything else, it would indeed
be surprising.
Monteux began the program with
Respighi's transcription of the Bach
organ "Passacaglia." Followed Mozart's "Haffner" symphony, "Psyche
and Eros" reconstructed from
Franck's "Psyche," Debussy's "Iberia," and finally "Till Eulenspiegel."
The 92 instrumentalists blended
throughout in an ensemble of remarkable cohesiveness and it was stimulating to listen to it.
The NBC Symphony will be offered each Saturday for 23 weeks.
Following three broadcasts under the
direction of Monteux, the baton will
be taken up by Artur Rodzinski for
three weeks, then by Arturo Toscanini for 10 concerts and concluding
with seven return appearances by
Rodzinski.
Banner

Circuit-Station in Tieup
Seattle, Nov. 16. — A tieup between
Hamrick-Evergreen theatres and
KOL of Mutual has been completed
here. Under the deal, Hamrick-Evergreen houses present a 15-minute review of the first run films in their
five downtown houses three times
weekly between 5 :30 and 5 :45 P. M.
In return, KOL receives weekly publicity on the theatres' screens.
Zenith Switch Now Official
The order for the switch of the
Zenith Radio Corp. program from
NBC to CBS, the report of which has
been published here, was officially
placed with CBS yesterday. The program, "Zenith Foundation," will begin
its stay over CBS Dec. 5, from 10 to
10:30 P. \i. It will continue to originate in Chicago, and will be broadcast
over 47 stations. J. Walter Thompson
now has the account.
WCKY on Either Red or Blue
Effective yesterday, WCKY, NBC
station at Covington, Ky., became
available to advertisers on either the
Blue or Red network of NBC. WSAI
in Cincinnati also became available on
the same date to advertisers using
either network, while WLW continues
as optional to either Red or Blue network advertisers, as a substitute for
WCKY or WSAI.
Litten Quits KFSD
San Diego, Nov. 16. — After being
with KFSD, local NBC-Blue outlet,
for nearly eight years, Glenn Litten
has resigned his position as station
rranager, effective Nov. 30. Although
his plans are indefinite he expects to
take an extended vacation in the
northwest.
New Gulden Series on WJZ
Charles Gulden, Inc., will sponsor a
new series over WJZ only beginning
Tan. 4, for 13 weeks. The series will
be titled "Gulden Melodeers" and will
be broadcast Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6:35 to 6:45 P. M. Charles W.
Hoyt Co., Inc., is the agency.
Alka Seltzer to Add Four
Alka Seltzer will add four stations
to its setup on the NBC-Red for the
"Uncle Ezra" program, broadcast
Mondavs, Wednesdays and Fridavs.
The stations are: KFBK, KWG,
KMJ, and KERN. The agency is
Wade Advertising Co.
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The

►

STOOPNAGLE & BUDD fly to
Hollywood tomorrow . . . Despite
the ribbing he has been receiving, G.
Braidwood McCoy, of the staff of
Publicity Associates, really did a com
mendable job of interviewing John
Montague, the mystery golfer, on the
"Newsreel of the Air" program Sunday. McCoy filled in at the last minute when George Hicks was unablf
to work the assignment . . . The production men at NBC will no longer
be known as such. Each has been
tor." amNBC
"direcWilli
given
has 35theof title
them,of with
S.
Rainey in charge . . . Incidentally,
speaking of radio production men, or
directors, it's a great sight to see
them come tearing out of a control
room at the end of a broadcast, finger
glued to nose, eyes aglow, crying exultantly, "Great show — finished right
on the nose !" Finishing on time, it
seems, makes a great show, a great
production, in radio. Quality apparently counts for nothing . . . Radie
Harris will interview Margot Grahame on her Mutual program tonight ... ^
Billie Burke will guest appear on
Chase & Sanborn Sunday . . . Smilein the
Sullivan's
is Ed is
provoking
News thatline
M-G-M
losing $9,000
weekly on the radio show . . . Charlotte Buckwald's woman's program on
WNEW is now sponsored by Bulova
Watches . . . The movement to revive "Arabesque" is gaining, with the
series doing well over WGL in Fort
Wayne . . . Connie Bennett and Cary
Grant will offer scenes from "Medicine Girl" on the "Silver Theatre"
show Nov. 21 . . .
Estimates WNYC Expansion Cost
F. J. H. Kracke, New York City
Commissioner of Plants and Structures has reported to Mayor Fiorello
H. LaGuardia, that it would cost
$40,000 to $200,000 to equip WNYC,
municipal station, for world-wide
broadcasts, in accordance with the
Mayor's plans to make WNYC an
international broadcasting station.
Kracke said the moneys should be allocated and earmarked before the city
applied for the required sanction from
the F.C.C. Kracke suggests broadcasts in Spanish to South America.
Star Sells Holiday Series
Star Radio Programs, Inc., has just
signed WMMN, Fairmont, Va., for
the half-hour women's program,
"Good Morning, Neighbor," on a
six-day-a-week basis. Latest subscribers to the special holiday series,
"The Christmas Tree of 1937" are
KDYL, KMO, WBLK and KGU,
Honolulu. The Honolulu station is
now using four of Star's services to
radio stations, including "Good Morning, Neighbor."
Start Chiropractic Series
The Chiropractic Information
Bureau has signed a 52-week contract
for health talks by Vincent Burns.
The series began last night from
9:15 to 9:30 P.M., and hereafter will
be heard Wednesdays from 8 :30 to
8:45 P.M.

Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 19
(20//; Century-Fox)
Probably some of the best scenes of
the fighting in Shanghai to date are
in this issue. They are horrible, with
a realism that is readily evident.
There is plenty of action, the cameraman seems to have gotten the range
of the naval bombardment too, for all
the broadsides fired from warships
are shown scoring actual hits. The
assault on the "Suicide BatJapanese talion"
in the warehouse is filmed
from a location across the street and
bullets can be seen chipping the walls
and finding their mark in machine
gunners stationed within. The platoon
movements of the attackers are clearly seen, and the returned fire from
the beseiged forces is caught. The
episode closes with the burning of
Chapei by retreating forces and the
pitiful, bewildered stream of refugees
entering the International Settlement.
Bonney Powell and Eric Mayell are
to be congratulated on their fine
camera coverage of the action.
The remaining footage is taken up
with shots of the Nine Power conference in Brussels, a short denunciatory talk by Wellington Koo, Chinese representative, and Ed Thorgersen's lively comment on the specplays of the weekend's pigskin tacular
scrambles.
Running time, 10 mins.
P.

Parade

of Yale downing Princeton ; Pittsburgh continuing its winning streak
over Nebraska and Notre Dame defeating Army. The hockey round-up
shows the New York Americans besting the Toronto Maroons at Madison
Square Garden. The capture of
Shanghai by Japan shows the city in
flames and the capture of Chinese
snipers.
Saved from death, with the sinking
of a Greek steamer, by a U. S. Coast
Guard cutter,
of the ship's
disabled
crewa number
are pictured
being
rescued. It is the first sea tragedy
this winter in which seven perished.
Other clips show Mary Garden,
camera shy, upon her return from
Europe where she scouted talent for
M-G-M, the Damascus River overflowing and leaving in its wake 1,000
homeless and dead in Syria, John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., in a talk on unemployment and the opening of Congress
with Speaker Bankhead citing four
important bills which will occupy the
attention of the house.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.

Y. Executives

Attend

Blank

to

Dinner

(Continued from page 1)
companies now plan to attend the
function.
Large Group from Omaha
Omaha, Nov. 16. — Evert R. Cummings, district manager for Tri-States
Theatres, has disclosed the list of theatre men, exchange representatives,
public officials and other dignitaries
who will go from Omaha to attend
the A. H. Blank testimonial dinner
at Des Moines on Dec. 8.
Expected to represent Omaha and
this trade territory are Gov. R. L.
Cochran of Nebraska, Mayor Dan B.
Butler of Omaha, Henry Doorly, publisher of the Omaha World-Herald;
W. E. Christenson, World-HcraJd
managing editor ; Keith Wilson,
W orld-Herald film reviewer, and several other public and private interest
representatives.
Heads of exchanges in Omaha: Ted
Mendenhall, Paramount ; Clarence Olson, Warners ; Roy Miller, Universal ;I. M. Weiner, Columbia ; Harry
Shumow, M-G-M ; D. V. McLucas,
United Artists; A. M. Avery, RKO;
J. E. Scott, 20th Century-Fox; Joe
Rosenberg, Grand National, and M.
L. Stern, Capitol.
From Omaha will go Cummings,
Ted Emerson, Tri-States exploiteer ;
Eddie Forrester, Omaha theatre manager ;Bill Miskell, Orpheum manaFrom Grand Island, Neb., Harry
Schiller, Tri-States city manager ;
Breck Fagan, Grand manager ; Jimmie Pickett, Majestic manager ; W.
R. Kemp, Capitol manager.
ger.From Hastings, Neb., Orville Rennie, Rivoli manager, and Jack Beachley, Strand manager.
From Sioux City, la., L. E. Davidson, city manager for Tri-States, and
the following theatre managers : Jimmie Schlatter, Capitol ; A. B. Friedman, Iowa ; Harold McKenna, Rialto ;
Bernard Pollock, Hipp ; C. W. Peterson, Princess ; Ira Grain, Loop.
Cummings pointed out, in announcing the list from Omaha, that Blank,
who is celebrating his 25th anniversary in theatre business, pioneered
in Omaha with the Rialto and Em-

RKO Pathe News
Vol. 9, No. 34
(RKO)
The eight topics making up this issue of the reel are average material.
There is nothing that stands out particularly. Abit of rare novelty though
is the sequence on falconry. The ancient sport, revived by a club in Philadelphia, offers good photographic maNews of the Day
terial as the birds swoop down on
Vol. 9, No. 217
small game. The action is capably
{M-G-M)
caught and interesting.
Startling, often harrowing, certainly
The other items in the reel are :
picturing war at its worst, with its the opening of Congress, the return
dread impact on unfortunate non- at Norfolk of the rescued seamen ofi:
combatants, is this issue of News of the Greek ship that went down last
the Day. Almost the entire footJohnRuth
Montague's
match
age is devoted to the memorable cap- week,
with Babe
and Babe golf
Didrickson,
ture of Shanghai by the Japanese Mrs. Sarah Delano Roosevelt attendtroops, which followed the crucial the launching of a sailing canoe that
fall of Chapei.
willPimlico
go around
the society
world. Ladies'
Clearly seen in all its devastating at
where
women Day
ride
power is the fall of the city, bombs for the Alfred Vanderbilt Cup, the
uprearing buildings in a gush of smoke
signing of the Berlin-Tokio-Rome pact
and scattering wood and stone, fires against
Communism and a number of
raging unchecked, set by bombs and
by the retreating Chinese, the big guns exciting
plays from last week's football games.
Writers Warner Guests
of the Japanese fleet in action, and
Running
time, 9K mins.
P. press.
the rain of terror from the skies.
Members of the Ass'n. of Foreign
The most startling of the pictures, Universal Newsreel
Press Correspondents will be the
which at the same time provide an
guests of Warners tomorrow at a
example of brilliant camera reporting Vol. 9, No. 615
party at the Vitaphone studio in
Brooklyn. Sam Sax, production chief,
of the news, is the final attack on the (Universal)
A panorama of the warfare in will play host to the writers.
doomed battalion of Chinese, the
"suicide squad," which imprisoned it- China, so packed with drama as to
self in a Chapei warehouse and defied suggest the presence behind the status by the horror surrounding
the enemy. Graphically seen is the camera of some guiding production them, are too desolate to betray their
final rush, the pelting of bullets, the mind, is contributed to this Universal plight by self -consciousness before the
smashing of windows and the adjoin- release by Cameramen George Krain- camera, the effect of which is to give
ing fire, which forced surrender. ukov and Norman Alley. The scenes the reel its theatrical quality.
The machine-like continuation of
Most harrowing are the pictures of were photographed in and around
the terrified civilians, old women and Shanghai at the time of the fall of the horror and destruction by the Japanese forces robs the film, willingly
babies among them, fleeing to the Chapei. The release pictures artillery
safety of the International Settlement. and bombing planes adding new de- or unwillingly, of a neutral status. It
struction and desolation to an already is not only a moving preachment
The reel devotes a few final minutes
to excellent shots of the muddy grid- desolate city ; it shows the pitiful against war but a telling instrument
iron battles between Army and Notre plight of the non-combatants and of anti- Japanese propaganda, as well.
Dame and Yale and Princeton.
refugees, many of them too old or It is the most powerful camera document of the Sino-Japanese conflict
Running time, 9 mins.
A. too young to remove themselves unaided from cannon and rifle range; it which this reviewer has seen.
The balance of the reel is devoted
pictures the military toll in dead and
Paramount News
to
excellent action shots of the scorinjured
and
reveals
personal
and
No. 30
group heroism of a sacrificial nature.
ing plays in three outstanding football
All this is presented with a seeming games of the past week end. They
(Paramount)
Three pigskin tussles, a hockey dramatic continuity supplied by a are the Army-Notre Dame game, the
set-to and the fall of Shanghai high- theme of destruction, suffering and Pittsburg h-Nebraska and Yalelight the latest Paramount news re- misery on all sides, in which the par- Princeton games.
Running time, 10 1/3 mins. K.
ticipants, reduced to an impersonal
lease. The football games are those
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ERPrS

A five-ton truck wended its
way through the Wall Street
district all of yesterday
splashing this banner:
"What do you bankers know
about the motion picture industry?
"See 'Stand-In' at the Music

Will

SERVICING

BE

SOLD
Firm

Film

Planning

Largest Program
Hollywood, Nov. 17.— Samuel
Goldwyn, who is due from New York
tomorrow, is planning his biggest
production program for 1938-'39, it
was learned today. Tentative plans
call for six to eight big pictures
among which will be "Kiss in the
Sun," one of two Gary Cooper pictures, and two Merle Oberon specials.
While no figures were available, it
is said Goldwyn will spend more on
next season's schedule than ever before.

Talk

DEC.
to Cease

1

Operation

Council
Jan.
1; Service
Dep't
To Wall
St. Group

Hall."

Proposed

Dep't
Justice
Plans
Widest

English

for
Bill

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Nov. 17. — The forecast in
Motion Picture Daily yesterday
Quiz
Monopoly
that Oliver Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade, would offer an
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
amendment to the Film Bill providing
Washington, Nov. 17. — One of the for a film commission, was confirmed
broadest anti-monopoly campaigns today, with the publication of the
ever undertaken by the Government amendments proposed by Stanley to
will be
the Dep't
of Jus- the House of Commons Films Act
tice as initiated
soon as byfunds
are available,
Committee.
it was indicated today in the disclosure
Another important change as proof Attorney General Homer S. Cumposed by Stanley, is a clause empowmings that he has asked that the presering the Government to reject a quota
film passing the cost test after appeal
enttrust
appropriation'
enforcement ofbe $472,000
increasedforto anti$1,- by a trade body. Observers see such
000,000.
to the introThe Attorney General did not reveal a clause ductionasof atantamount
quality test, sought by
how Budget Bureau officials view his
proposal, nor did he make known what the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n,
industries have been singled out for and originally
ment officials. disapproved by Governimmediate attack, although it has long
Stanley asked the formation of a
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 9)
Warners

Again

Set

For salesmen
''Sears
Drive*'
Warner
on Dec.
26 will
inaugurate the 16-week "Sears Drive"
which will extend through Easter
Sunday, April 16. The campaign — the
second of its kind — is named for Gradwell L. Sears, general sales manager.
The drive will get under way with
"Tovarich" and "Hollywood Hotel."
The decision to hold the drive was
(Continued on page 6)

Picture

Jam

"Damsel"

Forces

Thementsale
Erpi'sto theatre
service of
business
a Wall equipStreet
group has been completed in all major
particulars and is scheduled to become
day.
effective Dec. 1, Motion Picture
Daily learned authoritatively yesterThe divestment of the service department completes the dissembling of
Erpi, under way for the past six
months, and that company will cease
to operate on Jan. 1. The recording
functions of the company will continue after that date, of course, but
will be concentrated for the most part
in Hollywood and with, possibly, a
skeleton executive force remaining in
New York. Western Electric's foreign recording, reproducing and servicing activities will be continued.
The principals in the deal for acquisition of Erpi's service business
are Roswell C. Tripp and Howard P.
Engels, former investment finance officials who are severing their Wall
Street connections to devote their entire time to the new venture. Private
capital only is involved in the deal
(Continued on page 6)
lA

Probe

Wanger

Deal in Hollywood
Hollywood, Nov. 17.— Terms for
financing Walter Wanger next season
will be discussed here at conferences
attended by Wanger, Samuel Goldwyn,
Alexander Korda and Dr. A. H.
Giannini. Wanger has completed his
program of six for the current season
for which, it is said, $5,000,000 was
available.
Under his 10-year deal with U. A.,
{Continued on page 5)

Radio — Page

12

RKO

Production

From

Set;

Session

to Rivoli

Breaks
Up in Row
Los Angeles, Nov. 17. — The state
assembly committee probe of alleged
L A. T. S. E. racketeering broke up
Rivoli beginning Nov. 24 on a fourweek guaranteed run assured by in a furore at noon today, with bitter arguments as to whether it was
George Skouras. This will be the
first Astaire film to play first run ethical to ask William Bioff, personal
outside the Music Hall in New York representative here of George Browne,
L A. president, if Chicago gangsters
The local
booking onwill
(Cotttinued
pagetie 9)in with ap- were imported into Hollywood by
the union.
Congestion of bookings at the Music
Hallnew
places
Damselmusical,
in Distress,"
the
Fred"AAstaire
in the

Taking

Will

CENTS

Presidency

Hollywood, Nov. 17. — Whether or
not Dr. A. H. Giannini will continue
his present post as president of United
Artists is understood to rest completely with him. While no one today
would tali<, the impression prevailed
he is disposed to continue his present
post under the impending change in
control.
It is known that a condition of the
negotiations which commenced with
the granting of the original option by
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and
Douglas Fairbanks assured Giannini
complete independence of choice as to
whether or not he would continue
under whatever company ownership
might thereafter ensue.
Alexander Korda, in from New
York, is reliably reported disposed to
rest on Giannini's independently-arrived-at decision. The U. A. president withdrew as chairman of the
{Continued on page 5)
Goldwyn

YORK, THURSDAY,

To Newcastle

Giannini
Prevails

L

Post

Studio

Still

Wants

the stand after Robert
(Continued on page 6)

Far
Spitz

Hollywood, Nov. 17.— No new studio head for RKO is in immediate prospect. The personnel at the plant appears to favor the
continued presence here of Leo Spitz, but there is no reason to
believe the RKO president has changed his point of view. As
reported, he concedes his limited knowledge of production.
Furthermore, he has no desire to abandon New York for headquarters in Hollywood.
Current procedure at the studio is to proceed with commitments
on hand without embarking upon new ones, pending the realignment in its final form. In view of rising costs, effort also is being
directed toward judicious pruning without any sacrifice of quality.

Thalherg's Estate
Totals $4469,103
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — The late Irving Thalberg left a gross estate of
$4,469,103, it was revealed by the Bank
of America today before filing an inventory in Probate Court. This
amount is before deductions for income, inheritance and other levies.
The total sum will shrink to $2,244,000. The will makes Norma Shearer,
The Bank of America and the Edwin
J. Loeb Co. executors.
Three trust funds are to be set up,
(Continued on page 5)
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Independents
Attack
Fox Milwaukee
Runs
Milwaukee, Nov. 17. — With Fox's
new Varsity playing two first run
pictures on Sundays, complications
are seen with independents expected
to protest the fact that these films,
even though they are sloughs, are not
given sufficient exploitation on a oneday showing in a house, which is not
strictly a first run theatre.
Further, with 104 more first run
features finding their way into the
Varsity each year, E. J. Weisfeldt's
Riverside, playing a combination film
and vaudeville policy, is expected to
suffer for lack of product. The
Varsity scale is 25 cents to 1 P.M.
on Sundays, 35 cents to closing and
25 cents to 6 P.M., 35 cents to closing, Mondays through Saturdays.
Shows are continuous from 12 :30
P.M.

Seamen

Purely

Personal

►

GILBERT KAHN of Kuhn, Loeb
& Co. ; Zarina, under contract to
Samuel Goldwyn ; Charles Skouras
and Mike Rosenberg, F. W. C. executives; Mrs. Sol Wurtzel, and
George Cukor, who will direct "Gone
With the Wind," yesterday left for
the coast on the 20th Century. Cukor
told Motion Picture Daily that the
only one signed for a role in "Gone
With the Wind" is Walter Connolly, who will portray Scarlett
O'Hara's father. David O. Selznick,
who was in Philadelphia yesterday,
will join Cukor in Chicago.
T. A. Connor and A. Gibson,
M-G-M managers in the Britsh Isles,
will leave tomorrow for Buffalo
where they will visit Niagara Falls.
From there they will go west, makingseveral sightseeing stopovers, reaching
Hollywood next Tuesday. They are
slated to sail for home on the Lafayette, Dec. 4.
Quip of the Day

Win

The Maritime Union called
the
Screen
Actors'
Guild
New York
office
yesterday
to
inquire whether it was all
right for 20 of its seamen
members to work for a
March of Time sequence at
$2 per head. Informed that
guild members receive $5.50
for that type of work, the
seamen held out for the guild
rate and got it.
March, of Time's argument
that it is a "newsreel" and
therefore, should be exempt
from the guild's contract
governing actors is being
studied by guild officials
preparatory to a ruling.
Harry Richman are aboard the Norniandie, which left England yesterday
and is due in New York Monday.
•
Oscar Straus and H. G. Wells
sailed yesterday for England on the
Queen Mary.
Irwin Zeltner next Tuesday will
celebrate
his 11th wedding anniversary.

National
In

Reel

16MM.

Plan

of

Is

DeVry

A sixth national newsreel, to make
its initial appearance on Jan. 1, is
to be on 16mm. film and will be distributed by the Herman A. DeVry
Co., Chicago manufacturer of portable
and 16mm. projection, both sound and
silent, according to Motion Picture
Herald, out today.
The decision followed the successful
growth of 16mm. newsreels produced
in various parts of the country by
exhibitors, with material pertinent to
their communities. The new newsreel
will be so made as to combine with
local 16mm. reels which theatres are
now starting on their own. According
to
100thelocal
reelsDeVry,
will bemore
used than
within
nextnewsfew
weeks in various cities.
Small city houses seem to be most
interested in the 16mm. reels, the
Herald will say today. In order to
make it possible for exhibitors to
make their own reels, the DeVry company has set up a rental system on
equipment, which will rent, complete,
for $12.50 weekly. Plus the film cost,
an exhibitor, it is estimated, can make
a local reel for about $15 to $20 per
week, running five to eight minutes.
i
Plan Is Cooperative
The idea behind the national 16mm.
newsreel, it is said, is to make available to all theatres with local reels,
national scenes of special interest to
local audiences, and which are now
available from the national 35mm.
reels in reduced size. The theatres
making their own reels under the
DeVry plan are to submit their own
negatives to the company for any use
it desires. From this combined material would come the national 16mm.
newsreel. The company is making arrangements with local laboratories in
various parts of the country to handle
material on a rush service at minimum
cost. Contracts for the equipment are
renewable after nine months.
The company also plans to organ-J
ize a group of 16mm. photographers
who will be supplied with identification cards which will permit them
to take pictures of local news events.
The national newsreel also will be sold
through photo supply shops to owners
of 16mm. projectors.
J
It is understood that other manu-'
facturers of 16mm.
equipment are
studying the plan with a view to
starting such projects themselves.

•
Mary Brian is in town froin the
coast. She is stopping at the Warwick.
•
Sol
Edwards,
Grand National
eastern division sales manager, is in
Fkances Langford, it now is. She Philadelphia talking product deals.
•
gets the third cocktail party of the
Haskell
Masters,
Canadian diviweek — thus far — with Paramount as
sion head for U. A., is in town,
host and the theatre bearing the come
pany name, the place. The time is
Edward H. Griffith and Mrs.
this afternoon.
Griffith are at the Warwick.
Randolph Scott will arrive today
Herb Crooker now plans to leave
by plane to spend Thanksgiving with
his sister, Mrs. Carl Robbert, who for Hollywood on Nov. 26.
•
has come from her home in Sweden
to meet her brother for the first time
Eugene Picker yesterday celein 14 years.
Ijrated his 34th birthday.
•
Mrs. Jack Oakie has returned to
Arti-iur W. Kelly yesterday
lunched with Felipe Mier, prominent the coast.
Mexican film producer, at the Tavern.
Walter Gould and Tom Mulrooney
Pelton to England
also were there.
•
On Metro Producing
Anatol Litvak, director of "TovaPelton, who rejoined M-G-M
rich," is in New York for a brief in Fred
an executive capacity after being
stay tionprior
to
his
sailing
for
a
vacaout of the company for a year, yesin Europe.
•
terday morning flew in from the coast
Fred S. Meyer, right on top of his and in the afternoon sailed for England on the Queen Mary to join the
day.
schedule, left for Hollywood yestercompany's
British
production
forces.
•
Pelton said
he did
not know
the
Fred Edwards, former chauffeur specific job he would be assigned to
for S. R. Kent, is now in the vault other than "to fill in on problems."
Tugend, Yellen Renew
Al Lichtman, now in England, will
department of Movietone News.
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — Twentieth
•
sail for home shortly after Pelton
Century-Fox has exercised its option
arrives
there.
Robert W. Perkins, general counto renew contracts with Harry Tugend
sel for Warners, will return Monday
and Jack Yellen, writing team responfrom a week's vacation in the south.
Friedl to International
sible for "You Can't Have Everything," "Wake Up and Live," "Love
Harold S. Dunn, general manager
George Friedl, Jr., has joined International Projector Corp. as direc- Is News" and "Pigskin Parade," four
for Warners in China, is due from
the year's
Box-Office
the coast today.
toringof division,
the company's
sound yesterday
engineer- of
in MotionPicture
Herald. Champions
it was stated
•
Walter IVaiiger produced "S2nd
Yesterday, he gave a cocktail
party
Clarence Budington
Street."for
Kelland
at the Stork Club.
Address : 3 East 53rd St.

Albert Warner and Harry
Names Flanagan
Charnas are due back from the
London, Nov. 17. — Hope Williams, coast tomorrow.
•
London manager for Quigley PublicaGeorge
and
Mrs.
Arliss will leave
tions, has appointed Aubrey Flanagan
editorial representative. For the last for Hollywood Friday.
10 years, Flanagan has been associReuben Mamoulian. Marlene
ated with The Cinema, trade daily
Dietrich, James A. FitzPatrick and
published here.

by Herbert Griffin, vice-president.

Rogers Coming East
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — Charles R.
Sustains Sunday Ban
Atlanta, Nov. 17. — The Georgia Rogers, executive producer for Universal, is going east. He will visit
Supreme Court has affirmed an interlocutory injunction granted by the Boston before going to Nejvv York
Thomas County Superior Court re- where conferences are scheduled with
training the Rose Theatre, Inc., J. Cheever Cowdin and Robert H.
Thomasville, from operating Sunday. Cochrane.
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Decision
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{Continued from page 1)
board of Bank of America, N. A. in
July, 1935, and has several years to
go under his present long-term contract.
A meeting- of U. A. directors, originally slated for Thursday, goes over
one day. The meeting probably will
be in the nature of dissolution proceedings of the old company and perhaps an election of a new board of directors. Details of the transfer likewise are slated for attention.

PICTURE

Will
Lever

and

Maintain

Rose^

Departing^

Careful

Silence

By BILL ORNSTEIN
Two interested parties in the U. A. of the syndicate at this stage of the
deal left for London and Hollywood
"Are there any obstacles which may
yesterday with the departure of Ernest H. Lever, secretary of London
over the
Films and spokesman for a British kick
"There
are deal?"
certain legal aspects
syndicate headed by Kasenove, Akbe looked
to the
havewill
roid & Co., on the Queen Mary, and which
"When
optionsinto."
be picked
game."
David Rose, vice-president and financial adviser of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
"That depends. No date has been
leaving for Hollywood by train. Both fixed. The British interests will first
were reticent to discuss terms on the have to investigate the deal and I
Poll Allied Members
arrangement completed last Friday for don't know how long that will take."
On Legislative View purchasing the U. A. stock held by
"Is the English Government interCharles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
Boston, Nov. 17. — Allied States and
Mary Pickford for $6,000,000.
"I can't talk about that."
members in this territory are being
"How about financing American
canvassed by the local organization
Lever
said and
he was
satisfied"
with
the deal
would"quite
not talk
about production? Is that provided for in
as part of a national move to deterthan to give his own opinmine the organization's legislative it further
dieested?"
arrangement
?"
ion. He said :
"American
will have to
up ?" producers
stand during the coming session of
look out for themselves. We are not
Congress.
"It is my own opinion that this interested in financing American proBallots are provided offering the forms a wonderful opportunity to build
Allied exhibitor his choice of organi- up a real cooperation between Great
"How about Korda's financing?"
zational support for the Hobbs resolu- Britain and America in the film indus"That is a local problem for Prutry.
I
think
such
cooperation
will
be
tion for an investigation of the industry, the Neely-Pettengill bill or a of great advantage to both countries. duction."
"What are the actual figures in"Guffey Act" for the industry. The It is in this broad aspect, rather than
same canvass is being made by other in dollars and cents, that I look upon
volved in the deal?"
"I will not talk about the price."
Allied units throughout the country, the deal. The latent possibilities are dential,"
Seeks to Call Halt
with indications that the national or- further than the immediate advantage
ganization will concentrate its efforts
Lever was anxious to end the interthe parties themselves."
to obtain Congressional action on the to When
view and turning to a personal friend
a reporter for Motion Picmost popular of the three measures.
ture Daily asked for verification of who was in the cabin with Emanuel
The local organization offers the a report that Prudential would not Silverstone and Morris Helprin, he
opinion that Congress is ready to participate in the financing. Lever said :
said: "This is sort of a parlor game
enact remedial legislation for this in- ■'Have some champagne." The offer It is either animal, vegetable or somedustry.
was accepted.
thing else and the more you say the
Ampa to Have Loew Day
Dec. 9 will be M-G-M-Loew Day
at the Ampa with many personalities
of the organization appearing on the
dais. Today, Elmer Wheeler, president of Tested Selling Institute, will
be the chief speaker at the International Casino.

Then the reporter said : "Mr. Lever,
you are secretary of Prudential. Won't
you please tell us about the deal as a
bon voyage Agesture?"
Genial Host
"Have a sandwich. They look real
good,"
Leverup. replied. This offer also
was taken
"Will any British interests be repon the asked.
new U. A. board?"
Lever wasresentedthen
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Deal

Wanger
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(Continued from page 1)
Wanger is financed 50 per cent by
the distributing company
and it is .
likely tures
henextwill
produce
six
more picseason.
Korda, who arrived Tuesday by
plane from New York, has been in
conference with Dr. Giannini. Wanger is due next week.
Fox

Circuit

Lowers

Scale in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Nov. 17. — Following
several months of a 60-cent top at
Fox's Wisconsin and Palace, the circuit has dropped the admission to 50
cents in conformity with the Warner.
The houses, formerly on a 35 cent40 cent-50 cent admission policy,
raised the top bracket several months
ago, retaining the other two brackets.
Under the new policy, the houses are
charging 35 cents until 6 P.M., and 50
cents thereafter, and are opening at
11 :30 A.M. instead of 11 as before.
Shanghai

Theatres

Running 50% Normal
Exhibition in Shanghai is operating
slightly under half of normal, J. E.
Perkins, Paramount manager in
China, said yesterday. Perkins left
Shanghai early in October. In Tientsin and Peiping theatre business is
beginning to function normally, and
this also applies to Canton, where
theatres are reopening. The shipment
of prints by rail out of the office on
Museum Road to outlying points is
somewhat hazardous due to the miliwarmer you get."
Another question was put. "Who
tary movements, interrupted train
schedules and damaged railroad rights
must sign the papers in England?"
"If I told you that would be more of way, Perkins said.
than I have already said. It all deThere are approximately eight napends on who has the power of attortive production companies in China,
Perkins said. Four of these are in
"Who has the power of attorney?" Hong Kong. The combined negative
"I don't knov^'."
output is about 50 features a year. A
"Will there be any British financing number of these are silent but sound
"No."
films are making headway, Perkins
for Walter Wanger?"
revealed. Native features offer keen
Lever ended the interview express- competition in the interior. Mei Lan
ing gratification at the extraordinary Fang, the famous Chinese actor, has
ney."
hospitality
of Americans. He said ;
not yet appeared on the screen. He
"That's more than we do in Eng- is still the leading attraction on the
land." There were two gift packages Chinese legitimate stage. Apparently
in his stateroom and Lever seemed to
like the idea. He added that he would there is an artistic kinship between
player and our own Kathlike to come back again for a vaca- the Chinese
arine Cornell, he said.
tion, but couldn't guarantee it.
Rose said there was nothing to be
added to the stories printed on the
deal. He will return in two week;,
New Orleans, Nov. 17. — Request
Fight Barring of ''Road"
with the intention of sailing Dec. 1 for
an injunction to prevent interferon the Noniiandie to complete the re
ence with the performance of "Tomaining details.
bacco Road," at the St. Charles here
was filed in Federal Court this afternoon against the City Administration
Thalberg's Estate
and the Police Dep't by Tobacco
Totals $4469,103 Road, Inc., New York owners. It is
claimed that the recent barring of
(Continued from page 1)
the stage production violated both the
one
for children.
the producer's
widow Federal and Louisiana State Constiand each
his two
The children
tution by prohibiting free speech. The
will get an income until they are 35,
play
was
scheduled for a two-week
when the principal will be turned over
run, opening on Nov. 22.
to them. Another trust fund of $200,Federal Judge Borah has set a hearing for Friday.
000 was
created
for
Thalberg's
parents while .$166,000 is to be given to
other relatives.
To Donate to Charity

Claim "Ebb" Start Big
Paramount yesterday claimed that
"I can't answer further than the an"Ebb Tide" took in $5,127 up to 5
nouncement, which was carefully
P. M., the opening day of the picture,
and thus exceeded the opening day worded and announced to the press."
The reporter reframed the quesfor the same hours on "Angel," tion.
"Souls at Sea" and "High, Wide and
Lever retorted : "I don't think the
Handsome."
public is interested." The reporter
reminded Lever that the story was
for
the trade. Lever replied : "The
Wall Street
answer is the same."
"Who are the banking interests involved other than Kasenove, Akroid
Paramount Best Gain on Board
&
Co
?"
was the next question.
Net
'T can't talk about the constitution
Open High Low Close Change
Col
17 17 17 17 + 'A
Cons
IH VA M
VA — K
Cons., pfd.. 8
8
8
S —
E. K
1601/4 1611/4 160 160
College" October
Loew
581/4 59 SrVa hlV\ — Va
Champion
in Herald
Loew, pfd... 102 102 102 102 —2
Fara
14 WA ISVt, 133/i — i/^
"Life Begins in College" led the
Para. 1 102 102 102 102 -|-154 Box-Office
for October, as
Para. 2
VjA 1254 123/^ 12i/4 — tA compiled byChampions
Motion Picture Herald
Pathe
6'/4 63/4 6V2 6V2
RKO
53/i 53/8 5-4 iA — Vs and published therein today. The 20th
20th Fox... 23K 2354- 2354 2354- + Ys Century-Fox picture was followed in
W. B
8
83/1 734 73^ — 1/4
order by : "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
Sonotone Up Slightly on Curb
United Artists ; "Music for Madame,"
Net
Open High Low Close Chaaige RKO ; "Stage Door," RKO, and "The
Life of Emile Zola," Warners.
G'. N
lA
VA 2
154 + A
,Sonotone
. . VA
VA 2
V/s
Technicolor 19 193/4 19 19M — 54
U. A, Firm Dissolved
Trans-Lux . 27A
3%
VA
VA ^
Two Leave Republic
Dover, Del., Nov. 17. — United
Rodney De Sarro, art director, and
Bond Trading Quiet
Artists
Continental
Corp.
has
been
disNet
solved here. A certificate of volun- Paul Radin, assistant advertising and
High Low Close Chcuige
tary dissolution has been issued by publicity director, have resigned from
Loew (Quotations
314s '46
9917)
the Secretary of State.
at99 close 99
of Nov.
the publicity department of Republic.

In addition to giving a personal contribution to the cause, Dave Apollon
in the future will donate all earnings
from benefits and charity functions at
which he appears to the American
Federation of Jewish Charities.
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(Continued from page 1)
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1

(Continued from pane 1)
with Erpi, according to informed
sources. The principals are undertaking the deal strictly as a personal
business venture.
L. W. Conrow, long associated with
Erip's sales force and recently placed
in
charge following
of the company's
operatingof
division
the combining
installation and servicing departments,
will become general operating manager of the new theatre servicing
company. The name of the new organization isthe only detail not set
already.
The Tripp-Engels company will
take over more than 7,000 servicing
contracts with theatres from Erpi and
will also occupy the present Erpi
home office in the Fisk Bldg. The
bulk of Erpi's existing offices in the
field will be taken over, although in
the subsequent reorganization of the
ljusiness several of these will be
closed and new ones opened, according to present plans. All of the Erpi
servicing and operating forces will be
taken over, although only a sniall
number of the company's principal
sales executives will be identified with
the new company. Erpi's complete
stock of sound reproducing equipment
parts will also go to the new company.
Erpi Officials to Stay
Among the Erpi officials who will
be in executive posts in the new company, in addition to Conrow, are
George Carrington, who becomes operating manager ; Bert Sanford, Jr.,
sales director; Stanley W. Hand, executive staff representative in the
field, with headquarters at Chicago,
and L. J. Hacking, Boston, who will
be New England manager.
Eight division offices are to be established with division managers at
each, and branch managers will be
placed in additional offices to be set
up within the eight divisions. Replacement parts will be stocked at
centers throughout the country.
The move marks the removal of
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
from the field of selling and servicing
theatre equipment, the theatre sales
end of Erpi's operations having been
disposed of during September through
the licensing of International Projector Corp. and Motiograph to manufacture Western Electric reproducers.
Thus Erpi, which has dominated the
sound field since its inception in 1926,
will exist in the future only as a holding company for recording license
agreernents with studios and producers
and for the manufacturing licenses.
No

Circuit

Plan

Now

To Drop Games
Here
Loew's and RKO have no plans to
drop games and giveaways from the
local circuits Dec. 1, it was learned
yesterday. The L T. O. A. recently
sent out pledges to theatre owners
and circuit operators in a move tc
eliminate the practices on the first of
next month.
While circuits are in accord with
the plan, there is no intention on their
part to discontinue Bank Night and
Screeno.

Montgomery, Screen Actors' Guild
president,
told of n,
his Biofif
unit'swas
relations
with the organizatio
asked
imunions
the
if the midwest,
Tenneyfrom
B. hoodlums
by Jack ported
explaining that he was requested by
an anonymous person to ask. Isaac
Pacht, union attorney, shouted that
such a question was unethical.
Carey McWilliams, attorney for I.
A. members Francis Black, Chester
Cohen and Irwin P. Hentschel, who
instigated the probe, demanded to be
heard. Then the committee adjourned
and went into executive session behind
closed doors with the attorneys.
Biofif, on the stand, said his salary
is $110 weekly, with $12 per day for
expenses, and contradicted Montgomery's testimony concerning his presence at Louis B. Mayer's home at the
final conference before the guild obtained the pact on working conditions

Cosmo-Sileo Plwto
Warner sales executives who met and set the second annual Sears Drive from
Dec. 26 to April 16, or 16 weeks. Left to right; Ben Kalmenson, eastern district
manager; Leo Blank, midwestern district manager; Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district
manager; Gradv/ell L. Sears; Carl Leserman, assistant general sales manager;
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone sales manager; Robert Smeltzer, central district
manager; Herbert J. Ochs, southern and western sales manager; Roy Haines,
eastern and Canadian sales manager, and Fred M. Jack, southern district manager.
Warners

Again

Set

For
''Sears
(Continued
from pageDrive"
1)
decided here at a meeting of home
office executives who conferred simultaneously with coast officials through
a telephone hookup. Participating in
the two-way conversations were Jack
L., H. M. and Major Albert Warner,
Sears, Hal B. Wallis, S. Charles Einfeld, Carl Leserman, Norman H.
Moray, Herbert J. Ochs, Roy Haines
and Mort Blumenstock.
District managers attending the
meeting were Ben Kalmenson, eastern
district manager, with headquarters in
New York ; Robert Smeltzer, central district manager, with headquarters in Washington ; Leo Blank, midwestern district manager, with headquarters in Chicago ; Fred M. Jack,
southern district manager with headquarters in Dallas ; W. E. Callaway,
west coast district manager, with
headquarters in Los Angeles and
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district manager, with headquarters in Toronto.
District by District
Competition
in the
"Sears Drive"
will
be conducted
by districts
rather
than by branches. The district managers left for their territories last
night to conduct meetings in preparation for the drive.
Jack today will hold a meeting in
his Dallas office which will be attended by J. C. Vergesslich, Atlanta ;
R. L. McCoy, Charlotte; Doak Roberts, Dallas ; W. Warner, Kansas
City; W. O. Williamson, Jr., Memphis Luke
;
Connor, New Orleans ; and
J. O. Rohde, Oklahoma City.
On Monday, Smeltzer will hold a
central district meeting in Pittsburgh,
with A. Shmitken, Cincinnati ; M. A.
Mooney, Cleveland ; F. E. North, Detroit ;W. G. Mansell, Philadelphia ;
Harry Seed, Pittsburgh and F. Beiersdorf, Washington, attending.
I Also on Monday, Callaway will hold

a west coast district meeting in Los
Angeles with E. A. Bell, Denver; N.
H. Brower, Los Angeles ; V. Stewart, Portland ; Wm. F. Gordon, Salt
Lake City ; Charles Muehlman, San
Francisco ; and Al Oxtoby, Seattle,
Cohen will call his men in for meetpresent.
ings in Toronto on Monday. They are
L. Geller, Calgary; M. J. Isman.
Montreal; L. McKenzie, St. John;
H. O. Paynter, Toronto ; Joseph
Plottel, Vancouver and G. A. Simmons, Winnipeg.
Blank will hold his meeting in Chicago on Saturday with the following
branch managers ; T. R. Gilliam, Chicago ;A. W. Anderson, Des Moines ;
Fred Greenberg, Indianapolis ; R. T.
Smith, Milwaukee ; Rud Lohrenz,
Minneapolis ; C. K. Olson, Omaha ;
and Hall Walsh, St. Louis.
Kalmenson will hold his meeting
at the New York branch in the Film
Center Bldg. the middle of next week
with Charles Rich, metropolitan
branch manager ; Harry Decker, New
York and Brooklyn ; Harry Hummell. New Jersey ; Norman Ayers, Albany ;Nat Furst, Boston, and R. S
Smith, Buflfalo, attending.

for
actors.
presence
was Montgomery
voluntary butsaid
BioffBioflf's
said
he was invited. Montgomery said the
guild held no animosity against the
I. A. and that the guild was grateful
for Biofif's "ofifer of aid" before the
producer pact was signed.
Blames Communists
Biofif told the committee that unrest
among unions is caused by Communists
within the ranks. Asked the definition
of Communists by Assemblyman Frank
Tenney, Biofif said they were persons
who are un-American and then added
some choice, unprintable profanity
which he thought descriptive of them.
Biofif said that only 200 members are
out of work at present and that if the
locals had autonomy, producers might
cancel the closed shop agreement. If
the locals are self-governing, he said,
jurisdictional disputes would result and
intense hatreds would flame.
Pat Casey, producer labor contact
man, was the last witness today.
Committee members said a long list
of top producers has been subpoenaed
for tomorrow but would not disclose
names.
Mentone

Signs

Deal

With Pictures
Actor's
Guild
Mentone
yesterday
signed
aGuild,
contract
with the
Screen orActors'
establishing
a closed,
guild

shop, forductionthe
company's eastern proactivities.
The signing of the pact leaves only
March of Time and Pathe commercial
films outside the guild fold in eastern
production circles. Guild action on
the former is indicated by the end of
Film Men at Meeting
next week and on Pathe commercial
Boston, Nov. 17. — Programs for thereafter.
the development of New England's
$500,000,000 recreational industry are
to be discussed at the meetings of the
Steinbuch's Son Dies
13th New England Conference at the
Cleveland, Nov. 17. — Charles SteinHotel Statler tomorrow and Friday. buch, five-year-old son of Everett
Film men will hold featured roles in
Steinbuch,
manager manager
of Loew'sof State
the talks.
here,
and formerly
New
York houses for the circuit, is dead
here.
"Madame X" Is Passed
Toronto, Nov. 17. — Banned in OnTerry Speaks on Films
tario by the
censors,by"Madame
X"
has been
approved
the Quebec
New Haven, Nov. 17. — Paul Terry,
censors. On the other hand, the Onoriginator
of the Terry-Toons, adtario reviewers recently approved
dressed
the
class meeting in "Techni"The Life of Emile Zola" without
cal and Aesthetic Aspects of the MoPicture" at Troup Junior High
question inbutQuebec.
it was rejected ' in its Schooltion yesterday.
entirety

A New

Universal Picture
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{Continued from page 1)
council, to be known as the Cinematograph Fihns Council, consisting of 21
members to be appointed by the Board
of Trade. Eleven would have no financial interest in the industry, there
would be two producers, two distributors and four exhibitors, two representatives of labor, a chairman and
one woman representative.
Its functions will be to review the
progress of the industry, with particular reference to production, and report
to the Board of Trade when advisable.
It will also be available to the Board
of Trade when its advice is sought,
whether at the request of persons interested inthe trade or others. It will
make an annual report to the Board,
which in turn will be presented to
Parliament. The Board, on the other
hand, will supply the council with
needed information. Ten members
will constitute a council quorum and
the council will be empowered to regulate its own procedure. Members
will hold office in accordance with the
terms of their appointment, will be
eligible for reappointment, but will
not be eligible to serve more than
three years.
Dual Chairman

Hollywood, Nov. 17. — Wayne Morris will be teamed with Pkiscilla
Lane inStanley
"Everybody
Was will
Verydirect
Nice,at'
which
Logan
Warners . . .
Tex Ritter's next picture for
Grand National will be "Rollin'
Plains," which Ray Taylor will direct . . . Ben Blue gets the top role
in Paramount's "Romance in the
Rough,"
Fanchon
produce . . which
. Universal
has will
borrowed
Herbert Marshall from RKO for

Feld to "Bringing Up Baby," RKO
. . . RKO has borrowed Virginia
Quiz
Weidler from Paramount and Don- Monopoly
ald Crisp from Warners for "Vivacious Lady,"shortly.
shootingThe
on picture
which will
(Continued from page 1)
be resumed
was
been
known
that the film, oil, steel
called off in the middle of production
and
cement
industries
have been under
last spring when James Stewart became ill. Ginger Rogers is star- the scrutiny of department agents.
ring .. .
Enforcement of the anti-trust statutestiesis one
the most important
duof theof department,
Cummings

Writers and Story Buys — Universal has purchased an original, "Skip
the adult lead in Deanna Dukbin's
Tracer," by William A. Pierce, asstarring
vehicle,
"Mad
About
Music,"
which starts Nov. IS. . . .
sistant to Charles R. Rogers, and
Ray Schrock . . . Andrew MorthLAND, former M-G-M reader, has
Casting — Franchot Tone and been made a staff writer under Dr.
Mickey Rodney in "Love Is a Head- John Gallishaw . . . Warner writing assignments : Elaine Ryan and
ache," M-G-M . . . Frank Craven in
Frank
Cavett to "Comet Over
"A Family Vacation," M-G-M . . .
Broadway," Faith Baldwin story ;
Jane Bryan in " A Slight Case of Anthony
Coldeway, an original
Murder," Warners . . . Ralph Bellamy in "Food for Scandal," and screenplay
"Blondes
in screenplay
Trouble" ;
Lawrence for
Kimble
to the
Georgia
Caine
in
"Jezebel,"
Warners . . . Walter Catlett and Fritz of "Three Cheers for the Irish."

Ecstasy" Action Is
Marked
Off Calendar
The suit brought by Eureka Prod.,
Inc., distributors of the censored picture, "Ecstasy," against Herbert H.
Lehman, Governor, John H. Bennett,
Jr., Attorney General, Frank P.
Graves, Commissioner of Education,
The powers and function of the ad- and Erwin Esmond, Director of the
visory committee were defined in anMotion
Picture
the Dep't
other proposal. It will include repre- of
Education
of Division
New Yorkof State
was
sentative members of the council, and marked off the calendar when it was
five other members, including one called for trial in the U. S. District
woman. The chairman of the council Court yesterday.
also will be chairman of the advisory
Federal Judge John C. Knox upon
committee.
consent of both sides sent the case to
The commission amendments are al- the Statutory Court. The Statutory
most certain to be accepted, resulting
in the discard of other commission Court usually hears cases which involve only constitutional questions.
proposals. The idea caused general Eureka contends that censorship regsatisfaction among producers and exulations of New York State interfere
hibitors, but grave concern among dis- with interstate commerce and are,
tributors, the latter believing that it therefore unconstitutional. It is claimed
sets a dangerous precedent.
when "Ecstasy" was passed by
Other Stanley amendments propose that
the customs authorities, New York
blind booking restrictions and em- lost jurisdiction to censor the film.
powers the advisory committee to alter
the quota percentages. Other amendWithdraw William Fox Warrant
ments, already indicated, will be
studied by the Commons committee.
A warrant for the arrest of William Fox was returned to the U. S.
Action also is expected regarding separate quotas.
Distict Court here yesterday by U. S.
Marshal John J. Kelly at the request
Woolf, Ostrer Dissent
of Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swaine and
Further criticism of the quota act Wood, attorneys for the Capitol Co.
was voiced by Charles M. Woolf, of California, a judgment creditor of
head of General Film Distributors, Fox.
and Maurice Ostrer of Gaumont-BritThe warrant was issued by Federal
ish. Woolf expressed the belief that Judge William Bondy for a contempt
the legislation would not be satisfac- of court allegedly committed by Fox
tory, and scored the lack of trade in failing to appear for an examinaunity. It is essential that reciprocity
tion in supplementary proceedings. A
be based on the good will of both fine of $235,082 together with $10,000
sides, he said. The trade is unable to counsel fees was assessed. Attorneys
force the public to see pictures, he declared. Ostrer expressed opposition to
the separate quota for producers and embracing all unions,, addressed members of the House of Commons today,
said reciprocity is the only solution.
It is impossible to make a profit with- asking for separate quotas, fair wages
out the American market, he said. The clause and other matters and opposed
Government is studying the Ostrer reciprocity.
A distributor group which saw
proposal for reciprocity. On the basis
of a 20 per cent quota and 500 films Stanley is engaged in furious lobbying
imported annually, Ostrer foresaw on the bill in the House of Commons.
British producers getting £800,000 to
£1,000,000 from the American market.
Canadian Product Rents High
Labor union representatives, of the
London, Nov. 17. — Central Films,
Film Industries Employes Council, Vancouver, Canada, producing com-

Dep't
Just
s e Widest
anic
Pl

declared, and additional funds are
sought to permit an expansion of the
staff and the undertaking of a number
of
cases in which action is believed
necessary.
The Attorney General also disclosed
that the department is working on a
report on anti-trust statutes to be submitted to Congress for consideration
in connection with legislation modernizing those laws, which was listed by
President Roosevelt as one of the matters for consideration during the special session.

Picture Jam Forces
''Damsel" to Rivoli
for the judgment creditor in their letter to Marshal Kelly stated that the
(Continued from page 1)
U. S. District Court for New Jersey,
where the Fox bankruptcy is pending,
proximately 200 day-and-date engagements in first runs throughout the
had issued an order staying the execution of the warrant and directing its United States and will make the film
withdrawal.
available for the RKO circuit in
Greater New York for Christmas
Adjourn Lord-Pathe Trial
and New Year's bookings.
Trial of the breach of contract suit
The unexpected switch traces to the
brought by Phillips Lord, known pro- situation at the Music Hall. "Standfessionally as Seth Parker, against in" opens there today and will be folPathe Film Corp. started in the U. S.
lowed Thanksgiving Week by "NothDistrict Court here yesterday before
ing Sacred," which is expected to run
Federal Judge John Clancy and a two weeks. W. G. Van Schmus is understood to have earlier given Columbia an
jury. After the selection of the jury
and opening statements by attorneys
of Dec.
"I'll Take
for both sides, the trial was adjourned opening
Romance"datewhich
has 16
beenon guaranteed
until this morning. Lord claims that two weeks. The open week between
he prepared his yacht for an extended "Nothing Sacred" and the Moore film
Pacific voyage for the purpose of pro- would have blocked out "A Damsel in
ducing a picture. He alleges that Distress" from a second week.
was not acceptable to RKO
Pathe agreed to share half the ex- andThis
the Rivoli deal followed. It is
pense and furnish camera men in return for 50 per cent share of the gross understood RKO was willing to acreceipts, but that Pathe refused to
cept dates trailing "I'll Take Roperform its part of the deal.
mance," but that this was not satisfactory to the Music Hall because
it would have meant the Astaire film
Orders Quiz in Infringement
then would be playing locally in the
An examination before trial in Los wake of the nationwide, simultaneous
Angeles of Robert Montgomery and runs which RKO has lined up.
William Ellfeldt in connection with
the copyright infringement suit of Australian Papers Merge
Irving Gielow against Warners and
Sydney, Oct. 25. {By Air Mail via
M. Witmark & Sons was ordered by
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard in London). — The two Australian trade
the U. S. District Court here yester- journals, Every ones and The Film
day. No date for the examination was Weekly, have merged. The directoset. Gielow is suing for $1,500,000
rate of the combined organization has
for alleged plagiarism of his songs, been realigned, and a new and larger
"Flirtation Walk" and "Mr. and Mrs. paper is planned. The other trade
is the Name" in the Warner picture, publication in the country is the Exhibitors' Monthly.
"Hirtation Walk" and two shorts also
produced by Warners.
Flash Previews
"True
Confession" — . . . Frisky and
pany, whose production finances are
freshly
plotted
comedy. . . . Was ensupplied by Columbia Pictures, is regthusiastically received by swanky
istered here under the British quota
Hollywood preview audience. ... A
and already has delivered three regis- fine piece of merchandise.
tered films. The product is being sold
"Uncivilized" — Australian scenes inat better rentals than is customary
teresting, which is more than can be
for Columbia quota films. Columbia is said for the dramatic content. . . .
four features short on its quota for the Follows "Tarzan" lines.
These fihns will be reviewed in full
year
tral. and is understood to be acceler- in
a coining issue of Motion Picture
ating the delivery of films from Cen- Daily.

I

EXCHANGES

MOTION
RADIO
Gihon
NBC

Assigned to
Television Job

John Gihon has been assigned to
production and television work under
John Royal, vice-president of NBC.
Gihon comes to New York from Pittsburg, where he was program manager
of KDKA.
Gihon came to KDKA from the
Chicago studios of NBC in 1933, with
a background of six years in radio.
Seeks

New

In North

Station
Carolina

Washington, Nov. 17. — Application for authority to construct a new
broadcasting station at New Bern,
N. C, was filed with the F.C.C. yesterdey by Jonas Weiland of that
city. The station would operate on
1,370 kilocycles with 100 watts power.
Also filed with the commission
were applications of WIND, Gary,
Ind., for authority to increase night
power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, and
WBRC, Birmingham, Ala., for
authority to increase day power from
1,000 to 5,000 watts.
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IRNA
Will

Deal

Evasion

Bring

Boycott

Stations failing to return signed
the final IRNA trade agreecopies mentofto the
A. F. of M. by Dec. 1
will be boycotted by union musicians,
to the terms of the docuaccording
ment, now in the mails.
Each station will deal with its local
union. A general stoppage of union
music, tantamount to a general strike,
can only be averted if a sufficient
number of stations sign the contract,
according to the A. F. of M.
Independent stations have been advised to begin active negotiations with
the A. F. of M. by the IRNA negotiating committee in a letter issued to
them yesterday.
Under the plan of the IRNA settlement, NBC and CBS will reimburse
the network affiliated stations with
$200,000 annually. Additionally, the
networks will increase expenditures
for musicians'
salaries
for $300,000
the key stations. NBC will
spend
per
year, and CBS $180,000.
WSAL

Is Dedicated

New

Shows

Washington, Nov. 17. — Mefford
R. Runyon, CBS vice-president in
charge of company-owned-and-operated stations, has arrived in Washington as the first stop in an inspection
tour of the eight CBS stations.
"Truth Behind the News"
Johannes Steel, formerly foreign
Runyon was the guest of officials
editor of the Nezv York Post, brought
of WJSV,
the atlocal
an informal lunch
the station,
Willardat Hotel.
his program, "The Truth Behind the
Among those in attendance were
News as I See It," to the WMCA
microphone Tuesday. At first hear- Harry Butcher, vice-president in
ing we label it as one of the very best charge of the local office ; Jess Willard, WJSV station manager; Arthur
programs of its type on the air. Steel
is one of the most informed persons in Godfrey, announcer ; representatives of
America on foreign affairs. To this the trade and public press, and Frank
virtue add a pungent, forceful delivery Russell, vice-president of NBC.
and a keen, analytical style, and you
have the reason for our summation.
He discussed the economic situation Cuba Meet Approves
On

the

Air

in Japan as a result of Japan's imperialistic policy in China ; Germany's designs on Czechoslovakia and their possible repercussions ; the American policy at the Nine-Power Conference in
Brussels, and the situation in Rome.
The series is unsponsored, and it is
presented each Tuesday at 7 :45 P. M.
over WMCA.

Salisbury, Md., Nov. 17. — Salis"Hollywod Screenscoops"
bury's new station, WSAL, was dediTo the multiplying list of screen
WFIL's Transmitter
cated today with a program broad- commentators on the air add the name
cast from the Wicomico Hotel from
Work
to Start Dec, 1
10 A.M. until noon. Speakers on the of George McCall, syndicate columnist, who on Tuesday began a new
Philadelphia, Nov. 17. — WFIL program included Mayor Alfred T.
here will begin work on its new trans- Truitt, I. L. Benjamin, president of series for Old Gold cigarettes on the
mitter Dec. 1, according to Donald the Chamber of Commerce, Dr. J. D.
CBS network, titled "Hollywood
Witycomb, station general manager. Blackwell president of the State
Arrangements have been completed
McCall, knowing that several of
Screenscoops."
College, and Dr. Thomas A. his
contemporaries have been spanked
for the acquisition of a 38-acre tract Teachers'
Williams,
pastor
of
Wicomico
Presof land, fronting on the Schuylkill
byterian Church. Work is being for going beyond the pale of good
River, in the southwestern section of
rushed on completion of the new stu- taste, sagely confined his remarks to
the city.
dios and the 180-foot antenna tower. pleasantly unimportant topics, but his
Building plans call for the erection
chatter sells well. Between sprinklings
of a two-story colonial type house to
of gossip he praised Carole Lombard
Hayes Quits WHBC Post
serve as combination technical laband Fred MacMurray for insisting
Canton, O., Nov. 17. — Clarence W. that John Barrymore receive equal
oratory and living quarters. Because
of the isolated location of the site, it Hayes has resigned as general man- billing with them for the picture,
ager of WHBC here. Frederic Free- "True Confessions," boosted Barrywill be necessary to construct a halfmile macadam road. Paul Godley land, formerly of WTRC, Elkhart,
more's performance, rated the picture
will supervise the technical construc- Ind., is a new announcer here, as the "bull's eye" production of the
while
Tom
McClowry,
formerly
with
tion, while Walter Thomas will
week. An interesting department is
handle the architectural work. It is WADC, Akron, has joined to do conhis "10 Years Ago — And Today," in
tinuity and announcing.
estimated that completion will take
which he mentions players prominent
two months at an approximate cost
in those days, and makes comparisons
Renew Arden Contract
of $125,000.
with their present status.
Victor Arden has been renewed for
"Hollywood Screenscoops" is presented Tuesdays and Thursdays from
Theatre Opening Broadcast
the third term as the director of "Mu7:15 to 7:30 P. M. over CBS. for
sical
Moments,"
the
transcribed
series
The opening of the West End The- sponsored by Chevrolet and heard Old Gold cigarettes. Lennen & Mitchatre in Harlem will be broadcast over
over 350 stations.
ell is the agency.
Banner
WNEW from 8:30 to 9 P. M. tonight.
Cab Calloway, W. C. Handy and
Ethel Waters will be among the guests
appearing before the microphone.
Personals
►
Beginning Nov. 23, WNEW will i Radio
present an all-colored review and
arrjateur show from the stage of the T R. POPPELE, WOR chief engi- "Sunday Evening Hour" Nov. 28 . . .
West End Theatre, from 11 to 12 " « neer, has returned from the In- Gene Ford of the WHN production
P. M. each week.
ter-Americas Radio Conference in staff has written a marching song,
Cuba. . . . Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe is in "Spirit of Variety," which has been
New York and will broadcast from accepted as the official tune of the
Three More Join World
the WABC studios for the next week. Variety Clubs of America . . . Peter
Three more stations have joined . . . Jim Sauter of Airfeatures, Inc., de Rose will be feted at a party at
World Broadcasting, making a total left for Baltimore last night on busi- the Hotel Piccadilly Saturday . . .
of 17 stations which have become
ness. . . . Davis Walsh, syndicate
affiliated with it during the past four
Sharp Leaves KSD
months. The new subscribers to football
sports editor,
will Friday
be on over
Lou Little's
program
WOR.
St.
Louis,
17. — Dick Sharp,
World program service are KRMC, . . . Louis K. Sidney, who was sched- continuity editorNov.
of KSD, has resigned
Jamestown, N. D. ; WFBG, Altoona,
uled to be here for last night's "Night to take a position with the W. K.
Pa.; and CFAR, Flin Flon, Manito- of Stars"
show, of which he is chair- Nash agency of this city. J. M. Todd
ba, Canada.
man, wired regrets from Hollywood, has been named continuity editor to
where he was detained on business. . . . succeed Sharp, and Clair Callihan has
+
been added to the continuity staff.
"Earaches" Becomes Sustainer
The Harry Conn program, "Earaches of 1938," has been scheduled for
sustaining presentation on CBS, beginning Nov. 28, from 8:30 to 9 P. M.
The series will feature Conn, Beatrice
Kay, Billy Jones, Barry Wood and
Mark Warnow's orchestra.

Runyon
Starts Tour
Of Stations of CBS

Wide Police System
Havana, Nov. 17. — A proposal for
the establishment of an international
regional police radio communication
system, proposed by the delegates
from the United States, has been approved by the technical committee of
the radio conference meeting here.
Six frequencies are assigned to this
service.
The committee also adopted a set of
principles, proposed by the U. S., relating to the establishment of air
navigation aids, including radio beacons.
To Fight F.C.C. Order
Clearwater, Fla., Nov. 17. — H.
H. Baskin, president of Florida West
Coast Broadcasting Co., which operates WFLA here states that he will
carry to the U. S. Supreme Court if
necessary his fight for a rehearing
beforeteststhe
F.C.C. Overgranted
Baskin's
prothe Commission
WIOD,
Miami, the right to broadcast on 610kilocycles. Clearwater, on 620 for a
number of years, finds that the proximity of the Miami band causes "cross
talk" interference between the stations,
the broadcasting official said.
Lowe Starts WNEW Talks
David Lowe, film commentator and
critic, will be heard in a new series
over WNEW
each Thursday and
Saturday at 9:15 P.M. The broadwill be and
titled
"Sound
Track."
Film cast
gossip
reviews
of pictures
will be presented.
Fletcher Show to WOR
Texbegin
Fletcher,
will
a new the
threeradio
times"cowboy,"
a week
sponsored series over WOR Nov. 22.
Bell & Co. will sponsor, through the
Anderson, Davies & Piatt agency.
The schedule is for Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Borden Names B. B. D. & O.
The Borden Co. has appointed Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn to
handle the advertising of its Borden
Farm Products Division. The appointment becomes effective Jan. 1.
Lombard, MacMurray on Air
Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray will appear
on "Hollywood
to preview
scenes
from their Hotel"
latest
picture,
over
CBS."True Confession," Nov. 26

Rev. Bateman to Broadcast
Jimmy
of WHN
ered fromJemail
a throat
ailmenthasandrecovwill
A
52-week contract between WHN
Symphony Back to WOR
resume his broadcasting Monday . . .
and the Rev. Elmo Bateman has been
The Bamberger Symphony will reJess Sparks, WOR-Mutual announcer, signed. Rev. Bateman will deliver a
turn to WOR Dec. 3, from 10 15 to
will complete 12 years in radio at the
series of talks over the station Sun- 11 P. M., for the ninth consecutive
end of the month . . . Gladys Swarthdays from 5 to 6 P.M.
season.
out will appear as soloist on the Ford
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To Be U. S. Trade Treaty
Discussion Factor
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 18. — Plans for
negotiation of a reciprocal trade agreement with the United Kingdom, considered the most important of all the
treaties undertaken by the Administration, were announced today by Secretary of State Cordell Hull.
Making public a list of the most
important commodities entering into
our trade with the United Kingdom,
the department gave indications that
motion pictures were considered sufficiently noteworthy to comprise one
of the items on which this Government will ask better treatment from
the British. Exports of films last year
totaled 63,247,000 linear feet with a
value of $1,496,000, against 61,190,000
feet valued at $2,052,000 in 1929, and
in addition shipments of film projectors, sound equipment and other projection apparatus amounted to $924,000
last year compared with $4,495,000 in
1929.
An invitation to suggest commodiiContiwied on page 17)
"Love Vm After" at
$37,850 Strand Week
"It's Love I'm After" tallied $37,850 for the first seven days at the
Strand. The picture will be succeeded next Wednesday by "The Life
of Emile Zola" for the first time on
Broadway at popular prices after a
three-month two-a-day engagement at
the Hollywood.
"The (.Continued
Awful
Truth"
finished a
on page 30)
CBS

Will

Take

Over

YORK,

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

TEN

19, 1937

Retain
U.

S.

Industry

Pins

English

Trade

The American film industry pins
strong hope on provisions being incorporated in an Anglo- American
trade treaty to eliminate any onerous
features which may remain in the
British film quota act in its final form,
it was made clear in authoritative
trade quarters here yesterday.
Washington discussion of the treaty
serves to recall the recent visit of Will
H. Hays to President Roosevelt at
the latter's Hyde Park residence during which, Hays told newspaper men
at the time, the industry's attitude
toward both the Anglo-American trade
treaty and the proposed British film
quota act were submitted to the Chief
Executive.
It is also known that the organized
industry already has presented its
views to the State Dep't on a trade
treaty between this country and
Britain. Basically, the industry holds,
and has informed the State Dep't, that
it does not recognize any justification
whatever for a British film quota act
and that it stands opposed to any
quota law at all. The American industry holds that films, as well as
other products, should find their
natural market on the basis of their
own worth, free of any such limitations and barriers as are imposed by
quota laws. The industry has pointed
(Continued on page 17)
Committee

Starting

Work on Films Bill
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Nov. 18. — The Films Bill
Committee of the House of Commons
started work today on a consideration
of the new measure, passing the first
three clauses. Deploring the tendency
of the distributors to acquire an undue
proportion of the quota during the last
quarter of each year, Oliver Stanley,
President of the Board of Trade and
(Continued on page 17)

Right

Hopes

Distribute

To
On

Agreement

U. A.

Through
Needed:
By RED

CENTS

Brakes
KANN

York,it
New re,
VERY
WEAF. InElsewhe
it was simple.
r
was whateve NBC Red station it
happened to be. If you started at
eight o'clock, Eastern Standard
Time, and if you wanted to, as
who knows how many millions
did, you could have lounged
around your receiving set until
eleven o'clock without flipping
your dial and you would have
heard, or did, the Rudy Vallee
show for Standard Brands, the
third edition of "Good News of
1938," the M-G-M show for General Foods, and "Kraft Music
Hall" with Bing Crosby and Bob
Burns. By a convenient changeover to WJZ here in New York
and the NBC Blue hookup in
whatever city you might have
been, fifteen additional minutes,
or to 11:15 P. M., would have
brought you Elza Schallert commenting about this and that in
Hollywood. At no cost, except
your time ....

T
This was last night. But there
are other nights and other days,
seven in each week by the calendar we go by. There is opportunity, as well, to fill the eardrums
to the bursting point, and far
beyond, with programs dealing
with and dipping into Hollywood
and what transpires there. In
one form or another and whether
in previews, chatter, scandal,
(Continued on page 25)

Ampa
Meeting Dec, 2
Ampa will turn over its Dec. 2 meet- Drake
to Retain
Position
ing to CBS, which will be attended by
six vice-presidents and numerous
radio stars in addition to William S.
As
the
President
of Erpi
Paley, president, it was said yesterday. There will be no meeting next
Whitford Drake, Erpi president,
nection with Erpi's business abroad
will continue with that company after and is due back here by the end of the
Additional developments in
the first of the year, when the dis- month. Reports of his withdrawal
radio yesterday on pages 25-28.
sembling ofthe sound equipment com- from Erpi to become associated with
pany has been completed and its prin- one of the major film companies,
Thursday, Thanksgiving Day. The
cipal functions will have been con- which were widely circulated yesterday, met with unequivocal denials from
fined to licensing and collection of
Dec. 9 gathering will be M-G-MLoew Day with Howard Dietz as royalties for Western Electric, offi- both Western Electric officials and the
master of ceremonies.
cial spokesmen for the latter company film company which was mentioned.
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager
Elmer Wheeler, expert on selling said yesterday.
(Continued on page 17)
{Continued on page 28)
Drake is now in Europe in con-

Pickford,

Fairbanks

Chaplin

Hold

and

It

Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford retain the right to
distribute through U.A. under the
deal by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda for the purchase of the
stock options of the three stars, it
was learned authoritatively yesterday.
However, none of the retiring U.A.
partners is committed to a releasing
deal, it was pointed out, and the hope
is that if, and when, any of them
either produces or appears in pictures
that U.A. will be the outlet.
Goldwyn arrived in Hollywood yesterday after spending several weeks in
New York on the deal. He was preceded by two days by Korda, who
was accompanied by Marcel Hellman.
Walter Wanger is due to arrive on
the coast next Tuesday by plane.
While the principals are in Holly\yood, conferences will be held on
lining up new producers. Hellman,
who has a contract to make four a
year for Criterion Films of London,
(Continued on page 17)
Unions
Talk

in General
With

Circuits

Broadway theatre operators yesterday met with Local 306 representatives for three and a half hours on a
general discussion of terms to apply
to projectionists for the next two
The meeting was the second in two
days and was adjourned until next
years.
Monday. No action was taken on any
of the points talked over. Attending
were C. C. Moskowitz, Dinty Moore,
Leslie E. Thompson, Bob Weitman,
Aly Reid, Irving Lesser and John
Wright for theatres and Joseph D.
Basson and a committee for the union.
Delay

Guild

Hearing

In Capital to Dec. 1
Washington, Nov. 18. — The National Labor Relations Board has postponed until Dec. 1 the hearing, scheduled for tomorrow, on the petition of
the Screen Writers' Guild for its
designation as the bargaining agent for
screen writers.
Hearings for the taking of testimony
in the case were held some weeks ago
in Hollywood, and the meeting before
the board in Washington is for the
purpose of hearing final argument.
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Disney Has 20 in Work
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Walt Disney now has 20 cartoons in various
stages of animation. They are divided
as follows : Five Donald Ducks, two
of which include Donald with his
three little nephews ; two Mickey
Mouse solo starring vehicles ; five
with his gang; one with Goofy in his
first "starring" role; and seven Silly
Symphonies, one of which will reunite
the three little pigs and the big bad
wolf.

To Award Col. Trophies
Trophies won by the Columbia baseball team during the summer will be
presented at the victory dinner-dance
of the Columbian Club, home office
organization, which will be held today at the King Edward Room of
the Victoria Hotel. The Quigley Publications Cup is among the awards,
and will be presented by James Cunningham.
Col. Signs RCA Deal
Columbia Pictures will add three
ultra-violet recording channels and
another portable sound truck to its
sound recording facilities, following
the signing of a contract with RCA
Photophone.

Purely

Is Denied

Charge

by Warners

Casey

Says

$87,000

Pay
for

Was

a Year

Los Angeles, Nov. 18. — Pat Casey,
Warners filed a general denial in
producers'
labor contact man, testifyPersonal
► answer to the $100,000 infringement
ing today in the state legislature invessuit of Richard Carroll and William
tigation ofracketeering charges against
di- A. Drake, authors, in the U. S. Dis- the I.A.T.S.E., testified that he received
, managi
DEAU
of Astra
ER. GOURrector
Films,ng Ltd.,
Court yesterday. Warners also
London, has arrived here to negotiate stated trict
in its denial that the statute of $87,000 a year in salaries and fees and
English and Continental contracts on limitations barred the claim. The that no part of this was given to any
product. He will be here indefinitely, authors alleged that they submitted a labor union leader.
and is making his headquarters at the
The committee adjourned today until next month after hearing Casey,
offices of J. H. Hofifberg Co.
script
to
Warners
called
"Conquest"
in 1934, based on the life of General Harry M. Warner and C. P. Cregan,
•
the building of the PanMoE SiEGEL, president of Republic Gorgasama and
Canal. After rejection of the union auditor, and becoming the cenProd., joined with Bill Powers and script, it is claimed Warners filed a
ter of a bitter fight with Carey McHerbert J. Yates at lunch yester- notice of intention with the Hays Williams, attorney for "I.A.T.S.E.
day. They were among the dozens office to produce a film on the same Progressives," secret Alliance group,
which instigated the probe.
of well-known film personalities who
subject and that as a result the plaintiffs
have
been
unable
to
market
their
•
foregathered at Jack
and Charlie's.
Warner "Satisfied" with I.A.T.S.E.
Roy Haines, eastern and Canadian story. Warners admit the rejection
Warner testified that he knew litof the script. A dismissal of the suit
tle of union contacts with studios but
sales manager for Warners, will leave with costs is asked.
was satisfied with the labor situation
Sunday for Toronto to attend Wolfe
Cohen's "Sears Drive" conference
under the I.A.T.S.E. Cregan testiDismiss Phillips Lord Suit
fied that four locals of Alliance here
with his district managers.
The
$50,000
damage
suit
brought
•
disbursed $315,000, of which $133,400
Anna May Wong was in San by Phillips Lord, known professionally was in salaries between Dec. 1, 1935,
as Seth Parker, against Pathe Film
Pedro yesterday to meet her sister, Corp. was dismissed by Federal Judge and Oct. 31, 1937. Among sundries
listed was $5,000 Democratic National
Yueng Wong, who was aboard the
President Hoover en route to San John W. Clancy in the U. S. District Campaign
Committee donation in
1936.
Court
yesterday
on
the
ground
that
Francisco.
Lord had failed to produce sufficient
McWilliams attempted to introduce
•
evidence which would warrant a jury
in evidence Chicago Daily News clipverdict
in
his
favor.
Judge
Clancy
Faith Baldwin, author of "Portia
pings telling that Bioff, bodyguard
on Trial," will hold a press reception did not require Pathe to prove its defor George Browne, I.A.T.S.E. presifense and discharged the jury.
today at the St. Regis. The author
dent, was wanted for questioning
is in town to see the film version of
her story.
about Tom Malloy murder. AssemSelect Files New Complaint
blyman Kennett Dawson refused to
Select Theatres Corp. filed an admit it, but compromise was effected
amended complaint in the U. S. Dis- under which McWilliams agreed to
Quip of the Day
trict Court here yesterday in its authenticate the clipping.
Walter Wanger, producer of
$10,000
against
"SZnd Street," explaining why
Warners."plagiarism"
Its original action
complaint
was
and how it came about that he
dismissed by Federal Judge John C.
gave a cocktail party for Clarence
Knox earlier this month. Select al- national to manufacture and sell home
Budington Kelland at the Stork
sound film projection machines. The
leges that the Warner picture, "Ready, defendants allegedly agreed to pay a
Club onterday : East Sird St., said yesWilling and Able," is a deliberate
royalty on each machine with a
"piracy" of its play, "The Audition." $5
minimum guarantee of $62,500 and to
"Very simple. Everyone knows
establish film libraries for home use.
that 53rd St. is a 'Stand-In' for
Order Sentry to File Details
Sentry's suit demands the minimum
Sentry Safety Control Corp. was guarantee with $250,000 damages for
St."
52nd
ordered to file a bill of particulars in
Greer Garson, Irish actress, is due its $312,500 breach of contract suit alleged failure to supply the film
International denies the miniMonday on the Nornmndie and will against International Projector Corp. library.
mum guarantee and sets forth in its
go directly to the M-G-M studio, to by Justice Isidore Wasservogel in the answer that its liability under the
which she is under contract.
N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. contract was limited to a $5 royalty
•
Sentry alleges that it licensed Inter- on 184 machines sold.
Geoffrey Toye, conductor of Gilbert and Sullivan comic operas, will
leave tomorrow for Hollywood to study
production technique.
•
Frank Miller, Paramount theatre
partner at Augusta, Ba., left for home
yesterday after conferences with Y.
Frank Freeman.
•
Arthur Lee, G. B. vice-president,
is in San Francisco. He is touring
G. B. offices on the coast and in the
midwest.
•
Bob Lynch, M-G-M district manager with headquarters in Philadelphia,
was in town yesterday.
•
WiLLARD McKay and Ned Depinet
will take in the big football game at
Cambridge tomorrow.
•
Jack
Partington
has returned
from a two-week visit to the coast.
•
Walter Wanger expects to leave
for the coast early next week.
•
Bob Benchley did right well by
the fruit at "21" yesterday.
•
S. Barret McCormick is due from
the coast Monday.
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P^XPLOITATION
insidecan and
abovevisualize
is described
in the
following items soshown
that you
readily
the possibilities of their application to your popular-price engagement. All
four Road-Show cities are represented — giving you a composite*
cross-section campaign which will directly box-ofHce influence all
types of movie-goers.
FIREFLY CANDY. This was a special contest and advertising
stunt. 56 full windows and the same number of counter display^:
appeared in every Dutch Mill^andy Store in Ch'cago and C'ook
County. For 3 week-ends that company newspaper-advertised a
special Week-End Firefly Mixture at ^1.25 for a two-pound package. All tie-up media mentioned the picture. An attractive young
ladyt in Dutch costume and wooden shoes, handed out "Comment
Cards" to each person entering the theatre. Movie-goers were
instructed to write their picture opinion in as few words as possible
and return the card to the Dutch Mill Hostess stationed in the
lobby. For the best comments at each of the two performances
daily, the winners received a two-pound box of the special "Firefly"
Candy Mixture. This contest was advertised in the newspapers,
store windows and theatre lobby.
FIREFLY HATS. An outstanding cooperative arrangement was
made with Chicago's Davis Store. Its hat designer created a special
model known as "The Firefly", similar to the one worn by MacDonald in the picture. An entire window was given to it with
background showing giant cutouts and production scenes. Ads on
"The Firefly Hat" ran in the Chicago Tribune and Daily News.
Store-wide announcements also called the public's attention to it.
The Boston Store followed with a Firefly Hat creation of its own —
and exploited it just as strongly,
FIREFLY MUSIC. All leading music stores cooperated with window and counter space. Every one of the popular orchestra and
I band leaders in each city played one or more numbers on his
program. Some of the music went over the air via band radio
broadcasts. Special tie-up displays appeared in windows, of many
musical instrument stores. There are production scenes showing
Miss MacDonald at the harpsichord and Allan Jones playing the
guitar.

L

\e

FIREFLY JEWELRY The 7.foot and 3-foot cutouts showing large figure of a dancing MacDonald (see press book
exploitation section) are excellent for appearance in jewelry
store windows featuring costume jewelry, illuminated dial
watches, diamonds or anything else which sparkles, glows or
has a lustrous quality or surface.
TRICK LIGHTING EFFECTS. Giant golden-yellow title
letters in an Astor Theatre (N. Y.) 3-storied sign glow and
flash off and on with "firefly effect". When the sign flashes
off^, separate dark red bulbs flicker like hundreds of fireflies.
Trick
stuntsandaddare immeasurably
to thetypeeff^ectiveness
of the lighting
picture title
possible on every
of theatre
engagement in some form or other.
SHOWMANSHIP ADS. New York advertised the picture
as the First and Biggest Attraction of the New Fall Season
in a special series of ads. Singing heads of MacDonald and
a glamorous Spanish Senorita illustration were other outstanding pictorial elements. Music, Romance, Spectacle,
Glamour and other eniertainment angles were stressed in
o her cities.
COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS. In the preceding double
spread you will also see a printed special story with coupon
attached, which went out to a special list of newspapers.
Personal letters were mailed to another group of editors of
country newspapers within a radius of 50 miles. A scene mat
and publicity story were enclosed. Letter explained that if
they ran the story and mat, and returned tear sheets, they
would receive complimentary lickets.
' FIREFLY RECORD. Electrical transcription was tied-in
with many sustaining and sponsored programs — latter 4n
conjunction with The Firefly Hat, Firefly Jewelry, Firefly
Watch, Firefly Music, etc.
JUVENILE CONTEST. The value of continued publicity
was realized on the Chicago engagement and the big circulation of the Chicago Tribune was turned into additional
box-oflice profit. Sally Brown, columnist, and also in charge
of charitable activities for this newspaper, ran a story on the
front page of the second section for 6 days — devoted to picture highlights and asking all Tribune children that desired
to attend a picture performance to write her a letter. Children's desire to see "The Firefly" was the keynote of the contest. Children chosen from thousands of replies paraded
from the Chicago Tribune to the theatre.
SPECIAL PRESI. SCREENINGS. All motion picture,
drania and musical critics as well as columnists, managing
and city editors were invited to special showings. Resultant

^^^^^

reviews were very satisfactory and bore out the advisability of this
procedure.
POSTAL TELEGRAPH WINDOWS. Both the Jumbo and
regular-size Postal Telegrams appeared in all windows of this
company and the latter were house-to-house distributed by their
this
tie-up, service. See press book exploitation section regarding
messenger
MUSIC LOVERS. Members of all singing and musical societies
received a special letter concerning the lavish musical presentations
in the picture. They were also asked to make comparisons between
the MacDonald-Eddy combination and former well-known singing
stars who appeared in earlier stage productions of "The Firefly."
WINDOW POSTERS. Timely Events, Inc., issues a weekly
poster which is placed in over 8,000 windows in the Chicago ter itory. Passes secured their cooperation to the extent of placing a
production scene in one of the issues.
MIDGET LETTERS. Thousands of miniature envelopes, containing miniature letter inserts, were mailed to the F.O.E. Convention, in Chicago, through cooperation of hotels. This is a good
idea even for general distribution — smallness of the envelope makes
it stand out from other mail received by residents. Tie it in with
something like: "The Smallest Letter in the World Announces
the Biggest Musical Attraction on Earth", e;c.
w^
GIANT CUTOUTS. Local enlargements of the guitar-playing
figure of Allan Jones and the dancing posture of Jeanette MacDonald— one playing and singing to the other star in a combination display effect — are among the best designs you can use for
box-office appeal. Make them up locally.
BIG CUTOUT LETTERS. Appliqued letters of title and star
names give the utmost in smash theatre presentation. Title is a
natural for this because of its brevity.
VALANCES, FLAGS AND BANNERS. Any important attraction is only as big in the public^s mind as you sell it. Therefore
use valance, flag and banner material on the front of your
theatre.
COLOR ROTO.
Those newspapers which specialize in Roto
Sections printed in extra colors are excellent contact points for ft^'
presentation of a "Firefly" scene via Firefly Red color.
Printed in U S A
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is understood seeking to have U.A.
handle this product internationally.
David Rose, vice-president and
financial adviser for Samuel Goldwyn,
Inc., will arrive on the coast by train
tomorrow. He has with him a copy
of the contract by which the options
are to be exercised prior to Dec. 23,
the expiration date.
Korda is due back from the coast
WedSunday, planning to sail next
nesday on the Nonnandie for home.
for adHe may be delayed, however,
ditional talks with Dr. A. H. Giannini
and Goldwyn. One of the discussions
with the latter two will revolve about
the financing of Wanger next season,
it is said. Interested parties to the
U.A. deal are prepared to advance
whatever sums are necessary, it is
understood.
No Management Changes
There will be no change in the
management of the company, according to authoritative sources. Korda
and Goldwyn are satisfied with the
present administration and sales executives and are hopeful that Dr.
Giannini will continue in his posts.
Rose plans to sail for England
again in two weeks. He will sit in
on the final closing of the deal with
British banking groups headed by
Kasenove, Akroid & Co. Ernest H.
Lever, secretary of Prudential Assurance Co., will arrive in London next
Monday on the Queen Mary and will
present the agreement signed here to
the financing interests he represents.
Richard Dwight, attorney for Goldwyn, will not go to London for the
final signing, it was stated.
Paramount Signs Lane
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Paramount
has extended the contract of Burton
Lane, song writer.

Universal Only Board Rise Net
Open High Low Close Change
Col
16M
165^ 165^ — Vs
Cons., pfd.. 7Vi 7Vs IVi IVi — Vs
E. K
161^ I6V/2 158J4 1591/4
E. K., pfd.. 162 162 162 162
Loew
57^ 5714 SSVe 55% -Wi
Para
13i/4 13Ji 12JS 13% - Vi
Para. 1 10154 lOm 99% 99% -2%
Para. 2
12 12 11% 12 — V2
Pathe
65^ 614 6}4 6% — Vi,
RKO
5% y/i 5
5/8 — Vi
20th Fox .. 23'4 2yA 22% 22% —IH
20th, pfd... 2954 29!^ 2854 2854 —iVi
Univ., pfd.. 32 32 32 32 +2
W. B
7% 8
7%, 7?4.
W. B., pfd. 40 40 40 40 —2!^
Curb Off Lightly
Net
Open High Low Close Change
G. N
154
154
154 154
Sentry
M
M
154
— %
Sonotone .. VA 1% Wt VA — Vs
Tech
18% 19
1854 19
— ?4
Bonds Decline
Net
High Low Close Change
Keith 6s '46
87/2 8754 8754 —1
Ix)ew
9854 98
98
— ^A.
Para. 354s
Pict. '46
6s '55
96
96 96
Para. Pict. '47.... 7854 7m.
— Vi
(Quotations at close o£ Nov. 18)
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(.Continued from page 1)
to the unhampered importation here
of Scotch whiskey, woolens and other
major articles of British trade sold in
the United States, none of which is
restricted as to volume by arbitrary
quota limitations, but find a large market here in competition with articles
of domestic origin.
The American industry's hopes for
relief from any onerous provisions of
a British quota will not end with the
enactment of the quota law now before Parliament, it is pointed out in
responsible quarters here. The provisions of the quota act, which is
purely national law in Britain, would
be superseded or invalidated by whatever provisions affecting films were
included in a trade treaty between the
United States and Great Britain, as
international treaties take precedence
over national law.
Indications are that, although this
industry already has made strong
representations to the State Dep't as to
its viewpoint concerning the British
film quota act, an even more determined stand may be expected once the
negotiation of a trade treaty between
the two nations gets under way.
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President

(Continued from page 1)
of Erpi for many years, will wind up
(Continued from page 1)
his duties with the company between
Government spokesman, accepted an now and Dec. 1, at which time the
amendment, which was carried, provid- sale of Erpi's theatre equipment servicing and installation business to
ing the acquisition of the quota in
Roswell C. Tripp and Howard P.
half-year periods.
An amendment opposing the provi- Engels, former investment brokers,
sion that films costing double a speci- becomes effective, as reported exclufied amount be counted for double in
sively in Motion Picture Daily yesterday. Bunn has been variously requota reckoning was objected to by
the Government on the ground that
ported as becoming associated with
the original provision was a means new theatre equipment supply concerns in process of formation or with
of encouraging quality in product. The
amendment was withdrawn. Propo- an already established supply comsals that the Board of Trade consult
pany. There appears to be little basis
the advisory committee before giving for the reports and indications are
concessions on films rented abroad, that Bunn's
nitely set yet.future plans are not defiwas defeated.
The next meeting of the commitProvide Small Erpi Force
tee is scheduled for next Tuesday.
A
skeleton executive force will be
The producer-labor group today attacked the Ostrer reciprocity plan in maintained by Erpi to administer the
a statement published in the Times. company's recording license agreements with studios and producers, its
manufacturing licenses for Western
To Ask British for
Electric reproduction equipment, its
Concession on Films foreign business and incidental activi(Continued from page 1)
ties. Presumably, however, Erpi's
greatest activity in the future will be
ties on which concessions might be centered in Hollywood, stemming
U, A. to Distribute
either granted or requested was ex- from its recording license agreeMier Mexican
Films
tended to all interested, to be filed
ments with studios.
Arthur W. Kelly^ vice-president of with the Committee for Reciprocity
The company will continue to reUnited Artists in charge of foreign Information by Dec. 16. At a later
ceive orders for reproducing equipdistribution, has closed with Felipe time, the department will announce
ment, it was explained, but will not
Mier, Mexican producer and general dates for public hearings by the com- maintain a sales force. Sales of this
mittee and issue a list of the com- kind will be on a cash basis and time
manager of Cinematografia Internamodities which will be considered as
cional, S. A., for the world releasing
payment provisions will be abolished.
rights outside of Mexico and the the basis for concessions.
To all intents and purposes, howUnited States to three Mexican-made,
ever, Erni will have withdrawn from
the theatre equipment business by Jan.
Spanish talking films. They are "Asi Canada
Independent
1. The divestment of the theatre end
Es Mi Tierra," "Aguila O Sol" and
"Per jura." Publicity campaigns are
To Get U,A. Pictures of its business is to be concluded to all
being prepared.
practical purposes on Dec. 1, when the
Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 18. — UnKelly yesterday paid tribute to the
Tripp-Engel deal becomes effective.
ited
Artists
will
place
first
run
picquality of Latin-American product and
This deal, of course, was preceded by
tures in the Plaza, independent downto the wide acceptance accorded it in
the
licensing of International Projectown house which formerly showed
the republics of Central and South third and
tor and Motiograph to manufacture
fourth run duals at 15 and
America. He said, "It is no longer 20 cents. The deal followed the Western Electric reproducers.
a secret that in Spanish-speaking ter- failure of U.A. and Famous Players
Paramount Had Proposal
ritories good native-made product is
to consummate a Canadian
outgrossing the Hollywood variety successfully
deal.
The two deals supplant earlier proposals for the taking over from Erpi
"Stella Dallas" will be first picture
four to one."
of the complete theatre end of its
under
the
new
arrangement.
Prices
U. A. in Routine Meet
business which, for one reason or anwill be increased to a 40-cent top.
other, were found to be impracticable.
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Stockholders
of United Artists met formally here
One
proposal
came from leading ParaG.N. In South Africa
mount theatre partners and operators
at 3:00 P. M. and adjourned after
Grand National has closed with throughout the country, who were to
fixing Nov. 24 as the date for the next
meeting, when details of the SaiTluel Phillip S. Pohl for the distribution of acquire the business from Erpi and
N. product in the Union of South set up a new company to operate it.
Goldwyn-Alexander Korda purchase G.
Africa.
Trade rivalries were held to be a bar
will be completed.
which made the consummation of this
deal impossible. Another proposal involved the taking over of the business by a group of Erpi ofiicials. This
Selznick^
the
Riddle
Man
plan was vetoed, however, when it
failed to make provision for a sufficient number of the company's emChicago, Nov. 18. — David O. Selznick passed through here today
In
the
meantime, a number of Erpi
en route from New York to Hollywood, refusing to confirm the
ployes.
fact that he will rejoin M-G-M. He did say Motion Picture Daily
employes became
associated
with International Projector
and Motiograph,
had printed the correct story about his future plans, but then folfollowing the licensing deals with
lowed it by refusing to say what story it was to which he referred.
those companies, and many others
were absorbed by the Bell System.
He intimated, however, that the M-G-M deal had gone through.
Asked about a published report that Metro had offered him one
The Tripp-Engel deal for the servicing and installation business will care
million dollars to join, Selznick said: "It wasn't a million. It was
for the bulk of the remaining emOfficial announcement of his plans will be made within two
ployes, it is
reductions
in understood.
the sales staffEssential
will be
weeks, he added. While here, he interviewed three show girls who
more."screen possibilities.
have
effected, however.
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"Truth"
'Breakfast/'
Band

a Smash

Philadelphia

'Navy

Grosses

Good;

In
^ and

High

'Conquest^
Lead
"BRIDE
WORE
RED"
(M-G-M)
Philadelphia, Nov. 18. — Generally
ARCADIA— (600). 25c-40c-50c, 9 days,
good
grosses
held
sway
this
week.
2nd
run.
Gross:
$2,700.
(Average,
7 days,
Twin
City Hit Again the Earle, with its stage and
$2,800)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
screen bill — "Hold 'Em Navy" is the
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
Minneapolis, Nov. 18. — "Breakfast film — led the way with a profitable Gross: $19,000. (Average, $14,000)
"HOLD
'EM NAVY" (Para.)
for Two" with Freddie Fischer's $20,000. "Conquest" got $19,000 for
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-45c-55c, 7 days.
"Schnickelfritz" band, was a sensa- its first week at the Boyd. A surprise second run hit was made by Stage: Lucky Milhnder and Band; Rita
tion at the Minneapolis Orpheum to
Rio and Band. Gross: $20,000. (Average,
take top honors with an $18,000 gross, "The Awful Truth." It took $7,000
$14,000)
triple the usual $6,000. A price rise at Keith's and was held for a second
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
lielped the picture and the local band week.
(20th-Fox)
that has had a meteoric rise from
FOX—
40c-55c-65c, 9 days. Gross:
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" didn't $19,000. (3,000).
(Average,
7 days,
$14,000)
"ANGEL"
(Para.)
live up to the Fox expectations, but
a St. Paul night club helped.
Best single picture was Walter it got a slightly better than average
KARLTON— (1,000). 25c-40c-50c, 6 days,
Wanger's "Vogues of 1938" which $19,000 for nine days. "Alcatraz 2nd run. Gross: $2,000. (Average, 7 days,
had a $5,000 take at the Century Island" was another surprise at the
where average is $4,000. Prices were Stanton, grossing $8,000 and earning $4,000)"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Cbl.)
a second week.
KEITH'S— (2,000), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days,
raised. "Double Wedding" did a bit
2nd run. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $4,000)
over the usual $5,500 at the State
Total first run business was $99,"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
STANLEY— (3,700), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days,
while "Heidi" at the St. Paul 000; the average is $86,190.
Orpheum led with $5,000, over par
Estimated takings for the week end- 2nd week. Gross: $13,000. (Average,
ing Nov. 11 :
$14,000)"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F. N.)
by $1,000.
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
Total first run business in MinneSTANTON— (1,700), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days.
ALDINE— (1,300), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
apolis was $38,600. Average is $27,- Gross: $8,300. (Average, $8,160)
500. Total first run business in St.
Paul was $14,50p. Average is $15,000.
'^Island"
and
Estimated takings :
"Firefly"
Top
Minneapolis:
Week Ending Nov. 11:
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
In Milwauke
Band
$25,500
(20th-Fox)
e
MINNESOTA— (4,000). 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
In Pittsburgh
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 25c-55c, 7 days.
$12,000
With
Stage:
Schnickelfritzer's
Band.
Gross:
$18,000. (Average, $6,000)
"VOGUES OF 1938" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1,600). 25c-40c
7 days.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 18. — Getting in
Milwaukee, Nov. 18. — "The Fire- the Armistice Day holiday on the
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,000)
fly" and "Bad Guy" took high honors
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,400), 25c-i35c, 7 days, 2nd for the ^veek with a $12,000 take at week, the Stanley led the town by a
week. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $5,500)
Fox's Wisconsin, $4,000 above aver- wide margin last week, taking an ex"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
age. The bill has been moved to the
WORLD— (400). 2Sc-35c, 7 days, 5th Fox Garden
with "Alcafor a second week.
week. Gross: $1,600. (Average, $2,000)
traz Island"ceptionally
andgood $25,500
Don Bestor's
band.
The
only
other
house
to
better
par
St. Paul:
Shirley Temple's "Heidi" was good
$9,200 but not a holdover at the
was the Riverside, where "A Danger- for
Week Ending Nov. 11:
Alvin.
In the past, her pictures have
ous Adventure" and Eddie Peabody
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
on the stage collected $5,500, $500 to been invariably certain of two weeks.
(20th -Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2.300), 25c-40c, 7 days. the good.
Warner,from
"Double
Wedding,"
on Ata the
holdover
the Penn,
was
Gross: $4,500. (Average. $5,500)
Business was hurt by "The Restless
"HEIDI" (2<(th-Fox)
Flame,"
a
civic
masque
in
commemfine
at
$6,800
but
"High,
Wide
and
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 25c-40c, 7 days.
oration of the 300th anniversary of Handsome" was a disappointment at
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,000)
the birth of Father Marquette which the Penn, getting barely $10,000. The
Week Ending Nov. 9:
played before more than 15,000 in
picked up a bit with "It Hap"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
three performances at the Auditorium. Fulton pened
"THIS WAY PLEASE" (Para.)
Out West" and "The Lady
Total
first
run
business
was
$34,000.
RIVIERA— (1,000), 2Sc-40c. 7 days.
Fights Back," approaching par at
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,50())
Average for five houses is $26,500.
$4,200 for the first time in several
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 10:
weeks.
"WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
Total grosses in five first-run
Week Ending Nov. 10:
"ANNAPOLIS
SALUTE" (RKO)
houses were $55,700. Average is
TOWER— (1,000), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross: "THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
"LOVE IS IN THE AIR" (F. N.)
$2,000. (Average, $2,000)
WARNER— (2.400), 35c-50c, 6 days. $45,000.
Estimated takings for week ending
Gross: $5,000. (Average. $5,000)
Nov. 11:
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
Week Ending Nov. 11:
Renew Charlotte Lease
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-50c, 8 days. Gross:
"AH BABA GOES TO TOWN"
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 18. — The
(2Dth-Fox)
$9,200. (Average, for 7 days, $6,500)
"THE WOMEN
MEN MARRY"
North Carolina Theatres, Inc., has re"IT HAPPENED (Col.)
IN HOLLYWOOD"
(M-G-M)
newed its lease on the Broadway TheGARDEN—
(1,200),
35c-40c-60c.
7
days.
"THE
LADY
FIGHTS
BACK" (Univ.)
atre building for five years, giving Gross: $3,000."ANGEL" (Para.)
FULTON— (1,750). 2Sc-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,200. (Average. $4,500)
the lease a total of six and one-half
"PARTNERS
IN CRIME" (Para.)
years to run. The theatre will be
"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"
PALACE—
(2,400),
35c-40c-60c,
7
days.
(Para.)
remodeled throughout and redecorated Gross: $5,000. (Average. $5,000)
PENN— (3,300), 2Sc-50c, 6 days. Gross:
within the near future. The Broad"A DANGEROUS ADVENTURE"
$10,000. (Average, for 7 days, $11,000)
(Col.)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
way, managed by Don Nichols, was
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 25c -30c. 7 days.
STANLEY — (3.600), 25c-60c. 7 days.
purchased from Warners by the H. F. Stage: Eddie Peabodv with Collins and
Bestor's
band,andFredShore.
Sylvester
Kincey organization several months Peterson, Dorothy Crocker, Helen & Stage:
his Don
Midgets,
Harris
Paul
Robert Williams, Chilton & Thomas. and
Gerritts.
Gross:
$25,500.
(Average.
$18,000)
ago.
Gross: $5,500. (Average. $5,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
WARNER— (2.000). 25c-50c. 7 davs. 2nd
"WOMEN
MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
week. Gross: $6,800. (Average. $5,000)
STRAND-^(1,400).
35c-40c-60c. 7 days.
Manages Macon House
Gross: $3,500. (Average. $3,500)
Macon, Ga., Nov. 18. — Lamar
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
G. N. Shifts Shartin
"BAD GUY" (M-G-M)
Swift, formerly of Atlanta, has beWISCONSIN—
(3.200), 35c-40c-60c, 7 days.
Cleveland.
Nov. 18. — William
come manager of the Rialto here, Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$8,000)
Shartin, local Grand National branch
which has reopened under a new polmanager, has been transferred to
icy. It will show second run pictures
Minneapolis in charge of sales in the
the first three days and first run pics"
Short
Plan
tures the last three days of each
Hollywood,
Nov. on
18. — **Law
Jack Cher- northwest territory. He is succeeded
a short entitled here by Peter Rosian who comes to
week, according to Arthur P. Barry, tok will produce
Cleveland from Washington.
city manager of Lucas & Jenkins.
I "Crazy Laws" for M-G-M.

Poor

Week

In Washingto

n

Washington,

Nov.

18. — Playing

its second downtown week, "The
Awful Truth," at the Metropolitan,
proved again to be the main attraction, taking $7,900 to exceed average
"High, Wide and Handsome," at
by
$3,600.Columbia, playing a return enLoew's
gagement, took $4,100, to top average
by $500. In 8 1/3 days, "Victoria
the Great" at RKO-Keith's did $10,000, or $600 under the 7-day average.
The rest were under average.
Joan Bennett in "Stage Door" at
the
National,
"Col. Jimmy at
Lake's
'Own
Show' and
" (burlesque)
the
Gayety were the competition.
The weather was generally fair.
Total first run business, the Rialto
and Little excepted, was $68,300.
Average is $73,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
Week Ending Nov. 10:
"HIGH, WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
LOEW'S COLUMBIAf-(l,243), 25c-40c,
7 days(Average,
(return $3,600)
engagement). Gross: $4,100.
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $15,900)
Week"ANGEL"
Ending (Para.)
Nov. 11:
EARLE— (2,218). 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage:
Phil Spitalny's Hour of Charm, with
Spitalny, Maxine, Evelyn, Three Little
Words, Dale Winthrop, Rochelle & Lola.
Gross: $17,300 (Average. $18,400)
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CAPITOL-(3,434), 25c-66c, 7
days. Stage: Jackie Heller, 16 Broadway
Show Girls, Val Setz, Gil Lamb, Selma
Marrow, Golores. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $20,900) AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"THE
METROPOLITAN— (1,591), 25c-40c, 7
days,
2nd week.
first week.
$4,300) Gross: $7,900. (Average,
Nine Days Ending Nov. 10:
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-S5c, 8 1/3
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, 7 days,
$10,600) Week Ending Nov. 13:
"THE DEAD MARCH" (Imperial)
LITTLE— (365), 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,200. (No average available.)
Nine Days Ending Nov. 13:
"DAMAGED LIVES" (Weldon)
RIALTO— (1,678), 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
$1,300. (No average available.)
Shifts Ad Sales Manager
Memphis, Nov. 18. — Robert Bandy,
ad sales manager for 20th CenturyFox here, has been transferred to Dallas in a similar capacity, effective Nov.
21. Ed Gibbons, Bandy's assistant,
will be promoted to succeed him in
Memphis, and Clay Millar has been
promoted to the booking department.
Wolf berg Takes House
Kansas City, Nov. 18. — John
\yolfberg, son of H. P. Wolfberg,
district manager for M-G-M, has
taken over the Strand, suburban house
here, from W. D. Fulton and Mutual
Theatres.
Eastman Kodak to Build
Rochester, Nov. 18. — The Eastman
Kodak Co. will build a $500,000 addition to its Plymouth Ave. plant here.
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''Truth''
^^Truth''

"Specimen''
in

High
L.

A.

Is

Dull

Stanza

Los Angeles, Nov. 18. — Business as
a whole here went under par. Only
two theatres grossed better than average and one reached it, while the
others all fell below.
"The Perfect Specimen" and "Esat the Warner DownNight,"
cape
townby went
over par by $2,900 to gross
$14,900, and the same bill at the Warner Hollywood also went $2,900 over
par, grossing $16,900.
Total first run business was $103,024. Average is $107,950.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 10 :
"HURRICANE" (U. A.)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), 50c-$1.50, 6
days. Gross: $14,500. (Average, $17,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(ZOth-Fox)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (ZOth-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
$10,878.
(Average, $12,500)
"MADAME X" (M-G-M)
4-STAR— (900), 40c-55c, 3 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $842.
(Average, $3,250)
"THE BALTIC DEPUTY"
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,500.
(Average, $1,200)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
(Col. 30c-65c, 7 days,
HILLSTREET— (2,700),
3rd week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $8,000.
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(2»th-Fox)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S
days.
Gross: STATE—
$13,604. (2,500),
(Average, 30c-75c,
$14,000) 7
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
(Col.)
PANTAGES^(3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000)
"HIGH, WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Stage: F. & M. revue, Everett Marshall, Novello Bros., Jay Whidden and orchestra.
Gross: $15,700. (Average, $18,000)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
"ESCAPE BY NIGHT" (Republic)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD)(3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $16,900.
(Average, $14,000)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
"ESCAPE BY NIGHT" (RepubUc)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN)— (3400), 30c -65c, 7 days. Gross: $14,900. (Av
erage, $12,000)

"Zola"

at $8,400

Is Omaha

Holds

Winner

Omaha, Nov. 18.— "The Life of
Emile Zola," on a dual with "Charlie
Chan on Broadway" drew $8,400 for
seven days, topping the $5,500 par by
$2,900 at the Omaha.
"Heidi," coupled with "My Dear
Miss Aldrich," drew $9,700 for the
Orpheum's best week in some time.
Par of $7,200 was topped by $2,500.
"Breakfast for Two" and "Over the
Goal" did $4,900 at the Brandeis, over
average by $900.
Total first run business was $23,000.
Average is $16,700.
Week Ending Nov. W:
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
(ZOth-Fox)
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,400. (Average, $5,500)
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
"OVER THE GOAL" (F. N.)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,900. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Nov. 11:
"HEIDI" (ZOth-Fox)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (Para.)
ORraEUM— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $9,700. (Average, $7,200)

Cleveland

Firefly," $13,500
Is Montreal
Lead

Top

Montreal, Nov. 18. — "Firefly" was
the outstanding attraction among firstruns here, with a gross of $13,500 at
the Palace, the feature being held
over.
"Lancer Spy," on a dual at the
Cleveland, Nov. 18. — "The Awful
Truth" led the entertainment proces- Capitol, rated second, with a take of
sion for the third consecutive week.
for
"Music
At the Allen, where it moved after $10,500,
Madame,"$1,000
on aabove
dual par.
brought
$8,000
to the Princess while the second week
weeks at Warners'
outstanding
two
Hippodrome,
the take was $8,500. of "Stella Dallas" took $5,000 at the
Average is $6,000. The picture estab- Orpheum, equal to the new average
lished a precedent by being trans- at this house.
Total first run business was $43,500.
ferred to the Lake for a fourth consecutive week downtown.
Average is $40,500.
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" went
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 13 :
places
at
Warners'
Hippodrome
where
the gross bettered the average by
"LANCER SPY" (ZOth-Fox)
"WILD AND WOOLLY" (ZOth-Fox)
$4,000, with a take of $16,000.
CAPITOL— (2,547). 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7
"Something to Sing About" at the days. Gross: $10,500. (Average, $9,500)
"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (RKO)
RKO Palace with the "Hollywood
"TALK OF THE DEVIL" (G. B.)
Hotel Revue" on the stage ; "The
LOEW'S— (3,115). 25c -34c -40c -50c, 7 days.
Bride Wore Red" at Loew's Still- Gross: $6,500. (Average, $8,000)
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
man in a second week, and "High,
ORPHEUM— (919), 25c-34c-50c, 7 days.
Wide and Handsome" at Loew's Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $5,000) Second
State all were under average.
week. Held over.
"FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
The weather was good. Business
hit a new three-month low.
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-65c, 7
Gross: $13,560.
(Average, $11,000)
Total first run business was $56,300. days.
Held over.
Average is $61,500.
"MUSIC
FOR MADAME"
"BORNEO"
(ZOth-Fox) (RKO)
Estimated takings for the week endPRINCESS—
(2,272), (Average,
25c-30c-35c-50c-65c.
7
ing Nov. 12 :
days.
Gross: $8,000.
$7,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
ALLEN— (3,000), 30c-35c-42c-55c, 7 days.
3rd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $6,000)
"Truth" at $13,000
"HIGH, WIDE
AND HANDSOME"
(Para.)
STATE—
30c-35c-42c-55c.
7 LOEW'S
days. Gross:
$8,000.(3,500),
(Average,
$15,000)
Houston
Sensation
"THE BRIDE WORE RED" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STILLM AN— (1,900), 30c-35c42c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $4,600.
(Average, $6,000)
Houston, Nov. 18. — "The Awful
Truth" did splendidly here, almost
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT"
doubling the average take of $7,000
(G. N.)
RKOi PALACE— (3,100), 30c ■42c -60c •75c, at the Majestic. The take was $13,000.
7 days. Stage: Hollywood Hotel Revue, "Stand In" at the Metropolitan ended
(iross: $17,000. (Average, $20,000)
the week with $7,700, $700 above par.
"ALI BABA (ZOth-Fox)
GOES TO TOWN"
"Live,broke
Love even
and with
Learn"$7,000.
at Loew's
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800), State
The
30c-35c-42c-55c, 7 days. Gross: $16,000.
(Average, $12,000)
Kirby, turning to a three way program for the week, reached par with
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.) 4 days
"OVER THE GOAL"
$1,300(F. N.) 3 days $900 $5,000. The attractions were "Charlie
WARNERS' LAKE— (80O), 25c-35c, 7 Chan on Broadway," which made the
days. Gross: $2,300. (Average, $2,500)
best showing; "Blonde Trouble" and
"Roaring Timber." The weather was
too warm for the season.
Total first run business for the week
Close Chicago Burlesque
Chicago, Nov. 18. — The closing of was $32,700. Average is $26,000.
the Rialto when the city revoked the
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 11 :
theatre's license was a boon to one
Loop theatre. The Rialto, a burlesque "CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
theatre which featured "B" pictures
KIRBY— (1,450),(ZOth-Fox)
15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
plus a lavish burlesque show, is now $2,250. (Average 7 days. $5,000)
"BLONDE TROUBLE" (Para.)
dark and as a result the State-Lake
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
is getting most of the trade that wants $1,450.
(Average 7 days. $5,000)
"ROARING TIMBER" (Col.)
pictures plus stage shows at low admission.
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 2 days. Gross:
$1,300. (Average 7 days, $5,000)
"LIVE. LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
LOEW'SGross: STATE—
(2,700), 25c-50c,
7
Quits as G. N. Salesman days.
$7,000. (Average,
$7,000)
"THE
AWFUL
TRUTH"
(Col.)
Kansas City, Nov. 18.— William
MAJESTIC—
(2,250).
25c-50c,
7 days.
Kubitzki has resigned as salesman in Gross:
$13,000.
(Average,
$7,000)
"STAND
IN" (U.
A.)
Kansas for Grand National, and has
METROPOLITAN— (2,600), 25c-50c. 7
gone with Imperial Pictures as a sales- days.
Gross: $7,700. (Average, $7,000)
man in this territory. Imperial distributor here is Homer Blackwell's
Abends Go to Boston
Independent Film Distributors. William Flynn will cover the Kansas terKansas City, Nov. 18. — Sam
ritory for Grand National, succeeding
Abend,
vice-president
of Exhibitors'
Kubitzki.
Film Delivery,
has left
with Mrs.
Abend for a Boston clinic. Mrs.
Abend has been ill for some time.
M-G-M Players Cast
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — New cast
assignments on the M-G-M lot in- Schwab in Sweden Deal
Gustave Schwab, European film
clude Henry Armetta in "Everybody
Sing" and CliiT Edwards, Victor Potel, producer, has signed a contract with
Olin Howland, Jonathan Hale, Ches- Nordisk Films Kompagni of Copenhagen, which gives him North and
ter Clute, George Douglas and Leonard Penn for "The Girl of the Golden South American distribution rights to

In

Poor

Week

the former's "Laila."

Best
San

Dual

Gross

in

Francisco

San Francisco, Nov. 18. — "The
Awful Truth," paired with "Dangerouslytop Yours,"
the Orpheum
captured
honorsat here,
taking $12,000
against a house average of $8,000, in
a fair week in which rainy weather
was of no assistance.
"Conquest" at the Paramount was
in the money, going over the average
by
gross$500
$15,000.
End"$2,000
came towithin
of the "Dead
$7,000
United Artists average in its fourth
week, while "Ali Baba Goes to
Town" and "Man Who Cried Wolf"
at the St. Francis did $7,500, or $500
over par in tlie second week.
Total first run business was $90,200.
Average is $88,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 9:
"ANNAPOLIS SALUTE" (RKO)
Maj. Bowes' Amateurs on Stage
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c75c,
days. Stage:
vaudeville. Gross: $15,500. 7 (Average,
$16,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT—
(2,740),
15c-35c-40c-55c75c,
7 days. Ooss:
$15,000.
(Average,
$13.0CO)
Week Ending Nov. 10:
"ELEPHANT BOY" (U. A.)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
"ZOLA" (W. B.)
EMBASSY—
(1,400),
15c-35c-40c-55c,
7 davs,
2nd week. Gross:
$5,000.
(Average, $6,000)
"ADVENTUROUS BLONDE" (W. B.)
FOX—
(5,000), (Average,
]5c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
Ooss: $16,500.
$17,000) 7 days.
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM—
days,
3rd week. (2,440),
Ooss: 15c-35c-40c-5,5c,
$12,000. (Average, 7
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(ZOth-Fox)
$8 000)
"MAN WHO CRIED WOLF" (Univ.)
ST. FR.A.NCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c75c, 7 days, 2nd d. t. week. Gross: $7,500.
(Average, "DEAD
$7,000) END" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40c55c-75c,
days,
"ANG4th
EL" week.
(Para.)Gross: $6,500.
(Average,7 $7,000)

"NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL" (Para.)
15c -35c -40c -55c -75c,
(2,680)
Gross:— $11,000., (Average, $13,000)
days. IELD
7 WARF
Week Ending Nov. 12:
"ORPHAN (Vienna
BOY OFFilms)
OLD VIENNA"
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,200. (Average, $1,000)
Lieberman Adding Two
Boston, Nov. 18. — Frederick E.
Lieberman is readying to open two
additional theatres on his New England circuit, the Repertory in Boston
and the Strand in Brockton. The
Repertory was formerly operated for
legitimate shows. Both theatres are
expected to open before the end of
the year.
Set Missouri Premiere
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Warners is
planning to hold the world premiere
of "Swing Your Lady" at Hannibal,
Mo., early in February, following the
request for it by a group of Hannibal
business men. Locale is in the mountain country Hannibal.
RKO

Charters

Company

Dover, Del., Nov. 18.— RKO Radio
Pictures (Philippines), Inc., has been
formed here, listing capital of $10,000,
with the incorporators listed as Robert H. Dann, George Michnic and
Gordon E. Youngman, of New York.
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"Specimen"
Leads
Cincinnati Week

Cincinnati, Nov. 18. — "The Perfect Specimen" led the week's parade
with $14,300 at the RKO Palace, up
$4,300, and moved to the RKO
Capitol.
"Wine, Women and Horses," "The
Last Train from Madrid" and
"Annapolis Salute" got $2,900 collectively on three changes at the RKO
Family where average is $2,450, and
"Life Begins in College" broke even
at $2,750 at the RKO Grand on a
repeat engagement.
Total first run business was $46,250.
Average is $58,700. Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 10:
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F.N.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700). 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $14,300. (Average, $10,000). Moved
to RKO Capitol.
Week Ending Nov. 11:
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,500. (Average, $12,000)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" 6(W.B.)
days,
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average
$12,000)
"ALI BAB A GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c -42c, 2nd
downtown week. Gross: $4,200. (Average,
$6,500) Moved to RKO Grand.
"HIGH, WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 6 days,
2nd downtown week. Gross: $3,800. (Average, 7 days, $6,500)
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
(20th-Fox)
Repeat
RKO GRAND— (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,750. (Average, $2,750)
"WINE, WOMEN 3 AND
days HORSES" (W.B.)
"THE LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID"
(Para.)
2 days
"ANNAPOLIS 3 SALUTE"
(Radio)
days
RKO FAMILY-(1,000), 15c-25c. Gross:
$2,900. (Average, $2,450)
"FIT FOR A KING" (Radio)
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,800. (Average, $6,500)

"Dallas"
In

Winner

Oklahoma

City

Oklahoma City, Nov. 18. — "Stella
Dallas" at the Criterion took the lead
among first runs, with $7,000, over
average by $2,500, in a generally dull
week of poor weather.
"This Way, Please" also topped
par at the Tower, with $2,500, going
$500 over. The rest were weak.
Total first run business was $16,900.
Average is $17,750. Estimated takings
for the week ending Nov. 13 :
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
CRITERION— (1,700), 10c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $4,500)
"THE BIG SHOT" (RKO)
"SHE HAD TO EAT" (2»th-Fox)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-25c, 4 days.
Gross: $1,600. (Average, 7 days, $2,250)
"DAVID HARUM" Reissue (20th-Fox)
"NIGHT OF MYSTERY" (Para.)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-2Sc, 3 days.
Gross: $1,000. (Average, 7 days. $2,250)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F. N.)
MIDWEST— (1.50O), 10c-20c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,800. (Average. $5,000)
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
STATE— (1,100), 10c-2Sc-40c, 7 days, second week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $4,000)
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.) days.
TOWER -(1,100), 10c-25c-35c,
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,000)

Fischer to Cabinet
Seattle, Nov. 18.— David
has been appointed manager
local branch of Confection
Corp. The company provides
machines for theatres.

Corp.
Fischer
of the
Cabinet
vending
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True Confession
(Paramount)
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray have
in this, their fourth stellar pairing, a frisky and freshly plotted comedy
that is likely to prove immensely amusing to the more lightly attuned adult
taste. Although the titular intimation of similarity with the contents of a
certain popular periodical is not borne out by the subject matter of "True
Confession," murder, chastity, pregnancy and kindred matters are dealt
with for comedy purposes in a manner suggesting that the film was not
prepared primarily for the child audience. In spite of this, perhaps in
a measure because of it, the picture was enthusiastically received by the
swanky Hollywood preview audience and no doubt will be as delightedly
approved by sophisticated audiences elsewhere.
The screenplay written by Claude Binyon from a play by Louis Verneuil and Georges Berr, has Miss Lombard as a struggling writer married to MacMurray, a struggling and honest attorney, who defends her
in court against a murder charge. She lets him believe her guilty because she believes he can save her on a virtuous defense plea, whereas
she could be convicted on circumstantial evidence. In reality, she is
innocent. On the strength of the publicity gained during the trial both
become successful and wealthy. When he learns of her deceit he resolves
to leave her, but she tells him she is going to have a baby. When he
learns this is also untrue he slings her over his shoulder and takes her
indoors declaring he will "teach her a lesson," which may or may not
mean he is going to spank her.
John Barrymore is billed on even terms with the pair and plays an
ambitious alcoholic superbly. Una Merkel, Edgar Kennedy, Lynne
Overman and Porter Hall are others contributing impeccable support.
Producer Albert Lewin and Director Wesley Ruggles turned out a fine
piece of merchandise, structurally and technically.

Running time, 84 minutes. "A."

Looking

^Em

Over

zed"
{Box
Office
viliAttractions)
Unci
More education than entertainment is to be derived from "Uncivilized." The flora, fauna, eating habits and anthropological characteristics
of Australia and the aboriginal tribes of the interior are interesting,
which is more than can be said for the dramatic content. The production
and photography are good and the settings in natural surroundings are
novel.

Live, Love"
Top
For Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Nov. 18. — "Live,
Love and Learn," on a dual with "It
Happened in Hollywood," took $8,000
at Loew's, $1,000 in the black. "Ali
Baba Goes to Town" and "Dangerin a after
secondspending
week showing atously
theYours,"
Apollo
their
first week at the Indiana, did a good
$3,800. Elsewhere business was bad.
Total first run business was $27,400.
Average is $30,500.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 11:
"FIGHT
FOR YOUR
LADY"
(RKO)
"WESTLAND
CASE"
(Univ.)
CIRCLE— "ANGEL"
(2,800), 25c-40c,
6
days.
Gross:
(Para.)
$3,000. (Average, $4,500)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY' (Para.)
INDIANA— (3,200), 2Bc-40c, 6 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
"IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD"
LOEW'S— (2,800).(Col.)
25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,000. (Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Nov. 12:
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
"DANGEROUSLY
YOURS" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,100). 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,800. (Average. $4,000)
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W. B.)
LYRIC— (2,000). 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Senator Murphy; Saul (irauman & Company; Harriett Hutchins; Ross & Bennett;
the
Shanghai
Wing Troupe. Gross: $7,600.
(Average,
$8,000)
Plan Sunday Vaudeville
Bridgeport, Nov. 18. — Sunday
vaudeville will be inaugurated in the
Loew-Poli Globe on Nov. 21. The
regular 20-30-cent admission scale
will prevail. The former Monday
night vaudeville policy of the Globe
has been transferred to the Lyric,
which will also institute a Saturday
Amateur Night, presenting three of
Major Bowes' winners each week,
three WHN Amateur winners, and
four local amateurs.

Cincy Showmen Meet
Cincinnati, Nov. 18. — P. J. Wood,
secretary of the Ohio I.T.O., held a
general business meeting with the
Greater Cincinnati Independent Exhibitors League here to discuss various pending issues. Members were
The story follows familiar "Tarzan" lines. A young woman novelist urged to attend the regional Allied
is asked by her publishers to make a trip to a little known part of Aus- meeting, and the fifth annual convention of the I.T.O. at Columbus, Dec.
tralia and there seek a "white king" of a certain tribe. They imagine a
6
to
8, inclusive.
good story will result. The girl, after a little argument, takes the assignment. En route she is kidnapped by an Afghan opium smuggler who
Arlen Loses Tax Plea
straightway takes her to her goal. The "white king" immediately takes
a fancy to the girl and announces that he will take her for his wife.
Washington, Nov. 18. — The Bureau of Internal Revenue told the
The plot goes on, giving insights into the skullduggery of another
Board of Tax Appeals that the $6,701
smuggler who is after a collection of rubies in the "white king's" posseason. Eventually, the film comes to a head. There is a battle between which Richard Arlen spent on a trip
opposing native factions. The Afghan is revealed to be an undercover abroad was not deductible as a business expense, as claimed by the actor.
police agent and the girl learns to like the strange white chief and it is
It
asked
the board to affirm the defimade evident that she will remain.
ciencies.
It is pure and simple hokum amateurishly acted. The cast is composed
of actors unfamiliar here. Margot Rhys, the feminine lead, is attracCloses Monogram Deal
tive and gives to her role more than it is worth. Dennis Hoey plays the
Des Moines, Nov. 18.— F. E. Judd,
white king. It was produced by Expeditionary Films, Ltd.
manager of Monogram Film Distributors, Inc., has closed a deal with
minutes. "G."
Running time, 77(Additional
Reviews on Page 29)
Frank D. Rubel, of Harold Field's
Pioneer Theatre circuit, for Mono"Stand In," yesterday's opener at the Radio City Music Hall, was pregram pictures to play in the 15 theatres of the Pioneer circuit in Iowa.
viewed from the coast on Oct. 4 by wire.
"Live, Love and Learn," reviewed on Oct. 15, opened yesterday at the
Shift Denver Manager
Capitol.
"Ebb Tide," which made its debut at the Paramount Wednesday, was
Denver, Nov. 18.— Dave Cockrill
reviewed from Hollywood by wire on Sept. 24.
has appointed Joe Gundy, assistant to
Honeymoon" at the Roxy and "It's Love I'm After" at the Strand, Harry Huffman, as manager of the
are"Second
holdovers.
Plaza, to succeed Lloyd Kirby. The
"Fight for Your Lady," opening at the Criterion yesterday, was reviewed
latter goes to Cockrill's Alpine.
on Sept. 25 by wire from Hollywood.
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Minnesota

Return
to Air

Despite a vigilant attempt at secrecy, ithas been learned that a meeting seeking the return of Father
Charles E. Coughlin to the air will
be held at the Manhattan Opera
House Sunday. The meeting has been
called by the Greater New York
Union of Social Justice Councils, and
invitations to attend have been accepted by more than 100 different
units of the organization in New
York.
It is understood that councils from
as far removed as the New England
states also have wired their intention
of attending the meeting.
Father Coughlin recently signed a
contract to return to the air over a
hookup of 75 stations, but the contract was subsequently cancelled.
Shortly after the cancellation, the
Rev. Gerald L. K. Smith's organization, the "Committee of One Million,"
bought the time reserved for Father
Coughlin.
While the Union of Social Justice
has rigidly guarded the secret of Sunday's meeting, it is known that the
discussions at the meeting will be
aired over a local radio station, presumably WMCA, and that following
this initial meeting, a well-planned
radio campaign will get under way,
with the Union of Social Justice
speakers urging the return to the air
of Father Coughlin.
Belgium to Honor Marconi
The Belgian Government will award
posthumous honors to Senatore Guglielmo Marconi, father of radio, according to information received here
yesterday by David Sarnoff, president
of RCA. King Leopold had decided
several months ago to confer the
Grand Cordon of the Order of Leopold on Marconi, it was stated, but his
death occurred before this could be
done. The insignia will soon be forwarded to his family through the Belgian Embassay in Rome.
Heinz on New Schedule
H. J. Heinz Co., which now has a
schedule on CBS, Mondays, Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 11:15 to 11:30
P. M., and Wednesdays and Fridays
from 11 to 11:30 P. M., after Nov.
26 will adhere to a new schedule,
Mondays through Fridays from 11:15
to 11:30 P. M., dropping the halfhour periods, and after Dec. 2 will
place a script show in a new afternoon
period, Thursdays from 3 :30 to 4 P.
M. The new script is as yet not
selected. Maxon, Inc., is the agency.
Do Not Carry Fishbein Talk
Cincinnati, Nov. 18. — None of the
local NBC stations, which include
WLW and WSAI, of the Crosley setup, and WCKY, operated by L. B.
Wilson, carried the broadcast of Dr.
Morris Fishbein, who spoke from
Youngstown, O., Tuesday night on
venereal diseases. Station officials said
that "commercial broadcasts previously scheduled prevented their stations from carrying the address."
To Start New WOR Series
A new transcribed musical series,
with Bill Goodwin and Ken Carpenter
as "em cees," will begin on WOR this
Monday at 6:45 A. M. The series is
titled "Sunshine Melodies," and is
sponsored by the California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Lord & Thomas
is the agency.

Set
Needed:

T
From time to time, the usual
arguments about films and radio
have been aired here, there and
elsewhere. No one will, or can,
deny that, within reasonable
bounds applied, the vast drawing
power of radio can help films.
But, true to its spots and by the
usual machinations of Hollywood, its agents and its opportunists, this industry has gone, and
continues to go, completely berserk, at a cost which one of these
fine days it will rue. These are
the times when business is good,
despite the box-office decline
which has set in since Labor
Day. No one likes to be annoyed,
apparently, about caution and an
eye to tomorrow. But tomorrow
will come and the aspirin era will
come along with it. Also the
yells, the howls and the heads
that split and groan ....
T
The point has been reached, if
not
passed, onwhen
radio's terrific
onslaught
Hollywood
talent,
via indulgence of Hollywood,
can be viewed as exploitation.
Practically anyone on the coast,
provided he has the semblance of
a name, can get air time at fat
prices — fat prices making it difficult for the studio that gave him
the prominence resulting in the
air contract thereafter to handle
him. Hollywood, it is true, acquires an occasional Deanna Durbin or a Nelson Eddy, but what
does radio gain and what does
the film industry lose? There is
the question and about it, the
answer no longer can appear to
be much clouded in speculation . . .
T
No longer in doubt, as well, is
the pressing necessity for someone or some group, by conference arrived at, to call a halt, not
a break, and to endeavor to bring
a situation now entirely out of
hand back to a level that makes
sense. Metro is on the air. Warners start December 8. As the
picture business handles itself.

Optional

Rates

Brakes

1 rn,^t;u„^A from page ' ''
music, personalities or the producer himself in service to national advertisers at a five figure
retainer per week, that opportunity is available for almost as
long as anyone can stand the gaff.
Four shows on Monday, six on
Tuesday, as many on Wednesday,
again on Thursday, repeat on
Friday, trim it to a brace on Saturday and then — hold on to your
seat — shoot it up to nineteen on
Sunday. It makes one wonder
what the picture business is
thinking of. As a matter of fact,
it makes one wonder if the picture business is thinking . . . .

Stations

who can doubt other studios will
refuse to trail? Who, also, can
doubt, the peril which increasingly confronts the producer's and
the distributor's regular customers— the exhibitor, if you remember him, the man who plays the
product at anywhere from twenty-five to forty per cent and expects his audience, when he can
find it, to bail him out? . . .
T
It was a busy afternoon in the
general neighborhood of this
typewriter. The facts had to be
marshalled, for the facts alone
make the impress. What follows
is the nation-wide lineup of programs definitely committed to
Hollywood and its activities,
most of them regularly dependant upon the coast for talent and
draw, many sporadically dependant upon the bulge in their
money-bags to attract Hollywood
personalities, all of them in one
form or another featuring the
Hollywood angle. NBC, CBS
and Mutual furnished the information. No guesswork here.
This is what goes on, day by day,
seven days a week. The mass
accumulation, if it is not staggering, proves this column is impressionable
and you are not :
Monday
11-11:30 A. M.— "Heinze Magazine of the Air" for H. J. Heinze
and Co. Also Wednesday and
Friday. CBS.
1-2 P. M.— "Gold Medal Hour"
for General Mills. Last 15 minutes, Capt. Bob Baker, commenhas period called "HollyCBS. woodtator,
in Person." Also Friday.
8-8:30 P. M.— Burns and Allen
with Ray Noble's Orchestra for
Grape Nuts. NBC Red.
9:10 P. M.— "Lux Radio Theatre" for Lux. Cecil B. De
Mille, master - of - ceremonies.
Film stars Tuesday
heavily used. CBS.
7:15-7:30 P. M.— "Hollywood
Screenscoops," George McCall,
commentator, for Old Gold.
Also Thursday. CBS.

The two new optional stations recently signed by CBS, WMFG, Hibbing, Minn., and WHLB, Virginia,
Minn., may be used by advertisers
now using KDAL, Duluth, at the rate
of $25 per evening hour, in addition
to the |125 per evening hour for
KDAL. The combined base rate for
all three stations is $150 per evening
hour. Daytime rates are in proportion.
The use of these stations in conjunction with KDAL does not affect station-hour discounts of CBS advertisers.
WMFG and WHLB were added as
supplements to KDAL because they
are the only stations which provide
reliable coverage of their markets because of local peculiarities in the iron
range country they serve. WMFG
broadcasts with 250 watts day and 100
watts night power; WHLB with 100
watts day and night power.
Squire Establishes
Firm for State Web
Burt Squire, who recently resigned
as manager of WINS and director of
the New York Broadcasting System,
Hearst regional network, has formed
his own company, the Mohawk Valley Broadcasting Corp., with headquarters on 57th St., it was learned
yesterday.
Thetion is purpose
Squire's
organizato form of
a new
regional
chain
will will not go beyond the borders of
New York State. If he is successful in
forming this chain, he will be in direct
opposition with the New York State
Broadcasting System, which he formerly headed.
Squire
wasoffice
not yesterday.
available for comment at his
M-G-M

Signs Nesbitt

John Nesbitt, rado commentator,
has been signed to write and narrate
a series of film shorts for M-G-M
based on material used in his broadcast. The first release will be "The
Man Who Would Not Die." Jacques
Tourneur will direct and Jack Chertok will produce. The contract gives
M-G-M complete screen rights to
about 7,000,000 words of story material used by Nesbitt in more than 500
broadcasts.
Ellis to Fletcher & Ellis
Chicago, Nov. 18.— S. K. Ellis. Jr.,
formerly with CBS here, has joined
the local office of Fletcher & Ellis
Inc. in a research capacity.
Kay To
Francis
and onVerree
Appear
"Hotel"Teasdale

8-8with
:30 P.
M.— "Big
Town," serial
Edward
G. Robinson
and
Claire Trevor, for Lever Bros.
CBS.

will
be presented
"First26.Lady" on
"Hollywood
Hotel"in Nov.

8:30-9 P. M.— Al Jolson, Martha
Raye, Parkyakarkus show for
Lever Bros. CBS.

Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.
OF CANADA

9:30-10 P. M.— "Jack Oakie's
College" for Camel cigarettes.
With Oakie, Stuart Erwin and
Raymond Hatton. CBS.
9 :30-10 :30 P. M.— "Hollywood
Mardi Gras" for Packard
Motor Cars. With Lanny Ross
Red. Charles Butterworth. NBC
and
10:30-10:45 P. M.— "Jimmy Fidler in
Hollywood
for
(Continued
on pageGossip"
28)
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Magnesia and Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder. Contracts calling for a 15-minute,
five-day-a-week spot for a one-year
period were signed through Weed &
Co., American representative. This
marks the first time Sterling is using
Canadian outlets to advertise these
two products. The magnesia will be
sold three days a week while the tooth
powder will get the commercials on
the remaining two days.
The programs will consist of electrically transcribed dramatizations of
the "Stella Dallas" series, currently
on WEAF only. Stations signed include CKWX, Vancouver; CJAT,
Trail; CFAC, Calgary; CKY, Winnipeg; CFCF, Montreal; CJKL,
Kirkland Lake; CFCY, Charlottetown; CFRB, Toronto; CHNS, Halifax; CKCO, Ottawa, and CHSJ, St.
John. The Sterling account is handled by Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Leading

Canada

Air Firms in Merger
A merger bringing together two
of Canada's leading broadcasting
firms. United Broadcasting Sales and
All-Canada Broadcasting, has been
effected, ,according to Joseph J. Weed,
president of Weed & Co., station representatives. The amalgamation is
known as All-Canada Radio Facilities, Ltd., and will represent in
Canada leading Dominion stations on
an exclusive basis. The main offices
are in Toronto, with branches in Calgary, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
H. R. Carson is general manager of
the new firm. Weed & Co. are its
American representatives.
Three

NBC
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Big

Sterling Products, Inc., will launch
an intensive Canadian sales campaign
over 11 Dominion stations on Nov. 22,
in the interests of Phillips Milk of

Two

MCTUKE

Shows

to

Go from WBZ, WBZA
Boston, Nov. 18. — Three additional NBC Blue Network programs
are to originate in the studios of
WBZ and WBZA. Nine coast-tocoast shows are being produced
weekly at the local outlet at the present time.
The three additional spots, combining music-als and varieties, will be
added to the WBZ and WBZA present quota of nine during this month
and early December, it is stated.
Star Programs Has New Idea
Star Radio Programs, Inc., yesterday released promotion work on a
series presenting a new idea in radio
programs. The series contains 13
five-minute scripts and requires only
one man for production.
Working on the theory that the
public has had many programs trying
to find out how much it knows and
giving
it information,
"Boners"
takes
the
other
side of the fence
and hands
out misinformation. Each program
contains one feature boner and other
boners in schools, on the stage and
screen and over the radio.

Needed:

New

Brakes

(.Continued from page
Drene Shampoo. Also Friday.
NBC Red.
Wednesday
11-11:30 A. M.— "Heinz Magazine of the Air" for H. J. Heinz
and Co. Also Monday, Wednesday and Friday. CBS.
8:30-8:45 P. M.— "Sid Skolsky
from Hollywood" for Emerson
Drug Co. NBC Blue.
8 :30-9 P. M.— Eddie Cantor show
for Texaco. With Deanna Durbin and Pinky Tomlin. CBS.
9- 10 P. M.— "Town Hall Tonight" forAllen.
Bristol-Meyers
with Fred
NBC Red. Co.
10- 11 P. M.— "Your Hollywood
Parade" for American Tobacco.
This is the forthcoming Warner
Bros, show which starts Dec. 8.
NBC Red.
10:45-11 P. M.— Alistair Cooke,
commentator. NBC Red.
Thursday
7:15-7:30 P. M.— "Hollywood
Screenscoops," George McCall,
commentator, for Old Gold.
Also Tuesday. CBS.
8-9 P. M.— Kate Smith for General Foods. CBS.
8- 9 P. M.— Rudy Vallee for Standard Brands. NBC Red.
9- 10 P. M.— "Good News of
1938." The M-G-M show which
went into its third stanza last
Red. for General Foods. NBC
night
10- 11 P. M.— "Kraft Music Hall"
for Kraft-Phenix Cheese. With
Bing Crosby and Bob Burns.
NBC Red.
11:15-11:30 P. M.— Elza SchalFriday NBC Blue.
lert, commentator.
11- 11:30 A. M.— "Heinz Magazine of the Air" for H. J. Heinz
and Co. Also Monday and
Wednesday. CBS.
1-2 P. M.— "Gold Medal Hour"
for General Mills. Last 15 minutes, Capt. Bob Baker, commentator, has period called "Hollywood inCBS.
Person." Also Monday.
8:30-9 P. M.— Alice Faye in
"Music
from CBS.
Hollywood" for
Chesterfield.
9- 10 P. M.— "Hollywood Hotel"
for Campbell's Soups. With
Louella O. Parsons as mistressof-ceremonies. CBS.
10- 10:45 P. M.— Kitty Carlisle
in "The Songshop" for Coca
Cola. CBS.
10:30-10:45 P. Ai.— "Jimmy Fidler
Hollywood Also
Gossip"
for
Drenein Shampoo.
Tuesday.
NBC Red.

New

Shows

Saturday
8 :30-9 P. M.— "Jack Haley's Log
Cabin" for Log Cabin Syrup.
NBC Red.
10-10:45 P. M.— "Your Hit Parade"
Lucky Strike cigarettes.forCBS.
Sunday
11:30 A. M.-12:30 P. M.—
"Major Bowes Capitol Family."
CBS sustainer.
1:45-2 P. M.— "Lloyd Pantages
Covers monds,
Hollywood"
for RayInc. CBS.
2- 3 P. M.— "Magic Key of RCA"
for RCA Mfg. Co. NBC Blue.
2:30-3 P. M.— Jean Hersholt in
"Dr. Christian," a serial, for
Chesebrough Mfg. Co. CBS.
3- 4 P. M.— "On a Sunday Afternoon." Mutual sustainer.
5- 5:30 P. M.— "Silver Theatre"
for Rogers Silverware. With
Lee Tracy, Joan Fontaine and
Conrad Nagel. CBS.
6- 6:30 P. M.— "Thirty Minutes
in Hollywood," different sponsors in each city. Mutual.
6- 6 :30 P. M. — Joe Penner show
for Cocomalt. With Julie Gibson. CBS.
6:45-7 P. M.— Radie Harris,
commentator. Mutual sustainer.
7- 7:30 P. M.— Jack Benny for
Jello. NBC Red.
7- 7:30 P. M.— "Vick's Open
House" for Vick's. With Jeanette MacDonald, who is temporarily oflf the program but who
returns in about two weeks.
CBS.
7:30-8 P. M.— "Bakers' Broadcast" for Fleischmann's Yeast.
With Ozzie Nelson and Feg
Murray. NBC Blue.
7:30-8 P. M.— Phil Baker for
Good Gulf. With Lucille Boyle.
CBS.
8- 9 P. M. — General Motors concert. NBC Blue.
8:30-9 P. M.— "Milestones." New
program which plans to present
guests from show business in
general who have birthdays on
each succeeding program. CBS
sustainer.
9- 9:30 P. M.— "Hollywood Playhouse" for Woodbury Soap.
Blue. Tyrone Power. NBC
With
9-10 P. M.— Ford Sunday Evening Hour. CBS.
9:30-9:45 P. M.— Walter Winchell, commentator, for Jergens
Lotion. NBC Blue.

Sells

Strip

Morning

for

Period

CBS has sold the first strip of
early morning time recently opened to
permit transcribed programs over its
New York outlet, WABC. The initial
order, however, is not for a transcribed program.
It piped
is forto ait "live"
show which
will be
from
Washington.
Through a deal worked out by Erwin, Wasey, the advertising agency ;
WJSV, Washington, and WABC,
key
CBS, Arthur
"Sunstation
Dial"of program
will Godfrey's
be piped
here over WABC from Washington
beginning Nov. 30. Four products
will share sponsorship.
The program will be offered three
times weekly, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays, from 8 to 8:15 A. M.,
with Godfrey as "em cee" and John
Salb at the organ. The programs will
be typical
of "Sun Dial"
series, years.
popular in Washington
for many
Godfrey was formerly heard on the
networks as announcer and "em cee"
on the "Prof. Quiz" series over CBS.
The broadcasts will be sponsored
by Barbasol, Kreml, Musterole and
Zemo. The accounts are all handled
by Erwin, Wasey & Co.
CBS

Wilffake

Over

Ampa{Continued
Meeting
from page Dec.
1)

2

problems, was the guest of honor yesterday. He said that "the bottleneck in business today is the salesman, the words they use and personality to prospects."
He added
that
his institute
has collected
105 tested
selling sentences.
Ruth Schein and John Englen, shag
dance winners in the recent Daily
Neivs Harvest Moon contest, were introduced. They are appearing in a
short, "Phoney Boy," at the Criterion.
McClatchy
Plan Test
Of Facsimile Papers
San Francisco, Nov. 18. — Mc
Clatchy
Broadcasting
Co.'s practical
test
of radio
facsimile newspapers
will
be tried shortly after the first of the
year, according to word here.
The plan is to install 100 sets in
Sacramento and Fresno homes for the
broadcasts, which will be put on between midnight and 6 A. M.
A merchants' committee in each
city will select the families to get the
experimental sets.

9:45-10 P._ M.— "Welch Presents
Irene Rich" for Welch Grape
Juice. NBC Blue.

and actresses. The humor was razoredged, but entirely free from rancor
or bad taste. That's a test of any
comedian's mettle. Many of them in
poking fun at Hollywood have been
funny, but only at the expense of the
feelings or reputations of those who
live and work in the film capital.

on

Practically the whole of the "Town
Hall" troupe was present for the
show, having traveled to Hollywood
to welcome Fred back to his old

the

Air

stand.
Several
"mighty"
art
players
wereof onthehand,
plus Allen
Peter
Van
Steeden
and
Harry
Von Zell.
"Town Hall Tonighf
it's the way he tells them. He also Portland Hoffa, of course, was present. The guest stars were Lionel
Fred Allen, after an absence of sev- commits the unpardonable sin of
eral months, staged a hilarious return laughing at his own cracks, but in his Stander, who got his start on the program some years ago and GoGo
to "Town Hall Tonight" Wednesday. instance one doesn't mind, he is that
Shift Warner Starting Date
If proof ever was needed that the
DeLys,
vocalist.
The Warner-American Tobacco Co. solemn-visaged Ipana troubadour is
Fred took Hollywood for a grand,
"Town Hall Tonight" is sponsored
but thoroughly good natured, ride. by the Bristol-Myers Co., and broadprogram, "Your Hollywood Parade," the funniest man in radio, that proof good.
will begin Dec. 8, instead of Dec. 1, was provided upon his return. To He kidded every Hollywood foible in
cast Wednesdays from 8 to 9 P.M.
as originally scheduled. The time is our satisfaction, at least.
sight, holding nothing sacred. The on the NBC Red. Young & Rubicam
10 to 11 P. M. on the NBC-Red.
Banner
Not only are Allen's jokes original, producers got theirs, so did the actors is the agency.

MOTION

"Victoria"

at
Looking

$9,250
Seattle

"Double"

^Em

Over

Tops
Week

18.— "The Barrier,"
, Nov.
premiere here, with Jean
its world
in Seattle
Parker and Robert Ellison making
personal appearances, plus "Hold 'Em
Navy," led the Seattle parade at the
Paramount, with $9,250, over average
by $3,250.
"Double Wedding" topped par by
only $450 at the Fifth Avenue, and
"Vogues of 1938" by only $100 at the
Liberty. The others were below par.
The weather was bad.
Total first run business was $37,950.
Average is $36,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 12:
"MAKE A WISH" (RKO)
"WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 2Sc, 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $4,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 30c-40c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $7,450. (Average, $7,000)
"VOGUES OF 1938" (U. A.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 30c-40c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,100. (Average, $5,000)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
days,
MUSIC BOX— (950), 30c-40c-55c, 7
2nd week,
extended
run from Fifth
Avenue. Gross: $3,350. (Average, $4,000)
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY"
(20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,450), 30c-40c, 7 days
Grxiss: $5,600. (Average, $6,000)
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G. N.)
FALOMAR— (1,500), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days
Vaudeville headed by Gresham & Blake
Gross: $4,100. (Average, $4,500)
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 30c-40c, 7 days
Gross: $9,250. (Average, $6,000)

"Specimen"

29
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and
N.H.

Hit

New Haven, Nov. 18. — "The Perfect Specimen" and "The Lady Fights
Back" at the Roger Sherman tied in
the lead for downtown grosses with
"Double Wedding" and "Counsel for
Crime" at the Loew's-Poli. The former dual took $6,600, over par by
$2,000, while the latter grossed
$10,000, over the line by the same
amount. The Loew bill will be held
for a second week at the College,
where this week's holdover, "Life Begins in College" and "Borneo" went
over the $2,800 line at lower prices
by $600. The return engagement of
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" at the
Paramount, co-featured with "Carnidays. val Queen," played to $3,400 in six
Total first run business was $23,300.
Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Nov. 12:
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
(ZOth-Fox)
"BORNEO" (ZOth-Fox)
COLLEGE^(l,499), 35c-50c, 7 days (2nd
week). Gross: $3,400. (Average, $2,800)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
LOEW'S-POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average,
$8,000)
"LIVES OF A (Para.)
BENGAL LANCER"
"CARNIVAL QUEEN" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348), 35c-50c, 6 days.
Gross; $3,400. (Average, $4,800)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F.N.)
"THE LADY FIGHTS BACK" (Univ.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200), 35c-50c, 7
days. Gross: $6,600. (Average, $4,600)

Thoroughbreds
{M-G-M)

Don*t

Cry

"Thoroughbreds Don't Cry" superimposes upon a background of
horse racing a beautifully executed, pre-adolescent companionship theme
of three youngsters whose cinematic ages permit them to portray existences untrammeled by what has been presumed in many quarters to be
the necessary elements of adult romance. To Mickey Rooney, Judy
Garland and Ronald Sinclair, the last the new screen name for Ra Hould,
go laurels for restraint in performance, finesse in portrayal the like of
which few screens have seen.
Sharing in credit for the Harry Rapf production, which has the
requisites for universal appeal, are Alfred E. Green, who, in addition to
bringing into play his own first hand knowledge of the technical details
of horse racing, held the reins closely over the entire cast to guide them
all into well-rounded performances, and Lawrence Hazard, who laid out
the screenplay track for the original story of Eleanore Griffin and J.
Walter Ruben. In addition to the three youngsters who have the principal roles, are Sophie Tucker, in her first role that does not call upon
her to sing; C. Aubrey Smith, Forrester Harvey, Charles H. Brown,
Frankie Darro and Henry Kolker, all of whom acquit themselves well.
Ronald, an English boy, comes to America with his grandfather,
Smith, to race "The Pookah," their horse, in the annual classic. They
meet Mickey, a conceited jockey, who ranks as the best rider in the
business, and he consents to ride for them. But he is forced, by his plotting, estranged father, to throw the first race he rides for them. Smith
dies from shock, and Ronald, impoverished, is about to sell the horse
when Mickey discovers that he had been tricked by his father. Mickey

Double
Boston

on

Leads
Takes

Boston, Nov. 18. — Bad weather
prevailing,
the the
Great"
"Girl with "Victoria
Ideas" led
fieldandin
Boston this week at the RKO Memorial with a $3,5(X) gain above a
$12,000 house average.
"Alcatraz Island," dualed with
"Danger, Love at Work," at the
Fenway went $500 above the line
with $5,000. The same program playing at the Paramont drew $7,000, or
average business. The RKO Boston
playing
on grossed
Love" and
Chick
Webb on"Living
the stage
$22,000
or
average for the week.
Total first run business was $100,000. Average is $95,500.
Estimated takings for week ending
Nov."ALCATRAZ
11:
ISLAND" (W. B.)

"DANGER. (ZOth-Fox)
LOVE AT WORK"
FENWAY—
(1,382),
Gross: $5,000. (Average,30c-50c,
$4,500) 7 days.
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
"GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ.) ....
RKO
MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-50c-65c.
7 days. Gross: $15,500. (Average. $12,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
"LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN"
and Ronald enter the horse, but Mickey's father has him disqualified
(Col.)
LOEWS
by baring the "throwing" of the first race. But Ronald, after encourage- 65c,
7 days,ORPHEUM—
2nd week. (2,970),
Gross: 25c-45c$12,000.
ment by Miss Tucker and her niece, Miss Garland, rides the horse to (Average, $12,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
victory. The final fadeout has Judy, Mickey and Ronald going ahead to
"LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN"
other races together.
(Col.)
LOEW'S STATE—
(3,537), 25c-45c-6Sc, 7
Miss Garland's sole song in the film is "Gotta Pair of New Shoes," a days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average,
catching tone by Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur Freed.
$11,000)
"PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332), 35c-55c-75c, 7
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."
days.
Mary
Brian. Stage:
Gross: Dave
$21,500. Appalon
(Average,and$22,000)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND"
(W. B.)
"DANGER, LOVE AT WORK"
PARAMOUNT—(20th.Fox)
(1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days.
MOTION
PICTURE
DAILY^
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
"LIVING ON LOVE" (RKO)
RKO
BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-55c-75c. 7
days. Stage: Chick Webb. Gross: $22,000.
(Average. $22,000)
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
"ATLANTIC
FLIGHT"
"HIDEAWAY"
(RKO)(Mono.)
HUB— (Average,
(950), 20c-30c-40c,
$5,000.
$5,000) 7 days. Gross:
County Fair
( Crescent-Monogram )
"Truth"
Is Smash
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — A fast-moving, homespun yarn of horse racing, "County Fair," a Crescent production for Monogram, will be released possibly about the time that Santa Anita resumes operations.
What the film lacks in marquee names is made up in timeliness, a good
$16,700, Buffalo
Buffalo, Nov. 18. — Business was
story which keeps away from triteness although embodying a familiar
fair here in bad weather. The Lafaplot, crisp direction and an adequate production frame.
Mary Lou Lender, a personable young girl, makes her film debut in
yette's "The Awful Truth" and "A
Fight to the Finish" helped that house
"County Fair," and gives promise of going far in sweet young girl celebrate its seventh anniversary with
roles. Topping the cast is John Arledge as the masculine lead. Among a sensational take of $16,700. Averthe supporting players are J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight and
$6,500.Please"
"Over atthetheGoal"
and
"Thisage isWay,
Century
Jimmy Butler.
Great restraint was exercised by John T. Neville, who wrote the had an $8,500 week, better than par
screenplay, and Director Howard Bretherton in presenting the story of by $2,200. The Hipp's "Heidi" pulled
to top average by $2,400.
a farmer father, embittered by the loss of his wife, and his coercion $9,900
Total first run business was $56,800.
of his son and daughter, with his final rehabilitation following his burst Average is $42,500.
Estimated takings for the week
of pride at his son's winning an important horse race.
Arledge, a jockey, is barred from a big track after being framed for ending Nov. 13 :
PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
the "doping" of a horse. With his pal, Knight, he wanders off and they "THE
BUFFALO— (3,000). 40c-60c, 7 days.
find Miss Lender and Jimmy Butler, children of MacDonald, the farmer, Gross:
$13,500. (Average, $14,000)
training a race horse secretly. Signed on as farm hands, Arledge and
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
Knight aid in the plan, succeed in foiling the father in his desire to stop
(ZOth-Fox)
GREAT
LAKES—
(3,000),$8,000)
3Sc-40c. 3 days.
Gross:
$7,600.
(Average,
"HEIDI"
(aHh-Fox)
the horse from racing, and also outwit a gang of racetrack p^ambleriHIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c, 7 days.
Running time, 73 minutes. "G."
Gross: $9,900. (Average, $7,500)
"OVER THE GOAL" (W. B.)
"THIS WAY. PLEASE" (Para.)
**Tovarich** to Music Hall
Sachson Joins Segal
CENTURY— (3,000), 25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $6,300)
New Haven, Nov. 18. — Milton
"Tovarich," originally slated for a
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
two-a-day run at the Hollywood, has Sachson of New York has been ap"A FIGHT TO THE FINISH" (CoJ.)
been booked into the Music Hall for
pointed New Haven manager for
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c. 7 days.
Gross: $16,700. (Average, $6,500)
an indefinite run starting Dec. 30.
Harry Segal, Boston distributor.
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Maurice Conn, president of Ambassador Pictures, parent company
Prod, and Television PicConn
for
tures, will file a petition in bankruptcy for Ambassador next week in
California, he said yesterday at a
press conference. Conn plans to leave
tomorrow with Ted Richmond, publicity representative, for the coast by
automobile.
Conn stated that there have been
many reports circulated about him and
his company which he wanted to
clarify for the benefit of his creditors.
Pressure by creditors who hold
notes amounting to $25,000 is forcing
him to file under 77 B, Conn declared.
He listed assets of more than $450,000
and liabilities of approximately $230,000. The assets, he said, comprise
about $215,000 on unamortized nega$35,000 to $40,000 on pre;
tives from
pared expenses for future production;
about $25,000 invested in studio equipment, automobiles and leaseholds ;
conabout $20,000 in storiesin and
accounts
tinuities; about $15,000
and notes receivable, and about
$25,000 in actual expenditures in a
film library.
Liabilities, according to Conn, mclude $50,000 to Marks and Malcolm
Trading Corp., local laboratory;
$25,00 to Lewis Korson, Philadelphia
and Washington franchise holder;
about $25,000 to Lewis De Brantes, a
$15,000 to Producfriend;
personal
tion Finance
Corp., finance company
associated with International Cinema,
Inc., in Hollywood, which also has a
$7,500 bill due for work done; and a
note of $2,500 to Thom Films, Inc.,
which is pressing for payment.
Fitelson Suggested Bankruptcy
Conn asserted that in the analysis
made for the S.E.C., the unamortized
negatives would take in $115,000,
which represents additional income
from foreign sales, overages and reissues. He said the bankruptcy was
suggested by William Fitelson, attorney, and will stay immediate payments and also eliminate preferences
on obligations due.
A deal is expected to be closed by
Conn tomorrow with interests outside
the business to finance 16 pictures.
He said $315,000 was involved in the
deal and the men who will put up the
money will join his company in
Hollywood.
His arrangement with Monogram
to produce eight to nine westerns will
be financed by Monogram, Conn
stated. Withdrawal of registration
papers from the S.E.C. was due to a
drop in the market, according to
Conn, and not because of any particular trouble with S.E.C. Several
members of his family have been
working for no salary, or very little,
and studio members four weeks ago
agreed to go along without salary.
Conn said.
He started with $30 back in Oc1934, .and
nowsaid.
hasn't that much
to his tober,
name,
Conn
Oklahoma Show Strong
Oklahoma City, Nov. 18. — That
vaudeville has not lost its pulling
power for local patrons was demonstrated when the Warners, getting 25
cents on the main floor and IS cents
in the balcony at night, grossed
$3,000 in four days. The Cushman
unit playing on the stage with "Hold
'Em Navy" was the attraction.

Vm

After"

at

$37,850 Strand Weehi
(Continued from page 1)
second week at the Music Hall with
"Auld Lang Syne" vibrates on the
Movietone News
$84,000.
The Roxy took in $43,000.
sound track. Professor Jean Broadhurst follows. She is the Columbia on the first week of "Second HoneyVol. 20, No. 20
moon." The second week of "Conbacteriologist who isolated the measles
{20th Century-Fox)
quest" at the Capitol garnered about
Movietone News opens the season virus, making possible a vaccine for
$30,000. United Arjists claimed that
for picking 1937 All-America football the children's disease. In Beaumont, "Stand-In" on the opening day yesTex.,
and
Lansing,
Mich.,
boy
and
girl
terday at the Music Hall, did $12,000:
this issue. The reel's
teams with
are presented by the camera quadruplets are filmed. They are for the day, with a reported $6,000
selections
in
shown
are
stars
and the backfield
mildly interesting. In Brussels An- to 6 P.M. and the same amount from
some of the spectacular action plays
thony Eden, British Foreign Secre- then to closing.
which won them the reel's vote for a
tary, speaks at the Nine-Power Conplace on the mythical eleven. The
ference. The Rome-Berlin-Tokyo antiinterest
sectional
to Sail Soon
Communism
pact signing is also Hummel
wide
subject holds
in that schools in all sections of the shown. The signatories talk briefly.
On Australia Survey
country are represented.
In Shanghai the wounded and refugees
are
shown.
This
is
a
bit
late.
There
Additional shots of the Sino-JapJoseph Hummel, foreign manager
anese conflict are included in this
for Warners, will leave for the coast
are
a
number
of
good
airplane
bombissue but are confined to the further
ing scenes in this sequence. The reel Dec. 1 and sail on the Mariposa a
advance of Japanese troops following closes with the humorous and spec- week later to look over the film situathe fall of Shanghai. They are not
tion in Australia. He intends to be
tacular diving activities of a number
spectacular, as were the shots of the of professional springboard artists in gone four or five months. Hummell
capture of Chapei, but are significant Palm Springs, Cal.
yesterday stated there is no intention
in pointing to a possible siege of
the part of the company to acquire
Running time, 9 mins.
P. on
or build theatres in the Antipodes,
and the extent of Japan's
Nanking
in China.
aims
but his trip was to survey conditions
in the seven branches Warners have:
Clips of Army stunt fliers, disin the country.
tinguished personalities arriving from RKO Pathe News
Europe and Pimlico races featuring
Harold S. Dunn, general manager
9, No. 35
debutante jockeys complete the news Vol.
in China, arrived yesterday from the
{RKO)
section. Lew Lehr contributes an
coast. The Warner exchanges in
News susceptible of transplantation
amusing commentary of the use of
devices for exercising dogs.
to the screen was not too plentiful Shanghai and Hong Kong are functioning although operation of theatres
Running time, lOyi mins.
K. duri«g the past few days, but the has been reduced about 50 per cent.
RKO Pathe reel managed to over- Dunn will make a report on condicome the handicap with general intions in China and remain two to three
News of the Day
terest in a diversified form, and one weeks before returning home.
Vol. 9, No. 218
novel clip which the reel promises to
(M-G-M)
duplicate in type when the occasion
warrants. The camera and sound
Flash Previews
The livest piece of news in this
issue is the clip relating to the cap- men went behind the scenes of "I'd
"Danger Patrol" . . . Stark horture of two of the three kidnapers Rather Be Right," the George M.
ror pervades the story. . . . Treats of
Cohan
play
which
bounced
into
the
who broke jail early this week. The
"soup handling," meaning the use and:
sequence is built up with shots of J. nation's headlines with complete aban- transportation of nitro-glycerine.
don, caught the first night audience
Edgar Hoover setting the manhunt
"Under Stispicion." . . . Concentratwheels in action, the location of the arriving, interviewed the inimitable
ing on melodrama . . . measures up
hideout and finally portraits of the Cohan, and pictured him in one of his as average attraction. . . . Murders
best
and
more
serious
bits
from
the
convicts soon after their capture. They
Presidential reproduction. It need inserted to intensify dramatic content. :
grimace most un-beautifully.
These films will be reviewed in full
Another good item is a collection hardly be said that therein Cohan Daily.
in a coming issue of Motion Picture j
of scenes showing the famous Chinese waves the "good old flag" in his own
fashion, but the entire clip presents an
cameraman, "Newsreel" Wong in interesting and novel offering of the
action with his camera. This sequence
also shows many of his important "feature news" type.
Armstrong to Goldwyn
Otherwise the reel is good, but not
shots that have been reproduced
Ned Armstrong, former theatrical
everywhere. Audiences will like this extraordinary. Senator Bob LaFol- press agent, has been signed by
presentation of one of the men behind lette, in an exclusive clip, rousingly
Samuel Goldwyn to arrange all exthe camera.
and convincingly demands a constituploitation and tieups on Goldwyn
The Snapshots division shows J. C.
tional amendment under which a national referendum would decide pictures. He is working now on "The
Mackley of Miami stunting in an airplane while trailing smoke. It is well America's entrance into any war. The Adventures of Marco Polo" and "The
photographed. The Lord Mayor of destruction of old freight cars for fuLondon is inducted, and there are
ture military use, the making of those Goldwyn Follies."
photographic studies of scenes in grotesque balloons at Akron which
To Philippines for RKO
Washington with the new night- will tickle the kids of New York on
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Daniel F.
penetrating film, a diving exhibition Thanksgiving Day, a diving exhibi- Greenhouse left this week for the
tion in California, the smashing of Philippines to set up a new RKO
at a pool in Palm Springs and girls
in Ramona, Cal., dressed in garments illicit liquor made in New York, direct distribution contact.
made from turkey feathers. Sports
would be a small boy's field
are covered with scenes of Pacific which
day, and the snappy opening of New
run and an outboard motor
coast Golden Glovers pushing leather York's hockey season at Madison country
race at Long Beach, Cal.
and the opening game of the hockey Square Garden, with spills and a fistHot off the griddle is the capture
season with the Rangers and Amer- fight to liven matters, conclude the
of two of three escaped convicts at
icans playing.
reel. The new RKO Pathe reel com- Syracuse, N. Y. General Pershing in
It is good newsreel.
mentators are continuing their clean- his 77th year is shown on his return
Running time, Syi mins.
P. cut work.
from abroad. President Roosevelt conRunning time, 9 mins.
A.
ferring with President Vargas at Rio
Paramount News
de Janeiro, the inauguration ceremonies of London's Lord Mayor, the
No. 31
U niversal News
mysterious poisoning of fishing waters
{Paramount)
at Buffalo and scores of dead fish
Vol. 9, No. 616
washed up on the shores, the National
Nothing particularly outstanding in
the midweek issue of this reel. It was {Universal)
Guard being paid off in silver dollar
rather a dull week for pictorial news.
Universal claims three exclusives in pieces at Sacramento, the launching
The makeup, however, is diversified. its latest issue and there are several of a new freighter at Lorain, O., and
The reel leads off with scenes of the other interesting news items which a skating exhibition at the ice carnival
destruction of bootleg liquor in New are timely. The exclusives include at Madison Sq. Garden make up the
balance of the subject.
York. Ten thousand gallons of the
latest styles in women's bathing suits,
illicit spirits are done away with as Welch
Running time, 9 mins.
0.
of Cornell capturing the cross
The
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Stations

NEW
Get

Nebraska

Instructions
On

AFM

Court

SATURDAY,

to

Sol A. Rosenblatt and William B.
Jaf¥e, attorneys for IRNA, on Saturday mailed to station owners throughout the country a letter of instruction
intended to guide them in their dealings with the local A. F. of M. units
regarding the terms of Schedule A,
which has already been sent to them.
The suggestions are as follows :
1. — The contract is to be left undated, state the attorneys, explaining
that the Plan of Settlement contemAdditional developments in
radio yesterday on page 4.
plates a final deadline, at which time
the IRNA committee and the Federation will exchange contracts, a uniform date to be inserted in all contracts then.
2. — Station owners are advised to
identify their station both by call letter and location.
3. — The amount of money to be allocated, for staff musicians is to be
set forth clearly in the contract, and
the contract should contain a statement that the expenditure is for the
year, since Schedule A provides that
the expenditure to be made is annual,
and shall be made for each of the two
years of the contract. If the amount
{Continued on page 4)
in Decision

to

Produce in France
By PIERRE AUTRE

Denial

Writ

of Motion

Dismiss,

Also

The Attorney General's plea listed
objections and exceptions to the Ascap
injunction plea and asked denial of
the latter's motion for dismissal of the
Ascap case against state and county
officials. The petition denied that the
legislation would cut off the rights of
copyright owners or that music writers
{Continued on page 2)
Bill

Prohibit

Would
All

Today

Twenty-five years ago today, George J. Schaefer spent
his honeymoon in Atlantic City. Today, he is at the
Ambassador Hotel, same city,
celebrating his silver wedding anniversary.

to

Lincoln, Nov. 19. — The Nebraska
State Attorney General today filed
with a Federal Statutory Court a plea
for the cancellation of the temporary
injunction granted to Ascap last
Saturday, restraining Nebraska officials from bringing legal action to
enforce
Ascap. the state legislation against

Racine
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Attorneys of IRNA Make
Seven Suggestions

RKO

YORK,

Games

Racine, Wis., Nov. 19. — An ordinance to ban lotteries, gift nights,
corn and Bingo games and similar
promotions has been introduced in the
Common Council here and referred
to the Committee of the Whole.
A hearing on the measure will be
held at an early date and theatre managers have circulated petitions opposing the measure, which would also
outlaw Bank Night. Violators, including operators of the games, persons furnishing the material for their
operation and owners of buildings in
which they are held, would be subject
to fines ranging from $5 to $100 or
60 days in jail.
The Kenosha, Wis., Common Council has instructed its City Attorney
to draft a similar measure.

Col.

13-Week

Seen

Net

at $147,000

Net earnings of Columbia for the
13 weeks ending Sept. 30 are estimated at $147,000 after taxes. With
the deduction of preferred dividend
requirements this figure will be equal
to about 27 cents per share on 349,468
shares
standing. of common stock now out-

To

CENTS

Maintain

Erpi
Staffs
In New
Setup

Conrow

to Be

Head

with

Eight

Sales

Districts

The home office and field executive
staff' of the new theatre sound equipment servicing organization being set
up under the direction of L. W. Conrow was completed yesterday and
maintains to a large extent the present
executive staff of the Erpi operating

department.
Conrow will head the new company,
with George L. Carrington as operating manager ; Bert Sanford, Jr., sales
Earnings in the corresponding quar- director ; Stanley W. Hand, executive
ter last year were $129,000 after staff representative for the field, and
taxes. This, after preferred dividend E. Z. Walters and H. M. Bessey, comdeductions, amounted to 36 cents
pleting the home office executive staff.
each on the 296,649 common shares.
In the field, eight sales districts will
be set up with the following in charge :
W. W. Simons, New York; L. J.
Hacking, Boston; E. O. Wilschke,
Hearing Adjourned
Philadelphia ; A. Fiore, Atlanta ; R.
Hilton, Chicago ; F. C. Dickley, Detroit ;O. Hunt, Kansas City, and H.
On Roxy Plan Fees
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey W. Dodge, Los Angeles. Branch offices will also be set up within these
yesterday adjourned until Dec. 3 the divisions.
hearing on 33 applications for fees toAt the same time, Western Electric
taling $612,000 for services in con- oflticials declared that most of the top
nection with the Roxy reorganization.
Following a lengthy hearing on the executives of Erpi would remain with
company following its withdrawal
applications, Judge Caffey set Nov. 26 that
from the theatre field on Jan. 1. The
for the determination of several ques- Erpi officials who will remain with the
tions raised in connection with the
eligibility of several applicants for company are. in addition to Whitford
allowances. The date may be changed, Drake, president, H. G. Knox, vicepresident ; Fred Foster, treasurer ; D.
however, early next week.
{Continued on page 3)
Joseph M. Hartfield, attorney for
the Roxy bondholders' protective committee, proponent of the plan, advised Erpi Demonstrates
the court that the applications for
Stereophonic Sound
fees aggregated more than twice the
amount available for such payments.
Erpi held another demonstration
Hartfield objected to any allowance yesterday of third dimensional or
whatever being made to counsel for "stereophonic" sound at the General
the Roxy {Contimied
stockholders'
committee,
on Service Studios in Astoria, L. I. The
on page
2)
first demonstration of the new development was held during the fall convention of the Society of M. P. EnUrges English Sales
gineers here last October. The chief

Paris, Nov. 10.— RKO has decided
to produce their own films here for
the French market. The company's
intention to do so has been expected
for some time, and the confirmation of
the plan follows a long period of ne- Board Reelected at
gotiations. RKO distribution office
here of American films, headed by C. Educational
Through
U, S. Firms object of ( Continued
Meeting
the "stereophonic"
on page 3 ) sound is
E. Hilgers, will remain unaltered.
The
entire
board
of
directors
was
London,
Nov.
19.
—
John
Maxwell,
The first film to be made under the
reelected yesterday at a brief annual head of Associated British Pictures,
{Continued on pape 3)
meeting of the stockholders of Edu- declared that producers in England Quality Test Meets
cational Pictures, Inc. The meeting should not embarrass themselves with
Opposition of U, S.
New Agfa Fast Film
also approved the actions of the direc- the heavy cost of establishing their
own distribution branches in the
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
torate
during
the
past
year.
The
first
Set for Studio Use meeting of the reelected board will be United States, but should use the
London, Nov. 19. — American interests here are reported seriously conHollywood, Nov. 19. — C. King held next Monday, when it is ex- American distribution channels which
now exist.
cerned over the amendment to the
Charney, Inc., American distributors
pected the present officers of the comIn a statement issued today he cited Films Bill offered by Oliver Stanley,
of Agfa film, has disclosed that a high
pany will be reelected.
The board of directors, as reelected, the lead of the Ostrers, as operating president of the Board of Trade,
speed negative under the name of Agfa
Supreme for production use will be includes the following : E. A. Mam- heads of Gaumont British, in the es- which would virtually institute a qualtablishment oftheir own distribution
mons, Bruno Weyers, Hugh M.
introduced commercially the latter part
ity test for quota films.
It is understood the American
of December.
The Binghampton fac- Kahler, John R. Munn, Norman C. organization covering the entire
{Continued on page 3)
United States.
Nicholson and T. R. Williams.
{Continued on page 3)
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Preview

"Nothing Sacred" — . . . The gist
of which is that nothing is sacred to
a circulation-minded newspaper . . .
Comedy funny enough to engender
laughter in volume . . . Elicited applause from a mixed preview audence . tically
. . flawless.
Wellman's direction pracThis film zvil! be revicived in full in
Monday's
issue of Motion Picture
Daily.
Submarine" Book Out
Warners' press book for "Submarine D-1," which has just been issued, is a 24-page, four-color volume
15^4 by 11 inches in which publicity
and exploitation pages alternate. Material available for exhibitors ranges
from small thutnbnail pictures of the
stars to 24-sheet posters. The company has set an advertising budget of
$125,000 on the film. It will open at
the Fox, San Diego, Nov. 24.
Scout Younger Dies
TuLsA, Nov. 19. — Scout Younger,
western character player in silent
films, is dead here at the age of 64.
He died from a brain ailment.

Purely

Personal

Gold,
JR,, Harry
SMITH,
Aw.
, James
D. Buckley
• Harry
MuLVEY, Arthur W. Kelly, Haskell
Masters, Charles Stern, Moe
Streimer, Charles Rosenzweig and
Monroe Greenthal held an informal
get together at the Tavern yesterday
during the lunch hour. Masters will
return to Toronto today.
•
Will H. Hays plans to leave the
coast for New York some time next
week, Maurice McKenzie, his executive assistant, who accompanied
Hays
west,
may remain on the coast
longer.
•
William Perlberg, Columbia executive producer, will arrive in New
York Monday from the coast, and
will remain here a few days before
sailing for a European vacation,
•
Felipe Mier, who has just concluded aproduction deal with U. A.,
yesterday flew to Brownsville, Tex.,
and from there will head for Mexico
City by another plane.
•
Fred Astaire, blessed with a nostalgia for Broadway, is here on a
sudden and unpublicized visit. He
will attend the Rivoli opening of "A
Damsel in Distress."
•
Karl MacDonald, Warner district
manager for Latin America, will reday. turn from Puerto Rico by plane to•

►

sumNEAGLE
ANNA
moned to England has
for abeen
command
nce
performa
before King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth. She will sail
ship.
Wednesd
the also
N ormandie
. HerWilcoxonwill
bertay
be aboard
the

On

Adjourned

Roxy Plan Fees
{Continued from page 1)

the grounds that stockholders were
excluded from participation in the
plan. He also objected to allowances
for real estate experts retained by

the committee, and for bondholders'
committees other than the one represented by himself, unless such committees could prove that they had
City Judge Jonah B. Goldstein
addressed about 200 employees of the contributed to the plan.
Vitaphone studios yesterday in behalf
Counsel for the stockholders' comof the American Federation of Jewmittee in replying to Hartfield, deish Charities. Officials in charge of the
clared that their services had been
Warner pledge, promised to increase conciliatory among creditor groups
their donation by SO per cent.
and that their statistical services were
•
the only
ones acceptable to the special master.
Joe Weil, director of exploitation
Special applications were made by
for Universal, flew to the coast ThursGeorge W. Garsson and Roemerday night to see "You're a SweetTuesday.
(heart." He plans to return here Kenny Co., real estate brokers, for
$58,692, for summation
services
•
of deals rendered
essential into conthe
reorganization, and by Carl Erikson,
Joe Pincus went to his tailor's who claimed a broker's fee of $50,yesterday, instead of his doctor's. And 952 on the grounds that he had been
that's a more significant piece of instrumental, through George Reade,
news
nized. than might be generally recogin interesting 20th Century-Fox in
the reorganization. The subsequent
hearing will consider these claims.
Nat Furst, Warner Boston manOtto Koegle, attorney for 20th Cenager, was here yesterday conferring
tury-Fox, reported to the court that
with Roy Haines, eastern and Cathe company's voluntary payments to
nadian sales manager.
stockholders of the old Roxy aggre•
gated $20,000.
Sam Dembow and Lothar Mendes,
•

Refuses to Reverse Verdict
also Joe Seider and Harry Buxuaum at the men's bar at the WalJustice Edgar J. Lauer refused to
dorf last night.
•
reverse his decision granting summary judgment to Ufa Films, Inc.,
Arthur Greenblatt, G. B. eastern
against
Joseph Briskman and the
Charles Stern got back from division manager, is in Detroit today
Lina Pictures Corp. in the N. Y. Suin
the
course
of
a
trip
through
his
territory.
preme Court yesterday. On Oct. 20,
Bufl^alo yesterday and left a snow
storm behind him.
Justice Lauer ruled that the defendant
•
•
must return 54 prints of three picBeverly Jones, associate producer
tures, "The White Devil," "The ImRita
Johnson,
cast
in
M-G-M's
"Man-Proof," arrived here yesterday of the March of Time, returned yesmortal Vagabond" and "The Last
by plane,
vacation. terday from a three-week Bermuda Company" and also account for money
allegedly "wrongfully received."
Albert Warner and Harry CharWins Suit Dismissal
Robert
Montgomery
is
in
town.
NAS returned yesterday from Hollywood.
He arrived yesterday.
George N. Burns won a dismissal
of the $10,000 breach of contract suit
Mary Simmons joins her Mike on brought by Sam H. Grisman against
Jules Levy is due from the coast Monday,
him. Jack Benny, Bert Wheeler,
tomorrow.
George Jessel, Robert Milford and
the Glory For All, Ltd., in the N, Y.
Supreme Court yesterday. Justice
by
the
Federal
Statutory
Court
at
LinNebraska
Asks Court
coln last week.
Salvatore A. Cotillo dismissed the
They declared that the questions complaint against Burns only, as the
To End Ascap Writ
raised by the Attorney General would other defendants did not request simi(Continued front paae 1)
lar release. Grisman asked $10,000
properly
the question of
would not have due protection of the whether or involve
not the injunction already for an alleged breach of a lease on
law. It was held also that the legis- granted should be made permanent.
the 48th St. Theatre made by the
lation is not in violation of the naGlory For All Ltd. on behalf of the
tional or state constitutions, as alleged
individual defendants who were to
in Ascap's plea for the injunction.
Associates Show Tonight produce a play at that theatre.
In granting the injunction late last
The 18th annual frolic, dinner and
week, the three- judge court here held dance of the M. P. Associates will be
Magazine Files Under 77B
that "there is grave doubt of the con- held tonight at the Astor. Jack Ellis
The Cinema Magazine, Inc., filed a
stitutionality ofthe (state's) act and
lined up a number of stage, radio voluntary petition for reorganization
plaintiffs have shown that it would has
and screen stars who will be on hand. under Section 77 B in the U. S. Disinflict serious injury." The injunc- Isham Jones will furnish the music.
trict Court yesterdav. Assets of $20,tion, in addition to preventing state
670
were
listed, $20,000 of which repofficials from bringing legal action for
resent accounts receivable and $45
enforcement, also enjoins them from
cash on hand. Liabilities of $58,348
London House to Metro
requiring Ascap or its members to file
were shown but no schedule was anLondon, Nov. 19. — Metro has ac- nexed.
copies of their copyrighted works with
quired
the
400-seat
Ritz
in
the
West
the Secretary of State of Nebraska,
"Road" Decision Today
and from interfering with existing End, adjacent to the Empire, which
will open next month for the showAscap contracts in the state.
New Orleans, Nov, 19, — Decision
ing of continued runs on successful
is expected tomorrow in the injuncpictures.
Foresees Trial on Injunction
tion which is being sought by a local
''F
priest
to prevent the performance of
iel
ds"
The action of the Nebraska Attorto Loew, RKO
ney General was interpreted here yesstage play,
Road,"
is believed
here "Tobacco
that if the
decisionIt
Roman Rebush, of New Star Films, the
terday by Schwartz & Frohlich, Ascap
counsel, as an indication that the state Inc., distributors of "Green Fields," favors the producers representatives of
officials were preparing to go to trial has booked the picture for first runs the Police Dep't will attend the openon the issue of making permanent the in Loew's, RKO and the Ascot, starting performance and arrest the entire
cast for use of profanity.
ing Thanksgiving Day.
temporary injunction granted Ascap
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(Continued from page 1)
C. Collins, vice-president ; E. S. Gregg,
comptroller, and P. L. Palmerton, export manager, who returns to New
York from a business trip to Australia, New Zealand and Japan on
Dec. 8.
The deal for the purchasing of
Erpi'sness isservicing
installation
busischeduled and
to be
closed shortly
following the return of Drake from
Europe on the Bcrengaria next Tuesday. The deal becomes effective Dec.
1. Financing of the purchase is being undertaken by a Wall Street
group of four or five principals who,
however, will have only a 49 per cent
interest in the company, the control
remaining with the management. It i?
also learned that none of the financing
principals will be identified with the
operation of the company.
The name of the new servicing organization cannot be announced at this
time as its registration has to be
approved in each of the various states
in which the company does business,
and several of these approvals are still
being awaited.

Sound

(Continued from page 1)
to localize sound on the screen, or, in
other words, to cause the sound to
come directly from its point of origin
on the screen, instead of from the
surface
inately. of the entire screen indiscrimYesterday's demonstration gives
considerable promise for the new
method as eventually a decided adjunct to present sound recording and
reproducing technique. Admittedly
the "stereophonic" method will reach
its greatest potentiality when it can be
combined with third dimensional pictures. A symphony orchestra, the play
of ping-pong balls, a piano interlude
and voices from a darkened screen
were used in demonstration. The
method is now being subjected to test
and observation in Hollywood.
RKO

in Decision

Street

All Board Issues Decline
Net
Open High Low Close Change
Col
1654 WA 15 15 —IVs
Col., pfd. .. 3114 3V/2 iWi 311/4
Cons
1?4 IM Wx Wa
Cons., pfd..
7
7 —
E. K
158 158 151 151 —854
G. T. E.... 13% 13^ 12/2 12J4 —\V2
Loew
551/4 55/2 51 51 -AVf,
Para
13 13 WA IWi —VA%
Para. 1
98 98 'nVi 9254, —IVi,
Para. 2
11^ 1154 V)Vi 1054^ —W2
Pathe
(,V% 6% 5M 6 — Vs
RKO
5
5
4!/2 454 — ^
20th Fox ..22 22 20^ 20i/i —2
20th pfd. .. 2654 2514 26'/2 2654 —2
Univ., pfd.. 32 32 30i/4 3054 — 1?4
W. B
73/i 7M 7
7 — 54
W. B., pfd. 3854 38!^ 3854 3854 —154
Recessions General on Curb
Net
Open High Low Close Change
G. N
VA
VA
VA
VA - A
Sentry .... 5/16 5/16 5/16 5/16
Sonotone . . 15^, is/g 1^
15^ — 54
Tech
1854 1854 1754 1754 —154
Trans-Lux . 2A 27/s 2% ZA — Va
Univ. Pict. 4
4
4
4 —1
RKO

Bonds Gain a Point

Net
High Low Close Change
Keith 6s '46
871/2 8754 8754
Loew
975i 9754 9754 — 54
Fara. 354s
Pict. '46
6s '55
95
95
95 —1
Para. Pict. '47.... 78
77j4 77j4 —154
RKO 6s '41
98
98
98 -|-1
W. B. 6s '39
84
82
82 —2
(Quotations at close of Nov. 19)
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Opposition of U, S,
(Continued from page 1)
interests will address the Government,
tactfully exposing what they consider
the lack of logic of the move, claiming it an immediate obstacle to the
financing of British production.
It is understood also that diplomatic approaches have been made protesting the suggestion for exhibitor
grading.
Col. Meeting Today
Los Angeles, Nov. 19. — Columbia
will open a two-day regional sales
meeting tomorrow at the St. Francis
Hotel, San Francisco, with Abe Montague and Rube Jackter from the home
office attending. Jerome Safron, western division manager, will conduct the
meetings and will discuss liquidation
of contracts and forthcoming product.
Guild to Fete Pearl
Jack Pearl will be the guest of
honor at the 100th public meeting of
the Jewish Theatrical Guild of
America, to be held at the Morosco
Theatre on Nov. 28.
Honors

saying

strains

played

ANNUAL
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Produce in France
(Continued from page 1)

Drive

be

Evening**

to

new arrangement will be "Le Prisonnier du Ciel" ("Prisoner of the Skies"),
which will be directed by Rene Sti,
who may be placed in charge of RKO
production here. The company has
started distribution here of French
films with "Le Marie de la Reine'
("Queen's Husband").
* * *
Under the management of George
Canty, the new Universal European
headquarters, formerly in Berlin, and
New Agfa Fast Film
now located here, has started encouragingly. Andre Peres has retained
Set for Studio Use
his post in French and North African
(Continued from page 1)
territories. Ernest Koenig, former
tory has already started production Warner and 20th Century-Fox French
on the emulsion.
manager, has joined Universal as
Studio tests made with the negative, Latin European manager, Jean Birkaccording to Charney, show the hahn is heading Central and Eastern
emulsion to be the highest sensitized Europe, and new exchanges are to be
ever introduced, and its use will allow opened in Oslo, Copenhagen and
reduction of lighting on sets in addi- Zurich.
tion to permitting exterior work under
adverse lighting conditions.
Quality Test Meets
Wall

PICTURE

Schnitzer

Republi'c 11 eastern division exchanges are conducting a sales and
play date drive for Edward M.
Schnitzer.
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Deals

(Continued from page 1)
of money to be spent during the year
is more than the alloted quota, then
that amount spent during such base
year is to be substituted for the quota.
4. — The contract should set forth,
both as to staff musicians hired on a
weekly basis and as to other musicians hired by hour or by job; (a)
rate of compensation, (b) number of
hours per day and number of days
per week, before overtime becomes
effective; (c) rate of payment for
overtime and precise conditions under
which overtime becomes effective ;
(d) if the overtime rate for rehearsals
is less than the regular overtime rate
for performances, this should be
stated; (e) if different compensation
is to be paid for sustaining and commercial programs, this should be set
forth; (f) a definite statement should
appear in the agreement that during
its entire period the local union will
have no right to change the scale of
wages, hours and other working conditions agreed upon [unless this is done
the union will have the right to make
such scale of wages, etc.] ; (g) with respect to hiring musicians through a
contractor or leader the terms relating to the hiring should be set forth
clearly, so that if the leader or contractor is expected to serve as a
musician that should be set out. The
salary payable to the leader should
also be defined ; (h) include any working condition which is applicable to
the local situation.
Must Define Non-Members
5. — Since Article 6 of Schedule A
provides that all musicians hired shall
be employed upon terms and conditions agreed upon between the station
and the local, the attorneys advise
that if the station owner is already
privileged or wishes to be privileged to
hire musicians who are not members
of the local for any type of service,
the classes of musicians so exempted
should be clearly defined and the conditions under which such exempt
classes may perform should be set
forth clearly. Examples are virtuosi,
amateurs, novelty acts, etc.
6. — -Article 8 of Schedule A contemplates that the contract between
the station and the local provides that
the station, upon reasonable notice,
shall have the right to terminate the
employment of any staff musician.
The attorneys advise that the period
of such notice is open to negotiation
and should be defined in the contract.
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The NBC news and special
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — The increase
events division has asked all
in the importance of Hollywood as a
associated stations to conradio center has prompted Don E.
duct a search for talking parrots. A series of elimination
Gilman, vice-president in charge of
the western division of NBC, to plan
auditions will be held in the
increased executive staffs here. First
various communities and the
move was the appointment today of
birds with the best vocabularies will compete later in
John W. Swallow, NBC studio mancoast' to-coast broadcast tests.
ager here, as western division program manager, with headquarters
NBC denies that the winhere.
ning birds will supplant the
announcers.
Swallow, the first employe of the
network in Hollywood, will spend
considerable time traveling to key
cities of the western division. He
joined NBC in 1932 when he handled Radio Sales, WBBM
"Hollywood on the Air," first reguJoined under Smith
lar network program to originate in
Chicago, Nov. 19. — In an efficiency
Hollywood.
Lewis Frost, assistant to Gilman, move H. Leslie Atlass, of CBS, towill shift his headquarters to Hollyday announced the immediate consolidation of the Chicago staff of Radio
wood permanently, when he leaves
for the south next week.
Sales, Inc., and the sales force of
WBBM. J. Kelly Smith has been
placed in charge of the combination.
Seal-Tite Sponsors
All salesmen of the new unit will
represent the nine CBS stations in
First Air Program
spot market. The salesHollywood, Nov. 19. — Seal-Tite the national
men of WBBM will continue to hanProducts Co. of Los Angeles, is spondle local accounts in addition to the
soring Eddie Albright, philosophical CBS business.
commentator, on KNX. The program
is released from 8:00 to 8:15 A. M.,
Mondays through Fridays. This marks Ford Renews
Pearce
the first advertising venture for the
firm in any media. The account was
Program
for 1 Year
placed by I. F. Wallin and Staff, Los
Al Pearce and his troupe has been
Angeles.
renewed for another year of broadEuclid Candy Co. will go on the
casting under Ford Motor Co. sponair starting Nov. 23 over KNX, Los
sorship, effective Jan. 1, 1938.
Angeles and KSFO, San Francisco, Pearce's current contract does not exthe CBS California network. The
pire until next January.
manufacturer will sponsor Knox ManThe Pearce program is broadcast
ning, commentator, each Tuesday from Tuesdays over CBS from 9 to 9:30
5 :30 to 5 :45 P. M. Sidney Garfinkel P.
M. N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.,
Advertising Agency, San Francisco, is the agency. Fanchon & Marco
handles the account.
handles Pearce.
WOR to Audition New Show
A novel script show based on the
embarrassing experiences of worldfamous people will be auditioned at
WOR within the next few days, with
Ray Perkins in the em cee role. The
series is tentatively titled "Is My Face
Red." It is Kermit K. Schaefer's
show.

Renew Mueller Program
Mueller Macaroni Co. has renewed
"Kitchen Cavalcade" for 13 weeks on
the NBC-Blue, seven stations. The
series features Crosby Gaige and is
broadcast A'londays through Fridays
from 10:45 to 11 P. M. Kenyon &
Eckhardt is the agency.

Claims

Stations

Are

Eight
Signed

Oklahoma City, Nov. 19. — Technicians of eight southwestern radio
stations in Oklahoma and Texas have
been signed 100 per cent as members
of the American Radio Technicians'
Ass'n, according to Joseph Harris,
ARTA organizer in Oklahoma City.
Latest station to sign with the union
is KBIX, Muskogee, Okla., including
all technicians, announcers and continuity men, Harris said. Joel H.
Bixby, station manager of KBIX, has
informed Harris he is ready to negotiate with him. Union demands call
for shorter hours and wage increases.
Harris has gone to Amarillo, Tex.,
to KGNC, where studio technicians
had signed with the union, but where
two men have been dismissed from the
KGNC staff. Picketing action is to
be taken in the KGNC case, Harris
told Motion Picture Daily, and in
the event that fails charges will be
filed with the N. L. R. B.
The staffs of WBBZ, Ponca City;
KVSO, Ardmore; KADA, Ada;
KGFF, Shawnee; KOMA, Oklahoma
City, and KFXR, Oklahoma City,
have been signed, Harris claims.
N. Y. U. Class at Broadcast
Prof. Warren B. Dygert of the
N. Y. U. School of Commerce will
bring his three radio classes to the
WOR-Mutual Playhouse Sunday to
witness the "Tim & Irene" broadcast.
Following the program, Charles Dallas
Reach, head of the agency bearing his
name, and Jack Poppele, WOR chief
engineer, will address the classes on
radio advertising and the technical
aspects of radio, respectively.
Andress Quits Ayer Post
Clarence S. Andress has resigned
from the staff of N. W. Ayer & Son
after nine years of service in the New
York oflSce of that agency, effective
Dec. 11. He was an account executive. Andress has not announced his
plans for the future. He will take a
trip around the world or stay in
Florida for the winter.

Change Skelly Show Time
The "Skelly Court of Missing
Heirs," heard currently under the
sponsorship of the Skelly Oil Co. on
Mondays over a western hookup of
CBS stations, will be heard Sundays
A Radio
Personals
► from 10:30 to 11 P. M. starting Dec.
5. Blackett-Sample-Hummert controls.
her, but won't. . . . Rex Ingram,
MRS. JESSE LASKY will dis- for
colored
actor,
has
been
signed
under
Withdraws SEC Statement
cuss "A Corner of My Own"
in a special pickup from Hollywood
bureau.
. . .
the management
of CBS artists'
Washington, Nov. 19. — Universal
It Over" produring theNov. "Let's Talk
Television Corp. has been permitted
+
22 at 2:30 P. M. on the
gram
to withdraw its registraNBC-Blue. . . . Harry Conn has been
Jane Pickens and others in radio by thetionSEC
ities Act.statement filed under the Secursigned under CBS artists' bureau will appear in scenes from several well
management. . . . Adele Rogers St.
at the MacDowell TheJohn has sold a radio version of her knownatreplays
Sunday. Edith Becton, dramatic
Cosmopolitan Magazine story, "A teacher, is giving the presentations. . .
Ask Agreement Inviolate
Photograph Finish," to the sponsors Nick Kenny, radio editor of the Mir7. — Stating that it is desirable for of "Silver Theatre." . . . To drum up
ror, will be the guest of honor at
HARRY
SALTER
the protection of the station that defi- publicity for its new symphony series, Leon & Eddy's Sunday. . . Dinty
nite provision be made with the local NBC has issued five post cards callDoyle, radio editor of the JournalAGAIN
relating to the service of musicians
ing attention to the series to each of American,
has decided to place all his
in connection with remote programs, its employes. They in turn are to spare cash in annuities. . . Stephen N.
Conducting
the attorneys advise that the station mail the cards to five friends. . . . Dick, formerly of the Charles Dallas
avoid, if possible, the inclusion, by Jimmy Shields, new tenor, will be Reach agency, has been appointed direference thereto, of any other docu- presented on Al Pearce's show over
rector of advertising and sales proYOUR LUCKY STRIKE
motion of the international division of
ments or papers which are not speci- CBS Tuesday. . . . Douglas Leigh,
fically called for by the provisions of
sign expert, and Geoffrey O'Hara, the Carrier Corp. . . Benay Venuta is
Schedule A. If this is not possible, the
HIT PARADE
the composer, will be presented on back in town after a four-month holithey advise that great care be exer- the Hearn Store program over WOR
day, most of which was spent in TaEVERY SATURDAY
hiti and other South Sea islands. . .
cised in not permitting any new papers Monday. . . . Frances Langford will
Over C.B.S.
or documents to become part of the
Grete
Stueckgold
will
appear
for
Lotte
ood Hotel" dur- Lehmann on the Kostelanetz program
"Hollyw
on
heard
be
agreement which may be inconsistent
10-10:30 P.M. E.S.T.
ing her stay in New York after all.
Loretta Lee was to have substituted Nov. 24.
with the understanding.
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Warners'

Year's

Net

at

5,900,000

Figure Is Almost Double
Previous Year
Net earnings of Warners and its
subsidiaries for the fiscal year ended
Aug. 31 will approximate $5,900,000
after deductions for Federal income
tax and all other charges including
an undistributed profits surtax on the
last quarter of the year, it was learned
over the weekend. The figure is almost double the company's profits for
the preceding year. The annual financial statement will be sent to
stockholders Wednesday.
The operating profit for the year
just ended is equivalent to about $1.60
on the common, after deducting the
shares held in the treasury and after
providing for dividends on the preferred stock. Dividends on the preferred stock have been in arrears since
March, 1932.
Earnings for the year ended Aug.
29, 1936, totaled $3,177,312.73, which
compared with an operating profit of
$674,158.96 for the fiscal vear ended
Aug. 31, 1935.
For the 26 weeks ended Feb. 27,
1937, operating profit was listed at
$4,040,388.94, which compared to $1,976,245.42 for the same period the
previous year. The earnings increased
to $5,561,032.16 for 39 weeks as compared to $2,554,772.45 for the corresponding 1936 period. This did not
include Federal surtaxes on undistributed earnings.
The 39-week operating report indicated earnings of $1.42 a share on
3,701,090 outstanding common shares,
after preferred dividend requirements
and after deducting shares held in the
treasury.
On Dec. 13, stockholders will hold
an annual meeting in Wilmington at
which time six directors, Harry M.,
Jack L. and Albert Warner, Joseph
Bernhard, Robert W. Perkins and
Waddill Catchings are scheduled to
be reelected. Officers will be elected
the following day in New York. No
changes in the executive setup are
contemplated.

Pathe*s Financial
Report Ready Soon
Pathe's annual financial statement
will be ready about the middle of next
month, O. Henry Briggs, president,
stated. Auditors are now working on
the report.
John D. Wallace, coast head for
Pathe Film, will leave this week for
Hollywood. He has been here several weeks conferring with Briggs.

Laemmle
As

May

Join

Independent

Hollywood, Nov. 21. — Reports are
current again that Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
may join U. A. as an independent producer under the new setup of the
company. Laemmle recently resigned
from M-G-M without making a picture. He has several properties lined
up and will probably produce them on
the U. A. lot, in the event he makes
a deal. Laemmle plans to leave for
New York in a few weeks.
Alexander Korda, who has been
here since Tuesday, is understood
looking around for new producers to
join the U. A. fold. David O. Selznick has two films still to deliver.
With the withdrawal of Selznick
soon, the only outside producer distributing through U. A. will be Walter Wanger. Samuel Goldwyn will
probably turn out eight for the company next season and Korda, six.
Wanger will most likely have six.
Marcel Hellman, producer for Criterion Films in London, also is reported negotiating a deal for U. A. to
handle about four pictures a year
throughout the world. Hellman is
expected to conclude his deal before
he returns to England.
Meanwhile, Laemmle is reported
talking to U. A. interests to produce
four to six a year with an arrangement likely to be consummated as
soon as Goldwyn and Korda pick up
the options for U. A. stock held by
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford. Chaplin is planning to produce a picture, without
appearing in it, and has the option to
release through the company. This
also applies to Fairbanks and Pickford although they have no immediate
plans on production.

Bunn

U.A.

Producer
in Dallas

On Supply Move
Dallas, Nov. 21.— C. W.
Bunn is visiting here for a
few days on a tour of key
cities, lining up independent
theatre equipment dealers for
Interstate Theatre Supply
Stores, Inc. Bunn plans to
stop at a number of other
situations before returning
to New York.
Interstate Theatre Supply
Stores will become active after the first of the year and
will be the only national competitive theatre equipment
outfit to National Theatres
Supply.

Italy Ban
Picture

on French
Arouses Ire

Paris, Nov. 12. — Considerable resentment has been aroused in French
newspapers over the banning by Italy

of the French prize-winning film, "La
Grande Illusion," which was awarded
one of the leading prizes in the recent
Venice Awards Festival by an international jury which included several
Italians.
The film depicts the life of French
officers as German prisoners during
the war, and it is felt in many quarters that the ban on the film was at the
instigation of Germany. In spite of
what is generally considered a fair
and impartial presentation of German
officers and soldiers, Germany banned
the film, because the director, Jean
Renoir, is known for his extreme
U. A, Cash Intake Is
leftist tendencies, because a pleasant
Jew is portrayed and because Erich
Up 131% in 11 Weeks von Stroheim plays a German officer.
Cash intake by U. A. for the first There is believed here to be nothing
11 weeks of the new season increased in the film which could possibly be
131 per cent as compared with the objectionable to Italy.
The French board of censors has
same period last year, according to
{Continued on page 7)
George J. Schaefer, vice-president and
general manager of distribution. Sales
are 115 per cent above the same 11
U, A. Circuit Meeting
weeks of the 1936-'37 season.
In Baltimore Today
Doyle to Sail for
Stockholders of U. A. Theatres Circuit, Inc., will meet today in BaltiU. S, on December
1
more to elect directors. No changes in
I^oNDON, Nov. 21.— Stuart F. Doyle
the
directorate
or executive
is scheduled to sail Dec. 1 on the anticipated. Auditors
were setup"are
making
Aquitania for New York. He will every efTort over the weekend to have
return to Sydney, Australia, via San the annual financial report ready for
Francisco, sailing from there on the the meeting. A delay may be expected
Monterey, Jan. 5.
because of the many associated comWhile in New York, Doyle will
panies which are required to submit
negotiate product deals and also work their fiscal statements before the U. A.
on a number of matters in connection Theatres Circuit record can be comwith his radio interests.
puted.

CENTS

Seeking

ToBuyMeehan
K-A-0

Has

Shares

42% of Outstanding
Preferred Stock

Discussions, having as their aim the
setting of a deal for the purchase by
Atlas ofCorp.
of M. J. Meehan's
per
cent
the outstanding
preferred 42stock
of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., have
been
begun and are continuing. Moday. tion
Picture Daily learned on SaturThe Meehan interest aggregates approximately 25,000 of the 64,000 preferred shares outstanding and is approximately double The
RKO's
holdings
K-A-0 preferred.
Meehan
sharesof
have a face value of about $3,400,000,
inclusive of accrued, unpaid dividends
and redemption
premium.
Their current market value
is approximately
$700,000 less. About 25 per cent of
the preferred is in the hands of the
The proposed deal has not advanced
beyond the discussion stage yet and,
public.
at
the moment, there appears to be
little that would indicate an early
agreement. The present differential in
bid and asked prices is too great at
this time, it was indicated, to permit
a forecast of when an understanding
might be reached.
The discussions are significant, however, in that they point to a desire on
the part of Atlas to bring control of
the present highly profitable circuit
completely within the RKO fold, obviously for the purpose of avoiding in
the future .such upheavals and internecine strife as marked K-A-O corporate affairs during the lean years
of 1932 and 1933.
While RKO owns about 98 per cent
of the 1,200,000 shares of K-A-O common stock outstanding, voting privileges in the theatre corporation were
lost by those shares to the preferred
stock when K-A-0 failed to pay its
annual dividend on the preferred in
1932 for the third successive year. As
(.Continued on page 7)

Reduction

in Scales

Is Noted in Ontario
Toronto, Nov. 21. — Contrary to
predictions and expectations, there is
a trend toward lower admission prices
in Ontario despite the admitted higher
theatre operating costs. This annlies
to both circuit and independent houses
(.Continued on page 7)
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Legion Approves 14
Of 15 New
Pictures
The National Legion of Decency,
in its list of new pictures for the current week, has approved 14 of the 15
films reviewed, seven for general
patronage and seven for adults. One
film was found objectionable in part.
The new pictures and their classification follow :
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage — "Blossoms of Broadway," "A Damsel in Distress," "Dinner at the Ritz," "Donner, Blitz and
Sonnenschein," "Hollywood RoundUp," "Navy Blue and Gold" and
"Thrill of a Lifetime." Class A-2,
Unobjectionable for Adults — -"Almas
Rebeldes," "Dr. Syn," "The Last
Gangster," "Missing Witnesses,"
"Spiel Auf Der Tenne," "Uncivilized,"
and "Versprich Mir Nichts." Class
B, Objectionable in Part — "Portia on
Trial."
Wage Parleys Again
Broadway circuit operators will
meet again with Joseph D. Basson
and his Local 306 committee in an
effort to set a new wage scale for the
next two years. Two sessions were
held last week with little accomplished.

GAIN sneaking up well in advance on the week's holiday, this is the first instalment once more of the annual nonsense column, "What They Are Thankful for on Thanksgiving,"
some new, some repeating on last year:
Sam Goldwyn — Casenove, AkEddie Golden — Anything monoroyds and Co.
Alex Korda — Ditto.
gram-ed.
Prudential Assurance — Likewise.
Mary Pickford — And me.
Mervyn
forget. Le Roy — They'll try to
Doug
Fairbanks
—
I'm
with
you,
too.
Ed Sullivan — That Skolsky said
no.
Charlie Chaplin — All cash.
Sid
Skolsky — Kings Features.
Dave Selznick — Louis B. Mayer.
Joe Moskowitz — A play a night.
Louis B. Mayer — Dave Selznick.
Joe Pincus — Agreed.
J. Cheever Cowdin — Louis Lurie.
Bob Goldstein — Who am I to say
Texas oil millionaires. Maybe.
Herbert Wilcox — That Victoria
no?
Harry
Brand — Still his palsyreigned.
walsies.
Clover Club — Hollywood producGil Golden — Ken Aneser.
ers.
nolly.
Courtland Smith — Jack ConHollywood Stars — The Westmores.
Jack Connolly — Courtland Smith.
Ned E. Depinet— K-A-0.
Jack Haley — Buddy Clark.
Jules Levy — -"Stage Door."
Ann Harding — Werner Janssen.
Charlie Pettijohn — 48 states, 48
legislatures.
Barney Balaban — Three strikes
on exhibitor strikes.
Neil F. Agnew — Uh, huh !
RKO Theatres — "Damsel in DisJoe Unger — Right you are.
tress" for Xmas, New Year's.
Milt Kusell — Of course.
Charlie
fracas. Ford— The Sino- Japanese
Austin Keough- — Quite right, sir.
UMPTO OF E.P.S.N.J. and D.—
Harry Cohn — "The Awful
We think so, too.
Herman
Robbins — Miami's
shores.
Sam Dembow — From 630 9th to
630 5th.
Joe Schenck — Darryl F. Zanuck.
Dareyl F. Zanuck — For knowing how.
Earle W. Hammons — Double
features ?
Irving Reis — Paramount.
"Deac" Aylesworth — Roy Howard.
Nate Blumberg — - Vera, Lewis
and Dodo.
Ed Hartley — G. T. E.
L. W. Conroy — Tripp, Engels, et
al.
Bob Cochrane — Durbin, Pasternak, Koster.
Jimmy Grainger — Me, too.
Whitford Drake — Recording licenses.
RuFUS Le Maire — Coast trade
ViTTORio
papers. Mussolini •— Hollywood
Anti-Nazi League.
Leo Spitz— That he won't have to
stay there.
Sam
Briskin — -That "temporary"
contract.
George Canty — J. Cheever Cowdin.
Charlie McCarthy — His health.
Ray Johnston — J. A. Sisto.
Dave Loew — Columbia.
Bill LeBaron — Santa Anita.
BiNG Crosby — Del Mar.

Unit for Bklyn. Strand
The Brooklyn Strand next Thursday will put on a Major Bowes amateur unit of 10 acts in addition to the
double feature program. It is reported
that vaudeville will be booked for
weekends.

Jack Cohn — Harry.
George
Kann
— The train to OakTruth."
.
dale.
Stanton Griffis — That $2,150,000 suit settlement.
Harry Brandt — Acceptances to
the exhibitor "conference."
Nate Yamins — "Directors' apFred Harron — The Anglo-American treaty pow-wows.
Si Seadler — The King of the
proval."
E.decision.
C. Mills — Ascap's Nebraska
Jungle.
John G. Paine — Likewise.
Schwartz and Frohlich —
Samuel
Agreed. Cummins — Morons.
Frank Capra — Plenty of opportunities.
Fred Ullman — Ned E. Depinet.
52nd Street— "S2nd Street."
Lothar Mendes — Distribution at
30 per cent.
Republic — Gene Autry.
John Montague — His filmland
Mayor LaGuardia — "The March
All Newsreels— The China Clippals.
of Time."
Moe's Pawn Shoppe — Phil Reisman's French Legion ribbon.
Walt Disney— Mickey Mouse.
"Jack"— That the B-Bar-H won't
be far behind.
per.
Wind Machine Companies —
"The Hurricane."

Purely

Personal

►

TRVING ASHER, Warner British
*- production head, will arrive today
on the N orinandie accompanied by his
wife, Laura La Plante, and three
new players recently signed by the
company and en route to Hollywood.
They are Bruce Lister, James
Stephenson and Chili Bouchier.
On the same boat will be James A.
Fitz Patrick, who has just completed
a series of quota pictures for M-G-M
in England ; Carl Dixon, secretarytreasurer of Paramount; Marlene
Dietrich, Rouben Mamoulian,
Louis de Rochemont, foreign editor
of March of Time ; M. Michaux,
French film producer ; Harry Richman and TiNO Rossi, French radio
singer.
•
Eddie Foeman, writer of the Joe
Palooka series for Warners, has completed the third of the "Gaiety Series,"
Production featuring
will start Fred
next Libuse.
Tuesday under
the direction of Lloyd French.
•
Helen Hayes has been elected
president of Kakiat Farms, Inc., which
has been organized to develop a 500acre tract near Nyack for residential
purposes. She has selected a site on
the property for a new home of her
own.
•
Adolphe Menjou and his wife,
Verree Teasdale, left for California
Saturday. Menjou will resume work
in "The Goldwyn Follies" and will
appear
the 26."Hollywood Hotel"
broadcastonNov.

Edward deSelding• Melcher, former
drama editor of the Evening Star,
Washington, stopped off there en route
for a New York vacation, following
his screen writing work at the RKO
studio.
•
MoE Kellis of the Paramount art
departrnent has several paintings on
exhibition in the American Artists
group of the Montross Gallery.
•
Charles R. Rogers is due in New
York Tuesday from the coast, following aprior stop in Boston on Monday.
•
Russell Birdwell is due from the
coast by plane today.
•
Herb Berg tried his luck as an
angler yesterday at Long Beach.
•
Bill German of J. E. Broulatour,
Inc., is en route to California.
•
Nunnally
Johnson
has just
emerged from a local hospital.
•
Dave Blum is back from the coast.

Mrs.

E. J. Mannix

Killed

Frances Farmer— "Golden Boy."
"Merry** Goes to Roxy

Palm Springs, Nov. 21. — Mrs.
Bernice Mannix, wife of Edward J.

"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" has
been dated into the Roxy starting Friday. "The Barrier" will open at the
Criterion on the same date and "Ebb
Tide" holds another week at the Paramount.

Mannix,
managerinstantly
of the M-GM
studio,general
was killed
today
when an automobile in which she was
riding overturned near here. Mannix
has left Hollywood for the resort
where his wife had been passing the
weekend with friends.
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(Continued from page 1)
a result, the K-A-O board was reconstituted to include Meehan repre
and a "neutral" chairmansentatives
Herbert B. Swope, and RKO found
itself without a majority on the board
of its valuable theatre subsidiary
virtually all of the common stock of
which it owned.
Indications now are, according to
informed sources, that unless a "bargain" can be made with Meehan in
the near future, no deal is likely for
some time to come.

Ml mm.
SEE

Opens in 10 Days
Sam Strausberg plans to open the
New Trent at New Rochelle in 10
days. The house will seat 600.
Open Clason Point House
Nat Steinberg has opened the New
Beach at Clason Point. The theatre
and accompanying structures were
built at a cost of $120,000, seats 600,
and was equipped by Joe Hornstein,
Inc. William I. Hohauser is the architect.

Largely for historical purposes, this photograph, made at the Variety Club
banquet in Pittsburgh last Sunday, is reproduced. It represents Texas and the
Bob
O'Donnell
influence.
TopF.row,
left tolooking
right: very
Cresson
E. Smith,
Ned row,
E, Depinet,
George
J. Schaefer
and Neil
Agnew,
dashing.
Bottom
left to
right: Gradwell L. Sears, O'Donnell and party unknown.

Col. Cooper Honored
Hong Kong Takes Up
Toronto, Nov. 21. — Col. John A. Italy Ban on French
Cooper, president of the M. P. DisPicture Arouses Ire Because
of Refugees
tributors of Canada, was honored on
(Continued from page 1)
Theatre
business
in Hong Kong is
the occasion of the 40th anniversary of
the Canadian Club of Toronto, of banned "The Life of Emile Zola" and about 20 per cent above normal, Har
which he was the first president, when "The Road Back," produced by old S. Dunn, Far Eastern general
he was made an honorary life member. Warners and Universal, respectively, manager for Warners, stated yester
the first because the Dreyfus Case,
about which the Warner film revolved day. This is due to refugees flocking
to the city from all parts of Southern
largely, has been in the past a source China, he said. The four first runs
Klein Back at Work
of trouble in France. No explanation in Shanghai are operating and all
Boston, Nov. 21. — Edward Klein
has returned to his desk as president has been given for the ban on the theatres in Hong Kong are open, he
of the Bay State Film exchange after Universal film, and the censor board added. Theatres in Tientsin and
having been confined to City Hospital will view the film again.
Peiping also are operating.
and his home for the past six weeks
During the entire conflict there has
as the result of being struck and Reduction in Scales
not been any interruption of business
severely injured by a motorist.
in Hankow, Dunn stated. Warners,
which
two of the four theatres
Is Noted in Ontario in the serve
city, shipped prints by plane
(Continued from page 1)
with M. Porta, an Italian, paying
and is obviously due to keen competiThe threeconcessions
suburban thetion through the opening of new thea- the charges.
atres in the French
and
tres and otherwise.
International Settlement of Shanghai
The Regent in Ottawa, a Famous have been operating without a letup,
Players
theatre, has just announced
%
5
4
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Warners and Para reduction in its scale, top price being accordingamounttowereDunn.
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the only exchanges opLow
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erating in Shanghai 100 per cent, it
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15554
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Warners have not lost a reel of
31
155^4
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E. K
are
tossing in gift nights, amateur film nor any money while the unde152
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160
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E. K., pfd.
contests, and the like on top of double declared war was in progress.
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bills in order to maintain attendance.
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erating 100 per cent although grosses
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in
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"Madame X" Is Approved
■ SH 936
to 30 per cent. In the key cities,
454 2014
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+ 54+i hasToronto,
Nov.passed
21.—by"Madame
X" takes fell off about 10 per cent, Dunn
2654
20th Fox... . 205^ 2654
754
finally been
the Ontario
asserted. Because of the ban on money
754
. 26!4
20th pfd
censor board with a number of dele- going out of the country, remittances
7
W. B
7
tions, and play dates have been ar- are being held up in Japan. The
ranged outside of Toronto.
Fractional Curb Change
monetary situation is expected to be
cleared up shortly.
Net
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Dunn will remain here for several
G. N
1
VA
1
VA
Raise Buffalo Scales
weeks and then return to Shanghai
Sonotone ... 1^4
1^ IVs
Technicolor. 1751 1754 17 17
— 14
Buffalo, Nov. 21. — Vincent Mc- where he makes his headquarters. This
Trans-Lux. . 2?i
3
2^ 3
+
yi
Faul
and Charles Heyman have in- is his first visit in some time.
Univ. Corp. 2
2
2
2
creased prices five and 10 cents in the
Bonds Decline
five first run theatres here. NeighCoogan, Grahle Wed
Net
borhood operators are watching deHigh Low Close Change
velopments with a view to tipping
Hollywood, Nov. 21.— Jackie CooLoew's 354s '46.... 46
9754 9754 ..... scales a nickel. Heyman operates the
gan and Betty Grable were married
Para. Pict. '47.... 7654 7654 765^ —1
urday.
Lafayette and McFaul has the other at St. Brendan's Church here on SatR. K. O. 6s '41.... 95
95
95 —1
four houses.
(Quotations at close of Nov. 20.)

By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney, Nov. 1. {By Air Mail via
London). — The balance sheet issued by
Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., for the year
ended June 30 discloses the best results since 1930. After providing for
all taxation and depreciation, etc., the
company's surplus stands at i81,305,
compared with i61,088 in the previous
Trading profit shows an increase of
£20,217, or approximately 33^ per
cent
with 1935-36. Expenses
year. compared
and
taxation show a reduction from
£339,650 to £330,690. The sum of £46,500 was required for dividends of six
per cent on "A" preference shares and
five per cent on "B" preference shares.
The report states that the policy of
expansion and consolidation of the
company has been continued. New
theatres were erected in Albury (N. S.
W.), and in conjunction with affiliated
companies in Hartwell (Victoria) and
Goulburn (N. S. W.), all of which
have shown satisfactory results. Since
July 1, additional new theatres have
been opened at Brunswick (Victoria),
and Balmain (N. S. W.), and in each
case gratifying results are being
achieved, the directors report.
The directors have undertaken expensive modernizing schemes in conformity with their policy of keeping
the theatres up-to-date. Much of this
work has been completed, but there
still remains a number of theatres
where renovations are desirable. It is
proposed to continue this work in the
current financial year. A complete reconditioning and modernizing program
is being carried out in the Olympic
Theatre Circuit, Bondi (N. S. W.),
in which the company is interested.
The company does not at present
propose to fill the vacancy on the board
created by the decision of Stanley S.
Crick, chairman, to resign.

Oklahoma's
Grosses
Showing Marked Drop
Oklahoma City, Nov. 21.— Gross
receipts at the box-ofiices of theatres
throughout the state have hit a slump,
exhibitors report. With the special
session of Congress in session and the
Christmas season on the way, Oklahoma exhibitors do not look for an
upturn in theatre receipts until after
Oklahoma merchants and businessJan. 1.men are evidently holding up purchases of goods and commitments due
to uncertainty on Government policy.
The bright spot for the future is the
Grand River Dam project on which
$20,000,000 will be spent in the northeastern section of the state, to start
early next year.

Associates Hold Party
About 600 local exhibitors, exchange
men and industry employes Saturday
night attended the annual frolic of the
M. P. Associates at the Astor. Numerous film_, radio and stage stars appeared in person. Lew Lehr was
master of ceremonies.
Ban "Tobacco Road"
New Orleans, Nov. 21.— "Tobacco
Road" was banned from playing here
on Saturday by order of Judge Borah.
The
Dallas.road company of the play is in
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"Tim Tyler's Luck"
( Universal)

Lyman Young's newspaper cartoon
series has been transferred to the
screen with all its imagination intact,
ce applus a good amount of box-offi
peal. The result, a serial, is reliable,
exciting hokum that will please its
audience and have it eagerly returnColorful exing the following week. of
any other
citement isalways ahead
dramatic incident and vivid movement
is constant. The title role, played by
characFrankie Darro, is the sort of itself
to
terization that easily lends
facile selling.
The general drift of the story has
young Darro invading the African
search of his father, a scienjungletistinwhose
forte is apes. Al Shea
Another angle
parent.
Darro's
plays
Robinson who is
Frances
concerns

HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

Nothing Sacred
{Selznick-U. A.)
Hollywood, Nov. 21. — If there were a James Gordon Bennett
Trophy for lighter-than-air films, as there is for balloons, David O. Selznick's colorful entry in this Iffyear's crowded race would be rated a favorite. This would be because it comes, although late, from a hangar
devoted primarily to the manufacture of bombers, cruisers and heavierthan-air-craft generally, and bears in plain view the bench marks of
workmen unaccustomed and unwilling to turn out a mere gasbag.
That it will go farther than most of its competitors, if not all, is as
good a bet as a gambling man might reasonably expect to come upon in
a field as speculative as the aeronautics of this unwieldly mataphor.
"Nothing Sacred" engages special interest as the first important application of full color to frivolous material in feature length. Considered
"Spider"
as
a
test
of what may be awkwardly called the versatility of pigmentanamed
criminal
a
after The crook framed her brother
Webb.
tion,
it
seems
to warrant placing of an "X" in the "Yes" column.
in a diamond robbery and she is out
Several spectacular shots showing New York from the air and others
for justice. These dual pursuits are elicited pure applause from a mixed preview audience. In these quiet
aided by the Ivory Patrol, a sort of
stretches of an otherwise decidedly unquiet narrative, the color camera
African mounted police. Jack Mul- is frankly starred and gives an excellent account of itself. During the
hall is the sergeant of a troop and
spends much time in the saddle chas- more actionful sequences, which is to say most of the time, coloration
ing renegades. A leopard, not too is as incidental as photography to comedy funny enough to engender
well sprinkled with a black dye, plays laughter in volume frequently drowning out dialogue.
Carole Lombard, Fredric March, Charles Winninger and Walter
"Fang" a panther that Darro befriends and which becomes his protec- Connolly are the principals in the play derived by Ben Hecht from a
tor, after a fashion. The narrative is
unreeled with plenty of novel twists story by James H. Street, the gist of which is a demonstration that
and adventures.
nothing is sacred to a circulation-minded newspaper, including death
Each chapter runs approximately 21 by radium poisoning. Hecht is notoriously at home in this type of
thing, as witness his and Charles MacArthur's verdant "Front Page,"
minutes. "G."
but his penchant for the bawdy has been happily restrained this time
without sacrifice of his pungency. His undercover thrusts, such as
naming a pair of circulation sluggers. Max and Moe, are not of a kind
"Ball Tossers"
{Rice-Paramount)
to impede the layman's comprehension of such forthright slapstick as
If there is a single spark of appre- the widely publicized fight sequence in which March boots Miss Lomciation for a really fine sport film in
bard in the classically appointed place and socks her on the button.
the audience, the success of this short Perhaps raffish is the word for the whole affair.
is assured. It concerns the finer points
William A. Wellman's direction of the feverish and practically flawless
and finished technique of basketball. delineation
of New York City, in its mad, mawkish and occasionally
The famous Tulsa Stenos and Tulsa
Oilers are featured. They go through maudlin adulation of a fake public idol, is a superb handling of slippery
their respective bags of tricks, which situations and caricatured characterizations. Early scenes in bluntly
are enhanced by slow and stop mo- spoofed Vermont and a subsequent sequence showing what goes on in
tion and accompanying narration by the thinly disguised French Casino, with glib Frank Fay as "em cee,"
Ted Husing. Many of the plays are stand out as especially precious passages in a film that ought to click
real eye-openers in their execution. from Times Square to Van Buren, Ark.
The clever angles of the game are exRunning time, 75 minutes. "G."
plained simply and lightly. First-rate
entertainment. Running time, 10 mins.
"G."
Under Suspicion

"Fowl Play"
{Fleischer-Paramount)
Here is one of the most ingeniously
clever Popeyes of the season. The
throaty-voiced mariner presents Olive
Oyl with a parrot that squawks his
loving sentiments. Bluto comes on the
scene and shows his annoyance by
chasing the bird up a tree and chopping the tree down branch by branch.
Popeye decides he should be stopped.
They fight. The spinach makes its
appearance and the whirlwind finish
concludes. The incidental stuff is also
good. Running time, 7 mins. "G."
Oregon Theatre Burns
Baker, Ore., Nov. 21. — Baker's
historic four-story Clarick Theatre
was destroyed by fire here at a loss
of $100,000. The house was constructed in 1901 by the Baker City
Opera House Co. For the past 10
years it has been operated as one of
the city's leading film houses under
the management of Myrtle Buckmiller.

Club

Columbus
Columbus, Nov. 21. — M. R. Clark
was reelected chief barker of Columbus Variety Club, Tent No. 2, for the
seventh successive term, at the annual
election. William C. Pullin^ Sr.
and Virgil Jackson were named first
and second assistant chief barkers, respectively. P.J. Wood was reelected
dough guy.master, and Jacob Luft,
property
Canvassmen elected were : Max
Stearn, J. Real Neth, Harry
ScHREiBER, Leo Haenlein, William Cunningham and William
Ortna.
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Nov. 21. — Tack Flynn
of Metro, who hasn't missed a Variety
Club banquet here in years, had to
illness.up this one because of his wife's
pass
MoRT England is back in town
after spending several weeks in Philadelphia.
Lew Lefton celebrated his birthdayder's
Friday
J. and Mrs. AlexanFamilyatNite.
Bill Zeilor returned from his Bermuda vacation looking like a million
bucks.
Mrs. Harry Kalmine has been
elected president, Mrs Larry Katz
secretary and Mrs. Dave Kimelman
treasurer of the Ladies' Auxiliary.
Washington

Washington, Nov. 21. — Following
a change in the by-laws to permit the
election of the board of governors on
the second Monday preceding Thanksgiving, the 1938 board was elected,
subsequently naming A. Julian BryLAWSKi, head of Warner Theatres'
realty department, as chief barker.
Chief Barker Carter T. Barron
presided at the meeting, which elected
Samuel A. Galanty, Hardie MeaKiN, Samuel M. Flax, Harry E.
LoKMEYER, Brylawski and Archie
D. Engel, for two-year terms, and
Harry S. Brown and Samuel N.
Wheeler, for one-year terms. Governors A. E. Lichtman, Sidney B.
Lust and Arthur A. DeTitta have
another year to serve.
Officers for the ensuing year, informally announced at the luncheon
(Larry Darmoiir-C olumbia)
following a meeting of the new board,
Hollywood, Nov. 21. — Ignoring romance as an important adjunct
Brylawski, chief barker; Lightand concentrating on melodrama, in which has been inserted a slight are
man, first assistant chief barker;
comedy relief, "Under Suspicion" measures up as an acceptable average Lust, second assistant chief barker;
attraction. Basing its plot on a unique situation and developing it in a DeTitta, secretary; Galanty, trearefreshing manner, the film balances dialogue and action and moves at surer.
the pace expected of semi-mysteries.
Jack Holt, the central character, who is on the screen about 90 per
Revive Boston Blue Law
cent of the time, repeats his standard performance and is given effective
Boston, Nov. 21. — The licensing
support by Granville Bates, Luis Alberni, Morgan Wallace, Kathryn
board of this city today notified 350
De Mille, Purnell Pratt, Craig Reynolds, Esther Muir, Rosalind Keith hotels, night clubs and restaurants
and Margaret Irving. Based on a non-formula story by Philip Wylie, that Paul A. Dever, District Attorthe screenplay by Joseph Hoffman and Jefferson Parker is a workmanney, interpreting an old Massachusetts blue law, would bar all melike
writing
job
and
Lewis
D.
Collins'
direction
gives
hokum
a
place
with realism.
chanical or orchestral music, floor
Holt, a motor magnate, wants to quit business. Several forces desire shows, singing and even radio programs on Sunday. Audiences as well
that he continue active. To influence him to do so, various attempts are
made on his life. A detective is unable to solve the mystery of who as performers would also be subject
to fines, the order said.
wishes to kill Holt, and invites all suspects to a mountain lodge. There
he sets out to discover the would-be killer. A couple of side issue murders are inserted to intensify the dramatic content, and Holt puts himself on the spot several times before he traps the potential murderer.
"
how 21. "Hotel
Hollywood,
Nov.
— Warner's
A little different from the usual Holt material in the beginning, the May
Roads
roadshow "Hollywood Hotel,"
film moves outdoors before the half-way mark and in these sequences may
Dick Powell starring musical. Definite decision will be reached when
James S. Brown's photography accentuates dramatic content. The Holt
Gradwell L. Sears, general manager
clientele should find the show interesting.
of distribution, reaches here soon.
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
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Announcer
i

Canada

Radio

Personals

►

NELSON CASE, the announcer,
has auditioned for M-G-M pictures, and it looks like a deal. The
deal was set by Kermit K. Schaefer.
. . . Ben Lipset, the Little Napoleon
of the talent agents, reports Chevrolet
transcription deals set for Walter
Cassel, Willie Morris and Bailey Axton. . . . Dick Fishel, WMCA sports
expert, sells his football predictions
and his average thus far for the season is .624. ... In conjunction with
his football program on WOR, Benny
Friedman issues his selections to
newspapers free of charge. His average to date is .638. . . .
+
Robert M. Reuschle, production
chief for Phil Lord's "We, the People" show, is engaged to Bernice
Simnis. They will be married in the
summer. . . CBS trade news editor
Maurice Gaffney, through his network, has invited the newspaper boys
to bend an elbow at the Weylin Hotel
Wednesday. . . Edwin Gilbert and
Alex Fogarty, song writing team under CBS artists management, have
been signed by J. J. Shubert to write
the lyrics for the forthcoming musical,
"Romantic for Letty." . . "The Jesters"
have been signed for 13 weeks on the
Gulden Mustard "Melodiers" program
through Charles Facer of the NBC
artists bureau. The program will
start Jan. 4. . . "Three Marshalls"
have been booked at Loew's, Washington, for the week of Dec. 10. . .
Boake Carter has been booked to fill
a lecture engagement at New Bedford,
Mass., Dec. 14. Paul Ross of CBS
artists bureau handled the booking.
. . Tony Wons has been renewed for
an additional 13 weeks on the Vicks
program with a 50 per cent pay increase. . . The Eton Boys have just
renewed their management contract
with the CBS artists bureau. . . Binnie Barnes will be the guest .of Radie
Harris over Mutual Nov. 24. . . Lucy
Monroe will be heard tonight on WOR
with Vic Arden's orchestra on the
Chevrolet "Melody Moments."
Asks Quiz on Radio Suit
April Prod., Inc., will ask Justice
Aaron Steuer in the N. Y. Supreme
Court today for an examination before
trial of Louis Dreyfus, an officer of
Harms, Inc., defendant in a suit to determine the ownership of the radio
rights of "The Student Prince."
Harms will ask for an examination of
Milton R. Weinberger, president of
the plaintif? firm. April Prod., the
assignee of Shubert Theatres Corp.,
claims that a 1924 contract giving the
rights to the songs from the operetta
to Harms did not include broadcasting
privileges. Harms, however, arranged
with ASCAP for the broadcasting of
the songs and received more than
$100,000, it is alleged. Harms denies
any agreement with ASCAP, but
claims that the contract released the
radio rights. April is suing for
$100,000 damages and a permanent
injunction.
KMTR

Signs Film Columnist

HoLLYW0OD,_ Nov. 21. — Another film
gossip columnist has gone on the air.
KMTR has signed Michael Blair to
present "Are You Listening?" Monday nights.

Ads,

Restricts

Religious

Sunday

Air

Talks

Toronto, Nov. 21. — The Canadian
From Me to You
Broadcasting Corp. has taken definite
action with respect to two classes of
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 21.—
programs in suspending the broadcasts
Charles Crutchfield, WBT
of certain religious leaders and in banning commercial advertising on Sunprogram ceived
director,
has remail addressed
to
day hours, the latter step having been
Crutchhopper, Baiarfield,
taken at the request of the Lord's
HopCrutch, Fieldhopper,
Day Alliance, representatives of which
Crutchbriar, ad infinitum.
conferred with the Board of Governors
But he got one this week that
on the subject.
he admits takes the cake. He
The religious issue came to a head
when the Canadian chain suspeiided
got
one Crutchfield."
addressed "Miss
'Chuckle'
Rev. Morris Zeldman of Toronto, repIt seems that Crutch dicresenting the Protestant Radio League,
tated a letter to a new stenwhich move was followed by the withographer for Merle Jones,
drawal from the air of Father
radio
sales
representative for
Lanphier, representing the Catholics.
WBT in Chicago. Kelly Smith
Under the new policy affecting Sunis head of Radio Sales. So,
day programs, no commercial adverthe stenog sent the letter to
tising ispermitted in Canada with the
"Miss Merle Smith, Chicago."
bare exception that the name only of
This week Crutchfield got
the sponsor can be mentioned at the
the
letter back with the folopening and close of a broadcast.
There is also a ban on the play-bylowing message:
Miss
Crutchfield:
Thay"Dear
it ithunt
play broadcasts of any sport event on
tho! (Signed) Jones and
Sunday, even though the athletic contest is being held in the United States
or other countries. The results of
Sunday competitions may be announced
in regular newscasts on Sunday night
of Air'' Gets
Smith."
but descriptive material is frowned "School
Under Way Tomorrow
upon.
Starting tomorrow, the New York
City school system will inaugurate a
Chevrolet Leads Car
"school of the air" over the municipal
station WNYC. The weekly broadFirms on Disc Shows
casts will be on various cultural, social
Chevrolet, with 401 stations, con- and academic subjects.
tinues to hold first place among motor
The broadcasts will originate from
car' companies in number of stations studios in Brooklyn Technical High
used for transcribed broadcasts, ac- School on wave-lengths linked to
cording to a summary by World WNYC. At present the broadcasts
Broadcasting System.
will be on junior and senior high
Ford is -second, with transcribed school level ; a later expansion will
programs on 331 stations ; Buick is include broadcasts for parents and for
third with 93 ; Plymouth, 82 ; Oldsmo- elementary school children.
bile, 65: Pontiac, 62; DeSoto, 58;
The plan will mark the first time
that radio has been taken in as an
Willys, 50, and Studebaker, 29.
official part of local school system.
Attending the public schools here are
1,145,000 pupils.
Rosenbaum
Renamed
To Pa, Banking Unit
Philadelphia, Nov. 21. — Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, president of WFIL, here,
was reappointed today to another term
on the Pennsylvania State Banking
Board by Gov. George H. Earle.
Rosenbaum was first named to the
banking post in 1935. Besides his
many business connections, he is one of
the city's foremost patrons of arts, being an ardent musician and vice-president of the Philadelphia Orchestra.

New

Shows

"Editorial Slant on the News"
Among the new news commentators
and editorialists to come before the
microphone this season, George H.
Combs, Jr., former Congressman from
Kansas City, Mo., shows the most
promise. His "Editorial Slant on the
News" is a new WHN and WLW
Line sustaining feature.
Belying his Congressional background. Combs doesn't engage in
stuffy, oratorical talk for talk's sake.
A first-rate writer and a speech styl-

Moore Quits WFIL
Philadelphia, Nov. 21. — Donald
Withycomb, WFIL general manager,
has announced acceptance of the
resignation
of of Gerald
("Jerry" ati
Moore, director
sales promotion
the station. The resignation is effective immediately and Moore will
join the recently formed Continental
News Service doing sales and promotional work. No successor has been
named.

on

the

Air

ist, he offers at the beginning a digest
of the headline news of the moment
then editorializes on the flash lines.
His comments are penetrating and to
the point and reveal a well-grounded
knowledge of national and international affairs. He is particularly enjoyable when he comments on the life
in official Washington, a subject with
which he is most intimate.
"Editorial Slant on the News" is
offered
three times weekly, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 7 to
7:15 P.M.
Banner

WPEN

Sign

Guild

and\

Contract)

Philadelphia, Nov. 21. — The
American Guild of Radio Announcers
has reached an agreement with WPEN '
here, and the new contract is awaiting the signature of John Iracci, currently in New York, who recently
bought the station. The new contract
provides for a closed shop, 15 per cent
wage increases and a 40-hour week.
Forbes

Assigned

to

:

CBS Coast Contactsl
Hollywood, Nov. 21. — Donald W.
Thornburgh, vice-president in charge
of CBS operations on the west coast,
has assigned William E. Forbes tj
handle agency and client service contacts on CBS network programs originating in Hollywood.
For the past year, Forbes has been
a member of the KNX and CBS Los
Angeles sales staff. His sales activities will be concentrated on coast-tocoast CBS accounts, Columbia Pacific
network and Columbia California network business.
Deny CIO Official
Tulsa Station Time
Tulsa, Okla., Nov. 21. — Despite
threatened legal action, Dave Fowler
of Muskogee, Okla., regional director
of the C. I. O., was denied the use of
Station KVOO here last Sunday, for
a half-hour morning broadcast previously scheduled for 9 A. M.
Fowler appeared at the station with
his attorney to demand the right to
use the time he had engaged, according to KVOO employes, but was
barred from the studio.
The C. I. O. director threatened to
bring suit against the station to recover money spent for advertising and
other outlays in connection with the
broadcast. He also threatened to bring
the matter before the La Follette Civil
Liberties Committee of Congress to '
have the station's license revoked.
"We don't want to try this case
through the newspapers," William B.
Way, KVOO station mafiager, ex- \
plained. "It is just another of the
manycelprograms
are not
forced
to canbecause theywe are
of general
Mutual
on East-West Game
interest."
public
San Francisco, Nov. 21. — The annual Shrine East- West football game,
to be played New Year's Day between
picked teams of college stars from all
parts of the country, will be broadexclusively
coast cast
network
of over
Mutual.the coast-toKelvinator to Add Stations
Nash Kelvinator, sponsors of the
"Prof. Quiz" series, will increase its i
stations on CBS from 61 to 64 begin- \
ning Dec. 4. The stations are in Binghamton, N. Y. ; Springfield, Mass. ;
Tulsa, Okla. ; Duluth, Minn. ; and
Missoula,is the
Mont.agency.Geyer, Cornel! & ■
Newell
Cantor to Speak from Coast
Boston, Nov. 21. — Eddie Cantor is
scheduled to address Boston Jewry
from Hollywood over a special hookup next Sunday. The occasion is the
dinner at the Hotel Statler in behalf
of the Associated Jewish Philanthropies' campaign for funds. Boston
theatremen
are prominent on the vari- ,i
ous
committees.
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Production
With

34

Gains

To

Make

CENTS

Plans

Shooting

Shows

Indianapolis, Nov. 22. — The catalog Paramovmt issued outlining feaGain
tures planned for 1936-'37 should be
October
considered as identifying subject matter of its exhibitor contracts, a brief
filed in U. S. District Court here by
Receipts Total $1,966,617 y the Gary Theatre Co., asserts.
The brief is the final document
Largest in Some Time
filed in the company's action for a
mandatory injunction to compel ParaBy CLARENCE LINZ
mount to deliver 10 features allegedly
Washington, Nov. 22. — Improve- contracted for but not delivered.
ment in theatrical business was indi- Affidavits and briefs filed by both
cated today by the Internal Revenue
will be studied by Judge Robert
Bureau in its monthly report of tax sides
C. Baltzell, who called for them in
' collections which showed that re- place of oral testimony.
ceipts in October from the admission
In its brief. Paramount held that
tax totaled $1,966,617 as compared the catalog and representations by its
with $1,722,468 in September and salesmen should not be considered
$1,797,278 in October, 1936.
on them. "Unless the catalog
The month's collections were the binding
be given effectiveness as identifying
heaviest reported for any month since the
subject matter of the contract, no
December of last year, and brought one can say what, if anything, was
receipts from this source to $16,441,430 for the first 10 months of 1937 as set
covered
forth.by the contract," the plaintiffs
compared with $14,657,223 for the
"To say that plaintiffs and other
corresponding period in 1936.
exhibitors in the United States, after
In the third New York (Broad{Continued on page 6)
{Contm'ied on page 13)

TEN

23, 1937

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Production
last week climbed to 34 pictures at
work, three more than the previous
week's total, which was the lowest of
the year. Ten pictures were started
and six were finished, leaving 13 in
final stages of preparation and 67 in
the cutting rooms.
Those starting were : "A Dangerous Affair" and "You _ Can't Win,"
Columbia ; "Three Men in the Snow,"
M-G-M ; "Telephone Operator,"
Monogram; "College Swing," Paramount; "Outside of Paradise," Republic; "Radio City Revels," RKO;
"Blonde Moll," 20th Century-Fox;
"Mad About Music," Universal, and
"Food for Scandal," Warners.
The tally by studio :
Columbia finished one, shooting
four, preparing zero, editing eight;
Goldwyn, one, zero, zero, two; Grand
National, zero, zero, one, one;
M-G-M, zero, six, one, five; Mono{Continued on page 13)

For

Appeal

Dallas

of

Ruling

High Court Plea Awaits
Hoblitzelle Arrival
Final plans for the drafting of an
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
from the decision of the U. S. District Court at Dallas, holding that
major distributors conspired with the
Interstate Circuit in entering into
contracts which tended to regulate
admissions in subsequent run theatres
will be made here with the arrival
of Karl Hoblitzelle, Interstate head,

and George
Wright,
counsel,
from Dallas
in thedefendants'
next few
days.
Hoblitzelle and Wright will confer
here with Thomas D. Thacher of the
law firm of Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, who has been retained by the defendants to present their appeal to the
VA Circuit Earnings
Supreme Court. Austin C. Keough,
At 35 Cents a Share Paramount vice-president and secreBaltimore, Nov. 22. — Earnings on
tary, and Louis Phillips of the ParaFitzPatrick May Do
mount
home office onlegal
Educational Board
{Continued
page department,
6)
the 600,000 outstanding shares of
U.A.
Theatres
Circuit,
Inc.,
will
apReelects Officers
Ten More for M-G-M
proximate 35 cents a share, Dennis
Returning from a four-months trip
E. W. Hammons, president, and all F. O'Brien, vice-president and chair- Selznick Refuses to
to England and the Continent where other officers of Educational Pictures,
man of today's
meeting,
he completed eight quota pictures for Inc., were reelected yesterday at a stated.
Discuss Metro Deal
Haskinsstockholders'
& Sells have
not
M-G-M, James A. FitzPatrick ar- meeting of the company's board of completed the audit for the fiscal
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — David O.
rived yesterday on the N orniandie directors.
year ended Aug. 31, but are expected Selznick is back in Hollywood from
and will leave for Hollywood the
Other officers are Bruno Weyers, to have a complete report ready in his extended New York stay, continufirst week in December by boat vice-president; T. R. Williams, about a week.
ing to refuse to discuss his M-G-M
through the Panama Canal to nego- treasurer, and Norman C. Nicholson,
The present board of nine was re- deal.day : This is how Selznick put it totiate a contract with Louis B. Mayer secretary. All directors of the comelected. Itincludes : O'Brien, Bertfor the production of 10 more quota
ram S. Nayfack, A. H. Frisch, Harry
"Most of the deals we have been
pany were reelected at a stockholders'
{Continued on page 6)
films in England.
meeting last Friday.
considering have appeared in print.
The eight films finished are "David
While it is true that we have tentaLivingstone," "The Captain's Table,"
tively decided upon one of these deals,
"Auld Lang Syne," "Last Rose of
it is entirely
possible
{Continued
on that
page any
6) one of
Summer," "Bells of St. Mary's,"
"Dream of Love," "Life of Chopin"
Truth''
Firefly, " ''Awful
and "Bizet, the Composer of Carmen."
Monogram
Will Make
FitzPatrick has spent 18 months all
told in the making of these pictures,
48 Films Next Year
{Continued on page IS)
Hollywood,
Nov. 22. — W. Ray
Takes
Cities'
Major
Top
Johnston, president of Monogram,
and
Washington
it
also
went
over
av"The Firefly," "The Awful Truth," erage.
M- Miss Dietrich Has
arriving to confer on production, dis"Conquest," "Ali Baba Goes to
that next season's Monogram
Town" and "Alcatraz Island" were
"The Firefly" was good in Okla- product closed
would be increased probably
homa City, where it grossed $5,600,
Param't
outstanding
at
the
box-offices
of
the
for
Another
Marlene Dietrich will make one nation last week. The first mentioned
which is $1,000 over average. In by six pictures, most of them exploitation specials, to make the total
more picture for Paramount before film in four situations did between Minneapolis the film did $12,000, or
winding up her contract, the star told $1,000 and $3,500 over average. At $2,000 over par. It also did well at output 48.
Motion Picture Daily last night the RKO Shubert in Cincinnati the the Paramount in St. Paul. PhilaExpressing satisfaction at the production
record of onMonogram
under
when she arrived on the Normandie. Jeanette MacDonald operetta held to
{Continued
page 13)
delphia and Seattle takes on the
Her last picture will be "French the $12,000 house par.
film were $17,500 and $8,750 respec"The Awful Truth" continued on
without Tears," following which she
tively, going over the line by $3,500
will return to Europe.
the profit side in San Francisco where, and $1,750.
No Paper Thursday
Asked by a Motion Picture Daily
dualled with "The Man Who Cried . "Conquest" went under par at the
{Continued on page 15)
Motion Picture Daily will
Wolf," at the Orpheum, it garnered Midland in Kansas City but in MilDay.publish on Thursday, Nov.
waukee, at the Wisconsin, double
$11,300, over the line by $3,000. The
not
comedy went over by $300 at the War- billed with "Hot Water" it attracted
25, which is Thanksgiving
ner Lake in Cleveland, taking $3,000. $9,000, over by $1,000. At the PittsRadio — Page IS
In Cincinnati it took $19,500, which
burgh{Continued
Penn $12,750on was
expage grossed,
6)
In Omaha
is $9,500 over average.
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Postpone Gary Hearing
Indianapolis, Nov. 22. — Hearing
on the suit filed by the Gary Theatre
Co., to enjoin clearances imposed by
major producers on behalf of Balaban
& Katz of Chicago was postponed
from today to tomorrow because of
the absence from the city of Federal
Judge Robert C. Baltzell.
Plan Newsreel House
Cleveland, Nov. 22. — Sam Dembow has confirmed the report that a
Trans-Lux theatre will be built here.
It will be Cleveland's first newsreel
theatre.
A Correction

The review of "Tim
ay's Motion
in yesterd
erroneously mentioned
as playing the title
Thomas is featured.

Tyler's Luck"
Picture Daily
Frankie Darro
role. Frankie

ATTRACTIVE OFFICES AND
FLOOR— ALSO PENTHOUSE
Available at
REASONABLE RENTALS
723 Seventh Avenue
Inquire Superintendent or
Telephone BR. 9-6069

Conclude

Col., Charging
Infringement

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Mrs. Annie
R. Owen, of Washington, describing
herself as the widow of William O.
Owen, inventor, today filed suit
against Columbia Pictures Corp.,
Harry Cohn, Frank Capra and Viola
Lawrence, charging infringement of
to her by her late huspatentsbandwilled
and which govern mechanisms
for insets, fadeouts and dissolves.
She asked the court to enjoin the
defendants from using the patented
devices and copies thereof, and to
award her damages after an accounting of the profits of eight pictures in
which, she alleges, the devices were
used. The films are "Lost Horizon,"
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," "The
King Steps Out," "Love Me Forever," "Unknown Woman," "The
Black Room," "Atlantic Adventure"
and "After the Dance."

No

Film

Fan

Kansas City, Nov. 22.—
Henry L. Dillingham, U. S.
Marshal for western Missouri, has never seen a talking film, and it has been 16
years since he saw any sort
of picture. The other day he
saw a film in Federal Court,
when it was shown as a piece
of evidence. Dillingham 16
years ago used to take his
small daughter to the theatre,
but when she was lost one
night as he was talking with
friends, he wasn't trusted by
the family to take her again.
Texas

Allied

Opens

Two-Day
Convention
Nov. 22.— The Allied TheDallas,
atre Owners of Texas opened its
two-day convention here today, with
Delay 3 Theatre Suits
Trial of three suits brought by approximhibitors
ISO .independent exately
in attendance
M-G-M Corp., M-G-M. Dist. Corp.,
The day was devoted to committee
Republic Film Exchange and Mascot
Pictures against the estate of Jack appointments, registration, and the receiving of the reports of the organiW. Springer, Soteros Cocalis, the
zation's officers on the activities of
Van Dyke Amusement Co., Inc., and
the
past
Tomorrow, the final
the Trio-Manhattan Corp. for alleged day, willyear.
be featured by a round
unauthorized exhibition of pictures table discussion of recent Federal
owned by the plaintiff was postponed Court rulings here and the effect of
to Wednesday by Federal Judge Rob- the decisions on the interests of indeert T. Patterson in the U. S. District
pendent exhibitors. Col. H. A. Cole,
Court yesterday. Postponement was president of the unit, will lead the disasked on the ground that settlement cussions.
out of court was being arranged.
Two other suits brought by ParaKorda Here Thursday
mount Prod., Inc., Paramount PicHollywood,
Nov. 22. — Alexander
tures Dist. Corp., the M-G-M Corp.
and the M-G-M Dist. Corp. against Korda plans to leave for New York
the Springer estate, the Spuyten by plane Wednesday night, arriving
Amusement Co., Inc., and the Trio there Thursday. He may sail for
Amusement Co. were marked settled. home on the Berengaria instead of the
Normandie.
Ask Pacent Suit Dismissal
Wanger En Route West
A. T. & T., Western Electric and
Erpi filed amended answers in the U.
Cincinnati, Nov. 22. — W alter
S. District Court yesterday in re- Wanger left here today for Hollysponse to the $6,000,000 triple damage
wood by plane. He spent the weekend here and is heading for the coast
anti-trust suit brought against them
by Stanley K. Oldden as assignee for to be on hand for the U.A. directors'
the benefit of the creditor of the Pa- meeting Wednesday.
cent Electrical Co., Inc. The defendants denied the alleged conspiracy to
violate the anti-trust laws and asserted
that Pacent had infringed on patents
owned by them and should account for
the profits. They also stated that the
action was barred by the six-year
statute of limitations. A dismissal of
the complaint with costs was asked.
Hays Board Meet Dec. 8
The quarterly meeting of the board
of the M.P.P.D.A. is tentatively
scheduled for Dec. 8. The meeting
may be postponed to a later date due
to the present uncertainty concerning
Will wood
H.and Hays'
from Hollyalso of return
the numerous
other
directors of the organization now on
the coast. The latter include Barney
Balaban, Paramount ; Nicholas M.
Schenck, Loew's ; Leo Spitz, RKO ;
Harry M. Warner, Warners ; Sidney R. Kent, 20th Century-Fox.
Resume House Picketing
The Service Employes of the
Amusement and Cultural Buildings'
Union, Local 54, has resumed picketing at the Tompkins in Brooklyn,
according to Lou Conway, president
of the union, following the alleged
refusal of the theatre owners to sign
a closed shop agreement.

On

New

Union
Haven

Deal
House

New Haven, Nov. 22. — I.A.T.S.E.
Local No. 74 has concluded a threeand "C" theatres in New
"B"
"A," AnclassHaven,
withwith
year agreement
sonia
and Derby,
new terms
effective retroactive to Sept. 1, 1937.
Increase for "A" houses is from $50
to $54 for the first year, $54 to $56,
the second, and $56 to $58, the third.
For stage shows the scale is $67.50
to $72.50 for assistants, $75, carpenters, and $77.50, stage managers,
these rates for 24 shows to be in operation for the next two years. Shows
over 24 are rated $3 per show. Class
"B" and "C" houses increase from
$40 to $42.50 the first year, to $43.75
the second, and $45 the third.
Open Canada Union Talks
Toronto, Nov. 22. — Vincent Armand, chief projection supervisor for
Western Canada of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., has entered into
formal negotiations at Winnipeg with
officials of the I.A.T.S.E. with a view
to settlement
of labor differences in
that
city.
Threatened action by the I. A.,
culminating in the promise of a genepal strike in all of the 200 theatres
of the circuit across Canada, has been
withheld by the I. A. pending the outcome of the conversations at WinniClose Wilmington Contract
peg.Wilmington, Nov. 22. — The
Rialto, independent downtown first
run, has signed an agreement with
Local No.
F. ofbe L.,
operators'
union.
A 473,
reportA. will
made
to the
next meeting of the Central Labor
Union so that tjie general labor movement may extend full patronage to
the theatre.
Wage Talks Resumed
Representatives of the major circuits here conferred again yesterday
with officials of Local 306 in an effort to arrive at a new wage scale for
operators
in the
the next two
years.circuit's houses for
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GEORGE
FRANK
DORIS

BRENT
McHUGH
WESTON

Directed by LLOYD BACON
Screen Play by Ll. Comm. Frank Wead,
Warren Duff and Lawrence Kimble • From
a Story by Lk, Comm. Frank Wead • Music
by Max Steiner • A First National Picture
A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
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30-day 24 -sheet bombardmentin ISOO cities will be followed by a spectacular keyarea newspaper campaign!
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trating his own correspondonce is ceeding the average of $11,000. At
Husbands" at the Warfield in the
an old habit and well known. He also Loew's Palace in Washington the sive
coast city boosted the take up to
ad-M
M-G
tries his art in roughs of
Garbo iilm took in $16,400, going over $17,000, over by $4,000. A road show
vertising, but for the first time actually
of "The Hurricane" at the Geary in
is using his own creations in small dis- by $1,500.
the same city blew in $12,000, exceed"Ali Baba Goes to Town" did just
"Ros
on
ing average by $2,000.
ing
runn
y
entl
curr
copy
play
that in Detroit at the Fox. It was
•
"Danger,
Men at Work" in Minneaalie."
aided by a stage show. The take—
polis with a stage show at the Orastive
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$3,500.
by
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was
McKe
$23,500—
Maurice
pheum rolled up $14,000, more than
sistant to Will H. Hays, will arrive Alvin, Pittsburgh, the Cantor film
due
Hays,
the $6,000 average. "Madame
from the coast tomorrow.
went $3,500 over average, taking double
X" at the Century and "The Life of
in
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remai
is
plans,
of
band
e
stage
a
to a chang
$10,000. In Denver, with
Emile Zola" at the Orpheum in St.
Hollywood beyond this week, with no assisting, it took in $10,500, over by Paul did $5,000 each, which is over
definite departure •date set yet.
by $1,000 in each case.
par"Double
Wedding" in Cleveland, at
"Alcatraz Island" was good in New
$2,000.
Wilrt
Herbe
and
e
Neagl
Anna
Loew's
State,
garnered $20,000, which
Roger Shercox will arrive today on the Century Haven, where, at thewhich
above
is
$6,000,
took
man,
it
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is
substantially
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row
and will sail tomor
In the college in Circulation," at the Michigan in
Nonnandie for England, where Miss normal by $2,600.
Detroit, aided by a stage show, did
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due excitement. On a double bill they Madame" stood out in Philadelphia.
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for
con,
Pierce
(Continued from pane 1)
Bill
nt,
assista
his
his wife and
ferences with Y. Frank
Freeman.
•
arrived from California last night with
studying catalogs and deciding upon
a stopover at Boston.
•
to exhibit and after exAl Trahan, who is now appear- what product
tensive negotiations entering into a
ing
at
Loew's,
Washington,
will
open
of
ve
executi
Rogelio a. Pujol,
complicated written contract have
at the State here Thanksgiving
Day.
•
done nothing more than to give the
Cuban Pictures Co., Inc., Havana, is
the option if they see fit
in New York on business. His firm
Robert W. Perkins, Warner coun- producers
to sell these exhibitors pictures is to
is building modern studios near
sel,
will
return
in
a
few
days
from
a
Havana.
do violence to all reason. Paravacation at West Virginia.
•
•
mount's
own contract 'guarantees'
Bob Goldstein insists he is going
Milt Kusell, who has been
few
last
the
cold
bad
a
Vigorously
bothered with
abroad again. It may be somewhere these pictures." rebutting each point in
his
at
remain
to
Paramount's closing brief, filed here,
forced
between Dec. 1 and
days, was
• 15.
y.
Larchmont home yesterda
Nov. 15, the exhibitor scores the pro•
ducer for "interminable cutting and
for
left
novelist,
Cronin,
J.
A.
Arthur Lee returned yesterday Boston yesterday and from there will editing" of the pictures in question.
from a 10-day trip and reported G.B. head for California.•
"Paramount, like any other producer who desires to withhold picon the
business "particularly good"
west coast. He added that a salesJules
Levy
is
back
from
the
coast
tures, can continue its cutting • and
and
man has been put on at Portland
and Barret McCormick is due to editing activities indefinitely, and apanother will be added to the San return next Monday.
parently that is here the case.
•
Francisco sales force in two weeks.
"Paramount admittedly intended to
•
Norton Ritchey, now in Paris, is give us these pictures by a certain
not
expected until the middle of date. If plaintiffs are willing to acSidney Piermont of Loew's turned
in a swell job in the handling of the December.
cept them at a later date. Paramount
•
can not take advantage of its own
MoE Seigel, Republic production
refuse denies
delivery."
head, will leave for Hollywood in a delay
The and
exhibitor
seeking from
few days.
Jules J. Rubens, head o| Great States
•
Arthur Greenblatt will return pictures
Theatres, inrelease
of figRtS'
in "RKO
exchange
for Paramount
Friday from a tour of G.B. exchanges. rights, which was charged by the
defendant.
Ralph Rolan is due in from the
coast some day this week.
UNITED'S SLEEPER
Selznick Refuses to
SERVICE OFFERS:
Nate J. Blumberg returned from
Discuss Metro Deal
Hollywood yesterday.
*Sky Room courtesy lounge for
(Continued from page 1)
•
nighthawks, early birds. (Only
on United.)
Leon Schlesinger is due from the the others may eventuate. Until con
tracts are signed, it would obviously
coast today.
•Sleepers limited to 12 persons
be ridiculous to talk about any one
for extra comfort.
deal that at the moment is a stronger
*No crowding — a berth for every
Marshall Neilan is in town.
passenger.
likelihood
His finalthan
two others."
for United Artists are
*De luxe Skylounges on daylight
portions of trip, sleepers at
Loop Doorman Is Shot
set. These will be "Merry, Merry
night.
Maidens" and an untitled Janet Gay
Chicago, Nov. 22. — Sheldon nor
vehicle.
*2
nightly
sleeper
flights
coast
to
Shoreen,
24,
doorman
at
the
Statecoast.
Lake, was shot tonight by a bandit
TICKETS: United Offices. Hotels,
Those close to David O. Selznick
who attempted to hold up the theatre.
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
His condition is serious. Policeman yesterday admitted in New York that
John Mannix was also wounded in announcement of his return to M-G-M
will be made in a few days.
frustrating the robbery.
UNITED
AIR LINES

For

Appeal

Dallas

of

Ruling

(Continued from page 1)
also
participate in the conferences
on themayappeal.
The defendants have until Dec. 13
to file their appeal, which goes directly to the Supreme Court because the
Dallas case was instituted by the Government. Present expectations are that
the appeal will be ready in advance of
that date and will make it possible for
a hearing to be set for some time in
late January or in February.
The conference here is expected to
decide definitely whether or not the
defendants will request a writ of ^i<persedeas to suspend enforcement of
Judge W. H. Atwell's Dallas Federal
Court decree pending the determination of the appeal. It has not been
decided definitely yet whether the defendants will seek such a writ.
IJ,A, Circuit

Earnings

At

35 Cents a Share
(Continued from page 1)
D. Buckley, Joseph H. Moskowitz,
Willard V. King, William P. Philips,
Joseph M. Schenck and Lee Shubert.
This board will elect officers either
late this week or early next in New
York. The officers are : Schenck,
president and chairman ; Shubert and
O'Brien, vice-presidents ; Philips,
vice-president and treasurer ; Nayfack,
secretary, and A. M. Georger, comptroller.
No earnings were reported on the
common stock last year. Attending
today's
meeting and
in addition
were Nayfack
Frisch. to O'Brien
Singer Left $33,932
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, who died
a year ago at the age of 75, left an
estate valued at $33,932.

Wall

Street

Net
stocks Generally Decline
Open
Col
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VA —Vi
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;....1526J|
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High Low Close Change
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Loew 354s '46
9754 975i 9754 -|- Va
Para. B'way
3s '55
63
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Para. Pict. '47 . . 7654 76
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— 54
RKO
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94 —1
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(Quotations at close of Nov. 22)
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Music,"
Phila.

With

Show

Key

Leader

$21,000

Philadelphia, Nov. 22. — In its
first roadshow week at the Locust,
"The Hurricane" blew a neat, but not
gaudy, $10,500 into the box-office.
The take is fair, but not sensational
and the run looks like four weeks.
Again the Earle led the town,
grossing $21,000 with "Music for
Madame" and a stage show, over par
by $7,000. The city has been on a
stage show rampage for weeks and
this house, the only central city spot
with shows, has been doing well.
"The Firefly" got a fair $17,500 for
its opening week at the Stanley and
will go for a second. The rest of the
town was below par with "Great Garrick" and "Merry-Go-Round" not
living up to expectations.
Total first run business -was $93,200.
Average, exclusive of average for the
Locust where "The Hurricane" is
roadshowing, is $81,960.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Nov. 18 :
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W.B.)
ALDINE— (1,300), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,200. (Average, $8,160)
"HIGH, WIDE (Para.)
AND HANDSOME"
ARCADIA— (600), 2Sc-40c-50c, 4 days, 2nd
run. Gross: $1,100. "Madame X" (M-G-M),
3 days, $600. (Average, 7 days, $2,800)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $14,000)
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
EARLE — (2,000), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: Mary Dees, Monte Blue, Jane
Pickens. Gross: $21,000. (Average, $14,000)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
FOX— (3.000), 40c-S5c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$11,000. (Average, $14,000)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days,
2nd run. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
KEITH'S~(2,000),
days, 2nd
run. Gross: $3,800. 30c-40c-50c,
(Average, 7$4,(X)0)
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
LOCUST— (1,400).
57c-86c-$1.14-$1.71, 7
days (roadshow). Gross: $10,500.
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3.700). 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $17,500. (Average, $14,000)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
STANTON— (1,700), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days,
2nd -week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)
Griffith Shifts Men
Oklahoma City,. Nov. 22. — Griffith
Amusement Co. has made the following promotions and transfers, all involving increases in pay : Paul Cornwell from the Orpheum at Okmulgee
to the Melba at Guthrie ; Jim O'Donnell from the A/[elba to the Rivoli at
Blackwell ; Fred Brewer from the
Rivoli to the Tall Chief at Fairfax ;
Thurston Homan from the Tall Chief
to the Aztec at Enid, Okla.
To Test Double Bills
Oklahoma City, Nov. 22. — The
Griffith circuit's Rialto, downtown
subsequent run house here, has started
a four-week test of a double bill policy,
every Wednesday and Thursday only,
in an attempt to build up grosses in
the middle of the week.
Gets Paramount Pact
Portland, Ore., Nov. 22. — Warren
Magwood, well known Portland actor,
has been awarded a Paramount studio
contract. He has been renamed
Philip Warren. He has a four-year
contract, subject to six-month renewals.
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Reflect
$1,519,420

tres in the same 24 cities for the week
endweek
the
for
ending
Nov. 5-6.
grosses
city
Key
ing Nov. 12-13 showed an upward
The total for the most recent period,
trend from the previous week, aggre- however, still was under the aggregate
gating $1,519,420 from 151 theatres in for the 24 cities for many recent
except that ending Oct. 8-9,
24 major cities, as compared with a weeks,
when the total was $1,500,826.
total gross of $1,510,291 from 147 theaEstimated takings for the latest available periods :
Week Ending
Week Ending
Nov. 12-13 Gross
Theatres
No. Theatres
Nov. 5-6 Gross
No.
Boston
8
5
Buffalo
S
56,800
$100,000
55,800
143,000
$108,200
8
110,700
Chicago
8
8
Cincinnati
8
46,250
52,300
6
Cleveland
6
56,300
66,000
7
Denver
7
41,500
36,000
6
Detroit
6
84,700
79,400
4
Houston
4
29,800
32,700
5
27,400
34,000
Indianapolis
5
5
Kansas City
5
31,800
33,000
9
113,320
106,091
Los Angeles
10
5
Milwaukee
6
28,900
34,000
5
Minneapolis
5
38,600
38,500
5
Montreal
5
39,000
43,500
23,300
4
21,000
New Haven
4
273,000
256,350
9
New York
9
5
Oklahoma City
5
22,100
16,900
22,600
3
Omaha
3
23,000
9
Philadelphia
9
99,000
5
88,400
Pittsburgh
5
55,600
San Francisco
9
55,700
9
82,600
90,200
4
St. Paul
4
14,500
7
Seattle
7
15,400
36,650
37,950
6
Washington
8
59,600
68,300
151
$1,519,420 12-13:
147
Key city grosses up to the week ending Nov.
$1,510,291
Week Ending
No. Theatres
Gross
149
Sept. 10-11.
3-4
Sept.
142
$1,447,016
150
1,887,424
Sept. 17-18.
1,625,170
144
Sept. 24-25.
1- 2.
1,558,698
147
148
Oct.
8- 9.
1,528,286
Oct.
147
1,500,826
Oct. 15-16.
146
1,587,879
149
Oct. 22-23.
1,546,112
147
29-30.
5- 6.
Nov.
Oct.
1,555,682
1,510,291
Nov. 12-13.
151
1,519,420
(Copyright, 1937, Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.)
Fox

Takes

Cushman

Show

Lincoln, Nov. 22. — Fox Intermountain
joinedroute
withwhen
Wilbur
vaudeville
Rick Cushman's
Ricketson,
division manager in Denver, signed
for all his towns, including Cheyenne,
Rawlins, Laramie, Rock Springs,
Ogden, Idaho Falls, Pocatello, Nampa,
Caldwell and Kemmerer. Besides this
group there are other occasional one
night stands. Frederick-Mercy Theatres, with home offices in Seattle, also
went on the books for Ellensburg,
Yakima, and Walla Walla. This
brings about 30 days playing time
for Cushman.
"Camille" Austria Choice
Vienna, Nov. 22. — "Camille" and
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" were the
only two American films listed among
the best 10 for the year from August,
1936, to May, 1937, as determined by
a vote of the readers of the only Austrian film fan weekly, Mein Film.
Renamed

Frieda

G. N. Closes IS Deals
Grand National has closed product
deals with 13 independent circuits.
They are Robb & Rowley, Lefkowitch
Circuit of Ohio, Skouras, Cooperative
Theatres of Michigan, Fabian Theatres, Walter Reade Enterprises,
Schine atres,
Theatrical
Smalley's
TheWilmer & Co.,
Vincent,
Century
Circuit, Randforce, I. Libson and
Semelroth Theatre Circuit.
Change 20th-Fox Title
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Sonja
Henie's next 20th Century-Fox musical will be released under the title,

In

Milwaukee

Milwaukee, Nov. 22. — "Stage
Door" and "West of Shanghai"
grossed $8,500 at the Warner, $3,500
to the good, to take the lead for the
week. quest"
Second
money
went good
to "Conand "Hot
Water,"
for
average. or $1,000 above the Wisconsin
$9,000,
"Prisoner of Zenda" and "Love Is
on the Air" at Fox's Strand was the
only other combination to better par,
doing $4,800, just $300 over the line.
This was a second week continued run
from the Warner. The new reduced
price
and
Palacepolicy
failed atto Fox's
meet Wisconsin
with any outstanding
response
during
the
first
three
days.
Total first run business was $35,100.
Average for five houses is $26,500.
Estimated takings:
Week Ending Nov. 16
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
"LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE" (Col.)
PALACE— (2,400), 35c-50c, S days. Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $5,000)
Week
"STAGEEnding
DOOR" Nov.
(RKO)17
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
WARNER— (2,400), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,500. (Average, $5,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
"HOT WATEIR" (20th-Fox)
WISCONSIN—
(3,200), 35c-50c,
Gross:
$9,000. (Average,
$8,000) 6 days.
Week Ending Nov. 18
"THE
(M-G-M)
"BADFIREFLY"
GUY" (M-G-M)
GARDEN— (1,200), 35c-40c-60c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,800.
"BEHIND THE MIKE" (Univ.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 25c-30c, 7 days.
Stage: "Personalities
$5,000.
(Average, $5,000)on Parade." Gross:
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F. N.)
STRAND— (1,400), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,800. (Average, $4,500)
Circuit Changes Name
Richmond, Nov. 22. — Richmond
Operating Corp. has filed a charter
amendment changing its corporate
name to Neighborhood Theatres of
Virginia,
Inc.,from
and increasing
its maximum capital
$1,000 to $201,000;
minimum from $100 to $1,000. Morton
G. Thalhimer is president.
Revivals Aiding Takes
Vancouver, Nov. 22. — The Capitol,
Famous Players' ace Vancouver
house, has instituted a series of revival programs to bolster Monday
evening attendance, always a poor
night in this city. The extra feature
starts at 11 P.M. Thus far the idea
has been successful.

Gibraltar Party Held
Denver, Nov. 22. — The employes of
Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., here, held
their fourth annual party with ISO
film and theatre supply men attending.
Paramount Signs Dunn
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Jack Dunn, A costume party, it was held at the
actor-athlete, has been signed to a Kiowa Lodge, in the mountains west
term contract by Paramount. He of Denver.
"Happy Landing." It was known formerly as "Happy Ending."

will be featured in "Everybody's

Starr

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — M-G-M has
changed
FriedaTheIsenstadt's
Frieda Starr.
actress is name
a youngto
singer from Brooklyn.

r
se
os
ad
Le
''
or
Do
^Stage Gr

rs"
to Make
Lewis
Hollywood,
Nov. ''Siste
22. — D avid
Lewis will produce "The Sisters,"
based
on Myron Brinig's novel, for
Warners.
Girl."

Troy Honors Leo Rosen
Troy, N. Y., Nov. 22.— Leo Rosen
was honored at a testimonial dinner
here on his fifth anniversary as manager of the Troy Theatre. The dinner
was given by film and other business
men of the city.
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Ticket
Shows

Tax

Revenue

October

Gain

(.Continued from page 1)
way) district, Federal admission tax
collections jumped from $442,546 in
September to $604,487 the following
month, it was reported by the Bureau.
Receipts from box-office admissions
in October were $559,145, against
$407,698 in September, other collections being as follows : on free or
reduced rate admissions, $2,121 against
$546; tickets sold by brokers, $7,017
against $2,582; tickets sold by proprietors inexcess of established prices,
$1,401 against $555 ; permanent use or
lease of boxes and seats, nothing
against $210; admissions to roof
gardens and cabarets, $34,803 against
$30,953.
Production

PICTURE

Gains

With 34 Shooting
(Continued from page 1)
gram, zero, one, zero, one; Paramount, one, five, three, nine; Principal, zero, two, zero, one; Republic,
one, one, two, four ; RKO, one, four,
two, four ; Roach, zero, one, zero,
zero ; Selznick, zero, zero, zero, one ;
20th Century-Fox, one, three, three,
four; Universal, zero, two, zero, one;
Wanger, zero, zero, zero, one;
Warners, zero, five, one, 25.
Three short subjects — two at
M-G-M and one at RKO — started
this week and are still shooting.
M-G-M and Columbia finished one
each. A total of four are being prepared, and 11 are being edited.

Monogram
48 Films

Out

Hollywood

Hollywood, Nov. 22. ■— With
M-G-M tying up James Stewart
for a new long-term period, it is probable that Stewart may not finish his
one picture loanout to RKO, "Vivacious Lady," shooting on which was
cancelled last spring because of his
serious illness. Ginger Rogers is
starred in the film, which was in
work for about two weeks before being postponed. With Stewart recovered, he has been constantly at work
at M-G-M, and his commitments may
prevent him from finishing the Rogers
vehicle. RKO has a battery of writers
giving
the script
a working
over. of
. . "Vivacious
The same Lady"
studio
is negotiating with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., to have him play opposite
ing.
Irene Dunne in "The Joy of Lov-

Pete Smith's second Prudence
Penny short at M-G-M will be done
in color. . . RKO's "Women Have a
Way" has resumed shooting, after an
11 -day layoff due to Miriam Hopkins' illness. . . C. B. De Mille's
next picture for Paramount will be
based on the development and growth
of the Hudson's Bay Co. . . Charles
Grapewin, veteran character actor,
will retire shortly to devote his time
to writing books. . . Sharing credit
with Crane Wilbur for the adaptation of "Penrod's Double Trouble" at
Warners is EsjiTEST Booth, recently
released from Folsom Prison on parole after serving 14 years for bank
robbery. . . Dorothy McNulty is
changing her professional name to
Industrial Index Up
Singleton." . . The Carey
Cincinnati, Nov. 22. — Among "Penny
Wilson short at M-G-M to be difavorable straws in the Cincinnati inrected by Felix Feist, "I Don't
dustrial wind is the Chamber of ComDo You ?" deals with the quesmerce report for October, which shows Knowtion—of messages
from the dead.
bank clearings, always a reliable barometer, at$273,632,697, compared with
$259,506,166 for October, 1936, an in- Arnold and Douglas
crease of 114,126,531. New automobile registrations increased 25 per cent,
Join Spain Benefit
and employment in 17 selected indusHollywood,
Nov. 22. — Edward Arntries gained 30 per cent during the
old and Melvyn Douglas have added
same comparative period. Value of their names to the lengthy list of
building permits also increased.
sponsors conducting the M. P. Artists' Christmas Drive in behalf of the
children in the war-torn regions of
Spain. The campaign is scheduled for
the week of Dec. 5-12.
AIR EXPR
Sponors of the drive include not
ESS
only actors and artists but also political and diplomatic personages both
■■■for SuperSpeed,
here and abroad. David Lloyd George
Shrewd Econom
heads the list of English sponsors
y.
which includes the Duchess of Athol,
Lady of Gladstone and others ; Eduard
Herriot, President of the French
Chamber of Deputies, heads France's
imposing list of endorsers ; America is
represented also by Fannie Hurst, Sinclair Lewis and others ; from Mexico
comes President Cardenas to act as
honorary chairman, while here in Hollywood the committee is composed of
Franchot Tone, Mrs. Fredric March,
Vicki Baum, Lewis Milestone, Dudley
Nichols, and others.

Nation-wide. 2500 miles overnight. There in the morning ! For
service, phone any RAILWAY
EXPRESS office and ask for
AIR EXPRESS DIVISION.

''Syn** Takes $10,000
"Dr. Syn" tallied approximatelv
$10,000 at the Glpbe in its first week.
The film is now in its second stanza.
Paramount reported that "Ebb
Tide" took $48,000 in its first five
days at the Paramount, and said a
gross for the week of $58,000 is expected.

Way

Reorganization
Filed

by

Will Make
Next Year

(Continued from page 1)
Scott half
Dunlap,
production
chief on
— more
than
of the
42 features
this
season's schedule have been completed
— Johnston
said will
that beMonogram's
exchange system
able to handle
the greater number of films next year
because the liquidation of the old independent product on hand before the
new Monogram started will be completed this season.
Johnston will be here for about a
week, before returning to New York.
No definite commitments for the
1938-'39 product have been made, he
said, but much of the story material
will be by name authors.

Plea

Ambassador

Los Angeles, Nov. 22. — Ambassador Pictures, Inc., and its subsidiary.
Conn Prod., Inc., today filed a petition for reorganization under Section
77 B of the Bankruptcy Act in U.
S. District Court. Assets were listed
at $450,000 and liabilities at $230,000.
The petition was filed by Naomi
Conn, secretary, who said there were
150,000 shares of common stock of
$1 par value outstanding. Listed
among the debts was $71,155 due to
Marks & Malcolm Trading Corp.,
and Mercury Film Laboratories, New English Exhibitors
York, to which the negatives of 22
Hit Separate Quota
pictures were pledged. The petition
stated that the income obtainable from
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
the negatives would amount to $300,London, Nov. 22. — Exhibitors are
000 next year.
launching a vigorous attack against
the inclusion in the Films Bill, now
Seek to Defer Date
under consideration, of a provision for
separate
quotas. The protest is takOf S.E,C, Statement
ing the form of the circularizing of all
members of the Films Act Commit_ Washington,
Nov. 22.— Internatee of the House of Commons, which
tional Cinema, Inc.,
today asked the
S. E. C. to defer the effective date of is now studying the bill.
its registration statement, originally
It is understood the Government
filed Sept. 17. The statement covers is also opposed to such a provision,
a proposed issue of 50,000 shares of and diplomatically is advising that it
class "A" common and 100,000 shares w^uld welcome the backing of the exhibitors in opposition to the proposal.
of common stock; part of an authorized issue of 200,000 shares of class
A revision of the short subject
"A" and 1,000,000 shares of common.
quota is forecast in informed circles,
The proposed issue would raise as well as an amendment from Oliver
$200,000, of which $50,000 would be Stanley, president of the Board of
spent for new equipment, $100,000 for Trade, approving booking combines.
reduction of indebtedness and $50,000 The
committee will reconvene tomorfor working capital.
row to discuss reciprocity clauses.

Overnight

between
THE BEAUTIFUL
NATION'S
MOST
SCENIC ROUTE

LOS

and

ANGELES

NEW

YORK

Board a TWA Super-Skyliner in the
late afternoon . . . enjoy a splendid
dinner aloft (served complimentary)
. . . read a while, if you like, or play
cards, and chat with your neighbors
. . . stroll about . . . then retire to a
private compartment and sleep away
the miles to the other side of the continent. You reach your destination refreshed and rested — ready for the activities of the day. Transcontinental
flights eastward — 15 hours, 10 minutes
. . . westbound — 17 hours, 6 minutes
For information £md reservations, call: TWA
NEW YORK— 70 E. 42nd Street . . . MUrray Hill 6-1640
LOS ANGELES— 530 W. 6th Street . . . Michigan 8881
HOLLYWOOD— 6679 Hollywood Blvd. . . . Hollywood 2123

TWA daylight flights
offer the air passenger an opportunity to
see, in a few short
hours such scenic wonders as Grand Canyon, Boulder Dam,
Painted Desert, Meteor Crater, the Sky
City of Acoma and
many other world famous attractions.
Stop - over privileges
on many flights.
MemberSafety
National
Council
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'Firefly"
Top

PREVIEW

In

$23,500

Detroit, Nov. 22. — "Ali Baba Goes
to Town," with a stage show at the
Fox, led the box-office parade in a
fair week, taking $23,500 to better
average by $3,500. Close behind came
"Back in Circulation," also aided by
a stag« show, at the Michigan,
where the gross was $23,000, over
par by $3,000.
"The Firefly" went over average
by $600, taking $10,600 at the United
Artists, while "Flight from Glory, '
dualled with "Women Men Marry,"
just beat par, with $5,100 at the
State.
Total first run business was $76,000. Average is $70,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 18 :
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
(20th-Fox)
"BEHIND THE MIKE" (U.)
ADAMS— (1.770). 15c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $4,800. (Average, $5,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-75c. 7 days. Stage.
Jan Peerce, Eddie Garr. Lamberti, 3
Wiles, 2 Eileens. Gross: $23,500. (Average, $20,000)
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
MTCrHIG AN— (4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days
Stage, Don Redman, Orlando Roberson.
2 Zephyrs. E Berry Bros., Ella Mae
Waters, Chuck & (Chuckles, Louise McCarroll. Gross: $23,000. (Average. $20,000'
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY" (RKO)
"WOMEN
MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
STATE— (3.000), 15c-.50c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,I0O. fAverace. $5,000)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-75c. 7
days. Gross: $10,600. (Average. SIO.OOO)
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
MADISON— (2.000). 15c-75c, 7 days, .^rd
week.
Gross: $10,000.
(Average, $10,000)

With

Danger
(RKO)

Seattle

Doldrum

s

Patrol

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Stark horror pervades the story of "Danger
Patrol," which delves into a little known, highly dangerous occupation
for possibly the first time on the screen. "Soup handling" means the
carting and use of nitro-glycerine. The locale of the Helen VreelandHilda Vincent story adapted by Sy Bartlett is in a Texas oil town
where the explosive is used to blow in wells to start production and to
snuff out oil well fires.
The undercurrent and dominating factor in the lives of the workers
is the danger of a premature explosion or an attack of "nitro fever,"
the vernacular for insanity, mild or otherwise, caused by the constant
pressure of fear, skillfully delineated under the direction of Lew Landers. For cast names the Maurice Cohen production offers Sally Eilers,
John Beal and Harry Carey.
Real, having failed at other jobs, finds work driving a nitro truck,
and is trained in the work by Carey, whose daughter, Miss Eilers, falls
in love with the newcomer. The young couple splits when Beal refuses
to quit his job before he has saved enough money to get away. Miss
Eilers agrees to marry his rival, and Beal, disheartened, is about to
fly with a load of explosives to put out an oil well fire in Mexico. Carey
knocks him out, and before the plane crashes in the fog, the couple hears
a radio conversation between Carey and the Mexican air field officials
clearing up their misunderstanding.

Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

La Citadelle De Silence"
("The
(Sedif) Citadel of Silence")

Seattle, Nov. 22. — A severe snow
storm and the competition of two
roadshows knocked the bottom out of
first run grosses here. They reached
the lowest level in several months.
"The Firefly," at the Fifth Avenue,
was the only film to come anywhere
near average, taking $8,750 against
par of $7,000, and continuing its run.
The Liberty, with a dual of "Life
Begins with Love" and "It Happened
in Hollywood," and the Paramount,
with "The Barrier" and "Hold 'Em
Navy," pulled their bills after five
days.
Total first run business was $28,400.
Average is $36,500.
Estimated takes for the week
ending Nov. 19 :
"THE CALIFORNIAN" (2»th-Fox)
"THE LADY FIGHTS BACK" (Univ.)
BLUE MOUSE-(950). 2Sc, 7 days. Gross:
$2,950, (Average, $4,000)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2.500). 30c-40c-55c, 7
davs. Gross: $8,750. (Average. $7,000)
"LIFE BFGINS WITH LOVE" (Col.)
"IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD"
LIBERTY— (1,800).(Col.)30c-40c-55c, 5 days.
Gross: <;l.900. (Average,
$5,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 30c-40c-55c. 7 davs,
2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $3,100. (Averaee. $4,000)
"THE "MADA
PERFECT
MF SPECIMEN
X" (M-G-M") (F.N )
ORPHEUM-(2.450).
30c-40c,
Gross: $4,150. (Average, $6,000) 7 days.
"OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT" (Col.)
PALOMAR— (1.50O), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Vaudeville headed bv Leia Moore.
Gross:
$4,500)
(Average,
$3,900, "THE
BARRI
ER" (Para.)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3.050). .^0c-40c, 5 days
Gross: $3,700. (Average, $6,000)

Paris, Nov. 15. — This melodrama, directed by Marcel L'Herbier. and
starring Annabella, in her last film made in France before leaving for
Hollywood, is, in parts, excellent, although action is inclined to be slow
and, on the whole, just misses the mark.
Develops Heater for
Portugal Attendance
Action is in Poland, under Russian domination. A young Polish girl.
Shooting in Winter
Gains 74% Over 1936
Viana, whose father is shot by the Russians, belongs to a group of conHollywood, Nov. 22. — Ed Tif¥any,
spirators, nearly all of them doctors at the hospital where she, herself,
Washington, Nov. 22. — Tickets
head of Grand National's camera de- is a nurse. They decide to drop a bomb on the carriage of the governor sold at
90 film theatres in Portugal
partment, has invented an automatic
heater for use in any type of film of the the town on his wedding day. Viana performs the dangerous task, during the first six months of 1937
totaled 6,966,105, a gain of 74 per
camera, to enable shooting in freez- but her aim is faulty and she misses, instead wounding Count Stephan. cent
over the total of 4,066,296 sold in
ing and zero weather. The heater is
theatres in the corresponding perbuilt in the camera under the motor who is in charge of the prison at Linsk, known as the "Citadel of
Silence" because the prisoners are forbidden to speak.
iod of 1936, according to a report
with an automatic cut-ofT switch and
On her return to the hospital Viana is called upon to tend the count,
will keep the temperature at the who falls in love with her. She escapes to Paris where she waits for the from the office of the American Concamera between 85 and 90 degrees at
<:ul in Lisbon to the U. S. Dep't of
arrival of her fiance, Cesar, who is to join her. Stephan follows and Commerc
e here.
all times.
While
the increase was due in sow
they
meet
again.
In
the
course
of
a
conversation,
he
tells
her
that
Cesar
The new device was tried out first
was arrested at the frontier and has been sent to the prison. Later he rneasure to improved economic condiby Harry Sherman with his "The
tions in the urban districts, it is be
Barrier" unit on location near the proposes and, realizing that it is her only chance of meeting and, perCanadian border. Grand National wil!
haps, helping the man she loves, she becomes his wife and returns to the lieved that the gain must be attribut'^''
use the new device for all of its pic- "Citadel of Silence" with him.
to principally the wide popularity '-f
tures filmed during cold weather and
Through the intermediary of a Polish ex-prisoner and guard, she the
Portugu
taken on location. The first unit to
"Revolu
cao ese
de films,
Maio," "Bocage
which " an-'
use the Tii¥any invention for Grand communicates with Cesar and plans an escape, but the plot is discovered shown at all theatres and attract" !
by a spy. He is killed by Cesar and two other prisoners and thev are
National will be Al Herman's "Ren- condemned to death. In an attempt to save the man she loves. Viana large audiences.
frew Rides Again," which is scheduled to go on location in the snow confesses everything to her husband. He refuses to postnone the exe'Robin Hood" Title Final
country near Truckee.
cution, but the prisoners mutiny and take the prison. However, their
attempt to reach the outer door, and liberty, is stopped by the eovernor.
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — The title of
Commonwealth Adds One who. althouo-h mortally wounded, threatens them with a machine eun
"The Adventures of Robin Hood" at
Kansas City, Nov. 22. — C. A. Viana. hopine that her husband wnll not aim at her. runs to the door Warners today became official, through
Schultz, head of Commonwealth but his sense of duty is stroneer than his love for her and she is riddled in agreement reached between the
Amusement Corp., has confirmed the with bullets. She dies as the doors swing open before the prisoners. The
tudio and M-G-M, which owns the
report from Washington, Mo., that film is long and at times, slow.
screen
rights to the operetta, "Robin
the circuit is building a second house
Annabella,
in
the
opinion
of
many,
is
mis-cast
as
Viana
and
her
actthere. The 400-seat Garden will be
remodeled early in December.
ing" is not UP to the standard of her British film. "Wings of the MornManages Salem House
ing." in which she found a role to suit her particular personality. Pierre
Takes Over Trailer Unit Renoir a'; Count Stenhan is ?ood, but the real acting- honors sro to
Boston, Nov. 22.— James Field has
Boston, Nov. 22. — Harry Asher Bernard Lancret as Cesar, and Larguev as the ex-prisoner. The film '■eturned as manager of the Parahas taken over the commercial film is havin? a good run in Paris as the stars are big box-ofifice attractions. •nount in Salem, one of the Phil
Bloomberg
circuit. Field has been in
trailers of the Sales-Films, Inc., in Hollywood producers might be interested for a re-make, using the orig- Cuba.
Hood."
this district.
inal prison scenes.
Autrf
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Miss

Dietrich

World-Wide

Has

Another for Param't
(Continued from page 1)
reporter if it was true that Paramount
had bought up her contract, Miss
Dietrich, who was having dinner with
Rouben Mamoulian in the Sortie
Salon of the Normandie, turned to
the director and asked :
"What does that mean? I do not
understand what it means." It was
explained and Miss Dietrich answered
that the purpose of her trip is to make
her last film under the Paramount
pact. She will leave for Hollywood
today. No plans have been set after
she returns to Europe in May, Miss
Dietrich said.
Mamoulian will remain in New York
a week and then head for the RKO
studios where he will direct one picture, tentatively entitled "Perfect
Harmony." He bought two stories
while touring England, France,
Switzerland and Italy in the past three
months. He returns to the Paramount
lot after the RKO stint.
FitzPatrick

15

PICTURE

May

Do

More for M-G-M
(Continued from page 1)
he said. He also completed four
Technicolor shorts with the British
Grenadier Band and while on the
coast will confer with Fred C. Quimby
for the production of 12 more.
While in England, Al Lichtman renewed FitzPatrick's contract to make
a series of 12 Traveltalks for the
seventh year. Since the first of the
year, FitzPatrick has covered 60,000
miles. He has just completed an
arrangement with the French and
Egyptian Governments to make an
expedition through Morocco, Tunis,
Algiers and Egypt for a series of six
shorts. He will make three to four
also in the British Isles. The producer
will sail for England in February.
Ten

Richman Set for Fox Film
Harry Richman, who just completed
"Kicking the Moon Around" for Vogue
Productions in England, will appear
in "Driftwood" for 20th Century-Fox,
he said on his arrival yesterday after
being away eight and a half months.
He will leave for the coast in two
weeks to confer with Joseph M.
Schenck. He plans to remain in Hollywood about three days, then go to
Florida and then back to England.
Norma Taylor Here
Norma Taylor, who appeared in a
number of Broadway stage plays, returned on the Normandie yesterday
and said she was signed by Louis B.
Mayer while the latter was in London
recently. She said she will leave for
the coast in a week for a screen test.

'Student Prince' by MGM
Hollywood, Nov. 22. — M-G-M is
planning an elaborate production of
Sigmund Romberg's operetta, "The
Student
Prince,"leadwith
Jaynes
in
the feminine
and Betty
the title
role
to be played by either Nelson Eddy,
Allan Jones or Gilbert Russell. Robert Z. Leonard will direct.
Defeat Sunday Films
Memphis, Nov. 22. — Jackson, largest West Tennessee municipality outside Alemphis, defeated proposed repeal of the Sunday blue laws in an
election held this week, by a vote of
716 to 463.

For
Looking

^Em

Over

''That's My Story"
(Universal)
Lincoln, Nov. 22. — The only unusual quality about this story is the
presence of a father and daughter in the cast, Ralph and Claudia
Morgan. Otherwise, it trails m the deep-rutted path of most newspaper stories, is never even slightly convincing, and is dull.
in addition to introducing Miss Morgan, recruit from Broadway where
she did last "Storm over Patsy," the yarn is an opener for William
Lundigan, who should catch on with the girls.
Ralph Morgan is a city editor with a molasses mouth, but who fires
men as easy as tossing scrap paper in the basket. One of the unbelievable things about the story is his office, which is done in the manner of
a bank president, and no city editor ever had one like that. A sheriffing
twosome is composed of Hobart Cavanaugh and Harlan Briggs, done
in small town comedy style. The feminine menace is Bernadene Hayes,
in jail for shooting a millionaire boy friend.
The narrative points out that Lundigan has been fired from every
newspaper save the one edited by Morgan, and the latter gives him a
chance if he turns up an interview with the girl, held incommunicado.
After failing to get into the jail any other way, Lundigan gets himself
arrested and is thrown in with Herbert Mundin, a psychopathic case.
Mundin shows him a way to get out, but in hunting tor Hayes' cell he
gets in with Miss Morgan, also a reporter trying the same gag, and
thinks she's the girl. The effect is goofy, causing Morgan to lose
some editorial hair. Both get a freak break at the finish.
The story was originally "Scoop" by Van Terrys Perlman, from
which Barry Trivers did the screenplay. Associate producer is Robert
Presnell, with direction by Sidney Salkow.

Running time, 63 minutes. "G."
''The Old Wyoming
TraiV*
{Columbia)
A familiar plot, familiar lines and familiar unfoldment are to be seen
in "The Old Wyoming Trail," but new twists in the action and the more or
less different treatment of certain sequences give it reliable entertainment qualities.
Charles Starrett, probably the handsomest in the roster of western
stars, with the aid of Donald Grayson, Barbara Weeks and an assorted
and adequate supporting cast act that old favorite, the one where an
unscrupulous land grabber is attempting to squeeze out a settlement of
ranchers and sell their belongings at a slick profit to a railroad company.
He has been doing this without interruption until Starrett comes on the
scene, to his dismay. In good time and style, Starrett is aroused to do
something about the state of affairs and, as the story comes to its climax,
he gives the villains their just due. This aforementioned climax involves
the exploding of about 500 cartridges and the performing of approximately 200 extras who lend plenty of thrills to the ensuing gun-battle.
Starrett and Miss Weeks also properly do justice to the amorous fadeout.
Folmer Blangsted directed.

Asher

Release
U, K, Film

Four of the pictures to be made in
England will be released internationally, Irving Asher, Warners British
production head, stated yesterday on
his arrival from England with his
wife, Laura La Plante. He will
leave for Hollywood tomorrow, accompanied by Bruce Lister, James
Stephanson and Chili Buchier. All
three English players have been under
contract
in Warner's
lish and
films appear
regularly.
While Engtheir
trip to the coast is described as "a
holiday" by Asher, they will make
screen tests for Jack L. Warner and
Hal Wallis. There is a possibility
they may stay on the coast to appear
in some American pictures.
Asher asserted that the new production program, while tentatively set
at 16 in England, was not definitely
decided and that was one of the reasons for his trip. Another will be to
arrange schedules so that coast talent
can be made available for British
pictures. Lloyd Bacon will direct one
in England and Leslie Howard may
make one at Teddington provided the
story is right.
Asher will return to England in five
weeks. He said he was planning a
better type of picture in England.
One of the quartet of English films
to be sent over will be "You Live and
Learn" with Glenda Farrell. Aino
Bergo, Swedish actress, has been
signed by the company and will be
on her way here soon. She has apin "Thistledown,"
Warnerspearedand
after a secondfirst
at for
the
British studios will sail for this
country.
Dixon Here for Vacation
Carl Dixon, treasurer for Continental Europe for Paramount with
headquarters in Paris, arrived yesterday for his first vacation in a year.
He will spend about two weeks here.
"Business is improving on the Continent, and that's quite general in
Europe," he said. No particular significance isattached to his trip.

Greer Garson Arrives
Another importation, signed by
Louis B. Mayer while in London, arrived yesterday on the Normandie in
the person of Greer Garson, whose
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."
last stage production in England was
Republic in Peru Deal
Keith Winter's "Old Music." She has
Guilty in Bingo Case
Republic Pictures has closed a deal two and a half years' stage experience
Cleveland, Nov. 22. — In its first
local test case, two Bingo operators with Cinematografica del Pacifico of in the West End theatre, she said.
were found guilty of violating the Lima, Peru, for distribution of their
anti-gambling laws in Municipal 1936-'37 program in Peru and Bolivia.
Dissolve M-G-M Firm
Court here. Judge Oscar C. Bell The same company distributed the
Dover, Del., Nov. 22. — Metropresided. The verdict was reached Republic program last season. Re- Goldwyn
Pictures Corp., a Delaware
by a jury of eight women and four
public
has
also
closed
for
the
1937-'38
corporation, has been dissolved. A
men. Julius Goldstein and David product with Pioneer Theatre Corp., certificate
of voluntary dissolution by
Spivak, defendants, through their at- Iowa ; W. F._ Fulton Circuit, Kansas the consent of all the stockholders
torneys, Fred W. Garmone and W. L. City and Illinois towns ; Fox Mil- has been issued by the secretary of
waukee Circuit ; several Robb & RowJacobs, immediately filed a motion for
a new trial. If it is denied, they plan
ley houses in Texas ; Alpine Circuit, state.
to carry the case to the Court of West Virginia ; Harvey Circuit,
California ; Huss Circuit, Cincinnati,
Flash Previews
Appeals.
and W. A. Simmons Circuit, Mon"Devil's
Saddle Legion"—. . . the
tana and Idaho.
Critics Name Nugent
chain gang touch ... a different angle
The New York Film Critics, at the
on the general run of open-space
meeting at the Cafe Richelieu yester- ''Road" Opens to S. R. 0. stories . . . Should be all right for its
day, elected Frank Nugent as chairNew Orleans, Nov. 22. — Followman, replacing William Boehnel, and
"Quick Money." . . . Strictly forspots. mula plot saved by novelty slapstick
reelected Leo Michkin as secretary.
ing Judge
Borah's
reversal
of
his
decision barring the performance of embellishments. . . . Boy who is an
Preliminary eliminations were made
"Tobacco Road," the show opened amateur chemist provides most of the
for the group's annual awards for
best film of the year, best masculine here tonight at the St. Charles to a laughs.
packed house. Judge Borah claimed
These films will be reviewed in jull
and feminine performances, best di- that
the barring of the play is a local Daily.
rection and best foreign picture, which
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
rather than a Federal function.
will be presented early in X^nuary.
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RADIO
Begin

PICTUKE

for

Industry

Washington, Nov. 22.- — The first
formal steps toward development of a
voluntary code of fair practices for
the radio receiving set industry were
taken today by the Federal Trade
Commission with the publication of
proposed rules and the calling of a
public7. hearing thereon, to be held
Dec.
Primarily, the rules are concerned
with the labeling and advertising of
receiving sets, and would require all
descriptions of such sets to show exactly what frequencies are covered.
In announcing the hearing, the commission pointed out that the receiving
set manufacturing industry has a
capitalization of about $50,000,000,
gives employment to between 30,000
and 40,000 workers, and had a total
production of more than 5,000,000
sets with an estimated retail value of
over $200,000,000 in 1935, with production for 1936 substantially higher.
Charges CBS Censored Talk
Ferdinand Louis Kerrin, British
Labor Party candidate for Parliament, yesterday charged that the
Columbia Broadcasting System "drastically censored" his radio speech over
its network last Friday, eliminating
all references to joint action by
democratic countries against Fascism.
Kerrin charged that he was not notified of the changes until 10 minutes
before the broadcast was to go on.
At CBS it was said that certain portions of the talk had been "toned
down" and a formal statement might
be issued endeavoring tc explain the
action.
Change CBS Program Times
Three Columbia programs will have
their presentation time changed. Vic"Essays
Music"
will be6
heardtor Bay's
on and
afterin Dec.
10 from
to 6 :30citalsP.on and
M. after
Margaret
Dec. Daum's
10 will rebe
heard from 7:15 to 7:45 P. M. and
the Columbia Workshop on Dec. 9
will change its time to 10:30 to 11
P. M.
Starr Returns from Coast
Herman Starr, in charge of radio
shows for Warners, returned from
the coast yesterday. While in Hollywood he completed plans for the new
Lucky Strike air show. Paul Munro, who has been producing the Kate
Smith show, arrived on the coast yesterday to work on the new WarnerLucky Strike program which will
have Arch Obler and Frank Gill as
writers.
Ohio Firm Returns to Air
CiNciNNNATi, Nov. 22. — The State
Automobile Insurance Co., Columbus,
reinstated its program, "Unbroken
Melodies," over WLW, 9:45 to 10
P. M., E.S.T., last night at the same
hour and with virtually the same talent employed when broadcasts were
discontinued three years ago after the
company had reached the limit of business permitted under an Ohio law.
Coughlin Halts Drive for Him
Detroit, Nov. 22.— The Rev.
Charles E. Coughlin today asked his
"friends
stop their
efforts and
to followers"
have histo broadcasts
resumed. Father Coughlin recently
was rebuked by Pope Pius XI
through the Apostolic Delegate in
Washington.

Jessel

May

Backer

Replace

in Metro

Job

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — George Jessel may take over the entire M-G-M
Maxwell House radio program, succeeding Bill Bacher, who walked off
the Metro lot Friday after the third
broadcast in the new air series.
Jessel will go over to M-G-M this
week as production counsel on the
radio show for a limited time and the
deal will not conflict with the Sunday
Mutual program. If the deal works
out satisfactorily, it is believed Jessel
may switch entirely to M-G-M. Imfollowing Bacher's
resignation mediately
as production
head sudden
of the

Blindfold

Urges
On

Test

WHN wants Frank Roehrenbeck to do a football forecast
—but he's afraid the "Roehrenbeck
might fail.
It allSystem"
came about
when
F. R., who is general manager of the station, won the
gridiron pool for two successive weeks — far ahead of the
football "authorities."
The "Roehrenbeck
involves
a blindfold, System"
a pencil
and a list of teams.

Oklahoma

Station

in

Metro show Ed Gardner of Bacher's
Contract with Union
staff took over temporarily.
Oklahoma City, Nov. 22. — ^Joseph
Myrna Loy will head the list of
stars and Allan Jones again will be Harris, A.R.T.A. union organizer, has
master of ceremonies in the fourth revealed that KOMA, Oklahoma City
Hearst station has signed a contract
program of the series, "Good News covering five engineers and four anof 1938," this Thursday evening.
nouncers employed by KOMA. This
Scenes from the film "Thoroughbreds is the second Hearst station to sign a
Don't Cry" will be enacted.
contract with his union, Harris said.
KEHE, Los Angeles, was the first.
The KOMA contract is effective for
Tracy, Joan Fontaine on Air
one year from Nov. 22. The contract
Lee Tracy and Joan Fontaine will provides for a 48-hour week for engineers and a 42-hour week for anbe heard in "Hospitals Are for Sick
nouncers, aslight salary increase, two
People"
on
the
Silver
Theatre
over
CBS on Nov. 28.
months' sick leave, closed shop and a
grievance committee clause. The committee will be composed of one repTitle New CBS Progrram
resentative ofthe station, one of the
"The People's Choice" is the title union and a third member to be seof a new program which will start on
lected by both provided that the third
Dec. 5 over CBS from 8 to 8:30 member meets the approval of the
P. M.
union.

Native Talent \\
Canadian
Webi

Toronto, Nov. 22. — Appearing before the Toronto City Council, Dr. H.
A. Fricker, prominent Canadian musical conductor, urged that action be
taken to obtain more employment by
Canadian artists and orchestras on the
network of the Canadian Broadcasting;
Corp. This has brought an encourag- '
ing and significant reply from Major '
Gladstone Murray, general manager
of the C.B.C., as follows :
"With expanding finances, we propose to achieve the objective of encouraging Canadian musicians and i
getting more Canadian programs on
U. S. stations by trading arrangements with networks in the United
States so that talent of Canadians will
be brought more and more beforei'

the U. S. public."
Kaltenborn on Air from Bed
Cincinnati, Nov. 22. — H. V. Kak
tenbom, CBS commentator, who has8
been in Good Samaritan Hospital heren
since Nov. 12, when he was strickene
with an infected gall bladder whildl
en route here to deliver an address,^
broadcast from his hospital bed on hisi
regular hour, 10:30, last night, using
facilities of WKRC, local Columbia
affiliate. This is the first network pro-i»
gram ever presented from a patient'sl
hospital quarters here.

Quaker Oats Sponsors Show
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.— The Quaker Oats Co., has contracted for exclusive sponsorship of the first half oi
the Martha Laine-conducted WFII
"Woman's Club." This is a half-homU
daily
show. The account was placecw"
i Radio
Personals
►
through the Arthur Kudner Agenc)
of New York. Time will be used ir
DAVE RUBINOFF returned to Richard Rogers are scheduled to be
town yesterday with Bill Green. interviewed at the pier when the the interests of "Muffets," a Quaker^
sails tomorrow. . . . Ar- breakfast food product, and is sched-B"
Accompanying
Dave's Norinandie
-^u
thur Shields, director of the Abbey uled for 26 weeks.
daughter,
Ruby,them
and were
her husband,
Bob dayman, band leader, who were Players, will be interviewed by
Power Increase for WBNS
married yesterday in Pittsburgh, and Charlotte Buchwald on WMCA,
came on for a week to see New York. Friday from 1:15 to 1:30 P. M.
Columbus, Nov. 22.— WBNS, loca
. . . Binnie Barnes will be the guest
+
CBS outlet, has been authorized by th(
F. C. C. to increase daytime powei
star on Radie
program. .to- .
Philadelphia Town Pump
morrow eveningHarris'
over WOR.
to five kilowatts, with one kilowatt a
Val Clare interviewed Jane Anderson,
Philadelphia, Nov. 22. — Paul night, effective Dec. 14. The station
war correspondent, on conditions in
which uses a frequency of 1,430 cycles
Frailey, author of "Somebody's Son"
Spain, last night over CKLW, Wind- over
WCAU, is now writing and pro- now operates on one kilowatt dajrtime
sor-Detroit.
ducing "Dramas of Science," a new and 500 watts at night.
+
series sponsored by the Franklin Institute. . . Eddie Dowling will be
Amos Kubic, 67-year old town crier
Start Cincinnati Program
of Provincetown, Mass., will appear heard over KYW from the Penn A. C,
Cincinnati,
Nov. 22. — A new pro
tomorrow.
.
.
Major
Thomas
Coulson,
as one of Jay C. Rippen's guests
over WHN tonight. . . . Jussi Bjoer- author of "Mata Hari" and former gram, "Our City," bowed in at 7 P
ling, tenor of the Royal Opera at member of the British Secret Service, M. yesterday as the initial airing of ;
Stockholm, will make his American will soon be added to the WCAU
series designed to acquaint listener:
debut on the General Motors pro- news comment staff. . . The Broad- with operation of the local Govern
ment. Col. C. O. Sherill, City Man
gram next Sunday. . . . Benay Venuta
has bought six five-minwill return to the air after an smithute Agency
periods of Transradio News over ager, and Henry N. Hooper, superin
absence of four months next Monday WIP for David T. Robinson, Inc., tendent of General Hospital, partici
pated in the first program.
at 9 :30 P. M. over WOR, as singer and the contract is for 26 weeks.
and mistress of ceremonies on the
Tappin's, Inc., has bought 30 fiveprogram
features Vic Erwin's
Air "True Confession" Dec. 3
orchestra. which
. . . President Laredo Bru minute periods weekly in addition to
Carole Lombard and Fred MacMur
spot
announcements
over
WIP.
Schilof Cuba will discuss "The State of lin Advertising Corporation placed the
the Nation" on Dec. 10 over WLW, account. . . Esther Goff is replacing ray will do "True Confession" on th
Dec. 3 Hollywood Hotel hour. Lo
Cincinnati, from Havana, in an interDoris Havens, who is recuperating retta Lee continues to pinch hit fo
Frances
Langford.
view
by
Joseph
Ries,
the
station's
from automobile injuries on the Ben
educational director.
Alley, Household Finance shows over
+
To Rebroadcast CBS Program
Parks Johnson and Wally Butter- WCAU. . . Harry Balkin, known as
the
"Success
Doctor,"
has
begun
a
worth have been named editors of the
new series of character analyses over
"Headlines and Bylines," the CB.'
"Twenty Questions" department of
commentator
program, and
beginning
No-^
WEIL.
.
.
Jan
Savitt,
house
band
di29
will be recorded
rebroadca;
Liberty Magazine. . . . Tommy Dorrector at KYW, has another commer- to Europe over a short wave statioi
sey will leave for the coast in the
cial. His Top Hatters orchestra is
early spring, taking his band to the
now
airing for local RCA-Victor
Palomar in Los Angeles, and doubling
Conn Show Starts Nov. 28
his work by making two pictures. . . . dealers. . . Wayne Cody, the rotund
"Melody Man," has begun a show diHarry Conn's new program, "Eai
rected at the kiddies over WFIL, aches,"
will be heard over CBS o
Ruth Draper, Anton Litvak and
Nov. 28 from 8:30 to 9 P. M.
sponsored by F. A. North Co.
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Policy

WEDNESDAY,

Refutes

to
Opposition
Plan
for RKO

"Peace"

For

Would End Distributor,
Exhibitor Friction
' Philadelphia, Nov. 23. — A six[)oint program for the elimination of
'najor sources of grievances between
'exhibitors and distributors is advo•ated as an approach to "permanent
!eace" between the two in the cur•ent issue of Contact, official publil:ation of the United M. P. T. O. of
Lastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
; ersey and Delaware, distributed here
(oday.
, The program calls for the abolition
if 40 per cent pictures, fewer picures sold on percentage, adjustment
if "oversold" situations, increased auiOnomy for exchange managers, proection and maintenance of established
uns and fair percentage deals for
ast runs.
I Calling for the abolition of 40 per
. ent pictures, the exhibitors publica(CoHtinued on page 11)
Loew

Alger

YORK,

Will

Sail

on

Three petitions attacking the RKO
plan of reorganization on the ground
that it fails to make proper provision
for holders of the old RKO Class A
stock are held to be without legal
merit by Special Master George W.
Alger in his final report on the reorganization plan, which was filed with
Federal Judge William Bondy in U.
S. District court here yesterday.
The first hearing on the report is
scheduled for today before Judge
Bondy. As a result, indications are
that the RKO reorganization has been
materially advanced by the recent
change of procedure dispensing with
oral hearings before Alger on both
his preliminary and final report.
The petitions in opposition to the
plan on the grounds of its failure to
provide special treatment for the old
Class A stockholders were brought
by Ernest W. Stirn of Milwaukee,
holder of 1,234 shares of Class A ; E.
J. Hickey of Washington, D. C, and
(Contimied on page 5)

Plans

Three

U.A.
Competition
Boston, Nov. 23.— William
Freiday, Maine circuit operator, has been called upon to
compete with himself. Freiday
has been named chairman in
charge of the annual Auto
Show in Portland.

Reciprocity
In

Film

Bill

CENTS

Control

British
Loan
Korda,
On

Until
Is

Paid

Bankers Have
9-Man Board

6

London, Nov. 23. — British interests will exercise a two-thirds directorial control of United Artists until

tjie
$4,500,000
loan and
being Alexander
made to
Samuel
Goldwyn
Korda for the exercise of their options for the three-fifths of the
United
Artists stock outstanding has
Approved
Is
been repaid. Motion Picture Daily
learned here.
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
The British control Will be through
London, Nov. 23. — Despite the vig- six representatives on a new United
orous opposition of the labor inter- .'\rtists board of directors of nine
ests, the reciprocity clause in the new members. Three of the six British
Films Bill, as proposed by Oliver members of the board, however, will
Stanley, president of the Board of be Korda representatives. Of the reTrade, was passed today by the Films
maining board members three will be
Act Committee of the House of Com- representatives of the London financmons, which is now considering the
ing companies and three will be
proposed legislation.
Goldwyn
representatives.
The clause provides that, subject to
A voting trusteeship is to be created
certain conditions, a distributor ac- and Goldwyn and Korda will be the
quiring afilm for distribution abroad sole trustees. The board of directors,
costing a minimum of £20,000, may however, is empowered to veto or
count the film for one under the quota.
financial on
andpage
other
11) specificLabor interests, in opposition, override (Continued
(Continued on page 5)
Universal

to Star

Erpi

Will

Add

W.

E,

Cable Sales — Drake
Erpi is adding Western Electric
Universal has completed arrange- cable sales and services to its funcments by which Ronald Colman will
tions within the A. T. & T. fold, rebe starred in one or more pictures for
placing the theatre equipment sales
tiie company contingent upon a ve- and servicing activities which it is
hicle being found which is satisfac- relinquishing, Whitford Drake, Erpi
tory to the actor. The search for a president, stated yesterday on his arplay or story suitable for Colman was
rival on the Bercngaria following a
stated by the company yesterday to be six-week European business
trip.
one of the reasons for the current Drake reported that cable contracts
(Continued on page 4)
visit here of Charles R. Rogers, Universal production head. Rogers will
remain in New York until such a Tent
atively Accept
vehicle is selected, it was said.
Kromocolor
Lab Bid
Colman

in Feature

Television
Transmission
on
Each Year for RKO
Herbert Wilcox will make three
ictures a year for 10 years for RKO Coaxia
I Ca b le Demonstra
ted
orld distribution, he declared last
ight prior to his sailing today on the
Vormandie. He will return to LonBy CHARLES A. AARONSON
;pn with Anna Neagle, F. A. Young,
Eliminating the technical discussion be to the non-technical observer that
is _ chief cameraman, and Merrill and explanation which accompanied
here is one possible solution to one
k^hite, his chief film editor.
yesterday's
demonstration
at
the
Bell
The producer plans to import into Laboratories here of the use of the of television's greatest problems, efficient transmission over a long dis, ngland as much Hollywood talent
coaxial cable between New tance.
i'_ he can arrange for. Miss Neagle company's
York and Philadelphia in television
Prior to the coaxial cable, using
ill appear annually in two and her transmission, the result appeared to
(Continued on pane 10)
l^xt will be a modern story. While
I Hollywood, Wilcox arranged for
udio space at London Films' plant
Additional Radio Developments — Pp, 10-11
Denham, near London.
I

TEN

24, 1937

Fined Report Filed with
Federal Judge Bondy

Five-Month Survey
Aurthur Loew, foreign head for
Bank Night Is Ruled
oew's, expects to sail Dec. 26 on the
ylormandie on the first lap of a fiveLottery in Alabama
1 lonth trip to Europe, where he will
Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 23. — The
Ipend about four weeks, India, Singa- Supreme Court of Alabama has ruled
ore, Java, China, Manila and then to that Bank Night is in violation of the
lustralia. Half of the trip will be state lottery laws.
lade by plane.
The opinion, read by Justice Virgil
! Construction of a new theatre at
Bouldin, upheld the state Court of
'Amsterdam will proceed as planned, Appeals in a recent decision. Justice
.oew stated yesterday. The house
'ill seat 1,700 and w.ill be ready late Bouldin's opinion said in part :
"The lust for profit by catering to
ext year. The new 1,600-seat the- and
commercializing the gambling
tre in Bombay will be opened in
given rise to many inlay and construction will get under spirit has
genious devices resulting in very many
(Continued on page 12)
(Cor.tinucd on page 12)
Vilcox

NOVEMBER

Paterson, Nov. 23.— Vice-Chancellor Vivian M. Lewis today tentatively
accepted the $60,000 bid by Border
Realty Co. for the Kromocolor Laboratory at Paramus, subject to a possible
better oft'er in the next 24 hours.
The vice-chancellor
at the same time
instructed (Cont
theinued
receivers
on pageto 4)close title

No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will
not publish tomorrow, which
is Thanksgiving Day.
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No Para. Shift — Balaban
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, declared in a statement here today that
no changes in the present production
setup of the company are planned at
present.
A^.
Allied in Meet
Newton, N. J., Nov. 23. — Irving
DoUinger, president of Allied of New
Jersey, presided at the regular meeting of the membership at the Cochrane House today. Routine topics
were discussed.
Will Pay Dividend
Marcus Loew's Theatres, Ltd., Canadian firm, has voted the payment of
$1.75 a share on the seven per cent
preferred stock, payable Dec. 15.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
ADOLPH POLLAK
HOME OFFICE:
General Mgr.
630 9fh Ave.. N. Y. C.

Mc'ORE goings an, or tlie second as zvcll as the final instalment ofthe annual boilings-ozier known as "What They Are
Thankful for on Thanksgiving."
Groucho, Harpo and Chico — California justice.
"Scarlett O'Hara" — Publicity.
20th Century Fox — It's still Shirley Temple.
Radio Sponsors — Hollywood.
me. Katz — They can't do that to
Sam
Palm Springs — Hollywood.
Chris Dunphy — Uncle Adolph.
Bobban.Gillham — Still Barney BalaJanet Gaynor — "A Star is (re)
Betty
finally.Grable— Last

Saturday,

Jackie
Coogan — Ditto.
Born."
Harry
Goetz — The women.
Budd Rogers — Charlie.
Howard Benedict- Perry Lieber.
Perry
LlEBER — A lowering golf
score.
PIOWARD StRICKLING- -Ralph Wheelwright.
Eddie Selzer — Bryan Foy.
Bryan Foy — That the alphabet ends
Eddie Alperson — J immy Cagney.
Eddie
"B." — Echo of above.
with Peskay
Distributors — The English trade
treaty. Maybe.
Lionel Stander — Fred Allen.
Hal Horne — Walter Wanger.
Eddie Churchill — Lynn Farnol.
Lynn Farnol — Nell, 61st St. and
Round Hill.
Willard McKay — No further removed from "21" than last year.
Jimmy Fidler — His 24 stooges.
Gypsy Rose Lee — "You (or she)
Can't Have Everything."
George Marshall — "Goldwyn's
Russell Birdwell — Dave Selznick.
Marion
Follies."Davies — Louella O. Parsons.
Louella
O. Parsons — William
Randolph Hearst.
Herb Yates — The good old Re-

Bill
Pow>;ll — —"Parnell."
Any Producer
None of the critics.
Sol Lesser — The Hawaii tie-up.
Mae West^ — Vic Shapiro.
Vic Shapiro — May in the West
and practically any other month
as well.
John Wayne — Trem Carr.
Ken Thomson — S.A.G. contract.
Aubrey Blair — The same.
Ben Blue — Pavlowa.
Ernst Lubitsch — Joe Breen.
Screen
Emmett Writers'
Rogers. Guild — Howard
Eddie Cantor — Of course. Ida and
the five daughters.

Harry M. Warner — A potential
$5,900,000
net.
Albert—
A potential
$5,900,000 net.
Jack— A potential $5,900,000 net.
Lewis.
"Charlie
McCarthy" — Sinclair
Harland
Holmden — A sense of humor.
Ed "turkey."
Kuykendall — The

10-point

Spyros
trip to
Greece. Skouras — That
Irving Lesser — Harry C. Arthur.
Homer S. Harmon — Ditto.
Hakry C. Arthur — S. R. Kent and
St. Louis.
James
A. FitzPatrick
man and
Fred Quimby.— Al LichtLouis K. Sidney — Java on the air.
Howard Cullman — The Roxy.
Eleanor Holm — Glenn Morris.

George Auerbach — Terpsichore.
Georgie Jessel — His momma gag.
Bill Thomas — Harold Hurley.
Irving Asher — That Louella Par-

Ralph Rolan — Ned Depinet.
Earl Allvine>— The W. C. T. U.
E. I. Sponable — Jack Painter.
Lew Lehr — Russell Shields.
Ed Reek — Milk and crackers.
Walter Bredin — African golf at
Klemmer's Cellar.
Harry Lawrenson — The handle on
the bucket.
"Toots" Shor — Billy La Hiflf, Jr.
Paul Lazarus— Paul, Jr.
Paul Lazarus, Jr. — The AMPA.
Mark Hellinger — Grad Sears.
Ben Washer— That "Dead End"
became Conn
a "Hurricane."
Maurice
— 77 B.
Fred Pelton — Nick Schenck.
A
Flock
of
Others — Nick
Schenck.
A. A. Brown — Prosper Buranelli.
Ed key
Thorgersen
and Tom Cummis— Each other.
Lowell Thomas — The soft ball.
Jack Gordon — Leon Quigley.
Vyvyan Donner — Her byline.
Altate.
Gold — The fire department.
Jack Kuhn — Long Beach real esMovietone News — Eric Mayell and
Bonney Powell.
Glen Allvine — His beach house.
Grad Sears — "The Life of Emile
Screen
Actors' Guild — lATSE
support.
Grover Jones.
Screen
Playwrights' Guild —
Laura {Continued
La Plante
on page — 12)Christmas

t

Mary Pickford — "My Buddy."
Buddy Rogers — "Oh, What a Girl

Bill McGuire — His relations.
Herbert Kalmus — Color in waves.
Gene
Autry — Non-discoverable
addresses and phone numbers.
Culver City — Its C. of C.

Bill Fields — Law suits.
Kenneth McKenna — Bob Rubin.
Bob Taplinger — Charlie Einfeld.
chines.
Charlie
O'Reilly— Candy ma-

Zola."

Martha
public. Raye — Wide open spaces.
Edgar Bergen — Charlie McCarthy.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Robert Taylor — Barbara.
Barbara Stanwyck — Bob.
The Academy — All the little
crumbs.

Her
— Shirley Temple.
WasMama
Mary."
Dave Epstein — His clients.
Phil Reisman — An RKO office
everywhere.
Andrea Leeds — "Stage Door."
Rupert Hughes — Any chance to
argue.
Sarong
Lamour.Manufacturers — Dorothy
Coast
Lawyers — The Bartholomev^f
family.

sons was not among the shipnews reporters.
Bruce Letter, Chili Bouchier and
James Stephenson — Irving Asher.
Greer Garson — Louis B. Mayer.
European Imports — The same.
William Bioff — George E. Browne.
membership.
George
E. Browne— The lATSE

CI

LOVE

AND
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AND
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Sales — Drake

{Continued from page 1)
were closed in France and Germany
in the course of his trip.
The Erpi president indicated that
he would remain in that post, together with other ranking Erpi executives, after Jan. 1, the date on
which the company formally closes its
theatre sound equipment activities. In
response to a question, Drake said,
"There has been no talk of any of us
stateI know." His
far asinformation
leaving, mentso verifies
obtained
from Western Electric spokesmen by
Motion Picture Daily during
Drake's absence.
Erpi, also, will continue its recording licensing activities, its foreign recording and reproducing business and
its licensing of manufacturers of theatre sound equipment. Headquarters
will be maintained in New York. No
changes are being made in the comsetup abroad,
said.out of
Drakepany'ssaid
that he Drake
had been
touch with his office here during his
absence and was not familiar with the
arrangements which have been completed for the sale on Dec. 1 of Erpi's
servicing and installation business to
a Wall St. group, with L. W. Conrow heading the new company.
Replying to a question, Drake said
that Erpi would not make any additional investments in film company
securities at this time.

Report

i

Personal

Purely

FRANCES DEES, who doubled for
oga,"
w il
in "Sarat
Jean edHarlo
M.
F. & will
party by
a cockta
be tender
e's.
Johnni
&
e
Franki
this aftern
row oon
she atwill leave for Troy to
Tomor
make personal appearances at Proctor's. From there she will head for
ctady, Boston, Washington and
Scheneurgh.
Pittsb
Horace Heidt and his
have been filmed by Burgi
at Producers' Service for a
Warner industrial produced
cago Film Laboratories.

orchestra
Contner
Stewartby Chi-

Eric Linden, whose latest starring
roles have been in the Flash Casey
series, is in New York for a brief
vacation.

Ruth Rogers, Ted Lesser's
Spokane discovery for Paramount, is
now in Hollywood to start work under
her contract.
Fredric March, assisted by his
wife, Florence Eldridge, will hold a
cocktail party at the Music Hall on
Thanksgiving Night.

J. S. Hummel, Warners foreign
sales manager, will sail from the coast
Dec. 8 on the Mariposa bound for
Australasia and the Far East.

Tentatively Accept
reptrustee's
and, will
A. H. McCausl
at RKO,
arrive in
Kromocolor
Lab. Bid New York resentative
from the coast by plane
(Continued from paae 1)
todav.
by Nov. 30. Decision on the $21,000
deposit made by Joseph O'Donnell in
connection with his $105,000 bid conmale lead in "The HurJon Hall,
ricane," will arrive today on his first
tinues in abeyance.
visit to New York.
Joseph Keane, counsel for William
Fox, denied in court that his client is
in any way interested in Border RealStephen Powys' "Three Blind
ty. Because the sale was not con- Mice" has been purchased for producclusively adjudicated, William Krimtion by 20th Century-Fox.
•
sky, co-receiver, stated he would be
willing to answer all inciueries by inJoseph L. Roberts has been named
terested parties.
local representative for Movie Whirl,
new Canadian fan magazine.
Vaude Decision Waits
Flora Thurston, Warner booker,
No decision is expected to be
reached on a permanent vaudeville has left for her headquarters in St.
policy for the Brooklyn Strand until John, New Brunswick, Canada.
after Christmas. Tomorrow, a Major
Bowes amateur unit of 10 acts will
Max Cohen of Cinema Circuit will
appear for the day with other pres- leave today for Lakewood and will
entations to be held off until the lat- return Monday.
ter part of next month.
Si Fabian is due back from Albany
today.
AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS
TO LOS ANGELES

Ted Husing and Jimmy Dolan
flew to Pittsburgh last night.
Andre Kostelanetz will leave for
Kansas City by TWA today.
Fred Astaire will leave for Palm
Beach the end of the week to play
golf with Randolph Scott.

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbill 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49lh St.

AIRLINES

INC.

Ask Gary Co. Briefs
Indianapolis, Nov. 23. — After hearing oral arguments today on the petition of a group of major producers to
dismiss the suit of Gary Theatre Co.
to enjoin clearances imposed against
its Gary houses on behalf of Balaban
& Katz of Chicago, Judge Robert C.
Baltzell of U. S. District Court gave
the Gary company five days to present
analysis of allegations in the complaint.

An

Expert?

Nov. 23. — Fred
Holly
o,wood,
M-G-M short subject
Rinald
writer, was married last
week. He returned to work
this week after a short
honeymoon.
His first assignment was to
write the Robert Benchley
ihort, "How to Raise a Baby."

►

Quits

Miss
Author

Sillcox
League

Luise Sillcox, executive secretary
of the Authors' League for many
years, tendered her resignation to the
council of the league at its meeting
in theatrireported
it was
yesterday,
cal circles.
Neither
Miss
Sillcox
nor
officials
of theforAuthors'
couldmeeting.
be reached
commentLeague
after
the
It is understood that Miss Sillcox will retain her paid executive
posts with the Dramatists' Guild, Authors'will
Guild and
Radioher Writers'
Guild, but
relinquish
post as

treasurer
theguilds
Screen
Writers'
Guild. Theoffour
are members
Clearance Methods of the Authors' League.
Reports that Miss Sillcox's action
Dallas, Nov. 23. — A resolution ob- was impelled by current wrangling
jecting to the clearance system being between the Screen Writers' Guild
determined by one of the interested and its parent organization over the
parties without consideration of the former's autonomy demands, designed
others involved was adopted here to- to free the Hollywood organization
"New York domination," could not
the Allied Theatre Owners of
Ass'n night
of byTexas.
be verified in the absence of official
The organization expressed complete comment.
disagreement with Judge W. H. Atwell's decision in the Interstate case
as against a protection system that Denies Writ Halting
town protection over angrantedother asone
New
Cocalis Theatre
a discrimination against the
small town exhibitor.
Supreme Court Justice Bergen of
H. a. Cole, re-elected president of Catskill, N. Y., yesterday denied
the organization, led a round table dis- Grossman & Frieder a temporary injunction restraining Sam D. Cocalis
Independents'
on the taxes,
cussion,
Federal from building a new theatre at Hudthe public,
to touching
problem as
regulation, theatre circuits, product,
son, N. Y., at the same time holding
the case for trial. No trial date has
protection, film buying and booking.
The recent development in Federal been set.
Court here in the Interstate trial case
Sol Goodman, attorney for Grosswas discussed exhaustively.
man & Frieder, argued that Cocalis
Rubin Frels, recently the loser of a had made an agreement to stay out of
law suit in Federal Court to the Jeffer- Hudson and the building of a new
son Amusement Co., was elected vice- theatre was a breach of the pact.
president and A. U. Lilly, Greenville, Watson & Looby, Albany counsel for
meeting.
secretary. About 200 attended the Cocalis, contended that Grossman &
Frieder violated the agreement by
making a partnership arrangement
''Tide'' Does $60,000
with Walter Reade.
Meanwhile, Cocalis is going ahead
with his theatre until the court rules
Week otherwise.
In Paramount
"Ebb Tide" on the screen and
Frances Langford on the stage com
pleted a first week at the Paramount Levy Completes Four
last night with a take of approxiDeals with Circuits
held.
mately $60,000." The show is being
Levy, general sales manager
Bob Weitman has set six pictures forJules
RKO, has completed negotiations
to follow, which will take care of with the Minnesota Amusement Co.,
bookings until next March. "Thrill the Harry David Publix circuit, B.
of a Lifetime" will follow the current & K. and the Interstate circuit of
picture. Subsequently will be "True Texas on product deals. He consummated the deals while on his recent
Confession," "Wells Fargo," "The
Big Broadcast," "The Buccaneer" trip to the coast. In addition he held
and "Every Day's a Holiday."
regional
meetings in San Francisco andsales
Chicago.
"Tide" Near Oakland Mark
Starting with Thanksgiving Week,
"Ebb Tide," according to reports RKO will have seven features availfrom Fox West Coast to Paramount,
able in addition to "Snow White and
has come within $32 of the high mark the Seven Dwarfs." The group includes "Bringing Up Baby," "Joy of
set by "Artists and Models" in the
four-day weekend business at the Living," "Radio City Revels," "VivaParamount in Oakland.
cious Lady," "Having a Wonderful
Time," "A Damsel in Distress" and
"100 Men" Sets Record _ "Victoria the Great."
Mexico City, Nov. 22. — Hundreds
Meeting on Condor
were turned away from Cine Teatro
Chicago, Nov. 23. — A meeting of
day.
here on Sunday when Universal's "100 interests
identified with Condor PicMen and a Girl" drew record Sunday
tures
is
slated
to be held here Wednesreceipts of $4,000, $1,000 above the
previous mark. An extremely long run
is indicated for the film.
William B. Jaffe, attorney and partner of Sol A. Rosenblatt, left for Chi"Firefly" in Third Week
cago and the Condor meeting there
yesterday.
Portland,
Nov.
23.—
"The
Firefly"
has gone into its third week here at
Rosenblatt returned from Hollythe United Artists.
wood by air yesterday.
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RKO

(Continued from page 1)
fva MacPherson and an associated
group of Boston shareholders. The
petitioners did not surrender their
Class A stock in exchange for common following the financial reorganization of RKO in 1931 and, now, contending that the Class A has a preferential position over the present RKO
common, ask that special provision be
made for it in the reorganization.
In his report, Alger finds that Stirn,
while not being guilty of undue delay
in making his claims in behalf of the
Class A stock, had advanced "purely technical
erations andand
was insubstantial"
not entitled considto any
relief. Alger's report also rejects
Stirn's contention that the stock transfer was illegal. Hickey's claims in
respect to the Class A stock were
substantially the same as Stirn's but
are dismissed by Alger's report on the
ground that Hickey was negligent in
not advancing his claims against the
1931 reorganization earlier.
Unconstitutionality Dismissed
Hickey's contention that Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Laws, under
which RKO is being reorganized, is
unconstitutional, is dismissed by Alger
as "not deserving discussion."
The MacPherson petition attacks
the 1931 financial reorganization itself, alleging that it constituted an
"illegal transfer" of stock which was
dictated by RCA by virtue of its
"domination" of RKO. Alger's report finds the charges "wholly without
merit" and states that "no proof is
advanced."
Alger's report differs but little from
his tentative report presented to reorganization attorneys on Nov. 6. As
reported in Motion Picture Daily
earlier, his report approves the reorganization plan in all of its basic principles and gives the $9,150,000 Rockefeller Center claim against RKO a
value of $4,930,000 to $5,150,000 on
the basis of his own computations of
the market value of the 460,000 shares
of new RKO common which he recommends should be paid for the claim,
instead of the 500,000 shares proposed
in the plan.
Change Sinking Fund Provision
A major change from his tentative
report is made by Alger, however, in
' recommending that RKO, at its op■ tion, be permitted to relax the plan's
, provisions for a three-year sinking
fund for retirement of debentures and
apply such funds to other purposes.
Alger's tentative report recommended
that no dividends be paid on the company's new common until the threeyear sinking fund provisions for the
debentures had been fully met. The
tentative proposal drew vigorous objections from reorganization principals who viewed it as subjecting the
company to liability for huge Federal
, undistributed profits taxes in the fu! ture.
In consequence, that recommendation iseliminated by Alger.
Alger finds that, with the modifica. tions he suggests, the RKO reorganization plan is "fair and equitable and
feasible, and does not unduly discrimi! nate against any creditors or stockholders."

Thank
You, Mr. Moto
{20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — It is not likely that "Mr. Moto" will ever
threaten the grip which "Charlie Chan" holds on theatregoers. But
where there is no tendency to compare the competing series, "Thank
You, Mr. Moto" should be received as acceptable average entertainment. Based on a story by John P. Marquand, the screenplay by Willis
Cooper and Norman Foster is soundly constructed. It balances dialogue,
action and situations and creates strong characters which permit the

Is Approved
(.Continued from page 1)

claimed that the United States interests are not interested in the distribution of British films, but Stanley,
in his reply, held that the clause will
induce American collaboration.
The committee agreed to the postponement of discussion of other
clauses pending the examination by
Stanley of the Film Council plan. In
individualsblends
interpolating
themhokum
to appear
to good which
advantage.
Foster's
direction
realism with
in a manner
accentuates
the introducing the clause, Stanley claimed
complete trade support for it.
melodramatic, romantic, mystery, comedy and suspenseful elements.
The committee will reassemble on
The plot revolves about a set of ancient Chinese scrolls. A Chinese
Thursday.
The producers'
group
family, Pauline Frederick and Philip Ahn, hold six. Peter Lorre has split on the separate
quota issue,
Johnis
found the seventh. Pieced together, they are supposed to hold the secret Maxwell, the Ostrers and C. M.
to Ghengis Kahn's buried treasure. A gang, headed by Sidney Blackmer,
tries to gain possession of the set. But as romance which concerns
Thomas Beck and Jayne Regan is introduced, Blackmer fails to count
upon Lorre. Theatrical melodrama predominates the action, which develops quite a bit of torture and four or five killings before Blackmer
is outwitted and Lorre burns the scrolls.
Lorre is improving his "Mr. Moto" characterization and the work
of Blackmer, Miss Frederick, Ahn, Sig Rumann, John Carradine, Beck,
Miss Regan, William Von Bricken and John Bleifer is convincing. Besides names, several good exploitation angles are to be found in screenplay and production detail. "Thank You, Mr. Moto" should satisfy as a
sustaining attraction.

Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Harlem
On The Prairie
(Associated Features)
Hollywood, Nov. 23.— "Harlem on the Prairie" is a standard modern musical western in story idea and production technique. Its ingredients are romance, drama, comedy, music, theatrical villainy and heroism. Down to the expected chase, everything needed has been included.
Its principal difference — an idea that sets it apart from all other
westerns and makes of it a feature that has considerable exploitation
value — is that it is played by an all-Negro cast. Thus it can be advertised
legitimately as "something different." It may be anticipated that houses
which cater exclusively to Negroes should find it a banner attraction.
Yet on its entertainment merits alone, it might prove a novel attraction
in other theatres. The audience which saw its preview in the Meralta
Theatre, Culver City, and in which youngsters predominated, did as
much cheering as such audiences usually do in the case of regulation
westerns.
The plot centers around an old-time medicine show performer and
his daughter who return to a locale where, years ago, as a member of
an outlaw gang, he participated in a gold robbery and hid the loot.
Tracked
rivals,
he of
is killed,
but before
he dies he to
entrusts
hero withby the
secret
the cache
and instructions
returntheit youngto its
rightful owners. Music and comedy punctuate the shooting and ridingmelodrama and the hero keeps his promise and, of course, marries the
Other than in Negro houses, names are practically meaningless, but
ingirl.
addition to the novelty there is plenty to talk about in ways that might
insure interest. As produced by Jed Buell and directed by Sam Newfield, the show is likely to engender favorable comment.

Running time, 55 minutes. "G.'-'
''The Shadow"
(Columbia )
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — "The Shadow," a murder mystery, should go
well in the neighborhoods or in those houses whose patrons are keyed to
murder melodramas.
Against a background of circus life, several murders are committed.
Charles Quigley, as the young press agent, solves the mystery, and saves
the show for Rita Hayworth, the owner. This Wallace MacDonald production directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr., in the formula manner, has a list
of possible culprits among the cast, but at the showdown, everyone is
eliminated but the actual murderess, who is exposed as a half of the
fake "Siamese Twins," who up to this point, had not been drawn into
the main thread of the story.
Arthur T. Horman adapted the Milton Raison story.

Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

Wolfing walking
yesterday's
after failingouttoofobtain
supportmeetfor
a resolution to abandon the proposal.
London Opening Tomorrow
London, Nov. 23. — The Ritz,
Metro's
London theatre, will open
here
on new
Thursday.
Mannix

Rites

Friday

Somerville, Mass., Nov. 23. — Funeral services for Mrs. Edgar Mannix, who was killed in an automobile
crash in California last Saturday, will
lie held here Friday at the home of
her mother, Mrs. James Maurice.
The re will be a solemn requiem mass
in St. Catherine's Church. Interment
will be in Hollywood Cemetery.

Set ''Buccaneer"

Shows

Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Paramount's
"The Buccaneer" will be previewed
in large cities in various parts of the
country prior to its general release,
Cecil B. DeMille stated yesterday.
The first public screening will be
given at Dallas. Premiere will take
place in New Orleans Jan. 7.
Wall

Street
-

Stock Losses Dominate
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"Alcatraz"

Top

Is

Fine

,000,

Montreal

MoNTKEAL,
Nov.at 23.
"Madame held
X,"
heading
the dual
the— Princess,
the marginal advantage over other
Boston
Week
Montreal first runs, with a take of
$8,000, or $1,000 above average.
"Back in Circulation," on the Loew
Boston, Nov. 23.— "AH Baba Goes twin bill, registered a gross of $9,000
to Town," with a stage attraction
headed by Stoopnagle & Budd, Jane against $8,000 average, while the
Froman and Borrah Minivitch's Capitol had $10,000 on "Angel" plus
Rascals, was liigh at the Metropolitan a second feature, against average of
$9,500. The weather became bad but
with $31,000, over the top by $9,000.
chief opposition, hockey, was
Other attractions proved to be hits the
weak.
in Boston in a week of cold weather.
Total first run business was $38,000.
At the RKO Memorial "Merry-Go- Average is $40,500.
Round of 1938" and "Dinner At the
Estimated takings for the week endRitz" grossed $6,000 above average
ing Nov. 20"ANGEL"
:
(Para.)
with $18,000 for the week. "The
Awful Truth," dualed with "The
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
CAPITOL^(2,547).
25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7
Game that Kills," grossed $20,000 days.
Gross: $10,000, (Average, $9,500)
at Loew's Orpheum, above average
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (W. B.)
by $8,000. The same program play"MARRY THE GIRL" (W. B.)
ing at Loew's State drew $6,000 above
LOEW'S—
(3,115), 25c-34c-40c-50c, 7 days.
par with $17,000.
Gross: $9,000.
(Average, $8,000)
"The Barrier" co-featured with
"STELLA DALLAS" (U. A.)
O'RPHEUM— (919), 25c-34c-50c, 7 days.
"Hold 'Em Navy," drew $10,000 at
$3,500. Third week, (Average, $5,the Paramount, where par is $7,000. Gross:
00(3), Previous week, $5,000)
At the Fenwav the same program
"FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c -35c -40c -.50c -650. 7
drew
$5,800
or
"$1,300
over
average.
Total first run business was $l32,- days. Gross: $7,500. Second week. (Average, $11,000). First week: $13,500,
000. Average is $82,500.
'MADAME X" (M-G-M)
Estimated takings for the week end"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (Radio)
ing Nov. 18 :
PRINCESS— (2,272), 25c -30c -35c -50c -65c, 7
days. Gross: $8,000, (Average, $7,000)
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"HOLX) 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Ooss:
$5,800. (Average, $4,500)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 193S" (Univ.)
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (»rth-Fox)
Take
RKO MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-50c-65c, 7 "Merry"
days. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $12,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"THE GAME THAT KILLS" (Col.)
C. Win
Is K.
ORPHEUM—
(2,970), 25c-45c-65c,
7 LOEW'S
days. Gross:
$20,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"THE GAME THAT KILLS" (Col.)
$8,500
With
LOEW'S
25c-45c-65c,
days.
Gross:STATE—
$17,000, (3.537),
(Average,
$11,000) 7
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332), 35c-5Sc-75c, 7
Kansas City, Nov. 23. — First run
days. Stage: Jane Froman, Stoopnagle & takes were not impressive here.
Budd,
and Borrah
Minevitch's
Gross: $31,000,
(Average,
$22,000) Rascals. "Merry-Go-Round of 1938" took
$8,500, aided by a stage show at the
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
Tower, $1,000 over the line and the
PARAMOUNT— (1,793). 25c-50c, 7 days. only
house to better average.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $7,000)
Snow and cold weather struck the
"THE WESTLAND CASE" (Univ.)
RKO
BOSTON— (3.246), 25c-45c-55c, 7 town and hurt grosses.
days. Stage: Sally Rand. Gross: $23,000.
(Average, $22,000)
"The Perfect Specimen" and "Alcatraz Island" in their second week, did
"MAYERLING" (Pax Film)
HUB— (950), 20c-30c-40c, 7 days. Gross: $4,100 at the Newman in six days,
$7,200. (Average, $5,000)
for which the average is $4,300. "Ali
Baba Goes to Town" and "The WestCinema Art in 77 B
land Case," the first in its second, the
Cinema Magazine, Inc., which on latter in its first week, took $3,500,
under the line, but was held
Friday filed a voluntary petition for $500
reorganization under Section 77 B in over.
Total first run business (excluding
the U. S. District Court, is the com- Empress) was $32,800. Average is
pany which has been publishing Cinema Art, de luxe fan magazine. A. $34,800.
Estimated takings :
Griffith-Grey is president ; E. A.
Week Ending Nov. 17
Tropp, executive vice-president ; Ern"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
est E. Martin, treasurer, and M. A.
MIDLAND— (4.000). 2.Sc-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Guido, secretary. Paul F. Husserl is $9,100. (Average, $11„5C0)
editor.
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
NEWMAN— (1,900), 25c-40c, 6 days. Gross:
$4,100,
(Average, 6 days, $4,300)
Quits Poster Company
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" (ZOth-Fox)
"WESTLAND CASE" (Univ.)
Clevplland, Nov. 23, — George
(2.000), 25c-40c. 7 days. Second
Kendis has resigned as accountant for andUPTOWN—
first week, respectively. Gross: $3,500,
(Average,
$4,000)
Exhibitors' Poster Service Co., to
devote all his time to independent disWeek Ending Nov. 18:
tribution. In partnership with Roy
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
Gross he has opened the Kay and Gee
MAINSTREET—
(3,100),$8,000)
25c-40c, 7 days.
Exchange in the Film Bldg.
Gross:
$7,600. (Average,
Week Ending Nov. 19:
Plans Portland House
"GAMBLING WITH
' SOULS"
(Jay Dee
Kay Prods.)
Portland, Ore., Nov. 23. — Harry "THREE LEGIONNAIRES" (General Film)
Moyer, Portland exhibitor, will build
EMPRESS— (1,500). 25c. 9 days. Gross:
a new $30,000 theatre in the Sellwood $6,800. (No average)
GO $8,500
ROUND
OF 193«"
suburban district. The house will "MERRY
show. Gross:
(Average.
$7,500) (Univ.)
seat 734.
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 davs. Stage

New

Haven,

in

$6,000

New Haven, Nov. 23. — The only
bill to go substantially beyond normal was the dual, "Alcatraz Island"
and "Life of the Party" at the Roger
Sherman, which took $6,000, over by
$1,400. "Double Wedding" and
"Council for Crime," in a second week
at the College, grossed the normal at
lower admissions, $2,800.
The Loew's-Poli, with "Ali Baba
Goes to Town" and "Fight to the
Finish" also stayed at the par $8,000,
while "The Barrier" and "Hold 'Em
Navy" dipped slightly under the
$4,800 mark in eight days at the
Paramount.
Total first run business was $21,200.
Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 18 :
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
COLLEGE— (1,499). 35c-50c, 7 davs, (2nd
week).
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $2,800)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(ZOth-Fox)
"A FIGHT TO THE FINISH" (Col.)
LOEW'S-POLI— (3.040), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000)
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"HOLD "EM NAVY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,400.
(Average. $4,800)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (RKO)
ROGER
SHERJMAN— (2,200), 35c-50c. 7
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $4,600)

"Ali

Baba"

Denver's
With

Is

Lead

$10,500

Denver. Nov. 23. — -"Ali Baba Goes
to Town" was easily the week's leader,
taking $10,500 at the Denver, to top
average by $2,000, in a stanza of general weakness at the box-office. The
Cantor film was rrioved to the Aladdin
for an extended run.
"Heidi" and "That's My Story,"
dualled at the Rialto, was the only
other bill to better par, taking $2,000,
which was $500 over average.
Total first run business was $32,500.
Average is $33,500.

and
Sh
Best
in
nger''
Daow
The

Twin

City

Minneapolis, Nov. 23. — "Danger,
Love at Work," with a stage show,
topped the Twin City grosses. The
take at the Minneapolis Orpheum was
$14,000, against the average $6,000.
A price rise helped.
For films only, "Firefly" was the
big grosser. It took $12,000 at the
Minnesota, where $10,000 is normal
and did a $7,000 business at the
Paramount where $5,500 is normal.
Other winners included "Madame X"
at the Century which topped the normal $1,000 and "The Life of Emile
Zola" at the St. Paul Orpheum which
was $1,000 over the usual $4,000.
Playing both cities, the stage show,
"The Doll House" hurt grosses.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $36,200. Average is $27,500. Total first run business in St.
Paul was $16,550. Average is $15,000.
Estimated takings :
Minneapolis:
Week
Ending (M-G-M)
Nov. 18:
"FIREFLY"
MINNESOTA- (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)
"DANGER,
AT WORK"
ORPHEUM LOVE
— (2,900),
25c-55c,(29th-Fox)
7 days-;,;
Stage: Revue with Eddie Peabody. Gross:
$14,000. "MADAME
(Average, $6,000)
X" (M-G-M)
CENTURY — (1,600), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000, (Average, $4,000)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2.400), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $5,500)
"100 MEN AND A GIRL" (Univ.)
WORLD—
25c-35c,
7 days,
week.
Gross:(400),
$1,200.
(Average,
$2,000)6th
St. Paul:
Week
Ending (M-G-M)
Nov. 18:
"FIREFLY"
PARAMOUNT—
(2.300), 25c-40c,
Gross:
$7,000, (Average,
$5,500) 7 days.
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Nov. 16:
"MY DEAR
ALDRICH"
(M-G-M)
"HOLD MISS
'EM NAVY"
(Para.)
RIVIERA—
(1,000),
25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,750,
(Average,
$3,500)
Week Ending Nov. 17:
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F. N.)
"ROLL ALONG COWBOY" (ZOth-Fox)
TOWER—
(1,000),$2,000)
25c-35c, 7 davs. Gross:
$1,800.
(Average,

Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 17 :
May Show Shorts Alone
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Warners are
ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-40c, 7 days, following a week $3,500)
at the Denver, Gross: $3,- considering the leasing of a theatre
000. (Average,
for the showing of their two Techni"DR. SYN" (G. B.)
color shorts : "The Man Without a
BROADWAY— (1,500). 25c-40c. 7 days, Country" and "The Romance of
following a week at the Aladdin. Gross:
Louisiana." No feature picture would
$2,500. (Average, $2,500)
be shown, the shorts getting top bill"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
publicity campaign
DENHAM— (1.500), 2.5c-35c-40c, 7 days. would ing.beAn incidental
conducted.
Gross: $5, .500. (Average, $5,500)
500) BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
"ALI
DENVER— (2,500). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Negroes Plan Theatre
Stage band. Gross: $10,.500. (Average, $8,Kannapolis, N. C, Nov. 23. —
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
Negro citizens of this textile manu"ANNAPOLIS SALUTE" (Radio)
facturing city plan to build their own
ORPHEUM— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days. film theatre. It will be operated
Second week
for "Double
$5,500.
(Average.
$7,000) Wedding." Gross: under the same ownership as the Y
and Gem Theatres, and will seat SCO.
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
''U" studies Ballet Film
"OVER THE GOAL" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (2.000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Plans are
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
being studied at Universal for the
"THAT'S MY STORY" (Univ.)
production of a film based on the
RIALTO—
(900).each
25c-40c.
days. "Heidi"
following a week
at the7 Denver,
Alad- Imperial Russian Ballet in which the
din and Broadway. Gross: $2,000. (Avermusic birdofSuite,"
IgorwillStravinsky,
"The Fire- ;
be featured.
age. $1.5001.
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Pant ages Film Chat
Is Pulled from Air

Television

Lloyd Pantages' film gossip program for Raymonds, Inc., on CBS,
will be removed from the network
Nov. 21. The program was started
Oct. of17,thewhich
makes
Pantages'
stay
one
shortest
in network
history.
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(.Continued firon> pane 1 )

ordinary air transmission facilities, al- frequency of the transmitted current
though definition is comparatively to approximately 1,000,000 cycles,
clear and reasonably satisfactory over permitting of no finer grain image
short distances, long distance trans- than 240 line. However, it was
mission has been virtually impossible. pointed out that it would be a comparatively simple matter to step up
Through the use of the coaxial cable,
which has been developed and used the cable to 2,000,000 cycles, thus acin extensive experimentation by Bell
commodating images of 350 lines.
Shown on the small screen in an
Laboratories, it was demonstrated yesterday that pictures, using a motion experimental room of the Bell Laborapicture for example, could be seen,
tories on West St. were first an explanation, with voice and diagram of
on a small screen approximately seven
by eight inches in size, with a no- the working and application of the
ticeable but not disturbing flicker and coaxial cable, and finally a series of
with quite satisfactory definition. The newsreel pictures and a sporting reel.
important point involved, however, The results were aood, and the possibility appears infinite of such wire
is that those pictures were sent from
New York on a round trip to Phila- transmission as the coaxial cable solvdelphia and back, a total distance of
ing the problem of long range televiabout 180 miles.
sion transmission, at least until air
M-G-M, Coffee Show
In the demonstration yesterday, or wireless transmission has successfully overcome, if ever, the long diswhich, it was explained, was certainTo Jessel, Gardner
tance problem.
ly
not
designed
to
show
television
imHollywood, Nov. 23. — Drastic reOfficials yesterday were careful to
provement,
as
such,
the
pictures
were
visions have been made in the Maxwell House Cofifee program of 240-line images. Television has pro- make no promise ; they shied carefully clear of predictions. Bell is not
gressed to the 441 -line point or better.
M-G-M scheduled for Thursday night.
interested in television, as such, they
Under a new production regime The 240-line imaee shown yesterday
pointed out, but has devised a method
headed jointly by George Jessel and was confined to that figure because of
transmitting television images over
the
limitations
imposed
by
the
experiEd Gardner — replacing Bill Bacher —
mental terminal and repeater equip- long distances, by wire, presumably for
the program will mark the debut of
ment now on the New York-Phila- whatever value that may have to the
Frank Whitbeck, studio advertising
delphia cable, which limits the top science of television.
head, who will act as M-G-M news
reporter, giving items of interest and
announcements concerning forthcoming product. This will be a regular
feature.
4 Radio
Personals
►
Rosalind Russell and James Stewart
Washington Town Pump
will appear Thursday in an original
'S "Deep River
INGRAM
sketch, Fanny Brice will do a comedy REX
Washington, Nov. 23. — John
Boys," new choir, have been
routine and Betty Jaynes and Douglas signed under CBS artists bureau man- Charles Daley, WJSV, is the fathef
MacPhail will be heard in music from
agement and will make their network of a boy born last week . . . Recent
debut during the week of Dec. 5. . . . visitors to the offices of WJSV in"The Firefly."
Tony Wons made one request for
clude Major Edney Ridge, director of
picture post cards to be sent to chil- WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, and Tom
Ask F,C,C. Approval
dren in hospitals, and his sponsor had Gooch and John Runyon, both of
hire a corps of people to take_care KRLD, Dallas . . . Arch McDonald
of Detroit Station to
of the influx of mail. . . . Eloise has been benched for several days by
Washington, Nov. 23. — Authority Daubenspeck, former national radio a cold, and Arthur Godfrey is pinchto construct a new broadcasting sta- director of the Girl Scouts, has been
latter's
comtion at Detroit, to operate on 1,010 named to succeed Helen Johnson as hitting for
mercialhim
shows . on
. . the
WJSV
is again
kilocycles with 250 watts power, has director of the CBS "School of the broadcasting a series of programs in
been asked of the F.C.C. by the King- Air." . . . Helen Nolan of the CBS support of the annual Community
Trendle Broadcasting Corp.
press department made a palpitating Chest campaign. Hugh Conover is
Other applications filed with the debut as a radio actress on the Col. the announcer . . .
commission included requests of Tack Major program yesterday. . . .
Withdraws CBS Charge
WMBS, Uniontown, Pa., for increase
Don Johnson, "Prof. Figgsbottle" of
of time to permit broadcasting at radio
Ferdinand
Louis Kerrin, British
vesterdav became a long disnight with 100 watts power ; WFOY.
tance father. He was notified of the Labor party candidate for Parliament,
St. Augustine, Fla.. for change of birth bv a telephone call from Canada, yesterday withdrew a charge he made
frequency from 1,210 to 590 kilo- where his wife adopted a baby girl. . . .
last Saturday that CBS had "drasticvcles and increase of night power
+
cally censored" portions of a speech
from 100 to 250 watts ; WLAP, LexSlnep Fields returns to town Sat- he broadcast last Friday night. He
ington, Kv., for change of frequency urdav after an absence of several said that since making the charge he
from 1,420 to 1,270 kilocycles and in- months . . . Bill Meeder, organist, and had received "an entirely satisfactory
crease of power from 100 watts night. Stuart Metz. announcer, have been explanation of the manuscript dele250 watts dav to 1,000 watts, and
tions" in connection with his speech.
WAPL Bi rmingham. for change of renewed for 13 weeks for the "Road
of
Life"
program
.
.
.
Rae
Smith,
frequency from 1,140 to 1,020 kilo- vice-president of J. Walter Thompson,
Two Programs Cancelled
cycles and increase of power from will leave on the Nonnandie today
Two
local programs, the "Special
5,000 to 50,000 watts.
with Mrs. Smith . . . Tony Wons is Edition of the Air," sponsored by the
starting a weekly column of phi- Borden Co., over WEAF ; and John
Munroe Reaches Coast
'osophv in Radio Guide next month B. Kennedy's comments for the Kendall Refining Co., over WJZ, have
Hollywood, Nov. 23.— Paul Mun- . . . Dave Alber wants to know if it's
roe, of the New York oflfice of Lord true that NBC frowns every time been marked for cancelation, the first
and Thomas, arrived here yesterday "Columbia, Gem of the Ocean" is expiring Dec. 3, and the latter this
to take over active production, under nlaved over its networks . . . Paul week. Batten. Barton, Durstine &
Tom McAvity, of the Warners' air Kregg, formerly of Benton & Bowles. Osborn handles both accounts.
^.how, "Your Hollywood Parade." ba<; ioined the production stafi^ of
Reipw Bulova Signals
Munroe, whose last assignment was WNEW, working under William
on the Kate Smith air program, and A'fcGrath, production manager . . .
Bulova time signals over WABC
who previously was CBS program Bud Rice, formerly of Cne. has joined have been renewed for a full year,
director in New York, will have carte the same station as night news editor efifective Jan. 1. The signals are
blanche authority on the new pro- . . . .A.ndrea Leeds will guest appear given hourly. Blow & Co. handles
gram, and will work directly under on the Chase & Sanborn program the account, and Radio Sales, Inc.,
McAvity.
Sunday . . .
negotiated the renewal.
Only in extremely rare instances is
a program removed from the networks
before the original 13-week contract
obligation is fulfilled.
The assumption in radio circles yesterday was that the program was canceled because of the recent furore
against screen gossipers on the air.
VV. C. Gittenger, CBS sales manager,
however, denied this to Motion Picture Daily. He said the cancellation was due to trouble between the
client and the agency, which is the
Weinberg Advertising Co., of California. CBS states it canceled the
program at the request of the agency.

Charge Infringement
In Television Action
Wilmington, Nov. 23. — Charging
infringement of patents involving the
manufacture and operation of telepicture apparatus and systems, G. H.
Finch of New York today filed suit
in Federal Court here against International Research Laboratories, Inc.,
and Walter Howey.
The plaintiff, who is engaged in
manufacturing and providing engineering information for telepicture
transmitting systems, alleges that the
defendants infringed by selling, leasing, offering for sale or lease and
supplying
transmitting
systems. Thetelepicture
plaintiff seeks
a temporary
injunction and also seeks to have the
defendants forced to pay all profits
derived from the alleged infringements.
NBC Television Is Shown
RCA-NBC television was demonstrated to members of the American
Radio Relay League yesterday, and
will be repeated today for the same
organization.

WFIL's

New Chicago
Office Gross $30,000
Philadelphia, Nov. 23.— The new
Chicago office of WEIL, managed by
Stuart Eggleston, reported gross sales
of $30,000 for the first two weeks of
its operation. According to general
manager Donald Withycomb, this
represents an amount exceeding the
total business obtained by WEIL
from the Chicago area in the past
six months.
The opening of the Chicago office,
which also covers the Detroit market
area, followed the success of a similar
experiment in New York. Jack
Stewart, WFIL's sales manager, who
set up the out-of-town office system,
is contemplating a trip to the coast
within the next two weeks, to look
over the ground for a possible sales
office
in either Los Angeles or San
Francisco.
Referee Named on Air Suit
James A. Martin was appointed
referee to determine all questions and
facts in the suit brought by the Trenton Broadcasting Co., against Charles
E. Loew, Julia V. Loew and WOAX,
Inc., by Justice Salvatore A. Cottillo
in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. Trenton purchased all the time
of Station WTNJ from November,
1934, to November, 1937, and allegedly obtained an option to purchase all
outstanding stock of WOAX, which
holds the F. C. C. license for the operation of Station WTNJ from the
Loews, for $70,000. Trenton claims
it exercised the option but that the defendants refused to deliver the stock
and is suing for an injunction to compel them to perform their part of the
deal.
Rosenthal to Coast
Herbert I. Rosenthal, recently appointed general manager of the CBS
Artists Bureau, Inc., will leave today
for the coast for a brief visit preliminary to taking over the office on
Jan. I.Program on 12 Stations
Star Radio, Inc., has sold its
"Christmas Tree of 1937" series to
12 stations so far this week. The
series will start Dec. I.
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British
Develop "Prof, Quiz" I Feeding Mutual by
to Be Resumed
WLW
Contest in Theatres
Quizzical Questions, Inc., new firm,
has formulated a contest idea for film
theatres based on the "Professor
Quiz" programs over CBS. The
contest, which will be under the personal supervision of the radio quizzer, is now available to theatre owners.
Walter J. Price is general sales
manager, and it is claimed that early
contract returns indicate that every
state will be represented in the list
of theatres in the contest. The contest will begin the end of January,
and last 26 weeks.
The setup for the national "Professor Quiz Battle of Wits" is (I) local
half-hour theatre contests for five patrons each week, (2) elimination contests for local theatre winners in convenient cities, and (3) a grand final
competition for which 10 or more contestants will be brought to New York
or Hollywood, all expenses paid by
Quizzical Questions. The prizes will
be shared by the finalists.
"Prof. Quiz" will prepare the questions and answers for use in the contest. It is expected that the contest
will be publicized on his program. The
theatre contests, however, will not be
broadcast.

WLW, which ceased feeding programs to Mutual after the formation
of the WLW Line, will resume the
operation effective immediately, feedng two and one-half hours a week.
The WLW programs scheduled for
coast-to-coast Mutual airing are the
WLW
operetta series, "Fairyland
Lady."
"Theatre
Digest
of the Air"
and
a brace
of dance
programs.
Dec.
8, 9 and 10 WLW will feed the network broadcasts from the InterAmerica Radio Convention in
Havana.

UMPTO

Loan

Has
Policy

Until
Is

Paid

(Continued from pane 1)
actions of the voting
defined
ally
trustees.

(Continued "Peace'
from page 1)
For

tion declares that "of the 500 or 600
pictures released annually not more
than
one or two justify a 40 per cent
it
g,
financin
option
The $4,500,000
gross.
... In nearly all cases the 40
only
by
supplied
being
is
.s learned,
two British concerns. They are, as per center after being played must be
adjusted downward to 35 per cent or
d bye, Motion
disclose
sly Daily,
previouture
Casenov
AkroydsPic-& 30 per cent, sometimes even to 25 per
Co., and Greenwood & Co., both of
declares that the exhibitor resents
London. Prudential Assurance oi theIt annual
increase in the number of
erroneously beLondon,lievedwhich
earlier to was
be playing a major pictures which must be played on percentage and calls for a reduction in
part in the financing, has no direct the total number, asserting, however,
deal.
option
the
in
participation
The fact that E. H. Lever, financial that the "resentment" is -directed priof Prudential, was the only
secretary
marily against business
the "interference"
Fairfax Program
Is
exhibitors'
involved inwith
the
British financial figure to participatc the cent."
playing
of
percentage
pictures.
Renewed
on Mutual
in the negotiations in the United
Treats Overselling
The Beatrice Fairfax program on States, and also that Prudential has
Mutual for Silver Dust and Gold financed Korda's London Films in the
Of "oversold" situations the bulletin
gavel credence to the belief that
Dust, broadcast Tuesdays, Wednes- past,
days, Thursdays and Fridays at 2 :45 Prudentia was an integral part of the says, "So long as distributors conP.M., has been renewed for 13 weeks. option financing. It has been defitinuetures
to sell
'numbers'
instead of spots
picadjustments
in oversold
nitely established now, however, that
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn is
will
be
a
necessary
prerequisite
to
Lever
acted
only
as
the
fiscal
agent
the agency.
for the two actual financing con- peaceful relations in the industry.
"The Voice of Experience" who
cerns and, at the same time, was an
has been broadcasting over the Trans- official observer of the progress of the Every exhibitor is entitled to a legitiAmerican Line and the Colonial netprofit on hisargues
contract.
Themate bulletin
for . a. ."greater
through Prudential's already voice in company sales policies for
work, will be heard coast-to-coast deal
large
interest
in
London
Films.
over Mutual starting Dec. 27. Erwin,
branch managers, on the ground that
Wasey & Co. is the agency.
Ten-Year Refunding Plan
the men in the field know their cusMay

Add Opera to
Phila. Orchestra
So favorable has been the comment
from the banks sponsoring the series,
and from the Wessel Co., of Chicago,
agency handling the program that the
Philadelphia Orchestra series, broad
cast Mondays from 9 to 9 :30 P. M., on
the NBC-Blue, may include the broad
cast of an opera every four weeks.
The orchestra on Monday, as an

Atlas Planning Disc
Sale on Film Method
Bringing to radio the production
and distribution methods of films At
las Radio Corp. yesterday completed
plans to release recorded programs
via the picture method.
Divided into four zones, each headed
by a film man, the sales stafif consists of 24 representatives, according
to Herbert J. Ebenstein, Atlas presi- experiment, offered the opera "La
dent.
Boheme," with Lucy Monroe and SuzThe central zone, with headquarters
anne Fisher among the soloists, instead of the usual orchestral program
in Chicago, has established branches
in Minneapolis and Detroit. L. Daniel
Blank has been named to head this
CBS Plans Choral Series
oflfice. Southern zone, with headquarCBS,
in conjunction with the Col
ters in Dallas and a branch office in umbia Concert
Corp., will inaugurate
Atlanta, is to be supervised by Claude a new choral series Jan. 8. The
C. Ezell. Western zone, with headwill be "Columbia Choral Quest.
quarters inLos Angeles and branches title
Amateur choirs, choruses and glee
in Denver and Seattle, comes under clubs will compete for a cup awarded
direction of Ray CofTin. With head
quarters in New York, the eastern by the network and an expense-paid
non-profit concert tour now being arzone will set up branches in Boston
ranged by the Columbia Concert Corp
and Pittsburgh.
Lucille Singleton, CBS director of
Lou Winston, in charge of produc
auditions, will supervise the programs
tion in Hollywood, arrived by plane The awards committee will consist o
Tuesday.
Deems Taylor, CBS music consultant
Davidson Taylor, director of the network's music department ; Frederick
Two iV. E, Stations
Schang, Jr., of Columbia Concerts
Corp., and Dr. John Finley William
Appoint Weed & Co
of Princeton University. The se
Two New England stations have son
ries will last 16 weeks.
appointed Weed & Co. as national
representatives, effective immediately.
Start Opera on Air Dec. 4
One of them— WLAW, Lawrence,
The Metropolitan Opera broadcasts
Mass., is a newly licensed transmitter
that will go on the air for the first will begin over the NBC-Blue Dec
time, Dec. 12, the second is WLNH
4, beginning at 1 :5S P. M. All of
Laconia, N. H.
the Saturday matinees for the full
WLAW is owned and operated by Metropolitan season will be broad
Hildreth & Rogers, publishers of cast. Thus far the broadcasts are
Lawrence's two newspapers, the slated to be aired on a sustaining
Eagle and the Tribune, and will have basis. RCA sponsored the past two
a power of 1,000 watts. WLNH is seasons, and prior to that the Amer
a member of Mutual and Colonial
ican Tobacco Co., and Listerine.

The $4,500,000 British loan is be;ing made for a three-year period bUi
the agreement reached provides foi
a 10-year refunding plan in the event
the loan is not repaid by the expiration of the initial period.
As pointed out by Motion Picture
Daily earlier, the deal becomes in
this respect equivalent to a long term
extension of the Goldwyn-Korda options, with the difference that full control of the United Artists stock now is
to be acquired through repayment oi
the loan to the British interests rather
than by purchase from Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin, the present owners.
Pledge Goldwyn-Korda Stock
The two-fifths stock interest in
United Artists owned by Korda and
Goldwyn is to be pledged as collateral
for the British loan in addition to the
three-fifths of Pickford, Fairbanks and
Chaplin. Moreover, free assets of tile
United Artists British and American corporations are also to be
pledged as collateral. The loan will
be made by the British interests directly to the United Artists British Corp.
and then will be made available by the
latter for the exercise of the options.
Upon repayment of the loan, of
course, Goldwyn and Korda become
equal owners of United Artists.
As reported by this publication
earlier, the $1,500,000 of new shortterm United Artists preferred stock
being issued in equal amounts to Pickford and Fairbanks, in addition to $1,250,000 in cash to each, is guaranteed
first call for redemption. Then the
$4,500,000 British loan is to be repaid
before any dividends are paid on the
United Artists common.
Final closing of the deal is expected
well in advance of Dec. 23, the expiration date of the option, although a
large amount of detail work which
may even necessitate drastic changes

tomers and their problems as home office executives cannot know them. It
warns against distributors making circuit-inspired changes in clearance and
run afi^ecting independent theatres and
argues for a difl^erential in percentages
between last runs and advanced runs,
pointing
that,last
"in run
mostis cases
the
overhead out
of the
the same
as that of the prior run and it would
seem only fair to take this factor into
consideration when deals are made."
Sunday Ban Upheld
Atlanta, Nov. 23. — The Georgia
Supreme Court has affirmed an interlocutory injunction granted by
Thomas County Superior Court restraining the Rose Theatre, Inc.,
from operating on Sunday.
Warners Seek Eyston
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Captain
George Eyston, who drove his special
car 311 m.p.h. on the Bonneville Salt
Flats in Utah, is being sought by
Warners for a picture.
in the manner of executing the agreement, has yet to be done.
Lever arrived here yesterday from
New York on the Queen Mary.
Complete "Over Moon" Cast
London, Nov. 23. — Alexander Korda has completed casting for "Over
the
Moon," film.
MerleIncidental
Oberon'sroles
second
Technicolor
will
be played by Ursula Jeans, Peter Haddon, Louis Borell, David Tree, Zene
Dare, Meriel Forbes, Herbert Lomas,
Billy Shine and Morton Selten.
Postpone U. A. Meeting
Hollywood, Nsv. 23. — The United
Artists stockholders' meeting scheduled for tomorrow has been postponed
indefinitely. No reason was given.
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Short

Insiders^

Outlook

(^Continued from page 2)
with her family for the first time
ill years.
D. A. DoRAN — Harry
Cohn and
stage plays.
Rube Jackter — Jerry Safron.
Jerry Safron — Rube Jackter.
Al Lichtman — The Loew board.
John D. Clark — Zanuck.

The

Newsreel

Will

Sail

on

Five-Month
Survey
{Continued from paqe 1)
way in a few weeks on a 1,300-seat
unit at San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Sam Burger, traveling representative now in Johannesburg, will go to
Bombay in a month.
Jacqueline Laurent to Sail
Paris, Nov. 23. — Jacqueline Laur
ent, French actress, will sail Wednes
day on the Queen Mary for New
York and Hollywood.
Anthony No
vatny, who sailed on the Manhattan
last week, is due in New York on
Thursday.
He will leave for M-G-M
studios shortly after his arrival in
New York.
Para. Signs Harmon
Paramount yesterday signed as a
film producer Sidney Harmon, producer of Broadway plays. Harmon
left at once for the coast.

"The

March

of Time,

(RKO)
strikes a great city. A secondary clip
The three topics of this issue treat
pictures the attempt to feed and suc- respectively of the British passion for
cor the frightened refugees, many of
them children, in the International indulging in soccer pools ; the ravages, treatment and mortal statistics
Settlement.
of heart disease, and the problem of
The other impressive clip shows ex- Japanese invasion of fruitful salmon
cellent angle shots of the latest com- fisheries off the coast of Alaska.
pleted work of the noted sculptor,
TheNo.
first4"may not be found very
George Grey Barnard, a 16-foot head interesting here. The tremendous
of Abraham Lincoln, finished after turnover of the English gambling
10 years, with an explanation by trusts is revealed. It is due to a
Barnard of the reason for the closed
loophole in the Gambling Act through
eyes on the figure. Likewise effective which the combines can operate. The
IS the shift to slow motion to show
odds of 13,000,000 to one are shown
two close plays in the weekend foot- in a mathematical equation which
ball highlights, the games between breaks the penny bets down. The
Harvard and Yale, and Fordham and bet
takers operate through the mails
clip.
St. Mary's. The revelations are clear and advertise in newspapers as they
and impart added interest to the fast capitalize on the poorer classes who
liope for a lucky break.
For the rest, are seen the dirigible
The second subject, "The Human
Los Angeles as a training ship, the
Heart," reveals
scientific
visit to this country of Herman and research
has madethein strides
the treatment
of
Mrs. Rogers, an earth crack threaten- heart disease. It offers scenes of case
ing a Los Angeles park, the wedding
of Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable, histories, statistics and a most encouraging message for the afflicted.
the prediction of Maritime CommisThe salmon
well-docusioner Joseph P. Kennedy that air
mented film thatepisode
depictsis the
inroads
liners will replace ocean liners, and
the
Japanese
floating
canneries
the tests of a new super plane at made on the native industry. have
Fish
Baltimore.
canned in Yokohama is sold here.
Running time, 10 mins.
A. The Alaskan industry protests to
Washington through its lone reprePat he News
sentative. It poses the question :
What
will
happen
since the Japanese
Vol. 9, No. 36
are within their rights? The Alas{RKO)
kans await action by the State Dept.
Plenty of meat to the latest in the
along suasion lines."
news series with four football tussles "presumably
The film is done in the usual finwinding up the reel with a good
ished style and provides varied proquota of action.
First, there is the parade in Paris
gram fare.
Running time, 20 mins. "G."
honoring the nation's dead, followed
by ceremoneis at the tomb of the
Smith as Toastmaster
Unknown Soldier. Then King
Albany,
Nov. 23.— A. W. Smith,
George is shown at impressive ser
vices bespeaking peace and during general sales manager of United
Artists, will be toastmaster at the
which a lunatic breaks through police testimonial
dinner for Si Fabian, to
lines to heckle the royal chief. The be held here Dec. 13 at the DeWitt
Celtics take a trimming from the Clinton Hotel. Reservations have
Philadelphia Sphas in the opening been received from Joseph Bernhard,
basketball game of the season here
The transmission of a newspaper head of Warner Theatres, and William F. Rodgers, M-G-M general
facsimile via radio is interesting.
sales manager.
The launching of a new 63,000
pound airliner for the Russian Gov
Delay Union Meetings
ernment at Baltimore gives some idea
on the latest in aircraft. Jackie
Further meetings between representatives of major circuits and Local
Coogan and Betty Grable as they
emerge from a Los Angeles church 306 will await the outcome of a meeting of union members, it was stated
after the wedding last weekend.
Syracuse,
N. Y.flight
; shots
of the
new
distance
plane,
saidSoviet's
to be Signor Filippo Di Paolo and his 22 yesterday. The union men will decide on definite proposals to present
the largest in the world ; glimpses of children, presumably the largest
family in Italy, and the four pigskin to circuit heads before conferring with
the Jackie Coogan-Betty Grable wed
ding in Los Angeles ; California bath
games round out the reel. The games them again.
ing beauties posing at an airdrome in
Fordham downing St. Mary's in
preference to a boardwalk, and the are
New York, Harvard riding Yale for
scoring plays in the Fordham-St. a 13-6 upset at Cambridge, Notre Sino-Japanese war, particularly stressing the plight of the non-combatants,
Mary's, Notre Dame-Northwestern Dame blanketing Northwestern at injured and the charitable and huand Harvard-Yale games.
manitarian work of religious factions.
Running time, 9 mins.
K, Evanston, 111., and Villanova trouncing Temple by a score of 33-0 at The threatening landslide in Los AnPhiladelphia. For San Francisco regeles follows with interesting shots of
the
slowly-moving
and overlapping
lease
only
is
the
match
between
CaliParamount News
fornia and Stanford at Palo Alto for
ground. The U. S. S. Wichita is
No. 32
a shutout by the former.
launched in Philadelphia. In northern
Running time, 9 mins.
O. Italy the flood damage is filmed. That
(Paramount)
new Martin clipper plane made for
An interesting and well executed
reel, this Paramount issue offers a Universal Newsreel
Soviet Russia is launched in Baltisatisfactory diversification of news No. 617
more. Dancing girls pose on an airmaterial.
plane's wings in Burbank, Cal., as
A splendidly cut highlight are the ( Universal)
they
reveal
next year's bathing suits.
scenes of inevitable desolation which
The eight items in the makeup of The reel concludes with scenes of the
followed the fall of Shanghai to the this reel run reliably through the Fordham-St. Mary's and Harvardadvancing Japanese, with ruined scale touching on war, novelty and Yale football games last weekend.
buildings, torn streets and gutted sport, among other topics. On the They are caught with the usual effectiveness.
homes recounting their own terrible whole the material is good.
Running time, 9% mins.
P.
table of the horrors of war when it
The lead opens with scenes of the

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 21
{2{)th Century-Fox)
The continuity sheet for this and
every issue reads "News, action,
thrills and entertainment." The advance word is justified.
Lowell Thomas narrates the World
T. L. Tally— The Fox West Coast
Events divisiouj as usual. His combankruptcy.
ment amplifies scenes of the devastation of the Sino-Japanese fighting in
Leopold Friedman — Bridle paths in
the Park.
Chapei, the Memorial Day services in
London with King George standing
Lou Brecher — His health.
imperturbed as the police hush up a
Charlie Moskowitz — Carnations.
loud-mouthed objector. His yells can
Gene Picker — Likewise.
be heard on the sound track. General
E. B. Hatrick — "Alcatraz Island"
Franco looks over his army in Pamand "Submarine D-1."
plona. General Gouraud, French
Bob Rubin — That Junior is an asWorld War commander, receives the
sistant to ai: assistant director at
salute of his officers as he retires.
M-G-M.
Captain George Eyston drives his car
John Abbott — Jock Whitney.
to a record-breaking 311 M. P. H.
Jock Whitney — Horses, Technicolor, Dave Selznick.
The flying boat made for Soviet Russia is launched in Maryland and AusDave Bernstein — Baden-Baden.
tralians attempt to ride wild horses.
Oscar Doob — Festivals.
"Buck-jumping" they call it.
Billy Ferguson — Ballyhoo.
Lew Lehr gets himself humorously
nvolved with his scrjpt as a troupe of
jirls emerge from a transport plane
Bank Night Is Ruled
.n bathing suits. The dirigible Los
Lottery in Alabama
Angeles is shown at Lakehurst, N. J.
(Continued from pacie 1)
It is now a training ship. Ed Thordecisions by the courts dealing with gersen comments on the Harvardthe application of lottery statutes Yale, California-Stanford and Dartsimilar to ours.
mouth-Columbia games.
Running time, lOj^ mins.
P.
"The hazarding of money with the
hope of obtaining by chance a larger
sum is the essence of the scheme."
News of the Day
The chance game was ruled a lottery by the Georgia Court of Appeals Vol. 9, No. 219
on Nov. 11, and the Supreme Court {M-G'M)
of Nebraska ruled Bank Night ilA variety of subjects of minor importance make up this more or less
legal and a violation of that state's
lottery law on Oct. 22. Thus the de- routine release which, despite its lack
cision of the Court of Appeals of Alanews event, manbama is the third recent decision by a of an agesoutstanding
to maintain an impression that
state's highest tribunal outlawing the it is reporting events of significance
use of the Bank Night within the and action.
boundaries of a state.
The release is comprised of six
news or feature subjects and shots of
May License Games
three of the major football games of
Chicago, Nov. 23. — Latest reports the last week end. In the order in
are to the effect that the City Council which they appear in the reel the subjects are, glimpses of the Armistice
will consider a plan to license games
of skill in the city. If this plan goes Day observance in London with King
through Screeno and other similar George VI in the featured role ; shots
games as well as pin games and the of the ruins of Chapei following its
like will be able to operate.
capture by the Japanese ; the recapture of a pair of escaped kidnapers at
Loew
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YORK,

FRIDAY,

Scores

Will

Address

Allied Ohio Meeting
Columbus, Nov. 25. — Neil F. Agnew, Paramount vice-president and
general sales manager, is scheduled
to address the regional conference of
national Allied States Ass'n, to be
held at the Neil House, here, Dec. 6
to 8. Agnew is expected to touch
upon Paramount sales policies and
the company's program for conciliating "buyers' strikes" against the
company. Opposition to Paramount
buying in this territory was led by
the Ohio Allied unit.
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
{Continued on pane IS)

Overruling

Pablo

Colon,

Editor

Of 'Teatro' Is Dead
Pablo Colon, editor of Tcatro Al
Dia, Spanish export journal published
by the Quigley Publishing Co., died at
the Westchester Square Hospital in
New York Tuesday night from complications following an appendectomy.
He was 37 years old.
Born in Coamo, Puerto Rico, Colon
had come to the United States 20
years ago and had remained in this
country ever since, continuously associated with the export operations of
publications and advertising agencies
{Continued on page 17)

Until

January

Washington, Nov. 25. — Administration hopes that Chairman Frank
R. McNinch would be given an opportunity to reorganize the F. C. C.
without the interference of a Congressional investigation were met in part
Additional developments in
radio yesterday on pages 16-17
Wednesday when Senator Wallace H.
White, Jr., of Maine, agreed to delay
his proposed probe of the broadcasting
situation until the regular session in
January.
The Senator's
{Continuedresolution
on page 16)for an inHollywood

Studio

TEN
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Censorship^

Philadelphia, Nov. 25. ■— The
1
Pennsylvania
censor board was overJanuary
By
ruled yesterday in their ban on "Spain
in Flames," by Judge Louis E. LevHearing on Atlas Order enthal, in Common Pleas Court, who
sustained Jesse H. Holmes and Anne
Set for Dec. 21
M. W. Pennypacker, who hold distribution rights on the film here.
The probabriity of the RKO plan of
In an 11-page decision, the court
reorganization being confirmed by Jan. directed the board to approve the film
1 was increased when Federal Judge in its original form, and concluded
William Bondy on Wednesday set that the film does not come under the
Dec. 21 for hearing on an order sub- censor board's jurisdiction because it
mitted by Atlas Corp., proponent of
a film containing "current news
the reorganization plan, calling for is
events." He cited the important place
confirmation of the plan as arnended of pictures as a medium of informaalong the lines recommended in the
tion, and declared they are entitled to
final report of Special Master George the same freedom from restraint enW. Alger.
joyed by the press.
Whether or not the plan is con"Within this freedom, lest it be
firmed by the end of the year is now meaningless, must be encompassed all
seen as dependent entirely upon the incidental comment essential to the inamount of time which Judge Bondy
understanding of the picture,"
will allow for arguments in opposi- the judgetelligent
said.
tion to the plan on either Dec. 21
Speaking generally of censorship,
or subsequently. Opposition to the plan
is limited to minority stockholder
groups. John A. Stover, attorney for
Ernest W. Stirn of Milwaukee, a Bro
adcasting
holder of old Class A shares of RKO,
whose petition for special treatment
in the plan for that class of shares
Probe
Is Off
{Continued on page 18)
Agnew

NOVEMBER

Is

Awarded
to Talisman
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Federal
Judge Paul McCormick has ordered
Hollywood Studios turned over to
the Talisman Picture Co., its owners,
following failure of Hollywood
Studios, Inc., leasing corporation, to
fulfill terms set by the jurist to enable
it to keep the lease under proceedings
of 77 B of the Bankruptcy Act.
Judge McCormick said that Hollywood Studios, Inc., has failed to pay
{Continued on page 18)

Board
See

in

Warners'
Pa.

$1,500,000

Anticipated earnings of
Warners for the quarter ending tomorrow, according to
the management, will be in
excess of $1,500,000, after all
charges other than the surtax on undistributed profits.

For

CENTS

Net

Year

Is

$5,876,182
Compares
to
In Previous

$3,177,312
Period

Net profit from operations of Warners for the year ended Aug. 28 was
$5,876,182.95, after deductions for
Federal income taxes and all other
charges including a surtax of $310,000
the court stated, "Censorship under on undistributed profits. This is equal
our theory of government is presump- to $1.48 a share on the common stock,
tively bad and is tolerated only as a
necessary evil. We are confident that after deducting shares held in the
treasury. These figures compare with
the popular good sense will ultimate- an operating profit of $3,177,312.73 for
ly discover and prefer truth and that
the general welfare can best be served the previous year, which amounted to
75 cents a share on the common stock,
by a free expression in opinion. It calculated
on a similar basis.
must not be forgotten that a censorIn addition to the operating profit
ship which today may be used to curb
tliere was a net credit to deficit acour enemies' opinions may be utilized
count of $404,920.73 and capital surtomorrow to supress our most cherplus has been increased by $269,812.08.
No dividends have been paid on the
ished convictions."
preferred stock since March 2, 1932.
Warners' counsel believes that the
Retention
of
company is not liable for any Federal
surtax on more than |2,084,050.24 of
its undistributed profits, which is the
Ticket
amount of accumulated and unpaid
Levy
dividends to and including June 1,
1937, on outstanding preferred stock.
Application of revised rates of
amortization has resulted in an inIs Expected
creased charge of $83,015.55 for the
{Continued on page 17)
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 25. — Indications
that the Federal admissions tax will
Road Back'' Banned
be retained and that it and other soBy Brazil Officials
called nuisance levies will be made
The totalitarian government of
permanent were apparent here yeshas banned "The Road Back,"
terday as the House Ways and Means Brazil
Universal has been informed. GrantTax Sub-Committee met to consider
ed a censor certificate, the distributor
what, if any, changes should be made states indications are the ban will be
and whether the taxes should be made
Brazil formally termiaLaw.
part of the permanent Revenue lifted nateswhen
its martial law, slated for Jan.
The sub-committee, considering all 2. In Chile, the army imposed deletions following the issuance of a cenphases of the tax situation, is preparsor certificate in that country, but the
ing to write
a comprehensive
(Continued
on page 18) revision film is showing.
Universal to date has made no effort to release the film, based on the
Ask Protection of
sequel to "All Quiet on the Western
Front" by Erich Maria Remarque, in
Shorts in Commons
Germany, Japan and Italy.
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Nov. 25. — Bruce Woolfe, Report Doyle London
John Grierson and representatives of
Theatre Plan Is Off
the Teachers' Unions and Religious
London,
Nov. 25. — Reports are
Film Society, pleaded the case for the
protection of short subjects before the current here that Stuart F. Doyle
Strabolgi group in the House of Com- will not go through with plans for
mons yesterday.
the building of two new theatres here.
The chairman of the Strabolgi Structures on the sites of the protheatres have been demolished,
group claimed that production of edu- but it posed
is understood several hitches
cational pictures is dependent upon the
{Continued on page 18)
revenue from documentary films.
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Settle

Fair haven Suit
London, Nov. 25.— The libel action
of Lady Fairhaven against Warners,
involving the comedy, "Trans-Atlantic Trouble," featuring Max Miller,
has been settled. Lady Fairhaven had
claimed the film included an odious
character by the same name. The demand of withdrawal was complied
with instantly, and the plaintifT will
receive damages and costs.
File Condor Petition
Los Angeles, Nov. 25. — Ben Pivar,
Frank Gay and Albert Wentzel yesterday filed a petition for involuntary
bankruptcy against Condor Pictures,
Inc., in Federal Court, listing claims
of $1,000, $250 and $500, respectively
The case was referred to Federal
Judge George Cosgrave for a hearing
at an unnamed date. Paul Ziegler is
attorney for the petitioners.
Colvin Brown Weds
Mrs. Regina Louise Hvass of New
York is the bride of Colvin W. Brown,
vice-president and treasurer of the
Quigley Publishing Co. The couple
sails on the Vulcania tomorrow morning on a honeymoon trip abroad.

Insiders^
By RED
npHE
on radio
ver■'■ sus onslaught
films, exactly
one week
old today, has been creating comment. This is the post-Thanksgiving report from your humble
servant. As a matter of fact,
verbally and by mail, the commendation has been mounting so
steadily that it becomes positively embarrassing to mention
it. Culled from the batch, for this
day anyway, is one letter which
struck as extremely interesting.
It is from Abram F. Myers,
general counsel of Allied, who
resorts to economics, psychiatry
and elementary logic in his approach and, by so doing, makes it
far more comfortable for us to
repose within the confines of his
own quotes. . . .
Myers says :
Recent developments in radio
are so menacing to the motion
picture business that I am surprisedtention.
they received
so little
Consider the
facts atin
the form of a problem in first
year economics :
The producers are engaged in
making motion pictures which
cost a lot of money. They hope
to get back this money and
more from admissions paid in
at theatre box-offices. To insure the success of the enterprise, the producers lend their
support to a tertainment
rival whichform
of enencourages
the public to remain away from
lacy. theatre. Point out the falthe
That is one aspect of the
problem. Our second problem is
directed
to a class in psychiatry:
Motion pictures are visual
entertainment and the industry
has spent hundreds of millions
in developing pictures to their
present perfection. The stars
who have been developed in the
process are the industry's chief
asset. They retain their popularity because they appear only
a few times a year and always
to the best advantage. To perpetuate their popularity and
value the industry encourages
them to perform in a different
medium in which their main
talents cannot be utilized and
with poorly written scripts or
badly chosen excerpts from
current pictures.

Myers addresses his final problem to "the class in elementary
logic." He does that, writes he,
to illustrate the non sequitur, or,
possibly, the reductio ad absurdum. But he is not going to
get us groping for our Latin,
after all these years. He will have
to do his own explaining, i. e. :
The motion picture industry
being disturbed by reports of
scandals in Hollywood engaged

OutlooU
KANN
the services of a cabinet officer
and set up a vast and expensive
organization to quiet public indignation. Certain radio commentators are making a living —
a good one — by broadcastand ing
all the smut and scandal
concerning Hollywood and the
players that they can unearth
or imagine. To discourage this,
the industry permits its stars to
appear on the programs of these
commentators, thus heightening
the public interest therein.
Viewing the subject from
every angle, I can see only one
possible justification for the
course that the motion picture
industry is pursuing. It must
be that the chief executives
have concluded that pictures
will inevitably lose out in their
competition with radio and that
the smart thing to do is to get
in on the ground floor of the
new business. I note that some
of our leading trade papers are
now devoting considerable space
to radio. Is that a straw in the
wind ?
You can now go ahead and
razz the heck out of us, but for
once, and solely from the standpoint of the picture business,
you will have to admit that we
are "constructive."
Being in a sort of last-word
position now comes opportunity
for comment:
On First Year Economics —
This department largely agrees
with the position. Producers are
fallacious, however, in the support of radio only as to the extent of their wooing of the air
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medium. Radio can help in the
exploitation of films. Agreement
on that point is generally acknowledged. The heavy-handed,
whole-hog swoop on the air
waves — this is where the current
difficulty arises. Couple with that
lack of good judgment in editorial supervision of the material
which the Hollywood talent equation is allowed to perform. The
result is what you have today.
On the Class in Psychiatry —
Largely answered above, and in
accord, too. Stars, it is, of course,
correct to conclude, retain their
popularity by limited appearances
in vehicles best suited for their
talents. The care usually alTorded
them before studio mike and
camera, definitely, has been
largely abandoned in their appearances before the broadcasting mike. It is being a case of a
newly discovered Yukon and a
frenzied rush to pan the gold before the vein runs dry. The future ? Manana, on that score.
The Class in Elementary Logic
— Indiscriminate appearance of
stars on programs of screen
commentators who dish the dirt
cannot be explained away, certainly cannot be excused. That
major film interests are eyeing
radio with a view to ultimate
abandonment of their first love
strikes as illogical and without
foundation. A combination enterprise with films dominant always, conceivably, could be sound
business provided judgment and
a resistance to large and quick
radio money can be maintained.
Myers trade
notes "that
of When
our leading
paperssome
are
now devoting considerable space
to radio"
and asks
{Contimied
on page"is
15) that a
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James A. FitzPatrick, who returned earlier in the week from EngHOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
land with 5,000 feet of Technicolor
film of the Paris Exposition, is preparing to assemble the footage for
OC. DOERING, Jr., of counsel to
• Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,
a
three-reel
special short for M-G-M
is in Wisconsin on a one-week hunting "The Adventures
distribution. A special musical arof Chico"
rangement will be added to the film.
trip. He is due back in New York to- {Woodward Bros.)
ward the end of next week.
FitzPatrick plans to leave for
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — As an odd novelty, "The Adventures of Chico" Hollywood shortly to confer with
Adele Girard, vocalist and actress possesses that peculiar quality which heretofore has attracted consider- Fred C. Quimby on the subject in
able attention to similar films. Although it tells a human-interest and addition to a number of other short
who has been tested by Al Altman
dramatic
story, the primary characteristic of the feature is that of a subject ideas he has in mind.
for M-G-M, has been signed to a
term contract by Larry Schwab of lecture-travelogue. Its characters are nature's grandeurs, two Mexicans
that studio. Herman Bernie set the and wild animal life of Mexico.
deal.
Produced, directed and photographed by Stacy and Horace Wood- Macauley to Handle
•
ward, who will be remembered for "Fang and Claw," with camera work Korda U, S. Publicity
Lillian Jeffrey, secretary to Joe
VoGEL, left last Wednesday by plane of superior caliber, the film combines natural comedy, drama and susHollywood, Nov. 25. — Thurston
pense. Against vivid glimpses of a Mexico that probably has never been Macauley,
for Minneapolis to spend the holiday
American newspaper man
with her family. She will return Mon- photographed before, the continuity is intelligently followed to make for and writer,
who has been in Hollyeasy and complete understanding.
day.
wood* •for the past six months as the
•
With his father, who wrests a living from the country, the boy, Chico, first Hollywood correspondent of the
Peggy Conklin arrived in town is the hero. Although he is a friend of all the animals, he encounters London Times, is leaving shortly to
yesterday on the Commodore Vander- many adventures. Most thrilling of these is one in which his pet rooster become associated with Alexander
bilt. She has a role in RKO's forth- saves the boy's life in a fight with a rattlesnake. This particular incident Korda's London Films studios at
coming "Having Wonderful
Time."
•
held the preview audience in a vice-like grip and promises to thrill any Denham,
American England,
publicity handling
from the Korda's
Britain
Tex Ritter will leave the coast who see it. As the narration is carried through expertly, the quality of end. The appointment was arranged
Dec. 8 on a personal appearance tour the musical accompaniment provided by Edward Kelenyi accentuates the during Korda's Hollywood visit.
Macauley has been in newspaper
which will include stopovers at Texas, picture's moods. If only considered from the standpoint of unusual enand
publishing work for 15 years, the
Arkansas, Missouri and Illinois.
tertainment, "The Adventures of Chico" has a chance of fitting well on
•
last eight in the London bureau of
any program.
the New York Times.
Irving Asher, Laura La Plante,
"G."
.
Chili Bouchier, Bruce Lister and
Running time, 60 (minutes
Additional Reviews on Page 8.)
James Stephanson left for the WarLloyd Starts Shooting
ner studios by train yesterday.
•
Hollywood, Nov. 25.— Harold
labor contact, will leave Dec. 8 for injured recently while working at the
Greer, new Griffith house at Mangum, Lloyd will begin active shooting on
Walter Gould, assistant to Ar- Palm Springs.
•
will be confined to bed in Oklahoma Saturday for his next picture for Parthur W. Kelly, will leave next week
City hospital for several additional
Bill
Jaffe
is
endeavoring
to
clear
for South America. He expects to be
Beware."
The filmamount
hasrelease,
been"Professor
in preparation for
up his desk. Then a couple of weeks weeks.
gone about three months.
•
in Miami.
a year and a half. He will play op•
. . . Omaha
posite Phyllis Welch, who is making
Herbert J. Ochs, western and
screen debut in the film. Elliott
Al Sherman sailed Wednesday on
southern sales manager for Warners,
A. "Ted" Mendenhall, Paramount her
will add another candle to his birth- the Carinthia for an 11-day vacation exchange manager in Omaha, is home Nugent is directing.
cruise.
day cake tomorrow.
from
•
•
tion. the hospital following an operaDelay ^'Ecstasy" Plea
Russell Birdwell got in from the
Rudy Vallee, who arrives from
Albany, Nov. 25.— The motion
-65
Sol Francis, owner of the Ameriof
coast yesterday via American Aircan Distributing Co., has been passing Eureka Prod., Inc., for the right to
the coast Tuesday, will open at Loew's lines.
State, Dec. 23. The picture will be
•
out cigars because it's a boy, named appeal to the Court of Appeals the
George Walter Francis.
"The Awful Truth."
Appellate Division's confirmation of
•
Ketti Gallian is aboard the NorRegina Molseed, RKO booker, and the
ban on "Ecstasy," returnable - 54-154
mandie
bound
for
a
vacation
abroad.
Rube Jackter is due back from the
- 54
D. V. McLucas, United Artists man- Wednesday, probably will be heard-fl on
•
coast today. A. Montague is remainJan.
3.
The
court
also
will
hear the
ager, co-chairmen of the Omaha ComLoretta Young has left for the
ing in Hollywood for several days bemunity Chest's drive, report 100 per argument on the ban of "Tomorrow's
coast after a New York vacation.
fore returning east.
cent response from the Universal ex- Children," probably on Jan. 11.
change.
•
WA
Binnie
Barnes
left
for
the
coast
Arthur Greenblatt, G. B. eastEva Katzman, Fox booker in
4H- Y,
yesterday.
'A - 54
i
ern division manager, will return tom
Omaha, who will leave soon for Min6H
1454
14446 J4
day from a two-week trip through his
149Ji
neapolis to become private secretary
- 54
nvs
territory.
. . . Indianapolis
IVA 7H99V^
to the Fox district manager, gave a
14>/2 99%
•
1454
Robert G. Hesseldenz, manager party the other evening at her home.
145i
4554
Net
Stock Losses 144
Continue
Chemge
Jon Hall, star of "The Hurri10^
Close
of Bair's Uptown, is recovering in the
High
8954
654
cane," will be a guest at Marion Col- Methodist Hospital from an operation.
4J4 19J4
115^
Three Named by G. B.
Low
Charles Olson, owner of the
ley's dayweekly
party
at
the
Pierre,
Sun5'A
E.
K
U9%
554
20^
night.
141^
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Three new appointments have been Col
Open
Lyric, is in California on a vacation
•
8954
E.
K.,
pfd..l61
91
that will continue until mid-December. made in_ G. B. offices in the field Loew
161
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1615V2
4644
Herb Crooker, director of publicity
14'4 lOO
Joe Goldberg has established a John Dickson has been appointed G. T. E
3154
3154 + ^
2054,
llj^ 48
Loew, pfd..lOO
for
today forEin20
the supply house and show room on Film salesman at the Los Angeles exchange. Para
Coast'^Varners,
to conferwill
withleave
S. Charles
Row, with Roy Boomer as manager Grant Lovegren has been named book- Para. 1.
251054. 25
FELD.
Fara.
2
10^
2554
and
Joe
Bommerscheim
on
the
staff.
91
er in Seattle. Leonard Raatz, for- Path
•
1014
•
merly booker in the latter office, has RKO ...
20th
Fox
Weldon Heyburn is vacationing
been
promoted
to
salesman.
5
5
in New York with his wife, and will . . • Oklahoma City
20th, pfd... 25^
+ 54
return to Monogram studios soon.
Pat McGee;, general manager of
Univ.,
W. B pfd.. 31
•
Book "Dr. Syn" in Boston
Standard Theatres, has been named to
"Dr. Syn" has been dated into the
Anthony Novatny arrived yester- the policies and projects committee of
G-N Lone Curb Rise
Net
day from England on the Manhattan the Oklahoma City Chamber of Com- Paramount and Fenway, Boston, for
merce for 1938.
simultaneous runs, starting Dec. 9.
en route to the M-G-M studios.
Open Hish Low Close Change
•
L. C. Griffith, president of the The film is now in its second week at
N
15^ I'/s 3115^
15^ + %
Monogram
15^ l^A
VA VA
I. A. R. Wylie's short story, Griffith Circuit, and Eddie Kadane, the Globe on Broadway. "Non-Stop Sonotone .. is/s \SA
15^
15^
New York" will start an engagement Tech
17 \y% W/2 1654 —1
"Champion Luck," has been pur- Frederick, Okla., exhibitor last week at
tomorro
Globe
the
w.
chased by M-G-M.
Trans -Lux
brought in a good oil well in the
3
•
Univ.
Corp. 3
154 3154
154 315^
Wichita, Tex., field.
Eleanore Whitney has left the
Earl (Pop) Settle, manager of
Little Bond Activity . . Net
coast for a vacation in Cleveland, the Orpheum at Okmulgee. Okla., is
Nothing Sacred" Opens
her home city.
"Nothing Sacred" opened yesterday
High Low Close Change
now known as "GrandpoD" after a
•
new branch came to the family tree. in 35 key cities, including the Music Loew 35^s '46
97
9654 9654
(Quotations at close of Nov. 24) — 44
Earl Gaffaney, Griffith electrician Hall.
WiLLARD C. Patterson, Warners'
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Meets

Ali Baba's 40 Thieves"
(Fleischer-Paramount)
Here are 20 minutes of Popeye presented in Max Fleischer's stereoptical
process and chock full of those situations that are too condensed in their
usual form, but which in practically
every case provide sure-fire entertainment. It is done in effective Technicolor. For the approaching holidays
it makes a "must" addition for children's programs. But it also will fit
very well with any other presentation.
The scenario is cleverly animated
with imaginative execution in the
building up of its situations. The familiar Bluto plays Ali Baba. His
gang of terrorists are reported to Popeye'sdle coast
guard and
station
in the takes
midof a desert
the sailor
off in pursuit. He catches up with
the villain in a cafe, but is knocked
unconscious. Bluto and his gang make
off with Olive Oyl. Popeye follows
on a camel. He comes to the wellknown cave and using his pipe as a
torch burns an entrance. He is soon
discovered by the bandits, beaten up
and offered as a lure to a shark. The
spinach is on hand and is introduced
refreshingly. The whirlwind action
follows, as usual, but it is presented
with remarkable, new twists. The
conclusion has Bluto and his 40 cohorts towing Popeye, Olive and
Wimpy across the desert along with
a wagon-load of loot.
Running time, 20 mins. "G."
''Hooray for Hooligan"
(Educational)
The customary Tom Patricola-Buster West type of painful comedy is
again apparent in this comedy. The
boys inherit a prizefighter named
"Horizontal Hooligan" and proceed
to get him a match. They gamble
their shirts, do their well-known style
of dancing and at length win a great
deal of money when their fighter goes
on a rampage after seeing beards. It
seems he can only fight when he is
mad and gets that way when he sees
the chin foliage. Running time, 17
mins. "G."
''Pigskin Palooka"
(Roach-M-G-M)
Childish excitement on the gridiron
prevails in this session of the Gang's
activities. There are many clever
twists to the slight scenario and, on
the whole, the short should measure
up quite satisfactorily. Running time,
11 mins. "G."
"Laughing at Fate"
(20th Century-Fox)
An issue of The Adventures of the
Newsreel Cameraman series. It is
just that. The film is composed of
the usual collection of thrilling shots
that in many cases have been seen
before, but which may still be found
novel. The material is well photographed and presented. Running time,
9^ mins. "G."
"Calling
(Educational) All Crooners"
An alderman, urged by his wife,
persuades the police department to

HOLLYWOOD

''Quick
(RKO)

PREVIEW

Money"

Hollywood, Nov. 25. — A strictly formula plot saved by slapstick
novelty embellishments, "Quick Money" is an entertaining picture which
met approval of a small neighborhood house in which it was previewed.
There apparently wasn't a major step made in the development of the
story that the audience could not guess beforehand, but the method of
arriving at the climax via the slapstick method, aided and abetted by a
boy who is an amateur chemist, provided most of the laughs. Edward
Killy did a competent job of directing the screenplay of Arthur T.
Horman, Franklin Coen and Bert Granet, who adapted Herman's
original.
The cast is composed of Fred Stone, Gordon Jones, Berton Churchill,
Dorothy Moore, Paul Guilfoyle, Harlan Briggs, Dorothy Vaughan,
Sherwood Bailey, Frank M. Thomas, Jack Carson, Kathryn Sheldon,
Dick Elliott, James Farley, William Franey and Fuzzy Knight.
Fred Stone, as mayor of Sherwood, is suspicious of Berton
Churchill, who returns to the town as a big time financier. With
Churchill is Paul Guilfoyle, posing as his secretary but actually the
brains in a confidence racket. Stone refuses to let the town council use
the $47,000 school fund for bonds in a resort which Churchill announces
he is to build. Pressure is brought to bear on Stone by his fellow
townsmen and his wife, but he is adamant. A recall election is scheduled,
and Stone, aided by his son, played by Sherwood Bailey, delays the
voting in various ludicrous ways until Gordon Jones, newspaperman,

Subjects

for himself in order to attend a party.
He annoys the wife of one of the men,
is thrown in the brig and, after the
third annoyance, is tossed overboard
by the irate
all the
mediatespouse.
business is But
comical
andinterthe
farce packs plenty of chuckles. Running time, ISYz mins. "G."
"Going
(Universal) Places No. 40"
This short should be found pleasing
by the entire audience. In its three
sequences, respectively, it offers a
chemical farm in Berkeley, Cal.,
where produce is grown experimentally without soil ; the descendants of
the Bounty mutineers on Pitcairn Island and shots of the strange sculptures on Easter Island, in the Pacific
Ocean. The latter, too, are very well
filmed and, although the Pitcairn Island is not exceptionally new, it offers
a different treatment. Running time,

"Italian
9 mins. "G." Libya"
(20th Century-Fox)
In this Magic Carpet the audience
will be treated or annoyed, as the case
may be, with the repetition of the
fact that Italy is giving her colony
in Northern Africa, self rule. Lowell
Thomas does the narration as scenes
and Stone's daughter, Dorothy Moore, return from a nearby Federal of the country, the armed forces,
Bureau of Investigation office with evidence to effect the arrest of studies of the natives at their primitive
Churchill and Guilfoyle.
agricultural pursuits and occupations
are seen. There are also some good
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
shots of the ruins of a once important
city dating from the time of the first
Roman invasion. It seems rather jingoistic, but in other ways is good
travel fare. Running time, 10 mins.
"fi "
Over
^Em
Looking
"Stranger Than Fiction
"Devil's Saddle Legion"
( Warners)
Lincoln, Nov. 25. — Warners carried
western and did a good job of inserting
general run of open-spaces stories. The
boundary dispute caused by the cagey
River.

(U niversal)
A better-than-average collection of
the chain gang touch to this interesting
items makes up this reel.
it for a different angle in the
They include the raising of hop toads
setting is the Texas-Oklahoma for pets by two men in Roy, Wash. ;
channel changing of the Red an armless negro who has remarkably
overcome
his handicap, a system for
No. 43"
taking
the
excess pep out of bulls,
It's a Dick Foran picture, with less singing than has been the quota,
but there are three M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl tunes with average the gathering of knees used in the
results. Besides Foran, the principals include Anne Nagel, daughter construction of boats, a Deschutes,
who makes better arrowof a rancher ; Willard Parker, her foster brother and menace, and Ore., man
heads than Indians, a Marylander
George Chesebro, prison camp supervisor.
"G."
who is trying to raise a piglet for a
In order to steal a big chunk of Texas land by establishment of the pet and an expert with a slingshot.
river as a boundary, a dam is being built over the channel forcing it It's good. Running time, 9 mins.
to take a new course. Being built by prison labor, every husky who
comes into the area is arrested and on trumped up charges railroaded
to the prison camp and put on the grind. Foran wins the friendship of Freed of Discrimination
Miss Nagel and she gets him leave from the camp to break a horse
Cincinnati, Nov. 25. — A jury in
for her. It gives him the opportunity to find some guns and plan a
Municipal Court has acquitted Norbreak, which he does in time to convince officials of his rights about
man Linz, manager of the RKO Capithe boundary.
tol, of a charge of having violated the
The picture should be all right for its spots. It was directed by equal rights law, in a suit brought by
a colored patron, who claimed to have
Bobby Connolly, from a screenplay-story by Ed Earl Repp.
been refused admission. Linz contended there was no discrimination,
Running time, 52 minutes. "G."
but that the refusal was based on a
disturbance
in
the lobby. which the patron created
provide entertainment in between their
crime broadcasts. The force tries it. "Playboy Number One"
Lester Cole and his octette sing a (Educational)
few numbers as do The Orchids,
Willie Howard's brand of comedy in
a girl trio. Buddy Page supplies this two-reeler will be good for many To Change Game Method
Des Moines, Nov. 25.— The Trimusic with his orchestra. The com- laughs. He plays Pierre Ginzberg, a State
Theatre Corp. plans to handle
mis ioner isdeluged with calls prais- fake French professor, who sails for special Bank Night in a different
ing the program and it becomes a Paris accompanying a family. They
permanent affair to the chagrin of the disengage him soon after the ship sails manner, following disturbances at
local police official. The singing is and he takes up with a pair of tough several of their theatres caused by
fair. The Orchids render an enter- Chicagoans. His ability to talk impatient patrons protesting the
taining number concerning piglets. French makes him tops with them. length of time required for the draw
They provoke him into getting a girl one night recently.
Running time, lOj^ mins. "G."
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"Truth"
"Awful

"Bad

Guy"

Chicago

Is
Hit

Truth"

Buffalo

Is

Sensation

Buffalo, Nov. 25. — The Lafayette,
with "The Awful Truth," on the
same card with "Criminals of the
$17,300
With
Air," was just what the customers
ordered with a take of $13,500 and a
third week ahead of it. Par at the
Chicago, Nov. 25. — "Bad Guy" house is $6,500.
's Loop
in Chicago
business
topped
at
proportions
of record
with a gross
The Hippodrome had another overthe State-Lake. The take was $17,- average stanza with "52nd Street"
300, which is $4,300 above average and "Torchy Blane" which drew $8,and the highest figure this house has 800 to beat normal figures by $1,200.
hit in months. The gross is signifi- "Madame X" and "Annapolis Salute"
cant when the low admission is con- came in at $7,900 at the Century
where $6,300 is average. Ice and
sidered.
snow blanketed the streets most of
"Double Wedding" was off to a
good start at the United Artists, with the week and the stage show,
"Barchester Towers," along with the
$18,000, well over average. "The Ballet Russe dancing two performLife of Emile Zola" took $6,800 at
ances at the Consistory Auditorium
the Apollo, which is better than average. Other attractions were below supplied plenty of competition.
Total first run business was $54,700.
average. "Live, Love and Learn" was Average is $42,400.
pulled after six days of very poor
business. Grosses in the Loop were
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 20:
among the lowest in months.
The weather was cold and clear
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
BUFFALO — (3,000), 40c-60c, 7 days.
Total first run business was $113,- Gross:
$11,300. (Average, $14,000)
600. Average is $118,000.
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
Estimated takings :
GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 35c-50c, 8 days.
Gross: $13,200. (Average, $8,000)
Week Ending Nov. 18:
"52ND STREET" (U.A.)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
"TORCHY BLANE" (W.B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 8 days.
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c, 7 days.
Stage: "Around
Town" Revue. Gross: Gross: $8,800. (Average, $7,600)
$26,000.
(Average,the $J3,000).
"MADAME X" (M-G-M)
"ALCATRA2 ISLAND" (W.B.)
"ANNAPOLIS SALUTE" (RKO)
CARE ICK— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days, 3rd
CENTURY — (3,000), 25c-35c, 7 days.
week.
Gross: $5,200. (Average, $6,500)
Gross: $7,900. (Average, $6,300)
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 3Sc-55c-75c, 6 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $12,000.
"CRIMINALS OF THE AIR" (Col.)
(Average $18,000)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c, 7 days.
"MERRY GO ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.) Gross: $13,500. (Average, $6,500)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Chick Webb and Revue. Gross:
$17,200. (Average, $19,000)
Austria-Reich Film
"BAD GUY" (M-G-M)
STATE-LAKE — (2,776), 20c-40c-55c, 7
Deal Expires Dec, 31
days. Stage: Verne Buck and Revue. Gross:
$17,300. (Average, $13,000)
Washington, Nov. 25. — The present film agreement between Austria
Week Ending Nov. 19:
and Germany will expire on Dec. 31,
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W.B.)
APOLLO^(1.4«)),
3Sc-55c-75c, 7 days. 1937, the office of the commercial atGross: $6,800. (Average, $6,500)
tache at Vienna has advised the U.
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Dep't of Commerce here.
3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average, $11,000) S. This
agreement originally provided,
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
among
other things, that during the
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c.
7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $15,000) year 1937 an amount of 50,000 reichsmarks should be transferred monthly
to the Austrian National Bank for
payment to the Austrian film industry.
This amount was increased to 100,''Firefly" Winner
000 reichsmarks monthly for the sechalf of 1937, and it is reported
City that ondpayments
In Oklahoma
are coming through
regularly.
Oklahoma City, Nov. 25. — "The
At the end of October, an Austrian
Firefly," at the Criterion, led the way
here in a fair week, which was dam- delegation went to Berlin to negotiate
aged considerably by a sudden turn to for a new special agreement regarding
freezing weather. It did $5,600 transfers to the Austrian film indusagainst a house average of $4,500.
try in 1938.
The only other attraction to better
The question of establishing an Austrian film chamber, which has been
par was the second week of "Stella
Dallas" at the Tower, which went discussed for some time, is expected
only $400 over the $2,000 average.
to be definitely decided upon in the
Total first run business was $18,350. iiear future.
Average is $17,750.
Estimated takings for the week endClose Theatre in K.C.
ing Nov. 20:
Kansas City, Nov. 25. — The
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1,700), 10c-35c-40c, 7 Brookside, new 1,200-seat theatre
days. Gross: $5,600. (Average, $4,500) opened early this year by W. D. FulJack Denny and Orchestra one day at
ton and Stanley Schwartz, has been
55 -cent top.
closed "permanently," according to of"LIVES OF A (Para.)
BENGAL LANCER"
ficials of Mutual Theatres. Officials
said operation had been unprofitable.
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (Radio)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Ooss: $2,250. (Average, $2,250)
Sunday Shows Defeated
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" (ZOth-Fox)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-20c-40c, 7 d.iys.
Jackson, Tenn., Nov. 25. — By a
Gross: $4,400. (Average, $5,000)
"STAND-IN" (U. A.)
vote of 716 to 463, citizens of Jackson defeated a measure to legalize
STATE— (1,100), 10c-25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,700. (Average, $4,000)
Sunday pictures at hours which
"STELLA DALLAS" (M-G-M)
would not conflict with church
TOWER— (1,100), 10c-2Sc-40c, 2nd week. services.
Gross: $2,400. (Average, $2,000)

Pastry

High

Publicity

Metro's latest publicity
gag, directed, but not thrown,
at trade papers Wednesday
in view of Thanksgiving Day,

In

was a large and slightly overworked custard pie, via Mrs.
Wagner. The message which
accompanied the tidy bit of
slightly squashy pastry had
to M-G-M's short
reference lineup,
subject
vaguely
worded.
There was no coffee with
the pie.

In

Dull

Week

Washingto

n

Washington, Nov. 25. — "The Awful Truth," in its third week, did $4,900 at the Metropolitan, which exceeded average by $600, in a week in which
first runs were extremely weak.
"Conquest," at Loew's Palace, took
$16,400, topping average by $500.
Although that is normally not a holdover gross,with
the film
was held.
Loew's
Columbia,
a return
engagement
Judell Is Planning
of "Heidi," grossed $4,000, over the
44 Films Next Year line by $400. The weather was fair,
with occasional rain.
Total first run business was $59,Chicago, Nov. 25. — Plans for indeAverage is $73,700.
pendent production have been dis- 900.
Estimated takings :
closed by Ben F. Judell, Chicago exchange owner who plans to produce
Week Ending Nov. 17:
44 pictures in Hollywood next year. "MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 193«" (Univ.)
For the past 14 months Judell has
RKO-KEITH'S—
(1,836), 7 25c-55c,
6 days.
(Average,
days, $10,600)
(20th-Fox)
been making plans for his production Gross: .$5,000."HEIDI"
debut. He has organized the ProLOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c, 7
Corp. and has estab(return
lishedgressive
officesPictures
in Hollywood. At the days
(Average,
firstengagement).
run, $3,600) Gross: $4,()00.
tour
a
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
present time Judell is making
of the country to establish exchange
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c, 7
days.
Gross:
$16,400. (Average, $15,900)
contacts to handle his product. Judell
midwest
the
in
Week Ending Nov. 18:
owns five exchanges
and plans to open others.
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W. B.)
EARLE^(2,218), 2Sc-66c, 7 days. Stage:
"There will be six roadshow speTed Lewis and orchestra, with complete
show. Gross:
$15,600. (Average:
"STAND-IN"
(U.A.) $18,400)
westerns and 30 dramas,"
eight "The
Judell cials,
said.
pictures will be made
LOEW'S CAPITOL^(3,434), 25c-66c, I
by unit producers who will make from
six to eight pictures a year. Studio days. Stage: Al Trahan & Lady Yukona
Cameron,
Jackie Heller, Johnny
space will be leased after the first of Barnes, Lia Little
Roun Chinese Troupe, Janette
1
starts.
the year when production
Hackett & Dancers. Ooss: $14,000. (Averhave several producers ready to start
age, $20,900) AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"THE
work after Jan. 1, with stories, casts
METROPOLITAN—
(1,591), 25c-40c, 7 days
and production plans entirely pre- (continuation run, third week). Gross:
$4,900. (Average, first-run: $4,300)
Judell will leave the first of next
week for New York to arrange for
distribution there. He intimated he
MGM
Sets ''Balalaika"
might
start his own exchange there
if necessary.
Hollywood,
Nov. success
25. — "Balalaika,"
London
musical
by Eric
pared."
Judell is on exchange tour in the Maschwitz, will be filmed by M-G-M
Middle West and is due in New York with Nelson Eddy and Ilona Massey
Nov. 26.
in the leading roles assisted by Ray
Bolger, Edna Mav Oliver and Una
Merkel.
See Stage Shows as
Roach Signs Ed Sullivan
Trend in Australia
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Ed Sullivan,
Sydney, Oct. 20 {By Air Mail via
newspaper columnist, has been signed
London). — Re-introduction of over- to a long-term writing contract at the
seas headline vaudeville acts in pic- Hal Roach Studios.
ture houses is seen as a major development here for 1938. The Snider and
Is Named Head Booker
Dean management has been experiKansas City, Nov. 25.— W. H.
menting successfully though spasmodGaffney, who has been with Warners
ically
with
"big-time"
acts
in
its
first
run theatres for some time and is now 10 years, the last five as booker, has
on the lookout for suitable acts with been made head booker to succeed
which to extend the policy. Hoyts Elmer Dillon. Dillon resigned last
also is dickering for overseas talent, week to join the Glen W. Dickinson
and Greater Union Theatres is un- circuit as manager at Clinton, Mo.
officially interested.
Chet Borg, brother of Russ Borg,
Grand National exchange manager
Opinion among the circuit executives is that acts must be really top- here, moves up to Gaf¥ney's former
notch to mean anything to the box- post as booker.
office.
Va. Censor Rejected Two
Richmond, Nov. 25. — The Virginia state censor rejected two feaHollywood, Nov. 25. — D. Rustures entirely and ordered 112 delesell Rankin, managing director, and
tions during the fiscal year ended
L. C. Stevens, chairman of Action
June
30,
the annual report of
Pictures, Ltd., of Australia and New the boardlast,indicated.
The board
Zealand, are in town discussing dis- showed a profit of $16,733, after all
tribution of Grand National producwhich compares with $14,tions in the Antipodes. They leave this expenses,
840 for the previous year. The gross
week for New York to continue con- intake was $35,443, the largest in the
ferences with Grand National execu- board's IS-year history.
tives, headed by Edward Alperson.
Talk
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(Continued from page 2)
San

Francisco

High

Grosser

Waring
In

Smash

Pittsburgh

San Francisco, Nov. 25. — "Ebb
Tide," dualled with "Expensive Husbands" at the Warfield, took top
honors for the week here, grossing
$17,000 to better average by $4,000,
in a week of fair weather and not so
fair grosses.
"Awful Truth" and "Man Who
Cried Wolf," at the Orpheum, took
second place with $11,000, over aver$3,000, while "Hurricane," on
age by show
a road
at the Geary, went $2,000 over the $10,000 average. "Alcatraz Island" paired with "Adventurous Blonde," at the Fox, barely beat
par by $400, taking $17,400.
Total first run business was $97,000.
Average is $98,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 16:
"HURRICANE" (U. A.)
GEARY — (1,400), 55c-87c-$1.10-$1.65, 7
days, roadshow. Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$10,000)
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATi^(2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c,
7 days. Stage, vaudeville. Gross: $15,500.
(Average, $16,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), lSc-35c-40c-S5c75c, 6 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $8,500.
(Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Nov. 17:
"ELEPHANT BOY" (U. A.)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
EMBASSY — (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-5Sc, 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $4,500. (Average,
$6,000)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
"ADVENTUROUS BLONDE" (W. B.)
FOX— (5,000), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $17,400. (Average, $17,000)
"AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"MAN WHO CRIED WOLF" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440), 15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $11,000. (Average,
$8,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (20th-Fox)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c7Sc, 7 days, 3rd downtown week. Gross:
$5,100. (Average, $7,000)
"DEAD END" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40cS5c-75c, 7 days, 5th week. Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $7,000)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
"EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS" (W. B.)
WARFIELD— (2,680) , 15c -35c -400 -55c-75c,
7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Nov. 19:
"ORPHAN BOY OF OLD VIENNA"
(Vienna Films)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $1,000. (Average, $1,000)

Pittsburgh, Nov. 25. — The combination of Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians on the stage and "Breakfast
for Two" on the screen literally
drained the town last week, getting
$29,000 to establish a new house
record for band shows at the Stanley.
Its effect was felt by both the Penn
and Alvin, where "Conquest" and
"Ali Baba Goes to Town" were confidently expected to last two weeks
but barely made the one-week grade.
The Fulton got back into the
money again after several bad weeks,
doing $6,700 with "Merry-Go-Round
of 1938" and getting a holdover, while
in six days "The Women Men
Marry" and "Dance, Charlie, Dance"
did fairly well at the Warner at

Eisenberg Opens House
(Told Springs, N. Y., Nov. 25.—
Phil Eisenberg, who operates the
Academy, Wappinger Falls, and the
Lyceum, Red Hook, has reopened the
Hudson, here.

Form Service Company
Portland, Nov. 25. — H. McLeod,
formerly manager of National Theatre Supply, and Bill Stober have organized Theatres Utilities Service
here.

Total first run business was $63,250.
$4,800.
Average is $45,000.
Estimated
takings for the week
ending Nov. 18 ;
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average, $6,500)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
FULTON— (1,750), 2Sc-40c, 7 days, 1st
wk. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $4,500)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
PENN— (3.300), 2.5c -SOc, 7 days. Gross:
$12,750. (Average, $11,000)
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
STANLEY — (3,600), 25c-60c, 7 days.
Stage:
Fred$18,000)
Waring's band. Gross: $29,000.
(Average,
"WOMEN
MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
"DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE" (F.N.)
WARNER
— (2,000), 2Sc-40c, 6 days.
Gross: $4,800. (Average, for 7 days, $5,000)

"Conquest"
Houston,

Leads
$11,000

Houston, Nov. 25. — "Conquest," at
Loew's State, was the real money
maker in a week of good attractions.
The picture had a take of $11,000.
Average is $7,000. "The Awful
Truth" playing five days of the second week made a good $5,000 at
the Majestic. Average for seven days
is $7,000. "Angel," playing at the
Metropolitan, fell $1,500 under par,
taking $5,500.
"Tobacco Road" played on the
Majestic stage in three performances
to standing room. Estimated take on
the road show was $9,000.
RKO Set in Baltic
Total first run business was $26,A contract covering distribution in 000. Average is $26,000.
Lithuania, Latvia and Esthonia has
Estimated takings for the week endbeen closed by RKO Radio Films Ining Nov. 18:
ternational, Ltd., with Ligo Film
"THIS WAY PLEASE" (Para.)
K/G. The new distributor replaces
KIRBY— (1,450). 15c-35c. 4 days. Gross:
(Average 7 days, $5,000)
Lietfilmas, which formerly distributed $2,600."LONDON
BY NIGHT" (M-G-M)
the product in these territories.
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c. 3 days. Gross:
$1,900. (Average 7 days, $5,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
Valadez Out of RKO
LOEWS STATE (2,700), 25c-S0c, 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average. $7,000)
Alfonzo Valadez, manager of the
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
Seville office of Radio Films, S. A. E.,
MAJESTIC (2.250), 25c -50c. 5 days, 2nd
week. Gross; "ANGEL"
$5,000. (Average
(Para.)7 days, $7,000)
which is Radio's Spanish branch, has
resigned. His successor has not been
METROPOLITAN— (2,600), 25c-,50c, 7 days.
named.
Gross: $5,500, (Average, $7,000)

straw in the wind," we brashly
conclude he includes Motion
Picture Daily. That, after all
these months, seems to call for,_ if
it does not make it necessarily
so, a policy explanation again.
This publication is active in reporting radio for a reason, simple and clear. The affinity has
been growing, not entirely to the
film industry's best interests. But
growing it is and the weaving,
of the one entertainin andmentout,
form with the other, makes
it obvious that to completely report developments in films there
also must be reported the highlights in radio which bear upon
the other. . . .
Accept Kromocolor Bid
Paterson, Nov. 25. — The tentative
bid of $60,000 for the Kromocolor
Laboratory at Paramus by Border
Realty Co. has been finally accepted
by the court, no other offers having
been
presented
30.
Vivian
M. Lewis for
to Vice-Chancellor
consider. Title

First
In

Place

Cleveland

Cleveland, Nov. 25.— With nearly
everybody in town going to the Auto
Show to see and hear Dick Powell
and Joan Blondell who accompanied
the star in an unofficial capacity, the
theatres managed to get by with
close to normal business.
"Double
Loew's$20,000.
State
shot
into Wedding"
first placeat with
This is $5,000 better than average.
Pictures moved to the Stillman for
week downtown. "The Awanother
ful Truth" for the fourth week at
Warners' Lake, took $3,000, where
$2,500 is average.
"It's Love Lm After" also went
Hipat Warner's
line$500
goal
over the podrome
to score
better than the
average $12,000. A second week at
the Allen follows the opening week

Navy"a
'Em with
Hippodrome.
at the
at
Loew's
Stillman "Hold
finished
parThegross
of |4,000.
weather
was stormy, with the
first heavy snow of the season. The
will pass to the new owners on Nov. Auto Show played to biggest crowds
in its history. And Maurice Evans
played
to SRO business at the Hanna
Brandt Ordered to Appear
in Total
"Richard
first H."
run business was $61,Harry Brandt, president of the L 000. Average
is $61,500.
T. O. A., and John Manheimer one
Estimated takings for the week
of the secretaries, were ordered bv
Justice Aaron Steuer in the N. Y. ending Nov. 19 :
BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
Supreme Court on Wednesday to ap- "ALI
(3,000), $5,500.
30c-35c-42c-55c,
days,
pear for an examination before trial 2ndALLEN—
week. Gross:
(Average, 7 $6,000)
on Nov. 29 in connection with the suit
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
of the Gotham Amusement Corp. and
LOEW'S STATE— (3,500), 30c-35c-42c-55c,
six other independent theatre owners 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average $15,000)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
against
the Allied
LOEW'S
30c-35c-42cUnion, Local
306 andM. theP. L Operators'
T. O. A. 55c,
7 days. STILLMAN—
Gross: $4,000.(1,900),
(Average
$4,000
to set aside the Jan. 29 contract be- for B pictures)
tween the unions and I. T. O. A.
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F. N.)
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c-42c-60c-75c, 7
days. Stage: James Melton. Gross: $16,000.
Lose Infringement Case
(Average, $20,000)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
Toronto, Nov. 25. — T w e n t i e t h
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500), 30cCentury-Fox and Famous Players
Corp., Ltd., have been ordered to pay 35c-42c-55c, 7 days. Gross: $12,500. (Average,
$12,000) AWFUL TRUTH" (CoL)
"THE
to an English publishing house $1,046.35 for infringing on the copy- $2,500)
WARNERS' LAKE— (800), 30c-35c-42c-55c,
righted title of a 45-year old song, 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $3,000. (Average,
"The Man Who Broke the Bank at
Monte Carlo," written in 1892.
Fawcett, Paramount
Mannix En Route East
In Publicity Tieup
Chicago, Nov. 25.— Edgar Mannix,
Spencer and Mrs. Tracy and Howard
TJie Fawcett Publications, publishers of the magazine. True ConfesStrickling passed through here yessions, will join with Paramount in an
terday en route to Boston with the
body of Mrs. Mannix, who died fol- exploitation campaign for the Carole
lowing an automobile accident in Lombard-Fred MacMurray co-starCalifornia last Saturday. Mrs. Manring vehicle, "True Confession." Playnix will be buried tomorrow in Som- dates in local theatres throughout the
erville, Mass.
country will be featured in Paramount
exploitation material while simultaneously the Fawcett magazines will
20th-Fox Dividends Set
conduct an advance publicity camTwentieth Century-Fox has dethe film.
"Truepaign forConfession"
will be released
clared a quarterly dividend of 375^
cents a share on outstanding preferred nationally during Christmas Week.
stock, payable Dec. 15 to stockholders of record Dec. 3. A dividend of
Plan Warner Parties
$1 per share has also been declared
on the common stock payable on the
Warner social organizations are
same date.
planning two parties for the near future. On Friday, Dec. 17, the BrookFieltz Recovering
lyn unit of the Warner Club will hold
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Wylann a Grand Masque and Civic Affair at
Fieltz, Paramount makeup artist, is the Hotel St. George and on the following day the Warner Club will hold
recovering from an emergency operaannual Christmas Kiddie Party at
tion for a ruptured appendix per- its
the home office club rooms.
formed on Tuesday.
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{Continued from page 1)
vestigation was favorably reported by
the Interstate Commerce Committee
last session and is on the Senate calendar.
In the House, similar resolutions are
pending before the rules committee,
which has consistently refused to give
them favorable consideration and
which is expected to maintain its attitude of opposition through the current session, at least.
Actor" Series NBC
Sustaining Feature
Haven MacQuarrie's "Do You
Want to Be an Actor?" series,
formerly heard on the networks under
Chase & Sanborn sponsorship, will
return to the air this Sunday as a sustaining feature.
The series will be offered over the
NBC-Red web at 10:30 P.M., and
will originate in the Radio City
studios.
20th-Fox Asks Details
A breach of contract action filed by
Rockie Prod., Inc., against 20th Century-Fox was revealed in the N. Y.
Supreme Court on Wednesday when
the film company filed a motion for
a bill of particulars. The plaintiff alleges that a contract was made in May
for a series of 26 weekly broadcasts to
be known as "Moi^ning Matinee."
The film company allegedly agreed to
furnish five minutes of the sound
track from a current picture without
charge. It is alleged that the plaintiff agreed to find sponsors who
would arrange a full half-hour broadcast. The amount sued for was not
given.
defendants'
motion will be
heard onTheDec.
7.
Song Writer Sues Ascap
Ira B. Arnstein, a song writer who
has been picketing the local Ascap
offices, filed suit in the U. S. District
Court on Wednesday against Ascap,
the Music Publishers' Protective
Ass'n, the Song Writers' Protective
Ass'n, NBC, CBS, Warners and various music publishers and song writers. He asks that Ascap be compelled to admit him to membership
and to pay his alleged share of all fees
collected and that music publishers
who allegedly have pirated his songs
be compelled to account for the profits.
He filed suit without the aid of an
attorney.
Files Suit Against KVOO
Tulsa, Okla., Nov. 25.— David
Fowler, district president of the
United Aline Workers of America,
has filed suit in District Court here
against the Southwest Broadcasting
Corp., operators of KVOO, seeking
judgment of $273.02, alleging breach
of contract. The petition charges the
station cancelled his scheduled address
on Nov. 14.

i

Radio

Personals

IRVING REIS, CBS producer, off
•■■ to Chicago on a short business
trip. He sails for Hollywood Dec.
18 to launch himself as a writer for
Paramount . . . Dr. James Angell,
NBC education counsellor, returned
from an extended European visit
aboard the Manhattan yesterday . . .
Lou Little will have as his guest on
Mutual tonight Stanley Woodward,
the Herald-Tribune sports writer.
Jim Sauter of Airfeatures, Inc., and
producer of the Philadelphia Orchestra series for a group of banks, is
reaping credit in the trade for putting
on an operatic broadcast, unusual on
a sponsored program because of the
heavy quality of the music. The
broadcast clicked well . . . Lawrence
Tibbett will make his first radio appearance of the season when he sings
on the Ford program Dec. 5 . . . Geraldine Nickson, formerly of the U. S.
Trade Mark Ass'n, has joined the
Mutual program department, succeeding Martha Juley, who will work for
Phil Lord . . .
+
Fernando Germani, Italian virtuoso,
will make his American appearance
for the first time when he plays as
soloist with the Philadelphia orchestra, A'Tonday . . . Louise Fazenda and
Basil Rathbone will be on the "Seein'
Stars" show Sunday.
+
Des Moines Town Pump
Des Moines, Nov. 25.— Bud Roberts, cowboy violinist, has returned to
WHO as a member of Al Clauser's
"Oklahoma Outlaws" . . . Lyle Flanagan, head of WHO's continuity department, has been elected president
of the Des Moines poetry society . . .
H. R. Gross, news editor of WHO, is
the father of a baby boy . . . The
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, has opened
a series of musical broadcasts over
WHO. The quarter-hour programs
are broadcast at 6:45 A.M. on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
Agency, Wade Advertising Co., Chicago.

►

seasons at Toronto and in the west,
will end its series shortly in Montreal.
Station CBM will handle it here in a
few weeks. . . Two new bilingual announcers, Pierre Normandin and
Alain Gravel, have been added to
CKAC staff and Flavius Daniel has
been attached to the traffic department
of that station.
+
Oklahoma City Town Pump
Oklahoma City, Nov. 25. — Wayman Ramsay, program director, is
now coordinating departmental activities at KOMA, directing traffic sales
and program production . . . Winifred
Ramsey has been placed in charge of
stenographic copying of all radio continuity at WKY. Maxine Clark has
been promoted to front information
desk evening and Billie Speed presiding at desk on Sundays at WKY . . .
The Oklahoma City advertising club
recently unanimously recommended
Neal Barrett, KOMA general manager, as southwestern regional vicepresident of the Advertising Federation of America, a newlv created
office . . . Lee Norton, first rank
vocal artist, now is entertaining WKY
listeners at 12 :30 every afternoon,
Monday through Friday for Approved Laundries of Oklahoma City.
He has made records for Victor and
Decca . . . Sybil Wharton, KOMA
traffic department, is on the sick list
. . . Wilbur S. Lukenbill, KOMA
production manager, was married to
Marjorie Eslick . . . Wayman Ramsay, KOMA program director, just
versary.
celebrated
his fourth wedding anniOmaha

+
Town Pump

Oil Company

Over KPO
Air Show
San Francisco, Nov. 25. — Signal
Oil Co.'s "Carefree Carnival," a halfhour variety show, has been renewed
for 52 weeks on KPO and 11 western
stations of the Red network.

Humphrey

Signs

Radio

to
Shows

General Motors will not renew
contracts for the programs broadcast
in behalf of Chevrolet, Pontiac and
Oldsmobile. The Sunday night institutional "Good Neighbor" series will
be canceled also, it has been learned.
The Chevrolet program cancellation
refers to the "live" Sunday night offering on CBS. The transcribed
"Melody Moments" Chevrolet broadcasts will be continued. The Pontiac
program is the "Varsity Show" now
Ijroadcast over NBC, while the Oldsmobile show is transcribed.
The General Motors Concerts will
end Dec. 26. The expiration dates
for the other programs have not been
definitely determined, but they will
not go beyond their present contractual commitments. The CampbellEwald
accounts.agency handles all the above
To Air Christmas Party
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Mutual nationally and KHJ, its affiliate here,
as well as KFWB locally, will air
the opening Saturday of "Santa
Claus Lane," which will be Hollywood Boulevard decorated in Christmas clothes by the merchants. Among
the personalities assisting in the festivities of the annual event will be
Charlie McCarthy, Joan Blondell,
Bobby Breen, Bob Burns, Frances
Dee, Florence George, Sheriff Eugene
Biscailuz, Tom Mix, Buck Jones,
Lewis Stone, Leo Carrillo, Gene
Autry. The parade starts at 7 :30 P.
M.. P. S. T.
Pollock Joins CBS Show

Omaha, Nov. 25. — Lon Lawrence,
formerly connected with the Iowa
network, is now on the KOIL announcing staff . . . Luana Search,
KOIL typist and PBK operator, has
left for New York and Washington
on a three-week vacation . . . KOIL
has started tearing down the old 135fopt twin towers at the Hilltop transmitter in Council Bluffs. Burt Davis,
transmitter engineer, is directing the*
+
demolition . . . R. Bruce Wallace, promotion manager for the Central
Montreal Town Pump
States Broadcasting System, now
MoNTEEAL, Nov. 25. — Madam
operates a speakers' bureau as a free
Pierre Casgrain's program, "Fem- service for Nebraska gatherings.
ina,'[ comprised
of songs,
+
music
and a French
sketch,instrumental
which was
San Francisco Town Pump
heard over CBM, has shifted its spot
San Francisco, Nov. 25. — After
from 8 P. M. Mondays to 9 P. M.
Fridays. It will probably be shunted 10 years at NBC here, Helen O'Neill
to station CBF shortly. . . Ferdinand former head of Artists' Service, more
Biondi, announcer at CKAC, has been recently in production, has been remade program producer of that station
leased .. . Alex Petry of NBC's music
and assistant to Program Director library. New York, has been transferred here to head the same division
Yves Bourassa. . . George Young's
at
KPO-KGO,
replacing Russell Mc"National Sing Song," which this fall
Neil .. .
toured the Maritime after successful

Renew

Cancel

Motors

for

New Mutual Program
The Humphrey Co. has signed for
a new Mutual network program,
starting Nov. 28. The series will be
offered three times weekly, Sundays
Elmer Dressman to Marry
from 11 to 11 :15 A. M., and Wednesdays and Fridays from 9 :45 to 10
Cincinnati, Nov. 25. — Elmer H.
Cardinet Candy Co.'s "Night Editor," anarrative show with Hal Bur- A. M.
Dressman, continuity editor of
dick,
has
been
extended
13
weeks
over
Featured will be Martha and Hal,
WCKY, is in Miami, where he will
be married Saturday to Miss Sidney the same chain.
and Andy Sanella's orchestra. The
Other new NBC accounts here (all network will include WFIL, WBAC.
Christie. They will spend several
weeks in Miami Beach and Havana on KGO) include Railway Express WGR. WNAC. WSPR, WSYR,
WNBF
and WOR. Blow & Co. is
before returning to take up residence Agency, Oxo, Ltd., E. Foukera, the
agency.
in Covington, Ky.
Drackett Co., Stewart-Elliott, RCA.

Channing Pollock's talks and the
music of Mark Warnow's orchestra
will become new features of the afternoon portion of the Heinz "Magazine of the
Air"2. program
over CBSis
effective
Dec.
The broadcast
from 3 :30 to 4 P. M. The morning
Heinz program,
"Carrol unchanged.
Kennedy's
Romance,"
will remain
Maxon, Inc., is the agency.
Sign for Christmas Series
Sanbuck &Diego,
— Sears
RoeCo., hasNov.
been 25.
signed
by John
Babcock of KFSD, local NBC-Blue
outlet, to sponsor l5 Christmas programs, effective immediately. The
series is a five-minute script show,
titled "Santa Claus" and features
Fritz Fields.
Houdini Life on Air
A dramatization of the life of the
late Harry Houdini will be offered by
WPA Radio Project players on
WBNX Saturday evening at 8:15
P. M. The production was directed
by Vernon Radcliffe.
Special Web for "Experience"
The "Voice of Experience," it develops, will not broadcast over the
Mutual network, but instead will be
heard over a special network of stations devised by the Mutual sales
department.
Vapex Show Adds WGN
"Let's Play Games," sponsored by
the Vapex Co. and currently broadcast Fridays over WOR and WAAB,
will add another Mutual station,
WGN, for the broadcast of Jan. 7 and
thereafter.
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Zola"
Warners'

Radio

to Be Agent on
Jaffe Coast Shows

Three
To

CBS

Address

Officials
Teachers

Under the terms of a contract signed
Wednesday, CBS will become the selling agent in the cast of radio programs written, cast and produced by
the Sam JafTe agency of Hollywood.
The Jaffe organization is one of the
largest talent agencies on the west
coast, having under contract many
well known screen and radio players,
writers and producers.
Jaffe radio programs already completed and available to sponsors are
"Hollywood News," "Candid Camera
of the Air," "Radio Fashion Previews," "Behind the Date Line," with
Alan Dinehart, and "After Such
Pleasures," with Dorothy Parker.

Three CBS executives, headed by
President William S. Paley, have accepted invitations to address the second National Conference on Educational Broadcasts at Chicago, Nov.
29 to Dec. 1. The other two speakers are Arthur T. Jersild of Columbia University, who is CBS consultant
on children's programs, and Irving
Reis, producer of the "Workshop"
series.
In addition to the above speakers,
CBS will be represented at the conference by Vice-President Fred A.
Willis, Dr. Frank L. Stanton, Sterling Fisher and Eloise Daubenspeck.

Cites New Sales Approach
San Francisco, Nov. 25. — A new
slant on future radio sales was given
300 radio dealers of Oakland by Phillip G. Lasky, manager of KSFO here,
at a general "Christmas sales campaign" meeting. Lasky urged dealers
to become better acquainted with
broadcasters, so they can "sell entertainment" as well as radio sets.
"Forget tubes and condensers. Sell
your customers drama, comedians,
symphonies," said Lasky.

New "Vox Pop" Show Clicks
Philadelphia, Nov. 25. — With
Philadelphia's Arcadia-International
Restaurant as a locale, the A. Schoenhut Co. is using a twist of the familiar
"vox pop" interview broadcast to introduce its new "Fan Tel" game in
a series over WFIL. Each day, during the luncheon rush, James Willard,
local radio "em cee," aided by Don
Martin, announcer, circulates among
the tables, quips with diners and inveigles them into a game of "Fan
Tel." On the air three weeks now,
the show nearly died the first week
because of the frostiness of the diners.
The chill has worn of¥ since, and now
the idea is the talk of the town, with
the patrons accepting it as a highlight of the floor show. The program
has developed into a real novelty, so
much so that the Schoenhut Co. plans
to center a big exploitation campaign
around its "Arcadia Interviews."

More Accounts to WCKY
Cincinnati, Nov. 25. — New accounts on WCKY include a Christmas
series for Alms & Doepke Co. starting Dec. 1, a direct contract ; C^harles
E. Smith & Sons, 26 programs "News
for Executives" ; Lawrenceburg Roller
Mills, 100 spot announcements, direct;
Nu-Enamel Stores, 300 announcements, direct, and Kentucky Sales &
Service Co., 104 quarter-hour programs, direct.

At

Popular

Big
Prices

After garnering $239,000 in 12
weeks at two-a-day prices at the HolLife of
Emile Zola"
opened at lywood,
the "TheStrand
Wednesday
with
a take of approximately $8,000 for
$5,876,182
the day. The picture is definitely set
for two weeks and is expected to be
(Continued from page 1)
held a third. At 2:15 P. M.
out.
year ended Aug. 28, it was pointed Wednesday, the gross was $3,000.
Current and working assets are Byron F. (Dinty) Moore has decided
eight shows a day for the first
listed at $28,213,963.80; net current on
week at popular prices.
assets of subsidiaries operating in
"Hurricane," in its second week at
foreign territories having exchange
the
Astor, finished with $15,800. For
restrictions, $214,558.90 ; investments
in affiliated companies, $1,572,429.91 ; the
11 days
of "52d
the last
Rivoli,
the tally
wasStreet"
$22,000.at
fixed assets, $135,877,157.84; other "Murder on the Diamond" took in
assets, $2,233,265.98 ; deferred charges,
$7,500 at the Rialto and "Night
$1,133,726.98; goodwill, $8,299,502.97. about
Current liabilities, which include Club Scandal" ended a week at the
Criterion with $4,500. "Live, Love
notes payable to banks and others, and
Learn" at the Capitol got about
$23,099,815.18; net current liabilities
of subsidiaries and branches operating
in foreign territories having exchange $20,000.
restrictions, $49,025.53 ; funded and Article on Warners
other long term debt, $73,392,221.22;
deferred credits, $1,960,736.56; reserve
In December
Fortune
for contingencies, $1,270,000 ; proporA study of the Warner Brothers,
tion of capital stock and surplus of as individuals, and as their personalsubsidiary companies applicable to
ities are reflected in the business they
minority stockholders, $238,913.87 ;
built up into one of the leading comcapital, represented by 7,500,000 shares
panies in the industry, is a feature of
the December issue of Fortune, out
of common stock of $5 par value, 103,- today.
107 shares of no par preferred stock
The history of the company, as
and outstanding common and preferred stock without deducting shares well as personal histories of the three
held in the treasury, $77,533,894.02.
brothers who operate the business,
and the late Sam Warner, who was
Deficit Decreased
one of the founders, are included.
The deficit of the company as of
Aug. 28 was $4,188,0.4.47 as compared to 110,469,148.15 for the year Pablo Colon, Editor
ended Aug. 29, 1936.
Of 'Teatro\ Is Dead
Net income for the fiscal year ended
(Continued from page 1)
Aug. 28, last, was $16,718,576.56.
Deductions for amortization and de^ in New York. He was an executive in
preciation of properties, other than the media department of the New
York office of Lord & Thomas at the
$991,453.13 in respect to studio prop- time
of his death.
erties charged to film costs, was $4,Teatro Al Dia being a quarterly
772,132.11. Interest expense is listed
at $4,573,743. Provision for invest- publication. Colon retained his position with Lord & Thomas with whom
ments in affiliated companies is down
he
has
been associated the past 12
at $290,874.24 and provision for contingencies islisted at $200,000.
years,
upon
being ofappointed
editor of
the Quigley
Interest and discount earned that new member
group
amounts of $251,122.42 ; dividends re- early in 1936. The first issue was
ceived, $237,473.93 ; additional pro- published in July of that year and
ceeds under settlement made in 1934, under his editorship immediately won
enthusiastic response from theatre op|44,400
484.78. ; miscellaneous income, $27,- tries.
erators of the Spanish-speaking counProfit before minority interests'
share of profits and losses and Federal
In Puerto Rico, Colon's family has
income taxes amounted to $7,442,- long been identified with the sugar
308.34. The net proportion of loss ap- industry and a sister is mayoress of a
plicable to minority stockholders, $3,- small municipality near the city of his
874.61. Provision for Federal income birth. The remains, according to plans
taxes, including normal income taxes immediately following his death, will
of $1,260,000 and surtaxes on undis- be sent there for burial beside his
tributed profits of $310,000 totaled mother.
In addition to his relatives in Puerto
$1,570,000.
Capital surplus of Warners for the Rico, Colon is survived by his widow
12 months ended Aug. 29, 1936, was and three children — Adele, 12 years
$56,774,518.66. This compares with old; Paul, 10, and Emile, 15 months.
$57,044,330.74 on Aug. 28, 1937.
Hold Rites for Meanley
Filmarte Starts Poll
Richmond, Nov. 25. — Funeral serThe Filmarte, here, is conducting a
vices were held here Wednesday for
questionnaire survey among patrons
Blair
Meanley, 67, identified with the
to determine preferences, comparisons
Jake Wells circuit for several years,
with American product, value of re- who died after an illness of several
views, language interference with en- months.
joyment, ifany, and similar reactions
among audiences of foreign films.
For

CBS

Net

Starts

Year

Is

Wire Rules Aid Reception
Oklahoma City, Nov. 25. — Rural
radio listeners in Oklahoma will get
WFBM Has Mobile Unit
a "break" for clear reception under a
Indianapolis, Nov. 25. — A new new set of regulations adopted this
mobile unit, mounted in a truck and month by the State Corporation Commission on the installation of electric,
using a Gates transmitter, RCA and
other equipment, has been placed in telegraph and telephone lines and
service by WFBM here. Included in equipment. The regulations outline
the equipment is a recording device general rules for companies to follow
enabling the roving announcer and so as to eliminate much outside interference in radio reception. The
engineer to pick up interviews and
growth of rural electrification
other material for use at will.
prompted the commission to draw up
the regulations.
Wester Resigns from NBC
Chicago, Nov. 25.— Carl Wester,
Montreal to Have Short Wave
veteran NBC sales representative, has
Montreal, Nov. 25.— Broadcasts
resigned and will form his own producing company here. The new firm from Paris are to be made available
will be known as Carl Wester & Co. to short wave listeners in Montreal
and will produce radio shows. While and eastern Canada shortly by the
at NBC Wester handled many of opening of a new transmitter at
Essarts-le-Roi, just outside the
the company's largest accounts.
French capital. Experimental broadcasting has started and tests are bearPlace New Sport Program
ing on a frequency range. Call letProvidence, Nov. 25.— Consolidate
ters for the new post are TPB
Cigar Corp., has placed a IS-minute (1-16), frequencies range from 21,490
program of sports news, "Views, Re- to 6,040 kilocycles and wave lengths
views and Previews" over WJAR. from 13.96 to 49.66.
Arthur Markey, local commentator,
is featured. Erwin Wasey & Co., of
Young Returns to WOL
New York, placed the contract.
Washington, Nov. 25.— Frank W.
Charter Texas Company
Young, for many years announcer at
Rogers Wed 25 Years
KiLGORE, Tex., Nov. 25.— Oil Capi- the American Broadcasting Co.'s station WOL, the now Mutual outlet
Baltimore, Nov. 25. — Martin H.
tol Broadcasting Ass'n, capitalized at locally, will return
to that station Rogers and Mrs. Rogers celebrated
$15,000, has been chartered here. Incorporators were Jarnes G. Ulmer, after a year's absence, as announcer their silver wedding anniversary toand staff pianist.
Roy G. Terry and Tom E. Foster.
day. Rogers operates the Casino.

Approve Sunday Films
Ireton, la., Nov. 25. — Sunday films
were approved here by a vote of 164
to 116 in a special election called by
the City Council. The matter had
been in dispute for a long period.
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(Continued from page 1)
was denied by Alger in his final report, indicated on Wednesday that he
would carry his fight to Judge Bondy
and, possibly, to the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
Moreover, Joseph M. Cohen, attorney for George L. Schein, an RKO
common stockholder, declared that he
would oppose the plan before Judge
Bondy on the ground that better provision should be made for common
shareholders than that now made in
the plan. Common stockholders receive one share of new common for
every two shares of old under the
plan.
Opposition from these sources possibly could delay consummation of the
plan but its confirmation prior to Jan.
1 still would be discretionary with
Judge Bondy.
The Atlas Corp. order submitted
on Wednesday by H. C. Rickaby,
counsel, provides that the amendments
to the plan proposed by Alger will
be mailed to creditors and security
holders whose consents to the plan
already have been received. In the
event their consents have not been
withdrawn by Dec. 16, all such creditors and security holders shall be
deemed to have assented to the plan in
its amended form. All of the major
creditors, such as the principal bondholders' and stockholders' committees,
Rockefeller Center, Atlas Corp. and
Lehman Bros, whose assents to the
plan constitute a sufficient number to
permit its confirmation, indicated on
Wednesday that they will not oppose
the proposed amendments.
Alger Suggests Amendments
Only four principal amendments
have been suggested by Alger. They
are, that stockholders be given prior
right, rather than general creditors,
to subscribe for any additional common stock which may be issued for
additional working capital or other
authorized purposes ; that cumulative
voting for members of the board be
employed in order to provide representation for minorities, and that it
be optional with the company whether
three-year sinking fund provisions for
retirement of debentures be left intact.
Arrested for Bank Night
Newark, 0., Nov. 25. — Frank
King, manager, and Joseph Hockenberry, assistant, of the Midland, a
Shea unit, were arrested and held
under $100 bond each to appear in
Municipal Court for operation of
Bank Night. They are charged with
violating an anti-gambling order issued last July by Common Pleas
Judge Slabugh.
Halt Florida Bank Night
Sanford, Fla., Nov. 25. — The operation of Bank Night at the Ritz,
here, was halted when operatives of
the material
county connected
sheriff's office
seized
all
the
with the
chance
game at the theatre. It was contended
the game is in violation of gambling
laws.

(Continued from page 1)
board and general counsel of Allied;
Nathan Yamins, Allied president, and
Walter Mitchell, member of the Ohio
tax commission, are also scheduled
to address the conference. Allied delegates are expected at the meeting
from western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Kentucky, Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. Non-members are also
invited to attend with the association
promising in its general bulletin issued today over the signature of P. J.
Wood, secretary of the I.T.O. of
Ohio, that "there will be no appeal
for dues or other funds."
Martin G. Smith of Toledo, regional vice-president of Allied, will
preside at the meeting. The first
business session of the conference will
be held Dec. 7, and the annual ban-

Out
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Leading

Southbury, Conn., Nov. 25. —
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president
of Paramount, Inc., and one
of the leading citizens of this
town, has been the moving
spirit in protesting the establishment of the proposed
Camp Gen. von Steuben by
"friends
the
town. of new Germany" in
quet will be held that night with
Gov. Davey of Ohio scheduled to attend. A meeting of the board of directors of the Ohio organization will
be held Dec. 6. In addition to an
elaborate entertainment program
scheduled for the three-day session,
there will be theatre equipment exhibits and displays of theatre building
and remodeling materials.

Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 25. — Shooting on
"Arsene Lupin Returns" at M-G-M
has been re-routed because of the illness of Melvyn Douglas. . . . Irving
RuBiNE, who was associated with
Bob Taplinger in his radio publicity
organization, has joined the Warner
studio publicity staff. . . . All of
Carey Wilson's future shorts at
M-G-M will carry the subtitle "What
do
you and
think?"
. "Swissgets
Cheese,"
Laurel
Hardy. . feature,
under
way Jan. 2 as the first under Stan
Laurel's new contract ... Ed Sullivan, columnist, has been signed to
a term writing contract by Hal
Roach. He will do film work in
addition to the syndicate . . . Jon
Hall, accompanied by John Peere
Miles, Samuel Goldwyn publicist,
has left this week for a trip through
the country . . . Radio Guide and
Screen Guide readers will be asked to
write additional lyrics for "Hooray
for Hollywood," song featured in
"Hollywood Hotel" in a contest to
exploit the Warner musical . . .
Joan Blondell gets the top spot in
Warners' "Men Are Such Fools,"
originally announced for Bette
DA\as . . . Barbara Ruth Rogers,
under Paramount contract, from Spokane, has arrived in town. . . .
+
Eleanore Whitney has left for
Cleveland and a vacation . . . The
next Jack Holt film Larry Darmour will produce for Columbia will
be "A Dangerous Affair." Lewis
Collins will direct. . . . Harry Sauber's second production for Republic
will be "Outside of Paradise," starting this week with Phil Regan and
Dorothy McNulty, borrowed from
Warners, in the top spots. John
AuER will direct the original screenplay written by Sauber. It was
formerlythoughtitled
"Mavoureen."
Warners announced
plans Alfor
Dorothy McNulty to change her
screen name to Penny Singleton,
the actress will be billed as Dorothy
McNulty in this . . . Another picture
based on pure food and drug laws, of
which heretofore there were four, is
Republic's "Legal Murder," being
written by Carlton Sand ... By
borrowing Mary Astor from Columbia, M-G-M has completed the casting of principals for "Three Men in

Spirit

Way

Retention
Ticket

Is

of
Levy

Expected

(Continued from page 1)
of the present statute for introduction in Congress at the beginning of
the regular session.
Should the present admissions and
nuisance taxes be made permanent the
effect of such action would be to relieve Congress of the necessity of extending the life of the taxes every
so often, since it would offer no barrier to their repeal at any time the
Administration felt that any or all of
them were no longer necessary.

Report Doyle London
Theatre Plan Is Off
(Continued from page 1)

have occurred which will preclude
erection of the houses.
Doyle plans to sail Dec. 1 on the
the Snow." Other players are Frank
Morgan, Robert Young, Florence Aquitania, arriving in New York a
week
later. After a few weeks in
Rice, Reginald Owen and Edna
New York he will head for the coast
Mae Oliver.
from where he will sail for Sydney,
+
Australia.
Casting — • Barnett Parker to
Little credence is given here to reports Doyle will tie in with U.A. on
"Love Is a Headache," M-G-M. . .
Phyllis Kennedy in "Vivacious a plan for the construction of new
Africa. It is underLady," RKO. . . Harriet Hilliard, theatresstoodinU.A. South
is having difficulty selling
Lucille Ball, Gordon Jones, Parkyakarkus and Bradley Page to
the Schlesinger interests there. Loew's
"Broadway After Midnight," RKO. recently closed a deal for two Walter
Wanger films in Johannesburg, but
. . Frank Morgan to "Three Men further
than that U.A. is said to be
in the Snow," M-G-M. . . John
Barrymore gets his sixth consecutive having difficulty in disposing of its
product in that country.
role at Paramount in "Bulldog Drummond Interferes." . . Harry Owens
and his Royal Hawaiian orchestra in
"Night Spot," Paramount.
Hollywood Studio Is
to Talisman
Complete cast of Monogram's "Tele- Awarded
(Continued from page 1)
phone Operator" is Grant Withers,
Judith Allen, Alice White, Warren Hymer, Pat Flaherty, Greta $4,500 due in rental from Feb. 6 to
Grandstedt and William Haade. . . April 6, as ordered. With Talisman
John Carradine, screen villain, has returning in charge, John L. Meehan
been borrowed by M-G-M from 20th again takes over his position as studio
Century-Fox to portray Abraham manager, and representative of L. A.
Lincoln in "Benefits Forgot." . . GaCl Young, principal owner of the corPatrick in "Dangerous to Know,"
A meeting of creditors of HollyAnna May Wong feature. . . J. Car- poration.
wood Studios, Inc., has been called
rol Naish to "Her Jungle Love," for Dec.
6. The Hollywood studio
Paramount. . . E. E. Cline to "Ar- is operated as a rental lot, housing
sene Lupin Returns," M-G-M. . .
Warner placements : Allen Jenkins Monogram, Crescent and other indeand Marcia Ralston to "Food for
Scandal," Robert Warwick to "The pendents.
Kincey Seeks Theatre
Adventures
Robin Hood,"
Frankto
Craven andof Spring
Byington
Charlotte,
C, Nov. 25. —
"Penrod's Double Trouble." . . Larry North Carolina N.
Theatres, Inc., headed
Darmour has borrowed Beverly
Roberts from Warners for the lead bv H. F. Kincey, has been negotiating to buy the Criterion, here, to replace its State, the lease of which
opposite Jack Holt in "Dangerous
+
expires Jan. 1. A decision is expected shortly.
Title Changes — -"Too Much of EveryAffair."thing, Warners, has been retitled
"Girls on Probation." . M-G-M's
"A Matter of Pride" is now named
"Beg, Borrow or Steal." . . "A Family Vacation," M-G-M, is to be released as "Catch of the Season.
+

To Open House Christmas Day
AsHEviLLE, N. C, Nov. 25.— The
Isis, new theatre in West Asheville,
will be formally opened Christmas
Day, according to Carl R. Bamford,
of the Publix-Bamford Theatres, Inc.

Preview at Waldorf
Contracts — The contracts of Irving
Monogram will preview "Boy of
Rapper, dialogue director at Warners, the Streets," with Jack Cooper, at the
has been extended. . . M-G-M has Waldorf next Wednesday and will follow the screening with a luncheon.
signed Gale Sondergaard to a term
contract.
About 300 are being invited.
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Spending

NOVEMBER

Theatres

at

Chicago, Nov. 26. — Chicago exhibitors are faced with a three per
cent tax on gross receipts in place of
$891,000,000
the present license fees, if measures
proposed by Alderman Roger Riley and
Includes $440,000,000 for Deputy City Collector George Lohman are approved by the City Council,
Receiving Sets
which will meet Monday to discuss
means of getting $1,000,000 in revBy CLARENCE LINZ
enue instead of the $130,000 which is
now
received
from license fees on theWashington, Nov. 26. — T h e
American public last year, directly atres.
At a session last summer the counand indirectly, spent $891,000,000 on
cil considered a plan for a similar
broadcasting, it is revealed by an
tax but the idea was abandoned. Since
analysis of the industry just completed by the electrical division of the then numerous plans have been discussed but none decided upon.
Dep't of Commerce.
The theatre owners of the city inThe largest item in the total was
tend a vigorous fight on the proposal
$440,000,000, spent for the 8,000,000
receiving sets sold in 1936, while to tax grosses or impose higher license
$150,000,000 was spent for electricity, fees. It is reported that if the tax
plan is adopted the theatre owners
will seek the return of chance games.
Additional developments in
It is rumored that the city may license
the field of radio yesterday on
various games of skill like Screeno as
a method of raising revenue.
page 4.

Year

Twentieth Century-Fox is
paying $2.50 in dividends on
its common this year, as
compared with $2 last year.
Unheralded, the increase
comes with routine announcement of a dividend declaration of $1 for the final quarter of 1937 in place of the
customary declaration of 50
cents.

Kuykendall
Suggests
Meet Before Dec, 14
Columbus, Miss., Nov. 26. — Ed
Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president,
wrote to Harry Brandt, I.T.O.A.
president, today, suggesting that the proposed meeting of exhibitor leaders to
discuss means of obtaining distributor
recognition for an industry trade practice program be held in New York
prior to Dec. 14, the date suggested by
Brandt. Kuykendall indicated a preference for a date between Dec. 8
and 11.

Returns

Capra
To

Columbia;

Dispute

Ended

Will Withdraw His Suit
To Invalidate Pact
Hollywood, Nov. 26. — In a brief,
joint statement today from the Columbia studio, signed by Harry Cohn
and Frank Capra, was disclosed the
complete settlement of the differences
between the two and the return to the
studio of Columbia's ace producer.
The statement declared that all differences and the litigation arising
therefrom have been completely and
satisfactorily adjusted. Capra returned
to the Columbia lot today and will
withdraw the suit filed in Superior
Court, Los Angeles, some time ago to
invalidate the contract he held with the
company.
The very brief studio announcement
of the settlement made no mention of

The M.P.T.O.A. president will be
will be the first on Capra's
new picture
schedule.
in Pinehurst, N. C, Dec. 6 and 7, the
Several months ago, Capra sued,
for the convention of the I.T.O. of
(Continued on page 4)
Heads Meet Sunday
first in Hollywood and latterly in London, to abrogate his contract which
Southern division branch managers
had several pictures to go. The basis
of RKO will hold a one-day meeting Zukors Affec
for the action was credited to "Lost
ted by
tomorrow at the Peabody Hotel,
Horizon" which the Columbia studio
Memphis, with Cresson E. Smith,
Revised Settlement is said to have edited contrary to
western and southern sales head, and
lease.
Capra's wishes and prior to its reHerb Mclntyre, southern district
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesmanager, conducting the session. Smith
terday authorized a change in the $2,left for Memphis last night.
150,000 settlement of former officers
Music Hall Thankful
Attending the meeting will be the and directors of the Paramount Pub- New Long-Term
Pact
following branch managers ; H. M. lix mismanagement suit brought by
Reported for Mayer
For ''Sacred'' Intake Lyons, Atlanta; S. M. Sachs, Dal- Charles D. Hilles, Paramount reorganization trustee. The amendment
las; R. C. Price, Charlotte; C. W.
Hollywood, Nov 26.— Louis B.
"Nothing Sacred" chalked up a
new Thanksgiving Day record for the Allen, Jacksonville; P. M. Baker, affects
Zukor. only Adolph Zukor and Eugene Mayer, according to reliable sources
Music Hall with a take of $21,400 on Memphis; G. C. Brown, New Orhere, will receive a new long-term
Under
the arrangement Adolph contract as studio head at M-G-M.
leans; R. B. Williams, Oklahoma
the day as compared to $20,100 for City.
(Continued on page 4)
The pact, it is reported, will assure
"Garden of Allah" last Thanksgiving
him augmented authority over Metro
Day. "Stand-in" finished a week at
the theatre with $79,500. The Roxy
production.
on the last six days of a two-week
Although official announcement of
Raise
run with "Second Honeymoon" tal- Warners
Kalmenson^
the
new Mayer contract has not been
lied $33,000.
forthcoming it is understood that deUnited Artists stated not only was
tails have been worked out to the ena Thanksgiving Day record established
tire
satisfaction of both Mayer and
Sch
nit
zer
Succeeding
for the Music Hall, but a new high
Him
Nicholas M. Schenck.
(Continued on page 3)

batteries, etc., to operate the 33,000,000 sets in use.
Sale of time by broadcasters accounted for $114,000,000, it was said,
and talent costs for the year aggregated $36,000,000.
Other items going into the $891,000,000 total were $75,000,000 for the
servicing of sets, $45,000,000 for parts,
{Continued on page 4)

RKO

Southern

Sales

In a realignment of the Warner
sales staff by Gradwell L. Sears, general sales manager, Ben Kalmenson,
Attacked in London
eastern district manager, with headBy AUBREY FLANAGAN
quarters at the New York exchange,
London, Nov. 26. — A significant has been promoted to western division
article, published today in the Tele- sales manager, succeeding Herbert J.
graph, unofficial Government organ, Ochs, it was learned yesterday.
Edward M. Schnitzer, eastern discriticized the alleged inadequacy of
trict manager for Republic, has rethe plan for a Film Council as prosigned to join Warners in a similar
vided for the new Films Bill, and
sponsored by Oliver Stanley, presi- post, starting Jan. 1. He will assume
dent of the Board of Trade.
the duties of Kalmenson under Roy
Exhibitors are expected to fight the H. Haines, eastern division sales man{Continued on Page 2)
ager. Ochs, it was unofficially stated,
Film

Council

Plan

will have one or two offices under his
supervision in the shift.
Other changes in the field sales staff
also are being made and will be announced ina few days. No successor
to Schnitzer has been named by J. J.
Milstein, general sales head of Republic, and none will be made until the
first of the year, by which time the
retiring district sales executive will
clean up impending deals.
Schnitzer started in the business in
1922 when he worked at Commonwealth
Pictures Corp. He remained
{Continue
d on Pag* 2)

Skouras

Off

Monday

On Regional Meeting
Spyros Skouras, operating head of
National Theatres, will leave for the
coast Monday for the first of a series
of meetings with divisional operating
heads of the circuit throughout the
country. He will be accompanied by
A. S. Gambee, Edward Zabel and
John Healy,
The initial session will be held in
Los Angeles
next on
week
subse(Continued
page with
3)
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{Continued from page 1)
at Commonwealth one year, joined
Producers Dist. Corp., then moved
over to the local 20th Century-Fox
exchange as branch manager for
Brooklyn and New York for eight
years. His next job was with WorldWide as local sales manager, and on
March 20, 1933, became New York
manager for Columbia. Early last
year he was appointed to the Republic post.
Kalmenson has been with Warners
and affiliated companies for more
than 10 years. He joined the First
National branch at Pittsburgh in 1927
and later was made Albany manager.
Then he was transferred to Omaha
and Kansas City in similar posts, returning to Pittsburgh Jan. 1, 1932.
On March 15, 1934, he resigned as
branch manager for Warner-First
National in Pittsburgh to become
chief booker for the Warner string of
theatres
operated out of the Smoky
City.

i

Personal

One-Day

Slump

London, Nov. 19. — British
film houses suffered their
severest one-day slump in
years on Nov. 15 when the
vaudeville show "commanded"
by King George VI and held
at the London Palladium, was
broadcast over the national
radio network. It is estimated
the box-office dropped more
than £100,000.

Theatre

Sues

Majors

For Faster Delivery
Philadelphia Nov. 26. — The
Garbo Amusement Co., operating the
Garbo Theatre in Darby, a suburb of
Philadelphia, today filed an injunction
suit in U. S. District Court under the
Sherman Anti-Trust Laws against
RKO, Universal, 20th Century-Fox
and Warners to secure faster delivery
of films. Melvin Koff, president of
the company, stated, that quicker delivery is necessary because the Parker, a Warner house in the territory,
gets films three or four weeks ahead
of the Garbo.
Koff admitted he had signed an
agreement with the distributors allowing for a time lapse but now, he contends, the agreement has been found
to be unfair and he is asking the
court to invalidate it.

Early this year Haines promoted
Kalmenson to eastern district sales
head. The move followed shortly after
Haines was elevated by Sears to
eastern division sales head, a post he
now holds.
Carl Leserman continues as assistsistant to Sears at the home office.
Sehnitzer is widely known in the
local territory. He is a brother-inlaw of Sam Rinzler, partner of Louis
Frisch in the Randforce circuit of
more than SO Brooklyn theatres.
Following the meeting with Kalmenson yesterday in connection with
the Sears Sales Drive, Norman Ayers,
Kill Theatre Operator
Boston, R. S. Smith, Buffalo, and John
Chicago, Nov. 26. — Fred Blacker,
Pavone, New Haven, returned to their
42, projectionist at a small theatre in
territories.
suburban Summit, and under indictment in New York for theatre stench
bombings, was killed yesterday. PoFilm Council Plan
lice expressed the belief that his assailants were enemies he had made in
Attacked in London
ists. as an organizer of projection{Continued from page 1)
years
move for an independent commission
Union Deal Closed
and party loyalty is considered likely
Hold Rites for Colon
For K. C. Theatres to carry the present provision for
Stanley. Further developments on the
Private funeral services for Pablo
Kansas City, Nov. 26. — Felix
Snow, I.A.T.S.E. representative for matter are expected at the next meet- Colon, editor of Teatro Al Dia, Quiging of the House of Commons Films
this district, has completed deals
ley equipment journal, who died TuesAct
Committee on Tuesday. A furday, were held Thursday and the body
whereby members of the theatre emther amendment has been sought call- morning.
will be shipped to Puerto Rico this
ployes' local will receive increases in
ing for a full commission with an inwages, effective Dec. 1. Ushers will
dependent personnel which would have
receive a minimum of 35 cents an
power of overruling the Board of
Trade.
hour, all other employes (excluding, the
Services for Iraci Today
of course, operators) an additional $2
The
committee
failed
to
reach
an
The
funeral of John Iraci, who was
a week. The contracts are with the
president
and general manager of
agreement
on
the
council
amendment
first run Tower and Uptown, Fox
WOV
and
WLWL, both in New
after
a
lengthy
discussion
yesterday.
houses ; Midland, Mainstreet and
York,
and
president-owner
of WPEN,
Stanley
claimed
labor
support,
but
Newman, and with the Fox Plaza,
Labor M. P., de- Philadelphia, will be held this morning
suburban run, and Fox Downtown, Tom Williams,
manded acommission of five salaried from his home in Brooklyn, where he
downtown subsequent.
independents. He was supported by died last Wednesday. Burial will be
in Cypress Hill Cemetery, Brooklyn.
Sir William Wayland, Conservative.
Refused Union Writ
Kansas City, Nov. 26. — The restraining order sought by Frank MGM
Burlesque Spots Close
Re-signs Miss Loy
Mount joy of the Circle here against
The Oriental and Apollo, former
Hollywood, Nov. 26. — Myrna Loy
Operators' Local 170, I.A.T.S.E., has has been given a new contract at burlesque houses in the Broadway disbeen denied by Judge Brown Harris M-G-M. The actress's next two startrict, will cease presenting stage shows
of the Circuit Court. Three weeks
on Sunday. It is reported that the
ring
vehicles
will
be
"Test
Pilot"
and
ago Mountjoy filed a lengthy petition "The Thin Man Returns."
theatres will reopen with films. Harry
in which he alleged that members of
Brandt has leased the Apollo.
the union had threatened him and
Otto Kruger Injured
members of his family, that union
Joan Castle Is Signed
pickets had been unpleasant to
London, Nov. 26. — Otto Kruger
patrons, and that union officials had was painfully injured today when his _ Joan Castle, a child actress in films
attempted to coerce him into hiring car collided with another in a fog. eight years ago, yesterday was signed
a union operator, union cashier, and The actor was on his way to the Els- to a long term contract by 20th Centree studios.
othc-rs.
tury-Fox.

►
I

and screen
star, Contine
recentlyntal
signedstage
by
ROSSI,
TINO
Robert T. Kane to a New World contract, has arrived in New York for
several months' study of English before returning to make his Englishspeaking film debut.
Mary Dees, who is being accompanied on her personal appearance
tour by Monte Blue, has left for
Troy, Schenectady and Boston. They
are due back Christmas week. F. &
M. is handling the dates.
Sam Rinzler, who has been hitting
a divot further than a golf ball, has
something to be thankful for now.
Last Thursday he came through and
for the first time beat Joe Hornstein
on 18 holes at Glen• Oaks.
Sheppard Strudwick and his wife,
Helen Wynne, will sail today
aboard the Pennsylvania for the coast.
Strudwick is under contract to
M-G-M. Mrs. Clarence Budington
Kelland will sail• on the same ship.
Nate J. Blumberg, A. W. Smith,
Jr., Richard A. Rowland, John J.
O'Connor, Bob Mochrie and Tom
Spry got together for lunch yesterday
•
at the Tavern.
Julian Johnson, story editor for
20th Century-Fox, is in New York
from Hollywood. A short stay, about
•
10 days' worth.
Rudy Vallee, due next Tuesday
from the coast, will report back on
12 for "Goldthe Warner lot Jan.
o
Wesleyin Paris."
Ruggles is in from the
diggers
coast. In 10 days, he sails for Europe
on a scouting expedition for Paramount. Also a vacation.
•
Ted Berkman, who completed a
script for London Films, left for the
coast yesterday.
•
George and Mrs. Bancroft, visiting New York, and stopping at the
Warwick.
•
Maria Gambarelli arrived on the
Vulcania Thursday after completing
"Doctor Antonio" in Rome.
•
Carl F. and Mrs. Dixon, of the
Paramount Theatre, Paris, in town,
at the Warwick.
•
Moe Siegel will leave for Hollywood on Monday.
•
Marlene Dietrich left yesterday
for the Paramount coast studio.
Neil F. Agnew
yesterday.

left for the coast

Exceeds Fund Quota
Cleveland, Nov. 26. — Under the
leadership of I. J. Schmertz, chairman,andHenry
vice-chairman,
Mrs.Greenberger,
Georgia Moffett,
field
captain, the film division of the entire
industrial division went over the top
in its Community Fund Drive, by five
per cent. The quota was double that
of last year.
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Music
For

Hall

Intake

(.Continued from page 1)
for an opening day as well at the theatre.
Business along Broadway was unusually good Thursday with all theatres partaking of the holiday spirit.
Claims S. R. O. in 6 Cities
U. A. reported late yesterday that
"Nothing Sacred" had hung out
S.R.O. signs in six theatres on
Thanksgiving Day and broke house
records in each instance for a single
day. These figures were supplied : At
the Aldine, Philadelphia, $4,200 ; Penn,
Pittsburgh, $4,700 ; Loew's, Houston,
$3,900; Albee, Cincinnati, $4,200;
Loew's, Syracuse, $3,000, and the
State, Oklahoma City, $2,200.
Additionally, the distributor stated
that Friday's take at the Music Hall
had reached $9,546 by 6 P.M. and
that $17,500 was expected for the
full day.
"A Damsel in Distress" was reported by RKO yesterday to have bettered its opening day gross at the
Rivoli by 40 per cent. The picture
went into the Rivoli on Thursday with
a four-week guarantee. It is playing
day and date runs in 200 theatres
throughout the country.

On

Off

The schools selections
represented
in thea reel's
all-American
present
good
cross-section of national interest. They
are Villanova, Pittsburgh, Alabama,
Fordham, Texas A. & M., Mississippi,
Notre Dame, Yale, Colorado and
California.
The three additional subjects include

the newsreel, but compensates for that
with a peppy combination of diverse
items, with seven out of nine claimed
as exclusive by the reel.
Of significance, plus excellent sky
photography, is the start of the flight
of French air bombers from France
to French Indo-China. A Kansas City
merchant is seen in his annual and
charitable disposal of 1,000 overcoats
to the needy, which clicks as a
Thanksgiving feature. An amusing
throwback of history shows Uncle
Sam paying an ancient and continuing debt, giving six yards of cloth
to all the Indians on the Tuscarora
Reservation in New York State, in accordance with a treaty signed in 1794.
The world's largest oil tanker slides
down the ways at Chester, Pa., made
by a new process of welding, entirely
without rivets.
A dried milk byproduct, hardened
into bricks, fired the boilers of a Chicago locomotive, a front bumper police car pincer in Portland, Ore.,
hooks the tail bumper of a speeding
car for an effective "pinch," excellent
angle shots picture skaters in Rockefeller Plaza, bathing girls in California use a chocolate milk spray as a
sun tan cream, and a fast-moving exciting sequence pictures the gridiron
professional battle between the Green
Bay Packers and Giants, which literally was a battle, with fists — and no
punches barred.
Running time, 9 mins.
A.

a glimpse of Mexico's provisions for
the care of Spanish war orphans, tests
of a new open-work, non-skid bridge
pavement at Toledo, O., and John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., addressing the first
alumni meeting at International
House, New York.
The reel was released one day ahead
P. of the usual schedule because of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
Running time, 9 mins.
K.

Sunday Films Defeated
Jackson, Tenn., Nov. 26.— A measure to legalize Sunday pictures at
hours which would not conflict with
church services has been defeated
here, 716 to 463. The move was opposed by the Protestant Pastors'
Ass'n. as a "further step in the breakdown of Sabbath observance."

Thankful

"Sacred"*

Skouras

PICTURE

Monday

Regional Meeting
{Continued from page 1)
quent sessions slated for Denver, Seattle, Kansas City, Milwaukee and
other operating points. The home
office group will be away from two to
three weeks.
Skouras is making it a point to
visit division offices at least twice a
year to keep abreast of local conditions and problems.

The

Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 22
(20 fh Century-Fox)
The material in this issue, while
not e.xciting or particularly outstanding, is given lively treatment making
refreshing news presentation. The
topics range far and wide and are
interesting.
Lowell Thomas and his World
Events division open with scenes and
comment about Peiping, which is now
under Japanese control. A linoleum
factory in Sydney, Australia, goes up
in flames. In France, Sir Malcolm
Campbell presents the Wales Trophy
for the fastest transatlantic crossing
to the capain of the Normandie.
Thomas also follows with the aviation
sequence. The first shipment of 176
new bombers fly over San Diego and
new buildings at Le Bourget are seen.
Lew Lehr, attired in a Viking headdress, does his familiar and funny
comment with scenes in a toy factory
where many fine train models are
filmed.
Industry offers glimpses of a silver
fox farm. Vyvyan Donner's department presents the latest traveling fashions with easy-on-the-eyes models.
The Giants and Green Bay Packers
battle to a 10-0 closeout in favor of
the former. The Melbourne Cup
closes the reel with excellent scenes
of a final winning dash by a long shot.
The run across the line is shown in
slow motion. It's good stufif.
Running time, 12 mins.

News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 220
(M-G-M)
That fleet of blimps that flew over
New York earlier in the week proSet Variety Club Vote
vide the lead for this issue. The craft
Kansas City, Nov. 26. — E. C. are photographed from a number of
Rhoden, chief barker of Variety Club,
has issued a call for the annual elec- unique angles in various locations
tion of Tent No. 8, which will be about the city and also from the air,
held Dec. 6. Dinner will be free to where the camera catches the ships
over the waterfront and the departing
barkers.
Normandie. This sequence is a refreshing departure as an opener.
Club Plans Xmas Party
The reel continues with good shots
Cleveland, Nov. 26. — The Cleve- of a roller skating marathon and the
land Variety Club is planning a infectious gymnastics of the Big Apple in El Morocco. The snapshots
Christmas party for 500 underprivileged children, to be held in the group offers glimpses of the mountain
ballroom of the Allerton Hotel. All in Los Angeles showing widening fisexpenses of the party will be borne
sures, and George Grey Barnard's
by the members through contribu- giant head of Abraham Lincoln.
tions. There will be a big Christmas
The Sporting Page division reviews the champions of the year.
tree, presents for all and a complete
Christmas dinner.
Here are shown War Admiral, the
Davis Cup matches, Glenn Cunningham, the winning Yankee team, big
Cohn Dinner Sellout
time golf matches, Marjorie Gestring
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.— It's a sell- diving, Mike Vanderbilt and the
out for the banquet being tendered for Ranger-Endeavor yacht races, Clint
Ira Cohn, local 20th Century-Fox ex- Frank of the Yale football team, Joe
change manager, on Dec. 6 at the Louis and a pair of chimpanzees slugWilliam Penn. The affair is being
ging away for a spot of comic relief.
In all its divisions it is snappy,
given by Cohn's friends in honor of
his long service in the business and interesting and diversified.
on his ninth year with the local 20th
Running time, 11 mins.
P.
Century-Fox office. Several home office executives will attend the banquet. Paramount News
Special for Fabian Party
No. 33 The committee in charge of the {Paramount)
testimonial dinner for Si Fabian at
The newsreel's all-American football team selection features this issue
the DeWitt Clinton Hotel in Albany
on Dec. 13 has arranged for two spe- of Paramount News, contributing
cial cars on the Commodore Vander- more than half of the reel and equalbilt, which will leave New York for
ing in interest anything contained in
Albany that afternoon.
the other half, which consists of just

Parade

Added

Attractions

London, Ont., Nov. 26. — A
fire and attempted robbery,
neither on the program, provided excitement at the
Grand here very recently.
The fire caused $10,000 damage and caused cancellation of the matinee. Later in
the day a man attempted to
hold up the cashier, Pauline
Saunders, but she set off a
burglar alarm. The man was
captured by James McDonagh, the manager.
three additional subjects, to be exact.
All three
the "feature," rather
than
spot are
news oftype.

Pathe News
Vol. 9, No. 37
(RKO)
A fair assortment of clips highlighted bythe dedication of Le Bourget
Field, Paris, where Lingbergh landed
on his historical flight in 1917, as the
European terminal for air travelers.
The latest airport supersedes anything
of its kind in this country and marks
a new step in furthering air travel.
Melbourne's turf classic with the
Trump coming from behind to win the
coveted cup is excitingly described by
Clem McCarthy.. The camera also
takes the spectator to War Armiral's
training quarters at Berlin, Md., where
his owner supervises daily exercises
for the son of Man o' War.
Other topical news includes a new
type of football team with six men in
practice at Manhasset, L. I., a threatening landslide in Los Angeles with
mountain roads cracking and indicating imminent danger for home owners
below, New Rochelle College girls
protesting the use of silk hose in a
move against war, Walter Johnson's
golden birthday celebration in Washington, and Nicky Arundel, nine-year
old editor of Mickey's News, interviewing Secretary of War Woodring
with the entire news staff on hand for
support.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.

Howard to Co-Direct
London, Nov. 26. — Leslie Howard
will co-direct, with Lee Garmes,
"Pygmalion," and
B. Shaw's
GeorgeFool,"
"The
by Ernest
Pascal.
McGrady RCA Director
Edward F. McGrady, director of
labor relations for RCA, yesterday
was elected a director of RCA Manufacturing Co. at Camden.
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Zukors

Three
NBC

Elected
Officers

i

Mae

Radio

Personals

A

J VANCE BABB, manager of
• NBC's press department, is back
at work following a month's sojourn
Three NBC executives were elected in Florida for his health . . . Margaret Kennedy will celebrate a birthvice-presidents of the broadcasting organization at a meeting of the NBC
LesterEd Gottli
She lis ...
day
secretarytoday.
at Mutua
Hitzeb's
of
board of directors yesterday afternoon. They are WilHam S. Hedges, the NBC sales department has returned to work following an absence
0. B. Hanson and Marks Woods.
of
a
month
due to illness . . . Freddie
With the present incumbents, the
Martin
opens
at the Ritz Carlton here
now
idents
vice-pres
number of NBC
Dec.
7
with
a
Mutual wire, succeeding
totals 11, the highest in the history Rudolph Friml, Jr., in the spot . . .
of NBC.
ional
l
Hedges, director of station relations, Mutua today will mail a promot
is now vice-president in charge of piece to agencies, clients, etc. The
relations with stations. He recently book emphasizes the award given the
network by Radio Stars magazine for
rejoined NBC after serving for more distinguished service . . .
of
sident
than a year as a vice-pre
the Crosley Radio Corp. At the time
of his resignation from NBC he was
Benny Friedman and Sally Rand
head of the network's traffic division.
will be guests on the "For Men
Hanson is NBC's chief engineer.
program over WHN Monday.
He has been with the company since .Only"
. Ken Sisson, American musical con1922 when he joined as assistant plant
ductor now broadcasting in Canada,
superintendent of WEAF. When is learning how to ski, he informs. . .
NBC was formed some years later he Clark Gable will make a guest apwas made manager of technical operapearance on "Silver Theatre" Dec. 5.
tions, and became chief engineer in
1934.
Contest Wage Seizure
Woods also is a veteran with the
Montreal,
Nov. 26. — -The Canadian
company, joining WEAF in 1922 as
assistant treasurer. He had a great Broadcasting Corp. was in the Appeal
deal to do with the development and Division of the Court of the King's
to save one of its emoperation
network's
when Bench trying
ployes from wage seizure for debt
the chain of
wasthe formed
and policy
established
NBC offices in Chicago, Washington, and at the same time trying to uphold
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and San Fran- its own status as a department of the
cisco. He became treasurer in January, Federal Government. A previous
1937, following the resignation of lower court judgment held the emDavid Rosenbloom.
ploye's wages seizable but the company contends that as an adjunct of
the Crown, its employes have the
Lutheran
Hour Adds same rights as other Crown workers
in that their wages cannot be seized
13 Stations to Web by ordinary court procedure.
The Lutheran Hour broadcast Sundays over Mutual, will add 13 stations
Reagin Represents KFRO
to its network coverage Dec. 19. The
Longview,
Tev., Nov. 26. — John H.
new additions will give the program
Reagin
of
Atlanta
has been named sta49 outlets, making it the largest radio
tion representative of KFRO for the
enterprise sponsored by a religious southeastern section of the nation.
group. The sponsor is the Lutheran
Layman's
Kelly, Stuhlman of
St. Louis League.
is the agency.
By

West

Dec.

12

Revised

Hollywood, Nov. 26. — Mae
West's first commercial broadcast will take place Dec. 12
when the actress will appear
on the Chase & Sanborn pro-

Directors

WDEL Plans New Facilities
Wilmington, Nov. 26. — Purchasing 3.6 acres of city-owned land,
WDEL, Wilmington outlet for the
NBC Red network, today revealed
plans for a higher-powered station
through a new 235-foot tower and a
new transmitter. The station will
erect the tower immediately and expects the F.C.C. to extend its power
from 500 watts daytime and 250 night
to 1,000 watts at all times. J. Gorman
Walsh is manager of WDEL.
Seek New Camden Station
Washington, Nov. 26. — Application for authority to build a new
broadcasting station at Camden, N. J.,
has been filed with the F. C. C. by
the Hal Broadcasting Co., Inc. The
proposed station would operate on
1,500 kilocycles with 100 watts power
night, 250 watts day.
Change "Sundial" Time
Arthur Godfrey's "Sundial" programs, originally scheduled to be
heard over WABC at 8 A. M. begginning Dec. 2, instead will begin
Nov. 30, at the same hour.

New

Shows

"Good News of 1938"
Now in its fourth week on the air,
the M-G-M-General Foods Corp. proNews disappointments
of 1938," remainsof
one of gram,
the"Goodmajor
the rapidly ebbing season. Thursday
night's airing, it is true, registered on
our seismograph as a slight improvement over the opening appraisement,
but the improvement is hair-line fine
and almost doesn't register at all.
M-G-M still is makinof its original
mistake of trying to jam too many
personalities into 60 minutes. Without
meaning to be facetious, we would like
to remind the producers of the program that time is inelastic ; if the minutes could be stretched so as to permit all the players who get into each
other's way on "Good News" time in
which to really strut their talents, the
program might be better than good;
it might be as colossal as the producers are evidently trying to make it.
As it stands now, however, the program is a hodge-podge of confusion ;
the players suffer, the producers suf-

gram.
Broadcasting
Reaches

Total

$891,000,000

{ContinKcd from page 1)
supplies, etc., and $31,000,000 for
46,000,000 replacement tubes.
The division figured that the number of American homes equipped with
radios increased during 1936 from
22,869,000 to 24,500,000, while the
number with two or more sets increased from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000,
and the number of automobile radios
jumped from 3,000,000 to 4,500,000 at
the present time.
It was estimated that the total
number of homes in the country was
31,471,000, leaving but approximately
7,000,000 still to be supplied with sets.
The number of receiving sets in use
was greater than the number of homes
having electricity (21,800,000) and
more than the total of automobiles
(18,000,000) and telephones (11,500,000) together.
Cuba

Meet

Moves

Affected

to

End Radio Disputes
Havana, Nov. 26. — A major step
toward permanent solution of broaddisputes taken
on thebyAmerican
continentcasting
has been
the delegates

by

Settlement

(Continued from page 1)
Zukor will pay $45,000 in cash and
$202,500 in nine notes which fall due
annually begining Dec. 31, 1938. In
addition both Adolph Zukor and Eugene Zukor will sign nine notes jointly for $202,500 with the notes falling
due on the same date. The petition
sets forth that the original settlement
provided for both Zukors to share
equally in the payment of $450,000
and that it was "misworded."
Seattle Orpheum Files Data
The Seattle Orpheum Corp. which
filed a voluntary bankruptcy petition
several weeks ago, yesterday submitted schedules showing liabilities of
$2,117,855 and assets of $10,474. The
Orpheum Theatre in Seattle, owned
by the bankrupt, was foreclosed in
June, 1935, but no sheriff's sale has
been held. According to the schedule, assets consist of a $6,831 debt allegedly owed to the bankrupt by the
RKO Service Corp. and $3,643 cash
on hand. Principal liabilities are $1,026,666 on the first mortgage, $51,333
on the second mortgage, $4(),476 for
taxes and $999,379 for general creditors. Largest of the unsecured creditors is Orpheum Circuit, Inc., which
holds a note for $989,095 and the
Electrical Products of California
which has an alleged claim for $5,316.
The theatre and land are carried on
the books at $1,007,738 and equipment
at $70,252.
File Test on Para. Release
A test case to determine whether
Paramount Pictures should have released "Artists
during
the season
endingandJulyModels"
31, 1937,
was

to the Inter-America radio conference
now in session here, by the technical filed in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday by the Newark Amusement
commission's decision to fix a national
Co., Inc., operators of the Rivoli,
coverage range for six countries.
Newark. The exhibitor will ask JusThe announcement by the commistice Peter Schmuck on Monday to apsion states that Nicaragua, Honduras,
point an arbitrator. Newark AmuseGuatemala, Costa Rica, El Salvador
ment claims that the picture was comand Panama shall be permitted to
pleted before the end of the season
broadcast in the 2,300-2,350 kilocycle and should have been released under
band, and that no country shall use
that year's contract.
more than two frequencies.
Kuykendall
on

the

Air

Suggests

Meet Before Dec.
(Continued from page 1)

14

North and South Carolina and indicated that he would prefer to go
directly from there to New York for
fer, theteners
program
suffers
and
the
listhe exhibitor meeting.
suffer, too.
Opening the show were Rosalind
Kuykendall will not call a meeting
Russell and James Stewart in a neat of the M.P.T.O.A. board of directors
little comedy skit. Followed Sig- during December to hear a report
mund Romberg leading the Meredith on his recent national visit to the orWillson orchestra playing Romberg
ganization's regional units, as he had
tunes, a rather pointless operation ; a planned to do earlier. Indications are,
monologue by Helen Cross, good; however, that the board meeting may
several duets by a baritone, whose be set for some time during January.
name we did not catch, and Betty
Jayne, and loosely presented scenes
from the picture, "Thoroughbreds London Color Film Ready
Don't Cry," with Judy Garland, RonLondon, Nov. 26. — "Mutiny in the
ald Sinclair and Mickey Rooney playMountains," Technicolor film produced by Alexander Korda, is in final
the leads.
Brice didn'ta
evening bother
to Fannie
have re-written
stages of cutting and editing. The
"Baby Snooks" characterization
film stars
"Elephant
Boy"
which she formerly has presented, fame.
U.A.Sabu,
will of
release
the picture.
word for word, on her "Ziegfeld Follies of the Air" and "Revue de
Defeat Ban on Games
Paree" commercials. Miss Garland
offered some delightful comedy songs.
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 26. — The
"Good News of 1938" is presented City Council, by a vote of 13 to 7,
Thursday nights from 9 to 10 P. M. has rejected a proposed ordinance to
on the NBC-Red network, and over prohibit
the holding of Bank Night
WHN.
Banner contests in the city.
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Total Shows Small
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on

Erpi

Contracts

to

or Tomorrow
Today
Be Affixed
Signatures are scheduled to be affixed to the deal whereby Erpi
disposes of its theatre sound equipment servicing and installation
business to a Wall Street financing group today or tomorrow. The
deal becomes effective on Wednesday.
As previously reported, the new servicing organization is headed
by L. W. Conrow, with other officials of the Erpi operating department and field staff in executive posts.
C. W. Bunn, Erpi general sales manager for many years, has
concluded his association with the company. He is reported to
be in the midwest at the present time conferring with theatre
supply dealers on the formation of a new national supply company,
although there are no official indications at this time that the
proposal has advanced beyond the idea stage.
All other Erpi home office executives are scheduled to remain
with the company, which continues as a licensing agency for
Western Electric at home and abroad. Erpi plans to withdraw
from the theatre sound equipment field completely by Jan. 1, by
which time, it is expected, all of its current inventories of equipment and parts will have been disposed of.

Average weekly theatre attendance
in the United States runs to 85,000,000
for 1937 on the basis of industry computations now being completed, it was
learned yesterday. The computations
indicate little, if any, gain over 1936.
Although the Dep't. of Commerce
early this year estimated the average
weekly attendance for 1936 at 88,000,000, this figure was never accepted in
industry quarters. Industry estimates
for last year were approximately
5,000,000 under the department's figures.
Industry computations are based on
the known total of film rental reveBan
nue, which is indicated for this year Japanese
at approximately $300,000,000. TheaExtended
tre receipts, on the average, are com- Seen
puted at between three and one-half
(Continued on page 10)
Spring
Until
Oppose Ear-Marking
Of Ohio Ticket Tax
By TETSUYA MORI
Tokyo,
Nov. 8.— It is the general
Columbus, Nov. 28. — Ear-marking
film circles here that
foreign
in
belief
of Ohio's admission tax receipts for
unemployed relief is proposed by Gov. the recent ban by the Japanese GovDavey in his call message for a special
ernment on the importation of forsession of the legislature, opening here
eign pictures until the end of the
today.
current year, actually will extend well
Ohio exhibitors are organizing a into 1938. The move was part of the
move to oppose the proposal on the restrictive legislation governing all
ground that it would permit the legis- types of trade in the emergency
lature to increase the present three per caused by the so-called "China Incident." Admittedly, this is the most
cent tax rate from time to time as relief needs required. Fear that the rate serious blow the film industry in this
may ultimately be advanced to the country has ever suffered.
There are about 120 features stored
old 12 per cent tax level is expressed
(.Continued on page 10)
in the vaults of the 15 foreign companies who have headquarters here
and it is believed that this product will
Kalmenson
to Take
serve to handle release demands of
Post in Two Weeks first run houses in Tokyo and the
(Continued on page 10)
Ben Kalmenson, who has been appointed by Gradwell L. Sears to succeed Herbert J. Ochs as Warner Perkins Para, Sales
southern and western sales manager,
will assume his new duties in two
Manager
in Far East
weeks, it was officially stated by the
James E. Perkins, Paramount sales
distributing company Saturday in con- representative in the Orient since 1924,
firming Motion Picture Daily's ex- was named general sales manager for
clusive story on the changes that day. the Orient on Saturday by John W.
Kalmenson, former eastern district
Jr., Paramount vice-president
manager, left Saturday for a fort- Hicks,
in charge of foreign distribution. Pernight's vacation.
kins succeeds the late Tom Cochrane,
Kalmenson will be succeeded in the who occupied the Paramount Far
eastern district by Edward M. Eastern sales post for many years.
(Continued on page 10)
Perkins left yesterday for the coast
where he will remain with his family
until late December when he is scheduled to return to Tokyo, his headRadio — Page 11
(Continued on page 10)

Fair

Practice

Group
For

Planned

Dominion

Toronto, Nov. 28. — Following the
presentation of a petition signed by
65 independent exhibitors of Quebec
to Premier Maurice Duplessis of the
Quebec Provincial Government asking for an investigation into the picture business in behalf of the independent theatre owners, a move has
been made at Toronto for the establishment of a committee of conciliation, representing all branches of the
industry, for the purpose of hearing
all grievances of theatre owners and
studying the procedures of the business with a view to straightening out
differences, such as arbitration practices, block booking, subsequent run
clearances, score charges and other
matters.
One angle that encouraged the step
(Continued on page 10)
See

National

Labor

Unity for England
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Nov. 28. — A national labor
agreement in England was foreshadowed here today with the announcement of recognition by the

May
UA

Result
Deal

in

Shift

Formal Closing Held
Pending Study

Up

A re-casting of the Samuel Goldwyn-Alexander Korda agreement for
the exercise of the options on the
outstanding three-fifths of the United
Artists common stock may be required as a result of tax liabilities
which the deal, in its present form,
imposes upon the company. The
possibility has been shown by a study
of the agreement now under way by
New York and Washington tax
experts, Motion Picture Daily
learned authoritatively on Saturday.
Formal closing of the deal, originally expected this week, will be held
up pending the outcome of the study.
Unofficial indications are that the
source of the difficulties uncovered by
the
tax experts
the agreement's
provision
that no isdividends
be paid
on the United Artists common stock
until the $6,000,000 obligation accruing from the exercise of the option
(Continued on page 10)
Dallas Appeal
Will Be Made

Plan
Today

Finals plans for preparing the defendants' appeal from the Government's Dallas anti-trust action decision
will be made here today with the arrival from Dallas of George Wright,
trial attorney for the defendants, and
John Moroney of the Hoblitzelle-Interstate circuit.
The two will confer with Thomas
D. Thacher, former U. S. Solicitor
General, who has been retained for the
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court,
and Austin Keough and Louis Phillips
of Paramount. At the same time, a
decision will be made by the defendants as to whether or not an application will be sought for a writ of supersedeas to suspend enforcement of Federal Judge W. H. Atwell's Dallas
decree pending the appeal to the Supreme Court.
Resume

Depositions

In Anti-Trust Case
Boston, Nov. 28.— The taking of
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n., of depositions in the anti-trust action of
the
National Ass'n. of Theatrical Kine
Employes.
the Morse & Rothenberg circuit
The union officially approved an em- against major distributors, Maine &
and M. A. Shea cirployes' body for the negotiation and New Hampshire
cuits is scheduled to be resumed in
consummation of district agreements.
Also, conciliation machinery for na- New York on Tuesday.
tional and district matters has been
George S. Ryan, attorney for the
(Continued on page 10)
agreed upon.
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Insiders^
By RED
E is a theatre manager, an
H old and experienced one,
and he operates a New York
neighborhood house for one of
the circuits. His typewriter —
it's a pungent one — in hand, this
correspondent, unnamed, this
morning tells his reactions to
radio versus films. Embroidered
with a homely and practical
slant, the business philosophy of
efficient theatre management, as
this man sees it, runs something
like the following:
In your neighborhood and
some others where the people
are sort of blase and also make
it a regular habit to be out all
the time, radio may not mean a
damn thing, but where I am,
for instance, we have an awful
lot of real radio-minded people.
And when the show is made up
of a couple of palookas, as
many of the shows are, can you
blame the old man for lighting
his pipe, putting on his slippers
and listening to some of the air
shows you mention? Then
again, even if the show is O.K.
and the weather looks a little
lousy, they look out the window
and say "To hell with the
movies, let's listen to so-and-so
tonight." And they do.
Besides the regular programs
you have listed there are always
others that keep them in, like
big fight broadcasts, Mr. President's fireside chats and the
other night, the "Night of
Stars" from 8:30 P.M. to 1
A.M. which I even enjoyed
after I got home from a short
14-hour day around the theatre.
Anyhow, I think you wrote a
swell argument and, no doubt,
one will pay any attention
no
to it.

Outlook
KANN
sides radio that no one has the
guts
to correct.
play single
features They
becausewon't
the
guy down the street plays
doubles. They play games and
have giveaways because the
other guy does it. The manager has to chisel turkeys to
bolster the turkeys on his
screen for Thanksgiving and
other gifts for Screeno and
other nights to help the boxoffice and make himself a panmerchants.handler with his neighborhood
It's a great business, show
business today. Nuts. If we
spent more time running our
own individual theatre and
didn't worry what the second
or third run house is doing, we
could keep mighty busy.
Nuts, it is. . . .

A grab into the bulging mailbag brings to light another letter.
This time, on the ubiquitous radio problem still again. T. Wilson Erwin, who runs the Central
Texas district, ten houses strong,
for Texas Consolidated Theatres,
Inc., has something to get off his
sensible chest. Here he goes :
I have just finished reading
your sive
very
timely
and issue
impreseditorial
in the
of
November
Is
Ours]. 19 [The Technicolor
Your approach to this problem was most ably handled
and there can certainly be no
doubt in the minds of those in
control of talent Hollywood
must as certainly take some
steps to curb the situation that
is now out of control.
There is one thought in con-

CBS

Group at Ampa
Meet
W. B. Lewis, vice-president in
charge of programs, will headline the
group of C. B. S. personalities at the
Ampa meeting Thursday at the International Casino. He will speak on
"Radio in Relation to Motion Pictures."
Ted Husing will introduce the personalities and act as master of ceremonies. Among those scheduled to
appear are Kate Smith, Al Pearce and
Arline Harris of the Ford program,
and Buddy Clark. The session will
begin at 12 :45 P. M.
Claim Sacred" Big
"Nothing Sacred" is playing in 15
key city first runs, having gotten under way Thanksgiving Day and Friday. A cross-section of the group,
according to Russell J. Birdwell, reveals the gross is between 20 and 25
per cent ahead of both "A Star Is
Born" and "The Prisoner of Zenda."

Les Therkauf to "U"
Seattle, Nov. 28.— Les Therkauf,
formerly representing Warners here,
has joined Universal as Oregon salesman.

Then, having warmed up along
his own whooping warpath, this
manager goes into several other
matters pertinent to his operation
and, perhaps, to yours :
You might also be interested
in the type of circuit operation
which double featured "The
Good Earth" and kept patrons
in the theatre until 1 A.M. five
nights a week in neighborhoods
where they take in the sidewalks at 9 P.M. and where
most people have to get to bed
early so as to get to work on
time in the morning. Or theatres which open at 11 or 11:30
A.M. in neighborhoods where
the women have housework to
do, noon lunch to get for the
kiddies and where there is
practically no male business or
transients to draw from and
where the show sometimes
starts without a customer in
the house. Or maybe with two
or three of them or where the
shows run to midnight and
after, when the box-ofiice might
close at 9:30 P.M. without
losing anybody.
Just a few other evils be-

|»
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nection with the whole subject
that I am sure you have considered, but it was not included
and for that reason I would like
to recall it. Isn't it a truism
(if there be such things in this
business) that an entertainer
can quickly wear himself out
with that part of the public that
constitutes our audiences? Constant appearances before a
radio mike, week in and week
out, are certain to dissipate the
drawing power of any star no
matter how great he or she
may be. It is a conviction that
has come to me after only infrequent visits with the radio
hours, and it must be more apparent to people who are constant listeners to these periods
of air shows.
Again may I thank you for
your thoughts that crystallized
in my own mind convictions
that I have had for some time.

The New Yorker reports this
memo was found in a wastepaper
basket over at the Paramount
Building. Decorated with "Home
Office Inter-Communication" it
was addressed to:
N. F. Agnew, J. J. Unger,
C. M. Reagan, G. Knox Haddow, Sara Lyons, Lou Notarious, Henry Anderson, R. M.
Gillham, Al Wilkie, Alec Moss,
Hal Danson, Tom Waller, Herb
Berg, Russell Holman, Hiller
Innes, Leon Netter, George
Weltner, Al Deane, Owen McClave, J. E. McDermott, Arthur
Leonard, R. F. Murray, E. H.
Fay, J. J. Fuchs, H. B. Elliott,
C. W. Schabacker, Sam Palmer,
Don Velde, Vincent Trotta,
J. F. Sweeney, Irene F. Scott,
Roberta Arlidge, Leslie Roush,
Milton Hocky, Henry Cohen,
Sidney(Continued
Cohen, H.
B. Cuthberton page
11)
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''Rhythm Saves the Day"
(Educational)
Classical music is not drawing so
well at a free concert. The charitable
sponsor's investigating committee is
aware of this. So are the Cabin Kids
and the professor's son. They arrange a popular recital and the audience pours in. The professor's contract is renewed and all's well again.
The Cabin Kids sing in their customarily entertaining style. It should get
fair reception. Running time, 11 mins.
"G."
''The Dog and the Bone"
(Educational)
A Terry-Toon cartoon. It is entertainingly animated and likely to
find favorable reception. The dog involved, after fooling around with a
mere bone, invades a restaurant where
he is pursued no end by an irate Italian who tries unsuccessfully to annihilate him. After many comic sequences the pup outwits his pursuer,
gets a good feed and returns to his
bone. Running time, 6^ mins. "G."
"Magic on Broadway"
(Fleisher-Paramount) ,
A few animated cartoon gags introduce Jay Freeman and his orchestra.
The band promptly plays "Blossoms
on Broadway" and Johnny Russell
sings as the bouncing ball bounces.
The cartoon stuff has its humorous
moments. The music is smooth and
the audience may find itself singing
with the agitated sphere. Running
time, 8 mins. "G."
"Chile, Land of Charm"
(Fitzpatrick-M-G-M) _
From scenes of shipboard life on
the way to this South American country to the colorful aspects of the lake
country and mountain peaks, this is
another first-rate travel item. It is
done in the usual fine Technicolor.
The comment is good and the pictorial
compositions are pleasant. Running
time, 9 mins. "G."
Harris Takes Ohio House
Salem, O., Nov. 28.— The Harris
Amusement Co. interests, Pittsburgh,
have taken over the State and Grand
here. Since March, 1931, the two
houses have been owned and operated
by the Walken Theatre Co. N. L.
Walken will remain in charge of them
and in addition will become district
manager for the Harris-directed theatres in Ohio.
In Australian Deal
Morris Goodman, Republic vicepresident in charge of foreign sales,
has closed a deal with British Empire
Films, Ltd., of Sydney, for distribution of Republic product in Australia,
New Zealand and Tasmania. The
company is a subsidiary of Greater
Union Theatres.
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Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Nov. 28. — Joseph J.
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
OuLAHAN, Paramount branch manager, has been elected chief barker
of Cincinnati Variety Club, Tent No.
3, succeeding H. J. Wessel. Others
elected at the annual election are:
Beg, Borrow or Steal
Arthur M. Frudenfeld, division
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Down New Orleans way they have a custom manager RKO, first assistant, and
called "lagniappe." In the north it Iff
is known as the baker's dozen. Both James J. Grady, 20th Century-Fox
mean the purchaser gets an extra doughnut or cookie. In either place branch manager, second assistant chief
it is a gracious gesture. It is not recalled that any great emphasis was barker. Joe Kolling was reelected
property master, and Ralph Kinsler
placed on "Beg, Borrow or Steal" in the company's annual announce- dough guy, both without opposition.
ment. But it seems that M-G-M has adopted the "lagniappe" practice. Wessel and Allan S. Moritz, past
Like "Navy Blue and Gold" and "You're Only Young Once," it is first chief barker, automatically became
rate, audience pleasing entertainment. Like a doughnut it is not very canvassmen. New canvassmen are:
much, but there is a whole lot around it. As it delivered one emotion- John M. Allen, Elmer Shard, Billy
stirring sock in the climax it had no difficulty in causing the preview Bein and Sam Frank.
crowd to smile, giggle and guffaw from opening frame to fadeout.
Based on a William White story, the screenplay by Leonard Lee,
Cleveland
Harry Ruskin and Marion Parsonnet is a frothy, bubbling concoction of
clever dialogue and intriguing situations that make sparkling character
Cleveland, Nov. 28. — At the first
performances automatic. Actors like Frank Morgan, Janet Beecher, recent King-for-a-Day Variety Club
Herman Bing, Erik Rhodes, George Givot, E. E. Clive, Cora Wither- luncheon of the season "kings" were
spoon, Reginald Denny, Vladimir Sokoloff and Harlan Briggs know Al Sutphin, head of the recently
exactly how to handle that type of material and the way they handle it, opened 8,000-seat sports Arena and
Bang, sports editor of The News.
in this instance, leaves nothing to be desired. As this group indulges Ed
In addition to the usual door prizes,
in its round of tomfoolery, Florence Rice and John Beal, the second leads Sutphin and Bang presented everyone in attendance with a ticket for a
in "Double Wedding," with the aid of Tom Rutherford, a newcomer, hockey
game.
take excellent care of the romantic angle.
I. J. Schmertz, chairman of the
Morgan, a gentle grafter, the pal of Bing, Rhodes, Givot, Denny and
Sokoloff who prefer to live otherwise than by laboring, persuades Beal Variety Ball ticket committee, reports
to loan him a chateau as a wedding place for his daughter, Miss Rice. tickets are selling rapidly for the
to be staged Dec. 3 at the MayThe deception is carried out in grand style to the amazement of suitor affair
fair Casino.
Rutherford and his parents, Briggs and Miss Witherspoon. All goes
well until Beal falls in love with Miss Rice and the gang refuses to
Columbus
believe that Clive is a real nobleman. At the point where one of his
shady deals and the police catch up with him, Morgan reveals his true
Columbus,
28.— The
Ladies'
identity to Beal. It would not be real romance did not the latter also Variety
Club, Nov.
composed
of wives
of
prove to be a Prince Charming to take Miss Rice into his arms after members of Tent No. 2, will furnish
a new wing of Nightingale Cottage,
Miss Rutherford, Briggs and Miss Witherspoon depart homeward.
Showmen have a show here that they can present to their patrons a local "preventorium." A series of
social affairs will be given to provide
with the full confidence that it will meet with their approval. If "Beg, funds necessary to furnish clothing for
Borrow or Steal" is anything but a class A attraction the alphabet is the wards, as well as continue to help
all wrong. Producer Frederick Stephani and Director William Thiele needy families, especially those conhere have given a conclusive demonstration that only a good story,
nected with the amusement business.
capable players and the application of a little common sense are necessary to make a good film, high in entertainment and commercial value.
Washington
"Running time, 72 minutes. "G."
Washington, Nov. 28.— The f^,
it
lowing new resident members have
been added to Variety Club, Tent
You're Only Young Once
No. 11, here:
-.ff
(M-G-M)
Frederic William Wile, editorial
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — This unostentatious production is pointed writer and political
commentator,
straight at the great middle class which still pays most of the nation's sponsored by Sidney B. Lust and A.
taxes and does practically all of its voting. It strikes the common people, Julian Brylawski; Charles E.
the number of which the Great Emancipator is said to have commented
Kurtzman, manager of Loew's Capitol, sponsored by Carter T. Barron
upon eloquently, right where they live — in their homes, hopes, ideals
and emotions. If this preponderant majority of the population has under- and Hardie Meakin; James H.
salesman for RCA Manufacgone no vital change since compilation of last week's grosses there can Ovi^ENS, turing,
sponsored by Barron and
be little question that the film will give an excellent box-office account Meakin;
William H. Kelley,
of itself, more than possibly embarrassing most of the costlier produc- Baltimore district manager for the
RCA Manufacturing, sponsored by
tions alongside which it may be programmed.
The central character, a small town judge, is played by Lewis Stone Barron and Meakin.
in a manner arguing long and prosperous employment for the widely
beloved veteran if this turns out, as expected, to be the first of a series "Road" Scores
in Mexico
built around the affairs of the Hardy family, plain people. Fay Holden
Mexico City, Nov. 26.— Another
plays the wife, Mickey Rooney and Cecilia Parker, the adolescent chil- long exhibiti
on record, the second this
dren, and Sara Haden, their aunt. The screenplay, by Kay Van Riper,
using characters accredited to Aurania Rouverol, takes the family from year, has been hung up here by Universal with
a small town somewhere in mid-America to Catalina Island on vacation. which ran
Road Back"
forits
six "The
solid weeks
at the
At that place both youngsters incur romantic attachments of dubious Cine Regis, a select first-run house.
Universal scored a solid six weeks
promise and are rescued, so to speak, by their father's common sense
counsel.
Later, he extricates himself from a financial difficulty.
at this house with "Three Smart
As directed by George B. Seitz and played by those named, plus

To Start Five Shorts
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Setting a
new all time record for short subject Eleanor Lynn, Frank Craven, Ann Rutherford and others, "You're
Only Young Once" moves smoothly along from plausible cause to logical Set Astaire-Rogers Film
production at M-G-M, Jack Chertok effect,
employing situations, dialogue and relationships snugly within the
Hollywood, Nov. 28.— The next
Monday will start five shorts — "The experience of perhaps 80 per cent of the 90,000,000 Americans who, Fred
Astaire-Ginger Rogers picture
Life of Dr. Carver," "Penny's Party," unless the figure be down a bit just now, attend picture shows weekly.
has
been
titled tentatively "Change
"Too Many Laws," "What Do You
Partne
rs." Mark Sandrich will direct.
Think" and "Captain Kidd's Trea- It's a pretty fine piece of plain bread-and-butter product.
Girls."
Running time, 76 minutes. "G."
sure."
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SELZNICK is in Cincinnati for the premiere of "Your
e
Serva
Obedient
ic nt,"
Florencein
and vehicl
Marchstage
Fredr
which
Eldredge are co-starred. The play
comes into New York in about four
weeks.
•
Russell J. Birdwell, director of
publicity for Selznick International,
has a cold and, therefore, is seeking
to return to Hollywood early this
week. He may be stymied, however,
by company business.
•
Spyros Skouras and Ed Zabel
took a plane to the coast yesterday.
A. S. Gambee and John Healy will
leave by train today to attend the first
of a series of National Theatres' division managers' meetings.
•
Jack Sanders, son of Charles,
projectionist at the local 20th Century-Fox exchange, was Bar Mitzvahed Saturday and later in the evening was tendered a confirmation dinner and dance at the Astor Hotel.
•
MYRON

$19,500
Denver

Smash
Take
Leader

Denver, Nov. 28. — "The Awful
Truth" piled up sensational business
at the Denver, to break the box-ofSce
record held at the house by "Lost
Horizon" and lead the town. The
film took $19,500 against a house
average of $8,500, and was moved to
the Aladdin.
Otherwise the grosses were nothing to become excited about. "Ali
Baba Goes to Town" did $4,500 at the
Aladdin to top average by $1,000, and
"The Life of Emile Zola," paired
with "Paid to Dance," took $3,000,
bettering par by $500.
Total first run business was $41,850.
Average is $33^500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 24:
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
ALLADDIN— (1,500), 25c-40c, 7 days,
after week at the Denver. Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $3,500)
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
"PAID TO DANCE" (Col.)
BROADWAY— (1,500), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Emile Zola,"
folBen N. Judell, head of Progres- Third week
lowing week for
each"Life
at theof Denver
and Aladdin. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,500)
sive Pictures, plans to remain in town
two or three weeks lining up fran- "BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,500), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
chise deals for 44 pictures.
Gross: $4,750. (Average, $5,500)
•
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
Anthony Novatny, CzechoslovaDENVER— (2,500), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
kian actor signed by M-G-M, flew to Gross: $19,500. (Average, $8,500)
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
the coast Saturday via American Airlines.
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
•
ORPHEUM— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c, 5 days.
Gross: $4,600. (Average, $7,000)
Barret McCormick is due from the
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W.B.)
coast today.
"COUNSEL FOR CRIME" (Col.)
Paramount (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
Green, Miss Furness Wed
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
"BEHIND THE MIKE" (Univ.)
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Betty FurRIALTO— (900). 25c-40c, 7 days. "Back
ness and Johnny Green were married 500)
in Circulation" following a week at the
here over the weekend.
Paramount. Gross: $1,500. (Average, $1,-

Ross- Anderson Nuptials Set
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Shirley Ross,
actress, and Edgar Anderson, director,
stated on Saturday that they would
marry within a month.
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"Awful

Truth"

Omaha

Is

Sensation

Omaha, Nov. 28. — "The Awful
Truth," on a dual, drew $8,100 at the
Brandeis, breaking all house records
for a double feature in the theatre's
four-year existence. The gross was
only
$200 less than the Brandeis' all
time
held. record for a single. The bill was
"Conquest" and "She Asked for
It" drew $6,000 at the Omaha, a gain
of $500 over average of $5,500
"Live, Love and Learn," with "The
Women Men Marry" at the Orpheum, grossed $8,200. Average is
17,200.
Total first run business was $23,200. Average is $16,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 17:
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
"SHE ASKED FOR IT" (Para.)
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,000. (Average, $5,500)
Week Ending Nov. 18:
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
"WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,200. (Average, $7,200)
Week Ending Nov. 17
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"TRAPPED BY G-MEN" (Col.)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,100. (Average, $4,000)

7

Hold

Your

Hats

Mexico City, Nov. 26. — A
racket that has long annoyed
patrons of front line theatres
here, that of systematically
stealing men's hats during
shows by grabbing them from
under seats, has been beaten,
police say, with the arrest of
the chief of the thieves.

"Alcatraz''
Wow
At

Two

in

L.

Is
A.

Houses

Los Angeles, Nov. 28. — Dual bills,
composed of "Alcatraz Island" and
"Sh, the Octopus," playing at the
Warner Downtown and Warner Hollywood, cracked long-standing records
at both houses, taking $20,000 against
"Tide"
Takes
a house . average of $12,000 at the
Downtown, and $18,500, against par
of $14,000 at the Hollywood.
"Victoria the Great" grossed $6,371
Detroit
Lead
at the 4 Star, to better par by $3,121.
"The Firefly," dualled with "Wallaby
Jim of the Islands," took $15,671 at
With
$23,600
Loew's State, topping average by $1,671. "Ebb Tide" went $1,000 over
the Paramount average with $19,000.
Detroit, Nov. 28. — In a week of
Total first run business was $120,301. Average is $107,950.
fair
grosses,
"Ebb
Tide,"
at
the
Michigan, took the lead, grossing
Estimated takings for the week end$23,600, against a house average of
ing"THE
Nov. 24:HURRICANE" (U.A.)
$20,000, aided by a stage show.
Thanksgiving Day helped generally.
CARTHAY aRCLE-(l,518), 50c-$1.50, 7
3rd week. Gross: $14,300. (Average,
"Second Honeymoon," with a stage days,
$17,000)
show at the Fox, closed with $22,000,
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
OF THE ISLANDS"
over par by $2,000. "Double Wed- "WALLABY JIM(M-G-M)
ding" took a good $12,500 at the
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
Madison, bettering average by $2,500.
(Average, $12,500)
Total first run business was $75,400. $11,959.
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
Average is $70,000.
4 STAR— (900), 40c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average,
$3,250) " (A.B.P.)
'S DESIRE
Estimated takings for the week end- $6,371. "HEART
ing Nov. 25 :
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
$1,700. (Average, $1,200)
(20th-Fox)
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
"TROUBLE AT MIDNIGHT" (U.)
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
ADAMS—
(1,770),
15c-50c,
7
days.
(2nd
HILLSTREET—
(2,700), $8,000)
30c-65c, 7 days.
wk.) Gross: $5,200. (Average, $5,000)
Gross: $6,300. (Average,
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-75c, 7 days. Stage, "WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLANDS"
Walter Wen
C. Kelly,
Milton Douglas,
Two girls.
Ei(M-G-M)
leens.
Hai troupe,
Gae Foster
LOEW'S
STATE—
(2,500), $14,000)
30c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $22,000. (Average, $20,000)
Gross:
$15,671.
(Average,
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days.
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
Stage, Little Jack Little & Radio Bandits,
PANTAGES_(3,000),
30c-65c, 7 days.
Lillian Carmen, Fenwick & Cook, Noll & Gross:
$6,500.
"EBB (Average,
TIDE" $8,000)
(Para.)
Nolan. Gross: $23,600. (Average, $20,000)
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
"THIS WAY PLEASE" (Para.)
Stage: Everett Marshall, Peter Sisters,
STATE— (3,000), 15c-50c. 7 days. (2d wk.) Terrill & Fawcett, Ken Baker and his
Gross: $4,600. (Average, $5,000)
orchestra. Gross: $19,000. (Average, $18,000)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-75c, 7
"SH, THE OCTOPUS" {FJi.)
days, 2d. wk. Gross: $7,500. (Average,
WARNER
BROS. (HOLLYWOOD)—
(000'01$ (3,000), 30c -65c, 7 days. Gross: $18,500.
(Average, $14,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
MADISON— (2,000), 15c-75c, 7 days.
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $10,000)
"SH. THE OCTOPUS" (F.N.)
WARNER
BROS.
(DOWNTOWN) —
(3,400),
Assign Warner Roles
(Average,30c-65c,
$12,000) 7 days. Gross: $20,000.
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Warners
have made the following cast assign- Has New Sound Device
ments : Thomas Mitchell, Dick
Nov. 28. — The Dep't
Foran, John Lite!, Barbara O'Neill of Washington,
Commerce reports that a patent has
and Mona Barrie to "Everybody Was been granted in Germany for a device
Very Nice," and Margaret Lindsay to
that will reproduce sound immediate"Jezebel."
ly after recording and at considerably
less cost than at present. The invenChange RKO U.K. Name
tion is said to be the size of a portLondon, Nov. 22.— Radio Pictures,
able radio and is equipped with electric cables, microphones and a sepaLtd., lish
which
is
the
title
of
RKO's
Engorganization, will be known in
rate loudspeaker.
the future as RKO Radio Pictures,
Ltd. It will thus conform with other
Fox Shifts Saunders
RKO units throughout the world.
Denver, Nov. 28.— Si Saunders has
been transferred from the Fox InterGets Selznick Post
mountain headquarters here to Salt
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Jackson Lake City where he will become asParks has been appointed by Russell
sistant to Max Goldstein, booker for
Birdwell as eastern publicity man, Fox houses in Montana, Idaho and
temporarily,
for Selznick Interna- Utah. Saunders is succeeded here as
tional.
short subject booker by Dan Driscoll.
Weekly Changes Increase
Ted Gamble to Hospital
Portland, Ore., Nov. 28. — EquipPortland, Ore., Nov. 28.— Ted
ment and poster men in this area reGamble, manager of the Broadway,
portthat
_
many suburban houses are
making two changes weekly instead of today was remanded to the hospital
for a minor operation.
three as was formerly the case.
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Planned

Dominion

(.Continued from page 1)
toward the formation of the committee was the fact that four representatives of the Independent Theatres
Ass'n. of Ontario joined with the independents ofthe Province of Quebec
in placing the petition before the
Quebec premier, the cooperation of
the organized owners in Ontario
being assured.
The committee has already held a
preliminary meeting at which the
aims and objects of the conciliatory
board were generally outlined. Those
comprising the committee are : N. A.
Taylor, representing the Exhibitors'
Booking Ass'n. ; H. Freedman, president of the Independent Theatres
Ass'n. ; L. M. Devaney, general manager of Radio Pictures Corp. of
Canada; Clair Hague, Canadian
representative of Universal ; Clarence
Robson, division manager of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. ; H. T. Long,
general manager of Associated Theatres, Ltd. ; S. Fine of Bloom & Fine,
Ltd., a subsidiary of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., and H. Allen of
Premier Operating Corp., which controls a group of theatres in Ontario.
All of these officials are Toronto
men, with two representing the Canadian film distributors.

Tax

Liability

Bring

UA

Might

Deal

Shift

[Continued from page 1)
has been liquidated. The $1,500,000
of new short term preferred stock
being issued to Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks is to be retired
first and the $4,500,000 cash loan
from Casenove, Akroyds & Co. and
Greenwood & Co. of London, thereafter.
Presumably, this provision would
subject United Artists to heavy liabilities under the Federal undistributed
profits tax over the period during
which the indebtedness was being
liquidated, with the result that the
tax experts retained by the principals
apparently are attempting to simplify
and revise the agreement in such a
way as to lighten the indicated tax
liabilities while retaining the original
intent of the principals.

Monday, November 29, 1937

Trans-Lux,

Others

Defendants

in Suit

Frederic A. Morny, inventor, has
filed suit in U. S. District Court for
treble damages of $3,000,000 under
the Sherman Anti-Trust Laws against
Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
Corp., Trans-Lux Movie Ticker
Corp., News Projection Corp. and
Western Union Telegraph Co. Five
individuals are also named in the suit.
Morny, formerly sales manager of
News Projection Corp., charges that
the defendants attempted to maintain
a monopoly of news projection, ticker
apparatus and service.

Approves Option Extension
U. S. Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton on Saturday authorized Milton C.
Weisman, receiver of the Fox Theatres Corp. and the William Fox Play
Co., Inc., to extend the option of the
Camelot Theatre Corp. to purchase the
theatre it now operates in Springfield,
Weekly Attendance
Mass., until March 25, 1938. Weisman
in his petition that negotiations
Reaches
85,000,000 stated
for the sale are progressing. Judge
(Continued from pa fie 1)
Manton also authorized the payment of
and four times the film rental reveper cent dividendhiaby the renue, or approximately $1,100,000,000. an eight ceivers
to the Philadelp
Co. for
With the average admission estimated
guaranteeing mortgages whose claim
at between 22% and 25 cents the in- was recently adjusted.
dustry thus arrives at the attendance
figures which it commonly employs.
Restore Columbia Suit
Attendance levels for the current
The suit of Columbia Pictures Corp.
year are estimated to have shown
Soussamin was regains over those of 1936 up to and in- against storedNicholas
to the N. Y. Supreme Court
cluding September, but for the past
two months have fallen behind the calendar on Saturday for trial. The
October and November gains of last action was brought by Columbia to
contract granting the deyear. No December gain is anticipated, rescind the
fendant the picture rights to the story
with indications, as a result, that the
1937 increases will be evened off to "The Decade," which was also known
as "The House of Remsen." Columbia
little more than the industry's estimate alleges that it received $5,000 for the
of an 82,000,000 weekly average at- rights, but has chosen to rescind this
tendance for last year.
because
of alleged
fraud."
Case was
marked off
the calendar
in October.

Independents Cooperating
The campaign in Quebec is being
sponsored by the Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries, of which the secretary is D. A. Burpee, theatre owner.
Considerable importance is attached
to the fact that the independents of
both provinces have lined up with an
apparent degree of solidity and also Columbia's Net for
13 Weeks
Is $147,311
that the creation of a committee at
Toronto would have considerable
Columbia's earnings for the 13
effect on the situation in Quebec as weeks ended Sept. 25, constituting the
well as in Ontario because of the
first quarter of the company's fiscal
industrial leadership in Toronto.
year, were officially given as $147,311
on Saturday. A preliminary estimate
for the quarter made a week earlier
Oppose Ear-Marking
gave earnings for the period as
Of Ohio Ticket Tax $147,000.
(Continued from page 1)
Pathe Declares Dividend
by P. T. Wood, secretary of the I.T.O.
of Ohio, in a bulletin urging exhibitors
Pathe Film Corp. has declared a
to attend the organization's regional regular quarterly dividend of $1.75 a
conference here, Dec. 6 to 8, at which share on the $7 convertible preferred
plans will be completed for opposing stock, payable Jan. 3 to stockholders
the change in the admission tax pro- of record Dec. 23.
visions.
The organization will be host to
state senators at the annual banquet Kalmenson
to Take
being held Dec. 7 in connection with
the conference. Exhibitors are rePost in Two Weeks
(Continued from page 1)
quested to attend and arrange to bring
the state representatives from their
Schnitzer,
who has resigned as Relocal territories to the affair.
public
district
manager, effective Jan
The I.T.O. bulletin relates that the
1. Ochs will be assigned to another
organization will launch a move at the
shortly.
conference to introduce anti-Ascap post
Sears left for the south over the
legislation in Ohio "similar to that weekend for a brief vacation.
enacted in Nebraska." An injunction
restraining Nebraska from enforcing
its anti-Ascap legislation was issued Allied, ITOA Meet Today
by a Federal Statutory Court two
Joint committees of Allied of New
weeks ago.
Jersey and the I.T.O.A. will meet today for the first time to discuss mutual
Warner Releases Set
problems. According to the original
Warners have scheduled "First plan the committees will convene bi
Lady," "Tovarich," "Sh! The Octo- monthly. Irving Dollinger heads the
pus," "Missing Witnesses" and "She Allied group of five and Maurice
Loved a Fireman" for December Fleischman and four others will repre
release.
sent the I.T.O.A.

Picture
Monks

on

Life

of

Is Completed

Ban
Japanese
Seen
Extended
Until

Spring

(Continued from page 1)
surrounding territory probably until
next March.
In line with the restrictive legislation on imports, the Government is attempting to impose restrictions on
playing time in theatres. The plan is
said to be designed to assist Japanese
domestic production and to bring
about improvement in the quality of
native product. It is the intention
of the Home Office to limit playing
time to two and one-half or three
hours at theatres.
Coincidentally, Japanese production
has been severely hit by the imposition of a 20 per cent ad valorem tax
on the importation of raw film, on
the Government's belief that such import constitutes a luxury commodity.
Perkins

Para,

Sales

Manager
(Continued in
from Far
page 1) East
quarters. He served as an assistant
to Cochrane in Japan for nine years
and, in 1933, was made Paramount
manager for China with headquarters
in Shanghai, serving in that capacity
since. He will appoint a manager for
China on his return to the Far East.
Operators' Deal in
Milwaukee
About Set
Milwaukee, Nov. 28. — With the
exception of several adjustments in
reclassification of houses, negotiations
between Milwaukee County exhibitors
and the M. P. Projectionists' Union,
Local 164, are understood to be practically completed.
The new contract, which becomes effective on the first payday in December, calls for a 10 per cent increase
over a two-year period, with the increase amounting to 7^ per cent the
first year and 2J^ per cent the second.
The matters of reclassifying several
houses and revising written parts of
the contract are expected to be cleared
up shortly. It is reported that under
the new contract, the union is granting all houses using two men in the
booth an additional hour of operating
time and those employing one projectionist two additional hours of running time.

Boston,
28. —life"Monastery,"
film
record Nov.
of the
and work ofa
the monks of two of the most famous
orders of the Catholic Church, at the
Trappist Monastery in France and the
Great Saint Bernard Monastery in
Switzerland, has been completed under
the direction .of Robert Alexander,
who also did "Cloistered," and will
open at the Fine Arts here, Dec. 9.
Cooperating in the production, which
is being nationally released by World
Pictures, was the Rev. Michael J.
Ahearn, S.J. The entire proceeds of
the opening performance will be
donated to Father Ahearn as the first
To Attend I.A.T.S.E. Meeting
unit in the endowment of the Father
Ahearn Fellowship in Seismology at
New Haven, Nov. 28. — M. J.
Western College Observatory. The Moriarty, president of Local 273 of
film will be released in tinted and
operators' union, and Matthew
toned prints, and 16mm. prints will the
make it available for schools. The Kennedy, business agent, will represent operators at the I.A.T.S.E. confilm has been dedicated to His Emivention in Springfield Dec. 5. Kennence, William Cardinal O'Connell.
nedy has also been appointed business manager of Exchange Employes'
Resume
Depositions
Unit 41B.
Union Meets Wednesday
In Anti-Trust Case
(Continued front pacie \)
Members of Local 306 will hold a
plaintiffs, leaves for New York on bi-monthly meeting Wednesday to discuss negotiations with circuits on the
Monday with hopes of concluding the
depositions by the end of the week. new two-year wage terms. It is expected that definite proposals will be
Two weeks were spent on the work
made to present to circuits, following
previously in New York durine Octo- which Joseph D. Basson, president,
ber. The actions seek $800,000 dam- and a committee will set a date for
ages, which are tripled in anti-trust
suits in the event judgment is awarded meeting
sentatives.with the major circuit reprethe plaintiff.
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Insiders^ Outlook
(.Continued from page 2)

NICK KENNY, radio editor of the WHIP . . . Dick Powell and wife.
son,
J. A. Martenson, Herb
Moulton.
Mirror, together with Terri Joan Blondell, visited the CBS studios
Franconi and Lois Bennett, will ap- here recently. . . . Sidney Strotz is
Its message was:
pear as guests on the Hammerstein taking a week off to go duck hunting . . . WBBM Announcer Jay Sims
"Music Hall" Dec. 3. . . . Benay
Re : Change in Short Feature
Venuta will speak at the Fashion is suffering from a broken shoulder
Release Schedule.
Academy Dec. 1 on the subject of . . . Carl Erickson and Bruce Robert
The title of the Sportlight
fashions in the South Seas. She re- son have been added to the WIND an(R7-3) to be released October
nouncing staff. . . . Vivian Delia Chiesa
cently returned from Tahiti, where
she spent the summer. . . . Emil Cole- is making personal appearances at
8 has been changed from "Three
man, at the St. Regis, will pay tribute Hammond, Ind., Burlington, la., and
Smart Dogs" to: "Four Smart
to other bandleaders tonight by play- Janesville, Wis., during the next two
ing their theme songs, with prizes to weeks. . . . The "WJJD Sports Edi
L. S. Diamond
be awarded to patrons giving the tion" is a new two-hour sport broadTlie
New
Yorker's
caption:
cast
over
that
station
with
Brown
&
largest number of correct identificaMr. Diamond Spreads the News,
Williamson
advertising
Avalon
cigartions. . . . Margaret Harrison's book,
ettes while Warren Brown, Jimmy
"Radio in the Classroom," will be off Dudley and Russ Hodges supply the
T T
the presses late this week. She is
Dogs."
radio consultant of the Progressive talent.
Los Angeles' moving mountain
Education Ass'n. . . . Edward Arnold
carries on its lofty peak a 24and Barbara Weeks will be on Bing
To Ofifer CBS Highlights
sheet advertising the day-andCrosby's program Thursday. . . James
Pittsburgh Town Pump
A new series presenting highlights Ameche, brother of Don, will make his
date run of "Nothing Sacred,"
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.— Bill Suther
from the week's best CBS features as second successive appearance on
Dave
Selznick's
latest, at
Loew's
State and
the Chinese
beginning
chosen by vote of the listeners will "Grand Hotel" tonight. . . . With the land, announcer at KDKA, has been
be offered over that network Sundays days to Christmas hurrying on, bonus elected to the directorate of the KiDecember 1. Geologists are refrom 8 to 8:30 P. M. beginning Dec. talk in radio circles is beginning to wanis Club for a three-year term. .
ported as having calculated that,
when the mountain goes, the
5. It will be titled "The People's make the rounds. Rumors say that Walt
Framer.
WWSW's
"Show
Choice." The series will originate in CBS will give one, possibly two weeks Shopper," is playing the role of Wal
stand will end up in the drivethe studios of KNX, Hollywood.
ter Burns, the managing editor, in
pay toMutual
employes
WOR, last
oneyear
week's
way of the M-G-M lot in Culver
Charles Vanda, CBS west coast pro pay.
and; NBC
did "The Front Page" at the "Y" Playgram director, will produce the series, not present bonuses, and are not exbolism. ,. . supposed to be symCity. That's
house. . . . Sally La Perche, one-time
and Lud Gluskin will direct the or
pected to do so this year.
trumpet
star
with
Ben
Pollock's
out
chestra. In cases where the original
fit, has joined the reorganized Basin
stars will not be available, mimics
Street band on WWSW. . . . Pe^er
will fill in for them.
Higgins, playing a night club engage
Legion Approves 14
Chicago Town Pump
ment here, has been spotted on sev
New Boxing Program on KJR
Pictures for Week
Chicago, Nov. 28. — Helen Johnson, eral KQV afternoon programs. , .
The National Legion of Decency, in
Seattle, Nov. 28. — A new boxing director of the American School of Max Azen, furs, has purchased a
the Air, is conferring with WBBM once-weekly
quarter-hour
show on its list of new pictures for,; the curcommentary, "Between Rounds," has and
rent week, has approved nine films for
educational leaders here . . . KDKA featuring Bernie Armstrong,
been placed on KJR, with Dick Sharp
as interrogator and commentator. The Dick Post, formerly of WCCO, is the team of Pat and Dot and Elsie general patronage and has found five
first guest this week was Freddie a new addition to the WBBM an- Lichtenstul, mistress of ceremonies; unobjeiitionable for adults. The new
nouncing staff . . . Leo Edgley, radio . . . WWSW has sold complete broad- pictures and their classification follow.
Steele, middleweight titleholder. The
casts of the Monday Night Comseries is sponsored by the Pacific Out- script author is the father of a son,
Cligs A-1, Unobjectionable for Genmunity Forums, froiin 8:15 to 10, to eraWatronage— "Behind the Mike,"
fitting Co., through the Ann New- Michael . . . Carnation Milk started a
"Danger Patrol," "Danger Valley,"
man ad agency. Sharp is assistant half-hour broadcast in Polish over Rhea's Bakery here.
"I'll Take Romance," "Manhattan Mersports editor of the Seattle Postry-Go-Round," "Sh ! The Octopus."
Intelligencer.
London
Television
"Spritigtime in the Rockies," "Tex
Atlas Radio Holding
Rides with the Boy Scouts" and
Station in Film Tieup
'Thoroughbred's Don't Cry." Class
Broadcast Success
First Sales Session
Baltimore, Nov. 28.— Through a
A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults —
London, Nov. 28. — A television
Chicago, Nov. 28. — Twenty-four
tieup with WFBR, a "Movie Bee" is
presented every Saturday night at sales executives of the Atlas Radio demonstration, offering Londoners a "Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo." "Life
9:30, conducted by Ralph Powers and Corp. met at the Hotel Stevens here foretaste of television's future possi- and Loves of Beethoven," "Sez O'Reilly
McNab," "Swing It Sailor" and
bilities, has been made here with a to
Bob Hurleigh. Questions pertain to today in the company's first annual
"True Confession."
pictures, and the one answering all sales convention. The delegates are vision broadcast showing two men
questions perfectly receives a $5 prize. from the four zones covering the standing more thap seven miles apart
Every person in the contest receives a country for Atlas.
engaged in conversation. The princi- Zanuck Has Lined Up
guest ticket to see the picture the folpals could both see and hear each other
Herbert R. Ebenstein, president,
lowing week.
headed the New York contingent. during the broadcast.
Season Films
7 New
Also here from New York are Lou
Gerald Cook, television director of
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Darryl F.
Winston and Dave Davidson. The BBC, talked before a screen at the Zanuck has lined up seven of the 28
Sponsor "Ballroom" Show
central
zone is represented by L. corporation's television station in major attractions to be scheduled on
Consolidated Drug Trade Products
Daniel
and Sam Halperin. Alexandra Palace, and Walter My- the 20th Century-Fox program for
Co. has placed a contract for spon- Claude C.Blank
Ezell and Hal Norfleet are
director, was bpfore a tele- 1938-39. The group includes "Winter
sorship of Martin Block's "Make Be- here representing the southern group. croft, film
vision receiver at the Elstree Studios.
lieve Ballroom" on WNEW for 52 The western zone contingent is,h,eaded The broadcast was highly guccessfyliy Garden," a dramatization of the life
weeks. The McCord Co., Inc., Minneof Alexander Graham Bell, "American
accordiijg to reports of observers.
Chamber of Horrors," "Hudson Bay
apolis, isthe agency, through its rep- by Ray Coffin.
Company/' "Mother Knows Best" with
resentative, the William G. Rambeau Co.
Denied Permission for Films
Senator Capper on Air
the Dionne Quins, "Bank of England,"
Senator Capper of Topeka, Kan.,
Chicago, Nov. 28.— Ready to go to "Stanley and Livingstone" and "KidKaltenborn in New York
will be the featured speaker on Hollywood for pictures, the Maple
Sidney R. Kent, president, plans to
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.— H. V. Kal- WMCA's "Between War and Peace" City Four and Hoosier Hot Shots spend about two weeks here before retenborn, CBS commentator who has series Nov. 30 from 9:45 to 10:00 found it necessary to cancel their plans
turning to New York. He is going
been ill here with an infected gall P. M. Senator Capper will be heard when Alka- Seltzer, sponsors of the over next season's productio
n budgets
bladder since Nov. 12, returned to from Washington, through WOL, National Barn Dance, refused to per- with
napped."
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
mit them to leave Chicago and miss the 20th Century-Fox board,
New York yesterday and broadcast inter-city key station in the nation's
Zanuck.
and
any broadcasts.
from the CBS studios in that city last capital.
night.
Record U. of P. Show
WABY Has Story Contest
"Orphan Boy" Booked
WCKY Head to Florida
Albany, Nov. 28.— WABY is runPhiladelphia, Nov. 28. — Jan
General Foreign Film Sales Corp.
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.— L. B. Wilning a song contest, entitled "Mem- Savitt, house band leader at KYW
has booked
Orphan Boy of
son, president and general manager of
ory Lane" in conjunction with War- here, has recorded the entire score Vienna" into "An
the Beverly, Janesville,
WCKY, NBC outlet, has gone to
ners' Strand. Letters giving lists of of the University of Pennsylvania's
Wis., the Rosener circuit in Portland,
Florida, where he will remain for the the songs played must be submitted to
and Wig show "Fifty-Fifty."
greater part of the winter. His wife the studio, with correct answers rating Mask
Recordings were made at the RCA- Ore., and the Casino Cinema in
Miami.
accompanied him.
a pair of ducats to the Strand.
Victor plant in Camden.
J. V. Connolly, president of Hearst
Radio, Inc., has appointed Albert A,
Cormier, general manager of WINS,
effective Dec. 6.
Cormier was for nine years con
nected with WOR, serving as general
manager during the last three years
He left WOR to become vice-president and general manager of WIP,
Philadelphia, from which post he resigned two months ago.
Bradley Kelly, who has been act
ing manager of WINS for the past
two months, since the resignation of
Burt Squire, will return to his duties
as associate editor of Kings Feature
Syndicate following Cormier's as
sumption of the management of the
station.
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By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 29. — Adherence
of the United States to the International Copyright Convention was today urged upon the Senate in a formal report submitted by Senator F.
Ryan Duffy of Wisconsin for the
Foreign Relations Committee.
Recommending that the Senate,
which passed favorably on the treaty
some two years ago, again give its
consent, the report recommended that,
in order to give American interests
time to prepare themselves for the
new conditions, we should enter the
convention a year after ratification.
The report stressed the protection
which the treaty would give in other
countries to the American copyrights,
pointing out that films and broadcasting would be particularly affected,
especially short - wave broadcasting,
Nate J. Blumberg, who yesterday
which now is in danger of infringe- signed a five-year contract as presment in vast areas.
ident of Universal, succeeding RobThe committee also called attention
ert H. Coclirane. Tlie board of dito the provisions for automatic copyrectors will confirm the deal today.
right, explaining that they are of
(Continued on page 6)
BORN at Racine, Wis., Feb. 3,
1894, Nate J. Blumberg, who
20th Does $1,800,000
will become president of Universal on
In Kent Drive Week
Jan. 1, will be back in the fold of the
company
he was associated with durTwentieth Century-Fox did a doing the years 1926-28 as general manmestic film rental business of $1,800,ager of its Wisconsin theatres.
000 in the 15th week of the Kent
Blumberg
was in business for himSales Drive. This is believed to repself many years before entering the
resent a new all-time high in the his- industry
back in 1905 as manager of
tory of any single distributor.
a
legitimate
group of theatres under
The company declared yesterday
of Mort Singer. He conthe record not only set a new high in supervision
tinued in the post for seven years and
amount of rentals, but also in numbers
of bookings. More than 18,000 ac- then joined the sales department of
counts throughout the United States
(Continued on page 6)
Biographies of W. A. Scully
and Lou Weinberg appear on
O'Connor Suggested
page 3.
To Replace Blumherg
John J. O'Connor, at present chief
film buyer for the RKO circuit na- General Film, later moving over to
tionally, has been recommended as Famous Players in a western post.
successor to Nate J. Blumberg as
From 1914 to 1926, Blumberg was
operating head of the circuit. O'Con- an independent exhibitor, operating in
nor has been with RKO for years Milwaukee, Racine and other points
and is viewed as thoroughly familiar west. In 1926 and during the two
with the intricacies of its operation.
Decision as to the appointment rests '-.ucceeding years, he was general manager of Universal Theatres in Wiswith Leo Spitz, head of the company,
consin, and in 1929 became assistant
who is now in California.
general manager for RKO theatres,
which embraced the entire country.
From 1932 and until the following
Radio — Page 7
year, he was in charge of operations
(Continued on page 3)

R,

H.

"U"

Head;

Sales

Chief

Cochrane

Offered

Executive

tee Chairmanship — /. R.
Supplanted

in Dramatic

Commit-

Grainger
Reshuffle

By RED KANN
Nate J. Blumberg, vice-president in charge of RKO theatre operations, yesterday signed a five-year contract as president of Universal,
succeeding Robert H. Cochrane.
He assumes charge on Jan. 1.
In one of the most unexpected and dramatic executive upsets in
recent years. WiUiam A. Scully, eastern district manager for
M-G-M, will become general sales manager, succeeding James R.
Grainger.
Louis Weinberg, circuit sales manager for Columbia, will become
a divisional sales manager as running mate to Frank J. A. McCarthy,
currently eastern divisional manager for Universal.
Scully and Weinberg will go to "U" tinder contracts which are
expected to be signed momentarily.
Blumberg's deal will be ratified by the Universal board of directors, who will meet this afternoon. Their ratification is purely a
perftmctory procedure.
Cochrane has been offered the post of chairman of the executive
committee under a 10-year contract to supplant his present threeand-one-half-year contract on a salary basis which, it is understood,
would about equal, over the 10-year period, his remuneration under
his present shorter term deal.
It could not be learned yesterday whether or not he had acThe
Deal. . .
cepted the proposal of the board.
Cochrane had no statement to
NATE J. BLUMBERG retires
make. Blumberg, likewise, mainas general theatre operator for
tained complete silence.
RKO to become president of
It is understood the shift will
Universal for five years.
bring- additional financing into Universal through a group reportedly
ROBERT H. COCHRANE,
close
to Rockefeller interests.
currently president, is offered
chairmanship of executive comBlumberg's five-year deal calls for
mittee and 10-year contract to
a four-figure salary each week with
increases for each succeeding year
replace his current three-andone-half-year pact. He has not
and stock option arrangements on
accepted as yet, it is believed.
as high as 5,000 shares each year
for the life of the contract.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general sales manager, is replaced
It was by invitation that the
by WILLIAM A. SCULLY, now
present operating head of the RKO
eastern district manager for
M-G-M.
circuit joins Universal. It is understood he was first approached
LOU WEINBERG, circuit
about a year ago through Charles
contact for Columbia, becomes
R. Rogers, executive vice-president
divisional sales manager for
in charge of production. Blumberg
Universal as running mate to
at the time rejected the proposal
FRANK J. A. McCarthy
and the matter remained dormant
who continues as eastern sales
until about three months ago. It
manager.
was revived on Blumberg's recent
coast visit, the approach having then
J. CHEEVER COW DIN continues as chairman of the
been made through a representative
board.
of a downtown banking group, the
CHARLES R. ROGERS conidentity of which could not be
(Continued on page 3)
tinues in charge of production.
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ITOA

Delays

Conferences

Columbus, Miss., Nov. 29. — Ed
M.P.T.O.A. president, toPersonal
► Kuykendall,
day advised Harry Brandt, LT.O.A.
president, that he would be unable to
, rs,Far Eastern attend the conference of exhibitor
OLDhead S.forDUNN
HARsales
Warne
will leave leaders proposed by the latter until
the end of the week by auto for Miami. after the first of the year.
He will bask in the sun a few weeks,
Kuykendall had written Brandt
then return to New York and, follow- earlier suggesting that the conference,
ing a short visit here, will leave for tentatively proposed by the LT.O.A.
the coast, from which point he will president for Dec. 14, be held not later
sail for Shanghai. •
than Dec. 10. Upon receiving no confirmation from Brandt of an earlier
Paul Graetz of Paris Export re- date, Kuykendall made other arrangeturned from the coast yesterday after
ments and now has a full schedule up
spending three weeks with Jack D. to the year end holidays.
The aim of the conference was to
Trop, American representative for
the company.
•
devise means of obtaining distributor
of a trade practice proRobert Mochrie, U. A. southern recognition
gram. Nathan Yamins, Allied States
district manager, left yesterday for
Brandt's inAtlanta. During his short stay here president,vitationhad
for the accepted
Dec. 14 date.
he has been visiting various pigskin

Start Drafting of
Dallas Case Appeal
The drafting of papers for the deappeal fromfinding
the Dallas
Federal courtfendants'
decision
that major
distributors conspired with Interstate
Circuit in the making of contracts
which tended to regulate admission
prices in subsequent run theatres was
begun here yesterday. Indications are
that the work will be completed by
the end of the week.

George
Wright,
defendants'
coun-of
sel at Dallas,
and John
Moroney
Interstate Circuit, arrived here yesterday to aid in the preparation of
the appeal which will be in charge of
Thomas D. Thacher, former U. S. Solicitor General. The defendants have
two more weeks in which to give notice of appeal. Present indications are
that the appeal could not be heard
by the U. S. Supreme Court before
March or April and that the defendants, in the meantime, will not ask
for
a
stay of the Dallas decree pendThe LT.O.A. said yesterday that
ing the appeal.
Lillian Jeffrey, secretary to it had not received Kuykendall's letasking that a date prior to Dec.
Joseph R. Vogel. will return today 14 beterset
for the conference, but wired Gary Suit Against
from Minneapolis by plane. She spent
him
yesterday
to learn whether Dec.
the Thanksgiving holidays with her
B, & K, Dismissed
family.
10 was still acceptable. He said that
•
if, in view of his latest wire, it was
Indianapolis, Nov. 29. — Federal
not, the date for the conference would Judge Robert C. Baltzell today susClinton M. White, G. B. assist- be set for some time in January.
tained a motion to dismiss the suit
ant general manager, left last night
brought by the Gary Theatre Co. to
for the company's exchanges in Chienjoin distributors from enforcing
cago, Milwaukee and
• Minneapolis.
Ament
Joins Pat he
clearance schedules alleged to have
been drafted in favor of B. & K. of
Reg Wilson, G. B. special home
News
as an Editor Chicago.
office representative, in the future will
Walton C. Ament, attorney, who
The motion to dismiss was brought
make
his headquarters
in Boston has been a member of the legal staff
rather than in Dallas as heretofore.
the plaintiff "because defendants
•
for Irving Trust Co., trustee for by
presented the fact that B. & K. was
RKO,
for
the
past
two
years,
joins
not served and is not amendable to
Walter Gould, assistant to
Arthur W. Kelly, will leave Satur- Pathe News tomorrow as an editoThe theatre
rial representative. Ament was asso- process
in this company
district." indicated that
day for Rio de Janeiro. He expects
ciated with the law firm of Donovan, it would institute a new proceeding in
to be gone three months.
•
Newton, Leisure & Lumbard, RKO a court in which jurisdiction over B.
& K. could be acquired.
Charles Ford moved the makeup trustee's counsel.
Others who become members of the
department of the Universal Newsreel newsreel staff tomorrow are Joseph
to
the company's
Barry Heads lATSE
Center
yesterday. exchange at the Film Mickler, formerly chief rewrite man
•
New
Haven, Nov. 29.— I.A.T.S.E.
for the A''. Y. Journal-American, and
Charles Findley, formerly a script annual elections resulted in the reJ. J. Milstein will leave Thursday writer and director for March of
election ofWilliam P. Barry as presifor a visit to all Republic exchanges.
dent and Harry Feldman as business
Time. Mickler receives a writing asary.
He plans to return the middle of Janusignment and Findley becomes a di- agent. Barry has been president on
and off for the past 25 years.
rector for the reel.
•
The appointments were made by
Charles McBride is the new viceHarrv Goldberg, director of ad- Frederick Ullman, vice-president and
Erpi Deal Scheduled
vertising for Warner theatres, is back general manager of Pathe News, in president, Samuel Wasserman, secretary-treasurer, and Frank Kelly, recTo Be Closed Today from Cleveland.
line with a general strengthening of
•
ording secretary. Barry and Feldman
The deal whereby Erpi disposes of
Winfield Sheehan has rented an the reel's staff through the addition will represent the territory at the conof new manpower.
the last of its theatre sound equipvention in Springfield Dec. 5.
apartment
at the Ambassador.
ment enterprises is scheduled to be
formally closed today. Erpi and
Moe Seigel left last night for the Warners
Intend No
Western Electric officials spent yes- coast
Expect Big Ampa Crowd
after three weeks here.
terday scanning the contracts for the
A large turnout is expected at the
New Sales Changes
purchase of the servicing and installaAmpa
luncheon Thursday at the InTom
Spry
has
returned
to
Boston.
Beyond an exchange appointment
tion business by a Wall Street group,
ternational Casino, when the execufor Herbert J. Ochs who is being sue
and today expect to complete the
tive staff of CBS and several outceeded as southern and western sales
study and affix signatures.
standing radio entertainers will be
New Trans-Lux
Spot
manager for Warners by Ben KalThe deal becomes effective tomormenson, no further changes in the
Tow when L. W. Conrow takes over
Planned
B'way
A new
Trans-Lux on
Theatre
will be company's sales force are planned,
the presidency of the new servicing
guests.
and installation company for the pur- opened at 49th St. and Broadway Jan. Carl Leserman, assistant general sales
manager, declared yesterday.
1,
according
to
Major
L.
E.
Thompchasingoperating
group. Members
of Erpi's
Kalmenson, as reported by Motion
home office
and field
staff
son, president of Trans-Lux Theatres, Picture
MITCHELL MAY, Jr., CO.
Daily on Saturday, will be
will be associated with the new com- and B. S. Moss.
pany in executive capacities.
When completed this house will re- succeeded as eastern district manager
INSURANCE
place the present Trans-Lux house at by Edward M. Schnitzer, who is re
1619 Broadway.
signing from Republic to assume the
In addition to the usual newsreels new post. Schnitzer signed his War
Silverstone UA Head
ner contract yesterday.
Specializing
travel subjects and other shorts, including cartoons, will be shown, and
Report Again Denied there will
in
requirements
of the
be a flash news service
Cohn Party Sold Out
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — Persistent from the United Press every hour.
Motion Picture Industry
Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. — The tes
reports current here today that Mautimonial dinner to Ira Cohn, head of
rice Silverstone, head of the company
in England, would be named president
the 20th- Fox exchange here, which
Claim ''Sacred" $80,400
75 Maiden Lane, New York
of the parent United Artists organ"Nothing Sacred," at the Music will be held at the William Penn
510 W. 6th St.
Los Angeles
ization, were again denied today by a Hall, grossed $80,400 in the first four Hotel Dec. 6, is a complete sellout
More than 450 are expected.
spokesman for the company.
days of its run, according to U.A.
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(Continued from page 1)
learned yesterday. This group, it is
learned, was at one time interested
in certain RKO theatre equities
and had become aware of Blumberg
as a likely candidate for the Universal post through his administration as RKO's general theatre
operator.
Upon Blumberg's return to New
York a few days ago, the negotiations, launched with renewed vigor,
were pursued in night meetings.
At a session which terminated about
three o'clock Saturday morning,
the details were finally arranged.
Yesterday, Blumberg signed the
contract. Today, the Universal
board will approve it.
At all times, it is learned, Blumberg negotiated directly with J.
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
"U" board, or the directorate
through an authorized representative.
Cowdin-Rogers Prevail

A. SCULLY, who
WILLIAM
has resigned as M-G-M district
manager to become general sales head
of Universal effective the first of the
year, has been with M-G-M about 19
years. Before that he was a salesman for Famous Players at Boston
and New Haven, starting in 1916.
Scully's first job with M-G-M was
as a salesman, handling the Maine
territory out of the Boston exchange.
The reshuffle keeps the CowdinWhen the company opened a sub office at Portland, Me., he was ap- Rogers influence in Universal dominant and marks a recession for the
pointed branch manager and later
shifted to New Haven in a similar influence of Cochrane. Rogers not
post. From New Haven, Scully went only continues in his present post
to St. Louis as manager and then
was transferred to New York as New as head of production, but is expected to play an even more vital
Jersey exchange manager.
part in the affairs of the company.
When Sam Burger, district mananow in charge of sales,
ger for M-G-M, resigned that title to hasGrainger,
a contract which runs until
switch to the company's foreign department, Scully was named to suc- next July. It provides the option
ceed him. He is presently in charge for renewal must be exercised by
of the New York, Boston, New March.
Haven, Washington and Charlotte
Decision to supplant him will
branches.
come as a surprise. Grainger, for
years, has been active in the naO'Shea Fills in for Scully
tional sales field and is one of the
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — While no most
widely
traveled
and best
permanent successor has yet been set
to replace William A. Scully at
M-G-M, William F. Rodgers, general
Impose Levy
sales manager,
has named
E. K. Would
O'Shea as temporary director of
Scully's - eastern territory.
Nate

Blumherg

(Continued from page 1)
for the Orpheum circuit in the middle west for RKO.
' In 1933 he assumed the post of
vice-president and general manager of
all RKO theatre operations, a title he
now holds. He has made numerous
trips to the coast conferring with production heads of RKO, collaborating
on ideas. He is well known in and
out of the trade for his ability as a
theatre operator, for his acumen in
judging picture values and for the
manner in which the theatres under
his supervision have steadily moved
upward on the business chart.
Unassuming, Blumberg lives in a
penthouse high above Central Park
West. There, with his family, composed of his wife, Vera ; his son,
Lewis, who rattles off theatre grosses
:^th an ease that occasionally startles
his father, and his daughter, Dodo,
the new president of Universal spends
all of his spare time.
He is well liked by all who come

PICTURE

Head;

Sales

Lou

Weinberg

Chief

Rodgers Felicitates
William F. Rodgers, general
sales manager of M-G-M, in a
Hollywood wire to Motion Picture Daily last night said:
"Of course, as you can well
appreciate, we are all sorry
to see Bill Scully sever his
association
standing
but of
wishmany
him years'
a full
measure of success in his
new undertaking."
known sales executives in the industry. He joined Universal in
1933 after nine years as vice-president in charge of sales of Fox. At
the time, Universal was doing a
domestic gross of less than $160,000
a week. Since then, its business
under Grainger's administration
has grown steadily and currently
the company is serving almost
9,000 accounts.
Grainger, it is known, has had
no difference with Universal management. Whether or not the fact
he recently objected to the addition
of Budd Rogers to the executive
sales force has had a bearing on
the change now determined upon,
is not known. Grainger felt no
such addition was warranted in the
face of a reduction in exchange
personnel throughout the United
States.
In the last two months, he has
had offers from two other companies in the field. Both called for
his designation as general sales
manager. In the last few years,
Grainger also has been eyeing production.

T OU WEINBERG, who is slated
' to resign his post as circuit contact for Columbia, to join Universal
on Jan. 1 as one of its national sales
managers, got his start in the industry 27 years ago as manager for Dave
Picker's Bunny theatre on 116th St.
Picker then transferred him to the
Burland, Bronx, where he continued
until 1917 when Louis Rosenbluth
man.
brought him into Fox Film as a salesWeinberg
then joined
Select
Pictures as a salesman
and later
became
associated with Henry Seigel at the
Apollo Exchange, owned by Bobby
North. Apollo at the time handled
local sales for Warners for a year.
During the next two years, the exchange took on Columbia product and,
when Harry and Jack Cohn and Joe
Brandt bought out the franchise holders, Weinberg joined the sales staff.
He has been handling circuit sales
for Columbia for many years and
some time ago was officially given
the title as circuit sales manager.

Denver,
Nov. in29. *Shangr
— Shangri-La,
i-La'of
mans
Huff
"Lost Horizon" fame, will be simulated
here when Harry Huffman completes
Ontario Amusements
the new home which he is building.
Having received permission to call
Tax Is $2,108,127
On Georgia Tickets
their home "Shangri-La" the HuffAtlanta, Nov. 29. — Representative
Toronto, Nov. 29. — According to mans are planning to pattern the house
Booth has introduced a bill to levy a the Public Accounts Report of the after the fantasy location. Thirteen
acres comprise the estate, ground of
tax on admission to places of amusement.
Treasury Dep't for the fiscal year which will be broken very soon. Huffending March 31 last, the Ontario
man is Denver city manager for Fox
The schedule calls for a one-cent Government collected slightly more Theatres.
tax on 10-cent tickets, two cents on than $2,000,000 in amusements tax and
15-cent tickets and so on with one theatre licenses during the 12 months,
cent additional tax provided for each this being the last occasion, presumUnits Discuss Radio
additional five cents in the ticket
ably, when the Province of Ontario
Joint
committees of the I. T. O. A.
price. The sponsor estimated the bill will be able to announce a heavy tax
would yield from $1,500,000 to $2,- collection because the amusements and Allied of New Jersey met yesterday at the Astor and discussed
000,000 a year. Representative Booth levy was abolished in toto two months
radio broadcasts. No action was
also is sponsoring the theatre circuit after the end of the fiscal year.
taken. Irving Dollinger, head of the
tax bill now ready for final action by
the House.
The year's
the New Jersey group, presided. Meetamusements
tax revenue
totalled from
$1,918,597,
ings between the groups will be held
this being similar to the amount once a month for the discussion of
No UA Meet Date Set
secured during the previous fiscal
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — No date has year of 1935-1936. Theatre licenses problems.
been set for the United Artists stock- were responsible for $88,805 while
Gets New Metro Pact
fees collected by the Ontario censors
meeting which
to have
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — George
been heldholders'
Nov.
24 butwas
which
was amounted to $100,725. making a grand
total from the amusement field of
postponed indefinitely.
Murphy has been signed to a new contract at M-G-M, under which he will
$2,108,127.
attempt dramatic parts as well as song
in contact with him for his sincerity
and dance roles.
and straightforwardness, both in busiJones Joins Republic
ness and socially. He holds the es''Spanish Earth" Sold
teem of all who work for him and
Charles Reed Jones has been apthey are his well wishers as he leaves
"Spanish Earth" has been sold bv
pointed advertising production manager at Republic. He replaces Paul the distributor, Prometheus Pictures,
RKO shortly to take over his new
Radin.
duties at Universal.
for distribution in Great Britain.
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Copyright
Plea

of

20th

on

In Kent

Is

Duffy

(Continued from page 1)
great importance to American authors who may not be familiar with
the copyright laws of other countries.
The International Convention, the
committee stated, has been kept up to
date and makes provision for both
films and broadcasting, two of the
most important activities in which
copyright is involved.
In a supplementary report submitted by Senator Duffy, it was charged
that American interests have used
arguments against the treaty for the
purpose of defeating legislation revising our own copyright law and the
opinion was expressed that if the
treaty is ratified revision of the law
will follow as a matter of course.
Producers

Again

Does

Ask

For Separate Quotas
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Nov. 29. — The producers'
group again will send a deputation to
the Board of Trade on Wednesday to
plead once more for separate quotas.
At a meeting today, the group appealed to the press for serious consideration of the proposals, claiming
that finance is essential to the future
of the British production industry.
Labor interests are still supporting
the plan.

$1,800,000
Drive

Week

(Continued from page 1)
and Canada played some part of the
company's
product,
it was
stated,
while thousands
of theatres
played
not
only features, but the newsreel and
shorts as well.
The efifort was on behalf of the
final week of the Kent drive and was
also
celebration asof general
John D. manager
Clark's
fifth inanniversary
of distributiion.
Louis A. Bach Dies
Atlanta, Nov. 29. — Funeral services were held today for Louis S
Bach, 44, owner of a circuit here, who
died in a private hospital here Saturday. He is survived by his widow,
his mother, three brothers and six
sisters.
Mrs. Edna Hancock Passes
Indianapolis, Nov. 29.— Mrs. Edna
Hancock, 36, wife of Guy Hancock of
the RKO exchange here, is dead after
an illness of two weeks. She is sur
vived by her husband, two sons and
her parents.
Cinema

Hearing

Set

Hearing on the petition for reorganization under 77B of the Bank
ruptcy Act filed recently by Cinema
Magazine, Inc., publishers of Cinema
Art, will be held in the U. S. District
Court on Dec. 7. At the hearing it
will be determined whether or not a
trustee should be appointed for the
company.

SAVE

25%

NEW "EXCURSION" RATES EQUAL GROUND TRAVEL COSTS
The Lindbergh Line now offers you the lowest round trip
fares in de luxe air transportation. Bringing air travel down
to the same general cost range of other forms of transportation, these new TWA rates permit everyone who travels —
to fly . . . TWA's round trip excursions begin on Saturday
or Monday; are effective for 15 days; and apply on any
schedule, any day, returning. TWA excursion tickets are
good on any flight, including the world famous, overnight,
coast-to-coast SKY CHIEF ... Fly TWA on the nation's
finest planes — you save valuable hours, even days and
TWA's complimentary meals enroute and rigid "no tipping"
rule, save you many extra dollars.
COMPARE THESE TWA AIR TRAVEL SAVINGS!
One-Way
You Save
New York to
Fares
Excursion
Los Angeles
$299.90
$224.92
Chicago
$74.98
22.48
89.90
67.42
7.20
2.40
9.60
Philadelphia
CALL TWA
For Further
Informa-In
tion call TWA:
New York — M Urray
Hill 6-1640 or PEnnsylvania 6-6000.
SHORTEST.FASTEST

Note to "Scrip" Holders
Scrip cards may be used to
charge these low excursion
rates,
matter what airline
issued nothem.
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Infringement
Denied

by

Suit
Warners

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., First
National Pictures, Inc., and M. Witmark & Sons filed a general denial in
the U. S. District Court yesterday in
answer to the amended complaint in
the $1,500,000 infringement suit
low.
brought
against them by Irving Gie-

Birmingham
Theatre

to Ban

Bank

Night

Birmingham, Nov. 29. — Bank
Night will be banned in Birmingham
after Dec. 4, Police Chief Riley said
following an opinion from Acting
City Attorney J. H. Willis that they
were in violation of both the state and
city anti-lottery laws.
Willis pointed out that in a recent
ruling the State Supreme Court had
Gielow alleges that his songs, "Flir- held Bank Night illegal and declared
tation Walk" and "Mr. and Mrs. Is
the Name" were infringed in the that in his opinion present operation
of Bank Night in Birmingham is
Warner
picture,Dismissal
"Flirtation
Walk"
and
two shorts.
of the
suit
equally
illegal.
to begoers
fair
with the
public"We
and want
theatre
with costs and attorneys' fees is asked.
here," Chief Riley said, "and are givTo Determine Damages
ing them until Dec. 4 in order that
William T. Schoen yesterday was any ticket sales that have been previously made will not be affected.
appointed by Supreme Court Justice
Aaron Steuer as referee to determine However, I have instructed my officers to inform the theatre managers
the amount of damages suffered by
that arrests will be made in cases
the a Empire
Employes'
Union
as
result ofState
the reversal
of an
in where Bank Night is held after
junction rendered against it in favor
of the Edgomac Amusement Corp.
Flash Previews
Edgomac brought suit in 1935 to enjoin the union from picketing a the"Paid to Dance." . . . Foundationed
atre. A temporary injunction was on the dancehall hostess racket . . .
Dec. 4."
granted in April, 1935, and was fol- clientele.
will have little trouble satisfying its
lowed by a permanent writ after
trial. In April of this year the Court
"The Inspector General." . . . The
of Appeals reversed the decision and kind
of satire Central Europeans are
dismissed the complaint. The union
noted
for. . . . Rare laughs at the exasks reimbursement for attorneys
fees.
pense of petty, small town Russian
officials in the time of the Czar.
These films zvill be reviewed in full
Drop "Ebb Tide" Suit
Daily.
in
a coming issue of Motion Picture
The suit to restrain Paramount Pictures, Inc., and the Publix Theatres
Corp. from using the title, "Ebb
Selznick, March Confer
Tide," brought by Artmart Prod.,
Inc., was discontinued in the N. Y.
Cincinnati, Nov. 29. — Myron
Supreme Court yesterday upon con- Selznick, here for conferences with
sent of both sides. Discontinuance of Joan Bennett following the closing of
the suit followed Paramount's show- "Stage Door" at the Cox, has reing that the title had been used more
mained over to confer with Fredric
than 15 years ago, according to Louis March and Florence Eldridge who
J. Elias, Aramart's attorney.
opened tonight in "Your Obedient
Husband." It is rumored that the
Warners Enter Denial
March—1 play may be filmed.
A general denial was filed yesterday by Warners in answer to the
$10,000 suit of Select Theatres Corp.
Bans Lobby Material
which charges that "Ready, Willing
Nov. 29. — The Denver Fire
—Denver,
1
and Able" was "deliberately pirated" - VDep't.
2
has
banned all inflammable
-easles
54 Mand displays in lobbies and
from their play "The Audition."
foyers, and all silk banners flying from
in all local theatres.
16^
- marquees
54
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See

PICTURE

for

Deals
of

"Gossip"
Air
Hollywood, Nov. 29. — The possibility that the studios here may regulate the activities of radio commenpurvey film "gossip" on
the air,tators
is whoseen in the issuance to the
commentators of credential cards to
30 air columnists and their assistants.
The denial of cooperation to newspapermen bearing similar credentials
automatically means the closing of
studio gates to them until the ban is
lifted, and similar procedure is
thought possible in the case of radio
columnists.
The cards, according to Tom S.
Pettey, press contact man, will merely
serve as a means of identification,
similar to those issued to accredited
correspondents for newspapers and
publications.
Decision Not Recent
The move was decided upon some
time ago by studio publicity directors
who discussed possible means of regulating activities of the air columnists,
but decided first to check up and have
means of identifying the radio commentators.
Accompanying the cards were letters pointing out that the cards were
merely to be used for studio identification, and would in no way admit
bearers to previews.
Darryl F. Zanuck, speaking for the
Film Producers' Ass'n, warned yesterday that "swift and stern action"
would wood
be radio
taken
if "certain continue
Hollycommentators
their flagrant attacks on motion picture players in the industry. We are
keeping a sharp vigilance over the
remarks of Hollywood air gossipers
and will immediately move should
they further flaunt the tenets of decency," Zanuck said.
Upholds Mexican Control
Mexico City, Nov. 27. — The Ministry of Communications and Public
Works has exclusive control of all
radio matters, the Federal Supreme
Court ruled in rejecting the appeal
of operators of an amateur station
from the Ministry's order to close it
on the ground that it was being
mismanaged.
Weber to Replace Black
Marek Weber will replace Frank
Black as musical director on the Carnation "Contented" program Jan. 3.
Black is relinquishing the post because he is too busy to continue traveling back and forth between Chicago
and New York for the assignment.
Stratton Heads Registry
Chester M. Stratton, formerly of
RKO and NBC, has become managing director of the National Radio
Registry. He brings with him a
record of long standing in the radio
and theatrical worlds.
Bank Buys WMCA Time
A series of half-minute announcements for a period of five weeks has
been purchased on WMCA by the
First Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n,
through Grant, Wadsworth & Casmir.

AFM

Is Extended

The final deadline for the conclusion of local contracts in accordance
with the plan of settlement between
the network affiliate stations and the
A. F. of M. locals has been extended
to Dec. 15, with a warning that no
further extensions will be granted.
The agreement postponing the deadline previously set was reached yesterday at a meeting at Federation
headquarters.
Coincidentally, the I. R.N. A. negotiating committee again has asked all
station owners to cooperate with it
and the A. F. of M. by having the
signed copies of Schedule A in the
hands of Ernst & Ernst, who are certifying the replies of the station owners for I. R.N. A., as quickly as possible, and certainly before the new
deadline is reached. While quite a
few station owners have complied already, the committee is of the opinion
that more should have been received to
date.
At A. F. of M. headquarters it was
stated that the agreement for the key
stations would be signed by the committees representing CBS and NBC today. Additionally, the license form for
the transcription and recording companies is now being printed and will
be mailed within the next few days.
Refuses
Action

to Dismiss
Against

RCA

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday refused to discuss the suit of
Abram J. Engelman against RCA,
RCA Victor Co., Inc., RCA Communications, Inc., RCA Radiotron, Inc.,
and E. T. Cunningham Tubes, Inc.,
and ordered the case to trial.
Engelman asks $250,000 under an
alleged contract made in 1933 for two
and a half per cent commission on all
sales of equipment for the transmission of photographic facsimile over
short wave radio. He claims that the
defendants used long wave transmission for trans- Atlantic purposes and
that he advanced the idea of using
short wave for interstate communication.

New

Shows

"Earaches of 1937"
Harry Conn's "Earaches of 1937,"
ballyhooed widely for the past few
months, made its debut on CBS Sunday with all-around pleasing results.
The show is a novel one, possesses a
good cast, and the premiere airing
gave
tion. evidence of thoughtful produc-

No

Editorial
On

Page

Air, Says

Paley

i

Radio

Chicago, Nov. 29. — William S.
>
Paley, president of CBS, speaking be- Personals
fore the second national conference on
educational broadcasting, said today
that "broadcasting as an instrument
Y CLARK will open at the
of American democracy must forever BUDD
Paramount Dec. 8 for a week's
artbe wholly, honestly and militantly engage
Paul
ment.
service set
. Jimmy
date. of. .CBS
the Ross
ists'
non-partisan, not only in politics but
will address the Adin the whole realm of arguable ideas." James of NBC
vertising Club on radio advertising
Because of this, he said, "radio must Dec. 6. . . . Mary Waterman of the
never have an editorial page."
gram with
asAl Cook's
and grippe.
"No discussion must be one-sided," World-Tele
. . . Dr.
sistant, ishome
Paley
continued,
"as
long
as
there
can
o,
where
be found any one to take the other Angell is en route to Chicag
ors tomorrow.
s
side. The party in power must never he will addres educat
. . . Dick Connors, producer of the Los
dominate the air.
"We must never seek to maintain Angeles Civic Chorus, arrived from
today to complete arrangeviews of our own on any public ques- the coast
ments for the last six transcriptions
tion except broadcasting itself. Of
be used by the Grand Lodge of the
course, I do not mean that any broad- to
Elks in a national radio traffic safety
caster as an individual may not express his own views like any other contest. . . . John Russell, four-yearold Republic player, will guest appear
on the CBS Palniolive program Dec.
8. . . . Jon Hall will be the guest of
Widow
of
Fessenden
Radie Harris over Mutual Wednescitizen."
day. . . . Gina Cigna has been booked
Sues RCA
on Patents for a "Magic Key" date Dec. 5. . . .
Wilmington, Nov. 29. — A patent Patricia Ryan will make three shorts
infringement suit instituted by Helen for Warners, booked through FrankMay Fessenden, widow of Dr. Reg- lyn
artists'
the ,NBC
. . . .son
and
owner,
Felixof Knight
inald A. Fessenden, one time chief bureauRobert
cer,
signed
been
have
announ
Van,
Lyle
chemist of Edison's laboratory, against
RCA involving short wave radio for regular appearances on the Elizabeth Arden show over NBC, begintransmission opened in U. S. District
Court here today before Judge John
ning Dec. 1. Bob Smith, of the netP. Nields.
.. . artists' bureau, set the contracts.work's
Fessendens's
alleges
+
herDr.husband
was widow
the first
man that
to
show the radio industry that short
radio waves could be used successfully for long distance instead of long
waves and charges RCA with infringing on three patents of her husband.
The plaintiff asks that the court
establish the validity of the patents
and order an accounting of profits.
The defense contends the patents are
invalid because of prior knowledge of
contents of the inventions.
Texas Company Formed
Galveston, Nov. 29.— The Kluf
Broadcasting Co., Inc., capitalized at
$10,000, has been chartered to do a
radio broadcasting business.

on

the

Air

comedy and song, baritone Barry
Wood, and Charles Cantor. Martin
Gosh produced. The series is sustaining, and is presented Sundays
over CBS from 8:30 to 9 P.M.
"Martha and Hal"
The song-and-patter team of Martha and Hal. supported musically by
Andy Sanella's orchestra, provide a
good, if undistinguished, 15 minutes
of entertainment for the Humphrey
Medicine Co. on Mutual. The program is average in every respect.
Martha and Hal intersperse song
between coy, boy-and-girl patter, with
their vocal efiforts more highly appreciated than their patter by this deSanella's
band does nicely
when it is partment.
called
upon.

Oddly enough, the show is most
vulnerable in its comedy department.
Odd, because Conn is one of radio's
crack script writers, having worked
for many seasons for Jack Benny and
for a majority of the other leading
radio comedians. Because of this
record, it. requires little prodding for
us to believe that the comedy will
improve as the program moves along.
Incidentally, Conn made his debut as
"Martha and Hal" are presented
an actor in this series and gave an
excellent account of himself as a over Mutual three times weekly, Sunthespian.
days from 11 to 11:15 A. M. ; Wednesdays and Fridays from 9:45 to 10
The cast includes Mark Warnow's
Banner
excellent orchestra, Beatrice Kay in A. M.

Baxter Pickering has joined the
Cheltenham agency here in the capacity of consultant and radio director
. . . Bide Dudley has just submitted
stories to 20th Century-Fox and
Grand National . . . Ginger Rogers
will appear on the Chase & Sanborn
hour, Dec. 5 . . .
WOR
For

to Make
Buckaroo

Record
Series

Beginning
WOR's
ing laboratorytoday
will record
the recordCarson
Robinson Buckaroo broadcasts, currently on Mutual three times weekly,
for Musterole. The discs will be
shipped to 24 stations in the south and
west, to be aired for Musterole. Erwin, Wasey & Co. is the agency.
The order is one of the largest
commercial assignments placed with
the WOR recording laboratory since
it
beganago.
active production some 10
months
Ezelly

Atlas

Radio

Close Southern Deal
Claude Ezell and William Underwood have closed a deal with Atlas
Radio Corp. to handle distribution of
radio transcriptions in the entire
south. The deal becomes effective
Ezell, who arrived from the coast
over
left yesterday for
Jan.
1.the weekend,
Atlanta.
He will spend a few days
there and then go to Miami.
David Young a Father
San Diego, Nov. 29. — D avid
Young, program manager of KGB,
local Mutual-Don Lee affiliate, is the
father of a new baby boy, David Ross.
Mrs. Young, the former Vivian Merrill, is known to radio listeners as
Barbara Lane.

COrilfTY

FAIR'

FINE

FOLKS

COMEDY-DRAM

'COUNTY FAIR
(Monogram)
This folksy tale of a motherless
farm boy with a beloved racehorse,
and a father whose bereavement has
put him out of sympathy with his children, is first rate entertainment for
small towns and neighborhoods. It is
a simple story, well told, and has
strong sympathy appeal and a wholesome atmosphere that will commend
it.
The reconciliation of the father and
his son and daughter is brought about
by the entrance of a clean, young
American jockey who sees the human
and equine possibilities and manfully
undertakes to cut the knot. In doing
so he brings the horse to victory, foils
a gang of crooked track followers, and
wins the hand of the daughter.
The highly competent cast is headed
by that attractive young juvenile,
John Arledge, who wins admiration
and sympathy. Playing opposite him
is Mary Lou Lender, a newcomer who
at once earns recognition for ability,
sweetness of personality and a good
measure of unassuming good looks,
j. Farrell MacDonald is the hard-bitted father, whose grief is spoiling all
iheir lives, but who melts convincingly
when the youngsters defy him, and
his boyish son, Jimmy Butler, rides a
winning race.
Knight carries
as Arledge's
stableboyFuzzy
companion,
the comedy,
making the happy-go-lucky roughneck
a likable and 'amusing lad. The plotting opposition is tellingly headed by
Harry Worth, whose tough aides are
Lynton Brent, Matty Roubert and
William Hunter. Minor but essential
roles are well filled by Henry Hall,
Edwin Mordant, Horace Murphy and
Charles Murphy.
The story and script by John T.
Neville is an excellent example of
sound play-building, with every scene
advancing the story, and it is dialoged
with telling simplicity. Howard
Bretherton has directed with excellent
taste and judgment to capture human
values without losing suspense, and
Arthur Martinelli photographs well
the characterful investiture provided
by Producer E. B. Derr and his associate. Frank Melford, who raise their
standing several notches with this
pleasing piece of popular entertainment. Brisk musical trimmings by
Abe Meyer add a final effective touch.

"County Fair
"
with John Arl
Faredg
relle Mac
MarDon
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Hollywood, Nov. 30. — A sharp
Holds
Statement
Cochrane
economy wave is under way at both
major and independent studios. With
the shortage of cash definitely felt,
companies are purging their contract
The following statement was issued yesterday by Saul E. Roglists of dead weight as well as underers, acting as attorney for Robert H. Cochrane, relative to the signtaking the reduction of departmental
ing of Nate Blumberg, as president of Universal, and W. A. Scully
staffs.
The moves are apparently being as general sales manager:
made on orders from the several
home offices. One studio is known to
"It is Mr. Cochrane's preference to issue no personal statement concerning the new management of the company at the present time.
be dropping more than half of its
"In his behalf and as his attorney, however, I desire to state that the
writing staff, and another is trimming
negotiations in connection with engaging the services of Mr. Nate Blumits writer and director rosters more
berg and Mr. William Scully were carried on and consummated entirely
than half. One major studio is paywithout his knowledge and, naturally, came to him as a great shock and
ing for story properties on the insurprise. It was not until he was present at the board meeting today that
stallment plan.
he
was apprised for the first time of the terms and conditions of their
Directors and players also are hit,
respective proposed contracts.
(Continued on page 4)
"I regard the action taken today by the respective boards superseding
Mr. Blumberg as president in the stead of Mr. Cochrane as without
authority and illegal and, in addition thereto, bad from a business point
Jersey Firm Files
of view.
"Thirty years of the kind of executive experience in this industry that
Anti-Trust Action
has been acquired by Mr. Cochrane cannot be disregarded by the gesture of
a board, particularly at a time when the company is in great need of the
Newark, Nov. 30. — The Quemos
Theatre Corp., through Attorney
guidance of such mature experience. Mr. Cochrane's contract is unimChester K. Ligham, today filed suit
paired and in full force and effect and he is prepared to render his services in accordance therewith. His future course of conduct will depend
in the Federal Court here for $3,250,000 against 40 film producer and disentirely upon the policy and attitude of the new management."
tributing companies, charging monopoly in the distribution of films. The
action was brought under provisions
Hits
McCarthy
on
of the Sherman Anti-Trust and Clay- Warner
ton Acts.
Quemos stated in its complaint that
it had difficulty in securing first and
Sales
Until
View
Zanuck
second run pictures and that producers and distributors had conspired
to prevent the company and other independent exhibitors from contracting
Columns
On
Scully
Joins
for future delivery of films.
Included among the defendants are
Frank J. A. McCarthy, eastern
Warners, 20th Century-Fox, ParaHollywood, Nov. 30.— H. M. War- sales manager for Universal, yestermount, United Artists, Columbia,
ner today took issue with Darryl
day began to take over from James
Loew's, Universal and Grand Na- Zanuck, who, on Saturday, issued a R. Grainger the duties of gaieral
tional.
statement to the Los Angeles Exam- sales manager and will fill the post
iner in which he said : "Should there
be any instances where broadcasters until W. A. Scully joins "U" on
Exhibitor Meeting
deliberately sfeek to transgress the
On 1.that day the present eastern disJan.
May Be in January
trict sales manager for M-G-M will
A January date for the proposed
Additional developments in
start a five-year contract as sales
conference of exhibitor organization
radio yesterday on page 8
head,ter supplanting
Grainger.
latinformed Motion
PictureTheDaily
leaders on means of obtaining distributor recognition of a trade prachis contract, which runs until next
tice program will be set within the boundaries of good taste or malign
be settled in full. Yesternext few weeks, it was stated yes- individual personalities, the producers July, daywill
he busied himself clearing up
terday by the I.T.O.A., sponsor of are determined to take any action nec- current detail preparatory to his
the conference.
essary for the protection of the indus- withdrawal from Universal in a few
It was proposed originally to hold
days, probably by the end of the
the meeting on Dec. 14, in New York,
The impression prevailed at the week.
but the inability of Ed Kuykendall, time that Zanuck was speaking for the
Grainger had nothing to say about
(.Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 8)
try."

"U";
Set

Vote Cochrane Post as
Executive Committee
Chairman
By RED KANN
Nate J. Blumberg yesterday was
elected president of Universal and
William A. Scully appointed general
sales manager, with Jan. 1 as effective
tors.
date, by the company's board of direcThe board also named Robert H.
Cochrane, formerly president, as chairman of the executive committee, succeeding J. Cheever Cowdin who
stepped down from that post to make
way for Cochrane. Cowdin now fills
two posts with Universal. He is chairman of the board, a post which he
asserted vests him with power as the
senior executive officer of the company. He is also a member of the
directorate.
As spokesman for Cochrane, Saul
E._ Rogers,
who had executive,
been retained by attorney
the Universal
stated negotiations leading to employment of both Blumberg and Scully had
been conducted without Cochrane's
knowledge. "I regard the action taken
today by the respective boards superseding Mr. Blumberg as president in
the stead of Mr. Cochrane as without
authority and illegal and, in addition
thereto, bad from a business point of
view," read the Rogers statement
which is published in full in an adjoining column.
The board
ratifiedonfive-year
(Continued
page 65 employMatthew

Fox

Will

Be

An Aide to Blumberg
Matthew Fox, film buyer and booker for the Skouras circuit of approximately 60 Greater New York theatres,
has_ resigned, effective Jan. 1 to join
Universal as executive assistant to
Nate J. Blumberg, new president.
Fox has been associated with Blumberg at various
starting
at the
(Continuedtimes,
on page
6)

His

Congrats

Bob Goldstein, that droll
fellow, sent a congratulatory
wire to Nate J. Blumberg,
newly elected president of
Universal yesterday. He said:
"My best to you and congratulations to the NEW,
NEW,

NEW

Universal."
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English

Quota

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Nov. 30. — American distributors in England have written to
Oliver Stanley, president of the Board
of Trade, declaring themselves willPublished daily except Sunday and
ing to agree to a 10 per cent distribuComPublishing
QuigleyQuigley,
by Martin
holidayspany, Inc.,
tion quota, gradually diminishing, and
president,
Colvin
Brown.
vice-president
and
Treasurer.
eventually being abolished as production in England reestablishes itself.
Publication Office; 1270 Sixth Avenue ai jvoctefeller Center, New York. Telephone However, they criticized details.
Circle
Cable copyrighted
address: ■■Quigpubco,
New
YorK." 7-3100.
All contents
1937 by Quigley
The American distributors, in their
Address all correspond- communication to Stanley, expressed
Publishing Company, Inc.
publiQuigley
Other
Office.
York
New
ence to the
cations; MOTION PICTUBE HERALD, BETTEE themselves as unopposed to the sepAL DIA, INTERNATHEATUES.
and
arate quota principle, believing it
TIONALTEATBO
MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
FAME.
, , „
proper
that the British producer
Building,
Lite
Union
Postal
HOLLYWOOD:
Mancall. Manager.
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; BooneAve.;
should
supply
the exhibitor with BritONeiU,
B.
C.
CHICAGO:
ish films.
Manager. 624 S. Michigan
F.
Bertram
Building;
Albee
;
WASHINGTON
Linz, Representative.
„ ,
Stanley's proposal for inclusion in
87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap. the Films Bill of a provision for a
AMSTERDAM;
Representative. „^ -, . .
Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim Film Council of 10 independent memBERLIN;
K. Butenberg, Representative.
bers and 10 trade representatives was
II; Endre
3 Kaplar-u, Budapest „
BUDAPEST;
Hevesi, Representative.
i, approved today by the Films Act
Bruski,
N.
;
3940
AIRES: Avellaneda
BUENOS
Committee of the House of Commons.
Representative.
.
Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther, Strong labor opposition demanding
COPENHAGEN:
Representative.
Laszio, a smaller, expert commission, was reFredriksgatan 19C; ,Charlotte
HELSINKI:
Representative.
„
address,
jected by a heavy vote. The sponsors
Cable
;
1
LONDON ; 4 Golden Square, W.
Williams. Manager. 191 of the labor proposal alleged that there
London; HopeTheatre
Quigpubco.
Buildings,
E: ; CliffRegent
MELBOURN
Collins St.
Holt, Representative. ^ , ^ , were constant evasions under the ong>Lockhart, inal act.
CITY; Apartado 269; James
MEXICO
Representative.
.„ j „
Bode, RepMONTEVIDEO: P. O. Box 664;
resentative. „ Paul
. c»
T>
Capt. Euan Wallace, Parliamentary secretary of the Board of Trade,
RepStern,
Beatrice
8;
Per
Petrovski
MOSCOW:
resentative.
hinted
that ultimately there would be
PARIS; 29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre
resentative. , „ Autre,T-Rep-« appointed a paid chairman of the
Knopf,
trh 2. Prague 1; Harry
PRAGUE: Uhelny
Council. He also promised consideraRepresentative.
Caixa Postal 3558: L. S.
tion of the details with a view to
DE JANEIRO;
BIOMarinho.
Representative. , ..^ t.
Ravotto.
D.
Joseph
achieving
acceptability of the whole
Mercede;
Delia
Via
54
ROME:
.
Representative.
group. Exhibitors are well satisfied,
WeissA.
13300;
Casilla
CHILE:
de
SANTIAGO
mann. Representative. .,j believing the proposed Council has all
Build- the elements of flexibility necessary
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41, Capital Theatre
ing, 142 Museum Road; J. P, Koehler, Repfor
36; Bagnar AUberg,
Kungsgatantive.
; senta
STOCKHOLM
ests. the safeguarding of British interRepre
-rr
Chiba-Ken;
hl,
880 Sasazuka.
TOKYO:
ive.
RepresentatIchikawa-s
H. Tominaga.
. 54 Vienna VII; Hans Lichtman on Normandie
Neustiftgasse
VIENNA:
Lorant. Representative.
19-'b,
January
matterCity,
secondat class
London. Nov. 30. — Al Lichtman.
N. T.,4, under
New York
the Post asOffice
at Entered
of March 3. 1879. ,„ . ,u ,
Act
year $6 in the Americas, will
vice-president
and a for
director
Loew's
Subscription rates per copies;
sail tomorrow
New ofYork
on
10 cents.
and foreign $12. Single
VA
the Normandie. He has been here
VA
several weeks.
Completion of Erpi
Transfer Set Back
VA
VA
Erpi and Western Electric officials
-1-4
failed to complete their study yesterday of the agreement for the sale to a
Larqe Gains Dominate Board
company's
I6V2
of the
Wall St.
43I6V2
and
servicing
equipment
soundgroup
theatre
4
-f 3/4
Open High16V,
Chainge
51/8 Low14 Close
installation business, with the result
14%
161^
Col.
Cons
that formal closing of the deal is not E.
153 SISO
150
— V,,
K
%123^ 153
expected now until late today or some G. T. E... 14
V,.
TVs -+ V2
49'A
4934
491^ 12V,
time tomorrow. No "hitch" in the Para
IVA
9&V2
-13^
Net
deal has been encountered, officials Para. 1
U7/r 1134. 9&V,
stated.
12V,
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434
115/$
42K
6V^
9iV,
Patlie
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U.A. Meeting Today
227.^
20tli Fox..
283.4
20th Dfd. . . A2V2
2834
Hollywood, Nov. 30. — United Art- W. B. ... 2834. 2834
7V, 43
2277^ 43
W. B., pfd. 22
ists stockholders' meeting will be held RKO'
2^
tomorrow. The session is expected
to be routine and no action is anticiTechnicolor Up VA on Curb
pated with respect to the Alexander
Open High Low Clo.se Chanee
Korda - Samuel Goldwyn stock purO. N
VA
IVa
1%
IV^ — Vi
chase.
Sotiotone .. 134
Wa
Wa VA Net
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Contracts

Leon Netter, Paramount theatre
executive, was queried yesterday by
George Ryan, attorney for Morse &
Rothenberg, in connection with the
taking of depositions here in the
Boston circuit's anti-trust action
against major distributors, the Maine
& New Hampshire and M. A. Shea
circuits.
Netter testified concerning film
franchises made during the past 10
years by Paramount theatre companies and on film buying practices.
His testimony was concluded during
the morning session and the afternoon was given over to the identification of contracts made by the defendant circuits. The hearings will
continue through this week with indications that an adjournment will be
taken thereafter.

Indianapolis,
— Paramount asserts thatNov.
the 30.
granting
of a
temporary injunction to the Gary
Theatre Co., plaintiff in an action to
compel the producer to deliver 10
pictures allegedly included in last
season's contracts, would harm exhibitors who are not parties to the
suit. The assertion is contained in a
supplementary memorandum filed in
U. S. District Court here by Paramount's Indianapolis attorneys.

Settle Cocalis Action

Hart Suit Is Dismissed
Ruling that a distributor is in no
"fiduciary relationship" with the producer. Federal Judge John W. Clancy
yesterday dismissed the $185,000 suit
of William S. Hart and Mary Hart,
who do business as William S. Hart,
against the United Artists Corp. in
the U. S. District Court on the ground
that the complaint did not set forth
a cause of action.
The Hart suit asked for the return

Two

suits of Republic Film Exchanges, Inc., and Mascot Pictures
Corp. against the estate of Jack W.
Springer, Soteras Cocalis and the
Trio Manhattan Corp. were settled
in the U. S. District Court yesterday
just before the trial was to begin before Federal Judge Robert T. Patterson. The amount of the settlement
was not revealed. The plaintiffs
claimed that their pictures were exhibited without permission in the defendants' theatres. Three other suits
brought by M-G-M, M-G-M Dist.
Corp., Paramount Prod., Inc., Paramount Pictures Dist. Corp., against
the Springer estate, Cocalis and Trio,
also the Van Dyke Amusement Corp.
and the Spuyten Amusement Corp.
were settled previously.
20th-Fox Wins Action
Federal Judge Grover Moskowitz
in U. S. District Court, Brooklyn,
awarded $2,250 damages for infringement of copyright to 20th CenturyFox, Skibo Prod., Inc., Moser-Terry,
Inc., and Terry-Toons, Inc. The suit
was brought against the C. & F.
Amusement Corp. and Ben M. Rossassy. Judge Moskowitz also awarded

Arthur Lee Adds Two
Arthur Lee has named Louis Jarodsky to the St. Louis exchange and
H, lis
C. exchange.
Dressendorfer to the Indianapo$4,500
M-G-M. in a similar case brought
against the same defendants by

of the 35 per cent which United Artists retained as its distributor's share
of the gross receipts of Hart's picture,
"Tumbleweeds," made in 1925. Hart's
$500,000 breach of contract suit
against United Artists is still pending
in the N. Y. Supreme Court.
Order Roxy Affidavits
Attorneyswhoandare security
holders'
committees
seeking fees
and
allowances totaling $612,000 in the
Roxy reorganization were ordered by
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey in
the U. S. District Court here yesterday to file affidavits stating that no
private arrangements for fees have
ijeen made. Judge Caf¥ey stated that
any applicant for a fee who failed to
submit such affidavit would not receive an allowance.
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, a star of "The HurriJON HALL
cane," will leave by train tonight
for the studio. He has been recalled by
Samuel Goldwyn. He will be heard
tonight over WOR on the Radie
Harris program.
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, plans to leave the coast
Friday for New York, after conferences with Scott R. Dunlap, in
charge of production. Johnston will
stop ofiF at Kansas • City en route.
Robert Gillham, director of Paramount advertising and publicity, is
en route to the coast via New Orleans and Atlanta. He will remain in
Hollywood about 10 days for studio
conferences.
•
Cresson E. Smith, western and
southern RKO division sales head, is
making stopovers at Dallas and other
exchanges before returning to his
headquarters the end
• of the week.
Harry Cohn, Guthrie McClintic,
Katharine Cornell and Mrs. Ethel
Butterworth, wife of the actor, are
sailing today on the
• Queen Mary.
Norton V. Ritchey, foreign export manager for Monogram, with
Mrs. Ritchey, will sail from London
Saturday on the Washington.
•
Charles R. Rogers and William
Pierce are now scheduled to leave
for the coast Saturday or Sunday.
•
O. C. Doering, Jr., of counsel to
the RKO trustee, returned yesterday
from a hunting trip in Wisconsin.
•
Meyer Schine, who attended the
Universal board meetings yesterday,
will leave for Gloversville today.
•
Claude Ezell is still around, planning to leave for Atlanta any day now.
•
Joe Weil will return from the
coast today via American Airlines.
•
Bill Jaffe leaves for Miami Beach
' tomorrow on a short vacation.
Lynn Farnol is poised for a hurried trip to Hollywood.
AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS
TO LOS

ANGELES

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm.
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbill 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave. and
Rockefeller Center, 1 8 W. 49th St.

:.,,,Al.RJ.IIilfSj«it

. -M

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 23
(20th Century-Fox)
The football season's somewhat
damp conclusion is amply recorded—
and vocalized by Ed Thorgersen — in
this issue of the reel, wherein the
ringing down of the gridiron curtain
occupies fully half the available footage. Beyond that, the Los Angeles
mountain slide, which is affording the
alleged sunny California more publicity than the film stars, comes in
for its share of attention, via some
excellent camera work.
Lew Lehr dons verbal whiskers to
welcome Santa Claus in New York
with the Macy parade, and on the
coast with the Santa Claus Lane opening, in his own most peculiar style of
delivery. It is almost as amusing as
most of the Lehr's slightly lobsided
bubblings. King Leopold of Belgium
is seen visiting King George of England, Mussolini's militarism takes the
form this time of the virtually simultaneous launching of three submarines,
a Borneo princess marries a wrestler
in London,
anditsthe
country's
prize
livestock
struts
weight
in Chicago.

games, the last featured by unusual
pictures of the enormous, rain-soaked
crowd. The news flashes include the
"moving mountain" of Los Angeles,
Capt. Ernest Simpson and his bride,
the former Mrs. Mary Raff ray, on
Park Ave., the aftermath of the terrible air crash in Belgium which decimated the House of Hesse and Mrs.
Roosevelt and Doris Duke Cromwell
visiting the homestead project at
^\rthurdale, W. Va.
New York, via the Macy parade,
and the opening of Santa Claus i^ne
m Hollywood, reflect the opening of
the Christmas season, and the International i^ivestock bhow holds the
spotlight in Chicago, featured by a
sheep
dog's time,
handling
of a small flock.
Running
10 mins.
A.

All

Strikes

Hollywood

{Continued from page 1)
as contracts are being allowed to lapse
at the expiration of option periods.
It is believed that several studios
will suspend all production activity
for as long as 12 weeks after the first
of the year, judging by the pruning
of staffs which otherwise would be

kept. The writer staffs at studios recently have been at the highest peak
of the year, thus creating a large
supply of working scripts ready to go
into production at short notice, and
making it possible to have a lull in
production. The indications are that
production will show a decided spurt
before the first of the year to enable
Pat he News
the studios to meet their release dates
Vol. 9, No. 38
during the period of inactivity.
(RKO)
The union offices here have reported
This is a good, fast-paced release a record number of men out of work
with plenty of material of that this week despite the large number
fortunate kind that is of interest even
of pictures shooting. The layoffs have
when it is not of consequence. It in- been occasioned by a desire to use as
cludes a livestock show in Chicago few men as the union contracts will
and another at the opening of New allow. The 10 per cent increase in
The football parade includes the York's Metropolitan Opera, and that
wages given to five unions during the
highlights of the Army-Navy, Ala- provides some idea of its variety.
studio basic contract conference in
The reel leads off with Monday
bama-Vanderbilt, Notre Dame-Southand have
in thebrought
Screen about
Actors'a
ern California, Cornell- Pennsylvania, night's Metropolitan opening, search- New
Guild York
contract
ing out the performers behind the tremendous increase in studio labor
Pittsburgh-Duke and NYU-Fordham
games, which provides a sizable por- scenes as well as mingling with the costs, the guild contract alone costing
audience. Interior and exterior views the studios an estimated $2,000,000 per
tion of gridiron thrills.
Running time, 10^ mins. A. of the Reading's new streamlined year. The prices of materials also
train making its first trial run at 120 have increased to a marked extent.
miles an hour follow. There are
News of the Day
glimpses
of Mrs. Roosevelt and Doris
Vol. 9, No. 221
Reelect Circuit Officers
Duke Cromwell on their recent visit
(M-G-M)
to West Virginia housing projects,
The board of directors of U. A.
The crumbling mountain in Elysian and there are shots of the damage
Theatres Circuit, Inc., yesterday rePark, Los Angeles, provides an excitelected officers and declared a quaring enough lead for this issue. The done by Los Angeles' "moving mountain."
The
Chicago
International
terly
dividend of $1.25 on the prescenes were caught at night and dur- Livestock Exposition and the visit of
ferred
stocking the day from a variety of angles
holdersstock,
as ofpayable
record, Dec.
Dec. 151.to Joseph
Leopold complete
to England's
and manage to pack a lot of interest. Belgium's
George VIKing
in London
the M. Schenck is president and chairThe opening of the opera season in "news" material. The sports section
man of the board.
New York follows. In that sequence offers some good shots of the scoring
Lauritz Melchoir and Kirsten Flag- plays in three of the important final
Pathe to Pay $1.75
stad are shown shortly before the cur- games of the season, played last Sattain goes up and a little later on the
urday. They are the Army-Navy,
Pathe has declared a quarterly divistage. The crowd, bar and general Fitt-Duke and Fordham-N. Y. U.
dend of $1.75 on the convertible preatmosphere of the event is capably
ferred, payable Jan. 3 to stockholders
commented upon by Adelaide Hawley.
of
record,
Dec. 23. John Wallace, coast
A
good
reel
with
plenty
to
recomgames. mend it to any audience.
head for Pathe Film, has returned to
The snapshot sequence offers scenes
Running time, 9 mins.
K. Hollywood after conferences.
of a night parade in Hollywood celebrating the annual visit of Santa
Claus, the King of England meeting U niversal News
the King of Belgium and riding with Vol. 9, No. 619
him in an ornate state coach, and
{Universal)
shots of the Thanksgiving Day parCalifornia's landslide furnishes the
most interesting feature of the latest
ade sponsored by Macy's.
The windup of the football season issue of Universal News, principally
occupies the final portion of the reel. because of its nearness to city buildArmy wins over Navy in a fog in
ONLY UNITED OFFERS
ings and the fact that it has crushed
Philadelphia and Fordham defeats a concrete viaduct and seems about
N. Y. U.
SKY ROOM LOUNGE!
ready to slide some more.
Running time, 10 mins.
P.
The other clips cover a wide field —
itrCourtesy lounge for nighthawks
a new Soviet plane built in this counand early birds is exclusive to
Paramount News
try, mass formations of Mexican athUnited's sleeper planes.
No. 34
letes commemorating the 1919 revoluIn addition, United alone protion, a triple launching of submarines
(Paranwunt)
vides de luxe Skylounges on dayat
Trieste,
an
international
stock
show
There is little out of the ordinary
light portions of trip, sleepers
in this number of the Paramount reel, at Chicago and the Macy parade on
at night . . . sleepers limited to 12
Thanksgiving
Day.
This
is
well
with the exception of exceptional picpassengers for extra comfort (a
tures of New York as seen from a handled, the cameraman having been
berth for every passenger).
Navy blimp used in training. The careful to get closeups of the reactions
2 nightly sleeper flights coast
city is seen by day and in a group of of both children and grownups.
to coast.
The football numbers show the denight scenes, preceded by a flash at
TICKETS: United Offices, Hotels,
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
feat of U. S. C. by Notre Dame and
dusk, which are decidedly noteworthy.
the rainsoaked cadets beating the
The football season's finale pictures
the highlights of the NYU-Fordham, Navy at Philadelphia.
AIR LINES
Running time, 9 mins.
J. UNITED
Pittsburgh-Duke
and Army-Navy
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''Beg, Borrow or Steal"
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Down New Orleans way they have a custom
called "lagniappe." In the north it is known as the baker's dozen. Both
mean the purchaser gets an extra doughnut or cookie. In either place
it is a gracious gesture. It is not recalled that any great emphasis was
placed on "Beg, Borrow or Steal" in the company's annual announcement. But it seems that M-G-M has adopted the "lagniappe" practice.
Like "Navy Blue and Gold" and "You're Only Young Once," it is first
rate, audience pleasing entertainment. Like a doughnut it is not very
much, but there is a whole lot around it. As it delivered one emotionstirring sock in the climax it had no difficulty in causing the preview
crowd
smile,
giggle and
guffaw
fromtneopenmg
framebytoLeonard
faueoui."Lee,
~
tiasedto on
a Vviuiam
White
story,
screenplay
lyth to
fii
a Harry Ruskin and Marion Parsonnet is a frothy, bubbling concoction of
er, clever dialogue and intriguing situations that make sparkling character
Dgllereine-n-performances automatic. Actors like Frank Morgan, Janet Beecher,
^h
Herman Bing, Erik Rhodes, George Givot, E. E. Clive, Cora Witherspoon, Reginald Denny, Vladimir Sokoloff and Harlan Briggs know
exactly how to handle that type of material and the way they handle it,
ini- in this instance, leaves nothing to be desired. As this group indulges
- its round of tomfoolery, Florence Rice and John Beal, the second leads
- in
seal
i[t
s
] hi in "Double Wedding," with the aid of Tom Rutherford, a newcomer,
take excellent care of the romantic angle.
Morgan, a gentle grafter, the pal of Bing, Rhodes, Givot, Denny and
stra.
Sokoloff who prefer to live otherwise than by laboring, persuades Beal
Mi
>oms to loan him a chateau as a wedding place for his daughter, Miss Rice.
icussell
itro- The deception is carried out in grand style to the amazement of suitor
/)unces.
ning
imorous Rutherford and his parents, Briggs and Miss Witherspoon. All goes
and well ."until Beal falls in love with Miss Rice and the gang refuses to
|G that Clive is a real nobleman. At the point where one of his
wnging believe
shady deals and the police catch up with him, Morgan reveals his true
identity to Beal. It would not be real romance did not the latter also
In
prove to be a Prince Charming to take Miss Rice into his arms after
Iff
Miss Rutherford, Briggs and Miss Witherspoon depart homeward.
Showmen have a show here that they can present to their patrons
; on with the full confidence that it will meet with their approval. If "Beg,
Borrow or Steal" is anything but a class A attraction the alphabet is
%hall wrong.
Producer l-redenck
Stephani and that
Director
1
is
demonstration
only William
a good Thiele"
story,
|r
1liing here nave given a conclusive
lor. capable players and the application of a little common sense are necessary to make a good film, high in entertainment and commercial value.
■rial
oun~—
'
' '
"G."
"Running time, '/Z minutest
/

r

*'You*re Only Young Once"
ake
^
irgh,
use
irris (M-G-M)
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — This unostentatious production is pointed
straight at the great middle class which still pays most of the nation's
rand taxes and does practically all of its voting. It stokes the common people.
'the- the number of which the Great Emancipator is said to have commented
Itwo
ftted upon eloquently, right where they live — in their homes, hopes, ideals
rem and emotions. If this preponderant majority of the population has underIrict
gone no vital change since compilation of last week's grosses there can
be little question that the film will give an excellent box-office account
of itselt, more .than possibly embarrassing most ot~ the costlier productions~arongside which it may be programmed.
The central character, a small town judge, is played by Lewis Stone
in a manner arguing long and prosperous employment for the widely
beloved veteran if this turns out, as expected, to be the first of a series
built around the affairs of the Hardy family, plain people. Fay Holden
[■alia,
Ipire plays ^■the wife, Mickey Rooney and Cecilia Parker, the adolescent chil1 dren, and Sara Haden, their aunt. The screenplay, by Kay Van Riper,
^les,
ficeThe using characters accredited to Aurania Rouverol, takes the family from
eater
ribu- a small town somewhere in mid-America to Catalina Island on vacation.
At that place both youngsters incur romantic attachments of dubious
promise and
are herescued,
so tohimself
speak, from
by their
father's difficulty.
common sense
counsel.
Later,
extricates
a financiaL
As directed by George B. Seitz and played by those named, plus
Eleanor Lynn, Frank Craven, Ann Rutherford and others, "You're
Only Young Once" moves smoothly along from plausible cause to logical
effect, employing situations, dialogue and relationships snugly within the
experience of perhaps 80 per cent of the 90,000,000 Americans who,
unless the figure be down a bit just now, attend picture shows weekly.
It's a pretty fine piece of plain bread-and-butter product.

Running time, 76 minutes. "G."
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Sales

Scully

Joins

(Continued from page 1)
his future plans. He was all smiles
and his usual breezy self. In the last
few weeks, it is understood, he had
been approached to assume the general sales managership of two companies. Intermittently over the period
of the last several years he has been
sounded out on various producing
ventures.
"Me?" he asked. "I have nothing to
worry about."

Reshuffle

at"U'

Blumbergf

An

'Ratified;

Scully

Deals

Aide

Fox

Will

Be

to Blumberg

(Continued from page 1)
Set

(Continued from page 1)
ment contracts given to Blumberg, for- on the directorate at a later date.
mer operating head for RKO theatres, In an interview last night, Cowdin
and to Scully, currently eastern district stated no further changes were in consales manager for M-G-M. Lou
templation. He appeared to be parWeinberg, circuit sales manager for ticulary emphatic upon this point when
Columbia, has initialed a three-year reporters as persistently raised the
employment pact which is expected to question about P. D. Cochrane and
be signed following the return of Abe the studio personnel.
Montague, general sales manager of
Reports that new money will folWeisman
Allowed to
Columbia, from Hollywood on Monlow m the wake of the realignment
day. Yesterday, Weinberg insisted failed of confirmation. In reply to
Discontinue Appeal he had signed no contract, although he a barrage of queries along these lines,
Milton C. Weisman, equity receiver admitted a deal designating him assis- the board chairman replied,
tant sales manager of Universal had
of Fox Theatres Corp., was granted
"No comment at this time. All will
permission by Circuit Judge Martin been discussed with Cowdin and
T. Manton in the U. S. District Court Blumberg and that "all arrangements be Itmade
in due further
course." that R. H.
developed
Cochrane continues as a director.
here yesterday to drop his appeal from
satisfactory."
In the
meantime, James R. Grain- Cowdin expressed the hope that he
the $1,254,704 judgment against the were
ger prepared to sever all connections will remain in the "capacities he has
corporation in favor of William Fox.
Weisman and Hiram Steelman, bank- with Universal and is turning over to been elected to." In response to another query, he replied the Cochrane
ruptcy trustee of William Fox, tem- Frank J. A. McCarthy his duties as
porarily adjusted the claim at $1,- general sales manager. McCarthy will pact was an employment contract and
fill that post until Scully assumes did not specify that the post was that
204,000.
The Chicago Title and Trust Co. charge on the first business day of the
of
the presidency.
Blumberg's
contractto
recovered the original judgment new year.
is along
similar lines,
his election
the presidency having been voted at
against Fox and he, in turn, obtained
Cochrane Office "Additional"
a judgment against the corporation.
board meeting whereas his
Aside from his formal statement is- yesterday's
Weisman contended that Fox was not
personal service agreement had been
sued on behalf of Cochrane, Rogers signed on Monday.
entitled to interest. Instead of proceeding with his appeal, Weisman told reporters yesterday that he reBudd Rogers Status Discussed
garded "any other office given Mr.
will permit the amount to be adjusted
Cochrane must be additional. I re"Will Budd Rogers join in an exwhen hearings on Steelman's claim
gard him still as president of Uniare held by a special master.
ecutive sales capacity?" was another
versal Pictures Co. and the Universal
Cut Fort Worth Claim
question.
"There has been no such discussion,"
Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
The attorney added that the "offer" answered Cowdin.
Alternating between quotable and
ordered that a $507,500 claim of the as chairman of the executive committee was being held in abeyance for "off-the-record" comment, Cowdin,
Fort Worth Properties Corp. against further
Corp." consideration. In the face of
throughout the interview, sought to
RKO be allowed at $3,737 in the
this,
Cowdin declared later in the eve- stress the point that no further reU. S. District Court here yesterday.
ning that Cochrane, by the vote of the
shuf ling iscontemplated in New York
Judge
with a Mandelbaum's
mandate of theruling
U. S.complies
Circuit board, no longer was president, that headquarters. At no juncture did he
Court of Appeals. The claim, which Blumberg now held such title as of refer to the studio except when querJan. 1 but that, in the interim period,
ies turned replies in that direction. His
is based upon RKO's guarantee of a the presidential post must be regarded attitude made it clear the dramatic exlease made by the RKO Southern
ecutive upset had no bearing on
Corp. for a theatre in Fort Worth, was as vacant. He also said that Cochrane, again by the vote of the board, Charles R. Rogers or his studio adallowed at $17,139 by Special Master
ministration, but was confined to manThomas D. Thatcher, but both sides now officially was chairman of the executive committee and that the new
agement— executive and sales — out of
appealed from the allowance. The
Appellate Court held that Fort Worth incumbent had neither rejected nor ac- New York.
cepted duties which go with the title.
The original intention yesterday and
had broken the lease by re-letting.
In answer to a direct question, Rog- last night was not to issue any offiers declared no decision had been
cial statement on the activities of the
Appeal Nebraska B. N. Ruling
reached
on the possibility of legal ac- directors' meeting. It was the trade
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 30.— Attortion to determine Cochrane's status as press which pressed the point and sold
neys for the Beatrice Theatres Corp
late today filed a motion with the Ne- president. "I haven't fully decided Cowdin the practicability of submitting
braska Supreme Court for a rehearing what course of conduct will be pur- to an interview with its flood of questions and some answers.
sued by me. That is awaiting deciof the court's decision Oct. 22 which
sion," he said.
upheld a lower court decision ruling
Bank Night a lottery and in violation
Pennsy Approached Cochrane
of the state lottery laws.
Rogers also revealed that an infor- Pat he Signs Actor
The court will decide probably at
mal proposal had been made to CochGuild Contract Here
its Friday meeting whether to grant
rane by D. M. Schaefer, an execua rehearing and, if granted, will set a
tive of the Pennsylvania Railroad and
Pathe's commercial film department
date.
a member of Universal's board, for a has notified the Screen Actors' Guild
new contract to replace the unexpired that it will sign a contract establishthree-and-one-half-year deal under
ing a guild shop for its production
which Cochrane is now functioning. activities within the next day or two.
A Slight Error
This informal offer, Rogers declared,
Pathe's action leaves March of
Saul E. Rogers, attorney
had been rejected. It is understood Time as the only producer of confor R. H. Cochrane, became
sequence which has not signed with
it called for a 10-year arrangement at
somewhat befuddled yesterthe
Guild.
A Guild ruling on March
a figure considerably under Cochrane's
day at a press interview, incurrent
earning power but one which of Time's claim to being exempt from
sisting that the Paramount
would have about equalized it over the the contract provisions on the ground
board had no authority to
extended period.
that it is a newsreel is expected from
take action. He repeated the
Hollywood by the end of the week.
Apparently
no
offer
has
been
made
error until it was called to
to
purchase
the
veteran
Universal
exhis attention that he was in
ecutive's stock. He and his wife, acthe offices of Universal.
Actresses to Wed
cording to Rogers, own about 20 per
Rogers, it will be rememcent of the common in the parent comHollywood,
Nov. 30. — Virginia
bered, was a stormy petrel
Bruce and Binnie Barnes have anpany.
Jointly,
they
are
believed
to
be
during the Paramount banknounced their forthcoming marriages,
the_
largest stockholders in the corporation.
ruptcy, acting for a group of
the
former
to J. Walter Rubin, direcminority stockholders.
tor, and the latter to Jean Negulesco,
As the president of the companv,
writer.
Blumberg is also heading for a post

age of 10 when he passed out heralds for the Rialto, Racine, Wis. In
addition to this he helped on display
advertising and changed the marquee
signs.
At the age of 13 he was promoted
to usher at the Rialto, leaving this
job two years later to become office
manager and booker of the Tiffany
exchange in Milwaukee. Three years
later he rejoined Blumberg in Milwaukee as press agent and continued
in the post for three years. At 21,
he came to New York and took over
the managership of the Lvnbrook,
Lynbrook, L. I., for George Skouras.
He was then transferred to the Rivoli,
Hempstead, where he remained for
some years.
For a year and a half he managed
the Academy of Music for Skouras
and in 1936, when Edward J. Peskay resigned as booker and film buyer of the circuit to become general
sales manager for Grand National,
Fox was named to the executive post.
Skouras has not named a successor
to Fox, who is now completing his
duties and will continue at the
Skouras office until Christmas. He
will take a brief vacation and then
move over to Universal.

Exhibitor

Meeting

May
Be
in Jan
(Contin
ued from
page \)uary
M.P.T.O.A. president, to attend then
caused him to request that the date
be advanced to Dec. 10. When no
confirmation of that date was received
from the I.T.O.A., Kuykendall made
other arrangements and advised the
local organization yesterday that he
would not be available until after the
first of the year.
Flash

Previews

"Hitting a New High." ... An
opera sponsor plants a cabaret singer
in darkest Africa to be discovered
by his employer and palmed off in
Pons. tan as a "bird girl"
Manhat
. . . Lily
"God's Country and the Man." . . .
A western . . . the setting is Canadian and the Mounties figure to a
slight degree. . . . Proper quota of
entert
ainment.
"Prairie Thunder" . . . Action
doesn't drag. . . . Dick Foran pursues
his
duties
a scout.
audien
ces as
keyed
up. . . . Will keep
These films zvill be reviewed in full
Daily.
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Coverage

Within two hours after
Motion Picture Daily's story
appeared yesterday on WilM-G-M eastA. Scully,
ernliamdistrict
manage
r, joining
Universal as general sales
manager, Scully received
more than ,50 telephone calls
expressing sentimental messages of congratulation.
The messages came from
near and far, from friends,
circuit heads and exchange
managers in the Greater
New York territory, Boston
and New Haven.
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Teaching

Improvement
Recommended
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Nov. 30. — Improvement of the quality of education
broadcasting is the major problem to
be solved in the field of cultural programs and one to which Government
agencies and educators are now devoting themselves extensively, it is
revealed by the annual report of the
Office of Education, made public today

by the Interior Dep't.
Work already done in this direction, it was declared, "has discovered
an extensive radio audience for educational radio programs, and the discovery will undoubtedly lead broadcasters to set aside more time than
heretofore for programs of an educational nature.
"On the other hand, the receptiveness of the audience to educational
broadcasts is leading public agencies
to attempt to learn the art of disseminating information about their
activities."
report
asserted,
"radio
is Further,
more andthemore
coming
to take
its
place in the American educational
system, but the most successful use of
it by educators continues to be a challenging experiment.
Problems Determined
"Agreement as to what are the
common problems of broadcasters and
educators has been reached in considerable measure in meetings, during
the year, of the sub-committees of
the Federal radio education committee. Comprehensive studies of these
common problems are to be undertaken within the next few months."
In addition to the seven series of
coast-to-coast programs offered over
the NBC and Columbia networks during the year, the Office of Education,
acting as a clearing house for educational scrips, filled requests for 54,000
scripts, which have been produced in
42 states over 114 radio stations.
Fessenden Plaintiffs Rest Case
Wilmington, Nov. 30. — Plaintiffs
in the patent infringement suit brought
by Helen May Fessenden, widow of
Dr. Reginald Fessenden, former chief
chemist of Edison laboratories, against
Radio Corp. of America charging infringement ofthree patents involving
short wave radio transmission, rested
in United States District Court here today after calling only one witness. Leo
A. Kelley, consulting engineer of
Jackson Heights, Long Island, testified
that Fessenden was the first man to
show the radio industry that short
radio waves could be used successfully
for long distance instead of long
waves.
The defense opened its case by calling Clarence W. Hansell of Port
Washington, L. I., engineer in charge
of transmitter, research and development laboratories of RCA Communications, Inc. Hansell denied that the
inventor was the first to show the industry that short waves could be used
successfully for long distance instead
of long waves. He testified to the effect that the fact was known in the
United States and in other countries
prior to 1924.

Warner

Hits

at

Duties

Divided

Zanuck

Among
Commoners
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Nov. 30. — Authority
over
routine, engineering and emerfrom page 1 )
gency matters today was parcelled out
(Continued
Producers' Ass'n. Warner says that Zanuck challenged Warner to "say among members of the F. C. C. with
he was not speaking for the associa- what he thinks of these unwarranted inception of a plan under which each
tion or the Warner organization.
attacks on Hollywood and its indi- member except the chairman will be
"If it is ever necessary for this
assigned certain duties. The assignments will be changed monthly so that
company to issue any opinions, we
Several
hours
after
Zanuck
was
will do so On our own behalf and
each member may eventually become
told
of Warner's saying that the thoroughly familiar with all types of
under
own name,"
said.
viduals."
statement
made by Zanuck did not
The our
Examiner
and theWarner
other Hearst
matters coming before the commishave Producer Assn. or Warner sanc- sion.
paper here, the Herald-Express, are
tion, the 20th Century - Fox producer
For December, matters dealing with
engaged in their own campaign against
radio columnists. The Zanuck state- said : "I am the executive Warner broadcasting, other than those on
ment was issued through Harry Brand, must have referred to in his state- which commission action is necessary,
ment about my criticism of air com- are assigned to Commissioner T. A.
studio publicity head.
mentators who make unwarranted atAmong other things Zanuck said :
tacks on the screen industry and its M.A Craven.
motions docket is set up, for the
"The motion picture producers have people. I voiced my personal opinion
every confidence in the underlying- and that of the company with which I hearing of matters relating to withdrawals, dismissals or defaults of apgood will of both the radio commenta- am associated. I venture also to sugplications, over which Commissioner
tors and their sponsors. They both are
gest that I spoke the sentiments of Norman S. Case will preside for the
prompted by a desire to promote the most producers and of constructive first month.
sale of their product, but we are sure
The commission also designated
they do not want to accomplish this thinking people both within the industry and outside. I now ask War- days for consideration of cases, broadat the expense of an industry which
ner if he favors those people ancasting matters being scheduled for
brings entertainment and happiness to
tagonistic to our industry. Let him Wednesdays
; oral argument before
countless millions throughout the
'say what he thinks of those unwar- days.
the
commission
will be held on Thursranted attacks on Hollywood and its
Informed of the Warner statement,
McNinch Seeks Action
world."
Educational
Shows
Announcing
the new arrangement,
McFarlane
Attacks
individuals'."
Chairman Frank R. McNinch exSubject in Chicago
plained that it had been adopted to
Payne's
Disbarment
facilitate
consideration of routine matChicago, Nov. 30. — Immediate imWashington, Nov. 30. — Right of
provement in radio programs of all the F.C.C. to bar Commissioner
ters which prior to Nov. 15 were
kinds was keynote of second national George H. Payne from participation handled by the three divisions which
conference on educational broadcast- in the recent disbarment trial of Paul were abolished on that date. Nearly
ing at Drake Hotel.
M. Segal and George S. Smith was all of the matters thus delegated, he
Starting with Merril Denisoii, critic today challenged by Representative said, require prompt action and some
and author, who spoke yesterday, the W. D. McFarlane of Texas in a of them emergency action.
The chairman commented on the
speakers pointed out the need for bet- letter to Chairman Frank R. Mcter programs, especially along educa- Ninch, made public by the Congress- results of the recent order providing
tional lines. Denison told the delegates man.
for publicity where attempts were
McFarlane referred to the fact that made to influence the commission, saythat radio was the victim of "cultural
ing there has been a most marked
anarchy," a sort of blight that per- he had previously written McNinch
meated the whole industry. He said on the subject and had received an falling ofif in the number of inquiries
better leadership was needed and that "evasive" reply in which the commis- that have been made, adding that practically none has been made with a
out of 17,000 programs on the air
sioner "impudently" refused to debate
daily only about two dozen were as the matter.
view to exerting influence on commiswell done as they might be or could
sion action.
The Congressman again asked for
be or should be.
direct answers to his questions as to
Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, chan- what authority of law permitted the
Ten Set for M-G-M Show
cellor of N. Y. U., defended Ameri- commission to disqualify Payne; what
Hollywood,
Nov. 30. — Wallace
court
decision
or
statute
justifies
such
can broadcasting and opposed moveAllan Jones, Fannie Brice and
ments to put the government in broad- action ; and whether the commission Beery,
Freddie Bartholomew will be featured
casting business.
knew that the District Court of Apon M-G-M's fifth weekly program,
Other speakers heard today by the
peals had upheld the right of a commissioner to sit, even when bias or which will be heard Thursday evenseveral hundred broadcasters and educators in attendance were : h i a
ing at 9 P. M., E.S.T., over the NBC
prejudice was charged.
"I shall wait a reasonable time for network. Others to be heard on the
Ernest Hill, Dr. Levering Tyson,
include Frank Morgan,
Robert M. Hutchins, Arthur G. a direct answer to this inquiry and broadcast
Bing.
do
not
expect
one
so
evasive
and
Crane, Allen Miller, T. H. Shelby, C.
Betty Jaynes, Judy Garland, Helen
B. Hershey, Horace M. Buckley, shifty as your first," McFarlane wrote. Troy, Mickey Rooney and Herman
"if at the end of that time it apBlanche Young, Paul Rankin and Lester Ward Parker.
pears that missioners
youfail toandunderstand
your fellow
that comthis
Wednesday's final session will have is a government of laws and not of
as its subject, "What Shall We Do capricious and supercilious lawyers I
with Radio?" Speakers will be
mMovmBoommQ
George Henry Payne, Dr. James R. shall ask the House of Representatives to consider prompt action in the
Angell and Clarence Dykstra. This
will be followed by a discussion led
At the commission. Chairman
by
Lyman Bryson of Columbia Uni- McNinch denied that his letter to
versity.
had been intended in any
A banquet and entertainment was McFarlane
premises."
but
a most friendly spirit and refused
held tonight.
A BOOMERANG ALWAYS COMES
to comment on the Congressman's
charges.
BACK WITH A RETURN SAIL
New Wrigley Shows Set
Chicago, Nov. 30. — Shaw and Lee,
FOR YOUR SALES RETURNS
comedy team, are slated to be fea- CBS Votes Special
tured in a new show for Wrigley's
50c Cash Dividend
Gum, which will start soon over CBS,
and which will be titled "Double or
The board of directors of CBS yesterday declared a special cash dividend
Nothing." Contracts are expected to
be signed this week.
of 50c per share on the present
WBNXyork
Wrigley is also reported planning Class A and Class B stock of $2.50
1000 wins DOV AND NIGHT
par
value.
The
dividend
is
payable
to sponsor "Manhattan Mother" over Dec. 13 to stockholders of record at
WBBM for half-hour periods three
'7Ue SiatiOM. tUat SpeaJu y<M^ Jlatufitatfe
times weekly.
the close of business on Dec. 6.
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FitzPatrick

May

Produce

ForParamount

NEW

Chase

YORK,

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

More

Shares

Of

20th-Fox

Report to Do 10 Yearly
In Color Abroad

Warner, Columbia Heads
Shift Holdings

James A. FitzPatrick, who recently completed 11 quota films for MG-M in England, is understood negotiating a deal with John W. Hicks,
Jr., to produce 10 pictures, all in Technicolor, for Paramount in England.
The deal is reported to be for one
year with four annual renewal options.
Questioned about the report yesterday, FitzPatrick admitted having
preliminary conferences with Hicks,
but added no deal has been concluded.
He will leave for Hollywood Dec. 18
and while there presumably will talk
over the proposition with Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the Paramount
board, and Barney Balaban. /
When FitzPatrick returned from
England recently, he told reporters
that he was planning to make 10 more
quota films for M-G-M next year.
Whether this deal will be in addition
to the Paramount offer could not be
learned yesterday. In any event,
FitzPatrick will continue to make 12
(Contimted on page 13)

Washington^ Dec. 1.— -Further
whittling down of the 20th CenturyFox securities held by the Chase National Bank, New York, under escrow
agreement, was shown today by the
S. E. C. in its semi-monthly report
of the October transactions of corporation officers, directors and principal
stockholders in the securities of their
organizations.
During October, the report disclosed, the bank disposed of 2,590
shares of common and 5,180 shares of
$1.50 cumulative preferred 20th Century-Fox stock, leaving it at the close
of the period with 340,858 shares of
the former and 681,916 shares of the
latter.
The S. E. C. report, which included
returns from most of the film com(Continiied on page 3)
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It's Indefinite

Drops

Impartial

Hollywood, Dec. 1. — Leo
Spitz today said he planned
to remain here indefinitely,
guiding the affairs of the
RKO studio. He added he
planned no executive changes
and that the production
schedule would continue as
outlined.

Attack

Labor

Board's

Power

In

Coast

Producers

Asks

of Kansas

Newsreel

Cuts

Kansas City, Dec. 1.— Mae Clausen, chairman of the Kansas Censor
Board, today received a letter from
Gov. Walter Huxman asking the
board to eliminate pictures from newsreels showing Irish sweepstakes lottery winners.
"I have not had time to check the
law on the matter," Huxman wrote,
"but if your board feels that you have
authority to bar these newsreel pictures I hope that you will make an
order deleting them and that no further Irish sweepstakes tickets or newsreels connected with the winners be

Tilt

So Contend

Capital
Governor

CENTS

in

Hearing

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Dec. 1.— ^Jurisdiction
of the National Labor Relations Board
over the relations between producers
and screen writers was challenged torepresentatives
of thetheproducersdayin byoral
argument before
board
on
the for
petition
of the toScreen
Writers'
Guild
an election
determine
the
collective
bargaining
unit
for
the
writers.
Not only is the board without power to act in the matter, it was contended, but if it had such power the
writers themselves could not be considered as employes under the terms
of thetionsWagner
National Labor RelaAct.
Joining in the contentions of the
producers as to employment were the
Screen Playwrights, while opposing
views were expressed by the Screen
Writers'
Guild and the Screen Directors' Guild.

shown
Kansas." indicated his action
The in
Governor
followed complaints from citizens and
a district judge.
Reorganized
Condor
The Kansas censor law specifically
The hearings today brought to a
Sought by Creditors excludes newsreels from censor board close lengthy proceedings initiated by
and they are not sent to the Screen Writers' Guild last June
Los Angeles, Dec. 1.— Three cred- jurisdiction
(Continued on page 3)
with the filing of a petition on which
itors of Condor Pictures, Inc., have
hearings were held in Holljrwood.
filed petitions seeking to have the
Georgia Chain Tax
Those appearing before the board
company reorganize under Section
Bill Is Introduced 77B of the Bankruptcy Act, in oppo- C. C. MosJcowitz Goes included Leonard S. Janofsky, counsition to the petition filed last week
Augusta, Ga., Dec. 1— A bill callsel for the
Screenon Writers'
(Continued
page 13) Guild;
West to See Schencfc
ing for the imposition of license taxes by Ben Pivar, Frank Gay .ind Albert Wenzel asking that the firm be
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew executive,
on chain theatres running from $50
on one house to $200 on 16 has been declared bankrupt involuntarily.
unexpectedly left for the coast last Grainger on the Job;
The new petitioners are the Ameri- night by train for business meetings
introduced in the Legislature by Ascan Motorists Insurance Co., claiming with Nicholas M. Schenck, president.
semblyman J.Verlyn Booth.
Awaits Formal Move
The bill has an intricate provision $714.92; Swett & Crawford, Inc., He said he had some business matIt was a routine day for James R.
ters to attend to in Hollywood and
to prevent avoidance of the tax $515.88, and Frank Dillon OrganizaGrainger yesterday. He was at his
tion, $78.99. They ask the appoint- expected to be gone several weeks.
through subsidiary companies or oral
ment of H. K. Bachelder as trustee,
Edward J. Mannix and Howard desk at Universal early in the mornagreements. Two or more houses will
ing and remained there throughout the
(.Continued on page 10)
declaring under the reorganization all Strickling departed for the M-G-M
day conducting business as general
(Continued on page 3)
creditors can be paid in full.
sales manager of the company.
Paramount
He stated late in the afternoon that,
Offering
while he knew, of course, that W. A.
New
Radio Service
Scully had signed a five-year contract
Truth
Holds
Fast
Pace
Hollywood, Dec. 1. — Paramount is
as general sales manager effective Jan.
preparing to service with special ma1 that he (Grainger) had received
terial on current historical pictures
no legal notification that he was to
be relieved of his duties.
radio stations which send out daily
education broadcasts intended for
school audiences.
In
Nation
^s Key
Theatres
Cliff Lewis, advertising manager, is
lumbia
in
Washington,
went over Blanfc Acceptances
"The Awful Truth," "The Prisoner
sending out special questionnaires to of Zenda" and "The Firefly" appeared average by $900. In San Francisco
stations and first run exhibitors, offer- most prominently in the box-office this film did $2,000 and $6,000 over
Already Total 283
ing them this ^necial service, which takes at the nation's theatres last the par at the Embassy and United
Des Moines, Dec. 1. — A total of
will be supplied either in transcription week. The first named film in In283 persons thus far have signified
Artists,
Firefly" their intention of attending the testior script form.
well respectively.
at the Penn "The
in Pittsburgh,
dianapolis, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Cin- did
monial banquet for A. H. Blank on
cinnati, Kansas City and San Fran- where it went $3,000 over par with a
cisco ranged over average from $1,000 gross of $14,000. It was also strong the occasion of his 25th year as an
exhibitor, to be held in the grand ball
to $2,500.
at the State in Minneapolis.
More Radio— Pp. 12-13
room of the Hotel Fort Des Moines
"The Prisoner of Zenda," playing
"The Last Gangster," with a vaude(Continued on page 10)
(Continued nn page 10)
a return engagement at Loew's Co-
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WEIL, director
returned to the home
Universal,
by plane yesterday from the
where he made a radio transcription and prepared a radio advertising campaign on "You're a Sweet•
Published daily except Sunday and
liolidayspany. Inc..
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley.
Publishing
ComWesley
Ruggles,
who recently finpresident.
Lolvin Brown, vice-president and heart."ished "True Confessions" for ParaTreasurer.
mount, isstopping at the Savoy-Plaza
Publication
1270 Sixth
Aveuu^ x»uckefeller
Center, Office:
New York.
Telephone
for a few days. He will sail Dec. 8
Circle 7-31U0. Cable address; "Qulgpubco, New
York." All contents copyrighted 1937 by Quigley on the Normandie for a European
Publishing Company. Inc. Address all con-espond- tour of several months during which
ence to the
NewMOTIONYork
Office. Other
QuigleyBETTER
publi- he will search for talent and stories,
cations:
PICTURE
HERALD.
THEATRES.
TEATRO
AL
DIA.
INTERNAe
TIONAL MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC and
FAME.
James A. FitzPatrick will sail
HOLLYWOOD: Postal Union Life Building,
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall. Manager. Dec. 18 for the coast on the last Grace
CHICAGO: 624 S. Michigan Ave.; C. B. ONeiU,
Line boat to make the trip. He will
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee
Building:
Bertram
B".
confer
with Fred C. Quimby for three
Linz. Representative.
AMSTERDAM:
87 Waalstraat; Pliilip de Schaap. weeks in Hollywood before returning
Representative.
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim east.
K. Rutenberg. Representative.
BUDAPEST:
3 Kaplar-u. Budapest II; Endre
Hevesi. Representative.
John Loder and his bride, MicheBUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949; N. Bruskl. LiNE
Cheirel, will arrive in New
Representative.
COPENHAGEN:
Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Wlnther, York Saturday after a tour of the
Representative.
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio. country. They will leave for Europe
Representative.
LONDON : 4 Golden Square. W. 1 : Cable address, next Wednesday.
Quigpubco. London: Hope Williams, Manager.
•
MELBOUHNE:
Regent Theatre Buildings, 191
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt, Representative.
Rube
Jackter
is back from the
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269: James Lockhart,
Representative.
coast after attending the last ColumMONTEVIDEO:
P, O. Bos 664; Paul Bodo. Sepbia sales regional at San Francisco
rcSGntfltivs.
MOSCOW:
Petrovski
Per 8: Beatrice Stem, Rep- and A. Montague is due to return
resentative.
PABIS:
29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre. Rep- next week.
resentative.
•
PR.\GUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf,
Representative.
Charles
Kurtzman,
Loew manRIO DE JANEIRO: Calxa Postal 3558; L. S.
Marinho. Representative.
ager
in
Washington,
was
in
town yesBOMTE: 54 Via Delia Mercede; Joseph D. Ravotto,
terday and left in the evening after
Representative.
SANTIAGO de CHILE: CaslUa 13300; A. Weiss- conferring with Joseph R. Vogel.
mann. Representative.
•
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41. Capital Theatre Building, 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler. RepS. Barret McCormick, director of
resentative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar AUberg, advertising and publicity for RKO,
Representative.
has returned from a three-week trip
TOKYO:
880
Sasazuka.
Ichikawa-shl, Chlba-Ken; to
H. Tominaga, Representative.
the coast.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse, 54 Vienna VII: Hans
o
Lorant, Representative.
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1926.
Lola Lane, who recently finished
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y. , under
Act of March 3. 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas, work in "Hollywood Hotel" for Warners, will arrive in New York this
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
week.
•
Schaefer Questioned
Vivian Matlau of the M-G-M
In the M, & R, Suit publicity department will become
Mrs. Maurice Soloman on ChristGeorge J. Schaefer, vice-president mas.
and general manager of United Art•
ists, was queried yesterday on ParaE.
M.
Saunders,
western division
mount film deals and sales policies in manager for
M-G-M,
New England during the period when and due back shortly. is on the coast
Schaefer was distribution head of
•
Paramount. His testimony was given
Jack LaRue and Jon Hall were
in connection with the taking of de- two Tavern visitors during the
lunch
positions here in the anti-trust suit hour yesterday.
of Morse & Rothenberg, Boston in•
dependents, against major distributors,
Grace Moore arrived in New York
the Maine & New Hampshire and
from Chicago yesterday, and is stopM. A. Shea circuits.
ping at the Waldorf.
The sessions here will be adjourned
•
today until a later date.
Tony Muxo of the Hays Office in
Willard S. McKay, Universal gen- Washington was in town yesterda
y.
eral counsel, is scheduled to be ques•
tioned at today's session.
Ned E. Depinet will leave for the
coast the end of the week by plane.
•
Decides Bank
Night
Ralph Rolan, just in from Hollywood, will start back Dec. 10.
New Haven Lottery
New Haven, Dec. 1.— Judge EdL. Jack Schlaifer is back from
ward Quinlan in Superior Court, Middlesex County, today decided Bank a tour of U. A., exchanges.
Night is a lottery, in the case of
Francis Lederer will head for the
Ernest Dorau of the Capitol Theatre,
Middletown.
coast today by -nlane.
It is expected that Dorau will take
Harry Katz will return from Holan appeal from the decision to the
State Supreme Court.
lywood Monday.
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Argue Oral Deals in
Warner-Francis
Suit

A Concession
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— As a
concession to the Los Angeles Bar Ass'n, which
viewed the film, M-G-M is
adding a foreword to the
short, "Behind the Criminal,"
pointing out that crooked attorneys are in the minority.
U, A. Board

Meeting

Is Again Postponed
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— The meeting
of the board of directors of United
Artists, scheduled for today, was adjourned, like several others recently,
for lack of a quorum. The procedure is understood to be routine and
in compliance with the corporation
by-laws for the purpose of maintaining
its legal status.
At a late hour today, the KordaGoldwyn deal was in status quo. Indications here are that the consummation of the deal for exercise of the
options has been held up pending the
continuance of London negotiations,
which apparently have reached the
bargaining stage with the degree of
control and possibly the amount and
terms of the cash outlay the subjects
of contention.
Some Hollywood executives, usually
well informed on such matters, have
expressed the opinion that the deal is
cold, some citing British sources in
substantiation of the belief.
Silverstone Due Soon
Maurice Silverstone, head of U. A.
activities in England, and Marcel
Hellman, producer for Criterion
Films, are scheduled to return from
the coast next week. Alexander Korda is due from Hollywood by plane in
a few days.
See

Reorganization

Of Capitol Film Co.
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 1. — Reorganization
of Capitol Film Corp., Ltd., of which
Max Schach is the chief figure and
managing director, is foreshadowed in
changes in the board of directors,
made known today.
S. Bayliss Smith has replaced
Major H. A. Proctor as chairman of
the board and Schach has been named
as director of all production. Smith
is a prominent figure in Aldgate
Trustees, a financial group which was
instrumental in financing Capitol
Film.
Pascal

to Begin

''Pygmalion'*

on

Jan. 24
London, Dec. 1.— Gabriel L. Pascal, managing director of Pascal Film
Prod., Ltd., declared that "Pygmalion," the work of George Bernard
Shaw, will be produced by his company at the Pinewood Studio, beginning Jan. 24.
The screenplay is in preparation by
W. P. Lipscomb, and the cast will include Leslie Howard, Wendy Hiller
and Marie Lohr.

Los Angeles, Dec. 1.— Whether
violation of asserted oral agreements
covering phrases of contracts not contained in the written instruments constitutes breach of contract was argued
here before Federal Judge Paul J.
McCormick when Warners presented
a demurrer to the suit of Kay Francis
seeking to invalidate her contract,
which has about three years to run.
The studio attorneys declared that
Miss Francis' contract as written calls
for her to play any role assigned to
her and that whatever oral agreements
she had with Jack Warner, if any,
had no efiiect upon the pact.
Miss Francis has claimed that she
was promised vehicles other than
those she was called upon to enact, and
cited "Tovarich" as one of the films
she was to have starred in. Judge McCormick gave both sides time to file
written arguments.
Playwright Sues for $610,000
Los Angeles, Dec. 1.— Maud Clement Peddell, playwright, has filed
suit for $610,000 against M-G-M, Hal
Roach, Fox West Coast and a number of John Does, representing writers,
charging plagiarism of "Little Boy
Blew In," her play, in Roach's "NoShe seeks $10,000 as damages and
Baby."
demandsbody's$600,000
which, the complaint
charges, is the profit of the picture.
M-G-M Files Suit Denial
The M-G-M Corp. breach of contract suit against Irving Berlin, Inc.,
was adjourned to Feb. IS by Justice
John M. McGeehan in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. M-G-M claims
$4,250 under a 1929 contract for the
publication of seven songs composed
by Dave Dreyer and Ballard MacDonald. The defendant has denied
that any money is due.
Court Orders Particulars
Casino Prod., Inc., and Yermi Stern
were ordered to file a bill of particulars by Federal Judge John C. Knox
in the U. S. District Court yesterday
in connection with their $500,000 suit
against Warner Bros., Inc., and First
National Pictures, Inc. The plaintiffs
claim that their reputations were damaged by "Go Into Your Dance."
Sue Shuberts on Note
The Keith Massachusetts Corp.
filed suit in the U. S. District Court
yesterday against Jacob and Lee Shubert for a $4,000 balance due on a
$35,000 note allegedly made by the
defendants in 1931.
Harry Sherman Cleared
An indictment charging Harry
Sherman, former head of Local 306,
with misappropriating |150,961 of the
union funds, has been dismissed by
Judge Wallace in General Sessions
Court. The indictment was handed up
in May, 1936.

N, Y, Office for Kalmus
Technicolor will open its own offices in New York on Jan. 1, with
Morgan Hobart, formerly studio conAsk Separate Quotas
tact for the company, in charge. The
London, Dec 1.— A producers' dep- company up to now has been utilizing
utation appeared at the Board of the offices of its eastern attorneys for
Trade today pleading for separate transacting its business. Dr. Herbert
quotas to be included in the proposed T. Kalmus, president, is due from the
new Films Act.
coast next week.
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20th-Fox

(Continued from page 1)
panics, revealed also that Albert Warner liquidated his Holding Company
A, transferring to direct ownership
the 5,988 shares of Warners' common
stock which it had been holding. He
disposed of 800 shares during the
month and at the close of October
held 64,448 shares. Similarly Holding
Company A transferred to direct ownership 264,000 optional six per cent
convertible debentures, of which he
held 1,794,000 at the close of the
month. He also held 10,618 shares of
$3.85 cumulative preferred stock directly, and 4,500 shares through
Holding Company B.
The only other transaction in Warner stocks reported was a transfer by
Jack L. Warner of 214,000 optional
debentures of which he held 1,288,000
at the close of the month.
In Columbia Pictures, Jack Cohn
reported the sale of 2,000 common voting trust certificates, reducing his
holdings to 37,707, and the acquisition
by Abraham Schneider, New York,
officer and director, of 100 certificates,
representing the sum of his holdings.
List G. N. Transactions

"Tovarich"
{Warners)
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Smart and sophisticated comedy though it may
be, "Tovarich" is nevertheless an attraction for all types of audiences.
It is one of that type of pictures the de luxe houses like to make a big
fuss about; it is also a feature that comes within the ken of those who
patronize the wide-spot-in-the-road theatres. It is a combination of
many of the elements which all worthy pictures are supposed to include.
The motivating story is richly humorous. Its love story stimulates
the most sentimental emotions, carries a bit of drama and presents an
intriguing picture of post-war European life. Starring Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer, who contribute masterful performances, it
features Basil Rathbone, Melville Cooper, Isabel Jeans, Anita Louise
and Maurice Murphy as the principal supports. All perform up to the
standard set by the leads. Headed by Victor Kilian and Heather
Thatcher, the long list of minor players adds to the entertainment value
of the film.
While the stage version of Jacques Deval's play is still meeting with
success in metropolitan centers, the screen version by Casey Robinson,
produced and directed by Anatole Litvak, with ample evidence that
Robert Lord had a hand in the proceeings, may be expected to meet
greater favor in the wider field of films.
For once the continental touch has been brought within the field of
ordinary American understanding. Though the locale is Paris, for all
practical and entertainment purposes it might just as well have been
set in Milwaukee. Basically, the plot follows the premise that two people have been born to suffer and love it. Lest a wrong impression may
be conveyed, it should be stated that nobody does any heart-rending
suffering. The experiences which all meet are amusing to them. They
also were amusing to a preview audience.
Miss Colbert and Boyer are an exiled Russian grand duchess and
prince in Paris. Though Boyer can sign a check for 40 billion francs
entrusted to him by the late Czar, he is the soul of honor and will not
touch it. They live by what Miss Colbert steals. Poverty-stricken, they
get jobs in the home of Cooper and Miss Jeans, whose children are
Louise and Murphy. All is peaceful, although Boyer has trouble fighting off the flirtations of Miss Jeans and Miss Louise, and Miss Colbert
has her hands full thwarting the ainorous ambitions of Cooper and
Murphy until at a reception they are recognized as royalty.
At first they fear only the loss of their jobs. Another menace arises
in the person of Rathbone, Soviet commissar, who had put them in
torture during the Revolution. But as the dialogue takes sly digs at
the modern political-economic setup in Europe Boyer signs away his
billions so that Russian territory may be preserved intact. Broke, they
remain as servants, ostensibly until others as good can be found, but
everyone knows that this will never happen.
As adapted, acted, staged and directed, the picture preserves and
embellishes the full comedy quality of the original. The writer, actors and
producer-director have extracted the full amusement value of everything
"Tovarich" should prove a desirable attraction in any kind of
aprovided.
house.

In General Theatres Equipment, R.
B. Larue, New York, officer, disposed
of 100 shares of common, wiping out
his holdings in that class, and in Grand
National Films, Kirk W. Todd, Pittsburgh, director, reported the disposition of 2,550 shares of $1 par common,
leaving him with 5,050 shares.
Loew's, Inc., increased its holdings
in Loew's Boston Theatres common to
97,760 shares during October by the
acquisition of six shares during the
month, and in Loew's, Inc., Sam Katz
reported acquisition of 650 shares of
common stock, giving him a total of
750 shares.
Joseph A. Sisto, New York, director in Monogram Pictures, reported
that he disposed of 2,267 shares of
common during the month through J.
A. Sisto & Co., wiping out that organization's holdings in the stock.
Maurice Newton, New York, director
in Paramount, reported purchase and
sale through Hallgarten & Co. of 200
shares of common. Robert R. Young,
Jersey City, director in Pathe Film,
minutes. "G."
Running time, 85 (Additional
Reviews on Page 6)
reported disposition of 25,000 shares
of common, reducing his holdings to
9,715 shares direct and 10,283 shares
Governor of Kansas
C. C, Moskowitz
Goes
through a holding company.
Asks Newsreel Cuts
A report on holdings of persons beWest to See Selznick
(Continued from page 1)
coming officers and directors in cor(Continued from page 1)
porations during the month showed
tion.
that O. Henry Briggs, New York, studios in the evening by plane. Spen- the board by distributors for inspecand Trem Carr, Universal City, held
cer Tracy, who was scheduled to acMiss Clausen indicated this in her
no equity securities in Monogram Pic- more days.company them, is staying over a few
answer to the Governor's letter.
tures when they became directors
Film men here object to singling out
Oct. 30.
Al Lichtman, vice-president, is due
back from England next Monday and films for criticism in connection with
will leave the following day by air the lottery, inasmuch as newspapers
Meyer Busy on New Film for the studios. He is overdue a week, and radios in Kansas, as elsewhere,
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Dr. Herbert having stayed over for a preview of devote a great deal of attention to the
sweepstakes and local authorities do
Meyer of C. King Charney, Inc., has an M-G-M picture.
little to discourage the practice.
returned from Binghampton, factory
Loew's to Pay Extra $1
site of Agfa, after spending several
weeks there preparing for distribution
Loew's yesterday declared a diviOscar Homolka to Wed
dend of $1.50 on the common stock,
of a new Superspeed Agfa negative.
The negative, said to expedite in- payable Dec. 31 to stockholders on
London, Dec. 1.— Oscar Lugo Hoterior and exterior shooting under un- record to Dec. 11. The dividend repmolka, Austrian actor, has filed notice of intention to marry Baroness
favorable lighting conditions, will be
resents $1 more than that usually deVally Hatvany.
ready at the end of next month.
clared at this time of the year.
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The Screen Actors' Guild may offer
March of Time a supplemental agreement covering points in dispute between the two as a basis for signing of
a guild contract by the reel, it was
learned yesterday.
Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the guild, is leaving the decision on the conditions for settlement
of March of Time's claims to a newsreel status to Mrs. Florence Marston,
eastern representative of the guild,
and Aubrey Blair, secretary-treasurer
of the Junior Guild, who will arrive
in New York from the coast tomorrow. The two are scheduled to confer on Saturday with March of Time
officials._ Indications are that the
guild will offer a supplemental agreement defining newsreel and theatrical
production in March of Time releases,
with provisions for full adherence to
the guild's
contract on all work defined as theatrical.
March of Time has been adhering
to the provisions of the guild contract, without having signed it, since
Sept. 1.
A membership meeting of the junior guild will be held here during
10 days.visit, probably within
Blair's
the next
Pathe's commercial film division is
scheduled to sign a contract with the
guild today or tomorrow. The pact
had been promised for yesterday,
unavoidable delays were encounterebut
d

Towas Stu
dy
Sund
day Shows '
s
ai
it
Bridgeport, Dec. 1..
_ Sunday
vaudeville is scheduled for consideration by the Board of Aldermen early
in December. Meantime Sunda
y shows
are being presented at the Globe under
local option approved by the Common
Council.

Gene Autry Injured
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Gene Autry
VA
today suffered a wrenched back
during the filming of a mob scene as a
result of which Smiley Burnett and
Robert
alitie
s. Hoag werel'/2 also list as casu4^
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Washington, Dec. 1. — Thirty
reels of films costing approximately
$51,000, were made during the fiscal
year ended June 30, last, it was disclosed today in the annual report of
the Division of Motion Pictures of the
Interior Dep't.
A feature of the year's work, it
was declared by Fanning Hearon, director, was the production of the most
ambitious film the department has attempted, "The Price of Progress,"
dealing with the destruction and conservation of natural resources.
Other productions included three
Indian pictures, a presentation of the
rehabilitation of the Virgin Islands,
a picture on Boulder Dam and one on
the Bureau of Reclamation in general,
a story of the Ohio-Mississippi flood,
and the beginning of a film record of
Grand Coulee Dam. Others covered
national and state parks, the Civilian
Conservation Corps and related subjects.
Pictures
in the at
department's
library
were
distributed
the rate of
500
shipments per week to theatres, colleges, schools, CCC camps and interested institutions, organizations and
groups, it was said, and it is estimated
they were viewed by 4,000,000 persons
during the year.
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Hitting a New
High
(RKO)
Hollywood, Nov. 30. — Advocates of both popular and classical music
may be expected to respond to the news that in "Hitting a New High"
Lily Pons sets out to demonstrate that a ranking vocal talent can be
exercised with equivalent effectiveness in both media. Persons attracted
primarily by the promise of such a demonstration may be expected to go
away convinced that virtuosity and versatility are indeed compatible
characteristics, for the diminutive diva sings three numbers in each
bracket, even throwing in a bit of stepping for good measure, with
approximately equal facility.
It is more than a little regrettable that the production is so emphatically amusical demonstration as to be almost negligibly a motion picture.
By a process of practically automatic elimination the failure of Miss

Building

Enacted

for

Code
Dover

Dover, Del., Dec. 1.— The City
Council of Dover has enacted a new
and strict theatre building code to
cover all buildings used for theatrical
Under the new code, buildings used
purposes.
for theatre purposes in the city must
be constructed of iron, steel, concrete
or brick and have sufficient areaway
on each side to provide for the easy
passage of patrons in event of an
emergency. Due to the requirements
of construction on outside passages it
is doubtful whether any of the existing buildings in the city could be remodeled or rebuilt to comply with the
new regulations.

Interstate to Build
Houston, Dec. 1. — Interstate
Theatres,
Inc., the Karl Hoblitzelle
Pons' vocal vehicle to entertain otherwise than academically may be
traced down to the story by Robert Harari and Maxwell Shane. Able company, will build a sixth suburban
theatre for the circuit in Houston 17
Jesse L. Lasky gave the enterprise everything a producer can give. blocks nearer the downtown section
Raoul Walsh contributed his veteran directorial touch, softening corners than the North Main. The theatre
here and pointing up flat spots there. Edward Everett Horton, Jack will cost approximately $100,000 and
Oakie and Eric Blore applied the torch of their comedy repeatedly but will seat 1,200.
no flame leaped up.
Other Interstate theatres in HousThe tale pieced out by the authors deals dismally with an opera sponsor
ton are three downtown houses, Metropolitan, Majestic and Kirby, and in
whose press agent plants a cabaret singer in darkest Africa to be discovered byhis employer and palmed off on the moguls of Manhattan as the suburbs the Delman, Eastwood,
Bluebonnet, Tower and North Main.
a "bird girl." It is never for a moment as funny as a thing like that
would have to be to amuse people who don't know or care about opera
sponsors, or people who do, and it has the additional demerit of making
Chicago Drive Succeeds
Labor Dep't Issues
New Film on Dresses Miss Pons a stupid young woman sputtering phoney Africanese between
Chicago, Dec. 1.— The Amusement Division of the Community
song numbers. Offered as a vocal feat by a first flight operatic star, the
Washington, Dec. 1. — Joining
Chest
has
gone over the $24,000 quota
the ranks of the film producing Gov- filin may be found to have a certain well defined box-ofHce value. That weeks ahead of schedule, according
would seem the showmanly way to play it. Considered simply as all-purernment agencies, the Dep't of Labor
W. Eckhardt, branch manpose screen merchandise, it certainly is among the season's major dis- to Clyde
"What's
of
today announced release
ager of 20th Century-Fox, who is
chairman.
in a Dress?" The Women's Bureau appointments.
contribution, deals, however, with
More than 5,000 employes in the
Running time, 84 minutes. "G."
sweatshop conditions in the clothing
amusement field have been contacted.
industry, carries a little style show,
John Balaban, Aaron Saperstein and
and depicts the work of the bureau in
studying conditions and formulating
Edwin Silverman
advisory
committee.were on Eckhardt's
standards.
The picture is silent and is issued
Looking
^Em
Over
Will Join Taplinger
in both 16 and 35-millimeter width.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 1.— Donn WerBoy of the Streets
Wins Paris Grand Award
muth, for several years Joe Feldman's
(Monogram)
PariSo Dec. 1.— The grand award
assistant in
departmentWarners'
here and whoadvertising
was recently
of the Paris Exposition of 1937 for
This is a bread-and-butter picture. It is so earmarked all the way.
transferred to field exploitation for
screen work has been won by "La
"Boy of the Streets," in some of its overall story implications, bears distribution, has just been assigned to
Mort du Cygne" ("Death of the a general resemblance to "Dead End" without being a carbon copy except
publicity
staff in Hol-to
Swan"), produced and directed by where social implications, having to do with the slum areas and living Bob Taplinger's
lywood. He leaves
immediately
Jean Benoit-Levy, and based on an conditions under them in a big city are concerned. The city, of course,
take
up
his
new
duties.
original by Paul Morand. The award
for documentary films was shared by is New York and the specific area in which the melodrama is told is
the East Side.
"Metamorphose," "Symphonic GraphHandling New Game
There is the usual gang of roughneck kids who are not nearly so
ique" and "The Algerian Effort."
New Haven, Dec. 1.— N. C. WrisThe scientific film award went to "A rough or as tough as their exterior markings might indicate. Jackie
Travel in the Sky" and "Phagops- Cooper, tall and slim and very much the growing young man, is their ley is handling Bank Roll, a new
leader. His mother supports the boy and the father, a sort of political money game, for Connecticut, and is
chose."
promoting
Lahanger-on and an economic wastrel whose earning capicity is exactly nil. also
Touraine
coffee a innewthe giveaway
theatres. ofBank
Fisher Replaces Cool
There is the neighborhood doctor, revolting against the sort of social Roll has been contracted for by Lou
Pittsburgh, Dec. 1.— Harry Kal- order that permits garbage cans in hallways. And there is the uptown Anger at the Colonial, Bridgeport and
mine, zone manager for Warners here, girl who inherits the tenement property and who ultimately is stirred Alcazar, Naugatuck.
has named John C. Fisher city man- into rehabilitating it along livable lines.
ager of the circuit's houses in Sharon,
Young Cooper finds this exterior protection in being tough and hardPa., where he succeeds the late L. B.
Mrs. Walthall Dead
Cool, who died two weeks ago. Fisher boiled. Actually, he is not and the picture, setting out to prove the
Hackensack, Dec. 1.— Mrs. Isabel
came from Ridgeway, Pa., where he point, ultimately demonstrates his worth and his vaguely defined desire Walthall,
former wife of the late
managed a Warner house, and Robert for the clean thing by finally enlisting him in the Navy. Before that,
Henry B. Walthall, is dead here. She
Coleman, who was Cool's assistant, he has a scrape with a gang of mobsters who attempt to veer him from
will be transferred to Ridgeway to the straight and narrow. Regeneration comes with his enlistment and was 64 years old. Mrs. Walthall came
to this country from Ireland when she
take over Fisher's old post.
was 18 and appeared on the stage as
an implied sometime-to-be romance with Maureen O'Connor.
The cast, which does a representative job, includes Kathleen Burke, well as wrote plays.
Change Scene of Ball
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Marjorie Main, Matty Fain, George CleveCleveland, Dec. 1.— Locale of
land, Gordon Elliott, Guy Usher, Paul White and Don La Torre. Wilthe annual Variety Club ball, Dec. 3,
Monogram Previews
liam Nigh's direction is always down-to-earth and showmanly.
has been changed from the Mayfair
Monogram previewed "Boy of the
In its class, "Boy of the Streets" is a representative piece of merchan- Streets"
Casino to the Allerton Hotel ballthe Starlight Roof of the
dise. There are, or there should be, thousands of theatres across America Waldorf at
room. M. B. Horwitz, Variety Club
yesterday for circuit buyers
and local exhibitors. The showing
chief barker, announced the switch that will do well with it. That, it is to be assumed, is what counts.
when the Mayfair Casino went into
was followed by a luncheon which apminutes. "G."
Running time, 76 (Additional
Reviews on Page 9)
bankruptcy.
proximately 165 attended.
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(t
The Inspector General
Angeles
Los
(Garrison)
The kind of satire Central Europeans are noted for runs ribaldly
Iff famous play. It is a Czechothis version of Nichola Gogol's
Los Angeles, Dec. 1.— "The Awful through
slovakian production. Full of rare laughs at the expense of petty, small
Truth," on a dual with "The Shadow,"
was a smash hit in two spots. At the town Russian officials in the time of the Czars, the film should find a
Hillstreet it reached $20,000, over good audience in "cinema" patrons and among those familiar with the
normal by $12,000, and at Pantages language. There are adequate English titles that bounce out at one in
various and sometimes startling sizes of type. The entire production
it rolled up $21,500, up by $13,500.
"It's Love I'm After," with "Alca- seems to have been done with a keen eye for humorously debtmking entraz Island," was strong at Warners' tertainment.
Downtown and Hollywood. At the
The plot is more or less familiar. The officials of a small Russian
former the $17,419 gross was $3,419 to
the good and at the latter the $18,800 village are informed of the secret visit of an emissary from the Czar.
A slick visiting wastrel hears of this and imposes a masquerade that
gross was up by $6,800.
Total first run business was $139,- the scared dignitaries soon get wind of. Immediately they come kow296. Average is $108,950.
towing. They treat him royally and ply with plenty of graft as they
Estimated takings for the week end- seek favors. He makes out very well and following a sumptuous dinner
ing Dec. 1 :
absconds in the nick of time. The treatment of character is excellent and
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
CARTHAY
QRCLE— (1,518), S0c-$1.50, the portrayals are highly entertaining.
7 days, 4th week. Gross: $13,500. (AverThe photography when it goes in for clever angles is good. When it
age, $17,000)
is recording ordinary action the cameraman did not tilt his machine
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLX)" (M-G-M)
"BIG TOWN GIRJL" (2(Vth-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-75c,
7 days. enough. Consequently the tops of the players' heads are only partly
Gross: $11,200. (Average, $12,500)
visible. Jan Stallich, who filmed "Ecstasy," did the camera work. Max
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
Fric directed. The title role is ably played by Vlasta Burian. There is
4 STAR— (900), 40c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week. a sort of Laurel and Hardy comic element handled by Josef Vosalik and
Gross: $5,604. (Average, $3,250)
"SPRINGTIME IN VIENNA" (Twicker) A. Dvorsky as a pair of political hangers-on.
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $1,200)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
Running time, 72 minutes. "A."
"THE SHADOW" (Col.)
HILLSTKEET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $20,000. (Average, $8,000)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
"Paid to Dance"
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. {Columbia)
Gross: $14,472. (Average, $14,000)
Lincoln, Dec. 1.— Columbia's new roughshod kid, Don Terry, fairly
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
sparkles in this drama foundationed on the dancehall hostess racket
"THE SHADOW" (Col.)
PANTAGES — (3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days. and aimed to please the 10-25c bracket which prefers action and
Gross: $21,500. (Average, $8,000)
muscle stuff. Although it will always be found in the duals, or short
"STAND-IN" (U.A.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days. dates, it will have little trouble completely satisfying its clientle.
Stage: The Peters Sisters, F. & M. revue.
Ken Baker and his orchestra. Gross: $15,Women are the point of interest, of course, with Jacqueline Wells,
■000. (Average, $18,000)
Rita
Hayworth and Louise Stanley getting most of the camera attention.
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
All three are the last word in appearance and groomed in those slinky
WARNER
BROS.
(HOLLYWOOD) —
(3,000), 30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $17,419. dancehall harnesses will keep the men interested. Gangster trimmings
(Average, $14,000)
come with Arthur Loft, Paul Stanton and Paul Fix, the latter thor"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
oughly despicable and Stanton the top man in the hostess racket, although
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
WARNER
BROS.
(DOWNTOWN) — posing as a blue-nose.
(3,400), 30c-65c, 7 days. Gross: $18,800.
Dancehalls are pushing the kids around, so the story unfolds, none
(Average, $12,000)
of them once in the game able to get out. Murders and mysterious disappearances are so frequent that the governor (Thurston Hall) sends
Grant St. Louis Raises
Terry
into
the breach to get the lowdown. He enters the business himSt. Louis, Dec. 1.— Fifty-five picself, grabs ofif a fistfull of evidence, busts a few noses and marries his
dependent exhibitors have signed a
new agreement with the operators' stool-pigeoning beauty. Miss Wells.
union granting increases of from $2.50
E. Kent did the screenplay, following Leslie T. White's story.
to $5 a week. The new schedules TheRobert
director is C. C. Coleman, Jr.
are on the basis of a 40-hour week
compared with the old arrangement
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."
of 38% hours per week.
Says Midwest Unaffected
The recently announced purchase of
the equipment of the old Midwest Film
Co. by another trailer concern has in
no way affected the operation of the
Midwest Film Studios, according to
Cal Hermer, sales head.

"r/" Signs Boys' Choir
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Universal
has signed the Vienna Boys Choir,
now on tour in the United States, to
furnish the musical background to
Deanna Durbin's solo, "Ave Maria,"
in "Mad About Music."

God*s Country and the Man
{Monogram)
Lincoln, Dec. 1.— Several months away from the camera
dulled Tom Keene's drawing power, the same
,ff being true
Compson, but "God's Country and the Man" is a western
proper quota of entertainment to entertain action patrons. Its
director was R. N. Bradbury.

may have
of Betty
with the
producer-

Keene's father is killed when Charles King pulls a robbery. Keene,
swearing to seek revenge, takes the trail. He runs into Betty Compson,
King's left lady, and they join forces to trap him. In the meantime,
Billy Bletcher and his daughter, Charlotte Henry, move into the film's
good side. It becomes obvious that Betty Compson's feeling for Keene
is
going amiss and that she's due for a sad end, which happens near the
finish.

There is the usual quota of fights, gunfire, and hard riding in rough
country. The setting is Canadian and the Mounties figure to a slight
The three-reel subject, "China degree, mostly as targets for the outlaws.
Strikes Back," has been booked by
Robert Emmett did the screenplay and dialogue, and the production
Garrison Film for first runs in
was
supervised by Scott R. Dunlap.
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Cleveland and Chicago.
Running time, 53 minutes. "G."
Book

China

War

Short

With

Tops
Takes

$16,800

Chicago, Dec. 1. — "Nothing
Sacred" led the Loop last week with
a $16,800 gross at the Roosevelt,
which is $5,800 better than average.
The Chicago, with "Second Honeymoon," hit the average figure of $33,000 for the first time in several weeks
while the State-Lake with "Annapolis
Salute" was in the money with a
$14,500 gross. The Oriental also
went over the average mark with
"The Last Gangster" to get $19,000.
The weather was extremely cold but
clear most of the week.
Total first run business was $116,300. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 25:
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
CHICAGO_(4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 8 days.
Stage: Vincent Lopez and Band. Gross:
$33,000. (Average, $33,000)
"THIS WAY PLEASE" (Para.)
GARRICK— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,800. (Average, $6,500)
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL-(3,490), 35c-S5c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $19,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W, B.)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 5 days.
Stage: Tom Howard and Revue. Gross:
$8,000. (Average, $19,000)
"ANNAPOLIS SALUTE" (RKO)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-40c-55c, 7
days.
Stage: (Average,
Hap Hazard
and Revue.
Gross: $14,500.
$13,000)
Week Ending Nov. 26:
days.
"THE BARRIER" (Col.)
APOLLO—
35c-55c-75c,
7
Gross:
$6,000. (1,400),
(Average,
$6,500)
"NOTHING SACRE:D" (U. A.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $16,800. (Average, $11,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-7Sc,
7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $14,200. (Average, $15,000)
Acquires Geary Interest
San FRANasco, Dec. 1.— An interest in the Geary, leading local
legitimate theatre, has been acquired
by Arch Selwyn. He will be associated with Louis R. Lurie, local
financier, in control of the house.
More extensive use of film roadshows
is also planned.
Columbia

Promotes

Two

Harry Wineberg, Columbia salesman at Los Angeles for the past four
years, is made Los Angles branch
manager, and W. Guy Craig, salesman at Indianapolis for the past eight
there. has been made branch manager
years,
Col. in Spanish Deal
Hollywood, Dec. 1. — Cantabria
Films has dosed a deal with Columbia under which the latter will distribute in South America "La Vida
Boheme," all-Spanish picture produced here, and four more similar
pictures next season.
Ask

Game

Rehearing

Lincoln, Dec. 1.— Fox-Beatrice
Theatres Corp. is seeking a rehearing
of its appeal to the Nebraska Supreme Court, which recently upheld
a lower court decision in declaring
Bank Night illegal and a violation of
the state lottery laws.
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"Firefly" Takes in
$38,000 First Week
"The Firefly" finished the first
seven days at the Capitol last night
with a take of approximately $38,000.
The picture is being held a second
week. "A Damsel in Distress" garnered about $27,800 in the first week
at the Rivoli.
"The Life of Emile Zola," in its
first week at popular prices at the
Strand after a three-month two-a-day
showing at the Hollywood, took in
close to $45,000. "Ebb Tide" and
Frances Langford on the stage during the second Paramount week took
in about $41,000. "The Hurricane,"
for a third week at the Astor at twoa-day prices, got $13,800.
"Danger Patrol" at the Rialto tallied $5,800, while "Fight for Your
Lady" at the Criterion ended with
$7,500.
Cooper Quits Sterling
Seattle, Dec. 1.— Roy Cooper, general manager of Sterling Chain Theatres, Inc., has resigned, effective Jan.
1. He has been with the Danz organization for 13 years, originally as a
manager, and later as booker and supervisor. He plans an extended vacation to recuperate from a recent illness. His successor has not yet been
named.
Wins

Amateur

Award

A color film, "Western Holiday,"
by Hamilton R. Jones of Buffalo, has
been awarded first prize in the Hiram
Percy Maxim Award for the best 10
non-theatrical films of the year, selected by the editors of Movie Makers.
This is the first year of the award,
which will be continued annually.
Maxim, the inventor, founded the
Amateur Cinema League.
Hub House Lowers Rates
Boston, Dec. 1. — The Metropolitan on Thursday will cut its admission prices from a 75-cent to a 60cent top. Morning rates will drop
from 35 to 25 cents. Admission during the matinee hours will be 40 cents
instead of 55 cents as heretofore.
This policy is in line with the change
made by the RKO Boston two weeks
ago.
Name Award Group
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Ray June,
chairman of the Photographic Section
of the Technicians' Branch of the
Academy, has named a committee,
with himself as chairman, to consider
any changes in the rules governing the
camera award of the Academy, which
may seem desirable.

Show
Out

Hollywood

Hollywood, Dec. 1. — Twentieth
Century-Fox is planning a feature on
the life of Alexander Graham Bell,
inventor of the telephone and other
devices. Kenneth MacGowan will
produce . . . Paramount has raised
Frances Dee to stardom, and her
next picture will be "Marching
Herds," story of the reconstruction of
Texas after the Civil War. Randolph Scott will co-star with her . . .
Benjamin Glazer has joined Warners as a producer . . . Paramount has
signed to a producer contract Sidney
Harmon, Broadway's youngest play
producer, 29 years old. He will arrive here Dec. 1 . . . Virgil Irvin,
Chicago radio announcer, reported to
Warners today to be tested for a film
contract.
+
Casting — Maurice Murphy, 24,
gets the role of Charles Hamilton in
Selznick's "Gone with the Wind,"
making the third actor cast for the
picture . . . Luis Alberni to "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Paramount . . .
Tito Guizar in "Ensenada," Paramount . . . Ray Bolger to "The Girl
of the Golden West," Vladimir
SoKOLOFF to "Arsene Lupin Returns," Fay Holden and Ted Healy
to "Love Is a Headache,"
all M-G-M.
+

Way

Protection
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Lloyds
of London has issued a blanket indemnity insurance policy
for $1,250,000 to the Hal Roach
studios against loss through
illness or the death of six
principals in "Merrily We
Live." The film is now in production. The players who
were examined by doctors
are Constance Bennett, Brian
Aherne, Billie Burke, Alan
Mowbray, Clarence Kolb and
Bonita Granville.

Tax

Theatre

Totals
Gains

Oklahoma City, Dec. 1.— Sales
tax collections for the fiscal year ending June 30 released by the Oklahoma
Tax Commission show that theatres
and tent shows accounted for 1.48 per
cent of the total $10,259,327.32. Other
amusements and athletic events accounted for .78 per cent.
Collections by months which offer
a picture of Oklahoma theatre revenues (they account for 90 per cent
of the theatre and tent show classification) were as follows : July, 1936,
$4,518.09 at one per cent and all following months at two per cent; August, $11,464.73; September, $15,843.34; October, $13,229.15; November,
$11,961.60; December, $14,863.45 ; January, 1937, $13,794.01; February,
$12,896.77; March, $12,894.96; April,
$12,898.22; May, $13,804.05; June,

Collections from Aug. 1, 1935, to
chased two originals "Falling Stars" $13,438.08.
and "Winter Garden," from Gregory
1936, were $63,802.61 comRatoff, and "American Chamber of June 30,
pared with $147,088.36 for the period
Horrors," non-fiction book by Ruth from Aug. 1, 1936, through June 30,
deForrest Lamb on the Govern- 1937, an increase of $83,285.75 or
ment's fight against rackets . . . 130.54 per cent in two years.
M-G-M has bought "Delila," Ferenc
However, since the rate was douMoLNAR play . . . Warner assignbled from one to two per cent, beginments : George Bricker is doing an
ning Aug. 1, 1936, the actual increase
original newspaper story, Frank was approximately
or 16 per
Cavett is working on the screenplay cent in the two-year $19,483
period.
of "Collusion," and Albert Demond
on "Little Big Shot."
+
Blank Acceptances
Contracts — Lanny Ross has been
Story Buys and Writers — Reginald
Already Total 283
(Continued from page 1)
to a term contract at ColumTaviner's original story, "Fortu- signed
bia, and will make as his first picture
neers," with a newspaper background,
"Paris on Broadway" . . . Paramount on Dec. 9. Blank is head of Trihas been bought by RKO. . . J. Rob- has
extended the contract of Ralph States Theatres.
ert Bren is on the script of "It
Among the film men who are exCouldn't Happen Again," and Helen Freed, lyric writer . . . Thomas Mitpected to be present
BarneyKeough,
Balachell, who scored in "The Hurri- ban, Robert
Mainardi on "Highway to RoGillham, areAustin
been given a term deal by
mance," RKO. . . Peter Ordway Samuelcane," hasGoldwyn
. . . Anna May
Leon Netter, John Fitzgibbons, Parareports to M-G-M under contract to
mount; E. V. Richards, Paramount
Wong has been signed on a threewrite originals. . . Warner assign- picture
deal at Paramount, to start theatre partner; N. L. Nathanson,
ments: Perry Charles and Eddie
to Know." Famous Players Canadian head; HerAnderson on script of "Siberia," with her next, "Dangerous
+
bert Yates, George and Sam DemEarl Baldwin on "Howdy,
Directors — Michael Curtiz will bow, Herman Robbins, of National
Stranger," Ernest Booth on "Side
Screen Service ; Ned Depinet, Nate
Show," NiVEN BusCH on "Garden of direct
"Men
Are
Such Fools," Blumberg, Max Fellerman, RKO;
the Moon," Wally Klein on "Blonde
Carl Leserman, Warners ; James R.
Poison," Julius and Philip Epstein
Grainger, Sidney R. Kent, 20th Cenon
"TheandHypocrite,"
Fritz Morse
Falkentury-Fox president ; John Clark, W. J.
stein
N. Brewster
on Wa rn(»rc
Whiting Joins M-G-M
Kupper,
Bill
Sussman and Bill Gehr"Barred Woman," and Morton Grant
Hollywood,
Dec.
1. •— Robert
all 20th Century-Fox.
and Thomas Ahern on "College Whiting, formerly under contract to ing,There
will also be present 22 exUniversal, has gone to M-G-M under
change managers from Omaha and
1
a
term
acting
deal.
Twentieth Century-Fox has purDes Moines, 54 managers and others
of
Tri-States, 26 from Central States
Band."
Theatres, 55 local film people and
Gov, R. L. Cochran of Nebraska and
"Truth
" Holds
Gov. Nels Kraschel of Iowa. The
Fast
Pace
dinner will terminate the Tri-States'
managers'
and atprizes
to winners will bedrive,
awarded
the banquet.

In

Nation's
Key
(Continued from page 1)

ville show at the Oriental in Chicago,
grossed $19,000, over by $1,000.
To Keep Dual Policy
"Nothing Sacred," at the Roosevelt in
Oklahoma City, Dec. 1.— The the same city, rolled up $16,800,
which is on the profit side by $5,800.
Griffith Circuit's Rialto, downtown
subsequent run house here, after sev- "Double Wedding" was good in
eral weeks' test of a double bill pol- Cleveland. "Angel" at the Minneicy, Wednesdays and Thursdays only,
apolis' Century went $500 over averhas adopted the policy permanently
age. "Navy Blue and Gold" at
and Griffith officials report that the Loew's Capitol in Washington was
particularly strong, grossing $28,800,
innovation has been successful.
over average by $7,100. Fred Waring and his troupe were on the stage.
Para. Exchange Moves
"The Westland Case" attracted $8,000
Seattle, Dec. 1.— Paramount's ex- at the Paramount in New Haven.
change here has moved into new quar- "Dead End" interested Montreal to
ters, which were built especially for
tune of $6,500 at the "Orpheum.
the company and cost approximately the
This is over par by $1,500. "Stage
$50,000. National Screen Service will Door" in the Canadian city broke
occupy Paramount's old offices.
even with $11,000. "Second Honey-

Theatres

moon" was good in Cincinnati, taking
$13,800 at the RKO Albee. Exceeds
average by $1,800. "Navy Blue and
Gold," also in the Ohio city, went
$2,100 over the line.
Grosses in Oklahoma City were
weak. Not one program in that city
even reached the house average.
"Victoria the Great" almost doubled
the Four Star average in Los Angeles
with $6,371. "Alcatraz Island" and
"Sh! The Octopus" at the Warner
Hollywood and Downtown did very
well. "There Goes the Groom" at
the Golden Gate in San Francisco,
garnered $17,800, on the profit side by
$1,800. "Navy Blue and Gold" at the
Warfield in that city, dualled with
"Dinner at the Ritz," grossed $15,000.
The figure is over the line by $2,000.

Georgia Chain Tax
Bill Is Introduced
(Continued from page 1)
be considered a chain "if any person, or
group of persons, having a common
interest: in such theatres, or if any
part of the gross or net revenues or
profits ultimately go to a single pergroup of applies
persons."
The person
same
chainson ordefinition
if any
or group of persons shares in the expense of operation.
If fect
passed,
Jan. 1. the bill will go into efMonogram Signs Collins
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Arthur Greville Collins has been signed to direct
"Saleslady,"
for Monogram.
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By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Dec. 1. — Disposition
by H. Bayard Swope, New York, director in Columbia Broadcasting System, of 1,000 shares of that company's
Class A stock during October, reducing his holdings to 10,000 shares, was
semi-monthly retodayS. inE. the
reported
view of the
C.
Also reported was the acquisition of
500 shares of the stock by Jacob
Paley, Los Angeles, director, bringing
his holdings to 25,458 shares, and the
disposition of 310 shares by Isaac D.
Levy. Philadelphia, director, who held
64,960 shares at the close of the month.
Radio Trading Heavy
Transactions in stocks of a number
of radio manufacturing companies
were reported by the S. E. C, including acquisition by Nathan L.
Cohn, Chicago, director, of 600 shares
of $1 par common in Majestic Radio
& Television, giving him a total of
2,600 shares direct and 7,550 shares
through a holding company ; disposition by Daniel Grossman, New York,
director, of 100 shares of National
Union Radio, wiping out his holdings,
disposition by J. R. Mcintosh, New
York, director, of 400 shares, reducing his holdings to 800 shares, and disposition by Harold R. Peters, New
York, officer, of 200 shares, leaving
him with 10,300 shares ; acquisition by
Ralph M. Shaw, Chicago, director,
of 200 shares of Stewart-Warner common, giving him 601 shares direct and
2,000 shares through the Samara
Corp. ; acquisition by H. S. Neyman,
Chicago, officer, of 200 shares of Utah
Radio Products common, his first
holdings ; and disposition by Karl E.
Hassel, Chicago, director, of 300
shares of Zenith Radio common, reducing his holdings to 100 shares.
The S. E. C. also reported the filing
of returns by CBS showing that when
its registration became effective Aug.
1, Sam Pickard, New York, officer,
held 4,676 shares of Class A stock,
and that Ralph A. Colin, who became
a director Oct. 6, held 1,044 shares of
Class A on that date.

i

Radio

Personals

It's ''Hell-Week"
>

WOR hunting and
, ity,
BOB
g author
fishinEDGE
will wed Lilian
Larsen today, with Babe Ruth and
other sports figures attending the ceremony .. . Speaking of hunting. Agent
Ben Lipset appeared for the first time
this season attired in his bearskin
coat. He'd better be careful . . .
to e,WOR's
secret
Morris
Peggy engine
er,, J.
chief
R. ary
Poppel
is in
al,
ulate
Mary Immac
Hospit
Jamaica,
recovering from an appendectomy . . .
Claire Sherman, Ray Heatherton and
Barry Wood have been booked for
Chevrolet recording assignments
through the CBS artists bureau.
+
Dinty Doyle, radio editor of the
Journal- American, will achieve fame
by having an Adam Hat Co.
hat named in his honor, his confreres may or may not be jealous to
learn here. . . . Les Tremayne, of the
"First Nighter" cast, was accidentally shot while target practicing and
received first aid at the hands of Wynthrop Orr, head of the radio department of Stack-Goble, before being
rushed to a hospital. . . .
+
Helen Bayliss of the WOR reception staff adds another birthday Saty. . . Alice since
King'squitting
first commercialurdaassignment
Horace
Heidt is a singing assignment on the
transcribed Chevrolet series. . . Joe
E. Brown will appear on "Hollywood
Mardi Gras" Dec. 7. . . Ed Lowry,
according to present plans, will come
east about the first of the year and
his current coast network "Singtime"
DeMille

Hits

Radio

"Gossip'* on Screen
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Cecil B. DeMille today assailed Hollywood commentators who have maligned Hollywood and the film industry, saying
radio gossips "are preying on defenseless people and poisoning the public
mind." He said the picture players
have too long submitted to insults
over the air.
"Stars who have been attacked
have been unable to reply, because it
simply meant heaping fuel on the fire
and giving the radio reporter a chance
to retort and keep an unwarranted
scandal alive. The offenders have not
had the good taste to censor their
own material ; if they had they would
not now be the target for widespread

Report WAAW
Sold
To Central States
Omaha, Dec. 1.— Although officials
on both sides refused confirmation, it
One of the greatest sources of inwas reported from reliable sources to- enmity."
teresting news the world has is Hollyday that WAAW, owned by the
he said. Therefore, he said,
Omaha Grain Exchange, has been sold why notwood,tell
the truth and make friends
to the Central States Broadcasting instead of circulating venom.
Co., operator of KOIL in Omaha and
KFAB and KFOR in Lincoln.
In Yiddish News Program
Official statements are expected toMichael
Brown, a member of the
morrow.
Jewish Morning Journal editorial
staff, is now broadcasting a series of
Radio Guild to Meet
news commentaries in Yiddish over
WBNX. Public National Bank is
A national representatives' meeting sponsoring.
of the American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers, Roy LangRCA to Sponsor Opera
ham's organization, will be called some
RCA will sponsor the Saturday
time next week, with representatives
from approximately 25 stations attend- afternoon broadcasts from the Metropolitan Opera House, broadcast on
ing. The exact place and date for
the meeting has not been set as yet, the NBC-Blue network. The broadhowever.
casts will begin Dec. 4, at 1 :SS P. M.

It's "hellDec. 1.—
St. Louis,
week"
at KMOX.
College
fraternities and sororities have
included the station on several "hell-week" assignments
for freshmen, who come into
the studios in droves, looking
for autographs, used scripts,
hillbillies' pictures, etc.
will emanate from Manhattan studios.
. . Mary Astor has been added to the
cast of the Lux "Radio Theatre" portrayal of "These Three," to be heard
Monday. The other principal roles will
be held by Barbara Stanwyck, Errol
Flynn and Constance Collier. . . Wilbur
Evans begins a concert tour today, but
the personal
not interfere with appearances
his Sunday will
assignments
on Vicks' "Open House." . . George
Raft will hold the spotlight with
"30 Minon the latter's
GeorgeutesJessel
in Hollywood"
program this
Sunday. Incidentally, Norma Talmadge returns to program this week,
fully recovered from her recent illness and operation. . . John Herrick,
Alorton Bowe and Barry McKinley
are scheduled to make Chevrolet recordings this week. . .
+

Hearing

Schedule

Issued

Washington, Dec. 1.— A tentative
calendar of hearings on broadcasting
applications was drafted today by the
F. C. C. for the week of Dec. 13, as
follows :
Dec. 13, before an examiner — Application of WJNC, West Palm Beach,
Fla., for change of frequency from
1,200 to 1,330 kilocycles and increase
of power from 100 watts night, 250
watts day, to 1,000 watts.
Dec. 14, before an examiner — Application of National Life & Accident Insurance Co., Inc., for a new 1,370
kilocycle station at Nashville, with
100 watts power night, 250 watts day.
Dec. 16, before the commission — Applications of Press-Union Publishing
Co. for a 1,200-kilocycle station at Atlantic City, 100 watts night, 250 watts
day ; Ann Arbor Broadcasting Co.
for a 1,550-kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at Ann Arbor, Mich. ; Summit
Radio Corp. for a 1,430-kilocycle,
1,000-watt station at Akron, and
George W. Taylor Co., Inc., for a
1,370-kilocycle, 100-watt daytime station at Williamson, W. Va.
Dec. 16, before an examiner — Application of Lake Region Broadcasting
Co., Lakeland,
Fla.,
for change
construction permit
increasing
day inpower
from 100 to 250 watts.

James Winchester, formerly of
WHN, has been signed as head
Dec. 17, before an examiner — Apof publicity of the National Beauty
plication ofWLAC, Nashville, for inPageant and will handle the nationcrease of power from 5,000 to 50,000
watts.
wide campaign for "Miss United
States" next summer. . . . Brooke,
Temple, WHN announcer, is looking for a cruiser for next spring's Efficiency Highest
boating. . . . John Charles Thomas
will board a plane Friday for HollyIn CBS Short-Wave
wood, where he will sub for Jeanette
The tenna
efficiency
of the directional
ansystems employed
by W2XE,
MacDonald on Vicks "Open House."
CBS international short-wave station,
is higher than that of the systems of
''Good Will Hour" Is
the other similar stations throughout
Heard Twice Wekly the world which cooperated in a sixmonth series of tests recently comWMCA's "Good Will Hour," sponpleted by the Union Internationale de
sored by MacFadden Publications for Radiodiffusion from its headquarters
True Story Magazine, is now heard in Brussels, according to a report
twice weekly. The original perform- just received by E. K. Cohan, CBS
ance fed from WMCA studios to 10 director of engineering.
other stations on Sunday nights, is
The tests ended Oct. 1 and were
transcribed for rebroadcast Tuesdays conducted to determine the relative inover WORK, York, Pa., and WDEL,
crease or decrease of signal intensity
Wilmington, both Inter-City units.
of
a
large
number of short-wave staBeginning Dec. 5, however, WORK
tions when they switched to and from
will drop the electrical transcriptions antennas directed toward Europe and
picking up the original show from 10 toward other parts of the globe while
to 11 P. M., while WDEL will con- employing the same frequency band.
tinue the recordings from 8 :30 to 9 :30 According to Cohan the graphs of
P. M. on Tuesdays. Stations of In- signal intensity showed that W2XE
ter-City carrying the Sunday full hour consistently showed a greater increase
broadcasts in addition to WMCA are : at
ing. Brussels when it switched from
WIP, WCBM, WGAL, WMEX,
WPRO and WOL. Mutual stations South American to European antennas, than any other station cooperatcarrying the program, but for a halfhour only, are WOR, WGN and
Whiteman Show from Coast
CKLW.
Plans Radio Campaign
The Frozen Stick Division of the
Joe Lowe Corp. is planning a nationwide radio campaign for its products,
Popsicle, Fudgicle and associated
products. Final plans for the campaign will be revealed shortly after
the first of the year, according
to Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc.,
agency handling the account.
Wildrick Joins Agency
Meade Wildrick has joined Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, adverdent. tising agency, as executive vice-presi-

The first five of the Paul Whiteman broadcasts for Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co. on CBS will originate
in Hollywood, beginning Dec. 31,
when the current Chesterfield program featuring Alice Faye and Hal
Kemp fades, to be replaced by Whiteman. The remaining programs will
originate from New York. Deems
Taylor will act as musical commentator, and Paul Douglas will announce.
Ross Program in Sixth Year
"Poet's Gold,'' with David Ross,
will begin its sixth year on the air
over CBS when it returns to the network Dec. 5 from 1 :45 to 2 P. M.
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Schallert
Best

Picks

Films

10

of Year

Elza Schallert tonight will reveal her selections of the best films
of 1937, and an alternate list of an
equal number of pictures. Miss Schallert broadcasts Thursday nights on the
NBC-Blue network, at 11:15 P. M.
Her selections are based on three
points, (1) Does the picture spell advancement and progress? (2) Has it
artistic distinction? (3) Has it human appeal and entertainment? Her
selections are restricted to pictures
released between Nov. 1, 1936, and
Nov. 1, 1937. The airing will mark
the second annual attempt on her part
to grade the film output. The selections are as follows :
"The Good Earth," M-G-M ; "Life
of Emile Zola," Warners ; "Lost
Horizon," Columbia; "100 Men and
a Girl," Universal ; "A Star Is Born,"
Selznick International ; "Maytime,"
M-G-M; "Camille," M-G-M; "Stage
Door," RKO; "One in a Million,"
20th Century-Fox ; "Captains Courageous," M-G-M.
The alternate, or "honor" list, as
she terms it, is as follows :
"Victoria the Great," RKO ; "Stella
Dallas," Goldwyn ; "The Road Back,"
Universal; "Heidi," 20th CenturyFox ; "Dead End," Goldwyn ; "Conquest," M-G-M ; "Prisoner of Zenda,"
Selznick International ; "Green Light,"
Warners; "The Awful Truth," ColArtists. umbia and "Elephant Boy," United
Claim Short Wave Prior Use
Wilmington, Del., Dec. 1.— Use of
short waves instead of long waves in
long distance communication was
known and experimented with prior
to issuance of patents to Dr. Reginald
Fessenden, John V. L. Hogan, New
York consultant engineer, testified in
the patent infringement suit brought
by Helen May Fessenden, widow of
Dr. Fessenden, against RCA in Federal Court here today. Hogan, witness for defense, at one time worked
with Fessenden.
Harold H. Beverage, of New York,
chief research engineer of RCA Communications, Inc. and Greenleaf Pickard, consultant engineer, also testified
as to use of short waves in long distance communication prior to 1922.
RCA is charged with infringment of
three patents issued to Fessenden.
Validity of patents is asked in the bill
of complaint.
Arden Adds 10 Arrangers
Victor Arden has added 10 arrangers to his staff to handle music for
the "Musical Moments" series, transcribed for Chevrolet, which will start
a new cycle Dec. 5 over 351 stations.
The arrangers are Phil Wall, Harry
Barnhart, C. Van Cleve, George Leeman, Herb Quigley, Bill Challis, Jean
Van Halberg, Claude Thornhill, Paul
Sprostur and Ernie Watson.
Edward Klauber Going West
Edward Klauber, CBS executive
vice-president, left for the west coast
last night. He said it was a "routine
business trip," and the length of his
absence from New York has not yet
been determined upon.

Payne Demands
More
Education
in Radio
Chicago, Dec. 1.— Speeches by
George H. Payne of F. C. C, Dr.
James Rowland Angell, Clarence A.
Dykstra and S. Howard Evans, executive secretary of the National Committee on Education, today brought to
a close the second national conference
on educational broadcasting which
was held here at the Drake Hotel.
Commissioner Payne said radio
"must be prevented from stopping the
growth of the American mind. Development of interesting radio education through skilled production methods," Payne said, would require the
overcoming of what appears to be "a
distinct inertia on the part of broadcasters, but it can be done."
As
remedies,
said, "First
we
must establish Payne
in practice
what has
been accepted in theory and law, that
radio waves are the inalienable property
public." broadcasts
If higher cannot
standardsofofthe
educational
be established under the existing laws,
"further legislation may be necessary," he said.
Dr. Angell told the delegates that
radio should supplement the education
which is given in schools and that the
use of properly prepared transcriptions would be of great help. He said
that transcriptions are the best method
of preparing correct and appealing
programs. He also stated that networks should have a definite policy
regarding educational broadcasts.
Clarence A. Dykstra advocated
three divisions in radio in his talk:
First, commercial broadcasting ; second, semi-public broadcasting, and
third, government broadcasting.
Summation of the meeting shows
that educators are displeased with the
present types of radio programs along
educational lines but little was offered
during the meeting to show just what
kind of programs were needed. Plenty
of criticism was offered but the general opinion is that the speakers were
not especially constructive.

In

Coast

Tilt

{Continued from page 1)
Barry Brennan, attorney for the
Screen Directors' Guild; Neil McCarthy for the Screen Playwrights;
Alfred Wright for 20th Century-Fox ;
Walker K. Fuller for Paramount and
S. D. Cohen for M-G-M.
Carrying the burden of the argument for the petitioners, Janofsky declared that the question of jurisdiction has been settled by Supreme
holding that laws afCourt decision,
fecting interstate commerce could be
extended to activities not necessarily
of themselves in, but affecting interstate commerce, pointing out that were
the writers to go on strike the production of films would slow down and
the stream of interstate commerce
diminish.
Guild Calls Writers Employes
The guild also took the position that
writers were employes, contending that
the terms of their employment were
such as to bring their work under the
supervision and control of the producers, with relatively few exceptions,
a position which later was rebutted
by the producers, who declared that the
companies purchased the ideas of the
writers rather than their work for
so many hours a day.
Janofsky devoted much of his argument to the method in which an election should be held, if ordered by the
board, declaring that all screen writers employed by the eight producers
comprising
thea unit
Producers'
Ass'n,
should vote as
rather than
to
hold separate elections for the employes of each individual producer. He
justified this suggestion on the ground
that the contracts with cameramen
and other groups were signed by the
eight members of the association, and
in one instance by the association for
its members.
He also urged that the board order
that any writer who had worked six
weeks, consecutively or not, during
the year preceding the date of the
filing of the petition June 11 last, be
eligible to vote.
Dropped from Barbasol Show
McCarthy Cites Futility
Mary Jane Walsh, who has been
starring on the Barbasol program
Declaring that there is no problem
over Mutual, has been let out of the that
could be helped by bargaining,
cast, and beginning tomorrow she will McCarthy expressed the view of the
be replaced by Arthur Godfrey, the Playwrights that writers were not em"em cee" from Washington. Miss
ployes but rather persons who sold
Walsh, in addition to her radio work,
the product of their brains. Further,
is appearing in the Broadway musiboard, there is "nothing
cal "I'd Rather Be Right," and the he told theabout
— nothing in their responsor, it is said, was of the belief to bargain lationship
with the producers that can
that the singer could not do justice to
the program while doubling between be improved." The producers want
only the finished script. The petiradio and the stage.
tion, he said, is a "misguided effort on
the part of the guild to harness them
Camel to Drop Oakie Series
with regulations which the producers
The Camel program on CBS will
nt accorded writers by the
drop the Jack Oakie portion of the willTreatme
dictate."
program as of Jan. 4, at which time producers, as described by company
it will become a half-hour show fea- attorneys, elicited from Chairman J.
turing the Benny Goodman orchestra. Warren Madden the comment that
The curtailed series will originate Hollywood must be an Elysium and
from New York.
doubt whether such conditions could
actually exist. Donald W. Smith, a
member of the board, however, said
Cantor Show Coming East
that
from his experience as attorney
Hollywood, Dec. 1. — After the Dec.
for
Ascap
29 "Texaco Town" broadcast, Eddie did exist, he could say that they
at least with respect to
Cantor will move his entire show to
New York for six weeks, beginning composers and no doubt to writers.
Citing the Schechter and Carter dethe first CBS airing from there Jan. 5.

ForParamount
{Continued from page 1)
Traveltalk shorts for M-G-M next
season. He worked out a deal with
Al Lichtman while in England, he said
upon his return from Europe.
Arrangements are understood to
have been made by FitzPatrick for
completely re-equipping Sound City
Studios in England with Technicolor
apparatus at a cost of approximately
$250,000. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president of the color company, is due
from the coast next week for conferences with FitzPatrick on the English studio arrangement.
It was pointed out that FitzPatrick
has signed a five-year contract with
RCA as a full fledged licensee. He
has his own sound and Technicolor
units established in England as well as
production personnel.
Holds Many Pacts
FitzPatrick, it was stated, feels that
transporting Hollywood talent to England is impractical as a general thing,
but for occasional purposes it will
serve for bolstering British product.
He is said to have a roster of players
under contract including Sylvia Marriott, Frank Henderson and Kathleen
Gibson who have appeared in pictures
produced by him in the last year.
According to his statement to the
press about two weeks ago, FitzPatrick said he would return to England
in
February
first
of his tonewproduce
color "Tiller
series.Girls,"
The
story deals with the life of George
Tiller, dancing master.
Carl Rose in Hospital
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 1. — Carl
Rose, city manger of General Theatres, Inc., in York, Neb., is in the
Clarkson Hospital, Omaha, after undergoing an operation.
cisions, dealing with activities in the
one instance after interstate movement had ceased and in the other before it began, counsel for the producers contended that production was in
the same classification, as an industry which itself was intrastate in
character although producing for interstate commerce, and therefore beyond the jurisdiction of the board.
Not only is the production intrastate, the board was told, but only a
small_ fraction of one per cent of the
supplies
materials used in producfornia.tion and
were purchased outside CaliSay Control Would Spread
If the board holds that the act applies in this instance, it was warned,
it will have to assume jurisdiction
over practically every activity in
the country, since any cessation of any
activity terstate
wouldcommerce.
lessen the flow of in-

Further, it was argued, even if the
board had jurisdiction, the conditions
under which the writers work would
exempt them from classification as
employes under the act.
Following the hearing, the board
granted opportunity for the filing of
further briefs, and announced it would
take the matter under consideration.
Decision, however
several weeks. , is not expected for
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Cooperation

By J. M. JERAULD
Ampa members and their guests
were told yesterday that radio is bettering pictures and bettering their
profits.
They also were told that broadcasting packed the Forest Hills tennis
matches last fall and piled up new
football records. They were pointedly informed that, in spite of a greater
use of film talent on the air than ever
before, box-office profits hit a new
peak for the year.
The speaker was W. B. Lewis, in
charge of programs for CBS, and
the speech was designed to convince
the film industry there is no real conflict between it and broadcasting ; that
air programs are creating new talent
for films and enhancing the value of
talent already developed by pictures.
It followed a program of entertainment put on by CBS talent. The
Additional developments in
radio yesterday, pages 10-11
turnout at the International Casino
was one of the largest Ampa has had
this year. The luncheon developed
out of a suggestion made by Motion
Picture Daily.
Lewis went straight to the point of
his address at the start by saying
that he wanted to confine his discussion of the relationship between the
two industries "to what radio is
doing and can do for you."
"Relationship, I assume," he stated,
"at least implies 'cooperation.' But the
kind of cooperation I want to emphasize today is the part my industry
is playing in the betterment of your
(Continued on page 10)
Dallas

Appeal

Plan

Finished by Lawyers
Preparations for taking an appeal
from the U. S. District Court decision
at Dallas which held that major distributors conspired with Interstate
Circuit in the making of contracts
which regulated subsequent run admissions were completed here yesterday. Indications are that notice of
the appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court will be filed next Friday.
The preliminary work on the appeal
was completed by George Wright,
Dallas attorney, and John Moroney of
(Continued on page 8)
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Extension

Hemphill^

Noyes

Atlas-Lehman
A participation in the Atlas Corp.Lehman Bros, option to acquire the
remainder of RCA's holdings in RKO
has been granted to Hemphill, Noyes
& Co. by the option holders, it was
learned yesterday.
Atlas, Lehman and Hemphill,
Noyes' representatives currently are
negotiating an extension of the option
with RCA on the bulk of the RKO
securities involved. A small amount
of the securities, probably not more
than one-third, will be purchased
within the next few weeks and, if
the current negotiations are successful, the option on the remainder will
be extended for an undetermined period beyond Dec. 31, the expiration
date.
The extent of the Hemphill, Noyes
participation could not be learned
authoritatively. However, it is believed in informed quarters to amount
to about $636,000 of RKO debentures
and 78,500 shares of RKO common
stock at the present time with provisions for acquiring like amounts
through exercise of the option. In
this event, the company would have
$1,272,266 of debentures and 157,490
shares of common.
Hemphill, Noyes, Lehman Bros,
and Atlas Corp. all are heavily interested in Paramount, as well. Stanton Griffis, a partner in Hemphill,
Noyes, is chairman of the Paramount
executive committee, and John D.
(Continued on page 8)

Has

RKO
What

CENTS

on

Part

Option
Bonus?

Houston, Dec. 2.— Houston
employes of Interstate Theatres, Inc., are wondering if
a bright remark made recently will dim the glow of
Christmas good will for them.
When an assessment on the
Houston office was requested
and mailed to Dallas, somebody wrote: "Just apply this
onHeadquarters
our Christmas
bonus."
politely
wrote
back: "What bonus?"

U.A.
Is

Option
Foreseen

Clarification of Deal
Reason for Move

tfie

The Samuel Goldwyn- Alexander
Korda options to purchase the outstanding three-fifths of United Artists
common stock will not be exercised
by Dec. 23, the date on which the
options expire, well informed sources
in New York, London and Hollywood
were confident yesterday.
This does not mean that the deal

has been abandoned
even, is "cold,"It
authoritative
sourcesor, emphasized.
augurs a short term extension of the
New
Financing
option, probably for 30 days. By the
end of that time, it was predicted,
legal and tax experts and principals
Universal
For
in the agreement will have either untangled the numerous obstacles to
closing of the deal which are now
In Talk
Stage present or will have arrived at a
stage in their study of the agreement
at which it will be apparent whether
New financing for Universal is in or not consummation of the deal is
feasible.
the offing, coincident with the manObstacles to closing the deal have
agement changes effected by the combeen multiplying for the past 10 days
board on
Tuesday, sources
it was in all three centers in which work on
learned pany's
from
authoritative
the agreement has been in progress,
yesterday.
The major financial deal currently in namely, New York, London and Hollywood. Well authenticated
negotiation involves the Equity Invest(Continued
on page 8) reports
ment Corp., of which D. A. Milton is
the head. Milton is the husband of Abby
Rockefeller. The negotiations are be- /. A, Heads Discuss
ing conducted with Ellery Huntington
File Objections to
of the Wall Street law firm of SatCoast Investigation
terlee & Canfield, attorneys for Equity.
Alger Plan for RKO
Detroit,
Dec. 2. — Members of the
There is little official information
Iva A. MacPherson and three other
available at the present stage of the executive board of the I.A.T.S.E. conBoston stockholders yesterday filed
cluded atwo-day meeting at the Bookon either the amount in- Cadillac
Hotel here today, during
47 objections in the U. S. District negotiations
volved in the financing deal or the
Court to the report of Special Mas- form such a deal would take. Indica- which the situation arising from the
ter George W. Alger, who approved
tions are that nothing final has been California Assembly's inquiry into the
the RKO plan of reorganization with determined yet and consummation of a organization as an alleged racketeering
four amendments.
group was discussed.
deal may require several weeks.
Special Master Alger recommended
George Browne, president of the
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the I.A.,
refused to issue any statement
the rejection of the MacPherson peti- board of directors of Universal, stated
concerning(Continued
the meeting,
tion as being "entirely without merit last night :
on pageother
8) than to
and any support of facts." Federal
"I have no such deal under way,
Judge William Bondy will hold a neither have I discussed such a financ(Continued on page 8)
ing arrangement with the interests Roxy Payments
May

Herzbrun
Resigns As
Paramount
Executive
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Henry Herzbrun has resigned as Paramount vicepresident. He will open his own law
office here.
Herzbrun had been with Paramount
for 12 years and formerly was general
rnanager of production. He will continue to represent the company at M.
P. Producers Ass'n meetings and
serve as legal counsel.

Go Over to Feb, 1
Full settlement of the $612,000
Nothing Sacred" at
claims by creditors of the Roxy is
$112,000 First Week not expected until Feb. 1, it was
"Nothing Sacred" came through learned yesterday. Howard S. CuUwith a take of |112,000 in the first rnan, former trustee, has an applicaweek at the Music Hall. The picture is
tion in for $120,000 for services in
now in its second week with the pos- addition to the $80,000 interim allowances he has received during the past
sibility of a third provided a control
four years.
figure is reached over the weekend.
Another hearing on claims is slated
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938," at the
before Federal Judge
Roxy for eight days, garnered $43,000, for
Francistoday
G. Caffey.
which is fair.

mentioned."
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Reelection

By 306 Is Expected
Joseph D. Basson, president of Local
306 for the past two years, is expected to be reelected at the annual
election scheduled for Dec. 22. The
voting will be done on a machine.
Nominations were held late Wednesday at the bi-monthly meeting of
the organization. About 65 candidates were named for various posts,
including an executive committee of
13, a board of trustees, and various
executive posts.
Meanwhile, the local has not set
a date for getting together with major
circuit operators on a new two-year
scale for the metropolitan territory.
With Charles C. Moskowitz now on
his way to the coast and not slated
to return for several weeks, further
negotiations between the circuit and
union delegations are expected to be
delayed.

Purely

RSON, Paramount
L PETE
CAR
News
cameraman, received an
other decoration yesterday when
Mayor LaGuardia presented him with
a Congressional Medal for recognition
of his services with the second Byrd
Expedition . The Federal Government
cited Peterson several times for his
work in connection • with the newsreel
Ann Greenway, stage, screen and
radio star, returned yesterday on the
Lafayette from a 10-week personal
appearance engagement in Paris and
London. Sl'ie will shortly appear at
Loew's State.
•
Aubrey Blair, secretary-treasurer
Guild,
Screen
Junior
of
will the
arrive
in New
YorkActors'
from Holly
wood today for a visit of several
weeks.
Eddie Forman, Warner writer, has
completed the script for a Vitaphone
short featuring Cherry and June
Preisser. Lloyd French will direct
•

Personal

►

HAL MILLER, 14-year-old nephew
of Bob ("Twenty-One Years")
Miller, makes his screen debut in
"Hollywood Holiday," an Educational
short just completed at the General
Service Studios under the direction ol
William Watson.
•
Frank McHugh, Warner player,
accompanied by Mrs. McHugh, will
return to New York from a Euro
pean vacation Tuesday on the Aqui
tania.
They will leave immediately
for Hollywood.
•
Lily Pons has added to her real
estate holdings at Silvermine, Conn.,
with the purchase of an additional 17
acres.
•
Ed Finney has purchased the rights
to "Utah Trail" as a title for a future
Tex Ritter western for Grand National.
•
Dave Chatkin is of? on a quick
tour of Monarch Theatre properties.
•
Jon Hall has left for the coast.

Committee

Favors Film Council
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 2.— The Films Act
Committee of the House of Commons
today ratified the form and structure
of the Film Council as proposed by
Oliver Stanley, president of the Board
of Trade, despite numerous amendments. The original amendment to
the Film Bill, providing for a council
of 10 independents and 10 trade
representatives, was retained.
Stanley admitted the possibility of
a paid chairman being named to head
the council. A specific representation
clause and another calling for Scotch
representation were eliminated.
Capt. Cunningham Reed, director
of Criterion Film, supporting an
amendment for four producers on the
council, stated that it is an unfortunate
fact that in this country British films
do not fill the theatres, while American product does.
Stanley, in his appeal for the council provision as he sponsored it, expressed a willingness to accept an
amendment providing approval of the
council personnel by the interested
groups before the election of members.
day.
The council's procedure will be determined by itself. The Commons
committee will reassemble on Tues-

Spyros Skouras, Ed Zabel, A. S
Gambee and John Healy are due to
return from a tour of National Theatres divisional headquarters Dec. 19.
Despite continued and frenzied pres•
Warners
Now
Have 2
sure by producer and labor interests,
Charles Koerner will return to London
Plays Going it is authoritatively indicated that the
Boston today after conferring with
Warners are interested in two Lon- separate quota is unlikely to be
Nate J. Blumberg on RKO theatre
accepted.
operations for the past
two days.
don stage
and Seek,"
•
current
atplays,
the "Hide
Hippodrome,
and
"Blondie White," it was stated by an
Plan "Tovarich" Drive
Jack Partington returned from executive
of the company yesterday,
Warners plan one of the largest
St. Louis yesterday and Harry C. but no official decision has been made
Arthur will arrive from the Mound
billboard campaigns in the company's
to bring the plays to Broadway.
history on "Tovarich," which will be
City the early part • of next week.
It is understood Warners have no nationally released on Dec. 25. In
Bob Goldstein has booked passage definite commitments with any Eng- 1,500 cities, 24-sheets will be posted
lish theatrical producer and each play on Dec. IS. The billboard campaign
for London on the Queen Mary, sail- is partially financed by the company
zine in
campaign.
will be
addition to a national magaing Dec. 15. And that, he suggests, on an individual basis.
makes it all very •definite.
When Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge of production, returned
Bank Night Resumed
Orry-Kelly, head of Warners
from
Europe
recently
he
said
the
comDanbury, Conn., Dec. 2. — Warstudio costume department, is expected
ners have again contracted for Bank
pany planned to produce six plays a
here for a visit next week. He will
Night
at the Palace, here. The game
year
in
London,
but
no
more
are
j
stop at the Ritz Tower.
•
scheduled, it was stated yesterday. I was discontinued for a time.
Arthur Boran, mimic-comedian,
has been signed by Educational to do
a series of shorts, the first to go into
work next week.
•
Ben J UDELL leaves today for the
coast to start production on two films
He will return the middle of next
month.
•
Frank Lloyd leaves Hollywood for
New York today with a print of
"Wells Fargo," his latest for Paramount.
•
Eddie Cantor is due from Hollywood next week and will broadcast
his regular Texaco show from here.
•
Harvey Cocks, general manager,
Quimby Theatres, Ft. Wayne, Ind., is
in New York on a buying trip.

Theodore Komisarjevsky, European director, has arrived here for a
lecture tour.
•
Sol Lesser is due from Hollywood
Sonotone to Pay 25c
the middle of the month.
•
Sonotone Corp. has declared a fivecent dividend on the common payable
Maureen O'Sullivan is due MonDec. 20 to holders of record on Dec.
day on the Normandie.
10. This payment will bring the total
for the year to 25 cents a share comJo Swerling is in New York from
the coast.
pared with 10 cents paid in 1936.
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Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Dec. 2. — The Stanley took practically everything in
town, doing $39,000 with Ted Lewis'
and Learn" to
band and
come
within"Live,
a fewLove
hundred dollars of
breaking the band-show record which
was established only the week before
by Fred Waring and "Breakfast for
Two." Business everywhere else was
off, the Penn doing only $14,000 with
"The Firefly," against expectations of
considerably more.
At the Fulton, the second week of
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" produced
only a weak $3,600 and the Alvin
had to be satisfied with $5,400 for
"Gangway" and "Charlie Chan on
Broadway." The Warner was also
low, doing only $3,700 with "On
Again-OfiE Again" and "Bulldog
Drummond Returns."
Total first run business was $55,700.
Average is $45,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Nov. 25 :
"CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAYY"
(20th-Fox)
"GANGWAY" (G. B.)
ALVIN— (2,000), 2Sc-50c, 6 days. Gross:
$5,400. (Average, $6,500)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
FULTON— (1,750), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $3,600. (Average, $4,500)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
PENN— (3,300), 25c-SOc, 7 days. Gross:
$14,000. (Average, $11,000)
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
STANLEY — (3,600), 25c-60c, 7 days.
Stage:
Lewis' band. Gross: $39,000.
(Average,Ted$18,000)
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND
RETURNS"
(Para.)
"ON AGAIN— OFF AGAIN" (RKO)
WARNER — (2,000), 25c-40c, 6 days.
Gross: $3,700. (Average, $5,000)

Capital

Headin* East
{Coronet-Columbia)
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — While Buck Jones is the star and, naturally,
the most important commercial asset of this or any Jones film, the unusual
story idea provided him in "Headin' East" is an exploitation factor of
substantial worth. For the time being he forsakes the wide open spaces,
the company of cattle rustlers, western bad men, etc., to invade the East
and break up a racketeer gang. To make the departure more complete,
the story has practically nothing to do with the formula of western action
melodrama.
In the story, an original credited to Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff
with screenplay by Ethel LaBlanche, Buck has the assistance of Shemp
Howard, Elaine Howard, Ruth Coleman, Donald Douglas, Earl Hodgins
and John Elliott in turning out a feature that should attract attention.
Capably produced and directed by L. G. Leonard and Ewing Scott, the
film moves speedily, balances dialogue and action nicely, takes several
surprising twists and makes good use of suspense.
Racketeers, harrying the produce business in customary gangster manner, bring Buck to New York. In a mysterious manner, trucks and trainloads of lettuce are destroyed. The prosperity of his grower friends is
menaced. In typical wild west fashion Buck breaks up the ring. While
he is the center of the melodrama, and also the romance which involves
Miss Coleman, comedy contributions give the show a pleasing humorous
quality. It may be expected that the ranking western star's following
will turn out in full force for this offering, while exhibitors seeking to
attract additional business may announce it as a different adventureaction attraction that holds much entertainment for any kind of audience.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

Overseas

The

Previews

Rat

(Imperator Prod.-RKO)
London, Nov. 20. — This, the second Herbert Wilcox production made
for Radio release, despite its exploitation of the personality and name
Warner Color Camera
of Anton — Prince Consort — Walbrook is disappointing. The wide pubAt Moving
Mountain
lic who warmed to the opulent canvas of "Victoria, the Great," is not
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Warners likely to find the same satisfaction in this pasteboard and fancy dress
have dispatched a Technicolor camera variation on the outmoded theme of the Montmartre underworld. Walbrook, himself, sinuously moving through it in a closely fitting black silk
crew to the "moving mountain" of
Elysian Park, Los Angeles, to photo- shirt flashing his knife against those who break the code, protecting
graph the landslide, if and when it
the virginal Odile and "rushing" a wealthy paramour, stealing valuable
occurs, for inclusion in "Gold Is jewelry and living in a garret, which he invariably enters via the roofWhere You Find It."
tops and an open window, scarcely succeeds in breathing life into a
William L. Guthrie, head of Warners location department, was refused puppet-like role.
a permit to authorize the camera crew
As "The Rat," terror of the underworld, who combines the characteristics ofboth Sir Galahad and Jack Diamond, Walbrook, to save his
to go near the site of the moving
mountain, so the workers are behind Odile confesses to the murder of her would-be seducer, but Ruth Chatthe safety lines, operating with the terton, as his unalluring mistress, tells the world and an embarrassed
aid of a special distance lens.
court room that he spent the night in her boudoir. But "The Rat,"
turning his back on riches and romance, tells little Odile, angel child with
Will Add Stage Shows
the abbreviated Irocks, that he will wait for her until her year in jail is
Indianapolis, Dec. 2. — The Circle finished.
here will add stage shows this winter,
That Walbrook does not shine is not to say he will not charm his
according to Art Baker, manager. No
fans, and isthat
Miss Chatterton's
polished
produces no
increase from the present 25 cents-40 brilliance
a criticism
of the material
rather performance
than the artiste.
cents admission is planned. First will
be Don Redman and his orchestra plus
Running time, 73 minutes. "A."
Flanagan
six acts, with "Big Town Girl" on
the stage, beginning Dec. 3.
Parsons Joins Principal
"Queen's Local" Bought
Hollywood,. Dec. 2. — Paramount
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Lindsley Parsons has resigned his post as superOpen Toronto Theatre
has
purchased
"Queen's
Local,"
unplay by Albert Duf¥y and
visor for Boots and Saddles, producToronto, Dec. 2.— Twentieth Cen- produced
Marian Grant. It deals with cafe
ing westerns for Grand National, and
tury Theatres, consisting of a group racketeering. Tentatively scheduled
has joined Principal as associate proof independent exhibitors, has opened
ducer in charge of the Smith Ballew
for
the
cast
are
Gail
Patrick,
Anthe new Elgin in the downtown secthony Quinn, Porter Hall, Charles and Tarzan series.
tion of Ottawa with Joseph Paul,
Bickford and J. Carroll Naish.
formerly of Sudbury, Ont., as manCombine Oregon Firms
ager.
Another new house, the Somerset, Reopen Washington Spot
Portland, Dec. 2. — Theatre Utilities Service has been combined with
is being completed on Somerset St.,
Ballard, Wash., Dec. 2. — LeRoy
Ottawa, by H. Berlin. Both have 750 Johnson has reopened the Grenada National Screen Accessories of Seatseats.
here following renovations.
tle, according to Harold McLeod.

Lead

$28,800

Washington,. Dec. 2. — "Navy
Blue and Gold," supported by Fred
Waring and His Pennsylvanians,
skyrocketed
the gross
at over
Loew's
Capitol to $28,800,
or $7,900
the
average week.
At Loew's Columbia, a repeat enof "The
Prisoner
of
Zenda" took gagement
$4,500,
to exceed
par by
The weather was seasonably cool
during the first portion, and generally fair.
Total first run business was $67,900.
$900.
Average is $73,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
Five Days Ending Nov. 23:
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
RKO-KEITH'S (1,836), 25c-55c, 5 days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average, 7 days, $10,600)
Six Days Ending Nov. 24:
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-40c, 6
days. Gross: $4,500. (Average, 6 days,
$4,300)
Week Ending Nov. 24:
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c, 7
days
(return
(Average,
firstengagement).
run, $3,600) Gross: $4,500.
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE^(2,370), 3Sc-55c. 7
days,
2d week.
first week,
$15,900) Gross: $8,600. (Average,
Week Ending Nov. 25:
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage:
Harriet
Charles
the Four Hoctor,
Kraddocks,
Paul "Cookie"
Sydell & Bowers,
Spotty,
the
Merry
Mace
Dancers,
the Spurgate.
Gross: $17,600. (Average, $18,400)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CAPITOI^(3,434), 2Sc-66c, 7
days. Stage: Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians, withWilliams,
"Poly" McQintock,
Al
Bottorf, Ethelyn
Betty Atkinson,
Gordon
the NewMacFarlane Goodman,
Twins, Tom"Scotty"
Waring,Bates,
Charlie
man. Gross: $28,800. (Average, $20,900).
Quits G. N. Position
Denver, Dec. 2.— Irving L. and
Mrs. Jacobs are planning to continue
their honeymoon in New York and
Florida, and will leave as soon as a
successor is named for Jacobs as district manager for Grand National here
and
in Salt Lake City, from which
he resigned.
G. N. in New Offices
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2. — Jules
idus and his Grand National staff has
moved into their new headquarters
after occupying temporary Film Row
quarters for more than a year.
Midwest Houses Closed
LapKansas City, Dec. 2.— Theatre
closings during the past week included
H. C. Musgrave's DeLuxe at Oskaloosa, Kan., and the Roanoke, Vaughn
Mann's 500-seater, in Kansas City.
Two weeks ago the Brookside, 1,2(K)seater operated by W. D. Fulton,
went dark here.
Leeves Joins National
Kansas City, Dec. 2. — E. C.
Leeves, district salesmanager for
Western Electric sound in this territory for several years, has gone with
National Theatre Supply to supervise
sales in the Kansas City, Des Moines
and Omaha areas.
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Production

Navy

Blue"

Holds

Take

Cincinnati's

Out

Hollywood

Way

Top

Cincinnati, Dec. 2— "Navy Blue
Keith's the season's
and Gold" gave up
$2,100, and was
top at $8,600,
Truth" acAwful
held over. "The
counted for $8,200, or $1,700 more
than par at the RKO Capitol, where
it played its second downtown week,
and went into the third stanza. "The
Perfect Specimen" broke even at $2,750 on its third week downtown at
the RKO Grand. "Second Honeymoon" took $13,800 in eight days at
the RKO Albee, where par is $12,000.
It moved to the RKO Grand.
Total first run business was $52,450.
Average is $58,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 24:
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
RKO PALACE^(2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,250. (Average, $10,000)
Week Ending Nov. 25:
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 8 days.
Gross: $13,800. (Average, 7 days, $12,000).
Moved to RKO Grand.
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,800. (Average, $12,000).
Held over.
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
RKO CAPITAI^(2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days,
2nd downtown week. Gross: $8,200. (Average, $6,500). Held over.
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 6 days.
Gross: $4,400. (Average, 7 days, $6,500)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (W. B.)
RKO GRAND— (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days,
3rd downtown week. Gross: $2,750. (Average, $2,750)
"IDOL OF THE3 days
CROWDS" (Univ.)
"BAD GUY" (M-G-M) 2 days
"RENFREW
OF THE MOUNTED"
(G. N.) 3 days
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c. Gross:
$2,650. (Average, $2,450)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,600. (Average, $6,500). Held over.

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — M-G-M's
"Love Is a Headache" company is
shooting around Gladys George because she has a cold. . . . Warners
have given a term contract to Virgil
Irwin, Chicago radio announcer. . . .
Leslie Fenton, veteran actor, is now
a director in the M-G-M short subjects department, drawing as his first
assignment "Captain Kidd's Treasure."
Bryan Foy will do "Police Cadet,"
story based on the Los Angeles police
training school, for Warners.
Casting — Ray Milland in ' 'Ensenada," Paramount. . . . Sterung
Holloway, Guinn Williams and
Raymond Walburn to "Professor
Beware,"
Paramount
vehicleHull
starring
Harold Lloyd.
. . , Henry
and
Herman Bing in "Three Men in the
Snow," M-G-M. . . . Stanley Fields
in "Arsene Lupin Returns," M-G-M.
. . . William Frawley and Franklin Pangborn in "Mad About Music," Universal.
+
Writers and Story Buys — M-G-M
has purchased "Double Trouble,"
original by Bertrand Robinson and
Arthur Pierson, and "She of the
Triple Chevron," story of the Northwest Mounted Police by the late Sir
Gilbert Parker. It was from the
latter that Edgar Selwyn adapted his
play, "Pierre of the Plains," also
owned by M-G-M. . . . Jean NeguLESCO and Richard Flournoy have
joined the Hal Roach writing stafif.
. . . Leonard Bercovici is writing the
screenplay of "Racket Busters" at
Warners. . . . Paramount has purchased "Give 'Em the Axe," story by
R. L. Templeton and Adrian Levy

Charity

Wins

Tuscaloosa, Ala., Dec. 2. —
The $75 left in the Ritz Theatre Jack Pot fund will be
given to the Tuscaloosa
Junior Welfare Ass'n for use
in its campaign against
tuberculosis, Cecil B. Grimes,
manager, decided after the
State Supreme Court ruled
that chance games are illegal.
Metro

Sets

Production

British
Schedule

London, Dec. 2. — Metro has disclosed the continuance of British production with a January schedule
which includes "Citadel," to be produced by Victor Saville, "Finishing
School," to be produced by Michael
Balcon, Hugh Walpole assigned to
adapt "And So Victoria," and R. C.
Sherriff doing the script on an air
force film, "Shadow of the Wing."
It is reported that "A Yank at Oxford," the first Metro British production, was received well at a sneak preview. Al Lichtman sailed on the
Noniiaiidie yesterday for New York,
where he will arrive next Monday. It
is said here that he plans to fly immediately to Hollywood. Also on the
Normandie are Robert Taylor, who
starred in "A Yank at Oxford";
Madeleine Carroll, Lionel Barrymore
and Mrs. Ben Goetz.

Level,

34

in Work

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Shooting
remained at a keel even with last
week's total of 34 pictures in work,
as eight pictures started and eight
finished. Twenty are being prepared
and 73 are being edited.
Those starting were: Columbia,
"Campus Frolics;" M-G-M, "Love Is
a Headache;" Paramount, "Dangerous to Know;" 20th Century- Fox,
"Shanghai Deadline," "Love on a
Budget" and "Headline Huntr^s;"
Universal, "Flash Gordon's Trip to
Mars" (serial) ; Warners, "EveryThe bodytally
by studio:
was Very
Nice."
Columbia finished two, shooting
three; preparing zero, editing time;
Goldwyn, zero, zero, zero, two;
Grand National, zero, zero, one, one;
M-G-M, one, six, one, five; Monogram, one, zero, one, two; Paramount, zero, six, two, nine; Principal, zero, two, zero, one; Republic,
zero, one, zero, zero; Selznick, zero,
zero, zero, one; 20th Century-Fox,
zero, six, four, six; Universal, one,
two, two, five; Warners, two, four,
two,
24. short subjects field, Columbia
In the
started one, which is still shooting.
M-G-M finished two, and RKO one.
A total of eight are being prepared,
and 11 are being edited.

Kincey Buys Another
Charlotte, Dec. 2. — North Carolina Theatres, Inc., headed by H. F.
Kincey, has acquired the Criterion
from the S. W. Craver interests.
Purchase of the Criterion completes
the 1937 expansion program of the circuit which recently took over the
Broadway.
The Criterion will take
Close at Barnesville
over the policy of the State which will
Barnesville, O., Dec. 2. — The close Dec. 31.
Ohio, which opened last summer, has
try.
With the purchase of the Criterion
closed because of the continued de- the Kincey interests have control of
pression in local business and indus- every white film house in Charlotte
except the Charlotte. However, two
new houses are being built.

Ambassador in Musical
of the long standing feud between
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Paramount Stanford University and the University
is planning a musical about the Cocoa- of California.
nut Grove, night resort at the Ambassador Hotel. Tentatively scheduled for the picture, to be produced
by George Arthur, are the Yacht Club
Boys, Shirley Ross, Boby Hope, Ben
Blue, Rufe Davis, Nell Kelly, Judy
Looking
^Em
Over
Canova, Benny Baker and Skinnay Enniss. Sy Bartlett and Olive Cooper
Prairie Thunder
are writing the story, to be called "Cocoanut Grove."
(First National)
Develops Camera Device
The action doesn't drag in this western. Dick Foran tears about from
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Ernest one exciting and noisy situation to another as he pursues his duties
Haller, Warner cameraman, is devel- as a scout in the days of the west when telegraph lines and railroads
oping a new type of dififuser which
will automatically adjust itself when were being pushed across the continent. The dirty work he has to contend with is done by a gang of outlaws who are selling rifles and amthe camera is moved from a closeup
munition toIndians in order to monopolize the wagon train industry.
to a long shot. Under the present
In
the
course of his performance Foran rounds up the culprits and
system, the diffuser must now be removed when the dolly shots are made delivers them to an outpost. The Indians attack the place and set
and works only when the camera is the prisoners free, following a slam-bang pitched battle. Foran and
stationary.
Ellen Clancy are taken prisoners by the departing attackers. Miss
Clancy is taken to a hideout and Foran to the Indians' camp. He
Plan Picture on W.U.
expects to die by torture, but his pal frees him. They rescue Miss Clancy
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Paramount and are off again to warn a wagon train of an impending attack. The
will film a story about the start and attack comes and for about 20 minutes the audience is treated to a coldevelopment of Western Union. Allection of stock scenes with dubbed in sound and fresh incidents during
bert Lewin will produce. Talked of which many Indians and pale faces do fierce battle. In due time the
for leads are Joel McCrea, Bob Burns
and Frances Dee. Ward Wing and Umpty Ninth Cavalry puts in an appearance and routs the savages.
Wilford Rothschild are writing the Foran gets the gang leader, the Congressional Medal, the rank of colonel
and Miss Clancy. They are last seen riding off while Foran chants a
story.
robust outdoor air.
The unfolding of the yarn will keep audiences keyed up and thrilled.
Re-sign Thiele, Rasch
Miss
Clancy, one of the prettiest of western heroines, speaks her lines
Hollywood, Dec. 2. — William
Thiele, director, and Albertina Rasch, well. Foran is his usual manly and scrapping self. Frank Orth and
dance director, have signed new term Wilfred Lucas are also featured. B. Reeves Eason directed.
contracts with M-G-M.
Running time, 58 minutes. "G."

Berlin

Finishes

Seven

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Irving Berlin has finished seven songs for the
next Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers
filmusical, "Carefree," formerly titled
"Change Partners." The titles are "I
Used to Be Color Blind," "Change
Partners," "The Night Is Filled with
Aiusic," "What the Well Dressed Man
Will Wear," "Let's Make the Most of
Our Dream," "Carefree" and "You
GreenCave
willMan."
draw a featured
CanMitzi
Be My
role in the picture.
Order

Intermissions

Mexico City, Dec. 2.— Considering that it is imperative for film
patrons to rest their eyes at intervals,
the local, municipal government has
ordered theatres to provide three intermissions during every performance.
Each of these rests must be of not
less than five minutes and after there
has been
an exhibition for 90 consecutive minutes.

Retitle 'Taney
Free"
Hollywood,
Dec. 2. — "Fancy
Free,"
Ronald Colman vehicle, has been retitled "Free and Easy," by Hal
aRoach.
Shubert"Fancy
play. Free" is the title of
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Extension

U.A.
Is

on

Option
Foreseen

(Cotitinued from page 1)
indicate that tax and legal problems
on both the American and British
ends of the deal are still of major proportions. In addition, the lining up
of new producers, pertinent to United
Artists future product supply, and
provisions for financing whatever new
producers may be brought into the
fold, have grown within the past week
to problems which rank in proportion with any other confronting the
O. Selznick's
David
option holders.
withdrawal
from
United
Artists,
Frank Capra's return to Columbia and
William LeBaron's decision to continue at Paramount, all, are reported
to have upset to some extent the
Goldwyn-Korda plans in this respect.
Lawyers and tax experts are still
hard at work daily, as are the principals in Hollywood, trying to overcome to the obstacles in the path of
a formal agreement. Authoritative
sources are agreed that while the deal
may be salvaged as a result of these
efforts, the work in hand cannot possibly be completed by the expiration
date of the option.
/. A. Heads

Discuss

Coast Investigation
(Continued from page 1)
say that it concerned the California
investigation. He left for New York
today.
Others attending the session included: Lou Krouse, secretary-treasurer, and John P. Nick, William P.
Covert, Harlan Holmden, Richard
Walsh, James Brennan, Floyd Billingsley and Roger Kennedy, all vicepresidents.
Academy

Group

Set

For Edit or* s Awards
Hollywood, Dec. 2.— Harold J.
McCord, chairman of the film editors'
section of the Technicians' Branch of
the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, today announced the appointment of a committee to consider possible changes in the rules governing
the film editing award.
The committee consists of McCord,
Anne Bauchens, Martin Cohn, Hector Dods, Daniel Gray, William
Holmes, Gene Milford, Maurice
Pivar, Murray Seldeen, L James
Wilkinson and Gordon S. Mitchell,
manager of the Academy technical
bureau.
The committee holds its first meeting this week.

Dallas

Appeal

Finished

Friday, December 3, 1937

Plan

by Lawyers

(Continued from page 1)
Interstate, in conjunction with Thomas
D. Thacher, appeal counsel for the
defendants, and Paramount attorneys.
The work will be reviewed today by
attorneys for all defendants who, at
the same time, will make a final decision on whether or not a move will
be made to obtain a stay of the Dallas
decree until such time as the appeal
has been decided. Indications now are
that no stay will be sought.
Wright and Moroney plan to leave
for Dallas over the weekend.

Forgetful
Mexico City, Nov. 30.— A
curious case of a Municipal
Government granting an exhibitor atax-free concession
to provide a town with films,
then eight years later calling
upon him to pay imposts
amounting to nearly $40,000,
has arisen in Pueblo City.
In 1929, the Municipality
gave Jesus Cienfuegos a franchise to operate a theatre the
city had built, tax-free for 20
years. A istration
new claimed
civic
admintaxes
for

Griffis

Gets
RKO

Firm

Share

in

Option

(Continued from page 1)

Hertz, partner in Lehman Bros., is a
member of the Paramount board.
Atlas and Lehman two years ago acquired,
$4,893,327
debenturestogether,
and 605,731
shares RKO
of RKO
common from RCA, for $5,000,000.
At the same time, they obtained the
eight years, contending that
it knows nothing about the
option which expires at the end of
this month to purchase for $6,000,contract. The exhibitor has
Seek Quiz in "U" Action
An examination before trial of Her000 like amounts of RKO debenobtained a temporary intures and common stock from RCA,
bert J. Yates, Sr., president of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., and
junction.
comprising the balance of that comRalph I. Poucher, vice-president, will
RKO holdings.
Thehave,
Atlas-of
Lehman pany's
individual
holdings
be sought by John J. Tippett, Inc.,
before Justice Peter Schmuck in the Bertling, former Ambassador James course, been reduced now by the
N. Y. Supreme Court this morning. W. Gerard and others. The action amount of the Hemphill, Noyes parTippett is suing Consolidated, Uni- was based upon an alleged agreement ticipation.
versal Pictures Corp., Eastman Kodak made in Germany in 1934 between
The indicated failure of the option
Co., Jules E. Brulatour, Inc., Jules the plaintiff and Deltschaft, Muller holders to exercise the agreement in
E. Brulatour, Carl Laemmle, the and Bertling for the exploitation of an full at this time means that RCA will
Prince Stock Corp., and Maurice optical color film invention in the be given representation on the new
Fleckels for $600,000 for an alleged United States. Judge Patterson ruled
board of directors which will be pro"conspiracy" to induce Universal to that the plaintiff knew that the invenposed in the near future for the retion belonged to Stenger & Lehmann
breach a five-year contract made in
organized company. This would not
1932 for the purchase of raw stock. of Germany and refused to order enforcement
of
the
1934
contract.
be
the
case
The plaintiff alleges that large loans
cized in full ifby the
Dec.option
31. were exerwere made to Universal in order to
induce the breach of the contract.
Denies Union Case Dismissal
File Objections to
A motion of Local 306 of the M. P.
Drops Warner Action
Alger
Plan
Sanford Green, song writer, was Operators'
Union complaint
to dismiss the
sec(Continued
from for
page 1)RKO
ond amended
brought
permitted to discontinue his $5,250
breach of contract suit against the against it, Allied M. P. Operators' hearing on Dec. 21 to decide whether
Union and the I. T. O. A. by the
Vitagraph Corp. by Justice Timothy
or not to confirm Alger's ruling. The
Gotham
Amusement Corp. and seven MacPherson objections assert that
A. Leary in the N. Y. Supreme Court
yesterday. Costs were awarded to the other independent exhibitors to en- 500,000 shares of Class B stock were
join enforcement of the January con- illegally issued to RCA in 1928 and
defendant. Green claimed that he was
tract between the I. T. O. A. and the that 1,740,000 shares later issued in
employed as a song writer under a
union
was denied in the N. Y. Su- connection with a bond issue were also
one-year contract in November, 1936,
preme Court yesterday by Justice Ed- illegal. The objections stated that
and that he was discharged after nine
gar
A.
Lauer.
the special master should have deweeks. Vitagraph admitted the disTwo previous complaints in this
charge, but alleged that Green suit
cided that RCA
RKO,
which"dominated"
Alger specifically
have been dismissed. Justice a contention
neglected his work. In the petition
to discontinue the action Bernard L. Lauer found that the third was suffi- rejected. The last day to file objeccient in law and ordered Local 306
tions to the report is Dec. 16.
Kamen, Green's attorney, stated that to serve its answer. The union conthe plaintiff was in Hollywood seektended that disputes under the con- "Fargo" Trailer Is
ing employment and is financially untract
must be settled by arbitration
able to make the trip for the trial.
but the court held that this was unfor School Use
Made
necessary. The plaintiffs claim that
Sues Over Vending Machine
Paramount
has produced a special
I. T. O. A. had no authority to
Henny Leshay, owner of a candy the
bind them to a contract with the "Wells Fargo" trailer for schools. It
store, filed suit in the N. Y. Supreme unions and that the action was net runs approximately 10 minutes and
Court yesterday for a permanent in- ratified by the board of directors. A gives a recapitulation of transportation and mail service from early Pony
junction against the Tyron Amuseinjunction restraining en- method.
ment Corp., owners of the Loyal, on permanent forcement
Express days to the current air mail
of the contract is sought.
St. Nicholas Ave., and the Sanitary
Actual scenes of the picture are
Candy Corp. to restrain the defendshown in addition to introduction of
McKay Testimony Heard
ants from operating an automatic
candy vending machine in the lobby of
Willard S. McKay, Universal gen- characters at the end of the subject.
the house. The plaintiff claimed that
eral counsel, was queried yesterday Not only does the subject serve eduher store lease granted exclusive in connection with the Moore & Rothcationally, but it is an excellent advance for the feature when exhibited
rights to sell candy in the building enberg anti-trust suit against major
and that the vending machine was op- distributors, the Maine & New in institutions of learning. 0.
erated in competition. Justice Louis Hampshire and M. A. Shea circuits.
A. Valente yesterday denied a motion The taking of depositions in connecCommonwealth
Gets 4
for a permanent injunction pending
tion with the suit was adjourned
Commonwealth
Pictures
has
acquired
trial. I5oth defendants filed affidavits thereafter, with plans for resuming
that the machine was removed after this preliminary legal work here on distribution rights in United States
and Canada on four 16 mm musical
Dec. 14.
the action was started.

Dismisses Color Film Suit
Cincy Church Has Film
Judge Robert T. Patterson yesterCincinnati, Dec. 2. — Another
day dismissed the suit of Emi Klamt
source of theatre competition has de- and Ada V. Klamt against the American Natural Color Films, Inc., on the
veloped here in the showing of reguground
that the plaaintiffs and several
larly released pictures by St. Paul's
English Lutheran Church, which cur- of the defendants were "engaged in
rently is showing the Clyde Beatty promoting an alleged process known
film, "The Lost Jungle," a comedy not to belong to any of them." The
and newsreel, as one of a series of defendants against whom the suit was
similar programs at a nominal admis- previously dismissed are Bernhard
sion.
Deltschaft, Albert Muller, Herbert

File New Theatre Plans
Plans have been filed for a S25-seat
theatre at 72nd St. & Broadway, on
the site of Hotel St. Andrew. Approximately $100,000 will be spent on
the project which will include stores.
Jurale Corp. is the company behind
the new theatre. Saurette Schumael
is president and Altina Sanders, vicepresident.
Peter Copeland is the
architect.

shorts,
"Sing, Bing,
Sing"
"Blue
of
the Night,"
starring
BingandCrosby,
and "Singing Plumber" and "Singing
Boxer," starring Donald Novis. These
were originally produced by Mack
Sennett and released by Paramount.
Again Delay Fuller Suit
New Orleans, Dec. 2.— The suit
of George Fuller, Pensacola, Fla., exhibitor against seven major distributors and Saenger Theatre executives
has been postponed indefinitely.
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Marked
Profit Gain
Toronto, Dec. 2. — A marked increase in profits is shown in the annual financial statement, for the year
ended April 30 last, of the Confederation Amusements, Ltd., which owns
and operates six theatres in Montreal.
Net income for the fiscal year, after
depreciation, totaled $68,202, as compared with $42,943 for the previous
year.
Total interest charges of $33,183
were earned more than twice over,
compared with a ratio of 1.20 for the
year 1935-'36 while net available for
dividends was $28,891, equivalent to
$5.29 per share on the eight per cent
preferred stock. Only $5,380 was
available for dividends one year ago.
A dividend of 75 cents per share was
paid last August, the previous and
initial payment on this stock being 60
cents 1n December, 1936.
Loew's Reports
For 2 Canada

Gain
Units

Marcus Loew's Theatres, Ltd., of
Canada, reports a net of $111,730 for
the year ending Aug. 26. This compares with a net of |8 1,795 for the
previous year and equals $8.79 per
share on the common after the preferred dividends.
Loew's London Theatres, Ltd., also
of Canada, had a net of $15,597, equal
to 46 cents a share on the preferred.
This compared with a net of $11,105
in 1936.
Hummel

to Look

Australian
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Situation

The

Newsreel

Parade

is good stuff for the men and boys.
Movietone News
Aviation enthusiasts also will get a
Vol. 20, No. 24
kick out of the Marine air maneuvers
and bomb tossing at Quantico.
{20th Century-Fox)
With football games ended, the
In its lead-off world events section
sports
is taken care of by
Movietone News has four subjects — showingdepartment
air views of the Rose Bowl,
President Roosevelt starting his fish- closeups of the principal players on the
ing trip, Vice-President Garner on a
hunting trip, Mrs. Roosevelt at a Alabama and University of California
charity dancing event, and the boy and elevens, and cut-ins of some of the
plays individuals have pergirl winners of the 4-H health com- spectacular
formed this season. Sport fans ought
to
like
it.
petition.
Apparently the President did not feel
Running time, 9^ mins.
A.
like posing. He is shown on the deck
of the Potomac. This is followed by
long shots of the departure of the Paramount News
vessel and then Marvin Mclntyre and No. 35
the newspapermen are shown at work
at the Coral Cables Hotel. In the {Paramount)
A review of the football season cerhunting sequence the Vice-President
carries a deer on his shoulders and
tainly saved this issue. And while
receives a pasteboard medal with Sena- the resume on pigskin events is nothtor Guffey and the Polish ambassador
ing new, the presentation and the idea
looking on.
behind it gives the compilation a reLew Lehr introduces a bright note
freshing slant. For instance, Pittsinto the start of the six-day race, with
burgh
voted the nation's number one
a few trick camera and sound effects team, Alabama
to oppose California
at
the
Rose
Bowl,
Fordham just misses
to give it punch. It's good.
Under an "Industry" caption shots the Bowl bid and then highlights of
are shown of telephone operators at some of the season's unusual plays.
For the rest of the reel. Paramount
work, "Information" doing her stuff,
the time girl giving the hour, and presents skiing at Sun Valley, Idaho,
the automatic switchboards operating. with reindeer as pulling power for a
Very interesting. Instead of the usual few weary souls ; Congress studying
style stuff, elaborate art toys of the low-cost housing, with Senator Wagner
former Czar are shown. The direction discussing the benefits of such a bill,
by Vyvyan Donner and comment by and the efforts of private interests in
Helen Claire will interest women
developing
a "modernRoosevelt
community"
audiences.
Greenbelt, President
is seenat
Two kinds of aviation topics are on his Miami vacation trip, while
shown — the Marines in formation at Vice-President Garner is pictured at
Quantico and sailors taking parachute St. Mary's, Pa.
A series of parachute jumps by
jumps at Lakehurst. In the sports
section natives sailing outrigger Navy students at Lakehurst may provide a thrill for some patrons, but
canoes provide some nice pictorial action, but men fishing for sharks fail generally this issue is weak. Even
to contribute any impressive footage. the narrations were unexciting.
The reel has plenty of variety.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.
Running time, 9 mins.
J.

Chicago, Dec. 2. — Joseph Hummel,
foreign manager for Warners, stopped
over briefly while en route to the coast
from New York. He will sail next
Wednesday on the Mariposa for Sydney, Australia, to look into the HoytsGreater Union situation as far as
Warner product is concerned.
Hummel said he planned to be
gone about five months and visit Java,
Singapore, New Zealand, China, InNews of the Day
dia, Japan and Manila.
Vol. 9, No. 22
CEA Intends Action
(M-G-M)
Smart editing of most of the topics
To Cut Competition of the latest issue of News of the Day
London, Dec. 2. — The general puts life into some otherwise weak
council of the Cinematograph Ex- material. The President's departure
hibitors' Ass'n, at its next meeting, from Miami is followed by a staged
will consider what
is described as a scene of Secretary Marvin Mclntyre
grave situation caused by the increase receiving an "important" wire at the
of free shows and radio competition, Coral Gable Hotel headquarters. He
which has taken various forms.
rushes to a map to see where the
It has been proposed that the ex- President is— apparently the only man
hibitor organization approach the vari- in the world who doesn't know — and
ous interests responsible for the com- the reporters pound madly at the typepetitive shows with a view to their
writers when it is made known the
elimination.
President has caught a fish.
Mrs. Roosevelt is shown at the
big charity party where the AfroGets Five French Films
Cuban dancers did their voodoo stuff,
i John S. Tapernoux, head of French
a dance called "La Conga." Boy and
j M. P. Corp., has obtained the Ameri- girl winners of the 4-H health club
can distribution rights to five French contest are not exactly thrilling, and
films, "Feu Mathias Pascal," "Meet the manner of presenting the start of
the _six-day race is more or less
I Miss^^ Mozart," "Merlusse," "Helene" routine.
I and "Un de Baumugnes." They will
j be shown at the Cinema de Paris here.
Some clever work has been done,
however, on scenes showing navy boys
taking their final lessons in parachute
iurnping. Closeuns of the youngsters
Curtiz on ''Robin Hood"
_ Hollywood, Dec. 2.— Michael Cur- sitting in the cabin of a blimp show
tiz has succeeded William Keighley how nervous they are. The camera
as director of the Technicolor film, follows them as they bail out, and
"The Adventures of Robin Hood." other scenes, made from the ground,
Keighley is ill.
show the parachutes landing. This

RKO Pathe News
Vol. 9, No. 39
{RKO)
The selection of players for the
Ail-American team occupies first
place. Chick Meehan is seen as well
as portraits of the various individuals involved
in good
Clem material
McCarthy's
narration.
It is
and
football fans should like it.
President Roosevelt sails from Miami
and the White House shifts from Washington to the Miami Biltmore as the
chief executive tries his luck in the
waters of the Dry Tortugas. Father
Maslov, dean of the Russian Orthodox Cathedral in New York, is seen
repairing the roof of the church himself, due to lack of funds. The sixday bike races get under way and are
vividly filmed. Vogue, in collaboration
with the reel editors, presents the latest feminine fashions which are in
order at the north and south vacation
spots. The models are pretty and the
sequence is tastefully photographed. A
finely documented clip concerns the
proposed large expansion expenditure
by the N. Y. Consolidated Edison Co.
There are excellent scenes of the metropolis atnight and the workings of
the
power jumping
supply system.
parachute
class doThe
theirNavy's
stuff
and are filmed in their downward
progress from a blimp. These scenes
are particularly good, catching facial

expressions and extremely exciting
movement.
It's a nicely balanced newsreel.
Running time, 9 mins.
P.
Universal Newsreel
Vol. 9, No. 620
{Universal)
The fact
that80010 foot
subjects
are will
included in this
release
convey an idea of the variety of material to choose from when you start
eliminating. None of the subjects is
outstanding in any vital way and the
editors are to be complimented on their
recognition of this fact in holding most
of the subjects to 75 feet or less.
The contents, in order of their appearance, are the
from Miami
on President's
his currentdeparture
fishing
; the President's
witnessingof
atripRockefeller
Center wife
performance
what the reel calls "Afro-Cuban
dancers" ; the banning of C.I.O. pickets
from Jersey City by the local constabulary ;the take-off of the French
flier, Codos at Le Bourget field, on his
non-stop flight from Paris to Brazil ;
the winners in the 4-H health contest at Chicago
; a small
"paradise"
at Shelby,
O. game
; coast hunters'
storms
in the Pacific Northwest ; a barefoot
football team at Lynchburg, Va. ; the
start of the six-day bike race in New
York, and student fliers making parachute jumps over Lakehurst, N. J.
You pay your money and you take
your
choice. time, 9 mins.
Running

K.

"The Jester" at Cameo
"The Jester," (Der Purimspieler),
Joseph Green's all-Yiddish musical,
starring Miriam Kressyn, Hymie Jacobson and Zygmunt Turkow, opens
today at the Cameo. This is the first
Jewish picture to play at this house.
Sphinx Films Corp. is handling distribution.
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ize that if every seat in every moving picture house in every community in the United States were occupied at the same time, less than oneeighth of the American radio audience would be 'at the movies.' Whenever you hear an estimate as to the
size of some specific radio audience,
it is good to remember how big is
the total of all radio owners before

tising men you know that it is not because radio keeps your customers at
home, but because radio and radio
advertisers do your advertising for
you in the one major medium best
suited to your needs.
"There are those who say that radio
has contributed slightly to the realm of
popular entertainment ; that radio has
had to depend on the stage and screen
for its creative brains and talent. I
have heard it said that the steady increase in our activities on the West
Coast is proof that advertising agencies and broadcasters have failed to
produce and direct successful programs ;that radio has failed to develop talent of its own. I can't
"Radio first went to Hollywood to
agree.
keep up with its own artists, for whom
it had developed a large enough popular following to make them sure-fire
timber for movies. Each year finds
more of them engaged in film work.
Eddie Cantor is frank to admit that
the success of his movies is the result
of the nationwide following he attained

you decide that there aren't enough
(Continued from page 1)
people left over to go to the movies.
production — and profits.
The other As long as people like variety in their
side of the subject — just as important, entertainment — (and they always will)
by the way — can wait until you people — and as long as people like to share
excitement and pleasure together —
come to visit us."
To prove his point that broadcast- Cand they always will) — there will be
ing was not keeping crowds from no danger of radio — or television —
amusements he cited the Forest Hills supplanting your product in the hearts
sellouts and the fact that the Yale
our citizens."
bowl filled its 78,000 seats and turned of After
quoting figures on the growth
away thousands in spite of the big- of radio advertising and the kinds of
gest broadcasting hookups in history. products included on the list Lewis
"You and I know that all has not pointedly remarked that films were
been sweetness and light in the rela- not included on the list.
tionship of our two industries inso"Though you people here are selling
far as it has concerned listener vs.
entertainment," he went on, "you
continue to use newspapers, magaspectator
he continued.
have neverinterest,"
been able
to understand"I
zines and the outdoors as media for
this feeling — this conviction, on the your advertising. Why?
As adver- through radio, and Burns' and
Allen's nonsense was entertaining milpart of some exhibitors, that radio
keeps people away from the movies.
There is only one thing that can keep
CBS
at the Ampa
able-bodied people away from the
movies — or away from radio — and that
is a bad program. 'What,' you may
ask, 'would be the situation if all of
us — movies and radio — were blessed
with good programs?' My answer to
that would be that 'there is a millenium
devoutly to be desired.' Together
the radio and moving picture industries can cooperate to attain that end.
Record Hollywood Talent
"There has been a greater use of
Hollywood talent on radio programs
during the past year than ever before
in the history of broadcasting. And
there has been greater activity on the
part of box-office cashiers during this
same 12 months than ever before in
the history of moving pictures. Loew's,
Inc., as you know, has already paid
out $6 a share in dividends on its
common stock this year, and this
morning's papers announced that another will be paid before the year
ends, bringing this year's total dividends to $7.50 a share.
"Do you suppose that here might
lie, in part, the explanation of MG-M's citedconsistent
refusalhas
to cut
get into
exabout how radio
movies' box-office ?
"How many here, I wonder, real-

At the head
R. Runyon, CBS
Rolan, president
sales; Frederick
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lions before Shirley Temple was out
of her cradle.
"We are both in the business of
providing popular,
entertainment. Beyond large-scale
that, you cannot
say that we are in competitive business. Because we are engaged in
the same general work, and because
we are not competing in the sale of
of our products, we are in an ideal
position to work together for the betterment of the particular entertainment each of us tries to produce. We
have found, as you have found, that
an interchange of talent is mutually
beneficial. We want to continue to use
Hollywood 'big names,' Hollywood
stories, and Hollywood music. On
our part we are glad to see radio
talent given a chance at the movies.
And we are particularly anxious that,
through intelligent cooperation, we
may improve the quality of the work
that bot hof us are striving so earnSays Radio Helped Music
estly to do."
Lewis pointed out that radio popularized classical music and made available to films such stars as Lily Pons,
Grace Moore, Gladys Swarthout,
Leopold Stokowski, Lawrence Tibbett,
NelsonHe Eddy
and Andre
Kostelanetz.
mentioned
the names
of producers who had been signed
for film work and pointed out that
radio was in a better postion to experiment with new type programs than
is the film industry.
"Hollywood must have some
tangible evidence of what the public wants before it takes on the expense of tinued.
a film
con"Radio production,"
still has thehefacilities for experimentation."
"Must Use Established Names"
"But we also are faced with conditions under which we cannot afford
to take chances in what we offer to
our audience. We have commercial

"CBS Day" at the Ampa yesterday brought out ranking executives
of the national network. William S. Paley's absence in Chicago and
Edward Klauber's visit to the coast prevented their appearance. In this
photograph are Frank Stanton, manager of the CBS research department, and Frank White, treasurer of the company.

sponsors spending thousands of dollars
to attract
nation-to
wideweekly
audiences.
When large
it comes
airing a big program at big cost for
a sponsor, we are in the same position as your producers. We must
use established names. That is where
cooperation is most needed in the relationship ofradio and movies, insofar as it concerns us. In asking frankly for that cooperation, we in Columbia are able to promise that we
shall continue giving as freely as we
receive. It is not only more blessed
(Continued on page 11)

table. Left to right: L. W. Loman, CBS vice-president in charge of operations; Paul Lazarus, vice-president of Ampa; Mefford
vice-president and director; William B. Lewis, CBS vice-president in charge of programs; Oliver Wakefield, comedian; Ralph
of Ampa; Ted Busing, announcer; Guy Lombardo, orchestra leader; Hugh Kendall Boice, CBS vice-president in charge of
A. Willis, assistant to William S. Foley, and Al Pearce of the Ford program. Photographs by Cosmo-Sileo.
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Halt

Airing

Screen

to

of

Gossip

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — The first
tangible program for the removal of
objectionable radio comments by purveyors of film gossip was voiced today by Kenneth Thomson, executive
secretary
of the Screen
who
told Motion
PictureActors'
Daily Guild,
that,
should the attacks upon the industry
and particularly upon the personalities
connected with it— continue, the guild
will ask the entire A. F. of L. membership to boycott the products of the
commentators who offend.
That the aid of other unions could
be enlisted in such a move as that
outlined by Thomson is not doubted,
inasmuch as the guild is strongly in
trenched in labor circles on the coast
because of its various moves to aid
other unions which asked assistance
in the past.
Discusses Warner-Zanuck
Thomson entered the Zanuck-War
ner statement exchange today with
an expression of amazement that
"Harry Warner has seen fit to announce that the Producers Ass'n
does not speak for him. We hope
that the Warner attitude is not influenced by the fact that he has one
of these so-called commentators under
contract. The attitude voiced_ by the
association may not be that of War
ner. However, we are certain that
this campaign has the support not
only of all actors but also of the
great body of fair-minded and decent
people of these United States."
Jimmy Fidler, who almost a year
ago irked the Guild by stating
erroneously that the Guild was going
on strike against the producers, is
now under contract to Warners for
four films.
Produces Latin American Shows
British American Prod., Inc., are
now producing four radio campaigns
for Latin America. These will be
transcribed series, released under the
following titles: "Intimate Moments
in Hollywood," featuring Alyce
per, Latin-American writer andShupfilm
critic; "The Glacier's Secret," "Spanish-American Musical Caravan," and
the "Gypsy Kiss." B. A. P. have secured rights to "Hollywood Reporter," with Carlos Borcosque as
commentator.

Hear Fessenden Case Defense
Wilmington, Dec. 2.— John V. L.
Hogan, New York consultant engineer, was an all-day witness for the
defense in the Fessenden patent infringement trial against Radio
ot America in Federal Court hereCorp.
today. Hogan's testimony was technical
and centered around the use of short
wave lengths instead of long waves
in long distance radio communication.
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HOWLERS
as they have been "pulled"
m . .allBoners
walks of life! 13 Five Minute
Scripts
jjO
STAR RADIO PROGRAMS. INC.
250 Park Avenue, New York City

A. L, Alexander

Radio

Is

Assisting

Films^

Resume

Will

Broadcasting

A. L. Alexander, who caused a
radio furore with his "Good Will
Hour" program last year when it was
{Continued from page 10)
sponsored by Chase & Sanborn over
to do so. It is also plain good com
NBC, and subsequently barred from
at the piano ; Arline Harris, "the the air because of action by the New
human
chatterbox,"
who
is
on
mon
Onesense."
of the big laughs of the pro- Pearce's program ; Buddy Clark, who York Bar Ass'n, will return to the
sang, with Walter Gross at the piano. networks, tonight, for True Story
gram
was the introduction
Oliver Wakefield
as Lewis ofby "Lord"
Ralph "Lord Bilgewater" (Monroe Upton)
Magazine's "Court of Human RelaRolan. Wakefield started with an was
introduced.
tions" series. The deal was comEnglish accent and floundered through
pleted last night. The contract is for
Other CBS executives and person- 52 weeks.
a half dozen incoherent sentences benel present were : Maurice Gaffney,
fore the audience burst into a roar
trade
editor; Bill Cohan and David"Court of Human Relations" is
of laughter.
son Taylor, music consultants ; Frank broadcast Fridays from 9:30 to 10
The program — all CBS talent — was White, network treasurer; Frank P. M. over the Red network, and in
varied. Rolan presented Ted Husing
of the research de- its present form it resembles someas master-of-ceremonies. He intro- Stanton, manager
partment ;Helen Sioussat, assistant
what the barred
"Good isWill
The first
15 minutes
basedCourt."
on a
duced L. W. Loman, vice-president
to
Sterling
Fisher
of
Columbia's
talks
in charge of operations ; Hugh Ken- and public affairs department ; W. C. dramatization of a story taken from
dall Boice, vice-president in charge of Gittinger ; sales manager ; J. J. Karol, the sponsor's magazine. The final 15
sales ; Mefford R. Runyon, vice-presi- director of research ; William Ensign, minutes is devoted to a discussion of
dent and director ; Frederick A. Wil- assistant sales manager, and Vic the action of the characters in the
lis, assistant to the president ; David Ratner, director of sales promotion. play by a jury selected from the studio
Ross, announcer ; Andre Baruch, anRepresenting the Mutual network audience. It is understood, however,
nouncerPaul
;
White, director of spe- were Ted Streibert, vice-president ; that when Alexander assumes command of the program, it will undergo a
cial events, and Al Pearce of the Fred Weber, general manager ; ArFord program. Pearce took over the
thur Samuels and Adolph Opfinger of radical revision in format, and that it
duties of master-of-ceremonies. He the WOR and Mutual program de- will be patterned as closely to the
also presented Guy Lombardo to the
partments, respectively; Bob Schmid, banned "Good Will Hour" as is posassembled guests.
sible without running into legal comsales promotion director, and H. C.
Among the entertainers were : McLaughlin, sales manager of WHKplications.
the Symphonettes, with Hugh Marsh WCLE, Mutual affiliate in Cleveland.

W.

B.

G, E, Plans

Lewis

Station

At Coast Exposition
San Francisco, Dec. 2. — Construction of a 25,000-watt short wave station at Belmont, 20 miles south of here,
will be started early in January by
General Electric Co.
The station will be the official
broadcasting station for the 1939
Golden Gate International Exposition.
Expected to be completed by the fall
of 1938, the station will broadcast to
the Far East and South America, via
directional antenna, on 9,530 and 15,330
kilocycles.
Ten

Best

Named

on

Chicago's Programs
Chicago, Dec. 2. — Statuettes for the
best Chicago radio performances were
awarded at the Radio Ball held at
the Medinah Athletic Club. Ten
awards were made by Paul Whiteman
as follows :
Actor, best sustaining performance,
Hugh Studebaker ; actress, Betty
Winkler ; actor, bit part, Bill Thompson ;actress, bit part, Templeton Fox ;
announcer, Bob Brown ; best written
program, "Vic and Sade," by Paul
Rhymer ; male singer, Edward Davies ;
girl singer, Vivian della Chiesa ;
singers group. Escorts and Betty ; best
production, Fibber McGee and Molly,
handled by Cecil Underwood.

Informs

CBS

Ampa

November

Sales

Rise

Time
by 9.2%

CBS time sale revenue for November, 1937, amounted to $2,654,473, up
9.2 per cent over the November, 1936,
total, which was $2,429,917. The
month marked the biggest November
in CBS history, and the second largest
month since the network was formed.
The cumulative total for the year
thus far is $25,935,500, an increase of
25.1 per cent over the ll-month cumu
lative total for the same period last
year, which was $20,734,795.
Blum
Of

Heading

Radio

Sales

Method

Co.

Leon Blum, formerly general director of WBBM, CBS Chicago outlet,
and more recently radio consultant to
advertising agencies, has been appointed director in charge of sales and
promotion for Radio & Film Method
Corp. here. Blum will direct the
presentation of radio shows, both live
and transcribed.
Blum has had considerable experience in the entertainment field, having been a director for Paramount,
United Artists and Fox. He is also
the author of many books on the art
and technique of broadcasting.

Shift Musical Announcements
WHN, having made a survey indicating that radio audiences forget
the names of musical numbers when
Loan Co. Adds 2 Broadcasts
Confidential Personal Loan, Inc., they are announced before they are
will supplement its present schedule played, has decided the names of all
selections will be announced after they
of three broadcasts weekly on WHN
are heard during sustaining programs.
by addingdiately.two
more, iseff'ective
imme- The survey was made by the program
The contract
for 26 weeks.
The programs offer Associated Re- department.
cordings. Bachenheimer-Dundes &
Plan Repeat on Penner
Frank, Inc., is the agency.
R. B. Davis Co., sponsors of the
Stern to Have New Program
Joe Penner program on CBS, will
Bill Stern, NBC sports announcer, add a repeat program beginning Jan.
will inaugurate a new weekly series 2. The repeat will be from 11 to
11 :30 P. M. The regular program
of
program
Scraps"
s entitled
Dec.
12 at
H :45 A."Sports
M. over the is heard Sundays from 6 to 6:30
Blue. Stern will review the highlights P. M. Ruthrauff & Ryan is the
agency.
in sports and will present guests.

Cook

Agency

Takes

Period on NBC-Red
Thomas Cook & Son-Wagous-Lits,
Inc.,
will La
sponsor
Talks"
by
Malcolm
Prade"Travel
over 11
stations
of the NBC-Red network beginning
Dec. 12. The contract is for 13 weeks,
and the agency is L. D. Werthheimer
Co., Inc.
The series was presented over CBS
last season, after several years of
broadcasting over NBC.
"Death Valley Days," sponsored by
the Pacific Borax Co., will be renewed for 13 weeks beginning Dec.
31. The series, one of the oldest in
radio, is heard over 23 NBC-Blue
stations Fridays from 8:30 to 9 P.M.
McCann-Erickson is the agency.

Two Sponsor WNEW Program
Jules Chain Stores Corp. and Madison Personal Loan Co. are sponsoring
transcribed broadcasts of the Zeke
Manner "Gang" on WNEW. Both
contract
s are through the Klinger
Adv. Corp.

Browne Plans News Series
Lewis Browne, who has been apSundays pearing
overon "Headl
CBS, ines
will and
start Bylines
a week-"
ly news comment quarter-hour on
Monday from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M.

Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.
OF CANADA

KEN

presents
SISSON

Director, "Canada, 1937"
With a 30-piece orchestra
16-voice choir and :>oloish
Over a coatt-to-coast network of
Canadian Stations

Fridays.

10 to

10:45

P.M., ES.T.
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Skouras

Gets

Greece
Of
\Will

Sales

20tli-Fox

Also

Distribute

Bulgarian

in

Territory

Spyros Skouras, operating head
for National Theatres, has concluded
a deal whereby he will handle the 20th
Century-Fox distribution in Greece
and Bulgaria. Skouras has a nephew
by the same name who will be in
charge of the foreign offices.
The National Theatres' operatinghead concluded a deal with Ben Miggins, European sales manager, on his
recent vacation abroad. It was revealed at the same time that the
Skourases also operate a number of
theatres in Athens.
I! Skouras is now on the coast with
jEdward Zabel, A. S. Gambee and
' John Healy and from there will hold
meetings with divisional operators of
the National circuit throughout the
M country. The Skouras party is due
ilback Dec. 19.
Four

A

Put

Board
Over

Meet
to Dec,

9

The meeting of the board of the Associated Actors & Artistes of America, parent organization of the performers' unions, was adjourned yesterday to Dec. 9 following the transaction of routine business. Next week's
meeting is scheduled to take up the
jurisdictional claims of the American Federation of Actors, which were
not considered yesterday due to the
absence in Hollywood of Ralph
Whitehead, A. F. A. president.
' The A. F. A.'s claims include ju'risdiction now held in part by the
Burlesque Artists Ass'n and Chorus
Equity.
Patent

Trial

Ends

In Fessenden

Case

Wilmington, Del., Dec. 3.-— Trial
in the patent action brought by Helen
May Fessenden, widow of Dr. Reginald Fessenden, against RCA, charging infringement of three patents involving short-wave radio communication, was brought to a close here today. The court set Jan. 3 as the
deadline for the plaintiff's briefs, Feb.
3 for the briefs of the defendants,
Feb. 15 for the plaintiff's reply and
Feb. 15 as the date for argument.
The plaintiffs today called Leo A.
(.Continued on page 4)
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SATURDAY,

Buying

Pool

Being

Talked

DECEMBER

Graing
ct
traer
Con

TEN

4, 1937

"U";
Qui
Settled
Is ts

James R. Grainger officially severed
his affiliation as general sales manager
of Universal last night. He declared
In
St. Louis
the
company's
contractual
commitment
to him
which runs
until next
July had
been respected and met in every way.
Hope
to Keep Present "I am leaving with the friendliest of
Clearance Plan
feelings toward all concerned," he
added.
has no immediate plans.
St. Louis, Dec. 3. — Independents HeGrainger
is leaving New York shortly to
here are discussing a buying pool to
attend the dinner for A. H. Blank in
"freeze" the present clearance situa- Des Moines on Thursday and then
tion and to handle insurance, accessory
purchases and other expenses as well will proceed to the coast, but not
directly to Hollywood.
as film buys.
His successor, of course, will be W.
Clarence Kaimann of North St.
Louis and about 50 others are said to A. Scully, currently eastern district
be active in the movement. Walter manager for M-G-M. The latter assumes his post Jan. 3. In the interim,
Kalbfeld of the Pauline in the northwestern section of the city, Walter Frank J. A. McCarthy, eastern sales
Thimmig of the McNair in South St. manager for Universal, is assuming
Louis and Vic Thein of the Palm on the general sales managership.
Union Boulevard are also reported to
be promoting the idea.
It is reported that clearance is
more of a worry than film rentals. Paramount
"Strike"
The present clearance situation has Ends
at Milwaukee
been in effect for some time, but it is
said that some of the larger comThe exhibitor "buyers' strike"
panies are delaying in deciding the against Paramount in the Milwaukee
status of some of their houses, thereby and adjoining area has been settled
along the lines of the agreement
upsetting current clearance arrangements for smaller exhibitors. These reached by the company with exhibitors in the Philadelphia territory,
contend there should be no rearrangeCharles Reagan, Paramount western
ment of clearance at this time.
division manager, said yesterday.
In addition to battling over clearThe settlement negotiations were
ance the combine will take care of the
concluded
by Allen Usher, district
purchase of all theatre supplies with
manager for Paramount, and a comthe hope of making savings.
mittee representing the I. T. P. A. of
of Wisconsin and Northern Michigan.
The settlement brings the exhibitor
Columbia
to Revamp
"strike" demonstration to a virtual
Story Departments end throughout the country, as agreements were reached earlier in all terD. .A. Doran, in charge of stories
ritories with the exception of Los
and talent in the east, will leave for
Angeles.
Hollywood on Wednesday to reorganize the story department of Columbia. The reorganization will affect
both the eastern and the studio de- Dallas Appeal Will
partments.
According to the statement from the
Be Filed Next Week
home office, "the reorganization is
The defendants' notice of appeal
prompted
demand forby a the
morestudio's
specificincreasing
type of from the Dallas anti-trust suit decision will be filed in U. S. District
material which will tie in more efficiently with current production court at Dallas next Wednesday or
Thursday, it was stated here yesterday following a conference of attorneys on the appeal plans which were
completed here this week.
Final School Film
plans."
George Wright, Dallas counsel for
Report Due Dec. 8 the defendants, will leave New York
. A final report on the films se- tomorrow. He is making several stopovers en route so is not scheduled to
lected as suitable for educational
purposes in schools is scheduled arrive in Dallas until four or five
to be presented to the next quar- days following his departure. The
terly meeting of the M.P.P.D.A., notice of appeal will be filed, howtentatively set for Dec. 8. The report
ever, immediately upon his arrival.
will catalogue the material which has Thereafter, the record of the case
been selected by the reviewing com- will be sent to Washington and the
mittee in order to identify the pro- appeal hearing
docketed
(Continued
on page with
3) the U.
(Continued on page 2)

Erpi

CENTS

Contract

Closed;

Altec

Is

Name

New

Transfer Involves 4,500
Service Accounts
The deal by which Altec Service
Corp., headed by L. W. Conrow and
other former Erpi officials, takes over
the latter company's theatre sound
equipment servicing and installation
business was closed yesterday and is
effective immediately.
Altec takes over from Erpi approximately 4,500 servicing contracts with
theatres throughout the country under
the deal. No cash consideration is involved in the transfer of the business, it was learned authoritatively.
Erpi, however, will receive a percentage of the collections of the new
company during the life of the contracts, full responsibility for the administration of which passes to the
new company.
All of Erpi's emergency stock inventories will be under the jurisdiction of the new enterprise and will be
maintained complete. Erpi is to be reimbursed for these, it was learned, on
a consignment basis, payment for parts
to be made by the new company as
they are used. As reported earlier,
however, a downtown group headed
by Roswell C. Tripp and Howard P.
Engels will participate in the financing of the new company. This financing involves provision for ample
working capital.
"Although Altec is a separate corporate entity in which Erpi has no
financial (Continued
interest," onWhitford
page 3) Drake,
Roxy Fees Hearing
Will Resume
Today
A hearing on applications for fees
totaling $612,000 for services in connection with the Roxy reorganization
was adjourned to today by Federal
Judge Francis G. Caffey after a
lengthy session yesterday.
Judge Caffey yesterday dismissed
the application of Carl Erickson for a
broker's fee
of $50,952
(Continued
on pageafter
3) Walter
French

Censor

Adds

Strict Regulations
Paris, Nov. 25. — A decided increase in the rigidity of French censorship regulations has been made effective by the Ministry of National
Education and transmitted to the
French Syndical Chamber of Film
(Continued on page 2)
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HAROLD F. OXLEY, manager of
JiMMiE LuNCEFORD and his Orchestra, has returned to New York
from a two-month sojourn in Hollywood where Lunceford's band was
featured at Sebastian's Cotton Club.
OxLEY also manages Edgar Hayes
and His Orchestra.
•
Published daily except Sunday and
holidayspany. Inc.,
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley,
Publishing
Compresident,
Gerald Marks, writer of "Is It
Colvin Brown, vice-president and True What They Say About Dixie,"
Treasurer.
Publication Office: 1270 Sixth Ave- has fully recovered from his illness
nue at Itockefeller Center, New York. Telephone and is back at his quarters in Irving
Circle 7-3100, Cable address: "Quigpubco, New
York."
contents Inc.
copyrighted
by Quigley Caesar's ofiice. He proved his fitPublishingAllCompany.
Address1937
all correspondness to the boys with a rendition of
ence to the
New
York
Office.
Other
Quigley
publications: MOTION PICTURE EEKAUD. BETTER
his
"Concerto."
THEATRES,
AL DIA.
INTERNA•
TIONALTEATRO
MOTION PICTUBE
ALMANAC
and
FAME.
Sam E. Morris, vice-president in
HOLLYWOOD: Postal Union Life Building,
Vine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall. Manager. charge of foreign distribution for
CHICAGO: 624 S. Michigan Ave.; C. B. ONeiU. Warners, left for the coast yesterday
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F. on the Century to confer with H. M.
Llnz, Representative.
AMSTERDAM:
87 Waalstraat; PhlUp de Schaap. Warner, Jack L. Warner, Hal B.
Representative.
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim Wallis and Irving Asher on foreign
K. Rutenberg, Representative.
production and sales policies.
BUDAPEST:
3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II; Endre
•
Hevesi. Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949; N. Bruskl,
Norman H. Moray, short subject
Representative.
COPENHAGEN:
Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther, sales manager for Warners, will leave
Representative.
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio. Monday for Washington where he will
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square. W. 1; Cable address, spend three days. The following week
Quigpubco. London; Hope Williams, Manager.
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Buildings, 191 he will visit Chicago and in March he
Collins St. : Cliff Holt. Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart. will start on a tour• of all exchanges.
Representative.
MONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo. Representative.
Jack Conway and Maureen
MOSCOW:
Petrovski
Per 8; Beatrice Stem, Representative.
O'Sullivan
will arrive from EngPABIS: 29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre. Repland Monday on the Normandie, en
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf, route to the M-G-M studios on the
Representative.
RIO
DE JANEIRO: Caixa Postal 3558; L. S. coast.
•
Marinho. Representative.
ROME: 54 Via Delia Mercede; Joseph D. Bavotto,
Clinton M. White, assistant genSANTIAGO de CHILE: Casllla 13300; A. Weissmann. Representative.
eral manager of G. B., is due in ChiSHANGHAI: Booms 38-41. Capital Theatre Buildcago today from Milwaukee on a tour
ing.
142
Museum
Road;
J.
P.
KoeMer.
Representative.
of
middle
west exchanges.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar Allberg,
•
Representative.
TOKYO:
8S0 Sasazuka.
Ichikawa-shi, Chiba-Ken;
Mary Morris, Phillip Terry,
n. Tominaga.
Representative.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse. 54 Vienna VII; Hans John Beal, Walter Ferris and
Ijorant.
Entered Representative.
as second class matter January 4, 1936.
at the Post Office at New York City. N. Y.. under Kubec Glasmon have been re-signed
Act of March 3. 1879.
o
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas, by M-G-M.
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
John Stone, producer of the Charlie Chan series for 20th Century-Fox,
Duvivier Reported
arrived yesterday on the American
Legion.
•
Quitting Metro Lot
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Julian DuviAlfred Wright, 20th Century-Fox
who directed
"Carnet
de Bal"is attorney, will leave tonight for the
for a vier,
French
independent
company,
coast by plane.
•
understood to be dissatisfied with the
Claire
Dodd
will
arrive in town
stories selected for him by M-G-M,
for whom he is under contract for six Monday and will stay at the Sherrymonths, and is preparing to return to Netherland.
•
France in March without making a
Ned E. Depinet will fly to Hollypicture.
wood tonight via American Airlines.
Louis B. Mayer is said to be anxious to have Duvivier make an American version of "Carnet de Bal," but
Bill Jaffe left for Miami Beach
the director is not in sympathy with yesterday morning.
plans outlined for the picture.
E. H. Griffith is at the Warwick.
Korda Delays Trip East
Neil F. Agnew returned from the
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Alexander
Korda, scheduled to leave for New coast yesterday.
York tonight via plane, delayed his
departure until next Wednesday. The . . . Washington
U. A. board is slated to hold its postClaud W. Land, manager of Warponed meeting Dec. 8, following which
ners' Central, is the father of Sandra
Korda will take off for New York. LoRAiNE
Land, the first.
Martin Quigley
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
MAURICE KANN. Editor
J. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager

Present

Hollywood, Dec. 3.— Walt
Disney,
Mickey
Mouse's
father, will
give himself
an
elaborate birthday present on
Sunday, which will be his
36th birthday. The present
will be the completed film,
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," the first feature
length cartoon in the history
of the business, said to be
$1,200,000 worth of animation,
ing.
and three years in the mak-

Censor

Strict

Adds

Regulations

(Continued from page 1)
Producers through the director of the,
censor board, Edmond See.
Approval will be denied without
question to films : having a tendency \
to ridicule the army or damaging to

its prestige;
liableoftoforeigners,
shock the thus
na- iI
tional
sentiments

possibly leading to diplomatic inci- j
dents ; showing armed attacks and
any similar criminal action which ,
might have a harmful influence on

In exceptional cases approval will '
be granted to war films, which have
been on the increase recently, and
20th-Fox Men Going
youth.
all films based on military or police :
To Ira Cohn Dinner activities. It will be necessary for:
William Sussman, William J. Kup- producers to submit scripts before production on all films planned which;
per, William C. Gehring, William J.
Clark, Jack Skirball and Harvey have reference to national institutions,'
Day will leave tomorrow for Pitts- defense and like subject matter.
American interests fear a considburgh to attend the banquet to be
erable increase in the number of imtendered by exhibitors for Ira H.
ported films which will be banned,
Cohn, branch manager for 20th Cenwhile French producers are particutury-Fox in that territory.
larly disturbed by the new regulations,
Other 20th Century-Fox sales executives who will attend the dinner in the sense that they may have the
sorship.of requiring pre-production cenMonday night at the William Penn effect
include Edgar Moss, George A. Roberts, Sam Gross, Sam Wheeler, Sidney Samson, I. J. Schmertz and J. J. Graetz Says
Grady.
French
|
Sidney R. Kent Returns
Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, returned from the coast
yesterday.

To

Make

150

Films

Film producers in France will make:
about 150 pictures next year, com- 1
pared to 125 scheduled for this season, Paul Graetz, president of Paris
Export Film, stated yesterday. There
are about 30 independent companies
Roach-Mussolini
working in France, he said, and the
Plans to Be Aired tendency is to make quality rather \
1
Los Angeles, Dec. 3. — Details of than quantity pictures.
Graetz has just returned from the
Hal Roach's agreement with Vittorio
Mussolini to produce pictures in Italy coast where he spent five weeks studywill be aired in Los Angeles Superior
ing production. He will sail next
Court, it has been ruled by Superior Wednesday on the Normandie after
10 weeks in this country.
Judge ruledW.a demurrer
Turney ofFox,
who inoverRoach
the
French Technicians Sign
$30,000 damage suit filed against the
producer by Dr. Renato Senise. Dr.
Paris, Nov. 25. — The French Syndicate of the Cinema Production TechSenise alleged that Roach and he entered into a contract whereby Dr. Senicians, formerly known as the Gennise would act as his agent in Italy
eral Syndicate of Film Artisans, has
to form a company to produce films. signed the collective contract with proRoach had charged that the suit
ducers.The
.
agreement between the
contained no cause of action, but Judge
producers
and
Fox ruled otherwise. No date has has been signed.the players' union also
been set for trial.
Time-Guild

Contract

Ampa's Loew-M-G-M
Luncheon
Postponed
Talks Are Set Back
Loew-M-G-M
day,
scheduled for
The meeting between March of
next Thursday by Ampa, has been
Time and
the had
Screen
officials
which
been Actors'
scheduledGuild
for postponed until after the first of the
today to seek an agreement on the year, it was announced yesterday.
reel's claim of being exempt from the
who was scheduled
be
masterDietz,
of ceremonies,
and severalto'
Howard
provisions
of
the
guild's
contract
has
of
the
guests
slated
to
appear
on the
been postponed to Monday.
program,
will
be
absent
from
the
city.|
Aubrey Blair, secretary-treasurer of
A new program is being lined up
the guild's junior division, arrived
from Hollywood yesterday and, with for Dec. 9 with guests and talent to
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern rep- be announced later.
resentative ofthe guild, will endeavor
to settle the organization's dispute Final School Film
with
of Time status.
over the latter's
claim March
to a newsreel
{Continued from
1) 8 j|
Report
Duepage Dec,
Home
Leaves
for
Coast
Charles Stern, United Artists division manager, was a visitor.
Hal Horne, whose contract with ducer-owners
thescheduled
selected to
pictures.]'
Rites for Walter O'Hara
Will H. Haysof is
arrive j
Charles Schwerin is the new Walter Wanger expires Dec. 7, left
Montreal, Dec. 3. — Funeral servin
New
York
from
the
coast
tomorices were held today for Walter branch manager for Artcinema.
for the coast yesterday to confer on a
row but present indications are that,^
Jack Howe, former booking repre- new connection. He had been in New
O'Hara, for the past 12 years with the
sentative
for
Burgess
Nelson,
has
local 20th Century-Fox sales staff. He
York several months. Harry Kosi- the quarterly board meeting may be'is survived by his wife and five chil been named manager of the Nelson ner. Home's assistant, will assume adjourned to Dec. 15 due to the abdren.
in Mount Jackson, Va.
members.
sence from the city of numerous board'
charge of Wanger's eastern activities.
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lErpi

Contract

(Closed;
lis

New

Altec

Erpi president stated, "complete technical cooperation and engineering information will be extended by Erpi
basis."
consulting
on a
Altec will make its headquarters in
the Fisk Bldg., where the Erpi home
offices have been located for many
deal completes Erpi's diyears. The
vestment of its theatre sound equipment activities, leaving the company
isolely as a licensing agency for Western Electric, and terminating at the
.same time A. T. & T.'s direct association with the theatre field.
In commenting upon Erpi's reason
for divesting itself of sound equipment maintenance activities, Drake
said, "The service function is vitally
important to the motion picture industry and as Erpi is reducing its acI
tivity in the sale of sound reproducing
equipment in this country, proper expansion of the servicing activity would
be difficult, hence, it is believed the
best interests of both the industry and
-Qur employees, is served by the creation of this new enterprise."
Fees

Variety
MOTION

PICTURE

Hearing

Will Resume
Today
(^Continued from page 1)
Reade, independent circuit operator,
J testified that he had nothing to do with
(interesting 20th Century-Fox in the
IRoxy reorganization, as claimed by
^ Erickson. The latter based his applijcation for a fee on the contention that
; he had been instrumental in bringing
Reade and 20th Century-Fox officials
together on a reorganization plan.
The remainder of yesterday's session
was given over to the claims of independent bondholders' committees for
compensation for their services. The
claims are being opposed by White &
Case, attorneys for the principal bondholders' committee, on the ground that
' other committees contributed nothing
to the reorganization and, consequently, are not qualified for allowances.

Club

DAILY!$
Detroit

HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

Name

{Continued from page 1)

fRoxy

PICTURE

Wells Fargo
{Paramount)
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — For years producers have been striving to build
a picture that would embrace the epic qualities that made "The Covered
Wagon" and "The Iron Horse" great. Frank Lloyd did it with
"Cavalcade" and many think w^ith "Mutiny on the Bounty." With the
aid of advanced screen knowledge and technology
he has attained that
standard in "Wells Fargo," a typical American picture.
Bigger than anyone in it; bigger in its appeal to human emotions
because of its story quality and the impressiveness of its vast pre 'action
scope than words can express, "Wells Fargo" is the romance of stir; 'ng
adventtire, heroism and ambition. Through its characters it details the
romantic visioning and development of sea-to-sea communication and
transportation, empire building and the saving of a nation. It is also the
romance of a great love story and the affection and loyalty that blossomed
in turmoil and danger, founded on the rocks of internecine strife and a
love that was triumphant when the country was again united.
Fashioned episodically, but held together by a strong continuity, the
picture, blending fact with fiction, tells the story of Wells Fargo from
the day it started out from Batavia, N. Y., through the years when it
was the only solid banking house in San Francisco in the days of the
gold rush madness to the time when, hearkening to the appeal of
Abraham Lincoln, it transported bullion in the dark days of the Civil
War to save the United States as an undivided country. It is potent in
its power to stir patriotic sensibilities. This story, which has no villain,
has for its companion quality the story of a man's love for a woman
and a woman's love for a man, the human interest character of which is
always close to the heart. It is devoid of any forced or artificial theatrics.
The simple and gripping story is expertly played by Joel McCrea,
Bob Burns, Frances Dee, Henry O'Neill, Mary Nash, Ralph Morgan,
Lloyd Nolan, John Mack Brown and Porter Hall, as well as by a long
list of supporting characters. Under the guidance of Frank Lloyd it
makes no stars, permits no one to monopolize the limelight, yet delivers
just what people expect when they pay their money to see a quality show.
The story on which it is based was written by Stewart Lake. It not
only evidences that patient research must have been made in quest of
authenticity and detail but also a thorough knowledge of what American
audiences expect to find in a semi-historic romance drama. In adapting
it to screenplay form Paul Schofield, Gerald Geraghty and Frederick
Jackson not only were careful to preserve the spirit and appeal of the
original but to endow the theme with a movement and scope that made
Lloyd's job of directing as well as the work of the players in interpreting
it comparatively easy. While the work of the players carries the story,
the quality of the musical score arranged by Victor Young and directed
by Boris Morros, and the dramatic caliber of the photography directed
by Theodor Sparkuhl and special effects supervised by Gordon Jannings
materially enhance the various contrasting moods.
It is the kind of attraction that any exhibitor can be proud to offer
his patrons. It may also be anticipated that if "Wells Fargo" is given
the benefit of any kind of exploitation support, it will give any competition astrong run for popularity and money-getting honors.
Running time, 113 minutes. "G."

Dallas Appeal to Be
Presented Next Week
(Contimied from page 1)
RCA
Promotes Four
3. Supreme Court. It is expected to
Frank
R.
Deakins, former RCA
36 reached for hearing in that court
Photophone sales manager, has been
Dy next March or April.
The defendants have made no plans elected a vice-president of RCA Mfg.
for applying for a stay of the Dallas Co., George K. Throckmorton, president, reported yesterday. Henry C.
court's decree in the interim.
Bonfig and Vance C. Woodcox, formerly sales executives with the manufacturing company, also have been
G. N. Revives ''Wagons"
Hollywood, Dec. 3.— Grand Na- elected vice-presidents. Robert Shannon, a vice-president, has been made
:ional has revived plans for "Snow
Zoyered Wagons," announced for the general manager, in addition.
1937-38 season as a color feature,
out which probably will be made in
Plan High Point Union
olack and white because of the failure
Salisbury, N. C, Dec. 3. — OrDf the Keller-Dorian color deal.
ganization of an I.A.T.S.E. local at
Charles Logue has been assigned by High Point is under discussion as a
oroducer Bud Barsky to write a new result of a recent four-state conferTeatment and screenplay for it.
ence here. Up to the present High
The story deals with the Donner Point has been under the jurisdiction
ixpedition from Missouri to Cali- of Greensboro. Another meeting of
brnia, from the novel by Julia Cooley the union is to be held at Greensboro,
Altrocci.
Jan. 23.

Dreher to Head Award
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Carl Dreher
has been named chairman of the board
of judges for the scientific or technical
award by Major Nathan Levinson,
chairman
of the Technicians' Branch
of the Academy.

Detroit, Dec. 3. — Members of the
local Variety Club were guests of the
Chrysler Corp. at a luncheon in the
company's Highland Park plant, after
which they toured the plant as guests
of John J. Caton, director of the
Chrysler Institute of Engineering,
who was
a recentin speaker
noon
luncheon
the Book.at the club's
Next Monday's luncheon will not
be held, but the annual election of officers will take place in the club
rooms that evening at 8 P. M.
A party to mark the formal opening
of the club's new quarters in the
Book-Cadillac will be held on Saturday evening, Dec. 11.
More than 500 Barkers and their
friends attended the annual feather
party of the club in the grand ballroom of the Book, which netted a tidy
sum for the welfare fund of the club.
Trucks to Use Posters
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Paramount
has completed a tieup with the Railway Express to use display posters
exploiting "Wells Fargo" on its 11,000
trucks throughout the United States.
In addition, blowups of illustrated
telegrams will be displayed in all
Western Union offices.
Fannie Hurst Signed
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Samuel Goldwyn has signed Fannie Hurst to write
the story and screenplay for the next
Goldwyn musical to be produced in
1938. She will go to the coast as soon
as she has completed preliminary work
in New York. Jascha Heifetz will be
one of the stars.
Acquire Pinski Story
Collective Film Producers, Inc., has
acquired David Pinski's "Jacob, the
Blacksmith" for early production.
ment.
Pinski is preparing the screen treat"Uriel Acosta" will be the third
picture for the company.

Wall

Street

Board Issues Gain
Open
Col
E. K
15816
E. K., pfd..lS8
G.
1454
Loew T. E. . . . 51Ji
Loew,
Parapfd..l0512^
Para.
9854
Para. 12
1154
Pathe
654
RKO
554
20th Fox .. 215^

High
16216
158
14M
54
10513
9854
im
6Vs
22SVs

Low16
158
158
1454
51^4
105U'A
9854
1154
654
5
2154

Net

Close
16 Chemge
++9 '4
160
158
145^
52^ -I+2 %
105
125/i, 4-4
-1- 54
9854
1154 -i-354
+ H
&Vs + 54
55i -I21^
-|- 54
54

Univ.,
37854 377Vs 37
-|-1
W. B pfd.. 378
7% —Vi
Advances General on Curb
Net
Open
G. N
1 High
1 Low1 Close
1 Change
Sentry ...... VA5/16 M5/16 154
5/16 1?45/16+ Vs
Sonotone
Tech
19^ 20
1954 1954 + Vs
Trans-Lux 354 354 354 354 + Vs
Win Richmond Suit
Univ. Corp. 254 254 254 254 -f 54
454
454
454 -|- 54
Richmond, Dec. 3. — Wilmer & Univ. Pict. 454
Vincent have won a suit in Federal
Loew Bonds Up Fractionallu
Net
Court against the Venetian AmuseHigh Low Close Change
ment Corp., operator of the Carillon,
98
975^ 975^^ +
for enforcement of a seven-year op- Loew 354s '46
B'way
erating contract. The contract calls Para.
3s '55
63
63 63
78
78
78
— 54
for payments of $50 a week for ad- \V. B. 6s '39
visory and supervision services.
(Quotations at close of Dec. 3)
It will be IDreher's sixth term in
this post. He will be assisted by
John Arnold, Farciot Edouart, Lloyd
Goldsmith, Grover Laube, J. M.
Nickolaus, Gordon Sawyer, John
Swain and S. J. Twining.
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Don

in

November

i

Radio

Mutual network billings for No>
vember, 1937, registered an increase Personals
of 1.2 per cent over the billings for
the same month last year. The total /^RETCHEN DAVIDSON and
for the month was $230,274, compared V J Carleton Young, both of the
to the November, 1936, total of $227,- "Carol Kennedy's Romance" cast on
543.
CBS, have been tested by 20th CenThe cumulative billings for 1937 totury-Fox .. . Jerry Danzig and Dave
taled $1,648,781, as against the cumu- Driscoll of Mutual's special events
lative billings for the same 11-month department, will appear on Sheila
period last year of $1,691,466, a de- Barrett's program over NBC Sunday
cline of 2.5 per cent. However, ex- when Sheila burlesques their program,
cluding the political billings for the "Let's \"isit." . . . Warden Lewis E.
cumulative period last year^ the total Lawes will guest appear on Dave
actually shows a 3.5 per cent gain for Elman's "Hobby Lobby" Dec. 8. . . .
the period over the 1936 total for the Milton Rettenberg, accompanist and
same period.
musical director for the "Singing
Lady," has been appointed a receiver
in
supplementary proceedings by the
Standard
Oil Renews
Supreme Court . . . Dan Walker,
U.P. News
Readings Daily News columnist, will appear on
The Standard Oil Co. has renewed Jack Eigen's "Newsreel" program
over \\'MCA Sunday . . . Emil Colethe Esso "Marketers" United Press
man's son, Harry, who recently gradnews readings, over WJZ, New York ;
uated from Bucknell, is now writing
KDKA, Pittsburgh; WRC, Wash- the musical arrangements for his
ington; WGY, Schenectady; WBZ- dad's orchestra. . . .
WBZA, Boston. The renewals are
+
for the full year of 1938.
Chicago
Town
Pump
The news periods are presented four
Chicago,
Dec.
3.
—
Les
Tremayne,
times daily, six times a week for fiveminute periods. Marschalk & Pratt suff'ering from a bullet wound in his
is the agency.
left hand, was able to appear on the
"First Nighter" show, despite the injury. A target pistol accidentally disPatent Trial Ends
charged caused the wound. . . . Fritz
In Fessenden
Case Blocki's production, "Skelly Court of
Missing Heirs," starts at a new time
{Continued from page 1)
this week, Sunday evening at 9 :30
Kelly, Jackson Heights, L. I., con- P. M., C.S.T. The program is fast
sulting engineer, in rebuttal. Under becoming one of the most popular in
cross examination, he pointed out the middlewest judging from the letters received. . . . WIND presents two
specifically just what method was
claimed in the Fessenden patents in new shows this week, "IVIind Your
which short radio waves are used in- Manners" and "Crime. Never Pays."
Bayuk Cigars and Parker Bros, are
stead of long waves in long distance
communication. The defense rested to- using one-minute announcements on
day, calling John V. L. Hogan, New WENR. . . . Charles L. Garland and
York consulting engineer, as its last Edwin Shomo have joined Radio
witness.
Sales, Inc. . . . Francis X. Bushman
is back in Chicago to do drama roles
To Broadcast Coulee Bids
Spokane, Dec. 3. — Mutual plans to *'Final" to Change
broadcast an hour program from here
when bids for completion of the Grand
Sponsor on Sunday
Coulee dam are opened, Dec. 10.
"Five Star Final," featured on
Mutual's nearest station outlet is at WMCA and the Inter-City network,
Seattle. KGA, an NBC station, will will resume broadcasting under a
carrv the program here. Frank A.
new sponsorship Sunday, with ComBanks, Bureau of Reclamation engimunity Opticians handling the series.
neer stationed at Coulee dam, will The contract
is for 13 weeks and is
read bids. John C. Page, commisplaced
by
the
Commonwealth Adversioner, will speak.
tising Agency of Boston. The program is broadcast Mondavs through
Problem Program to Start
Fridays from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M.,
A new problem program with under the direction of Phil Barrison.
audience participation will begin over
WMCA's three-hour daily afterWHN, Dec. 6, from 8:30 to 9 P.M.
noon sports and variety program, "Six
The title is "It Is the Law." Drama- Star Revue,"
also has been purchased
tizations will be based on authentic
Opticians on a parcivil cases. Before revealing the true by Community
ticipation basis with General Mills,
decision rendered in the case, the who have been underwriting the series.
studio audience will be afforded the With the new sponsorship added to
opportunity to offer their solution.
General Mills, there are four other
periods on the show available for parNorman Dewes Joins KFWB
ticipation, itis revealed.
San Diego, Dec. 3. — N o r m a n
Takes Time on KYW
Dewes, former sound technician at
Universal Studios, and technical
Philadelphia, Dec. 3. — The
engineer with KFWB, Hollywood, Richard A. Foley advertising agency,
has joined KFSD, NBC-Blue affiliate with Larry I. Everting handling the
here, in the latter capacity.
account, has bought time on KYW,
here, for a series of 15-minute disJohn Royal Goes to Coast
cussions on psychology and sociologry
John Royal, NBC vice-president in by John G. Nason. The agency
charge of programs, took off for Hol- bought the time for the Freihofer
lywood today, to be gone 10 days on Baking Co., which will use it in the
network business.
interests of Freihofer Bread.

Name

Radio

Contact

Hollywood,
Dec. appointed
3.— Major
studios
each have
one man in publicity departments to handle all radio
commentator contacts, under a plan approved recently
by studio publicity department heads. This was done
in connection with the issuance of "Hays office" credentials identifying the air columnists and assistants.
A meeting of the eight has
been held with Tom Pettey,
press contact man for the

Lee

Plans

Television

New

Program

Los Angeles, Dec. 3. — Practical
television broadcasts directly from a
radio studio will be started shortly
after Jan. 1 by KHJ, Don Lee sta- ,
tion here. The television broadcasts,
according to Louis Allen Weiss, Don
Lee general manager, are a result of
the years of experimentation by
Harry B. Lubcke, Don Lee engineer.
Lubcke has been sending television
shows from his home since 1932 and
has devised methods of transmission
of live talent programs directly from
radio theatres over a 20-mile radius,
he said. However, no technical deetails of the Lubcke method are availProducers' Ass'n.
able at the moment. About eight
months ago he invited radio amateurs
for WGN. . . . Freddy Martin and to write to him for information on
band start an engagement at the Ritz- how to build their own television sets,
Carlton Dec. 7. . . . Joseph MacDonald, and now there are about 100 sets in
formerly with the legal department of the 20-mile radius which Lubcke's
NBC is now representing them in the present equipment covers.
same capacity here. . . . Merrit R.
Rights Reserved
Schoenfeld of NBC Chicago sales is
back from a vacation trip, as is C. L.
At that time Lubcke issued warnMenser of the production department.
ings that no rights to the equipment
to go into the home manufactured
+
sets would be given the amateur set
builders. It is understood that the
Hollywood Town Pump
Lubcke devices are mostly of his own
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — Harrison
Holliway of KFI-KECA has ap- invention and bear patents or have '
patents applied for. The cathode
pointed Jimmy McKibben to the pro- tubes employed in his sets, however,
duction staff' of the twin stations, replacing Bob Heistand in the tranThe station to be utilized for the
scription department, when the latter television
RCA's. is X6X0A, Don Lee exbecomes assistant production manager. are
perimental high frequency transmitter.
. . . Jeanette MacDonald has been
made the official sponsor of the The first program to go out by teleGreensboro High School grid team.
vision be George Jessel's "30
Minutes in mayHolly^vood." The Lubcke
Greensboro, N. C, is the home of television
shows heretofore have been j
Vicks, which sponsors her radio pro- from films.
gram . . . R. L. Watkins Co., of New
Lee has filed application with the !
York, through Blackett-Sample-Hum- F. C. C. for an increase in power of I
mert, is sponsoring "Wife Vs. Secre- his television transmitter from 150 to
tary," on KFI for a year. It will be
a 15-minute electrical transcription
'
Mondays through Fridays . . . Hor- 1,000 watts.
To Drop 2 NBC Programs
lick's have renewed "Lum and
Two current sponsored programs on
Abner" on KFI until Aug. 26, next
year. The program is heard Mon- NBC will not be renewed beyond their ■
present contract dates. The programs !
days, Wednesdays and Friday's.
are
"Kaltenm
Kinderg
arten,"
sponsor
ed byeyer's
the Quaker
Oats
Co. I|
Four Promotions Are
Saturdays Lordon & theThomas,
Red
network
through
and the, '
Set at Station WLW
Sheila Barrett program, "The Time I
Cincinnati, Dec. 3. — Four promoof
Life"Sundays
for the Gruen
Co.,Your
offered
on theWatch
Red '
at WLW,
eff'ective
immediatel)^ tionshave
been all
made
by James
D.
through McCannn.
The for- )
Shouse, vice-president of the Crosley mer goes off theErickso
air Dec. 25, the latter Dec. 26.
Corp. and general manager of WLW.
E. C. Krautters becomes assistant
sales manager and Eldon A. Park, asKTSM to Join NBC in January
sistant program manager. Lee House
KTSM, El Paso, will join the NBC
moves up from production to the head
of continuity, the post vacated by network some time in January instead
Krautters. Bob Franken will handle of in April, 1938, as was originally
calculated
traffic,
previouslyassistant
Park's manager
assignment.of station are by NBC. The lines to the
Bob Dunville,
being completed much more
KMOX, St. Louis, has joined WLW
was at first thought posthan
rapidly
in an executive capacity. Frank M. date. sible, thus hastening the affiliation
Smith, who resigned as manager of
WLW a few weeks ago, but preferred
to remain on the job until appointAl Mitchell Is Renewed
ment of his successor, has left his
post to become advertising manager
AI Mitchell, "The Answer Man" on
of the Gruen Watch Co. here. Robert WOR, has been renewed for a full
year on that station. The program is
Jennings has taken over Smith's du- broadcast three times weekly, Tuesties
appointment of a permanentpending
successor.
days, ThursdaysCan -Ericksonand
Saturdays. Mcithe
s
agency.
Mutual Sets Charade Series
"Guess Who," a new series of
dramatic charades, goes on the air
Sally
EilersJoseph
on "Hotel"
Sally
Eilers,
Schildkraut,
from 9 to 9:15 P.M., Dec. 12, over Neil
Hamilton and Marcia Mae Jones
Mutual. The programs will consist will offer preview scenes from their
of weekly dramatizations based on
picture, "TheHotel"
Lady Misbehaves," on
lives of famous people, whose iden- "Hollywood
Dec. 10 over CBS.
tities will be concealed.
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O'Shea
Succeed
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Carolina
Begins

Jubilee

A.

Jeff Lazarus

ScuUy

Is Now

Paramount
Producer
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— Jei¥ Lazarus,
Paramount story editor, has been
added to the company's producer
roster by Adolph Zukor. Lazarus
will work in association with William
LeBaron who continues as managing
director of all production. Lazarus
will continue to serve on the Paramount story board.
Coincidentally, Bogart Rogers and
A. M. Botsford were named as personal assistants to LeBaron.
It is expected that a further realignment of studio personnel will be
made on Monday during the visit here
of home office executives. The efTect
probably will be to substantially reduce operating overhead.

Metro

Product

Talk

' Unit

Meet

Record
At

TEN

6, 1937

Exhibitors

PiNEHURST, N. C, Dec. 5.— The
silver anniversary convention of the
Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina will begin here tomorrow
Will Work with Him at morning at the Carolina Hotel,
Metro Until Jan. 1.
preceded by the directors' meeting
and
a preview
"Nothingwhich
Sacred,"
at the
Carolina ofTheatre,
will
E. K. O'Shea, former Buffalo be held tonight.
branch manager, is reported as likely
A series of addresses relative to exsuccessor to William A. Scully, easthibitor problems will feature the twoern M-G-M district manager, who on
day meeting, with the annual banquet
Jan. 1 will join Universal as general and
ball to be held Tuesday night in
sales manager. O'Shea is due to ar- the Crystal Room of the hotel. The
rive from Detroit today to work with addresses will be delivered tomorrow
Scully until he is officially appointed
morning after the meeting is called to
to the district manager's post.
Ralph Maw, who has been assistant order by Charles W. Picquet, president of the organization. A golf
to O'Shea in Buffalo, is now the man- tournament will be held at the Pine
ager. O'Shea in the past few months
has been acting as temporary district Needles course, with Jack Kirby in
manager in the midwest while Jack charge, tomorrow afternoon, when a
tea for the women present at the
Flynn, district manager with head- convention will be served. Tuesday
quarters in Detroit, has been pinch
morning, the closing session will be
hitting for Sam Shirley, Chicago MG-M manager. Shirley has been ill devoted to a general business meeting, the report of the resolutions comfor some time and is now back on the
unfinished business and the
job. Flynn, likewise, has returned to election mittee,
of officers.
Detroit, relieving O'Shea, wiio is
The speakers and their subjects will
now scheduled to make his headquarbe as follows : "The Need for a
ters at the New York exchange.
With the return of Abe Montague, Strong Theatre Owners' Organization," by Martin Quigley, president of
Columbia sales manager, from the
coast today, a decision will be reached the Quigley Publishing Co. ; "The
Program for Fair Trade Practices,"
by Lou Weinberg on joining Uni- by
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
versal as assistant to Scully.
{Continued on page 6)

W.

DECEMBER

Today

Crowd

Allied

Due

Meeting

Columbus, Dec. 5.— A record attendance is predicted for the threeday regional conference of Allied
States exhibitor units opening at the
Neil House here tomorrow, under the
auspices of the I.T.O. of Ohio, due
to the national and local significance
attached to many of the subjects inbusiness. cluded in the meeting's order of
Among the principal topics listed
for discussion or action are the introduction of legislation to ban or
restrict Ascap's operations in Ohio,
the Paramount sales policy, and the
proposed earmarking by the state of
admission tax receipts for poor relief.
The latter is scheduled to be acted
on by a special session of the state
legislature now under way here. Ohio
exhibitors will oppose it on the
ground that it will make possible the
progressive increase of the admission
tax rate to correspond with any increase in relief fund requirements in
the future.
Speakers who are scheduled to address the conference include Abram
(Continued on page 6)

Will

Impartial

Outline

Altec

CENTS

jBegin
Talks
To
Name
New
Board

of

RKO

Atlas-Lehman, RCA Will
Have Majority Vote
RKO reorganization factors have
begun discussions looking to the selection of a new board of directors for
the reorganized company, authoritative sources disclosed on Saturday.
The board will consist of nine members who will be designated to serve
for an initial term of two years.
Although there is no official indication at this time of the manner in
which representation on the new board
will be apportioned, current reports indicate that the bulk of the representation will go to Atlas Corp., Lehman
Bros, and RCA, which together control about 85 per cent of the RKO
debentures outstanding and approximately SO per cent of the outstanding
common stock. A minimum of five
of the nine board members is viewed
as a possible representation for these
interests.
Rockefeller Center, to which the
RKO reorganization plan proposes to
grant 460,000 shares of new RKO
common in settlement of its $9,150,000
claim, is certain to receive a representative on the board. On this basis,
unsecured creditors other than Rockefeller Center, and minority security
holders would receive a maximum
representation on the board of three
members.
RKO management executives would
be designated by the Atlas-Lehman
interests and are expected to include
Leo Spitz,
president,
and 6) Ned E.
(Continued
on page

Organization Today
Executive appointments for the
home office and field staff of the newly organized Altec Service Corp.,
which were tentatively set recently
are scheduled to be confirmed at a
press luncheon to be given by the new
organization at the Astor today.
Roxy Fee Requests
L. W. Conrow is president of the
Have Final Hearing
new servicins: company, which includes the hulk of the former execuFinal hearing on the applications of
tive staff of the Erpi operating de- various parties for $612,000 in fees
partment. GeorgeonL.page
Carrington
is for the reorganization of the Roxy
(Continued
6)
Theatre took place Saturday before
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey.
Consideration was given to the apTestimonial to Cohn
plication of White & Case, attorneys
Report Canada Fees
the Pound bondholders' protective
Not to Be Increased
To Be Held Tonight for
committee which proposed the reorPittsburgh, Dec. 5.— The local
ganization plan which was finally acToronto, Dec. S. — Contrary to
cepted. They asked for $66,565.
Guild and Time to
previous advices, official intimation film industry tomorrow will honor Ira
Harold P. Seligson, attorney for
has come from the Canadian Per- H. Cohn, 20th Century-Fox branch
Seek a Compromise
manager,
at
a
banquet
at
the
William
forming Rights Society that the sothe Tipton bondholders' protective
one of the minority comA compromise agreement for the
ciety's fees for theatres of the Do- Penn. The affair is a sell-out with committee,
mittees, objected to the allowance on
minion during 1938 will probably be many distribution executives coming
settlement of the Screen Actors' Guild
the ground
that it onwaspagetoo6) high and
dispute with the March of Time over unchanged. Some adjustments are ex- on from New York to attend.
(Continued
pected
with
respect
to
fees
for
other
Cohn
has
been
with
20th
Centurythe latter's claim to a newsreel status
which would exempt it from becoming music users including broadcasting Fox for 20 years and this week his
office chalked up a record in the short
a signatory to a guild contract will be stations, it is said.
Radio — Page 7
The schedule of fees for theatres subject sales contest as part of the
offered officials of the reel at a meet(Continued
on
page
6)
(.Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)
To Start This Week
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— With the
arrival of C. C. Aloskowitz from New
York Saturday and the scheduled
arrival of Al Lichtman on Tuesday
from London, after a two-month visit,
important production conferences are
expected to get under way at the
M-G-M studios with Nicholas M.
Schenck, president, Louis B. Mayer
and Edward J. Mannix.
Mannix returned from Boston last
Thursday after attending the funeral
(Continued on page 6)
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Legion Approves 10
Of 11 New
Pictures
The National Legion of Decency, in
its list of 11 new pictures for the current week, has approved seven for
general patronage, three for adults,
and has classed one as objectionable in
part. The new pictures and their
classification follow.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage — "Aus Liebe zum Vaterland" (German), "Beg, Borrow or
Steal," "45 Fathers," "Frontier Town,"
"Jalisco Nunca Pierde" (Spanish),
"Mr. Boggs Steps Out," "The Singing Outlaw." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults— "Big Town Girl,"
"Meet Miss Mozart," "Nothing Sacred." Class B, Objectionable in Part
—"El Baul Macabro" (Spanish).
Bingo Case Collapses
Milwaukee, Dec. 5.— An attempt
to prosecute Lawrence Burnett, manager of the Plaza, for running a Bingo
game fell down when an assistant city
attorney said no city ordinance covered
the subject.
Police Chief Joseph T. Kluchesky
says he will seek state warrants when
Bingo takes on the aspect of public
gambling.
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np HIS is a success story in a
capsule. It is the yarn, in a
flash, of Monogram, which, one
of these years, might well prove
a modern illustration, anew, of the
old one about big oaks and little
acorns. A year ago, the company
was not even active. Today, it
has thirty exchanges across the
country, its own selling crew,
about 4,000 signed contracts,
comfortably close to $2,000,000
in signed business and twenty
negatives either playing theatres
or reposing in cans waiting to
pop out and meet release dates. . . .

It may strike you like another
slice of the same, old baloney to
tell you that this handsome accomplishment traces directly to
W. Ray Johnston; that, as big a
hulk of a man as he is, this slight
bouquet, no doubt, will make him
shrink a little under whatever impact it may have. The facts,
nevertheless, cannot be contravened and they show clearly how
successfully an operation, within
the limits of its field, Monogram
is. One of the Johnston assets is
his knowledge of his niche in his
own particular market. He does
not aim to be a major producer.
He knows the exhibitor must pay
high for major product and he
also knows Monogram must sell
cheaply to average down the cost
of the theatre operator's total
film buy. He has cut, and is cutting, his own cloth accordingly.

One of his proclivities finds
him spending a goodly number of
hours each week, pencil in hand
and yellow sheets of paper before
him, fixing budgets months in
advance. For instance, and as a
marker of how well he snuggles
to the line, there was his profit
and loss statement for August.
Doped out months ago, it reached
within two per cent of his estimates. He also forecast — and
accurately — a quarter of a year
in futures what his income would
be as it applied to the August
conclusions. At the beginning of
the season, Johnston told his
franchise holders : "Monogram
will give you entertainment. We
can't compete in the name market. We will try to give you marquee titles and good stories that
\yill please the patrons who buy
tickets and, always, shows that
you will not be ashamed to sell
or exhibitors to play in their theatres.'' Four thousand exhibitors
in this country very obviously
agree. . . .
T

T

Sam Goldwyn has signed Jas-

Outlook
KANN
cha Heifetz. Paramount either
has signed, or is flirting with,
Jose Iturbi. It is known, of
course, Yehudi Menuhin has rejected a contract from the same
company.
"100 not
Men have
and asetGirl,"
while it may
out
with such a purpose, not only is
entertaining the public, but has
struck out valiantly in the cause
of classical music, winding in and
out of the accepted Hollywood
production formula. It is not
rash to assume, therefore, that
something new, and potentially
very worthwhile, is stirring in
and around the Hollywood hills.

However, and in this one
instance anyway, London has
beaten Hollywood to the punch.
Lothar Mendes is around the
town with a picture, self-directed,
called "Moonlight Sonata," which
is the name of a stirring and
beautiful something, if you remember, written by a musical
giant named Beethoven. In it
and playing the theme song,
which is a sacrilegious way of
putting it, is Ignace Jan Paderewski, close to his eighties now
and, of course, internationally renowned as a pianist. Paderewski
also appears throughout the film
as its central and motivating dramatic element in a pleasantry of
love which almost goes astray
until his lovely rendition of the
sonata brings the misunderstood
and misunderstanding lovers together. .. .

Purely

Personal

►

mount theatre
head, leavesParafor
y1 * FRANK
FREEMAN,
Chicago today and will go to _Des
Moines from there for the A. H.
Blank 2Sth anniversary dinner on
Thursday. Neil F, Agnew will start
for the same affair later and, if possible, will stop oif at Columbus to
attend the Allied regional conference
there. Barney Balaban, Paramount
president, and Stanton Griffis,
chairman of the executive committee,
are scheduled to arrive in Des Moines
for the affair on their way east from
Hollywood.
•
Ned E. Depinet delayed his departure for the coast by plane until
yesterday. He will arrive in Hollywood this morning for conferences
with Leo Spitz, president of RKO.
•
Harold S. Dunn, Far Eastern
manager for Warners, has gone to
Miami for a vacation and will return
to New York in a few weeks and then
leave for his headquarters at Shanghai.
•
Thomas Orchard, associate March
of Time producer, is in Washington.
•
Louis de Rochemont, March of
Time producer, has returned from a
brief trip to Boston.
e
Charles R. Rogers and William
Pierce, executive secretary, left for
here.
the coast on Saturday after two weeks
•
Susanne Kaaren, G. N. player, is
in town for the approaching holidays.
•
Colette
Lyons,
Warner player,
will arrive today on the Normandie.
•
. . . New Haven
George Comden, the father of a
baby boy, and Sam Rosen, a baby
Irving Bonoff is ill and confined
to his home.
Ruth Fishman, daughter of Abe,
of
girl.the Fishman Circuit, will be married to Lawrence Caplan, executive
secretary of Allied Theatres of Connecticut, on Dec. 26.
, Mary Lampert, daughter of
Nathan Lampert, owner of the

"Moonlight Sonata" is keyed
to the quiet mood. It has no hysterics and it has no great climaxes. It is in the spirit of good
music and it is performed in the
subdued mood by Marie Tempest,
who definitely is an actress;
Queenie Leonard, for comedy;
Eric Portman, for slight villainy ;
and Charles Farrell and Barbara
Greene, for romance. Paderewski
plays Rachmaninoff and Liszt,
too, and is surprisingly at home
as an actor. He cuts a venerable
and patriarchal figure, charming
and dignified. No one, naturally,
can foretell how a picture of this
calibre will go in America. It
suggests, however, a world of
ballyhoo, keyed to the proper
restraining note. Available figures from radio sources on the
increasing millions who listen
vveekly to the representative music broadcasts, such as the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Philharmonic of New York, the Ford
and the General Motors hours

Mposup, played the violin when lights
failed, and was enthusiastically received by the audience.
•
. . . Pittsburgh
Nellie Reinstein of the Warner
exchange, is recovering from an appendicitis operation.
Bob Clayman and his wife, Ruby
Rubinoff, have returned from their
honeymoon in New York.
Dave Broudy is recovering from a
serious illness and will be back on the

suggest strong possibilities. Listening and looking are two different things, but there must be
a hearty portion of that audi-

opportunity of seeing and hearing Paderewski in what no
fort.
doubt, will be his only film ef-

jobOscar
soon. Levant was in town visithis family
more ingthan
a year.for the first time in
Paul Kleinerman is now managing the Linden, a neighborhood house
in Bellevue.
ence that might entertain the
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to

a Compromise

(Continued from page 1)
ing today with Aubrey Blair and Mrs.
Florence Marston,
representing the
guild, it was learned on Saturday.
The proposed compromise will include provisions for a supplementary
agreement to the guild's contract calling for definition of newsreel and
theatrical material in March of Time
releases, the newsreel material to be
exempt from the contract and the theatrical material to be subject to the
contract. Provision will be made for
the submission of differences arising
under the agreement to a settlement
committee consisting of one representative of the guild and one of
March of Time. In the event that the
committee is unable to agree, provision
is made for the addition of a third
member, acceptable to both, with the
vote of the majority to be final.
March of Time has been adhering to
guild contract requirements heretofore,
but has not yet become a signatory of
the guild contract.

Short
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"Checkers"
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Dec. 5. — "Checkers" is a grand old title steeped in boxoffice tradition and Jane Withers is a fine young name rich in marquee
value. Stuart Erwin and Una Merkel are manifestly suitable company.
Customers putting the two and two together and shoving their money
through the wicket in expectation of getting a spanking racetrack
picture for it are as safe as if buying a ticket on War Admiral to show.
The production is snugly, smartly and precisely in what swing musicians eloquently refer to as "the groove." It may bear little or no
resemblance
to the original "Checkers," but it looks exactly like surefire entertainment.
The screenplay is by Lynn Root, Frank Fenton, Robert Chapin and
Karen de Wolf, from an original story by the first two of these, and
direction is by H. Bruce Humberstone with John Stone carrying complete responsibility as associate producer. Just which of these persons
the pleased patrons have to thank for the thorough knowledge of racing
revealed is not, of course, clear to the naked eye. The whole group may
have spent considerable time at Santa Anita, Del Mar or similar educational institutions. This is by way of saying that the story, unlike
C. I. O. Invades Houston
most committed in the interests of improving the breed, abides by the
Houston, Dec. S.— The first C. I. rules, customs, even the fetishes of the sport of kings. It is, in short,
O. local to include film operators in a swell job, a plausible story hewn out of common experience and
Houston has been organized here. It pointing out, without pointing, that following the ponies is an exciting,
is called M. P. Operators and Stage- but not particularly remunerative, occupation.
hands Local No. 693. George C.
Not to spoil a good story by half-telling it, this version of "Checkers"
Mitchell is president, J. H. Naquin, presents
Miss Withers as a young lady devoted to her improvident
secretary-treasurer, and G. H. Polk,
business agent.
Uncle Erwin's race horse, which breaks its leg and is nursed back to
health on a farm owned by Miss Merkel, who would marry Erwin if
he would give up racing. Marvin Stephens is effective as a jockey
Bryan Foy to Start Four who figures importantly in exciting events which turn out to everyHollywood, Dec. 5. — Bryan Foy
satisfaction. Miss Withers is, naturally, the mainspring of the
will put four pictures in work by Jan. picture, body's
but there is no coddling of situations to throw emphasis upon
17. They are: "Penrod and His her and she accomplishes her objectives without resort to the prerogaDouble Trouble," with Billy and
tive commonly given juvenile stars. The picture may be safely billed
Bobby Mauch; "That's My Sister," as her best to date by a wide margin.
"For the Defense," with Ronald
Reagan in the lead, and "The Singing
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."
Cowboy," with Dick Foran.
Sells Frisco House
San Francisco, Dec. 5. — The
Strand, subsequent run owned by
Herman Cohen, operator of the United
Artists and Embassy here, has been
sold to J. J. Franklin, formerly of
Franklin Theatres, Honolulu.

Looking

^Em

Over

Light nin* Crandall
(Republic)
Here is another Bob Steele performance in a western melodrama
that will effectively register with its proper audience. Steel gives his
usual brisk characterization and actively engages in vivid action where
Sign Chester Morris
he
uses his fists and Colt to thrilling advantage.
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— Chester MorThe
plot loses little time in setting forth that Steele is a well known
ris has been signed to a long term contract by RKO. His first will be gun fighter in Texas. He does not like the attendant notoriety. Settling
"Crime."
down in Arizona appeals to his taste and he conveniently lets the appellation "Lightnin' " die. In his new environment he runs into a range
war. Events become so annoying that he buckles on his holster and
soon is his old self again. Following much riding, fighting and general
Wall Street
fussing around the country the film reaches a noisy conclusion. Peace
-—54
1 hovers over the valley again and Steele finally settles down with Lois
- H January.
Mixed Board Activity
654
654
Charles King, Frank La Rue, Ernie Adams, Earle Dwire, Horace
654
Net
Low Close Chcuige Murphy and Lloyd Ingraham lend capable support. Sam Newfield
Open HIsh
- 54
Cons., pfd.. 654 WA 158
14
directed.
5354
5254■m 159
E. K
158
14
G. T. E.... U% 5354
125/4
■
1254
1254
z
V
t
nA —2
im 1154
Loew
53
Running time, 64 minutes. "G."
65^ 1154
65i + -Vi 54
Para. ,
1254
65^
4^
Westinghouse Dividend
Para. 2
115^
Gable's Vacation Off
Pathe 6H
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
22
5
Hollywood, Dec. 5. — Switching
R. K. O.... 5"^
271A 22
+ 54 plans at the last minute, which would has declared a dividend of $2 per
20th Fox... 22'4
20th pfd....
share on the preferred and common
35
35
35
have given Glark Gable a 10-week
Univ., pfd.. 35
W. B
8
8
m
m
record payable
Dec. 7. Dec. 21 to holders of
vacation in Europe, M-G-M has stock,
—- Vi started shooting on "Test Pilot," in
Fractional Curb Change
54 which Gable, Myrna Loy, Spencer
Net
High Low
Tracy, and Lionel Barrymore have the
254
Close
Change
19^
254
Open 195^
221 Date
254
leading roles. It had been supposed
"Tovarich"
has "Tovarich"
been dated in 221
1
1
G.N
1
1
generally
that
the
picture
would
be
19
Technicolor. 1954
situations for playing during ChristUniv. Corp. 254
mas and New Year's weeks, accordapostponed
vacation. because of Gable's desire for
(Quotations at close of Dec. 4.)
ing to Warners.

Subjects

''Cadet Champions"
(Columbia)
Athletics at West Point are covered
in this News World of Sports issue.
The cadets are seen in various exercises and finally on the sporting fields.
It has a lot of movement and manages
to be interesting. Running time, 9^

''Rhapsody
mins. "G."
(Universal)

in Zoo"

"animals"
sitIn inthistheMentone
gallerynumber,
and watch
the
humans
perform,is but
theonly
"applause"
of the audience
surely
a matter of politeness, for the most part.
A series of vaudeville turns, occasionally fair, in a setting that is hardly
clever.

Running time, 16 mins. "G."

"Here's Your Hat"
(Vitaphone)
"Cookie" Bowers" mimicry easily
tops the entertainment offered in this
musical. It is one of those night club
affairs and offers the usual singing,
dancing and orchestral numbers, none
of which stands out. There is a slight
plot involving a hat check girl whose
desire to see the floor show gets her
into difficulties with the head waiter.

It's fair.

Running time, 20 mins. "G."

"Getting

Your

Money's

(Lenaiier-International)
Here, fortests
theonconsumer's
laboratory
shoes and benefit,
bottled
milk are filmed, revealing, in the
former, manufacturing substitutions,
and in chemical tests on milk that
gradeWorth"
A is no better than grade B.
The two
shown counts
to have and
almost types
identicalare
bacteria
butter fat content. Audiences should
be stirred by the revelations. The
Film and Photo League produced it.
Running time, 9 mins. "G."
"Vitaphone Pictorial
(Vitaphone)
Three interesting subjects are adequately covered in this reel. The last
in color. A woman who draws with
brush and pencil gripped in her
mouth, a number of well known prizefighters shown in their training camps
doing various
4" exercises and the manuNo.
facture of rubber dolls. The last sequence will be found engrossing. Running time, 10 mins. "G."
"The Dumb Cluck"
(Universal)
This cartoon, in which an animated
rooster demonstrates to Oswald his
contraption for fighting fire, aided by
a trained elephant on roller skates, is
far more silly than it is clever and
amusing, and emerges as a less than
routine cartoon in consequence. Running time, 7 mins. "G."
"Screen Snapshots 17-3"
(Cohiiubia)
The usual assorted clips depicting
life in the film colony as the fans like
to see it. In addition to the general
run
"G." of material, Anita Louise is revealed as a harpist. She plays "The
Rosary." Running time, 10 mins.

TU

New

UNIVERSAL
p-re?ents

ALICE

FAYE

YOU'kE

A

SWEETHEART

GEORGE

MURPHY

MURRAY

and

CHARLES
ANDY

his stooge

DEVINE
•
•

Oswald

WINNINGER

GARGAN
HUNT

• KEN

•

WM

FRANCES

FRANK

JENKS

CASPER

REARDON
Directed by

DAVID

BUTLER
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(Continued from page 1)
To
Name
New
Stated that the Pound committee obstructed the minority group in its
effort
to
get
a better offer from 20th
Board
of RKO
Century-Fox.
Barrow, Wade & Guthrie, certified
public accountants, asked for an al(Continued from page 1)
lowance of $13,434 and Howard S.
subpicture
the
of
Depinet, head
Cullman requested $120,000 in addisidiary. The proposed slate of direction to the $80,000 previously received.
tors may be in readiness for submis- Joseph M. Hartfield, one of the atsion to Federal Judge William Bondy
torneys for White & Case, admitted
by the time of the next scheduled the value of Cullman's services but
hearing on the reorganization plan, said that in view of the fact that the
Dec. 21, or soon thereafter. In any total of applications for fees is more
event, the proponents of the plan must than double the amount available for
submit their board recommendations payment all will have to trim their
Bondy prior to court con- claims and that Cullman will have
to Judge firmation
of the plan.
to revise his request accordingly.
Other matters of major import to
Proskauer, Rose & Paskus, Cullthe reorganization which remain_ to
asked for $50,209 in
be disposed of within the same time additionman'stoattorneys,
fees previously received.
limitation are the ascertainment of the
Judge Caffey reserved decision and
amount of working capital which the requested all attorneys to submit
reorganized company will require and briefs in support of their claims.
the designation of the value of the
new securities to be issued to Atlas
Sues on Koster Contract
Corp. in connection with the latter's
A sion
suitagainst
for Henry
$30,000Koster,
agent's Universal
commisunderwriting of the $1,600,000 financing proposal.
While the time by which the RKO director, brought by Ernest Wiesenreorganization plan can be confirmed berg, a Viennese agent, was revealed
by the court rests entirely with Judge in the N. Y. Supreme Court on Saturday when Justice Peter Schmuck
Bondy's future procedure in conduct- directed Koster to furnish a bill of
ing hearings on objections to the
plan, conservative quarters estimate particulars. The agent claims 10 per
that it will be March or April before cent of Koster's salary up to 1941 and
the director's present earnthe company is free of court super- estimates
ings at $60,000 annually. Weisenberg
vision.
stated his contract with Koster was
made in February, 1936.
Carolina

Meeting

Will Begin Today
(Continued from page 1)
M.P.T.O.A. ; "Problems of the Independent Exhibitor," Walter Vincent,
president of Republic; "What Is Congress Preparing for Us ?" by Edward
Levy, general counsel of the M. P. T.
O. A. ; "Organization Problems," by
Milton C. Moore, president of the
Southeastern M.P.T.O. ; "How to Get
the 'Seldom-Evers' Interested in Coming to the Theatre," by Roy Smart,
Charlotte Owners
exhibitor;
"History
the
Theatre
of North
and of
South

Tax Lien Names Metro
A tax lien for $17,142 was filed
against the Metro Pictures Corp. by
Joseph T. Higgins, Collector of Internal Revenue, in the U. S. District
Court on Saturday. The lien was filed
for alleged unpaid taxes on the rental
of films in 1920 and was addressed to
Metro in care of Loew's, Inc.
Report

Canada

Fees

Not to Be Increased
(Continued from page 1)
only for the coming year has been
Carolina," by A. F. Sams, Winston- submitted to the Copyrights Appeal
Salem, and "Black and White in Pic- Board for consideration at the meettures," by Montgomery S. Hill, of the
ing of the board early in December
Kincey-Albany Circuit, Greensboro.
Taxation, radio competition and for approval or Otherwise, depending
other problems wil be brought up for upon the necessity of studying prodiscussion.
tests against the fees by theatre owners or associations. The schedule is
Pinehurst was selected for the meeting as a gesture to Picquet, operator as follows :
Theatres, 800 seats and under, opof the Carolina Theatres, who has
erating three days per week or less,
served as organization president for
14 years, and has been an exhibitor five cents per seat per annum; 800
here for 20 years. The local organ- seats and under, operating six days
ization was formed in Charlotte in per week, 10 cents per seat; 801-1,599
seats and operating six days per week,
1913, with 26 members.
12 cents per seat; 1,600 seats and
over,
six days per week, 15 cents per
Ordered 55 Cuts in Ohio
seat.
Columbus, Dec. 5.— The Ohio censors reviewed a total of 621 reels in
November, and ordered 55 eliminations. In October, 672 reels were reBuy
"Champion
Luck*'
Hollywood,
Dec. 5. — "Champion
viewed with 35 eliminations. There
magazine story by 1. A. R.
were 504 reels reviewed and 22 elimi- Luck,"
Wylie, has been purchased by M-G-M.
nations inNovember, 1936.
It is a story of dog racing.
Close Kromocolor Sale
Paterson, Dec. 5.— Title to the
Kromocolor Laboratory at Paramus
has passed to Border Realty Co.,
which recently purchased the property
at public auction for $60,000.
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Monogram Signs Cooper
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— Jackie Cooper
has been signed by Monogram to a
new contract under which he will appear in two productions next season.

Record
Greetings

Crowd

Due

on Film
At

Hollywood, Dec. 5,— M-G-M
is sending Christmas greetings via trailer to every forcountry where
its beproduct iseign
shown.
This will
the
first time the Christmas
trailer will be distributed in
other countries.
The trailer, produced under
the guidance of Frank Whitland.
beck, will feature Judy Gar-

Allied

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

F. Myers, chairman of the board of
Allied; Nathan Yamins, Allied president; Neil F. Agnew, Paramount
vice-president in charge of distribution, and Ralph W. Wilkins, member
of the Ohio tax commission.
The first session will be held Monday afternoon with Martin G. Smith
of Toledo, regional vice-president, in
charge, and with exhibitor representation in attendance from Ohio, western
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, KenFour Metro Winners
tucky, Michigan and Indiana. A
of the board of the Ohio unit
Are Due This Month meeting
is scheduled for Monday night.
Four M-G-M foreign sales contest
The first general business session
winners will arrive from their respec- will be held Tuesday afternoon, with
tive territories this month. The first, Smith presiding. The annual banquet
Leo Berger, manager of the Prague will be held that night with Gov.
oifice, is due today on the Norman- Martin L. Davey of Ohio and Sudie. All will spend about a week in
preme Court Judge Arthur H. Day
New York as guests of the company scheduled to attend. Entertainment
and then proceed to Hollywood.
will comprise the major part of this
Arriving later in the month will be
The election of officers and directors
A. H. Kenner, manager at Adelaide,
program.
will
occur during the final session
and G. Levy, manager of Perth, AusWednesday
afternoon.
tralia, and E. F. O'Connor, Havana
manager. Next month, four others
Dietz
Cancels
are scheduled to visit America. They
include G. Del Papa, manager at
Howard Dietz, director of advertisFlorence, and N. Papini, Bologna,
ing and publicity for M-G-M, who
Italy ; J. S. Squier, sales manager in had been
scheduled to discuss his comEngland ; and D. King, manager at
pany's
radio show policies and aims
Cardiff, England.
at the conference, telephoned last
T. A. Connor and A. Gibson, the
night that he would be unable to atfirst two winners to come from Engtend because of the Monday night
land and New Zealand, returned from
opening in Boston of a stage show
Chicago yesterday and today will sail on which he collaborated. William
for home on the Lafayette. While in
eastern and southern dithis country they visited Niagara A. Scully,
vision manager for M-G-M, who will
Falls,
Canyon,Palm
the Springs,
M-G-M become general sales manager of
studiosthein Grand
Hollywood,
Universal Jan. 1, also advised P. J.
Catalina and Chicago.
Wood, in charge of convention arrangements, that he would be unable
to attend.
The entire Ohio legislative body
Metro Product Talk
has been invited to attend the TuesTo Start This Week
day night banquet. A large exhibition of theatre equipment, accessories
(Continued from page 1)
and construction equipment will be
of his wife, who was killed in an auto held in connection with the conferaccident at Palm Springs. Howard
ence. A. E. Meyer, sales manager of
Strickling accompanied Mannix. Spen- the International Projector Corp., will
cer Tracy and his wife, who went attend the meeting.
east to attend the funeral, are due this
week.
Accompanying Lichtman on the Will Outline Altec
N ormandie reaching New York tomorrow are Jack Conway and
Organization Today
(Continued from page 1)
Maureen O'Sullivan, who went to
London for "A Yank at Oxford," first
M-G-M film to be produced in that operating manager ; Bert Sanford, Jr.,
country. Robert Taylor, reported on sales director; Stanley W. Hand,
the same boat, has cancelled his reser- executive staff representative for the
vations until a later date. On the field, and E. Z. Walters and H. M.
boat also are Madeleine Carroll, Max Bessey complete the home office
Factor and Andre David, director of executive staff.
Agiman Films.
Heading the eight national sales districts are W. W. Simons, New York;
L. J. Hacking, Boston; E. O.
Testimonial to Cohn
Wilschke, Philadelphia; A. Fiore, Atlanta; R. Hilton, Chicago; F. C.
To Be Held Tonight Dickley, Detroit; O. Hunt, Kansas
(Continued from page 1)
City, and H. W. Dodge, Los Angeles.
fifth S. R. Kent sales drive. The ex- Numerous branch offices are to be
change also took fifth place on total set up within these districts.
delivery, marking a double event for
Cohn and his associates.
H. B. Snook Promoted
Among the out-of-town 20th CenHomer
B. Snook, formerly assistant
tury-Fox executives slated to be on
hand tomorrow night will be Wil- treasurer of RCA Photophone, has
liam Sussman, William J. Kupper, been placed in charge of all PhotoWilliam C. Gehring, Jack Skirball, phone sound equipment sales to theWilliam J. Clark, Harvey Day, Edgar day. atres and industrial producer licensees,
Moss, George A. Roberts, Sam Gross, H. L. Sommerer, manager of the PhoSam Wheeler, I. J. Schmertz, Sidney
tophone division, reported on SaturSamson and J. J. Grady.
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NBC
Picks

FCC

k

Washington, Dec. 5. — Hearings
before the F. C. C. this week will start
BILL WARE, WCAU news man,
off tomorrow with an examiner's hearwas in town Saturday to meet
ing on the application of the Allen B.
Louise Davies, Texas girl who be- Dumont Laboratories for a construccame his bride that night. . . . Hal
tion permit for a television station to
Gordon, tenor, has just been placed be located at Upper Montclair, N. J.,
under management of the NBC artists to operate with SO watts power on the
service. . . . Nancy Swanson here- 46,000 and 56,000 kilocycle frequencies.
Other hearings scheduled for the
after will be billed as "Armanda
Shaw." She too has just been signed current week are as follows :
Dec. 7, before an examiner : Appliby NBC's artists bureau. . . . Martha
cations of Odessa Broadcasting Co.
Tilton, who sings with Benny Goodman's band, has just completed her for a 1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt dayfirst film, a short for Columbia. . . .
time station at Odessa, Tex., and National Life and Accident Insurance
Chick Webb's orchestra returned to
y
and
erda
the Savoy Ballroom yest
Co. for a 1,370-kilocycle station at
will be heard three times weekly over Nashville, with 100 watts power night,
WEAF. . . . "The Four Inkspots" 250 watts day.
open in Binghampton for a four-week
Dec. 8, before an examiner : Applications of William F. Huffman for a
engagement Dec. 10. . . . Ralph BelSchal
Elza
of
guest
the
be
will
580-kilocycle,
250-watt station at
lamy
lert over NBC Thursday.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., and W. H.
+
Kindig for a 710-kilocycle, 500-watt
station at Hollywood, Cal.
NBC has just added to its guest reCleveland Plea Scheduled
lations staff their first Chinese-speaking guide, Paul Dilley. . . . Jackie
Dec. 9, before the commission : ApCoogan and Betty Grable, the honeyplications ofWBRC, Inc., for an 880mooners, will appear on Georgie Jes- kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at Clevesel's program over Mutual Dec. 12.
land KWTN,
;
Watertown, South Da. . . Roland Young will be the guest
kota, for change of frequency from
of Radie Harris Dec. 8.
1,210 to 1,340 kilocycles and increase
+
of power from 100 watts to 250 watts
San Francisco Town Pump
night, 500 watts day ; KGDY, Huron,
San Francisco, Dec. 5. --Jack South Dakota, for change of frequency
Lyman, formerly with radio division from 1,340 to 1,210 kilocycles and extension oftime from day to unlimited,
of the San Diego and Dallas Expoto operate with 100 watts night, 250
sitions, has joined KGO's production
staff . . . Anne Loos, for five years in watts day ; Roberts-MacNab Co. and
radio dramatics in Duluth, and one Gallatin Radio Forum, contesting apyear at WGN, Chicago, has joined
plications for a 1,420-kilocycle station
KGGC's staff . . . Oliver Edwards, at Bozeman, Mont., the former seeking
South Carolina tenor formerly heard 100 watts night, 250 watts day and
on Carefree Carnival (KPO-Red net), the latter 250 watts, daytime only.
Dec. 10, before an examiner : Appliis now soloist with Carvel Craig's
band, aired nightly over KYA . . .
cation of WGBI, Scranton, for increase of night power from 500 to
After eight years at NBC here, as
interviewer and home economics 1,000 watts.
director, Marjorie Gray has resigned
to pen scripts for the Sperry Flour
Powel Crosley, Jr., Optimistic
Co. "Martha Meade" show, aired
Cincinnati,
Dec. 5.— Powel Crosdaily on KPO . . . KSFO has inley, Jr., president of Crosley Radio
stalled a complete set of Western
Corp., expressed his belief that 1938
Electric "salt shaker" microphones, would
see much better conditions, and
replacing old equipment.
indicated his confidence in the future
by announcing the heaviest newspaper
Concentrate on "Howlers"
advertising campaign in the comStar Radio Programs, Inc., is conpany's history, in addressing 500 discentrating its sales effort on its new
tributor, sales and service managers of
program, "The Howlers," a five- the refrigerator division, at a convention here.
minute show made up of "boners,"
which it is offering as a substitute for
the customary spot announcements
usually bought by sponsors desiring
only brief air time.
M-G-M Seeking Bradley
Chicago, Dec. 5.— Truman Bradley, news commentator, is being ofHollywood, Dec. 5.— Gary Cooper
fered contracts for film roles by three will be guest star on the initial
studios. M-G-M appears to be the
Strike "Your Hollymost interested, having offered Brad- Warners-Lucky
wood
Parade"
December
8. . . . Norma
ley a contract which will allow him
Talmadge,
recovered
from
an apto continue with his radio work while
pendectomy, returned to "30 Minutes
on the coast.
in Hollywood" Sunday. . . . "Help
Thy Neighbor," job getting program
KTOK Takes U. P. Service
on KHJ Sunday afternoons, has been
Oklahoma City, Dec. 5.— KTOK, re-signed for 13 weeks by HaasOklahoma City's newest station, on Baruch & Co., Los Angeles food
Dec. 13 will begin receiving full product wholesalers.
Joe Penner is following the trend
United Press leased wire news service,
the radio wire to be put on the air six of network programs with "Little
or eight times a day. The United Theatre" drama offerings. . . . John
Press teletype will operate 18 hours Boylan, KFI-KECA continuity writer,
was married Saturday to Rowena
a day in the studio.

165 Winners

Cincinnati, Dec. 5.— A new
high record of accuracy in
predicting the outcome of
national collegiate football
games was established this
season by Bob Newhall, WLW
sports commentator. He picked
165 winners against 41 losers,
an average of 80 per cent.
Predictions were made on the
"Saturday Afternoon Football
Jamboree" over WLW and the
WLW Line. The Jamboree
was
sponsored by the Kellogg
Company.

U, S, Comment
Broadcast

to Be

in Canada

Montreal, Dec. 5.— A new prois
United
entitled "The by
to be gram
inaugurated
the States"
Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. shortly. It will
originate in New York on alternate
Fridays at 8 :45 P. M.
program
The taries
on United will
Statesfeature
affairscommenas they
affect Canada. Steven Cartwright will
be in charge. Cartwright, who is now
managing editor of Current History,
is a Canadian and formerly edited the
Canadian Forum. He was at one time
private secretary to Vincent Massey,
Canadian High Commissioner and former Canadian Minister to the United
States.

But

Month
Year

Sales

Shows

Off
Gain

NBC billings for the combined Red
and Blue networks for November,
1937, amounted to $3,381,346, a decline of 2.5 per cent from the figure
for the same month last year, when
the total was $3,468,728.
Cumulative billings for the 11
months of 1937 totaled $35,012,200, up
13.1 tal
perfor cent
cumulative
tothe over
same theperiod
in 1936,
amounting to $30,965,360.
The Red network figures for November, 1937, were $2,288,866, off five
per cent compared to the November,
1936, billings
$2,408,286.
The was
11month
total forof the
Red network
$24,636,919, up 21.8 per cent pver last
year's total for the same period.
The Blue network November sales
total was $1,092,480, up three per cent
over
last cumulative
November's total
totalforof the
$1,060,442. The
Blue
this year is $10,375,281, off 3.4 per
cent compared to last year's total for
the corresponding 11 months.
CBS

Publicity

Shift

Make by Luther Reid
Luther Reid, recently placed in temporary charge of the CBS press division, has made a personnel revision
of the department as his first major
step to improve the CBS publicity
setup. The changes are temporary,
pending a test of the change.
Bruce Fouce and Wally West of
the commercial and sustaining pubCBC Takes NBC Symphony
licity divisions, respectively, have been
Montreal, Dec. 5.— The C. B. C. detached from those duties and have
has decided to take over the NBC been placed at the news desk. Holly
symphony orchestra program Satur- Noble, formerly of the news desk, has
day evenings and will air it regularly. been given a group of commercial
The concert was formerly handled and important sustaining programs.
by private stations which interrupted
Jack Skinner, formerly handling commercial publicity, is now handling
the program several times for fulfillment of advertising commitments. publicity of sustaining programs.
These interruptions drew such proBob Baral, formerly of Variety and
tests from local listeners that the show
more
recently
of NBC's
publicity
diwas dropped last week. The corporavision, has been
added to
the CBS
tion, in deciding to take it over, said
publicity staff to handle night assigntreal.
it would carry it over CBM, Monments. Jack Slocum, formerly of the
over-night staff, has been transferred
to the day staff, where he will handle
commercial assignments.
Tobacco Show on Short Wave
The Imperial Tobacco Co. program
on the Canadian network, with Ken
WWVA
Asks Increase
Sisson directing, is now being broadcast over seven short wave stations
Up to 50,000 Watts
in Canada. Thirty-seven long wave
Washington, Dec. 5.— Application
stations are carrying the program,
with the point of origin CFCF, for an increase of night power from
5,000 to 50,000 watts has been filed
Montreal.
with the F. C. C. by WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. The station has pending
an application for a change of frequency from 1,160 to 1,140 kilocycles.
Authority to construct a new station at Lawton, Okla., to operate on
1,420 kilocycles with 100 watts power
has been filed by John C. Head.
Devine, writer for film fan magazines.
Other applications received by the
Sam Hayes has concluded his six- commission include requests from
month contract with Bank of America KLAH, Carlsbad, N. M., for increase
for news programs on the Columbia of day power from 100 to 250 watts ;
Pacific network and a new deal with KONO, San Antonio, for an increase
another sponsor is looming.
of day power from 100 to 250 watts,
The Pasadena Boys' Choir has and WlXAL, Boston, for an increase
started a Friday night concert series in power for its shortwave station
on KFI. . . . Arvin Dale, local night from 20,000 to 50,000 watts.
club singer, has been signed to head
his own program on KEHE. Claude
New Musical Series to Start
Sweeten and his orchestra will sup"Studies in Contrast," a new muport. . . . Incidentally, Claude Sweeten's "Sweeten Music" has left the
sicalchestra
seriesand with
orSylviaErnie
FroosFiorito's
as vocalist,
KEHE airwaves temporarily until
will
begin
over
Mutual
Dec.
10
from
after the holidays. The program was
9:30 to 10 P. M.
heard Monday nights.
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Urges

on

MGM

Re-signs

Ends

Resignation

L.

B.

Film

Propagandists
Tells Carolina Meeting
Organization Needed
PiNEHURST, N. C, Dec. 6. — Members of the Theatre Owners of North
and South Carolina were urged at
the opening of their Silver Jubilee
convention at the Carolina Hotel here
today to resist vigorously the attempts
to employ the screen for political, economic and social propaganda, in an
address by Martin Quigley, president
of Quigley Publishing Co., on "Radicalism— An Industry Peril."
"A strong, alert and vigorous organization isnecessary," said Quigley,
"to render successful defense of the
Martin Quiglet/s speech on
propaganda in the hlms appears in full on page 5.

No

Hitch
Deal

in
in

States

Whitney

"There are no hitches in the David O. Selznick deal with M-G-M
and a contract will be signed in a few days," John Hay Whitney,
chairman of the board of Selznick International, stated yesterday
on his return from Europe. Under terms of the deal Selznick will
make from seven to eight a year, each budgeted at $1,000,000.
Selznick will continue as a separate organization and will have
call on all M-G-M facilities. It is now a matter of working out a
few details before signatures are affixed to the pacts.
It was learned that the deal whereby Selznick will move to
M-G-M was started about a year ago by Al Lichtman, vice-president of M-G-M, who returned on the same ship with Whitney.

Ratification

Lichtman

Rumor
E. J. Mannix, Sam Katz,
B. Thau Also Given
New Pacts

Selznick-M-G-M
Sight,

Mayer;

Sets

motion picture and the industry — and
the nation itself — against those alien
Of
Copyright
M-G-M
5 More
influences which would infect us, our
industry and our country with a
plague which has brought untold misTreaty
Aimed
ery to millions of men, women and
Fihns
EngUsh
children in other lands."
Pointing to the propaganda in other
By BILL ORNSTEIN
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
media of expression, Quigley said,
Washington, Dec. 6. — Ratification
Pleased by the success of "A Yank
"Among the great media of expression of the copyright treaty before the end at Oxford," first film to be made in
and among the great influences on of the special session will be sought England, M-G-M has lined up five
public opinion there remains the mo- by Senator Duffy of Wisconsin, but more pictures for production in Great
tion picture which thus far has es- the measure will not be brought up Britain, Al Lichtman, vice-president
(Continued on page 5)
for the next 10 days, in order that the of Loew's, stated on his return yesSenate may have an opportunity to
terday from a seven-week trip to
dispose of more pressing legislation. England, France and Budapest.
Columbus
Regional
The next five productions will be
An agreement has been entered into
Is Held by Allied that the copyright treaty shall not be "The Citadel," "So Victoria," "Goodtaken up before Dec. IS, but it is
Bye, Mr. Chips," "Finishing School"
Columbus, O., Dec. 6.— At AUied's
regional meeting held here today dis- probable it will be called up at the and "Shadow on the Wing." Elizabeth Allen's contract has been excussions were heard on a variety of earliest opportunity thereafter.
Ratification of the treaty, which
tended by the company and she will
subjects, chief among which were:
(Continued on page 8)
{Continued on page 10)
' stronger central regional organization, closer cooperation with the national organization, the institution of
a national sales survey, the effect of
radio programs on theatre attendance
Para.
Studio
Changes^
and the increase of the Federal ad- No
mission exemption to 50 cents.
Among those attending today's meeting were Nathan Yamins, Abram F.
L.A.
from
Back
Griffis^
Myers, Sidney Samuelson, W. A. Says
SteflFes, Martin G. Smith, Arthur
No changes in the Paramount studio executive of Paramount, now a proPrice, Jack Whittle, Ray Branch,
ducer for another major studio, would
Fred Herrington, I. R. Holycross, executive setup are contemplated by
Frank Sanders, Arthur Howard, Er- the company, Stanton Griffis, chair- rejoin the company in a ranking studio
man of the executive committee, said capacity.
nest Schwartz, and the following I.
yesterday
on his return to New York
T. O. directors : Henry Greenberger,
"No negotiations have been conJohn Kalafat, Nat Charnas, Harold from the studio where, with Barney
ducted with the person mentioned,"
Griffis
said.
1 Bernstein, Frank W. Huss, Max Balaban, Paramount president, Griffis
Stearn, J. Real Neth, Robert Menches spent the past three weeks.
Griffis, who is a partner in HempThe executive committee chairman
hill, Noyes & Co., when questioned
L. F. Kick, R. E. Myers, John Per(.Continued on page 10)
kas, Dwight Jones and J. W. Trunk. denied current reports that a former

Hollywood^ Dec. 6. — Confirming
information published exclusively in
Motion Picture Daily Nov. 27,
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., stated tonight that Louis
B. Mayer has agreed to sign a new
five-year contract as head of the MG-M studios. Simultaneously, Schenck
issued the announcement that new
contracts have been negotiated with E.
J. Mannix, Sam Katz and Benjamin
Thau.
The five-year extension of the Mayer contract
the current
producer's
tenure
throughprojects
1943. His
pact
had a year still to run. Mayer, in an
official statement, said :
"I am happy to say that rumors of
my contemplated
resignationwith
are Mr.
untrue. After discussion
Schenck I have decided to remain with
the organization of which I am so
proud and to continue my very happy
association with Mr. Schenck. At no
time has there been any question of
friction between myself and any member of the executive staff and rumors of the same are without foundaThe rumors referred to swept
Hollywood on Sunday, following a
reported conference between Mayer
and Schenck at Palm Springs Saturday night in course of which, according to intimate associates, Mayer expressed
dissatisfaction
(Continued
on with
page 8)the present
tion."
Weinberg to Decide
On ''U" Move Today
Lou Weinberg, circuit sales contact
for Columbia, will make a definite decision today on joining Universal as
assistant to William A. Scully, new
general sales manager.
With the return of Abe Montague,
general sales manager for Columbia,
yesterday from the coast, conferences
were held with Weinberg. Up to a
late hour last night Weinberg had not
made up his mind.
Neither Montague nor Weinberg
could be reached for statements, although reports had been circulating
that the latter would not leave Columbia for the Universal offer. No one
at Universal would talk.
Radio — Page
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New

Train
York

Leaves

Purely

Personal

RUBY and Milton Schwarzwald
observed their 21st wedding anniversay with a function in the Palm
Room of the Park Central last night.
As usual with the Schwarzwald affairs, agoodly crowd was there.
•

Leo Berger, M-G-M general sales
manager in Prague; Mona Maris
and Max and Davis Factor were
among the passengers arriving yesterday on the N ovmandie.
9
Clinton M. White, G. B. assistant
general manager, is in Chicago wind- Judge Caffey Speeds
ing up a two-week tour of exchanges.
Action on Roxy Fees
He will return to New York tomorrow.
In an effort to speed final adjust•
ment of fees for attorneys and committees in the Roxy reorganization
Jean Lenauer of the Filmarte left
Federal
Judge
Francis G. Caffey yesyesterday for Washington where he
terday announced that he was issuing
will attend the opening
of "The a series of opinions dealing with each
River," Government-produced film.
application for a fee, as he decided it.
•
Two opinions rendered yesterday reJames Basevi, who created the spevealed that Judge Caffey "would recial effects in "The Hurricane" and
sort tocations
apportionment"
because
for allowances were
more applithan
"San Francisco," will arrive from Eudouble the amount available.
rope today on the Aquifania.
•
Exact figures which were revealed
John Loder, G. B. star, and his vesterdav were $636,788 in applications with $287,000 on hand. The
bride, Micheline Cheirel, will arrive in New York today and will sail claim of Carl Erikson for brokerage
tomorrow on the Aquitania.
fees amounting to $50,952 was formally expunged. Clarence Bonynge,
m
official stenographer, was allowed
Neil F. Agnew, J. J. Unger and
and Barrow, Wade & Guthrie,
Charles Reagan will leave tomorrow $5,063
accountants, were allowed $6,934.
for Des Moines to attend the A. H.
Decision was reserved on a request
Blank testimonial dinner.
for
an additional $6,500 by the ac•
countants. Anumber of attorneys for
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, arrives from the coast tomorrow or, at the latest, Thursday.
•
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of Technicolor, arrived from the coast
yesterday.
•
Gloria Swanson will head for the
day.
Columbia studios in Hollywood to•

Tomorrow

Two special cars on the Commodore Vanderbilt will carry the New
York contingent of executives to the
testimonial banquet to A. H. Blank
in Des Moines on Thursday evening.
New York's film offices will be well
represented, executives from every
company planning to attend.
The banquet will honor Blank on
his 25th year as an exhibitor. The
two cars have been taken by Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, men
from each of the companies occupying
most of the two cars, with other executives filling in. The train will
leave New York tomorrow from
Grand Central at 4:20 P, M., arriving in Des Moines at 6 P. M. on
Thursday, The New York group
will leave Des Moines at 5:10 A. M.
Friday, arriving in New York Saturday morning.

►

Fight Blue Laws
Bellows Falls, Vt., Dec. 6.
— This town and Windsor
County are in the throes of
an uprising against Blue
Laws as a result of the arrest of an exhibitor for operating on Sunday.
Some men carried muskets, obeying the law for protecting their wives against
Indians. Others raked their
lawns and played golf. Some
stores refused to sell tobacco.
Food stores declined to make
sales.
The laws date back to 1770.

Grace Moore will leave today for
Chicago.

Paine

Resigns

from

Post at Universal
Charles B. Paine, assistant to Robert H. Cochrane, retiring president of
Universal, yesterday resigned his post,
effective immediately.
Paine was one of the veterans on
the executive staf? of Universal, having been with the company in an executive capacity for 14 years. He
declared yesterday that he has no
immediate plans for the future, and
declined to comment on the resignation, which took the form of a simple
press licity
release
from the company's pubdepartment,
Paine joined Universal in 1923 as
a member of the export department
and eight months later was made asWoodwards Here on Deal
sistant toE. H. Goldstein, then treasurer of the company. Paine continued
Tracy and Howard Woodward, who
produced the "Struggle to Live" as assistant treasurer through two
shorts for A. J. Van Beuren, arrived more treasurerships, being finally
from the coast yesterday to negotiate elected treasurer in 1928 and continuing in this capacity until early this
distribution for' "Adventures of
year when he accepted the post of
Chico,"
first
feature
to
be
produced
assistant to the president.
by them in Mexico.

bondholders' committees were allowed
$1,763 as disbursements.
Exchange Union to Meet
Members of the Film Exchange
Union, Local 51, will meet tonight at
the Cadillac Hotel to discuss a number of pending topics.

Nothing
Get
Third

Sacred"
to
M.
H. Week

"Nothing Sacred" will go a third
week at the Music Hall. The picture
grossed $59,400 in the first four days
of its second week, thereby beating the
holdover gross figure by appro.ximately $3,400.
Schenck to Aid Drive
Los Angeles, Dec. 6.— Joseph M.
Schenck has been named chairman
for Southern California in the "fight
infantile paralysis" campaign waged
in honor of President Roosevelt's
birthday. The appointment was made
by Keith Morgan, chairman of the
executive committee.
Indorsements of the campaign have
been given by Eddie Cantor, John W.
Considine, Jr., and W. S. Van Dyke.
Defer Hays Board Meet
The meeting of the board of the
M. P. P, D, A. which has been scheduled for tomorrow was postponed
without date following the return of
Will H. Hays from Hollywood yesterday. Indications are that a date
for the meeting will be set within the
next few days, with possibilities of
the session being held next week.

''Snow
"Snow

White"
White

in Funnies
and

the Seven

Dwarfs,"
storyWalt
fromDisney
Grimm's
Fairy
Talesthewhich
will
release as a feature-length Technicolor
subject, will also be used by King
Features as a subject in its newspaper comic sections starting Dec. 12,
and continuing weekly thereafter.
Set ''Tovarich" Tieup
Warners have arranged a national
tieup on "Tovarich," which will be
generally released on Dec. 25, with
Distinctive Creations, manufacturers
of "Lip-Lite," which will include
breaks and ads in numerous magazines
try.
and newspapers, as well as dealer displays in stores throughout the coun-
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Film
PiNEPiuRST, N. C, Dec. 6. — Following is the complete text of the

Propagandists
(Continued from page 1)
caped the blight of radical propaganda." He urged continued resistance
for the "the attack is clever and determined."
Walter Vincent, president of Republic Pictures, said that Hollywood
executives would never listen to advice from outside and do not know
what the public wants in films.
"These Hollywood executives," said
Vincent, "build a Chinese wall about
themselves. They know only Hollywood, Palms Springs, Mexico, Honolulu and perhaps New York and London. This explains why so many pictures which do well in New York,
die like a dog in Painted Post, which
spot is so important to exhibitors."
A. F. Sams, of Winston-Salem, a
charter member, spoke of the work
the organization has done in preventing the enactment of bills in Washington and Raleigh which would have
been unfair to the theatre owners.
Kuykendall Hits Radio
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., and Vincent critized
the radio programs sponsored by producers and the use of film stars on
programs.
Said Kuykendall: "Most of the
stars of pictures who appear on radio
program are unfitted. Some of the
singers sound like dying calves in a
thunder storm. They seem to be
eager to do anything for money."
Vincent declared : "Few picture
stars are suitable for the radio. A
few have added to their drawing
power at the theatres but a much
larger number, who do not have
proper broadcasting talent and personality, have injured the pulling
power of pictures in which they apKuykendall spoke at length against
pear."
Government regulation of any sort
and stated that during hearings in
Washington when copyright regulations were being discussed by committees Rudy Vallee appeared and
crooned songs while witnesses who
had come great distances waited in
the ante-room for the concert to cease.
Chorus girls were also brought down
to entertain the Congressional committees, he said. When Vallee was
asked why he had appeared and if he
was interested in the copyright laws
he said that he had only appeared because he had been asked to sing for
the statesmen.
Criticises Score Charges
The M. P. T. O. A. president said
tliat the industry was not opposed to
labor but that at present labor appears to be moving too fast and becoming too radical.
Score charges were declared unfair
and on the way out by Kuykendall,
who likewise predicted a modification
in the forcing of the buying of short
subjects.
Speeches at today's session were of
such length that a number on the program were put off until tonjorrow
morning so that the golf tournament
and tea for the women, scheduled for
this afternoon, could be held.
The important speech by Mont-

address of Martin Quigley on "Radicalism — An Industry Peril,"
delivered here today before the members of the Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina :
Two years ago I had the privilege
tive assistance of several prominent
of addressing the members of this association.
churchmen to such an organization as
On that occasion I availed myself of the League Against War and Fascism,
the opportunity to communicate to which is a league against war and
you certain profound apprehensions fascism secondly, if at all, and is first
which I then entertained. These ap- and last a league for Communism.
prehensions were relative to dangers
And they have little to complain about
confronting the motion picture at the relative to another great influence uphands of those who would employ it
on public opinion — Radio. Under the
for political, economic and social silly and unrealistic notion that Communism isjust another political theory
propaganda — for its usefulness to them
in their giddy ambition to remodel
state's sovereignty or woman's
men and affairs according to their own like
suffrage — and not a dream both departicular notions.
lirious and vicious, the avi'akening
from which would leave a ruined civiLocale Appropriate
lization— radio authorities lend their
I am happy that I chose that sub- facilities to Red propagandists.
ject for discussion with you men and
These authorities accept the arguwomen of North and South Carolina
ment that under the American prin— you citizens of these states who are
ciple of freedom of speech these propaso thoroughly representative of those
gandists are entitled to be heard even
ideals of democracy upon which this
though adoption of the philosophy
nation became great.
I am anxious today to return to this they preach means sudden death to all
subject because the events of the past free speech. Communists assert that
two years have greatly emphasized those who are devoted to the ideals
democracy are stupid. Perhaps in
the grounds for the apprehension of
this they are right.
which I expressed on the former occasion.
Calls Films Independent
If next year and the year after we are
not to be even more violently disturbed
Among the great media of expresover the conditions that confront us
sion and among the great influences upon public opinion there remains the
then it will be only because men and
women such as you have taken the motion picture which thus far has escaped the blight of radical propaganda.
trouble correctly to inform yourselves
upon the trend of the times and then
This has not been easily accomproceeded to do something effective
plished. Itwill not be easy to make
about it.
good the escape in the months and
years ahead. The attack is clever and
Says Radicals Eye Films
determined.
There remains in the eyes of the
For instance, they will tell you that
radical propagandists one medium of the entertainment film has failed in
expression and one influence upon pub- its mission. They admit that the entertainment film has indeed entertained
lic opinion which thus far vainly excites their envy. That medium is the but in keeping with their usual
motion picture.
muddle-headed reasoning they still insist that it has failed in its mission.
They are doing very well with the
stage. The Federal Government, for What they mean of course is that it
instance, at a current cost to taxpayers has failed to adopt their mission as
of a million dollars a month has per- its own. They are bitter in their
mitted the Federal Theatre Project, criticism because the entertainment
which was originally described as be- film does not presume to be an educational medium. Their quarrel with this
ing for the relief of unemployed actors, to be dominated by political ex- is that they know if the film once
tremists who have produced and pre- undertook to teach they would then
sented to great numbers of people get their chance to dictate what it
would teach.
plays such as "Injunction Granted"
and "Power," each of which partake
Seek Entering Wedge
of the essential character of Communistic propaganda.
They assert that the film should
They are doing very well with many deal with the vital subject of modern
of the newspapers, a fact we are re- life — with schemes and dreams of a
minded of when we note, for instance, political, economic and social character. Obviously they do not wish the
that the Moscow correspondent of one
of the great American press associa- screen to deal with these subjects along
tions for six recent critical years is the established lines of American
an enthusiastically professed Com- democracy. What they are seeking is
munist.
a chance to muscle in, gain an influence over the production of the motion
They are also doing very well even
with certain segments of the church, picture and then use it for the propagation of their own notions.
a fact which is confirmed by the acgomery S. Hill of Greensboro, N. C.
on the intermingling of white and
negro actors in films, will be made
tomorrow, as will that of Ed Levy,
general counsel of the M. P. T. O. A.,
on "What Is Congress Preparing for
Charles W. Picquet, veteran president, was in the chair and Robert E.

Denny made the address of welcome.
The two-day session will end tomorrow with the election of ofificers.
Others present were Milton C.
Moore, Jacksonville ; Roy Smart,
Charlotte: A. F. Sams of WinstonSalem, and Oscar Lamb. The annual
banquet was held this evening, with
Harry Buchanan as toastmaster.

They want the film to be realistic
— to deal with the facts of life in the
raw. They are unhappy because the
people are made happy in the theatres.
They want the screen to shock and
embitter patrons so that the ranks of
the discontended will be enlarged, giving to them recruits in greater numbers to flock to their magical cures
for what's wrong with the world.
They are against religion which they
say is the opium of the people, meaning that it encourages people to be
good citizens and not revolutionaries.
They regard the entertainment film
also as an opium because it generates
contentment and happiness and not disorder and discontent.
There is here, gentlemen, a job for
you to do — not only for the security
and welfare of your business but
for the security jnd welfare of the nation as well.
But you cannot do the job singlehandedly. You are opposed by a determined cult whose members are actuated with the fervor and zeal of a
crusader.
Asks for Action
This twenty-fifth anniversary of
your association is an appropriate occasion for a re-valuation of the needs
and advantages of organization.
Within the industry for your protection and prosperity you need a
strong, alert and vigorous organization— now and always. And only with
that kind of an organization can you
hope to render successful defence of
the motion picture and the industry —
and the nation itself — against those
alien influences which would infect
us, our industry and our country with
a plague which has brought untold
misery to millions of men, women and
children in other lands.
Exploitation

Awards

Prizes totaling $1,025 have been
"Dallas*'
Decided
awarded
to nine on
theatre
exploitation
men by United Artists in association
with Motion Picture Herald for campaigns on "Stella Dallas." The judging was finished Monday by a committee which included George J.
Schaefer, A. W. Smith, Jr., and Monroe Greenthal for United Artists ; Ben
Washer, representing Samuel Goldwyn, and Terry Ramsaye and A-Mike
Vogel for Motion Pictwe Herald.
The winners are: Ray Bell, Palace,
Washington, $500; Marsline K.
Moore, Hollywood, Fort Worth, $200 ;
Charles Schlaifer, United Artists and
Embassy, San Francisco, $100.
Other
winners
were : Ray
nell,
Capitol,
Lancaster,
Pa.; O'ConJoseph
A. Di Pesa, Loew's State and Orpheum, Boston ; Harry MacDonald,
Warner, Alilwaukee, who won |50
each ; Harry Rubin, Tivoli, Michigan
City, Ind., $25.
Bill Saxton of Loew's Century, Baltimore, and Sidney Gates of the Gates,
Portsmouth, Va., tied for eighth place
and an extra $25 prize was added.
Martin in Lazarus Post
Hollywood, Dec. 6.— Quinn Martin, for four years assistant to Jeff
Lazarus, head of the Paramount editorial board, will succeed to the post
when Lazarus takes over his duties
as Paramount producer.
Maury Cohen to Quit
Hollywood, Dec. 6. — Maury Cohen,
RKO producer, will leave the company upon completion of his contract
late this month.
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LichtmanSets

are proceeding very modestly and
slowly and feeling our way. There is
no set number, but we are planning
a continuity of production to build up

Tuesday, December 7, 1937

Arrivals

ourTalent
key organization
there." will be
from Hollywood
sent over from time to time, he said,
although no one is set to leave for
Itngland at the moment.
Films
English
Conditions are very good in England, Litchman said, and picture the(Continued from page 1)
atres are doing a fine business. Gennext appear in the leading role in
erally speaking, he added, pictures
"The Citadel," which Victor Saville which do business in the United States
will produce. "Finishing School" will repeat in England.
Queried on theatre expansion plans,
have an all-English cast and a prominent British actor is now being Litchman said : "We have a big circuit in England. There is the Empire,
signed for the main role. Hugh Walpole is now working on the screen seating 3,200, and the Ritz, next to it,
adaptation for "So Victoria" and R. with 400 seats."
C. Sherrif¥ has just completed the
This was the Loew executive's first
script for "Good-Bye, Mr. Chips," by trip abroad in 15 years, he said, and
James Hilton. The Royal Flying he had a "marvelous time." Litchman
Corps is cooperating with M-G-M on left for the coast by plane last night.
"Shadow
on the Wing," Litchman
stated.
John Farrows Return
Litchman said that only three reJohn Farrow, husband of Maureen
takes were necessary for "A Yank O'Sullivan, M-G-M player, arrived
at Oxford." The picture was pre- yesterday from England and will leave
viewed at a theatre in Luton, Eng- for the coast today to start on his
land, and he brought back with him seven-year Warner contract as a di(Jock) Whitney, chair83 cards signed by patrons and exrector. Miss O'Sullivan, who accom- John manHay
of the board of Selznick Interpressing their opinion of the picture.
panied her husband on the N onnandie ,
national, as he arrived from Europe
The film will be released in America will leave today for Hollywood.
on
the
Normandie yesterday.
the end of January and in London in
March.
"Citadel" Next Month
"The Citadel," second M-G-M British film, will not go into production
until next month, Litchman said. The
others will follow in the order named.
Litchman said he found the English
trade extremely cooperative and it
welcomed the establishment of M-GM studios in England. Although
negotiations are under way for taking over a large studio there, nothing
definite has been done. "A Yank at
Oxford" was produced at Denham.
"Balalaika," currently showing in
England, was purchased by Litchman
and it will be produced by M-G-M
as a pretentious musical. The M-G-M
executive also closed a deal for A. J.
Cronin's "Three Loves." "The Citadel" is by the same author who is
now in Hollywood on a vacation.
Asked how many M-G-M will produce in England, Litchman said : "We
5 More

M-G-M

—1 Al Lichtman of Loeu/s, Inc., and Joseph H. Seidelman of Columbia also
among the returning travelers. Photos by Metropolitan Photo Service.
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Ending

Of

Mayer

Report

Resignation
(Continued from page 1)

setup and requested that he be released from his contract. Customarily
reliable sources believe it was his intention, if released, to effect a purchase of Universal on terms which
would give him complete charge of
that company. Schenck was reported
to have offered to tear up the existing
Mayer contract if the production head
were insistent and is further said to
have invited Mayer and a third party
not officially associated with M-G-M
affairs, to sit in upon the discussions
which were held in seclusion Sunday
and which resulted in the meeting of
minds indicated in today's announcement.
It could not be ascertained from
either company tonight whether the
renewal of the Mayer contract is to be
taken as an assurance that the reported deal for the release of David
O. Selznick productions will be consummated immediately. In this connection it is worthy of note that John
Hay Whitney, chairman of the board
of Selznick International, stated upon
disembarking at New York today,
"There are no hitches in the David O.
Selznick deal with M-G-M and a conwill be signedhere
in athat
fewthedays."
It istractunderstood
deal has
been held in abeyance pending the outtions.
come of the Schenck- Mayer negotiaIra

Cohns

Get

Trip

Abroad
from Friends
Pittsburgh, Dec. 6. — Ira H. Cohn,
manager of the 20th Century-Fox exchange here, was presented a trip to
Europe for himself and his wife tonight at the testimonial dinner in his
honor at the William Penn hotel.
More than 450 attended the affair
honoring Cohn on the completion of
17 consecutive
years of service with
the
same company.

In addition to local exhibitors and
civic leaders, a number of home office
VA VA
executives were on hand for the dinVA
Schiller in Central
Board Ben Goetz to Return
ner. The Cohns will sail in a couple
Fractional Fluctuations
Net-V
on
15
of
weeks,
returning here around the
Change A
155^
first of February.
Open High Low Close
Europe for Columbia
For
Holiday
Season
Col
. 1/2 159K
---VV2A% Ben Goetz, in charge of M-G-M
Cons
Among those present were : Hon.
157 159!4
J. Schiller, formerly district mana- Frank
7
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J. Harris and C. C. Kellenberg,
Cons., pfd . 7
ger for Universal in Central Europe
+
Va production in England, will sail from
. 1583/i 1434, 1434
E. K
12!4 143^ + - Vi
chairmen
; George Roberts, Edgar
with
headquarters
in
Prague,
has
been
54
V
G. T. E... . 143^
+ !4- i % abroad Dec. 18 to spend the Christ- named to a similar post for Columbia, Morse, William Sussman, William J.
12'/2
54
Loew
mas holidays here and also attend
Va
.
nVs
43^ nVi,
Para.
.
the wedding of his sister. His wife Joseph Seidelman, foreign head for Kupper, John M. Harris, Martin
1134 5275/8
97
97
97
Para. 1
returned from abroad yesterday on Columbia, stated yesterday on his re- Moskowitz, E. C. Grainger, William
2lVi
Para. 2
2VA
. niA 2VA 52
turn on the Normandie. A. Stein is J. Clark, Harvey B. Day, Jack Bloom,
the Normandie.
97Wi
RKO
,. 2VA
5
5
35
20th Fox ..
7V2
the
new
sales manager for France Harry A. Mersay, Sam Gross, D. J.
Jack
Conway,
Bob
Taylor
and
35
35
Univ., pfd. . 35
Lionel Barrymore will sail tomorrow and Belgium with offices in Paris, ac- Schniertz, Sam N. Wheeler, J. J.
8
. 8
W. B
cording to Seidelman, Stein formerly Grady, Al Davis, Ed Bergman, Sam
from London on the Queen Mary en
Lichter and Bert Stern.
route to Hollywood.
Little Change on Curb
held the same position with M-G-M.
Net
New Columbia offices have been
Open High Low Close Change
opened in Br-ussels, and Alexandria,
G. N
1
1
15/16 1
Actors to Meet Dec. 13
Madeleine Carroll
Sentry .... 5/16 5/16 5/16 5/16
Egypt, with managers to be named
later in the week, it was stated.
Sonotone .. VA
VA
VA VA
A membership meeting of the eastBack En Route West
Tech
19>/2 19!/2 W/s \m
— '/s
No decision has been reached on
ern Screen Actors' Guild is scheduled
Trans-Lux 27A
2Vi
2Vf. 2iA — M
Madeleine Carroll returned from a Columbia's production plans in Eng- for Dec. 13 at the Astor. Aubrey
Univ. Corp. 25i
2^
2Vi 2!4
vacation abroad yesterday on the
said, because "we are Blair, secretary-treasurer of the junior
Loew, W.B. Bonds Advance Net
Normandie and will remain in New waitingland,forSeidelman
the quota law to material- guild, and Mrs. Florence Marston,
ize and thenbelieves
see what
to do." eastern representative for the guild,
High Low Close Change York for about five days before pro- Seidelman
thatwethehave
Americans
are scheduled to address the session.
ceeding
to
the
coast.
She
has
a
fiveKeith 6s '46
84'/4 84'/ 84'/
Blair and Mrs. Marston will confer
Loew 31/s '46
98'^ 9&V2 98V2 + Vg picture contract with Walter Wan- have let the English situation get out
Para. B'way
ger, she said, the first slated being of control and it will cost them
again cials
today
with March
Time offi3 '55
903^ 90'/. 90'/
(.A.mericans) a lot of money.
on proposals
for of
meeting
the
Para. Pict. '47 . . 75
74?^ 74% — % "The River is Blue," which will start
Seidelman
spent
three
months
in
reel's claims to being exempt from
W. B. 6s '39
79}^ 79Vs 79'/ -|- 1/ in January. The second will probably
France, England and Italy.
(Quotations at close of Dec. 6)
the guild contract.
be "Rupert of Hentzau."
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Altec
With

Closes

Deals

2 Companies

Altec Service Corp., the new company operating the former Erpi theatre sound equipment servicing and
installation business, has closed agreements with National Theatre Supply
and Motiograph, Inc., whereby those
companies will act as agents in the
selling of Altec service, L. W. Conrow, president and chairman of the
new company, said yesterday.
Immediate expansion moves are
planned by Altec, Conrow stated, and
will include an increase in branch offices and supply stations to a total of
42. In addition, a new laboratory is
being constructed at East Newark to
conduct experimental and research
work in sound reproduction and to
serve as a liaison between the company's technical field force and the
Bell Laboratories, whose technical aid
is being made available to the new
company.
Executives Added

PICTURE

DAILY
Lloyd Sees Radio as
No Menace
to Screen
In the sense that radio is educating
the public to a liking for better things
in entertainment, the air medium is of
assistance to the screen, rather than
a menace to it, in the opinion of
Frank Lloyd, veteran Paramount director, expressed from the depths of
a Savoy Plaza easy chair yesterday.
The director, who is here for the
start of a tour of previews on his latest picture,
Fargo,"hewhich
he
considers
the"Wells
best picture
has yet

RADIO
Musicians

Swing

Authority

San Francisco, Dec. 6. —
Mort Werner, KJBS "singing
announcer," the west's outaustanding
"swing record"
thority,
will leave
for New
York Dec. 20, on the invitation of the Hot Record Exchange, to discuss possible
sale of several rare copies
dating back to the early days
of swing. Werner's library of
over 9,000 popular discs is
valued at more than $15,000.
One platter alone includes
Ted Lewis, Fats Waller, Benny Goodman, Jack Teagarden,
Joe Venuti and Eddie Lang.

done, declared his belief that producers will answer the complaint of exhibitors relative to the apnearance of
film stars on the air. That answer, in
the personal opinion of Lloyd, will
take the form of radio programs which
will advertise the product of the
screen to the fullest extent, but which tured "Wells Fargo," for example,
will at the same time be entertaining. as a symphony, perhaps with a brief
touch of the story in interlude fashion. Such an idea is now in work on
Calls Program "Appetizer"
The radio program he described as the coast, but has not progressed as
what might be termed an appetizer, yet to the specific decision stage.
Another Lloyd radio idea for adverrather than a full meal. The film, he
tising istl«e use of the air by a studio
believes,
does
ofl^er
a
full
meal
of
enIn financial roles in the new enterperhaps
once every two or even three
tertainment. Itis his belief that ap- months, with
highlights, entertainingly
prise in addition to Roswell C. Tripp,
pearance on the air of established
whose association with Altec was restudio's leading picwho were devel- presented,
tures aboutoftothat
be released.
ported earlier, are W. J. Alford and screen opedpersonalities,
via the screen, does them no
Lloyd sees more extensive use of
Matthew Robinson. Tripp, formerly,
was with Munds, Winslow & Potter, good, while players who attained their tinting films, believes color should be
on the air should continue used judiciously at all times, and in
Wall Street investment firm, and is popularity
to broadcast.
no case recommends that color and
a director in numerous companies,
At the same time he presented an
among them Montreal Aircraft and idea for the use of the radio as a black and white be used in the same
film, on the ground that too sharp a
Liquid Carbonic. Alford is secretary
means of advertising the screen prod- contrast is presented. He pointed out,
and general manager of the Continenuct, which is his own. In essence, it
example, that the use of color
tal Paper Co., Ridgefield, N. J. Rob- is that the advertising program should for
would
have resulted in scenic efTects
inson is on the directorate of a nummuch
too
beautiful for the rugged type
consist
largely
of
music,
with
brief
inber of corporations, including the
terjections of comment, much in the
Greyhound Co. and Mississippi Valley manner of a descriptive rendition of of story which "Wells Fargo" is.
Lloyd will leave here tomorrow
Barge Line Co.
Tripp, Alford and Robinson are on the famous "1812 Overture." Such a morning to return to the coast, with
the Altec directorate. Other board program, short in length, he con- preview stopovers planned at Boston,
ceives as highly efifective and offering Chicago, St. Louis and other key
members are G. L. Carrington, vice- valuable selling material.
He pic- cities.
president and general manager ; H. M.
Bessey, secretary and treasurer, and
H. W. Dodge, Pacific Coast district No Threat Yet from
Name
Transamerican
manager. Altec is controlled by the
management, with Conrow and Carrington holding the majority stock
interest.

Television — Whitney
John Hay Whitney, chairman of the
board of Selznick International, reBranch Managers Named
turned from England yesterday on the
Nonnandie
and said that after makOther officers of the company are
ing a survey of television, he believed
E. Z. Walters, comptroller ; Bert
Sanford, Jr., and Stanley W. Hand, "it is still in an interesting stage and
sales directors. The eight district will be no threat to theatres."
"The public in England is apathetic
sales managers were listed in Motion
Picture Daily yesterday. Branch to television," he said, despite the two
managers are A. J. Ragemacher and weekly broadcasts, "It is still in the
A. F. Lyman, New York; J. A. Cam- development stage." Home sets, he
stated are priced too high and run as
eron, Boston ; Warren Connors, Phil- much
as $300.
adelphiaHenry
;
Moog, Atlanta ; E. C.
Although
he stated the main purSchreiber, Detroit ; D. L. Turner,
pose of his trip was to make three
Chicago; C. J. Zern, Kansas City,
appointments abroad, these will wait
and S. M. Pariseau, Los Angeles.
after the M-G-M deal with
Walter Woodward has been ap- until
David
O. Selznick has been signed.
pointed regional sales manager for the
It is planned to enlarge the Selznick
southeast.
International offices in Paris and London and Whitney will return to England in March.
"O'Neills" Get Morning Time
"The O'Neills," sponsored by Procter & Gamble, will be heard from
Students to Discuss Peace
10:45 to 11 A. M., instead of from
"Students in Peace" will be the
2:15 to 2:30 P. M., as originally announced, beginning Jan. 3 over CBS, topic of three men on WEAF tomorrow night from 11 to 11:15 P. M.
when the program will transfer from
They will present three viewpoints on
NBC to CBS.
what attitude the United States should
take on the Japanese invasion of
Street Railway Going on WHN
China. The speakers will be : James
Street Railway Advertising Corp Tumulty, president of the Students'
will sponsor a new series of programs Council of John Marshall Law
over WHN beginning Dec. 13 and School, Jersey City ; Joseph P. Lash,
continuing seven times weekly for 13 national secretary of the Students'
weeks. The programs will be for 15 Union, and Arthur Northwood, Jr.,
minutes each, noon daily. The con- president of the Students' Federation
of America.
tract was placed direct.

Demands

Shift

Opera

Plans

RCA's plans to sponsor the Saturday matinee performances from the
Metropolitan Opera House over the
Blue network were halted abruptly a
few minutes before air time last Satthe Musicians'demanded
Union,
Local urday
802,when unexpectedly
full sponsored program rates for the
musicians participating in the broada consequence
of cost
RCA'sof
refusal cast.
to Asmeet
the increased
sponsoring, approximating $3,000 per
weekly sentedprogram,
the show
as a sustaining
feature.was prePay to musicians for a commercial
program amounts to $12 an hour for
each man. The programs average
three hours on the air, and the Met
musicians' pit is usually occupied by
approximately 80 men.
Last year RCA had a somewhat
similar
experience
the musicians'
union for
the samewithseries
of broadcasts, but a compromise measure was
achieved then, permitting the programs to be aired under their aegis.
The compromise called for a payment
by RCA of $12 extra per man. This
year, with the musicians tightening
down on the radio industry. Local
802 refused to compromise, asking the
full rate of $12 per hour.
Oddly enough, the American Guild
of Musical Artists made no demands
for
cast. extra compensation for the broadCourt

Upholds

FCC

On St. Louis Permit
Washington, Dec. 6. — Orders of
the F. C. C, granting a construction
permit for a new station to the St.
Louis Sfar-Ti}ucs over the opposition
of KSD of that city were affirmed
today by the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals. The court also
upheld orders of the commission in
Agent for Crosley a contest in Utah.
Transamerican Broadcasting &
In the St. Louis case, it was conTelevision Corp. has been named the
tended by KSD that the commission
exclusive national sales representative should have considered its applicaof the two Crosley stations, WLW and
tion for increased facilities, filed earlier, before considering an application
WSAI, both in Cincinnati. The new
arrangement is effective immediately, for a new station. In its decision, the
according to word from James D. court held that priority of filing was
a sufficient reason for preferential
Shouse, Crosley Radio Corp. vice- not
treatment.
president.
Commission officials pointed out following the decision that the case gave
"Doctor Dollar" New Series
conclusive evidence that the F. C. C.
Vocational Service, Inc., will sponsor a new series of programs titled is not attempting to restrict newspapers in the operation of broadcasting
"Doctor Dollar" over two NBC sta- facilities.
tions, WEAF, New York, and
WMAQ, Chicago, beginning today.
The series will be broadcast Tuesdays Segal Is Suspended,
from 7:45 to 8 P. M., and will conSmith Freed by FCC
sist of dramatizations of odd days of
earning money. The contract is for
Washington, Dec. 6.— Paul M.
13 weeks, through Critchfield & Co. Segal was suspended from practice
of Chicago. The series will originate before the F.C.C. for two months, bein the studios of WMAQ.
ginning immediately, and George S.
Smith, his associate, was exonerated
Rice to Pick Team Dec. 10
of charges of improper practices, in
Grantland Rice will announce his a decision rendered by the commission
1937 All-American football selections on Saturday in the first disbarment
on the Cities Service program Dec. trial
to be conducted by the
Federalever
agency.
10. His selections are annually feaThe decision followed consideration
tured on the Cities Service program.
of testimony taken during a trial in
October, which lasted more than a
Kenny Baker Is Re-Signed
Kenny Baker has been signed for week, and which was featured by the
26 additional weeks on the Jack Benny disqualification of Commissioner
program. The new contract will be- George H. Payne.
The two attorneys had been charged
come efifective Jan. 2 and will keep
Baker on the program until June, with setting up "dummy" stations,
1938. Young & Rubicam is the agency. allegedly to deceive the commission.
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No

Changes
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Over

Wins

Jungle

Suit

Picture

Urges Action
American producers and
distributors should wake up
and act on the proposed English quota laws before it is
too late, Joseph H. Seidelman,
foreign head of Columbia,
stated yesterday. He feels
that imposing new restrictions on importation of films
is unfair and that this country imposes no quota laws
governing British films in
this market.
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Actors' Guild Will
Meet on December

17

Hollywood, Dec. 6. — The first
An interlocutory decree in the infringement suit brought by Frederick
meeting
the Screen
Actors'
Guild
since the ofsession
at which
announceBeck Patterson against Century
ment was made of the signed conProd., Inc., Samuel Cummins, Emtract with the major studios will be
Griffis
pire Laboratories, Lie, Richard FiedSays
ler and the Bob-Ed Theatres Corp.
held
Dec. 17 at the Woman's Club of
Hollvwood.
which held that the defendants in(Continued from page 1)
The question to be discussed at
fringed on the plaintiff's copyright
concerning a story published by Mothe
time will deal exclusively, accordtion Picture Daily to the effect that was confirmed by the U. S. Circuit
ing to Ken Thomson, executive secthe investment firm had been given a Court of Appeals in a 10-page opinion
retary, with problems affecting free
participation in an option held by by Judge Harris B. Chase yesterday.
lance
and day players.
Patterson claimed that he filmed
Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros, to acMembers will be asked to submit
feet of wild animal scenes durideas
for remedying conditions in the
quire the balance of RCA's holdings 15,000
ing a hunting trip in Africa in 1927.
in RKO, observed, "Hemphill, Noyes Later h'^ copyrighted the film as a Aim at Ratification
free
lance
and day players' ranks, to
lias no interest in RKO securities."
be taken up by the guild officers for
Griffis reported that considerable "motion picture in a photoplay" and
consideration in outlining the program
Of Copyright Treaty
study had been given in the course exhibited the picture without admisfor conferences with producers, over
(Continued
from
page
1)
sion charges to various private audiof the Hollywood sessions to methods
the basic contract, as specified in the
ences under the title "Shooting Big the senate acted upon- favorably at the
of reducing studio costs to bring
them more in line with currently lower Game with a Camera." The defend- last session, only to rescind its action
ants were alleged to have used 1,000
receipts and that the study had relater, is planned for the special session in order that there may be ample Huh Robbery Ruse Fails
sulted in "some reductions." He in- feet of the film in their picture, "Juntime for consideration of revision of
sisted, however, that no change would
Boston, Dec. 6.— John Carroll,
Patterson's
gle Killers." copyright was attacked the copyright law during the coming pact.
be made in the company's release
manager
of the Paramount, was kidschedule, as a result, and that none on the ground that he failed to re- regular sessions. As reported to the
napped this morning by three men
register with the copyright office after Senate 10 days ago, the treaty proof the economies which has been inseeking to burglarize the theatre.
stituted or was discussed involved a cutting the film into a photoplay and
vides for adherence to the Interna- Carroll was forced from his own autobecause
the
copyright
notice
appeared
sacrifice of production quality.
tional Copyright Convention one year
mobile while driving home alone and
on only the first reel. Judge Chase
after
its
ratification, making it neces- was taken to a garage, where, at the
overruled the objections.
sary to revise our domestic copyright point of a gun, he was compelled to
Balaban
Predicts
laws during the coming session if the reveal the combination of a safe in
No Stay Granted to Time, Inc.
necessary changes therein are to be whicli lay $2,600 in weekend grosses.
made before the United States enters
Carroll persuaded the bandits, howFederal
Judge
John
W.
Clancy
re2 Big Ones Monthly
ever, that only a small sum of money
fused to grant a temporary injunction the union.
was in the theatre and that the risk
Hollywood, Dec. 6.— Barney Bala- to Time, Inc., publishers of Life, to
restrain the Ultem Publications, Inc.,
of getting even that was too great beban, president of Paramount, entraincause of the night cleaners. He was
from continuing to publish a fan
ing
for
New
York
today
said:
"As
Screen
"Wells
Fargo"
Paramount staged a preview of finally released unharmed in the
the result of viewing pictures already magazine under the title of Movie
completed or in work I am convinced Life in the U. S. District Court yes- "Wells Fargo" at the Paramount last suburbs. He informed the police, who
rushed a guard to the theatre.
Paramount is in the position to assure
terday. Judge Clancy stated "serious night.
two box-office attractions every month questions of fact" required a trial of
the suit. Time charged that the use
during the balance of the 1937-'38 of similar color and type, together
season ending September, 1938."_
Balaban added : "Productions viewed with the use of the word "life" on the
cover tend to infringe on its trade
are
to releasing
me that Paramount's
half proof
of its
season will last
be mark. A permanent injunction is
asked.
even stronger than the first half. Starting with "True
duringa
Christmas
week, Confession"
we will release
Vocafilm Suit Is Delayed
program that includes such sure-fire
Trial of the anti-trust suit of Vocaattractions as "Wells Fargo," "Every
film Corp. of America against A. T.
Day's a Holiday," "Thrill of a Life- & T., Western Electric and Erpi was
time," "The Buccanneer," "Romance
to Feb. 7 in the U. S. Disin the Dark," "The Big Broadcast of adjourned
trict Court yesterday. Vocafilm asks
1938," "Doctor Rhythm," "You and $65,953,125 damages.
Me" and "Professor Beware."
"Mr. Zukor and Mr. LeBaron
SAVE
25%
Weisman Allowed to Pay Fee
have planned a most ambitious program for 1938-'39," Balaban said.
Milton C. Weisman, equity receiver
NEW "EXCURSION" RATES E9UAL GROUND TRAVEL COSTS
"And, reviewing these plans with of Fox Theatres Corp., was authorized
them, I was convinced that the 1938- yesterday to pay Louis Karasik, his
The Lindbergh Line now offers you the lowest round trip
'39 program will enable Paramount
in the anti-trust suit brought
fares in de luxe air transportation. Bringing air travel down
to continue its upward progress in attorney
against A. T. & T., Western Electric
to the same general cost range of other forms of transportaquality and box-office value."
and Erpi an additional $343 by Cirtion, these new TWA rates permit everyone who travels —
cuit Judge Martin T. Manton. KaraFlash Previews
to
fly
. . . TWA's round trip excursions begin on Saturday
sik previously had received $6,000 in
or Monday; are effective for 15 days; and apply on any
fees
in
connection
with
an
$18,000
set"Larger Than Life." . . . Crammed
schedule, any day, returning. TWA excursion tickets are
tlement of the suit.
full of laughs. . . . Frank McHugh in
good on any flight, including the world famous, overnight,
his Caspar Milquetoast characterizacoast-to-coast SKY CHIEF ... Fly TWA on the nation's
Argue Perelman Case
tion. ~
finest planes — you save valuable hours, even days and
"Partners of the Plains." . . . "HopPhiladlphia,
Dec.
6.
—
Harry
PerTWA's complimentary meals enroute and rigid "no tipping"
along Cassidy— action, adventure, gun
rule, save you many extra dollars.
and fist battles and comedy in this case elman's long-standing double feature
case was argued today before the
are secondary to romance.
COMPARE THESE TWA AIR TRAVEL SAVINGS!
2 One-Way
These films will be reviewed in full U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
B.
M.
Colder
represented
Perelman
New York to
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
You Save
Exeursion
Fares
and Morris Wolf appeared for the
Daily.
Los
Angeles
Chicago
defendant companies.
$299.90 1®
22.48
67.42
$224.92
89.90
9.60
To Attend Phila. Party
Philadelphia
7.20
$74.98
Ralph Lewis Dead
Pittsburgh, Dec. 6.— Headed by
2.40
Harry Kalmine and John H. Harris,
Hollywood, Dec. 6. — Ralph Lewis,
CALL TWA
a big Pittsburgh delegation will head veteran character actor on the silent
Note cards
fo "Scrip"
For Further
Informa-In
tion call TWA:
Scrip
may beHolders
used to
for Philadelphia this weekend to at- screen and on the stage, is dead here
New York — Murray
charge these low ezcursion
tend the annual Variety Club banquet from injuries he received in an autorates,
no
matter
what
airline
Hillsylvania
6-1640 6-6000.
or PEnnissued them.
mobile accident on Oct. 24. He was
Sunday night and from there will proceed to Albany to attend the testi- 65 years old. Lewis entered film work
monial dinner in honor of Si Fabian in 1912. He is survived by his Avidow,
SHORTEST- FASTEST
Vera Lewis.
COAST TO COAST
on Monday night.
Para.
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Use

Litigation

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

Decision

Is

Reserved

in

Perelman

Case

Only Means to Hand, He
Tells Ohio Meeting

Third

Columbus, Dec. 7.— Exhibitor
pressure for industry reforms by legislation and litigation was urged today by Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied States Ass'n, in an
address before the two-day annual
•onvention of the I. T. O. of Ohio,
in progress here at the Neil House.
Myers, in a lengthy address,^ cited
the lack of success which he said has
resulted from the various "point programs" which have been brought forward for the settlement of distributorexhibitor problems, and said with reference to his proposal for litigation
and legislation, "This does not mean
that it is not worth while to attempt
to marshal nationwide agreement on
a program or to coordinate the efforts of all exhibitors in support
thereof. But in pursuing what is at
best a remote possibility, they should
not in the slightest degree abate their
efforts to secure relief by the only
methods presently available."
He pointed out the problems to be
{Continued on page 7)

Philadelphia, Dec. 7. — Judges
Joseph Buffington, J. Warren Davis
and J. Whitaker Thompson in the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals today
reserved decision at the conclusion of
the third rehearing of the Perelman
double feature case. The court gave
no indication of when its decision will
be handed down.
The rehearing was granted the attorneys for the six major companies
who were defendants, Warners, Paramount, Fox, RKO, United Artists and
M-G-M, so that they might introduce
two points. Morris Wolf and Edward
Weisl, representing the companies,
claimed the clause in the contract restraining exhibitors from dual billing,
claimed by the plaintiiT to be illegal,
was reasonable. They held it a protection for the industry and public
and therefore not a violation of law.
The other point was that evidence
had not shown the producers combined
in violation of anti-trust laws to discriminate against exhibitors who ran
duals. They argued that the six defendant companies had decided "individually and independently" to strive
for elimination of duals. They de(Continued on page 2)

Stevenson

Heads

Carolina

Owners

PiNEHURST, N. C, Dec. 7.— The
I Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina, at the closing session of
.their two-day Silver Jubilee Conven:tion at the Carolina Hotel here today,
■ elected S. S. Stevenson of Henderson,
N. C, as president to succeed Charles
W. Picquet, who declined to stand for
reelection. Picquet had completed 14
consecutive years as president of the
{Continued on page 7)
Commons

Group

Still

Weighs Council Plan
London, Dec. 7.— Consideration of
amendments to the proposal for a Film
Council to be incorporated in the new
Films Act was continued today in
the House of Commons Committee
working on the legislation.
The session was featured by the
vigorous labor opposition. Adopting
a conciliatory attitude, Oliver Stanley,
president of the Board of Trade, met
(Continued on pane 2)
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Reargument Heard
In Philadelphia

Conciliation

Ideas

DECEMBER

Stolen

TEN

8, 1937

U.A.

Record

Portland,
Ore.,broke
Dec. 7.—
Awful
Truth"
all "The
first
week records at the Paramount here since HamrickEvergreen has managed the
house, a matter of three
years, but all the money did
not go into the bank.
On the last day of the first
week, a holdup man spoke so
convincingly to the cashier
that he was given about $200,
then escaped.

Agreement

Near

on

RKO
Option Renewal
Negotiations for an extension of
the optionmaining
ondebentures
the bulk
of RCA's
reand stock
of RKO
may be concluded by the investment
syndicate headed by Atlas Corp. and
Lehman Bros, within the next week,
principals in the negotiations stated
yesterday.
As reported in Motion Picture
Daily of Dec. 3, the negotiations now
in progress involve the acquisition of
a small part of the RKO securities
under option within the next few
weeks and an extension of the option
on the remainder for an as yet undetermined period.
Reports published in metropolitan
newspapers yesterday that the option
would be extended for six years, with
one-sixth of the securities being picked
up annually, were described by principalssisting
as "pure
conjecture."
inthat details
of the While
extension
{Continued on page 2)

CENTS

Option

Agreement

Is

Reported

Off

Tax

and Legal Obstacles
Given as Reasons

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 7.— The Samuel
Goldwyn-Alexander Korda agreement
for exercising their option to purchase
the outstanding three-fifths of United
Artists common stock is "cold," it was
reported here today in well-informed
quarters on the eve of the oft-postArtists stockholders'
meeting poned
in United
Hollywood.
Legal and tax obstacles to the deal
on both sides of the Atlantic are given
as the reasons for the apparent collapse of efforts to consummate the
financing agreement for the exercise
of the option. It was offfcially indicated that incipient efforts to negotiate an extension of the option beyond
Dec. 23, its expiration date, have been
discontinued and that the stockholders
will be informed at their meeting
tomorrow that there is little prospect
of the option being exercised.
Unconfirmed reports hold that the
option will be permitted to lapse and
that efforts will be made later by
Goldwyn and Korda to negotiate a
new one in the event that the deal
can be salvaged by extensive revising.
Clarify

the

Rule

on

Sought in Toronto
Toronto, Dec. 7. — Following the
establishment of a conciliation committee, representing all branches of the
film business in Canada, notification
has been sent to all exhibitors requesting that suggestions for remedial
measures within the trade be sent to
the headquarters of the Toronto Board
of Trade at the King Edward Hotel.
All recommendations for the betterment of the business will be considered. This invitation now places the
matter of grievance settlement up to
the theatre owner.

Holding Ticket Stubs
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
For Blank's Dinner
Washington, Dec. 7.— Regulations
Approximately 20 film executives requiring theatres to retain for not
from New York will leave this after- less than three months the portions of
noon on the Commodore Vanderbilt admission tickets taken up by them
to attend the testimonial banquet in
interpreted by the InterDes Moines tomorrow night for A. H. werenaltoday
Revenue Bureau in such a way as
Blank, commemorating his 25th anni- to relieve certain exhibitors from that
versary as an exhibitor. The men
will leave in two special cars, and requirement.
The bureau rules that where a film
will return to New York Saturday theatre does not sell reserved seat
morning.
tickets to cover particular seats or
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount boxes ; does not sell tickets to ticket
theatres operating head ; Austin brokers or speculators ; does not sell
Keough,
Paramount executive, and any tickets for an amount in excess
(Continued on page 2)
{Continued on page 2)

M-G'M

Cleveland

Sales

Heads

To Meet in Chicago
All M-G-M district and division
sales managers will convene at the
Palmer House, Chicago, Saturday for
a two-day session. At the same time,
it is expected that E. K. O'Shea,
former Buffalo branch manager, will
be named to succeed William A.
Scully as eastern district manager.
William F. Rodgers has arrived
{Continued on page 2)

Group

Leaves

Today

Theatres

Facing New Taxation
Cleveland, Dec. 7.— A plan to raise
$500,000 for city funds, advocated by
City License Commissioner Joseph E.
Cassidy, provides application of license
fees for every business activity. Included in the list of new things to
license are film and vaudeville houses.
At the rate of 20 cents a seat per year,
it is estimated that the theatre license
fee should raise $24,000 annually.

Weinberg

Will

Keep

His Columbia
Post
Lou Weinberg, circuit sales contact
for Columbia, will continue in that
post and not join Universal as assistant to William A. Scully, new general
sales manager, on Jan. 1, it was stated
officially yesterday at the Columbia
home office.
Weinberg for the past two days
{Continued on page 2)
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Group

Still

Weighs Council Plan
(Continued from page 1)
the labor criticism of the advisory
committee clause of the council proposal with an agreement to withhold
further pressure until the bill has had
its third reading in Commons. Stanley, explaining it was his wish to remove the routine work from the
complete council, agreed that a less
cumbersome solution than the advisory
committee is possible. The discussion
by the committee of the separate quota
proposals was postponed until Thursday.

Reserved

Perelman
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Group

Case

(Continued from page 1)
clared continuance of double features
will bring about cut-throat competition and lead to undesirable films.

For

Leaves

Today

Blank's Dinner
(Continued from page 1)

Clarify
Holding

the

Rule

Ticket

on
Stubs

(Continued from page 1)

George Schaefer, vice-president and
general manager of United Artists,
left yesterday, and plan to remain in
Des Moines a few days after the
Blank dinner.
In the Paramount car will be :
Charles Reagan, J. J. Unger, Leon
Netter and Harry Royster, all of
Paramount, and Sam Spring, attorney ;
Carl Leserman, assistant sales manager of Warners ; A. W. Smith,
United Artists ; Sam Dembow, National ScreenPicture
Service ; Herald;
A-M'ike Vogel
of Motion
Nate

of the regular box-office prices ; does
not sell tickets otherwise than through
a mechanical ticket sales recording device which records accurately every
ticket sold and its selling price, and
makes and keeps for inspection by
revenue officers, as well as for other

Blumberg, Jules Levy and Max Fellerman, all of RKO. Cresson Smith
was scheduded to go, but was forced
to cancel his reservation.
In the 20th Century-Fox car will
be: William Clark, William C.
Shewitt-Pommer Case Today
Gehring, William Sussman, William
A motion to dismiss the amended Kupper, all of 20th Century-Fox; E.
complaint in the $100,000 breach of W. Hammons, Harvey Day and Jack
contract suit brought by Murray Skirball, Educational, and Jack Cohn,
Shewitt against Erich Pommer will Columbia vice-president.
Clyde Eckhart will join the group
be heard this morning by Justic Philin
Chicago, and W. Ray Johnston will
ip J. McCook in the N. Y. Supreme
Court.
go from Kansas City to Des Moines.

pliance
provisions
the' regulationswithandthe
it will
not beofnecessary
for such theatre to retain the ticket
stubs unless instructed to do so for
certain periods by duly authorized
representatives of the Bureau of Inter-

B. N. Colder, attorney for Perelman, contended the producers "got
together" in illegal combination to
drive the small exhibitors out of business, unless they discontinue double
bills.
The Circuit Court first upheld
Judge Welsh's
rulingcourt
against
ducers in a lower
on the
Jan.pro16,
1936. After reargument the court reaffirmed the original ruling on March
4,
but the
next dayit "recalled"
its 1937,
decision,
explaining
had been
"filed by mistake" and ordered the reargument which was held today.

Agreement

Near

on

Gillmore

Resigns

as

Actors' Equity Head
Option Renewal
(Continued from page 1)
Frank Gillmore, president of Actors' Equity for the past nine years,
had not been formally agreed upon
resigned at a meeting of the council
yet, these principals intimated that
He will devote all of his
only a short term extension might be yesterday.
time to his post as president of the
A.A.A.A., the parent A.F.L. pergranted.
The syndicate headed by Atlas and
formers' union.
Lehman Brothers acquired $4,893,327
The Equity council will meet Dec.
of RKO debentures, constituting 42 17 to consider a successor. Paul Dullper cent of the debentures outstanding, zell, executive secretary, is regarded
and 605,731 shares of common stock, as likely to receive the post.
or 23^ per cent of the shares outstanding, from RCA for $5,000,000 in
Lists New Stock Issue
November, 1935, and obtained an option to purchase for $6,000,000 a like
Washington, Dec. 7. — The Bausch
amount, constituting the remainder of & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, yesterday filed with the S. E. C. a regisRCA's
31
next. holdings in RKO, up to Dec.
tration statement covering 50,000
RKO

M-G-M

Sales

Heads

To

Meet in Chicago
(Continued from page 1)
in Denver from the coast and tomorrow will be in Des Moines for the
A. H. Blank testimonial dinner.
Among those attending the Chicago meeting will be E. M. Saunders,
western sales head ; Tom Connors,
eastern division head; Rodgers, Jack
Flynn, Detroit ; Sam Shirley, Chicago ;George Hickey, Los Angeles ;
Harris P. Wolfberg, Kansas City ;
C. E. Kessnick, Atlanta; E. K.
O'Shea; Bob Lynch, Philadelphia.
Henry Nathanson and Walter Hayner
will represent the Canadian contin-

Astaire to Join Goldwyn
Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Fred Astaire, following the completion of his gent.
Will Keep
next film, will leave RKO and sign Weinberg
a term contract with Samuel GoldHis Columbia
Post
wyn, it was stated here today.
(Continued from page 1)
has been conferring with Abe Montague, general sales manager at Columbia, and is understood to be working
out a new deal to stay on at an increase in salary.
A TRAILER ON
At
the
time the Universal sales
EVERY PICTURE
changes were made, Weinberg had
Produced by Experienced Showmen initialed a three-year contract, but
HOME OFFICE:
ADOLPH POLLAK withheld final signing until the return
General Mgr.
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C.
of Montague from the coast.

purposes,actions
hourly
recordstheof mechanical
all transmade through
device or otherwise, such records being transcribed from an accurate mechanical system of recording which is
the equivalent of an individual count
of ticket stubs "there is in effect com-

However, it was held, unless all of !
nal Revenue."
the above
requirements are met, it is
necessary that ticket stubs be retained for a period of not less than
three months.
U.K. Rental Talk Today
London, Dec. 7. — The first step
looking to an amicable settlement of
the current
dispute between
tors and exhibitors
relativedistributo the
grading or classification of films will
be taken tomorrow. Informal conversations, inwhich representatives of
both viewpoints will be included, are
expected to lead to a round table discussion of the problem, and a subsequent agreement.
Technicolor Dividend
Technicolor yesterday declared a
dividend of 25 cents a share on the
company's outstanding stock. It is
16.
payable Dec. 23 to stockholders of
record at the close of business on Dec.

GTE to Pay 25 Cents
General Theatres Equipment Corp.
15 for the
shares of five per cent cumulative con- has declared a final dividend
vertible preferred stock at $100 par,
75^share.154 7Vi
year
of
25
cents
a
-a
and 250,000 shares of common at $10
IV2
WA
par. Of the common 50,000 shares are
154
to be oflfered publicly and 200,000
shares are reserved for conversion of
4^
Wall Street
154M
15
the preferred.
5244
154 160M
1454
52?i
-54
16054
Board
Increases
Lightly
I2V2
High
1454
Pathe Signs With S. A. G,
en 15854
Net
115^
1585^
734 Low
2154
Pathe's commercial film division
15
57/i 1254 Change
2m
2154
Col
7Vi 4- a
yesterday signed a "guild shop" con- Cons
Close
7Vs
7
7
Cons.,
pfd.
tract with the Screen Actors' Guild.
Open 105
2154
March of Time, last of the eastern
nyi
E.
K
producers of consequence remaining G. T. E...
11 5^ +154
1414 105
unsigned, is expected to come to an
. 1154
6^
105
12
Loew. pfd.. 10512
agreement with the guild office here Para
3454 +4-5434 .
97
3454 3454 97
during the next few days.
+ 34
Para.
1....
Para. 2 ...
42
6
4- V»
Pathe
,
,.
.
3454
51
RKO
m
51
2714
Set
"Mayerling"
Deal
20th
Fox
.
28
A deal has been concluded between
97
Univ.,pfd...
pfd. . 28
97
I. E. Lopert, president of Pax Film, 20th,
m
+ 'A
B. ... . 42
42
Inc., and Arthur Kelly, vice-president W.
2714
W.
B.,
pfd.
of United Artists in charge of foreign
sales, wherebv the latter company will
Small Curb Movement
distribute "Mayerling" in the Philippine Islands.
Open High Low Close Change
Net
G. N
1
1
15/1642 15/16-1/16
Monogram
154
154 154
154 — 54
Sonotone . . 134
134 134
134 — 5^
Lichtman on Coast
Tech
im 19 1854 19
4- 3i
Hollywood, Dec, 7.— Al Lichtman,
Bonds Generally Off
vice-president of Loew's, arrived here
by plane from New York today.
Keith 6s '46 High
8354 Low
8354 Close
8354 Change
—1
Net
Loew
354s
'46
9834
9854
9834
4- 34 ■
Para.
Pict.
Wini Shaw Married
6s '55
90
90
90
— 54
Wini Shaw was married Monday to Para. Pict. '47.... 745^ 74 74
Frederick Vosberg, agent.
W. B. 6s '39
795i 79
79 —'A
(Quotations at close of Dec. 7)
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U. C. L. A. But they lost by a score
of 19-14.
It is an average reel.
Running time, 8 mins.
P.

Purely

Personal

►

HARRY SHIFFMAN celebrated
another birthday yesterday with
Mitchell Klupt, Joe Hornstein,
Charles Moses, Edward Schnizter,
Jack Bowen, Moe Streimee, Harry
H. BuxBAUM, Max Cohen, Nat
CoHN and Irving Wormser staging
an impromptu luncheon party at the
Paddock.
•
Stuart F. Doyle will arrive on
the Washington tomorrow from London. After a short stay here he will
leave for the coast and sail for Sydney, his headquarters.
•
Sophie Stewart, featured in London Films' "The Return of the Scarlet
Pimpernel," will sail today on the
Aquitania to spend Christmas in London.
•
Ralph Budd, Warner home office
personnel manager, returned yesterday from Florida after taking his
family there to spend the winter.
•
Wesley Ruggles, S. C. Skouras,
John Loder and Jean Levy-Strauss,
the latter of M-G-M, are sailing to-day on the Normandie.
•
Paul Graetz, president of Paris
Export Film, will sail today on the
Normandie for his headquarters in
Paris.
•
Frank Lloyd, director of "Wells
Fargo," leaves tonight for Boston and
another preview of his latest picture.
•
Meyer Beck, United Artists director of publicity, will leave by plane
today for a vacation in Bermuda.
•
Walter Huston will reach town
tomorrow after six months on the
coast.
•
Gladys Swarthout will arrive in
town tomorrow from New Orleans.
•
Si Fabian, who left for Albany
yesterday, is due back Friday.
•
Rita Johnson arrived on the coast
yesterday by plane.
AMERICAN
FLAGSHIPS
TO LOS

MERCURY SKYSLEEPER
OVERNIGHT— 3 STOPS ONLY
THRU SERVICE — NO CHANGE OF PLANES
SOUTHERN ALL-YEAR ROUTE
MERCURY— Lv. 5:10 pm ; SOUTHERNER— Lv. 9:00 pm.
Call your Travel Agent, or VAnderbilt 3-2S80
Ticke* Offices: 45 Vanderbili Ave. and.
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49lh St.

INC.

^

their elders. Young and old struggle
impotently in the mud of a shallow
creek trying to escape bombardment
and fire.
These scenes will stand out in the
memory of beholders.
The rest pf the reel holds up in
spite of this strong start. The Miami
air races show planes swooping
around pylons at extremely low altitudes, the wrecks which marred the
meet, and a stunt man who is towed
under a plane hanging to a rope before he drops with a parachute.
Adelaide Hawley, commentator,
makes what might have been a commonplace shot something to think
about with her description of a baby

RKO Pathe News
Vol. 9, No. 40

News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 23
(M-G-M)
News of the Day has taken a new
tack in handling the Chinese war
scenes and has concentrated on the
poignant human drama involved
rather than the broad spectacle. It's
impressive. Weary and frightened
Chinese cilivians rush through the
barbed wired barriers of the French
concession at Shanghai, heedless of
the flailing sticks of the constabulary.
Masses of men, women and children
hold out their hands for food thrown
to them.
Young people half carry

(RKO)
A fast moving and interesting issue, ,
this number of the RKO Pathe reel is [
all-American, with no clip devoted to i
anything outside the United States. It !
opens with Roosevelt's fishing trip, i
Called exclusive is the clip picturing the capture of 20 members of a '
narcotics ring in New York by Federal agents, with the audience urged i
to join in the manhunt for three leaders who escaped. Their pictures are
displayed
a Federal
man. Excellent scenicbyeffects
are achieved
in the
shots of the drilling through the
Sierra Nevadas in California for a
new tunnel.
Ex-President Hoover is seen visitchecking place in Italy. Her "sleep,
home.
ing the growing
Fair William
in New :
bambino,
while you may" reaches York.
The laborWorld's
chieftains,
Green of the A. F. of L., and John
Football shots close the reel, but in- L. Lewis of the C.I.O., meet for
terest in this sport is fading. The
Redskins-Giants professional game potentially important discussions and
and the Trojans-Bears college game the wreckage of two planes is seen at '
Miami's air races, while Army fliers
in California are shown.
Running time, 9 mins.
J. make spectacular designs in the sky
with smoke. The sporting division includes skiiers coming down from the
Paramount News
rafters in the Boston Garden, and
some cracking football material as the
No. 36
Washington
Redskins hand the N. Y.
Giants a beating.
(Paramount)
Doings in the Balkans open the reel.
Running time, 9 mins.
A.
In Yugoslavia, Prince Paul leads his
nation in observing the 25th anniversary of the lifting of Turkish rule. Al- Universal News
bania's King Zog attends military re- Vol. 9, No. 621
views and ceremonies on a national
The all-American air races at Miholiday. It is a fair lead.
ami and the Redskins-N. Y. Giants
The meeting of William Green and
thrills in
and New
excitement
keepa ' j
pigskinof game
York to
hold
John L. Lewis in Washington is clev- quota
erly presented. The labor leaders both the newsreel fans in a happy frame |
announce as they emerge from con- of mind. Another sports event is the
ference that they have reached no con- indoor ski jumping at Boston. j
clusions. A page boy gets real tough
Other clips include New York's
when two cameramen attempt to en- sturdy
policemen developing their I
ter the sanctum. It seemed like the
mechanical skill by repairing Christreal thing.
mas toys for unfortunate children in
News flashes offer funeral scenes the local area. Then there are shots
for Ramsay MacDonald, Mayor La- of Santa Claus arriving at Miami via
Guardia pinning Congressional Medals the aquaplane method.
on members of the Byrd Antarctic
A sad note is injected with the fuexpedition and Federal agents studyneral of Ramsay MacDonald. President Roosevelt is shown leaving
ing the mystery of the stolen mail
sacks which were found in the river Miami for a visit to his dentist and
by an eel fisherman.
the subject winds up with the nip and
New
Last Sunday's exciting professional tuck ball
fracas. York Giants-Redskins footfootball game between Washington
and the Giants is adequately caught by
Running time, 8 mins.
0.
well-placed cameras. In Los Angeles,
a 70-yard pass by Southern California is a highlight in its games with

Five

Jack

Composers

Quit

Harris

Slated

As Fox's Successor
Jack Harris, district manager for
Skouras Theatres in Long Island, is
slated to be appointed to succeed
Matthew Fox, film buyer and booker,
when the latter leaves in two weeks to
become executive aide to Nate J.
Blumberg, new president of UniverThe reason for the resignations is sal.
said to be a protest against a meeting
Tom Saris, manager in one of the
called for today by the S.P.A. to Astoria houses in the circuit, is now
amend the bylaws so as to make the
as district manager for the Harassignment of synchronization and acting
ris group of theatres. Lou Hart, who
recording rights to the organization
with Skouras and refor 25 years instead of perpetuity. was formerly
signed, isnow back at the Broadway,
The coast writers feel, it was said, Astoria.
that if the assignment is made valid
The appointments are expected to
by the amendment they will not be
be
permitted to work for film producers. frommade
the official
circuit.upon
He Fox's
is now departure
winding
Irving Caesar is president of the up several deals with Harris sitting
S.P.A.
in.
Ass*n
Jerome
Oscar Hammerstein,
Writers*
SongKern,
Dorothy Fields, Sigmund Romberg,
Gus Kahn and many other songwriters now in Hollywood have tendered resignations to the Song
Writers'yesterday.
Protective Ass'n, it was
learned

ANGELES

Airlines

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 25
{20th Century-Fox)
Another good, full-measure release
in the lively and entertaining manner
for which this reel is deservedly
, noted may be counted on in this.
The release leads off with some sensational shots of the shelling of Nantao during the capture of Shanghai,
and the fleeing of civilians from the
native quarter. The late arrival of
more than 4,000 feet of this material
prevented the inclusion of any great
amount of it in this release, but what
there is ranks high among the combat footage that has come froni
China.
The domestic news includes shots of
principals and the events in the Miami Ail-American Air Meet ; plane
shipments of baby chicks from Florida
to South America; William Green of
the A. F. of L. and John L. Lewis
of the C. I. O. following their recent
"peace" meeting in Washington, and
the successful trial of new deep sea
diving equipment. The foreign news
section brings the arrival of Ramsay
MacDonald's remains in England ; the
escape from Palestine of the Arab
leader ; the arrival in France of large
gold shipments from America, and
Italy's facilities for minding babies
left by working mothers.
The sports section includes shots of
the Washington Redskins-New York
Giants game
for Southern
the eastern
"pro"
football
title ; the
CaliforniaU. C. L. A. game, and the opening
of the skiing season in the Alps.
A good reel, well narrated, photographed and edited.
Running time, 10 mins.
K.

UNITED'S

SLEEPERS

TO CALIFORNIA
*Sky Room courtesy lounge for
nighthawks,
on
United.) early birds. (Only
*Sleepers limited to 12 persons
for extra comfort.
*No crowding — a berth for every
passenger.
*De
luxe Skylounges on daylight
portions of trip, sleepers at
night.
coast.
*N'ightly sleeper flights coast to
TICKETS: United Offices. Hotels,
Travel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices
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Kolorama
Myers

Urges

Continued

Of

Use

Litigation

{Continued from page 1)
dealt with as including: compulsory
block booking, unreasonable protection, undue theatre expansion, the
"right to buy," contract revision,
designated playdates, unfair allocations, non-delivery of pictures and
radio competition.
Nathan Yamins spoke on operating
problems and Pete Harrison described
his recent Hollywood survey, painting
a gloomy picture of present studio
conditions but paying tribute to Nate
Blumberg, newly elected president of
Universal. Ralph W. Wilkins and P.
J. Wood also delivered addresses.
Neil F. Agnew and Howard Dietz,
of Paramount, and Eddie Golden, of
Monogram, were unable to attend and
wired their regrets.
Election of officers will be held tomorrow.
Stevenson

RADIO

DAILY
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Heads

Carolina Owners
{Continued from pacie 1)
exhibitor unit, and the delegates voted
that a proper token of remembrance
be obtained and presented to him for
his long service. Other officers elected
were: H. R. Berry, Hartsville, S. C,
lint first vice-president, and Lyle Wilson,
Roanoke Rapids, N. C, second vicepresident. Stevenson operates theatres independently in Henderson and
Rock Hill, S. C.
A striking appeal was made by
Montgomery S. Hill of Greensboro,
N. C., for handling Negro presentations on the screen with a greater
knowledge of the problems involved
and more consideration for southern
111! traditions.
Hill declared : "We are glad to see
Negroes portrayed in sympathetic
roles, but object to showoff charac
ters and wish heartily to condemn
the scantily-clad Negro persons in
dance scenes, especially with white performers. Sex appeal suggestions
should be strictly taboo."
A resolution, adopted at the con
elusion of Hill's address, was identi
cal with that adopted bv the Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee two months ago.
Ed Levy, general counsel of the
,M.P.T.p.A.,
outlined the national
legislative situation in a lengthy prepared paper.
Milton C. Moore of Jacksonville
Dresident of the Southeastern Theatre
Owmers Ass'n, started the only argu
ment of the convention when he sought
support for a resolution of his organi
zation favoring Federal regulation by
the appointment of boards to consider
the complaints of exchange men and
exhibitors.
H. F. Kincev of Charlotte : Ed Kuy
kendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A..
and Lew all protested against any
sort of Federal regulation.
Caprc^s Film Set
Hollywood, Dec. 7. — "You Can'.
Take It with You" will be Frank
Capra's first picture under his resumed
relationship with Columbia, it
spf is
understood.

FCC

Approves

Licenses
New

for

Stations

Washington, Dec. 7.— The F. C. C.
has granted operating licenses to three
new broadcasting stations as follows :
News Press Publishing Co., Santa
Barbara, call letters KTMS, frequency
1,220 kilocycles, power 500 watts ;
Hammon-Calumet Broadcasting Corp.,
Hammon, Ind., call letters WHIP,
frequency 1,480 kilocycles, power 5,000
watts, daytime only ; A. Frank Katzentine, Miami Beach, call letters
WKAT, frequency, 1,500 kilocycles,
power 100 watts.
The commission also approved applications of WSIX, Nashville, increasing day power from ' 100 to 250
watts, and KOVC, Valley City, N. D.,
increasing day power from 100 to 250
watts.
List Application Hearings
A number of applications for new
broadcasting stations have been sent
to examiners for hearings, as follows :
W. A. Barnette, 610 kilocycles, 250
watts, daytime only, at Greenwood, S.
C. ; F. C. Todd, 1,420 kilocycles, 100
watts nights, 250 watts day, at Gastonia, N. C. ; Roberts-MacNab Co.,
1,310 kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250
watts day, at Livingston, Mont. ; S. B.
Quigley, 1,200 kilocycles, 100 watts,
daytime only, at Mobile, Ala. ; Harry
M. Ayers, 1,420 kilocycles, 100 watts,
daytime only, at Anniston, Ala. ;
Kathryn B. Gosselin, 1,500 kilocycyles, power not stated, at Aurora,
111. ; Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.,
630 kilocycles, 1,000 watts night, 5,000
watts day, at Denver ; Anne Jay Levine, 1,370 kilocycles, 100 watts night,
250 watts day, at Palm Springs, Cal. ;
Michael J. Mingo, 1,400 kilocycles, 250
watts, daytime only, at Tacoma ; N.
B. Egeland, 1,500 kilocycles, 100 watts,
daytime only at Fort Dodge, la. ;
Clinton Broadcasting Corp., 1,310 kilocycles,_ 100 watts night, 250 watts day,
at Clinton, la., and Garden Island
Publishing Co., Ltd., 1,500 kilocycles,
100 watts night, 250 watts day at
Lihue Kauai, Hawaii.
Frequency Change Requested
Station applications set for hearing
included those of KGDM, Stockton,
Cal., for change of frequency from
1,100 to 1,150 kilocycles and increase
of power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts ;
KGGC, San Francisco, increase of day
power from 100 to 250 watts ; WMC,
Memphis, increase of night power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts; WGAL,
Lancaster, Pa., change of frequency
from 1,500 to 1,510 kilocycles and increase of power from 100 watts night,
250 watts day, to 1,000 watts ; QTMV,
East St. Louis, III., change of frequency from 1,500 to 1,510 kilocycles
and increase of power from 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, to 1,000 watts
night, 5,000 watts day ; WDAE, Tampa, change of frequency from 1,220 to
780 kilocycles; WNEW, New York,
increase of day power from 2,500 to
5,000 watts.
Five Join Artists' Board
Rudy Vallee, Hal Kemp, Benny
Goodman and Efram Zimbalist have
been elected to the board of directors
of the National Ass'n of Performing
Artists, Fred Warren president.

Shows

Television

Its

Baird

Claims

Color

Television

System

Success

London, Dec. 7. — Trade interest
Koloi^ama Research Laboratories,
here by the anInc., yesterday exposed to the eyes has been aroused
nouncement ofJohn L. Baird that he
of newspapermen its progress in tele- has successfully demonstrated television, developed under its own patvision in three colors, transmitting a
ents. The demonstration took place
N. J.
"Popeye" cartoon on a theatre screen.
Experiments have been private up
in the company's studio in Irvington,
to this time, but Baird has promised
Televised on a 4-ft. x 5-ft. screen a demonstration soon on the screen of
in regular black and white were clips the Dominion Theatre. The colors
from News of the Day, Pathe, and said to have been used were blue,
brief scenes from standard film in
which Anita Louise, James Cagney, green and red, reproducing an image
composed of lines in that sequence.
Pat O'Brien, Katharine Hepburn,
Baird is also understood to be exGrace Moore and Fred MacMurray
perimenting secretly with non-color
participated.
broadcasting from the Crystal Palace
Kolorama employs a mechanical to a moderate-sized screen at the
system of its own invention whereas Bromley Theatre.
most other systems use the cathode
ray tube. Kolorama claims to be able
to blow up a picture to any size with Scull Signs for New
its system, whereas the cathode ray
Jan, 3
definitely limits the size of the pic- Show on WOR,
W.
S.
Scull
Co.,
makers
of Bosco,
ture. The company officials, however, would not explain the features have signed for a new thrice weekly
of its system, stating they are not yet series to begin over WOR Jan. 3,
ready. Also refused was informa- from 12 to 12:15 P. M. The schedule
tion bearing on the number of lines is
days.
for Mondays, Wednesdays and Friit uses to make visible the picture.
RCA and most other companies now
The series will feature Don Ross,
and the contract, for 13 weeks, is
employ the 441 -line definition.
Kolorama's pictures were rather im- through Kenyon & Eckhardt agency.
perfect when compared to what some
other companies have shown. The Pontiac Renews
Air
films lacked detail in most instances,
had a pronounced flicker, and faces,
Programs
Over CBS
especially in closeups, were somewhat
Pontiac Motor Co. yesterday redistorted. The black and white colors
newed its CBS program for an addiwere shallow.
— B.
tional cycle of broadcasts. With its
NBC series soon to be cancelled,
Pontiac thus will have as its only netJaeger WNEW Chief Announcer
work show the current one on CBS.
John Jaeger has been named chief McManus, John & Adams is the
announcer of WNEW. He has been
a member of the staff of the station agency.
for some years, being the oldest announcer in point of service. No other
announcing stafif changes are contem-

Thornton Fisher on WNEW
Thornton Fisher, dean of sports
commentators, will be heard regularly over WNEW three nights a
plated.
week in a series of sports talks, beW. D. Roberts Joins NBC
ginning tomorrow at 7 P.M. The
W. Donald Roberts, formerly with Frank H. Lee Hat Co. will sponsor.
the McGilvra organization of special
Goodman at Carnegie Hall
radio representatives, has joined the
Benny Goodman and his orchestra
eastern sales staf¥ of NBC. Previously he had been with the Hearst will offer a concert of swing music at
Magazine Group, and with the Nezv Carnegie Hall Jan. 16, the first time
York Times.
that a swing band will be heard there.
We
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"HILLTOP
A human interestHOUSE"—
drama, starring
Bess Johnson, from the pen of
Adelaide Marstone and directed by Carlo De Angelo. It
is presented
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Columbia
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thru Friday, at 5:45. E.S.T.
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Plans

Mobile

to Test
Television

The first mobile television station,
soon to be used in experimental pickups of outdoor news events, will be
turned over to NBC Dec. 12. The
ceremonies will take place in Rockefeller Plaza.
The unit will consist of two large
motor vans containing television control apparatus and a micro-wave
xansmitter. Completed by RCA, it
A'ill be turned over to NBC in conlection with the network's television
{Continued on page 12)

Special Cars Take Large
Eastern Delegation
To Des Moines

Honored

Here

Lou Krouse, general secretary,
treasurer and assistant to President
George E. Browne of the LA.T.S.E.,
has called a meeting for next Tuesday to negotiate a master agreement
for "back room" employes of exchanges throughout the country. John
iGatelee and a committee of the inter'inational will sit in with representatives of eight major distributing companies. The session will be held at
the Warner home office.
\ Contracts for the 32 exchanges,
were comi|covering hours and wages, sessions
to
pleted last summer. The
be held next week will go over general conditions afifecting service employes in all parts of the country. The
term of the master contract will be
decided at the meetings.
Frank Phelps, labor contact for
{Continued on page 3)
NBC
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Des_ AioiNEs,
8.— The film industry's leading Dec.
executives, from New
York, Chicago and other points, tonight were speedinp- here to pay inBlank. dustry homage to an exhibitor, A. H.

Negotiations
Officially

Off

Hollywood, Dec. 8.— International
negotiations for the purchase by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda of
the Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford interests in
United Artists ended at 3:45 P. M.
today when a spokesman for Goldwyn
and Korda
issued the following statement :
"Owing to insurmountable legal
complications we have decided not to
exercise our option for the purchase
of the three units of United Artists
Corp. stock owned by Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin and accordingly are returning the
The today."
statement was obtained by
option
Motion Picture Daily while the
directors' meeting was still in session
with all members or their representatives present and proceeding to dis(Continued oh page 3)

A. H. Blank

Smith

Reelected

Ohio

Unit

Chief

The occasion is the testimonial banquet tomorrow night at the Hotel
Fort Des Moines, which will commemorate Blank's 2Sth anniversary as
a showman and at the same time afford an opportunity for the film business to honor him.
Now operating under the company
name of Tri-States Theatres Corp.,
Blank is a Paramount theatre operating partner, with headquarters here.
Under his direction are theatres in this
area, covering cities in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois.
The New York group of executives
are due here tomorrow in time for the
dinner, coming in special cars.
The employes of Tri-States will
present to Blank a one-month vacation
trip to Honolulu and back.
The
toastmaster
will be either
(Continued on page 3)

Fabian Dinner List
Columbus, Dec. 8. — Martin G.
Smith of Toledo was reelected presiOf Speakers Now 24
dent of the L T. O. of Ohio for the
Albany, Dec. 8.— If many of the
Be Sought in Suit
Boston, Dec. 8. — The depositions sixth time at the closing session of speakers lined up for the Si Fabian
of Will H. Hays and top executives the organization's annual convention dinner Monday night take more than
a bow, most of the diners will miss
of major companies will be sought by at the Neil House here today.
Also reelected were Sam E. Lind, the last tjain home. There are 24 of
George S. Ryan, attorney for Morse
first vice-president ; M. B. them, with A. W. Smith, Jr., U. A.
& Rothenberg, in a resumption of pre- Zanesville,
general sales manager, listed as toastliminary legal sessions in New York, Horwitz, Cleveland, treasurer, and master.
P. J. Wood, Columbus, secretary.
Dec. 21, in connection with the Bos- Frank
W. Huss, Jr., Cincinnati, was
Speakers listed are: Nate J. Blumton independent
anti-trust
Havana Group Plans
suit against
majorcircuit's
distributors,
the elected second vice-president, succeed- berg, Mayor
John on Boyd
(Continued
page 3) Thacher,
ing Charles Weigel, who has retired
Maine & New Hampshire and M. A.
Exchange Radio Unit Shea circuits.
from the theatre business. An exhibitor for 27 years, the organization
Havana, Dec. 8. — An Inter-AmeriOthers whose depositions will be
(Continued on page 3)
2a.n radio office, with headquarters
(Continued on page 3)
Chicago Exhibitors
bere, will be established for the exAwait Action on Tax
:hange of information and experiences
in radio communication and broadcast- Governments
Chicago, Dec. 8.— Theatremen are
Film
Harry Post Resigns
awaiting word from Alderman Roger
ing, it has been decided by the second
:ommittee of the radio conference now
As Aide of Powers
Plans Not Settled
Kiley, chairman of the special finance
in session here. The office will serve
sub-committee of the City Council,
Dec. 8. — Plans for
Harry A. Post, vice-president of regarding
is a purely consultative technical theWashington,
a possible three per cent
production of films depicting the Celebrity Prod., Inc., and an officer
Dody. The conference is now termi- activities of the various Government and director in charge of financial tax on admissions. To date they have
not been called in for any discussions
lating the work on its agenda and it
departments and agencies, to be fur- matters in other corporations or- of increases in the present
license fees,
s expected that the final plenary sesnished for the 19j8 expositions at
ganized by Pat Powers during the
sion will be held shortly.
New York and San Francisco, are past 14 years, has resigned, effective but they expect the call at any time
as the council has been ordered to
still in a tentative stage, it was said on or about Jan. 15.
Post has no immediate business work out plans for increased revenue.
today by Secretary of Commerce
With theatre business at a low ebb,
Daniel C. Roper.
plans, but intends to take a vacation. exhibitors are expecte
More Radio— P. 12
d to put up a
About the only point so far settled, Recently he also has been handling
brisk fight against any increases.
(Continued on page 3)
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"Hurricane"

Grosses
Week
4th
in
$12,200
"The Hurricane" garnered $12,200
in the fourth week at two-a-day prices
at the Aster. Although U. A. leased
the house from Loew's for four weeks,
a two-week extension has been granted with another four weeks likely
after the sixth week Qf the run.
"Nothing Sacred" tallied approximately $80,000 in the second week at
the Music Hall and is now in its third
stanza. "Firefly" in its second week
at the Capitol took about $20,000 and
the Strand on the second week of
"The Life of Emile Zola" grossed
about $25,000.
Van Praag Negotiating
Morton Van Praag, who recently
dropped three theatres in the local
area, is negotiating with two distributing companies for a sales executive
post.
Miss Richards to Wed
New Orleans, Dec. 8. — Lulu
Ellenor Richards, daughter of E. V.
and Mrs. Richards, will be married
Jan. 3 at the Orleans Club to Elwood
Roger Clay.
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Timing

Offered

St. Louis

Shows

St. Louis,
Dec. 8.three
— Fanchon
Marco
have offered
alternate&
timings for programs to the public in
newspaper ads. Patrons are
page to
comR, movie
, has an asked
mentator for WMCA
MARTIN STAR
indicate their preferences.
article in next month's Screen Book
ihe plans are:
on his experiences with film and stage
No. 1. Designed for patrons who
personalities arriving and departing prefer to leave the theatre early and
arrive late enough to see the main
for Europe. It's entitled "New yet
feature. The feature under this
York, a Hollywood• Whistle Stop."
schedule vrould start between 9 :30 and
Irene Agai, Hungarian film player, 9 :45 P.M., and be preceded by 30
and her husband, Stephen Szekely, minutes of short subjects.
Under this arrangement a patron
director, will sail from England on
the Aquitania, Dec. 15, to attend the who prefers the shorter show could
as late as 9 P.M., see the newsNew York opening of "Segitseg arrive
reels, the short subjects and the main
Orokoltem" (Help,• I'm an Heir).
feature and leave by 11 P.M. In this
Frances Langford and William plan patrons wishing to see both feaGargan left for the coast via Amer- 8 P.M. tures should plan to arrive prior to
ican Airlines yesterday. Miss LangNo. 2 is similar to No. 1, but is
ford Tuesday finished a three-week based on the idea that a majority of
engagement at the Paramount.
patrons prefer the second feature to
•
short subjects. Under this schedule
Mel Heymann of M-G-M became the main feature would start at 9 :45
the father of another girl yesterday. P.M. and be preceded by the second
It is his second. Mrs. Heymann and feature, which would start about 8:30
the child are doing well at the Pres- or 8:45 P.M. On this program the
byterian Hospital in Newark.
short subjects would go on at 8 P.M.
•
No. 3 would attempt to satisfy the
Mrs. Y. Frank Freeman and two groups, those who wish to leave
Frank, Jr., left for Atlanta yester- early, and those who can stay later
day to spend the holidays. They will and see a double feature program.
return to New York after the first of Under tliis program the main feature
the year.
would go on at 9:15 P.M., to be
•
followed by the second feature. The
Professor Frank Cahill, chief replies will be studied for future
sound engineer for Warners, will
speak tomorrow before the film ap- guidance.
preciation class of P. S. 66, Brooklyn.
•
Georgia Chain Tax
Fred Ullman, Jr., vice-president
To Receive Hearing
and general manager of RKO Pathe
Atlanta, Dec. 8. — A special tax
News, is in Miami, where he will
on theatres patterned on the chain
make a Pathe Parade subject.
store tax passed by the Legislature in
•
the regular session last spring will
Derrick De Marney, G. B. player,
not come up for final consideration in
canceled his sailing yesterday on the the House of Representatives until a
Aquitania. He will sail Dec. 15
public hearing has been held. This
aboard the Queen Mary.
was decided when the House granted
•
a request from Representative Booth
V. I. Verlinsky, president of of
Barrow, author of the bill, that it
Amkino, sailed yesterday on the be sent back to the Ways and Means
Noniiandie for a two-month business Committee for a hearing.
trip to Russia.

Personal

>

Joe Mankiewicz will head for the
M-G-M studios today via the rail
route.
•
Eileen Arden and Colleite Lyons
are stopping at the Warwick.
•
Nat Levy, RKO district manager,
is in town from Detroit.
•
Al Sherman has returned from
a Bermuda vacation.
•
Dorothy Mackaill is visiting
friends in Chicago.
Howard Dietz has gone to Boston for a few days.
Gerard to Be at Ampa
James W. Gerard, former American
ambassador to Germany, will headline
the guests to appear at Ampa today at the International Casino. He
will talk on his experiences and connections with the film industry. Others
tentatively lined up include Rudy
Vallee, Rosalind Russell, Wallace
Ford, Al Shea, Nick Lucas, Alexander Kirkland, Flora Campbell, Imogene Coca, June Sillman, Leonard
Sillman, Arthur Kent and Ruth Bond,

Spyridon D, Skouras
Departs for Greece

Spyridon D. Skouras, son of i
Demetrious, who operates two thea- !
tres in Athens, Greece, yesterday ;
sailed on the Normandie for home',
after a nine-month vacation here, i
Thamus Skouras, brother of Spyridon,,'
sailed last August after a five-monthi
vacation here. Thamus is the distributor for 20th Century- Fox, Para-i
mount and RKO product in Greece. \
On the same ship were Wesley

Ruggles,head
Paramount
Paul ; '
Graetz,
of Paris director
Export ; Film
Jean Levy Strauss, producer of ;
"Carnet de Bal," French film ; John
Loder, G. B. actor, and his wife,
Micheline Cheirel, who appeared in
"Carnival in Flanders."
Ruggles said
he wason going
on a'1
three-month
vacation
the Conti-

nent and at the same time would look;'
for talent and stories. He stated thati!
the most important thing in pictures
todayin isfullrealism,
which is comingi
back
force.
\

Graetz said he completed several '
deals for releasing independent prod- '
uct in France and would return tO:
this country next March.
Strauss, who came over with Julian
Duvivier, new M-G-M director,
could
get together
on a not
contract
and saidwith
he M-G-M'
prefers
making his pictures in France.
Emil Ludwig, prominent author,
canceled his trip the last minute. His
baggage had to be taken off the boat
a few minutes before it pulled out.
One trunk could not be moved out in
time and is now on its way to Havre.
Sophie Stewart, who appeared in
"The Scarlet Pimpernel," sailed yesterday on the Aquitania.

Crippen Joins DeVry 1
Chicago, Dec. 8. — John K. Crippen
has been named assistant to A. P.
Hollis,man A.advertising
manager
of HerDeVry, Inc.
The company
has taken additional space here, has
added five new men to the western
sales staff, and has added five theatre
representatives to the 16mm. newsreeli
division.
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(Continued from page 1)
Charles C. Pettiiohn, general counsel of the M. P. P. D. A., or Al
Lichtman, who is flying here from
the coast, in the event he arrives at
the dinner in time.
On the speakers' dais will be the
following: Gov. Nels Kraschel of
Iowa, Gov. R. L. Cochran of Nebraska, Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount; George Schaefer, vicepresident and general manager of
United Artists; Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramount theatres operating head ;
M. A. Lightman of Memphis ; Bishop
Gerald Bergan, John Cowles, owner
and publisher of the Des Moines Register and Tribune; Herbert Yates,
head of Consolidated Film Industries ;
N. L. Nathanson, head of Famous
Players Canadian Corp.
Expect Wilby, Jenkins
Also present will be Robert Wilby
and William Jenkins of Atlanta ; E.
V. Richards, New Orleans ; J. J. Fitzgibbons, Canada ; Sam Pinanski and
Martin Mullin, Boston ; Edward
Rowley and Harold Robb, Dallas ;
Robert O'Donnell, also Dallas ; Elmer
C. Rhoden, Kansas City.
The New York contingent to the
dinner will include : Austin Keough,
Paramount executive ; W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram ; Neil F.
Agnew, general sales manager of
Paramount; Charles Reagan, J. J.
Unger, Leon Netter and Harry Royster, all of Paramount, and Sam
Spring, attorney; Carl Leserman, as. sistant sales manager of Warners ; A.
W. Smith, United Artists ; Sam Dembow. National Screen Service;
A-Mike Vogel of Motion Picture
Herald; Nate Blumberg, Jules Levy
and Max Fellerman, all of RKO.
Also from New York will be : William Clark, William C. Gehring, William Sussman, William Kupper, all of
20th Century-Fox; E. W. Hammons,
Harvey Day and Jack Skirball, Educational Jack
;
Cohn, Columbia vicepresident, and James R. Grainger.
Chicago executives and exhibitors
who will attend the dinner include:
John Balaban, A. J. Balaban, Leo
Blank, Walter Branson, James Coscon, Joseph Christy, Phil Dunas,
Clyde Eckhardt, E. T. Gomersall, Lou
Hunt, William Hollander, Stanley
Hand, Walter Immerman, Aaron
Jones, Lou Lipstone, Jack Miller, J.
T. Rubens, MaxJloth, Herbert Stern,
Mort Singer, Sam Shirley, Dave Wallerstein and James Winn.
Balaban Coming East
Des Moines, Dec. 8. — Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures,
who has arrived here to attend the A.
H. Blank anniversary dinner, will
leave Friday for New York. He will
arrive there on Saturday.
I Review Board Names 2
The National Board of Review has
elected Rev. John F. Kelly of the
Church of the Transfiguration, Brookilyn, and John M. Loughran, principal
of the Samuel J. Tilden High School,
Brooklyn, to the general committee.
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Ohio

Tax

Looms

Columbus, Dec. 8. — It was
learned today from inside
legislative sources that a bill
about to be introduced will
increase the admission tax to
five per cent.
Exhibitors are ready to
fight this or any similar
move.
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Warners, has been attending all meet- pose of other business held in abeyings between distributors and the
ance since November 10 in anticipaunion as intermediary. He will also
tion of the Goldwyn-Korda option
sit in on the talks next week.
being exercised. In attendance were
Smith Reelected
An invitation has been sent to all Korda, Chaplin, Miss Pickford, David
distributors to attend the Tuesday Rose, representing Goldwyn, and C. E.
Ohio Unit Chief session. C. C. Moskowitz, who has Ericksen, representing Fairbanks.
been attending the meetings for
(Continued from page 1)
addition to J. S. Macvoted to make him an honorary mem- Loew's,Leod, is in
now on the coast and is not Hays Testimony to
ber.
Be
Sought
The directors reelected were : Henry expected back in time. MacLeod will
(Continued
fro>n pagein1) Suit
Greenberger, John Kalafat, Robert represent M-G-M. Phelps left last
Menches, Max Stearn, J. Real Neth, night for Utica, Cleveland and Spring- sought are H. M. Warner, N. J.
field, O., and is due back Monday.
J. W. Trunk, L. F. Eick, Nat CharWillard C. Paterson, former labor Blumberg, Gradwell Sears, Abe Montague, John D. Clark, R. H. Cochnas, Dwight Jones and Harold Bern- contact for the Warner circuit and
stein. New directors named were : now assistant to Joseph Bernhard,
rane, Nicholas M. Schenck, Al Lichtman, C. C. Moskowitz and Joseph M.
Joseph Stern, Roy Simons, Jerry will leave today for Palm Springs
Schenck. The session is expected to
Steele, replacing Huss, R. E. Myers
where he will spend the winter re- continue for four days and to resume
and John Pekras.
cuperating from a recent illness.
again in January.
A resolution, which will be redraftExchange union representatives
Morse & Rothenberg, charging ined, in substance commended 20th Cen- from various parts of the country
ability to obtain product, is suing for
tury-Fox for its film delivery prac- have been invited to attend the Tuestriple damages of $2,100,000.
tices and appealed to other distribuday conclave. All exchange unions
tors for similar action. The unit will are affiliated
with the I. A. T. S. E.
Fabian Dinner List
go on record declaring that radio constitutes serious competition.
Practically the entire legislative
Of (Continued
Speakers
Now
24
from page
1)
Union Judgment
on
body of the state attended the banquet yesterday, at which Judge ArSherman
Confirmed Joseph Bernhard, Sam Dembow, Jr.,
thur H. Day of the State Supreme
J. McCarthy, Jules Levy, Herman
Supreme
Court
Justice Samuel F.
Court made the chief address.
Robbins, C. Frank ReaviSj George J.
Hofstadter yesterday confirmed the Schaefer, William Sussman, Meyer
report of Referee George Brokaw
Compton awarding Local 306 of the Schine, Joseph Unger, Abe Montague, H. J. Yates, William F. Rodgers,
Government's
Film
Operators'
McConville, Tom Connors, Jack
Plans Not Settled Moving
Union a Picture
$150,961Machine
judgment
against Joe
Alicoate, Y. Frank Freeman, Spyros
(Continued from page 1)
Harry Sherman, former president of Skouras, Louis Nizer, Sam Rosen,
it was indicated, is that the scripts Local 306. Also $12,500 for legal Peter T. Dana and Phil Fox.
will be written by department person- fees and $491 for disbursements were
nel. It has not been decided how allowed to Irving Schleifer, William
and Allied to
many pictures will be produced nor Greene and Harry Sherl, members of ITOA
how they will be made, that is, the union who brought the suit in a
Hold Regular Meets
whether they will be made with Gov- representative capacity.
Regular meetings between joint
ernment facilities which are available
The union opposed the allowance on
in at least two departments or turned the ground that the judgment was committees of the I. T. O. A. and
uncollectable and that no benefit had Allied of New Jersey will be held the
over to a commercial contractor.
Asked whether the pictures would been derived by the union by such an first of every month. The next is
he exhibited on an admission basis at allegedly uncollectable judgment. As slated for Jan. 3 at the Astor.
Members of Allied of New Jersey
the expositions. Secretary Roper said a result of the action, said the court,
that would be for decision by the Sherman had resigned his office as next Thursday will sail on the Queen
exposition officials. The films are to president. The suit was brought in of Bennuda for Bermuda on an annual
be turned over to the expositions for 1934 while Sherman was still presi- trip. The next meeting of the I. T.
O. A. will be held at the Astor next
dent and alleged that funds of the Wednesday.
the period of the fairs and then will
union had not been accounted for.
be returned to the Government.
Secretary Roper is chairman of the Tabershaw and Hirsch were the atFlash Reviews
Governmental Commission for the
torneys who were awarded the $12,San Francisco Exposition. Secretary 500 in fees.
"Sergeant Murphy" . . . the advenof Agriculture Wallace fills a similar
ture of a horse who plays the title
Dosition for the New York Exposirole . . . too tough for the artillery
Adjourn
Goldwyn
Case
tion.
. . . trains to be a jumper . . . enters
Trial of the $1,000,000 infringement the
Grand National . . . will prove
suit brought by Alort Eisman, Clara
popular
with juvenile audiences.
''Bahu" Film Is Banned
Dellar and Louis Shayon against
"Merliisse" . . . poignant and realSamuel
Goldwyn,
Inc.,
United
Artists
Albany, Dec. 8.— "The Birth of a
istic drama of provincial school life
Baby" has been banned by Dr. Frank Corp., Samuel Goldwyn and Eddie . . . French film . . . should have
Cantor
was
adjourned
yesterday
to
P. Graves, State Commissioner of
average reception.
Education, on the ground that it is Feb. 25 by Federal Judge John C.
"Colorado Kid" . . . strictly routine
"indecent, immoral and would tend to Knox in the U. S. District Court here in all its departments, this western
yesterday. The plaintififs claimed in- probably will prove satisfactory.
corrupt
morals."
The case
reached Dr. Graves on an
These films zvill be reviezved in ftdl
fringement oftheir play. "Oh, Shah"
appeal of Samuel Citron from the in the picture, "Roman Scandals." A in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.
action of the Censor Board in New permanent injunction and an accountYork. The film is copyrighted bv
ing of the profits are asked.
the American Committee on Maternal
Skouras Men Shifted
Welfare.
Following the appointment of Jack
Gov*t Honors Roxy
as buyer and booker for the
The Federal Government has dedi- Harris
Skouras circuit, Lou Hart becomes
Marion Davies Silent
cated the tuberculosis hospital at SumChicago, Dec. 8.— Marion Davies, mount, N. Y., as the Roxy Sum- manager of the Grand, Astoria ; Robert Baker, the Steinway, Astoria, and
en route to New York, stopped over mount Post in honor of the work
here today and declined to discuss the late S. L. Rothafel did for World George Djimos, the Plaza, Englewood, N. J.
her future picture plans.
I War veterans.
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Short

"Stage

Door

.99

Washington's
Hit,

$14,300

Washington, Dec. 8. — Business
picked up last week. The hit of the
week was "Stage Door," at RKOKeith's, taking $14,300 to exceed
average by $3,700. A second stanza
was ordered.
"The Firefly" at Loew's Palace,
took $18,000 to beat par by $2,100
and go into its second week. "Alcatraz Island" did a smashing $8,300 at
the Metropolitan, to beat average by
an even $4,000, on an eight-day run.
At Loew's Columbia, "Ali Baba Goes
to Town," on a return engagement,
took $4,100, or $500 over par.
Loew's Capitol, with "Second
Honeymoon" and Dave Apollon's
"Varieties of 1938" on the stage, did
breaking even.
Total first run business was $79,300.
Average is $76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
Week Ending Nov. 29:
"LOVE LIFE OF A GORILLA" (Jewel)
BELASCO— (1,140), 2Sc-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $3,000)
Week Ending Nov. 30:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $14,300. (Average, $10,600)
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(ZBth-Fox)
LOEW'S
(1,243),
25c-40c,
days
(returnCOLUMBIA—
engagement).
Gross:
$4,100.7
(Average, first run, $3,600)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(2,370), 35c-55c,
days. Gross:PALACE—
$18,000. (Average,
$15,900) 7
Eight Days Ending Dec. 1:
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN— (1,591), 25c-40c, 8
days. Ooss: $8,300. (Average, 7 days,
$4,300)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"I'LL TAKE
ROMANCE" (Col.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage:
The Honey Family, George Kirby Helen
Duvall, Stan Kavanaugh, Gomez &
Winona, Don Costello. Gross: $13,800.
(Average, $18,400)
"SECOND
HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S CAPITOI^(3,434), 25c-66c, 7
days. Stage: Dave Apollon's "Varieties
of 1938," with Dave Apollon, Cass Daley,
Bob Ripa, Five Hollywood Co-Eds, Max &
His Dogs, Annavann & Her Gladiators.
Gross: $19,800. (Average, $19,800)
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PREVIEW

(Vitaphone)
The community sing radio broadcast is subjected to hilarious burlesque
Larger Than Life
in this color cartoon. Even the parent
Cuckoos"
(First National)
production company is a target. Practically every big name on the air is
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — "Larger Than Life" presents as its top name used and their drawn equivalents are
Frank McHugh in his Caspar Milquetoast characterization, which is a made
to do highly amusing things.
plain, unvarnished way of saying that the picture is crammed full of
The Hollywood Hotel program conlaughs, aimed not at that section of the film-going public which likes
cludes after many funny events unto be termed sophisticated, but to the fans in ordinary circumstance who "G." reel. Louella Parsons is also to be
comprise the bulk of theatre business.
seen and heard. It should go over
Based on a play by Joseph Schrank and a short story by Norman anywhere. Running time, 7 mins.
Matson, the screen play of Schrank and Robertson White is a wellmolded frame for the talents of McHugh, who as a clerk defies gangsters, asenator's threat, the plot of a mother and her daughter to ensnare
'The Mysterious Jug"
him in marriage, and his boss who fires him because of the inadvertent
(Universal)
publicity McHugh obtains through his desire to keep a statue of his
As Oswald and his dog visit the
"ideal."
A neighborhood house audience, completely sans studio claque, was city dump, and come upon a
captivated wholly by the farce. Others in the cast, all of them contribut- magician's trunk, an opportunity for
clever and entertaining cartoon
ing ably to the developments, include Berton Churchill, Jane Wyman, really
material is offered, but it cannot be
Ferris Taylor, Diana Lewis, Cora Witherspoon, Raymond Hatton, Wil- said that the most is made of the
liam Haade and Tom Kennedy. Lew Seiler draws the credit for capable chance. A tiny genii pops out of a
direction of the piece, a Bryan Foy production.
bottle, and his antagonist comes off
McHugh, in love secretly with the daughter of a senator, buys at the label of a can of deviled ham.
auction a statue for which she has posed, to the disgust of scheming Oswald wins the ensuing battle. RunMiss Wyman and her mother. Miss Witherspoon. The senator, Berton
Churchill, who is conducting a campaign against nudity, attempts to
ning time, 7 mins. "G."
buy back the piece, which is slightly undraped. Then gangsters attempt
'He Done His Duty"
to steal it, but McHugh evades them, has them arrested, and marries
(Columbia)
the senator's daughter.
Andy Clyde in plenty of vivid slapstick comedy — the type that certain
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
audiences find highly amusing. Clyde
is a sheriff running for reelection. He
Partners of the Plains
ultmiately gets there, but not until he
(Harry Sherman-Paramount)
captures
of confidence
ff
eers aftera a pair
thrilling
automobile racketchase.
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — The customary accoutrements of a "Hopalong
Cassidy" — action, adventure, gun, fist battles and comedy — are present Running time, 17^ mins. "G."
in "Partners of the Plains." Those who have played the Harry Sherman
features starring William Boyd know how ei¥ectively the ingredients are ^'Community Sing No. 4"
combined. In this cne, however, a radical departure is made. Important (Columbia)
as the other elements are and as necessary as they are in a picture to
A barber
shop is
Morgan's
satisfy the series clientele, they are, in this case, secondary to romance. setting
this time.
He,Gene
Robert
Paige
and
Deane
Janis
urge
the
audience
The technique follows the "Taming of the Shrew" pattern. A dominating woman, determined to be the boss, manages everybody until she to sing "Smiles," "Oh, What a Gal
Was other
Mary,"
"Some of
meets Boyd. Two strong wills clash. The sparks that fiy in action, dia- and
numbers.
A These
quartet Days"
helps
logue and characterizations make for interesting amusement. The result out. It is fair. Running time, 10^
is the inevitable. Boyd winds up in control of all afifairs either those that
have business significance or romantic import.
Like all the "Hopalongs," "Partners of the Plains" is well mounted
and staged. Dialogue and action are balanced to assure action and move- 'Vh Say
mins. "G." Can You Hear"
ment. Harrison Jacobs' screenplay and added dialogue preserves the (Universal)
spirit of the Clarence E. Mulford "Bar 20 Days" story on which it is
Against a supposed night club setting is performed the usual group of
based and Lesley Selanders' direction keeps thing moving.
As usual, Boyd and Russel Hay den are up to standard and Gwen Gaze unexciting vaudeville bits. The alleged comedy is supplied by Doug
creates a strong character as the determined woman who surrenders to
manly charm. Harvey Clark, replacing George Hayes, accounts for the Leavitt and Ruth Lockwood, doing a
sketch of a deaf couple, which is concomedy. Character roles are filled by John Warburton, Hilda Plow
siderably less than amusing. Among
right, Al Bridge, Al Hill, Earl Hodgin and John Beech.
the acts are the Loria Brothers,

Warner Office to Move
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.— Harry Kal
mine, zone manager for Warners here,
and his entire staff and office will
move shortly after the first of the
year from the second floor of the
Clark Bldg., which they have occupied
for almost 10 years, to the 23rd. The
new suites will be entirely modernMexican youngsters' band, who are
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
ized and the space almost doubled.
clever.
Running time, 15 mins. "G."
Form
New
Schine
Firms
Original plans to build a new screenBans Cleveland Games
ing room on the top floor have been
Columbus, Dec. 8. — Among cor- ''Danger — High Voltag^'
Cleveland, Dec. 8. — Police Chief
abandoned and Warners will continue
porations listed here during the week
George
iMatowitz
issued
an
order
to use the one now located on the
banning Beano, Banko and Bingo are the Schine Kent Improvement ( Vitaphone)
balcony between the first and second
in Cleveland theatres, effective imme- Corp., Schine Kent Theatre Corp.
stories.
Another of Floyd Gibbons' "Your
diately. Bank Night and Movie Schine Ravenna Improvement Corp True
Adventures." It is grimly thrillSweepstakes were not included in the and the Schine Ravenna Theatre Corp
ing, realistically enacted stuff that
order.
These corporations cover the Kent should attract a good audience. The
Close St. Louis Deal
theatre at Kent and the Ravenna the- story concerns a Wichita man who
St. Louis, Dec. 8.— The deal
atre at Ravenna, formerly owned and was given up as dead after he had
whereby five Bess Schulter and Alex
operated by B. C. Steele.
come in contact with a charged wire
Add "Fields" Bookings
Papand houses become part of the
Loew's has set additional New York
while repairing a power line. The
local F. & M. setup has finally been bookings on "Green Fields," Yiddish
embalmer sees a spark of life flickerTitle Laurel and Hardy
signed. F. & M. has been booking film produced by Collective Film Proing and the victim is revived after a
ducers, Inc., and distributed by New
and buying for the Schulter-Papand
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Laurel and great deal of suspense. The man who
group for some time, but signatures Star Films, Inc., following earlier
underwent the experience is on hand
were actually placed on the pacts a local bookings. RKO also has taken Hardy's forthcoming Hal Roach ve- to get his $250 check. Running time,
hicle has been definitely titled "Swiss
few days ago.
the film for three houses.
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"Navy

Blue,"

Show

$25,000

Detroit

Lead

Detroit, Dec. 8.— "Navy Blue and
Gold," with Joe Jackson heading a
stage show, turned in a strong $25,000
at the Michigan, thereby topping par
by $5,000.
"Heidi" was the next best draw,
with Nick Lucas on the stage to help,
the take going to $24,500, up by $4,500. "Double Wedding" was strong
in its second week at the Madison
with a gross of $11,500.
Total first run business was $79,500. Average is $70,000.
Estimated takings for the Iweek
ending Dec. 2:
"DANGER— LOVE AT WORK"
(20th-Fox)
"CARNIVAL QUEEN" (Univ.)
ADAMS— (1,770), 15c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-75c, 7 days. Stage:
Nick Lucas, Les Gillis Trio, Serge Flash, 3
Kings. Gross: $24,500. (Average, $20,000)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Joe Jackson, 3 Swifts, Tex Lewis &
Singing Cowboys, Wilson -Kepple & Betty,
Stafford & Louise. Gross: $25,000. (Average, $20,000)
"SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST" (Para.)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
STATE— (3,000), 15c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"THE FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-75c, 7
days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
MADISON— (2,000). 15c-7Sc, 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $11,500. (Average, $10,000)

"Breakfast,"
$22,500

Lewis

at Buffalo

Buffalo, Dec. 8.— Holiday week
brought a box-office revival to all
downtown houses here and a generally
fair stretch of weather. Ted Lewis
and his band temporarily resuscitated
stage shows at the Buffalo and with
"Breakfast for Two" as the screen
attraction drew $22,500, $7,500 over
par, the best take in weeks.
Duals still showed plenty of
strength. The Century's "Hold 'Em,
Navy" and "Super Sleuth" managed a
gate of $10,000 where $6,300 is average and the Lafayette, with "I'll Take
Romance" and "The Westland Case,"
continued a current run of high
grosses with $12,500. Normal is
$6,500.
The Hippodrome's "Ebb Tide,"
drawing $11,000 in a nine-day run,
kept that house well over its $7,500
average for the fourth straight week.
Total first run business was $65,500.
Average is $42,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 4:
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
BUFFALO^(3,000), 35c-60c, 8 days.
Stage:
Lewis' Band. Gross: $22,500.
(Average,Ted$14,000

"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 35c-50c, 9 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,000)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c, 9 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $7,500)
"HOLD 'EM, NAVY" (Para.)
"SUPER SLEUTH" (RKO)
CENTURY-(3,000),
25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average
, $6,300)
"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE" (Col.)
"THE WESTLAND
LAFAYETTE— (3,300). CASE"
25c-35c, (Univ.)
7 days.
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $6,500)

PICTURE

"Submarine"
Out
San

Front

at

Francisco

San

Francisco, Dec. 8. — "Submarine D-1" was away out front in
a strong holiday week, the take at the
Fox going to $21,000. This was
above par by $4,000.
"Damsel in Distress" was also in
the money with $19,000 at the Golden
Gate. This was $3,000 to the good.
There were four holdovers — "Hurricane" inits third week at the Geary,
where the take was $10,500; "The
Prisoner of Zenda" at the Embassy,
where the second week gross was
$5,000 ; "Second Honeymoon" and
"45 Fathers," which held up to $6,000
in a second week at the St. Francis,
and "The Prisoner of. Zenda," which
took a strong $9,000 in a second week
at the United Artists.
"Yiddle with His Fiddle" was something of a sensation at the 400-seat
Clay on a take of $13,000.
Total first run business was $116,500. Average is $98,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 30:
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
GEARY— (1.400),
55c-87c-$1.10-$1.65. 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,500. (Average,
$10,000)
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-55c,
7 days. Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $19,000.
(Average. $16,000)
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"SH, THE OCTOPUS" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740). 15c-35c-40c-55c75c. 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average,
$13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-3!;c-40c-55c-65c, 7
davs, 2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average.
$6,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B )
FOX— (5,000), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Average, $17,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE" (Col.)
ORPHEUM-(2,440), 15c-35c-40c-55c. 7
days. 6th week. Gross: $9,000. (Average,
$8,000)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox>
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c75c, 7 days, 2nd downtown week. Gross:
$6,000. (Average, $7,000)
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200). 15c-35c-40c55c-75c,
days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,000.
(Average,7 $7,000)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
WAR F7ELD^(2,580) , 1 5c -35c - 40c - 55c -75c,
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 3:
"YIDDLE
WITH HIS FIDDLE"
(Sphinx)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c
$13,000. (Average, $1,000) , 7 days. Gross:
Selig G. B. District Head
Denver, Dec. 8.— Robert W. Selig,
G. B. exchange manager here, has
been named district manager, supervising Denver, Salt Lake (3ity, Omaha, Des Moines and Kansas City. It
is a new post. His successor in Denver has not yet been named.
Seeks to End Strike
Portland, Dec. 8.— Governor Martin has called for a secret ballot to
end the long lumber workers strike
which has cut box-office receipts nearly half since Aug. 1.

To

Christen

Engine

Boston, Dec. 8.— Because
Lily Pons is the tiniest singer and the Boston & Maine's
new locomotive is the biggest thing of the kind the
locomotive is to be named
"Lily Pons." Miss Pons will
crack a bottle of champagne
at ceremonies to be held in
the North Station Dec. 11.
The B. & M. held a contest for a name and Wayne
E. Whittmore of West Medford, Mass., suggested the
name because Jenny Lind
started her career singing
for P. T. Barnum in the old
Fitchburg railroad station.
This is now North Station
and the Fitchburg Railroad
has been absorbed by B. & M.

"Ebb

Tide"

$28,000
On
the

Is

Hit
Loop

Chicago,
8.— Oriental,
"Ebb Tide"
grossed
$28,000Dec.
at the
$10,000 better than average.
"The Awful Truth," with a $40,000
gross, was well over the normal $32,000 gross at the Chicago and gave
the house the best business in weeks.
It was held.
At the Palace "A Damsel in Distress" was slightly over average, but
the $20,800 gross was the lowest
recorded for an Astaire picture on
opening week in this house.
"The Last Gangster," "Nothing
Sacred" and "Murder in Greenwich
Village" were over average in a week
that saw business materially boosted
"Truth" Montrears
by Thanksgiving and the start of the
Christmas shopping rush.
Best Bet, $10,000
Total first run business was $138,300. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Montreal, Dec. 8.— "The Awful
Truth," on a dual with "Life Begins
Week Ending Dec. 2:
at College" at Loew's, was the top
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
performer with a take of $10,000,
CHICAGO-(4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
which was $2,000 over par. The bill Stage: "Cabaret Russe" Revue. Gross:
was held for a second week.
$40,000. "HOLD
(Average,
'EM $32,000)
NAVY" (Para.)
"The Barrier," first feature at the
GARRICK—
(900),
35c-55c-75c,
Princess, rated high in the list with a Gross: $6,200. (Average,
$6,500) 7 days.
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
take of |8,(X)0, which was above the
line by $1,000. A second week of
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Rita$18,000)
Rio and Band. Gross: $28,000.
"Dead End" at the Orpheum resulted Average,
in an estimated gross of $4,500 and it
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
was held over for a third week.
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 8 days.
Professional hockey, chief opposi- Stage: Buster Shaver and Revue. Gross:
tion, is drawing poorly. The first cold $20,800. (Average, $19,000)
snap of the season tended to keep peo- "MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
ple at home.
STATE-LAKE— (2,776),
20c-40c-55c, 7
(Col.)
Total first run business was $36,500. days.
Stage: Revue with Verne Buck.
Average is $40,500.
Gross: $14,000. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 3:
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 4:
"THE
LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
APOLLO—
(1,400),
35c-55c-75c,
Gross:
$7,000.
(Average,
$6,500) 7 days.
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (W. B.)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
CAPITOI^(2,547),
25c-35c-4Oc-50c-60c,
7
days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average,
$9,500)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Aver"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (20th Fox)
age, $11,000)
LOEW'S— (3,115), 25c -34c -40c -50c, 7 days.
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
Gross: $10,000.
"DEAD(Average,
END" $8,000.
(U. A.)Held over.
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c,
ORPHEUM— (919), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,300. (Average, $15,000)
2nd
Held week.
over. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $5,000.)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c -35c -40c -50c -65c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average,
"Honeymoon,"
Show
$11,000) "THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS" (Para.)
$17,600 at Omaha
PRINCESS—
(2,272),(Average,
25c-,30c-35c-50c-65c,
7
days.
Gross: $8,000.
$7,000).
Omaha, Dec. 8. — "Second Honeymoon," helped by a stage show called
Combine Adds 7 Houses "Waikiki Nights," made the best
Indianapolis, Dec. 8.— Affiliated showing of the week, getting $17,600,
Theatres, Inc., independent buying over par by $10,400. Admission prices
were raised from 25 and 40 cents to
and booking organization, has added 35 and 55 cents for the week and on
seven houses in Kentucky, according
to T. C. Baker, vice-president and Saturday night there was a midnight
general manager. The group now preview of "The Barrier" with a Big
numbers 35 houses in 23 cities in Indi- Apple dance contest.
ana and Kentucky.
The Brandeis held over "A Damsel in Distress," with "West of
Shanghai," after the bill had grossed
Drop Zion House Plans
$6,300,
$2,300.
Total up
firstbyrun
business was $30,600.
Chicago, Dec. 8.— B. & K. will drop
plans to build a theatre at Zion, 111., (Average, $16,700).
Estimated takings :
as a result of the vote against film
shows. It was stated, however,
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
that films will continue to be shown
"A GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ.)
in the city gymnasium.
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,700. (Average, $5,500)
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
Is Roach Publicist
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Hollywood, Dec. 8.— Magdalene Gross: $6,300. (Average, $4,000)
Maskel has been added to the Roach
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 35c-55c, 7 days.
publicity staff to • handle fashion ma- Stage:
Gross: $17,600.
terial for magazines.
(Average,"Waikiki
$7,200) Nights."
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Indianapolis

Indianapolis, Dec. 8. — "Ebb Tide"
and "There Goes the Groom" at the
Circle drew $5,600, $1,100 over norGets
$18,000
mal in a week that saw a revival of
first run business after a quiet month.
At the Lyric Little Jack Little and
Boston, Dec. 8."Stage Door" and his band headed a vaudeville bill with
tion
"Prescrip
for Romance" took top
money for the week, $18,000 at the "The Adventurous Blonde" on the
RKO Memorial. This was $6,000 screen. The combination grossed
$2,000 over normal on a $10,000 take.
above average.
Also running strong were "Nothing
"Double Wedding" and "Dark Journey" grossed $14,000, above average Sacred" and "Murder on Diamond
Row" at Loew's, where $8,000 was
at Loew's Orpheum. The
by $2,000
same program drew $12,000, or $1,000 taken, $1,000 over par. Competition inTide" and
cluded Joan Bennett in "Stage Door"
State. "Ebb
Loew's featuring
up, at show
Hal Le Roy at English's which played to good
stage
houses
on a three-day stand.
grossed an average $22,000 at the MetTotal first run business was $32,900.
ropolitan. "Ali Baba Goes to Town," Average is $30,500.
second run, dualed with "Dangerously
Estimated takings for the week endYours," first run, grossed $1,000 above
ing Dec. 3 :
$7,000 average at the Paramount
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
and $5,100 at the Fenway. Average
"TALK OF THE DEVIL" (RKO)
at the latter is $4,500.
APOLLO (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Total first run business was $88,100. $2,500. (Average, $4,000)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Average is $72,000.
"THERE
GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
endEstimated takings for the week
CIRCLE— (2,800 , 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
$5,600. (Aver.ige, $4..S0O)
ing Dec. 2 :
"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN
"BORROWING
TROUBLE" (ZOth-Fox)
(ZOth-Fox) (Znd run)
INDIANA—
(3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (2(tth-Fox)
$6,800. (Average, $7,000)
(1st run)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
"MURDER ON DIAMOND ROW" (U. A.)
$5,100. (Average, $4,500)
LOEW'S— (2,800). 25c-40c. 8 days. Gross:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
$8,000. (Average, $7,000)
"PRESCRIPTION (Univ.)
FOR ROMANCE"
"THE ADVENTUROUS BLONDE" (F.N.)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
RKO MEMORIAL— (2,907). 25c-50c-55c, 7 Little
Jack Little and band. Gross: $10,000.
days. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $12,000)
(Average, $8,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
LOEWS ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-35c-55c,
7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,000)
Pittsburgh Lead
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.537), 2,5c-35c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $11,000)
to 8. —"Truth"
Goes Dec,
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Pittsburgh,
The ThanksMETROPOLITAN— (4,332), 35c-55c-75c, 7
giving week gravy here was divided
days. Stage: Hal Le Roy. Gross: $22,000.
chiefly by the Alvin and the Stanley,
(Average, $22,000)
the former doing a sensational $17,850,
"ALI BABA
GOES TO TOWN"
within a few hundred dollars of the
(2»th-Fox) (Znd run
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (ZOth-Fox)
(1st run)
house record, with "The Awful
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days. Truth," and the Stanley knocking
Ooss: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
down a fine $25,500 with "Submarine
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (ZOth-Fox)
and Vincent Lopez's band.
RKO
BOSTON— (3,246), 25c-45c-55c, 7 D-1"
"Nothing Sacred" at the Penn
days. Stage: Frank Gabby. Gross: $22,000. started
ofif like a house afire, getting
(Average, $22,000)
$4,500 on the opening day, but fell
"HURRICANE" (U. A.)
COLONIAI^(l,643), 55c-83c-$l-10, 7 days. almost to nothing after the getaway
Gross: $7,000.
and finished with $14,750.
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.) (3rd run)
Total first run business was $67,850.
"MR. BIGGS STEPS OUT" (G. N.)
Average is $45,000.
(1st Run)
HUB— (920), 20c-30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Estimated takings for the week end$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
ing Dec. 2 :
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (C^ol.)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
Cohen Gets Bombay Job $17,850. (Average, $6,500)
"DANGER— LOVE AT WORK"
New Haven, Dec. 8. — Ben Cohen
(ZOth-Fox)
College manager, has been named
FULTON— (1.750), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,650.
(Average,
$4,500)
manager of a new 1,800-seat Loew
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
house, the Metro, in Bombay, India.
PENN— (3,300). 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
The house is at present under con- $14,750. (Average, $11,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (F. N.)
struction, and will be ready for openSTANLEY— (3,600), 2.5c-60c,
7 days.
ing in June. Cohen will sail in the Stage:
Vincent Lopez orchestra, Johnny
spring.
Woods and Nichols and Roberts. Gross:
$25,500, (Average, $18,000)
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (W. B.)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
Daly of U.A. Lecturing
WARNER— (2,000),
25c-40c,
7 days.
Len Daly, of the United Artists Gross:
$6,100. (Average, $5,000)
foreign advertising department, lectured on foreign publicity at C.C.N.Y.
Paris Season Good
on Monday and will address the
Paris, Dec. 1.— The 1937-'38 seaDowntown Advertising Club on "How
son has started here much more ausFilm Trailers Are Made."
piciously than the previous season,
although the improvement is attribRhodes Firm Bankrupt
uted in sorne quarters to the unusual
MooRESviLLE, N. C, Dec. 8.— W. influx of visitors to the city as a result of the Paris Exposition. Among
Rhodes and William Rhodes, operators of the Carolina for several years, the leading American films in local
have entered voluntary bankruptcy, first runs are "Stage Door," "The
and the concern has been turned over Prisoner of Zenda," "100 Men and a
to Loy Thompson as receiver.
Girl" and "Easy Living."

"Nothing
$19,500

Gets

Sacred"
Cincy Top
Big

Cincinnati, Dec. 8. — "Nothing
Sacred" was high last week with $19,500 on an eight-day run at the RKO
Albee,' where the seven-day average
is $12,000.
The runnerup was "A Damsel in
Distress," which grabbea $13,000 at
the RKO Palace, up $3,000. "The
Awful Truth" went $800 over the
$6,500 par at the RKO Capitol on its
third downtown week, two at this
house, and went to the RKO Grand.
"Second Honeymoon," playing the
second week downtown at the RKO
Grand, got $3,250 against a $2,750
average, and the RKO Family registered acombined gross of $2,700 compared with $2,450 full-week normal
with "Make A Wish," "King
Solomon's Mines" and "You Can't
Beat Love," playing separately.
Total first run business was $60,550.
Average is $58,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Ooss: $13,000. (Average, $10,000)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 8 days.
Gross: $19,500. (Average, 7 days, $12,000.)
Moved to RKO Capitol.
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $12,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
RKO CAPrTOL^(2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,
3rd downtown week, two at this house.
Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,500.) Moved to
RKO Grand.
"BOOTS AND SADDLES" (Republic)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (2ttth-Fox)
RKO GRAND— (1,400), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
downtown week. Gross: $3,250. (Average,
$2,750) "MAKE A WISH" (RKO)
(3
(2 days)
days) MINES" (G.B.)
"KING SOLOMON'S
"YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE" (RKO)

$16,500,

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.— "Nothing
Sacred" opened to a big $16,500 first
week at the Aldine and seems set for
three weeks.
The stage and screen show at the
Earle, with James Melton and Harriet
Hoctor as the stage headliners and
"45 Fathers" the film, rolled in a
nice $20,000.
"Submarine
D-1"
proved
the strongest
Thanksgiving
weekend attraction. It took an excellent $16,500. For its third week,
"The Hurricane" slipped to $9,000.
"Damsel in Distress" disappointed
at the Stanley with $13,000.
Total first run business was $101,900. Average, not counting the
Locust, is $81,960.
Estimated takings for the week endSACRED" (U.A.)
ing"NOTHING
Dec. 2 :
ALDINE— (1,300), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.(iross:
$16,500. (Average, $8,160)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. (2nd
run.) Gross: $3,200. (Average, $2,800)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$12,000. (Average, $14,000)
"45 FATHERS" (ZOth-Fox)
EARLE^(2,000), 25c-40c-S5c, 7 days. Stage:
James Melton, Harriet Hoctor. Gross:
$20,000. "SUBMARINE
(Average, $14,000)
D-1" (W.B.)
FOX— (3,000),
40c-S5c-65c,
$16,500.
(Average,
$14,000) 7 days. &oss:
"UVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
KARLTON—
(1,000),
days.
(2nd
run.) Gross:
$3,200.25c-40c-50c,
(Average, 7 $4,000)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (2,000), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days.
run.) Gross: $3,.500. (Average, $4,000) (2nd
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
LOCUST— (1,300), 57c-86c-$1.14-$1.71, 7
days, 3d week. Gross: $9,000.
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
STANLEY—
40c-55c-65c,
Gross:
$13,000. (3,700),
(Average,
$14,000) 7 days.
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F.N.)
STANTON
(1,700), 30c-40c-50c,
7 days.
Gross:
$5,000. — (Average,
$7,000)

RKO FAMILY—(3(1,000),
davs) 15c-25c. Gross:
$2,700. (Average, full week, $2,450)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S—
days, 2nd
week.
Gross: (1,500),
$5,800. 30c-40c,
(Average,7 $6,500)
"Nothing
Missouri

Sales

Tax

Reaches a New High
Jefferson City_, Mo., Dec. 8. —
Sales tax collections for November
hit a new high, $1,900,133, an increase
of $37,324 over October, according to
a report of State Auditor Forrest
Smith.
In November, 1936, when the old
one per lections
cent totalled
rate$1,032,662.
was in efifect, col-

Sacred"

Tops
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Dec. 8.— "NothingmakerSacred"
was thegood
bestweek
moneyin a generally
for
first runs. It was $2,500 to the good
on a take of $6,000 at the State.
"Live, Love and Learn," with a
musical revue on the stage, rolled up
$7,000 at the Criterion. This was

$2,000 into the profit column. "Sec900 atondtheHoneymoon"
Tower. was strong at $3,Total first run business was $24,675.
Average is $18,500.
L. C. Amadori on Coast
Estimated takings for the week endHollywood, Dec. 8. — Luis Cesar
ing Dec. 4 :
Amadori, Argentine theatre man and "LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1,300), 10c-35c-55c, 7 days.
producer,
is here developments
for a four weeks'
"Three Cheers for Rhythm," musical
study of technical
of the Stage:
revue,
all-girl
American industry.
(Average,
$5,000)swing band. C^oss: $7,000.
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F. N.)
He said that American stars such as
"MY
MAN (Znd
GODFREY"
(Univ.)
Run)
Robert Taylor and Tyrone Power
LIBERTY— (1,200), 10c-20c-25c, 5 days.
are not excellent draws in the Argen- Gross:
$2,800.
(Average, 7(RKO)
days. $2,500)
"HIDEAWAY"
tine, but Gary Cooper was tops. Greta
Garbo is the leading feminine draw,
"LIVING ON LOVE" (RKO)
LIBERTY— (1,200), 10c-20c-25c, 3 days.
with Ginger Rogers and Rosita Mo- Gross:
$675. (Average, 7 days, $2,500)
rena pulling well.
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,300. (Average. $5,000)
"NOTHING SACRED"
(U. A.)
Frank Boyd Injured
STATE—
(1,100),
10c-25c-40c,
7 days.
Gross:
$6,000.
(Average,
$3,500)
Cleveland, Dec. 8. — Frank Boyd
local representative for American
"SECOND
HONEYMOON" (ZOth-Fox)
TOWER—
10c-25c-35c,
Seating Co., is hobbling around on a Gross:
$3,900.(1,000).
(Average,
$2,500) 7 days.
cane, result of a foot injury.
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Czech

^Honeymoon
Show
K.C.

$14,100
Leader

Kansas City, Dec. 8. — "Second
Honeymoon" and a stage show sweetened the take at the Fox Tower $14,100 worth, $6,300 over an eight-day
par. Thanksgiving was big, but
Saturday broke with snow and cold
weather. Outside competition was
represented chiefly by the Auto Show,
which began Nov. 27.
"A Damsel in Distress" and "Night
Club Scandal" attracted $10,200 to
the Mainstreet, where normal for
eight days is $8,800. "The Firefly"
and "The Women Men Marry" disappointed at the Midland, but went
$500 over the $11,500 line.
Total first run business was $44,200.
Average is $37,600.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 30:
"DR. SYN" (G. B.)
"HOT WATER" (mh-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
"THE WOMEN MEN MARRY"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND^(4,0OO), 2Sc-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $11,500)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL" (Para.)
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 8 days.
Gross: $10,200. (Average, $8,800)
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (W. B.)
"OVER THE GOAL" (W.B.)
NEWMAN— (1,900), 2Sc-40c, 8 days.
Gross: $5,100. (Average, $5,500)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 8 days. Stage:
Will Osborne and His Orchestra, with
Joan Whitney; Ruthie Barnes, Wilfred
Dubois, and John Tompkins. Gross: $14,lOO. (Average, $7,800)

Key

City

Total

Grosses

Reaches

Pick

Up;

$1,544,974

Business in 24 key cities picked up low point in number of first run theatres in these cities was 142.
during the third week of November,
the total gross reaching $1,544,974.
The total of $1,544,974 for the week
The number of first run theatres also ending Nov. 19-20 was $25,554 above
gained, 152 being in operation. The the previous week.
Estimated takings for the latest available periods ;
Week Ending
Nov. 19-20
No. Theatres Gross
Boston . . .
Buffalo ..
Chicago . .
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Denver . .
Detroit . .
Houston .
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Montreal
New Haven
New York
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
St. Paul
Seattle
Washington

$132,000
54,700
113,600

6
10
6
5
5
4
9
5
3
10
5
10
4
7
6

56,950
61,000
32,500
76,000
26,000
31,300
32,800
103,024
35,100
36,200
38,000
21,300
304,650
18,350
23,200
93,200
63,250
97,000
16,550
28,400
49,900

Week Ending

Nov. 12-13 Gross
No. Theatres
8
5
8
8
6
7
6
4
5
5
10
6
5
5
4
9
5
3
9
5
9
4
7
8

151
$1,544,974
Key city grosses up to the week ending Nov. 19-20 :
No. Theatres
Week Ending
149
142
3- 4.
Sept.
Sept. 10-11.
150
Sept. 17-18.
24-25.
147
148
144
Sept. 1- 2..
Oct. 8- 9..
"Honeymoon" Retitled
147
Oct.
HoLLYMOON, Dec. 8. — "Invisible Oct. 15-16..
149
22-23..
Menace"
has
been
designated
as
the
Oct.
new title of the Warner film which
147
146
Oct. 29-30..
5- 6.
151
was
produced
as
"Strange
HoneyNov.
moon.
Nov. 12-13.
152
Nov. 19-20.
Wall

Street

152

(Copyright, 1937, Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.)

Patrons in Holland
Board Gains Continue Lightly
Net
Prefer Melodramas
Open High Low Close Change
;Col
15^
15^
1S%
15-4
+
54
n
Amsterdam, Nov. 29. — Melodramas
-Ipfd. 714
714 7^ 165
15
+4J4 were the majority preference of 35,jec 'Cons.,
■E. K
161
165 161
125i
-1-1/2 000 patrons of the Rex, theatre in
G. T. E. .. 14K ISVs 1454
123/8 98/
Loew
S3 54
52^
5354 ++ /2
Va The Hague, who were polled by the
+
V4
Para
Uyi 12J4
management. The second choice was
iPara. 1
98 98^, 98
Para. 2
IM IV/g nii nvs + Vs comedy, with thrill films third. His6
6% + 3/8
Pathe
6
6ii
torical pictures were accorded a large
RKO
5
5
2754
7% — Ye
434
43/
21/ 213/ + / vote, as well.
1 20th Fox ... 21ii 22
73/
20th, pfd.... 28 28
Five American productions were in35
35
Univ., pfd.. 35 35
+ /
cluded in the list of 10 pictures which
W. B
774 8
+ Vs
3/ the patrons voted the best they had
seen at the theatre. The five were :
Light Curb Change
Net
"Bengal Lancer," "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Open High Low Close Change Town,"
"Desire," "The Life of Louis
G. N
1
1
15/16 15/16
Sentry .... 5/16 5/16 14
/ —1/16 Pasteur" and "The Invisible Man."
Sonotone .. 1%
154
154 154
Tech.
19% WA
19"/ 1954 + '/
Board to Add Nominees
Trans-Lux . 3
3
3
3
+ %
A second list of nominations for new
Bonds in Decline
officers of the local Film Board of
Net
will be held Dec. 15 with elec^ .,
High Low Close Change Trade tions
scheduled for Dec. 29. Initial
•Keith 6s '46
84
83/ 83/ ....
Uievf 3/s '46
98/ 9854 98/ — / nominations were made last WednesPara. B'way
day and it was decided to hold another
3s '55
60
60
60 —1
session
W. B. 6s '39
79
783/ 783/ — / elections.for nominations before holding
(Quotations at close of Dec. 8)

Church

Film

To

Independents
Make

60 in Year

Independent film producers in
Czechoslovakia will make about 60
pictures this year as compared to 36
last year, Leo Berger, sales manager
for M-G-M in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, stated
vesterday. Berger has been with
M-G-M for 11 years and this is his
first trip to America. He will leave
for the coast the end of the week with
stopovers at various sightseeing
The producers in Czechoslovakia
points.
are
aided by the Government to the
extent of 10,000,000 crowns a year,
Berger said. There are 1,800 theatres
in the country, all wired for sound,
and with about 800 operating irregularly. These 800 houses are in educational and military sections. After
a three-year lapse, all major distributors have offices in Czechoslovakia except Warners and Columbia.
During the past two years, M-G-M
has distributed SO films a year. The
annual number usually does not run
this high, but due to inactivity for
three years a number of films accumulated.

$100,000
56,800
110,700
46,250
56,300
41,500
84,700
32,700
27,400
31,800
113,320
34,000
38,600
43,500
23,300 Australian
Claims
273,000
"t/" to Aid Finance
16,900
23,000
Sydney, Nov. 18. (By Air Mail via
99,000
London) — In a lecture to the Royal
55,700 Empire Society on his return from
90,200 Hollywood
, Charles Chauvel, Austra14,500
lian independent producer, said that
37,950 Universal had agreed to come
into
68,300
his company and provide one-third of
the capital and much valuable equipment. Universal would not control
$1,519,420 the company, he said. If the pictures
possessed merit they would be reGross
leased in the United States by Universal.
Chauvel said that he was planning
$1,447,016
1,887,424 an ambitious picture dealing with the
1,625,170 operations of the Australian Light
1,558,698 Horse. This could be made cheaply
1,528,286
in Australia but would cost a great
1,500,826 deal more in Hollywood, he declared
1,587,879
Universal home office officials stated
1,546,112
1,555,682 that the financing deal referred to by
1,510,291 Charles Chauvel is a cooperative
1,519,420 measure instituted for the purpose of
1,544,974
providing for Universal's Australian
quota production requirements.

Group

Urged in Australia
Sydney, Nov. 18 (By Air Mail,
via London). — Advocating the presentation of talking pictures in churches,
the Archbishop of Brisbane, Dr.
Ward, is urging the formation of a
Religious Film Society on the lines
of a similar organization in England.
"We need to stir the imagination
of Australian church people," he said,
"and the churches will do it." Supporting the move, another speaker advised the interested organizations
"not to start full of enthusiasm, then
buy cheapest stuff and expect to get
the people in. People will pay to see
the ordinary pictures, but they'll put
less in the plate at a cheap church
Sabin Carr Due Today
Sabin W. Carr, partner of Jed
show."in production of "Harlem on the
Buell
Prairie," with an all-Negro cast, will
arrive here from the coast today to
negotiate distribution of the film.

Exhibitors

Join

in

F ederation Campaign
Local exhibitors met yesterday at
the Hotel Astor and formed a committee to support the New YorkBrooklyn Federation Campaign to
rase $6,250,000. Another meeting will
be held next Wednesday at the Astor
theatre.
Amongwere
the Judge
speakers
at yesterday's
session
Algeron
I. Nova,
Paul Moss, David Bernstein and
Harry Brandt.
nextinclude
Wednesday's
meeting
speakersAtwill
Albert
Warner and Jack Cohn. Joseph M.
Schenck and Leo Spitz are scheduled to talk if they are in town.
"U" Retitles 2 Films

Hollywood, Dec. 8.— Universal has
re-titled two films. Ted Sloman's
feature, which has been known successively as "More Than Love" and
"Deadlocked,"
has been changed to
"The Jury's Secret," and "International Spy," directed by Joseph H.
Lewis, is now "Spy Ring."
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Plans

Mobile

to Test
Television

(Continued from page 1)
transmitter atop the Empire State
tower. It will be used to televise
outdoor sports, parades and news
events.
One van of the unit contains the
pickup apparatus, including caijieras
for both picture and accompanying
sound. A picture transmitter to operate on a frequency of 177,000 kilocycles ismounted in the other. A special directional antenna is used in connection with the mobile unit. In the
Metropolitan area, with its high
buildings and steel framework, the
normal working range of the new
unit is expected to be 25 miles.

i

Radio

Persona

CBS "Swing Club" performers
headed by Leith Stevens' orchesLoew's appearances,
State today
for atra, will
runopenof atpersonal
through a CBS artists bureau booking . . . Del Casino has been booked
for a ries
date
the Dec.
"Hello 12,
Peggy"
seover on
NBC
through
Jimmy Appel of the CBS artists bureau . . . Joseph Bentonelli will sing
on Vicks "Open House" Dec. 12 . . .
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Andrea
Leeds have been engaged for an appearance 12
on the. ."Silver
Theatre"
gram Dec.
. Georgie
Jessel prohas
been appointed to the entertainment
Fair.
committee
of the New York World's
+

Robert Guthrie, formerly of the
radio department of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
has joined General Lithographic Corp.
Benny Series to Go
as account executive. . . . Alan CourtOn 23 Canada Spots
ney's theme song on WNEW, "Start
Jack Benny's General Foods pro- the Day with a Smile," has been pubgram, now heard over 85 stations of
lished by Red Star Music Co. . . .
the NBC-Red network on Sundays, Ben Bernie has rented an apartment
will be extended into 23 stations of
at the Savoy-Plaza. . . . Jean Ellington of NBC has been booked for a
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., beginning Jan. 2. A total of 108 sta- Hammerstein "Music Hall" appeartions for a program is believed to be
ance over CBS through the NBC
a commercial record.
artists bureau. . . . Fritz Reiner will
The deal was arranged through the
be the guest conductor of the PhilaBaker Adv. Corp. of Toronto, Gendelphia Orchestra in its next four
eral Foods Corp. agency representa- broadcasts on the bank-sponsored
tive in Canada. In this country Ben- series. His first concert will be that
ton & Bowles and Young & Rubicam of Dec. 13. . . . Alistair Cooke has
handle its business, with the latter been moved to an earlier spot on the
Benny-Jello ac- NBC-Red network to enable more
agency
count. handling the
"Cathedral" Returning to Air
Following an absence of two years,
the "Cathedral of the Underworld,"
which had been on the air for almost
a decade under the direction of the
late Tom Noonan, will return to
WMCA this Sunday from 4 to 4:30
P.M., broadcasting direct from the
"cathedral" of the Rescue Mission in
Chinatown.
Smith Joins Stirling Getchell
Fred Smith, formerly publicity
director of Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, who recently resigned to form
his own publicity bureau, has been
appointed publicity director of the J.
Stirling Getchell agency, succeeding
Harry Bercovich, Jr., recently elected
vice-president of the agency.
George Engles in Hospital
George Engles, NBC vice-president
in charge of artists' service, has been
in a hospital for the past 10 days taking a rest cure, it was learned yesterday. He is expected to return to his
duties shortly.
Lux to Offer "39 Steps"
Robert Montgomery and Ida
Lupino will appear in a radio version
of "The 39 Steps" on the Lux "Radio
Theatre" over CBS, Dec. 13.

Barrymores on "Hotel"
John and Elaine Barrymore will be
featured on "Hollywood Hotel," Dec.
17, over CBS, when they will appear
in scenes from "Bulldog Drummond's
Revenge."
Time to Film NBC Mail
March of Time cameramen will visit
the NBC Radio City studios today to
take shots of the audience mail section for its forthcoming film or radio
broadcasting.

Moore

to Return

to

Degree

Will

Is >

for McCarthy

Chicago, Dec. 8. — Charlie
McCarthy, of radio fame and
intimate of Edgar Bergen,
has been granted an honorary
degree by the Northwestern
University School of Speech.
McCarthy has been awarded
the degreenuendo
ofandMaster
of Inthe Snappy
Comeback.

P

&G

Series

Change

Times

Four Procter & Gamble programs
on NBC will undergo changes in
broadcasting time, beginning Jan. 3.
"Story of Mary Marlin," now 10
to 10:15 A. M. on the Blue, will be
changed to 11 to 11 : 15 A. M., and the
Red network presentation of the same
show, now 4 :30 to 4 :45 P. M., will be
set back, from 4:15 to 4:30 P. M.
Compton is the agency.
"The O'Neill's," currently on the
Blue from 11 to 11:15 A. M. will be
transferred to the Red, from 12 :15 to
12 :30 P. M. Compton is the agency.
"Pepper Young's Family," now on
the Blue from 10:30 to 10:45 P. M.,
moves to 11:15 to 11:30 A. M., same
network. Pedlar & Ryan is the
agency.
"Guiding Light," 4:15 to 4:30
P. M., Red, will be set back to from
3 :45 to 4 P. M., on the same network. Compton is the agency.

stations to carry the program. His
"Critic On Broadway" is now heard
at 7:30 P.M. Wednesdays. . . .
+
Arde Bulova, radio station owner
and manufacturer of Bulova watches,
sailed on the N ormandie yesterday for Europe. . . . Mary- Ann
Bock, 10-year old singer and
whistler, has joined the Phil Spitalny Inter -City Network
orchestra. . . . Alexander Gray will
To Add nth Station
return to New York from Chicago
The
Inter-City network, of which
Dec. 13 to do a series of network
auditions, set by Ralph Wonders of WMCA here is the key station, will
Rockwell-O'Keefe. . . . Martin Block add an eleventh station to the link
last week set what is believed to be Jan.
when
Mass., 19,
joins
up. WLAW, Lawrence,
a record mail response for a single
WLAW is newly licensed, and will
day for his "Make Believe Ball- begin operations the day it joins the
room" when he received 6,756 mis- network. The station will have a
sives, including telegrams, letters,
power of 1,000 watts, part time.
post cards, requests for tickets, requests
samples
of sponsors'
proAdam Hat to Sponsor Fight
ducts,forvotes
in orchestra
popularity
contest and miscellaneous mail.
Adam Hat Co. will continue its
sponsorship of the 20th Century Sporting Club fights over NBC for the
Sterling Products
bout between Max Schmeling and

Renews
3 Programs
Air Starting Jan, 3
Three
Sterling
Products programs
Benjamin Moore & Co. will return
to the air Jan. 3 with a program over were renewed yesterday for 52 weeks
33 stations of the NBC- Red network, each. All three are NBC programs.
from 11:45 A. M. to 12 noon, once They are :
weekly. The contract was placed
"How to Be Charming," Mondays,
direct.
Wednesdays and Fridays from 11 :30
The programs as usual will consist to 11:45 A. M. on the Red, over 44
of
the "Betty
Moore onTriangle
Club," stations, from Hollywood.
consisting
of talks
color styling
"Lorenzo Jones," Mondays through
and interior decorations. Benjamin Fridays from 4 to 4:15 P. M. on the
Moore Co. annually for the past 10 Red, 22 stations, from New York.
years
"Backstage Wife," Mondays through
weeks. has gone on the air for 21
Fridays from 11 :15 to 11:30 A. M.,
25 stations^ originating in Chicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., is
WQXR
Is Running
the agency.
The renewals begin January 3.
Ads from Sponsors
Due to the rapid growth in sales
of WQXR's advance monthly pro- NBC
Organizes New
grams, which are sold to listeners for
Willys Musical Unit
$1 a year or 10 cents per copy monthly, the station henceforth will accept
The NBC transcription service has
advertising in the program from
organized a new musical unit called
sponsors of its broadcasts. The December issue of the printed program the "Willys Orchestra of Soloists"
for the Willys-Overland Corp. The
carries
copyBarforButter,
Martinson's
Coffee unit will be for the 1938 spot radio
and Hotel
both accounts
campaign for the automobile company,
being among the current sponsors of and will be placed over stations
WQXR broadcasts.
The printed programs of WQXR throughout the nation. William Wiris assembling the soloists. Walare sent monthly to those who wish ges ter
Brooks is in charge of the program
to know several weeks in advance
in
New
York. The U. S. Advertiswhen WQXR features are to be
ing Corp., Toledo, is the agency.
broadcast. The service was started
more than a year ago.
Bristol-Myers Has New Series
Johnson Adds KARK
Bristol-Myers Corp. will present a
Johnson Floor Wax Co., sponsors series of variety programs titled "For
of Fibber McGee & Molly, have Men Only" in behalf of Vitalis over
added KARK, Little Rock, to its the NBC-Red network beginning Jan.
NBC network. After the first of the 10, 10:30 to 11 P. M. The contract
is for 52 weeks, through Pedlar &
year, the program will add the Mc- Ryan. The show has been presented
Clatchey group of stations in Cali- over WHN.
fornia.

Harry Thomas, to be broadcast from
Madison Square Garden Dec. 13 at
10:15 P. M. over the Blue network.
Sam Taub and Brooke Temple will
report the fight throughout the east,
with Clem McCarthy and George
Hicks performing similiarbr for listeners in other cities throughout the nation.
Davega Sued on Radio
Suit was filed by the Condenser Development Corp. against the Davega
City Radio,
Inc., in
the U. alleging
S. District Court here
yesterday,
that Davega "was contributorily infringing" on the plaintiff's patented
variable condensers by selling Detrola
and Halson Radio receiving sets
which allegedly contain infringing
condensers. A permanent injunction
and an accounting of the profits is
asked.
Renew Warner Show Time
American Tobacco Co. yesterday
renewed its 10 to 11 P. M. time on
the NBC-Red which, beginning tonight, will be occupied by the Warner "Your Hollywood Parade" series.
Until this week the period was taken
up
by &the Thomas
"Hit Parade"
Lord
is the musical
agency.series.
The
renewal is for 13 weeks.
Wrigley Program Is Set
Title and cast for the new Wrigley
Co. program on CBS have been decided upon. The series will be known
as "Double or Nothing," and the cast
will include Shaw & Lee, Sutton &
Bliss and Betty & Jean, plus Carl
Hohengarten's orchestra. The program will start Dec. 26. A total 54
stations will carry the program.
Frances Hooper, Inc., is the agency.
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Exchanges

Called

Conference
'Back

Room'

Here

Plans

Mobile

to Test
Television

The first mobile television station,
,ioon to be used in experimental pickaps of outdoor news events, will be
: nirned over to NBC Dec. 12. The
:eremonies will take place in Rocke'eller Plaza.
The unit will consist of two large
notor vans containing television conrol apparatus and a micro-wave
ransmitter. Completed by RCA, it
vill be turned over to NBC in conlection with the network's television
(Continued on page 12)
Havana

Group

Plans

Exchange Radio Unit
Havana, Dec. 8.— An Inter-Ameri;an radio office, with headquarters
lere, will be established for the ex;hange of information and experiences
n radio communication and broadcastng, it has been decided by the second
'.ommittee of the radio conference now
n session here. The office will serve
is a purely consultative technical
)ody. The conference is now termilating the work on its agenda and it
s expected that the final plenary sesiion will be held shortly.

More

and

Goldwyn

to

Option

Drop

Film

Radio— P. 12

Pay

Giannini

Honored

Leaders

To

a
A.

Des Moines, Dec. 8.— The film industry's leading executives, from New
York, Chicago and other points, tonight were speeding here to pay industry homage to an exhibitor, A. H.
Blank.

A. H. Blank

Smith

Reelected
Unit

Chief

Columbus, Dec. 8. — Martin G.
Smith of Toledo was reelected president of the I. T. O. of Ohio for the
Be Sought in Suit
sixth
time at the closing session of
Boston, Dec. 8.— The depositions
of Will H. Hays and top executives the organization's annual convention
of major companies will be sought by at the Neil House here today.
Also reelected were Sam E. Lind,
George S. Ryan, attorney for Morse
& Rothenberg, in a resumption of pre- Zanesville, first vice-president ; M. B.
liminary legal sessions in New York, Horwitz, Cleveland, treasurer, and
P. J. Wood, Columbus, secretary.
Dec. 21, in connection with the Bos- Frank
W. Huss, Jr., Cincinnati, was
ton independent
anti-trust
suit against
majorcircuit's
distributors,
the elected second vice-president, succeeding Charles Weigel, who has retired
Maine & New Hampshire and M. A.
Shea circuits.
from the theatre business. An exhibitor for 27 years, the organization
Others whose depositions will be
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
Testimony

to

Government's
Film
Plans Not Settled
Washington, Dec. 8.— Plans for
the production of films depicting the
activities of the various Government
departments and agencies, to be furnished for the 19j8 expositions at
New York and San Francisco, are
still in a tentative stage, it was said
today by Secretary of Commerce
Daniel C. Roper.
About the only point so far settled,
(Continued on page 3)

as

"Owing to insurmountable legal
complications we have decided not to
exercise our option for the purchase
of the three units of Unit_ed Artists
Corp. stock owned by Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin and accordingly are returning the

Ohio
Hays

Reelected

Hollywood, Dec. 8. — International
negotiations for the purchase by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda of
the Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford interests in
United Artists ended at 3:45 P. M.
today when a spokesman for Goldwyn
ment :
and Korda
issued the following state-

Blank

The occasion is the testimonial banquet tomorrow night at the Hotel
Fort Des Moines, which will commemorate Blank's 25th anniversary as
a showman and at the same time afford an opportunity for the film business to honor him.
Now operating under the company
name of Tri- States Theatres Corp.,
Blank is a Paramount theatre operating partner, with headquarters here.
Under his direction are theatres in this
area, covering cities in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois.
The New York group of executives
(Continued on page 3)

A.

President,
Chairman
Of Company

Tribute
H.

U.

Purchase

Scales

Lou Krouse, general secretary,
treasurer and assistant to President
George E. Browne of the LA.T.S.E.,
has called a meeting for next Tuesday to negotiate a master agreement
tor "back room" employes of ex:hanges throughout the country. John
Gatelee and a committee of the interlational will sit in with representa:ives of eight major distributing companies. The session will be held at
;he Warner home office.
Contracts for the 32 exchanges,
were comcovering hours and wages,
jleted last summer. The sessions to
De held next week will go over general conditions affecting service emjloyes in all parts of the country. The
;erra of the master contract will be
iecided at the meetings.
Frank Phelps, labor contact for
{Continued on page 3)
NBC

CENTS

in

Pact

Wage

On

TEN

9, 1937

Seeks

Korda

j All

DECEMBER

Impartial

Dr. A. H. Giannini was unanimously
option
today."
reelected
as president and chairman
at
the
board
of :directors'
meeting.
Other officers are
George Schaefer,
Arthur W. Kelly, Harry D. Buckley,
Thomas L. Walker, vice-presidents ;
H. J. MuUer, treasurer; N. A.
Thompson, assistant treasurer ; Lloyd
Wright, secretary;
(Continued onLeo
pageL.3) Samuels,

Fabian

Dinner

List

Of Speakers Now 24
Albany, Dec. 8. — If many of the
speakers lined up for the Si Fabian
dinner Monday night take more than
a bow, most of the diners will miss
the last train home. There are 24 of
them, with A. W. Smith, Jr., U. A.
general
master. sales manager, listed as toastSpeakers listed are: Nate J. Blumberg, Mayor
John on Boyd
(Continued
page 3) Thacher,

Chicago Exhibitors
Await Action on Tax
Chicago, Dec. 8.— Theatremen are
Harry Post Resigns
avvaiting word from Alderman Roger
As Aide of Powers
Kiley, chairman of the special finance
sub-committee of the City Council,
Harry A. Post, vice-president of
Celebrity Prod., Inc., and an officer regarding a possible three per cent
and director in charge of financial tax on admissions. To date they have
not been called in for any discussions
matters in other corporations or- of
increases in the present license fees,
ganized by Pat Powers during the
they expect the call at any time
past 14 years, has resigned, effective but
as the council has been ordered to
on or about Jan. 15.
out plans for increased revenue.
Post has no immediate business work
With theatre business at a low ebb,
plans, but intends to take a vacation. exhibitors are expected to put
up a
Recently he also has been handling
sales.
brisk fight against any increases.
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"Hurricane''

Purely

On

Timing

Offered

St. Louis

Shows

St. Louis, Dec. 8.— Fanchon &
Marco have offered three alternate
timings for programs to the public in
page newspaper ads. Patrons are
R, movie
, hascommentator for WMCA
an asked
MARTIN STAR
to indicate their preferences.
article in next month's Screen Book
ihe plans are:
on his experiences with film and stage
No. 1. Designed for patrons who
personalities arriving and departing prefer to leave the theatre early and
arrive late enough to see the main
for Europe. It's entitled "New yet
feature. The feature under this
wood
le
York, a Holly
Stop.''
• Whist
schedule would start between 9 :30 and
Irene Agai, Hungarian film player, 9:45 P.M., and be preceded by 30
and her husband, Stephen Szekely, minutes of short subjects.
Under this arrangement a patron
director, will sail from England on
the Aquitania, Dec. 15, to attend the who prefers the shorter show could
as late as 9 P.M., see the newsNew York opening of "Segitseg arrive
reels, the short subjects and the main
Orokoltem" (Help,• I'm an Heir).
feature and leave by 11 P.M. In this
Frances Langford and William plan patrons wishing to see both feaGargan left for the coast via Amer- 8 P.M. tures should plan to arrive prior to
ican Airlines yesterday. Miss LangNo. 2 is similar to No. 1, but is
ford Tuesday finished a three-week based on the idea that a majority of
engagement at the Paramount.
patrons prefer the second feature to
•
short subjects. Under this schedule
Mel Heymann of M-G-M became the main feature would start at 9 :45
the father of another girl yesterday. P.M. and be preceded by the second
It is his second. Mrs. Heymann and feature, which would start about 8:30
the child are doing well at the Pres- or 8:45 P.M. On this program the
byterian Hospital in Newark.
short subjects would go on at 8 P.M.
•
No. 3 would attempt to satisfy the
Mrs. Y. Frank Freeman and two groups, those who wish to leave
Frank, Jr., left for Atlanta yester- early, and those who can stay later
day to spend the holidays. They will and see a double feature program.
return to New York after the first of Under this program the main feature
the year.
would go on at 9:15 P.M., to be
•
followed by the second feature. The
Professor Frank Cahill, chief replies will be studied for future
sound engineer for Warners, will
speak tomorrow before the film ap- guidance.
preciation class of P. S. 66, Brooklyn.
•
Georgia Chain Tax
Fred Ullman, Jr., vice-president
To Receive Hearing
and general manager of RKO Pathe
Atlanta, Dec. 8. — A special tax
News, is in Miami, where he will
on theatres patterned on the chain
make a Pathe Parade subject.
store tax passed by the Legislature in
•
the
regular session last spring will
Derrick De Marney, G. B. player,
not come up for final consideration in
canceled his sailing yesterday on the the House of Representatives until a
Aquitania. He will sail Dec. 15
public hearing has been held. This
aboard the Queen Mary.
was decided when the House granted
•
from Representative Booth
V. I. Verlinsky, president of aof request
Barrow, author of the bill, that it
Amkino, sailed yesterday on the be sent back to the Ways and Means
Normandie for a two-month business Committee for a hearing.
trip to Russia.
•
Joe Mankiewicz will head for the
M-G-M studios today via the rail
route.
•
Eileen Arden and Collette Lyons
are stopping at the Warwick.

Personal

►

Spyridon D, Skouras
Departs for Greece
Spyridon D. Skouras, son of
Demetrious, who operates two theatres in Athens, Greece, yesterday
sailed on the Normandie for home
after a nine-month vacation here.
Thamus Skouras, brother of Spyridon,
sailed last August after a five-month
vacation here. Thamus is the distributor for 20th Century-Fox, Paramount and RKO product in Greece.
On the same ship were Wesley
Ruggles, Paramount director ; Paul
Graetz, head of Paris Export Film ;
Jean Levy Strauss, producer of
"Carnet de Bal," French film ; John
Loder, G. B. actor, and his wife,
Micheline Cheirel, who appeared in
"Carnival in Flanders."
Ruggles said he was going on a
three-month vacation on the Continent and at the same time would look
for talent and stories. He stated that
the most important thing in pictures
today is realism, which is coming
back in full force.
Graetz said he completed several
deals for releasing independent product in France and would return to
this country next March.
Strauss, who came over with Julian
Duvivier, new M-G-M director,
could
get together
on a not
contract
and saidwith
he M-G-M
prefers
making his pictures in France.
Emil Ludwig, prominent author,
canceled his trip the last minute. His
baggage had to be taken off the boat
a few minutes before it pulled out.
One trunk could not be moved out in
time and is now on its way to Havre.
Sophie Stewart, who appeared in
"The Scarlet Pimpernel," sailed yesterday on the Aquitania.
Crippen Joins DeVry
Chicago, Dec. 8. — John K. Crippen
has been named assistant to A. P.
Hollis,man A.advertising
manager
of HerDeVry, Inc.
The company
has taken additional space here, has
added five new men to the western
sales staff, and has added five theatre
representatives to the 16mm. newsreel
division.

Grosses
Week
4th
in
$12,200
"The Hurricane" garnered $12,200
in the fourth week at two-a-day prices
at the Astor. Although U. A. leased
the house from Loew's for four weeks,
a two-week extension has been granted with another four weeks likely
Nat Levy, RKO district manager,
after the sixth week of the run.
is in town from Detroit.
"Nothing Sacred" tallied approximately $80,000 in the second week at
Al Sherman has returned from
the Music Hall and is now in its third
a Bermuda vacation.
stanza. "Firefly" in its second week
•
at the Capitol took about $20,000 and
Dorothy Mackaill is visiting
the Strand on the second week of
friends in Chicago.
"The Life of Emile Zola" grossed
•
about $25,000.
Howard Dietz has gone to Boston for a few days.
Van Praag Negotiating
Morton Van Praag, who recently
dropped three theatres in the local
area, is negotiating with two distributing companies for a sales executive
post.
Miss Richards to Wed
New Orleans, Dec. 8.— Lulu
EUenor Richards, daughter of E. V.
and Mrs. Richards, will be married
Jan. 3 at the Orleans Club to Elwood
Roger Clay.

Gerard to Be at Ampa
James W. Gerard, former American
ambassador to Germany, will headline
the guests to appear at Ampa todav at the International Casino. He
will talk on his experiences and connections with the film industry. Others
tentatively fined up include Rudy
Vallee, Rosalind Russell, Wallace
Ford, Al Shea, Nick Lucas, Alexander Kirkland, Flora Campbell, Imogene Coca, June Sillman, Leonard
Sillman, Arthur Kent and Ruth Bond.

16 DAYS
MORE!
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{Continued from page 1)
are due here tomorrow in time for the
dinner, coming in special cars.
The employes of Tri-States will
present to Blank a one-month vacation
trip to Honolulu and back.
The toastmaster will be either
Charles C. Pettiiohn, general counsel of the M. P. P. D. A., or Al
Lichtman, who is flying here from
the coast, in the event he arrives at
the dinner in time.
On the speakers' dais will be the
following: Gov. Nels Kraschel of
Iowa, Grov. R. L. Cochran of Nebraska, Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount; George Schaefer, vicepresident and general manager of
United Artists ; Y. Frank Freeman,
; Paramount theatres operating head ;
M. A. Lightman of Memphis ; Bishop
Gerald Bergan, John Cowles, owner
and publisher of the Des Moines Reg'■ister and Tribune; Herbert Yates,
head of Consolidated Film Industries ;
N. L. Nathanson, head of Famous
Players Canadian Corp.
Expect Wilby, Jenkins
Also present will be Robert Wilby
and William Jenkins of Atlanta ; E.
V. Richards, New Orleans ; J. J. Fitzgibbons, Canada; Sam Pinanski and
Martin MuUin, Boston; Edward
Rowley and Harold Robb, Dallas ;
' Robert O'Donnell, also Dallas ; Elmer
C. Rhoden, Kansas City.
The New York contingent to the
dinner will include : Austin Keough,
Paramount executive ; W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram ; Neil F.
Agnew, general sales manager of
Paramount; Charles Reagan, J. J.
Unger, Leon Netter and Harry Royster, all of Paramount, and Sam
Spring, attorney ; Carl Leserman, assistant sales manager of Warners ; A.
W. Smith, United Artists ; Sam Dembow. National Screen Service ;
A-Mike Vogel of Motion Picture
Herald; Nate Blumberg. Jules Levy
md Max Fellerman, all of RKO.
*

Chicago Group Present
Also from New York will be : Wiliam Clarlf, William C. Gehring, Wiliam Sussman, William Kupper, all of
^Oth Century-Fox; E. W. Hammons,
Harvey Day and Jack Skirball, Edu:ational ; Jack Cohn, Columbia vicejresident, and James R. Grainger.
Chicago executives and exhibitors
,vho will attend the dinner include :
\ohn Balaban, A. J. Balaban, Leo
31ank, Walter Branson, James Coson, Joseph Christy, Phil Dunas,
Zlyde Eckhardt, E. T. Gomersall, Lou
Munt, William Hollander, Stanley
dand, Walter Immerman, Aaron
fones, Lou Lipstone, Jack Miller, J.
r. Rubens, Max Roth, Herbert Stern,
VIort Singer, Sam Shirley, Dave Wal\erstein and James Winn.

Balaban Coming East
\ Des Moines, Dec. 8. — Barney Bala: lan, president of Paramount Pictures,
I ' vho has arrived here to attend the A.
; -I. Blank anniversary dinner, will
i eave Friday for New York. He will
■ irrive there on Saturday.
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Ohio

Tax

Looms

Columbus, Dec. 8. — It was
learned today from inside
legislative sources that a bill
about to be introduced will
increase the admission tax to
five per cent.
Exhibitors are ready to
fight this or any similar
move.
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{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

Warners, has been attending all meetings between distributors and the
union as intermediary.
He will also
sit in on the talks next week.
Smith Reelected
An invitation has been sent to all
distributors to attend the Tuesday
Ohio Unit Chief session. C. C. Moskowitz, who has
been attending the meetings for
{Continued from page 1)
voted to make him an honorary mem- Loew's, in addition to J. S. MacLeod, is now on the coast and is not
ber.
The directors reelected were : Henry expected back in time. MacLeod will
Greenberger, John Kalafat, Robert represent M-G-M. Phelps left last
Menches, Max Stearn, J. Real Neth, night for Utica, Cleveland and Springfield, O., and is due back Monday.
J. W. Trunk, L. F. Eick, Nat CharWillard C. Paterson, former labor
nas, Dwight Jones and Harold Bern- contact for the Warner circuit and
stein. New directors named were :
Joseph Stern, Roy Simons, Jerry now assistant to Joseph Bernhard,
Steele, replacing Huss, R. E. Myers will leave today for Palm _ Springs
where he will spend the winter reand John Pekras.
cuperating from a recent illness.
A resolution, which will be redraftExchange
representatives
ed, in substance commended 20th Cen- from various union
parts of the country
tury-Fox for its film delivery pracbeen invited to attend tha Tuestices and appealed to other distribu- have day
conclave. All exchange unions
tors for similar action. The unit will
are affiliated with the I. A. T. S. E.
go on record declaring that radio constitutes serious competition.
Practically the entire legislative
on
body of the state attended the ban- Union Judgment
quet yesterday, at which Judge ArSherman
Confirmed
thur H. Day of the State Supreme
Court made the chief address.
Supreme Court Justice Samuel
Hofstadter yesterday confirmed the
report of Referee George Brokaw
Governmenfs
Film
Compton awarding Local 306 of the
Plans Not Settled Moving
Operators'
Union a Picture
$150,961Machine
judgment
against
(Continued from page 1)
Harry Sherman, former president of
it was indicated, is that the scripts Local 306. Also $12,500 for legal
will be written by department person- fees and $491 for disbursements were
nel. It has not been decided how allowed to Irving Schleifer, William
many pictures will be produced nor Greene and Harry Sherl, members of
how they will be made, that is, the union who brought the suit in a
whether they will be made with Gov- representative capacity.
ernment facilities which are available
The union opposed the allowance on
in at least two departments or turned the ground that the judgment was
over to a commercial contractor.
uncollectable and that no benefit had
Asked whether the pictures would been derived by the union by such an
be exhibited on an admission basis at allegedly uncollectable judgment. As
the expositions, Secretary Roper said a result of the action, said the court,
that would be for decision by the Sherman had resigned his office as
exposition officials. The films are to president. The suit was brought in
be turned over to the expositions for 1934 while Sherman was still presithe period of the fairs and then will
dent and alleged that funds of the
be returned to the Government.
union had not been accounted for.
Secretary Roper is chairman of the
Governmental Commission for the Tabershaw and Hirsch were the attorneys who were awarded the $12,San Francisco Exposition. Secretary 500 in fees.
of Agriculture Wallace fills a similar
position for the New York Exposition.
Adjourn Goldwyn Case
Trial of the $1,000,000 infringement
suit brought by Mort Eisman, Clara
"Baby" Film Is Banned
Dellar and Louis Shayon against
Albany, Dec. 8.— "The Birth of a Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., United Artists
Baby" has been banned by Dr. Frank Corp., Samuel Goldwyn and Eddie
P. Graves, State Commissioner of Cantor was adjourned vesterday to
Education, _ on the ground that it is Feb. 25 by Federal Judge John C.
"indecent, immoral and would tend to Knox in the U. S. District Court here
corrupt
morals."
The case
reached Dr. Graves on an vesterday. The plaintiffs claimed infringement oftheir play, "Oh, Shah"
appeal of Samuel Citron from the
action of the Censor Board in New in the picture, "Roman Scandals." A
injunction and an accountYork. The film is copyrighted by permanent
ing of the profits are asked.
the American Committee on Maternal
Welfare.
Gov't Honors Roxy
The Federal Government has dediMarion Davies Silent
cated the tuberculosis hospital at SumChicago, Dec. 8.— Marion Davies,
N. Y., as the Roxy Sumen route to New York, stopped over mount,
mount Post in honor of the work
here today and declined to discuss the late S. L. Rothafel did for World
her future picture plans.
I War veterans.

Option

H. J. sistant
Muller,
Edward Raftery, assecretaries.
Walker, long associated with Giannini, is the only new addition. The
Giannini reelection is interpreted as
putting to rest recent rumors that he
would resign if the option deal made
conditions unsatisfactory to him.
The outcome of the directors' meeting is considered an indication the
company will continue in its present
status with the possibility of adding
a releasing connection with one or
more substantial independent producers. Carl Laemmle, Jr., has been
mentioned in this connection.
The statement was obtained by
Motion Picture Daily while the
directors' meeting was still in session
with all members or their representatives present and proceeding to dispose of other business held in abeyance since November 10 in anticipation of the Goldwyn-Korda option
being exercised. In attendance were
Korda, Chaplin, Miss Pickford, David
Rose, representing Goldwyn, and C. E.
Ericksen, representing Fairbanks.
Open
To

Coast Awards
All Craft Units

Hollywood, Dec. 8. — To avoid possibility of friction between industry
factions nominations for the 10th
annual Academy Award, competitions
have been thrown open to members
of the Screen Actors' Guild and
writers and directors meeting with
the minimum membership requirements of any craft organization,
whether members or not.
Frank Capra, Academy president
and chairman of the awards committee, tonight set the date for the
Awards Banquet as March 3. At the
same time he announced the awards
committee members.
Hays

Testimony

to

Be
Sought
{Continued
from pagein1) Suit
sought are H. M. Warner, N. J.
Blumberg, Gradwell Sears, Abe Montague, John D. Clark, R. H. Cochrane, Nicholas M. Schenck, Al Lichtman, C. C. Moskowitz and .Joseph M.
Schenck. The session is expected to
continue for four days and to resume
again in January.
Morse & Rothenberg, charging inability to obtain product, is suing for
triple damages of $2,100,000.
Fabian

Dinner

List

Of {Continued
Speakers
Now
from page
1)

24

Joseph Bernhard, Sam Dembow, Jr.,
F. J. McCarthy, Jules Levy, Herman
Robbins, C. Frank Reavisj George J.
Schaefer, William Sussman, Meyer
Schine, Joseph Unger, Abe Montague, H. J. Yates, William F. Rodgers,
Joe McConville, Tom Connors, Jack
Alicoate, Y. Frank Freeman, Spyros
Skouras, Louis Nizer, Sam Rosen,
Peter T. Dana and Phil Fox.
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Screen Play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo & Richard Macauley
Original Story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Leo
5 NEW SONGS BY DICK WHITING AND JOHNNY
A First National Picture
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with Lloyd Nolan, Henry O'Neill, Porfer Hall, Robert Cummings
Ralph Morgan, Mary Nash, John Mack Brown, Barlowe Borland
Produced and Directed by Frank Lloyd
Associate Producer Howard Estabrook * Screen Play by Paul Schofield
Gerald Geraghty and Frederick Jackson • Based on a story by Stuart N. Lake
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Washington's
$14,300
Hit,
Washington, Dec. 8. — Business
picked up last week. The hit of the
week was "Stage Door," at RKOKeith's, taking $14,300 to exceed
average by $3,700. A second stanza
was ordered.
'The Firefly" at Loew's Palace,
took $18,000 to beat par by $2,100
and go into its second week. "Alcatraz Island" did a smashing $8,300 at
the Metropolitan, to beat average by
an even $4,000, on an eight-day run.
At Loew's Columbia, "Ali Baba Goes
to Town," on a return engagement,
took $4,100, or $500 over par.
Loew's Capitol, with "Second
Honeymoon" and Dave Apollon's
"Varieties of 1938" on the stage, did
breaking even.
Total first run business was $79,300.
Average is $76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
Week Ending Nov. 29:
"LOVE LIFE OF A GORILLA" (Jewel)
BELASCO— (1,140), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $1,000. (Average, $3,000)
yVeek Ending Nov. 30:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
RKO- KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $14,300. (Average, $10,600)
Week Ending Dec. I:
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
LOEWS COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c, 7
days (return engagement). Gross: $4,100.
(Average, first run, $3,600)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(2,370), 35e-S5c,
days. Gross:PALACE—
$18,000. (Average,
$15,900) 7
Eight Days Ending Dec. 1:
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN— (1,591), 25c-40c. 8
days. Gross: $8,300. (Average, 7 days,
$4,300)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE" (Col.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage:
The Honey Family, George Kirby Helen
Duvall, Stan Kavanaugh, Gomez &
Winona, Don Costello. Gross: $13,800.
(Average, $18,400)
"SECOND
HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S CAPITOL-(3,434), 25c-66c, 7
days. Stage: I>ave Apollon's "Varieties
of 1938," with Dave Apollon, Cass Daley,
Bob Rioa, Five Hollywood Cx)-Eds, Max &
His Dogs, Annavann & Her Gladiators.
Gross: $19,800. (Average, $19,800)
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PREVIEW

(Vitaphone)
The community sing radio broadcast is subjected to hilarious burlesque
in
this
color cartoon. Even the parent
"Larger
(First National)Than Life"
Cuckoos"
production company is a target. Practically every big name on the air is
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — "Larger Than Life" presents as its top name
and their drawn equivalents are
Frank McHugh in his Caspar Milquetoast characterization, which is a used
made to do highly amusing things.
plain, unvarnished way of saying that the picture is crammed full of
Hotel program conlaughs, aimed not at that section of the film-going public which likes The Hollywood
cludes Louella
after many
funnyis events
Parsons
also to unbe
to be termed sophisticated, but to the fans in ordinary circumstance who "G." reel.
comprise the bulk of theatre business.
seen and heard. It should go over
Based on a play by Joseph Schrank and a short story by Norman anywhere. Running time, 7 mins.
Matson, the screen play of Schrank and Robertson White is a wellmolded frame for the talents of McHugh, who as a clerk defies gangsters, asenator's threat, the plot of a mother and her daughter to ensnare
him in marriage, and his boss who fires him because of the inadvertent "The Mysterious Jug**
publicity McHugh obtains through his desire to keep a statue of his ( Universal)
As Oswald and his dog visit the
"ideal."
A neighborhood house audience, completely sans studio claque, was city dump, and come upon a
captivated wholly by the farce. Others in the cast, all of them contribut- magician's trunk, an opportunity for
clever and entertaining cartoon
ing ably to the developments, include Berton Churchill, Jane Wyman, really
material is offered, but it cannot be
Ferris Taylor, Diana Lewis, Cora Witherspoon, Raymond Hatton, Wil- said that the most is made of the
liam Haade and Tom Kennedy. Lew Seiler draws the credit for capable chance. A tiny genii pops out of a
direction of the piece, a Bryan Foy production.
bottle, and his antagonist comes off
McHugh, in love secretly with the daughter of a senator, buys at the label of a can of deviled ham.
auction a statue for which she has posed, to the disgust of scheming Oswald wins the ensuing battle. RunMiss Wyman and her mother, Miss Witherspoon. The senator, Berton
Churchill, who is conducting a campaign against nudity, attempts to
ning time, 7 mins. "G."
buy back the piece, which is slightly undraped. Then gangsters attempt
to steal it, but McHugh evades them, has them arrested, and marries "He Done His Duty"
(Columbia)
the senator's daughter.
Andy Clyde in plenty of vivid slapstick comedy — the type that certain
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
audiences find highly amusing. Clyde
is a sheriff running for reelection. He
Partners of the Plains
ultmiately gets there, but not until he
(Harry Sherman-Paramount)
captures
of confidence
eers aftera a pair
thrilling
automobile racketchase.
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — The customary accoutrements of a "Hopalong
Cassidy" — action, adventure, gun, fist battles and comedy — are present Running time, 17j4 mins. "G."
in "Partners of the Plains." Those who have played the Harry Sherman
features starring William Boyd know how efYectively the ingredients are
"Community Sing No, 4"
combined. In this cne, however, a radical departure is made. Important (Columbia)
as the other elements are and as necessary as they are in a picture to
A barber
shop is
Morgan's
satisfy the series clientele, they are, in this case, secondary to romance. setting
this time.
He,Gene
Robert
Paige
and
Deane
Janis
urge
the
audience
The technique follows the "Taming of the Shrew" pattern. A dominat
ing woman, determined to be the boss, manages everybody until she to sing "Smiles," "Oh, What a Gal
meets Boyd. Two strong wills clash. The sparks that fly in action, dia and
Was other
Mary,"
"Some of
numbers.
A These
quartet Days"
helps
logue and characterizations make for interesting amusement. The result out. It is fair. Running time, 10j4
is the inevitable. Boyd winds up in control of all afYairs either those that
have business significance or romantic import
Like all the "Hopalongs," "Partners of the Plains" is well mounted
and staged. Dialogue and action are balanced to assure action and move- "Oh
"G." Can You Hear"
mins. Say
ment. Harrison Jacobs' screenplay and added dialogue preserves the (Universal)
spirit of the Clarence E. Mulford "Bar 20 Days" story on which it is
Against
a supposed
night group
club setting is performed
the usual
of
based and Lesley Selanders' direction keeps thing moving
As usual, Boyd and Russel Hayden are up to standard and Gwen Gaze unexciting vaudeville bits. The alleged comedy is supplied by Doug
creates a strong character as the determined woman who surrenders to
manly charm. Harvey Clark, replacing George Hayes, accounts for the Leavitt and Ruth Lockwood, doing a
couple, which is concomedy. Character roles are filled by John Warburton, Hilda Plow- sketch of asiderablydeaf
less than amusing. Among
right, Al Bridge, Al Hill, Earl Hodgin and John Beech.
the acts are the Loria Brothers,

Warner Office to Move
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8. — Harry Kalmine, zone manager for Warners here,
and his entire staff and office will
move shortly after the first of the
year from the second floor of the
Clark Bldg., which they have occupied
for almost 10 years, to the 23rd. The
new suites will be entirely modernMexican youngsters' band, who are
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
ized and the space almost doubled.
Form New Schine Firms clever. Running time, 15 mins. "G."
Original plans to build a new screenBans Cleveland Games
ing room on the top floor have been
Columbus, Dec. 8. — Among corCleveland, Dec. 8. — Police Chief
abandoned and Warners will continue
porations listed here during the week "Danger — High Voltage"
George
iMatowitz
issued
an
order
to use the one now located on the
banning Beano, Banko and Bingo are the Schine Kent Improvement ( Vitaphone)
balcony between the first and second
in Cleveland theatres, effective imme- Corp., Schine Kent Theatre Corp.,
stories.
Another
of FloydIt Gibbons'
diately. Bank Night and Movie Schine Ravenna Improvement Corp. True
Adventures."
is grimly "Your
thrilling, realistically enacted stuff that
Sweepstakes were not included in the and the Schine Ravenna Theatre Corp.
order.
These corporations cover the Kent should attract a good audience. The
Close St. Louis Deal
theatre at Kent and the Ravenna the- story concerns a Wichita man who
St. Louis, Dec. 8.— The deal
atre at Ravenna, formerly owned and was given up as dead after he had
whereby five Bess Schulter and Alex
come in contact with a charged wire
operated by B. C. Steele.
Add "Fields" Bookings
Papand houses become part of the
while repairing a power line. The
Loew's has set additional New York
local F. & M. setup has finally been
embalmer sees a spark of life flickerbookings
on
"Green
Fields,"
Yiddish
Title Laurel and Hardy
signed. F. & M. has been booking film produced by Collective Film Proing and the victim is revived after a
ducers, Inc., and distributed by New
and buying for the Schulter-Papand
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Laurel and great deal of suspense. The man who
group for some time, but signatures Star Films, Inc., following earlier
underwent the experience is on hand
were actually placed on the pacts a local bookings. RKO also has taken Hardy's forthcoming Hal Roach ve- to get his $250 check. Running time,
hicle has been definitely titled "Swiss
few days ago.
the film for three houses.
14 mins. "G."
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"Navy

Blue,"

Show

$25,000

Detroit

Lead

Detroit, Dec. 8. — "Navy Blue and
Gold," with Joe Jackson heading a
stage show, turned in a strong $25,000
at the Michigan, thereby topping par
by $5,000.
"Heidi" was the next best draw,
with Nick Lucas on the stage to help,
the take going to $24,500, up by $4,500. "Double Wedding" was strong
in its second week at the Madison
with a gross of $11,500.
Total first run business was $79,500. Average is $70,000.
Estimated takings for the !week
ending Dec. 2:
"DANGER— LOVE AT WORK"
(20th-Fox)
"CARNIVAL QUEEN" (Univ.)
ADAMS— (1,770), 15c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,100), lSc-75c, 7 days. Stage:
Nick Lucas, Les Gillis Trio, Serge Flash, 3
Kings. Gross: $24,500. (Average, $20,000)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c -75c, 7 days.
Stage: Joe Jackson, 3 Swifts, Tex Lewis &
Singing Cowboys, Wilson-Kepple & Betty,
Stafford & Louise. Gross: $25,000. (Average, $30,000)
"SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST" (Para.)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
STATE— (3,000). 15c-S0c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"THE FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-75c, 7
days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
MADISON— (2.000), 15c-75c, 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $11,500. (Average, $10,000)

"Breakfast,"
$22,500

Lewis

at Buffalo

Buffalo, Dec. 8. — Holiday week
brought a box-office revival to all
downtown houses here and a generally
fair stretch of weather. Ted Lewis
and his band temporarily resuscitated
stage shows at the Buffalo and with
"Breakfast for Two" as the screen
attraction drew $22,500, $7,500 over
par, the best take in weeks.
Duals still showed plenty of
strength. The Century's "Hold 'Em,
Navy" and "Super Sleuth" managed a
gate of $10,000 where $6,300 is average and the Lafayette, with "I'll Take
Romance" and "The Westland Case,"
continued a current run of high
grosses with $12,500. Normal is
$6,500.
The Hippodrome's "Ebb Tide,"
drawing $11,000 in a nine-day run,
kept that house well over its $7,500
average for the fourth straight week.
Total first run business was $65,500.
Average is $42,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 4:
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
BUFFALO-(3,000), 35c -60c, 8 days.
Stage:
Lewis' Band. Gross: $22,500.
(Average,Ted$14,000
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 35c-50c, 9 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,000)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c, 9 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $7,500)
"HOLD 'EM, NAVY" (Para.)
"SUPER SLEUTH" (RKO)
CENTURY-(3,000),
25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $6,300)
"I'LL TAKE
ROMANCE" (Col.)
CASE" (Univ.)
WESTLAND
"THE
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $6,500)

PICTURE

"Submarine''
Out
San
San

Front

at

Francisco

Francisco, Dec. 8. — "Submarine D-1" was away out front in
a strong holiday week, the take at the
Fox going to $21,000. This was
above par by $4,000.
"Damsel in Distress" was also in
the money with $19,000 at the Golden
Gate. This was $3,000 to the good.
There were four holdovers — "Hurricane" inits third week at the Geary,
where the take was $10,500; "The
Prisoner of Zenda" at the Embassy,
where the second week gross was
$5,000 ; "Second Honeymoon" and
"45 Fathers," which held up to $6,000
in a second week at the St. Francis,
and "The Prisoner of Zenda," which
took a strong $9,000 in a second week
at the United Artists.
"Yiddle with His Fiddle" was something of a sensation at the 400-seat
Clay on a take of $13,000.
Total first run business was $116,500. Average is $98,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 30:
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
GEARY— (1.400). 55c-87c-$1.10-$1.65. 7
days. 3rd week. Gross: $10,500. (Average,
$10,000)
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), ]5c-35c-40c-55c,
7 days. Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $19,000.
(Average, $16,000)
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"SH, THE OCTOPUS" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-35c-40c-55c75c, 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average,
$13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c-65c. 7
davs, 2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average,
$6,000) "SUBM
ARINE D-1" (W. B.)
FOX— (5,0CO), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Average, $17,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE" (Col.)
ORPHEUM-(2,440), 15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
clays. 6tli week. Gross: $9,000. (Average,
$8,C0O)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox.
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), lSc-35c-40c-55c7Sc, 7 days, 2nd downtown week. Gross:
$6,000. (Average. $7,000)
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200). 15c-35c-40cS5c-75c. 7 davs. 2nd week. Gross: $9,000.
(Average, $7,000)

To

9

Christen

Engine

Boston, Dec. 8.— Because
Lily Pons is the tiniest singer and the Boston & Maine's
new locomotive is the biggest thing of the kind the
locomotive is to be named
"Lily Pons." Miss Pons will
crack a bottle of champagne
at ceremonies to be held in
the North Station Dec. 11.
The B. & M. held a contest for a name and Wayne
E. Whittmore of West Medford, Mass., suggested the
name because Jenny Lind
started her career singing
for P. T. Barnum in the old
Fitchburg railroad station.
This is now North Station
and the Fitchburg Railroad
has been absorbed by B. & M.

"Truth"
Best

Montreal's
Bet,

$10,000

Montreal, Dec. 8.— "The Awful
Truth," on a dual with "Life Begins
at College" at Loew's, was the top
performer with a take of $10,000,
which was $2,000 over par. The bill
was held for a second week.
"The Barrier," first feature at the
Princess, rated high in the list with a
take of $8,000, which was above the
line by $1,000. A second week of
"Dead End" at the Orpheum resulted
in an estimated gross of $4,500 and it
was held over for a third week.
Professional hockey, chief opposition, isdrawing poorly. The first cold
snap of the season tended to keep people at home.
Total first run business was $36,500.
Average is $40,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 4:
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (W. B.)
CAPITOI^(2,547),
25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,
7
days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average,
$9,500)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE" (20th Fox)
LOEWS— (3,115), 25c-34c-4Oc-S0c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000.
"DEAD(Average.
END" $8,000.
(U. A.)Held over.

"Ebb

Tide"

$28,000
On
the

Is

Hit
Loop

Chicago, Dec. 8.— "Ebb Tide"
grossed $28,000 at the Oriental, $10,000 better than average.
"The Awful Truth," with a $40,000
gross, was well over the normal $32,000 gross at the Chicago and gave
the house the best business in weeks.
It was held.
At the Palace "A Damsel in Distress" was slightly over average, but
the $20,800 gross was the lowest
recorded for an Astaire picture on
opening week in this house.
"The Last Gangster," "Nothing
Sacred" and "Murder in Greenwich
Village" were over average in a week
that saw business materially boosted
by Thanksgiving and the start of the
Christmas shopping rush.
Total first run business was $138,300. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
CHICAGC>-(4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage:
"Cabaret $32,000)
Russe" Revue. Gross:
$40,000. (Average,
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
GARRICK—
(900), 35c-55c-75c,
Gross:
$6,200.
$6,500) 7 days.
"EBB (Average,
TIDE" (Para.)

ORIENTAL— (3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Rita$18,000)
Rio and Band. Gross: $28,000.
Average,
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 8 days.
Stage: Buster Shaver and Revue. Gross:
$20,800. (Average, $19,000)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
(Col.)
STATE- LAKE— (2,776),
20c-40c-5Sc, 7
days.
Stage:
Revue
Verne Buck.
Gross: $14,000. (Average,with$13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 3:
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
APOLLO—
35c-55c-75c,
Gross:
$7,000. (1,400),
(Average,
$6,500) 7 days.
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-75c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $11,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c.
ORPHEUM— (919), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,300. (Aver2nd week. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $5,000.)
age, $15,000)
Held over.
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c -35c -40c -50c -65c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average,
"Honeymoon,"Show
$11,000) "THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS" (Para.)
$17,600 at Omaha
PRINCESS—
(2,272),(Average,
25c-30c-35c-50c-65c,
7
Week Ending Dec. 2:
days.
Gross: $8,000.
$7,000).
Omaha,
Dec. 8. — "Second Honey"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
moon," helped by a stage show called
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
WARFIELD— (2,580), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, Combine Adds 7 Houses "Waikiki Nights," made the best
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (AverIndianapolis, Dec. 8.— Affiliated showing of the week, getting $17,600,
age. $13,000)
par by $10,400. Admission prices
Theatres, Inc., independent buying over
Week Ending Dec. S:
were raised from 25 and 40 cents to
and booking organization, has added 35 and 55 cents for the week and on
"YIDDLE WITH HIS FIDDLE"
seven houses in Kentucky, according
(Sphinx)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross: to T. C. Baker, vice-president and Saturday night there was a midnight
$13,000. (Average, $1,000)
general manager. The group now preview of "The Barrier" with a Bignumbers 35 houses in 23 cities in Indi- Apple dance contest.
ana and Kentucky.
The Brandeis held over "A DamSelig G. B. District Head
sel in Distress," with "West of
Denver, Dec. 8.— Robert W. Selig,
Shanghai," after the bill had grossed
Drop Zion House Plans
$6,300, up by $2,300._
G. B. exchange manager here, has
Total first run business was $30,600.
Chicago, Dec. 8.— B. & K. will drop
been named district manager, super(Average,
$16,700).
plans
to
build
a
theatre
at
Zion,
111.,
vising Denver, Salt Lake (Tity, OmaEstimated takings :
ha, Des Moines and Kansas City. It as a result of the vote against film
Week Ending Dec. 1:
is a new post. His successor in Den- shows. It was stated, however,
that films will continue to be shown
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
ver has not yet been named.
"A GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ.)
in the city gymnasium.
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,700. (Average, $5,500)
Seeks to End Strike
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
Is Roach Publicist
_ Portland, Dec. 8.— Governor MarBRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 davs.
tin has called for a secret ballot to
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Magdalene Gross: $6,300. (Average, $4,000)
end the long lumber workers strike Maskel has been added to the Roach
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 35c-55c, 7 days.
which has cut box-office receipts near- publicity staf? to handle fashion ma- Stage:
ly half since Aug. 1.
terial for magazines.
(Average,"Waikiki
$7,200) Nights." Gross: $17,600.
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Ebb

Door"
"Stage
Lead;
Boston

PICTUKE

Tide"

Tops

on

Dual

Indianapolis

Indianapolis, Dec. 8. — "Ebb Tide"
and "There Goes the Groom" at the
Circle drew $5,600, $1,100 over nor$18,000
Gets
mal in a week that saw a revival of
first run business after a quiet month.
the Lyric Little Jack Little and
Boston, Dec. 8."Stage Door" and hisAtband
headed a vaudeville bill with
"Prescription for Romance" took top
money for the week, $18,000 at the "The Adventurous Blonde" on the
RKO Memorial. This was $6,000 screen. The combination grossed
$2,000 over normal on a $10,000 take.
above average.
Also running strong were "Nothing
"Double Wedding" and "Dark Journey" grossed $14,000, above average Sacred" and "Murder on Diamond
Orpheum. The Row" at Loew's, where $8,000 was
at Loew's
by $2,000
same
program
drew $12,000, or $1,000 taken, $1,000 over par. Competition included Joan Bennett in "Stage Door"
State. "Ebb Tide" and
Loew's featuring
up, at show
stage
Hal Le Roy at English's which played to good
houses
on a three-day stand.
grossed an average $22,000 at the MetTotal first run business was $32,900.
ropolitan. "Ali Baba Goes to Town," Average is $30,500.
second run, dualed with "Dangerously
Estimated takings for the week endYours," first run, grossed $1,000 above
ing Dec. 3 :
$7,000 average at the Paramount
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
and $5,100 at the Fenway. Average
"TALK
OF THE DEVIL" (RKO)
at the latter is $4,500.
APOLLO_(1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Total first run business was $88,100. $2,500. (Average, $4,000)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Average is $72,000.
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
Estimated takings for the week endCIRCLE— (2,800, 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
$5,600. (Average, $4,500)
ing Dec. 2 :
"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN
(20th-Fox) (2nd run)
"BORROWING
TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)
INDIANA—
(3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
"DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (20th-Fox)
$6,800. (Average. $7,000)
(1st run)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
"MURDER ON DIAMOND ROW" (U. A.)
$5,1(X). (Average, $4,500)
LOEW'S— (2,800). 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
$8,000. (Average, $7,000)
"PRESCRIPTION (Univ.)
FOR ROMANCE"
"THE ADVENTUROUS BLONDE" (F.N.)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c -40c, 7 days. Stage:
RKO MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-50c-55c, 7 Little
Tack Little and band. Gross: $10,000.
days. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $12,000)
(Average, $8,000)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-35c-55c,
7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,000)
Pittsburgh Lead
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
"DARK JOURNEY" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.537), 25c-35c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $11,000)
to 8.—"Truth"
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Goes Dec.
Pittsburgh,
The ThanksMETROPOLITAN— (4,332), 35c-55c-75c, 7
giving week gravy here was divided
days. Stage: Hal Le Roy. Gross: $22,000.
chiefly by the Alvin and the Stanley,
(Average, $22,000)
the former doing a sensational $17,850,
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
within a few hundred dollars of the
(20th-Fox) (2nd run
"DANGEROUSLY
YOURS"
(2«th-Fox)
(1st run)
house record, with "The Awful
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days. Truth," and the Stanley knocking
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
down a fine $25,500 with "Submarine
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
RKO
BOSTON— (3,246), 25c-45c-55c, 7 D-1" and Vincent Lopez's band.
"Nothing Sacred" at the Penn
days. Stage: Frank Gabby. Gross: $22,000.
started ofT like a house afire, getting
(Average, $22,000)
$4,500 on the opening day, but fell
"HURRICANE" (U. A.)
COLONIAL-(l,643), 55c-83c-$1.10, 7 days. almost to nothing after the getaway
Gross: $7,000.
and finished with $14,750.
"LOST HORIZON" (Col.) (3rd run)
Total first run business was $67,850.
"MR. BIGGS STEPS OUT" (G. N.)
Average is $45,000.
(1st Run)
HUB— (920), 20c-30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Estimated takings for the week end$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
ing Dec. 2 :
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
Cohen Gets Bombay Job $17,850. (Average, $6,500)
"DANGER— LOVE AT WORK"
New Haven, Dec. 8. — Ben Cohen
(20th-Fox)
College manager, has been named
FULTON— (1,750), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
manager of a new 1,800-seat Loew $3,650. (Average, $4,500)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
house, the Metro, in Bombay, India.
FENN— (3.300), 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
The house is at present under con- $14,7,50.
(Average. $11,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (F. N.)
struction, and will be ready for openSTANLEY— (3,600), 25c-60c, 7 days.
ing in June. Cohen will sail in the Stage:
Vincent Lopez orchestra, Johnny
spring.
Woods and Nichols and Roberts. Gross:
$25,500. (Average, $18,000)
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (W. B.)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
Daly of U.A. Lecturing
WARNER— (2,000),
25c-40c,
7 days.
Len Daly, of the United Artists Gross:
$6,100. (Average, $5,000)
foreign advertising department, lectured on foreign publicity at C.C.N.Y.
Paris Season Good
on Monday and will address the
Paris, Dec. 1.— The 1937-'38 seaDowntown Advertising Club on "How
son has started here much more ausFilm Trailers Are Made."
piciously than the previous season,
although the improvement is attribRhodes Firm Bankrupt
uted in some quarters to the unusual
MooREsviLLE, N. C, Dec. 8. — W. influx of visitors to the city as a result of the Paris Exposition. Among
Rhodes and William Rhodes, operators of the Carolina for several years, the leading American films in local
have entered voluntary bankruptcy, first runs are "Stage Door," "The
and the concern has been turned over Prisoner
of Zenda," "100 Men and a
to Loy Thompson as receiver.
Girl" and "Easy Living."
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"Sacred"
"Nothing
$19,500

Gets

Sacred"
Cincy Top

Cincinnati, Dec. 8. — "Nothing
Sacred" was high last week with $19,500 on an eight-day run at the RKO
Albee, where the seven-day average
is $12,000.
The runnerup was "A Damsel in
Distress," which grabbed $13,000 at
the RKO Palace, up $3,000. "The
Awful Truth" went $800 over the
$6,500 par at the RKO Capitol on its
third downtown week, two at this
house, and went to the RKO Grand.
"Second Honeymoon," playing the
second week downtown at the RKO
Grand, got $3,250 against a $2,750
average, and the RKO Family registered acombined gross of $2,700 compared with $2,450 full-week normal
with "Make A Wish," "King
Solomon's Mines" and "You Can't
Beat Love," playing separately.
Total first run business was $60,550.
Average is $58,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,000)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 8 days.
Gross: $19,500. (Average, 7 days, $12,000.)
Moved to RKO Capitol.
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
(2,150),(Average,
35c-42c, 7$12,000)
days,
3rdRKO
week.SHUBERT—
Gross: $4,000.
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
RKO CAPITOI^(2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,
3rd downtown week, two at this house.
Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,500.) Moved to
RKO' Grand.
"BOOTS AND SADDLES" (Republic)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Ooss: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
RKO GRAND— (1,400), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
downtown week, dross: $3,250. (Average,
$2,750) "MAKE A WISH" (RKO)
(3 days)
"KING SOLOMON'S
(2 days)MINES" (G.B.)
"YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE" (RKO)

Big

$16,500,

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.— "Nothing
Sacred" opened to a big $16,500 first
week at the Aldine and seems set for
three weeks.
The stage and screen show at the
Earle, with James Melton and Harriet
Hoctor as the stage headliners and
"45 Fathers" the film, rolled in a
nice $20,000.
"Submarine
D-1"
proved
the strongest
Thanksgiving
weekend attraction. It took an excellent $16,500. For its third week,
"The Hurricane" slipped to $9,000.
"Damsel in Distress" disappointed
at the Stanley with $13,000.
Total first run business was $101,900. Average, not counting the
Locust, is $81,960.
Estimated takings for the week ending"NOTHING
Dec. 2:
SACRED" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1,300), 40c-S5c-65c, 7 days.Ooss:
$16,500. (Average,
$8,160) (M-G-M)
"CONQUEST"
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. (2nd
run.) Gross: $3,200. (Average, $2,800)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$12,000. "45
(Average,
$14,000) (20th-Fox)
FATHERS"
EARLE— (2,000), 2Sc-40c-55c, 7 days. Stage:
James Melton, Harriet Hoctor. Gross:
$20,000. "SUBMARINE
(Average, $14,000)
D-1" (W.B.)
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$16,500. (Average, $14,000)
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
KARLTON—
(1,000),
days.
(2nd
run.) Gross:
$3,200.2Sc-40c-50c,
(Average, 7 $4,000)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (2,000), 30c-40c-SOc, 7 days. (2nd
run.) Ooss: $3,.500. (Average, $4,000)
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
LOCUST— (1,300), 57c-86c-$L14-$1.71, 7
days, 3d week. Gross: $9,000.
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
STANLEY—
40c-55c-65c,
Gross:
$13,0(X). (3,700),
(Average,
$14,000) 7 days.
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F.N.)
STANTON—
(1,700), 30c-40c-50c,
7 days.
Gross:
$5,000. (Average,
$7,000)

RKO FAMILY—(3(1,000),
davs) 15c-25c. Gross:
$2,700. (Average, full week. $2,450)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S—
days, 2nd
week.
Gross: (1,500),
$5,800. 30c-40c,
(Average,7 $6,500)
"Nothing
Missouri

Sales

Tax

Reaches a New High
Jefferson City^ Mo., Dec. 8.—
Sales tax collections for November
hit a new high, $1,900,133, an increase
of %37,324 over October, according to
a report of State Auditor Forrest
Smith.
In November, 1936, when the old
one per cent rate was in effect, collections totalled $1,032,662.

Sacred"

Tops
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Dec. 8.— "NothingmakerSacred"
was thegood
bestweek
moneyin a generally
for
first runs. It was $2,500 to the good
on _a take of $6,000 at the State.
"Live, Love and Learn," with a
musical revue on the stage, rolled up
$7,000 at the Criterion. This was

$2,000 into the profit column. "Sec900 atondtheHoneymoon"
Tower. was strong at $3,Total first run business was $24,675.
Average is $18,500.
L. C. Amadori on Coast
Estimated takings for the week endHollywood, Dec. 8. — Luis Cesar
ing Dec. 4:
Amadori, Argentine theatre man and "LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M 1
CRITERION— (1,300), 10c-35c-55c, 7 days
producer,
is here developments
for a four weeks'
"Three Cheers for Rhythm," musical
study of technical
of the Stage:
revue,
all -girl
American industry.
(Average,
$5,000)swing band. Gross: $7,0fH1.
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F. N.)
He said that American stars such as
(Univ.)
GODFRE
MAN
"MY
Robert Taylor and Tyrone Power
(2nd Run) Y"
LIBERTY—
(1,200),
10c-20c-25c.
5 days.
are not excellent draws in the Argen- Gross: $2,800.
(Average, 7(RKO)
days, $2,500)
"HIDEAWAY"
tine, but Gary Cooper was tops. Greta
Garbo is the leading feminine draw,
"LIVING ON LOVE" (RKO)
LIBERTY— (1.200), 10c-20c-25c, 3 days.
with Ginger Rogers and Rosita Mo- Gross:
$675. (Average, 7 days, $2,500)
rena pulling well.
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,300. (Average. $5,000)
"NOTHING SACRED"
(U. A.)
Frank Boyd Injured
STATE—
(1,100),
10c-25c-40
7 days.
c,
Cleveland, Dec. 8. — Frank Boyd Gross: $6,000. (Average, $3,500)
local representative for American
"SECOND
HONEYMOON" (2(ttli-Fox)
TOWER— (1,000), 10c-25c-3Sc, 7 days.
Seating Co., is hobbling around on a Gross:
$3,900. (Average, $2,500)
cane, result of a foot injury.
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Czech

^Honeymoon
Show
K.C.

$14,100
Leader

Kansas City, Dec. 8. — "Second
Honeymoon" and a stage show sweetened the take at the Fox Tower $14,100 worth, $6,300 over an eight-day
par. Thanksgiving was big, but
Saturday broke with snow and cold
weather. Outside competition was
represented chiefly by the Auto Show,
which began Nov. 27.
"A Damsel in Distress" and "Night
Club Scandal" attracted $10,200 to
the Mainstreet, where normal for
eight days is $8,800. "The Firefly"
and "The Women Men Marry" disappointed at the Midland, but went
$500 over the $11,500 line.
Total first run business was $44,200.
Average is $37,600.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Nov. 30:
"DR. SYN" (G. B.)
"HOT WATER" (2ftth-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,800. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Dec. 1 :
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
"THE WOMEN MEN MARRY"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND^(4,0OO), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $11,500)
Week Ending Dec. 2:
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL" (Para.)
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c -40c, 8 days.
Gross: $10,200. (Average, $8,800)
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (W. B.)
"OVER THE GOAL" (W.B.)
NEWMAN— (1,900), 2Sc-40c, 8 days.
Gross: $5,100. (Average, $5,500)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (2»th-Fox)
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 8 days. Stage:
Will Osborne and His Orchestra, with
Joan Whitney; Ruthie Barnes, Wilfred
Dubois, and John Tompkins. Gross: $14,100. (Average, $7,800)

Key

City

Total

Grosses

Reaches

Pick

$1,544,974

Business in 24 key cities picked up low point in number of first run theatres in these cities was 142.
during the third week of November,
the total gross reaching $1,544,974.
The total of $1,544,974 for the week
The number of first run theatres also ending Nov. 19-20 was $25,554 above
gained, 152 being in operation. The the previous week.
Estimated takings for the latest available periods :
Week Ending
Nov. 19-20
No. Theatres Gross
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Denver
Detroit
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Montreal
New Haven
New York
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
St. Paul
Seattle
Washington

105
6
6
5
5
4
9
5
3
10
5
10
4
7
6

Week Ending

$132,000
54,700
113,600
56,950
61,000
32,500
76,000
26,000
31,300
32,800
103,024
35,100
36,200
38,000
21,300
304,650
18,350
23,200
93,200
63,250
97,000
16,550
28,400
49,900

6
5
5
4
9
5
3
9
5
9
4
7
8
151

$1,519,420

Patrons

in Holland

Prefer Melodramas
Amsterdam, Nov. 29. — Melodramas
were the majority preference of 35,000 patrons of the Rex, theatre in
The Hague, who were polled by the
management. The second choice was
comedy, with thrill films third. Historical pictures were accorded a large
vote, as well.
Five American productions were included in the list of 10 pictures which
the patrons voted the best they had
seen at the theatre. The five were :
Light Curb Change
Net
"Bengal Lancer," "Mr. Deeds Goes to
„
Open High Low Close Change Town," "Desire," "The Life of Louis
G. N
1
1
15/16 15/16
Sentry .... 5/16 5/16 54
54 —1/16 Pasteur" and "The Invisible Man."
Sonotone ..1^
154
1J4 1J4
Tech
19^ i97/s 1954 1954 + '/4 Board to Add Nominees
Trans-Lux .3
3
3
3
+ Ys
A second list of nominations for new
Bonds in Decline
officers of the local Film Board of
Net
..
High Low Close Change Trade will be held Dec. 15 with elections scheduled for Dec. 29. Initial
Keith 6s '46
84
8354 8354
nominations were made last WednesLoew 354s '46
9854
9854
9854
—
54
Para. B'way
day and it was decided to hold another
3s '55
60
60
60 —1
session for nominations before holding
W. B. 6s '39
79
78J4 78^4 — 54 elections.
(Quotations at close of Dec. 8)

Church

147
147
149
147
146
151

Film

Gross
$1,447,016
1,887,424
1,625,170
1,558,698
1,528,286

152
(Copyright, 1937, Qiiigley Publishing Company, Inc.)

Street

Board Gains Continue Lightly
Net
Open High Low Close Change
Col
1554 1514 15J4 15^ -I- Va
Cons., pfd. 754 7'A W\
+ Vi
E. K
161 165 161 165 -yVA
G. T. E. .. WA 15^ 1414 15
-h V2
Loew
53 54 52"/^ 53^ 4- Va,
Para
1254 12^4 \2Yi 1234. + 54
Para. 1
98 9854 98 9854 -1-154
Para. 2
115^ IVA 1154 11^ -1- Vs
Pathe
6
6M 6
63/^+%
RKO
5
5
454 454—5^
20th Fox ... 2154 22 2154 2154 + 54
20th, pfd.... 28 28 2754 28
+ U
Univ., pfd.. 35 35 35 35
-f 54
W. B
7% 8
7J4 77A + Ys

Austr
s
''U"alian
to AidClaim
Finan
ce

152

148
144
150

Independent film producers in
Czechoslovakia will make about 60
pictures this year as compared to 36
last year, Leo Berger, sales manager
for M-G-M in Czechoslovakia. Poland, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, stated
Yesterday. Berger has been with
M-G-M for 11 years and this is his
first trip to America. He will leave
for the coast the end of the week with
stopovers at various sightseeing

38,600
43,500
23,300
273,000
16,900
23,000
99,000
55,700
90,200
14,500
37,950
68,300

Theatres
149
142

60 in Year

46,250
56,300
41,500
84,700
32,700
27,400
31,800
113,320
34,000

$100,000
110,700
56.800
6
7
6
4
105
5

Make

The producers in Czechoslovakia
points.
are
aided by the Government to the
extent of 10,000,000 crowns a year,
Berger said. There are 1^0 theatres
in the country, all wired for sound,
and with about 800 operating irregularly. These 800 houses are in educational and military sections. After
a three-year lapse, all major distributors have offices in Czechoslovakia except Warners and Columbia.
During the past two years, M-G-M
has distributed 50 films a year. The
annual number usually does not run
this high, but due to inactivity for
three years a number of films accumulated.

Nov. 12-13 Gross
No. Theatres

$1,544,974
Key city grosses up to the week ending Nov. 19-20 :
Week Ending
No.
3- 4.
Sept.
Sept. 10-11.
Sept. 17-18.
24-25.
Sept. 1- 2..
Oct.
8- 9..
''Honeymoon" Retitled
Oct.
HoLLYMOON, Dec. 8. — "Invisible Oct. 15-16..
Menace"
beenWarner
designated
the Oct. 22-23..
new
title has
of the
film as
which
Oct 29-30..
5- 6.
was produced as "Strange Honey- Nov.
Nov. 12-13.
moon."
19-20.
Nov.
Wall

To

Up;

Independents

1,500,826
1,587,879
1,546,112
1,555,682
1,510,291
1,519,420
1,544,974

Group

Urged in Australia
Sydney, Nov. 18 (By Air Mail,
via London). — Advocating the presentation of talking pictures in churches,
the Archbishop of Brisbane, Dr.
Ward, is urging the formation of a
Religious Film Society on the lines
of a similar organization in England.
"We need to stir the imagination
of Australian church people," he said,
"and the churches will do it." Supporting the move, another speaker advised the interested organizations
"not to start full of enthusiasm, then
buy cheapest stuff and expect to get
the people in. People will pay to see
the ordinary pictures, but they'll put
less in the plate at a cheap church
Sahin Carr Due Today
Sabin W. Carr, partner of Jed
show."in production of "Harlem on the
Buell
Prairie," with an all-Negro cast, will
arrive here from the coast today to
negotiate distribution of the film.

Sydney, Nov. 18. {By Air Mail via
London)— In a lecture to the Royal
Empire Society on his return from
Hollywood, Charles Chauvel, Australian independent producer, said that
Universal had agreed to come into
his company and provide one-third of
the capital and much valuable equipment. Universal would not control
the company, he said. If the pictures
possessed merit they would be reversal. leased in the United States by UniChauvel said that he was planning
an ambitious picture dealing with the
operations of the Australian Light
Horse. This could be made cheaply
in Australia but would cost a great
deal more in Hollywood, he declared
Universal home
that the financing
Charles Chauvel
measure instituted

office officials stated
deal referred to by
is a cooperative
for the purpose of

providing for Universal's Australian
quota production requirements.

Exhibitors

Join

in

F ederation Campaign
Local exhibitors met yesterday at
the Hotel Astor and formed a committee to support the New YorkBrooklyn Federation Campaign to
rase $6,250,000. Another meeting will
be held next Wednesday at the Astor
theatre.
Amongwere
the Judge
speakers
at yesterday's
session
Algeron
I. Nova,
Paul Moss, David Bernstein and
Harry Brandt. At next Wednesday's
meeting speakers will include Albert
Warner and Jack Cohn. Joseph M.
Schenck and Leo Spitz are scheduled to talk if they are in town.
"U" Retitles 2 Films
Hollywood, Dec. 8.— Universal has
re-titled two films. Ted Sloman's
feature, which has been known successively as "More Than Love" and
"Deadlocked,"
has been changed to
"The Jury's Secret," and "International Spy," directed by Joseph H.
Lewis, is now "Spy Ring."
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RADIO
DAILY
Four
NBC

Plans

Mobile

to Test
Television

(Continued from page 1)
transmitter atop the Empire State
tower. It will be used to televise
outdoor
sports, parades and news
events.
One van of the unit contains the
pickup apparatus, including caiperas
for both picture and accompanying
sound. A picture transmitter to operate on a frequency of 177,000 kilocycles ismounted in the other. A special directional antenna is used in connection with the mobile unit. In the
Metropolitan area, with its high
buildings and steel framework, the
normal working range of the new
unit is expected to be 25 miles.

i

Radio

Persona

CBS "Swing Club" performers
headed by Leith Stevens' orchestra, will open at Loew's State today
for a run of personal appearances,
through a CBS artists bureau booking . . . Del Casino has been booked
for a ries
date
the Dec.
"Hello 12,
Peggy"
seover on
NBC
through

Degree

Is >

for McCarthy

Chicago, Dec. 8. — Charlie
McCarthy, of radio fame and
intimate of Edgar Bergen,
has been granted an honorary
degree by the Northwestern
University School of Speech.
McCarthy has been awarded
the degreenuendo
ofandMaster
of Inthe Snappy
Comeback.

Jimmy Appel of the CBS artists bureau . . . Joseph Bentonelli will sing
on Vicks "Open House" Dec. 12 . . .
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Andrea
Leeds have been engaged for an appearance12
on the. ."Silver
Theatre"
gram Dec.
. Georgie
Jessel prohas
been appointed to the entertainment
stations to carry the program. His
committee of the New York World's
Fair.
"Critic On Broadway" is now heard
at 7:30 P.M. Wednesdays. . . .
+
+
Robert Guthrie, formerly of the
Arde Bulova, radio station owner
radio department of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and manufacturer of Bulova watches,
Benny Series to Go
has joined General Lithographic Corp.
as
account executive. . . . Alan Court- sailed on the Nonnandie yesterOn 23 Canada
Spots
day for Europe. . . . Mary-Ann
ney's theme song on WNEW, "Start Bock, 10-year old singer and
Jack Benny's General Foods pro- the Day with a Smile," has been pub- whistler,
has joined the Phil Spitalny
gram, now heard over 85 stations of
lished by Red Star Music Co. . . .
the NBC-Red network on Sundays, Ben Bernie has rented an apartment orchestra. . . . Alexander Gray will
return to New York from Chicago
will be extended into 23 stations of
at the Savoy-Plaza. . . . Jean Elling- Dec. 13 to do a series of network
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., beton of NBC has been booked for a auditions, set by Ralph Wonders of
ginning Jan. 2. A total of 108 sta- Hammerstein "Music Hall" appear- Rockwell-O'Keefe. . . . Martin Block
tions for a program is believed to be
ance over CBS through the NBC last week set what is believed to be
a commercial record.
artists bureau. . . . Fritz Reiner will a record mail response for a single
The deal was arranged through the
conductor of the Phila"Make Believe BallBaker Adv. Corp. of Toronto, Gen- be the guest
delphia Orchestra in its next four day forroom"his
when he received 6,756 miseral Foods Corp. agency representa- broadcasts on the bank-sponsored
sives, including telegrams, letters,
tive in Canada. In this country Ben- series. His first concert will be that
ton & Bowles and Young & Rubicam of Dec. 13. . . . Alistair Cooke has post cards, requests for tickets, rehandle its business, with the latter been moved to an earlier spot on the
quests forvotes
samples
of sponsors'
products,
in orchestra
popularity
agency handling the Benny-Jello ac- NBC-Red network to enable more contest and miscellaneous mail.
count.
"Cathedral" Returning to Air
Following an absence of two years,
the "Cathedral
of the
the air
Underworld,"
which
had been on
for almost
a decade under the direction of the
late Tom Noonan, will return to
WMCA this Sunday from 4 to 4:30
P.M., broadcasting direct from the
"cathedral" of the Rescue Mission in
Chinatown.

Moore

to Return

to

Air Starting Jan, 3
Benjamin Moore & Co. will return
to the air Jan. 3 with a program over
33 stations of the NBC-Red network,
from 11 ;45 A. M. to 12 noon, once
weekly. The contract was placed
direct.
The programs as usual will consist
of
the "Betty
Moore onTriangle
Club,"
Smith Joins Stirling Getchell
consisting
of talks
color styling
Fred Smith, formerly publicity and interior decorations. Benjamin
director of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Moore Co. annually for the past 10
Osborn, who recently resigned to form years has gone on the air for 21
his own publicity bureau, has been weeks.
appointed publicity director of the J.
Stirling Getchell agency, succeeding
Harry Bercovich, Jr., recently elected WQXR
Is Running
vice-president of the agency.
Ads from Sponsors
George Engles in Hospital
Due to the rapid growth in sales
George Engles, NBC vice-president of WQXR's advance monthly programs, which are sold to listeners for
in charge of artists' service, has been
in a hospital for the past 10 days tak- $1 a year or 10 cents per copy monthing a rest cure, it was learned yesterly, the station henceforth will accept
day. He is expected to return to his advertising in the program from
duties shortly.
sponsors of its broadcasts. The December issue of the printed program
Lux to Offer "39 Steps"
carries
copyBarforButter,
Martinson's
Coffee
Hotel
both accounts
Robert Montgomery and Ida and
Lupino will appear in a radio version being among the current sponsors of
of "The 39 Steps" on the Lux "Radio WQXR broadcasts.
The printed programs of WQXR
Theatre" over CBS, Dec. 13.
are sent monthly to those who wish
to know several weeks in advance
Barrymores on "Hotel"
John and Elaine Barrymore will be when WQXR features are to be
broadcast. The service was started
featured on "Hollywood Hotel," Dec. more than a year ago.
17, over CBS, when they will appear
in scenes from "Bulldog Drummond's
Johnson Adds KARK
Revenge."
Johnson Floor Wax Co., sponsors
Time to Film NBC Mail
of Fibber McGee & Molly, have
March of Time cameramen will visit added KARK, Little Rock, to its
the NBC Radio City studios today to NBC network. After the first of the
take shots of the audience mail sec- year, the program will add the Mction for its forthcoming film or radio Clatchey group of stations in California.
broadcasting.

Sterling

Products

P

Will

&G

Series

Change

Times

Four Procter & Gamble programs
on NBC will undergo changes in
broadcasting time, beginning Jan. 3.
"Story of Mary Marlin," now 10
to 10:15 A. M. on the Blue, will be
changed to 11 to 11 :15 A. M., and the
Red network presentation of the same
show, now 4 :30 to 4 :45 P. M., will be
set back, from 4:15 to 4:30 P. M.
Compton is the agency.
"The O'Neill's," currently on the
Blue from 11 to 11:15 A. M. will be
transferred to the Red, from 12:15 to
12 :30 P. M. Compton is the agency.
"Pepoer Young's Family," now on
the Blue from 10:30 to 10:45 P. M.,
moves to 11:15 to 11:30 A. M., same
network. Pedlar & Ryan is the
agency.
"Guiding Light," 4:15 to 4:30
P. M., Red, will be set back to from
3 :45 to 4 P. M., on the same network. Compton is the agency.
Inter-City Network
To Add nth Station
The Inter-City network, of which
WMCA here is the key station, will
add an eleventh station to the link
Jan.
when
Mass., 19,
joins
up. WLAW, Lawrence,
WLAW is newly licensed, and will
begin operations the day it joins the
network. The station will have a
power of 1,000 watts, part time.
Adam Hat to Sponsor Fight
Adam Hat Co. will continue its
sponsorship of the 20th Century Sporting Club fights over NBC for the
bout between Max Schmeling and
Harry Thomas, to be broadcast from
Madison Square Garden Dec. 13 at
10:15 P. M. over the Blue network.
Sam Taub and Brooke Temple will
report the fight throughout the east,
with Clem McCarthy and George
Hicks performing similiarb^ for listeners in other cities throughout the nation.

Renews
3 Programs
Three Sterling Products programs
were renewed yesterday for 52 weeks
each. All three are NBC programs.
They are :
"How to Be Charming," Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 11 :30
to 11 :45 A. M. on the Red, over 44
stations, from Hollywood.
"Lorenzo Jones," Mondays through
Davega Sued on Radio
Fridays from 4 to 4:15 P. M. on the
Suit was filed by the Condenser DeRed, 22 stations, from New York.
velopment Corp. against the Davega
"Backstage Wife," Mondays through City Radio, Inc., in the U. S. District
Court
Fridays from 11 :15 to 11:30 A. M.,
here yesterday, alleging
25 stationSj originating in Chicago.
"was contributorily inBlackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., is that Davega
fringing" on the plaintifif's
variable
condensers
by selling patented
Detrola
the agency.
The renewals begin January 3.
and Halson Radio receiving sets
which allegedly contain infringing
condensers. A permanent injunction
asked.
NBC
Organizes New
and an accounting of the profits is
Willys Musical Unit
The NBC transcription service has
organized a new musical unit called
the "Willys Orchestra of Soloists"
for the Willys-Overland Corp. The
unit will be for the 1938 spot radio
campaign for the automobile company,
and will be placed over stations
throughout the nation. William Wirges is assembling the soloists. Walter Brooks is in charge of the program
in New York. The U. S. Advertising Corp., Toledo, is the agency.
Bristol-Myers Has New Series
Bristol-Myers Corp. will present a
series of variety programs titled "For
Men Only" in behalf of Vitalis over
the NBC-Red network beginning Jan.
10, 10:30 to 11 P. M. The contract
is for 52 weeks, through Pedlar &
Ryan. The show has been presented
over WHN.

Renew Warner Show Time
American Tobacco Co. yesterday
renewed its 10 to 11 P. M. time on
the NBC-Red which, beginning tonight, will be occupied by the Warner "Your Hollywood Parade" series.
Until this week the period was taken
up
by &the Thomas
"Hit Parade"
Lord
is the musical
agency.series.
The
renewal is for 13 weeks.
Wrigley Program Is Set
Title and cast for the new Wrigley
Co. program on CBS have been decided upon. The series will be known
as "Double or Nothing," and the cast
will include Shaw & Lee, Sutton &
Bliss and Betty & Jean, plus Carl
Hohengarten's orchestra. The program will start Dec. 26. A total 54
stations will carry the program.
Frances Hooper, Inc., is the agency.
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Kennedy
Envoy
Film
British
Quota

as

an

Arouses
Interest

Trade

Pact

and

Vital Problems

To

YORK,

Air Film

FRIDAY,

Story

The story of the film industry will be featured on the
"Stories of Industry" program Dec. 28 over a coast-tocoast CBS hookup. Will H.
Hays, president of the M.P.
P.D.A., will be the guest
speaker. The program will
be on the air from 4:30 to 5
P.M., E.S.T.

DECEMBER
Blank
Is
In

TEN

10, 1937
Dinner

Milestone
His

Career

Leaders Eulogize Long
Service to Industry

Miss

CENTS

Pickford

Cites

Her

Given

UA

Goldwyn

Also

Option

Aid
Deal
Publishes

Statement

Hollywood, Dec. 9.— Statements reDes Moines, Dec. 9.— Th*; ballsulting from the abandonment of efroom of the Hotel Fort Des Moines
forts to purchase the United Artists
Quota Discussions
was the scene of an impressive tribute option were issued here today by Mary
tonight, one of those gatherings which Pickford, United Artists partner, and
In Commons
Heated
occurs every so often in this and other by Samuel Goldwyn who, with Alexfields, a striking milestone in the caander Korda, had negotiated to purBy AUBREY FLANAGAN
reer of an individual. Such a milechase the shares of Miss Pickford,
London, Dec. 9.— A fierce discusstone came tonight for A. H. Blank, lin.
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles ChapmarkedCommittee
today's session
the veteran exhibitor, honored by the inFilms sion
Act
of the of
House
Miss Pickford summed up the failure
dustry's 25th
leading figures
on theasoccasion of his
anniversary
one
of Commons, in its continuin"^ conthe purchase negotiations in "two
sideration ofthe separate quota pro- of the nation's leading film showmen. of
words." In her first statement
since
posals for incorporation in the new
The dais held an imposing group the options were given the two proFilms Bill. Adjournment brought the
ducers last May. Miss Pickford said:
of speakers, with Charles C. Petti"Mr. Fairbanks and I have consciengroup apparently no closer to a de- john, general counsel of the M. P.
cision than they had been when the
tiously cooperated with our partners,
P. D. A., as toastmaster, and in ex- holders of the
option, to effect a succellent form. The room was crowded
day's discussion opened.
cessful consummation of the deal, even
Sir Adrian Baillie, urging the
(Continued on page 17)
to the extent of making two drastic
amendment, said the only hope for the
concessions from the original agreefuture of the industry lay in its adopment. In the first instance we agreed
tion. He protested against a loophole
to take $1,500,000 in stock instead of
in the income tax act which, he said, Scully to Pick Aide
had allowed the American interests to
From
Universal Men all cash and in the second to take
$500,000 less in cash and no stock.
take £8,000,000 out of the country unAs a result of the decision by Lou
on 17)to printed
taxed. He said there was no objec- Weinberg, sales contact for Columbia, I take definite
(Continuedexcepti
oh page
tion to American producers.
not to join Universal in an executive
Oliver Stanley, president of the post, William A. Scully, new general
lATSE
Assessments
Board of Trade, objected to the adop- sales manager for Universal, yestertion of the separate quota proposal,
day told Motion Picture Daily that Korda to Continue
To End on Saturday
declaring that it would help some pro- an appointment will be made from
Hollywood, Dec. 9.— I.A.T.S.E.
ducers, but damage others. He said within the Universal ranks.
locals here were notified today that it marked the abandonment of an atOn a Normal
Basis
Scully said he believes in developthe two per cent assessment imposed
tempt to put British production on a
manpower within the ranks and
since Feb. 13 will end Saturday. The world basis and cause it to turn to a will ing
Londo
n, Dec. 9.— Following the
name a new assistant as soon as
announcement came from the Wash- small monopolistic British market. He
report here of the abandonment of the
he
makes
a
review
of
the
sales
personington headquarters of the Alliance
option deal for purchase of United
(Continued on page 17)
(Continued on page 17)
and the action was taken following
Artists by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexor at the meeting of international
ander Korda, oflicials of London
officers with George Browne at DeFilms,
the
Korda company here, detroit last week.
clared
today
production will continue
The purpose of the assessment was
on a normal basis.
Kennedy
at
London
(Continued on page 17)
They also expressed the hope that
==
By MARTIN QUIGLEY ==
the same financing as heretofore will
News Service with
be available for the future program
of the President's inten- widespread attention and which at the Korda Denham studio. There
Television Starts •'■^ EWS
tion to appoint Mr. Joseph P. have brought to him increased was a report here of some alternative
Peck Television Corp., pioneers in Kennedy the American Ambassa- responsibilities in the affairs of in- move by Korda, but there were no
the field of vision development, yesterdustry and government and which details available.
dor to Great Britain is a developnow
have
won for him the most
day began operation of the nation's
ment of especial interest to the infirst commercial television news servimportant designation in American
dustry of motion pictures.
diplomacy.
Warners May Repeat
with Jack
as itsice,first
client.Dempsey's Restaurant
Transmission of the news was from
It was as a motion picture exOn Trade Showings
In addition to the satisfaction
ecutive that Mr. Kennedy first atthe
service's
transmitting
location
in
Warners
are now considering trade
the Hotel Lincoln at 4Sth St. and 8th
tained national prominence. Al- personally which Mr. Kennedy's
previews
during
March in all key
appointment
will
bring
to
the
many
though his career previously had
Ave. avenue.
Dempsey's is at 50th St., on the
cities on at least seven new pictures.
same
persons
in
the
industry
who
had
been markedly successful in a nar- contact with him during his career Dates and definite pictures to be
Newspapermen who witnessed the
screened will be decided upon soon
rower field it was only when con(Continued on page 17)
fronted with the intricacies of the as a film company executive there by Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
business of motion pictures and its is an additional significance of manager.
attendant possibilities that he had genuine importance.
Among the group of films tentativeMore Radio— Pp. 17-18
ample opportunity to demonstrate
According to State Department
ly lined up
are "Adventures
(Continued
on page 2) of Robin
(Ccntinued on pag* 2)
those capacities which have attracted

Washington, Dec. 9.— The impending appointment of Joseph P.
Kennedy as Ambassador to Great
Britain, which is reported in authoritative quarters here, is of special interest to the film industry in view of
Kennedy's motion picture background
and the current progress of AngloAmerican negotiations for a reciprocal
trade agreement.
The industry pins its hopes for
equitable trade relations with England
in the future on the successful consummation of a trade treaty between the
two nations. Such an agreement, film
executives feel, would have a bearing on the new Quota Act.
Kennedy's association with the industry dates back to the old F.B.O.
days, the company which he purchased
and headed until he sold his controlling interest to RCA. The company
was thereupon reorganized as RKO.
Kennedy later headed the Pathe Exchange and was producer of the Gloria
(Continued on page 2)
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Kennedy
at London
{Continued from page 1)

aiinouncenient there is now in the
process of negotiation a reciprocal
trade treaty between the United
'Martin Quigley
States and Great Britain. This de..Bditw-in-Cliief and Publisher
velopment has been received with
MAURICE KANN. Editar
high approval by the motion picJ. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
ture industry because of the indicaJAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
tion involved that Anglo-American
Published daily except Sunday and film relations would be viewed in
holidayspany. Inc.,
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley,
Publishing
Com- the broad light of international represident,
Cohin
lations, thus divorcing them from
treasurer. Brown, vice-president and
Publication Office: 1270 Sixth Ave- certain narrow concepts that othernue at Kocltefeller Center. New York. Telephone
wise might conceivably leave the
Circle 7-aiOO. Cable address: "Quigpubco. New
York." All contents copyrighted rJ.S7 by Quigley American trade interest in a disadI'ubUshing Company. Inc. Address all correspondence to the
New.MOTIONVork
Office. Other
QuigleyBETTER
publivantageous position.
cations:
PICTURE
HERALD,
As work on this treaty progresses
THEATRES,
TEATRO
AL
DIA,
INTERNATIONAL .MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC and
FAME.
HOLLYWOOD: Postal Union Life Building, it obviously will be of major imVine and Yucca Sts. : Boone Mancall. Manager.
portance that the American ambas( HICAGO: 624 S. Michigan Ave.; C. B. ONeill.
sador be a person with something
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F. more than a casual interest in and
Linz. Representative.
knowledge
about the
.\.MSTEBDAM: 87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap, indifferent
Representative.
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim
K. Rutenberg, Representative.
BUD.VPEST: 3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II: Endre /. W. Gerard Talks
Hevesi. Representative.
liUENOS AIRES: Avellaneda 3949: N. Bruski,
Representative.
Before Ampa
Group
COPENHAGEN:
Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther,
Representative.
James W. Gerard, former American
HELSINKI: Fredriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio,
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square. W. 1: Cable address, Ambassador to Germany, was guest of
tjuigpubco. London; Hope Williams, Manager.
at the Ampa yesterday and re.MELBOURNE: Regent Theatre Buildings. 191 honor called
the days of 1917 when he wrote
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt, Representative.
.MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart,
"My Four Years in Germany," folRepresentative.
lowing which he appeared in the film
.MONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Bepresentativc.
version for Warners.
.MOSCOW:
Petrovski
Per
8;
Beatrice
Stem.
Representative.
Aside from his opinion of Germany
PARIS:
29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre. Rep- today, Gerard held that the film inresentative.
PRAGUE: Ulielny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf,
dustry isone of the three great media
Representative.
RIO DE JANEIBO: Caisa Postal 3558; L. 8. of public expression today, radio and
Marlnho, Representative.
newspapers being the other two.
RO.ME: 54 Via Delia Mercede; Joseph D. Bavotto, the
He said that these media can make or
Representative.
S.^NTLAGO
de CHILE: Casilla 13300; A. Wels3- break a government.
inann, Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41; Capital Theatre BuildMatthew Woll, vice-president of the
ing, 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler. Rep- A. F. of L., took a bow, as did Dr.
resentative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Bagnar AUbtrg. Herbert Edwards, who is assisting
Repi'esentative.
TOKVO:
880 Sasazuka.
Ichikawa-shl, Chiba-Ken; Mayor LaGuardia in the local tubercuH. Tominaga,
Representative.
losis drive. Wallace Ford tried hard
VIENN.\: Neustlftgasse. 54 Vienna VII; Hans
Lorant.
Representative.
to
get
over a few gags and finally adEntered as second class matter January 4. 1926,
mitted that Ampa was a tough audiat the Post Office at New York City, N. Y.. under
Act of March 3, 1879.
ence. Marshal Montgomery, ventriloSubscription rates per year $6 In the Americas,
quist, entertained briefly.
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
Paul Lazarus, Jr., who acted as
chairman in the absence of Ralph Rolan, who is en route to the coast, anWarners May Repeat
nounced that there would be no Christmas luncheon. Efforts previously put
On Trade Showings
behind the annual luncheon will be di(Ccyutimied from page 1)
verted to Film Daily Relief Fund.
Hood," "Food for Scandal," "Holly- Arrangements have been completed for
in behalf of the drive on
wood Hotel," "Gold Is Where You aDec.raffle
23.
Find It," "A Slight Case of Murder,"
"Jezebel,"
"Swing
Your view
Lady.'
Warners and
held the
first trade
on
K-A-0 to Pay $5.25
current season's product about six
months ago and were pleased with
Keith-Albee-Orpheum has declared
the results.
a dividend out of capital surplus of
$5.25 per share on the 7 per cent
cumulative convertible preferred stock
Warner Ball Dec. 17
for the quarters ending June 30, Sept.
The Warner Club, home office or- 30 and Dec. 31, 1934, payable Dec.
ganization, will hold a masquerade and
1937, to holders of record at the
civic ball at the St. George Hotel in 24,
close of business Dec. 17.
Brooklyn on Dec. 17. Ed Savin,
George O'Keefe, Blanche Schneider
G.N. 300% Over Quota
and Milton Cohen are in charge of
arrangements.
Kansas City, Dec. 9. — The Grand
National exchange here, of which
Russ Borg is manager, exceeded its
A^. O. Games Continue
quota 300 per cent during the last
New Orleans, Dec. 9. — Despite the
week collections.
of G._ N.'s five-week drive for
fact that the Louisiana Supreme Court cash
has declared all money games lotteries
and in violation of the law, there has
Grey Joins Allen-Hall
been- no withdrawal of the game since
A. Griffith Grey, brother of D. W.
the decision. While the newspapers
refuse to advertise the game?, an- Griffith, has been named vice-president
nouncements are blared openly on bill- of Allen-Hall Co., Inc., printers and
boards and screens.
lithographers.
Vol. 42

as

motion picture business. It will be
fortunate indeed if Mr. Kennedy, Film
Interest
equipped as he is with a thorough
knowledge of the motion picture
business, is at the Court of St.
page 1) through
"
Swanson{Continued
pictures,from
released
James's when the treaty document is United Artists. With the acquisition
given final form so that it will give
effect to those considerations which of Pathe by RKO, Kennedy retired
are essential to the welfare of the from the industry in 1933. After organizing and serving as the first
domestic motion picture business chairman of the Securities & Exand are not without real influence
change Commission, Kennedy was recalled to the industry in the late
upon many national interests.
spring of 1936 as a special adviser to
Mr. Kennedy's appointment, the Paramount board of directors. In
therefore, will have both sentimen- that capacity he made a study of thetal and practical interest to the
coinpany's
submitted"
it
to the operations
Paramount and
board
as a
motion picture business.
It will also afford to his many
friends in the industry renewed
pleasure in observing this brilliant
career go brilliantly on.
Four

A's

Revamping

Advanced
by Council
Reorganization of the Associated
Actors & Artistes of America into a
single
F. of L. performers'
union
for
the A.
entertainment
field was brought
a step nearer with progress being reported on current plans following a
terday.
meeting of the Four A's council yescomposed of numerous independent performers' unions, such as
the Screen Actors' Guild, the American Federation of Radio Artists, Actors' Equity Ass'n, the American
Guild of Musical Artists, Chorus

critique of company policies and management, together with recommendaforms. tions for executive and operating reAt that time, Kennedy's name was
widely mentioned in connection with
the presidency of Paramount. Unofficial reports held that he would not
accept the post if it was offered to
him, inasmuch as his name was being mentioned at the time in Washington as a likely appointee to the
Court of St. James's. Although the
appointment did not materialize at
that time, Kennedy was recalled later
to Government service as organizer
of the Maritime Commission, a post
in which he is now concluding his
duties.

Now

Equity and others,
the will
Fourbe A's
organizational structure
simplified to such an extent, upon the completion of the plans now in work, as
to make the parent organization, in
effect, one large union covering the
entertainment field.

No official
word as
of Ambassador
Kennedy's reported appointment
to
Great Britain has been received by
his New York office and no information beyond what has been carried
in the metropolitan newspapers has
been received here, an office attache
said yesteray.
"However," the Kennedy aide commented, "there must be something to
it because we have not been authorized
to make any denials."
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AN, manager of the EmJOE HERM
bassy, Brooklyn, was the chief guest
at a stag party given recently in honor
of his engagement to Toby Cooper.
Well-wishers included Harry Davey,
George Davis, Irving Berman, Sam
Alster, Sonny Grill, Jules Pincus,
Ben Friedman and Mac Alster.
•
Victor McLaglen and Brian Donlevy, who have been working in England on a Gracie Fields picture tentatively titled "He Was Her Man" for
20th Century-Fox, will return in time
to reach Hollywood by Christmas.
•
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus will sail
for Europe, Dec. 15 on the Queen
Mary with Robert Riley, executive of
the Technicolor camera department.
The trip will be a regular business
and inspection visit.
•
ToNi Spitzer of Walter Wanger's eastern publicity department left
for the coast yesterday to join the
Wanger press staff in Hollywood.
•
Madeleine Carroll will leave on
the Century tomorrow for the coast,
where she will start work on Walter
Wanger's "The River Is Blue."
•
Gladys Swarthout is in town for
a week or 10 days of Chirstmas shopping. She will return to the coast for
the holidays.
•
Harry C. Arthur, who arrived from
St. Louis early this week, plans to
return to the Mound City over the
weekend.
•
James Basevi, special effects expert, will leave for the coast today.
He will go by way of New Orleans.
•
Leonard Goldstein, producer of
the Buck Jones westerns, has arrived
from Hollywood for a short stay.
•
Edwin Morris, head of Music Publishers, Warner subsidiary, will return from the coast next month.
•
Roy H. Haines and Ben KalmensoN, eastern and western sales divifrom Miami in two weeks.
•
Rube Jackter will leave the end
of the week for a weekend of golf at
Pinehurst.
•
Sam E. Morris, vice-president in
charge of foreign sales for Warners,
is in Hollywood.
•

3

of E. I. duPont de Nemours ; President Charles Hook of American Rolling Mills ; President George Houston of Baldwin Locomotive, and
The
Newsreel
Parade
Board Chairman S. Clay Williams of
Reynolds Tobacco, on opinions of the
nation's business ; science marshals
Movietone News
to track down the mifor the $100,000 Santa Anita Handi- every resource
crobe which resulted in the deatli of
Vol. 20, No. 26
cap in California, and the human interest story of Jessie Simpson, maga- 11 Chicago babies; the Colorado River
(20th Century-Fox)
zine illustrator's model, who, after tapped near Yuma, Ariz., for feeding
The exodus of Chinese natives from
suffering the loss of both legs in an an irrigation canal in the Imperial
Nantao following the fall of Shang- accident, overcame her handicap to win Valley; the latest Soviet plane in a
hai and a more or less panoramic success in a chosen field.
camera story of the ensuing military
test flight near Baltimore ; Russia's
Running time, 9 mins.
K. military forces in review at Moscow
operations in Nanking and Shansi
Province contribute the material of
in celtbration
the atSoviet's
20th
anniversary
and of
skiing
Mt. Rainier
News
greatest consequence in this release. Paramount
top off the reel.
There are good shots, additionally, of No. 37
interesting.
Nothing exciting, but nevertheless
Shanghai streets flooded by the over- (Parainoimt)
flowing Whangpoo River and the new
Paramount jumps the gun on newsRunning time, 8 mins.
0.
suffering visited upon the war-tried reel reviews of the camera high spots
populace, in consequence.
of the leaseyear
devoting
entirenews
re- Universal News
to its by
resume
of thethisworld
Moscow's military and civil observance of the 20th anniversary of events of 1937. Competitive reels are Vol. 9, No. 622
the Soviet is pictured. There are some wondering now what Paramount will (Universal)
spectacular shots of Sydney, Australia, do for a Christmas Week release and
Universal comes through with a
and environs, caught by the camera whether it will issue another review series of latest war scenes showing
from a height of four miles. The bal- reel in the event another Hindenburg Japanese troops and planes firing on
ance of the reel is "filler." It includes disaster occurs between now and the Chinese sampans and munition forts
pictures of Shirley Temple at play end of the year.
at Shanghai. The plight of the Chiin Palm Springs ; animated Christmas
The review is a good one, however,
nese in all its horror is depicted as
doll exhibits from French craftsmen, and its cumulative effect is somewhat well as the unfortunate killing of
preparations for the opening on Christ- sobering, in spite of, or because of, George Stephans, New York Times
mas Day of the Santa Anita race- the fact that the outstanding news correspondent. Norman Alley and
track, and Lew Lehr's valiant effort events of the year, to the Paramount George Krainukov can thank their
to make something comical of a waterbicycle race by Long Beach, Cal., newsreel editor's mind, at least, depict lucky stars they are alive after making those shots. The scenes are anAmerican doing the Big Apple, holdbathing beauties.
other feather in their caps.
ing Legion conventions for overgrown
Running time, 11 mins.
K.
In addition to the warfare. Unijuveniles and batting rubber balls atversal claims four exclusive clips.
tached to a paddle while the rest of the
News of the Day
world smarted under dictatorships or They include the shots of workers
writhed beneath the horrors of modern completing a turret dome for a 200Vol. 9, No. 24
warfare. Labor pains as provided by or inch telescope at Mt. Palomar, Cal.;
(M-G-M)
C. I. O. and the Ohio Val- reaping of a holly harvest at BridgeDiversity of material gives this is- upon leythe
floods of the early part of the ville, Del. ; Batista announcing a new
sue of News of the Day a lively pace
temper the aforesaid impression three-year plan for Cuba at Havana,
and _entertaining quality that has no year
to
some
extent, however.
and mermaids introducing a new
origin in the news value of the indi\^enice, Cal.
vidual subjects.
The reviewer's general impression game of rumdrum on the beach at
Shots of Chinese refugees fleeing
thisevents
surveyofof 1937
the world's
camera
news
was that
1938
Something new in skiing is the deShanghai following the capture of the of
velopment of a mechanical device to
city are the outstanding contributions could provide much more pleasant mato this release. The selection of ma- trying. terial for the next record without half haul jumpers up Mt. Rainier, Wash.
There also are scenes of Russia celeterial, photography and narration all
Running time, 11 minutes. K.
brating its 20th anniversary of revocontribute to excellent pictorial reporting ofthe war incidents. Construclution at Moscow, and France's new
army planes in test flights at Villation work on New York's Sixth Ave. Pathe News
coublay, France.
subway line receives attention and Vol.
(RKO)
9, No. 41
Running time, 9
mins.
O.
should be of general interest besides
informing numerous New Yorkers
Eight subjects, two of which claimed Loew's
who have wondered just how a subto Add Hub,
way is constructed beneath a busy to be exclusive, are incorporated in
thoroughfare
without interruption of the latest Pathe issue. The first exBoston, to Circuit
traffic.
clusive puts Washington on display
Loew's
will add the Hub, Boston,
The arrival of ice covered freighters at night under the title of Washington Working Overtime to shake ofT to its circuit, on Christmas, it was
in Chicago from the Great Lakes is
learned yesterday. Contracts are to be
pictorial if not eventful. The begin- business recession. The second exclusive isthe invention by a Rutgei s signed today which will give the manings of the holiday mail rush at the
jor circuit a third house in the city.
Santa Claus, Ind., postofiice and at- University scientist of a camera which
Loew's
now has the Orpheum and
tendant observances within the com- telescopes months of plant growth in- State. The
Hub seats 900.
to a few seconds of film.
munity istimely. Other subjects comThe new theatre will be under the
Andre Baruch narrates five of the
pleting the release include shots of
of H. M. Addison, disthe observance of the Soviet's 20th an- eight clips with Erik Rolf handling supervision
trict manager for Boston, Providence.
niversary inMoscow ; the Ice Carnival the balance.
Rochester, Syracuse, Montreal and
at Madison Square Garden, New
Brief interviews with business lead- Toronto.
ers such as President Lammot duPont
York; the training of thoroughbreds

Warners Take Two Houses
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9. — Warners have
York to attend the Schmeling-Thom- closed a deal with Wilson Amusement
Gus ScHAEFER, foreign head for inspect plants manufacturing theatre as
fight
that
evening.
equipment.
Universal, will arrive tomorrow on
•
Co. to take over' the Wilson and
the JVashingfon.
Aptio, both in Tyrone, Pa. Several
•
John Hay Whitney is planning to
Margaret Ettinger, coast puh'*- other concerns have been bidding for
leave for the coast early next month. ity, visiting.
the theatres, which have been on the
Greta Garbo sailed for Sweden on
•
market for some time. Warners will
the Gripshohn to spend the Christmas
George
Arliss
is en route to
Sidney Howard on an air tour of take over the two spots on Jan. 1 and
holidays.
California on the Santa Paula.
the Carribbean.
•
they will operate out of the Pittsburgh
•
zone.
Earl Tucker and his bride are
Charles Bunn is back from a tour
George Batcheller is back from
here from London.
of key cities.
the coast.
Skouras at Denver
•
•
Denver, Dec. 9. — Spyros Skouras,
Trevor Hedberg of the White CirClaire Dodd here from the coast. A. S. Gambee and Edward Zabel of
Robert Taylor, who will arrive
cuit, Australia, is en route to the coast from England on Monday on the
National Theatres are here conferring
with a number of stops scheduled to Quefu Mary, will stay over in New
Lou Irwin is in from Hollywood. with Rick Ricketson.
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"Stranger Than Fiction
No. 4r
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
( Universal)
A rather interesting collection of
oddities is presented in this number of
the series, featured by the prisoner in
"Sergeant Murphy''
Ohio State Penitentiary whose earn- (IVarners)
Hollywood, Dec. 9. — The entertainment and commercial potentialities
retriwriting go asKansas
ings from story misdeed;
the
bution for his
of this picture stem from the adventures of a horse who plays the title
who is the district school's role. Too tough for the artillery, he is transferred to the cavalry,
youngster
only pupil ; the clever decoy duck whence, despite the excited agitation of his pal, Ronald Regan, he seems
making of Joel Barber, and the Oak- destined to become dog food. Between times, he makes things embarland, Gal., candy store which is
rassing for Colonel Donald Crisp during a review. But Regan, who loves
patronized by youngsters entirely on
the honor system, even to rnaking Sergeant Murphy greatly, and who also is romantically inclined towards
their own change. Running time, 9 the colonel's daughter, Mary Maguire, saves him. He trains the
mms. (j.
Sergeant to be a jumper, the horse sweeps all American competition.
Then Regan enters him in England's great racing- jumping classic, the
Grand National. Although forced to travel with a shipload of mules and
having to swim ashore. Sergeant Murphy wins.
"Brokers' Follies"
(Colmnbia)
Supplementing the sequences devoted to the horse's experiences and
A stock broker's office is the set-is the romantic interludes in which Regan and Miss Maguire indulge. Crisp
inment
ting. The ensuing enterta
provides some amusing comedy, and the reproduction of the artillery
a collection of passable acts that range review and insertion of clip shots from authentic Grand National races
from Campbell's Royalists, a singing make for spectacle.
act, to the Seven Loria Brothers, a
Other than the players mentioned, the supporting cast has little to do.
Latin-American child orchestra. It
Produced
by Bryan Foy and based on an original by Cy Bartlett which
also has fairly clever comedy matewas
adapted
by William Jacobs, the picture was directed by B. Reeves
rial. Running time, 10% mins. "G." Eason. The review and race shots reveal his best work. The film will
probably prove most popular with juvenile audiences.
"Porky's Hero Agency"
( Vitaphone)
Running time, 60 minutes. "'G."
The highly entertaining cartoon
character appears all too briefly here
in a comedy adaptation of that Greek
myth
the Gorgon's
Head.
It hasinvolving
been ingeniously
executed.
Looking
^Em
Over
There are modern comic slants and
laughs every few seconds. It should
get advance billing. Running time, 7
"Colorado Kid''
mins. "G."
(Republic)
Strictly routine in all departments, this western probably will prove
satisfactory for the youngsters and the adults who like their western
"Silver Threads"
(Columbia)
action material on the screen as long as there is a quota of riding, shooting and scrapping included.
One of John Hix's "Strange As It
Seems" shorts, this concerns the deBob Steele is the hero of the piece, which was directed by Sam Newgeneration of Hart Banks, composer field from an original story by Harry F. Olmstead, and is supported by
of "Silver Threads Among the Gold," Marion Weldom, for the romance, Karl Hackett, supplying the menace,
when success arrived. It is feebly
Ernie otherwise
Adams asadds
Steele's
acted and tear-jerking in type. Run- and
but who
littlebuddy,
to the who
film. helps him out of his difficulties,
]iing time, 9y2 mins. "G."
Steele is unjustly accused of murder, and escapes from jail after
being sentenced to death, bent on bringing to book the actual murderers
of his friend and former employer. He suspects Hackett, and in the
"Going Places No, 42"
course
of his pursuit of the murderer and his henchmen, becomes in(Universal)
Two widely diversified exhibitions
volved in a fight between Hackett and Miss Weldon's father. Steele of
of skill feature this number of the course makes good his promise to bring the murderers in, and at the
Lowell Thomas series. Able jewelry
workers in California fashion tiny same time assists the girl's father and finds romance with_^her.
^Running time, 56 minutes. "G."
replicas of all sorts of things in gold
to adorn women's wrists on chain
bracelets. The second sequence pictures the capturing of turtles in the "The People of France"
Bahamas, showing the native divers (Contemporary Amusement Corp.)
This film was produced as straight election propaganda by the Comas they swim below and emerge with
munist Party of France in an efifort to seat the Popular Front Governthe snappers for food and byproducts.
An interesting subject. Running time,
ment. It is a documentary treatment of labor conditions, anti-Fascism
and Communist procedure in telling converts of the advantages of the
10 mins. "G."
party and a verbal exposition by prominent leaders nf Marxian theories
as they are practiced in Russia.
The production enlisted the talents of prominent French players who
"Going Places No. 41"
( Universal )
contributed their talents, as did technicians and studio workers. The
An interesting and informative sub- leaders of the Communist Party of France are also to be seen on the deject in this series, assisted admirably
bating platform and in their offices. Jean Renoir directed.
by the quiet, descriptive narrative of
Lowell Thomas. The short pictures,
Running time, 63 (Additional
minutes. "A."
Review on Page 11)
with touches of beautiful scenic photography, the daily activity of the
Quinault Tribe in their Washington
Plan Dutch Exhibition
Reopen 2 in Seattle
reservation, set aside for their exclusive use by treaty. The men hunt for
Seattle, Dec. 9. — Two local neighAmsterdam, Nov. 28. — Dutch infood and sport, and salmon fishing in
borhood houses have just reopened
terests have completed plans for an
the teeming waters makes the com- after pre-holiday renovating and re- annual international film exhibition at
munity highly prosperous. Running
modeling jobs,
JensenVon Arabian.
Herberg's Scheveningen, seaside resort near here,
Bagdad, and
the
Sterling
and designed to promote the resort.
time, 9 mins. "G."

Cleveland
Cleveland, Dec. 9. — The fourth
annual Variety Club banquet and ball
at the Allerton ballroom drew 600
members and guests for the banquet.
During the dinner and throughout the
evening entertainment was furnished
by 200 artists appearing in 35 acts.
Dave Rubinoff, headliner on the
current RKO Palace bill, was present, both as an entertainer and as an
ex-Clevelander. He was orchestra
leader at the Allen about 10 years ago.
Dancing was to the music furnished
by Maurice Spitalny and his orchestra.
Don Wolf, nine-year-old son of
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager and
general chairman of the affair, apwith the the
Vivien
O'Neil family
Apple
Dancerspearedwhile
Schmeetz
was represented by 14 year old Estelle, daughter of I. J. Schmertz,
20th Century-Fox branch manager,
in a solo dance.
Prize feature of the entertainment
was a sideshow showing Variety Club
members' heads superimposed on the
heads of stars as they appeared in theatrical posters. This was the last
formal party in the regime of Chief
Barker M. B. Horwitz whose term
ends the first of the year.
Omaha
Omaha, Dec. 9. — Walter
Green, Omaha branch manager
Fepco Theatre Advertising Co., is
new chief barker of Tent No.

M.
of
the
16,

Variety
club, succeeding
MendenHALL, Paramount
branch A.
manager.
Evert R. Cummings, Tri- States
district manager, has been re-elected
first assistant chief barker and Sol J.
Francis of the American Distributing Corp.
hasbarker.
been named
second assistant chief
Sam Epstein
of
the Epstein Theatres Corp. is dough
guy, succeeding M. G. Rogers of the
Film Transport Co. Edward ShafTON has been reelected property master. Canvasmen are: Harry J. Shumow,er, R.D.S. V.
McLucAs, LeRoy
MillBallantyne,
W. J. Foley,
H. Novitsky, Rogers, Mendenhall
and E. I. Rubin.
Clowns to the national convention
in Cincinnati next April will be ShafTON and Shumow, with Green and
Mendenhall alternates.
Plans for the club's Christmas party
in the Fontenelle ballroom Dec. 12
have been completed. About 200 persons are expected.
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.— Bill Lewis,
the Sun-Telegraph drama editor, is
recovering in the Mercy Hospital after
a fall.
Dick Stabile has invited the boys
to the reception following his marriage to Gracie Barrie the day after
Christmas.
C. J. Latta and his family have
moved from Mt. Lebanon to the
Royal Yorke apartments.
Bert Stearn of the Cleveland tent
and his
nual wife
Warner came
Club down
party. for the anThe Monday night dinner was
called off this week because of the
testimonial banquet to Ira H. Cohn.
Ten members haven't missed a
Monday night dinner in the new
series. They are Wright, Gallagher, Downey, Smith, Maloney, McGreevey, Harris, Krumenbacker,
Weiblinger and Seed.
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V^ti'J Foint Cadet

llona Massey

Elcorvor Poweli ^
as the dancing
Princess

exotic new star
sensation!

King
1
Frank Morgan
as the henpecked
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The amusement world is ablaze
! "Rosalie"
\ 'I
is all that you have heard for months ! The
promise of greatness has come
true! M-G-M,

thrillingly

the lavish producers of "The

Great Ziegfeld" have done it again in a
screen show combining magic of showmanship, wealth of appealing personality, excitement ofstory and rousing Cole Porter songs
that are already sweeping the nation.
truly a Merry Christmas

and Happy

It is
New

Year that presents"Rosalie"one of the greatest box-office attractions of all time.

Reginald
Owen who
hates
revolutions

Billy Gilbert
as Oloff,
he's
a riot!and

Edna May Oliver
as the eavesdropping
Queen

Y4

^
Ray Bolger
famed star
of Broadway

u

musicals

K

Starring

NELSON

EDDY

ELEANOR
i
pRANK
Ray Bolger

POWELL
featuring

MORGAN

.

\1

EDNA

MAY

OLIVER

• Ilona Massey • Billy Gilbert • Reginald
Screen Play Written and Produced by Wm. Anthony McGuire
Directed by W. S. VAN

DYKE
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Box-Office

will spell it
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Denial

Here

to Aid

U S'ltaly Relations
G. D. Musso, president and owner
of ICL described as the largest film
company in Italy; located in Rome,
and the distributor of Universal product there, is in New York in an effort
to clarify the situation between American and Italian 'film interests, particularly with relation to the frozen "capital problem in that country. With
Musso is Edward Fenton, general
manager of ICI.
The prime purpose of Musso's visit
to this country, according to Fenton,
is to cement relations between the two
countries on film matters. The two
have bought 28 American films for
distribution in Italy next season, and
brought with them three Italian films,
"Cavalleria," "Contessa di Parma"
and
"Dr. Antonio," starring
Mariaa special,
Gambarelli.
The company plans to bring over
eight films a year for distribution here.
Negotiations are now under way for a
distributor. It is also planned to use
30 American pictures a year in Italy.
A New York office will be opened.
The two will leave here Friday for
Hollywood, where they plan to remain
for one week. They will return to
New York and will sail Jan. 5 on
either the Conte di Savoia or the Rex.

Toronto

Net

Meet

In "People" Action
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp. yesterday filed a general denial in answer
to the amended complaint of Henry
Rose against it, M-G-M Pictures
Corp., M-G-M Distributing Corp.,
Loew's, Inc., Culver Export Corp. and
Frank Dolan.
■- . .
Rose claims that .his- copyrighted
play, "Burrow Burrow," was' infringed .
in "Man of the People." He asks a
permanent injunction and an accounting. M-G-M, in its answer, also attacked the constitutionality of the
copyright law which gives the protection of copyright to unpublished manuscripts. The answer demands a dismissal of the complaint with costs and
attorney's fees.
Musso

Loew

to

Tom Connors, eastern divisional
sales head; E. K. O'Shea, temporary
eastern district manager ; Edward
Aarons and Alan Cummings of the
home office will leave tonight for Chicago to attend the three-day midwinter M-G-M division and district
managers' meeting. The three-day
session will get under way tomorrow
at the Palmer House. Howard Dietz,
who is scheduled to return today from
Boston, may leave with the home office executives.
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, and E. M. Saunders, western
sales manager, will go to Chicago
from Des Moines, where they attended the A. H. Blank dinner last night.
Regular company problems will be
discussed at the get-together, it was
pointed out, in addition to whatever
business may come up.
Also attending will be Sam Shirley,
Chicago branch manager ; Jack Flynn,
district manager with headquarters in
Chicago ; Charles E. Kessnick, district
manager with headquarters at Atlanta ;Bob Lynch, Philadelphia ; George
Hickey, Los Angeles ; Harris P.
Wolfberg, Kansas City ; Henry Nathanson and Walter Haynor, Toronto.
M-G'M

II
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"Me
{French
A poignant and realistic drama of provincial school life is offered
in this French film which was produced by Marcel Pagnol. Continental

Up

Firm

to $111,730

Toronto, Dec. 9. — Net profit, after
all charges,
of the
Marcus
Theatres, Ltd., for
fiscal Loew's
year ending
last August amounted to $111,730, this
being considerably above the net of
$81,795 for the previous 12 months.
Other items in the annual report also
indicate a much improved position, the
surplus account being increased to
$753,930 from $699,416 and the working capital being up to $264,998, compared with $166,364 at the end of the
1936 period.
Included in the payments for the
past year were dividends on preferred
shares of 8^4 per cent and the statement shows this stock is now in arrears from June 30, 1931. Earnings
for the 1936-1937 year represented
$17.08 per share of the seven per cent
preferred stock compared with $12.51
for the previous year.

newspaper notices have rated it above the memorable "La Maternelle"
but only in rare moments does it reach the heart-appealing level of that
film. It has finely handled situations that are compelling as they unfold
with genuine artistry. The picture should have average reception with
its proper audiences.
Briefly, the story concerns a school teacher and his problems with
the student body which is composed of young boys. Their torments and
his reaction have given him a notorious reputation as a fierce and strict
overseer. He is also up for promotion, being senior member of the
faculty. On Christmas Eve he is assigned to look after a number of
youngsters whose parents did not call for them and those who have
none at all. He minds his flock with his usual characteristics and sees
them to bed. The next morning they all find little gifts in their shoes
and they see Merlusse in a new aspect. He, too, is touched by their
Loew London Net $15,596
reciprocity and the film closes on a more cheerful note. He also gets
the promotion in addition to the esteem of the boys.
Toronto, Ltd.,
Dec. has
9. — Loew's
The title role is very well portrayed by Henri Poupon. Marcel Pagnol Theatres,
reported London
a net
directed.
profit for the year ending last August,
after all charges, of $15,596, compared
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
with $11,105 for the previous 12
months. A dividend payment of $5,904
on
the seven per cent preferred stock,
Five Erpi Engineers
Railway Express in
representing 1J4 per cent, was paid
''Wells Fargo" Tieup
Appointed by Altec during the year while the previous
Five former Erpi engineers were year saw a dividend payment totalAlec AIoss and Hal Danson of
Paramount have effected a tieup with named yesterday to head divisions of
ing $11,809.
Working capital of the London
Railway Express, starting Christmas, the engineering department of Altec
whereby two and four-sheet posters Service Corp., the new company which house at the end of August was $69,will be plastered on approximately has taken over Erpi's theatre sound 574 as against $55,787 one year earlier,
10,000 trucks throughout the country equipment servicing and installation while surplus account stood at $14,529
as compared with $4,837 one year ago.
business.
on "Wells Fargo." In addition to
these posters there will be special 25
F. C. Gilbert, who has been with
in. X 33 in. window cards in color Erpi in executive engineering capaci- Order Dissolution
advertising the film for display in the
ties for the past 10 years, was named
Of GTE
Committee
chief engineer of Altec. E. S. Seeley,
express company's offices.
Several million giveaways - have, with Efpi's -field engineering group,
Wilmington, Del., Dec. 9. — An
been printed for distribution at Para- since 1931, ^\ras named to Gilbert's order calling for the dissolution of
mount exchanges and will be avail- staff' with supervision over precision the reorganization committee of General Theatres Equipment, Inc., was
able to exhibitors free. Railway Ex- measuring apparatus, in addition to
press will mention the picture in all directing a special group of technical issued today by Chancellor Josiah O.
of its national newspaper advertising investigators. T. H. Carpenter will Wolcott in Chancery Court here.
and special publicity will appear in head a department formed to handle
The assets of the company acquired
The Express Messenger, house organ mechanical problems, supply special by the reorganization committee had
distributed to railway passengers. information on theatrical sound prob- .been turned over to General Theatres
The January cover of the monthly
lems and serve in a consulting capac- Equipment Corf)., organized under the
magazine will feature a special design
ity to manufacturers of sound equip- plan of reorganization.
The order provided for the payment
i)n "Wells Fargo."
ment apparatus. L. J. Patton will be
in charge of liaison between the engi- to the receiver of the balance of the
neering group of Altec and the theatre purchase price of the assets of the old
and film fields.
company and the distribution of the
A^. O. Awaits Bill Pine
proceeds of the sale of assets on
The appointments were made by G. claims.
New Orleans, Dec. 9. — Bill Pine,
It provides for payment of
Paramount associate producer, is L. Carrington, vice-president and gen- $83.80 by the receiver on each $1,000
eral
manager
of
Altec.
scheduled to arrive here Dec. 2d to
of all debentures which did not parmake arrangements for the premiere
ticipate in the reorganization.
of -"The Buccaneer." Cecil B. DeFormer U. S. Senator Daniel O.
Mille will plane in the following week,
Cleveland I. A. Elects
Hastings
Delaware is the receiver
for the oldofcompany.
and is scheduled to address the Y. M.
Cleveland, Dec. 9.— Film Exchange
B. C. at a luncheon, then take over
Local B-5, I.A.T.S.E. local
command for the opening at the Employes'
160, has elected the following officers :
Saenger Jan. 7. Akim Tamiroff is
Wilmington Union Elects
expected to be on hand. Dorothy La- President, J. K. Johnson; vice-presiWilmington, Dec. 9.— New offident, John C. Wein ; financial secremour is also expected.
cers of the Theatre Employes Union
tary, Irwin Sears. A recording secre- B 94, affiliated with the A. F. of L.,
tary will be elected in January.
have been elected. Bayard J. Barnes
The Board of trustees includes: Joe
president.
Bernstein, Pearl Geib and Harry Ly- is Other
Morely
new officers, to be installed
Hollywood,forDec.''Antoinette"
9. — Robert Moreman. Executive board members are
Sunday,
are: Vice-president, Hugh
ly, English actor, has been set for Harry Lyman, John C. Wein, Alice
Kipp
;
secretary-treasurer,
Lawrence
Pennington,
Gertrude
Swee,
George
the leading male role in "Marie AnToselli ; recording secretary, Josetoinette,"
originally
scheduled
for
Sendry,
Jerry
Krupka
and
Henry
phine Fritz ; business agent, Merritt
Charles Laughton.
Fosbender. Ira Beckstead was rePragg,
Jr. ; executive committee,
elected business agent of the local.
Margaret Toselli and James Jennings ;
trustees, F. Young, Marie Chalmers,
Plan Jacques Dinner
Stanley Zebrosky ; sergeant-at-arms,
Columbia Title Change
Cincinnati, Dec. 9. — Stanley
J. Powell ; delegates to the Central
Jacques, manager of the RKO branch
Hollywood, Dec. 9. — "Women in Labor Union, Pragg, Miss Toselli,
here, will be tendered a 20th anniver- Prison" will be the release title of the Miss Chalmers, Miss Fritz, R. Broadsary dinner at the - Netherland-Plaza Columbia picture which was in pro- bent ; alternates, Kipp and John
Hamilton.
here on Jan. 10.
duction as "Forgotten Women."
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"Barrier''

Truth'
Out

Second

PICTURE

Hollywood

and

Way

Week

Hollywood, Dec. 9. — William L.
Pe.vzxer, independent producer, is
Seattle
Lead
planning to produce an undersea color
picture, "20 Years Under the Sea,"
He has signed J. E. Williamson,
Seattle, Dec. 9. — "The Awful undersea explorer and scientist, as
Truth" led a general pickup among technical adviser. No release arfirst runs by getting $7,600 at the
rangements have been made. . . .
Liberty in its second week. This was Hugh Herbert and Allen Jenkins
$2,600 over normal.
"Heidi" was well into the profit will play the top roles in "That's My
Sister," which Bryan Foy will make
column with a take of $8,100 at the for
Warners . . . W. E. Callaway,
Fifth Avenue, and "Ali Baba Goes to Warners district manager, is on a
Town" was $300 over par on a take sales trip to San Francisco and
of $4,300 at the Blue Mouse in the Seattle . . . Franciska Gaal will
second week.
have the lead opposite Jack Benny
Total first run business was $39,850.
in Paramount's
Say Die."
Average is $36,500.
Raoul
Walsh "Never
will direct
and
Estimated
takings for the week Arthur Hornblow, Jr., will proending Dec. 3 :
duce. . . . Fred MacMlirray and
BiNG Crosby are set tentatively for
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
(20th-Fox)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), JOc-40c-55c, 7 days, co-starring roles in Wesley Rug2iid week, extended run from Paramount. GLEs' next Paramount film. "HarGross: $4,300. (Average, $4,000)
mony for Three" . . . Evelyn Daw,
"HEIDI" (20th-Fox)
Grand National "find," will start a
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 30c-40c-55c, 7 week
of personal appearances Dec.
days. Gross: $8,100. (Average, $7,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 30c-40c-55c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,600. (Average, $5,000)
"Submarine"
Dual
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950), JOc-40c-55c, 7 days,
.^rd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $3,600. (Average, $4,000)
High in New Haven
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
New Havex. Dec. 9. — "Submarine
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
ORPHEUM — (2,450), 30c-40c. 7 days. D-1," on a dual with "Fight for Your
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $6,000)
Lady," turned in the best comparative
showing of a week helped along by
"PORTIA ON TRIAL" (Republic)
PALOMAR— (1,500), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days. Thanksgiving Day grosses. The take
Vaudeville
headed
by "The$4,500)
Heat Waves." at the Roger Sherman was $7,200, up
Gross:
$4,400.
(Average,
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
by "The
$2,600.Firefly," with "Dangerously
"DANGEROUSLY
YOURS" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 30c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,750. (Average, $6,000)
Yours," was strong at Loew's Poli
with a gross of $10,500, over the line
by $2,500. "Ebb Tide" and "Night
Club Scandal" also made a good
"Ebb Tide" on Dual
showing, $7,000, over par by $2,200,
at tlie Paramount.
Total first run business was $28,200.
Top in Milwaukee
Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week endMilwaukee, Dec. 9. — "Ebb Tide"
and "45 Fathers" was the week's wining Dec. 2 :
with This
$8,300wasat $3,300
Fox's "LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
Palaceningforcombination
nine days.
"IT HAPPENED
IN HOLLYWOOD"
above average.
(Col.) 25c-35c. 8 days.
COLLEGE— (1,499).
"A Damsel in Distress" and "Break- Gross: $3,500. (Average, $2,800)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
fast for Two" were good for $7,000
at the Warner, $2,000 over average, "DANGEROUSLY YOURS" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days
while "Navy Blue and Gold" and "Big Gross:
$10,500. (Average, $8,000)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Town Girl" grossed $9,000 at Fox's
Wisconsin in eight days. This was
"NIGHT CLUB
SCANDAL" (Para.)
$1,000 to the good. Other business
PARAMOUNT— (2,348), 3Sc-50c, 7 days
Gross:
$7,000.
(Average,
$4,800)
was just fair.
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
Total first run business was $36,800
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
Average for five houses is $26,500.
ROGER
SHERMAN— (2,200), 35c-50c, 7
Estimated takings ;
days. Gross: $7,200, (Average, $4,600)
Week Ending Dec. 1:
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
Malco-Para. to Build
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
Memphis,
Dec. 9. — The Malco inWARNER — (2,400), 35c-50c, 7 days
Gross: $7,000. (Average. $5,000)
terests and Paramount are ready to
begin construction of a new 1,000Week Ending Dec. 2:
seat theatre in Princeton, Ky., accord"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
ing to M. A. Lightman.
"CHARLIE CHAN
ON
BROADWAY"
(20th-Fox)
The new building, according to presGARDEN— (1,200), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
ent plans, will be modernistic in de$3,500.
sign, with stores adjoining the lobby.
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
The site already has been purchased.
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
PALACE— (2.400). 35c-50c, 9 davs. Gross: The present Malco house in Prince$8,300. (Average, $5,000)
ton will continue to operate for "B"
"OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT" (Col.) pictures,
Lightman stated.
RIVERSIDE- (2,300), 2Sc-30c, 7 days.
Bandwagon," Gross:
Stage: "Hollywoo
(Average, d$5,000)
$5,000.
'*52nd Streef Is Held
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
San
Francisco, Dec. 9. — The Em"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F.N.)
STRAND— (1,400). 3Sc-50c, 7 days, 2nd
bassy
here is holding "52nd Street"
week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,500)
for a second week. The take for the
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
first four days of the holdover period
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (anh-Fox)
was
$4,100, a holdover record for the
WISCONSIN—
(-3,200), 35c-50c,
Gross:
$9,000. (Average,
$8,000) 8 days house.

13 with William Oliver, drama
editor of the Herald-Express, at the

Bergen

Smash

Coast
on
Hits
Orpheum.
January 8 has been set as the release date for Jimmy Fidler's "PerLos Angeles, Dec. 9. — "The
sonality Parade," a three-reel short
produced by Fidler and Ralph Barrier," with the help of Edgar
Staltb in which 20 former stars ap- Bergen and his dummy, Charlie Mcpear in highlights of their careers . . . 700 at the
Carthy,Paramount.
turned in a sensational
$33,Ken Murray
The first of "The Captain and the
Kids" cartoons at M-G-M may be and Oswald also were on the program. Normal for the house is
ready for release Dec. 18 . . . Sidney
Howard, playwright, has started on a
"Submarine D-1," with "The Adseries of flights in which he will visit
venturous
Blonde," was
a doubledall Caribbean ports and South Amer- $18,000.
barreled hit,
getting
$20,500,
up by
ican countries for material which will
be used in "Transatlantic Flight," $6,500, at Warners' Hollywood, and
Goldwyn.
Downtown.
Halted last spring by James Stew- $17,400, up by $5,400, at Warners'
"The Awful Truth," with "The
art's illness, RKO's "Vivacious
Man
Who Cried Wolf," was a holdLady," starring Ginger Rogers, will
hit at the Hillstreet and Panresume shooting, Dec. IS . . . Ed- tages.overAt
the former the $11,000 take
ward Gross has signed Harry Ed- was in the profit column by $3,000
wards to direct the second unit of the
and at the latter the $12,000 gross
Joe E. Brown vehicle, "Wide Open was $4,000 to the good.
Total first run business was $136,268. Average is $107,950.
Estimated takings for the week end"Sacred" Is $8,400
ing Dec. 8 :
Faces."
,
"THE HURRICANE" (UJV.)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), 50c-$1.50, 7
Grosser at Houston
days, 5tli week. Gross: $10,200. (Average,
Houston, Dec. 9. — "Nothing Sa- $17,000)"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
cred" zipped its way to box-office "BEG, BORROW OR STEAL" (M-G-M)
CHINESE- (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
laurels at Loew's State with a take 20
(Average, $12,500)
per cent above normal. The figure was $12,523.
"VICTORIA THE GRELAT" (RKO)
$8,400. Par is $7,000.
4
STAR—
(900), 40c-55c, 7 days, 3rd week.
"Submarine D-1" at the Majestic Gross: $3,143. (Average, $3,250)
"SARA LAR SIG FAIKETT"
hit par with $7,000, but "A Damsel in
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Distress" at the Metropolitan fell off $1,600. (Average, $1,200)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Cbl.)
slightlv, taking $6,750. Normal is
"THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF"
$7,000. The Kirby had a par week
HILLSTREET— (Univ.)
(2,700), 30c-6Sc, 7 days,
at $5,000. playing "West of Shanghai" 2nd week. Gross:
$11,000. (Average,
andThe"Sophie
Lang
Goes
West."
weather was wet and cold. Rice
"NOTHING SACRED" (U^)
Institute championship games offered $8,000)
"BEG,
BORROW OR STEAL" (M-G-M)
chief competition.
LOEW'S
STATE—
(2,500),$14,000)
30c-75c, 7 days.
$14,202.
(Average,
Total first run business was $27,150. Gross:"THE
AWFUL
TRUTH"
(Col.)
Average is $26,000.
"THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF"
Estimated takings for the week endPANTAGES— (3,595),
7 days.
(Unhr.) 30c-65c,
ing Dec. 2 :
Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$8,000)
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
KIRBY— (1.450). 15c-35c, 4 davs. Gross:
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
$3,000. (Average. 7 days, $5,000)
Stage: Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCarthy
"SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST" (Para.) with Ken Murray & Oswald. Gross:
(Average, $18,000)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c. 3 days. Gross: $33,700. "SUBMARINE
D-1" (F.N.)
$2,000. (Average, 7 days, $5,000)
"THE ADVENTUROUS BLONDE"
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
(F.N.)
LOEW'S
STATE—
(2,700),
25c-50c, 7 days.
Gross:
$8,400.
(Average,
$7,000)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) (3,000), 30c -65c, 7 days. Gross: $20,500. (Av
"SUBMARINE D-1" (F. N.)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (F.N.)
MA TESTIC— (2,250). 25c-SOc, 7 days. erage, $14,000)
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
"THE ADVENTUROUS
BLONDE"
(F.N.)
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
METROPOLITAN— (2,600), 2Sc-50c, 7
WARNER
BROS.
(DOWNTOWN)
d.iys. Gross: $6,750. (Average, $7,000)
(3,400),
(Average.30c-65c,
$12,000) 7 days. Gross: $17,400.
A^. H, Parties Planned
New Haven, Dec. 9. — Christmas
parties will be led off by the M-G-M
staff party at a night club Dec. 16.
Unit B-41 of exchange employes under the A.F. of L. will hold its first
Christmas dinner and dance at the
Hotel Garde Dec. 21, with exchange
managers and union officials invited.
Warners' theatre department will have
its annual festivities at the office, and
20th-Fox will have open house at its
new building which will be completed
Dec. 28.
Belmont Claims Record
The Belmont claims Saturday and
Sunday records with "Love or a
Kingdom," Polish picture. Evelyn
Lee Jones is now handling publicity
at the house.

Sawed House Up Again
Oklahoma City, Dec. 9. — The
now famous "sawed house" case has
bobbed up in U. S. District Court
again. Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., and other defendants, have filed
a
motionpetition
to strike
amended
from the
the plaintiff's
files and
to grant judgment for the defendants.
In the original suit for libel asking
$25,000 damages, $15,000 actual and
$10,000 exemplary, Mrs. Fern Chadwick, widow of an Oklahoma City
chiropodist, charged that Universal
newsreels showing the sawing in two
of her home by a loan company had
ruined her reputation, credit and social standing by suggesting that she
had been evicted from her h:>me and
was in dire financial straits.
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Pickford

Blank

Dinner

Quota

Discussions

In Commons

Cites

Her

Given

UA

Aid
Deal

(Continued from page 1)
Statements that I am responsible for
the failure of Korda and Goldwyn to
exercise the option.
"The statement that I might trade
my franchise of six pictures annually
to the detriment of United Artists is
absurd and utterly without foundation.
Creation of United Artists originated
with me and it has been my constant
aim to maintain its high artistic standards since its organization 19 years
ago, and I certainly would be the last
to mar either its glorious past or its
potentially brilliant future.
Asked No Discrimination
"It was part of the deal that I
should have the right to release six
pictures annually. United Artists distribution contracts contain the 'favored nation' clause and I simply requested continuation of the old contract. At no time was the suggestion
made by me that I should be entitled
to better terms than other producers.
"Despite innumerable and varied
statements that have been given the
press, the true reason for the so-called
'flop of the option' has never been
printed, but I leave it to the imagination of the picture industry and I sum
up the situation in 'two words.' "
Goldwyn pointed out that his connection with United Artists is through
its distributing corporation, and that
he is sole owner of his producing company, Samuel Goldwyn Prod.
It was believed in some quarters
here that Goldwyn's pointed reference
in the statement to the fact that United
Artists owns no part of his producing
company was an indication that he
might withdraw his product from
United Artists release.
Clarified "Misapprehensions"
The statement was preceded by an
explanation that is was issued to clarify any misapprehensions arising out
of the decision not to exercise the U.
A. purchase option. The statement
said :
"United Artists is a distributing
corporation. My only relationship
with United Artists is that I own onefifth of this corporation and am distributing my pictures through United
Artists at the present time. United
Artists does not own any part of
Samuel Goldwyn Prod. I am sole
owner of my production company and
have been for the past 15 years, during which I have produced pictures
independently."
Scully to Pick Aide
From
Universal Men
(.Continued from page 1)
nel in the Universal organization.
Scully is continuing his post as eastern district manager for M-G-M until the first of the year when he will
move over to Universal and to his new
post as sales chief.
Meanwhile Frank J. A. McCarthy,
eastern division sales manager for
Universal, has taken over the duties
of James R. Grainger, who retired
last week.

Heated

News

Service

with

Television

17
Starts

(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
event were first shown the transmitsaid it is absurd for producers to write
ting
equipmenttheandPeck
offered
an explanation of how
system
operates
In His
Career
to the press saying the present diffi- and later read the news as it flashed
cult times were due to the quota.
across the ground glass screen of the
Capt. Cunningham Reif claimed that
(Continued from page 1)
under the present quota system the receiving
Dempsey's.
Strippedmachine
of its in
technical
verbiage,
distributors threw in British pictures
the
system
operates
in
the following
to capacity, with nearly 400 in attend- like so much tea. Stanley appealed
fashion : The messages are typed onto
ance, and those who spoke were unanimous in their verbal applause of the to the committee to speed up its con- a cellophane ribbon at the Hotel Linsideration ofthe legislation.
coln, and the ribbon is spun into the
guest of honor.
transmitting
machine, vkfhere photo
The speakers, who were representamessage.
electric cells pick up and send out the
Assessments
tive of the industry, the church and lATSE
officialdom, included: Gov. Nels
To End on Saturday
The present line definition of Peck
Kraschel of Iowa, Gov. R. L. Coch(Continued from page 1)
Television is not known at the moran of Nebraska, Barney Balaban,
ment, the company at present being
president of Paramount ; Joseph Allen, explained by I.A.T.S.E. leaders as
Mayor of Des Moines ; George J. the creation of a fund for organiza- unwilling to divulge the information.
tional activities. The levy of the two line
However,
they will
promise
that the very
441Schaefer, vice-president and general
definition
be achieved
shortly.
manager of United Artists ; Bishop
per
cent
tax
on
members'
earnings
Gerald Bergan of Des Moines; Y. was a sore point with certain mem"Times" Type of News
bers and intramural factions of locals
Frank Freeman, head of Paramount
theatre operations ; M. A. Lightman here ever since its adoption.
The messages are in black and
The return of autonomy to the four
of Memphis ; John Cowles, owner and
white,
and the letters are approxipublisher of the Des Moines Register locals now run by International
high. The
and Tribune; Herbert Yates, head of officers remains a moot question
sagesmately
are four
of inches
the pointed,
high messpot
Consolidated Film Industries ; N. L. as officers of Alliance here are
variety
such
as
are
flashed
on
the
Nathanson, head of Famous Players silent except to announce the dropping New York Times screen, and are
of
the
assessment.
The
autonomy
Canadian ; E. V. Richards, New Orlegible on the Peck receiver.
leans.
move and assessment dropping de- quite
Because the company has not yet
mands were subjects of the recent
Gift Voyage Presented
permit, it is oplegislature committee investigation and received aeratingGovernment
on a channel up to 30,000
The employes of Tri-States Corp. figured in two civil suits brought
gave Blank a four-week trip to Hono- against International officers by members of the union.
With Dempsey's as the nucleus, the
lulu, while the employes of Central
company, according to a spokesman,
cycles.
States, the other Blank company, preexpects
to have
approximately
clisented him with a handsome luggage
Cleveland Meet Today
ents within
six months.
In six 200
months
set, in order that he may make the
it expects to be selling its receivers on
Cleveland, Dec. 9.— The Cleveland the
Honolulu trip in style. The Blanks
open market for about $250 per set.
its
hold
will
will leave soon after Jan. 1.
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n
tomorrow.
year
the
The
service such as is now in operof
meeting
final
Blank expressed his deep apprecia- President Ernest Schwartz will preation
at Dempsey's is leased for $35
tion for the honor, cited the loyalty
side. There will be a report on the to $45 per month. Peck will maintain
news
service
to the clients for 18
of his employes, and said :
I.T.O. convention in Columbus.
hours
a
day.
A company spokesman
"The theatre has always held for me
— a that a permanent news agency
said
a tremendous fascination. Doubtless
- 34
this fact has colored my viewpoint
- 5/8television
will be selected
Peck's
news
can be shortly.
received at
a distance
—1
Wall Street
tonight. I am glad I chose to enter— of
Vs 72 miles from its transmitter, it is
tain the public as my official job.
claimed.
14M
To be proud of the motion picture in4?4
Board Recedes Lightly
dustry means the deep appreciation of
Net Change
/2
the men who make that industry.
Close 2VA
Lorillard Sponsors
167
50^2
"I have understood fine promises
12
New Series on WOR
make friends — but it takes perform- 'A
p. Lorillard & Co., for Muriel
7H
ances to hold them — to call all present E. K.
-cigars,
will sponsor a new series of
my friends warms my heart with sat164
/
Para.
over WOR, beLoew
-news
11
A dramatizations
isfaction and pride."
ginning Dec. 14, from 7 :30 to 7 :45
6
Business Meeting Held
Pathe
1./
P. M. The series will be offered
154
All Tri- State managers and exhibiZ'A
twice weekly, Tuesdays and Thurstors met with company officials for
days. The program is produced by
im
2/8
2/8
a business meeting at the hotel this
Ben Rocke, and the agency is Lennen
19/
+2
8
19/ 18M
morning, when Freeman discussed bet- VV. B
& Mitchell.
ter cooperation between distributors
Orders for renewals of two current
Small Curb Change34
and producers. The Blank Silver AnChange WOR programs were placed yesterniversary contest started by Tri- State
Net
1
day. Hoffman Beverage Co., spon1 Low1
1 Hieh
theatre managers three months ago, G. N
m
Close
sors
of Arthur Hale's Transradio
Monogram
ended with presentation of the prizes Tech
Open
news programs, renewed for one year.
at the banquet. The Central States Trans
Univ. -Lux
Corp. 2
+1/16 The New York Telephone Co. will
2
2
2
continue its participation sponsorship
managers' contest will end Jan. 1.
Present at the dinner from other
of the Martha Deane program for
Little Bond Activity
cities were : Robert Ringler, Omaha,
another year. Both renewals are
+ 'A through Batten, Barton, Durstine &
and W. A. Judd, Des Moines, MonoHigh Low Close Change
Net
gram ;Leo Blank, midwest district Loew 3/s '46.... 98/ 98/ 98/
Osborn.
Para.
B'way
manager, Chicago, and A. W. Ander3s '55
60
60 60
son, Des Moines, Warners ; Lew W. B. 6s '39
Princess Pat Renews Show
78/ 78
78
— /
Patz, Milwaukee; James Winn, Chi(Quotations at close of Dec. 9)
cago; Lew Levy, Des Moines, and
Princess Pat, Ltd. has renewed "A
Tale of Today," serial script broadJoseph Rosenberg, Omaha, Grand Nacast Sundays from 6:30 to 7 P. M.,
tional ; Lew Elman, Des Moines, Minneapolis ; W. E. Scott, Kansas
RKO; Max Roth, Chicago; Henry City, and Stanley J. Mayer, Des on the NBC-Red. The renewal is for
Novitsky, Omaha, and E. J. Tilton, Moines, 20th Century-Fox; H. P. 52 weeks, beginning Dec. 19. The
Des Moines, Republic.
Wolfberg, Kansas City ; F. C. Hensler, Mcjunkin Adv. Corp. handles the acAlso, E. T. Gomersall, Chicago, Kansas City; W. E. Banford, St. count.
and J. J. Spandau, Des Moines, Uni- Louis; H. J. Shumow, Omaha, and
versal;Phil Dunas, Chicago; I. M.
C. Kennedy, Des Moines, M-G-M ;
Weiner, Omaha, and Mel Evidon, Des D.
R. C. Libeau, Kansas City, and R. M.
More Radio— P. 18
Moines,
Columbia ; M. A. Levy, Copeland, Des Moines, Paramount.
Is
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Program

Better

1936

Hours
by

197

A survey of the statistical records
► for the year shows a total of 19,400
hours of NBC program production, an
increase of 197 hours over 1936.
Music leads all divisions, with an
HERMAN BESS, sales manager of
WNEW, returned to the station estimated total of 11,476 program
yesterday after a tour of the midwest hours. Literature follows, with 3,427
. . . Wally Duncan of the same sta- hours ; talks, 1,543 hours ; news and
tion will tender a party to his friends special events, 692 hours ; sports, 293
in radio at Bill's Gay Nineties . . . hours ; comedy, 705 hours ; women's
Gale Page, NBC actress and singer,
hours237
; children's,
623
is en route to Hollywood for a second programs,
hours, and 404
religion,
hours.
set of Warner screen tests . . . Alice
Cornett has been renewed for 13 weeks
on the Coca-Cola program . . . The Philco Gets Permit
Kampus Kids have been signed for a
For Television Use
lers"
"Kidood
the
and
short,
Warner
will make Brunswick recordings, the
Washington, Dec. 9. — The F.C.C.
bookings through the NBC artists today announced the granting of the
service . . . NBC President Lenox R. application of Philco Radio & Television Corp. for a new television
Lohr was a guest at the National
broadcast station at Philadelphia to
Ass'n of Manufacturers' dinner last
operate on the 20,400-21,000 kilocycle
evening.
+
band with 15 watts power on an experimental basis.
Joe Marsalla will place his band
The commission also stated that it
under MCA management about the has granted experimental authority to
first of the year. . . Anne Shirley and WGN, WOR, Newark, N. J. ; WSM,
Ralph Bellamy are the guests of the Nashville, and KSD, St. Louis, to use
week in the Kraft "Music Hall" Dec. their broadcast transmitters for experimental transmission of facsimile
16. . . Don Johnson, known as "Prof.
Figgsbottle," has been engaged as a on their regular frequencies between
writer for the Diamond Salt "On the hours of 1 and 6 A. M.
Broadway" program. . . Roger Fawcett, secretary and treasurer of Fawcett Publications, won the high-over- Baird Television Is
all cup at the Travers Island traps of
the New York A. C. recently.
Viewed as a Success

Personals

London, Dec. 9. — The Baird TeleBuy Briggs & Varley Agency
vision experiment yesterday was pronounced a success by most of those in
The Briggs & Varley agency has
been purchased by L. E. McGivena, attendance. The program was broadcast from Alexandra Palace to the
now director of copy for Lennen &
Mitchell ; Frederic Suhr, executive Bromley Theatre, and shown on a
art director of the same agency, who screen 15 feet by 12 feet in size. The
resigned Nov. 30, and Tom Varley. result was clear and the sound adeThe change in ownership takes place
Scophony, linked with the Deutsche
in January. No officers have been se- quate.
lected yet.
system, also is planning news and topical television presentations. A demonstration was held yesterday at the
Ohio A. F. M. Executive Dies
Odeon in Leicester Square, on a
Hamilton, O., Dec. 9.— Edward screen measuring six by eight feet.
Stephan, charter member of Hamil- The images were less impressive than
ton's Local 31, American Federation the Baird result, being brightly lit,
of Musicians, died suddenly here to- but varying in definition. Scophony
day at the age of 67. He had been aims to supply newsreel houses and
treasurer of the A. F. M. local for 43 small theatres.
years, having been reelected to the post
only last Sunday. His widow and
seven children survive.
New
Shows
Seeks Writ Against Kate Smith
An injunction to prevent Kate
Smith from using the title "The First
"Your Hollywood Parade"
Lady of Radio" was sought in N. Y.
Supreme Court yesterday by Vaughn
The third venture into radio by a
de Leath, who claims that the title film studio was instituted Wednesday
belongs to her because of prior usage. when the Warner-American Tobacco
There will be no hearing on the suit "Your Hollywood Parade" moved infor several days.
to the microphone. For the record:
The first trial was Paramount's, illfated and quickly over ; the second
Renew G. E. Program
by M-G-M, still current and improvGeneral Electric Co.'s "Hour of
ing after a vacillating start. Of the
Charm" program, featuring Phil Spit- two film studio programs now on the
alny's all-girl orchestra, has been re- air, Warners' is by far the best.
newed for 26 weeks over NBC. The
Headed by Dick Powell, a mikeseries is heard Mondays from 9:30
proved
and sure-of-himself em cee, the
to 10 P. M. on the Red, over 56 sta- list of players
assembled for the first
tions. Maxon, Inc., is the agency. broadcast included Gary Cooper as
The new pact will become effective
guest ; Leo Forbstein's orchestra ;
Jan. 10.
Rosemary Lane; Rufe Davis; Bette
Davis, Olivia de Havilland, Basil
Buell Mason Joins WENS
Rathbone, Eric Blore and Patric
Columbus, Dec. 9. — Buell Mason, Knowles in a radio version of the film
formerly with Rudy Vallee's orches- "It's Love I'm After."
tra, has joined WBNS here as staff
The program was entertaining
pianist.
throughout and was soundly if some-

Brophy Is President
Of Kenyon
Agency

F.C.C.
Of

Schedule
Hearings

Set

Thomas Brophy, first vice-president
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., has been
Washington, Dec. 9.— The F.C.C.
elected president of that organization. tentatively has scheduled the followHenry Eckhardt becomes chairman of
ing cases for hearing:
the board,
and Otis Allen Kenyon reDec. 20, before an examiner — Conmains treasurer.
testing applications of Colonial
Brophy joined Kenyon & Eckhardt Broadcasters, Inc., and Seaboard
in 1931. He was formerly in charge
of sales research and development for Broadcasting Corp. for a 1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt station at Savannah.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Dec. 21, before an examiner — Application of Santo Sottile for a 1,200kilocycle station at Charleston, S. C,
Two Shows Renewed
100 watts night, 250 watts day.
By Standard Brands
Jan. 5,plicationbefore
an examiner
— Apof WGNY,
Newburgh,
N.
Standard Brands yesterday reY.,
for
increase
of
day
power
from
newed "One Man's Family," script 100 to 250 watts.
program, and the Chase & Sanborn
Jan. 6, before the commission — Apvariety work.
hour,
both on are
NBC's
Red year.
netThe renewals
for one
plications of Warren B. Worcester
"One Man's Family" renewal, for for a 1,400-kilocycle station at San
the coast-to-coast program will be ef- Diego, 250 watts night, 1,000 watts
fective Jan. 2. It is broadcast Wednes- day ; and KGKO, Wichita Falls, Tex.,
days from 8 to 8:30 P. M. Renewed for increase of power from 250 watts
also is the Pacific coast network edi- night, 1,000 watts day, to 1,000 watts
tion of the same program, broadcast night, 5,000 watts day; and contesting applications of Philadelphia Radio
Sundays from 9:30 to 10 P. M. over
Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia, and
the Pacific Red network.
Abraham Plotkin, Chicago, for a
The "Chase & Sanborn Hour" re- l,S70-kilocycle, 1,000- watt station.
newal will become effective Jan. 2. J.
Walter Thompson is the agency.
Jan. 7, plications
before
examiner — ApofWFIL,an Philadelphia,
for
increase of power from 500 watts
ARTA
Certified for
night, 1,000 watts day, to 1,000 watts
night, 5,000 watts day; WLBL, Stevents Point, Wis., for extension of
Bargaining at KFAC
time to operate nights with 1,000
Washington, Dec. 9. — The Ameriwatts
power ; Tri-City Broadcasting
Radio Telegraphists'
Ass'n tonight
was cancertified
by the National
Labor Co., Inc., for a 9S0-kilocycle, 1,000Relations Board as the exclusive col- watt station at Schenectady; Thum
lective bargaining representative of Broadcasting Co., for a 950-kilocycle
the employes of the Los Angeles station at Sandusky, Mich., 500 watts
Broadcasting
watts day, and Univertors of KFAC.Co., Los Angeles, opera- night,sity 1,000
of Illinois for a 580-kilocycle,
The union filed a request Aug. 3, 5,000-watt daytime station at Urbana,
111.
1
last, for investigation and certification
as representative, and a public hearSeeking Power Increase ^
ing was held at Los Angeles Oct. 12.
The board's certification, it was said,
Washington, Dec. 9.— Application
was based upon the uncontested evi- for an increase of power from 10,000
dence of signed designations authoriz- to 50,000 watts has been filed with the
ing the union to represent them, union F.C.C. by WOWO, Fort Wayne.
members constituting 14 of the 16 emWBNX to Name Languages
ployes who are affected.
Excluded from the A.R.T.A. bargaining units are the office manager
WBNX service
has introduced
formative
to conforma new
with in-'
its
and
assistant,
technicians and announcers.
slogan, "The Station That Speaks
Your Language." As the language
changes, the audience will be informed
as to the name of the language to be
broadcast
the duration of the particularand
language.
on
the
Air
what familiarly produced. Wisely
not attempting for a spectacular effect such as M-G-M strove for and
which made its first shows so confusing, "Your Hollywood Parade" adhered to a straightforward variety pattern and thus succeeded eminently in
its mission of pleasing listeners.
Dick Powell does much to make
the hour enjoyable. As em cee he
succeeded in keeping the proceedings
moving smoothly at top speed, and as
a vocalist he is pretty near tops in
his field. Forbstein's orchestra is
rather weighty, but good; Gary Cooper's monologue titled "The Girl of
the Golden West" was a highspot ;
Rufe Davis contributed amusing ditties and some of his inevitable animal
imitations ; the dramatization was
completely satisfying.
"Hollywood Parade" is offered
Wednesdays over the NBC-Red from
10 to 11 P. M.
Banner

Seek New Spot for WOL
Washington, Dec. 9. — William B.
Dolph, general manager of WOL, has
announced that the American Broadcasting Co. is conducting surveys near
Chillum, Md., to find a new location
for the station's transmitter.
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Warners
16-20

For

Plan
Films

England

Word Comes from Talks
Held on the Coast

Film
Is

Finance

Problem

French
Law

YORK, SATURDAY,

of

Trade

Governing Industry
Expected Shortly

By PIERRE AUTRE
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Warners will
make from 16 to 20 pictures in EngParis, Dec. 1.— ^The greatest problem facing the French film industry is
land next season, it was indicated yesterday at meetings being held at the that of finance, it is generally constudios by Harry M. and Jack L.
ceded, as plans move forward toward
Warner, Sam E. Morris, head of the the introduction in Parliament of a
company's foreign activities, and Irv- new measure which is expected to eming Asher, London production head.
brace legislation virtually governing
Joseph Hummel, foreign manager, the activity of the industry. The bill
had been sitting in on the conferences. is the work of Jean Zay, Minister of
He sailed Wednesday on the Mariposa National Education, who said recently that in the near future he would
for Sydney, Australia, and other foreign ports.
"present
before the Parliament a comWarners have been aiming for 20
plete bill which would constitute a
pictures a year, although it was real statute of the cinema industry in
planned to make 16 next season. Four France." Zay has already begun to
pictures with a world wide scope have consult trade leaders on the subject.
been added to the program. The
As the situation now stands with respect to production financing, there are
studio's contract players will be sent
(Continued on page 3)
to England to appear in the films designed for world distribution.
Asher will remain here until after
the holidays and will then return to Stanley Statement
don. His wife, Laura La Plante, may
Stirs Speculation
(Continued on page i)
London, Dec. 10. — The trade was
speculating today on the statement of
Oliver Stanley, president of the Board
Ask Ascap*s Gross
of Trade, yesterday that the Films
In Nebraska
Fight Act Committee of the House of Commons at a later date will present an
Lincoln, Dec. 10. — Attorney General Hunter of Nebraska went before alternative plan to the separate quota
the U. S. District Court here today proposal which has been advanced.
Although in some quarters the stateand asked for the complete gross rement is interpreted as indicating an
ceipts of Ascap since 1920, in connection with the Ascap action against adjustment in the constitution of the
state officials to prevent the enforce- proposed Film Council, to permit reconstruction ofthe whole matter after
ment of the anti-Ascap legislation
enacted last spring. Ascap has ob- a given period, others in informed
circles are inclined to see the statetained a temporary injunction.
ment as merely a tactical move to
In addition, Hunter presented to
the court a list of 137 other questions, accelerate the committee discussions.
63 of them aimed at Gene Buck, president of Ascap.
Plan Special Train
Florida Considers
For Fabian's Dinner
Arrangements have been completed
Radio Cancellation
by Phil Fox, chairman of the dinner
Lakeland, Fla., Dec. 10. — Florida's committee, for a special train to leave
Citrus Commission, which recently Monday afternoon for Albany, to be
contracted for a 26-week series of known as the Fabian Special. A spebroadcasts by Emily Post over CBS,
cial testimonial banquet is to be tenmeeting yesterday in Lakeland, condered Si Fabian on his 20th year in
sidered the advisability of canceling the film business.
the last half of the contract because
;Numerous local sales executives,
of the possibility that its efforts might exhibitors and friends of Fabian will
be nullified through the shipment of leave for Albany on the train which
fruit damaged by cold weather earlier will leave Grand Central station at
4:20 P. M._
(Continued on page 4)
Included in the group scheduled to
attend are George J. Schaefer, A. W.
More Radio— P. 4
Smith, Jr., Nate J. Blumberg, William
(Continued on page 3)
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Friendly

Gesture

London, Dec. 10. — A gesture
of cordiality from British officials to American distributors will be made by Lord
Mountbatten, who has invited eight distributors, mainly American, to attend a dinner next Tuesday at Mountbatten House to discuss a
supply
of films for 200 British
warships.
The Duke of Kent will be
present, and the distributors
have been invited to meet the
chiefs of the Royal Naval
Film Corp. and the Admiralty
Board for a discussion of the
problem.

U.A.

Move

Hold
Is
His

CENTS

to

Selznick

Indicated
Plans

Halted

Is Belief

Sale,

Here

A determined effort to retain David
O. Selznick in United Artists producer ranks will be made by the company, itwas reported in well informed
quarters here yesterday.
Although
there arehas
official
indications that Selznick
reached
an

agreement whereby he will release
through M-G-M, it is pointed out
here that no deal has been signed yet
Retirement
Report and there is every indication that
Artists will offer the best posDes Moines, Dec. 10. — Somebody Unitedsible
inducements to retain him.
lacked a sense of humor at the banSelznick's
determination to withquet in honor of A. H. Blank last
draw from United Artists in the event
night and reports were wired out
the Samuel Goldwyn-Alexander
that Blank was retiring from direc- that
Korda option for the purchase of the
tion of his film enterprises. He de- Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
nies this emphatically.
Pickford stock was exerThe report was caiised by one of the and Mary
cised, isbelieved in financial quarters
banquet stunts — a special edition of a here to be the real explanation of the
local paper v/hich was misunderstood collapse of the deal. One account
by a reporter.
which is credited in responsible quarters is that Goldwyn and Korda were
Blank said today that he was so unhappy after selling out in 1929 that not convinced that Selznick would
(Continued on page 3)
he will never quit the business again.
In refuting the retirement story today
he pointed to his talk last night dur- Anti-Tru
st Appeal
ing which he said :
"I will take a vacation trip given
me by my organization, as I feel I
Is Filed in Dallas
have the finest organization to be
Dallas, Dec. 10. — George Wright,
found and can go away for an indefinite period, realizing that Ralph Bran- counsel for distributors and Interton and H. M. Weinberg will do an
state, defendants in the anti-trust suit
even better job than if I were present.
lost by his clients here reThe loyalty and cooperation of men which was
cently, today filed two appeals in U.
working with me has been one of S. District court here, one appeal for
my greatest satisfactions for the past Interstate as exhibitor defendant and
the other for the distributors. While
the appeals are companionate cases
M-G-M
25 years."
Chicago Meet they were made separately.
The filing of the appeals had been
To Get Start Today scheduled for Wednesday but Judge
Atwell held that a delay was necessary
(Continued on page 3)
Chicago, Dec. 10. — M-G-M's threeday mid-winter sales meeting will get
under way tomorrow at the Palmer
House with William F. Rodgers, gen- Grand National Cuts
eral sales manager, presiding. Tom
Home
Office Staffs
Connors, Eddie Aarons and Alan
Cummings will arrive from New York
Grand National yesterday started
on the Century tomorrow, while paring its home office staff by
Rodgers and E. M. Saunders and sev- dismissing persons from the story,
eral other district managers who at- publicity, advertising and exploitation
tended the A. H. Blank dinner at Des departments. Edward Peskay, general
Moines Thursday arrived here last sales manager, stated that Edward
night.
Finney would move his department to
Al Lichtman, who had planned to the coast Jan. 1.
Helen Harrison will continue as
be on hand, has been detained on the
coast conferring with Nicholas M. contact with Finney at the home of(Continued on page 3)
Schenck, president.
A. H, Blank

Denies
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20th-Fox European
Heads Coming
Here
Ben Goetz, general production head
of M-G-M in England ; Francis L.
Harley, managing director for 20th
Century-Fox in England ; Ben Miggins, European manager for the same
company ; Samuel Engel, producer,
Victor McLaglen and Brian Donlevy,
who appear in "He Was Her Man,"
made by 20th Century-Fox in London,
will sail Dec. 18 on the Normandie
from Southampton.
Goetz spend about a week here
with his family and will attend the
marriage of his sister. Harley and
Miggins will confer with Walter J.
Hutchinson, 20th Century-Fox foreign
sales head, and then will leave for
Hollywood for a review of new product, while Engel, McLagen and Donlevy will go west immediately.

"Wells Fargo'' Shown
Washington, Dec. 10. — Representatives of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving and the White House
were shown "Wells Fargo" in the
Paramount exchange projection room
by Robert Denton, supervisor for
Paramount News.

Purely

Academy
Committees
On Awards
Named

Hollywood, Dec. 10. — The awards
► committee for the Academy Awards,
which will be announced at the annual banquet on March 3, will be
TAYLOR, Lionel
ERT
ROB
ore,Jack Conway, Harry headed by Frank Capra, president, and
Barrym
Howard
Estabrook, vice-president, for
Academy.
Ham, Selznick European representa- the
tive ;Leo McCarey and John WofOthers include : Actors — Alan
ENDEN of the M-G-M publicity department, arrive Monday on the Queen Mowbray, Larry Steers and Regis
Mar v.
Toomey ; Directors — George Cukor,
•
Roland V. Lee and Irving Pichel ;
Producers — David O. Selznick, Jack
Madeleine Carroll, just back from Warner
and Darryl F. Zanuck ;
Europe, will leave within a week for Technicians, Bernard Herzbrun, Major
the coast where Walter Wanger has
Nathan Levinson and Victor Milner ;
scheduled her for a starring role in
Writers — Claude Binyon, Oscar Ham"The River Is Blue."
merstein, II, and D wight Taylor.
•
For the technical awards such as
Aubrey Blair, secretary and treas- photography, art direction and the
of theleave
Junior
Actors' like, there is a possibility craft groups
Guild, urerwill
New Screen
York Tuesday
outside
the beAcademy
for Hollywood.
Branch may
invited to Technicians'
join. Plans
•
for such awards are being worked out
David O. Selznick, Carole Lom- by committees which will report to
bard and Fredric March have been the Capra committee at a meeting
made honorary members of the N. Y. Dec. 21.
It is estimated that under the new
Sheriffs' Ass'n.
system, which for the first time will
Merritt Hulburd, associate pro- throw the awards balloting open genducer for Samuel Goldwyn, will arerally to all industry workers, 15,000
rive Monday on the Queen Mary.
will join in the voting. The awards
•
publicity again will be directed by Hal
Paula Gould has completed a new Hall, who did the work last year.
Various voting methods still have to
novel, will
"I, Mary,
Take next
Thee,fall.
John," be
worked out.
which
be published
•
Russ Morgan and his orchestra
Organizes
will begin a stage engagement at the Monogram
Paramount next Wednesday.
New
Concern at K, C,
•
Kansas City, Dec. 10. — MonoMilton Hossfeld is due to return
gram Film Distributors, Inc., has
from a field visit of National The- been organized here to take over the
atres some time this week.
Western Missouri and Kansas fran•
chise for Monogram product of Dec.
J. J. Unger left Des Moines yes- 13.
terday for Dallas after attending the
Les F. Durland, who was sales
A. H. Blank dinner.
manager
of the former Monogram
o
distributing company here. Monogram
Edward G. Robinson will be in Pictures of Kansas City, Inc., is gentown after Christmas, according to
eral manager. The new company is
present plans.
lieing
financed by eastern interests
•
headed by W. Ray Johnston.
Ralph Rolan of RKO left last
W. L. Norris and W. P. Humston,
night for the coast via American Air- who formerly held the Monogram
lines.
franchisCj^ will form a new company
•
soon.
Ethel Merman is due from the
coast next week on a holiday trip.
Sam Rosen Wins Drive
Sam
Rosen, branch manager of the
Gus Schaefer of Universal is due
Philadelphia
exchange, has been detoday on the Washington.
clared the winner of the first prize

Personal

Lee Bowman, RKO
soon from Hollywood.
Herschel
Dallas.

player, is due

Stuart is back from

Agfa to Give Bonus
Binghamton, Dec. 10. — The Agfa
Ansco Corp. will give bonuses totaling $100,000 to its employes next
Wednesday. About 2,300 workers
will receive the money.
Critics
''Sacred"
Twenty-fourFavor
critics of the ScrippsHoward newspapers have voted
"Nothin
g Sacred" the best picture in
November.
Doyle Delays Arrival
_ Stuart F. Doyle, former managing
director of Greater Union Theatres
in Australia, has delayed his arrival
from England until next Wednesday.

in the recent W. Ray Johnston Playdate Drive. Henri Elman, president
and manager of the Chicago branch,
won the R. Scott Dunlap trophy and
D. J. Selznick, Pittsburgh manager,
took the third prize, a trophy donated
by Edward A. Golden, general sales
manager.
New Republic Story Head
Margaret Waite has been named as
eastern story head for Republic. She
will leave for the coast shortly to confer with studio heads on new material. It is understood the company is
after approximately 25 action stories.
Negro Actors Organize
The Negro Actors' Guild has been
formed. It is the first organization
of its kind. Noble Sissle, colored orchestra leader, is president. A membership drive will begin on Dec. 17
at a benefit at the Apollo in Harlem.
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Moskowitz
Studio

Finishes

Conferences

Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Charles C.
Moskowitz, assistant to Nicholas M.
Schenck, left for New York tonight
by train after completing conferences
with the Loew president and studio
executives. Moskowitz was here six
days. Schenck will leave either Saturday or Sunday and is due to reach
New York the middle of next week.
Al Lichtman who returned Tuesday
from England, will probably remain
here indefinitely.
Figure Loew Net $1.70-$1.75
Preliminary figures on earnings of
Loew's for the first quarter of the fiscal year ended Nov. 25 indicate a net
of $1.70 to $1.75 a share on the common. Last year for the corresponding
12 weeks,
mon share. the net was $2.14 a com.A.n executive of the company yesterday stated that the books for the fiscal
year ended Aug. 31 have not yet been
closed and therefore it cannot be estimated at this time the earnings during
that period. It was estimated to be $9.
Internat'l Cinema
Stock Is Approved
Washington, Dec. 10. — The Securities and Exchange Commission has
announced that the registration statement filed Sept. 16 by International
Cinema, Inc., Los Angeles, has become
efl^ective with respect to an issue of
50,000 shares of $5 par value seven
per cent cumulative convertible Class
A common stock and 100,000 shares
of common stock reserved for conversion at a ratio of two shares for one
of Class A.
The company expects to raise $250,000 from the operation. Fifty thousand dollars will be used for new
equipment and a like sum for working capital and $100,000 will be applied toward reduction of indebtedness.
The stock covered by the registration is part of an authorization of
200,000 shares of Class A and 1,000,000 shares of common. Five hundred
thousands shares of the latter are already outstanding, 40 per cent in the
hands of Regan-Day, Inc.
Oppose Chicago Benefit
The Theatre Authority, organization against benefit racketeering, has
disapproved the annual benefit of
Mayor Kelly of Chicago which was
scheduled there for Dec. 15. The
mayor refused to recognize the organization and turn 15 per cent of the
receipts over to actors' charities.
Other theatrical organizations, according to the secretary of the organization, have joined the Theatre Authority in its stand.
Skouras Party to Leave
Spyros Skouras, Edward Zabel and
A. S. Gambee are scheduled to return
from a tour
of National
Theatres'
divisional
operating
headquarters
on
Wednesday. The three have been
conferring with division heads on policies and new product for the holiday
Dieterle, Wife Injured
Los Angeles, Dec. 10. — William
Dieterle, director, and his wife, Charinjured in a traffic accidentlotte,
herewerevesterdav.
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Is Filed
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Problem

French
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(.Continued from page 1)
a number of small French companies,
very few of which produce more than
one or two pictures annually. New
capital must be obtained for each film,
which usually absorbs all money in
production. If the film is a success,
the producer gets no return on his
money for many months.
It is reported that of the 120 films
which will have been produced by the
end of 1937, about half have been financed by English money. It is
pointed out that French production
received its greatest impetus this year
from the $3,300,000 loaned by Lloyds
of London to French producers.
It is contended that if the French
Government is desirous of regulating
the industry, it must supply the needed
100,000,000 duction.
francs
for nextof year's
proOne method
assistance
suggested calls for the reduction of
the industry's tax burden, which is
estimated at 40 per cent of the annual receipts.
Production Cost Jumps
Official figures reveal that the cost
of French production, on the average,
has increased from 1,850,000 francs
per film in 1935 to 2,650,000 francs
in October, 1937, a gain which is attributed chiefly to the generally higher
costs in the countrj^ and new legislation which has increased labor costs
sharply.
It is understood the proposed film
legislation will regulate, within limits,
the type of individual who may produce, with respect to criminal record,
will protect the staffs of producers
from salary holdout, will regulate distribution and exploitation, regulate
special showings, impose a special tax
on foreign film dubbing, probably
amounting to 22 cents per foot, and
require censor approval of scripts prior
to production.
The measure also is said to provide for virtual Government regulation of the entire industry, with the
creation of a "Chamber of the Cinema," whose membership would include representatives of the industry,
labor and the government, and the
creation of a central film fund, which
would govern all trade operations and
financing.

Appeal
in

on

U.A.

Move

to

Warners

Plan

Dallas

(Continued from page 1)
since all papers had to be signed by
him in Brownsville. This was done
yesterday and the papers were returned here today. Deadline had been
set for Dec. 13.
The appeal is based upon two premises although the appeal is taken from
the court's entire decision. The
first premise is that each distributor
defendant acting independently of any
other distributor defendants as owner
of a copyrighted film has the legal
right to contract with a first exhibitor
providing that certain pictures shall
not be subsequently shown at admission of less than 25 cents nor as part
of a double bill.
The second premise is that there
was no evidence showing an agreement, understanding or conspiracy between the several distributor defendants to make such contracts with the
exhibitor.
The appeal goes direct to the Supreme Court and will be set down for
hearing within 40 days and likely be
heard in March or April.. U. S. Assistant District Attorney John Erhard
said the Government will ask a hearing before Judge Atwell Saturday regarding astatement filed with the appeal. No supersedeas writ has been
asked yet but still may be, it is understood.
Reduction

3

Rialto

Assessment
Affirmed
The Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court yesterday unanimously affirmed a $300,000 reduction in
the assessment of the Rialto Theatre
for tlie years 1935 and 1936, and ordered taxes paid on the basis of the
higher assessment returned with interest. Rialto Times Square, Inc.,
lessees of the theatre, with a 20-year
lease as of October, 1934, had asked
that the 1935 assessment of $2,825,000
and the 1936 assessment of $2,700,000
be reduced to $1,400,000 each.
Supreme Court Justice Ernest
Hammer reduced them to $2,525,000
and $2,400,000, respectively, on April
22. The Commissioner of Taxes and
Assessments appealed from the order
granting the reduction.

Hold
Is

Selznick

Indicated

(Continued from page 1)
withdraw until E. H. Lever, British
financial representative in the deal,
was on his way back to London to
close the agreement which had been
reached here. When the information
reached London, according to the account, Casenove, Akroyds and Greenwood & Co. withdrew their offer to
advance $4,500,000 cash for the exercise of the options.
With the deal having collapsed and
Dr. A. H. Giannini having been reelected president of United Artists, informed sources here believe that Selznick, once more, is open to renewed
negotiations with United Artists.
Call Merger Reports False
Financial executives associated with
both Paramount and RKO declared
yesterday that coast reports that
United Artists might be merged with
either of those companies were "without any foundation in fact, whatsoever." The positions of the officials
who were queried are such that no
merger discussions of the kind reported could occur without their being consulted.
Goldwyn's own plans are the subject of widespread conjecture here.
Responsible quarters, however, appear to be without definite information as to the producer's attitude.
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- 20

For

Films

England

(Continued from page 1)
stay over for several weeks with her
family. Morris will probably return
to New York ahead of Asher. Harry
M. Warner has no definite plan to
return
learned. east for some time, it was
Next Monday, stockholders will
hold an annual meeting at Wilmington
without the president. It will be the
first meeting he has missed in many
years. He and his two brothers. Jack
and Albert, are slated to be reelected
directors by the stockholders and the
following day they will be renamed
by the directors in New York to the
executive posts they now hold.
S. Charles Einfeld, publicity and advertising director, will leave for New
York after the first of the year. He
has been here for some time reorganizing the studio publicity department.
Plan

Special

Train

For (Continued
Fabian's
from pageDinner
1)
A. Scully, Abe Montague, Byron F.
(Dinty) Moore, Sol Edwards, Carl
Leserman, George Skouras, Herman
Starr, Leslie E. Thompson, Herman
Robbins, Joe McConville, Lou Weinberg, Joe Bernhard, Sam and George
Dembow, Rube Jackter, Jules Levy,
Albert Warner and John J. O'Connor.

U. A. Talks Dividend
Louis Weber Recovering
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Directors of
Louis Weber, attorney for the
United Artists in an all-day session Skouras Circuit, is recovering at the
today resumed discussions which had New York Hospital from a second
been deferred by the Goldwyn-Korda operation. He will leave for the coast
option negotiations. Among the im- shortly after he is discharged.
portant questions involved was that
of dividends for owner-members. No
Richard Dix Signed
definite action was taken and the matHollywood,
Dec. 10. — -Richard Dix
ter will come up again at tomorrow's
session. The option purchase situa- has been
signed
to a long-term contract with RKO. 27J4
tion was not discussed.
"Monastery"

Is Opened

Boston,
— "Monastery,"
film
record Dec.
of the10.life
of monks,
opened here last night at the Fine
Monogram Charges Infringement
Arts in Boston's first $10 premiere.
Monogram Pictures Corp. yester- The
proceeds, $5,850, were turned over
day filed suit in U. S. District Court to Rev.
Michael J. Ahearn, narrator
against Screen Attractions Corp. and
M. Kleinerman, who does business as of the film, for the Father Ahearn
Grand National Cuts Exhibitors' Film Exchanges and Star Fellowship Fund. Present were Mayor Frederick Mansfield, Bishop
Home
Office Staffs Safety Laboratory, for alleged in- Francis Spellman and Rabbi Samuel
fringement oftheir picture, "The Girl J. .\brams. World Pictures is releas(Continued from page 1)
of the Limberlost." The complaint
ing the film.
fice. The dismissals were effective states the picture was produced in
yesterday with each employe given an 1934 and the 16 mm. rights were sold
to Walter O. Gutlohm, Inc., on Dec. which granted the plaintiff exclusive
extra week's pay.
Among those let out were Harry 3, this yea.r. It is alleged that the distribution rights to "Crusade
defendant has been infringing by proAgainst Rackets." It was alleged
Blair, Lydia Senko, Joe O'Sullivan,
ducing 16 mm. copies of the picture. that
the picture was exhibited at the
Merritt Crawford, George Fish,
Frank Pratt, Charles Dorsa, Jack A permanent injunction, damages and Gaiety in violation of the contract.
Details of the settlement were not
Kerness, Barbara Day and Marjorie an accounting of profits are asked.
disclosed.
Dobbs.
Principal Case Settled
Peskay is planning to leave soon for
the coast to confer with Edward L.
Approves Weisman Lease
Judge William Bendy in U. S. DisAlperson, president. He is awaiting
Milton C. Weisman, equity receiver
trict Court yesterday approved an outa telephone call from London before of-court settlement of the $5,000 for Fox Theatres Corp., was authorhe takes off for Hollywood. In the breach of contract suit brought by
ized by Circuit Judge Martin T. Manevent the transatlantic call does not Principal Film Exchanges against ton in
U. S. District Court yesterday
come through by Monday night, Pes- Julius Kendis, who operates as Jay to renew his lease for office space at
kay will leave for Albany to attend Dee Kay Prod. The suit arose out 1450 Broadway for one year at an
the Si Fabian testimonial dinner.
of an alleged contract made in July annual rental of $2,700.
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Wheeling
Steel to
Have
Mutual
Series

"Musical Steelmakers," sponsored
► by the Wheeling Steel Corp., will begin over Mutual Jan. 2, from 12:30
to 1 P. M., and weekly thereafter
Fixed
a
ine
Pleas
headl
will
ENS
JANE lPICK
specia holiday stage show at the at that time. The series will be carried by WGN, WLW, WOR, WPAY
Brooklyn Strand Dec. 25 and 26 . . .
s
man
y
the
leave
Good
Benn
When
and
WWVA,
with the point of origiF.C.
The
Washington, Dec. 10.—
nation in the studios of the latter
Hotel Pennsylvania on tour, Sammy
C. today ordered hearings held on a
station in Wheeling, W. Va.
Kaye may replace him with a CBS
number of applications, among them wire
The series for the past two years
. . . Frank Cooper, handling
the following requests for new broad- radio for Curtis and Allen, has has been presented over WWVA,
casting stations :
booked Frances Farmer and Luther under the production guidance of WalFrank Ray, Dickinson, N. D., 1,310
ter Patterson, program director of
in a scene from "Golden Boy"
kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 watts Adler
on the Vallee program Dec. 16, and the station. All the talent, save the
day; Jonal Weiland, New Bern, Jimmy Shields for a third engage- orchestra, is recruited from the ofN. C, 1,370 kilocycles, 100 watts, and
ment on the Schaefer Beer program
fices, mills and manufacturing plants
Larry Rhine, San Francisco, 1,150
of
the
Wheeling Steel Corp.
16 . . . Abe Lyman's orchestra
kilocycles, 1,000 watts, daytime only. Dec.
h
has been signed for the Frenc CaHearings were also ordered on apsino through Harry Keller of the Florida Considers
plications ofWBNX, New York, for William Morris office. . . .
increase of day power from 1,000 to
+
Radio Cancellation
5,000 watts; WRDW, Augusta, Ga.,
Al
Pearce,
accompanied
by Dinty
{Continued from page 1)
1,500
from
y
frequenc
of
for change
Doyle
of
the
AmericanJournal,
left
of
to 1,240 kilocvcles and increase
in the week. The contract totals appower from 100 watts night, 250 for Chicago yesterday to take in toproximately $120,000, and a definite
decision on cancellation must be taken
morrow's pro football
game
and to. atwatts day, to 1,000 watts; WFOY,
tend
the
Ford
Sunday
broadcast
.
.
St. Augustine, Fla., for change of
Dick Jergen will go into the Trianon by The
Dec. Citrus
13.
Board took immediate
frequency from 1,210 to 590 kilo- Ballroom in Chicago Dec. 14 with a
cycles and increase of night power Mutual wire, and Herbie Kay will steps to forestall shipment of the damfrom 100 to 250 watts; KAPC, Port
aged citrus. Commissioner John Clark
succeed Paul Whiteman at the Drake
Arthur, Tex., for change of fre- Dec. 18, also with a Mutual wire . . . of Waverly stated he was in favor
of continuing the radio programs if
quency from 1,260 to 1,350 kilocycles
+
such fruit as was damaged can be
and increase of power from 500 to
kept off the markets. Ruthraufif &
Hollywood Town Pump
1,000 watts, and WMBS, Uniontown,
Pa., increase of time to operate nights
agency handling the ComHollywood, Dec. 10. — Log Cabin Ryan is themission's
with 100 watts power.
advertising.
Syrup has renewed Jack Haley for
13
weeks,
when
the
present
contract
Examiners' Reports Received
expires in about four weeks. The
New
Station,
The commission announced the re- show will continue under the present KTMS,
ceipt of examiners' reports recomIs Signed by Weed
mending the granting of applications setup, featuring Wendy Barrie, Virginia Verrill and Warren Hull, with
KTMS, Santa Barbara, a new
for new stations of United Theatres,
the Ted Fio Rito orchestra . . . Bobby
Inc., San Juan, P. R., 570 kilocycles, Breen will return to the Cantor show transmitter which went on the air for
the first time Nov. 7, has designated
1,000 watts; Nathan N. Bauer,
5, for eight weeks. The boy will Weed & Co. as national representaMiami, 1,420 kilocycles, 100 watts; Jan.
tives, effective immediately.
EUwood W. Lippincott, Inc., Bend, travel east with the Cantor troupe
The station is owned by T. M.
Ore., 1,310 kilocycles, 100 watts; when it leaves, Dec. 30 . . . Phil Baker
Keystone Broadcasting Co., New and his radio program cast will do a Storke, publisher of the Santa Bar
appearance at the Cocoanut bara News-Press, and is managed by
Castle, Pa., 1,250 kilocycles, 250 guest
Grove this week.
Norman
R. McLaughlin, formerly
watts, daytime only; El Paso Broadwith
the
McClatchey
organization.
casting Co., El Paso, 940 kilocycles,
Two New Accounts to WHN
1,000 watts; World Publishing Co.,
National Transportation Co., for
Tulsa, 940 kilocycles, 1,000 watts
Pilot Luncheon Dec. 15
night, 5,000 watts day; The Tribune Parmelee taxicabs, has renewed "New
Pilot Radio Award Society will
Co., Tampa, Fla., 940 kilocycles, York News of the Week" with Bryce
the first year of its exis1,000 watts night, 5,000 watts day; Oliver, for 13 weeks over WHN. celebrate
tence at a luncheon Dec. 15 at the
Mervel M. Valentine, Laredo, Tex., Wide World Advertising Co. handled
Attending the
1,500 kilocycles, 100 watts night, 250 the deal. Washington State Apples, Waldorf-Astoria.
luncheon will be the recipients of the
watts day, and John S. Allen and Inc., has signed for one-minute tran- Pilot awards, comprising practically
G. W. Covington, Jr., Montgomery,
scriptions over WHN starting Monall of the topflight radio names. Beday. J. Walter Thompson controls.
Ala., 1,210 kilocycles, 100 watts, dayginning this year, the luncheon will
time only.
be an annual event.
"Martha & Hal" Shifted
Dayton Spot Gets Increase
"Martha & Hal," now heard over
Other reports recommended the
CBS Again Polls Editors
Mutual Sundays from 11 to 11:15
granting of applications of WSMK, A.
M. will broadcast at a new time
Dayton, for increase of power from
CBS to
again
is polling
determine
the the
12 nation's
leading
effective this week, from 11:15 to editors
news
stories
of
the
year.
These
will
200
watts
to'
250
watts
night,
500
11
:30
P.
M.
Humphries
Homeowatts day; WRNL, Richmond, for
pathic
Medicine
Co.
sponsors.
be dramatized in the annual "Twelve
increase of power from 500 to 1,000
Crowded Months" program to be pre
watts, and KQE, San Jose, for insented this year on Dec. 24 from 9 to
Vera Brodsky Is Re-Signed
crease of day power from 1,000 watts
10 P. M. Paul White, CBS director
to 5,000 watts.
Vera Brodsky, concert pianist who of special events, is handling the de
Reports were received recommend- made her first appearance with Alfred tails.
ing denial of applications for new Wallenstein's orchestra on the Firestations of Airfan Radio Corp., Ltd.,
stone Hour last week, has been reJean Ellington on New Show
San Diego, 1,420 kilocycles, 100
engaged for Monday's program.
watts ; Southern Broadcasting Corp.,
Jean Ellington and Norman Clou
New Orleans, 1,200 kilocycles, 100
tier's orchestra will be featured in a
Mass.,
for
change
of
frequency
from
watts night, 250 watts dayj Jules J.
new Sunday afternoon program over
Rubens, Aurora, 111., 1,040 kilocycles, 990 to 550 kilocycles; WBNO, New the NBC-Blue at 4:30 P. M., begin
250 watts daytime only; Broward Orleans, for change of frequency ning tomorrow.
Broadcasting Co., Ft. Lauderdale, from 1,200 to 1,420 kilocycles and
Fla., 1,370 kilocycles, 100 watts increase of day power from 100 to
Jessel to Answer Fidler
night, 250 watts day, and Evanston 250 watts, and KGKL, San Angelo,
Los Angeles, Dec. 10. — Georgie
Broadcasting Co., Evanston, 111., Tex., for change of frequency from
1,020 kilocycles, 250 watts, daytime 1,370 to 940 kilocycles and increase Jessel will answer Jimmy Fidler's de
of power from 100 watts night, 250 fense of gossip on the air during his
only.
Denial also was recommended of watts day, to 1,000 watts night, 5,000 "30 Minutes in Hollywood" program
watts day.
tomorrow over Mutual.
applications of WBZA, Springfield,
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Crawford

Predicts

Restriction

on

Air

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Dec. 10. — Representative Fred L. Crawford (Rep. Mich.)
has predicted a drive against freedom of the press which, if successful,
will be extended to radio. He cited
the preference of Administration officials for the radio as against the
newspapers, because broadcast addresses are "uncontaminated by coeditorial comment."
In an incident
extension
of remarks in the
Congressional Record, Congressman
Crawford referred to recent criticism
of the newspapers by Postmaster General Farley and other officials and to
the current efforts of the National Labor Relations Board to interrogate
editors as to the source and reason
for adverse comment on its activities
as indication of a growing resentment in the Administration against
newspapers.
The Federal Government has ^
closer grip on the radio stations than
it has on the newspapers, he pointed
out, referring to the limited license
term and the necessity of securing
F. C. C. approval of all alterations
and improvements, and broadcast facilities could be readily controlled.
Peeler

Again

Seeks

Station at Taylor
Washington, Dec. 10. — George B.
Peeler, Taylor, Tex., has re-submitted
an application for a construction permit for a new broadcasting station in
that city, to operate day only on 1,310
kilocycles with 100 watts power, according tothe F.C.C.
The commission also states that the
Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp.,
Denver, has amended its application
for a new station, seeking a change in
frequency from 1,370 to 1,310 kiloWGNY, Newburgh, today filed with
cycles.
the commission an application for a
change of frequency from 1,210 to
1,220 kilocycles and an increase in
power from 100 watts to 250 watts,
while WBRY, Waterbury, Conn., filed
application for a change in power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts.
Macfadden

Show

to

Move to Mutual Net
Macfadden's "Court of Human Relations" program, currently broadcast
on the NBC-Blue network, will be
offered over the Mutual network instead, beginning Jan. 9, from 4 to 4 :30
P. M. It will be sponsored over Mutual by the Vadsco Sales Corp. The
deal is through the Albert M. Ross
agency. The contract is for 52 weeks.
Mutual stations which will carry
the broadcasts are WOR, WGN,
WLW, WGR, WOL, WHK, CKLW,
WCAE, WDGY, KWK, WHB, and
the Don Lee stations in California.
Martha Atwell will produce the proThe vacancy in the NBC schedule
created when the program moves to
grams.
Mutual will be filled by another program for Macfadden.
Plan

Dinner for Feldman

Friends of Bobby Feldman, vicepresident of WMCA, will tender a
dinner in his honor Jan. 9 at the
Hotel Astor, to celebrate his 20th
year on Broadway.
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Warners
To

Take

Muzak

Over

Corp.

MONDAY,

Competition
For

Holidays

Will

Be

Keen

Supplies Wired Programs
Directly to Clients

Broadway
Strong

Warners have completed preliminary
negotiations to take over the development of Muzak Corp., and eventually
will acquire control of Wired Radio,
Inc., of which Muzak is a wholly
owned subsidiary. Waddill Catchings,
president of Muzak and a director of
Warners, acted with H. M. Warner,
president, in arranging the deal.
Catchings declared Saturday that he
will retain his post as head of Muzak.
Muzak supplies programs by wire
directly, using either telephone or electric light wires, to homes or places
of business such as hotels or restaurants, from a central broadcasting
location.
Muzak, during three years of experimental development, has assembled
a library of 7,500 specially prepared
records in master transcriptions. It
is planned to develop the company on
{Continued on page 6)

Competition will be unusually keen
among Broadway houses during
Christmas and New Year's weeks
with all theatres, except the Rialto,
having lined up big attractions for the
holiday bills. Arthur Mayer has not
completed his bookings for the Rialto,
but will probably get set in the next
day or so.
The Capitol has "Rosalie" dated in
for both holiday weeks. The management over the weekend was undecided
whether to open the picture Dec. 23
or Christmas Day, but in any case
(Continued on page 6)

Warner

Preferred

Holders

:
'
;
'

Plan

YORK,

to

Elect

Wilmington, Dec. 12. — Preferred
stockholders of Warners tomorrow
will re-elect six directors to the
board at the annual meeting here.
Common stockholders lost the power
to elect several years ago when regular dividends were not declared. There
will be no other business than the reelections.
Ivor Culbertson, who has presided
at the annual Warner stockholders'
meeting during the past two years, is
expected to take over the job again.
Sam Carlisle,
comptroller,
will not atiContinued
ou page 6)
Hearing Date to Be
Set in Dallas Case
Dallas, Dec. 12. — A hearing on the
defendants' notice of appeal from the
Government's Dallas anti-trust suit is
scheduled to be set tomorrow by Federal Judge W. H. Atwell for the latter part of this week.
Judge Atwell returned from Brownsville late yesterday and is deferring an
immediate hearing on the notice of
appeal so that special prosecutors from
the U. S. Attorney General's office can
come here from Washington. The defendants' notice of appeal was filed
here on Friday, the day before the expiration of the appeal time.

Para.

Spots Booking
Attractions

Board

to Talk

Dividends Tomorrow
The regular dividend action on the
Paramount first and second preferred
stock is scheduled to be taken by the
company's board of directors at the
adjourned
meeting scheduled for tomorrow.
The meeting was deferred from late
November for the return to New York
(Continued on page 6)

DECEMBER

Reverses

the Idea

Washington, Dec. 12.— J. E.
Fontaine, Paramount branch
manager here, has reversed
the usual order of procedure.
Instead of letting his men
give him a testimonial dinner,
he is going to give them one
to show his appreciation of
their work.
The afifair will be held Monday at the Occidental Restaurant with the salesmen
and booker present.

Rodgers
On

TEN

13, 1937

Undecided

Scully

Vacancy

Chicago, Dec. 12. — William F.
Rodgers, general sales manager of
M-G-M, today told Motion Picture
Daily he has not definitely decided on
a successor to William A. Scully,
eastern district manager. Scully is not

General
On
Is

CENTS

Move

Economies
Discussed

Problem May Be Raised
At Hays Meeting
Industry conferences on cooperative
moves designed to bring current production and distribution costs into line
with decreasing grosses are looked
upon favorably by numerous ranking
industry executives, it has been learned
by Motion Picture Daily, and are
looked upon by some of these as essential at this time.
Rising costs and decreasing income
are an industry-wide problem, peculiar
to no one company, influential officials
are agreed. Cooperative action to cope
with it is necessary, they state, as individual company action can serve at
best as a stop-gap which could not
survive a continuing business recession.
Current executive sentiment appears
to favor action on the problem, or, at
least, generous discussion of it, within
the M.P.P.D.A. member ranks. Indications are that the subject may be
brought to(Continued
the foreon at
pagethe6) quarterly

present
at the
managers'
meet-at
ing which
got district
under way
yesterday
the Palmer House. However, E. K.
(Ted) O'Shea, who has been reported
as the likely successor, is here.
Rodgers added that he might not
announce the new eastern district manager at the local sessions. He also
stated that the meetings here are
"merely routine and nothing special is
planned either in announcements or
policies." Sales problems of various
kinds will be discussed, he said.
Look
At

for

300-350

Fabian

Dinner

From 300 to 350 friends of Si
Fabian are expected to attend the
CBF,
Canada's
50,000- Watt
testimonial dinner to be given him tonight at the De Witt Clinton, Albany,
Unit,
Started
at Montreal
Phil Fox, chairman of the dinner
committee, told Motion Picture
Daily Saturday. More than 225
poration station CBM here, will also have already paid for their tickets
Montreal, Dec. 12. — Canadian
and about 100 more have declared
Broadcasting Corp. steoped up into take charge of CBF.
the front rank of North American radio
Steady progress is being made in their intention of being on hand.
A. W. Smith, Jr., will be toastsystems with the inauguration Satur- establishing a chain of powerful broadcasting stations for the commission master. Scheduled to flank the dais
day of the new 50,000-watt station
here, CBF.
across the Dominion. The beginning are Mayor Thacher of Albany, Adjutant (Continued
General Johnson,
This new outlet, operating on 910 was actually made last February when
on page representing
2)
kilocycles is the most powerful to date the new 10,000 watt station was opened
in the Dominion, but will share that at A^ancouver. It is expected there
honor with a Toronto station when will be two such stations for the
new equipment is inaugurated there Prairie Provinces and one for the Chicago Men Asked
Christmas Eve. CBF is to be an all Maritime Provinces will be built soon.
To Accept 1% Tax
Up to date the corporation has been
French-language station, but will draw
from both Red and Blue networks of handicapped in providing an efficient
_ Chicago,
12.— The toCity
Council has askedDec.
theatremen
agree
on
NBC for material.
service to the Canadian listeners bea
blanket
charge
of
one
per
cent
of
Inaugural ceremonies here Saturday
cause of lack of stations of sufficiently
were officiated at by C. D. Howe, Fed- high power to compete with inter- their gross receipts in place of the
ference from certain stations in the present sliding scale for license fees
eral Minister of Transport and Ernest
Lapointe, Federal Minister of Justice. United States and across the Mexican which is being charged according to
H. Rooney Pelletier, former Ottawa border. Another drawback has been the number of seats in theatres.
City officials state this assessment is
(Continued on page 8)
newspaperman and director of the cornot unfair and will do much to increase the revenue from theatres to
meet a $3,000,000 budget deficiency.
Additional Radio News on Page 8
Theatre men will report Monday regarding their attitude,
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Legion

Passes

All

OF 8 New Pictures
The National Legion of Decency, in
its list of new pictures for the week,
has approved all seven reviewed, six
for general patronage and one for
adults. The new pictures and their
classification follow.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage — "Hitting a New
High," "Million Dollar Racket,"
"Quick Money," "The Shadow,"
"Thank You, Mr. Moto," "You're
Only Young Once." Class A-2, Unobjectionable for Adults — "She Married
an Artist."
Renew Decency Pledges
Catholics throughout the country
yesterday renewed their pledges, as
members of the Legion of Decency,
to rernain away from morally offensive pictures.

Duke Clark, Jr., Gains
Columbus, Dec. 12.— Duke Clark,
Jr., son of the local Paramount manager of the same name, has just returned from Mt. Carmel Hospital here
after having undergone an appendicitis operation. Young Clark is a medical student at the Ohio State University.

for

300-350

Fabian

Dinner

United
Have

Artists
13-Week

to
Drive

United Artists, under George J.
Schaefer's direction, will conduct a
(Continued from page 1)
13-week sales drive from Jan. 2 to
the governor, Nate J. Blumberg, C. April 2 with effort concentrated on a
Frank Reavis, Sam Rosen, Fabian,
of 11 pictures scheduled for
Fox, Meyer Schine, Abe Montague, group
release during that period. It will
Joseph Bernhard and others.
William F. Rodgers, general sales be called "The United Artists Bettermanager of M-G-M, is planning to
A. W. Smith, Jr., sales manager,
fly from Chicago, where he will wind Business drive."
says
this will be the first sales camup a three-day mid-winter district
paign in which every employe of the
managers' meeting this afternoon, to exchanges in the U. A. sales organiattend. According to Fox, there will
zation will share in the awards.
be more film men and important Quotas will be set and awards made to
people in Albany tonight than at any the leading district manager, branch
other time.
and leading salesmen in the
The entertainment program, which managers
eastern and western divisions. Six
will run for more than an hour and
of two weeks' salary each will
a half, includes Henry Youngman prizes
be given to the booker in the leading
and his orchestra, performers at the branch in each of the six districts, and
Kenmore Hotel, Albany; the stage
every employe of every branch which
show from Proctor's, Troy, and acts extra salary.
from all Albany theatres. The dinner reaches its quota will receive a week's
will start at 8 P.M. sharp. The
The pictures figuring in the drive
affair will be broadcast from 10 to
10:30 P.M. from WABY.
will be : "The Hurricane," "Action for
Slander," "The Adventures of Marco
Polo," "The Adventures of Tom
Will Receive Gift
Sawyer," "I Met My Love Again,"
Fabian will be given a set of "The
Divorce of Lady X," "Storm in
diamond studs as a token of esteem
from his friends. He also will be a Teacup," "The Goldwyn Follies,"
"The Gaiety Girls," "The Return of
given a scroll.
the Scarlet Pimperner' and "Nothing
Fox has lined up a 50-piece band
to greet the Fabian Special arriving
from New York tonight. Four full
Blondell to Columbia
cars have been reserved by New
Yorkers.
Hollywood,
Dec. 12. — Joan BlonSacred."
dell has been loaned by Warners to
Among those scheduled to attend
are : George J. Schaefer, Joe McCon- Columbia for "There's Always a
ville, William Sussman, Harry Bux- Woman," forcing her to drop her role
baum, Jack Bloom, Max Cohn, Sam in "Men Are Such Fools," Warner
D. Cocalis, Morris Epstein, H. Fen- film, in which Priscilla Lane will replace her. Dick Powell's next for Wardrick, Herman Gluckman, Joe Hornners will be "Howdy Stranger," from
stein, Joe Lee, Arthur Greenblatt,
Harry Kalmine, Tom Bailey, Sig the stage play, to go into work Jan. 3.
Wittman, Nate Sauber, Charles Hayman, Al Herman, Walter Reade, Sr. Showmen's Club to Start
and Jr., Louis Notarius, I. B. Persa,
Philadelphia, Dec. 12. — The newAl G. Reid, Charles Rosenzweig, Moe
formed Showmen's Club will make
Streimer, Charles Stern, Al Rogers, its lybow
here on Dec. 14 at the SylEdward Schnitzer, Moe Sanders, Bob vania Hotel. Elections will be held
Wolff, W. W. Howard, Budd Rogers, and those eligible for membership
M. E. Kornbluth, Joe Felder, Sol Ed- have been invited to attend.
wards, Saul Krugman.
"Ckee
Yates to Attend
f
ulo
Herbert J. Yates, Clarence A. Hill,
Louis Frisch, Sam Rinzler, Leo
Abrams, Nat Beier, Jack Bellman,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Sam Hart,
M. Kaiserstein, Edward Bell, Jack
Bowen, William A. Scully, Herb
Richek.
Jack and Nat Cohn, Charles Bryan,
Byron F. Moore, R. Ettelson, Frank
Freeman, Nat Fellman, John J.
O'Connor, Max Fellerman. Fred
Meyers, Leo Justin, Robert Fannon,
M. Jacobs, Sam Lefkowitz, Nat
Levy, Jules Levy, Harry Michaelson,
Eddie McEvoy, Leo Netter, Norman
H. Moray, Irving Rose, H. A. Ross,
A. Vigard, Jack Dietz, Louis Nizer,
Edward A. Golden, John Benas, Leon
Rosenblatt, Walter Vincent, J. McGuirk, A. Sabolski, Jack Shapiro,
Louis F. Blumenthal, John Turtletaub, Harry Mersay, Harold Carlock,
C. Haring, Edward Goldstein, B.
Sholtz, Harry Shiffman, Frank
Miske, Charles Casanave and A.
Reoch.

Universal

3-Month

Campaign

to Start

Universal district managers will
hold a three-month sales clean-up
drive starting Jan. 8 with the advent
of the incoming executives, Nate J.
Blumberg, president ; William A.
Scully, general sales manager, and
Matthew Fox, assistant to Blumberg.
The district managers will hold
meetings in their own territories in a
concerted move to clean up all unsold
situations and liquidate unplayed time.
The drive will close April 16.
Frank J. A. McCarthy, acting general sales manager, will make a trip
to the territory on behalf of the drive.
Harry Graham, southern district
manager, has decided to name his
drive the "Southern Challenge." His
offices include Atlanta, his headquarters ;Memphis, Charlotte, New Orleans, Dallas and Oklahoma City.
William Heineman, coast head, with
offices at the Los Angeles exchange,
has called his drive the "Western
Leadership
include Los Drive."
Angeles, His
Sanbranches
Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City and
Denver.
A. J. Herman, with headquarters at
Albany,
men atworking
Boston, on
Buf-a
falo andhas
Newhis Haven
name. E. T. (Peck) Gomersal, midwest district chief, with offices at
Chicago, has started work on his drive
with the Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Omaha, Minneapolis and Omaha
branches cooperating.
Sig Wittman, whose headquarters
are at the local exchange, will conduct meetings at the New York, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Washington
exchanges.

''Souls" Opens

in India

"Souls at Sea" opened simultaneously in three cities in India : Calcutta,
Bombay and Lahore, according to a
cable from Charles Ballance, India
manager, to John W. Hicks, Jr.,
vice-president
in charge of foreign
sales.

12 DAYS
Ban "Spanish Earth"
Providence, Dec. 12.— The Bureau
of Police and Fire has banned "Spanish Earth" on the ground that it is
"propaganda."
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Club

Buffalo

Buffalo, Dec. 12. — Jacob Lavene has
been elected to his third term as chief
barker of the local Variety Club tent.
Robert T. Murphy has been named to
Lead
Denver
his third term as first assistant chief,
and W. E. J. Martin to his fourth as
She's Got Everything
secretary and third as treasurer.
(RKO)
Denver, Dec. 12. — "A Damsel in
Sidney Lehman is the new second
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Save for a quintet of names with marquee sig- assistant chief barker. Carl W.
Distress," on a dual with "The Women Men Marry," led the new pic"She's Got Everything" gives showmen little to work with or Kempke, Stanley Kozanowski and
tures for the week with a take of talk about.nificance,
The five who wear them — Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Ralph W. Maw have been reelected
topped
$9,000 at the Orpheum. This
Victor Moore, Helen Broderick and Parkyakarkus — add nothing to their canvasmen. New board members are:
normal by $2,000.
lustre in this aimless retracing of well worn comedy grooves, and it Albert
Sitterly. Becker, Jack Berkowitz,
"The Awful Truth" was still in remains for Solly Ward, listed far down in the cast, to reward the payees George
W. Ferguson and John M.
the money with $4,000 at the Broad- with their single substantial return on the ticket investment, a hypnotism
Installation ceremonies will be held
way after staying a week each at the
Denver and Aladdin. This was $1,500 sequence that is genuinely funny. Unhappily, the picture is stopped in
A dinner is to be held for former
over a first week average. "Nothing its tracks immediately thereafter to accommodate an extraordinarily dull Jan.
10.
Sacred" went $1,000 over the line on night club passage, and it never gets going again.
Chief Barker Edward K. O'Shea and
a take of $9,500 at the Denver,
Raymond is again the rich young man, a coffee king, and Miss Sothern Ralph W. Maw. O'Shea will leave
Total first run business was $36,- is an impoverished socialite whose creditors finance her through a for New York soon to take a new job
500. Average is $33,500.
romantic campaign by which she attracts his interest while working as with M-G-M and Maw will take his
Estimated takings for the week endplace here in charge of the Great
ing Dec. 7:
his secretary. She's without guile in it, but he doesn't know it, and the Lakes District.
usual
estrangement
is
ultimately
patched
up
in
the
incredible
fashion
"SECOND HONEYMOON" {20th-Fox)
ALADDIN— (1,500J, 25c-40c, 7 days, after
Kansas City
a week at the Denver. Gross: $3,500. incredibly favored by producers, directors, writers (or somebody) this
(Average, $3,500)
season. (Even more incredible is somebody's belief that there's comedy
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
in the spectacle of a girl repeatedly drinking herself into nausea.)
Kansas City, Dec. 12. — R. R.
BROADWAY— (1,500), 25c-40c, 7 days,
Fabricators of this singularly regrettable venture are Albert Lewis, BiECHELE has been elected ^resident
after a week each at the Denver and
Aladdin. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $2,500)
producer ; Joseph Santley, director ; Harry Segall and Maxwell Shane, of Variety Club to succeed Elmer C.
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
screen playwrights ; all of whom, no doubt, would be pleased to forget Rhoden. Finton Jones was named
(2nd week)
DENHAM— (1,500), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days. the whole affair. The song, "Sleepy Time in Hawaii," by Leon and Otis first vice-president ; George HarttGross: $4,000. (Average, $5,500)
MANN, second vice-president, and
Rene, may be all right — no tune would have a chance in this setting.
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
Sam Abend, treasurer.
DENVER— (2,500), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Douglas Desch was named secreRunning
time,
65
minutes.
"G."
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,500)
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
tary, succeeding Homer Blackwell.
These officers are directors of the
"THE WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
tent. Carryover directors are Rhoden,
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $7,000)
Frank Hensler and George Baker.
"DANGER, LOVE AT WORK" (20th-Fox)
"TRAPPED BY G-MEN" (Col.)
New members elected are Earl
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Looking
^Em
Over
Jameson, Arthur Cole and Norris
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
Cresswell.
(20th-Fox)
On Dec. 18 and 19 Variety Club and
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE" "You're a Sweetheart"
the
Kansas City Star will sponsor
(Col.)
their fourth annual bowling tournaRIALTO^(900), 25c -40c, 7 days. "Ali ( Universal)
Baba" had played a week each at the
Thoroughly lively and entertaining musical fare has been made of
Denver, Aladdin and Broadway. Gross:
ment for the city school board's milk
$2,000. (Average, $1,500)
"You're a Sweetheart," with George Murphy and Alice Faye emerging fund for underprivileged school children. Over 1,200 bowled last year
as a first-rate song and dance combination which combines youth, apand received over 600 prizes.
pearance and ability. Miss Faye's singing offers a good voice and top
Frank Hensler of Variety and
Smith Closes 3 Deals
personality, while Murphy turns off a few dancing tricks which impart Ernie Mehl of the Star have started
Cresson E. Smith, western and additional pep to the film.
working on the prizes.
southern sales manager for RKO, has
The film is a trifle long, but has been produced with attention to detail,
—
closed product deals with the Gibral- considerable elaboration and high grade production values. It is fasttar Circuit, the Black Hills Amuse- stepping from the start and David Butler, director, and Buddy De Sylva,
Phila. Variety Dines
ment Co. and the Atlas Theatre Corp.
Philadelphia,
Dec. 12.— The local
in the course of a 10-day field trip producer, have seen to it that the pace is maintained throughout. The
from which he has just returned.
support cast is strong, featuring Ken Murray, Oswald, Andy Devine, Variety Club, Tent 13, tonight held
654 BelleWilliam Gargan, Charles Winninger and Donald Meek. Monte Brice its third annual banquet at the
and Charles Grayson, who did the screenplay, have written a speedy vue- Stratford with many out-of-town-1- Vs
- 54
including New York and
show, from the novel original by Maxwell Shane and Bill Thomas, while members,
Pittsburgh, in attendance.
the music, by Harold Adamson and Jimmy McHugh, should keep feet
tapping and send audiences out humming.
It is a picture the showmen should have no problem in selling, and
-1- Vs- Vi
which, he may be assured, will please his audience. The gay high
10^
spots include a dance routine by Murphy and Miss Faye, the comedy of
.. m
1154 2154
WJi
1154
Devine and Winninger, and an entertaining mock courtroom scene in
7Vs 48}4 2154
.Stocks
6|4 14in
-2/2
2754
14
Decline
which Miss Faye is charged, via song and dance, with the murder of
2754
754 10454
High
2754
W7A 10454
7Vs
Low
U'A Close Change
"Maggie" — by imparting swing to the old folk song.
m
m
Murphy, writer, gives Producer Murray a publicity idea for putting Cons., pfd. ..WVA
4SV2
Net
over his musical show, which includes buying out the house for a week,
163
162
163
162
..
10J4
Open
E. K
14
posing as an oil man from Oklahoma — since the show's title is "Oh, Oh, G.
T. E...
+ H
Loew
.
.
11^
.
14
Oklahoma," and pretending to fall in love with the star, Miss Faye. Loew, pfd. ... 2VA
Wt 395^
But the love idea really works, and along with that arise the usual finan3954
cial problems in production. The ruse is discovered, everything almost Para. 2, , . .. 2754
6
6
6 1041^
6
Pathe
collapses, but the success of the show saves the day for the producer R. K. O... .. 7Vs.
4945^,
49
and the romance for Miss Faye and Murphy.
20th Fox..
20th
pfd...
A lively, tuneful picture, it looks like good box-office.
+ Vi
W.
B pfd..
. . 3954
W. B.,
"G."
.
45^
minutes.
96
time,
Running
Little Curb Action
21
Net
High Low
Close Change
See End of Blue Law
Kay Francis Is Cast
1
1
1
1
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Despite the
Bellows Falls, Vt., Dec. 12. — As
the result of the acquittal here by a suit on file to invalidate her Warner G. N
Warner Bonds Off
jury of Raymond A. Kiniry on a contract, Kay Francis has been named
Net
Open
to head the cast of the new David
High Low Close Chcuige
charge of violation of a 160-year-old Lewis production, tentatively titled
w. B. 6s '39
blue law, it is believed the ancient
73
72
72 —2%
Sunday statute will be forgotten.
(Quotations at close of Dec. 11.)
"All Rights Reserved."
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DAILY

6
Actors

Competition

Agree

Tentatively
on

Time

Pact

G,B,
For

Lines

Up

Monthly

Seven

Holidays

Plan

Release

Seven pictures for release at the
The Screen Actors' Guild reached
a tentative agreement with the March rate of one a month, starting in January, have been set by G. B., accordof Time on Saturday, following proing to Arthur Lee, vice-president. In
longed negotiations between the two
Will
Be
Keen
on whether the reel should become a
addition, two other pictures, "Nonstop New York" and "Look Out for
shop"
"closed
guild
the
to
signatory
contract.
Love,"
are being
this month.
(Continued from page 1)
Included
in thedated
sevenfor features
are
A statement by Aubrey Blair, secthe musical will be held for at least
two Jessie Matthews and two Nova
r
e
t
a
r
y
t
r
e
a
s
u
r
e
r
o
f
the
junior
guild,
two weeks.
Pilbeam starring vehicles. The two
related that "two or three points" are
Grace Moore will open Thursday still
in dispute and will be submitted Matthews films are "Sailing Along"
at the Music Hall in "I'll Take Ro- to the guild's board of directors in and "Asking for Trouble." The latter
mance." This will be held for Christ- Hollywood for settlement, but added is near completion and work on the
mas week and on Dec. 30 will be supthat the guild "looked forward to the third has already been started. The
same harmonious relationship with
planted by"Tovarich."
two Pilbeams, "The Girl Was Young"
"You're a Sweetheart" is slated to March of Time" which has been and
"False Witness," are being prebe the Christmas attraction at the achieved with other eastern producers.
pared by Alfred Hitchcock.
Cameras have begun to turn on
Roxy and "Love and Hisses" will be The reel is the last eastern producer
the New Year's film fare.
of consequence to reach an agreement "Bank Holiday," tentatively titled.
The Paramount on Wednesday will with the guild.
"The Show Goes On" is the second
open
with "True
Confession,"
It is understood that the guild's Anna Neagle production from Herwill continue
until
Dec. 29 which
when agreement
exempts work of a newsreel
bert Wilcox. "I Was a Spy" is to be
"Wells Fargo" embarks on an indefi- nature from the contract, but includes reissued.
nite engagement. Headline^ band all other types of March of Time pronames will flank the picture billing.
duction work.
The eastern branch of the guild will Chicago Parties Are
At the Strand, "First Lady" is
down to start Dec. 22 with "Subma- hold its first membership meeting at
Set in 300 Theatres
rine D-1" tentatively slated to begin the Hotel Astor today, and will have
organizational plans detailed to it by
New Year's Day.
Chicago, Dec. 12. — This city's out"Hitting a New High," Lily Pons' Blair, who plans to return to Hollystanding charity event, the Christmas
wood tomorrow.
Movie Basket Parties, will be held in
latest, is set to be the Rivoli's ChristChicago neighborhood and suburban
Day opening attraction. It's down
for amasholdover.
theatres, Dec. 23 at 11 A.M. For the
Harry Charnas at the Criterion has Will Query Players
third year theatres, exchanges and
penciled in "Daughter of Shanghai"
have banded toOn Agent Relations film organizations
for Christmas Week and "Manhattan
gether to stage tlie parties.
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — The Screen
Merry-Go-Round" the following week.
Aaron Saperstein and Morris
Actors' Guild is undertaking a survey Leonard are in charge with Louis L.
to determine from its members their
Abramson and Mrytle Collins assistrelations with agents and other maning. The Better Films Council of
Companies
Discuss
agerial representatives.
Chicago,
under the guidance of Mrs.
Ken
Thomson,
executive
secretary,
Move on Economics
Richard M. McClure, will assist in
is drawing up a questionnaire to be the distribution of foodstuffs collected.
(Continued from page 1)
meeting of the M.P.P.D.A. late this submitted to the players in an effort
Single feature programs will be
to find out what conditions of player- supplied the theatres free of charge
week or early next.
Virtually every major company agent contact are objectionable, with for the show. Exhibitors are interested in order to see what interest
head has considered the cost problem the view of attempting to adjust them
in relation to his own company in through a set of rules under which the public will have in singles as compared to dual bills which they are
Hollywood during recent weeks. That terms of managerial contracts and now showing.
these sessions have failed to satisfy the like might be standardized.
Listed among the questions to be
financial mentors within the industry
asked
will be, for instance, the
is evident in their own words and in
amount of commission charged, what
the increasing executive sentiment here
Hoppes Will Rejoin
are paid, and what asfor a cooperative effort to tackle what other fees
sistance in obtaining roles is given
Erpi on January 1
is now looked upon as an industry,
the player by the agent.
W. L. Hoppes, who obtained a leave
rather than a company, problem.
of absence from Erpi for one year to
Seattle Lavonia Strike
serve as station relations manager for
the
World Broadcasting System, is reFollowing
a
four-hour
strike
at
the
Para. Board to Talk
turning to Erpi the first of the year.
Lavonia in Brooklyn the demands of
its employes, who are members of
Dividends Tomorrow
At Erpi, Hoppes will serve as asLocal 54 of Service Employes in
sistant to D. C. Collins, vice-president.
{Continued from page 1)
from Hollywood of Barney Balaban, Amusement and Cultural Buildings, He will concern himself primarily with
recording license activities in the radio,
president, and Stanton Griffis, chair- were met by the management. The theatre
workers
struck
for
33^
per
cent
picture and other fields.
man of the executive committee. Balaban arrived in New York on Satur- wage increase, a 42-hour week, time
day, and Griffis during the early part and a half for overtime, a week's vacaHuh, First Run, to Loew
of last week.
tion with pay and a six-day week.
Boston, Dec. 12. — Loew's, Inc., has
taken a long-term lease on the Hub,
Buy Seven Drummond Stories
Action Sought Upon
downtown first run house. The theatre will be renovated and reopened
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Paramount
Racine's
Games
Ban
Dec. 24 with "The Last Gangster" as
has purchased seven "Bulldog DrumRacine, Wis., Dec. 12. — Alderman the feature picture. The house was
mond"_
stories
by
H.
C.
("Sapper")
Kenneth
Kersten
has
requested
the
McNeile, planning production with the
formerly the Park and had been operpresent cast of John Barrymore, John Common Council to file his proposed
ated during the past few months prinHoward and Louise Campbell. The ordinance banning Bank Nights, which
cipally as a Grand National first run.
Boston
first runs now include three
stories are: "The Oriental Mind," already has had two readings. Indications
are
that
the
pigeon-holed
measLoew's, three M. & P. and two RKO.
"Tiny Cartaret," "Temple Tower,"
ure is slated for defeat. Kersten de"13 Lead Soldiers," "Wheels Within
clared that his original measure had
Wheels," "Lonely Jim" and "Mysteri- been aimed solely at Bank Night, but
KGBM
Approves Title
ous Tour."
that it had since been amended to inHollywood, Dec. 12. — Screen credclude Bingo and other chance games.
its for "Hawaii Calls," Sol Lesser's
Kenosha's proposed ordinance forthcoming Bobby Breen starring vePhotographers to Dance
drafted along the same lines as the
hicle, will include the line, "Title InThe Press Photographers Ass'n of local measure has also been voted
KGBM."
Permission
New York will hold its ninth annual down by the Common Council on the for use spiredofby Radio
the title
was obtained
from
entertainment and dance Dec. 18 at opinion that it would not stand a court the Honolulu radio station which uses
test.
the Commodore Hotel.
the expression as its signature.

For

Warners
To

Take

Muzak

Over
Corp.

(Continued from page 1)
a nationwide scale, including the use
of educational programs.
The wired radio music has been
used for some time by New York
hotels and restaurants, and there has
been some home installation of the
receivers. It is claimed that recent
experiments have made it possible to
supply the receivers at a nominal
price. Muzak is a trade name for
Wired Radio. Under the plan the
subscriber would pay for Muzak service on a monthly subscription basis.
Warner

Preferred

Holders
to Elect
(Continued from page 1)
tend due to ill health. Robert W.
Perkins, Stanleigh P. Friedman and
Harold S. Bareford will arrive from
New York tomorrow, while Stewart
McDonald, who is making a tour of
key cities, will also be on hand. Culbertson is affiliated with the local legal
film representing the Warners.
The six directors who will be renamed are Harry M., Jack L. and
Albert Warner, Perkins, Joseph Bernhard and Waddill Catchings. Election of officers is slated to be held in
New York Tuesday with no change
in the executive setup contemplated.
None of the Warner brothers will
be here for the meeting, it was learned.
Harry M., president, and Jack L.,
vice-president in charge of production,
are on the coast, while Albert is being detained in New York on other
business.
Over the weekend, clerks were
counting signed proxies at the offices
of the Corporation Trust Co., where
the session will be held tomorrow.
Stockholders as of Nov. 3 will be eligible to vote.
The six directors who will be up for
reelection constitute the majority of
the board.
Take Warner Product
Los Angeles, Dec. 12. — Warners
has closed a season product deal with
the California Amusement Co., operating five second and subsequent runs
in Pasadena and the vicinity.
Allied

Will

Fight

Chicago Dual Bills
Chicago, Dec. 12. — Aaron Saperstein, head of the local Allied unit,
met with the City Council yesterday
and, after the meeting, said that Allied plans to take action against B. &
K. in an effort to halt dual features.
Saperstein did not say when the
action would be started or what form
it would take.
Chicago Cashier Shot
Chicago,
Dec. 12.— Jean Riley,
cashier at the Windsor, was shot by
a holdup man when he robbed the theatre of $56. Miss Riley is in a critical 1
condition. The bandit escaped.
il
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►

LILY PONS has arrived in New
York from Hollywood, and will
make a guest appearance on the Andre
Kostelanetz show Dec. 22. . . Hal
on the "Tim and Irene"
tenor ed
Gordon,celebrat
his first anniversary
show,
in radio yesterday. . . Grace Moore
will make her first appearance of the
season in a dramatic role Jan. 10 when
she appears in the Lux "Radio Theatre" presentation of "Madame Bovary." . . Dave Rubinoff, who was introduced toradio by Rudy Vallee, will
make a guest appearance on the latter's program Thursday. Rubinofif is
interrupting a concert tour to make
the anpearance, coming to New York
from Cleveland. After the broadcast
he will fly to Denver.
+
New Haven Town Pump
New Haven, Dec. 12. — WICC anticipates revenues for 1937 will show
a large increase over 1936. . . . New
England grocers will air a new program 2:45 P.M. Tuesdays on the
Yankee network, with guest speakers
and Harold F. Woodward as m.c. . . .
WELI is feeding several programs to
WMCA-Intercity : Don Eaphael's
poetry and an organ Wednesdays at
noon, Kenny Lament at the Dreamland Theatre organ Sundays, Eugene
Jelesnik's Hotel Taft dinner music
twice weekly
orchestra fromand
the Worthy
PavilionHills'
Royale
thrice weekly. . . . Ralph Dellaselva,
formerly with WELI, is now on the
WBRY lists, presenting his city officials and other notables weekly.
WOSU

to Move Transmitter

Columbus, Dec. 12. — The F.C.C.
has granted WOSU, Ohio State
University station, authority to move
its transmitter and erect a new vertical antenna, which will be a selfsupporting structure, 330 feet high,
topped by a 1,000-watt beacon, located
on the site of the new university golf
course, approximately three miles
from the present transmitter on the
campus.
Alkine Takes WNEW Spots
Alkine Laboratories will sponsor six
15-minute "Make Believe Ballroom"
programs a week on WNEW for 52
weeks beginning today. Nostane Products, also beginning today and continuing indefinitely six times a week,
will sponsor Allen Courtney's "Joymakers" on WNEW. Both contracts
are through the Schillin Adv. Corp.
To Air "Man in Street" Series
San Francisco, Dec. 12. — Dean
Maddox has been signed for a 39-week
"man in the street" series for Holsum
Bread. Starting Jan. 3, the show
will be aired three afternoons a week
over KSFO, local CBS outlet. Halfhour programs, they will originate in
39 separate shopping districts throughout the city.
NBC Renews Schallert
Hollywood, Dec. 12.— NBC has extended the contract of Elza Schallert,
screen commentator, for another year.
Her broadcasts will continue on the
Blue network.
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LY

Lead
Section

Los Angexes, Dec. 12.— KNX, CBS
station here, continued to lead all local
stations in audience popularity, according to findings of the W. R. Penney
Market Research Corp. The November survey marks the eleventh consecutive month KNX has been voted
the most popular station in the Los
Angeles market area.
Here are the relative standings,
January through November :
KNX, 2,050; KFI, 1,233; KHJ,
266; KECA, 132; KFAC, 56; KFWB,
48; KEHE, 11; KMTR, 3; KMPC,
2; KRDK, 2.
The figures above represent the
number of quarter-hour periods in
which the respective stations were
shown to have the greatest audience
via the Penney survey.

CBF,
Would

''Save"

Hymn

Cincinnati, Dec. 12. — Paul
Kennedy, radio editor of the
Cincinnati Post, has instituted a campaign to save the
Christmas hymn, "Silent
Night," from extinction
through too many performances via radio. Explaining in
his column that "very soon
radio will reduce this grandest of Christmas songs to the
state
of 'Music
Goes a Round',"
Kennedy
is offering
$5 prize
to the listener submitting the
longest
of times
the number haslistbeen
performed
by
midnight, Dec. 26. The result
of the contest will be brought
to the attention of radio producers.

New

Station,

Canada
Is Started

{Continued from page 1)
limited financial resources. The corporation isobliged to rely solely upon
the revenue derived from the license
fees. The plan to provide the country with a few high powered stations
has, however, already found vindication in the effect it is reported to have
had
on some
Havana
parley.of the conferees at the
General

Foods

Will

Air Pirates* Games
Pittsburgh, Dec. 12. — The exclusive rights to broadcast wire accounts
of all the Pittsburgh Pirates' baseball
games away from home next summer
have been sold to General Foods and
they will use a WJAS outlet, with
Seeks New
Station
Rosey Rowswell at the mike. This
the first year that one concern has
NBC
to Sponsor Air
In North Carolina is
been given that privilege. In the past,
Contest in Schools
Washington, Dec. 12. — Applica- WWSW
also detailed the play-bytion for a construction permit for a
play descriptions ; in fact, the station
NBC will sponsor jointly with
new broadcasting station, to operate was the first to originate the idea.
Scholastic, high school weekly, a con- daytime only on 1,500 kilocycles with WWSW
already had the Atlantic
test for the best 15-minute broadcast
planned and produced entirely by high 100 watts power, has been filed with Refining Co. lined up again as a
F. C. C. by Jonas Weiland, Golds- sponsor when informed that bidding
school students. The contest will start the
boro, N. C.
would be opened for the exclusive.
immediately.
Applications also have been filed by General Foods won out on the prices
The programs may include music,
KYW, Philadelphia, for increase of submitted.
drama, talks or variety entertainment power
from 10,000 to 50,000 watts, and
of any kind. Scripts must be original
woe,
Davenport, la., for change of Financiers Subject
and written only by students or by
from 1,370 to 1,390 kiloinstructors or coaches regularly em- frequency
cycles and increase of night power
Of Mutual Program
ployed by schools, or by both students from 100 to 250 watts.
and instructors. Only students may
The commission also made known
"Famous Fortunes," a new dramatic
take part in the broadcasts, however. its hearings for the current week. On series tracing the lives of American
Beginning with local eliminations, the
financial barons, will be presented
December 16 an examiner's hearing
winning school will be selected from would
be held on the application of each Tuesday from 7 :45 to 8 P. M.
each of the four time zones. Eastern,
WLAK, Lakeland, Fla., for increase beginning Feb. 8 over the Mutual
Central, Mountain and Pacific, to par- of day power from 100 to 250 watts, network. The General Shoe Corp.,
ticipate in the finals which will be and on the same date the commission Nashville, will sponsor.
broadcast in May, 1938. Prizes will
The following stations will carry the
would hear arguments on the applicabe offered.
tions of the Press-Union Publishing series : CKLW, KSO, WSM, WLW,
Co. for a 1,200-kilocycle station at KWK, WMT, KTAT, WGN,
Atlantic City, 100 watts power night, KTOK, KEEL, WCAE and WOR,
H. M. Dancer Joins
250 watts day ; Ann Arbor Broadcast- with the series originating in the studios of WOR. The scripts are by
ing Co. for a 1,550-kilocycle, 1,000Blackett Ad Agency
watt station at Ann Arbor ; Summit
de Mott, and the narrator
Chicago, Dec. 12. — H. M. Dancer, Radio Corp. for a 1,530-kilocycle, Margaret
will be Mark Hawley. The agency
former first vice-president of Henri, 1,000-watt station at Akron, and controlling the account is Badger,
Hurst & McDonald here, has become George W. Taylor Co., Inc., for a Browning and Hershey.
associated with the Blackett- Sample- 1,370-kilocycle, 100- watt daytime staHummert agency.
tion at Williamson, W. Va.
Another agency change of imUrges New Stations
portance here is R. L. Hurst's acquisition of a partnership in the Charles K, C, Air Business
Along Mexico Border
Daniel Frey Co. Hurst for the past
Ahead of Last Year
Washington, Dec. 12. — Establishtwo years has been with Lord &
ment of broadcasting stations in comThomas, and previous to that with
Kansas City, Dec. 12. — The six
munities along the Mexican border
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. broadcasting stations here will finish
which
now
are largely dependent up1937 satisfactorily ahead of 1936. A
on Mexican stations, a number of
Theatre in Air Tieup
preliminary survey discloses that in which are operated by interests barred
St. Petersburg, Fla., Dec. 12.— The only one case will sales volume fall from the United States, has been
Florida Theatre, in a tieup with an below last year, and in this instance, recommended to the F. C. C. by Exof one of the non-chain stations,
auto agency and the local broadcast- that
aminer Melvin H. Dalberg in a fathe figure will be only slightly ofif.
vorable report on the application of
ing station, WSUN, the NBC outlet,
is putting on a Prof. Quiz style of Other stations report increases rang- Mervel M. Valentine for a construcing from eight to 20 per cent. Station permit at Laredo, Texas.
program each Saturday evening under
tions with chain connections report
"In view of the fact that such stathe title "I. Q. Program." The pro- that there is little difl^erence in the
tions as supply radio broadcasting
gram ispresented on the theatre stage
by national and local ad- service of a primary nature to the City
and goes on the air a half-hour ahead gains shown vertising:
both show approximately
of the Prof. Quiz program, which is the same increase.
of Laredo are located in the Republic of Mexico and that the nature
aired from station WDAE, Tampa,
One tendency noted during the year
the CBS outlet for this section.
is purchase of time by local branches of these broadcasts is not satisfactory
and distributors (usually spot an- or appropriate to meet the demands
Calvert Signs Peck Contract
nouncements) totie in with a chain of the population sought to be served
Calvert Distiller Corp. has signed program advertising the same product. by this applicant," the examiner held,
"there appears to be a need for the
an advertising contract for transmisCanada Dry on WHKC
sion of its ads over the Peck Telelocal
facilities sought
herein."
Investigation
of the
application
vision Corp. television receiver, the
Columbus, Dec. 12.— WHKC has showed that Laredo is at a considerfirst of which is now in operation in
signed Canada Dry to a 13-week conable distance from other American statract for five-minute newscasts, daily
Jack Dempsey's Restaurant. The Caltions but that, across the border and
vert copy is interspersed with televised at 9:45 A. M. Chas. V. Lutz, stafif in the immediate vicinity there are
news three times daily.
announcer, will be at the mike.
three powerful Mexican stations.
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Contract

Tomorrow Is Deadline;
Most Stations In

With the A. F. of M. deadline tomorrow, optimism prevailed at Federation headquarters and at the office
of Emile Gough, Hearst Radio, Inc.,
official and secretary of the I. R. N. A.
yesterday, indicating that a majority
of the 293 network affiliates have already signed and forwarded their copies of the plan of settlement and
Schedule A.
Joseph Weber, Federation president, said yesterday that he could not
Additional developments in
radio yesterday, pages 10-11
yet estimate accurately how many stations have already forwarded the settlement document, due to the fact that
Ernst & Ernst, I. R. N. A. accountants, and the A. F. of M. had not
yet made a final tally, but he hazarded a guess that a "great many
more" than half of the 293 expected
contracts have already been received.
Gough said yesterday that a complete tally would be made at a meeting in his office tomorrow or possibly
{Continued on page 10)
Norman
Alley's Fate
In China Is Unknown
The fate of Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel's "ace" cameraman in
China, who was aboard the U. S. gunboat Panay when it was bombed and
sunk by the Japanese near Nanking
on Sunday, remained in doubt yesterday. Charles Ford, newsreel editor,
had received no official report up to a
late hour that Alley was among the
few survivors.
Although he joined the Universal
reel only a year ago in charge of its
California staff, with offices in Hollywood, Alley had been associated with
(Continued on page 11)
Odium

Mentioned

YORK,

as

Russian Ambassador
Washington, Dec. 13. — Floyd B.
Odium, head of Atlas Corp., is being
mentioned in official quarters here as
a possible appointee as American Ambassador to the Soviet.
Odium, who is in Washington at
the present time, has been a large contributor to Democratic campaign
{Continued on page 6)
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in certain of its principal manifestations seems intent upon

To
Selznick
buying itself a headache. National Broadcasting Company's
presentation on Sunday evening of Mae West for Chase and
Sanborn is an example. The coffee merchants, counselled by persons Will Make Firm Effort
To Hold Producer
experienced in writing trick advertising lines who have suddenly been
metamorphosed into Belascos and Ziegfelds, might not be expected to
Hollywood, Dec. 13. — The possiknow better, but somewhere within the confines of the genius of the
bility that provision may be made for
great broadcasting system there certainly should have been someone David O. Selznick to acquire an owner-membership inUnited Artists in
capable of preventing this blunder.
the
event
that
a
new releasing conFailure to have accomplished this will leave spokesmen for radio
tract is reached with the producer
looking decidedly ridiculous when called upon to face the bar of critical was widely reported here today, although lacking confirmation.
public opinion, an eventuality which is certain to arrive if there is perThat
United
Artists will make a desistence in policies which permit the broadcast of a typical Mae West
termined bid for the retention of Selzperformance into the homes of millions of persons throughout the
nick in the company's producer ranks,
as reported exclusively by Motion
nation, and on a Sunday evening at that.
Picture Daily on Saturday, was conT
firmed here today by an official spokesman for the company. Although deThese spokesmen will hardly be able to profess ignorance of the
clining to discuss the basis of the curpolice court attentions which have been accorded to past professional
rent negotiations with Selznick, and
activities by Chase and Sanborn's Sunday evening star, which activities whether they involved his becoming an
{Continued on page 10)
owner-member, this official admitted
that the negotiations with Selznick
have been resumed and were a subject of discussion during the continuurday.ing meetings of the United Artists
board of directors on Friday and SatTo
Test
News
Big Gathering
Sending
Air

Over

Telephony

A demonstration to determine
whether the transmission of news by
radio telephony is practical will be
undertaken tomorrow by Continental
Radio Press, Inc., supplementary news
service, and Press Wireless, Inc.
The news will be transmitted for
two 15-minute periods daily, Mondays
through Fridays, from 9 to 9 : 15 A. M.
and from 5 to 5:15 P. M., E.S. T.,
over a frequency of 8.655 megacycles
{Continued on page 10)

O'Shea

Named

as

Scully Successor
Chicago, Dec. 13. — William F.
Rodgers, general sales manager of
M-G-M, today officially appointed
Edward K. O'Shea as eastern district manager for M-G-M, succeeding
William A. Scully, who has resigned
to become general sales manager for
Universal.
Ralph W. Maw, M-G-M salesman
in Buffalo for 12 years, has been
named to succeed O'Shea as Buffalo
{Continued on page 11)

At

Albany

Fabian

for

Dinner

An unconfirmed report that Selznick's negotiation for a releasing deal
with M-G-M has been broken off followed aformal press statement issued
by Nicholas
M. Schenck,
of
(Continued
on page president
11)

Albany, Dec. 13. — It was S.R.O. at
the DeWitt Clinton Hotel here to- Mayer, Katz, Thau,
night, when more than 350 executives Mannix
Deals Closed
from this area. New York and points
Hollywood, Dec. 13.— Nicholas M.
hereabouts thronged the banquet hall
to do honor to Si Fabian, celebrating Schenck, head of Loew's, Inc., yesterday revealed that deals have been
his 20th year in the picture business.
The New Yorkers arrived in force consummated at M-G-M with Louis
about 7 P. M., on a special train, to B. Mayer, Edward J. Mannix, Sam
and Benjamin Thau, under
be greeted by the La Salle band, 40 Katz
which they will sign new contracts.
strong, and the reception committee
Schenck made known the conclu{Continued on page 6)
sion of the deals just prior to his departure for New York by train. The
statement supplemented his disclosWarner
Directors
ure last week that the contracts had
been agreed upon.
All Are Reelected
U*s" Europe Sale
s
Wilmington, Dec. 13.— Six members of the board of directors of WarPut in 2 Divisions
ner Bros. Pictures, Inc., constituting a
majority of the board, were reelected
Universal's European sales organization has been divided into two divifor two-year terms at the annual
sions for greater centralization of
stockholders' meeting in offices of the sales and
distribution activities, Gus
Corporation Trust Co. here today.
They are Harry M. Warner, Albert Schaeffer, export manager, stated yesterday on his return to the home ofWarner, Jack L. Warner, Robert W.
fice after five months abroad.
Perkins, Waddill Catchings and Joseph
Jean Berkhahn
been11)made suBernhard. They will meet with five
{Continued has
on page
{Continued on page 11)
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and

Joan

GetM-G-MMen
It was a busy day for the M-G-M
yesterday. Howdepartment
pubhcity
ard Strickhng,
Mihon Weiss and Mel
Heyman got the brunt of it. In fact,
Strickling got more than the brunt.
He got intestinal flu and departed for
the
coast
broken
up. on the Century pretty well
The cause of it all was the return
from England on the Queen Mary of
Robert Taylor and Lionel Barrymore,

Crawford
AllAwhirl
Films

for Navy

London, Dec. 13. — The
British Admiralty today officially announced the formation of the Royal Naval Film
Corp., with the Duke of Kent
as sponsor. The organization
will have as its object a constant supply of films for the
entertainment of the British
fleet.

who appeared in "A Yank at Oxford,"
and Jack Conway, who directed the
The announcement confirms the report of the film
picture.
On the other hand, Joan Crawford
arrived from the coast and was besupplyively plan
published
in Motion
Picture exclusDaily
Saturday.
sieged by newspaper men, as was Tay
lor. The actress's husband, Franchot
Tone, is due next week and both
M-G-M stars will spend a few weeks
here before returning to Hollywood
Supreme
Court Hears
to resume work at the studio.
Strickling arrived from the coast
Erpi Patents Action
Sunday and caught cold on the train
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
At 5 :30 A. M. yesterday he was at
Washington, Dec. 13. — The U. S
the pier with Weiss and Heyman to
meet the Queen Mary, which docked Supreme Court today heard arguments
a half hour later. Taylor was mobbed in the patent infringement suits
by cameramen and newsmen and the brought by Western Electric, Erpi
M-G-M crowd had all it could do to et al, against General Talking Pic
shake ofi: autograph hunters.
tures Corp., involving the use in talk
ing film equipment
of amplifiers
Barrymore Gets Interference
carrying
license notices restricting
The day was spent behind closed their use to radio amateur experi
doors at the Sherry-Netherlands until mental and broadcasting reception.
The lower courts held that General
about 5 P.M. Then Taylor and
Strickling dodged autograph hunters Talking Pictures had infringed patents
at the Grand Central by using a back carried in the so-called patent pool
entrance and elevator. Barrymore of the radio industry.
In its argument before the Supreme
came through the train gates the regular way, but was surrounded by Court the company contended that the
friends so that the autograph seekers owner of a patent cannot restrict the
use of a device made under the patent
couldn't get to him.
On the same train with Taylor, after the device has passed into the
Barrymore and Strickling were Don hands of a purchaser in the ordinary
Milo, stand-in for Taylor, and John channels of trade and has been fully
Woolfenden, who handled publicity paid for. It was further contended
on the picture in England, He was that a license notice cannot place an
sent over from the studio especially enforceable restriction upon a pur
chaser.
on the assignment.
Conway left earlier in the day for
Baltimore, where he will spend two
days and then depart for the coast. Dallas Hearing on
Plan Film Bank as
He had been gone three months.
Appeal Set Dec, 20
Harry Ham, English representative
Mexican
Stimulant for
Dallas, Dec. 13. — Federal Judge
Selznick-International, who arrived yesterday on the Queen Mary, W. H. Atwell today set Dec. 20 as the
Mexico City, Dec. 11. — Further
also
left
on the same train.
stimulation of the national film indate for the hearing on the defendants'
appeal from the Governdustry is planned with the establishTaylor is expected to return to Eng- notice of
ment's Dallas anti-trust suit.
land in March for another film. Conment of a bank to finance the industry
B. W. Henderson, special prosecuby the Government and film interests.
way said he may go back next sumarrive here from Washington
mer after he sees a script for the next later tor,inwillthe
The bank is to have a capital of
week to prepare arguments
500,000 pesos (approximately $140,- picture he may direct there.
attacking the substance and form of
000) and will have headquarters here.
the narrative statement of appeal.
''Tovarich" Book Out
The capital is to be supplied on a
50-50 basis by the Government and
The Warner publicity department
Flash Previews
the industry. The bank is expected
has
turned
out
a
20-page
17-in.
x
"Man
Proof." . . . Myrna Loy and
to begin functioning early next year.
11 -in. pressbook on "Tovarich," with Rosalind Russell are rivals for the
text picture inserts which provide a affections of
fortune-hunting Walter
variety of selling angles. There are
Pidgeo
.
.
.
tastefu
lly presented . . .
n
MPTO
Board to Meet
merchandising tieups, radio hints,
New Haven, Dec. 13.— The Con- newspaper serialization of the story a woman's show.
necticut M.P.T.O. board of directors and other angles.
_ 'Preseription
for Romance."
Light,
frothy entertainment
.... . a.
will meet tomorrow at the Hof Brau
Nat Rosenfeld of the Iowa, Water- detective is sent to Budapest to bring
Haus, with Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.,
loo, la., has contributed small town back an absconder. ...
It is neither
presiding.
ballyhoo ideas. There are also layouts
the greatest nor least of the season's
for banners, novelties, posters and ventures.
other accessories, and an eight-page
"Daughter of Shanghai." ... A
advertising section.
throwback to the old 10, 20 and
30BEFORE SIGNING A LEASE SEE THE
cent melodrama . . . experiences
OFFICES OR FLOOR AVAILABLE AT
A Correction
breaking up an alien smuggling ring
REDUCED RENTALS
. . . for second class neighborhood
houses.
The
Press
Photographers'
Ass'n
will hold its annual dance and enter723 SEVENTH AVENUE
These films will be reviewed in full
tainment on Feb. 18 instead of Dec.
Inquire Superintendent
in
a coming issue of Motion Picture
or Telephone BRyant 9-6069
Daily.
18, as reported
Picture
Daily. in yesterday's Motion

Purely

►•1

Personal

r EON BRITTON, who is Far
L/ Eastern sales manager for RKO,
who was returning to his post at
Shanghai following New York and
Hollywood visits, when the President
Hoover, on which he was a passenger,
was grounded near Formosa, was
uninjured in the mishap and is continuing his journey to China, according to word received at the RKO
home ofiice.
•
Pat C. Flick is in the east again
after a spell in Hollywood.
He was
rn.c. at the third annual Variety Club
dinner in Philadelphia Sunday night,
e
Albert E. Sindlinger, John R.
Wood,
Jr., and Westbrook Van
VooRHis, Jr., all of March of Time,
spent the weekend in Philadelphia.
•
Leo Berger, sales manager for MG-M in Czechoslavakia, will leave for
Chicago and the Grand Canyon either
Wednesday or Thursday.
•
Marcel Hellman
, producer for
Criterion Films, has returned from
the coast and plans to sail tomorrow
on the Queen Mary.
•
C. C. MosKOwiTZ returned from
Hollywood yesterday after conferring
with Nicholas M. Schenck on "personal business."
S. RosENST
OOL, • managing director
of European Film. Dist., Ltd., will
sail for London tomorrow on the
Queen Mary.
•
A. M. Wattenberg, attorney for
Music Publishers, Inc., will add another candle to his birthday cake Dec.
• G. B. scenarist,
Lesser Samuels,
will sail on Thursday for a five-week
holiday in Britain.
•
W. Ray Johnston returned yesterday from the coast and several stopovers en route.
•
John Nolan, film
day.
buyer for the
Comerford circuit, was in town yester-

Rube Jackter celebrated another
jirthday over the weekend.

Nicholas M. Schenck will arrive
from the coast Wednesday.

Harry Thomas •is back from a tour
of the country.

MITCHELL
CO.,

MAY,

Jr.

INC.

•
INSURANCE
Specialists to
The Motion
IndustryPicture

75 Maiden Lane, N. Y. City
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

The heart of your business is the projection room. You
dehver from there what the patrons pay for, the thing
you are selhng, the picture on the screen.

With

SIMPLIFIED

HIGH

INTENSITY

projec-

tion you can have two to three times as much light on
the screen as you get from low intensity — yet at a

more critical. They get

price you can easily afford. This greatly improved

around. In 5000 theaters liigh intensity projection is

lighting and projection can be covered by only one

giving movie goers a new standard of picture quahty

more admission per show.

Audiences today are much

which they will expect to see in your theater.
If you want to build steady patronage, to fill your
house regularly, here is the quickest, surest way to do it.

This is the way to fill the empty seats. Write for the
new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal Triangle In
Picture Projection."

SIMPLIFIED

MODERN

(

PROJECTION
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Copyriifht 1937, National Carbon Company, Inc.

IN COMPANY,
INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRANCH SALES OFFICES:
NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH
CHICi6Q
Sll FRUCISCO^

in

Glaudette

COLBERT

and Charles

BOYER

with
in^TOVARICH"
RATHBONE
BASIL

ANITA
LOUISE
MELVILLE COOPER • ISABEL JEANS
• Victor Kilian
Carnovsky
Morris
An Anatole Litvak Production
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the Play
by Jacques Deval • English Version by Robert E. Sherwood
Music by Max Steiner
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Big
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Albany

Fabian

Honor

Guest

Certify

Dinner

(Continued from page 1)
headed by Arthur Newman of Grand
National. Phil Fox was general chairman of the affair, and A. W. Smith,
general sales manager of United Artas the banquet's
fettleproceedings
ists, was in fineThe
were
toastmaster.
broadcast.
The guest of honor was presented
with diamond and platinum cuff links
and studs. Following this ceremony
Adjutant General Walter G. Robmson, representing Governor Herbert
tribute
H. Lehman
ty. to Fabian's
service
to ,the paid
communi

Nizer,

Carter,

Nice

Si Fabian
Odium

Mentioned

as

Russian Ambassador
(Continued from page 1)
funds. Washington reports linked his
name with the chairmanship of the
Securities and Exchange Commission
a year ago, when a vacancy in that
post was indicated. The appointment
did not materialize, however.
Odium's investment company is
heavily
interested in Paramount and
RKO.

Are Variety Talkers
Philadelphia, Dec. 13. — L o u i s
Nizer, Boake Carter and Gov. Harry
Nice of Maryland were the principal
speakers at the Variety Club last
night at the Bellevue- Stratford at the
third annual dinner. About 800 persons attended.
The affair was a success from all
angles with Ted Schlanger and
Leonard Schlesinger of the local
Warner office in charge.

"Hurricane" Men Out
United Artists sent 17 exploitation
men into the field yesterday in connection with the Christmas opening
of "The Hurricane." The men and the
cities to which they have gone are :
Leo Pillott, Worcester ; Harold Marshall, Hartford ; James McFarland,
New Haven ; Henry Spiegal, Scranton ; Louis Ramm, Atlanta ; Ed Bellew, Rochester ; Harry Rice, Akron ;
Bob Wood, New Orleans; Edgar
Haris and Uh Iwerks
Wallach, Harrisburg; George Ettinger, Reading ; Maury Davis. St.
Start Cartoon Firm Louis ; Ed Gallner, Baltimore ; E. M.
Hollywood, Dec. 13. — Backed by Milburn, Norfolk ; Steve Edwards,
British capital represented by Lawson Springfield; M. J. Kavanagh, Bridgeport Charles
;
Perry, Philadelphia, and
Haris and having release contracts
in Great Britain already signed with Charles Baron, Detroit.
the newly formed British Independent
Juniors Pick 10 Best
Exhibitors' Ass'n, Cartoon Films,
Ltd., a new corporate setup for Ub
The
Junior Reviewers of the NaIwerks, this week started production
tional Board of Review have selected
of 24 color cartoons depicting Law- the following 10 films as the best of
son Wood's famous Collier's Magazine
the year in the order named: "The
cover ape, "Gran'pop."
The Beverly Hills studios of the Good Earth," "Dead End," "Captains
company increased its capacity and is Courageous," "Lost Horizon," "The
using RCA sound. Haris is president. Life of Emile Zola," "The Prisoner of
"Gran'pop's Busy Day" will be the Zenda," "A Star Is Born," "Stage
Door," "The Plainsman" and "Stella
title of the first picture.

Fox Leaves Skauras
Matthew Fox, film buyer and booker for Skouras Theatres, yesterday
withdrew from the post to take over
his new duties as executive aide to
Nate J. Blumberg, president of Universal. Jack Harris, former Long
Island district manager for Skouras,
succeeds Fox.

Tax

Must

Returns

Columbus, Dec. 13. — Under a new
requirement of the recent consolidation of the Ohio sales tax and admission tax departments, exhibitors hereafter will be required to notarize their
monthly statements, which must show
the opening and closing numbers of
tickets in all cases. Sales tax inspectors who blanket the state will check
the theatres at various intervals.
The admission tax yield for 1937
is estimated at $1,600,000, of which
exhibitors are paying 65 per cent, with
purveyors of other types of amusements contributing the remaining 35

for

Mayor Among Speakers
The speakers included : Mayor John
Boyd Thacher of Albany, Nate J.
Blumberg, Joseph Bernhard, Sam
Dembow, Jr., F. J. A. McCarthy,
Jules Levy, Herman Robbins, C. Frank
Raevis, George J. Schaefer, William
Sussman, Meyer Schine, Joseph Linger, Abe Montague, H. J. Yates, J. A.
McConville, T. J. Connors, Jack Alicoate, Y. Frank Freeman, Louis Nizer,
Sam Rosen, Peter T. Dana and Fox.
The entertainment roster was
gleaned from the cream of local hotel
and night club shows, with three
bands, including those from the DeWitt Clinton and Kenmore Hotels,
and they all did their part to make the
affair something to live long in Fabian's memory.

Operators

Dallas."
Negro Film to G. N.
Los Angeles, Dec. 13.— Grand National today acquired distribution
rights to "The Spirit of Youth," film
with an all-negro cast starring Joe
Louis and featuring Clarence Muse.
Harry Eraser directed from a screenplay by Arthur Hoerle.

Blair
Of

Tells
Guild's

Actors
Progress

The Screen Actors' Guild "gained
more" in its negotiations with producers than any other theatrical union
in a comparable amount of time, Aubrey Blair, secretary-treasurer of the
junior guild, told the first eastern
membership meeting yesterday. The
session, held at the Astor, was attended by about 200.
Frank Gillmore, president of the
Associated Actors & Artistes of
America, parent A. F of L. entertainers' union, also addressed the meeting.
Other tives
speakers
from the included
American representaGuild of

Musical Artists, the Burlesque Actors' Ass'n and the American Federation of Actors.
perState
cent. officials report a number of
evasions in filing monthly statements
The bulk of the meeting was occuof the three per cent tax on admispied by an open forum for questions
sions, but the penalty of 10 per cent,
concerning
scales
organization rules.guild
Blair
willandleave
New
plus one per cent per month will be
rigidly enforced in the future, with York today for Hollywood.
a revocation of the theatre license as
Wilmington Union Elects
the extreme penalty in the more serious violations.
Wilmington, Dec. 13. — New officers of Local 284 here, affiliated with
the I.A.T.S.E., include: James A.
Capital Film Group
Berry, president; Albert Wilson, viceHas $135,000 Grant president ; Howard Oster, treasurer ;
Washington, Dec. 13. — A grant of George A. Joseph, corresponding sec$135,000 from the General Education
retaryJoseph
;
E. Cole, recording secBoard for the three-year support of
retary; Harry Chapman, sergeant-atthe activities of the Committee on arms ; Frank
Pappa, business manaMotion Pictures in Education was anger. JTohn Kelleher, James Mackin
nounced here today by George F. and William Orr and John Behringer
Zook, president of the American are executive board members, and
Council on Education. With this George Doto and Herman Schechingrant a clearing house of information ger are trustees.
and activity on visual problems, as
Union Denies Charges
they relate to general education, will
be established under the direction of
Charles F. Hoban, Jr.
Haktfoed, Dec. 13. — Local 486 of
union here, and indiThe American Council on Educa- the operators'
viduals, have filed a general denial
tion, with the financial support of the
of charges in the $5,000 damage suit
Payne Fund and the General Educa- brought in Superior Court here by
tion Board, has carried on a number
of activities in this area during the E. M. Loew Enterprises, Inc., involvpast several years. As part of its new houses.
ing picketing of one of the VAcircuit's
clearing house function the Committee
-1
on Motion Pictures in Education plans
V
A
To Sign Exchange Pact VA
to coordinate the work of other centers interested in films.
New Haven, Dec. 13. — Katherine
Fitzgerald, president, and Robert - Vi
Hoffman, delegate ^to Washington,
Fabian, Copia File
will represent Local B-Al of the ex- —
change employes at the contract sign- -2-5V4--i5V
RKO
Plan Objection
ing in New York thisi week.
4M
m
Fabian Operating Corp. and Copia
imnVi
Realty Corp., who have filed claims
135^ nVi
against RKO based upon two guar49}4 m/f.
anteed leases made with RKO Proctor
-1- V^— y
1354
654
Corp. in 1930, filed objections in the
1054
6-4
U. S. District Court here yesterday
454
VA10^
to the report of Special Master George
10^
Board Generally
Declines
High
4754 48 Change
W. Alger which approved the pro.. VA
754 Low
.. im 2154
posed RKO plan of reorganization.
14
2654 Close
14
The claimants contended that the Col
.Open
,160
Net
154
plan discriminates unfairly in favor of E. K.
2654
160
160
160
general creditors whose claims have G. T. E.. .. 11^
21
3354
already accrued. They asserted that
, 90
2654
3^ + Vi
the number of consents from the class Para.
1
..
2154
203^
l?4
..
6
Para. 2
90
90
of creditors whose claims have not yet Pathe
554
RKO
• .• 2654
W7A
6
■ W%
matured is below the required percenWi
20th Fox . .. 45^
1754
tage of 66-2/3. They also raised the 20th.
pfd..
554
point that Section 77-B would violate Univ., pfd.
the Fifth Amendment of the U. S.
.. 33'A 354
907
7
Constitution if their contention were W. B. ...
18
Net
Light Curb Activity554
not upheld.
High
Close
354
G. N
15^
Sonotone . . 1^4
Form Radio Scriptions
1
1
33
33
Tech. .Open
18554 18m Low
Dover, Del., Dec. 13.— Radio Scrip- Trans-Lux
tions, Inc., has been formed here to Univ. Corp. 2
Univ. Pict. iVz
2
2
2
produce and sell electrical transcriptions, phonograph records, slide films,
Bonds Hold Levels
etc., listing a capital of $10,000. The
incorporators are Bevan Sharpless
Net
High Low Close Change
and Ethel C. Sharpless of Chevy Loew 35^s '46
9854 9854 9854
W. B. 6s '39
74
74 74
Chase, Md.,
Arlington,
Va. and Marie Fairbairn,
(Quotations at close of Dec. 13)
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Trouble
Begs
iCoHtmued from page 1)

Test

News

Sending

Over

Telephony
initially created the characterization which the coffee merchants invited Air
the housewives and their families to listen to on Sunday evening. Nor
the avalanche of articulate criticism which has descended upon the
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
motion picture industry as the result of Miss West's single-idea from the Press Wireless transmitter
the next day of several members of monologue.
at Hicksville, L. I.
the I. R. N. A. negotiating commitThe transmission will be purely for
tee. Those who definitely will attend,
These spokesmen might be informed now, so as to escape the shock
test
purposes at the beginning, and
he said, are Samuel Rosenbaum of
Philadelphia and John Shepard, 3rd, of having the information conveyed to them under more formal cir- will be staged under the Press Wirecumstances, that some of the material palmed of¥ by Miss West on
of the Yankee and Colonial networks
less experimental license. If successpermanent license will be sought
of New England.
Sunday evening is by no means new to the members of the various from ful, athe
F. C. C. in order to provide
Concerning the license to be issued motion picture censorship boards because they have been cutting it out
a
new
and
cheaper method of transto transcription and recording companews. Up to the present time
nies, Weber said that the license will for years. The broadcast was a nice salvaging operation for Miss all news mitting
services save one have been
not be issued or its contents made pub- West because it gave her an opportunity to use certain other material
sending their messages over land lines.
lic until the ne.xt meeting of the Fed- for which in Hollywood there is no longer a market for reasons vyhich The one exception is Peck Television.
eration's International Council, schedContinental has invited radio stauled for January. He indicated, how- it has been assumed were quite well known to all persons with a trace
tions throughout the country to listen
ever, that a special meeting of the of knowledge of recent developments in the amusement business.
in on the transmission periods and
board might be called before that time.
▼
transcribe the news during the exWeber said also that he expected
periment. Stations have been asked to
to receive the signed agreements for
The motion picture industry would probably welcome radio to a notify Continental as to the strength
the network key stations today. The share in the headaches created by the Mae West characterization if it
of the signal and fidelity of reception.
key stations are WEAF, WJZ,
News to be used in the test will be
WABC, and WOR in New York; were not for the fact that headaches are not cured by sharing with
typical
of the service Continental is
WMAQ, WENR, WBBM and WGN others. If they were, radio would no longer need to aver its blessings
now offering to out-of-town stations
in Chicago ; KNX, KHJ and another to motion pictures. The contribution would be proven abundantly.
on a commercial basis, consisting
NBC outlet, at present KFI, used by
of local angle news breaking
The West presentation was a bad taste travesty on the Adam and primarily
NBC in Los Angeles.
in New York. The new supplementary
It is expected that the Federation Eve story from the Book of Genesis, a grand idea to start with in a coverage is being offered at a monthly
will declare the plan of settlement op- broadcast for a nation with perhaps sixty or seventy million enrolled retainer fee with exclusive rights to
erative aweek or so after tomorrow's church members. With this as its springboard it dove deeply into a any one station in any one city. The
dead line.
value of this new method of news
morass of the familiar double-entendre patter with here and there that transmission over that telegraphic code
Order Service Fees
bovine emphasis which Miss West labors so industriously to convey. transmission, it is claimed, is that it
does not require a trained operator at
On Pickup of Bands Chase and Sanborn, devoted to dating their coffee, should have had a the receiving end, is approximately
three times as fast and is much
Chicago, Dec. 13.— NBC, CBS and look at the teeth of some of this material.
cheaper.
Mutual today served notice that after
T
Jan. 15 music from hotel and night
Radio lives and must live if it is to continue a great institution of WLTH
Is Ordered to
club orchestras could only be picked
up on sustaining programs on payment American life under the blessing of free speech. It just happens that
of a service charge of $100 per week.
Paint, Light Tower
The network officials stated that among the chief media of expression radio has at best only a tenuous
Washington,
Dec. 13. — The F.C.C.
they had been giving away valuable hold on its freedom of expression by virtue of the fact that its use of today made public orders requiring
the licenses of WLTH, Brooklyn, to
time free and felt it only fair that ex- the air is already policed by a Federal commission.
penses should be covered. Hotel men
This Federal commission necessarily stands subject to the influence paint and light its antenna tower in
said the action is unwarranted, citing
conformity with regulations recently
the recent order from the musicians' of any and all pressure groups that may wish to make it their business adopted by the commission.
union allowing orchestras to play but to put radio in a straight jacket.
The tower was found by the comsix nights a week. The hotel owners
mission to be a possible menace to air
Persistence
in
a
policy
which
admits
of
material
of
the
character
of
said the orchestra leaders would have
navigation
as now painted and illuto assume the service charge.
minated, and the station was given 10
Miss West's presentation on Sunday evening is not merely exposing
days nate
in bands
which
to paint it with
radio to the jeopardy of a straightjacket ; it is asking for it.
Charge Not New in New York
of international
orangealterand
white and install two 100 watt lamps
Bands broadcasting from hotels and
for night marking.
night clubs in New York have been
paying a weekly service charge to the
KGFF Seven Years Old
stations for the past three years. The
New
Shows
on
the
Air
situation was brought about when Nat
Shawnee, Okla., Dec. 13. — Plans
Abramson organized the WOR ar
are under way for a celebration of the
tists' service and went into competi
seventh anniversary of KGFF Wedtion with NBC and CBS which mainnesday. Programs during the entire
"The Voice of Firestone"
Mandalay" and "The Prize Song"
tained band departments, selling the
Without the benefit of the fanfare from
week beginning Wednesday will be
"Die
Meistersinger."
The
units to the local hotels and night accorded many less worthy musical
to the occasion, with special
Charioteersa spiritual.
swung "BobTheWhite"
and dedicated
clubs and charging stiff prices for
rendered
orchestra,
features on that day. KGFF is linked
"The
Voice
lines to the point of origin. When programs,
continues to
please
withof 30Firestone"
minutes in addition to contributing support to to the Mutual network.
Abramson's competition, which of- of choice orchestral and vocal enter- the vocalists, offered a very interestfered bands at a lower line rate,
tainment. The symphonic orchestra
ing Jerome Kern medley and closed
Container Ass'n on Air
proved too much, NBC and CBS is under the direction of Alfred
The Glass Container Ass'n of
formed an agreement with WOR and Wallenstein, one of the few first rate with "Vieni, Vieni."
Banner America will start a half-hour netall three now charge a flat rate of symphonic conductors who can reconwork program on the NBC-Blue Jan.
$100 upward, depending on the loca9 in behalf of bottled milk. The show
cile classical and popular music, dexClose John Hix Contract
tion.
will be of the dramatic script variety,
terously offering them side by side
Local bands also must pay a price without cheapening the quality of the
San Francisco, Dec. 13. — NBC and it will be heard Sundays from
of $3 per man per broadcast, the bene- former and, of course, always enhanc- has closed a contract to broadcast 1 :30 to 9 P. M. The U. S. Advertising the latter.
fits of which go to Musician's Union
ing Corp., Toledo, is the agency.
John
as KGO,
It Seems"
Emergency Fund for the relief of un
series Hix's
for 52"Strange
weeks on
San
Last night's guest artists were Francisco; KOMO, Seattle, and
employed musicians.
Meloney Joins Kated, Inc.
Vera Brodsky, Charles Kullmann and
The Charioteers. Miss Brodsky, KOA, Denver. The transcription
Bill Meloney, formerly of the pubwhose keyboard artistry is rapidly show is sponsored by Union Pacific
Renew Robinson's "Big Town'
licity department of WOR, has reHollywood, Dec. 13. — Edward G bringing her to the forefront among Railroad and will start Jan. 2. Other
signed to handle publicity for Kated,
Robinson's CBS program, "Big concert pianists, pleased with a few new KGO accounts include "Musical Inc., the Kate Smith-Ted Collins
Meloney assumes his new duties
Cocktails," sponsored by Crystal Mfg. office.
Town," today was renewed for 26 moments of "The Carioca."
immediately.
weeks.
Kullmann offered "The Road to Co., for 52 weeks.
Air

Contract

MOTION
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{Continued from page 1)
holdover members : Samuel Carlisle,
I. ROSENTHAL, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Sam E. MorHERBERT
ris, Morris Wolf and Charles S. Gughead of the CBS artists' bureau,
returned to network headquarters genheimer for organization in New
yesterday after a stay in Hollywood. York on Dec. 21. Ivan Culbertson,
Wilmington counsel for the company,
. James C. Shattuck of Columbia's
program service division returned to presided in the absence of Harry
work yesterday from an 18-day cruise Warner, who was reported on the
to Central America, Panama and the West Coast working on production
West Indies. . . . Fred Feibel, CBS problems.
Culbertson announced that for the
organist, has been booked to make a
series of recordings for Associated quarter ending Nov. 28, consolidated
Music Publishers. . . . Phil Lord, pro- net earnings of the company and its
ducer of the "We, the People" series, subsidiaries were estimated to be in
will return to his program Dec. 16 excess of $1,600,000 after provision
to make a guest appearance. . . . NBC for normal Federal income taxes but
was mum about yesterday's arrival of before provision for any surtax on
Arturo Toscanini under orders from undistributed profits, as compared with
the maestro himself, who cabled he a profit for the corresponding quarter
wanted no publicity. Thereupon the ended Nov. 28, 1936, of $2,047,936.28.
maestro contrived to hide from the
Holders of preferred stock cast
headlines by charging upon several 78,463 votes for directors nominated
newspaper photographers who snapped by Emanuel Souder of New York.
his picture. . . . Wayne Randal, NBC Common stock was represented by
publicity chief, has given up his office 2,109,293 shares. Abel Klaw and Jack
to Clay Morgan and is now back with lers.
E. Krauss of Wilmington were telthe boys and girls in his department,

taking over Vance Babb's office in
the press department proper. Morgan's office in turn has been taken over O'Shea
Named
as
by William Hedges, new NBC vicepresident.
Scully Successor
(Continued from page 1)
First Lady" Dropped branch manager.
Rodgers disclosed
Pending Court Trial the O'Shea appointment today at the
meeting which ended the three-day
A motion for a temporary injunc- sales
conference here.
tion brought by Vaughn DeLeath to
All the men piesent signed a scroll
restrain Kate Smith, Ted Collins, her
manager, and CBS from using the which will be presented to Scully. It
wishes him well in his new post with
title "First Lady of the Air" was Universal. Rodgers, sufifering from a
withdrawn in the N. Y. County Supreme Court yesterday when Miss cold and laryngitis, employed William
Smith agreed not to use the title pend- R. Ferguson, director of exploitation,
ing trial. Justice Philip J. McCook, as his spokesman, to outline coming
who heard arugment on the motion product.
before the agreement was reached,
stated that he would set the case down
for an early trial.
Norman
Alley's Fate
Reuben Caidin, attorney for Miss
In China Is Unknown
DeLeath, told the court that his client
(Continued from page 1)
was the first woman vocalist to be
heard over the radio. She has been newsreels for the past 20 years. He
was assigned to cover the attack on
using the title since 1932.
Shanghai and arrived in that city early
Myron torney,
Engelman,
Miss
Smith's
atin
October. Following the capture of
contended that she had been
Shanghai, he covered the 71 miles to
awarded the title by numerous popu- Nanking on foot and carrying his
larity contests. Miss Smith adopted
the title on Nov. 4 this year. Justice equipment in nine days. He was reported to be the last passenger to
McCook indicated that one of the
board
the
Panay, which was engaged
questions to be determined at the trial
would be whether the title went to in removing Americans from the bethe star who appeared first or the one leagured Chinese capital. He was
carrying film representing the result
who was first in popularity.
of two weeks of "shooting" along the
road from Shanghai and in Nanking.
Another newsreel man reported
Bernie Signs Lehr,
aboard the Panay is Eric Mayell, of
Other on Tire Show Fox Alovietone.
Herman Bernie yesterday signed
Lew Lehr, the Nicholas Bros., Buddy
Clark »nd Jane Pickens to 13-week
o"
Show
Trade will
To
Paramount
hold a ''Farg
trade showcontracts,- with options, for the new
ing of "Wells Fargo" at 10 :30 A. M.
series of programs starting Jan. 12
over CBS for the U. S. Tire Co., Thursday at the Astor. Milton S.
Kusell, New York state district manwhich will star Ben Bernie.
ager, has invited 1,200 local exhibitors, circuit buyers and industry exMiss Thompson to Add Program
ecutives. The picture will open at
Dorothy Thompson, who has been the Paramount Dec. 29.
broadcasting her talks on "People in
New York" each Friday over the
O'Toole in Hospital
NBC-Red, will double her schedule
starting Jan. 4, when she will add a
Boston, Dec. 13. — Timothy
Tuesday, 7 :30 P. M. program on the O'Toole, Columbia exchange manager
Blue network. Pall Mall cigarettes here, has been taken to the Newton
sponsor, through the Compton Adver- Hospital for observation of a stomach
disorder.
tising Co.

Pay

$250,000

Put

Hollywood, Dec. 13. — United
Artists' earnings for 1937
were estimated here today at
$1,100,000.
The authorized
company's
board of directors
the payment of a dividend of
$250,000 out of earnings for
the year.

Report

U, A.

Share

Selznick
Going
(Continued to
from page 1)
Loew's and M-G-M, on Sunday. The
statement included the assertion that,
"In leaving California after this happy
visit I am proud in the knowledge that
the M-G-M studio is the most strongly fortified organization in the industry, built upon a solid structure that
one man."
no other
uoonand
depends
Schenck
M-G-M officials declined to amplify this statement, with the result that its probable
significance was the subject of much
local speculation. A Selznick aide,
in refusing to comment, gave as his
reason the fact that Selznick himself has never publicly admitted that
negotiations for a deal with M-G-M
were in progress.

in Two

Divisions

(Continued from page 1)
pervisor of the eastern and central
European division, and Ernest Koenig
supervisor of the western European
division. Both will work under the
supervision of George L. Canty, general European manager for Universal.
European headquarters have been
moved to Paris from London in the
revised setup.
The company is establishing new
offices in Norway and Denmark, both
of which are scheduled to open Jan. 1.
A. H. Haslund will be in charge of
the office of Oslo and Tage Neilsen
of the Copenhagen office.
Schaefifer reported that the Scandinavian countries are showing marked
business improvement. The company
is still operating in Spain although
new films are not being shipped into
that country. Universal has withdrawn from Germany and has no plans
for resuming operations there.

Discuss
Tax

Chicago
with

1%

Officials

Chicago, Dec. 13. — -Theatre operators conferred today with city officials
regarding the city's proposal that a
one per cent tax on gross receipts replace the present sliding scale of license fees levied according to the
number of seats.
It is estimated that the new tax plan
wouldtheatre
increasesource
the city's
the
from revenue
$130,000fromto

Arrested in Game Case
Birmingham, Dec. 13. — Managers
of two suburban theatres have been
placed under $100 bond by police for
conducting Jack Pot following a ruling by city officials that the game is
a violation of the city and state $600,000. City officials claim such a
tax would not be unfair.
lottery laws.

NEW "EXCURSION" RATES EQUAL GROUND TRAVEL COSTS
The Lindbergh Line now offers you the lowest round trip
fares in de luxe air transportation. Bringing air travel down
to the same general cost range of other forms of transportation, these new TWA rates permit everyone who travels —
to fly . . . TWA's round trip excursions begin on Saturday
or Monday; are effective for 15 days; and apply on any
schedule, any day, returning. TWA excursion tickets are
good on any flight, including the world famous, overnight,
coast-to-coast SKY CHIEF ... Fly TWA on the nation's
finest planes — you save valuable hours, even days and
TWA's complimentary meals enroute and rigid "no tipping"
rule, save you many extra dollars.
One-Way
COMPARE THESE
TWA AIR TRAVEL SAVINGS!
New York to
Los
Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia

Fares
$299.90
89.90
9.60

CALL TWA
For Further
Informa-in
tion call TWA!
New York— MUrray
Hill 6-1640 or PEnntylvania 6-6000.
SHORTEST-FASTEST

Excursion

You Save

$224.92
67.42
7.20

22.48
$74.98
2.40

Note to "Scrip" Holders
Scrip cards may be used to
charee these lovr excursion
rates, no matter what airline
issued them.
COAST

TO

COAST
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CBS

Deal

Closed
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English

With

For

Quota

at

Killed

Producers Lose in Fight
For Approval

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 14. — The proposal for
separate quotas as part of the new
Films Bill was killed finally today by
the House of Commons Films Act
Committee by a vote of 34 to 14.
The producers last night made a
vigorous effort to carry the proposal,
declaring that there was complete
unity among all members of the Film
Group of the F.B.I. The sponsors of
a reciprocity plan and the advocates
Additional developments in
of separate quotas made conciliatory
gestures
toward each other. Despite
radio yesterday, pages 6-7
this move to bury the hatchet, Oliver
Stanley, president of the Board of
troactively to last Oct. 1, expires in Trade, offered no agreement, and the
committee voted down the amendment.
May, 1939. In addition to a 40-hour,
Stanley offered a new amendment
five-day week, the contract sets $50
{Continued on page 4)
a week as the minimum wage for
sound effects technicians at WABC
and provides for additional blanket
{Continued on page 6)
Say Grand
National

An agreement between CBS and
the American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers, affecting all
sound effects technicians at WABC,
has been concluded, it was learned
yesterday. A.G.R.A.P. also closed
a contract covering the announcers
employed at WBNX, local independent
station.
The WABC contract, effective re-

Financing

»

Martin Quigley, editorin-chief of Motion Picture
Daily, announces the appointment ofA-Mike Vogel
as editor, succeeding
rice Kann, resigned.

Reports

150

Won

by

Paramount
Phila.

in

Appeal

Mau-

The editor-in-chief and
staff wish to express to Mr.

Lower
In

Court Overruled
Boycott Case

Philadelphia^ Dec. 14. — ParaKann appreciation for his
mount today won its injunction acservices to this newspaper
against independents' boycott
and to offer best wishes for methodstion in
a ruling handed down in
the
U.
S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
his future success.
The ruling, written by Judge Joseph
Buffington
concurred in by Judges
Mr. Vogel, who will as- J. Warren and
Davis and John Biggs, Jr.,
sume immediately his new
overrules U. S. District Judge Oliver
duties under the continu- B. Dickinson, who earlier dismissed
ing chief editorship of Mr. Paramount's suit.
The strike and the boycott which
Quigley, has been a mem- led to the court action has been settled. Paramount has been pressing
ber of the staff of Quigley
the
case
for a precedent ruling and
Publications for six years.
the concensus of opinion is that the
and other majors have
He is an experienced show- company
scored a signal victory.
man and journalist, with a
In the original suit Judge Dickinson held that the business of Parawide
acquaintance
mount in sending films over state
throughout the industry
lines did not come under the Sherman
and an intimate knowledge
Anti-Trust Act interpretation of "interstate commerce."
of the industry and its
{Continued
on pageThe
4) circuit

Arranged

problems gained in firsthand contact.
Hoi
t
ywood.
Dec.
14.
—
An
official
Station Pacts Set
of Grand National stated today that
The A. F. of M. yesterday re- financing had been arranged for forthported that 150 signed contracts
coming product. No details were given Paramount
Talking
have been received to date from
pending a formal statement to be
■ IRNA stations, and upon the union's made this week after the actual signTwo-Reel
Newsreel
own estimate, 50 more are expected in
ing of the agreement.
today's mail, when the deadline for
the proposed agreement, it
Production of a two-reel newsreel
compliance will have been reached. wasUnder
stated,
no changes will be made is under discussion at Paramount and,
The total number of stations to be
in the production program or the ex- if approved, would be launched early
heard from is 293.
ecutive setup. The amount of money terday.
in the new year, it was learned yesAs an indication of the progress
being made in the drive to add union was not indicated, but it was said that
it will be sufficient to carry the studio
The advisability of doubling the
I musicians to the payrolls of radio oroduction
costs.
standard newsreel footage, in the
j stations, Federation President Joseph
Three pictures, including the James opinion of Paramount officials, is
|!
{Continued on page 6)
Cagney vehicle, are on the January demonstrated by the popularity of
occasional
and seasonal
-chedule, but it is possible more will numerous {Continued
from page 8)
Exchange
Union Pact be started.
Conference Started
Preliminary discussions were held
yesterday at the Warner home office
between major distributor representatives and I.A.T.S.E. executives on a SinO'Japanese
' 'Incident ' '
master contract covering "back room"
exchange employes. The session was
Reel
Men^s
Toughest
adjourned until today.
Spot
Frank Phelps, Warner labor conunaccounted
for
somewhere
in the
The
newsreel
cameramen
have
been
tact, who has acted as intermediary
in
tough
spots
before,
and
they
will
vicinity
of
Nanking,
the
Chinese
capibetween the two groups, was not in
tal, which has fallen to the Japanese.
attendance yesterday. He was home attest that the Ethiopian war was no
At a late hour last night there was
with a cold he contracted while mak- minor assignment, but it appears that no
definite and official word in New
ing a tour over the weekend. Phelps by all odds the Chinese- Japanese
York's
newsreel offices of the fate of
"incident"
is
the
most
difficult
and
is due back today and will sit in on
most dangerous job they have yet Norman Alley, Universal's ace, or
Ithe second conference.
Eric Mayell, Fox Movietone cameraMajor distributor representatives tackled.
(.Continued from page 8)
At the moment there are three men
{Continued on page 2)
AFM
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Announcement

Is

Contract Affects Men
Station WABC

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

Impartial

B agnail

Is Named

V-P by Paramount
George Bagnall, Paramount studio
comptroller, was elected a vice-president of the company at a meeting of
the Paramount board of directors here
yesterday. Bagnall succeeds Henry
Herzbrun, whose resignation, submitted 10 days ago, was accepted by
the board at yesterday's meeting.
The board also declared the regular
quarterly {Continued
dividend on
of page
$1.504)per share
MPTOA

Will

Gather

at Chicago in 1938
Chicago has been agreed upon as
the 1938 convention city for the
M.P.T.O.A., Walter Vincent, treasurer of the organization, stated yesterday. The date of the meeting has not
been
yet spring.
but it is customarily held
in the set
early
The midwestern city was chosen
due_ to the fact that the south or
Pacific Coast have captured the M.P.T.O.A. conventions for the past four
or five years without variation. Northern and midwestern affiliates of the
M.P.T.O.A. _ urged the choice of a
convention site of greater convenience
to their memberships.
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Korda-Selznick
Talks

New
Plan

Deny Dismissal
Condor Court

for
Move

Continuing

Milwaukee, Dec. 14. — With the approval here by Federal Judge F. A.
Alexander Korda has delayed his
Geiger
of the reorganization plan for
departure from the coast until the
the Capitol Investment Co., owner of
latter part of the week to confer fur- the Capitol theatre and store building
ther with David O. Selznick on the
at Madison, Wis., the company will
possibility of continuing with U. A. issue new bonds totalling $717,000 in
beyond two pictures for which the pro- lieu of the present first and second
ducer has already committted himself.
bonds.
At the time Korda and Samuel mortgage
Of the new bond issue, $417,000 will
Goldwyn were negotiating for the pur- be first mortgage bonds and $300,000
chase of the U. A. stock held by second mortgage bonds.
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
The court also signed an order to
and Mary Pickford for $6,000,000, show cause why a master should not
Selznick stated he would not remain be appointed to take up consideration
a change in the lease covering the
with the company if the deal even- of
tuated. When the deal collapsed ne- location of the theatre entrance and
two stores in the building.
gotiations were resumed.
Reports from the coast yesterday
Shuberts File Reply
were that Louis B. Mayer and Al
Lichtman, who recently returned from
Lee and Jacob Shubert yesterday
England, are endeavoring to have filed in the U. S. District Court here
Selznick rejoin M-G-M next year. their answer to the $4,000 suit brought
Lichtman worked on the original deal against them by the Keith Massachusetts Corp. on two alleged promissory
with Selznick a year ago and might
better the terms to have the producer notes. The answer set forth that
switch over.
$1,666 was tendered in full payment
1, but that the plaintiff reMeanwhile, writers at Selznick In- on Nov.
fused to accept it.
ternational are now preparing scripts
for "Merry, Merry Maidens" and
"Freedom of the Press," the final two Exchange
Union Pact
on the U. A. schedule. Selznick is
Conference
Started
not rushing the pictures, since no re(Contimied from page 1)
lease dates have to be met.
>
Departures Deferred

Marcel Hellman, producer for Criterion Films, has canceled reservations
to sail for home today on the Oiiceii
Mary. Korda also was to have sailed
and indications are that bookings will
be made to return home on the A^ormandie. which will leave here the latter part of next week.
Maurice Silverstone, head of U. A.
activities in England and the LTnited
Kingdom, will probably return from
Hollywood with Korda and accomland. pany the London Films' head to EngHome office executives at U. A.
are confident Selznick will continue
with the company and that a new producing and releasing arrangement will
be signed in 10 days.
George J. Schaefer, vice-president
Warners* Reelection
and general manager, is on the coast
Scheduled for Dec. 21 for the reported purpose of sitting in
Harry M. Warner, president, and on the Selznick talks.
Jack L. and Albert Warner, vicepresidents, will be reelected in ad"Sacred" Finishes Run
dition to other officers at the board of
directors meeting slated for Dec. 21
"Nothing Sacred" tonight finishes
at the company's home office. Six a third week at the Music Hall. Wildirectors, including the three Warliam Wellman, who directed "A Star
ners, were renamed at the annual
Is Born," likewise handled the megastockholders'
meeting at Wilmington
phone on "Nothing Sacred." Earlier
Monday.
in the year, "A Star Is Born" ran 21
days and it was only because of prior
bookings
that U. A. withdrew the picture.
Son to the Nathans
John B. Nathan, Paramount managing director in Argentine, Uruguay
Coast Trip Pleased Schenck
and Paraguay, is the father of a son
Chicago, Dec. 14. — Nicholas M.
born to Mrs. Nathan Dec. 11, according to advices received at the Schenck, en route to New York, was
Paramount home office.
too^ ill to leave his private car here
tonight. He declared he was pleased
with his coast trip an J said he had no
comment to make at this time regarding the plans of David O. Selznick,
but that an announcement would be
made soon.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE:
ADOLPH P0LLAK
a«n«ral Mir.
(30 9th An., N. Y. 0.

Court Approves
Madison
Bond

Morris, Lane Engaged
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — Wayne
Morris and Priscilla Lane have announced their engagement.

Los Angeles, Dec. 14. — Federal
Judge George Cosgrave today denied
a motion to dismiss the involuntary
bankruptcy petition filed by Ben
Pivar, Frank Gay and Albert Wenzel
against Condor Pictures, Inc., and set
Dec. 27 for a hearing.
Clinton E. Miller has been named
receiver.
Dec. 20 was set as the date for ai
hearing on the petition of the companj?
officers and other creditors for a reorganization of the company under
Section 77-B of the Bankruptcy Act.
Resume

M. & R. Hearing

The taking of depositions here in
the anti-trust suit brought by Morse
& Rothenberg, Boston independents,
against major distributors, the Maine
& New Hampshire and M. A. Shea
circuits will be resumed in January
after an adjournment to be taken on
Friday. Neil F. Agnew, Paramount
vice-president in charge of distribution, was queried in the proceedings
yesterday. His testimony related for
the most part to national and local
sales practices.
Cue

Editor

Will

Be

yesterday stated there is no particular
hurry in pushing the master contract
as all exchange service employes are
now working under union conditions,
each territory individually negotiated.
One of the main points the international is understood to be seeking is
a closed shop for all situations. The
demands follow enforcement of a
closed shop at the studios and theatres.

At Ampa
Tomorrow
Suzanne Kaaren, film actress, and
Fillmore Hyde, editor of Cue, have
been definitely set as guests for the
Ampa luncheon at the International
Casino tomorrow. Efforts are being
made to line up George Bancroft and
Maureen O'SuUivan.
The committee in charge of the
annual Christmas affair will begin
distributing books tomorrow for the
raffle schedules for Dec. 23.

Fox Guest at Dinner
Friends and former associates of
Matthew Fox last night tendered him
a farewell party at the St. Moritz.
Fox on Monday withdrew as film
buyer and booker of the Skouras circuit to take over his new duties as
executive aide to Nate J. Blumberg,
new president of Universal.

. E. Declares Dividend
Western Electric yesterday voted a
dividend of 90 cents a share on its
common stock, virtually all of which
is owned by A. T. & T. The dividend
compares with previous payments this
year of 60 cents a share in March and
75 cents a share in June and September.
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"Man Proof"
{iM-G-iM )

Hollywood, Dec. 14. — "Man Proof" is directly pointed to engage the
attention of feminine audiences. Tastefully presented, its story told with
restrained dignity, it adapts the triangle romance drama premise. Too
sophisticated to arouse the attention of the masses, the film is a class
ottering done in the style which is characteristic of M-G-M in treating
such a theme.
jVlyrna Loy and Rosalind Russell are rivals for the affections of fortune hunting Walter Pidgeon; Miss Loy does not give up the contest
when he chooses to marry wealthy Rosalind Russell. Although her mother.
Nana Bryant, seeks to throw Miss Loy into association with Franchot
"Evidence in the case at bar con- Tone and to have her occupy herself so that she will forget Pidgeon,
clusively shows that the defendants the woman who lost is still determined to triumph over the woman who
violated the Sherman Anti-Trust Act won. In various ways she contrives to enjoy the company of willing
by disseminating prejudicial, threat- Pidgeon who is not loath to deceive his wife. Eventually Miss Russell
ening and coercive literature and by finds them together and the concrete evidence sustains the suspicion
appealing to the public for help in that has long bothered her and impels her to denounce Pidgeon. Her
their fight. The plaintiff is entitled
plus Pidgeon's confession that his attachment for Miss Loy was
relief." General William actions,
injunctive
to Former
but a passing fancy, convinces her that she has been fighting a losing
Attorney
A. Schnader represented Paramount struggle. She turns to Tone as a solace for her disillusionment.
and Former Congressman Benjamin
Dialogue is the interpretative medium. Yet in speaking their lines
M. Colder represented the independ- and acting Miss Loy, Miss Russell and Pidgeon are convincing in rather
ent group.
difficult roles. Comedy contrast to the triangle drama is capably handled
by Tone and Nana Bryant. Rita Johnson, Ruth Hussey, Leonard Penn,

B agnail

Is Named

by Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
on the outstanding first preferred stock
and 15 cents per share on the outstanding second preferred stock. The dividend is payable Dec. 28 to holders of
record on Dec. 21.
V-P

Adolph
contractat as
head
is toZukor's
be extended
thestudio
next
meeting of the board which will be
held before the end of the year, although no date for the session has
been set yet. The contract, which expires Jan. I, contains options for renewal which the board will exercise.

John Miljan, William Stack and Oscar O'Shea are acceptable in supporting roles. Based on a story by Fanny Heaslip Lea which Vincent
Lawrence, Waldeniar Young and George Oppenheimer transcribed,
"Man Proof" was intelligently directed by Richard Thorpe.
A woman's show, exploitation should be pointed to attract the attention of that portion of audiences.

Running time, 78 minutes. "A."
''Daughter
(Paramount)

Plan

Separate

PREVIEW

Appeal

(Continued from pane 1)
judges disagreed with this finding and
held that the independents, with their
plans for picketing, and patroling the
streets with sound trucks, urging the
public not to attend Paramount films,
constituted a conspiracy in violation
of the Sherman law.
In directing Judge Dickinson to reinstate the suit and grant Paramouat's
Buffington's lengthy
n, Judge
injunctio
ruhng said
in part :

English
For

in
HOLLYWOOD

Phila.

DAILY^

of Shanghai"

Hollywood, Dec. 14. — Highly sensational in character, "Daughter
of Shanghai" is a throwback to the old 10, 20 and 30-cent melodrama,
the kind that used to have the gallery gods cheering the heroes and
hissing the villains. Returning Anna May Wong to the screen, it features her with Philip Ahn as the only heroic characters in the company
of a platoon of heavies.
The plot has to do with the experiences encountered by the pair in
breaking up an alien smuggling ring. Their adventures take them from
FitzPatrick Talking Deal
San Francisco to a tropical island. In the swank dens of the smugglers,
James A. Fitzpatrick is negotiating in a ribald honky tonk, in taxicabs, airplanes and aboard ship, the perils
with Syd Chaplin for one of a series
they face are seemingly insurmountable, yet they triumph over all.
of quota pictures the producer is exBased on a story by Garnett Weston, which he and Gladys Unger
pected to make in England for Paramount. Chaplin will sail today on the adapted, theme content is highly theatrical. So is Robert Florey's direcConte de Savoia. He has been here a
tion. The players, too, perform in highly theatrical style. Though cast
month.
as
an
avenging angel. Miss Wong is given several opportunities to disFitzPatrick will leave for the coast
play her physical charm. Philip Ahn works hard trying to make his
next Tuesday by train. He plans to
sail Jan. 2 on the Rex for Egypt with role of Chinese undercover government investigator look plausible.
a Technicolor unit to film the corona- Charles Bickford, Larry Crabbe, J. Carrol Naish, Evelyn Brent, Fred
Kohler are as realistic menances as anyone could want and Cecil Cuntion of the Egyptian king.
ningham isa surprise one.
The picture stands little chance of making anything but the second
Denver Frolic Delayed
class neighborhood houses.
Denver, Dec. 14. — The Cotton Bowl
Running time, 60 minutes. "A."
football game on New Year's day between Colorado University and Rice
Institute will take so many theatre
Reisenfeld to Principal
Plan Xmas Benefits
and film men from Denver that it has
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — Dr. Hugo
Oklahoma
City,
Dec.
14.
—
been decided to postpone the annual Numerous Oklahoma theatres are Reisenfeld has been signed by Prinfilm frolic which was to have been
cipal Productions to write the musical
held the latter part of the month. holding benefit shows, food shows and
scores for "Tarzan's Revenge" and
Sponsored by the Rocky Mountain other types of entertainment in co- "Hawaiian
Buckaroo," working under
operation with local civic organizaScreen Club, the affair will be held
tions, in which old shoes, broken toys, the supervision of Abe Meyer.
some time in February.
canned foods and other items are
taken in lieu of the admission price.
G. B. Films to Skouras
Arthur Greenblatt, G. B. eastern
'Journey's End' to MGM
Dieterle Recovering
division manager, has closed with
Hollywood, Dec. 14.— Film rights
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — William Di- Skouras Metropolitan circuit for the
to "Journey's End," internationally
known war drama by R. C. Sherriff,
eterle, director, is making a quick re- showing of "Dr. Syn" and "Noncovery from injuries received in an Stop New York" in all of its houses
have been acquired by M-G-M. No
in Greater New York.
cast names have been set.
automobile accident last week.

(Continued from Killed
page 1)
Quota
whereby films not registered for the
distributors' quota would be available
for double credit under the exhibitors'
quota. He said the aim of the amendment is to prevent underselling by
American distributors. The effect of
the proposal is seen as an extra inducement to counteract the possibility
of underselling.
Sir Adrian Baillie, sponsoring the
separate quotas, declared his belief
that the Stanley suggestion would not
prevent underselling.
The Stanley proposal is seen as important to American interests, since
its effect would be that British producers would seek release through
British distributors, who would not
need would
to acquire
the distributors'
quota
and
be able
to offer films
as
double quota value.
Emanuel Files Plans
Hareisburg, Dec. 14. — Final plans
for a new first run house to be erected by Jay Emanuel as the eighth in
his circuit have been filed with
Building
J. B.
O'Brien.
They
call Inspector
for a larger
house
than
originally contemplated. Emanuel
has taken a long-time lease on the
Russ Estate Bldg. and will spend
$100,000.

VA

Advance
"Swiss
Miss"
Hollywood, Dec.
14. — Hal
Roach
has advanced the date of starting
"Swiss Miss," LaurelVA and Hardy ve-6H
hicle, to Dec. 20. Cast in the picture
are Delia Lind, Walter Woolf King,
Adia Kuznetzoff and Patsy Kelly.
Negotiations are under13Away to obtain
Lyda Robert!. 2m
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Try

Quiz

Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 14. — Several Nebraska theatres have
borrowed from Professor
Quiz, of radio, for a substitute gag to draw business.
The stunt replaces the outlawed Bank Night.
Stunts are worked with
patrons asked to enter the
"question contest" as they
come in the door, and those
who consent are called to the
stage for queries. They can
win from $1 to $15 in prizes.
The idea is doing very well.

Take

this

PHILLIPS HOLMES will sail for
NATURE-FAVORED
New York from England on Saturday on the Noniiandie, after completing work in an English film. He
will appear on the New Vork stage.
•
AIRWAY
to
Hakry Klein of the Cocalis Circuit is the father of a four and a half
pound boy. Mrs. Klein and the baby
are doing nicely at Beth Israel Hospital, Newark.
•
P. L. Palmerton, Erpi foreign arrive from London Dec. 21 aboard
California!
manager, has returned to the home
the
Aqmtania.
office following a four-month business
m
trip to the Far East, Australia and
William German returned yesterNew Zealand.
The Greater-Comfort,
•
day after spending three weeks on
stuff, he says.
Frank Lloyd has returned to the the coast. Vacation
Southern Sunshine Route
•
Paramount studio where he will reArchie Mayers, general manager
port on the now completed preview
. . . and only American
of World Pictures, has left on a sales
tour of "Wells Fargo."
•
tour of several midwestern cities.
uses it!
•
Sidney R. Kent plans to leave the
John
D. Clark,
general sales
end of the month for Florida for a
vacation with rod and hook in west manager
of 20th Century- Fox, is
back from a vacation at Miami.
coast waters.
•
can's great Flagship Skysleepers
•
lower -level air'Ssouth
ICAN
AMER
New
of
out
turns
way
^
Elena
Quirici,
10-year-old
EuroCharles E. Kessnick, southern
help to explain why American carpean dancing star, left yesterday by York . . . touches Washington . . .
ries more passengers than any
district manager for M-G-M, is planstudio.
other air line in the world. During
ning to leave for his Atlanta head- train for the M-G-M
•
quarters today or tomorrow.
arrives quickly in Tennessee's
the first 10 months of 1937 more
•
Willard McKay, general counsel friendly temperature . . . continues
s the
for
Universal,
left
for
Hollywood
last
follow
.
.
.
Texas
to
south
than a quarter-million people —
Vernon H. Adams, southern public relations representative for RKO, night via American• Airlines.
s
virtually one-third of all the air
the
of
desert
and
plains
sunny
has been transferred to the sales staff
Southwest to California . . . travelers in this country — chose
Charlotte
Lyons,
Warner
player,
at the Dallas exchange.
•
American Airlines!
has arrived from London and is stay- OVERNIGHT!
ing at the Warwick.
Call
it
the
sunshine
route
.
.
.
Derrick de Marney, English act•
THE ONLY COMPLETE SLEEPER
or, will sail today on the Queen Mary.
Joe Lightstone of the Orpheum, call it the low-level route ... or
He was scheduled to have sailed last
PLANES THROUGH TO LOS ANGELES
Montreal, is visiting with his wife for the greater-comfort route . . . the
week.
a few days.
The American MERCURY leaves
•
fact is that this nature -favored
Newark Airport 5:10 pm, arrives
Norton Ritchey head of MonoS. Charles Einfeld is due back route is the best airway to the
Los Angeles 8:30 am; The
gram's foreign department, has re- from the coast about Jan. 10.
Pacific Coast any week in the year.
turned from an extensive trip abroad.
SOUTHERNER leaves 9:00 pm,
9
This better route and Ameriarrives 12:59 pm. No change of
Davies is planning to sail
Phil Lewis, manager of the Val- forMarion
Honolulu Dec. 24.
plane. Limited stops. Berths as
ley, Spring Valley, is recuperating at
his home after an appendectomy.
large as twin beds for every pasChris Dunphy is due from the
•
Quick
Facts About
Southern
SunshineAmerican's
Route
coast in three weeks.
senger. Hot meals served withAltitude
Lou Irwin plans to leave for
out charge.
Av.Winter
Above
Temper.
Hollywood Sunday.
Sea Level (Ft.)
Leo Justin is home with a bad
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL YOUR
(Daytime)
TRAVEL AGENT OR VANDERBILT 3-2580
Nashville 560
Arthur W. Kelly, Jr., son of the cold.
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbill Ave. and
Memphis
25S
U. A. foreign sales executive, will
Ft. Worth-Dallas 650
Milt Kusell is dieting.
Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th Street
Tucson 2500
Phoenix 1100
Los Angeles 460
Zasu Pitts Assessed
Average for entire
route (N.Y.tol.A.)1021 Ft.
Washington, Dec. 14. — The Bureau
of Internal Revenue today asked the
Board of Tax Appeals to affirm income tax deficiency assessments of
$15,396 against Zasu Pitts, for 1932
and 1933.
Wallace Beery has petitioned the
board for redetermination of an
United ... an unmatched
$11,241 tax deficiency assessed against
him by the bureau on his 1934 income.
record of 20,000 flights
61.3°
52°
COAST-TO -COAST!
64°
72°
Buy
Gerguson
Story
t't A total of 120 million miles and
74°
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — Twentieth
74°
20,000 New York-California flights
Century-Fox has purchased Mike
in a decade of operations! No
72°
other airline in the world can
Romanoff's
"Ellisas Island."
Romanoff has story,
been known
Prince
match United's record!
Mike. His name is Henry Gerguson.
Annabella will be featured.
De luxe overnight Mainliner
sleeper service to Chicago, New
York and other eastern cities. Low
AMERICAN
Henry McNamara
Dead
round-trip rates.
Troy,
Dec.
14.
—
Henry
McNamara,
TICKETS: United Offices, Hotels,
an exhibitor with theatres in AlexanTravel Bureaus, Telegraph Offices.
dria Bay and Valatie, N. Y., died in
Troy Hospital after an emergency
UNITED
AIR LINES
appendicitis operation.
AIRUNES
^«
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CBS

Deal

Is

Licenses

(Continued from page 1)
increases to the staff during the life of
tlie contract.
The guild shop is also a featured
concession obtained by A.G.R.A.P. as
a result of prolonged bargaining with
CBS representatives Mefford R. Runyon, Doug Coulter and Lawrence
Lowman.
Sound effects men will receive
three weeks' vacation under the
agreement, as well as sick leave pay,
preferential reemployment in event of
discharge and similar privileges of the
standard Guild asrreement.
The announcers and production men
at WABC were awarded contracts some time ago, also through
A.G.R.A.P.
The contract with WBNX covers
announcers. It provides a minimum
wage scale for announcers of $35 per
week, a 16 2/3 per cent increase this
year to announcers presently employed, and a 14 per cent increase next
year. It also provides for a 40-hour
week, arbitration of discharge, closed
shop privilege, 15 minutes to be allowed before and after each assignment, this time to be included in computing the assigned time ; Sy^-hom
day ; two weeks' vacation with pay,
one additional week with pay for holidays, atotal of three weeks' vacation
each year, and time and one-half for
overtime.

WHB
Three

Stations

Washington, Dec. 14.— Operating
licenses to new broadcasting stations
have been issued by the F.C.C. as
follows :
P. K. Ewing, Granada, Miss., call
WGRM, 1,210 kilocycles, 100 watts;
O. Lee Stone, Florence, S. C, call
WOLS, 1.200 kilocycles, 100 watts,
daytime only; Central Broadcasting
Corp., Centralia, Wash., call KELA,
1,44U kilocycles, 500 watts.
The commission also granted a
license to WRNL, covering its removal from Petersburg to Richmond,
and to KIT, Yakima, Wash., changing its frequency from 1,310 to 1,250
kilocycles and increasing power from
lUO watts night, 250 watts day, to 250
watts night, 500 watts day.
An application for change of frequency from 1,370 to 1,420 kilocycles
and increase of power from 50 watts
to 100 watts night, 250 watts day, has
been filed with the commission by
KRKO, Everett, Wash., while
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., amended its
recently filed application for a construction permit to change frequency
from 1,200 to 1,390 kilocycles, asking
also for authority to increase power
from 100 watts night, 250. watts day,
to 1,000 watts.
Williams

Sponsors

New Mutual Program
"True or False," a new audience
participation program, will make its
bow over Mutual, Monday, Jan. 3,
from 10 to 10 :30 P.M., and Mondays
thereafter. J. B. Williams Co., will
A.G.R.A.P.'s scheduled meeting of sponsor. The stations are WLW,
national representatives has been post- Cincinnati ; WGN, Chicago, and
poned until Jan. 7, according to Roy WOR, New York, with the point of
S. Langham, its president.
origin the studios of the latter. J.
Walter Thompson set the deal.
WMCA
Will Salute
New Station Dec. 19 Ferrin to Chicago
WLAW, new station in Lawrence,
Mass., will be saluted by WMCA in a
special dedicatory broadcast Dec. 19,
upon the occasion of its inclusion in
the Inter-City System. The salute
broadcast, to be held from 1 to 1 :30
P.M., will feature Nat Brusiloff and
his orchestra with a group of topranking artists selected for the special
program. The addition of WLAW
to the Inter-City System marks the
11th outlet in the group of affiliated
stations.

Wt MOVm
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Agency as Air Head
Chicago, Dec. 14. — Frank Ferrin,
for the past five years vice-president
of Mid-West Recordings, Inc., has
joined Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Inc., advertising agency, as radio
director.

to Offer

Aid

City, Dec. 14.— WHB
asked 300 preachers and
hasKansas
priests of Greater Kansas
City to select one family
from their congregations
that will not receive Christmas aid from any other
. The station this
agency
week initiated its novel
"Xmas Cupboard" plan to
collect canned food in order
to give such families a supAdmisedibles. program
of staple
plysion
to any studio
from now until Xmas is by
canned goods.

On

Fight

WIBM

Starts
Exclusive

Omaha, Dec. 14. — "We are only
beginning to fight to establish the

principle that it is not only a station's
right, but a station's duty to broadcast public, non-profit events of general interest," says John J. Gillin, Jr.,
manager of WOW.
Gillin referred specifically to a national cornhusking contest held Nov.
4 at Marshall, Mo.
WOW's news editor, Foster May,
and two engineers, Paul McDonald
and Joe Herold, were each fined $10
and costs in a justice of the peace
court at Miami, Mo., Dec. 8, on trespassing charges which developed during the contest. The cases have been
appealed to the District Court and a
hearing will be held early in January
AFM
Reports 150
at Marshall.
Station Pacts Set
The trespassing charges were orig(Continued from page 1)
inally preferred by WIBM, Topeka,
N. Weber told of sending 93 wires to which maintained that station had
locals throughout the country yester- sole broadcast rights at the contest.
day, with the answers showing union The WOW men drove their mobile
locals in 91 of the 93 instances cur- unit onto a concession ground near
rently negotiating with stations in the
ment.scene the night before to test equiptheir respective territories.
Weber said that he would consider
Next day May broadcast the contest
those stations now conducting nego- from a neighboring field, covering it
tiations with the locals within the with field glasses.
boundaries of the deadline, even
though their signed agreements are
New
Station Group
not yet in his hands.
The contract for the key stations
Is Planned
by NBC
have not yet been delivered to him,
but were expected momentarily, he
A
new
supplementary
station group,
said.
to be known as the South Mountain
The IRNA negotiating committee
will be established by NBC
will meet today in the office of Emile group,
Jan. 3. It will consist of KTSM, the
Gough, Hearst Radio official and sec- only station in El Paso, which joins
retary of the IRNA committee.
NBC on that date; KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., now a part of the
NBC supplementary Pacific group;
Pond's to Have New Program
A new dramatic series, titled and KGHF, Pueblo, Col., now supplementary to the Blue Mountain group.
"Those We Love," will replace "HusThe new unit will be available to
bands and Wives" Tuesdays from 8 advertisers on either the Red or Blue
to 8 :30 P.M., over the NBC-Blue, on network, at a rate of $360 per evening
Jan. 4. Pond's will continue to sponsor, through J. Walter Thompson.
hour for the group, or $120 per evening hour per station if the stations
are used individually.
Sharpe Quits Getchell
The new South Mountain group
Frank Sharpe, head of the radio de- will be fed from Denver, KOB in
partment of the J. Stirling Getchell Albuquerque, therefore, will no longer
agency, has resigned to become man- be available as a unit of the suppleaging editor of a new magazine.
mentary Pacific group.
Picture, the first issue of which will
appear shortly after Christmas.
Lucy Monroe
Signed
To Head Xmas Show

Hollywood
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — KEHE, having received hundreds of contestants
in the first of the Saturday "scavenger hunts," will continue with the idea.
Al Poska, announcer, will read a list
of 10 articles to be gathered, and give
the listeners an hour to bring them to
the station. Prizes are awarded.
Edward Klauber, vice-president of
CBS, is in town for about a week
looking over new developments, including the $2,000,000 building under construction .. . Basil Rathbone will be
a Kraft guest Dec. 23 . . . Lionel
Barrymore ■ will be heard in Dickens'
"Christmas Carol" on Hollywood
Hotel Christmas Eve.
Columbia's Pacific Network has inaugurated a new coast program,
"Hollywood Matinee," planning to
have a different announcer as master
of ceremonies each Wednesday program, in order to discover who is the

Town

Pump

best master of ceremonies. Music
will be furnished by Lud Gluskin and
his orchestra. Clark Ross, baritone.
Judge and her Jesters, and Chiquito,
are scheduled on the show, a half hour
in length.
Lai Chand Mehra, Hindu lecturer
and film technical adviser, has started
a series of Wednesday night programs on KECA presenting "The
Story of India". . . Eve Stanley
Harry H. Comer and John C. Jensen
have joined KFI-KECA's commercial department . . . KFWB is experimenting with "The Stars Return,"
Monday night program presenting old
time film favorites in dramas . . .
KHJ is cooperating with the Police
Dep't and City Traffic Bureau in a
drive to reduce traffic fatalities. A
program, to be conducted by Sergeant James B. Heath, is spotted
Thursday afternoons.

Lucy Monroe will headline the cast
of guest talent on the "Hammerstein :
Music Hall of the Air" Dec. 24 in a ;
special Christmas Eve broadcast. The
other guests will include the Vienna
Choir Boys, John Griffin, tenor soloist
of St. Patrick's Cathedral, and Art
Gentry. Miss Monroe will be heard
in Adam's "Cantique de Noel."
Weber on Key City Tour
Fred Weber, Mutual executive, will
leave on the 20th Century for Chicago today. After spending a few
days there he will proceed to Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and
Portland to inspect the new Mutual
stations in those cities.
Dietrich, Fairbanks, Jr., on Lux
Marlene Dietrich and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., will star in "The Song
of
Songs" in over
the Lux
Theatre"
presentation
CBS,"Radio
Dec. 20.
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Radio

Personals

Cooperation
►

BETTY ALLEN, recently vocalist
with the Henry deLange orchestra, has been signed to appear with
tra on the contiorches
a's for
Ray Ventur
Paris today aboard
nent. She sails
the Queen Mary . . . Edward Everett
Horton will be on the Feg Murray
program Monday . . . Joy Hodges
will be the subject of Radie Harris's
quiz over Mutual tonight . . . Lowell
Thomas, John B. Kennedy, Boake
Carter, Gabriel Heatter, Johannes
Steel and Upton Close will be the
speakers at the Advertising Club's
"Commentators' Day" luncheon tomorrow. Walter Winchell may appear also.
Pittsburgh Town Pump
Pittsburgh, Dec. 14. — Lillian Malone of WCAE was in another automobile accident last week, her second
in a year, but received only slight injuries this time. . . . Carl Dozer and
Bob McKee are handling the Cremo
Treasure Hunt over WCAE every
Saturday night from the Duquesne
Garden. . . . Page boys have supplanted all of the women reception
clerks at KDKA. . . . Brian McDonald
has bought a dummy and is taking
lessons in ventriloquism for his
Wilkens Amateur Hour on WJAS.
... J. Herb Angell, announcer at
KQV, has organized his own dance
orchestra. . . . Joe Stabile has presented Paula Kelly a wire-haired terrier for Christmas. . . . Walt Framer
is doing a new 15-minute question-answer film program over WWSW in
front of the Penn daily. . . . Jessie
Wheatley, vocalist, has been added to
Old Shay
Ale's "Night at the Inn"
show
on WCAE.
WHN

to Advertise

In Cars and Trains
In an advertising campaign to direct
the attention of listeners to programs
featured on WHN, the station has
begun advertising in the B.M.T. surface and subway cars, placed through
Street Railways Advertising Co.,
New York. The advertising, consisting of 1,600 car cards, will be changed
monthly.
Criterion Closes Deal
Criterion Radio Prod., Inc., the
sales outlet for Atlas Radio Distributing Corp., in the east, has closed another Morris Plan sponsorship of
"Ports of Call,'; over WJAR, Provi* dence, starting in February. KasperGordon, exclusive Criterion representative in Boston, handled the deal.

"Conquest"

Oklahoma City, Dec. 14. —
Exhibitors and radio stations
in many Oklahoma cities are
cooperating for their mutual
benefit.
Standard Theatres and
WKY here have cooperated in
promotion stunts and have
shared important acts. Standard also cooperates with ticket deals for contests, receiving air mention of their films.
Central

States

Is

Dickering for WAAW
Lincoln Neb., Dec. 14. — Negotiations are under way for the sale of
WAAW, Omaha, to Central States
Broadcasting Co., it is admitted by
Joe W.
Seacrest, an executive of Central States.

Is

Grosser
High
On
the
Loop

From

Men

Return

Chicago

Meet

William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager of M-G-M ; Tom Connors,
eastern division sales manager ; E.
K. O'Shea, eastern district manager,
and William R. Ferguson, exploitation head, returned from Chicago
yesterday after holding a three-day
mid-winter
sales session at the Palmer
House.

Chicago, Dec. 14. — "Conquest" was
the top attraction in the Loop last
Rodgers, who was bothered by
week and gave the United Artists a
laryngitis, proceeded to his home and
$17,300, which was $2,300 over aver- did
not return to his office. He is due
age.The State-Lake, with "Back in back at his desk today. E. M. Saunders, western division sales manager,
Circulation," was the only other theatre to go over par. The gross there stopped at Chicago to visit his father,
who is ill.
was $14,300.

Only two opened
films, in"Conquest"
"Stand-In,"
the Loop and
last
week. The other films had either
played in other Loop theatres or were
holdovers. Most impressive of these
attractions were "Ebb Tide" at the
the
Chicago.
Apollo
and "The Awful Truth" at
If the deal is closed the station will
The weather was very bad all week.
be operated with KFAB, Lincoln, and Rain and sleet followed by extreme
KOIL, Omaha. F. C. C. approval has cold hurt business no end. The start
not been obtained as yet.
of the Christmas slump also had its
Central States is 50 per cent owned effect.
by the Lincoln Star and Journal.
Total first run business was $107,000. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Colgate Takes Two
Week Ending Dec. 9:
Station WLW
Spots
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days,
Cincinnati, Dec. 14. — Colgate
2nd week.
Stage:(Average,
"Cabaret $33,000)
Russe" Revue.
$26,500.
Palmolive-Peet, through Benton & Gross:
"SECOND
HONEYMOON"
(20th-Fox)
Bowles, has contracted for two 15GARRICK— (900), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
minute strips over WLW, Monday Gross:
$5,600. (Average $6,500)
"STAND-IN" (U. A.)
through Friday, for a period of one
year, beginning Jan. 10. They are
ORIENTAI^(3,490), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $16,000.
transcriptions of "Myrt and Marge" Stage:
(Average, $18,000)
and "Hilltop House."
"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (W. B.)
Renewal for 13 weeks of the RePALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days, 2nd
frigeration &Air Conditioning Insti- week. Stage: Buster Shaver and Revue.
tute's program over WLW will carry Gross: $11,000. (Average. $19,000)
the series to March 20, 1938.
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (W. B.)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776). 20c-40c-55c, 7
days. Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross:
Shift Personnel at WLW
$14,300. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 10:
Cincinnati, Dec. 14. — James D.
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Shouse, recently named vice-president
APOLLO—
35c-55c-75c,
of WLW, has brought Bob Dunville Gross:
$6,300. (1,400),
(Average,
$6,500) 7 days.
000)
to the station from KMOX, St. Louis,
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
in an executive capacity. Other
ROOSEVELT— (1,500), 35c-55c-7Sc, 7 days,
changes include E. C. Krautters from 3rd week. Gross: $9,200. (Average, $11,continuity editor to assistant sales
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c-75c,
manager, with Lee House of the pro7
days.
Gross: $17,300. Average, $15,000)
duction staff switched to continuity
editor, a post which he held several
years ago. Eldon A. Park, program
coordinator, has been named assistant Operate on Branch Head
program director, and is succeeded
Boston, Dec. 14.— Timothy O'Toole,
Columbia branch manager, underwent
by his assistant, Robert Franken.
an operation at Newton Hospital today for a kidney ailment. He is exJohnson Has New Program
pected back shortly after the first of
year. He was taken ill last
Saturday.
"Terry Regan, Attomey-at-Law," the
is the title of a new dramatic script
series to be sponsored by the S. C.
Johnson Floor Wax Co. over the NBCWilliam M. James 111
Blue network beginning Jan. 3, MonColumbus, Dec. 14. — William M.
days through Fridays from 10:30 to
10:45 A. M. The contract is for 26 James, exhibitor, who retired from
weeks, and the order is for 15 stations. business here a few years ago, and
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, was eight years president of the erstwhile M.P.T.O. of Ohio, is ill at his
is the agency. Johnson Floor Wax
home here. He now is president of a
also sponsors the "Fibber McGee and local building and loan company.
Molly" series.

Spyros S hour as Returns
Spyros Skouras, accompanied by
A. S. Gambee, Edward Zabel and
John Healy, returned yesterday after
holding one-day meetings with National Theatres' divisional operating heads
in Los Angeles, Seattle, Denver, Milwaukee and Kansas City.
Milton Hossfeld, who met the party
at Denver while making a booking
checkup at several cities, (attended
the Colorado, Wisconsin and Kansas
sessions. He returned by plane from
Chicago yesterday with Skouras and
Zabel. Gambee and Healy came in
by train.
Aubrey Schenck to Wed
Aubrey Schenck, nephew of Joseph
M. and Nicholas M. Schenck, will
marry Florence Kirk, his secretary
at National Theatres, within the next
two weeks. The date will be definitely set next week. The couple will
spend their honeymoon on the coast.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, will return from Hollywood
today. He will attend the wedding
ceremonies. Joseph Schenck is on
east.
the coast and has no plans to come
Feist Estate $390,795
The gross estate left by the late
Felix A. Feist amounted to $390,795,
but after funeral and administration
expenses and debts the sum left was
$347,284. Half of the estate has been
bequeathed his son, Felix E., and the
other half to his daughter, Majorie M.
Nast. In the latter instance the
money has been placed in trust until
Nov. 5, 1938, when Mrs. Nast becomes 25 years of age.
^'Buccaneer" to Tour
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — Cecil B. De
Mille has planned a national preview
tour for "The Buccaneer," the itinerary to include a world premiere in
New Orleans on Jan. 7 and subsequent
screenings in Atlanta, Washington,
City.
New sasYork,
Boston, Chicago and Kan-

Open Reade House Friday
Morristown, N. J., Dec. 14. — The
new Community here, unit of Walter
Reade's American Community TheaRemington-Rand on WLW
Roh Republic in Huh
tres Corp., will open Friday evening,
Boston, Dec. 14.— Two Griswold with a reception and buffet as part
Cincinnati, Dec. 14. — RemingtonRand has launched its second current splicing machines valued at $45 were of the ceremonies. This is the third
program over WLW, with Paul Sulli- stolen from Republic Pictures here house of Reade's new company.
van, WLW's ace news commentator, over the weekend. The robbery is
handling the show. The series is to the latest of a number of thefts which
^
Quits NBC for Photoplay
run through January, 1938, when the have occurred in the film district Friedman at New Casino
Zac Friedman is managing the New
Boston, Dec. 14. — Jay Slocum, spot will be occuoied by North Amer- recently. Among the victims are
ican Insurance Co. The contract was Wholesome Film Service, Inc., New Casino, Brooklyn, which reopened
formerly of the Boston office of
NBC, has joined the New England placed by the Franklin Bruck Ad- England Film Library, B. G. Film over the weekend with modified burvertising Corp.
staff of Photoplay Magazine.
Co. and Capitol Theatre Supply Co. lesque.

Joins Staff of WJSV
Washington, Dec. 14. — Elinor
Lee, director of home economics for
» I the Westinghouse Mfg. Co., has
js »!' joined the staff of WJSV, where she
will conduct the daily home economics
course of the Potomac Electric
Power Co.
j
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Paramount
War

In

China
The

Newsreel

Parade

Two-Reel

Talks
Newsreel

(Continued from page 1)
Is

Reel

Men's

Toughest

Job

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 27
(20//; Century-Fox)
This latest issue of the reel ranges
from gruesome tragedy, diplomacy,
weather phenomena and screwball
comedy to a slam bang professional
football game, all done in first rate
manner. The comment by Lowell
Thomas, Lew Lehr and Ed Thorgersen is also the usual lucid stufif.
The reel opens with the crash of
an army plane at Langley Field in
Virginia. Shots of King George VI
receiving presents from residents of
the Duchy of Cornwall follows. Buffalo digs out after a blizzard and the
cavalry at Fort Ethan Allen in Vermont does its annual maneuvers in the
snow.
Names in the News offers Gov.
Alfred M. Landon stating he will not
run in 1940, a glimpse of Joseph P.
Kennedy, Lady Anne Cavendish who
is rumored to be the next Queen of
the Belgians, the Finnish Ambassador,
Eero Jarnefelt, on his way to the
WhitenualHouse
to on
pay the
his war
country's
aninstallment
debt and
General Pershing pinning medals on
nine C.M.T.C. soldiers.
Lehr turns the full blast of his
unique English on the products exhibited at an inventor's convention.
Thorgersen
describes the
last week's
football game between
Washington
Redskins and the Chicago Bears.
Running time, 9 mins.
P.

(Continued from page 1)
man, who was aboard the U. S. gunboat Panay when she was bombed
and sunk by Japanese fliers.
An unconfirmed report from International News Service last night said
that Alley was believed to have been
sighted on the shore of the Yangtse
River, and other reports had it that
the survivors of the sinking ship were
boarding rescue boats. Both Movietone offices and Universal's headquarters here were wiring frantically via
every possible route, in an attempt to
ascertain the whereabouts — or the fate
— of their cameramen, and the other
reels, although they had no men on- the
Panay, are deeply concerned for the
safety of the two men.
The third newsreel man unaccounted for late last night was Arthur
Menken, Paramount cameraman, reported yesterday by the Associated
Press in a dispatch from Shanghai to
have been "detained" by the Japanese
army at Nanking. According to the
report, his camera and films of the
battle of Nanking were seized by the
Japanese military. Paramount had no
confirmation of the report last night.
Indicative of the obstacles faced by
the cameramen was the passage from
a letter received recently by Menken's parents here, in which he revealed that it took 10 days to travel
News of the Day
from Shanghai to Nanking "through Vol. 9, No. 225
back country," at night only, and that (M-G-M)
he lived almost entirely on sweet potatoes.
The Panay sinking serves as the
lead for this issue. Around scenes of
Incident But One of Many
the ship are inserted the current diploThese are only the most recent in
matic apologies in convincing documentation. The Japanese Ambassador,
a long series of incidents in which
American newsreel cameramen have
Saito, expresses his country's
been involved. The men were all in Hirosi
regrets and there are also shots of
constant danger during the fierce Cordell Hull, President Roosevelt and
fighting which raged through a great activities on the Panay as she once
part of Shanghai, but without excep- steamed up the Yangtze. The snowtion they stuck to their cameras.
storm in Bufifalo is also offered aside
When bombs blasted into a horrible from the departmental material.
News Snapshots offers a fire in a
wreck the two department stores in
Shanghai, several cameramen nar- Washington store, an inventors' conrowly missed being among the victims.
vention. Gov. Alfred M. Landon putJapanese bombers tore down on a
ting to flight 1940 presidential rumors
British car carrying diplomatic rep- and night dog racing in Florida.
resentatives, and several cameramen,
The Woman's Page gives eye-openin a car immediately behind, jumped
ing glimpses of new modes in lingerie
from their car and ran for their lives and corsets on attractive models.
across an open field.
The_ Chicago Bears - Washington
The Sino-Japanese "incident" is be- Redskins pro football game concludes
ing covered completely by the news- with many spectacular shots of the
reel cameramen, but the danger is scoring plays.
It is well-balanced and diversified
great, the "incidents" multiply, and
the home offices of the reels are in a material.
Running time, 9 mins.
P.
continuous state of fear for their men
in the field in this latest "assignParamount News
l.tsue No. 38
ment."
(Paramount)
Acquire U, A. Re-Issues
Paramount News made a swift
Denver, Dec. 14. — The Capital
Film Exchange here will handle effort to gather available material on
the incidents connected with the sinkUnited Artist re-issues, according to
ing of the U. S. Gunboat Panay both
George Kerer, manager, who closed
the deal with Al Aaronson of Art- from the Chinese and Washington
angles. In the clip .Embassador Saito
cinema Associates, Inc., N. Y., when
makes "most profound apologies."
he was in Denver.
Comment by Gabriel Heatter adds
interest to the subject. It is easily
Girl at Tony Sterns
the liighlight of the reel.
Washington news, with comment bv
Pittsburgh, Dec. 14. — It's a girl at
the Tony Sterns. He is assistant Gregory Abbott, includes Alfred M.
chief booker for Warners.
Landon's statement that he will not

Ban

F. D. R. Speech

Shanghai, Dec. 14.— The
censor board of the Shanghai Municipal Council has
ordered
recent President
Chicago Roosevelt's
speech
eliminated
from local
news
against "aggressor
nations"
reel showings.
The board contended that
the presentation of the material would be "inadvisable in
view of the local situation."

news events carried by the reels.
Audience interest in such material as
that provided by the Japanese invasion
of China, clashes on the labor front,
football games and other events of
widespread national interest indicates,
time and time again, that the one-reel
release fails to satisfy the public appetite for screen news, they state.
A. J. Richard, Paramount News
editor, believes that the two-reel release is inevitable.
"I am convinced," he said, "that the
American public wants its screen news
in the fullest possible measure; that
the newsreel industry soon will find
its 10-minute screen limitation breaking down seems almost a certainty."

run in 1940 ; views of a department
store fire in which firemen had plenty
of trouble, and General Pershing
awarding C.M.T.C. medals to boys
who have distinguished themselves.
King George VI is shown receiving
an ovation from his subjects on a tour
of the Duchy of Cornwall, but he is
not" the most exciting figure on the
screen these days.

Aalberg in SMPE
Post
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — John O.
Aalberg, head of the RKO sound department, has been elected chairman
of the Pacific Coast section of the
Society of M. P. Engineers, succeeding Kenneth Morgan of Erpi, recently named executive vice-president of
the group. Gordon Chambers has
been reelected secretary-treasurer,
Dizzy Dean's impersonation of C. W. Handley has been named to the
Santa Claus at Miami, with commen- board of managers.
tary by Mark Hawley, is timely as
well as novel. The reel winds up
Bexley House Opens
with the Washington Redskins winning from the Chicago Bears.
Columbus, Dec. 14. — The new Main,
Running time, 9 mins.
J.
a 1,500-seat de luxe house, built
in Bexley, fashionable suburb, by the
recently organized Main Theatre, Inc.,
Pat he News
was opened today. F. W. Rowlands,
Vol.
9,
No.
42
(RKO)
who operates a number of local houses,
and H. M. Bloss, secreThis release is lively and interest- is president,
tary and treasurer.
ing. Although it runs about 100 feet
Among other modern features, there
less than the average number, it in- are parking accommodations for 500
cludes two outstanding examples of cars at the rear of the house.
good camera news coverage. Its
''Dinner" Gross $25,000
treatment of the consequences of the
Panay sinking near Nanking by
Japanese bombers is impartial in
"Dinner at the Ritz" tallied apmanner and free of hysteria. The
proximately $25,000 in the first week
reel's shots of the crash of an Army at the Roxy. The picture stars Annabomber at Langley Field, V a., during bella and was oroduced by 20th Cenmaneuvers are also exceptionally good
tury-Fox inEngland.
camera reporting. Not only the crash
of the burning plane has been caught
Only Four Deletions
but the reel also shows one of the
occupants thrown clear of the ship
Columbus, Dec. 14. — The Ohio
and its motor hurtling several hundred censor board ordered only four elimi10.
feet ahead of the plane.
nations out of a total of 199 reels reviewed during the week ended Dec.
The balance of the material consists
of blizzard scenes in Buffalo ; winter
artillery maneuvers at Fort Ethan
Allen, Vt. ; a small town business
either in caption
maor in accompanying
dialogue.
"boom" in New Jersey resulting from pulls noterialpunches
the discovery of a new mineral water ; It becomes virtually an indictment of
greyhound racing at Miami, and some
andin sarcastic
uses the vein.
"expression
regood pictures of the scoring plays in Japan, gret"
Shownof are
the Washington Redskins - Chicago shots of Cordell Hull, AmbassaBears pro grid game.
dor Saito and other Washington
The editing and narration of this scenes.
material is well handled and conThere is a thrill in the spectacular
tributes its full share to a good re- shots of an army flier crashing to
lease.
death at Langley Field, his plane
Running time, 8 mins.
K.
bursting into flames, and in the fivealarm fire which gutted the Hahn
store
in Washington. Lively action is
Universal Newsreel
included in the army maneuvers in
Vol. 9, No. 623
the snow at Burlington, Vt., and the
( Universal)
Redskins' victory over the Bears in
News pictures pertinent to the the pro-football windup on a frozen
liombing and sinking of the U. S.
Chicago field. The full power of Bufgunboat Panay near Nanking naturfalo's severe blizzard is well pictured.
ally form the featured sequence of this Gadget inventors display their wares
issue of the reel, which is lively and in Los Angeles, Dizzy Dean acts as
interesting in a diversified fashion, in- a sunny Santa Claus in Florida, and
cluding football, a blizzard, a five- the new speed film catches night dog
alarm fire and a fatal plane crash.
racing tional
at lighting.
Miami without aid of addiThe reel, whose Norman Alley is
among the missing from the Panay,
Running time, 9^ mins.
A.
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Odium
For

Resigns

Head
John
Be

as

for

Joseph
Named

Ad
^^U"

Expected to
Successor

p. D. Cochrane, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation for
Universal for 23 years, resigned that
post yesterday effective tomorrow.
Simultaneously with Cochrane's
resignation, it was reported in reliable
quarters that John Joseph, advertising
y supervisor for RKO theand publicit
atres in the middle west territory,
would be named to succeed Cochrane.
Joseph will arrive in New York today
from Chicago, his headquarters, to
confer with Nate Blumberg, who becomes president of Universal on Jan.
3, and with Universal officials. It is
(Continued on page 7)
Production
With

41

Gains
Shooting

Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Production
climbed to 41 pictures before the
cameras last week, as eight were
started and five were finished. Nine
are being prepared ; 68 being edited.
Those starting are : "Lone Wolf No.
1" and "Land Rush," Columbia ;
"Nothing Down," Monogram ; "Deputy Sheriff" and "Professor Beware,"
(Continued on page 8)
IRNA
Group Talks
With Weber on Pact
I. R. N. A. negotiating committee,
comprising Samuel Rosenbaum of
WFIL, Philadelphia; Emile Gough,
Hearst Radio, Inc., and John Shep-

Decision

TEN

16, 1937

Going
Studio

West

Lichtman

CENTS
Is

Confab
Given

Seen

a

New

Floyd B. Odium, head of Atlas
Corp., will leave for Hollywood early
Contract
next week to confer with Leo Spitz Loew
As Important
and other RKO officials on the new
RKO studio setup. Odium will remain
on the coast over the holidays.
Five-Year Pact Is Made
Is Likely to Have Effect
Although it is reliably understood
By Nicholas Schenck
On Trade Interference
here that no definite arrangements
iiave been completed it is understood
that further efforts will be made to
The decision of the U. S. Circuit
By BILL ORNSTEIN
have Pandro S. Berman assume comCourt of Appeals at Philadelphia diAl Lichtman, vice-president and a
plete charge of the studio. This failrecting the issuance to Paramount of
ing, Berman would continue in charge
of Loew's and executive aide
an injunction restraining exhibitors of "A" production and a new studio director
to Nicholas M. Schenck, president, has been
strike" head would be designated from among
a "buyers'
from projecting
against
the company
was interpreted
a number who have conferred with
by film attorneys here yesterday as Spitz during recent weeks.
signed
a fiveyear tocontract,
being of widespread significance to the
It is regarded as likely here that
S c h e n k told
industry. The decision was handed a new RKO theatre head to succeed
Motion Picdown by the court on Tuesday, re- Nate J. Blumberg, whose resignation
tl;re Daily yesversing alower court decision.
will be effective Jan. 1, will also be
Local attorneys studying the ruling
terday in an exduring the coast conferclusive interdeclared that it established the prin- designated
ences. Ned E. Depinet, vice-president,
from the
\ iew onrivalhis
arciple that buyers may not band to- is already on the coast and A. H.
coast.
gether to affect competition and inter- McCausland, trustee's representative
state commerce any more than can in RKO, is expected to accompany
The pact was
sellers. They also asserted that the Odium west.
signed
at the
decision would be significant as a
time Louis B.
Mayer, E. J.
precedent in the event that MinneAre Safe
apolis exhibitors, who were enjoined Cameramen
Mannix, Sam
by the U. S. District Court there
After Panay Sinking
Katz and jamin
Benfrom similar "strike" activities, carry
Thau,
Al Lichtman
their appeal from the decision to the
Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in cameraman, and Eric Mayell, camerastudio executheir territory.
tives, were given new five-year agreeman for Fox Movietone News, who
In addition, the ruling is regarded were aboard the U. S. Gunboat Panay ments, Schenck said. Lichtman also
by film attorneys as probably having when it was bombed and sunk in the is a director of the company, having
some effect on the course of action Yangtze River near Nanking, are both been elected to the board in October.
which the Federal Trade Commission safe and unharmed, advices to the New
The Loew president returned with
a bad head cold he contracted while
of
the
two
reels
eswill take on Allied State's complaint York headquarters
tablished yesterday.
on the coast and immediately went to
against Paramount. The complaint
(Continued on page 7)
was based upon the trade practices
The two(Continucd
are aboard
the
U.
S.
Gunon page 4)
(Continued on page 8)
Vogel

to Be

Guest

At Ampa's Luncheon
A-Mike Vogel, newly appointed editor of Motion Picture Daily, succeeding Maurice Kann, will be the
guest of honor at Ampa today. The
meeting will be virtually turned over
Additional developments in
to
Vogel with many friends and assoradio yesterday, pages 6-7
ciates attending. Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
will act as chairman in the absence of
ard of the Yankee and Colonial net- Ralph Rolan, who is on the coast.
In addition, Harriet Hoctor, actress ;
works, met with Joseph N. Weber of
the A. F. of M. yesterday in an effort Fillmore Hyde, editor of Cue; and
Suzanne Kaaren, screen actress, will
(Continued on page 6)
flank the dais. It is possible that Lily
Pons will attend, providing she returns in time from Silver Lake.
Ban Winchell Song
The Mutual network has
Sam
Dembow
Denies
barred the playing of the
He Will Go to RKO
song "I'd Rather Be in Winchell's Column" over the web
Sam Dembow yesterday denied reat the request of several of
ports he was joining RKO as theatre
its affiliated stations, which
operating
head, succeeding Nate J.
object on the ground that it
Blumberg.
: "There
no
publicizes an individual.
foundation toHethesaid
rumor
and I ishave
not resigned from National Screen."

Nebraska

to Receive

Ban

on

Smoking

in

Ascap Gross Figures
Tlieatres Planned
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 15. — PermisSmoking in theatres will be banned,
sion to file 138 interrogatories today
was granted the Secretary of State with certain exceptions, if an ordinance ready for presentation to the
and county law officers, defendants in
the Ascap action aganst state officials new City Council after the first of the
to prevent enforcement of the anti- year is passed by that body. The exceptions, as the measure
Ascap legislation enacted last spring.
(Continued
on page 7)has been
Ascap has obtained a temporary injunction. Gene Buck, Walter Fischer,
Saul Bernstein and Gus Schiermer
were ordered to file answering docuHe Demonstrated
ments.
Among other things, Nebraska is
Washington,
Dec.Paramount
15. — Berasking an accounting of the gross renard Kreisler,
ceipts of Ascap since 1920.
representative here, still
thinks an apple a day keeps
Films Trade Board
the doctor
Big Apple.
away, but he's off
Reelects Officials
Leo Abrams, president ; Harry
Hummel, first vice-president ; Edward
Bell, second vice-president, and Jack
Bowen, treasurer, were reelected last
night at the annual election of the
(Continued on page 7)

He returned yesterday
from a southern trip and
tried to demonstrate a new
Big Apple
to and
the newsreel
staff. step
He fell
broke
his left arm.
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s won
of Loew'
E PICK
bet ER
the other
day,
a hata
GENdouble
ger,
from James R. Grain
retiring
sales manager of Universal and another
hat from William A. Scully, incoming sales head. The chapeaux,
Picker says, were delivered a day
apart.
Jay C. Flippen will be tendered a
testimonial dinner Saturday at the
Edison by the Nordacs Club. Chairman Leo Weiss has lined up numerous stage, screen and radio stars to
appear.
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president
and theatre head of Paramount, left
for Atlanta yesterday to spend the
holidays with his family.
•
Edward Shanberg. and Martin
Finkelstein, producers of "Spirit of
Youth," will make their offices with
G. N. in Radio City.
•
Jacob Wilk, Warner story editor,
recently lectured at Dartmouth in the
course sponsored by Walter Wanger.
•
Arthur Loew will sail Dec. 26 on
the Normandie for a five-month tour
of foreign countries.
•
Jack Warner, Jr. is in town. He
is at the Warwick.
. . . Pittsburgh
Bill Brown, Tarentum exhibitor,
finally bagged a deer last week after
three times out.
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RKO
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Report

George Sardou, a minority RKO
stockholder, yesterday filed six exceptions to the report of Special Master
George W. Alger which approved the
proposed RKO plan of reorganization.
Sardou alleged that the allowance of
460,000 shares of common stock on the
Rockefeller Center claim was "excessive and unconscionable." He
asked that the report of Special Master Thomas D. Thacher, who originally held hearings on the claim, be
filed and consummated by the court.
Sardou urged that a physical appraisal of current assets be made before the common stockholders equity
is cut in half. Allowances of common stock to debenture holders and
general creditors also were attacked.
The proposed underwriting agreement
between Atlas Corp. proponents of the
plan, and RKO for additional capital
should be made public and subjected to
the court's scrutiny, Sardou said.
Federal Judge William Bondy is
scheduled to hold a hearing of Special
Master Alger's report Dec. 21.
John D. Clark Testifies
John D. Clark, 20th Century-Fox
general sales manager, was queried
yesterday in the preliminary proceedings here in connection with the antitrust suit brought by Morse & Rothenberg, Boston independent circuit,
against major distributors, the Maine
& New Hampshire and M. A. Shea
circuits. The plaintiff charges inability to obtain any run of product for
seven of its theatres.
Abe Montague, general sales manager for Columbia, is scheduled to
take the stand today. The proceedings
involve the taking of depositions of
officials of defendant companies.

Harry Kalmine's nephew, Howard MiNSKY, of the Warner office in
Drops Para. Common
Richmond, and Sylvia Shear, a _ Washington, Dec. 15.— DisposiPittsburgh girl, will be married here
tion of 200 shares of Paramount comSunday night.
mon and acquisition of 400 shares of
Jock Sutherland, Pitt football second preferred stock during October
coach, and Chester Smith, Press by Duncan G. Harris, New York director, were disclosed tonight by the
sports editor, are sailing next week
for New Orleans and the Sugar Bowl S. E. C. At the close of the month,
Blumherg
Is Guest
Harris held no common stock and his
At Farewell Dinner game.
Polly Rowles, who quit Hollywood total holdings of second preferred were
Nate J. Blumberg, who will leave after a year with Universal, has gone the 400 shares reported.
to New York in search of a play.
his RKO theatre post to become president of Universal the first of the year,
Thieves broke into Harvey Bell's
Col. to Pay 25 Cents
car last week and stole his
was tendered an informal farewell din- parked
wardrobe.
The board of directors of Columbia
ner by RKO associates at the WarPictures Corp. has declared a quarterwick last night. The affair was a
ly cash dividend of 25 cents payable
surprise attended by about 25 RKO
Jan. 3, 1938, to common stockholders
officials. Blumberg was presented with
Issues "Snoop"
and voting trust certificates holders of
a desk set as a parting gift from his Gillham
Bob Gillham's Paramount publicity record Dec. 22.
associates.
and advertising department have created a magazine called Snoop, with
British Fleet Films Set
apologies to Look. It's a 38-page afTo Show ''Fargo" Today
fair resembling Look and is printed on
"Wells Fargo" will be screened this
London, Dec. 15. — Satisfactory re- coated stock.
sults from the dinner held last night
W. C. Fields is pictured on the rain- morning at the Astor for the trade.
with regard to a supply of films for
bow hued cover with the latest model Invitations have been sent out by
the British fleet are reported by the in Leicas. When the cover is turned Paramount to approximately 1,200
Admiralty. The Duke of Kent was one gets an eyeful of the Paramount theatre owners and circuit buyers.
guest at the dinner. Film will be
roster of stars, directors and producavailable for the- fleet on generous
ers, seen in forthcoming releases at
''Confessions" Strong
terms and the equipping of the ships their candid best. The possibilities
of
will proceed.
"True Confessions" opened yesterthe camera have been used to complete advantage. Many famous names
day at the Paramount and tallied $4,are caught unaware and in laugh-pro- 800 at 5 P. M., at which time 12,000
voking situations which in a few cases admissions were recorded.
ATTORNEY, young, theatre
and distribution experience
are enhanced by the humor of Fields'
comment. The book not only provides
with legal department of
amusement but also a clever preview "Pinocchio" Next Disney
major company, desires posion paper of what Paramount has altion as assistant to executive.
Hollywood, Dec. 15.— "Pinocchio"
ready inthe cans and on the way. The will provide the basis for the next feaBox 40S, c/o Motion Picture Daily.
edition runs to 15,000 and is being disture length Walt Disney production. It
tributed from exchanges.
P. will be released by RKO.

Theatre
Managers'
Aid Asked
in Drive
License Commissioner Paul Moss,
Supreme Court Justice Alger Nova
and Harry Brandt, president of the
I.T.O.A., yesterday spoke to about
300 local managers, assistant managers and exhibitors at the Astor Theatre on behalf of the Motion Picture
and Theatrical Divisions of the New
York and Brooklyn Federation
Charities. David Bernstein, vicepresident
and treasurer
of Loew's,
acted as chairman
and introduced
the
speakers.
The speakers pointed out that the
organization includes 116 Federated
Charities, 91 in Manhattan and Bronx
and 25 in Brooklyn. Theatre managers will enlist the aid of all employes in the drive.
Notes

Surplus

Among

English Reel Houses
London, Nov. 15. — The surplus in
the British news theatre field was reflected in the annual shareholders'
meeting of Capital and Provincial
Theatres, when shareholders refused
to pass the accounts and demanded an
investigating committee.
The company has recorded a profit
of $24,535, but has had to sublet two of
its theatres in Portsmouth and Tooting. Chairman Norman Hulbert,
pleaded for the resolution not to be
adopted, but was threatened with the
filing of an application for liquidation.
Hulbert cited the competition they
were facing, with seven newsreel
houses within half a mile of Piccadilly Circus.
Hit Union Cinemas Value
London, Dec. 15. — The new Associated British directors in Union Cinemas have indicated that they are unable to accept the value placed on the
company's
property
in the annual
report and intend
to recommend
that the
financial report not be adopted at the
annual meeting on Dec. 20. They
will urge adjournment pending a new
audit of the accounts. The properties
will be revalued independently.
Saunders to Handle
''Chicago" Roadshow
Claude Saunders, former vice-president of Ross Federal Service, yesterday was appointed by Charles E. McCarthy to handle out-of-town roadshows for "In Old Chicago" for 20th
Century-Fox. He will make his headat thetwo-a-day
distributor's
home are
office. quarters
Several
bookings
now being lined up. There is a possibility the picture will go into the
Astor following "The Hurricane."
To Elect M. A. Lightman
Memphis, Dec. 15.— M. A. Lightman will be elected president of the
Rex Club at the annual voting here
Sunday. The nominating committee says he has no opposition for the

Daughter to Machamers
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — An eightpost.
pound daughter was born today to Jefferson Machamer and his wife, Pauline Moore, a film player. It is their
second child.
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Safe
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(Continued from page 1)
boat Oahu, en route to Shanghai. Arthur Menken, Paramount cameraman,
who was detained by the Japanese military in Nanking, has been released
and yesterday was en route to Shanghai aboard a Japanese destroyer. It
was not known whether or not he was
permitted to retain his equipment and
the films he took of the surrender of
Nanking.
of Universal's
Ford, deditor
Charles
reel,
has arrange
for Alley to leave
Shanghai on Dec. 21 on the China
Clipper for San Francisco. He will
bring with him film recording the surrender of Nanking as well as pictures
of the bombing of the Panay, the
reel's office said yesterday.
M-G-M

Sales

Thursday, December 16, 1937

Ahead

Of 1936—Rodgers
M-G-M is from 1,500 to 1,800 contracts ahead of last year, William F.
Rodgers, general sales manager, stated
yesterday. Business in dollars and
cents also is ahead and the business
per average week is better this year
than during the same period last year,
he said.
Rodgers returned to his desk yesterday after completing a three-week
tour during which he visited Chicago,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver,
Des Moines and back to Chicago.
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Club

Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Dec. 15. — The annual
Christmas party for underprivileged
children will be held in the Netherland
Plaze Dec. 19. In addition to a huge
Christmas
tree and Santa Claus, sevMannequin
eral juvenile pictures will be screened,
(M-G-M)
and Jimmy Ward will lead the tots
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — This Joseph L. Mankiewicz production of a in singing their favoriate Yuletide
modern story of Katharine Brush is a highly marketable product. The
jingles.
ute fruit, The
candyBarkerettes
and toys. will distribplot is refreshingly out of the prevalent pattern and well within the
Tent No. 3 has donated $50 to the
range of plausibility. Spencer Tracy and Allan Curtis give brilliant
performances as the men in the case and Joan Crawford rises to their Red Cross drive in progress here.
HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

example, while Elizabeth Risdon, Oscar O'Shea and Leo Gorcey make
miniature masterpieces of minor roles. The dialogue is notably speakable and interest holds continuously. The picture should draw well
and satisfy thoroughly in almost any kind of theatre or community.
Tracy is a Hester St. product risen to riches, who finds himself at
tracted to Miss Crawford whom he meets on the night of her marriage
to Curtis. When Curtis turns out to be no good Tracy befriends the
couple. Curtis then urges Miss Crawford to divorce him and marry
Tracy temporarily to obtain a portion of his fortune for him to share
after divorcing Tracy and rejoining him. She rejects the proposal, but
does divorce Curtis and marry Tracy. Curtis then attempts to force the
consummation of the proposed plot and is on the point of succeeding
when Tracy loses his money, whereupon Curtis loses interest and Miss
Crawford is free to remain as Tracy's wife
"Mannequin" gets its title from a brief sequence in which Miss Crawford is employed as a model. Other backgrounds are Hester St. tenements, swank penthouses, backstage, shipboard, various restaurants and
foreign capitals. The screenplay by Lawrence Hazard is a finely
fashioned document. Miss Crawford sings an appropriate song number
by Edward Ward, Bob Wright and diet Forest

Plansareforunder
a gala
NewArrangements
Year's Eve
party
way.
have been made to use the large room
adjoining the tent's present quarters
for this and other affairs which will
be given throughout the winter.
Ralph Kinsler, dough guy, is receiving reservations for the New
Year's Eve frolic.
Dwight Jones, operating the Markay at Jackson, O., has been accepted
as a non-resident member.
Kansas

City

Kansas City, Dec. 15. — A picture
on Film Row and a visit to the Variety Clubrooms, where they had ice
cream, cookies and candy, was the program given a number of the young
folks from the R. J. DeLano School
for Crippled Children by Tent No. 8.
An imposing list of prizes already
Running time, 92 minutes. "G."
has been donated for the fourth annual bowling tournament, sponsored
Saunders in Pittsburgh
She's Got Everything
by Variety Club and the Kansas City
Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. — E. M. Saun- {RKO)
Star, Dec. 18 and 19 at Pla-Mor. All
ders, western division sales head for
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — What might be described as the wave of
go underprivileged
to the school board's
M-G-M, is here visiting his father slightly insane comedy romance goes on apace, and this particular proceeds
milk fundwillfor
chilwho is ill. Saunders came here from
example cannot be accounted more than a fair-sized ripple in the wave.
dren.
Chicago after attending a three-day Certainly it is no breaker, however vigorously the cast pursues its art.
Among those in the industry who
mid-winter sales meeting at the Palhave donated substantial awards are
mer House.
"She's Got Everything," which is a title open to reviewer punning
McManus, Stanley Chamwith respect to the film, is a comedy romance, with all the accent on John bers,
Bill Elson, Jerry Zigmond,
comedy
and
comedians
who
are
better
than
their
material.
Gene
RayRoy Cato, Harold Lux, Beverly
Allied to Sail Today
mond and Ann Sothern are teamed in the leads, aided materially by Miller, William Weintraub, Jimmy
About 25 members of Allied of New
Jersey today will sail for Bermuda Victor Moore and Helen Broderick, and immaterially by Parkyakarkus Lewis, Ward Scott, Tommy
on an annual boat ride. Business and and Billy Gilbert. The Parkyakarkus cracks are too obviously built up Thompson, Lee Jones, Claude Morris, George Fuller, Les Durland,
pleasure will be combined on the trip and do not crackle.
with mostly the latter.
There is a comic idea in the original story and screenplay, the work Russ Borg, Doug Desch, Homer
oi Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff and Harry Segall, respectively, Blackwell, Dusty Rhoades, Charley Knickerbocker, Robert Carnie,
but it somehow fails to jell on the screen. Miss Sothern, suddenly broke
Roy Young, Sam Sosna, Charley
Wall Street
on the death of her father, gets a job as wealthy coffee-man Raymond's Gregory, Ed Rolsky, Stanley
secretary, through Moore, "horse broker." Moore becomes self-appointed Schwartz, Nat Hechtman, A. J.
leader for a gang of Sothern creditors, including Parkyakarkus and Simmons, Larry Larsen, Max
13547%
Gilbert, and engineers a plan whereby Miss Sothern should marry Barewin, R. W. McEwan, Earl
Uneven Board
1354 Movement
6S/i
Net
Kerr, J. Erwin Dodson, A. W.
Raymond to pay off the debts.
1/2 Change
High Low Close
Open
Everything goes swimmingly at a resort, until Moore is hounded by Heyl, Ben Shlyen, Earl Jameson,
Col
135^
1314
Cons
V/z
the creditors and sees the need for quick action. He calls for Raymond, Sam Abend, Frank Bowen, Bob
Cons., pfd. 554 4854
13
m 16103
+154
but when the latter arrives he learns of the plan and breaks the engage- Withers, Clarence Schultz, FinE. K
160
16113
161
11^
- V%
G. T. E
13
1054 1054
ment. The reconciliation is only effected after a hectic auto chase and a ton Jones, Johnnie Flynn.
Loew
4754. 1054 471/4 4754
454 -I- 54 wedding on a swaying truck through city streets.
6K
4J4
Para
11^
61/1 — --K V254
Para. 1
90
9045^ 1054 10%
Para. 2
lOJi 2154 2054 2054
Delay Sunday Action
-5/2
Running time, 73 minutes. "G."
Pathe
61/1
265/i
Salisbury, N. C, Dec. 15.— The
RKO
4Vs 2754
able
in
obtaining
cures
for
the
various
754 265/^
Pneumonia
Picture
City Council has deferred action on
20th Fox .. 2154
types of pneumonia which are respon- Sunday films here, following the ap20th, pfd.... 26%
34
+
V
i
sible
for
thousands
of
deaths
in
New
W. B
7/8
7
7
To Play Music Hall Vork alone each year. The picture,
pearance ofa number of ministers who
W. B., pfd. 34
34
protested
the continuance of Sunday
34
A single-reel film, "A New Day," which runs 12 minutes, has been hap- pictures. Paul Phillips, local manager
Curb Issues Hold Levels Net
presented by the U. S. Public Health
pily cast with experienced film players of North Carolina Theatres, Inc.,
the Metropolitan Life In- and possesses a strong dramatic qualOpen High Low Close Change Service and
surance Co., sponsored by the New
G- N
ity, which cannot fail to arouse the which operates all local houses made
1
1
1
1
Monogram 154 is/g, \s/^ is/g ...
interest
and response of audiences. a plea for tolerance.
York City Dep't of Health, and proSonotone .. IJi
VA
1%
duced by the Jam Handy Co., was Expert production has made it a
1% ...
l^"^--Lux
i
182% 185^8 1754 1754
previewed yesterday at the Music Hall, worthwhile dramatic effort. Theatres
Trans
2%
ZVs 2%
and will begin a week's run at the may obtain the film by applying to the Tim McCoy Incorporates
Warner Bonds Gain
theatre today. It will be available for Motion Picture Bureau of MetropoliDover, Del, Dec. 15.— Colonel Tim
general booking on Dec. 22.
tan Life at 1 Madison Ave. Part of McCoy and Associates, Inc., was
Net
,
L
uT,
T>
Low Close Change
Para.
E way ,
The film, through a dramatic story, the Health Dep't campaign to wipe formed here to deal in amusements of
serves
to emphasize the vital impor- out fatalities from pneumonia, the film all kinds listing a capital of $400,000
„3s '55
Para.
Pict.
59
59 59
tance of seeking medical advice as merits the cooperation of every theatre and 12,000 shares, no par value. The
_6s '55
89
89 89
early as possible in illness which may owner, and affords an opportunity to incorporators are J. Skrivan, S. L.
Fx^n
''2^^
725^
72J4
M
lead
to pneumonia, and stresses the make a substantial contribution to Mackey and H. Kennedy, WilW-B.
6s'39..
7354 +vX
(Quotations at7iAclose nViof Dec.
A. mington.
value
of the new serums now avail- public welfare.
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Radio

Ban

British

Industry

to

London, Dec. IS. — A concerted
move has been started here by the
film industry to prevent radio broadcasts from theatres, film houses and
studios
and similar places.
t
cen
Vin
Says
The Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Ass'n will join other trade organizaapNo industry-wide ban on the
tions and theatrical musical hall interpearances offilm stars on radio proests in a joint discussion of the competitive problem which has arisen. The
grams is possible or warranted, Walter Vincent, chairman of the M. P. exhibitors also plan a meeting with
T. 0. A. radio committee, stated yes- the Middlesex County Council to discuss saloon shows.
terday in disclosing that the theatre
owners' committee does not plan to
intervene in connection with the increasing number of Hollywood per- Brokers Start Suit
sonalities and programs appearing on
the air.
Over Salt Broadcast
Vincent revealed, however, that he
Ernest A. Arnold and Walter W.
had conferred with M-G-M officials Frese, security brokers who do business as Arnold & Frese, filed suit in
on that company's air program and
the company's the N. Y. County Supreme Court yeswas convinced that concerned
with
aims were primarily
terday against NBC ; General Foods
the development of an arrangement Corp. and Benton & Bowles, advertisunder which it "'ould have control
ing agency, for alleged libelous refover the radio appearances of its
erence to the plaintiff in the Diamond
players and the material used in the Crystal Salt Co. broadcast over WJZ
broadcasts. He indicated that, while on Nov. 7.
he had not conferred with Warners,
The plaintiffs will ask Justice Wilhe believed that company's aims were
liam H. Black today for an examination of David Sarnoff, NBC president;
similar to M-G-M's.
Says Good Programs Help
Clarence Francis, president of General Foods, and A. Hobler, president
Vincent said that while there was of Benton & Bowles, for the purpose
no question that inexpertly prepared of assisting the plaintiffs in drawing
radio programs and casts did a defi- their complaint.
nite injury to players, films and, conIn his petition for the examination,
sequently, to theatres, there was Frese alleged that there is no other
equally no question that properly ex- firm of security dealers with a name
ecuted broadcasts could be of aid to similar to that of his firm and that
all three. The development of Holly- during the broadcast the plaintiff was
wood broadcasts capable of actually
aiding theatre business will come, Vin- depicted as "being broke" and "obtaining money and absconding therewith."
cent believes, from the experience of
sponsoring producer-distributor companies with their air activities and the Renew
Oakie Show
subsequent box-office performances of
such pictures as the broadcasts have
In Policy Reversal
attempted to exploit.
Having announced that it was dropHe pointed out that with most picping the Jack Oakie portion of the
tures being played on percentage pro- Camel broadcast, R. J. Reynolds &
ducer-distributors should be quick to
changed its mind and has relearn from their actual receipts Co. has newed
the feature for 13 additional
whether a picture has been aided or weeks, effective Jan. 4. William Esty
injured by radio exploitation and why. is the agency.
"The use of film stars and film material on the air cannot be stopped
"Dan Harding's Wife" to Start
completely," Vincent said. "For this
committee to attempt to oppose it
"Dan Harding's Wife," dramatic
would be like Mrs. Partington's ef- script serial, will be heard over the
fort to sweep back the Atlantic Ocean NBC-Red network under the sponsorship of the National Biscuit Co. startwith a broom. However, this indusing
Jan. 3, Mondays through Fridays,
try's judicious and helpful use of radio
must come from the experience with at 9 :45 A. M. The program has been
the medium which is now being sponsored over WMAQ in Chicago
for the past year, and heard over the
rest of the network as a sustaining
gained."
feature. McCann - Erickson is the
Brennan
agency.
Will Head

By the time the new plant is ready
for occupancy, on the roof of the Palace Hotel some time in February, the

Costly

Broadcasting

Possible,

CBS Frisco Studio
San Fr.\ncisco, Dec. 15.— First of
a series of moves designed to materially increase CBS radio production
m San Francisco will be the transfer
from Hollywood Jan. 1 of Tom Breneman, veteran western network artistproducer, as production manager for
the new CBS studios now being
erected here.
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Confirm Tibbett Signing
Confirming a report long current
and previously printed here, Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. yesterday officially confirmed that Lawrence Tibbett has been signed for a 13-week
cycle of broadcasts on the Chesterfield cigarette program. He will begm Dec. 29, supported by Andre Kostelanetz's orchestra.

Criterion Closes Deal
Criterion Radio Prod., Inc., the sales
chain expects
to have
'pro- outlet for Atlas Radio Distrib
grams under product
ion. 10
Twonewalready
uting
have been scheduled— a daily skit Corp., production in the east, has
series and "Toast of the Town," Sun- closed another Morris Plan sponsorday night variety
ship of "Ports of Call," over WTAR,
Roma Wine Co. show sponsored by Norfolk
, to go on the air Jan. 5.

Errors

Columbus, Dec. 15. — Staff
members of WHKC, Mutual
affiliate, have adopted an
idea designed to eliminate, or,
at least, reduce many of the
usual errors in production,
continuity and announcing.

s's
rmle
ad
Tr
Ru
c e Fi
si
Mu

Beginning with an "AntiMistake
Campaign,"
announcers, production,
program
and
continuity men will pay one
cent
into made.
the "kitty"
for of
each
mistake
A total
18
cents was deposited the first

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Dec. 15. — New proposed trade practice rules for the
popular music
publishing
industry,
embodying the ban
on song
plugging

Made

Public

which comprised the only provision of
the code submitted by the Music Pubday. A double fine for "heckprevents staffto members
lishers' Protective Ass'n., on which
from ling"
attempting
spoil a
hearings were held Oct. 4, last, but
perfect score.
adding two additional rules, one banning the making of exclusive agreements and the other prohibiting rebates and other price differentials,
Extension of Permit
were made public tonight by the Federal Trade Commission. A public
Is Asked by Crosley
hearing will be held Jan. 4.
The three proposed rules, it was
Washington,
15. — experimental
Six months'
extension
of its Dec.
present
authorization to operate with 500,000 stated, have been given tentative approval by the commission. The assowatts power has been asked of the
ciation's proposed rule applying to
F.C.C. by the Crosley Radio Corp.,
Robinson-Patman
anti-price discrimioperators of WLW, Cincinnati. The
nation act to the industry, was recompany's present permit expires Jan.
31.
jected, apparently because it is a statute,datory,
compliance
which isbymanThe commission also received apand needs with
no acceptance
any
plications
for
new
broadcasting
stations from Orrin A. Senzel, seeking industry. The proposed price discrimination provisions cover matters ina 1,500-kilocycIe station at Rochester,
in the Robinson-Patman Act,
to operate with 100 watts power night, but are volved
so worded as to apply directly
250 watts day, and from the McComb to the music publishing industry.
Broadcasting Corp., for a 1,200-kiloBans Hiring and Sale
cycle, 100-watt, daytime station at McComb, Miss.
The new code would make it an
Increases in day power from 500 to
1,000 watts were asked by WBCM, unfair trade practice for any member
of the industry engaged in interstate
Mich., and WROK, Rock- commerce to give or offer to give anyCity,
Bay
ford, 111., and an increase from 500
thing to any orchestra or band leader,
watts night, 1,000 watts day, to 1,000 performer, dancer, singer or musician
watts night, 5,000 watts day, was
asked by WMBG,

Richmond.

IRNA
Group Talks
With Weber on Pact
(Continued from page 1)
to clarify several points now in dispute in the plan of settlement. They
will continue the meeting today.
All but 30 of the 293 I. R. N. A.
stations involved in the I. R. N. A.musicians union negotiations either
have signed the plan of settlement or
have entered negotiations with the
local unions in their respective territories, itwas said yesterday.

for using
the publisher's
works ofwithout the knowledge
and consent
the
employer of such person or where
plugging would tend to restrict competition, as provided for in the original proposals of the association.
The first of the two new rules
would make it an unfair practice for
any member of the industry to lease
or make a sale or contract for the
sale of music for use or resale under
any condition, agreement or understanding that the lessee or purchaser
shall not use or deal in the product of
competitors, where the effect may be
a monopoly.
to
lessen competition or tend to create

The second new rule embodies the
provisions of the Robinson-Patman
''Hit Parade'' Gets
Act by prohibiting the payment or acceptance of brokerage, commission,
Extension etc., except for services rendered ; bar13'Week
ring the payment of advertising or
American Tobacco Co.'s "Hit Pa- promotional allowances for the benerade" series on CBS has been refit of one customer unless similar alnewed for 13 weeks, effective Feb. 5.
lowances are made to all other cusLord & Thomas is the agency.
tomers ;prohibiting discrimination in
The "Hit Parade" previously has
been heard on two networks, NBC favor of one purchaser against another, and prohibiting discrimination
and CBS, but the NBC series was in price contrary to Section Two of
cancelled recently and was replaced by
the Clayton Act as amended by the
the Warner Bros, program now cur- Robinson-Patman Act.
rent.
Larry

Allen

to Head

NBC
Agency
Branch
San Francisco, Dec. 15. — Larry
Allen, former head of NBC Artists
Service here, will become San Francisco manager of Consolidated Radio
Artists, NBC band-booking agency,
Jan. 1, according to Don E. Oilman,
vice-president
in charge of the chain's
western
division.

Lowell Lawrance on WHB
Kansas City, Dec. 15. — Lowell
Lawrance, film and dramatic critic of
the Kansas City Journal-Post, is conducting aseries of "Behind the Footlights" programs over WHB, beginning 4:45-5:00 P. M. He will review new plays, mike the latest Broadway gossip, interview stage stars, and
discuss plays and playwrights and
players. The program is sustaining.

MOTION

Lichtman

Radio

Given

Part

a

New

►

CHESTER RACKEY, NBC audio
facility engineer, left for Cleveland yesterday on company business.
. . Leo Reisman has been signed for
three "Hit Parade" shots beginning
Dec. 25. . . . Jean Hersholt will broadcast his "Dr. Christian" program
from New York Dec. 26 and Jan. 2.
. Lauritz Melchior will be the
guest soloist of the Philadelphia Orchestra on the bank-sponsored broadcast of Dec. 27, and Lucy Monroe
will serve as the guest soloist
Jan. 3. . . .
+
Morton Bowe has been signed for
an additional 13 weeks on the H. J.
Heinz show over CBS. . . Another
renewal, for 26 weeks, is Russ Morgan's on the Philip Morris programs.
. . Rena Craig of Peterson Radio
Prod., has left for Denver to be presented in a guest appearance over
KOA. . . Billy Swanson left the hospital yesterday after spending a week
there following a nose operation. . .
Jeanne Cohen, in charge of the New
York offices of Artists Management
Bureau, will leave tomorrow to join
the Paul Whitemans in Hollywood. . .
The "Kidoodlers" are handling the
sound effects for a Betty Boop cartoon now in production, sold to Max
Fleischer by Jack Von Tilzer of NBC
artists service.
Does

Is

Atlas

RKO

Is Cited

Personals

Radio

7
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Flood in California
San Francisco, Dec. 15. — Northern California radio stations were
pressed into emergency service, broadcasting rescue bulletins for the Red
Cross, during the height of the recent
three-day gale.
Incidents rivaling radio's rescue efforts during the Ohio River Valley
floods last January were numerous.
The Geyserville Red Cross in the
Russian River delta region, where
more than 100 square miles were under water, stayed in constant telephone
communication with the area's most
powerful
sender,
000 watter,
KPO. San Francisco's 50,Rescue instructions were aired at
frequent intervals to the homes of isolated residents, separated by more than
a mile of water from rescuers. Although cut off from phone contact,
many of the homes still had power for
operation of radio sets.

Loew

Contract

(Continued from page 1)
his doctor. He did not appear at the
office yesterday, but will be at his
desk this morning. It was learned
that his two children have been down
with the grip for several days at their
Great Neck home. Schenck was not
advised of this until he reached home.
He and his family will leave for
Miami shortly after Christmas.
Asked about new five-year contracts
for David Bernstein, vice-president
and treasurer of Loew's, and J. Robert Rubin, general counsel, Schenck
asserted that the contracts of these
executives have some time to run and
there was no immediate need of renewal, although this would be done
in due time.
When he arrived at Grand Central
and was met by this reporter, Schenck
handed out a typewritten statement,
the same one he gave out to the press
at the time he left the coast. The Loew
executive head explained that the
statement was issued because "one of
the trade papers on the coast carried
a story that our organization depended on one man. This is the answer to it," he said.
Reticent on Selznick
Queried on the progress of negotiations with David 0. Selznick, Schenck
said : "I can't tell you anything about
it yet. We are still working with him
and for all I know the contract may
never
be signed."
Schenck
then said he had been doing all the talking with Selznick, refuting reports that other M-G-M executives had been handling negotiations.
The Loew president expressed satisfaction with his coast visit and said
he expected Lichtman to return in
about 10 days.
Rvibin, it was also learned yesterday,
has been bothered with a cold and
was absent from his office for a day
and a half.
At the station to meet Schenck were
C. C. Moskowitz, Marvin Schenck
and Bert Nayfack.
Films

Trade

Board

Reelects Officials
(Continued from page 1)
New York Film Board of Trade.
Louis Nizer also continues as execuStrouse on Chesterfield Drive
tive secretary.
Irving Strouse yesterday returned
Morris Epstein, formerly sergeantfrom Chicago, where he was in charge at-arms, is now secretary, succeeding
of publicity for Paul Whiteman, to Harry Decker. Robert Fannon was
take charge of the Chesterfield cam- named to replace Epstein as sergeantpaign, which will emanate from New at-arms. Installation will be held next
York. Arrangements have been made month at a date to be set later.
for Barney McDeavitt of the Rockwell-O'Keefe Hollywood office to Freed on Sunday Charge
represent Whiteman's press interests
Brattleboro, Vt., Dec. IS. — Verduring his month on the coast.
mont's blue laws received a setback
here today when Raymond Kiniry,
Report CBS Transaction
Bellows Falls manager for the StoneWashington, Dec. 15. — Disposition man and Ansin circuit, was acquitted
in October of 310 shares of CBS in District Court when arraigned for
Class A stock by Leon Levy, Phila- staging two Sunday shows, part of
delphia, Columbia director, was re- the receipts of which went to charity.
A coincidental case found a news
ported tonight by the S. E. C. At
the close of the month, Levy held 38,- dealer freed for selling newspapers on
131 shares of Class A and 44,924 Sunday. The case was part of an enforcement drive for all blue laws.
shares of Class B stock.

Interest
in Report

P.

D.

Cochrane

Atlas Corporation's holdings in
as Ad
RKO are cited as one of two "princi- Resigns
inthe
in which
situations
pal specialvestment
company is interested at the
present time" in the annual report of
holders.
Floyd B. Odium, president, to stock(Continued from page 1)
"W'
for
that the final
decision
will be
The company's RKO holdings in- believed
Head
clude $2,222,597 face amount of deben- made
during the conferences here.
tures and 278,393 shares of common
Cochrane joined Universal in 1914
stock, representing a gain of $94,000
face amount of debentures and 14,900 after several years as a newspaper reporter in Toledo, O., and in the advershares of common since Jan. 31, last.
tising agency business in Chicago,
The statement does not reflect the At- where he was associated with his
las participation in an investment syn- brothers, R. H. and Witt K. Cochdicate's option to acquire RCA's rerane. He has held the post of advermaining holdings of RKO securities.
tising and publicity supervisor continuThe Atlas oarticipation in the $6,000,ously since becoming associated with
000 option, which will be exercised in Universal
and, in addition, has served
part prior to its expiration on Dec. as secretary of the company and was
31, amounts to $2,610,000.
a member of its board of directors
Odium's report noted that Atlas had for many years. Cochrane plans to return to the advertising agency field
received no income from its RKO investment during the fiscal year, but with an established New York organization after the first of the year.
that its share in the earnings of the
company "will be given expression in
Joseph,
who iswas
reported
to be of
Cochthe final reorganization .. .which, it is
ran's successor,
film editor
the
Chicago
Herald
and
Examiner
for a
expected, will not be long delayed."
number of years and was associated
The report showed that the net as- with Balaban & Katz in advertising
set value of Atlas common stock was
approximately $13.36 a share on Oc- and publicity posts thereafter. He became associated with RKO as supertober 31, compared with $18.77 on the
visor of theatre advertising and pubsame date last year and $18.17 on
licity in the middle west about five
July 31.
years ago.
Burlesque

Artists
Ban on Smoking
in
Win Four A Ruling
Theatres Is Planned
(Continued from page 1)
The council of the Associated Actors & Artistes of America, parent drawn, are in houses with flame-proof
A. F. of L. entertainers' union, ruled floors which have receptacles for
smoking in balconies, loges and boxes.
yesterday
that the
tion of Actors
had American
encroached Federaon the
The measure is now in the hands of
jurisdiction of the Burlesque Artists Major Henry H. Curran, who will be
Ass'n in extending its organizing deputy mayor after Jan. 1 It is the
moves into that field following the result of study by a committee composed of Fire Commissioner John J.
banning by License Commissioner
Paul Moss of New York theatre use McElligott, Richard F. Warner, secretary to the Fire Dep't ; Capt. George
of The
the term
"burlesque."
council
directed the A. F. A. J. Foster, in charge of the Division of
to turn over all dues and records Public Assembly, and Nathan C.
which have come into its possession Horwitz, inspector of combustibles.
since June 1 through its incursion on
B. A. A. domain to a committee con- Radio Competition
sisting of Frank Gillmore, Four A
president ; Paul Dullzell, executive
Stirs Up ITOA
Men
secretary of Actors' Equity, and Gene
Radio competition to theatres highGreenfield, Four A vice-president.
lighted ameeting of the I. T. O. A.
A. F. A. officials were censured for
at Gottlieb's restaurant yesterday with
statements made during the contro- independent exhibitors expressing the
versy and the union was directed to opinion that affiliated theatres were becomply with the orders issued by the
ing hurt as much as unaffiliated
Four A council yesterday by Dec. 23. houses. It was felt generally that now
A report on the disposition of the case is the time for major circuit heads
is scheduled to be made to the Four to act in eliminating air shows proA council by its committee on Jan. 10.
duced with film stars.
The council will consider further
Harry Brandt, president, acted as
A. F. A. jurisdictional claims in the chairman of the meeting. It is expected that another move on giveaways
night club field, affecting Chorus
and games will develop in the next few
Equity, on Jan. 17.
weeks. A large attendance turned out.
Defer Branch Pact Talks
Louis Philips Honored
Distributor and union executives
New Haven, Dec. 15. — All exhibiyesterday held a second preliminary
tors, film men and projectionists in
conference at the Warner home office
the
territory
attended open house yeson a master contract governing "back
the Meadow St. quarters of
room" employes at all exchange cen- Modernterday at Theatre
Equipment Corp.
ters and adjourned for 30 days, it was
learned following the meeting.
The party was in honor of the new
Lou Krouse, vice-president of the I. vice-president,
ticut manager. Louis Philips, ConnecA. T. S. E. and executive assistant to
George E. Browne, president, told
Vicki Lester Signed
Motion Picture D AiLY that "all employes are satisfied with conditions
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Vicki Lester
and there is no rush to sign the master recently under contract to Mervyn
LeRoy, has been signed by RKO.
agreement."
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''Firefly"
Truth''
Strong

Only
Draw

Is

Indianapolis

Sole
Win

Indianapolis, Dec. 15. — "The Firefly," paired with "All American
Sweetheart," did $8,200 at Loew's, the
only first-run to go over par. Severe
cold weather pulled all grosses down.
Total first run business was $28,500. Average is $30,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 10:
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (ZOth-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,100), 2Sc-40c. 7 days, 2d
week. Gross: $2,000. (Average, $4,000)
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (ZOth-Fox)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Don Redman Orchestra, the Berry Brothers, Orlando Robeson, Two Zephyrs, Ella
Mae Waters. Louise McCarroU, Taps Miller, Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,500)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
INDIANA— (3.200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average. $7,000)
"THE
FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
"ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART"
(Col.)
LOEW'S— (2,800). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,200. (Average, $7,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (F. N.)
LYRIC— (2,000). 25c-40c. 7 days. Stage:
The Northerners, Hilton & Fox and others.
Gross: $7,800. (Average, $8,000)

Buffalo
Cuts

Blizzard
into

Grosses

Philadelphia
Decision

Seen

BurFALO, Dec. 15. — A blizzard gave
all box-of¥ices a severe frostbite.
On
the
Coast
Those hardy souls who did venture
As Important
out showed a preference for the Buf(Continued from pane 1)
falo's "Nothing Sacred" and "ConLos Angeles, Dec. 15. — "The Awquest" at the Great Lakes.
Total first run business was ap- einployed by the company which gave
ful Truth," in its third week at the
proximately $31,700. Average is rise to the exhibitors' "strike."
Pantages with "40 Naughty Girls,"
turned in the only gross of the week
Copies
of the
Circuit
Court's
decision studied
in New
York
yesterday
that looked like good business. It was
Estimated takings for the week end$42,400.
$8,400, over average by $400.
reveal that the use of "peaceful pering Dec. 11 :
The only other attractions to get
suasion," as employed in the later
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
into the profit column in the face of
BUFFALO— (3,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Gross: stages of the Philadelphia "strike" are
held by the court to be as illegal as
$9,200. (Average, $14,000)
the Christmas shopping were "Club
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
the
employment of force or coercion
GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 35c-50c, 7 days.
des Femmes," which took $3,700 at
Gross: $6,500.
(Average, $8,000)
in a "buyers' strike" or boycott.
"STAND-IN"
(U.A.)
the Esquire, and "Spanish Earth,"
The decision stated that what the
with "China Strikes Back," at the
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES
exhibitors attempted to do by force
Grand, where the take was $2,000.
BACK" (Para.)
Total first run business was $90,HIPPODROME
-(2,500),$6,500)
30c-50c, 7 days. in the first place, and later by "peaceGross:
$5,400. (Average,
942. Average is $110,450.
ful persuasion,"
"could not be done
without
the interference
and stoppage
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (W.B.)
Estimated takings for the week end"PARTNERS
IN
CRIME"
(Para.)
of
the
free
flow
of
interstate
coming Dec. 15 :
CENTURY— (3-000), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
$5,000. (Average, $6,300)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), 50c-$1.50, 7
Of the
exhibitor organization's
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
days, 6th week. Gross: $8,750. (Average,
claims
to accomplishing
its ends by
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c, 7 days. individual,
$17,000)
rather
than joint, action,
Gross:
$5,600.
(Average,
$6,500)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
the decision says : "The evidence,
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
when fairly construed, makes it plain
(M-G-M)
CHINESE— (2,500), 50c -75c, 7 days. Gross:
that
the appellees (exhibitors) had
merce."
"T
ru
th
''
Holds
$11,395. (Average, $12,500)
formed a combination or conspiracy
"Sa
cre
d''
2nd
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
and were acting together as a unit
4 STAR— (90O), 40c-55c, 6 days, 4th week.
Gross: $2,328. (Average, $3,250)
andThe
are decision
still so acting."
"SPANISH EARTH" (Prometheus)
states that only unWeek
Leader,
"CHINA STRIKES BACK"
qualifiedly
individual
action could esGRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
De
Ch
ill
spite
$2,000. (Average, $1,200)
cape violation of the anti-trust laws.
"THE AWT^UL TRUTH" (Col.)
In
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia, Dec. 15.— Indepen"40 NAUGHTY GIRLS" (RKO)
Philadelphia
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 7 days
dent exhibitor leaders here do not re3rd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000)
gard the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
Philadelphia, Dec. 15. — The prePiiTSBURGH, Dec. IS. — Cold
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
peals' decision in favor of Paramount
(M-G-M)
Christmas lull is beginning to make weather hit grosses during the week as affecting the exhibitor
s' legal rights
LOEWS STATE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $11,769. (Average, $14,000)
itself felt, but "Nothing Sacred" keeps and only two first runs stayed in the to protect their interests in future
contests with distributors.
rolling at the Aldine, garnering
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
profit
column.week
"Theat Awful
Truth,"
Ben M. Colder, attorney for the
$13,000 for its second week.
in
its second
the Alvin,
was
"40 NAUGHTY GIRLS" (RKO)
PANTAGES— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days, 3rd
one of these. The $9,000 take, about U. M. P. T. O., speaking for the exThe
stage
and
screen
combination
week. Gross: $8,400. (Average, $8,000)
at the Earle took in $19,000, a little half the first week gross, was still
hibitors, said: "This
has not
taken from the exhibitcase
"LIVE,
LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M) off from recent weeks, but still good. $2,500 over normal.
or any right
PARAMOU
NT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Stage: The Big Apple, swing dance con- "Big Town Girl" was the film and
"Stage Door," which played eight which he heretofore had; to wit, coltest, F. & M. revue, Larry Kent and his the Hudson DeLange band and Red days
lective bargaining and the right to coat the Penn, turned in $13,500.
orchestra. Gross: $14,300. (Average, $18,000) Skelton headed the stage bill,
operative action. I feel that the result
This
was
also
$2,500
to
the
good.
The
"FIRST LADY" (W.B.)
of the entire situation is one of great
other
three
first
runs
found
the
going
"Navy
"MANHATTAN (Republic)
MERRY-GO-ROUND"
Blue and Gold" also topped rough.
benefit to the individual exhibitor and
average with $15,500 at the Stanley.
to
exhibitors generally. Henceforth,
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) - Closing in its fourth week (10 days
Total first run business was $46,350. armed
(3,000), 30c-65c, 5 days. Gross: $10,000.
with the knowledge that they
(Average, $14,000)
.Average
is
$45,000.
in last week), "The Hurricane"
have
a
right to coopera
and do not
grossed $8,000 at the Locust.
"FIRST LADY" (W.B.)
Estimated takings for the week need to use any illegal temethods
, they
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND"
Total first run business was $94,600. ending Dec. 9 :
(Republic)
are in a better position to recognize
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (CoL)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN) — Average, exclusive of the Locust, is
the value of concerted action for their
ALVIN—
(2.000),
25c-40c, $6,500)
2nd week, 7 days.
(3,400), 30c-65c, 5 days. Gross: $10,300. $81,960.
Gross:
$9,000.
(Average,
(Average, $12,000)
Estimated takings for the week
"TRAPPED BY G-MEN" (Col.)
mutual benefit."
"CLUB DES FEMMES" (Mayer- Bur styn) ending Dec. 9 :
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G.N.)
ESQUIRE— (900), 40c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,700. (Average, $2,500)
Production
FULTON—
(1,750).
25c-40c.
7
davs.
Gross:
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
Gains
$4,500)
ALDINE— (1,300). 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. 2nd $4,000. (Average,
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
eek. Gross: $13,000. (Average
, $8,160)
With 41 Shooting
"CONQU(2nd
EST"run)(M-G-M)
PENN— (3,300), 25c-.50c, 8 davs. Gross:
F. & M. Hits Union
$13,500. (Average. 7 days, $11,000)
(.Continued from page 1)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
week. Gross: $2,200. (Average, $2,800)
STANLEY
—
(3,600),
25c-60c,
7
days.
Snag on Bands* Use
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
Stage: Herbie Kaye orchestra, Tom Howard Paramount; "Broadway after MidSt. Louis, Dec. 15.— Despite the reand
Shelton. Gomez and Winona,
night" and "The Joy of Living,"
(Average. «c-55c-65c.
$14,000) 7 days. Gross: LarryGeorge
cent _F. & M. poll favoring bands in $11,000.
*,?2n°Tl"''"^^Blake, the Sinclair Twins. Gross: versal.
addition to pictures in downtown
RKO,
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
and
"Midnight Intruder," UniEARLE — (2,000), 25c-40c-55c, 7 davs $17,000. (Average, $18,000)
theatres, the circuit has been unable Stage:
The
tally
by studio :
"PARTNERS
IN
CRIME"
(Para.)
Hudson
DeLange
Red
to book name orchestras because of an Skelton, Novack and Fay. 'Orchest
Gross:ra.$19,000.
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
Columbia finished one, shooting two,
(MG-M
)
(Average
$14,000)
,
WARNER—
(2,000").
25c-40c, 6 davs. Gross: preparing
impasse with the local musicians'
$2,800.
(Average,
$5,000)
zero, editing 10; Goldwyn,
"LAST GANGSTER'
union. Harry C. Arthur has lined up
FOX-(3,000),
40c-5Sc-6Sc.
Gro
day
7
ss:
s.
zero,
zero,
zero, two ; Grand National,
a long list of bands, but will not meet $14,000, (Average, $14,0001
zero, one, zero, one; M-G-M, zero,
the demands of the union to install
"IT'S LOVE (2nd
I'M run)
AFTER" (W.B.)
six, zero, four; Monogram, zero, one,
Tries Duals with Show
another band in the pit during each
zero, one ; Paramount, zero, eight,
KARLTO
N-d.OO
O),
25c-40c-5
0c,
7
days
engagement.
Gross: $3,100. (Average. $4 000)
Seattle,
Dec.
15.a— new
Johnpolicy
Danz'?
three, 10; Principal, one, zero, zero,
Palomar
has
started
of
"SECOND HONEY
run)
(2nd MOON"
(20th-Fox)
two first run features in addition to three; Republic, one, two, one, three;
Check St. Louis Licenses
KEITH'
S— (2,000),
30c-40c-5
0c, 7 days five vaudeville acts. The regular RKO, zero, five, two, four; Roach,
Gross: J3.50O.
(Average,
$4,000)
scale of IS cents at matinees and 25 zero, one, zero, zero; Selznick, zero,
St. Louis, Dec. 15.— Twenty-four
"THE HURRICANE" (U.A.)
zero, zero, one; 20th Century-Fox,
city theatres have been notified by
LOCUS
— (1,300), 57c-86c-$l,14-$1.71, 10 and 35 cents evenings will continue.
davs,
4thT week.
Gross: $8,000
one, six, one, six; Universal, one five,
Edwin _0. Harper, comptroller for
zero, one; Wagner, zero, zero, zero,
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
St. Louis county, that they have been
STANLEY-(3,70O). 40c-55c-65c, 7 days
zero; Warners, zero, four, two, 22.
Gross:
$15,500. (Average. $14,000)
operating without county licenses.
Gets RKO Contract
In the short subject division ColumThese cost $50 per year for houses
"THOROUGHBRE
DS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
HoDDYWooD, Dec. 15. — Helen Meinbia finished one and M-G-M two. One
seating less than 500 and $100 for
STANTON— (1.700), 30c-40c-50c. 7 days ardi, film writer, has been given a is shooting at M-G-M. None
started.
Gross: $5,300.
houses with more than 500 seats.
(Average, $7,000)
long term contract by RKO.
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$200,000

Net earnings for United Artists
Theatre Circuit, Inc., were approximately $200,000 better for the fiscal
beyear ended Aur. 31 than the year
fore, it was revealed yesterday with
of the company's consolithe issuance
dated statement.
Net income for the year ended Aug.
31 was $364,973.02, as compared to
$167,845.66 the previous year. According to the statement, net income for
the year just ended, before interest,
depreciation, amortization and provision for Federal income taxes, including profit from the sale of capital stock
of affiliated companies and other assets, was listed at $627,254.18.
Deductions for interest, depreciation
and amortization of theatre leaseholds,
buildings and equipment, Federal income tax and other items totaled
$456,153.20.
Cash on hand was listed at $485,883.37, cash in escrow for payment of
{Coiitimted on page 3)

Protest

RKO

Plan

Typical of the response to Martin Quigley's editorial in Goes
to Bondy
criticism of Mae West's Sunday night broadcast for Chase
& Sanborn, which appeared under the caption "Radio Begs
Trouble" in Tuesday's Motion Picture Daily, are the follow- Objections Mainly from
ing:
Minority Holders
Broadcasting System —
Mr.. Martin Quigley:
The Mutual Broadcasting System congratulates you on your editorial "Radio Begs Trouble."
It was splendid.
Lester Gottlieb,
Publicity Coordinator,
Mutual Broadcasting System
T
—
tor Quigley:
hibi
ExMr.
Martin
I want to congratulate you on your personal editorial on the
MAE WEST ADAM AND EVE broadcast.
It is just such broadcasts that the motion picture exhibitors so
{Continued on page 10)

Legion
To

Mae

of

Decency

West

Objects

's A ir Program

terial offered in the radio appearance
Sunday evening of Miss Mae West.
This agency is profoundly distressed
Universal Ad Post
over various incidents of this broadcast. These comprise a character of
Official confirmation of the appublic entertainment against which
pointment of John E. Joseph as adthis agency has made repeated and
vertising publicity and exploitation
emphatic protests.
evening
of
Miss
Alae
West."
director of Universal was made yesThe protest marks the first instance
We are shocked to observe that, apterday. He takes over the post im- of an expression of Legion of Decency
parently, the factors responsible for
mediately.
concern over a radio program, the this broadcast
are not to be depended
Joseph comes from Chicago, where organization's efforts, heretofore, havupon
for
the
cooperation which has
he had been divisional director of ading been confined to the objectionable
been
so
generally
extended to the obvertising and publicity for RKO the- in films. Justifying its concern over
jectives ofthe National Legion of Deatres in 1931. Previous to that he was
Mae which
West was
broadcast,
cency. The implications of this broadletter,
signedthebyLegion's
Mary
in the advertising department of B. & the
cast are of particular concern to us
Harden
Looram,
asserts
that
its
efK. for four
years. During
1925-'27 he
the characterizations and ma(Continued
on page 2)
forts to discourage the use of such because terial
which has been presented by
material in motion pictures "are seri- Miss West in various of her motion
ously embarrassed by your radio
Child Actor Subject
picture appearances constitute for us a
matter of grave worry and concern.
The
letter
follows
:
broadcast."
In House Amendment
Our efforts to discourage such presentations are seriously embarrassed by
Gentlemen :
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
The National Legion of Decency your radio broadcast.
Washington, Dec. 16. — The House
of Representatives today adopted a has always directed its efforts and
The National Legion of Decency
number of amendments to the wage- confined itself to the realm of motion will appreciate an expression from you
hour legislation, including provisions pictures. We feel that in this particu- as to your intentions for the future
oflfered by Representative Schneider
lar case, however, we have a certain use of material of the character which
(Rep. Wis.) to limit the discretionary equity which justifies the protest we is herewith objected to.
Very truly yours,
power of the chief of the Children's are hereby registering.
Mary Harden Looram,
Bureau to issue licenses for employThe
Legion
of
Decency
wishes
rement of children to those between the
Legion
of Decency, 485
spectfully to present its protest over National
ages of 14 and 16.
the low moral character of the ma- Madison Ave., New York City.
In the debate. Congressman Voorhis (Dem. Cal.) who yesterday unsuccessfully offered an amendment
Additional Radio Developments — Pages 10-11
(Continued on page 3)

Takes

CENTS

'36

to $364,973 for Year
To Aug. 31

Joseph

TEN

17, 1937

Circuit

What
Net

YORK,

Impartial

Over

The National Legion of Decency
addressed a letter of protest yesterday
to NBC, Standard Brands, Inc., for
Chase & Sanborn, and the J. Walter
low
Agency
Thompson
moral
character
of the over
material"the
offered
in the radio appearance last Sunday

That opposition to the RKO plan
of reorganization is limited to minority stockholder and creditor groups
was revealed yesterday with the presentation to Federal Judge William
Bondy of the final objections to the
With the expiration yesterday of
the time allotted for the filing of objections, none of the secured or unplan.
secured creditors' committees whose
assents to the plan are essential to
its approval by the court, is on record as opposed to its adoption. Judge
Bondy is scheduled to begin hearings
on the objections to »the plan Tuesday. With the opposition limited to
groups and individuals representing
only a small fraction of the claims
against RKO, and their objections
eing centered upon points which already have received the approval of
Special Master George W. Alger, an
early confirmation of the plan without change in its basic provisions is
regarded in reorganization circles as
highly
probable.
The last
objections to the plan filed
yesterday were those of the IndeProtectivea
Stockholders'
Committee; pendent
Edward
J. Hickey,
(Continued on page 3)
Atlas-Lehman

RKO

Option Is Renewed
An agreement was reached yesterday on an extension for one year of
the option
remaining holdingsto ofacquire
RKO RCA's
securities
by a
financial syndicate headed by Atlas
Corp. and Lehman Bros.
A small portion of the securities
covered by the $6,000,000 option expiring Dec. 31 will be purchased from
RCA bv the syndicate and will probably amount to about $1,000,000. The
(Continued on page 3)
G.B,

Shareholders

Will

Seek

Inquiry

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 16. — Shareholders of
Gaumont British have been circularized by the Nordon Committee of
stockholders, indicating that the committee is now ready to proceed with
(Continued on page 9)
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Ampa

Members

Turn

Purely

Joseph Takes Over
Universal Ad Post

(Covtinued from page 1)
► was film critic and assistant dramatic
editor of the Chicago Herald and Examiner. He is a graduate of the University of Chicago, where he was on
BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount the editorial
staff of the Daily
president, plans to leave for Chicago some time next week to spend the Maroon, and also played a prominent
holidays. Stanton Griffis, chairman there.
part in the "Black Friars" plays
of the Paramount executive commitLou Blaine has been named to suctee, will leave for Florida at approxiceed Joseph in the RKO Chicago post.
mately the same time.
•
John McHale, assistant manager
of Radio City Music Hall, was married yesterday to Geraldine Wight,
ion"f/Hea
"
tatas
d
loits
l Qui
WeiExp
one of the Rockettes. This follows
Joe
Weil,
who
has
been
handling
closely the wedding of Marie exploitation for Universal, yesterday
Grimaldi, of the corps de ballet, and
resigned after having been with the
Richard Nolan of the theatre's glee company for 10 years. For one year
club.
he was executive assistant to Carl
•
Laemmle in Hollywood and abroad.
Nat Holt, Cleveland RKO divi- For two years he was director of
sion manager, returned home last
advertising, publicity and exploitation
night after setting bookings for Jan- of 380 Universal Chain Theatres.
uary and February and attending the
Weil expects to announce a new
testimonial dinner to Nate J. Blum- affiliation shortly.
berg on Wednesday night.
•
Tendered
Gene Aiello of the United Art- Waterman
ists' publicity staff has been transFarewell Luncheon
ferred to the exploitation department
and will leave today for Utica to
Larry Waterman, who will join
Jan. 3 as executive seccover the opening of "The Hurri- Universalretary on
to
Nate
J. Blumberg, new
•
president, yesterday was tendered a
Nicholas M. Schenck did not
farewell luncheon at Murray's by
appear at his ofiice yesterday. He about 20 RKO associates. He was
cane."
returned from the coast Monday and given a desk set.
went to his home at Great Neck, but
Mona Reilly also will move over to
Universal at the same time as secreis expected at his • office today.
tary to Blumberg.
Adelaide Finch and Frank Donovan, accompanied by a Pathe crew, Exchange Men to Lunch
left yesterday to make Pathe Parade
A group of local exchange manfilms on Bermuda and Nassau cruises.
•
agers and circuit operators will hold
Richard de Rochemont, managing a Christmas luncheon at the Tavern
next Friday. Among those who will
director of March of Time's European attend are Harry Shiftman, Edward
production, is Europe-bound aboard M. Schnitzer, Mitchell Klupt, Charles
the Qiiccn Mary.
•
Moses, Max Cohen, Bob Wolff, Sam
Alexander Korda has delayed his Rinzler, Louis Frisch, Moe Streimer,
return from the coast until the middle Joe Hornstein, Leo Justin, Morris
of next week.
He has reservations Jacks and numerous others.
to sail Dec. 26 on the Normandie.
•
James
M. Fitzsimons, assistant
district attorney of New York County
since 1931, has resigned to rejoin the
firm of Krellberg & Fitzsimons.
•
Mrs. Mack Millar, wife of the
night club-radio publicist, left for California yesterday to assume charge of
the Millar office in Hollywood.
•
Z
Lou Krouse, LA.T.S.E. vice-presi\
dent, has gone to Indiana.
•
Harry C. Arthur will leave for
St. Louis today via American Airlines.

Personal

Out to Honor Vogel
More than 300 members of Ampa
turned out yesterday for the luncheon
at the International Casino in honor
of A-Mike Vogel, newly appointed
editor of Motion Picture Daily.
Being an old Ampa member and
knowing- what sometimes happens to
members who try to make serious
speeches, Vogel started of¥ with something that sounded like a political oration. He was stopped by Paul Lazarus, Jr., who was pinch-hitting for
Ralph Rolan. He resumed in a semiserious vein and let the hecklers have
their fling. When it was over he received general congratulations.
Fillmore Hyde, editor of Cue, dis- . . . Omaha
cussed the conflict between advertisSam Stern, one of the officials of
ing and editorial departments over the Capitol exchange, and Mrs.
film reviews.
Stern are the parents of a son.
Susan Kaaren and Harriet Hoctor
Eddie Forrester, manager of the
were introduced.
Omaha, has sold his first novelette to
an eastern magazine.
Murray Starr, representative of
Figure $50,000 Week
National Screen Service in this terriRobert Weitman, manager of the
tory, has been transferred to New
Paramount, yesterday estimated a York. Bennie Lass of St. Louis has
$50,000 week for "True Confession," come here.
which opened there Wednesday. The
C. K. Olson, Warner exchange
take would be about 20 per cent above
head, plans to remodel the exchange's
"Pennies from Heaven," which played offices and stock rooms. Work will
start soon.
the theatre this week last year.
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Labor

Board

Metro

Case

Orders
Hearing

Los tional
Angeles,
Dec. 16.
— Thetoday,
NaLabor Relations
Board
in an order issued from Washington,
directed the Los Angeles Regional
Labor Relations Board to conduct a
hearing on charges of James E.
Shaw, studio electrician, that he was
discharged from M-G-M last March
12 because of union activities.
The local board some time ago refused to hold a hearing on the case
and referred the matter to Washington. Shaw, a member of Local 37
of the LA.T.S.E., claimed he lost his
job because of his activity in organizing themural
"37organization
White of
Rats,"
intraLA. an
members
seeking the return of autonomy to
four locals of the LA. here. Under
the order of the National Board, the
local unit must hold a hearing and call
witnesses from M-G-M to ascertain
why Shaw was discharged and
whether
full back hepay.should be reinstated with

Chicago

Suit

Awaits

Philadelphia Result
Chicago, Dec. 16. — Before filing
proposed suit against B. & K. charging
monopoly Allied will watch the decision in the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia as major companies' counselors there state that duals
damage public morals, cause cut-throat
competition and are harmful to the industry as a whole.
According to Aaron Saperstein, the
majors take almost the opposite stand
in the situation here, thus dictating
the release policy to suit their needs.
Through Aldermen A. G. Lindell
and Thomas J. Terrell a new ordinance
will be proposed next week asking
that duals be abolished because of
the injury to health and morals.
W. B. Club Ball Tonight
The Brooklyn unit of the Warner
Club will hold a masquerade and civic
ball tonight at the Hotel St. George.
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Allowance
Final

The
On

Denied

in

Protest

RKO

Plan

Newsreel

Parade

Roxy

Case

Decision

The petition of the Tipton Bondholders' Protective Committee for an
cannot
attend
school.
Japanese
allowance
of $5,000 as fee in the Roxy
Movietone News
reorganization
was denied by Judge
throngs
are
seen
hailing
German,
Vol. 20, No. 28
Italian and Japanese speakers on the Francis G. Caffey in the U. S. DisGoes
to Bondy
trict Court here yesterday. Judge
(2Qth Century-Fox)
of Japan's
entry into
the Caffey ruled that the committee had
Lew Lehr steals the show with his occasion
anti-Communist
three-nation
bloc.
(^Continued from page 1)
bit on wood nymphs. The pictures
Some of the terrible things that can traded in first mortgage bonds and
Washington stockholder ; the U. S. were taken in Florida's Cypress Gar- happen in an amateur hour are caught, that he therefore was compelled to disNational Bank of Denver, and Ernest
dens with the comic providing a line as the reel pictures the latest craze
allow their request.
W. Stirn, a Milwaukee stockholder. of chatter that will garner plenty of to hit England. An effective bit
In
a
written opinion Judge Caffey
catches the thanks of a New Orleans revealed that several members of the
The objections filed yesterday, like laughs.
The balance of the reel has the
those filed earlier, centered principalboy, to save whose sight a 63-year
Committee had purchased and
usual assortment of items, which in- old man sacrificed the sight of one Tipton
sold Roxy bonds at a profit of $2,160.
ly upon the proposal to settle Rockeclude :J. F. T. O'Connor, Comptroller eye. The brilliant engineering feat The committee's request for $361 for
feller Center's $9,150,000 claim against
RKO by the issuance to the former of Currency, delivering a Christmas which is the new Lincoln Tunnel in disbursements was allowed, however.
of 460,000 shares of new RKO com- message at Washington ; children vis- New York is seen prior to its open- Judge Caffey cautioned other petitionng to traffic, and the issue ends with
iting Santa's workshop at Shenandoah
mon stock and the reduction of stock- Caverns,
ers that the allowance of disburseVa. ; school children at work
staged but attractive Christmas
holders' equities by one-half. Scatments in this case was not be "retered objections and contentions were and play in Oklahoma City, the edu- greeting from the reel to the public.
garded as a precedent."
The as
ruling
cational building precariously surRunning time, 9 mins.
A. came somewhat
included in the papers filed yesterday
as a surprise
the
rounded by oil wells ; a glimpse of the
committee took a leading part in the
directed at less vital features of the
World's Fair in miniature ; the Buf- Pathe News
plan.
hearing before Special Master Addifalo roundup at Yellowstone Park.
son S. Pratt. The Tipton Committee
9, No. 43
Earlier objectors to the plan inFashions, the latest in footwear for Vol.
originally objected to the plan, but latcluded Iva MacPherson and an as- evening wear and for the beach, are (RKO)
er approved it when an amendment
The midweek newsreel issues are
sociated group of Boston stockhold- on parade ; 14 new Navy air bombers
ers; George Sardou, a stockholder, Lake off from San Diego for a 3,080- notorious consumers of the feature raising
mitted. the rate of interest was suband George L. Schein, New York mile non-stop flight to Coco Solo, Pa- stuff which editors hold in reserve to
stockholder.
nama ; Johnny Revolta putting the
a reel
when ornews
"breaks" Child Actor Subject
are out
either
scarce
non-existent.
No objections to the plan have been lucky ball in the $10,000 Miami Bilt- get
This
release
should
give
the
feature
more
open
golf
tourney
;
and
simon
made by the principal stockholders'
department
plenty
to
do
in
the
way In House Amendment
compures
socking
away
in
a
squared-ring
creditors'
the secured
(Continued from pai}c 1)
committee,mittee.
of replenishing the reserve.
Rockefeller Center or the in Boston for a glorious slugfest.
The
subjects,
in
the
order
of
their
seRunning
time,
10
mins.
O.
l
which would specifically allow the emholders of the largest individua
appearance in the reel, are some flood
ployment ofchild actors under permit,
cured claims, such as the Karl Hobscenes from Northern California ; try- argued that the Schneider amendment
litzelle interests. Atlas Corp., pro- News of the Day
ponent of the plan, with Lehman
outs
of New
York at
City's
snow would not react to the disadvantage of
removal
equipment
LakenewPlacid;
the film industry, later to find that no
Bros, and RCA, control more than Vol. 9, No. 226
(M-G-M)
84 per cent of the RKO debentures
the boys' choir of a New York church provision had been made for the exThere seems to have been a scarcity
emption of child talent.
outstanding and more than 47 per
in a rendition of "Stille Nacht" ;
cent of the outstanding common stock of exciting events for the newsreels Secretary of Agriculture Wallace adThe opposition was led by Representative Dockweiler (Dem. Cal.) who
dressing the American Farm Bureau
None of these three has filed objec- these past few days. The editors of
this reel, however, have gotten up a at Chicago ; election campaign scenes asserted it would prohibit the employtions to the plan.
ment of such children as Shirley
good issue which includes several in- in Moscow prior to the Soviet's first
Temole because the film industry has
teresting topics.
"secret" ballot ; Southbury, Conn
A flood in northern California oc citizens expressing their disapproval been held by the courts to be in interAtlas-Lehman
RKO
state commerce. Supporters of the
cupies first place. It is vivid, well of a Nazi camp within the town
amendment, however, declared film
cut material. The second clip is
boundaries ; the University of Wash
resume of Senate opinion on the ington crew in training ; progress of production is purely intrastate.
Option Is Renewed
Chinese conflict. Senators Bone construction work on the Grand
(Continued from page 1)
Dockweiler later attempted to seShipstead and Bridges are seen and Coulee Dam, and scenes from the
however,
acquired,
be
exact amount to
cure recognition to offer an amendment
and the option price of the balance to heard in brief speeches which urge Miami Biltmore open golf tournament
specifically
exempting picture producremoval of American forces from
Running time, 8 mins.
K.
be purchased before the end of 1938 the
tion from the legislation but was unthe
Orient.
are still being negotiated. Both points
able to do so. He will make further
efforts tomorrow.
Snapshots offer glimpses of a model Universal News
may be settled today, but before Mon
day in any event. Floyd Odium, Atlas of the forthcoming World's Fair, the (Vol. 9, No. 624)
As the House adjourned the situaCorp. head, leaves for the coast on renewal of an arbitration pact by the
tion was so confused that no one could
Monday to confer on the new RKO
( Universal)
be found who would attempt to say
American
Newspaper
Publishers'
studio and theatre setups, and the deal
Novelties make up the bulk of the whether films were covered by either
and motorized military equipis scheduled to be concluded prior to Ass'n, ment
maneuvers in Kentucky.
latest Universal Newsreel issue, four the measure itself or any of the
his departure.
The Woman's Page is composed of of them being labeled exclusive. Only amendments adopted.
Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros., with shots of various female celebrities four of. the 10 subjects can be classified as news, but there is enough va
their
associates,
acquired 605,731 parading their fashionable clothes
shares of RKO common and $4,893,- aboard the Noniiandic shortly before riety and the treatment is smart Monogram
Franchise
327 face amount of RKO debentures she sailed. Ed Sullivan presents the enough to make the reel interesting
Men
to
Meet
Mar, 1
from RCA for $5,000,000 two year
Several knockouts in the All-Ameri
Daily Ncivs crowns to Myrna Loy
ago, and obtained their option to pur and Clark Gable. The sporting di can amateur boxing bouts at Boston
W. Ray Johnston, president of
chase for $6,000,000 a like amount of vision shows the highlights of the furnish a lively start. Then the in- Monogram, has set March 1 as the
common stock and debentures, consti
Miami-Biltmore golf tournament at
tentative date for a meeting of franof Sebastopol
in "sunny"
California habitants
are
shown rowing
and
Coral Gables.
chise holders on the coast. The sestuting the remainder of RCA's hold
sion will be followed by a series of
Running time, 8 mins.
P splashing around in a widespread
ings, up to Dec. 31 next. It is thi
option, less the securities to be picked
flood. Louisville's icy coating with regional conclaves in May, Johnston
up at this time, which will be extended Paramount News
slipping automobiles and airport at- said.
tendants skidding are something of a
to Dec. 31, 1938.
Next year's program, according to
No. 39
surprise. Revolta winning the Miami present plans, call for 48 features, of
(Paramount)
Biltmore open golf tournament with which 16 will be westerns. ProducNet of U. A, Circuit
tion budgets will be increased 25 per
It has been a dull news period the the spectators attired in summer
make audiences feel comfort- cent next season, Johnston added. It
past few days, as indicated in Para- clothes
able— also envious.
was estimated that 4,538 theatres are
'36 mount's latest issue. The editors
Over
$200,000
Is (Continued
from page
1)
were rather hard put to gather a liveSomebody discovered and photo- playing Monogram product.
real estate taxes, $12,710.34 ; sundry
graphed the Cave Women of America,
ly combination of material.
receivables, less reserves, $10,121.01
The reel opens with shots of the clad in leopard skins, initiating a new Eyemo camera up near the top of the
dues from affiliated companies, $117,
Miami golf tournament, won by John- member, but they're the mildest look- building. Graham McNamee enlivens
839.08. Cash surrender value of life
ing cave women that ever reached a a style show of woolen bathing suits,
ny Revolta, whose skillful putting is
Santa Claus leads a group of children
insurance policies was figured at $135,- caught on the screen. Pictured is the screen. There's plenty of suspense in into
a Shenandoah, Va., cave, a puppy
373.50, and investment securities at unusual case of the Pennsylvania scenes of workmen hoisting the new
$20,044.01. Theatre investments to- father of eight who is in jail because seven-ton hands for the Metropolitan show is presented, and ski experts do
taled $6,394,728.85. Deferred charges he refused to permit his son to be Tower clock while a LTniversal cam- their stuff in Madison Square Garden.
Running time, 9 mins.
J.
were $1,413,791.28.
vaccinated, and consequently the lad
era man lies on a plank with an
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Chickasaw
Adds

Circuit

Another

House

Memphis, Dec. 16.— The Chickasaw
Amusement Co., headed by W. F.
Ruffing, Covington, Tenn., has taken
over the Roxie at Alamo, thus running to seven the number of houses
operated by the company.
Ruffin already has the theatres at
Covington, Newbern, Martin, Greenfield, Milan and Humboldt. He is a
former president of the M. P. T. O.
of
see. Arkansas, Mississippi and TennesMidwest Gets K. C. Spot
Kansas City, Dec. 16. — Fox MidInc., has taken' over
west Theatres,
the lease
on the Brookside,
new 1,200seat theatre built in the suburban
south side last winter, and operated
for some months by W. D. Fulton.
Duffy Leases Altus House
Altus, Okla., Dec. 16.— Pat Duffy,
owner and operator of the Temple
and Rialto in Mangum, Okla., has
leased the old Wigwam theatre building which has been closed for two
years.
Take Over Chickasha House
Chickasha, Okla., Dec. 16. — The
Ritz here will be operated in the future by Southwestern Theatres, Inc.,
managed by C. B. Hudson. The Ismo,
a Southwestern house, has been closed.
The Ritz has been operated by Consolidated Theatres, Inc., a Griffith
subsidiary in the past.
To Open Two at Capital
Washington, Dec. 15. — -Two houses
will open between Christmas and New
Year's. Sidney B. Lust will open the
Marlboro,
Marlboro,
the and
town's
first film theatre
in a Md.,
decade,
U.
Hollingsworth and Lloyd Wineland
will open the Congress in Southeast
Washington (Anacostia).

Variety
MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY^
Des

HOLLYWOOD

Club

PREVIEW

Moines

Des Moines, Dec. 16. — The program fortoVariety
shutin party
be heldClub's
at theannual
Paramount

Dec. 20 includes a picture and entertainment by talent from the staffs of
"Prescription for Romance"
WHO,
KSO
and KRNT.
( Universal)
In addition to the program, candy,
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — The title of this undertaking is more than fruit and nuts will be distributed by
commonly descriptive. That is to say, it is a picture written, produced, the ushers to the 2,000 persons invited to tlie party. Free street car
directed and acted in complete compliance with the currently favored
passes will be given those able to ride
prescription for what is habitually described as "light, frothy entertain- the street cars and club members will
ment." Under that circumstance it could not well be remarkable. Standard is fairer word for it. The names involved are Wendy Barrie, Kent provide autos for others.
A. G. Stolte, Des Moines district
Taylor, Mischa Auer, Dorothea Kent, Frank Jenks, Henry Hunter and manager for Tri- States is chairman
Bert Roach, with Auer and a dog, not named in the cast, providing the of the program committee.
principal laughs.
Taylor plays a detective sent to Budapest to bring back Hunter, abOmaha
sconder, who has taken refuge with Miss Barrie, American doctor studyOmaha,
16. — ^Harry
Shu-is
ing in that city. Auer is a count living by his wits and Jenks a news- mow,
M-G-MDec.
exchange
manager,
paper man. Both attach themselves to the search for Hunter, which is
ultimately successful. Detective and doctor fall in love of course while back at his desk after a trip to KanCity to confer
with Harris Wolfall this is going on and probably marry afterward.
berg,sas district
manager.
Edmund Grainger produced the picture with Sylan Simon directing.
Edward Shafton, property master,
The story is by John Reinhardt and Robert Neville, the screen play by has returned from a combined busiJames Mulhauser, Robert T. Shannon and Albert R. Perkins. It is pasternnesscities.
and pleasure jaunt to several
neither the greatest not the least of the season's practically innumerable
ventures in the same general classification.
Ted Mendenhall, Paramount exchange boss and immediate past chief
barker, is on the mend after having
Running time, 62 minutes. "G."
a bone growth removed.
Washington
Looking

^Em

Over

''Exiled to Shanghai"
{Republic)
Audiences viewing "Exiled to Shanghai" should be kept in a constantly smiling and mildly excited state. It is one of those gay, light
dramas, a bit far-fetched, but otherwise cleverly fashioned for the ultimate in inocuous amusement.
Wallace Ford contributes a good performance as a newsreel cameraman with an unquenchable verve that carries him throi:gh adventure,
business difficulties and romance. June Travis, Dean J agger, Arthur
Kentucky
Court Bars Lake and William Bakewell are good in the support.
Ford gets into difficulties with his reel when he photographs Miss
Games
as Lotteries Travis, a slogan contest winner. He unknowingly passes her off as a
Paducah, Ky., Dec. 16. — A declar- •sweepstakes winner. Various complications ensue. In a humorous manatory judgment suit to test the legalner Ford quits his job. A short time later he naively joins up with
ity of Thrift Night awards at the
Bakewell,
a phony television promoter. Through Ford's initiative and
Columbia and Arcade, owned by the
Columbia Amusement Co., has been contacts, Bakewell gets Jonathan Hale, the newsreel head, to invest in
the phony corporation. Ford uncovers the fraud when an incident,
filed in McCracken Circuit Court.
The suit was the first brought in vaguely disguised, resembling the recent dirigible disaster is televised.
Kentucky to test the legality of prize A newsreel of an ordinary landing was substituted. Entanglements with
giveaways. The test case came on the police, the friendly enmity between Jagger and Ford and a sketchy
the heels of an opinion given by the romance are also worked in to keep interest up while the main theme
Attorney General, in which he held unfolds. Eventually Ford marries Miss Travis and Jagger finds himself
that Bank Night awards are a viola- televising the war in China while the loving pair watch in a theatre.
tion of the laws of Kentucky.
It is a bit on the pseudo-scientific side. Nick Grinde directed. Many
Immediately after the ruling the
stock shots are used. Wellyn Totman did the screenplay. The supportgiveaways were discontinued.
ing cast includes Sarah Padden, Syd Saylor, Johnny Arthur and Minerva
Urecal.
Casper Acts on Game Ban
Casper, Wyo., Dec. 16.— The City
Running time, 64 minutes. "G."
Council has passed on first reading an
ordinance to ban Bank Night, Screeno,
merchandise drawings. Bingo, suit not to exceed $300, with an alternative
Exempt
Child Films
raffles, or the drawing of coupons of not more than 90 days in jail.
give(n with groceries or admission
From Rental Returns
tickets.
Kentucky
Official
London, Dec. 16. — The General
Council
of the Cinematograph ExhibiPropose B. N. Tax
Hits at Bank Night
tors' Ass'n has reached an agreement
Jacksonville, Dec. 16.-^CouncilFrankfort, Ky., Dec. 16. — Assis- with the Kinematograph Renters' Soman W. T. Gordon, one of the authors
tant Attorney General J. K. Lewis
ciety (distributors) for the exemption
of the recently defeated bill to outlaw has ruled that Bank Nights are illeof
bookings
for special
children's matinees from rental
returns.
theatre Bank Nights, now proposes ,to
gal.
Lewis'
_
opinion
was
given
to
Sam
Levin,
attorney.
tax such features. Gordon told the
The distributors will offer only picLewis wrote that Kentucky courts
Council last night a tax of 25 per cent
tures released in August and Septemshould be levied against each award, have never ruled on the subject, but
ber for showing during July and Auin addition to all other levies against the legal profession is generally in
gust of the following year. The exhibitors have accepted the proposal
theatres or other amusement places. agreement that the enterprises violate
He would make the fine for violation both the Constitution and the statutes. and will give it a year's trial.

Washington, Dec. 16. — With the
annual dinner-dance now history, Tent
No. 11 is taking a respite from social
activities, with practically nothing on
the calendar until the New Year's Eve
mittee.
party, sponsored by the house comIt masisDay.expected, however, that the
club will hold "open house" on Christ-'i

H

Morley in New Ad Post -- VVsa
Chicago, Dec. 16. — J. Kenfield
Morley has been appointed vicepresident and general manager of the
14H
-f /
Advitagraph Corp.
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Booking
Adopted

9
Warn

Amendment
in London

London, Dec. 16. — The House of
Commons Films Act Committee in a
quiet session today adopted minor
amendments to the Films Bill proposed by Capt. Euan Wallace, Parliamentary Secretary of the Board of
Trade, designed to prevent the unscrupulous from taking advantage of
the blind booking clause in the Films
Bill.
There were no other features of the
legislation discussed by the committee
today.

'Sacred^

' 'Submarine^

'Truth

' Leading

"Nothing Sacred," "The Awful
Truth" and "Submarine D-1" appeared to be the leaders in the nation's
key city box-office parade last week,
with special mention due to "The
Awful Truth" because of the strength
it is displaying in holdover engagements in numerous spots.
"Nothing Sacred" led in Detroit,
Kansas City, Cleveland and Philadelphia, "Submarine D-1" was the leader
in Milwaukee, ran strong in Cleveland and led in Cincinnati, while
G,B, Shareholders
"The Awful Truth showed continued
Will Seek Inquiry strength in a third Denver week, in
(Continued from page 1)
Detroit, a fourth Minneapolis week,
an application to the Board of Trade led in Seattle in a third week and was
for an independent investigation into held again, in the fourth Cincinnati
the affairs of the company.
week, second Pittsburgh stanza, second San Francisco week. The film is
The circular was accompanied by
in its fifth week in Hartford and
a voluminous and exhaustive examinaSpringfield, fourth week in Los Antion and report on the organization's
geles, played five weeks in Toronto,
affairs, and by an application form to
in Columbus, and is in its sixth
be signed by shareholders giving the four
week in Cleveland.
grounds on which the application will
be made.
Chica'go's lead went to "Conquest"
with "Back in Circulation" at the
State-Lake the only other film to betExhibitor Group to
ter par, by $1,300. "A Damsel in Distress" was high in Denver, where
Acquire Sound City "Nothing Sacred" was strong. "StandLondon, Dec. 16. — Negotiations have
reached an advanced stage of the abTrip
sorption of Sound City Distributors, Allied Bermuda
distributing organization connected
Stopped by a Strike
with Sound City, London producing
Allied
of New Jersey's annual
group, by the Independent Exhibitors' cruise to Bermuda
was cancelled unDistribution Co., Ltd., cooperative
production and distribution organizaexpectedly yesterday when 450 members of the Monarch of Bermuda crew
tion which was formed recently.
called
a strike two hours before sailUnder the plan now in negotiation,
ing time.
the cooperative group would acquire
all Sound City product for distribuIrving Dollinger, president, howtion.
ever, will sail for the winter resort
either today or tomorrow to celebrate
his 10th wedding anniversary.
Asher to Sail Jan. 15
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — Irving
Defer MPPDA
Meeting
Asher, head of Warner production at
quarterly meeting of the board
Teddington Studios in England, will of The
of the M. P. P. D. A. will
sail for home Jan. 15 on the He de be directors
held about the middle of next week
France. Sam Morris, foreign head,
who has been here several weeks with in the event a quorum can be obtained.
Asher conferring with Harry M. and The absence from the city of numerous board members during recent
Jack L. Warner on new production
plans abroad, will leave for New weeks has brought about several successive postponements of the meeting.
York after the first of the year.

and

Grossers

In," aided by a stage show, was behind "Nothing Sacred" at Detroit.
"Double Wedding " topped average by
$4,100 at Loew's Capitol in Washington, where week.
"Stage Door" was fair in
the second
"Navy Blue and Gold" at $9,000 at
the Minneapolis Orpheum was one of
the few to better par in the Twin
Cities. "Submarine D-1," with MerryGo-Round of 1938," was the only bill
to better average in Milwaukee.
"Submarine D-1," over the $6,500
average cinnati,
by was$1,500
at Keith's
Cinbest in
a lightinweek.
"Stage Door" ran behind "The Awful
Truth" in Pittsburgh, where grosses
also were generally weak. "Navy
Blue and Gold" and "Big Time
Girl" displayed good strength in
Philadelphia. Only "The Last Gangster" was able to top average in OklaCity by
$700. grosses,
"The Firefly"
topped homa
San
Francisco
going
$3,000 over the Warfield average.
Kansas City houses were generally
weak, behind "Nothing Sacred."
'Stage Door" and "Annapolis Salute"
went $2,700 over par at the College
in New Haven and consequently the
bill was held.

By

Reels
Pact

to Abide

with

Union

The International Photographers'
Union, Local 644, has issued a warning to newsreels to cease the practice
of using material supplied by free
lance non-union photographers. The
warning came from Charles W.
Downs, union business agent.
Downs said that under the twoyear union deal with the reels, they
are prohibited from using free lance
material or purchasing films. He declared that the union recognized the
fact that in the case of disasters and
similar events, the use of free lance
or bought material was necessary, but
"now they are abusing the privilege."
Two other practices to which the union
is objecting, said Downs, is the use
of newsreel photographers on commercial films and the exchanging of
prints by the newsreel companies,
which he contends results in the use
of fewer cameramen, and which he
called "unethical." Downs said that
the union may demand that its label
be placed on the reels.
Washington Unions Elect
Washington, Dec. 16. — A. C. Hayden has been elected to his 31st term
as president of Musicians' Union, A.
F. of M., Local No. 161. The entire
roster of officers was reelected with
him.
Earlier Edward Booth was named

president of Operators' Local, No. 224.
The Film Exchange Employes' Union
has named George Sullivan, shipper at
Of Chicago Taxation
RKO, as president. The front-of-theChicago, Dec. 16. — Unable to agree house
theatre employes have elected to
among themselves regarding their his second term Willard Brabson,
proposal to the City Council of a plan chief of service at the Earle.
for increasing theatre license fees in
Stagehands Local, No. 22, will elect
Chicago, theatremen are continuing on Dec. 21, with Daniel Peck of
meetings to work out a suitable solu- Loew's Capitol staff probably being
tion. Independent exhibitors thus far continued in office.
have been unable to get B. & K. to
agree to the fee plan as B. & K., with
Urge Two Booth Men
the largest theatres under their conAlbany, Dec. 16. — The executive
trol, feel that the tax arrangement
which Allied proposes is unfair to council of the New York State Federation of Labor has gone on record
them.
in
favor
of supporting an amendment
In the meantime, the City Council to the licensing
law to require a full
is considering the licensing of race- safety crew of competent picture matrack bookies as in Omaha and Los
chine operators in all projection rooms
Angeles with the hope that this rev- of places of public assemblage. Virenue would help meet the greater portually a two-men-in-a-booth plan, it
tion of the budget deficit.
may be presented to the legislature at
the next session.
No

Decision

on

Form

Epstein Drive Winner
Morris Epstein, Grand National
Claim Third Dimension
Stuart Doyle to Embark
manager at the New York exchange,
Washington, Dec. 16. — Charles has been declared the winner of a
London, Dec. 16. — Stuart F. Doyle
will sail for New York Dec. 21 on Etzel, Philadelphia inventor, claimed grand prize of $1,000 for collections
today to have devised a simple method as well as the weekly prize for the
the Berengaria.
of producing and projecting third di- first three weeks. Jules Lapidus of
mensional films. He was granted a Pittsburgh took second prize and
Has New Sound Device
patent on the device.
Russell Borg of Kansas City and
James Winn of Chicago tying for
George H. Callahan says he will
soon start marketing a new device for Postpone Reade Opening third and fourth awards. Hi Peskay
of Los Angeles took fifth prize.
recording sound on 16mm and 35mm
The Community, Walter Reade
film for which a patent application has house
in Morristown, N. J., scheduled
been filed. In place of the usual lenses
Gainsborough Has Loss
to open tonight, has been postponed.
the apparatus uses a mirror which utilInclement
weather
has
held
up
conLondon, Dec. 16. — Gainsborough
izes ultra-violet rays, condenses and struction.
Pictures, subsidiary of Gaumont Britconcentrates a light slit which is proish, has reported a loss of £11,081
jected on the film surface. He claims
for
the
year ended June 30, the total
it is free from spherical and chroDefer Col. Dividend
deficit amounting to £127,289. The
matic aberration.
Columbia has deferred action on the amount does not include any films
usual 214 per cent dividend due to un- produced under the arrangement by
certainties over the undistributed G. B. with General Film Distributors.
Form Circuit in Dover
profits tax and tax legislation.
Dover, Del., Dec. 16. — Pix Theatres
To Build at High Point
Circuit, Inc., has been incorporated
Bannan Joins N. S. S.
here. Capital of |300,000 is listed.
Charlotte, Dec. 16. — North CaroIncorporators are S. Nissley, S. H.
lina Theatres, Inc., will construct a
Cleveland, Dec. 16. — George
Nisley and A. Eliopulos of Gary, Bannan has been named a salesman $110,000 theatre in High Point, N. C,
Ind.
here for National Screen Service.
in the old Orpheum building.

Seattle Local Reelects
Seattle, Dec. 16. — All officers of
the I.A.T.S.E., Operators' Union,
Local 15, have been reelected. They
are: Charles Crickmore, president;
Ernest Clark, finance officer ; Edward
Booth, recording secretary ; Basil L.
Grey, business agent ; Colin Durie,
treasurer, and Earl Gunther, delegate
to the Seattle Central Labor Council.
Adjourn M. & R. Hearing
The taking of depositions here in the
anti-trust suit brought by Morse &
Rothenberg, Boston independent circuit, against major distributors, the
Maine & New Hampshire and M. A.
circuits, will be adjourned today and
early in January.
The deposition of Abe Montague,
Columbia general sales manager, was
taken yesterday by George Ryan, atplaintiff.
sessiontorney
will forbethedevoted
to Today's
the entering
of sales contracts in evidence, and will
be without a witness. The resumption
of the proceedings is tentatively set
for Jan. 4.
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CBS

Move
Urged

What

They

Churchman

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Dec. 16. — Initiation
of a movement to clean up broadcasting, similar to the Legion of Decency
sponsored by the Catholic Church to
improve films, was agitated last night
by Rev. Dr. Maurice S. Sheehy, head
of the Department of Religion of
Catholic University, in an address_
before
the Newman
Washington
University.Club of George"

strenuously object to. There is nothing that Mae West can give
a radio audience and, in fact, it is pretty difficult to conceive
that there is anything she can give any audience.
No thoughtful man but would agree that certain motion picture
personalities are also to an even greater degree radio personalities,
and that their appearance helps rather than hurts their box-office
draw, yet, on the other hand, there are splendid screen personalities
that on the radio are just nothing at all.
I am glad for your editorial and action. I congratulate you.
Walter Vincent,
Wilmer & Vincent Theatres
T

Declaring that the recent broadcast appearance of Mae West was the
ic — :
CritQuigley
ssMartin
Pre
Mr.
"low spot in all broadcasting history,"
Dr. Sheehy urged that complaints be
Yours of Tuesday is best and most deserved editorial kick in the
filed with the F.C.C. against the
drawers
that radio ever received. Congratulations.
Chase & Sanborn Co.
Ashton Stevens,
That concern, he said, put the proMotion Picture and
gram on over the protest of its own
Dramatic Critic,
actors and after he had written a
Chicago American
warning that "if Mae West indulges
in her usual risque line next Sunday,
T
the Catholic press and a national
Catholic organization will appeal for
a boycott of this program."
stry —
Indu
Radi
Mr. oMartin
Quigley:
Calls Law Inadequate
"The Federal statute on broadcasting is so vague that it is innocuous,"
Dr. Sheehy asserted. "True, if the
members of the F.C.C. wish to protect people from such filth as Chase
& Sanborn purveyed last Sunday
night, they can do so. But do they?
"Under the direction of a committee of Bishops, the Legion of Decency
has done much to raise the moral
standard of the movies, basing its
action upon the assumption that there
are still enough decent people, Jewish,
Protestant and Catholic, to rally to
its cause. I suggest that we petition
this organization to extend its efforts
to the field of radio."
To Air "Snow White" Start
The premiere of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" will be described
in a special broadcast from the Carthay Circle in Hollywood, Dec. 21
from 11:45 P.M. to 12:15 A.M. on
the NBC-Blue. The broadcast will
present music and dramatic scenes
from the picture.
Withdraw Motion in NBC Case
A motion to examine before trial
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
Atherton Hobler, president of Benton
& Bowles, and Clarence Francis, president of General Foods Corp., was
withdrawn in the N. Y. Supreme
Court yesterday.

Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.
OF CANADA
presents

KEN

SISSON

Director, "Canada, 1937"
With a 30-piece orchestra
16-voice choir and soloists
Over a coast-to-coast network of
Canadian Stations
Fridays. 10 to 10:45 P.M.. E.S.L

By this means may I congratulate you on your courageous editorial appearing in the December 14th issue of Motion Picture
Daily.

Not only is the topic very timely but well done. Radio, because
of its phenomenal growth, has too often threatened to go beyond
the boundaries of public acceptance.
Unless we in Radio realize this, we must be prepared to have
an autocratic censorship forced upon us. We do not want this to
happen.

Oklahoma

Manuel L. Rudernian,
Vice President,
Radio and Film Methods

Stations

Foresee Good Year
Oklahoma City, Dec. 16. — All
Oklahoma City stations report exceptionally good sales for 1937 and are
looking optimistically toward 1938.
Time sales on WKY were the best
in its history. Ten new accounts were
secured by WKY during the past half
year, all of which had never used
Time on the Oklaradio previously.
homa network has shown satisfactory
increases during the last 12 months.
The network has had increased business almost every month this year
over the previous month.
Increases in 15-minute periods,
where only spot announcements were
used formerly, are reported by KTOK,
Oklahoma network key station. At
KOMA, Oklahoma City Hearst station, only one and a half hours average of free time is available per week
on this station from 6 to 10 p.m.
"Rosalie" on M-G-M

Extends

Say —

{Continued from page 1)
By
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Show

The feature of the Dec. 23 "Good
News of 1938" program will be a
Christmas party for the "Rosalie"
cast, with highlights of the production
by Nelson Eddy, Eleanor Powell,
Frank Morgan, Fanny Brice, Jimmy
Stewart, Ray Bolger and Edna May
Oliver, with Louis B. Mayer as host
and William Anthony Maguire as cohost.

Paley's
For

One

Deal
Year

CBS has amended William S.
Paley's contract providing that his
term of employment as president of
the Columbia Broadcasting System is
to end Dec. 31, 1940, instead of Dec.
31, 1939.
A further amendment provides that
the "additional compensation" of
Paley shall be five per cent of the
annual consolidated net profit of the
network and its subsidiaries up to
$1,000,000, plus four per cent of the
next $1,000,000 of such profits, plus
two per cent of the sum by which
such net profits shall exceed $3,000,000. Before the modification, Paley's
agreement called for additional compensation of 2^/2 per
of the
nual consolidated
netcent
profits
up anto
$600,000, plus five per cent of the sum
by which such compensation shall exceed $600,000.
The readjustment has been reported
by CBS to the S.E.C., as an amendment to the company's registration
statement.
Bachman
WIND

Represents
in the East

Chicago, Dec. 16. — Earle Bachman
of New York has been appointed representative for WIND, to handle
eastern accounts. Bachman, who has
his own station representative office,
will take over the new work the first
of the year.

Set New WINS Break
Albert A. Cormier, who recently
took over the management of WINS,
Corporation
has adopted a new station break, to
be heard for the first time Dec. 17.
Blair to Open New
The station will hereafter be identified on the air as "Station W-I-N-S
Office in Seattle
WINS New York," incorporating in
Chicago, Dec. 16. — A new office in the single phrase both identification
Seattle will be opened by John Blair and message. This is the first of a
& Co., national representatives of series of innovations to go into effect
radio stations, Jan. 1. Dick McBroom with the new year, details of which
will have charge of the new office and will be revealed shortly.
his duties here as head of the sales
promotion department will be handled
Start "Moonlight Vignettes"
by Kay Beckman, with the Iowa Network before joining the Clair organiSan Diego,
16. — ofBaranov's
zation some months ago.
Jewelers
is theDec.
sponsor
a new
twice-weekly script show over KFSD,
NBC-Blue outlet, here. Titled
Elinor Lee Joins WJSV
"Moonlight Vignettes," the program
Washington, Dec. 16. — Elinor Lee, is a five-minute advertising skit feadirector of home economics for the
turing TonyThursdays
D'Orazi and
at aired
5 :25 Monp.m.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., days and
The
Gerald
Champ
agency
set the
has joined the staff of WJSV. She deal.
will conduct the daily home economics
program from the Electric Institute
Lochman to General Mills
of the Potomac Electric Power Co.,
which is produced for WJSV by
Kansas City, Dec. 16. — -Walt LochLarry Elliott, chief announcer.
man, baseball broadcaster of the area,
who grew with KXBY, has been released from his contract at that staMaurice Spitalny Joins KDKA
tion and has gone with General Mills
Pittsburgh, Dec. 16. — Maurice
to do that corporation's baseball
Spitalny, brother of Phil and Leopold broadcasting.
Spitalny and a well known musician
himself, has been signed by KDKA
"Party Bureau" Starts Jan. 4
as conductor of the station's new staff
orchestra. He will take over his new
San Francisco, Dec. 16.— "Caswell
Party Bureau," a new CBS Pacific
post in_ a couple of weeks, succeeding network
commercial program, will
Al Egizi. The latter will serve as make its air
debut Jan. 4 under the
Spitalny's
assistant
and
sit
in
with
the
sponsorship of George W. Caswell
band.

Co.

i<
|
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Singer

Edict

Applies
To

Road

Only
Units

President Joseph N. Weber, who
Tuesday night issued an edict to nonunion singers to join the American
Federation of Actors if they desired to
continue working with union bands,
said yesterday that his edict was applicable only to traveling bands, and
not to the entertainment business as
a whole, as was reported in several
newspapers yesterday.
Entertainment circles were disturbed yesterday because of the
"misunderstanding." Without mentioning the name of the orchestra leader
who
credited
in yesterday's
paperswaswith
making
public the ne\ysedict,
Weber termed him "a fool," who was
motivated primarily by the publicity
he might derive from the story.
The false report was that Weber's
edict applied to all singers on commercial and sustaining radio programs,
singers with jazz bands and all actors
who use music as a part of their entertainment medium. These number
approximately 10,000.
Reveals Letter Contents
Explaining his edict referred only
to traveling orchestras which employ
non-union entertainers, Weber made
public the contents of the letter
which caused the alarm, and which,
he reiterated, applied only to orchestras which travel about the country,
usually carrying singers and other
performers who comprise a unit of entertainers.
The letter, which Weber explained
was dictated by him, but sent to Federation members by National Federation Treasurer Harry Brenton,
whose office is in Boston, follows :
"Kindly be advised that if actors,
' singers or other entertainers are carried by your orchestra, they must be
members of the American Federation
of Actors. If they are not, they must
immediately become such if they desire to continue to perform with your
orchestra. Union orchestras cannot
carry or play with non-union entertainers. This order conforms to
Standing Resolution No. 13 of the
American
Federation of Musicians.
The matter is very important."
Standing Resolution of the A. F.
, of M. rules is as follows, it was
'. learned :
\ "A member of the Federation fol:'; and
lowing
another
trade ofmust
becomeof
remain
a member
the union
' such other trades if same is affiliated
with the American
Federation of
Labor. If a member of the A. F. of
M. employs or assists in employing
men who follow another trade or professionhe_ must employ or assist in
employing union men if such other
trade is organized and affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor."
Weber explained that all entertain|i ers had been organized recently by the
A. F. of L., of which the American
Federation of Actors is now a part.
Extended A. F. M. Deadline
Because a majority of the 293
[ I.R.N. A. stations have proved their
I desire to accept the A. F. of M.'s plan
I of settlement and are now negotiating
( with locals throughout the country,
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Hurlhutt

Was

Program

Renewals
For

NBC

RADIO

LY

Riding

Washington, Dec. 16. — For
three years Jimmy Hurlbutt,
news editor of WJSV, has
been chasing Washington
fires in the fond hope of finding one big enough and lasting enough for a special
flame-by-flame broadcast.
On Sunday a Washington
shoe store was destroyed by
what was termed the "biggest
fireWJSV
in years."
put on an on-thescene broadcast; most of the
fire-fighting equipment of the
Capital battled the blaze, and
practically all of Washington's
population turned out to
watch — except Hurlbutt. It
was his day ofiF, and he had
gone for a long drive in the
country.

Nine

PICTURE

Set
Web

A

Radio

Personals

►

nt
assista
RD, H.
RLES
directJ.orCOWA
of Ralph
Jones
CHAradio
& Co., Cincinnati agency, will arrive
in New York today to look after the
"Hello Peggy" script program produced by his agency. . . . Babs Savage,
five-year-old daughter of John R.
Savage, art director of G. B. studios,
script
"O'Nei
on theDec.
will appear
show
over NBC
23 ll's"
as a guest.
. . . Carl Hoff was signed to a oneyear contract to supply music for the
Al Pearce-Ford Co. program over
CBS.
+
Chicago Town Pump
Chicago, Dec. 16. — Buddy Rogers
and his band will open at the College
Inn Christmas Day. . . Hugh Studebaker, who was once a theatre organist, purchased a miniature organ the
other day to use for practice. . . . Harold Swanson, WJJD engineer, is recuperating from a motorcycle accident.
WIND will broadcast the Northwestern University basketball games
this winter. . . Morrison C. Wood,
WGN-MBS producer, has gone to
Hollywood to write for pictures. . .
Sidney N. Strotz is back at NBC
after a two-week vacation. . . Virginia Payne has just celebrated her
fourth year in radio. . . Larry Wolters,
radio editor of the Chicago Tribune,
is a father. It is a daughter.

Nine programs were marked for renewal at NBC yesterday. The majority were for a full year, with the
usual options at 13-week intervals.
Standard Brands renewed "Bakers'
Broadcast" for Fleischmann Yeast,
with Ozzie Nelson and Feg Murray,
for 52 weeks, and Rudy Vallee's program for Royal Gelatine, also for one FCC
Lists a Busy
year. J. Walter Thompson is the
agency. These complete the Standard
Brands contingent of programs, the
Hearing Schedule
Chase & Sanborn hour and the two
Washington, Dec. 16. — The F. C.
"One Man's Family" shows having C. today made public a tentative
been renewed last week.
schedule of hearings on broadcasting
Kellogg renewed "Girl Alone" on cases lows :for the week of Jan. 10, as folthe Red and "Singing Lady" on the
Blue, through N. W. Ayer & Son.
January 10, before an examiner :
The renewals are for a year each.
Applications of Carl Latenser for a
"Believe It or Not," with Ripley, 1,420 kilocycle, 100-watt daytime station at Atchison, Kan. ; Floyd A.
has been renewed for 39 weeks, beginning Jan. 1. General Foods Corp. Parton for a 1,170 kilocycle, 250-watt
is the client, Benton & Bowles the daytime station at San Jose, Cal. ;
agency.
George H. Payne for a 1,440-kilocycle, 500-watt station at San Jose, Cal.,
M-G-M Show Renewed
and KAST, Astoria, Ore., for change
Renewed for four weeks, up to and of frequency from 1,370 to 1,200 kiloincluding the broadcast of Jan. 27,
cycles, extension of time to operate
is the General Foods — M-G-M "Good nights, and increase of power from
100 watts day to 100 watts night, 250
News
Bowles. of 1938," through Benton & watts day.
Beginning Feb. 1, the Philip Morris
Jan. ll, before an e.xaminer : Appliprogram, on the Red, will continue
cations ofJ. T. Griffin for an 880-kilofor another year. The renewal is cycle, 1,000- watt daytime station at
through Blow & Co.
Fort Smith, Ark. ; Mrs. W. J. Virgin
Household Finance Corp.'s "It Can for a 1,410 kilocycle, 1,000-watt station
Be Done," presented on the Blue, has at Medford, Ore., and Colonial Broadbeen renewed for one year, beginning
casting Corp. for a 1,370-kilocycle station at Norfolk, Va., with 100 watts
Jan.
4,
through
Batten,
Barton,
Durstine & Osborn.
power night, 250 watts day.
The Standard Oil Co. of California,
Jan. 13, before the commission : Applications ofEarl Yates for a 930-kilopresenting "Standard School Broadcasts" over the Pacific Coast Red cycle, 500-watt station at Las Cruces,
network and KFSD, has renewed the N. M. : Valley Broadcasting Co. for
series for 26 weeks. McCann-Erick- a 1,350-kilocycle, 1,000-watt station at
son is the agency.
Youngstown ; Genesee Radio Corp. for
a 1,200-kilocycle station at Flint,
Mich., with 100 watts power night,
250 watts day.
Joseph N. Weber, president of the
Federation, yesterday extended the
Jan. 14, before an e.xaminer : Applications of Piedmont Broadcasting
deadline to Dec. 22, to permit the stations time in which to complete their Corp. for a 1,500-kilocycle station at
Salisbury. N. C, with 100 watts
negotiations.
Signed contracts from the stations power night, 250 watts day, and
are being received at union headquar- WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C, for extension of time.
ters in a steady daily flow, he said.

IF
all the money

spent for

goods sold at retail in
the cities of

BOSTON
DETROIT
SEATTLE
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
MEMPHIS
ST. LOUIS
PORTLAND
CINCINNATI
BALTIMORE
CLEVELAND

MILWAUKEE
PITTSBURGH
WASHINGTON
MINNEAPOLIS
LOS

ANGELES

KANSAS
SAN

CITY

FRANCISCO

were lumped into one sum, it
still wouldn't equal the six
billion dollars spent for goods
sold at retail to the residents
of the area WOR serves.
Naturally, a station which
boasts a market such as this
must do an awfully thorough,
widespread and profitable
advertising job.

WOR
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"Sacred''

Firefly"
Frisco's
Bet,

Sole

"Submarine"

Is
Draw

in

Cold

Best

$16,000

San Francisco, Dec. 16. — "The
Firefly" turned in a strong $16,000,
up by $3,000, at the Warfield in a
week when grosses were not outstanding because there were six holdovers
and a dual of revivals.
Only two other spots went over
par. These were the Embassy where
"52nd Street" and "Action for
Slander" pulled $7,500, up by $1,500,
and the Orpheum, where "The Awful
Truth" and "Life Begins with Love"
took $8,200 in the seventh week. This
was $200 in the black.
Total first run business was $82,550.
Average is $98,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 4:
"HURRICANE" (U. A.)
GEARY— (1,400), 5Sc-83c-$I.10-$1.6S, 4 days,
4th week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $10,000)
Week Ending Dec. 7:
"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-35c-40c-S5c,
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average,
$16,000)
"LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"LOVE ON TOAST" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-3Sc-40c-5Sc75c, 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,500.
(Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 8:
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
"ACTION FOR SLANDER" (U. A.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c-65c, 7
days. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
"SH, THE OCTOPUS" (W. B.)
FOX— (5.000), 15c-35c-40c-S5c-75c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average, $17,000)
"AWFUL TRUTH' (Col.)
"LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440),
15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
days, 7th week. Gross: $8,200. (Average,
S8,000)
"LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER"
(Para.)
(Re-issue)
"RUGGLES OF RED GAP" (Para.)
(Re-issue)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
7 days. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $7,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1.200), 15c-35c-40c5Sc-75c, 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $7,500.
(Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Dec. 9:
"FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,860), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
7 days. Gross: $16,000. (Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 10:
"SUN OVER DENMARK" (Danish Films)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$850. (Average, $1,000)
Nine New Pacts at M-G-M
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — Alickey
Rooney, Robert Whitney, Hudson
Shotwell, Val Rosing and Konstantin
Gorian have been signed to new acting contracts by M-G-M. Additionally, George Jessel, Ed Gardner,
Sam More and Morton Harris, all
active in the company's radio division, have been re-signed for 13
weeks.

Co-Star Taylor, Tracy
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — Robert Taylor and Spencer Tracy will co-star in
"Northwest Passage," for M-G-M.
The film from the best seller will be
produced by Hunt Stromberg. Maureen O' Sullivan, returning soon from
London, will be cast in "Marie Antoinette," M-G-M film.

At

Cleveland

Cleveland, Dec. 16. — "Nothing
Sacred" was outstanding with three
of the six first run houses playing
holdovers and the city covered with
ice.
picture
broke even at Loew's
State,Thetaking
$15,000.

,000,

Pulls

Cincinnati

Cincinnati,
Dec. 16. — "Submarine
D-1"
was the outstanding
grosser in
an otherwise light week, made so by
holiday shopping and record cold
weather. The take was $8,000 at
Keith's, where normal is $6,500. It
went into a second stanza.
"The Awful Truth" pulled $4,000 at
the RKO Grand, where it was in its
fourth downtown week, and held for

anotherwithin
seven adays.
"Alcatraz
came
whisper
of the Island"
$6,500
par at the RKO Lyric, but statements
from the other houses were not particularly cheerful reading.
Total first run business was $49,800.
Average is $58,700.
$5,000.
"The Firefly," at Loew's Stillman,
Estimated takings :
where it played a second week followWeek Ending Dec. 8:
ing Loew's State, was under par by
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
$1,000. The take was $5,000.
RKO
PALACE--(2,700),
3Sc-42c, 7 days.
The weather was terrible, with Gross: $9,000. (Average, $10,000)
heavy snow, very low temperatures
Week Ending Dec. 9:
and streets of glass.
IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
Total first run business was $57,500.
RKO ALB EE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Average is $61,500.
Gross: $10,000."DR.(Average,
$12,000)
SYN" (G.B.)
takings
for
the
week
end'ngEstimated
Nov. 10:
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,800. (Average, $12,000)
"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
ALLEN— (3,000). 30c-35c-42c-55c, 5 days,
CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, 7 days. 2ndRKO'
downtown week. Gross: $5,0CX). (Aver$6,000) "SH, THE OCTOPUS" (F. N.)
age,"ALCATRAZ
$6,500)
ISLAND" (F.N.)
ALLEN— (3,000), 30c-35c-42c-55c, 3 days.
RKO LYRIC — (1,400), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $1,500. (Average, 7 days, $6,000)
Gross: $6,400. (Average, $6,500)
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F. N.)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME^(3,500), 30cRKO GRAND— (1,2C'0), 25c-40c, 7 days, 4th
35c-42c-55c, 8 days. Gross: $11,000. (Aver- downtown week. Gross: $4,000. (Average,
age, 7 davs, $12,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
$2,750) "WESTERN GOLD" (2»th-Fox)
(3 days)
WARNERS'
LAKE—
(800),
30c-35c-42c-55c,
J2.500)
8 days, 2nd week.
Gross:
$5,{X)0.
(Average,
"TRAPPED (2BYdays)
G-MEN" (Col.)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
"CARNIVAL QUEEN" (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (3,100), .?0c-42c-60c-75c, 7
(3 days)
days. Stage: Dave Rubinoff and vaudeville.
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c. Gross:
Gross: $16,0)0. (Average, $20,0(X))
$2,600.
(Average,
$2,450)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
"SUBMARINE D-1"
LOEW'S
STATE—
(3.500),
30c-35c-42c-55c,
KEITH'S—
(1,500),
30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average, $15,000)
i8,000.
(Average,
$6,500)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(1,900),$5,000.
30c-35c-42c55c,
7 days, STILLMAN—
2nd week. Gross:
(Aver
age, $6,000)
"Gangster" Is High
"Submarine D-1," playing a second
week downtown at Warners' Lake
where it went from the RKO Palace, doubled the Lake average with

In Oklahoma
"Stage

Door"

Dual

Slump

Oklahoma City, Dec. 16. — "The
Last Gangster" was the only first run
$10,700, New Haven
attraction to get into the money on
New Haven_, Dec. 16. — "Stage the week and it didn't get far in at
that. The $5,700 take at the Criterion
Door" turedand
"Annapolis
Salute" capall honors
in an otherwise
dull was $700 over normal.
"Nothing Sacred" reached $2,500 in
week, grossing $10,700, over by $2,700. The dual was held for a second its second week at the State, under
week at the College.
the normal line by $1,000. "Breakfast for Two" came within shooting
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" and "I
Cover the War" at the Paramount led distance of par, $2,100, at the Tower.
Total first run business was $15,900.
off with good weekend business,
which dwindled to $4,500, under the Average is $18,500.
Estimated takings for the week endline by $300. The Roger Sherman,
ing Dec. 11 :
with
"Doctor Syn,"
took "First
$4,000,Lady"
short and
of par by $600,
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1,300), 10c-3Sc-40c, 7 days.
while
Fathers" and "Hideaway" Gross: $5,700. (Average, $5,000)
at
the "45
College
did $2,200, also $600
"HANDY (Re-issue)
ANDY" (20th-Fox)
below the line. A packed Yehudi
Menuhin concert was considerable
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (W. B.)
LIBERTY— (1.200), 10c -20c -25c, 4 days.
competition.
Gross:
$1,700. (Average, 7 days, $2,500)
Total first run business was $21,400
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
Average is $20,200.
"LONDON BY NIGHT" (M-G-M)
Estimated takings for the week endLIBERTY— (1,200), 10c-20c-25c, 3 days.
Gross:
$500. (Average, 7 days. $2,5CO)
ing Dec. 9 :
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
"45"HID
FATHE
RS"
(20th-F
ox)
EAWA
Y' (RKO)
MIDWEST- (1,500), 10c-35c-40c. 7 days
COLLEGE— (1,499), 25c-35c. 7 days. Gross: Gross: $3,400. Average, $5,000)
$2,200. (Average, $2,800)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
STATE-O.lOO), 10c-2Sc-40c, 7 davs, 2nd
"ANNAPOLIS SALUTE" (RKO)
week. Gross: $2,500. (Average. $3,500)
LOEW
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
(3,04
0), $8.0!«)
35c-50c, 7 davs
Gross
: 'S
$10,700POLT. (Aver
age.
TOWER -d.OOO), 10c-25c-35c. 7 days.
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.) Gross: $2,100. (Average. $2,500)
"I COVER THE WAR" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT-(2,348), 35c-50c,
7 days. Renamed Carol Rhodes
Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $4,800)
"FIRST LADY" (W.B.)
"DOCTOR SYN" (G. B.)
Hollywood. Dec. 16. — Lillian PertROGER
SHERMAN-(2,200), 35c-50c, 7 ka, young screen actress, has changed
ds vs. r-ross: $4,000. (Average, $4,600)
her name to Carol Rhodes.

Seattle

Pace

3rd

Week

For

Seattle, Dec. 16. — "The Awful
Truth" stayed out front in a big way
in its third week at the Liberty, the
$8,400 gross going over normal by
$3,400. It was held again.
"Navy Blue and Gold," with "Fit
for a King," was $150 up on a take
of
$6,150
the Paramount,
and Way,
"It's
Love
I'mat After"
and "This
Please" topped normal by $400 on a
take of $7,400 at the Fifth Avenue.
The Paramount dual was moved to
the Blue Mouse and the Fifth Avenue
program went to the Music Box.
Total first run business was $37,100.
Average is $36,500.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Dec. 10 :
"SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY" (G.N.)
"BEHIND THE MIKE" (Univ.)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,100. (Average, $4,000)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W.B.)
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
FIFTHGross:
AVENUE—
(2,500), 30c-40c-5Sc.
7
days.
$7,400. (Average,
$7,000)
. "THE AWFUL
LIBERTY—
(1,800), TRUTH"
30c-40c-55c, (Col.)
7 days,•
3rd week. "HEIDI"
Gross: $8,400.
(Average, $5,000)
(aHh-Fox)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 30c-40c-55c. 7 days,
2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $2,950. (Average, $4,000)
"MERRY"LANCER
GO ROUND
1938" (Univ.)
SPY" OF
(2»tli-Fox)
ORPHEUM
—
(2,450),
30c-40c,
6 days.
Gross: $4,700. (Average, $6,000)
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND"
(Republic)
PA LOMAR— (1,500),
15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville headed by Miss Chic
Kennedy. Gross: $4,400. (Average, $4,500)
"NAVY
GOLD" (RKO)
(M-G-M)
"FITBLUE
FOR AND
A KING"
PARAMOUNT—
(3,050),
30c-40c,
7 days.
Gross: $6,150. (Average, $6,000)

"Submarine"

Only

Milwaukee

Grosser

Milwaukee, Dec. 16. — "Submarine
D-1," with "Merry-Go-Round of
1938," was the only attraction to top
par with $6,000 at the Warner, just
$1,000 to the good.
Cold weather and a five-day bazaar
at the Auditorium sponsored by the
Farmer-Labor Progressive Federation, which drew more than 125,000
people,
helped raise hob with boxoffice receipts.
Total first run business was $29,400.
Average
for takings
five houses
is |26.5(Kl
Estimated
:
Week Ending Dec. 8:
"SUBMARINE D-1" (F.N.)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
WARNER—
(2,400),
35c-50c, 7 days. Gros—
$6,000.
(Average,
$5,000)
Week
"EBB Ending
TIDE" Dec.
(Para.) 9:
"45 FATHERS" (2(»th-Fox)
GARDEN— (1,200), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE" (Col.)
"MURDER
IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
$3,000.
PALACE— (2,400),(Col.)
35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"CARNIVAL QUEEN" (Univ.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 25c-30c, 7 days.
Stage: California Collegians. Gross: $4,400.
(Average. $5,000)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
STRAND— (1,400), 35c -50c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $4,500)
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 35c-50c, 7 davs.
".ross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
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Court

CENTS

Affirms

Treaty

as

Order
Against
By CLARENCE LINZ
WASHiNGTOiN, Dcc. 17. — Temporary
Consolidated
preferential treatment for American
Headquarters
films and other products in Italy is assured by an exchange of a "most fa- Refinance Plan Declared
Company Head to Make
vored nation" treaty between that
country and the United States, it was
Null and Void
Short Trips East
announced tonight by the State Dept.
The agreement became effective yesHollywood, Dec. 17. — Harry M.
terday, superseding the commercial
Dover, Del., Dec. 17.— The State
Warner, president of Warners, has treaty which had been in effect since Supreme
Court in special session here
decided to make his permanent head- 1871 and which expired Dec. 15.
today
handed
down a decision affirmquarters at the studios from now on
The new agreement is merely to
ing
a
decree
of
the chancellor in deand will make short periodic trips to continue privileges now enjoyed by
claring null and void and granting a
New York from time to time, it was each country in the markets of the
permanent injunction against the pro(Continued on page 4)
learned today.
posed amendment to the certificate of
All important conferences regardincorporation of Consolidated Film
ing administration of executive busiIndustries, Inc., in litigation brought
ness will be conducted here with
against
the company by Norman JohnAmen
dm't
Exempts
heads of the various departments
son, New York, a preferred stockholdscheduled to come on from the east
er. Chancellor Josiah O. Wolcott
Child Film Players
to discuss topics pertaining to their
handed down the opinion in Chancery
own departments.
Washington, Dec. 17. — Moving to Court at Wilmington last September.
Warner has been here for nine
The corporation had sought by the
the film industry against ' the
months and during that period has protect
possible adverse effect of an amend- proposed amendment to change its curbrought on from the east such execument to the wage and hour bill
rently outstanding 400,000 shares of
tives as Gradwell Sears, general sales adopted yesterday, which would in ef- $2 dividend cumulative preferred stock
manager ; Albert Warner, vice-presifect bar the issuance of work certi- into 500,000 shares of $1 dividend
dent and treasurer ; Sam E. Morris,
preferred stock and 100,by the Children's Bureau to cumulative
foreign head, and Edwin Morris, head childrenficates under
14, Representative 000 shares of the new common stock.
of Music Publishers, Warner subsidi- Charles Kramer (Dem., Cal.) today The old common, 524,937 shares, was
ary, who are still here ; Herman Starr,
by the House an amend- to have been converted into 349,982
in charge of the radio division ; Jacob had accepted
ment which would specifically exempt shares of new common on a ratio of
two-thirds of a new share for each
Wilk, eastern story chief ; Sam
"any child now engaged or who may share of old. Also the plan provided
acting.
Schneider, and several others.
in arrears to the extent
The Warner president has built a hereafter engage" in motion picture that dividends
(Coiitimied on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
Kramer explained to the House that
(Continued on page 3)

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Dec. 17. — The violently unfavorable reaction to the Mae
West broadcast on the Chase and
Sanborn hour last Sunday evening has
g disatisserved to climax a growin
faction with the failure of Frank R.
McNinch, chairman of the F.C.C., to
do the cleanup job for which he was
transferred from the Federal Power
Commission.
Thus far, it was declared here today, McNinch has done nothing other
than to restate some of the old orders
of the commission. His failure to meet
Representative MacFarlane of Texas
half way when the Congressman
asked for an explanation of the
Payne disbarment from the recent
Segal- Smith trial also has served to
add supporters to the Congressional
resolutions which are seeking an investigation ofthe radio situation.
The entire Cathohc community of
the nation is being exhorted by church
leaders and organizations here to
make an effective protest against the
West type of programs. Dr. Maurice
S. Sheehy, head of the Department
of Religion at Catholic University, has
written to all Catholic editors asking
Alley Broadcasts on
editorial support.
U, S, Panay Sinking
In a special broadcast last night at
6 P. M., Norman Alley, Universal
Protests Increasing
Newsreel cameraman, was heard in an
eye-witness
account of the Japanese
Over West Program
attack on the Panay at Nanking. AlProtests against the Mae West
ley spoke from Shanghai, where he
broadcast of last Sunday evening for arrived yesterday on the Oahu. He
Chase & Sanborn continued to spread cited instances of daring among memyesterday, emanating from the press
bers of the crew and their bravery
and educators in widely separated when they were ordered to fire on the
parts of the country. Telegrams and attacking airplanes.
Throughout all the pandemonium
letters voicing disapproval from womwhich reigned on the Panay for about
en's
clubs
and
similar
organizations
were received at the offices of NBC.
{Continued on page 4)
Meanwhile, Stanley Resor, presi(Continued on page 4)
''Old Chicago" Dated
White Heads Cairo
At Astor for Jan. 6
Radio Delegation
Washington, Dec. 17. — Senator
Wallace H. White, Jr., (Rep.,
Maine) will be chairman of the
American Delegation to the International Radio Conference convening at
(Continued on page 4)

DECEMBER

"In Old Chicago" is set to open at
the Astor, Jan. 6, at two-a-day, following "The Hurricane," which will
close after the first of the year. This
is the first roadshow set, with others
to be lined up shortly.
Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, has invited the press
and industry executives to attend a
cocktail party for Darryl F. Zanuck
at the Waldorf Astoria, Jan. 4.

Bank
Justice Dep*t Will
Scan Monopoly
Bill
Washington, Dec. 17. — Dep't of
Justice Review of the O'MahoneyBorah anti-Monopoly Bill now pending in Congress was today promised
Senator O'Mahoney (Dem., Wyo.) by
Attorney General Cummings.
The Bill, recently introduced, provides for Federal licensing of all corporations engaged in interstate commerce and is designed to prevent combinations in restraint of trade and
conspiracies to monopolize trade.
Acquiescence of Cummings in O'Mahoney's request for review was seen
by supporters of the Bill as offering
possibilities that the Administration
would support the measure.
Agreement

on

Dallas

Night

Killed

By Mo. High Court
Jefferson City, Mo., Dec. 17.- —
The Missouri Supreme Court today
held Bank Night to be illegal under
the State Lottery Law thus reversing
the decision of Judge Marion D.
Waltner of Circuit Court here last
year in the case of State vs. R. W.
McEwan, Bank Night distributor. The
opinion written by H. J. Westhues,
commissioner, and concurred in by
members of the Supreme Court stated :
"The courts would be blind indeed
if they could not see that the scheme
described is a deliberate plan to evade
the lottery statutes. The scheme has
(Continued on page 3)

Gulick

Resigns

as

Appeal N earing End
Dallas, Dec. 17. — Conferences on
Paul Gulick, in charge of publicity
technical phases of the defendant dis- for Universal
at24 "U"
the past
years,
Publifor
cist
tributors' appeal to the U. S. Supreme
resigned
yesterday,
effective
immediCourt from Federal Judge W. H. Atately. He has no immediate plans for
well's decision finding them guilty of the future,
he said yesterday.
a conspiracy in entering into contracts
Sidney (Continued
Singerman,
assistant
to P.
regulating subsequent run admission
on page
3)
(Continued on page 3)
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Redmond

Gets

New

Reel Suit Verdict
Damages in the suit of Jack Redmond, a professional golfer, for alleged violation of the Civil Rights
Law against Columbia, were raised
from six cents to $1,500 by a four to
one vote of the Appellate Division of
the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday.
No opinion was rendered by the court.
Justice Ferdinand Pecora rendered a
verdict in Redmond's favor in May,
but restricted the judgment to a nominal amount because Redmond proved
no damages.
The action was based on the use
of clips from a Fox Movietone Newsreel in the Columbia short "Golfing
Rhythm." Redmond contended that the
use of his picture and name in the
film and advertising material without
his consent violated Sections 50 and
51
Law.of the New York Civil Rights
Columbia charged that Redmond
had sought publicity in the newsreel
and that the subsequent short had
aided rather than harmed him. Redmond pointed out that Sidney Franklyn, a bull fighter, had previously
been awarded $5,000, in a similar
action.

A

Insiders^
Outlook
By A-MIKE VOGEL
jV/f UGH
has been said
about
the testimonials
tendered
Abe Blank and Si Fabian, these
few days back. But something
remains to be said and that has
to do with the community standing of the honored guests as indicated by the cooperation of
officialdom, state and local, and
conservative leading citizens who
hastened to ring loud the welkin.
An exhibitor who is regarded
highly by his neighbors usually
rates the same in the trade. The
reverse is not necessarily true.
The theatreman's business associates may turn out in large numbers from near and far to give

ment upon the Anatole Litvak
production in saying the picture
creates a warm glow.
Now, warm glows are not to
be had for the asking. They are
not frequently to be met with
in a deliberately contrived entertainment.
A flaming sunset, yes. Field
of ripening grain stirred gently
by a vagrant wind, a toddling
child at play, Rockefeller Center
after dark — all create this infrequent quickening of the senses.
When makers of motion pictures
turn out a production that calls
forth a similar emotion, they
have attained a high expression

him
the If"jolly
goodfolks
fellow"
routine.
the home
are
not around to chime in on the
chorus, somebody is kidding
someone.
In Des Moines, there were
governors, bishops, mayors,
prominent locals, special editions,
banners and bunting, the open
door for visitors and what not in

"Toentertainment.
of purevarich" isthat
tion.
kind of an attrac-

honor of Abe Blank's twentyfifth exhibition anniversary. A
few days later, Albany spread the
same sort of a dish for Si
Fabian's twentieth. The industry
may have originated these celebrations, but the home folks
took them over.
Abe and Si of course are to
be toasted for their accomplishments in the span of years they
have served themselves and the
industry. But as warm a toast is
justified for the constructive work
they have done in elevating the
theatre in their communities.
▼

▼

Pictures projected within the
conventionally cold surroundings
of a 10 A. M. home office
screening must perforce stand
strictly upon their own merits.
There is no helping hand from
pre-sold paying audiences to
sway professional critical opinion, even when critics are willing to be swayed. There is
nothing but the picture itself.
This observer has just come
away from such a screening of
Warners' "Tovarich" and is
pleased to bestow high compliYoungstown Union Elects
YouNGSTOWN, Dec. 17. — Officers
and members of the executive board
of the M. P. Operators' Union, elected
here, are : Joseph M. Steadman, president, and Earl Hartman, business
agent and financial secretary. The
executive board includes Steadman,
Hartman, Ed Collins, C. H. Steadman,
Albert Amerhein and Ollie Myers.

T

T

We have just gotten around to
Doug Churchill's comments on the
imbroglio between the industry
and radio commentators. Much
of what he has to say about the
controversy cannot be denied.
But in choosing to criticize producers who have good reason to
hold a tight rein on irresponsible
writers dependent upon Hollywood publicity for their livings,
Mr. Churchill fails to come quite
near enough to the target to
register a complete bull's eye.
"The producers," The Times
correspondent writes, "are in the
peculiar position of being dependent upon something for which
they ing
paywhatnothing
then dictatkind ofandpublicity
they
Mr. Churchill should know
there are over 400 accredited
receive."
correspondents
in Hollywood
representing publications in various parts of the world. These
writers are paid out of revenues
received from sale of advertising
Theatres advertise in newsspace.
papers, and heavily. Because of
long and dubious custom, for
which there is no good reason
today, theatres are forced to pay
a higher rate than other local
advertisers. That pays and more
for all the publicity Mr. Churchill
thinks they get for nothing.
W. B. Club Party Today
The Warner Club, home office organization, will hold its annual Christmas children's party today. It is expected that 650 children will attend.
Warner Sales Head Back

Three Warner sales executives yesterday returned from vacations. Gradwell L. Sears, general sales manager,
got back from hunting trips in South
Trans-Lux to Pay More
Carolina and Dallas. Roy H. Haines,
Trans-Lux Corp. has voted an ex- eastern divisional sales head, and Ben
tra dividend of 10 cents a share on Kalmenson, newly appointed western
the common stock payable Dec. 24. sales chief, returned from Miami.

Purely

Personal

►

tising manager,Paramou
left lastntnight
for
adverALEC MOSS,
Kansas City, Chicago and Detroit to
do special promotion work on "The
Buccaneer" and "Wells Fargo." He
will be gone about one week.
•
Edward F. McClennan and
George Ryan, attorneys in the Morse
& Rothenberg anti-trust action, returned to Boston last night. They
plan to be back in New York Jan. 4
to resume the proceedings
here.
•
L. W. CoNROW, head of Altec Service Corp., is due back early next week
from New Orleans and Dallas. Bert
Sanford, Jr., sales director of the
same organization, returned from
Philadelphia yesterday.
•
Lou Diamond left for the coast by
plane
in California
he willyesterday.
look at While
a number
of short
subjects
made
by
producers
outside
the Paramount fold.
•
Nicholas M. Schenck was at his
office for two hours yesterday, the first
appearance for the Loew president
Wednesday.
since he returned from California last
•
Irene Agai, Hungarian screen star,
will arrive here Tuesday on the Aqiiitania.
She is accompanied by husband, Stephen Szekely,
director.
•
Charles Robbirts, assistant to Joseph Seidelman, foreign head of Columbia, left for Havana yesterday by
plane on a short business trip.
•
Joan Crawford was guest of honor
last night at Loew's Lexington, where
the Joan
Crawford
Fan Club celebrated its sixth
anniversary.
•
Zach Freedman, Monte Proser
and Nat Harris, manager of the
French Casino, will leave for Hollywood today by train.
•
J. J. Milstein, general sales manager of Republic, cut his cross country sales trip short and returned from
St. Louis yesterday.
day.
Reg Wilson, G. B. special sales
representative, arrived in town yester•
Ben Cammack, in charge of Latin
America for RKO, got in town yesterday to spend the Christmas holidays.
«
Arthur Greenblatt, G. B. eastern division manager,
is in New
Haven. He will return here Monday.
•
Gladys Swarthout and her husband, Frank Chapman, leave for
Hollywood by train today.
•
Elmer Dyer, M-G-M cameraman,
returns today from England on the
President Roosevelt.
•
Joe Vogel returned to his office
yesterday after being out several days.
•
Lou Irwin will leave tomorrow by
American Airlines for Hollywood.
•
Ethel Merman is due this morning on the Century.
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Rosalie
(Continued from page 1)
(M-G-M)
of $4 per share on the old cumulative
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Big is quite literally the word for "Rosalie."
stock, as of Oct. 1, 1936, be cancelled. It is spacious, populous and long. All the dimensional superlatives in
This proposed recapitalization has been the adjectival arsenal apply with complete accuracy. The production is
held beyond the power of a Delaware Doth gigantic and collossal in the pure sense of those words and it may
corporation.
very well turn out to be great as well, in somewhat the sense that
No preferred dividends have been
some
'The Great Ziegfeld," which it resembles, was great, although it makes
believed
paid this year, but it is
dividend will be declared before Jan. no pretense of having the story meat that distinguished that production.
1. It is understood the earnings for The narrative content of "Rosalie" is in the pattern of musical comedy
the first nine months of 1937 as Ziegfeld produced it, inconsequential stuff on which to string song,
amounted to $1.35 a share on the is- dance, spectacle and humor. The cast and production personnel engaged
sued and outstanding $2 dividend pre- in the fabrication of these materials are of the best. It would seem to
ferred stock.
follow as night the day that unless sheer magnitude and splendor
have lost their power to impress and please since the Great Glorifier
Bank Night Killed
passed on, his henchman, William Anthony McGuire's retracing of his
mentor's footsteps will roll up a substantial take.
By Mo. High Court lateNelson
Eddy sings the role of the West Point cadet and grid star
iContimied from page 1)
enamoured
of Princess Eleanor Powell, of Romanza, whose father, King
all the elements of a lottery and is
Frank
Morgan,
betrothes her to Prince Tom Rutherford for reasons
to
limited
just as harmful as if it were
those purchasing tickets. We hold of state and Queen Edna May Oliver. Cadet Ray Bolger accompanies
that sufficient consideration exists in Eddy and Lady in Waiting Ilona Massey attends Princess Powell
the scheme to come within the terms throughout the romantic complications. King Morgan plays at venof our statute which makes it a felony
triloquism in something like the Bergen manner and Billy Gilbert
to establish or aid in establishing any takes down second comedy honors as a sneezy Balkan army officer.
lottery, gift, enterprise or scheme of
Eddy's singing is robust and tender in turn and his numbers well
drawing in the nature of a lottery. One
cannot sit by his fireside and take within popular comprehension. Miss Powell dances somewhat more
part therein. He must be present and effectively than of late under more elaborate production circumstances.
swell the crowd. Such persons natu- Morgan's king recalls his triumph in "The Affairs of Cellini" except
rally get enthusiastic and the gambling when he's burdened with the regrettable dummy. Ray Bolger has quite
spirit is quickened, stakes rise from a stint of comic dialogue and manages to get in some highly satisfactory
week to week and pictures become of stepping. Miss Oliver gets little chance to do her stuff. Miss Massey
importance."
little
Westhues
said that to follow the flashes a voice quite likely to carry her far and a personality that may
cases cited in defense of Bank Night strike public fancy this way or that but in either case definitely.
Albertina Rasch adds substantially to her already eminent artistic
"only stature by the polished proficiency of dances and ensembles employing
would be a policy that would
tend to force legislatures to constantly enact new laws to meet the ever in- immense groups in consummately coordinated routines. Words and
creasing cunning devices to evade ex- music by Cole Porter of course require no further endorsement.
isting laws. Anyone who deliberately
W. S. Van Dyke's direction is notable for holding reasonably taut the
attempts to evade the letter and spirit attenuated
thread of a necessarily intermittent narrative and Producer
of the law is not entitled to the strictest construction of the law in his McGuire's screenplay from the Ziegfeld original by himself and Guy
Bolton is continuously coherent and sometimes unique.
favor."
It may be in order, from the exhibitor point of view, to remark that
The test case concerned the promo
tion of Bank Night by McEwan in the football completion given the picture in early press reference is based
the Ashland here on June 18, 1935 solely upon an introductory sequence which might very well be disIn reversing the Circuit Court the Su"Navy Blue and Gold" has
same company's
thatso the
with now
preme Court sent the case back for covered pensed
that
subject
altogether
admirably. It may be pertinent, too,
trial.
to mention that the treatment of West Point life and tradition in

20th-Fox in Song Deal
Hollywood Songs, Inc., has concluded adeal with 20th Century-Fox
to publish "I've Taken a Fancy to
You," "I'll Never Let You Cry" and
"Take a Dip," written by Lew Pol
lack and Sidney Mitchell, which are
used in "In Old Chicago." Plans have
been made to exploit the songs prior
to the roadshowing of the film.

"Rosalie" is typical musical comedy treatment and not at all the con
sidered attention given Annapolis in the other film.
Running time, 122 minutes. "G."

Agreement

on Dallas

Coast

as

PREVIEW

Consolidated

Frank King Acquitted
Newark, O., Dec. 17. — Frank King,
manager of Shea's Midland, and his
assistant, Joseph Hackenberry, were
acquitted by a jury today on charges
of violating an anti-gambling order for
Bank Night operation.

Will

Amendm't
Exempts
Child Film Players
(Continued from page 1)
his amendment was necessary if cer
tain pictures and certain types of pictures were to. be produced in the fu
ture and pointed out that a ban on
children would deprive those of eX'
ceptional merit of an opportunity. He
cited a number of child actors who
have achieved national and world
fame, among them Mary Pickford,

earing End
l N from
Appea
(Continued
page 1)
scales will be concluded here on Saturday, B. W. Henderson, assistant U. S.
Attorney General, said today.
Henderson, who is here from Washington for the conferences, said that
thpv have been successful thus far
and that if an agreement is reached
tomorrow the hearing on the form of
the appeal which is scheduled for
Monday would not be necessary.
Jackie Coogan and the kids of "Our
Gang".
There are very few children
The defendants' notice of appeal in
the industry, he said, and those who
was filed a week ago. Records of the
case will be forwarded to the Supreme do work are fully protected by the
Court which is expected to reach the studios and by California law.
case for hearing early next spring.

Flash Preview
"Wise Girl . . . First class screen
fare . . . comedy romance in the mod
ern trend . . . story of a man trying
Lichtman Going West
to make a home for two youngsters
Sonja Henie Re-Signed
. . . assured of audience enjoyment.
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Sonja
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Al Lichtman
This film will be reviewed in full in will leave for Palm Springs over the Henie's option has been taken up by
a coming issue of Motion Picture weekend. He is not expected to return 20th Century-Fox. She will make
three films for the company.
Daily.
to New York until after Christmas.

Headquarters
(Continued from page 1)
home here and his family is with him.
He has always been anxious to be
near his daughter, Doris Warner LeRoy, and her child.
Although it has been his practice to
attend all stockholders' meetings at
Wilmington, Warner canceled a trip
east this year and did not attend the
Dec. 13 session. The annual elections
of officers will be held next Tuesday
at the home office at which time directors will reelect him president in
addition to continuing the rest of the
executive setup.

Gulick

Resigns

as

(Continued from page 1)
D. Cochrane, and in charge
of the
"U"
Publicist at resigned
also
department,
program
yesterday.
Gulick joined Universal in 1913,
having been hired by Joe Brandt, then
general manager of the company, after
experience on the New York World,
Journal of Commerce and in the operation, for three years, of his own
bureau, Philip Mindil, Inc.
publicity
He entered the film business working
for the Atlas Theatres Corp., in New
York, and later operated that company's Star Theatre in Hartford for
a time. Through that connection he
was asked to join Universal in 1913
and remained there from that time.
He also edited the house organ. The
Universal Weekly, and was one of
the founders of the Ampa.
No successor has been named to terday.
Gulick's post at Universal as yet, it was indicated at the home office yes—
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Program

JOHN
CHARLES
THOMAS
»J
again will
make a flying
trip to
Hollywood to appear on the Vicks
"Open House" Dec. 26. Thomas will
fly from Palm Beach, where he is vacationing .. . Ruby Keeler will join
hubby Al on Jolson's program Dec.
28, to appear in a specially written
skit . . . Harry Hershfield, Gov. Hoffman of Jersey, Mayor Ellenstein of
Newark, Milton Blow of the agency,
Donald Flamm of WMCA, Dick Merrill and Judges Jonah Goldstein and
Lester Patterson will be among those
who will take their places on the dais
at the testimonial dinner to Bobby
Feldman, WMCA vice-president, Jan.
9 at the Hotel Astor honoring Feldman's 20 years on Broadway.
Laurette Petersen left WOR to acfeatured role, on the Garden of
cept a post as executive secretary to
Eden." Editorially, the publication
Dave
Elman of the "Hobby Lobby"
called it "an open insult to every
Christian in the country."
Another protest came from Man- Central States Group
hattan College, which will publish an
editorial in the next issue of Quad- Confirms WAAW
Buy
rangle, the student publication, proLincoln, Neb., Dec. 17. — The purtesting the broadcast and urging the
chase of WAAW by the Sidles Co.,
Catholic Church to establish some sort owners of the Lincoln Journal and
of regulation of the air, similar to the Star and half owners of the Central
Legion of Decency. The Catholic States Broadcasting Co., today was
Women's Club of Westchester was confirmed by The Omaha Grain Exanother group voicing objection.
change, former owners of the station.
Leaders of the Legion of Decency The price was $55,000 and the sale
in Tulsa, Okla., also voiced objection still must have the approval of the
to the broadcast and urged the neces- F. C. C. The transmitter operates on
sity of some means of exercising a 660 kilocycles. A previous sale of
"cleansing" influence on radio.
the station to Omaha World-Herald
was nullified by the F. C. C.
Resor Letter Specific
Central States already operates
Resor declared, in his letter to
KFAB and KFOR in Lincoln and
NBC:
KOIL in Omaha. It is planned to con"On behalf of our client. Chase &
tinue WAAW as a farmer station
Sanborn, we wish to express our and to take some of the CBS and
deepest regret that the program Mutual programs now unused.
broadcast Sunday night, Dec. 12, gave
offense to any one. Obviously, the
whole purpose of these broadcasts is White Heads
Cairo
to afford wholesome entertainment.
Radio Delegation
"These programs, over a period of
(Continued from page 1)
eight years, are evidence of this. The
script of this feature of the broadcast Cairo, Egypt, Feb. 1, next, it was anwas our responsibility. It was a misnounced today by the State Dep't.
take, and we can assure the public
Other delegates approved by the
at large that the same mistake will President will be Capt. Stanford C.
Hooper, U.S.N. ; E. K. Jett, Acting
not be made again."
Chief Engineer of the F.C.C., and
Lohr's reply was as follows :
"We appreciate your expression of Francis Colt De Wolf of the State
concern about the broadcast of De- Dep't Treaty Division.
cember 12, against which criticism
Technical advisers to the delegation
has been directed. We share with you will include representatives of the
the regret you express as we share War, Navy, Treasury and Commerce
also the responsibility in this inciDep'ts and the following officials of
dent.
the F.C.C. : E. M. Webster, Acting
"Our interests are entirely mutual Assistant Chief Engineer ; Gerald C.
in striving to give to the American
Gross, Chief of the International Secpublic the type of wholesome entertion; Marion H. Woodward, Senior
tainment which it wants, and which it
Telegraph Engineer, and William G.
has every right to expect. The Na- Butts, Chief of the Tariff Section. tional Broadcasting Company can be
counted upon to intensify its efforts to
"Treasure Hunt" to WCAE
this end."
Pittsburgh, Dec. 17. — The Ameri-

(.Continued from page 1)
dent of J. Walter Thompson Co., the
advertising" agency handhng the
broadcasts, wrote a letter to NBC
accepting responsibility for the broadcast, expressing regret that it had
given offense, and giving assurance
that a similar situation would not
again occur. Lenox Lohr, president
of NBC, in a response to Resor's letter, declared his organization shared
both the regret and responsibility for
the broadcast.
An outspoken protest was voiced by
The Brooklyn Tablet, weekly publication of the Brooklyn Catholic diocese.
Tl.a
called "aMae
cheap
travesty,
with skit
the was
notorious
West
in a

Miss West in Rebuttal
Hollywood, Dec. 17 — Mae West,
queried here today concerning her
broadcast on the Chase and Sanborn hour last Sunday evening, stated
that she had questioned the propriety of the subject matter but had
been assured by the agency controlling the account that it would meet
with approval.
Switch Ellington's Time
Jean Ellington's Thursday NBCRed network spot which is heard at
1 P. M., has been moved to Mondays.

show, only to learn yesterday that she
had made an unfortunate exchange,
for she no longer is with Elman . . .
Although absent from France for
almost a year, Jean Sablon has just
been awarded a gold medal by a committee of Paris showmen for the best
recording of the year. The award
went to his Victor recording "Vous
Qui Passez Sans Me Voir" . . . Col.
Jack Major of CBS has been booked
for a personal appearance Jan. 10 at
the annual banquet of the Carson C.
Peck Memorial Hospital in Brooklyn.
"Shadow" Wins Award
The Pilot Radio Award this month
will be conferred on the cast of "The
Shadow" series, which is broadcast
Sundays
over the Mutual network.
19.
The presentation will be made Dec.

Boat

Makers

to Have

Programs
Over NBC
The Griswald Manufacturing Co.
and the National Ass'n of Engine
Boat Manufacturers yesterday contracted for programs to appear in
January over the local NBC stations,
WJZ and WEAF.
Booked for 13 weeks, Griswald will
present J. Alden Edkins, vocalist, over
WEAF, starting Jan. 23 from 9 :30 to
9 :45 A. M., and Sundays thereafter
at that time. Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn is the agency.
The Boat Mfg.'s program is for one
week and will be titled "Carefree
Cruisers." It will begin Jan. 7 and
will be heard Friday through Monday,
except Saturday and Sunday, of that
week. Both local stations, WJZ and
WEAF, will carry the programs.
Charles J. Cutajan is the agency.

RC A-Hazeltine

Pact

Winds Up Litigation
RCA yesterday entered into agreements with the Hazeltine Corp.
whereby it has acquired simple nonexclusive licenses in all radio fields
under the Hazeltine patents. The signing of the agreement terminates a
long pending litigation between the
parties.
Daughter of P. K. Ewing Dies
New Orleans, Dec. 17. — Mrs.
Myrtle Ewing Moreno, 25, daughter
of P. K. Ewing, vice-president of
WDSU, is dead of burns suffered at
her parents' home, when her clothing
caught fire as she stood in front of
a gas log. Mrs. Moreno is survived
by her husband, her parents and two
brothers. She was here on a visit at
the time of the accident.

and

Italy

Commercial

Set

Treaty

(.Continued from page 1)
Other until a new treaty can be consummated, itwas explained, but its
adoption was seen in Washington as
serving to carry the two nations closer in the seeking of a basis for a
reciprocal trade agreement.
A provision of the treaty stipulates
that neither country shall establish
or maintain any export prohibition or
restriction which does not apply to
all countries and it is also agreed that
in the case of quotas, the country
adopting
such high
restriction
"shall party
allot
to the other
contracting
a proportion of such total quantity
equivalent to the proportion of the total importation of such article which
the other high contracting party supplied during a previous representative
Kalmus

In

England

Monday
for Checkup
London, Dec. 17. — Herbert T. Kalmus,herepresident
of Technicolor,
arrive
Monday
on the Queenwill
Mary
period."
for his annual inspection of the company's various activities in England
and other countries.
Ben Goetz, in charge of M-G-M
production here, will sail tomorrow on
the Normandie for New York where
he will spend a week visiting his family. Heconferences
may go with
to theLouis
coast B.forMayer
hurried
and other studio executives.
Kalmus plans to return to America
early in February. Mrs. Kalmus is
acting as supervising director for
Technicolor on several London Films
productions.
Alley Broadcasts on
U. S, Panay
Sinking
(Continued from page 1)
an hour Alley was at the finder of
camera and "shot the works."
was slightly wounded in the finger
a piece of flying shrapnel but

his
He
by
he

laughed that off, saying he "won't
claim any insurance" for the injury. .
Alley will ship his film on the!
China Clipper, and it should reach:
here in two weeks. He is following
for a vacation.
The CBS Dep't of Public Affairs
put the special broadcast on. It was
heard over the CBS network in this
country and Canada.

Ungerfeld Rites Set
Funeral services for Jack K. Unger-;
feld, former owner of the Rhebems
Corp., theatre circuit, who died Thursday night, will be held tomorrow at
11 A.M. at the Riverside Chapel.
WOR Makes Store Records
can Cigar Go's "Treasure Hunt" proWOR Recording Laboratory is Ungerfeld was 51. He at one time
gram, which has been started successwaxing
electrically transcribed spot controlled houses in Portchester, Nyfully in Baltimore and Milwaukee,
ack and Ossining. He is survived by
has been taken on WCAE here for announcement for Michaelson's De- his widow, Alys, a brother and two
partment Store for broadcast over sta- sisters.
13 weeks. The program is divided
tions WAAT, WINS and WNEW.
into two 15-minute periods every Satorder was placed through the
urday night, the first section being The
Schillin Adv. Corp.
devoted to calling out the scheduled
Equity Head Not Chosen
articles and the second to interviews
McGee
Show
Adds
Stations
councilyesterday
of Actors'
Equity onAss'n
with most of the 35 winners. Duquesne
wasTheunable
to agree
the
Chicago,
Dec.
17.
—
Five
new
stations
designation
of
a
successor
to Frank
Garden, Johnny Harris' big sports
arena, has been taken over as the have been added to the Fibber McGee
the orcenter of operation and the show will network show. They are WBRC, Gillpore, retiring
ganization, and willpresident
convene ofagain
on
be in charge of Carl Dozer and Bob Birmingham, and KFKB, Sacramento ; Monday to continue the deliberations.
McKee, of the station's announcing KWG, Stockton; KM J, Fresno, and Gillmore's resignation becomes eflfecstaff.
KERN, Bakersf^eld, all in California. tive as soon as a successor is chosen.
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The
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Winnah

DECEMBER
Schnitzer
Warner

Wooden
Radio

Job

Today

Having completed all product deals
in his territory two weeks ahead of
time, Edward M. Schnitzer, eastern
district manager for Republic, today
will join Warners in a similar post.
He had been scheduled to take over
his new job on Jan. 1.
Schnitzer will supervise Warner
sales in New York, New Jersey, Albany, Buffalo, New Haven and Boston.
No successor has been appointed to
fill the Schnitzer vacancy at Republic.
J. J. Milstein, general sales manager,
cut his cross-country tour short and
hurried back from Chicago Friday. He
stated that he has not given the matter
any thought. However, a new district
sales head will be named after the first
of the year, he said.
Gradwell(Continued
Sears, general
on page 9)sales man-

Honors

BANNER

of being radio's outd attraction
Suspecte
standing
virtually since the
beginning of his now historic tiffs
with W. C. Fields on the Chase and
Sanborn Hour, and now known to be
the rightful radio champion of 1937 is
Charlie McCarthy, the amazing hunk
of pine to which Edgar Bergen has
given such enjoyable voice.
little ventriloquist's
saucy
The has
been so declared by a
dummy
majority of the more than 400 radio
editors who were consulted in determining the results of Motion Picture
Daily's second annual radio popularity poll. In unseating Jack Benny,
Additional developments in
radio yesterday, pages 10-12
winner of the championship in last
year's Motion Picture Daily poll,
the loquacious dummy scores memorably, for he has been before the
microphone only since December of
1936, when Rudy Vallee introduced
him to the listening public.
The balloting was conducted by
Motion Picture Daily on behalf of
Fame:
The Box Office Check-Up,
which will appear early next year and
(Continued on page 10)
Schwarzkopf

Joining

"Gang Busters" Show
Col. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, former head of the New Jersey State Police, will join the "Gang Busters"
staff beginning Jan. 12 when the program will begin its third year on the
air.
Col. Schwarzkopf will handle the
interviewing on the program, replacing Phil Lord, producer and author
(Continued on page 12)
Stage

Starts

Takes

Wins
Editors'
Poll of
Motion Picture Daily
By JACK

TEN

20, 1937

Writer

Awards

To Be Made
Shortly
The first fellowship awards under
the John Golden $5,000 fund for the
encouragement of new stage playwrights will be made early in 1938,
the Authors' League of America stated
on Saturday. Application blanks are
being sent out today to prospective
playwrights.
The awards resulted from Sidney
Howard's suggestion at the first con(Continued on page 9)

Charlie

McCarthy

CENTS

Bicycling

On

Increase,

Report

Shows

other Violations Up
Year, Bureau Says

in

"Bicycling" and other forms of film
copyright violations in the exhibition
end of the industry are on the increase, itis revealed in the annual report of the Copyright Protection
Bureau, covering the period from Oct.
31, 1936, to Oct. 31, 1937.
The report, released on Saturday
by Jack H. Levin, director of the
Copyright Protection Bureau, also
disclosed that the organization was
active during the period in the investigation of film exhibitions under
non-theatrical auspices in 33 states.
Of the increase in copyright violations, in general, and on bicycling, in
particular, the report states that,
"with approximately the same number of theatres investigated under
practically identical methods as in
each of past recent years, one or more
violations were found in 12.03 per
cent of the theatres where investigations were completed. This is in
excess of the 9.3 per cent of irregularities disclosed during the fiscal year
1936, but still considerably under the
44.6 per cent for the years 1930 and
1931. In addition to the increase of
{Continued on page 9)

Warners^ Zone Heads
To Meet Here Today
Joseph Bernhard has called in zone
managers of the Warner circuit for
Shelved Wage
Bill
the quarterly meeting today at the
home office. Among those who will
attend from the field are :
Relieves Industry
James Coston, Chicago ; Nat Wolf,
Cleveland; L J. Hoffman, New HaBy BERTRAM F. LINZ
ven ;Don Jacocks, Newark ; Moe SilWashington, Dec. 19. — Film interver, Albany ; Ted Schlanger, Philaests were greatly relieved yesterday
delphia Harry
;
Kalmine, Pittsburgh ;
when Administration forces admitted- John Payette, Washington ; Howard
and Herb Copelan,
ly had little hope of the wage and hour Waugh,
Atlantic Memphis,
City.
bill receiving new consideration during
Members of the home office who will
the coming session of Congress, as a
result of the action of the House Fri- attend include : Clayton Bond, Ed
Sells His
day night in sending it back to the Hinchy, Leonard Schlesinger, Frank Charnas
Labor Committee by a vote of 216 to Plielps, Nat Fellman, Abel Vigard,
Criterion Interest
198.
W. Stewart McDonald, Harry RosenWhile it was generally conceded quest, Louis Kaufman, Frank Cahill,
Harry Charnas has sold his interest
(Continued on page 9)
Herman Maier and Harry Goldberg. in the Macon Amusement Co., operating the Criterion, to B. S. Moss. He
left over the weekend for Miami. He
will go to the coast after a vacation,
probably
tion berth.to join Warners in a producNo
Fun
for
Her
Charnas recently returned from the
coast with Albert Warner and conferred with Harry M. and Jack L.
Shortly after his arrival, he sold out
Oklahoma City, Dec. 19. — The "Barnyard Boys" radio program,
his interest in the Criterion to Moss.
a 6:30 A.M. afifair, may please many of Oklahoma City's early
risers, but to Mrs. Avery Harris it is just a pain.
Of all the noises emanating from the radio station, which she
Night Fair Tops
alleges disturb her, those of the "Barnyard Boys" program are the
most disagreeable, Mrs. Harris told a jury from the witness stand
Review Board List
in District Judge Frank Douglass' courtroom.
She lives right next door to Station KTOK, and she and her
"Night Must Fall" has been selected
as the best film of the year from any
husband are suing KTOK for $8,000, alleging inconvenience, loss
of sleep, loss of peace of mind and depreciation of the value of
country view.byIn itsthelisting
National
Board for
of Retheir house.
of choices
the
year from Dec. 15, 1936 to Dec. IS,
Joseph Lee, station manager, said it's all a mistake; that his
1937, "The River," Government-made
station
fourif midget
loud speakers,
he doesn't
see
how has
the only
noise,
the neighbors
want toand
callthat
it that,
could
film, was given special commendation.
bother anyone.
The 10 best American pictures seH. C. Eggleston, who said he had been a real estate man here
lected by the board are as follows :
for 18 years, testified that the Harris property was worth $2,500
"Night Must Fall," "The Life of Emile
before KTOK was built last year and that it is worth only
Zola," "Black
(ContinuedLegion,"
on page 9)"Camille,"
$1,500 now.
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''Love and Hisses"
{20th Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Darryl Zanuck and his corps of writers, directors, composers and technical assistants have again turned out quality
musical comedy entertainment which has wide commercial possibilities
in "Love and Hisses." Built of popular ingredients, it compares more
than favorably with the previous Walter Winchell-Ben Bernie presentation, "Wake Up and Live." Although it lacks the element of personal
surprise that characterized the first appearance of that pair, it packs
surprises of its own that fully discount the apparent shortcoming.
The chief surprise is Simone Simon. As an actress she is considerably improved, but it was her singing that handed the preview audience
a wallop and provoked intense applause. Her rendition of an operatic
aria from. "Lakme" as well as modern numbers considerably enhance
her value as a screen personality and it may be expected that the public
will demand that in future films she be given further opportunities to
sing. Another surprise is Joan Davis playing Winchell's Girl Friday.
Her comedy talents have already won popularity for her but nevertheless she adds much zip and zest to this production. It may be too that
Zanuck has unearthed a new singing and dancing star in Ruth Terry.
The audience was highly appreciative of her efforts.
The light and interesting story is a repetition of the Winchell-Bernie
feud. Bernie plans to present Miss Simon as his latest singing sensation.
In collusion with Bert Lahr, Georges Rene Vant, Chick Chandler and
Charles Williams they trick Winchell, who believes Miss Simon is another person until he builds her up. Winchell falls for the gag. As
musical interludes intervene there comes a suggestion of romance
involving Miss Simon with Dick Baldwin, an amateur songwriter.
Miss Simon confesses the ruse to Winchell when she fears she will
lose her boy friend. In .turn Winchell gags Bernie into believing that
he is to be taken for a ride by Douglas Fowley and Robert Battier, a
pair of gangsters. It is his turn to laugh when Bernie is dumped into his
own night club. Then there ensues the spectacularly mounted parade
of musical dancing specialties which feature Miss Simon, Miss Terry,
The Brewster Twins and The Peters Sisters. The later trio's serioburlesque contribution brought down the house.
With Miss Simon rising to the heights and Winchell and Bernie
probably making their farewell co-starring appearance in films and
with the rest of the cast acting up to the standards of what is expected
of those who appear in a first class 20th Century-Fox musical film, it
can be anticipated that "Love and Hisses" will attract healthy grosses.
It is based on a story by Art Arthur who collaborated with Curtis
Kenyon on the screenplay. The yarn is crowded with engaging dialogue
and tricky situations. Musical embellishment provided by Mack Gordon
and Harry Revel is cleverly inserted to pep up the continuity and
dances are arranged by Nick Castle and Geneva Sawyers.
Sidney Lanfield's direction is marked with shrewd finesse, permitting
Winchell and Bernie to dominate the early sequences while giving Bert
Lahr and Miss Davis many chances to be funny. He never forgets to
impress upon the audience that Miss Simon has a voice. When he turns
to glamour in the finale he does it masterfully.
Showmen who like to exploit a picture have a wealth of material to
work with in "Love and Hisses."
Running time, 85 minutes. "G."

Legion Approves All
Of 13 New
Pictures
The National Legion of Decency,
in its list of new pictures for the current week, has approved all of the 13
new films reviewed, nine for general
patronage and four for adults. The
new pictures and their classification
follow.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage : "Boy of the Streets,"
"Checkers," "Murder on Diamond ''All American
Sweetheart"
Row," "Partners of the Plains," "Ro- (Columbia)
mance ofthe Rockies," "Sergeant MurHollywood, Dec. 19. — Audiences will find little in this film to interphy," "Tovarich," "Wells Fargo,"
est them and exhibitors cannot hope to do much with it commercially.
"You're a Sweetheart." Class A-2,
As
the title indicates, "All American Sweetheart" is a collegiate story.
Unobjectionable for Adults: "Daughter of Shanghai," "Krauch in Hinter- Based on a story by Robert E. Kent which Grace Neville, Fred Niblo,
haus" (German), "Man-Proof," "Der Jr., and Michael Simmons adapted and which Lambert Hillyer directed,
Postilion von Lonjumeau" (German). it may appeal to some segments of youthful patronage. Scott Colton,
Patricia Farr and Jimmy Eagles are featured supported by Gene Morgan, Arthur Loft, Joe Twerp, Ruth Hilliard, Donald Briggs, Louis
Dallas Hearing Off
D. Pron, Allen Brook and Frank C. Wilson.
Student Colton prefers to study rather than indulge in athletics. A
Dallas, Dec. 19. — An agreement
which eliminates the hearing sched- star oarsman, he quits the crew. Miss Farr, however, takes it upon
uled for Monday on the form of de- herself to make everything so uncomfortable for him that he is forced
fendant distributors' appeal in the to return to the crew in time to win the big race. Wound in and around
Government's Dallas anti-trust suit the romance of the story, is a bit of theatrical drama that has Colton
was reported by attorneys Saturday.
The appeal will be forwarded to the mixed up in a gambling scrape in which he saves the reputation of the
U. S. Supreme Court in 10 days. The girl's brother and crew coxswain. Eagles.
At best, the film is a secondary Saturday afternoon attraction.
hearing
is expected to be "neld early
in
the spring.
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

Personal

►

STANTON
GRIFFIS,
chairman
the Paramount
executive
commit-of
tee, will leave for Florida on Thursday to spend 10 days aboard his yacht,
the North Star.
Herb Crooker of the Warner publicity department has returned from
the coast where he spent two weeks
conferring with S. Charles Einfeld
and Bob Taplinger.
•
Ed Thorgersen, sports commentator for Movietone News, has been
named to the special sports advisory
committee of the World's Fair by
Grover Whalen. •
Lou Irwin changed his mind and
will not head for the coast via American Airlines until today. He had an
important Warner deal pending which
kept him back a day.
•
John Joseph, new advertising and
publicity director of Universal, will
go to Chicago late this week to spend
the Christmas holiday.
•
Richard de Rochemont, managing
director of European production for
the March of Time, is eastbound on
the Queen Mary.
•
Clarence Budington Kelland has
gone to Arizona to spend three months
with his son, Tom, a newspaper man
there.
•
Elisabeth Day, manager of the
local branch of the Wagner Sign Co.,
has equipped the Roxy with new mar•
quee signs.
E. C. Mills of Ascap is expected
back today from a vacation trip to
Bermuda and Florida.
•
Whitford Drake, Erpi president,
left for Florida on Saturday and will
remain there over the holidays.
Walter Huston left for the coast
by plane over the • weeknd.
Al Fagan, associated with Warners, left for the coast by plane
Saturday night.
Natalie Garson, M-G-M contract
Century.will arrive this morning on the
player,
''U" Sales Meet Held
Universal southern and southwestern
district and branch managers met at
the home office on Saturday with F. J.
A. McCarthy, acting sales manager.
New meeting.
sales policies were discussed at
the
Cooper to Golden State
Seattle, Dec. 19. — Roy Cooper,
formerly of the Sterling Circuit here,
has been named division manager for
Golden State Amusement Co., San
Francisco.
A Correction
Sidney Singerman was erroneously
reported to have resigned from UniSaturday's
issue of states
Motionhe
Pictureversal inDaily.
Singerman
is still with the company.
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''The Mysterious Pilot"
(Columbia)
The novel note this serial strikes
IS the brief lessons in flying that
Frank Hawks gives a youngster at
''Wise Girl"
the conclusion of each chapter. Here
is a selling point which should easily
(RKO)
be put over with the junior audience.
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — A theme which is not new basically has been The names in the cast outside of
endowed with such expert performances and tinged with such a lively Frank Hawks will be easily remembered from another day. Their perflair in both dialogue and situations that "Wise Girl" emerges as first
class screen fare for any audience.
convincingly.formances measure up adequately and
Actually it is a comedy romance in the modern trend, set, with excellent production values, in Greenwich Village, but behind it is a human
The story's major incidents involve
interest story of a man trying to make a home for two youngsters, only the flying activities of Hawks and
Canadian police as they combat
to be stymied by an attempt to take the two children from him. The the
the activities of vicious gangsters.
film is replete with laughs, played to the hilt by Miriam Hopkins, Ray The threads of the plot involve all
Milland, Walter Abel and Guinn Williams. The two youngsters, Betty sorts of far fetched angles, but thrillPhilson and Marianna Strelby, come close to stealing the picture. The
ing incidents and the chase device
showman can sell the featured names, promise excellent comedy romance keep things moving.
entertainment and be assured of audience enjoyment.
Hawks has a pleasant camera personality and registers to advantage.
The screenplay was prepared by Allan Scott, who wrote the original
The supporting cast also utilizes the
in collaboration with Charles Norman. Leigh Jason, who directed, talents
of Dorothy Sebastian, Rex
handled his story and players admirably, to make the mo'St of the comLease, Guy Bates Post, Kenneth Harbined elements of comedy, romance and human interest.
lan, Yakima Canutt, Frank Lackteen,
Miss Hopkins goes to Greenwich Village posing as a would-be actress Clara Kimball Young, Esther Ralston and Tom London. The first
without money, in an attempt to get the two children from Milland,
chapter
runs 29 minutes. The other
brother of their father, who has died. The mother was Miss Hopkins'
sister and daughter of Henry Stephenson, who had disapproved the
marriage. Miss Hopkins falls in love with Milland, and it is only after 14 episodes run 19 minutes each. "G."
persecuting him that everything is straightened out.
''Cover to Cover"
HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

Washington, Dec. 19. — "Double
Wedding" did the big business of the
at Loew's Capiweek,
averag0e by $4,100, with
exceed $25,00
tol to taking
some help from the stage show.
"West of Shanghai," at the Metropolitan, did a nice $6,600 to go over
par by $2,300. A return engagement
of "Conquest" at Loew's Columbia
took $4,500, or $900 over the first run
average. A second week of "Stage
Door" at RKO-Keith's stood up well,
with a take of |7,S00, or $3,100 under
the average first week.
Total first run business was $67,200.
Average is $73,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :
Week Ending Dec. 8:
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c, 7
days (return engagement). Gross: $4,500.
(Average, first run, $3,6(X))
Week Ending Dec. 7:
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-55c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, first
week, $10,600)
Week Ending Dec. 9:
"FIRST LADY" (W.B.)
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
EARLEr-(2,218),
7 days.
Vincent
Lopez & His25c-66c,
Orchestra,
with Stage'
com
plete show. Gross: $15,900. (Averagf
$18,400)
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
CAPITO 1^(3,434), 25c-66c, J
''ays. Stage: "The Hollywood Hotel ReLooking
^Em
Over
<ti." Gross: $25,000. (Average, $20,900)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (W. B.)
».'':TR0P0LITAN_(1,591),
25c-40c, 7
Gross: $6,600. (Average, $4,300)
Young Pushkin
Eight Dags Ending Dec. 9:
(Amkino)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE — (2,370), 35c-55c, 8
The Russian Lenfilm studios have produced in "Young Pushkin"
days, 2nd week and one day on third. another film that is made to bear favorably on the present regime. It
Gross: $7,700. (Average, first week, is set around the period following 1811 and chiefly concerns Alexander
$15,900.)
Pushkin, the youth, and his education and poetic development in the
Russian equivalent of a prep school.
The scenario sketches his strange temperamental nature, which is
"Ali Baba"
Takes
aroused by treatment of serfs and the suppression of his own liberal
views. He is given to wild emotional flights which find a vent in
,800 at Omaha
poetry. Gradually he forms a free-thinking clique with other students.
Omaha, Dec. 19. — "Ali Baba Goes A new school head is appointed and the group's troubles increase.
to Town," dualled with "Night Club Young Pushkin is headed for expulsion, but his recitation of a touching
Scandal," with a Saturday midnight ballad gains him the approval of the current poet laureate and he reshowing of "Merry-Go-Round of
mains. The film closes with his graduation and the parting of the
1938" and a Big Apple dance contest students.
on the stage of the Orpheum, turned
The title role is enacted by a sensitive player who constantly overacts
in $9,800 in eight days. This was $2,the
part. He gives a performance that too rapidly shifts from one mood
600 over a seven-day average.
to
another
and not very convincingly.
Total first run business was $20,000. Average is $16,700.
Running time, 85 minutes. "A."
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 8:
Replace Luise Rainer
Aids Safety Campaign
"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Because of
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
Madison, Wis., Dec. 19. — Safety the illness of Luise Rainer, Maureen
BRANDEIS (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days, trailers
have been originated by Ed
2nd
week.
Gross:
$3,500.
(Average,
$4,O'Sullivan will replace her in the lead
000)
Benjii, manager of the Capitol, in co- of "Madelon," which has started
operation with the State Highway
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"MARRY THE GIRL" (W. B.)
for showing at the Capitol and shooting at M-G-M. Miss Rainer
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross: Dept.
other
Warner-Saxe
houses to impress has a cold and complications and may
$6,700. (Average, $5,500)
be confined for two more weeks.
Week Ending Dec. 9:
upon the public greater need for highway safety.
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" (20th-Fox)
British Tax $55,000
"NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-40c, 8 days.
London,
Dec. 12. — British theatres
Stage: Big Apple contest Saturday; mid- Rush "Sweetheart" Dates
night preview "Merry-Go-Round of
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Universal is for the year ended March 31 paid to
1938." Gross: $9,800. (Average, $7,200)
Government's Cinematographic
concentrating on placing "You're a the
Fund il 1,004, as their prescribed
Sweetheart" into 200 situations dur- share
of the Sunday opening tax.
ing the holiday period. Thus far 42
To Make Shorts in N. Y,
contracts are set.
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Jack CherReade to Open in Hudson
tok, M-G-M shorts department head,
The Community, new Walter Reade
Jack Kloepper III
will go to New York in January to
supervise production there of four
Portland, Ore., Dec. 19. — • Jack house in Hudson, N. Y., will be
Robert Benchley starring short sub Kloepper, Oregon manager for United opened with a reception and buffet on
Ijects.
Friday evening, Dec. 24.
Artists, is ill with the flu.

(Lcnauer International)
The history of mankind's expression
in the form of writing is illuminatingly outlined in this documentary short
produced in England by Paul Rotha.
The presentation of fact is light and
a ^reat deal of relatinfr material is
covered. In proper sequence the history of printing from early pre-historic cave drawing to the publication of
a modern book is shown. The narrative is enlightening and there are comments by such literary luminaries as
Somerset Maugham, Rebecca West
and Julian Huxley. It is well filmed
and edited. Since everybody reads the
film should find an audience anywhere
and hold its interest. Running time,
16 mins. "G."
"Harris
in the Spring"
(RKO)
The hectic life of a minor celebrity
provides the scenario for this one. Phil
Harris is plagued by feminine autograph seekers and in his flight meets
a girl who has never seen him. They
have a date, a misunderstanding and
finally a fight before the piece concludes. In between Harris manages
to get in some interesting ballads
which he sings entertainingly. It has
amusing moments. Running time, 20

"Donald's Ostrich"
mins. "G."
(Disney-RKO)
Donald Duck has many amusing
adventures as a railroad station agent
who is on the receiving end of a voracious ostrich in this colored cartoon.
The scenario involves much harumscarum action which is cleverly animated for full comic effect. The
climax arrives when Donald attempts
to quell the bird's hiccups by fright.
Running time, 9 mins. "G."
Change Fox Unit Name
Dover, Dec. 19. — The Fox Midwest
Agency
changed
its name Corp.,
here
to Fox Corp.
Midwest
Amusement
Kansas City, Mo.
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onquest''
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Boston's
In

Two

Is

Best
Spots

Boston, Dec. 19. — "Conquest," on
Artist,"
"She Married an
a dual with ing
in a week marred by
was outstand
snow, cold weather and Christmas
shopping. It pulled $16,000, over the
at Loew's Orpheum,
by $4,000,
line went
and
to $13,000, up by $2,000, at
Loew's State.
"Stage Door," with "Quick Money,"
reached $14,000 in its second week at
the RKO Memorial. This was $2,000
above par. "First Lady" and "Partners in Crime" were par at both the
Fenway and Paramount, taking $4,500 at the former and $7,000 at the
latter. "Hurricane" grossed $6,000 in
its third week at the Colonial.
Total first run business was $94,500.
Average is $90,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 10:
"FIRST LADY" (W.B.)
"PARTNERS IN CRIME" (Para.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-SOc, 7 days. Gross:
$4,500. (Average, $4,500)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"QUICK MONEY" (RKO)
RKO MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-50c-55c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
"SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST" (Col.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 2Sc-35c-5Sc,
7 days. Gross: $16,000. (Average, $12,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
"SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537), 25c-35c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $11,000)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332), 25c-40c-65c, 7
days. Stage: Lucky Millinder and His
Orchestra and Jack Denny and His Orchestra in "Battle of Swing."
Gross: $19,000.
(Average, $22,000)
"FIRST LADY" (W.B.)
"PARTNERS IN CRIME" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
"DANGER PATROL" (RKO)
RKO
BOSTON— (3,246), 25c-40c-55c, 7
days.
$21,000. Stage:
(Average,"N.T.G.
$22,000) Follies." Gross
"HURRICANE" (U.A.)
COLONIAL — (1,650), 55c-83c-$1.10-$1.65,
3rd week. Gross: $6,000.
New Firms Chartered
Albany, Dec. 19. — -The following
radio and film companies have been
incorporated here :
Skouras Settlement Corp., New
York, to act as disbursing agent for
corporations ; Langroth Amusement
Enterprises, Inc., New York, exhibition ;Richard (joldstaub. Inc., New
York, general film business ; New
America Films, Inc., New York films
and sound records ; Imported Pictures
Corp., New York, general film business ;Magic Ear Radio Corp., New
York, general radio business ; Audio
Devices, Inc., audio and sound devices Les
;
Amis de la Langue Francaise, Inc., New York, general film
business.

Navy

Blue

Minneapolis

Top,

$9,000

Minneapolis, Dec. 19. — "Navy
Blue and Gold" was good for $9,000
at the Minneapolis Orpheum this week
to lead off the slim list of good pictures for the Twin Cities.
Outstanding in a period of preChristmas
entered its slump,
fourth "The
week Awful
in the Truth"
Loop,
a record for the State, which has fared
badly with double features all year.
It grossed $8,000, over par by $2,500.
Still clicking with double bills, the
Tower in St. Paul grossed $3,000 with
"Alcatraz Island" and "There Goes
the Groom." Normal is $2,000.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $30,500. Average is $27,500. Total first run business in St.
Paul was $13,500. Average is $15,000.
Estimated takings:
Minneapolis :
Week Ending Dec. 8:
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-S5c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (W.B.)
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 2Sc-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $6,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
STATE^(2,400), 25c-55c, 7 days, 3rd week.
Ooss: $8,000. (Average, $5,500)
"STAND-IN" (U.A.)
CENTURY — (1,600), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Dec. 9:
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W.B.)
WORLD— (400), 25c-35c, 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $1,500. (Average, $2,000)
St. Paul:
Week Ending Dec. 8:
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,500), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Ooss: $4,000. (Average, $5,500)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (2Dth-Fox)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Dec. 9:
"VOGUES OF 1938" (U.A.)
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)
RIVIERA— (1,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $3,500)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
TOWER— (1,000), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $2,000)
linger Takes Cincy Taft
Cincinnati, Dec. 19. — Milford Unger, who managed the Grand Opera
House when it played legitimate attractions, before being acquired by
RKO, has leased the Taft, a part of
the Masonic Temple building a few
squares away from the main theatre
area, and will open the house New
Year's Eve.

Moore Goes to Fayette
Kansas City, Dec. 19. — William
T. Moore has been named manager
of the Dickinson at Fayette, Mo.
Charles Martin, former manager, has
been shifted to Parsons, Kan., where
he
will manage the Uptown, now in
Dutch Company Formed
process of remodeling for Christmas
Amsterdam, Dec. 8. — The first opening.
Dutch production company of importance has been formed here, ' under
Saenger Employs Women
the name of Neerlandia-Film Co., for
the production of domestic films. The
New Orleans, Dec. 19. — The
company has been established by Saenger combination, St. Charles, TuFilmex, the firm which produced
dor, Globe and the Saenger, are now
"Pygmalion" in Dutch last year, in employing women in the front of the
association with B. H. Ochse, man- theatres, from doormen, ticket sellers
ager of the newsreel company, and takers to ushers. All other houses
Polygoon.
are retaining men employes.

Curfew

Blows

Chardon, O., Dec. 19.— The
Chardon, the only house in
this 1,800 population town, can
expect no juvenile patronage
from nearby Middletown late
at night. A factory whistle
blasts a curfew at 8:50 nightly as a warning that children
shall be off the streets.
The curfew was started by
a high school coach to prod
his players homeward, and
was so effective that it has
been adopted as a municipal
proposition.

"Merry"

with

Kansas
ty
Sacred'' Ciat

Gets

$12,700

Kansas City, Dec. 19. — "Nothing
Sacred," on a dual with "Trapped by
G-Men," pulled out into the profit
column at the Midland by grossing
$12,700. This was $500 to the good.
All other grosses were hit by
extraordinary competition — Christmas
shopping, an automobile show that
drew an estimated 135,000, "Room
Service" and Noel Coward's "To-

"Damsel in Distress," with "Night
night at 8:30." took $4,100 in a secClub ondScandal,"
week.
Total first run business was $31,700.
$24,500
Show
Average is $34,900.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 8:
Lead
Detroit
"PORTIA ON TRIAL" (Republic)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 6 days. Gross:
$2,400. (Average,
6 days, $3,500)
"FIRST LADY"
(W. B.)
"LOVE
IS
ON
THE
AIR"
(W. B.)
Detroit, Dec. 19. — Big money for
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 6 days.
the week went to "Merry-Go-Round Gross: $5,700. (Average, 6 days, $7,200)
of 1938" and a stage show headed by
Week Ending Dec. 9:
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
Will Osborne's orchestra at the Fox.
The take was $24,500, over normal by
"TRAPPED BY G-MEN" (Col.)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 8 days.
Gross:
$12,700. (Average, 8 days. $12,200)
"Submarine D-1," also with a stage
"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
$4,500.
"NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL" (Para.)
show, turned in $24,000 at the MichiNEWMAN— (1,900), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd
week.
Ooss: $4,100. (Average, $5,000)
was up by $4,000. "Nothigan.ing This
"45 FATHERS" (ZOth-Fox)
Sacred" held up to $12,300 in its
second week at the Madison. This
FOX
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
was above average by $2,300.
Stage: Maida & Ray, Joe Termini with Jean
Hamilton
& Joe (Clayton, Don & Shirley,
Total first run business was $81,600.
Clifton & Murray. Gross: $6,800. (AverAverage is $75,000.
age, $7,000)
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 16 :
"OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT" (Col.) "Conquest"
$13,000
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
ADAMS— (1,770), 15c-S0c, 7 days. Gross:
Leader
at Montreal
$5,500. (Average, $5,000)
".MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-75c, 7 days. Stage:
Will Osborne's orchestra, Andrea Marcelle, proved
Montreal,
19. — "Conquest"
to be theDec.
ace attraction
for the
Marion Bellitt & English Bros. Gross:
week with a take of $13,000 at the
$24,500. "SUBMARINE
(Average, $20,000)
D-1" (W. B.)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-75c, 7 days. Palace, this being $2,000 above averStage: Easter & Hazleton, Johnny Woods,
age and rating a holdover. "The AwKirby &Gross:
Duval,$24,000.
Michon (Average,
Bros., Anita
Jaful Truth," on a twin bill at Loew's,
kobi.
$20,000)
continued on its merry way with $8,"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
000 for its second week and was also
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c -75c, 7 held over for a third week.
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $10,000)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
"Dead End," completing its third
MADISON— (2,000), 15c-7Sc, 2nd week. and final week at the Orpheum was
Gross: $12,300.
(Average,
$10,000)
"52D STREET" (U. A.)
responsible for $3,000 asrainst average
"MURDER ON DIAMOND ROW" (U. A.)
$5,000, atwhile
Greatbrought
Garrick,"in
STATE (3,000), 15c-50c, 7 days. Gross: of
dualling
the "The
Princess,
$5,300. (Average, $10,000)
$5,000, which was below the line.
"A Damsel in Distress," playing as
the sole attraction at the Capitol, was
Dissolve Huffman Firm
responsible for $7,000 which was below
Denver, Dec. 19. — The company average. Chief opposition was pro
which operated the Denver and Par- hockey, which has been off all season
amount theatres with Harry Huffman locally, and Christmas shopping was
as president and manager. General being felt for the first time.
Total first run business was $36,000.
Theatres, Inc., has been dissolved.
Huffman formed the company sev- Average is $40,500.
eral years ago when he took over the
Elstimated takings for the week endtwo houses. When Fox took them
Dec. 11 : IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
over recently Huffman became city
"A ingDAMSEL
manager for Fox in Denver.
CAPITOL—
7
days. Gross: (2.547),
$7,000. 2Sc-35c-4Oc-50c-60c,
(Average. $9,500)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"PARK AVENUE GIRL" (Col.)
LOEW'S— (3,115). 25c -34c- 40c -SOc, 7 days,
Manages Ohio Houses
2nd week.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,END"week.(U. A.)
for third
Uhrlichville, O., Dec. 19. — A. 000). Held"DEAD
K. Veach of Cleveland has been
(919). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days,
nam.cd manager of the State and Ohio 3rdORPHEUM—
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $5,000)
"CONQUEST"
(M-G-M)
here and the Lincoln in nearby Dennison, after purchase of the three days.
PALACE—
(2,600).
25c-35c-4Oc-50c-65c.
Ooss: $13,000.
(Average, $11,000).7
theatres from the Twin City Theatre Held over.
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W. B.)
Co. by the Tuscarawas Amusement
"THE ADVENTUROUS BLONDE"
Co., a new corporation backed by
(W. B.)
Chicago and Cleveland interests.
PRINCESS—
(2,272), 25c-30c-35c-5Oc-65c,
Ooss: $5,000.
(Average, $7,000) 7
Veach succeeds E. E. Elgin of Dover. days.
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Bicycli
e,
On
Increas
Report

Shows

(Continued from page 1)
disclosures of irregularities, 'bicycling'
violations substantially exceeded the
'hold-over' type of violation, a reversal
of the trend during recent years.
"The explanation for this increase
in violations disclosed, and the trend
of violations toward 'bicycling' rather
than 'holding-over,' " the report states,
"presumably lies in an influx of new
exhibitors and exhibitors previously
operating single units or small circuits who acquired one or more additional theatres."
The bureau's investigation of showings under non-theatrical auspices was
undertaken "to determine the source
from which the prints are obtained,"
the report says. The results of the
investigation are not disclosed. Exhibitors in all sections of the country
have become increasingly disturbed
over the non-theatrical showings in
competition with established theatres.
The bureau's report also discussed
an opinion handed down on Dec. 6,
last, by the U. S. Circuit Court of
in New York which "exAppeals pressly
recognizes the existence of
exclusive exhibition rights for the
first time under the statutory copyright obtained for a non-photoplay
film registered under Class M. All
previous court opinions in respect of
exhibition rights were handed down
in cases involving only photoplay
films," the report observes.
Kansas City House
Uses Air with Reel
Kansas City, Dec. 19. — For what
is believed to be the first time in the
country, a theatre is using a radio
news broadcast to supplement its
newsreel. Jerry Zigmond, manager
of the first run Newman here, and
KCMO, have arranged to broadcast
"headlines in the news" at the end of
each of four newsreel showings in the
theatre each day, beginning Dec. 10.
The "newscast" comes directly from
the
tem. station to the theatre's sound sysZigmond's trailer, which is shown
during the broadcast, shows Tom
Kelly, KCMO newscaster, and then
follows with a series of kaleidoscopic
news type scenes that flash oft the
end of sparks from a microphone.
Stage

Writer

Awards

To

Be Made Shortly
(Continued from page 1)
vention of the American Theatre
Council here last summer to save the

Lobby PostoMce
Seattle, Dec. 19. — A complete
U. S. postoffice sub-station
has been opened in the lobby
of the Fifth Avenue by Manager Andy Saso for the convenience of patrons during
the holiday season.
Every day, including Sunday, until December 25 the
miniature post office is open
from 11 :30 A.M. until 12 midnight.

Night Fair Tops
Review Board List
(Continued from page 1)
"Make Way for Tomorrow," "The
Good Earth," "They Won't Forget,
"Captains Courageous," "A Star is
Born" and "Stage Door."
The 10 best foreign films selected
are: "The Eternal Mask," "The
Lower Depths," "Baltic Deputy,"
"Mayerling," "The Spanish Earth,'
"Golgotha," "Elephant Boy," "Rembrandt," "Janosik" and "The Wedding
The 10 best on the basis of popuof Palo."
lar appeal were : "The Good Earth,"
"The Life of Emile Zola," "Captains
Courageous," "Lost Horizon," "Stage
Door," "A Star Is Born," "Dead
End," "The Prisoner of Zenda,'
"Conquest" and "Camille."
Pick Two "Jones" Titles
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Max Golden,
associate producer at 20th CenturyFox in says
charge
the of"Jones
Family"
series,
the of
titles
the ninth
and
tenth of the series will be, respectively,
"A Trip to Paris" and "Safety in
Numbers." Currently in work is "Love
on a Budget."
Retitle Karloff Picture
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Warners
have changed the title of "Without
Warning," Boris Karloft" vehicle, to
"The Invisible Menace." The picture
will be released Jan. 29.
"Headline" Retitled
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — "Change of
Heart" has been substituted for the
title of the 20th Century-Fox film
which went into production as "Headline Huntress."
Will Honor Jacques
Cincinnati, Dec. 19. — A testimonial dinner will be tendered Stanley C. Jacques at the Netherland Plaza
Jan. 10 in commemoration of his 20th
year as local branch manager of RKO.
Many company officials and exhibitors
who were in the industry when
Jacques took over the local office will
attend.

Caplan Dinner Guest
theatre from Hollywood's raids by deNew
Haven, Dec. 19. — Lawrence
veloping new sources of stage writers
and material. The awards will be Caplan was tendered a bachelor dinner
made by a committee consisting of at the Hejaz Grotto. Caplan, executive secretary of Allied Theatres of
Howard, Burns Mantle, George S.
Kaufman, John Golden and Frank Connecticut, will marry Ruth, daughter of Abe Fishman of Fishman TheCrowninshield.
atres, Inc., Dec. 26.
Newsreel Spot to Open
Newsreel Theatres, Inc., will open
another house on upper Broadway
next summer. It will be the- fourth
unit and will be located at 72nd St.

PICTURE

Bruce, Ruben Married
Hollywood, Dec. 19. — Virginia
Bruce and J. Walter Ruben were married here Saturday.

Shelved

Wage

Relieves

Bill

Industry

(Continued from page 1)
that the bill would have applied to
production, because the films later
would move in interstate commerce,
the House took time out Friday to
make sure that child stars could be
employed, despite an amendment
adopted the previous day which would
have barred them from the screen.
This was but one of so many exemptions that were granted by amendment as to lead Representative Dies
(Dem. Tex.) facetiously to offer an
amendment calling upon the administrator to report in 90 days "whether
anyone at all will come under this bill
because
of itsfive
exemptions."
Climaxing
days of heated debate, in the course of which the measure was so broadly and hurriedly
amended that few members at the close
professed to know accurately what was
in it, the vote to recommit was a
demonstration of unalterable opposition
to the legislation by the southern bloc,
which had consistently but unsuccessfully fought for a wage differential in
favor of the south.

Schnitzer
Warner

Starts
Job

Today

(Continued from page 1)
ager of Warners ; Roy H. Haines,
eastern divisional sales head, and Ben
Kalmenson, western sales division
chief, returned from vacations over the
weekend. Sears had been hunting in
the south while Haines and Kalmenson have been basking on Miami shores.
Schnitzer will meet with the three
sales heads today at the home office.
His headquarters will be at the local
exchange in the Film Center Bldg.
Meanwhile, Herb Ochs, former
western division sales manager, has
not been assigned to a new spot. This
is scheduled to be done this week.
Set Warner Club Party
New Haven, Dec. 19.— I. J. Hoffman, B. E. Hoffman and the Warner
Club will be hosts at the annual Warner dinner-dance at the Seven Gables
Inn Wednesday evening. Over 100
managers, office employes and friends
will attend. Benjamin Banford of the
theatre department has charge of
arrangements.

Plan Wilmington Shows
Wilmington, Dec. 19. — Special
showings in theatres here will be
Is Due on Normandie
given for children on Dec. 24 and
The Normandie, which will arrive adults
on Dec. 29 as a part of the
from England Thursday, will be
city's
Christmas
festival. Mayor Walcrowded with film personalities either
ter W. Bacon has appointed members
visiting here or rushing home to spend of the committee to represent him at
the holidays with their families.
the various theatres and extend his
Among those on the ship are Ben
Goetz, in charge of Metro British greetings.
Taking part in the special showing
production; Victor Saville, Peter
for
childrenGrand,
are theArcadia,
Aldine,- Loew's
Bull, June Knight, Victor McLaglen, Parkway,
Rialto,
Samuel Engel, Brian Donlevy, Francis Queen, Savoy, Ace, Park, Strand, and
L. Harley and Ben Miggins. Harley,
20th Century-Fox sales head in Eng- National. Parties for the "old folks"
will be held on Dec. 29 at Loew's,
land, is bringing a print of "He Was Aldine, Rialto, Arcadia and National.
Her Man" to this country. Richard
Barthelmess is reported to be on the
Atlas Men Shifted
Manhattan, which sailed Thursday.
Denver, Dec. 19. — The resignation
of Harry Moore as city manager at
Cut Milwaukee Scales
Salida, Col., for Atlas Theatres,
JiliLWAUKEE, Dec. 19. — Fox's Gar- caused the shifting of several men by
den, which for the past six weeks has Dave Davis, manager of Atlas.
Succeeding Moore is Frank Barnes,
been playing continued first runs from
the circuit's Palace and Wisconsin who was city manager at Lamar,
at 35 and 50-cent admissions, has re- Col. Raymond Lounsbury, assistant
verted to a policy of first run sloughs at Lamar, has been promoted to city
at 25 and 35 cents.
manager. Dick Jancke has been made
The circuit has made five-cent cuts manager of the Gem at Golden, Col.,
m admissions at several of its neigh- succeeding Berlin Tanner, who has
borhood houses as well.
gone to Monte Vista, Col., as assistim
ant at the Granada.
454
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Rise
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Almost

Carthy ranks second, Fred Allen third.
Allen was long absent from the air
last summer, probably accounting for
McCarthy
the
his drop in popularity. Bob Burns is
in fourth place and Eddie Cantor is
Wooden
Takes
next. Walter O'Keefe, who substituted for Allen during the summer, is
in seventh place, behind W. C. Fields,
who was on the air briefly this sumRadio
Honors
mer trading barbs with Charley McCarthy on the Chase and Sanborn
show.
(.Continued from page 1)
Among the comediennes. Grade
the outcome is only one of the many Allen is a hands-down winner over
features in this annual Quigley Publi- Beatrice Lillie, with Sheila Barrett,
cation.
Mary Livingstone, Jane Ace and
Radio annals record only one other Molly McGee finishing in that order.
rise of similar phenomenal and
As in 1936, Burns and Allen literally run away with the comedy team
majestic proportion — that of Major
Bowes. Each has been able to an- division. Fibber McGee and Molly,
swer the listeners' cry for something amazingly popular this year, are in
new, something novel in the way of second place, climbing from their 1936
radio fare, with the rewards for doing fourth position. The irrepressible
so following automatically.
McCarthy and his manipulator, BerBenny, second choice, trails by 11
gen, are the third choice team, Bennyvotes. Bing Crosby, steward of the
Livingstone,
fourth ; Amos 'n' Andy,
Kraft "Music Hall," is third, with fifth; Stoopnagle and Budd, sixth;
Fred Allen, Rudy Vallee, Kate Smith Fred Allen-Portland Hoffa, seventh.
and Don Ameche following in that
Lux Dramatic Winner
order.
The year's most popular male
vocalists, classical and popular variety
respectively, are Nelson Eddy and
Bing Crosby. Last year the poll made
no distinction between classical and
popular singers, and Eddy and Crosby
finished in that one-two order. This
season each has a crown of his own,
and each has a marked lead in the
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Phenomenal

Avocation
F. D. R. still ranks high
as a speaker with radio editors throughout the country.
Many submitted the President's name as their choice
for "best commentator," but
these were disallowed and
the votes were not counted.
trie's "Hour of Charm" are in a tie
for fifth place. Following the Ford
show for serious music honors are :
General Motors concerts, the New
York Philharmonic; Cities Service,
and the bank-sponsored Philadelphia
Orchestra series.
Wilson Top Announcer
Don Wilson is the announcer of the
year, repeating his 1936 victory.
Milton Cross, whose popularity
lingers amazingly, is ranked second
best, followed by Harry Von Zell, Ted
Husing, Ken Carpenter and David
Ross.
Boake Carter is the stand-out
selection among commentators. Here
too, is a 1936 repeater. Following in
order are Lowell Thomas, Edwin C.
Hill, H. V. Kaltenborn, Paul Sullivan and Gabriel Heatter.
Bing Crosby is far and away the
editors' choice as the most effective
film player in radio. Don Ameche is
second choice ; next come Edwin G.
Robinson, Jeanette MacDonald, Bob
Burns, Charles Butterworth and
Tyrone Power.
The best film programs on the air,
the editors have decided, are Lux
"Radio Theatre," "Hollywood Hotel,"
MGM-Maxwell House "Good News
of 1938;" Jimmy Fidler's gossip
period; the Chase and Sanborn Hour,
Packard's "Hollywood Mardi Gras,"
andThis
Roger
"Silver
Theatre." in
yearBros.
the poll
incorporated
its questionnaire a new division. The
editors were asked to supply the answer to the following : "It is widely
agreed that commercials are overdone.
Recognizing that the sponsor insists
upon them and the public has to stand
for them, what program consistently
does the best job in the light of its

The year's most popular dramatic
series is the Lux "Radio Theatre,"
followed
by "One
Family,"J.
both
produced
by the Man's
same agency,
Walter Thompson. The "First
Nighter" series is third. Now comes
a sustaining program in the first division among the year's most popular
dramatic series, its first major showing
in a national popularity poll, it is
poll.
Baker Trails Crosby
believed. It is "The Columbia Workshop," produced by Irving Reis and
Behind Eddy is John Charles
over CBS. In last year's poll
Thomas and trailing that singer are heard
it was twelfth. This year it ranks
Richard Crooks, Lauritz Melchior,
ahead
of the "March of Time" and
Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Bonelli the Shakespeare
productions which
and Nino Martini.
both NBC and CBS presented the
Second to Crosby, with slightly
less than half the number of votes past summer.
Jell-o program. Jack Benny's,
cast for Bing, is Kenny Baker, with is The
ranked the best comedy series.
Lanny Ross pressing closely for third
Pepsodent's Amos 'n' Andy is the
place and Frank Parker in fourth rimner-up
; the Johnson Hoor Wax
position. Nelson Eddy also has sup- team. Fibber McGee & Molly, is next
port in the popular song group, finish"Town Hall Tonight" for
ing behind Parker. Rudy Vallee is while
Bristol-Myers, complete the first divithe number six choice.
sion for the best comedy series. Last
Petite Lily Pons wins top ranking year the first four were : Jell-o ;
of classical soloists among feminine
"Town Hall Tonight" with Fred
singers, while dusky-toned Frances
Allen;
& Allen, for Campbell's
Langford is declared the leader of the Soup; Burns
and Stoopnagle & Budd for
popular song contingent.
Minute Tapioca.
Ranking close to Miss Pons is
twin allegiance?"
Kostelanetz Wins
Some Editors Facetious
Jeanette MacDonald, Jessica Dragonette third, Grace Moore fourth,
Some editors did not even bother
1937's best popular orchestra is
Gladys Swarthout fifth.
to run a dash through the question.
Andre
Kostelanetz's,
followed
by
Guy
Below Miss Langford we find the Lombardo, Benny Goodman, Wayne Some were facetious, Alton Cook of
booming figure of Kate Smith, a scant King, Horace Heidt. The 1936 poll
the New York World-Telegram
handful of votes determining the dif- showed Kostelanetz and Lombardo in wrote : "I never listen to commerference between them. Third among the same relative standings ; Fred
cials, and, consequently, I regret that
the popular song leaders is Miss Mac- Waring, third; Wayne King, fourth;
they are not a great deal longer."
Donald. Had the votes given Miss Shep Fields, fifth.
Some were honestly non-plussed like
MacDonald in the popular song group
The
year's
best
liked
classical
gone to the classical division, she musical unit is the New York Phil- Guy M. Chase of the Elizabeth (N.
J.) Journal: "No off-hand choice.
would have outranked Miss Pons.
harmonic, with Stokowski's Phila- Lack of good taste as to text or lack
Below Miss MacDonald, as fourth
delphia Orchestra pressing closely. of reasonable brevity characterizes
choice popular singer, is Alice Faye, The Ford Symphony is third, Frank
practically all of them." And Bill
followed by Virginia Verrill and
NBC fifth.
Symphony fourth. Gen- Newell, _ of the Vancouver (B. C.)
Dorothy Lamour. Last year the poll Black's
eral Motors
Columbia Sun wrote : "Sorry, can't
made no classifications among the
The Lucky Strike "Hit Parades" think of any." D. M. Legate of the
feminine singers. Then the leaders •score
as the most popular musical Montreal Daily Star answered: "If
were Jessica Dragonette, Lily Pons, program; the Ford Sunday Evening you mean the best of a generally bad
Francis Langford, Kate Smith, in Hour is ranked similarly as the best
that order.
classical musical program. Following and regrettable lot, then Jack Benny's
But most were constructive like
the "Hit Parades" is the Chesterfield
Benny Best Comedian
Mary O'Neill of the Albany (N. Y.)
show
with
Kostelanetz
;
Rudy
Vallee's
Standard Brands variety program;
Jack Benny is the year's best
Knickerbocker
News who replied: "I
program."
suggest giving a trio of awards :
comedian, according to the radio edi- Bing Crosby's Kraft-Phoenix Music would
tors. They repeat it with the same Hall. Horace Heidt's Alemite Corp. To Jell-o for least painful advertisemphasis as last year. Charley Mc- Brigadiers show and General Elecing; to Bing Crosby's program for

its unique method of getting in station breaks and commercials, to Fred
Allen's Town Hall, which also manyou ranking
into itsfor
advertising."
Hereages to kid
is the
programs
with the best commercial readings :
(1) Jell-o, (2), Ford Sunday
Evening Hour; (3) Kraft Music
Hall, (4) Town Hall Tonight, (S)
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air.
Results, in all classifications, of the
poll of radio editors follow :
Champions
Charles Open
McCarthy
Jack
Bing Benny
Crosby
Fred Allen
Rudy Vallee
Kate Smith
Don Ameche
Nelson
Eddy
Eddie Cantor
Andre Kostelanetz
Fibber McGee & Molly
Deanna Durbin
Lanny Ross
Bob Burns
Walter O'Keefe
Major Bowes
Jeanette MacDonald
Herbert
Marshall
Judy
Garland
Leopold Stokowski
Franklin Riggs
D. Roosevelt
Tommy
ArturoCanova
Toscanini
Judy
Kirsten Flagstad
Lucrezia Bori
Lawrence Tibbett
Tyrone Power
Gertrude Niesen
Charles Winninger
Most Effective Film
Bing Crosby
Don Ameche
Edward G. Robinson
Jeanette MacDonald
Bob Burns
Charles Butterworth
Tyrone
Power
Walter Huston
Rosalind
Russell
Nelson Eddy
W. C. Fields
Jack Benny
Eddie Cantor
Clark Gable
Dick Powell
Alice
Faye
Herbert Marshall
Leslie Howard
Jack Oakie
John Barrymore
Claudette Colbert
Frances Langford
Barbara Stanwyck
James
Stewart
Helen Hayes
Grace Moore
Frederic March
Deanna Raye
Durbin
Martha
Dorothy Lamour
Jean
Fred Hersholt
Astaire
Edward Arnold
Lionel Barrymore
Joan
Bette Crawford
Davis
Andy Devine
Stuart Kelly
Erwin
Patsy
Irene Rich
Spencer Tracy
Rudy Vallee
Ben Bernie

Players

MOTION

Burns and Allen
Carole Lombard
Joe Penner
Ginger Rogers
Walter Winchell
Al Jolson
Charles Winninger
May Robson
Conrad Nagel
Paul Muni
Robert Montgomery
Jack Haley
Jane Froman
Tallulah Bankhead
Constance Bennett
Irene Dunne
Jean Arthur
Gail Patrick
Warren Hull
Judy Garland
Betty Grable
Claire Trevor
George Arliss
James Melton
Edmund Lowe
Madge Evans
Margaret Sullavan
Simone Simon
Anne Shirley
Robert Taylor
Ned Sparks
Claude Rains
Lily Pons
Pat O'Brien
Donald Novis
Burgess Meredith
Fred MacMurray
Tony Martin
Gertrude Lawrence
Allan Jones
Cary Grant
Miriam Hopkins
Armand Girard
Frances Farmer
Kay Francis
Kitty Carlisle
Ruth Chatterton
Ronald Colman
Wallace Beery
Freddie Bartholomew
Brian Aherne
Vocalists: Male
(Popular)
Bing Crosby
Kenny Baker
Lanny Ross
Frank Parker
Nelson Eddv
Rudy Vallee
James Melton
Frank Munn
Tony Martin
Jerry Cooper
Barry McKinley
Igor Gorin
Dick Powell
Buddy Clark
Al Jolson
Eddie Cantor
Stuart Allen
Jack Fulton
Jean Sablon
Del Casino
Reed Kennedy
Morton Bowe
Donald Novis
The Street Singer
Skinny Ennis
Perry Camo
Vocalists: Male
(Classical)
Nelson Eddy
John Charles Thomas
Richard Crooks
Lauritz Melchior
Lawrence Tibbett
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1936

Winner^

Richard Bonelli
Nino Martini
Igor Gorin
Frank Munn
Jan
PeerceTauber
Richard
Giovanni MartinelH
Giuseppe Bentonelli
James Melton
Armand Girard
Richard Maxwell
Conrad Thibault
Tino Rossi
Frank Parker

Runs

But Edgar Collects
Edgar Bergen needs a press
agent — badly. Poor Edgar
only writes the script and
provides the vocal motivation
for the words that issue from
the notable Charlie McCarthy's facial opening. But
all the publicity and all the
honors go to the little dummy,
while
Edgar
remains unhonored and
unsung.

Sylvia Froos
Patti Chapin
Vocalists: Feminine
( Classical)
Lily Pons
Jeanette MacDonald
Jessica Dragonette
Grace Moore
Gladys Swarthout
Lucille Manners
Kirsten Flagstad
Alargaret Speaks
Helen Jepson
Deanna Durbin
Nadine Connor
Rosa Ponselle
Vivian della Chiesa
Marion Talley
Elisabeth Rethberg
Irene Dunne
Grete Stuekegold
Erna Sack
Maria Jeritza
Mary Eastman
Helen Marshall
Jean Dickenson
Bruna Castagna
Hoi lace Shaw
Comedians
Jack Benny
Charley McCarthy
Fred Allen

Bob Burns
Eddie Cantor
W. C. Fields
Walter Berle
O'Keefe
Milton
Phil Baker
Ken Murray
George
Fibber
Tommy
Henry

Happy
Oats Hollow Kindergarten — Quaker
Kaltenmeyer's
Lars and Lena

Burns
McGee
Riggs
Burbig

Orchestras

Comediennes
Gracie Allen
Beatrice Lillie
Sheila Barrett
Mary Livingstone

(Popular)
Andre Kostelanetz
Guy Lombardo
Benny Goodman
Wayne King
Hal
KempHeidt
Horace

Jane
Ace
Molly
Martha McGee
Raye
Arlene Harris

Rudy
TommyVallee
Dorsey
Richard Himber
Shep
Fields
Paul Spitalny
Whiteman
Phil

Judy
Canova
Portland
Hofifa
Comedy Teams
Burns & Allen
Fibber McGee & Molly
McCarthy-Bergen
Benny-Livingston
Amos 'n' Andy
Stoopnagle & Budd
Allen-Hoffa
Lum 'n' Abner
Easy Aces
Pick and Pat
Tim and Irene
Stroud Twins
Crosby-Burns
Marx Brothers

Kay
KyserWillson
Meredith
Eddy
Duchin
Fred Waring

Deacon and Colonel ("Showboat")
W. C. Fields-Charlie McCarthy
Dramatic Series
Lux Radio Theatre
"One Man's Family"
"First
Nighter"
Columbia
Workshop
March of Time
"Gang" Busters"
NBC) Theatre"
"Silver
Shakespeare Series (both CBS

Second
Comedy Series
Jack
Benny
— Jell-o
Program
Amos 'n' Andy
— Pepsodent
Fibber
McGee
& Molly — Johnson
Floor Wax
Town Hall Tonight — Bristol-Myers
Lum
'n' Abner — Horlick's Malted
Milk
Chase & Sanborn Hour
Easy Aces — Anacin
Burns & Allen — Grape Nuts
Al Pearce Ford program
Eddie Cantor — Texaco
Music Hall — Kraft-Phenix Cheese
Phil Baker— Gulf Gas
Pick and Pat — U. S. Tobacco
Log Cabin Revue — Log Cabin Syrup
Jack Oakie's College — Camel Cigarettes
Joe Penner — Cocomalt
Vic and Sade — Crisco
East and Dumpke — Kellogg Co.

Vocalists: Feminine
(Popular)
Frances Langford
Kate Smith
Jeanette MacDonald
Alice Faye
Virginia Verrill
Dorothy Lamour
Harriet Hilliard
Connie Boswell
Jane Froman
Deanna Durbin
Jessica Dragonette
Gertrude Niesen
Edythe Wright
Judy Garland
Dolly Dawn
Gladys Swarthout
Lucille Manners
Kay Thompson
Kitty Carlisle
Martha Raye
Hildegarde
Maxine
Jane Pickens
Sheila Barrett
Ella Fitzgerald
Patricia Ryan
Florence George
Loretta Lee
Margaret Speaks
Mildred Bailey
Freda Gibson
Mary Small
Benay Venuta
Vaughn De Leath
Irene Beasley
Ethel Waters
Leah Ray

II

Ray Noble
Casa Loma
Raymond Paige
Harry Salter
George Olson
Ted Fio Rito
Russ Morgan
John Scott Trotter
Ted
XavierWeems
Cugat
Ferde Grofe
Bob Crosby
Jack Hylton
Marek Weber
Phil Sanders
Harris
Joe
Mark Warnow
Duke Ellington
Ozzie Nelson
Vincent Lopez

and

Top Hatters
Will
McCune
Orchestras

"Big
"DeathTown"
Valley Days"
Lum 'n' Abner
"Cavalcade of America"
"Lights Out"
"Big Sister"
"Famous Jury Trials"
"Todav's Children"
"Hollywood
Playhouse"
Chase & Sanborn
Sketches
"Lone Ranger"
"Witches's Tale"
Helen
"Bambi"
Helen Hayes'
Menken's
"Second Husband"
"Vic
and
Sade"
"Whitefires"
Scattergold Baine Stories
Sunday Players
"Crooked House" (Canada)
"First Love"

( Classical)
New York Philharmonic
Philadelphia
Orchestra
Ford Symphony
Frank Black's NBC Symphony
General Motors Concerts
Erno Rapee's Orchestra
Alfred
ColumbiaWallenstein's
Symphony Sinfonieta
Cities Service Concerts
Chicago Symphony
Rochester
Symphony
Josef
NBC Hornik
Symphony
Werner Janssen
Alfred Hertz
RCA Symphony
{Continued on following page}
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(Continued from preceding page)
Detroit Symphony
Standard Symphony
Boston Philharmonic
Musical Programs
(Popular)
Lucky Strike Hit Parades
Chesterfield-Kostelanetz Series
Rudy
Variety Program
Kraft Vallee's
Music Hall
Horace
Hour of Heidt's
Charm Brigadiers
Benny Goodman program, Camel
Cigarettes
Chesterfield — Hal Kemp
American Album of Familiar Music
Lady Esther
Coca-Cola Song Shop
Hollywood Mardi Gras
Bond Bread — Guy Lombardo
Chase & Sanborn
Tommy Dorsey program, Raleigh
Cigarettes
RCA Magic Key
Voice of Firestone
Saturday Night Swing Sessions
Hollywood Hotel
Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre
Chevrolet Program, Seymour Simon
Vicks Open House
Kate Smith Program
Hollywood Mardi Gras
M-G-M — General Foods Corp. show
Major Bowes Program
Log Cabin Revue
Contented Milk program
Lud Gluskin's Hollywood Showcase
Pontiac Varsity Show
Maxwell House Showboat
Jergens-Woodbury, Shep Fields
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
Russ Morgan — Phillip Morris Program Strike — Richard Himber
Lucky
Bughouse Rhythm
Musical Programs
( Classical)
Ford Sunday Evening Hour
General Motors Concerts
New York Philharmonic
Cities Service Concerts
Bank Series, Philadelphia Orchestra
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air
Standard Symphony
American Album of Familiar Music
Frank Black's Symphony
NBC Symphony
Voice of Firestone
Capitol Family
Everybody's Music
Chicago Symphony
Matinee Metropolitan Operas
Perole String Quartet
Lewisohn Stadium Concerts
Gordon String Quartet of Cleveland
Announcers
Don Wilson
Milton Cross
Harry Von Zell
Ted Husing
Ken Carpenter
David Ross
Paul Douglas
Jean Paul King
Truman Bradley
Graham McNamee
Jimmy Wallington
Nelson Case
Howard Qaney

DAI

Andre Baruch
Hugh Conrad
Bob Trout
Harlow Wilcox
Alois Havrilla
Phil Stewart
Charles Lyons
Basil Ruysdael
Carleton Ka Dell
Dan
Seymour
Bill Hay
Don McNeal
Charles
O'Connor
Ford Bond
Thomas Freebairn- Smith
Ronald Drake
Don Forbes
Harold Ross
John Hughes
James Fleming
Norman Brokenshire
Gayne Whitman
Tom Manning
Jack Halden
Commentators
Boake Carter
Lowell Thomas
Edwin C. Hill
H. V. Kaltenborn
Paul Sullivan
Gabriel Heatter
Walter Winchell
Linton Wells
John B. Kennedy
Kathryn Cravens
John Nesbitt
Deems Taylor
Dorothy Thompson
Paul Douglas
Alexander Woollcott
Alistaire Cooke
Dr. H. L. Stewart
Jean Paul King
Lewis Browne
George Fischer
General Hugh S. Johnson
Hendrik Van Loon
Ken McClure
Dave Pickard
Rush Hughes
Cornell Daily Sun Radio Reporter
Note : Many votes were received for
President Roosevelt, but these were
disallowed.
Film Programs
Lux Radio Theatre
Hollywood Hotel
M-G-M — General Foods "Good News
Jimmey Fidler orn
nb
d
Hour
Chas an
38d" Sa i
of yw19oo
Mard Gras
Holl
Silver Theatre

Kraft Music Hall
Woodbury
Playhouse
ll-0
Je
Seein' Stars
Maxwell Winchell
House "Showboat"
Walter
Helen
Screen Hayes'
Week "Bambi"
Commercials

Ford Sunday Evening Hour
Jello-0
Kraft Music Hall
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air
Town Hall Tonight

Form Alabama Broadcasting
HuNTSviLLE, Ala., Dec. 19.— Alabama Mutual Broadcasting System,
Inc., has just been organized. Officers
are: J. S. Allen, WBHP, president;
W. H. Pollard, Huntsville, vice-president; and John R. Hughes, WBHP,
secretary-treasurer.
The new group has listed full time
contracts with radio stations in Huntsville, Sheffield and Decatur, it was
stated.
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Power
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Radio

Personals

Increase

Granted
►

BILL ROBINSON will be the
guest of Radie Harris on the latter's Mutual program Wednesday. . .
Don Dunphy will broadcast an account of the "Ice Carnival" from
Aladison Square Garden over WINS
beginning Tuesday and continuing
through Thursday. . . Phil Spitalny
has been given the latest Radio Guide
honor award. . . Nila Mack, CBS
writer directress, will repeat for the
fifth time her own Christmas fantasy,
"The House of the World," on the
"Let's Pretend" series Christmas Day.
ow House"
"Rainb
. . Bob
zation
of the
a dramati
offerEmory's
will
am film,
Monogr
M. "
26 atof 9theA.Streets,
Dec. "Boy
WOR
over
Likewise WNYC, New York municipal station, will present a dramatization from the picture Jan. 2 at 2:30
P. M. . . Martin Gosch, CBS producer, left for Hollywood Sunday to
begin preparation of the Paul Whiteman series for Chesterfield, which he
will produce.
+
WOR tendered a pre-Christmas
party for the children of its employes
Saturday, with about 70 children participating inthe fun. . . . Ted Granik,
WOR "Forum Hour" conductor, who
was recently appointed special counsel to the Housing Administration in
Washington, is confined to his bed
with an attack of grippe.
+
Pittsburgh Town Pump
Pittsburgh, Dec. 19. — WCAE will
hold its annual Christmas party for
the staff at the Fort Pitt Hotel Thursday night. . . . Maurice Spitalny will

Is

to KYOS

Washington, Dec. 19. — Authority
to increase day power from 100 to
250 watts has been granted by the F.
C. C. to KVOS. Ardmore, Okla.
The commission ordered set for
hearing a number of applications, including the following : Mollin Investment Co., for a 1,160-kilocycle, 100watt daytime station at Huntington
Park, Cal. ; King-Trendle Broadcastfor a at
1,010-kilocycle,
250-;
watting Co.,
station
Grand Rapids
WPRA, Mayaguez, P. R., for change
of frequency from 1,370 to 780 kilocycles and increase of power from 100
watts night, 250 watts day, to 1,000
watts night, 2,500 watts day; KRMC,
Jamestown, N. D., for change of frequency from 1,370 to 900 kilocycles
and increase of power from 100 watts
night, 250 watts day, to 500 watts
night, 1,000 watts day; WIND, Gary,
Ind., for increase of night power from
1,000 to 5,000 watts, and WRBL, Columbus, Ga., for change of frequency
from 1,200 to 1,330 kilocycles and increase of power from 100 watts night,
250 watts day, to 1,000 watts.
Change of frequency from 1,410 to
1,320 kilocycles was requested by
KMED, Medford, Ore., in an amendment to an application previously filed
for
increase
1,000an watts.
_ of power from 250 to
Other applications included requests
of VyEMP, Milwaukee, for extension
of time from daytime to unlimited;
KRKO, Everett, Wash., for change
of frequency from 1,370 to 1,400 kilocycles and increase of power from SO
to 250 watts, and WPAX, Thomasville, Ga., for increase of time from
day to unlimited and increase of power from 100 watts day to 100 watts
night, 250 watts day.

WLW
Signs Three
Contract Renewals
take
the directorship
staf? over
orchestra
Jan. 1. . of
. . KDKA's
Norman
Cincinnati, Dec. 19. — Three new
Twigger is back on the job at WCAE
after a severe cold. . . . Spencer local programs and a one-year renewal for a current one have been
signed
for at WLW.
Clark,
bass
player
for
Dick
Stabile's
orchestra, is in the Homeopathic
A
six-hour-a-week
broadcast schedHospital suffering from pneumonia. . . .
ule will be maintained by Benson &
Val Varr is home from New York
spending the holidays with her family. Dall, Inc., Chicago agency, for Consolidated Drug Products, starting Dec.
Tom Wilmot, former scripter for
21. On that date Consolidated will
Joe Penner, who left the Hearst station in San Francisco recently, is back add the new half-hour period to its
two other programs maintained on
in town.
WLW. The contract is for 52 weeks.
Barton Rees Pogue, poet, will be
featured in a new evening spot startSchwarzkopf
Joining
ing Jan. 7 for the American Book
Mart. The contract is for 26 weeks,
through the E. H. Brown Agency.
"Gang(Continued
Busters"
from page 1)Show
A new program for Groves Bromoof the series. Lord is relinquishing Quinine
will start this week. The
his "em cee" duties to devote more order
Sons. is through H. W. Kastor &
time to the writing and production of
additional radio programs. Last year,
Peter Grant, WLW news commenwhen Lord took a brief vacation,
tator, is assured
another
year's
air.
for theofNorth
American
Schwarzkopf pinchhit for him on the broadcasting
KSFO Adds 3 Programs
San Francisco, Dec. 19. — KSFO
has added three half-hour live programs a week to its schedule, for
Langendorf United Bakeries. Starting the first week in January, the
programs will consist of a combination man-in-the-street and vox pop
programs with Dean Maddux handling the microphone, assisted by
Marcia Miller. The Leon Livingston
agency placed the account.

Insurance Co. through a renewal effective thisAdvertising
week through
lin Bruck
Corp.the FrankDurkee Has New CBS Show
Secret
_ Ambition"
is the title
of "My
the new
series
to be inaugurated
on
seven western CBS stations under the
sponsorship of Durkee's Famous
Foods, Ltd., through a contract renewal effective today. It will replace
the current "Good Afternoon, Neighner is bor."
the Botsford,
agency.Constantine & Gard-
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Hit

Only
Use

Intervene

YORK,

of Bank

Night

13

Banned

TEN

21, 1937

Films
by

Are

Legion

in

Adverse decisions and rulings affecting Bank Night and other theatre
chance games have dealt a severe
RKO
Hearings
blow to the operation of the games
within the past few days in widely
separated sections of the country.
Would Answer Attack on
These decisions follow those of the
past several months in which the
Validity of 77-3
games were declared to be lotteries
and violation of lottery laws by major
The U. S. Attorney General's office, courts in Georgia, Nebraska and
through Lamar Hardy, U. S. Attor- Alabama.
ney for the New York district, yesterThe decisions of the past few days
day filed a petition in Federal court
(.Continued on page 5)
here for leave to intervene in the RKO
reorganization proceedings in order to
answer the contention of Edward
Hickey, an RKO stockholder, that the NBC
Receives
company's reorganization plan should
not be approved by the court because
it is being proposed under Section
77-B of the Bankruptcy Act, which FCC
Request
Hickey contends is unconstitutional.
The Government's petition is returnable tomorrow. Hickey advanced his On
West
Show
objections to the proceedings when the
RKO reorganization plan was before
Special Master George W. Alger, who
The request of Frank R. McNinch,
dismissed the stockholders contentions F. C. C. chairman, for full details on
with few words. Hickey presented
the same objections to the Federal the Mae West broadcast, asked Saturday of NBC, was received yestercourt last week for consideration by
day by NBC President Lenox R.
Judge William Bondy, who will begin Lohr. Beyond admitting receipt of
hearings on the reorganization plan
the commission chairman's request,
today.
maintained absolute siWith the hearings before Judge Lohr's lenceoffice
on the matter, but presumably
^Continued, on page 8)
the network will comply.
J. Walter Thompson Co., the agency
handling the Chase & Sanborn acChicagoans
Offer
50% License Jump
Chicago, Dec. 20. — Theatre operators here, after a meeting yesterday,
decided to give the city a 50 per cent
increase in license fees starting with a
25 per cent increase for small theatres
and graduating to a 75 per cent increase for the larger houses. This increase would bring the city $60,000
more than the current $120,000 they
are now getting.
The city asked for a one per cent
tax on gross business from theatremen
which would net about $500,000 in
revenue annually. What action the
municipality will take regarding the
theatremen's
proposal
is unknown.
Chances are that
the offer
will be
considered tomorrow or Wednesday.

Additional developments in
radio on page 12

Of a total of 1,271 feature pictures,
both American and foreign, reviewed
and classified by the National Legion
of Decency during the period from
February, 1936, to November, 1937,
only 13, or one per cent, were condemned, and 98, or eight per cent,
were classified as objectionable in part.
The organization's report, just released, indicates that 780, or 61 per
cent, were classed as unobjectionable
for general patronage and the remaining 380, or 30 per cent, were listed
(Continued on page 8)

Radio

Treaty

Ratification
To

Be

Delayed

By BERTRAM

F. LINZ

Washington, Dec. 20. — Action toward shifting broadcasting stations to
bring them into line with the provisions of the four-power treaty develat the recent
Inter-American
Radio oped
Conference
at Havana
will be
delayed until evidence is given that
the other three countries involved will
ratify the agreement, it was disclosed
today by Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven of the F. C. C, chairman of
the American delegation, who has just
returned to Washington.

count, meanwhile on Sunday went a
step beyond its recent public apology
printed in newspapers throughout the
country, by broadcasting an apology
to the listeners who last Sunday had
tuned in the offensive skit.
Voiced by Ronald Drake, announcer
for the program, the announcement
read as follows : "It has been brought
to the attention of the sponsors of this
(Continued on page 12)

Apparently
suspicious
of the intentions of the Mexican
Government
and
doubtful as to the course of Canada,
which with Cuba comprise the other
three parties to the agreement, Craven
indicated that the treaty might not be
submitted to the Senate for ratification
until the other countries have taken action to make it effective. Under the
terms of the treaty, all of the Mexican
border stations which have been causing interference in this country will be
(Continued on page 12)

IA

R,

Exchange

Talks

Here Are Postponed
Distributor representatives, scheduled to meet today at the Warner
home office to discuss the master
Ascap to Defer Its
agreement with the L A. T. S. E. to
Actions in Florida
govern "back room" employes in exAscap will defer filing of its actions
changes, have postponed the session indefinitely, itwas learned yesterday.
attacking the constitutionality of
Florida and Tennessee legislation bar- Several of the men slated to attend
ring the organization from operating have gone out of town.
within those states until decisions have
Indications are now that the two
groups
will convene here about the
been handed down by the special Federal statutory courts which heard middle of next month, the definite date
to be decided later.
(Continued on Page 5)

Impartial

V, Anderson

Quits

Universal Newsreel
R. V. Anderson, who has managed
Universal's newsreel department in
charge of the buying and distribution
of prints and other business details
since two years after the start of the
reel in 1929, has resigned.
For 10_ years, from 1919 to 1929,
when Universal distributed the International Newsreel, produced by Hearst,
Anderson was contact man between
Hearst and Universal. Following the
start of Universal's
(Continued onreel
pagehe8) was with

Korda

Seeks

Release
UA

CENTS

From

Contract

Believed He Wants Free
Hand in U. S. Market
Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Alexander
Korda has asked for a complete release from his contractual obligations
with United Artists, including his unfulfilled commitment to purchase a
one-fifth stock interest in the comit was here
learned
tivepany,sources
today,from authoritaKorda's contemplated withdrawal
from United Artists is understood to
be in accordance with his known desire to produce quality pictures in
England for American companies under the new British Films Act and, in
addition, to be free to negotiate individual deals in the open market for
American distribution of any pictures
of his own making, independently of
other producing commitments.
Korda's contract for United Artists
distribution of his pictures runs to
1940. His stock purchase commitment,he receives
which is payable
out company,
of dividends
from the
is understood to be approximately onesixth completed. He has requested a
full release from both pacts.
The company is understood to be
inclined to grant Korda's request but
is still studying the situation for its
possible effect on other United Artists
producers who, at some future date,
might tracts
askusingreleases
from instance
their conthe Korda
for
precedent.
Odium

Starts

West;

Option Deal Is Near
Floyd Odium, Atlas Corp. head,
left for the coast yesterday in advance
of consummation of the negotiations
whereby RCA will grant a one-year
extension of the option held by an investment syndicate headed by Atlas
Corp. and Lehman Bros, for the purof RCA's remaining holdings
of RKO chase securities.
The option
expires
(Continued
on Dec.
page 8)31 and the
Hulhurd

to Return

To Magazine
Field
Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Merritt Hulburd has obtained release from his
contract with Samuel Goldwyn as an
assistant director. He will rejoin The
Saturday Evening Post, which he left
three years ago, as an editorial executive.
Hulburd worked on "Dead End,"
"Stella Dallas" and "The Hurricane."
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Purely

SOL LESSER will arrive in Philadelphia today from the coast to attend an engagement party Thursday at
the Warwick there for his daughter.
Irving Lesser will leave Thursday
for the Quaker City for the festivities. The producer will arrive here
Friday and spend thees.holidays visiting friends and relativ
•

Albert Lewin, Paramount producPublished dally except Sunday and
er, and Mrs. Lewin have completed
holidayspany, Inc..
by Martin
QulgleyQulgley.
Publishing
Com- their stay here and will leave by train
president.
Colvtn
treasurer. Brmvn, vice-president and this afternoon for Hollywood.
•
Publication
1270 Sixth
Avenue at Bockefeller
Center, Office:
New York.
Telephone
Stephen Szekely, Hungarian diCircle 7-3100. Cable address: "Qulgpubco. New
York."
contents copyrighted
Qulgley
rector ;his wife, Irene Agai, and
PublishingAH Company,
Inc. Address1937
all by
correspondence to the
New
York
Office.
Other
Qulgley
publiEndre
de Toth, his assistant, will arcations: MOTION PICTTXBE HEBALD. BETTEB
rive today on the Berengaria.
THEATRES,
TEATBO
AL
DIA,
INTEBNATIONAL MOTION PICTUBB ALMANAC and
FAME.
HOLLYWOOD:
Postal Union Life Building.
Roman Rebush of New Star Films.
Tine and Yucca Sts. ; Boone Mancall, Manager.
Inc., distributors of the Yiddish film,
CHICAGO:
624
S.
Michigan
Ave.:
C.
B.
O'NelU.
Manager.
WASHINGTON:
Albee Building; Bertram F. "Green Fields," is in Chicago arrangLinz. Representative.
ing for the opening of the film there.
•
AMSTERDAM:
87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap.
ItcprGscnt&tlvo
BERLIN: Steuierstrasse 2, Berlin W. 35; Joachim
James Mulvey, eastern represenK. Rutenberg, Representative.
tative for Samuel Goldwyn, is due
BUDAPEST:
3 KSpUr-u, Budapest 11: Bndre
Hevesl, Bepresentatlve.
BUENOS AIRES: Avallaneda 3949; N. Bruskl, back the end of the week from the
Bepresentatlve.
•
COPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Wlnther, coast.
Bepresentatlve.
HELSINKI: Fredrlksgatan 19C; Charlotte I>a8zlo.
Heather
Angel
arrived on the
Bepresentatlve.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square. W. 1; Cable address. coast yesterday via American AirQuigpubeo. London; Hope Williams, Manager.
lines.
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Buildings, 191
•
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt, Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart,
Representative.
George J. Schaefer, vice-president
MONTE
V1DEX>: P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Bep- and general manager of United Artresentatlve.
ists, is due here today by train.
MOSCOW:
resentatlve. Petrovski Per 8; Beatrice Stem, Bep•
PABIS: 29 Eue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre, BepDouglas
Fairbanks,
Sr., and Mrs.
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf.
Bepresentatlve.
BIO DE JANEIBO: Caixa Postal 3558; L. 8. Fairbanks, the former Lady Ashley, will arrive today
Marlnho, Bepresentatlve.
• on the Bremen.
ROME: 54 Via Delia Mercede; Joseph D. Bavotto,
Representative.
Charlie Ruggles is here for a
SANTIAGO
de CHILE: CasiUa 13300; A. Welssmann. Bepresentatlve.
short
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41; Capital Theatre Build- Island. vacation at his place on Long
rs s &n t ing,
& tl 142V4 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler. Bep•
STOCKHOI.ir:
Bepresentatlve. Kungsgatan 36: Bagnar Allberg,
John and Elaine Barrymore arTOKYO: 880 Sasazuka, Ichikawa-shl, Chlba-Ken;
rived yesterday to spend the holidays
H. Tomlnaga. Bepresentatlve.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse, 54 Vienna VTl; Hans here.
Lorant, Bepresentatlve.
•
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1926,
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y., under
Stuart
F.
Doyle
is now due from
Act of March 3. 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas, England on Monday.
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.

Union

Cinemas
May
Abolish Vaudeville
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 20. — Associated
British Pictures, controlling Union
Cinemas, is contemplating the elimination of stage shows in all the houses
of the circuit. Certain of the Union
houses, which previously have played
vaudeville, are being subjected to
study.
The action is seen as significant
here in view of the present movement among exhibitors against broadcasting and other sources of competition, aswell as the increased cost
of films.

Personal

►

K will
FiTzP
JAME
oodATRIC
leaveS forA.Hollyw
by train to
confer with Fred C. Qimby, general
manager of M-G-M short subjects.
Today, Fitz Patrick will complete
recording of his Paris exposition short
in Technicolor.
•
Al Trahan on Saturday captured
a 22-pound turkey at the Travers
Island traps of the N. Y. Athletic
Club and the following day took the
class "A" handicap shooting prize
with a score of 99 out of 100. He will
shortly.
head for the coast and film work
•
Lou Krouse, vice-president of the
I. A. T. S. E., was in town yesterday from Philadelphia, his headquarters.
•
Franchot Tone will arrive from
Hollywood tomorrow to join his wife,
Joan Crawford, who has been here
for more than a week.
•
Mrs. Bob Weitman, wife of the
manager of the Paramount, is recovering from a mastoid operation at the
Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital.
•
Darryl Zanuck, Tyrone Power
and Alice Faye are due shortly to
attend the opening of "In Old Chicago" at the Astor,• Jan. 6.
Lesser Samuels, scenarist for G.
B., will arrive tomorrow on the Manhattan for a five-week vacation.
•
Frank Phelps, Warner home ofiice
labor contact, will leave today for
Hartford on business.
•
Lou Irwin flew to the coast yesterday after reorganizing his local office.
•
Ned E. Depinet returned from the
coast yesterday.
•
Phil Regan, Republic star, will arrive from the coast today.

Many
Loew

Pacts Closed,
President Says

"Innumerable contracts have been
renewed with producers, directors and
writers at the M-G-M studios," Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's,
stated
yesterday. but
"They
are important
too many
to
enumerate,
every
personality whose contract expired at
this
added.time has been continued," he
Elated over his recent trip to the
coast, Schenck said, "the studios are
in Harry
fine shape."
Rapf, producer, has been
given a new contract in addition to
Louis B. Mayer, E. J. Mannix, Benman. jamin Thau, Sam Katz and Al LichtBull to Metro Studio
Peter Bull, English actor who will
arrive on the Normandie Thursday,
will leave the same day by plane for
the M-G-M studios, where he has been
cast for an important role in "Marie
Ben Goetz, M-G-M production
head
in England, and Victor Saville,
Antoinette."
new producer recently signed, will
also head for _Holl}rwood by plane
upon their arrival. Saville's first for
the company
be for
"The
and
his coast will
trip is
the Citadel"
purpose
of familiarizing himself with Hollywood technique.
Set MPPDA
Board Meet
The board of directors of M. P. P.
D. A. will hold its adjourned quarterly meeting today if a quorum can
be obtained. Except for receiving a
report on the educational films approved for school use, catalogued as
to company ownership of the films,
only routine business is scheduled for
consideration, it was stated at the
Hays oflJice yesterday.
,
Sam Smith on Normandie
Sam Smith, managing director of
British Lion Films, London, is en
route here aboard the Normandie.

Mrs. Mechanic Dies
Baltimore, Dec. 20. — Mrs. Wittel
Mechanic, mother of Morris A.
Mechanic, president of the New Theatre, died at her apartment in the
Esplanade.
Rites for Lee Miller
Columbus, Dec. 20. — Funeral services were held here today for Lee
Miller Boda who founded the Valentine Circuit of legitimate houses in
1895. Boda died of pneumonia on
Saturday. He was the first manager
of the Hartman Theatre. Robert F.
Boda, his son, and Mrs. Boda survive.

Para. Board Meet Set
The Paramount board of directors
will meet on Thursdav if a quorum
can be obtained, officials of the comSchenck Coming East
pany stated yesterday. Barney BalaIn a change of plans, Joseph M. ban, president, and Stanton Griffis,
Schenck, chairman of the 20th Cen- chairman of the executive committee,
tury-Fox board, will spend the Christ- are scheduled to leave on holiday trips
mas holidays in New York instead of late Thursday.
on the coast. He will arrive from
Hollywood the latter part of the week
Aid Presidenfs Ball
and will attend the wedding of his
Hollywood,
Dec. 20. — Dr. A. H.
nephew, Aubrey Schenck, next week.
Giannini, Samuel Goldwyn, Charles
Chaplin and David O. Selznick, all of
"Hotel" Is Previewed
United Artists, have volunteered to
Hollywood, Dec. 20.— "Hollywood serve on the Motion Picture Council
Hotel," Warner musical, was pre- under the Committee for the Celebraviewed here tonight at the Warner.
tion of the President's Birthday.

o\

Rosalie!

TRUE
"I confess

that

TRUE

brought the best pre-hohday

CONFESSION'

CONFESSION
has

trade to the Paramount

Theatre in years. Audience reaction is terrific."
— Robert M. JVeitman, Paramount Theatre, N.Y.
"I must confess that TRUE
CONFESSION'
is
knocking them over at the Sheridan in Miami
Beach, even bettering last year's hohday records of
'COLLEGE HOLIDAY' and THE PLAINSMAN'

although playing in pre-holiday time. Audience
action istremendous."
— W ill Lynch, Paramount

"TRUE

Enterprises, Miami,

reFla.

CONFESSION'

is a highly polished,
smoothly grained Yule log which deserves to crackle

right merrily at the Paramount.
highly amusing.

It is witty, clever,

Santa will have to be generous in-

deed to give us a merrier show."
— Frank Nugent, New

York Times
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cer to take action against such schemes,
McKittrick pointed out that his office
as long ago as April 12, 1934, held
Use of Bank
Night Bank Night to be a lottery. Following that, the attorney general's office
has handed down other opinions hold{Continued from page 1)
ing Screeno, Hollywood, Surprise
have been recorded, either in the form Night, Win-0, Bingo, corn games.
of court rulings or the opinions of Whiffle boards. Rocket and Sportslaw enforcement officials in Cincinman's machines, Tit-Tat-Toe machines, suit clubs, ball machines,
nati, where a county prosecutor declared the game a violation of Ohio weekly drawings for prizes and others
lottery laws, Milwaukee, where a
in statutes.
violation of the state's gamruling was handed down against the to be bling
games, and Missouri, when the State
Supreme Court at Jefferson City
Ruled Violation in Ohio
ruled against the practice.
Cincinnati, Dec. 20. — Operation of
The details of the most recent rulBank Night in theatres and other
ings follow.
places of amusement is a violation of
the Ohio lottery law, and therefore
Operators Fined in Alabama
in the opinion of County
Birmingham, Dec. 20. — N. H. illegal,
Prosecutor
Dudley Outcalt Miller,
Waters, owner of the Waters circuit
of suburban theaters, was fined $100 rendered at the request of Sheriff
and costs in two cases, and T. W. Frank Lutz, who requested the information after having received reWilliams, part owner of the Woodlawn, fined $100 and costs in Police houses. quest for a ruling from suburban
Court here by Judge Henry Martin
"Since the theatre benefits by inon a charge of violation of the city
creased attendance on Bank Night,
and state lottery laws.
The two theatre owners were placed and there is an element of chance, the
under bond in connection with the scheme is entirely illegal under the
holding Bank Night or Jack Pot at Ohio laws covering lotteries," Miller
several suburban theatres. Howard declared. He cited the Ohio lottery
Perdue, attorney for Waters and law, in force since 1873, which, he
said, was considerably broader in
Williams will appeal.
scope than similar statutes in other
states where the game had been
Orders Game Prosecution
barred.
Respon—
20.
Kansas City, Dec.
sibility for prosecution of exhibitors
and others using Bank Night and
Orders Milwaukee Cessation
other forms of lotteries has been
Milwaukee, Dec. 20. — Exhibitors
placed upon the shoulders of county here have been given until Jan. 1 to
prosecutors by Attorney General Roy discontinue Bank Night, Bingo, HolMcKittrick following the Missouri
lywood and similar prize nights under
Supreme Court's decision last week
issued by Police Chief Jothat Bank Night is a lottery and an order
seph T. Kluchesky.
against the law.
Churches, fraternal organizations,
In calling on local enforcement offi
and veterans'
political groups
organization
whoanddo civic
not conduct
their
games on a commercialized basis, are
exempt from the provisions of the
order.
GIVE
HER
Prize nights are being featured by
most of the city's theatres with the ex
ception of the first run houses and Fox
FOR
XMAS
recently added Bingo as an attraction
at most of its neighborhood spots.

New

Decisions

PRESTO

Meredith

Hit

Attorneys Oppose Games
Des Moines, Dec. 20.— The State
Ass'n. of County Attorneys, meeting
here for their annual conference, went
on record as opposing Bank Night,
and favoring a state legislative act
to prohibit Bank Night and all other
trade schemes and so-called gift en-

A

PICTURE

JR.

RECORDING PHONOGRAPH
The amazing little instrument that
makes a phonograph record of your
voice — then plays it right back to
you.
A unique and original gift — extremely useful to the young actress or
musician for voice training and — a
riot of fun at any party.
For injormation.
New York — Presto Recording Corp.
CHelsea 2-6425
Hollywood — Norman B. Neely
Hillside 9133

"We believe that the Bank Night
terprises."
scheme
has a demoralizing effect upon
the public and that it encourages a
spirit of gambling; that it tends to
break down the enforcement of laws
against other forms of lottery and
gambling, and that it tends to embarrass county attorneys in the enforcement of laws against _lotteries
and gambling," the group said.
ed that the State AtThey request
torney General draft such a bill and
present it to the next session of the
Iowa General Assembly for enactment.
30 Missouri Houses Hit
St. Louis, Dec. 20.— The decision
of the Missouri Supreme Court last
week declaring Bank Night illegal,
affects about 30 theatres in St. Louis
County, but not in St. Louis, which is
separate from the county. St. Louis
houses have not used the game since
when Circuit Attorney
January, 1936,
Franklin
Miller banned it.

Elected

/. A. Emblem
First

All pictures now being
shipped from Hollywood bear
the I.A.T.S.E. emblem, in accordance with a recent agreement between producers and
the Ij^.

Ascap to Defer Its
Actions in Florida
{Continued from page 1)
Ascap's attacks on similar legislation
enacted by Montana and Washington,
E. C. Mills, chairman of the Ascap
day.
administrative committee, said yesterThe organization had planned to
file its Florida and Tennessee actions
immediately following the statutory
court decision enjoining Nebraska
from enforcing its anti-Ascap legislation, which was handed down early in
November. Mills, who returned yesterday from a southern trip during
which he conferred in Tallahassee
with Ascap's Florida attorneys, said
that it had been decided, instead, to
await the Montana and Washington
decisions. Both cases were heard early
daily.summer and decisions are expected
last
Henie SRO in Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 20. — Sonja Henie
and a troupe of 58 arrived here by
plane today from Hollywood for their
one-week engagement at the Stadium,
the 21,000 seats of which have been
already sold out for the first five
days of the exhibition.

Equity

F-P.

Burgess Meredith, a member of the
council of Actors' Equity Ass'n, was
elected first vice-president at a meeting of the council yesterday and in
that capacity will take over the duties
of the Equity president, Frank Gillmore, who withdraws from Equity to
become active head of the Associated
Actors & Artistes of America, parent
A. F. of entertainers' union.
Gillmore, who tendered his resignation as president of Equity two weeks
ago to take effect upon the selection
of a successor, will retain the title of
president and was given a leave of absence until the annual meeting of
Equity next June, when a new slate of
officers will be elected. The council's
procedure side-stepped internal strife in
Equity over the designation of a president to succeed Gillmore, none of the
leading candidates, of which Meredith
was one, having been able to muster
the unanimous support of the council.
The post of first vice-president of
Equity, which Meredith assumes, is
without salary. It has been vacant
since the death of Osgood Perkins last
summer. Meredith's term in office expires with the next annual meeting of
Equity.
Sten

Film

Starts

Soon

Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Shooting on
"Don't Lead with Your Heart,"
Grand National's starring vehicle for
Anna Sten, will start in January, the
studio has stated, adding that seven
other scripts will be ready for production at that time.

SAVE

25%

NEW "EXCURSION" RATES EQUAL GROUND TRAVEL COSTS
The Lindbergh Line now offers you the lowest round trip
fares in de luxe air transportation. Bringing air travel down
to the same general cost range of other forms of transportation, these new TWA rates permit everyone who travels —
to fly . . . TWA's round trip excursions begin on Saturday
or Monday; are effective for 15 days; and apply on any
schedule, any day, returning. TWA excursion tickets are
good on any flight, including the world famous, overnight,
coast-to-coast SKY CHIEF ... Fly TWA on the nation's
finest planes — ^you save valuable hours, even days and
TWA's complimentary meals enroute and rigid "no tipping"
rule, save you many extra dollars.
COMPARE THESE TWA AIR TRAVEL SAVINGS!
2 One-JVay
Fares
New York to
You Save
Excursion
Los Angeles
Chicago
22.48
$299.90
$224.92
89.90
67.42
2.40
Philadelphia
7.20
$74.98
9.60
CALL TWA
For
loforma-lo
tlsn Further
call TWA:
New Ytrk— MUmy
Hill t-lM or PEoalyhnuita 8-«IM.
SHORTEST-

FASTEST

Note to "Scrip" Holders
Scrip cards may be used to
charge these low ezcunleo
rates,
matter what airline
issued nothem.
COAST

TO

COAST

BOOKED

..BECAUSE
THAT

THERE'S
CAN

JANUARY!

SOLID

NOTHING

COMPARE

TO

ELSE
THE

ANYWHERE

FUN

IN

All These Songs by the composers of 'Have You Got Any
Castles?', Dick Whiting and Johnny Mercer: 'SILHOUETTED IN THE MOONLIGHT'
• 'I'M LIKE A FISH
OUT OF WATER'
• I'VE HITCHED
MY
WAGON
TO A STAR' • 'LET THAT
BE A LESSON
TO YOU'

All

This Advertising -Two-page ads in radio publications and other leading magastines— followed-up with a giant
day-and-date newspaper campaign everywhere!

Yours
weekly

from

Warner

plugging

to

Bros,
60

after

million

three
radio

years

of

listeners!

DICK

POWELL

HUGH

HERBERT

GLENDA

JOHNNIE
MABEL

-ROSEMARY

• TED

FARRELL

DAVIS
TODD

• ALLYN

HEALY

• LOLA

-ALAN
JOSLYN

LANE

LANE

MOWBRAY

• EDGAR

KENNEDY

BENNY

AND

HIS

Directed

SWING
by BUSBY

BAND

BERKELEY

Screen Play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo and Richard Macauley
Original Story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Leo • A First Nat'l Picture
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"Truth''
U.S.

Asks

to

Intervene

in

RKO

Hearings

{Continued from page 1)
Bondy, the RKO reorganization goes
into its final stages. Although objectors to the plan are comparatively
numerous, especially among small
stockholder groups, the plan has been
approved in essence by Alger and has
more than the required amount of
creditor and stockholder assents. None
of the principal creditors has filed
objections to the plan. The hearings
before Bondy undoubtedly will coninto January
the possibly
court's
decisiontinue being
made with
known
by the end of the month.
The principal phases of the reorganization remaining to be completed
prior to court confirmation of the plan
include the designation of a new board
of directors of nine members to serve
for an initial term of two years, which
is now under discussion, and a designation of the value of the new RKO
securities comprising the $1,600,000 issue to be underwritten by Atlas Corp.,
in accordance with the provisions of
the reorganization plan, for providing
new working capital for the reorganized company.
The new directorate is expected to
be ready for submission to the court
for approval during January. A designation of the value of the new securities isexpected in the course of
the hearings on the plan.
/. /. Franklin

Takes

San
San
Strand,
Herman
over by

Francisco House
Francisco, Dec. 20. — The
subsequent run operated by
Cohen here, has been taken
J. J. Franklin, formerly associated with Franklin Theatres of
Honolulu. Franklin will spend several thousand dollars on improvements
to the house.
The 600-seat Rialto at Willows,
near here, has been sold by Mrs.
Sarah Daly to Fred Naify. Harvey
Amusement Co. has added the Liberty
at Coalinga to its circuit. The company already has the California in the
town. The Orpheus in San Rafael,
operated by Blumenfeld Theatres, is
undergoing repairs.
Flash

Previews

"Lady Behave." . . . Good story;
well produced . . . two plots, resulting
in a third . . . intriguing title, story
content and name value.
"Mama Runs Wild." . . . Verbiage
and gags sufficient for half a dozen
short slapstick comedies. . . . Mary
Boland is the mama . . . plenty in the
picture for audiences to laugh at.
"Boss of Lonely Valley." . . . It'll
do average business for Buck Jones
fans . . . brings G-Men into the western field.
These films will be reviewed in full
in a coming issue of Motion Picture
Daily.

Criterion Plans Stunts
The Criterion will inaugurate a
series of stunt nights after the first of
the year, Charles B. Moss, manager,
stated yesterday. A different stunt will
be featured every night, according to
Moss.

Looking
'Til Take
{Columbia)

^Em

Big

Over

Romance*'

Columbia continues the Grace Moore formula in "I'll Take Romance."
The picture compounds entertainment of smartly-paced story values, a
plenitude of laughs, shrewdly applied seasoning of operatic selections
plus bits of more popular stuff, all carried along ably by a top name
supporting cast. The picture opens like the proverbial house afire and
moves along as fast, as least for more than the first half. It coasts a bit
toward the end, but winds up with a fat score.
In this Miss Moore again plays the opera star, but this time intent
on going to Paris to fill a date even though she is legally tied to a previous engagement in Buenos Aires. Melvyn Douglas, a transplanted
American, plays the impresario who has engaged the star. He comes
north to persuade her to change her mind. With him he brings Stuart
Erwin, who provides a lot of the laughs. Unable to meet the singer
through conventional channels, Douglas manages to rent the apartment
next hers and gets acquainted, without of course disclosing his identity
or purpose. He manages to wangle his way into the confidence of Helen
Westley, Miss Moore's aunt and chaperon and former opera star. From
then on his path is a bit smoother.
Miss Moore falls for Douglas. He decides to kidnap her onto the
South American boat, which leaves at about the same time as the Paris
liner. Miss Moore overhears but goes for the idea anyhow. On the
voyage, the star receives a cable from Miss Westley tipping off the plot,
and from then on, with a few phony kidnappings in Buenos Aires, it's
the usual touch and go until Miss Moore decides to let up on
Douglas and marry him.
Plenty of pace keeps the story going and there are a number of comedy sequences that ring clearly. In addition to Erwin, there is also the
reliable Margaret Hamilton, who contributes her share of laughs as a
sort of privileged companion, and Miss Westley, too, holds up her end
with ease.
For the music lovers there are sequences from the operas "Traviata,"
"Manon" and "Madame Butterfly" in addition to the theme song that
bears the same title as the film itself.
Commendable is Edward H. Griffith's direction of the story by
George Oppenheimer and Jane Murfin.

minutes. "G."
Running time, 87(Additional
Review on Page 11.)

Ch cago's
Fall
rosi
ses

As
G

Chicago,
"The Awful
Truth"
moved Dec.
from 20.—
the Chicago
after
two weeks, continued strong at the
Apollo to gross $6,600, which was
slightly over average. Other houses
were below normal in all instances,
with the Christmas slump hitting a
new low.
The Chicago, with "I'll Take Romance," failed to pull, as did "52nd
Street" at the Oriental. "Dinner at
the Ritz" was just fair at the Palace
and "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry" at
the Roosevelt opened to mediocre business.
The weather was the worst for holiday time in years with rain, sleet and
snow making travel difficult.
Total first run business was $100,300. Average is $118,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE" (Col.)
CHICAGO_(4,000), 3Sc-55c-7Sc, 7 days.
Stage:
"Continental
Revue.
Gross: $25,000.
(Average,Varieties"
$33,000)
"DANGER; LOVE AT WORK) (2«h-Fox)
GARRICK—
35c-5Sc-75c,
Gross:
$5,600. (900),
(Average,
$6,500) 7 days.
"S2ND STREET" (U. A.)
ORIENTAI^(3,490), 3Sc-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $15,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20tk-Fox)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-S5c-7Sc, 7 days.
Stage: Ethel Waters and Revue. Gross;
$16,000. (Average, $19,000)
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G. N.)
SALT-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-4Oc-55c, 7 days.
Stage:
(Average,Vaudeville
$13,000) Revue. Gross: $12,800.
Week Ending Dec. 17:
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (CoL)
APOLLO—
35c-55c-7Sc,
7 days.
Gross:
$6,600. (1,400),
(Average,
$6,500)
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT — (1,500), 3Sc-55c-75c, 7
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $11,000)
"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-5Sc-75c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,700. (Average,
$15,000)

R. V. Anderson
Quits
Universal Newsreel
Option Deal Is Near
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Warners
for two years, but returned
negotiations are being continued by
to Universal when Jack Schlaifer,
Peter Rathvon, Atlas associate, in Od- then sales manager, sent for him to
ium's absence. A minor portion of the
securities, according to present indica- reorganize the business end of the de- Only 13 Films Are
tions, will be picked up under the ex- partment.
piring option and a new one-year
Banned
by Legion
Interstate Bonuses Set
option is to be granted for the pur(^Continued
from
page 1)
chase of the remainder. The price of
Dallas, Dec. 20.— Employes of the
the securities under the new agree- Interstate Circuit are to receive as unobjectionable for adults. In
ment is said to be still unsettled, with Christmas bonuses this year as usual, other words, 1,160 out of the 1,271
RCA asking an increase in the it was made known today. The state- were approved by the Legion.
ment was issued in reply to a report
$6,000,000 option price specified in the
Of the total of 1,271, 228 were forexpiring agreement.
from Houston that no payments would
eign films and 1,043 American. The
be made.
228 foreign films were in 13 different
languages.
Plan Charity Opening
Levoy Leaves Republic
In a breakdown of the classification,
Hollidaysburg, Pa., Dec. 20.— The
the report showed that of the 13 films
Hollywood,
Dec.
20.—
Albert
E.
Blair here will open on Thursday with
Levoy has resigned as a Republic condemned by the Legion, six were
a_ special performance under the aus- producer effective Jan. 1. Levoy pro- American features and se-en were forpices of the Kiwanis Club, the proeign.
duced six films including "Portia on
ceeds to go to their fund for underIn the Class B, or objectionable in
Trial"
and
"Lady
Behave."
He
has
privileged children. Silverman Broth- no immediate plans.
part division, of the 98 features thus
ers of Altoona are the operators. The
list, 74 were American and 24 foropening attractions will be "Thin Ice"
eign productions.
To
Open
in
Cleveland
and "The Man Without a Country."
Warners will open the Colony,
Cleveland, last of a number of new
Press Plea on Quota
M. Samuelson Promoted theatres constructed by the circuit this
London,
Dec. 20. — Producers have
on Dec. 28. The policy will be
Cleveland, Dec. 20.— When War- year,
straight films.
launched a new effort to obtain Parlianers' new 2000-seat Colony opens in
mentary
protection
the conShaker Square Dec. 28, the manager
sideration ofthe
new during
Films Bill.
The
Guy Holmes Recovering
will be Maurice Samuelson, who has
the form of an amendKansas City, Dec. 20. — Guy attemptmenttook
been promoted to the job from Wardemanding an increase in the
Holmes,
city
censor,
is
recuperating
ners' Theatre in Portsmouth. Samuelson started with the Warner or- from a major operation at Menorah minimum cost for the distributors'
quota to courage
£40,000
and which would enganization asusher at the uptown.
Hospital.
reciprocity.
Odium

Starts

West;
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M
Election

Heads

Sessions

Here

Warner theatre zone managers and
home office personnel who attended
the quarterly meeting at the home
office yesterday got together last night
for an informal dinner in the Terrace
Room of the St. Moritz. Some of the
out-of-town men left for their headquarters following the affair and
others will depart today.
Among those who attended were:
Joseph Bernhard, James Coston, Nat
Wolf, I. J. Hoffman, Don Jacocks,
Moe Silver, Ted Schlanger, Harry
Kalmine, John Payette, Herb Copelan,
Howard Waugh, Clayton Bond, Ed
Hinchy, Frank Phelps, Stewart W.
McDonald, Harry Goldberg, Nat Fellman, Leonard Schlesinger, Harry
Rosenquest, Frank Marshall, Maurice
Henry, Dan Triester, Mort Blumenstock, Byron F. Moore, Abel Vigard,
Jim Brennan, Lou Kaufman, Harry
Kaplowitz, Frank Cahill, Herman
Maier, Harry Mayer, Don Sherwood,
Jules Levey, Max Blackman, Rudy
Weiss, Lou Brager and Ben Wirth.
Cooper Going to Frisco
Seattle, Dec. 20. — Roy Cooper,
who resigned as general manager of
John Danz's Sterling circuit here effective Jan. 1, will go to California
after a brief vacation.
Early in January he will become
San Francisco division manager for
the Golden State Amusement Co.
Citizens Seek Theatre
Mexico City, Dec. 20. — Craving
for film entertainment has prompted
a citizens' committee of Tlalnepantla,
a prosperous town in the state of Mexico near here, to petition the Federal
Government to exert its good offices
toward inducing establishment of at
least one theatre in the community.
Delia Lind Assigned
Hollywood,
— Delia
Lind's
American film Dec.
debut20.will
be in
the
Laurel and Hardy musical, as yet
untitled, now in preparation at the
Hal Roach studios. The singing actress was imported from Europe by
M-G-M, and a loan deal has been
signed.
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PREVIEW

Every Day's a Holiday
(Paramount)
Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Mae West turns lightly from lechery to
larceny at this point in her life's work
.if and the result is louder and
funnier than any of her sultrier exhibitions. A preview audience composed of seasoned guinea pigs indicated by lustier laughter than the
titterish snickerings accorded her earlier outgivings that the turn is
definitely for the better. The picture has its full quota of Westian double
entendre, to be sure, but unlike its predecessors it also contains other
and untainted humor dispensed by such competent comedians as Walter
Catlett, Charles Butterworth, Herman Bing and Charles Winninger,
who repeatedly steals the show from all hands.
Although in no sense to be construed as inspirational material for
the growing child, nor even as an instrument of moral uplift for adults,
the production is a consummately compounded document in the mode
and manner of the John Held, Jr., woodcuts and quite likely to click
off substantial box-office returns in theatres and communities where
sophisticates figure importantly in the commercial scheme. In this
enterprise Miss West exercises her wit more and her wiles less than
usually. She enters the picture as a Manhattan confidence woman of
1899, selling the Brooklyn Bridge to Herman Bing, and leaves it as a
triumphant fugitive from justice after selling New York City as mayor
the honest policeman who has declined to serve any of the 25 warrants
duly issued for her arrest. In the course of this blithe spoofing of
the Production Code General Principle No. 3 she burglarizes a department store and the New York Police Dept. archives in hilarious violation of Part A, Rule 2, Section 1 of the same document and commits
enough anachronisms, linguistic and musical, to prove almost positively
that it's all condonable in the name of good and relatively clean fun.
Edmund Lowe is the honest policeman who doesn't serve the warrants and Lloyd Nolan is the dishonest politician who discharges him
because he doesn't. George Rector appears briefly as himself and
Louis Armstrong is himself leading a battalion of trucking Harlemites
in the 1900 torchlight parade. Four song numbers used with telling
effect are the work of Sam Coslow, Hoagy Carmichael, Stanley Adams
and Barry Trivers. Miss West sings one of them first in French and
again in English, with different gestures.
A. Edward Sutherland turned in a finely measured direction job and

Restores

Harmony

to Writers

Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Peace and
harmony reigns between various factions of the Screen Writers' Guild of
the Authors League of America, as
a result of a surprise move in which
the officers and board of directors
were unanimously
clamation last night. reelected by acThe officers are : Dudley Nichols,
president; Charles Brackett, vicepresident; Frances Goodrich, secretary; John Grey, treasurer, and
Sheridan Gibney, Albert Hackett,
Dashiell Hammett, Lillian Hellman,
Brian Marlow, Jane Murfin, Dorothy
Parker, Samson Raphaelson, Morrie
Ryskind, Donald Ogden Stewart and
Edwin Justus Mayer, directors;
Philip Dunne, Boris Ingster, Ring
Lardner, Jr., Frank Partis, Tristram
Tupper and Anthony Veiller, alternates.
Veiller, chairman of the membership committee, reported that the
Guild now has 470 active voting members and 75 associates.
Close

Deal

on Songs

Hollywood Songs, Inc., has completed adeal with Principal Pictures
to publish two songs from "Hawaiian
Buckaroo." They are "Hawaiian
Memories" by Albert von Tilzer and
Eddie Grant and "Ridin' to the
Rhythm of the Round-Up," by Albert
von Tilzer and Harry McPherson.
The same music publishers handled
the
Along Cowboy."
Bothsongs
filmsfor
will"Roll
be released
by 20th
Century-Fox.

Donate Teaching Film
A six-reel film designed to train
teachers in progressive educational
methods has been donated to the
Board of Education of New York by
the Metropolitan Branch of the Visual
Instruction Dep't of the National Education Ass'n. The film was made in
Producer Emanuel Cohen may be said to have "shot the works." The net
result of all of these individual contributions is a picture admirably quali- 16 mm. and produced and directed by
15i
fied to determine by test whether the market for Mae West is still H. Threlkeld Edwards.
there.

Running time, 80 minutes. "A."
Argentine

Business

A dive — Cammack
Theatre construction and film production in the Argentine are continuDickinson Takes House
ing at a steady pace, Ben Cammack,
Kansas City, Dec. 20. — The Glen Latin American general manager for
W. Dickinson circuit has taken over RKO, stated yesterday.
Luiz Seeveriano Ribeiro, who opand will operate W. A. Weaver's
erates about 30 houses in Rio de
Ritz, _Leavenworth, Kan. This gives
the circuit 30 units which it operates: Janeiro, has completed a 3,000-seat
one in Iowa, 10 in Missouri and 19 theate, the Sao Luiz, which will _be
in Kansas.
ready for opening Dec. 22, according
to Cammack.
This year the Argentine will produce about 50 pictures and Mexico a
Louisville Hearing Set
similar number, he said. Brazil will
Louisville, Dec. 20. — Judge N. C. make five and Peru one.
Cureton, Federal referee in bankCammack said Hollywood producruptcy, has set Dec. 28 for a hearing
tions are "still tops and the most
on the petition of Morris W. Jones,
in the country. They comtrustee, to sell the real estate and per- popular"
about 75 per cent of the total
sonal property of Abe Bass, owner of numberpriseof
pictures shown in South
the National Theatre Building here. America.
The Italo-Chilena circuit of 30
units
in Santiago and Valparaiso and
Publish Book on Sound
suburban towns : The Ideal, Rex, AmThe Research Council of the Acadbassador and Florida, Buenos Aires,
emy has published a book, "Motion operated by Lauteret, and Caballo
Picture Sound Engineering," which have signed for RKO product, Camwas prepared by a group of studio
mack asserted. This is his first trip
sound engineers. The book, of 525 here since last June, when he attended
pages, includes the lectures before the
the company's sales convention in Holcouncil's sound course classes.
lywood.

Creditors

Give

Conn

Assent to Continue
Los Angeles, Dec. 20. — Creditors
unanimously agreed today to permit
Maurice Conn to conduct the affairs
of Ambassador Pictures, Inc., and
Conn Prod., Inc., pending reorganization of the companies under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act.
Federal Judge George Cosgrave approved Conn's status after a long
conference of the producer with his
creditors.
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(Quotations at close of Dec. 20)
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NBC

FCC
On

Receives

Request
West

Show

{Continued from page 1)
program that a skit on it last Sunday
offended the religious sensibilities of
some of our listeners. Our hope is to
make each and every hour spent with
us both entertaining and edifying. We
pledge ourselves to that purpose and
sincerely regret any unintended offense
that
have been
It may
is believed
thatgiven."
this is the first
instance of a sponsor assuming guilt
for having offended listeners to its
program, and acknowledging that
guilt on the air by broadcasting an
apology.
In asking for a full report on the
Mae West broadcast, including a copy
of the script, a copy of the contract of
Chase & Sanborn and the names and
locations of the programs carrying the
program, McNich explained that the
commission has received a great many
letters protesting the broadcast.
Letters Emphatic
"If the writers of the many letters
were correct in referring to the Mae
West skit as profane, obscene, indecent, vulgar, filthy, dirty, sexy and insulting to the American public, then I
have no hesitancy in saying that the
licensees of the stations over which it
was broadcast have been derelict in
the
discharge
their duties," said McNinch
in his of
letter.
He stated, however, that the commission had not prejudiced the case,
holding its decision "until all the facts
are before it."
Regarding the number of stations
which carried the broadcast, the Chase
& Sanborn network comprises 61 stations of the Red network.
With public apologies offered by all
concerned with the broadcast, the Rev.
Dr. Maurice S. Sheehy, head of the
Dep't of Religion of Catholic University, who earlier in the week had called
for extension of the Legion of Decency drive to cover radio, declared
yesterday that he was satisfied and
would pursue the matter no further.
Dr. Sheehy characterized the whole
episode as "a mistake."
Demands License Be Revoked
Washington, Dec. 20. — Addressing
the F. C. C. by letter. Representative
Connery (Dem., Mass.), demanded today that the F. C. C. revoke the license of the radio station from which
Mae West's broadcast on the Chase &
Sanborn hour originated last week.
He declared that broadcast was "indecent."
[The Chase & Sanborn program does
not originate in any one station. The
program is aired from the NBC studios in Hollywood, and is piped to 61
stations of the Red web. — Ed.]
Connery said that the "commission
was derelict in enforcing the Communications Act." He announced he
would demand a Congressional investigation of the commission at the next
session of Congress. "It is time," he
wrote, tioned
_"the
commission
either
funcinthe interests
of the
American
people or admitted incompetence and
permitted the President to place men
on the commission who will function
in the interests of the American people, rather than satelites acting for the
additional enrichment of a private
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Radio
Carol

Campaign

Cincinnati, Dec. 20. — Peter
Grant, newscaster, has invited
Paul Kennedy, radio editor of
the Cincinnati Post, to tell
the world why he objects to
the unlimited playing and

i

Treaty
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Personals
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E,
MARY
ator, McBRID
will fly to
commentRET
CBS MARGA
singing of the carol, "Silent
Florida Dec. 23 to spend the ChristNight." Kennedy will air his
mas holidays with her family. Her
campaign to save the carol
broadcasts will emanate from that
during Grant's
program
tostate during her stay there . . . Dormorrow. Kennedy,
through
othy Gordon will present her twice anhis column, recently began a
nual "Children's Carnival" from the
campaign to preserve the fastage of the Windsor Theatre, beginvorite Christmas song.
ning Christmas day and continuing
twice daily to Jan. 2 . . . Her CBS
"Children's Corner" programs during
that period will be presented from the
Weber Predicts 200
theatre . . . Fernand Gravet and Florence Rice will be presented on the final
IRNA
Station Pacts
Theatre" program Dec. 26 in
"Silver
Two hundred contracts from the
as yet to be selected.
vehicle
a
I.R.N.A. stations will have been re+
ceived by tomorrow, when the deadSan Francisco Town Pump
line for the documents will be reached,
it was estimated yesterday by Joseph
San Francico, Dec. 20. — Vocalist
N. Weber, president of the A. F. of Grayce Joyce (KPO), stricken
M.
shortly before a broadcast, was rushed
Weber appeared optimistic over the to a hospital for an ear operation. She
outlook, and he indicated that it was will return to the air Jan. 1. . . Roger
only a question of a comparatively Burke's band will follow Harry
short time before his plan to bring Owens at the Sir Francis Drake
about a re-employment in radio of (MBS) Dec. 30, with Roger Pryor's
hundreds of musicians now unem- orchestra opening there Jan. 20. . .
ployed, would be declared operative.
Hal Burdick, former Seattle newspaIn all probability, the A. F. of M.
perman whose "Night Editor" stories
head and the I.R.N.A. committee will are aired each Sunday night over
KPO
and
the coast Red network, will
meet tomorrow at the oflSce of the
fly to Seattle during Christmas week
Federation.
to "em cee" a charity frolic. . . After
six months on NBC's coast Red netNew Child Air Show
work, "Dr. Kate," a country doctor
serial, leaves the air Jan. 1.
To Be Heard on NBC
A new children's dramatic series,
"Dick Tracy," based on the newspa- Court Upholds Sale
per comic strip, will be inaugurated
Of KTHS,
Arkansas
over the NBC-Red network Jan. 3.
Little
Rock,
Ark.,
Dec. 20. — ReThe contract is for 13 week- Quaker
moval of KTHS from Hot Springs
Oats Co. will sponsor over 12 stations. The schedule is for Mondays National Park to Little Rock and inthrough Fridays, from 5 to 5:15 P.
crease of power from 10,000 watts became a possibility today when the
M. Fletcher & Ellis of Chicago is
the agency.
Arkansas Supreme Court upheld the
right of the board of Governors of
the
Hot Springs Chamber of ComMorrell Will Have
merce to sell the station to Col. T.
H. Barton of Eldorado.
New
Series on NBC
The board contracted early in 1936
John Morrell Co. will sponsor a to sell the station to Barton and
new series over the NBC-Red net- Radio Enterprises, Inc., for $75,000.
work starting Jan. 9 from 2 to 2:15 Members of the chamber contested the
P. M. and Sundays thereafter at the sale in court.
same time for 26 weeks. The show
Col. Barton, through his representawill feature Bob Becker and guests
tive, G. E. Zimmerman, vice-president
and Irma Glen at the organ. The
and
general
manager of Radio Enterprogram will originate in Chicago and
prises, Inc., today said that approxiwill be offered over 18 stations. Henri,
mately $200,000 would be expended on
Hurst & McDonald is the agency.
the station if the F. C. C. approves
its removal to Little Rock. Zimmerman is in charge of KARK, Little
Higgins Executive
Rock NBC outlet.
Of Fizdale Agency
Paul Crowley to Handle Art
Don Higgins, formerly director of
Hollywood,
Dec. 20. — Paul Crowley
publicity _ for CBS, has been appointed vice-president and news direc- has been signed as art director to artor of Tom Fizdale, Inc. Higgins will
range the scenery for the "Good News
assume his new duties today, and will
1938" broadcasts at the El Capitan
Theatre.
operate from the New York office of of
the publicity firm.
Miss Carroll, Aherne on Lux
Madeleine Carroll and Brian Aherne
few." He inquired if it were true that
the president of NBC (Major Lohr) will be starred in the Lux "Radio
had personally authorized the broad- Theatre" presentation of "Beloved
cast of the program.
Enemy" to be broadcast over CBS
Representative Donald L. O'Toole Dec. 27.
(Dem., N. Y.), joined in the demand
Federal Promotes Robinson
for a probe, declaring radio quality
has lowered recently. He revealed that
D. E. Robinson, director of research
he had filed a complaint with the and personnel, has been appointed general manager of the Federal AdvertisF. C. C. on the program shortly after
it ended.
ing Agency, Inc.

Ratification
To

Be

Delayed

(Continued from page 1)
eliminated with one exception. The
United States will not lose any stations by the pact, which, however, will
require the shifting of stations from a
number of frequencies to higher channels, some as much as 40 kilocycles.
Increases in power also will be required for stations suffering from interference, with clear channel stations
divided into two groups, one having
minimum power of 50,000 watts. A
dozen stations will be put into the
band between 1,500 and 1,600 kilocycles, not long ago set aside for
broadcasting.
Pointing out that the agreement will
assure better reception in the future,
Craven said, "The price paid by the
United States for this improved service and the prevention of chaotic radio
conditions is remarkably small because
not one of its 700 broadcasting stais seriously terms
affected."
The tionsfavorable
were reached,
he explained, in the face of demands
from the other three countries for
many channels additional to those they
now use, the granting of which would
have
off theforced
air. many American stations
Prepare Disc Show
For Mutual Airing
Columbus, Dec. 20. — Under the direction of Abram Ruvinsky, a 16-piece
string ensemble is making the first of
a 26-week series of transcribed quarter-hour programs, under the title of
"Vanity Box," sponsored by the
House of Del Van, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
They will be aired over WHKC, local Mutual outlet, Monday through
Saturday, with WOWO, Ft. Wayne,
carrying the broadcast concurrently.
The recordings are being made in
the local studio under supervision of
Edward Anderson, chief engineer,
from scripts prepared by the WHKC
continuity staff. Robert French, production manager, is producing the
show, and Charles V. Lutz will be
the announcer.
Colgate

Renews

Two

Programs
Over CBS
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet yesterday
renewed two of its current programs
on CBS.
Extensions are for a year.
The "Myrt & Marge" series, heard
Mondays through Fridays, from 10 :15
to 10:30 A. M., is renewed, effective
Jan.
3. The series is broadcast over
60 stations.
"Gang Busters," broadcast Wednesdays from 10 to 10:30 P. M., over
a 57-station hookup, is renewable, effective Jan. 12. Both programs are
handled through Benton & Bowles.
Report Ruffner Quitting R&R
Well founded rumors last night had
it that "Tiny" Ruffner, Ruthrauff &
Ryan vice-president and producer of
that agency's west coast network proin hisaccepted.
resignation and ductions,
thathad handed
it had been
According to the same report, Ruffner will shortly become identified with
Young & Rubicam.
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Federal

Dismiss

Move

Against

In

RKO

Setup

Is Withdrawn
Action

Due

to Ending

Mickey's

Objections

of

Edward J. Hickey, an RKO stockholder of Washington, D. C, informed Federal Judge William Bondy
in U. S. District Court here yesterday
that he was withdrawing his objections to the RKO reorganization plan
which Hickey had advanced on the
grounds that Section 77-B of the
Bankruptcy Act was unconstitutional.
On the basis of Rickey's contentions, Lamar Hardy, U. S. Attorney
for the New York district, had filed a
petition with the Federal court here
for leave to intervene in the RKO
reorganization proceedings in order to
answer Hickey's allegations of the unconstitutionality ofthe Federal reorganization statute. The Government's petition was to have been
returnable today, but as a result of
Hickey's withdrawal of his objections
Hardy will not pursue the application to intervene at this time. The
(Continued on page 7)

YORK,
Gary

WEDNESDAY,
Suit

Paramount

Indianapolis, Dec. 21. — The Gary
Theatre Co. today asked and was
granted dismissal of its suit in U. S.
District Court here for an injunction
compelling Paramount to deliver 10
feature pictures allegedly under the
1936-1937 contract but not delivered.
The request asked that the suit be
dismissed without prejudice and this
also was granted by Judge Robert C.
Baltzell. The plea came just as the
judge sat down to begin work on a
stack of briefs totaling several hundred pages filed by both sides.
Perry E. O'Neal of the law firm of
Dailey, O'Neal, Dailey and Efroymson, legal representatives in Indianapolis, for Paramount, asserted that
he knew of no settlement in the case.
However, informed sources here believe that the plaintiffs have reached
an agreement satisfactory to them
with the producer and that there is a
strong possibility of friendly relations
hereafter. Plaintiffs in the action were
the Gary Theatre Co., Young Amusement Co. and Theatrical Managers,
Inc. V. U. Young of Gary is president of all three.
The action was begun in September
(Continued on page 10)
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U. S. Pressure

London, Dec. 21. — Oliver
Stanley, president of the
Board of Trade, declared in
the House of Commons today
that the British Government
has received many communications from Washington concerning films but none referring specifically to separate
quotas or a film commission,
and no attempt has been
made to impose pressure in
any regard.

TEN
Universal

Group

to

Shorts,

Feature
Plan

CENTS

Sales

No Successor
Edward Bonns

for

Universal's short subject sales department will be consolidated with the
feature sales under the plans being inaugurated after the first of the year,
when William A. Scully takes over
Ted Healy Is Dead;
the oost of Universal general sales
Heart Attack Cause manager. In line with these plans no
to Edward Bonns, who reHollywood, Dec. 21. — A compara- successor
signed as short subject sales manager
tively few hours after preview this week,
will be named.
audiences had acclaimed his work in
Present indications are that no asWarners' "Hollywood Hotel," Ted
sistant to Scully will be named to fill
Healy early today was stricken with
post for which Lou Weinberg,
a heart attack and died at 11 A. M. the
Columbia circuit sales manager, had
Death came at his home in West- been slated. Division sales managers
wood. He is survived by his widow,
were advised by Scully during their
the former Betty Hickman, whom he
last weekend that no promarried in 1936, and by an infant son, meeting here
motions would be made except from
John Jacob, born last Friday, to Mrs. the ranks. While the post of assistant
Healy who is in University Hospital
sales manager may not be created, the
and has not been informed of her hus- post of western division manager may
band's death.
filled by Scully after the first of
Healy was born in Houston, Tex., he
the year.
Oct. 1, 1896, and was educated at
Holy Innocents School in that city
California Banning
and at De La Salle Institute in New
Selection Plan on
York. Following seven years of sucCongress Adjourns;
Awards
Meets Delay
stage and films
vaudeville
experiEvery Chance
Game
ence cessful
he entered
in 1930
and
Hollywood,
Dec.
21. — The shaping
San Francisco, Dec. 21. — Bank since that time has appeared in many
Mileage Bill Voted
Night, Screeno and all similar games of the leading productions of 20th of final plans for the selection of
today were declared illegal by State Century-Fox, Warners and M-G-M, nominees and the final voting for the
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
four acting awards of the Academy
Washington, Dec. 21. — The special Attorney General Webb in a letter to to whom he was under contract at the today were held up pending additional
time
of
his
death.
all
district
attorneys
and
police
heads.
session of Congress adjourned tonight,
"Such schemes are illegal, however
Services for Healy have been tenta- conferences among leaders of the
its most important legislative conScreen Actors' Guild, which has been
tribution being the appropriation of played," said Webb. He added that
tively set for Thursday at St. Au- loting.
asked to determine the method of balthose who followed the game by standmileage allowances for its members.
gustine's Catholic Church in Culver
ing in the lobby without paying admis- City. Meanwhile, the body is at the
Of the important matters on the
The guild representatives on the
sion are also participating in illegal Noice, Smith & Salisbury funeral
awards committee, which last night
President's program, the Hour and
chapel.
Wage Bill was sent back to commit- gambling.
proposed that only guild members
tee, probably to die; the Farm and
nominate and determine final winners,
Housing Bills were passed by both
agreed to confer with guild leaders
houses and sent to conference.
again after it was pointed out that
Has
Highest
Business
Nothing was done during the ses- CBS
in the writers' and directors' awards,
sion with respect to motion picture,
all writers and directors will nomiradio or tax legislation, all of which
nate in their respective classifications
were deferred until the January session.
while the final balloting will be thrown
Volume
of Any
Air
Network
(Continued on page 7)

O'Toole Urges Radio
Censor in Statement
Washington, Dec. 21. — Reoresentative O'Toole of New York, in a
statement for the Congressional Record, denounced Mae West's skit on
the recent Chase & Sanborn program
as an "all-time low" in radio entertainment.
Proposing that Congress investigate
radio, he said, "Few people in this
country like censorship, but if a company has not sufficient sense not to
allow such a program as that of Dec
(Continued on page 8)

CBS, for the second consecutive
year, has the highest business volume
of any network in radio history, the
annual figures reveal. A breakdown
for 1937 shows a business total of
$28,828,058 for 1937, an increase of
24.4 per cent in gross billing, or
$5,659,910 over 1936, when the billings
totaled $23,168,148. The December
billings are estimated.
The breakdown also shows increases
Additional

Radio

in total billings for 13 different industries, and a 25.9 per cent greater
average expenditure per client. It
shows also that the $8,728,312 spent
for daytime gross billings in 1937 almost doubles the amount spent for
morning and afternoon advertising in
the previous year.
In the way of classifications, soaps
and household supplies accounts gained
(Continued on page 8)

Developments — Pp. 8-10

Examination
In Raw

Stock

Ordered
Action

Herbert solidated
J. Yates,
presidentInc.,
of ConFilm Industries,
and
R. I. Poucher, vice-president, were
directed to appear for an examination
before trial on Jan. 4 by Justice
Charles B. McLaughlin in the N. Y.
Supreme Court yesterday. Consolidated, Universal, Eastman Kodak, J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., Print Stock Corp.,
Jules E. Brulatour,
CarlpageLaemmle
and
(Continued on
7)
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Board

of MPPDA

In Routine Session
The quarterly meeting of the board
of the M. P. P. D. A. was held
yesterday with 10 directors or their
representatives in attendance. Only
routine business was transacted by the
meeting, according to a Hays office
statement. Attending the session were
Barney Balaban, Paramount; Harry
Buckley, United Artists ; R. H. Cochrane, Universal ; Jack Cohn, Columbia ; E. W. Hammons, Educational ;
E. B. Hatrick, Cosmopolitan : Will H.
Hays, president ; Sidney R. Kent, 20th
Century- Fox; Nicholas M. Schenck,
M-G-M; Albert W. Warner, Warners; Carl E. Milliken, M. P. P. D.
A. secretary; George Borthwick, assistant treasurer, and Josenh Hazen,
Warner legal aide.

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen
ADOLPH POLLAK
HOME OFFICE:
Qeneral M0r.
130 9th ATS., N. Y. 0.
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PREVIEW

Loew

Presents

Gives
to Staff

Arthur Loew, head of the M-G-M
foreign department, yesterday gave
out personal bonuses to approximately 60 employes in the home office
and New York exchange of the international department. The gifts
from Loew amounted to a week's salary and an extra $25 for Christmas
dinners
for employes'
families. gesture
Exclusive
of this annual

Hollywood
Hotel
( Warners)
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Warners' entry in the film musical sweepstakes, "Hollywood Hotel," serves to hold for the company a leading
place in that phase of film fare. Public reaction to the preview indicated by Loew, all employes of the company who earn $100 a week, or less,
that the picture should be headed for top grosses everywhere, and among
all types of audiences. It provides exhibitors with a wealth of exploita- will be given two weeks' salary.
Loew will sail Sunday on the Nortion material, the value of which appears only limited by the extent of mandie
for a five-month tour of
its use.
foreign offices under his jurisdiction.
The advance information that the film would top anything the studio
has turned out in musical and related glamor and magnitude, appears
to be borne out. Lavishly produced, it tells a Hollywood success story Coast Dinner Swells
that sparkles with romance and comedy and moves swiftly to the tune
Jewish Charity Fund
of eight or 10 catchy melodies. It is a picture of Hollywood via the
Contributions by members of the
radio program of the title name.
theatrical and film industries to the
Romantically it is the story of a country boy who has won a New York-Brooklyn campaign of
Hollywood contract and an extra girl who is the image of a tempera- the Federation for the Support of
mental star. The comedy angle concerns the star and a handsome "ham." Jewish Philanthropic Societies reached
The combination makes for drama and comedy, with the laughs dom- a total of $134,200 as a result of an
$37,050 raised at a dinner
inating. Dick Powell hits the heights when he is asked to accompany additional
in Hollywood Monday night.
Lola Lane, leading star, to a premiere. But she balks and Rosemary
The dinner on the coast was held at
Lane is hired as a substitute. Their hour of glory is short, as Hugh the Hillcrest Country Club and the
Herbert and Ted Healy add to the merriment.
contribution figures were phoned by
The couple end by working in Edgar Kennedy's drive-in restaurant. Chairman Louis K. Sidney to amusement division headquarters at the
A sensation as a singer there, Powell is hired to sing for Alan Mow- Hotel Piccadilly
here.
bray, and the latter's expert mimicking sent the preview audience into
The Federation is seeking to raise
stitches. Mowbray is engaged to sing on Louella Parson's radio pro- a grand total of $6,250,000 for 116
gram, and the secret is out. With Mowbray's reputation at stake, Powell affiliated welfare agencies.
disappears, but is found by Healy. Again Rosemary Lane simulates the
star and Mowbray is taken for a ride. The tuneful and highly effective
finale features Raymond Page and his orchestra and the combined play- Warners-Stanley
ing and singing of swing numbers in which Benny Goodman and his
Officers Renamed
band join, while Powell and Rosemary are assured. of their coveted picDirectors
of Warners and Stanley
ture contracts.
Co. of America, theatre subsidiary,
Listing all those entitled to credit would mean noting the entire cast. yesterday reelected all officers at an
Besides those named, Allyn Joslyn, Glenda Farrell and Curt Boris de- annual meeting held at the home office.
serve special mention. Jerry Wall and Maurice Leo, who did the story, Harry M. Warner is president of the
and Richard Macauley, who collaborated on the screenplay, touched on parent company ; Jack L. and Albert
everything that can or has happened in Hollywood, yet maintained a Warner, Sam E. Morris and Herman
continuity. Richard Whiting and John Mercer did the music and lyrics, Starr, vice-presidents ; Albert Warner,
and Busby Berkeley, in his direction, took a few liberties, but gave the treasurer ; Samuel Carlisle, W. Stewart McDonald and Paul A. Chase, asfilmis a showmanship flair. It is a picture for the exhibitor to push for all
sistant treasurers ; Robert W. Perkins,
it'
worth.
secretary and general counsel ; Harold
S. Bareford and E. K. Hessberg, asRunning time, 110(Additional
minutes. "G."
sistant secretaries ; Carlisle, compReviews on Page 7)
troller.
The meetings held yesterday were
Wide Publicity Goes
routine and were not attended by the
Music Hall Expects
president, who is on the coast.
$83,000 on the Week
To Disney's
Hollywood,
Dec. 21.—Feature
An unusual
"I'll Take Romance" is expected
to finish with $83,000 at the Music number of publicity "breaks" have Organizer Opposes
Hall tonight. According to the man- been obtained for the Walt Disney
CIO in Hollywood
agement, the business on the first week cartoon feature, "Snow White and
Hollywood, Dec. 21.— The C. I. O.
of the picture is 25 per cent better than the Seven Dwarfs," in national magazines of general circulation.
will not attempt to organize Hollyany year for pre-Christmas Week.
The "breaks" include three pages
wood workers, if its leaders follow a
in Life, two pages in Stage, the cover report and recommendations of R.
Postpone Dietrich Film
and a Disney article in Time, an ar- W, Kohl, director of film organizaHollywood, Dec. 21. — "French
tion, who, upon completing a survey
ticle in Collier's, another in Liberty,
without Tears," Paramount's forth- "Snow White" stories in Good House- of the field, resigned to return to his
coming Marlene Dietrich starring vekeeping, an article in Town and Coun- former A. F. of L. local membership.
hicle, has been postponed and Miss
Kohl withdrew from the M. P.
considerable space in McCall's,
Dietrich will be permitted to make a with try,
color plates ; articles in This Painters' Local 644 some time ago to
picture elsewhere before resuming
Country Home Magazine, Bet- become C. I. O. organization director
work on the current film. Paramount Week,
ter Homes and Gardens, four pages
filmeflFect
industry.
His resignastated that the postponement was Popular Science and an elaborate ar-in for the
tion took
yesterday.
caused by "story difficulties and castticle schedul
for Popular Me_
In his report he said: "It would be
chanics. Theedpublicity material was
ing problems" and that the decision
was reached amicably between the handled through Gregory Dickson, ill advised to start a C. I. O. organiactress and Adolph Zukor,
zation drive in Hollywood."
in charge of Disney studio publicity.
Doyle En Route Here
London, Dec. 21. — Stuart F. Doyle,
former managing director of Greater
Union Theatres, Australia, left England today on the Berengaria, en
route to New York, Hollywood,
Australia and South Africa.

Ampa to Present Gifts
Knighters to Lunch
Gifts will be distributed to guests
The Monday Knighters will hold a and members of the Ampa tomorrow
Christmas party tomorrow at the
at the Christmas luncheon at the InTavern during lunch hour. It's an
ternational Casino. The entire proannual affair with the local exhibitorceeds of the annual festivities will go
exchange men.
to the Film Daily Relief Fund.
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE is now on
vacation prior to starting work in
"Little Miss Broadway," her next
film.
•
Charles Stern, U. A. district
manager, is back from a tour of Boston, Buffalo, Washington and New
Haven exchanges.
•

Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20, No. 29
(20fh Century-Fox)
The review of 12 different sports at
the tail end of this issue is easily the
most interesting sequence. The roster
of activities from aquatics to yachting

is paraded with a number of "in action" scenes. Ed Thorgersen reels off
the statistics connected with each
event.
For the rest of the reel there are
Phillips Holmes, who was scheduled to arrive tomorrow on the Nor- scenes of army movements in China,
mandie, missed the boat at South- Russian parachute jumping, personalities aboard the new Union Pacific
hampton.
•
streamlined train en route to Sun
Lois
Campbell, Paramount Valley, Idaho, and Lew Lehr pulls a
player, will leave the coast by plane fast one on Floridian braggadocio
Friday for Chicago, where she will when scenes of bathing girls lampoonspend the holidays • with her family.
ing the state's balmy climate are
shown. The girls picket the Chamber
Tyrone Power will arrive here on of Commerce and do a sit down on
the Century Dec. 30 to attend the account of the chilly weather. They
world premiere of • "In Old Chicago." are routed by a water hose.
Running time, 10^2 mins.
P.
George J. Schaefer and James
MuLVEY will return from the coast
News of the Day
today.
•
Vol. 9, No. 227
Louis Weber has left N. Y. Hos- (M-G-M)
pital and is recuperating at this home
A good assortment of current
from a second operation.
events, sports, style, trains and anni•
versaries are included in this issue,
Peggy Goldberg of G. B. will leave and they generally are pleasant and
on the Georgic holiday cruising in the newsy.
West Indies.
First place is filled with scenes of
•
the Chinese affair. The exodus of
A. W. Smith, Jr., general sales civilians from Nanking and Japanese
manager for United Artists, will leave troops parading in Shanghai are
today by train for Miami.
shown. "The "break" from Alcatraz
•
is covered with shots of the island and
Anatole Litvak, European direc- the vigil of the pursuers. The new
tor under contract to Warners, is due streamlined train, "The City of Los
tomorrow on the N ormandie .
Angeles," is shown speeding along a
•
section of the New York Central system. The Russians descend in paraUrsula Parrott's story, "Infidelchutes on Moscow while Josef Stalin
ity," has been purchased
by
M-G-M.
•
looks on and in the same vein, the
MoRT Nathanson flew to Boston ceremonies at Kitty Hawk in honor
yesterday.
of the Wright brothers are offered.
The Woman's Page presents bathing
suit styles modeled by shapely beauties
Rogers Named Producer and a family portrait of a FramingHollywood, Dec. 21. — Bogart ham, Mass., couple who have 13 children, si.x of them twins born in the
Rogers, who recently has been a story
past
36
months. This department
aide for William LeBaron, managing director of Paramount production, closes with interesting shots of a
today was named a producer.
"Gay Nineties" bicycle party in Central Park. The reel concludes with
eye-opening shots of a basketball game
in New York.
Running time, 8 mins.
P.
SUNSHINE

ROUTE
TO

LOS

ANGELES
• Only American takes you by the
comfortable all year route, through
southern sunshine, to the coast. Overnight through service. No change of
planes. The Mercury leaves 5:1 0
pm. The Southerner leaves 9:00 pm.
Call your trove/ ogent or VAnderbllt 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave.
And Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49lh St.
AMERICAN
AIRUNES,

Inc.

Paramount
No. 40

News

(Paramount)
Most of the release is comprised of
scenes of war stricken China with the
camera focussed on events leading to
the bombing of the Panay, the tense
excitement at the International Settle
ment, the sudden break-up of a Japan
ese parade in Shanghai when a Korean
hurls a bomb, killing one of the sol
diers, the capture of Nanking and
flight of homeless victims, Japanese
air raids and refugees taking to the

''Dwarfs"

in Opening
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Film personalities turned out en masse last
night for the opening of "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs" at the Carthay
Circle. The affair was broadcast over
an NBC nationwide hookup.

Subject

Parade

On Panay, "f/" Plan
A special three-reel release to be
known as "The Bombing of the PaYangtse River, unmindful of the fate nay" will be compiled by Universal
ahead of them.
from 5,000 feet of film photographed
aboard the ship by Norman Alley,
Then there is Russia's proud aerial Universal Newsreel cameraman, who
maneuvers with mass parachute jumping and sham battles before Stalin, a is scheduled to arrive in San Franpicturesque sight.
terday. cisco on Sunday by China Clipper
Two other items show collegiate from Manila, the company stated yesbasketball with Illinois University
Alley was said to have been the last
downing St. John's of New York for passenger to be taken aboard the
a score of 6"'-45 ; and Giovanni Mar- Panay and the last to leave it after
tinelli, opera star, entertaining unfor- the attack by Japanese bombing planes
festival. tunate children in a pre-Christmas which sent it to the bottom of the
The war scenes are vivid and a Yangtze River. With the incident still
stark picture of the scenes behind the subject of international discussion
by the American and Japanese governnewspaper
Japan's
of China. Itstories
is the ofbest
featureinvasion
of the
ments, and with Japanese official accounts of the incident contradicting
reel and worth seeing.
Running time, 9 mins.
O. those of eye-witnesses, Alley's films
have a significance unusual in newsreel material. A complete, un-edited print of his negative will go diRKO Pathe News
rect to Washington for the use of
Vol. 9, No. 44
State
Dep't,
Navy
and other
Govern(RKO)
ment officials.
Universal
stated.
The reel is expected to be ready for
The nine items in this reel are interesting. The degree of interest varies release to theatres by Dec. 28.
After a trans-oceanic telephone conbut on the whole they should comversation with Alley in Manila,
pletely engage attention.
The Alcatraz jailbreak is the lead. Charles Ford, Universal Newsreel editor, reported that the cameraman not
It is followed by shots of a clever invention that serves tennis balls. The only caught most of the happenings
Navy Air Corps honors the Wright aboard the Panay during the bombing,
brothers at Kitty Hawk. Pennsyl- but also the subsequent shore events,
vania's war on pneumonia is briefly including shots of wounded survivors
Japanese Army patrols.
but effectively documented. Philadel- andAlley
was forced to take special
phia society parading about a ballroom
in the oddest of headgear should draw precautions in order to retain his film,
laughs. There are scenes near Ver- which also includes considerable footage on the burning and bombing of
sailles of the villa where Jean de
Koven, the American dancer, was Nanking. The film was insured by
rival in Manila.
for $250,000 on Alley's armurdered
by a "bluebeard."
Thrilling Universal
scenes of iceboat
racing on Greenwood
Lake in New Jersey, a rodeo in Los
Angeles and a Russian parachute
jumping stunt conclude the issue.
Running time, 8 mins.
P.
GIVE
HER
Universal Newsreel
Vol. 9, No. 625
( Universal)
The makeup of this issue maintains
a good balance of news that is pictorially fresh and it also injects a bit
of holiday atmosphere.
The lead is occupied by the SinoJapanese affair. The Rising Sun
troops are seen in a victory parade in
Shanghai which was marred by a
bomb, thrown by a Chinese. It is
gruesome.
The rest of the material includes
Christmas music sung by the choir of
St. Lukes Church in Evanston, 111. ;
scenes about Alcatraz Island and stills
of the two escaped convicts, the ceremonies at Kitty Hawk on the 34th anniversary of the flight of the Wright
brothers, a Marshall, Mo., man named
Santa Claus, bathing suits on attractive girls at Miami Beach, a rodeo in
Los Angeles and a military demonstration of mass parachute jumping in
Afoscow. The last is graphically filmed
with a number of effective closeups of
the jumpers sitting on the planes waiting for the signal.
Running time, 8 mins.
P.
Take

Over

the West

End

Max A. Cohen and Harry Shiffman have taken over the West End.
No policy_^ has been set. Cohen is
head of Cinema Circuit and Shiffman
operates Isle Theatres wit'i units in
New Jersey and Staten Island.

FOR

A

XMAS

PRESTO

JR.

RECORDING PHONOGRAPH
The amazing little instrument that
makes a phonograph record of your
voice — then plays it right back to
A unique and original gift — extremely useful to the young actress or
musician
training and — a
riot of funforat voice
any party.
For injormation.
you.New York — Presto Recording Corp.
CHelsea
2-6425B. Neely
Hollywood
— Norman
Hillside
9133
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•Truth''

"Merry"

As

Good

Frisco's

Takes

Slide

San Francisco, Dec. 2.1— With
four holdovers and shoppers staying
away from box-offices, grosses were
in a bad way for the week. The only
attraction to get into the profit column was "Merry-Go-Round of 1938,"
on a dual with "Murder in Greenwich
Village" at the Orpheum. The $8,500
take was over par by $500.
"52nd Street" and "Action for
Slander" were off to $4,000 in a second week at the Embassy, "Submarine D-1" and "Sh, the Octopus"
took a weak $4,500 in the third downtown week at the St. Francis, and
"Prisoner of Zenda" had only $5,500
in the fourth week at the United
Artists.
Total first run business was $73,200.
Average is $86,000.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 14:
(RKO)
VICTORIA, THE GREAT"
15c-35c-40c-55c,
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), Gross:
$13,000.
band.
Stage,
7 days.
(Average, $16,000)
"BARRIER" (Para.)
"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT_(2,740), 15c-35c-40c-55c75c, 7 days. Gross: $11,800. (Average,
$13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 15:
"52ND STREET (U. A.)
"ACTION FOR SLANDER" (U. A.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-65c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average,
$6,000)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (ZOth-Fox)
FOX— (5,000), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $15,000. (Average, $17,000)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938" (Univ.)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
(Col.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440), 15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $8,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
"SH, THE OCTOPUS" (W. B.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
7 days, 3rd downtown week. Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40c55c-65c, 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,680), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average,
$13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 17:
"LETZTE ROSE" (Vienna Films)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$900. (Average, $1,000)

Out

Hollywood

Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Katharine
Hepburn's next RKO vehicle will be
"The Mad Miss Manton," from the
story by Wilson Collison. John
Monks, Jr., and Fred Finklehoffe
are adapting the story, which Pandro
S. Berman will produce.
Dorothy Lamour goes from a
sarong to a scrape in "Ensenada," her
next Paramount picture. Ray Milland will appear opposite her, with
Martha Raye, Bob Burns, Tito
GuizAR supporting . . . "Song of Hell,"
tentative title for M. Jean's French
story of Devil's Island, will be one
of George Raft's future vehicles at
Paramount . . . M-G-M is giving another musical number to Fanny
Brice in "Everybody Sing," reopening shooting. The number, written by
"Snooks."to
and Ruby,
Kalmar
Madeleine
Careollis titled
has returned
Hollywood after four months' absence. Her next will be "The River
Is Blue" for Walter Wanger ... A
new contract extension has been given
to Spencer Tracy by M-G-M . . .
Fred MacMurray draws the top role
in Paramount's "Cocoanut Grove"
. . . Jerry Sackheim, Universal story
head, is back after four weeks in New
York . . . Among
Bryan Foy's
production
schedulesbusy
at Warners
is a
picture,
"When
Were. . .You
Born,"
dealing with
astrology
Hal Roach
has put back start of shooting on
"Swiss Miss," Laurel and Hardy
feature, to Dec. 27, because of the
illness of Della Lind . . . "Blondie
White," which Warners will make
from the London stage play, has been
re-titled "Footsteps in the Dark."

Way

In

of the Rainbow's End," Monogram
. . . Gail Patrick will play Deanna
Durbin's mother in "Mad About
Music," Universal . . . Warren HyMER
in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,"
Paramount.
+

to Open

Theatres

This

Two
Week

Pittsburgh

For

3rd

Week

Pittsburgh, Dec. 21. — The worst
weather of the year, with rains and
sleet, hit first run business here. Only
Contracts — Oliver Hinsdell, Para- the Alvin managed to stand up, netting anice $8,000 on the third and last
mount talent coach, given a new contract . . . Warners take up options
week of "The Awful Truth."
of James Stephenson and Bruce
At the Penn, "A Damsel in Distress" turned in a miserable $9,700 and
Lister, English players . . . Harry
Fischbeck, cinematographer, given a "First Lady" and Henry Busse's band
contract extension at Paramount . . . couldn't better $15,500 at the Stanley.
RKO gives Helen Meinardi, film "Portia on Trial" and "Hollywood
writer, a contract . . . M-G-M extends Round-Up" tumbled the Fulton to
the pact of Sigmund Romberg, com- $2,400, with the Warner getting
poser . . . Paramount gives new term
deal to Michael Brooke, player . . . around $4,100 in eight days with "This
"She's was
No $39,700.
Lady."
TotalPlease"
first runandbusiness
20th Century-Fox retains J. Edward Way
Average is $45,000.
Bromberg for a new option period.
+
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec.
16:
"AWFUL
TRUTH" (Col.)
Story Buys and Writers — M-G-M
ALVIN—
(2,000),
25c-50c, 3rd week, 8
buys "Baby Face," by George Bruce
. . . Leonore Coffee draws the screen- days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $6,500)
"PORTIA ON TRIAL" (Republic)
"HOLLYWOOD ROUND-UP" (Col.)
to Print,"is
of "Unfit
play assignment
Warners
. . . Seton
I. Miller
FULTON— (1,750), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,500)
working on the script of "You Can't $2,400."DAMSEL
IN DISTRESS" (RKO)
"
Escape Forever,
same
lot
.
.
.
Paramount assignments : Frederick H.
PENN— (3,300), 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$9,700. (Average,
$11,000) (W.B.)
"FIRST LADY"
Brennan on "Four Leaf Clover ;"
Ken Englund on "Give 'Em the
STANLEY — (3,600). 25c-60c, 7 days.
Axe ;" Virginia Van Up? on "Are Stage:
Henry Busse's
Ray and
Trent,
the
D'lvons.
Gross:band,
$15,500.
(Average,
Husbands Necessary?," scheduled for
Claudette Colbert; C. Gardner Sul- $18,000)"THIS WAY, PLEASE" (Para.)
"SHE'S NO LADY" (Para.)
livan on "Lady in the Tropics ;"
Thomas Monroe and Kurt SiodWARNER— (2,000), 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
mak on an untitled original ; Franz $4,100. (Average, 7 days, $5,000)

Schulz and Bobby Bernon to "Artists and Models of+ 1938."

Directors — Lew Seiler assigned to
direct
"Crime School" for Warners
Casting — Joseph Calleia and
.
.
.
John
Farrow draws "The SingHenry Stephenson in "Marie Aning Cop," same lot . . . Lambert
toinette," M-G-M . . . Charles Judels Hillyer
has been signed by Monoand
in "Swiss opposite
Miss,"
RoachGreta
. . . Meyers
James Stewart
gram to guide "My Old Kentucky
Home," E. B. Derr production for
Maureen O'Sullivan in M-G-M's Monogram . . . Ray Enright draws
"Madelon" . . . Virginia Grey in
"Test Pilot," M-G-M . . . Eric Blore the assignment on Warners "Gold
and Phyllis Kennedy in "The Joy Diggers in Paris." +
of
Loving,"
RKO . . .Lockhart
Gene Lock-in
hart
and Kathleen
Music — Irving Mills has signed a
"Penrod's Double Trouble," Warners deal to publish the entire score of
. . . Kenneth Harlan in "Saleslady," "Rangers Roundup," which Jed Buell
Monogram . . . Kathleen Eliot is producing for Stan Laurel Pictures,
signed for the feminine lead in "West Inc. Spectrum will release.
Reade

High

New

York

Girls

Get

"Flight"

and

Show

,500, New
Haven
New Haven, Dec. 21.— The Paramount, with
"Flight from stage
Glory"show,
and
"The Cafe
Internationale"
was the only downtown house to lift
receipts out of the worse-than-usual
pre-holiday slump. The gross was
$6,500, over par by $1,700.
"Nothing Sacred" and "Women Men
Marry" was just average with $8,000
at Loew's-Poli. The College took
$3,000, slightly over average at lower
prices, with the second week of "Stage
Door" and "Annapolis Salute."
Total first run business was $20,700.
Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec."STAGE
17 :
DOOR" (RKO)
"ANNAPOLIS SALUTE" (RKO)
COLLEGE
(1,499), 35c-50c,
Gross:
$3,000. — (Average,
$2,800) 7 days.
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
"WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S-POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000)
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY" (RKO)
PARAMOUNT— (2,348), 35c-SOc. 7 days.
Stage:
"Cafe$4,800)
Internationale." Gross: $6,500.
(Average,
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W.B.)
"SATURDAY'S HEROES" (RKO)
ROGER
SHERMAN— (2,200), 35c-50c, 7]
days. Gross: $3,200. (Average, %4,600)

Air Trip to Opening
Elizabeth Stone and Lillian Wheeler
Walter Reade will open two new
theatres this week, the third and of this city, who have expressed a
fourth in his new circuit American desire to attend a Hollywood premiere for many years, will have that
Community Theatres. The Community, Morristown, N. J., seating wish come true. Mrs. Stephen Fish,
1,500, will open Thursday, and the who is related to them, asked them to
Community, Hudson, N. Y., which pick the picture and she would attend
will seat approximately 1,600, is due to the transportation as a Christmas
to open the following day.
The first two theatres in the new
On Dec. 26, Mrs. Fish will accomgroup are the Community, Toms gift. pany the two girls, leaving here that
River, N. J., and the Community, day on an American Airline sleeper for
Saratoga, N. Y.
the opening of "Love and Hisses" at
Grauman's
Chinese in Hollywood
Dec. 27.
Open Foreign Branches
Ask Censor Exemption
''Holy Oath" to Open
Columbia has
openedandnewin offices
Alexandria,
Egypt,
Prague,in"
To Show New Speed Film
Vancouver, Dec. 21. — The NaCzechoslovakia.
J. H. Seidelman,
tional Film Society, a self-named
"The Holy Oath" (Di Heilige foreign manager, supervised.
_ Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Demonstration of the two new fast negatives in- "non-commercial body organized to Shevue), Yiddish film with Morris
''Hurricane" Out Jan. 2
troduced by Agfa-Ansco is being ar- promote the study and use of motion Strassberg. Lucy Levin, Anna Appel,
ranged by the papers and program pictures as educational and cultural Lazar Fried, Anna Weissman, and
"The Hurricane" will bow out of
committee of the Technicians' Branch factors," has appealed to the Provin- Alurray White, will open Friday
cial Government for exemption from night at the Radio Theatre, Southern the Astor, Jan. 2, after a run of
of the Academy for a special meeting
censorship.
early in January.
Blvd. and Jennmgs St., the Bronx.
nine and a half weeks at two-a-day.
Showmen's Club Elects
Cleveland, Dec. 21. — Showmen's
Club, composed of theatre managers
and members of affiliated businesses,
has elected the following officers for
the coming year : President, Bert
Diener, manager of the Imperial ;
vice-president, Jack Sliney, manager
of the Norwood ; treasurer, Roy
Gross, Cedar Theatre ; financial secretary, Louis Swee, Knickerbocker ;
recording secretary, W. J. Banks, Detroit.
Inauguration of new officers will
take place Jan. 12 with a luncheon at
the Allerton Hotel.
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Selection

Plan

on

Awards
Meets Delay
{Continued from page 1)
open to all creative groups. There is
no indication of strife, the matter
merely being one of discussion over
the best way to determine the award
winners. Alan Mowbray, Regis
Toomey and Larry Steers are the
Actors'
Guild representatives.
The committee
has decided that all
persons qualified to vote in the awards
would nominate and ballot finally on
the best production. Ten nominations
are to be made, while five nominations
will be made for the best original
story, five for the best screenplay and
five for direction. Frank Capra, president of the Academy and chairman of
the awards committee, next week will
name the members of the board of
judges to select the producer candidate for the Irving Thalberg Memorial
Award to be given for the first time.
Get Recording Patent
A patent has been allowed and will
be issued shortly on a new optical
system for recording sound directly on
16mm and 35mm film. The system
uses a spherical concave mirror which
utilizes ultra-violet rays. George H.
Callaghan will market the patent.
To Revive N. 0. Allied
New Orleans. Dec. 21. — A movement to revive the local Allied unit
was launched quietly here today.
President Henry Lazarus plans shortly_ to issue a call to independents to
join the reorganization.

Stock

Action

(Continued from page 1)
HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

Is Withdrawn
(Continued from page 1)
Government, however, will reserve
the right to reinstate its petition to
intervene in the RKO proceedings in
the event the unconstitutionality of the
statute is attacked subsequently by
other RKO creditors.
The constitutionality question may
be raised by Fabian Operating Co.
or Copia Realty Corp., whose guaranteed lease claims against RKO have
been disallowed by Special Master
George W. Alger. The claimants
contend that if they cannot be compensated under the reorganization
statute, they will be deprived of their
property without due process of law
in violation of the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution.
After a brief preliminary hearing
yesterday on the RKO reorganization
plan Judge Bondy adjourned the proceedings to Jan. 24 at the request of
counsel for the independent stockholders' protective committee which
sought additional time to prepare
financial data in support of its claim
that stockholders are entitled to a
greater equity in reorganized RKO
than the SO per cent of their present
holdings which is accorded them under the plan. Their motion for an
adjournment was not opposed by H.
C. Rickaby, attorney for Atlas Corp.,
proponent of the RKO plan, who advised the court that he would devise
an order of procedure to be followed
in hearing the objections to the plan
when the sessions resume next month.

In Raw

Ordered

"Lady Behave"
(Republic)
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — A good story, well produced, in which dialogue, action and situations are well blended to enable Sally Eilers, Neil
Hamilton, Joseph Schildkraut, Marcia Mae Jones, George Ernest,
Patrica Farr, Grant Mitchell and Robert Greig to give appealing characterizations establish "Lady Behave" as first class family entertainment.
Combining a refreshing romantic love interest plot with a wealth of
humor, both of which take many surprising twists, the film moves
speedily and the interest that is stimulated in the opening sequences continues and increases.
Actually the story has two plots which result in a third. One is devoted to the experiences which befall Miss Eilers when she poses as
the wife of Hamilton whom her scatter-brained sister, Patricia Farr,
already married to Schildkraut, married during a Mardi Gras celebration. The other concentrates on the antics of Hamilton's two children,
Ernest and Miss Jones, to drive Miss Eilers out of the family domicile.
Playing for time in order to secure an annulment and save Miss Farr
from being a bigamist, meantime making it appear that she is carrying
on an affair with Schildkraut, Miss Eilers finds herself falling in love
with Hamilton and he with her. The children also undergo a change
of heart and when it is discovered that there were certain circumstances
in the Schildkraut-Farr marriage that made it illegal, the way is paved
to procure a quiet annulment of that as well as a divorce from Hamilton
and the stage is set for Miss Eilers to marry him.
Tasteful handling of the theme discounts any question of its moral
value. Based on a story by Joseph Krumgold which he and Olive
Cooper adapted, the yarn never goes overboard in any way. Much
credit for the lively entertaining show is due to the manner in which
Lloyd Corrigan has directed. With intriguing title, story content and
name value to serve as spring boards for exploitation campaigns, it

Maurice Fleckels were named defendants in the
brought
by $600,000
John D. "conspiracy"
Tippett, Inc.,suit
in
The plaintiff contends that the deJuly.
fendants "conspired" to induce Universal to breach an alleged contract to
purchase half of its raw film stock
from the plaintiff in 1931.
Denies Dismissal Motion
Federal Judge Robert Inch denied
a motion to dismiss the complaint of
Abe Felt, a real estate broker, against
Trans-Lux Movies Corp., Trans-Lux
Daylight Screen Corp., and Percy N.
Furber in the U. S. District Court here
yesterday
the end
of the Felt
plaintiff's
testimony at
before
a jury.
asks
$42,900 commission for allegedly negotiating the purchase of a theatre site
in Washington. He charges that
he offered Trans - Lux a site in
1934 which the defendant subsequently leased in 1936 for 40 years.
Leslie E. Thompson, president of
Trans-Lux, James M. Brennan and
Hardie Meakin, managers for RKO,
and Furber testified for the defense.
The trial will continue today.
Technician
On

Film

Proposal
Bill

Beaten

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 21. — An effort was
made by the quota committee to obtain support for a proposal that not
more than one foreign technician be
seems that word of mouth advertising will serve "Lady Behave" in good employed on quota films. The sponstead.
sor of the proposal alleged that in one
production unit all the technicians
Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
were American, but that British
technicians are as good as anybody
else.
Oliver Stanley, president of the
"Mama
Runs Wild*'
(Republic)
Board of Trade, in opposing the
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Using verbiage and gags sufficient for half plan, said it was necessary that British films be as good as possible and
a dozen short slapstick comedies, "Mama Runs Wild" actually is a combination ofabout half a dozen slapstick comedy ideas. The general idea the amendment was withdrawn. A
of the film is to show that a domineering woman, even though she is a bid to impose a viewing test on films
comedy character, has no place in politics. Before that point is made, for
the distributors'
also was
defeated.
The Housequota
of Commons
however, demonstrations are made to show how a husband becomes Films Act Committee will meet
henpecked. A few minutes are devoted to satirizing the buying of Feb. 3.
a house in the suburbs. Then the woman, accidentally, foils a bank
hold-up and newspapers, newsreels and radio give her the idea that she's Sound City Unit Buy
a civic leader. There follows a campaign for mayor on a cleanup
In England
Official
platform which causes all the town's husbands to go on a sit-down
London, Dec. 21. — Official constrike and an election that gives the husband the mayor's office by a
firmation was forthcoming today of
vote of something like 396 to 2. Finally it dawns upon the woman that
she has been barking up the wrong tree. Injected into all the rest the acquisition by the Independent
is a little comedy threat of vampire menace and, of course, a boy and Exhibitors' Distribution Co., Ltd.,
cooperative producing and distributgirl romance.
ing organization which was formed
Mary Boland is the mama who runs wild and Ernest Truex is her recently,
of Sound City Distributors,
henpecked husband. Other participants are William Henry, Lynn distributing unit connected with the
Roberts, Max Terhune, Joseph Crehan, Dorothy Page, Dewey Robin- Sound City Studios.
Norman Loudon, managing director
son, Julius Tannen, Sammy McKim, John Sheehan and James C. Morof Sound City Studios, has joined the
ton.
Gordon Kahn conceived the story and he and Hal Yates concocted board of directors of the exhibitor
the screenplay. Ralph Straub was both associate producer and director. combine, and fresh capital is said to
be assured for the organization. Five
There's plenty in the picture for audiences to laugh at if they choose pictures are planned.
the right moments to laugh.
Film History in Panels
Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
Virtually a panoramic history of
the screen is contained in a series of
Shuttee to Oklahoma
Transfer N. Y. Houses
prepared by National
Neb., Dec. 21. — Walter photo-murals,
Albany, Dec. 21. — The Strand at B. Lincoln,
Studios, on the walls of the lobby of
Shuttee
has
been
moved
from
here
Schroon Lake, leased and operated
the Selwyn on 42nd St. The six
by Mrs. Clara Richardson, has been to be city manager of the J. H. Cooper panels, measuring from 52 feet square
sold to Rossi Brothers of Hoboken. Regal Theaters, Inc., in Oklahoma to 84 feet square, contain outstanding
The Photoplay in Keeseville, N. Y., City. Shuttee was top man with scenes from silent films, montages of
at present owned and operated by Cooper's Lincoln Theatres Corp. here. famous personalities, scenes from
Bob Huffman, formerly assistant
Peter Gordon, will be taken over
city
manager here with Shuttee, is at Academy Award winning films, outMarch 1 by Kingsley Ryan, Ausable the helm
standing talking films and the like.
temporarily.
Forks exhibitor.
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BILL ROBINSON will talk about
his favorite subject, Shirley Temple, in an interview with Radie
Harris over Mutual tonight . . . The
cast of "Having Wonderful Time"
will be the guests on Jay C. Flippen's
" tonight
"Broadway Melody Hour
over WHN . . . Ginger Rogers and
her mother will be on the "Bakers
Broadcasts" session this Sunday . . .
Phil Spitalny's girl orchestra will
start a new vaudeville tour Jan. 21
s engageopengo for. . a. week'
when they
Rubinoff (and
ment to Chica
his violin) are en route to Hollywood
for a conference with Darryl Zanuck
. . . Jeanette Nolan and her husband,
John Mclntyre, once noted players on
the "March of Time," return to the
program this week ... As a promotional piece, NBC has reprinted
rd Liebling's
Leona
Guide on Toscanini. story in Radio
+
Sudden thought : Kate Smith is the
only member of her sex represented
among the first 10 "champions of
champions" in this publication's poll,
a unique honor for the popular songbird . . . Rosaline Green has been invited to work out of Hollywood by
J. Walter Thompson, but she won't
go . . . Again on the subject of the
poll
: have
Jimmie
Lunceford's
nameof
should
been listed
under that

(Continued from page 1)
83.6 per cent over 1936; cigars, cigarettes and tobacco, 64.6 per cent ; automotive accounts, 54.6 per cent.
CBS advertisers in 1937 numbered
89, two more than were represented
on the company's books in 1936. The
average expenditure per client in 1937
was $323,911, compared to the average
last year, which was $257,292.
The gross CBS billings by months,
with the percentages showing the increase or decrease over 1936, follows :
January, $2,378,620, 25.1 per cent ;
February, $2,264,317, 18.6; March,
$2,559,716, 17.8; April, $2,563,478,
31.4; May, $2,560,558, 46.4; June,
$2,476,576, 64.8; July, $1,988,412, 53.8;
August, $1,955,280, 58.6; September,
$2,028,585, 10.3; October, $2,505,485,
9.1 loss; November, $2,654,473, 9.2.
The detailed classification by industry isas follows:
Industry
Classification

Marek chestra
Weber's
division. in the popular or+
Jimmy Shields has been signed for
another appearance on the Schaefer
beer program with Leo Reisman Dec.
23, his fourth appearance within five
weeks on this program. Frank Cooper
of Curtis & Allen set the deals . . .
Talent now featured on "Canada
1937," sponsored by Imperial Tobacco
Co. over the Canadian national network and directed by Ken Sisson, now
includes Russ Titus, Pauline Winters,
Leo Lesieur chorus and Sisson's band
. . . Jerry Livingstone's band opened
at Laurel-in-the-Pines, Lakewood,
over the weekend, and the band will
air regularly over Mutual.
+

well he will return to New York and
rebuild his band.
+
Chicago Town Pump

Rose Marie, formerly "Baby," is
now under the management of Gale,
Inc. . . . Chick Webb's band will leave
tomorrow for a 10-day Christmas tour
of one-nighters through the midwest
. . . Segar Ellis, Standard Radio Corp.
bandleader, is recovering from an
operation at his home in Texas. When

A

MERRY

Itn %<ytift PRESENTaMTURE
1000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
^4e StaiiOH Uiat Speahi. 1/owi Jla*t<fua^e

Business

Highest

Has

Candy, Soft Drinks
Drugs, Toilet Goods.
Financial, Insurance
Foods, Food Bevera
Home Furniture . . .
Lubricants, Fuel . . .
Radios
Soaps, Home Supplies
Stationery, Publishers
Travel

Chicago,
Dec. 21. —
M'arian
Crutcher,
Shakespearean
player,
has
joined the cast of "Court of Missing
Heirs" under the direction of Fritz
Blocki. . . . Glenn Snyder, manager
of WLS, was reelected president of
A Company, 565th Infantry, at the
annual reunion held in St. Joseph, Mo.
. . . May Robson will be the guest
of Bauer and Black, her sponsors, at
a pre-Christmas party here. . . . William Pugh has been added to the sales
staff of the Ray Linton concern. Pugh
comes here from Hollywood to join
the Linton company which is now
located in the London Guarantee Bldg.
. . . Harry Kogen is back from a
10-day visit in New York. Rex
Maupin took over Kogen's duties
while he was away. . . . Helen Heinz
is back at her former position as secretary to E. C. Cunningham at NBC.
. . . Ted Weems will leave the
Fibber McGee show for a tour starting Jan. 10. He will play the Chicago
Theatre the week of Jan. 7.
+
New Haven Town Pump
New Haven, Dec. 21. — Vera Cruse
WELI singer, has returned from Havana, where she was crowned "Queen
of the Radio Party." . . . WBRY has
added Arthur Cronan to its announcing staff. ... All three local stations
have scheduled elaborate Christmas
Day programs. . . r Perry Lafferty,
WBRY music director, will spend a
two-week Christmas vacation at his
home in Davenport, la.
Blackstone Gets Casino
The Blackstone Co. has been retained by Billy Rose to serve as advertising agency for the French Casino. Blackstone served similarly for
the Casino prior to its recent closing.

Network

Air

Early

Rising

Washington, Dec. 21. — Lloyd
Dennis opens WJSV every
morning. In order to be on
the air at 7 A. M., he has to
arouse himself at 5:15.
The other morning he
heard what he thought was
the alarm, reached out into
the blackness, shut off the
clock, and dashed into his
clothes. He did not find out
until he took the clock out
into the kitchen (to time the
breakfast eggs) that it was
1:30 instead of 5:30 and that
he had been the victim of a
hallucination.
1937

1936

$3,918,775
5,026,376
1,490,810
5,037,070
450,105
422,555
6,441,120
113,780
2,048,354
817,520
158,235
2,401,237

$2,533,971
3,052,924
1,191,366
4,885,770
m,m
5,216,744
395,146
1,599,034
82,365
774,010
1,308,098
76,060
15,850

54.6%
% Increase
64.6
25.1
350.1
23.5
3.1
6.9
28.1
38.1
108.0
83.6
137.9
5.6

37,708

censorship

must

be exer-

Inflection Is Blamed
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Don Gilman,
cised."vice-president in charge of west
NBC
coast
operations,
blamed of
MaeherWest's
inflection
for criticism
skit.
"This same skit has been played over
radio networks on three different occasions without causing criticism," he
said.
Fizdale

Takes

Over

5 Agency
Accounts
Tom Fizdale, president of the pub
licity firm bearing his name, returning
to New York from Chicago yesterday,
revealed that he has been retained to
service five additional major radio accounts from his New York, Chicago
and Hollywood offices. All of the business is of the agency variety, and includes "Attorney at Law," sponsored
by Johnson's Wax ; "Woman in
White," Pillsbury Mills; "Mickey
Mouse Theatre of the Air," Pepsodent ; "Double Everythng," Wrigley,
and Dale Carnegie's show, sponsored
by Colgate. The new agency business
supplements acquisition of personal accounts of Jack Daly, Phil Baker and
Gina Cigna.

Artist

Join
Bureau

Lawrence Menkin and Joseph Hill
have been signed by CBS as members of the recently inaugurated writer
and
director
artists' bureau.division of the network's
Menkin has been identified with the
writing and producing of such network
programs as "First Nighter," "Grand
Hotel," "Eno Crime Clues" and
others. His previous station connections have been with WXYZ, Detroit ;
WLW,
York. Cincinnati, and WMCA, New
Hill comes to CBS from the Federal
Advertising Agency, where he recently resigned his post as radio director. His programs there included the
"Sinclair Minstrels," and the Babe
Ruth and Red Grange sports series.
Previously he had been with Lord &
Thomas.
Barbasol

Signs

for

New
Show
on CBS
The Barbasol Co., for its shaving
cream, has signed for a new CBS series to start Jan. 24. The series
will feature Arthur Godfrey, the
Washington "em cee" and announcer.
The program is to be heard Mondays from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M., over 24
stations, and Fridays, at the same
time, over 31 stations. Erwin, Wasey
& Co. is the agency. Godfrey currently is heard locally over WABC in an
early morning period.
Baird

O'Toole Urges Radio
Censor in Statement
{Continued from page 1)
12, then

CBS

Hill

Television

Is

Called Big Success
London, Dec. 21. — The Baird television system was demonstrated again
today
at thetheatre,
New Gallery,
West End
with theGaumont's
board of
directors in attendance. The demonstration was declared to be a definite
success
by
observers at the secret pre- Iv
view.
A large screen was used, with the
British Broadcasting Corp. offering
assistance. All technical details are
said to be set, but Baird is awaiting
the final decision of the B.B.C. for
the use of regular programs.
New Sound Material Ready
Chicago, Dec. 21. — Don Allen, production man at Standard Radio, is
preparing a new release of sound effects to be on the market shortly.
Among them are band arrangements
of "Star
Spangledfor Banner,"
"America" and "Dixie"
theme songs
and
effects.
WHIO Appoints Cull
Dayton, Dec. 21.— Richard Cull
has been appointed managing editor
of WHIO's newsroom. Cull served
as editorial director of the Dayton
Daily News for 13 years. He spent
12 years in Cleveland in the newspaper business. Since the initial broadcast of WHIO Cull has been a daily
news broadcaster over the station.

Extend "University" Series
San Francisco, Dec. 21. — Dr. Seth
Maker's "Radio University," sponCharter Alabama Radio Firm
sored over KFRC by Parker Dental
HuNTSviLLE, Ala., Dec. 21. — Listing System, has been extended for 47 adfull-time contracts with stations in
ditional broadcasts, brining the conHuntsville, Sheffield and Decatur, the
tract to Nov. 30, 1938.
Alabama Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc., was organized here last
week with J. S. Allen, president ;
More Radio— P, 10
John R. Hughes, secretary-treasurer,
and W. H. Pollard, vice-president.
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Against Paramount
(Continued front page 1)

ART

A

Among

Begins
CBS

Drive

Workers

The American Radio Telegraphists
Ass'n, soon to be known as the American Communications Ass'n, and a
C. I. O. affiliate, yesterday began a
drive to unionize white collar employes in radio, selecting CBS in its
initial effort. Delegates of the union
all day yesterday were posted before
entrances to 485 Madison Ave., distributing pamphlets to the WABC
employes as they entered and left the
premises.
Harold Katam of A.R.T.A. yesterday informed this publication that
the Radio City premises would be
phamphleted today, with WOR following the next day. He said that his
organization would not post representatives before the premises of the
New York independent stations, stating that A.R.T.A. had found other
means of reaching employes in those
places.
The pamphlet blazoned on its cover
the information that radio engineers,
actors, musicians and announcers had
been unionized with benefit to them.
On its inside pages it stated that now
it was possible for everyone working
in any capacity in radio to join a
union and achieved all advantages
gained by those elements already within
the union fold. A mass meeting for radio
broadcasting employes will be held
shortly, with speakers of national importance, the pamphlet stated. Membership blanks were inserted between
the pages of the pamphlet.

Million

in Sales

George A. Schmidt, WOR
salesman, who sold more
than $1,000,000 in radio time
sales during the past three
and one-half years, yesterday
was given a watch by Theodore C. Streibert, vice-president and general manager of
WOR, at the weekly sales
meeting.
Schmidt's total sales were
$1,004,337, believed to be a
record for non-network sales.

Atlas

Party

Opens

Office in Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 21. — Official opening
of the Chicago office of Atlas Radio
Dist. Corp. was celebrated yesterday,
with the arrival of Herbert R. Ebenstein, president of the company, from
New York, Claude C. Ezell, director
of the southern division, from Dallas,
and Ray Coffin, director of the western division, from Los Angeles. Dan
Blank, director of the central division
and in charge of the Chicago office,
played host to the visitors.
The meeting in Chicago also took
the form of an executive conference,
and plans were completed for the
transferring to the Chicago office of
all detail of supervision of Atlas activities for the 13 central states, to be
supervised from this office. Ebenstein, at this meeting, announced that
offices were soon to be opened in Detroit and Minneapolis.
Atlas has concluded station franchise deals with WTCN, MinneapoLady Tweedsmuir's
lis; WHB, Kansas City, and KSO
Play Will Be Aired
and WRNT, Des Moines. Each of
Montreal, Dec. 21. — The wife of these stations has secured the exGovernment General Lord Tweedsclusive right for two years to Atlas
muir will break into the ranks of radio
product
in their territory. Under this
writers Christmas Day when Canadian arrangement
sponsors wishing to use
Broadcasting Corp., as a special fea- Atlas programs in these markets must
ture, will present the play, "Reindeer buy the time from these stations. The
Christmas," written by Lady Tweeds- deal involves 28 releases announced in
muir. The radio adaptation and pro- the Atlas 1938 product.
duction have been handled by Rupert
Lucas. It will originate at Toronto,
8.15 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Toronto will also feature on that Shift "Pilot" Show
To KHJ, Los Angeles
day's C.B.C. programs at 10 A.M.,
when the Ontario Regional TransSan Francisco, Dec. 13. — Followmitter is officially opened with the
ing a change in agencies, KFRC's
call letters CEL. Officiating at the "Phantom
Pilot," five-day-a-week skit,
ceremonies will be C. D. Howe, Fed- heard over 26 Don Lee-Mutual stations in the west, will originate at
eral Minister of Transport, and Gladstone Murray, Chairman of the C.B.C. KHJ, Los Angeles, starting Dec. 27.
The $300,000 annual account, which
started two months ago, has been
Arrange Musicians' Meet
switched from McCann-Erickson to
Tampa, Dec. 21.— Harry E. Tren- Young & Rubicam
by the sponsor,
ton, international treasurer of the A. Langendorf
United
Only
F. of M., and Fred W. Birnbach, in- the lead actors and Bakeries.
actress will be
ternational secretary, conferred here taken south, other
roles being filled
with officials and members of the local,
by KHJ bit players.
ff'aking arrangements for the federaEnforce Radio License Law
tion's convention which will be held
here June 13 to 19, inclusive.
ToRON^-o, Dec. 21.— Hundreds of
The Floridan Hotel has been selected
tax-eva
ding radio users have been put
busithe
and
headquart
as delegate
ers
ness meetings will be held in the mu- on the run by the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police who have rounded up
nicipal auditorium.
many owners of receiving sets who
had neglected to take out an operating
Special Events on KTOK
license required by the Dominion
Oklahoma City, Dec. 21.— KTOK Government at an annual fee of $2.
key station of the Oklahoma network, The delinquents are being brought to
has established a new special events the Toronto Police Court where fines
department.
as high as $50 have been imposed.

Hanson

Starts

Houses

Two

in Ontario

Toronto, Dec. 21. — Hanson Theatres Corp., operating a circuit in
Ontario, has started the erection of
and briefs and replies were filed with two new houses, one at Bloor and
the Federal court at Indianapolis dur- Jane Sts., in the West End of
ing November by both the theatre Toronto at a cost of $60,000 and with
capacity of 750 and the seccourt's a seating
and Paramount.
company was
decision
expected to The
be handed
ond in St. Catharines, Ont., where the
down during January. The action
the GraPlans haveoperates
been drawn
by
paralleled the complaints advanced by companynada.already
exhibitors in other sections of the Kaplan and Sprachman, Toronto
architects.
strike"
"buyers'
the
during
country
An opposition theatre is also under
against Paramount.
way at Bloor and Jane Sts., Toronto,
only a few steps from the projected
Denies Locke Suit Dismissal
Hanson house, the second structure
A motion to dismiss the $250,000 being
a unit of Kingsway Theatres,
libel suit brought by Charles O. Locke, Ltd. The Kingsway will also repreOhio radio commentator and script
sent an investment of $60,000 and will
writer, against Benton and Bowles, seat 900 persons. Both projects are
advertising agency, was denied by being rushed for early opening.
Justice Salvatore A. Cotillo in the
N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. A
Taft, Cincinnati, to Reopen
similar suit by Locke against Floyd
Gibbons was dismissed several months
Cincinnati, Dec. 21. — "Portia on
ago. Locke alleges that Gibbons in- Trial," with "Waikiki Nights" on the
terpolated descriptions of Ohio flood stage, will open the Taft New Year's
scenes in the script which Locke wrote. Eve for two performances at 85 cents
$1.25, with all seats reserved. The
He claims damage to his reputation and
scale for the grind policy, starting
as a result.
New Year's Day, will be 42 and 60
cents, including tax. This will be the
Gets Thibault Judgment
only house here with this policy.
Harry Hollander, theatrical agent,
was awarded a $7,500 judgment
Open at Salt Lake City
against Conrad Thibault, radio perSalt Lake City, Dec. 21.— The
former, by Justice Louis A. Valente new Center Theatre will be given a
and a jury in the N. Y. Supreme preview showing to an invited audiCourt yesterday. Hollander sued for
ence, Thursday night, with "True
an alleged balance due under a three- Confessions"
as the feature. The
year contract for 20 per cent commis- public will be admitted the following
sion made in 1932. He charged that night. Fox Intermountain Theatres
he obtained employment for Thibault build the house. Harry David is
on an NBC sustaininp^ program but manager.
received only 10 per cent of the earnTo Build at Lancaster, 0.
ings. Thibault contended that the
plaintiff failed to perform his duties
Lancaster, O., Dec. 21.— A new
properly.
$100,000 house, to be known as the
Lancaster, will be built here by the
Palace Theatre Corp., of which Leo
Appeal Filed on Song
Kessel
is president. Construction is
Toronto, Dec. 21. — Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., of Canada and expected to start shortly after Jan. 1.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., have
entered appeals from the judgment
imposing damages of approximately
Wall Street
$1,700 for alleged infringement of
title of the song "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo."
Judgment was granted against
Board Fluctuates FractionaHy
Famous Players because the picture
Net
open
Close Change
had played in its theatres across the Col
14^ High
uYz Low
IMA.
+54
Dominion.
Col., pfd.... 2814. 28'A 28H 28^
Cons
154 m
I'A 114 -Vs
Cons.,
pfd...
7H
73^
754
7% —+\ 'A
E.
K
167
167J4
167
167
Ed Finney Going West
G. T. E. . . . 1354 1354 12 1 2J| — %
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Ed Finney Loew
4954 49J4 4954 49|^ — 54
Grand National publicity and advertis- Loew, pfd... 104 104 104 104 -|- 5i
10^ 10^ 10^ lOf^ — 54
ing director, as well as producer of Para
93^ 9344 92J4 92Ji -f- 54
the Boots and Saddles western series, Para. 1
Para. 2
11 11 VM WH — V&
will move his office to Hollywood from Pathe
65^ 4^
65^ 454
6
6
454
m ~+}iYg
New York after the first of the year RKO
to enable him to supervise personally 20th Fox . . 22 22 Zis/g 21% — Yt
20th, pfd.... 28 28 27j4 28
the musical westerns.
W. B
6^ 6% 6Vs 6Vs —a
Lindsley Parsons, who had been W.
B., pfd.. 34 3 4 34 34 — 54
supervising the series which stars Tex
Recessions General on Curb
Ritter, resigned several weeks ago
to join ducers.
SolTex Ritter
Lesser's
Open High Low Close Change
will Principal
return Jan.Pro20 G. N
%
74
V4. a —Yi
from a personal appearance tour to Sonotone .. IM 154 Wi, Wa. —NetYi
Tech
l&i/i 183/4 1754 18 — Y»
start in "Rollin' Plains."
Univ. Corp. VA VA V/s M — Yi
Univ. Pict.. 354 3Vi 354 Wi — Yi
''Zola" Hit in Greece
Paramount Bonds Advance Slightly
"The Life of Emile Zola," opening
High Low Close Change
at the Orpheus Theatre in Athens, Loew 354s '46
9754 9754 9754 Net
Greece, has created a new all-time atB'way
tendance record at that house, accord- Para.
3s '55
5954 S954 5954 -f- 54
ing to the Warner home office. The Para. Pict.
6s
'55
8954 8954 8954
turnout on the first day required poPict. '47. . . . 7354 73
7354 — Yi
lice assistance and the use of a fire Para.
W. B. 6s '39
755i 75
75
— 54
hose to disperse the crowd.
(Quotations at close of Dec. 21)
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Hollywood

Throws

With the Samuel Goldwyn- Alexander Korda option deal for the purchase of his stock in U. A. falling
through, Douglas Fairbanks, one of
the five owners, yesterday stated that
he had no intention of selling his interest in the company. The statement was made in answer to a query
made by a Motion Picture Daily
reporter on Fairbanks' arrival on the
Bremen from a two and a half month
vacation in Italy.
"I haven't the slightest idea of selling," he said.
Asked if he would give Goldwyn and
(Continued on page 6)
Air

"Code"

Control

The new legislation reduced the dis(Continued on page 6)

Anti-Dual
Campaign
Starts in Evanston
EvANSTON, 111., Dec. 22. — A petition
containing over 200 names expressing
opposition to double bills has been presented to Jack Sampson, district supervisor for B. & K. theatres. The
petition, which is the first step in a
campaign against duals generally, is
directed particularly at the Varsity, a
B. & K. house.
Among those participating in the
anti-dual drive are Carl Skinrood,
(Continued on page 6)
G, B, Board
Circular

Predicted by Weber
Hollywood, Dec. 22. — Imposition of
a self-regulatory code governing the
entire radio industry by methods similar to the film Production Code Authority will be one of the principal
topics of the National Ass'n of
Broadcasters at its February convention in Washington, Fred Weber, general manager of the Mutual network,
(Contimted on page 8)
Radio — Page

Its

High

8

J.

J.

Answers
of Nor

don

London, Dec. 22. — The board of
directors of Gaumont British today
sent circulars to all stockholders,
embodying a reply to the circularization by the Nordon Committee of
shareholders last week, in which a
Board of Trade investigation of the
company was urged.
The circular from the board makes
no reply to the Nordon charges respecting the handling of the company,
and warns signatories to the application forms for a Board of Trade inquiry that they will be responsible for
misleading and inaccurate statements.

for

CENTS

Milstein

Resigns

being "Stand-in."
A possibility that the drastic reviWanger asserted yesterday that the
sion of the quota regulations in New
reason for his trip to New York at South Wales, Australian state, which
this time was to confer with his at- lowers the quota percentage, but closes
torney, Charles Schwartz of the loopholes in the legislation currently
Schwartz & Frohlich office. He will in effect, may be sidetracked by the
leave for Hollywood Monday.
proposed British- American trade
treaty now under discussion, was sugday.
gested in informed circles here yesterFairbanks Will Not
Declares

TEN

23, 1937

for

Hat
Into
Air
Hollywood, Dec. 22. — A Hollywood
Six to Eight hardened to the uncommonplace and
steeped in the spectacular threw its
high hat into the air and spread its
Arrangements Completed ermine as a rug for Walt Disney to
march again into the laurel horseshoe
With U. A., He Says
of cinema immortals wearing a brand
new bar dexter for dwarfing with his
Financing of six to eight Walter
Wanger pictures this season has been "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
expectations of the excompleted with United Artists, the in- the unstinted
perts and thrusting the motion picture
Picdependent producer told Motion
art some seven leagues forward into
ture Daily yesterday. The first in new and thrilling territory.
the new group will be "The River Is
Tuesday
turnout
the preBlue," which will have Madeleine Carmiere at thenight's
Carthay
Circleforsurpassed
roll and Charles Boyer in the cast.
Boyer will arrive from London today in distinguished attendance any simion the Normandie and will proceed to
the coast immediately.
Trade
Treaty May
"The River Is Blue" will be placed
in production sometime next month,
Wanger said. Last season the producHit N.S.W. Quota
er made six, the final of the group

Sell, He

DECEMBER

Impartial

Post

"Dwarfs

lar ceremony in memory of the veteran George Arliss, who posed for the
photographers, and in dreams of the
enchanted Shirley Temple who
couldn't restrain her impatience that
long. Every top row personality in
the cinema register between those
ages came, saw and was conquered by
the Disney magnus opus.
The premiere, which was also a
preview, came at the crest of a publicity and advertising campaign as
notable in its fashion as the film. For

With

More

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Dec. 22. — Admission
tax collections in November reached
a new high at $2,242,573, it was reportedRevenue.
today by the Bureau of Internal

Republic

Settlement of Contract
Effective Saturday

J. ger
J.of Milstein,
salesresigned
manaRepublic, general
yesterday
after differences with H. J. Yates. His
contract, which had eight months to
go, has been settled and he will leave
the post Saturday. No successor has
been named.
weeks the pages of the nation's ranking magazines
and
front
line
newsEdward M. Schnitzer, eastern dis(CoHtinued on page 3)
trict manager, recently resigned to
join Warners in a similar post.
Milstein has no plans at the moment,
but is considering offers. The propositions made to him are in the east.
Stadium
Dropping
Milstein desires to return to CaliforFavored
by Court
nia as he prefers the climate there.
He has been bothered with colds since
Federal Judge William Bondy he
came east from Los Angeles, where
granted approval to the dissolution of he was M-G-M manager for 14 years.
Stadium Theatres Corp., an RKO
While he has been in the east, Milsubsidiary, and the transfer of its asstein has been staying at the Warwick.
sets to RKO Orpheum Corp., a newly He returned
last weekend from a
organized Maryland corporation, in three-week tour of Republic branches.
\J. S. District Court yesterday. The
petition of the Irving Trust Co.,
trustee in the reorganization of RKO,
Tax Collections at
revealed that a net income "substantially in excess
of $200,000"
(Continued
on page 6) for 1937 New November
High
Fees

in Roxy

Action Disallowed
The petition of George M. Garrson
and Roemer-Kenny Co., Inc., real estate brokers, for an allowance of $58,692 brokerage commission in the
The month's collections were apRoxy reorganization was denied by
proximately $276,000 above the October receipts of $1,966,617 and were
Tudge Francis G. Caffey in the U. S.
District Court here yesterday. A $637,000 above the $1,605,674 reported
prior petition of Carl Erikson for $50,- for November, 1936, it was stated.
952 brokerage fees was denied by The previous high was $2,194,585, collected in December, 1936.
Judge Caffey several weeks ago.
Records of the bureau show that adIt was (Continued
also learned
that
the
applion page 6)
mission tax collections for the 11
months ended with November aggregated(Continued
$18,684,004, an
on increase
page 6) of $2,Discuss Theatre for
Chicago's Big Mart
Chicago, Dec. 22. — Development of
the Merchandise Mart, one of the
world's largest structures, along lines
somewhat similar to Rockefeller Center are being considered. A 400-seat
film theatre in the Mart is one of the
new enterprises.
At the present time Mart officials
are conferring with theatremen here
regarding leasing arrangements. The
Mart will build the theatre and furnish it for the one who gets the lease.
It is understood that several large
circuits have been approached on the
subject.

Grand

National

Cuts

Staffs by About 50
About 50 Grand National home office employes and men in the exchanges have been let out in the last
few days, it was stated yesterday.
Reports that three directors had resigned from the board, including A.
Pam Blumenthal, yesterday were denied by Blumenthal. He admitted,
however, that a "substantial" number
of home office workers had been discharged, as well as several in the
field.
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in Miss Hamilton speaks up to
includes .Japan, China, the Philippines,
Helen Westley, the audible and
Malaya, Siam, India, Burma and New
Zealand.
very elated female who sat adjoin-

to Hold

Orleans

Talks

Paramount division sales managers
will convene in New Orleans Jan. 5
for a two-day meeting in conjunction
with the premiere there on Jan. 7
of "The Buccaneer. Neil F. Agnew,
vice-president and general sales manager, will preside.
The company will also play host at
New Orleans during that week to
news and trade paper reviewers, who
the being invited to attend the picture's premiere.
Deny Gary Settlement
No settlement of the Gary, Ind.,
Theatre Co. suit against Paramount,
which was withdrawn by the plaintiff
in Indianapolis Federal Court on Tuesday, was made or was even discussed,
Louis Phillips of the Paramount home
office legal department, stated yesterday. The denial referred to an Indianapolis report, published by Motion Picture Daily, that a settlement had brought about the withdrawal of the suit.
DeMille Sees "Buccaneer"
Salt Lake City, Dec. 22. — A preview of "The Buccaneer" held here
today was attended by Cecil B. DeMille, W. H. Pine, associate producer ;
C.
Fluest,
L. Mesinkop and Frank
Bracht.
More

Bonuses

Given

Two more companies yesterday decided to give Christmas bonuses to
employes. All Warner home office
workers earning under $100 were
given a percentage of their salaries,
while Selznick International employes
getting as high as $75 a week will
get one-half week's pay.
New

Pact

to Allan

Hollywood, Dec.
signed Allan Jones
term contract. He
work in "Everybody

Jones

22. — M-G-M has
to a new longhas just finished
Sing."
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White''

{ContittKed from page 1)
papers had been spreading the news
of an imminent miracle before an astonished and willingly enchanted reading public. On Sunday Chase & Sanborn's Charlie McCarthy had chatted
with the dwarfs in front of the most
conspicuous microphone in the world
and on Monday Cecil B. DeMille had
whipped up a Lux lather of interest in
the picture by playing host to their
parent coast to coast. Packard had
picked up the party early Tuesday
evening and the NBC-Blue network
carried the opening exercises to the
nation for a scintillant half hour.
Hollywood's approach to the occasion was optimistic with fingers
crossed in pockets. Nobody saw fit
to voice a suggestion that feature
length might be quite a stretch for
even the Disney whose "Three Little
Pigs" had made also-rans of bone and
sinew million dollar pictures. Everybody knew he didn't need to expand
his undisputed sovereignty of the cartoon province. Therefore everybody
liked to think he was not just taking
a chance in a spirit of daring. Everybody was loquaciously positive about
it when the party broke up.
First to address the microphone
from the Carthay premises was Leo
Spitz, who robbed the nation's cinema,
the nation's ranking magazines and
front line newspaper critics of the perfect phrase for the film by calling it
"a thing of beauty and a joy forever."
Among the last was Disney, who reacted to the excitement by forgetting
some of his characters' names, probably the last forgetting of these that
anybody will ever be guilty of.
Critic's Praise Is High
Newspaper critics strove in Wednesday's editions to restate the Spitz
appraisal in appropriate variation and
with emphatic amplification. Louella
Parsons told Hearst readers : "Walt
Disney adds new laurels to his fame
with this first cartoon feature. It is
a revelation." Edwin Schallert informed subscribers to the Los Angeles
Times that "a motion picture miracle
has come into being." Harry Mines of
the Los Angeles Daily News wrote :
"It's a picture that will prove heaven
on earth for children, an unforgetable
experience."
James Francis Crow of the dignified Hollywood Citizen-News acclaimed the film "the most noteworthy
motion picture event of 1937, a picture that taxes the time and space and
vocabulary
of the reporter,"
which he continued
on for 17 saying
inches
of said time, space and vocabulary.
Harrison Carrol of the HeraldExpress and Virginia Wright of the
Evening News also contributed keen
and complimentary analyses of the
Disney production.
Denies Firms Combined
Charles L. Casanave, vice-president
and general manager of National
Screen Accessories, declared yesterday that Theatre Utilities Service,
Seattle, has not been combined with
National Screen Accessories of
Seattle, as was reported in Motion
Picture Daily recently.

Subjects

''Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
{RKO)
Hollywood, Dec. 22 — All that the advertising copy writers have been
saying about this picture is true in spades. It is a box-office natural in
the most expectant interpretation of that loosely bandied term and what
it achieves in the way of audience satisfaction is spectacularly the boxoffice's business. Men, women and children attending the premiere surrendered in concert to the delicate charm of the opening sequence and
the Disney spell upon them was broken only by their irrepressible applause at half a dozen points in the narrative and the velvet crackle of
recurrent laughter. It is an inescapable conclusion that a picture capable
of making happy kiddies out of the bluebloods of Hollywood, who
didn't make their fortunes out of animated drawings, will captivate the
plain population as perhaps no other motion picture ever has or will.
In leaping the immense time chasm between his Silly Symphonies
and upper bracket specials Walt Disney utilized every production device in his rich repertoire and some others the world has yet to learn
about. The character of Snow White is in the finely modulated manner
of his symphonies. The characters of the dwarfs are fashioned of the
materials used in creation of "The Three Little Pigs" and Mickey
Mouse himself, to neither of which any of the dwarfs bear the slightest
resemblance. The Prince of the love story is as orthodox a lover as
Robert Taylor, if Taylor could sing, but the villainous Queen is inducted
directly and without veneering from the fantastic whimsy of the Grimm
fairy tale. The handling of all, individually and in their collective interrelationships, isfar and away superior to any technique ever displayed
by Disney or any other cartoonist.
The story is, of course, the story of the Grimm heroine, the envious
Queen who plots her destruction, the seven dwarfs and the friendly
animals who give her refuge and the Prince whose kiss restores her
when the Queen has had her way. It is a story that has enthralled children of all nations and generations, but it was not precisely to be expected that it would make a modern audieijce forget that the characters
on the screen are but drawings and their adventures even less real than
the normal Hollywood kind. Yet that is precisely what happens during
at least three sequences of major pertinence to the narrative, a thing not
even an audience devoted and addicted to Hollywood make-believe found
it easy, although pleasant, to credit.
This Hollywood audience was, incidentally, no collection of starryeyed children eager to be pleased. It was an audience of adults wise in
the ways of cinema entertainment and pretty well satisfied with the way
it has been set up and the wages it pays. It was an audience composed
in large part of professionals not a whit above uttering hoot, hiss and
catcall on what they might consider proper provocation. Disney's picture fascinated this ensemble of mature sophisticates completely. It is
not to be classified or regarded, therefore, as a juvenile production,
although it is in point of fact the greatest child's picture ever dreamed of.
The statistics of manufacture have been too widely and well presented
to require repetition here. Likwise the technical credits, although there
would be plenty of reason for hailing the inventor of the multiplane
camera if it were indeed one man's invention instead of a studio development. It is used to obtain certain effects which are new in the cartoon
medium and add tremendously to its power. The single statistic of pertinence to this report is the one appearing below, indicating running
time. The picture seemed so much shorter that everybody in preview
attendance suspected his watch of slipping a cog.

Running time, 82 minutes. "G."

of Time

No. 5"

There is a diversification of interest
in this latest issue of March of Time
which should make its subject matter
acceptable
to all
audiences.
unusual success
which
Finland The
has had
in rejecting
various
national
"isms"of
and
maintaining
a high
standard
economic activity, a glance at the industry which has arisen from the business of supplying laughs for screen,
stage and radio, and a consideration
of the shipping problem in the United
States make up the reel.
Finland, celebrating its 20th anniversary of freedom from Russia, is
pictured, with considerable pictorial
effectj in its industrial and political
life, having built an industrial basis
for its economic stability to add to its
fundamental agricultural activity. The
development and maintenance of sound
financing is indicated in its regular
payments
of the debt to the United
States.
Such jokesters on screen and air,
as Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny, Phil Baker and the like are
seen working over laugh material, in
view of some of the highlight figures of the "laugh industry," whose
business is the furnishing of "gags"
to those who n.eed them in the amusement field. It is a card-file, catalog
activity, whose principal work appears
to be supplying new twists to old lines.
The reel's consideration of the merchant marine situation in this country
revolves about the extraordinary job
of fact-gathering done by Joseph P.
Kennedy, while head of the Maritime
Commission pictures the discouraging
appearance of the American merchant
fleet as compared with other countries,
and points to the labor situation as
partly responsible for the conditions,
which require immediate and drastic action, in Kennedy's franklyexpressed opinion. An interesting and
timely subject.
Running time, 18 mins. "G."
Prosecutors Directed
To Enforce

Game

Ban

Jefferson City, Mo., Dec. 22. — Attorney General Roy McKittrick, pursuant to the order of the State Supreme Court which last Friday declared Bank Night to be illegal under
the State Lottery Law, has placed on
the shoulders of the prosecuting attorneys throughout the state the responsibility for enforcement of the ban on
the games.
McKittrick stated that the ruling of
the high court must apply to chance
games of every description.
Name Healy Pallbearers
Los Angeles, Dec. 22. — Pallbearers
chosen to serve at the funeral of Ted

situations,
statement. according to the company's

Akerson Rites Today
Funeral services will be held today
at the Dutch Reformed Church,
Bronxville, for George E. Akerson,
former secretary to President Hoover, and at one time an executive with
Paramount, where he remained for
two years. Akerson died Tuesday
night at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital here.

Fair Opens Saturday
Ray Rhonheimer will open the Fair,
the first local theatre to be named
after the World's Fair, Saturday.
The theatre seats 600 and is in Astoria. Joseph Hornstein equipped the
theatre and Rhonheimer will manage.

''Confessions'* at $52,000
Parties at Exchanges
"True Confessions" garnered approximately 152,000 in its first week
All local exchanges will hold Christmas parties tomorrow afternoon. The
at the Paramount. The picture is beWarner home office will close at 1 P.
ing held a second week and will make early.
which M. Other home ofTices will also close
"Wells Fargo,"
way
run.
start 28an forindefinite
will Dec.

Extra Time for "Truth"
A total of 65 "key" bookings have
given holdovers to "The Awful
Truth" for more than 800 days of additional playing time, Columbia Pictures reported yesterday. A number
of the holdovers resulted in runs of
from three to five weeks in individual

Healy
St. Augustine's
Catholic
Church, atCulver
City, tomorrow
are
E. J. Mannix, Harry Rapf, Charles
Foy, Ray Mayer, Dick Powell, Busby
Berkely, Charles Riesner and Jack
Marcus.
Healy will be buried in Calvary
Cemetery beside the grave of his
mother who died last April.
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Directed by Ray Enright • Screen Play by Joseph Schrank and Maurice Leo
Adapted from the Play by KENYON NICHOLSON and CHARLES ROBINSON
Songs by M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl
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Korda another option, Fairbanks said
Personal
►
(Continued from page 1)
he hadn't the slightest idea what he
is expected from the former Orpheum would do. He added, however, that
I EWIS MILESTONE, Ben GoETZ, Circuit, Inc., which was purchased he was going to the coast to attend
L# Victor Saville, Pat Paterson, from
the company in bankruptcy in
February.
the Monday.
special U.HeA. left
directors'
meeting
on
for Hollywood
Sam Smith, Peter Bull, Ben MigThe
transfer,
it
was
stated,
is
to
be
McLagVictor
Engel,
yesterday on the Century.
GiNS, Samuel
Clarence Erickson, general manager
LEN, Charles Boyer, June Knight, made to avoid approximately $50,000
in
Federal
undistributed
and
excess
for Fairbanks, came in from the coast
Anton Litvak, Brian Donlevy,
Henri Diamant-Berger, Francis L. profits taxes.
especially to meet the U. A. director.
The order provides that Stadium He will return to Hollywood Monday
Harley, Gilbert Miller, Paul
Berchert, Richard Rodgers and notes to RKO, which total $2,644,655 or Tuesday.
Fairbanks stated his future plans
Walter O'Keefe will arrive today with $673,000 in accrued interest and
are
the
only
liability
of
Stadium,
will
Noriiiaiidic.
were
uncertain and that he was going
from Europe on the
e
be cancelled in return for Stadium to the coast to decide what he would
assets which consist almost exclusiveZoRiNA, young Norwegian dancer erty.
who was premiere ballerina of the
ly of former Orpheum Circuit prop- do.In addition to Erickson, those meetMonte Carlo Ballet Russe, has finished
ing Fairbanks at the pier were ArRKO Orpheum will receive the asthur W. Kelly, foreign head of U. A. ;
her assignment in "The Goldwyn Folsets and return a note for $2,644,655 Harry D. Buckley, Capt. Dennis F.
lies" and will arrive in New York on
w.
and all its capital stock to RKO.
the Century tomorro
•
O'Brien, Norris Wilcox and Meyer
Stadium's stock and notes are now on Beck.
William A. Scully, new general deposit under an indenture with the
sales manager for Universal, and Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co.
Joseph Seider, head of Prudential The order provides for the substitu- Tax Collections at
tion of the RKO Orpheum stock and
Playhouses, sailed yesterday on the
Georgic for a vacation cruise. They notes for the Stadium collateral. The
New
November
High
(Continued from page 1)
will return Jan. 2.
dissolution of Stadium must be ef•
fected before the end of the year if 421,000 over the $16,262,907 collected
SiG Wittman, eastern Universal the taxes are to be avoided.
in the same period last year.
district manager, will leave Sunday
RKO Orpheum will issue 10 shares
Collections in the third New York
night for Cleveland where he will hold of no par value voting common stock (Broadway) district were at a high
a one-day sales meeting of the Cleve- and 673 shares of no par value pre- point at $682,113, a gain of nearly
ferred stock redeemable at $1,000 per
land, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati offices.
$78,000 over October, the Bureau reshare.
e
Collections at the box-office jumped
ported.
Nicholas Nayfack, M-G-M pro- More Fees in Roxy
from
$559,145 to $616,520. All other
duction executive, and Lynne Carver,
taxes also increased, as follows : free
Action Disallowed or reduced rate admissions, from
his wife, are due in New York tomorrow for a brief stay.
(Continued from page 1)
$2,121 to $7,956; tickets sold by
•
cation of Blumenthal & Blumenthal, brokers, from $7,017 to $13,773 ; tickE. K. (Ted) O'Shea, eastern dis- attorneys for the Adler Bondholders'
ets sold by proprietors in excess of
trict manager for M-G-M, left for Protective Committee, for $12,500 established prices, from $1,401 to
Buffalo yesterday to spend Christmas fees ; Hoffman & Hoffman, attorneys
$2,210; permanent use or lease of
with his family. He will return Mon- for Ernest G. Laubenheimer and other boxes and seats, from nothing to $35 ;
day.
bondholders, for $2,500 fees, and Ep- admissions to roof gardens and cab«
arets, from $34,803 to $41,619.
attorneys for CamWallace Ford will play Santa pagnolistein & &Goodman,
Co., Inc., a bondholder, for
Claus to his daughter, Patty, when $350 also were disapproved.
she arrives with her mother this
Judge Caffey stated that the inter- Anti-Dual Campaign
morning from the coast.
•
vention by these bondholde'-s was unStarted in Evanston
necessary, as their interests were al(Continued from page 1)
Margaret Sullavan and her husready protected by other bondholders'
band, Leland Hayward, arrived on committees.
publisher of the News-Index ; Mayor
the coast yesterday via American
Henry Penfield, the Better Films
Airlines.
Council, the P. T. A. and officials of
•
Drop Barrymore's Suit
The
accounting
suit
brought
by
Northwestern University. Their conA. W. Smith, Jr., general sales
tention isthat double features exert a
manager for U. A., left yesterday for John Barrymore against Hochner- bad influence by lowering the quality
Finn, his former New York attorneys,
Miami and will get back Jan. 2.
was dismissed by Federal Judge John standard of films shown.
C. Knox in the U. S. District Court
DeVry Delays Plans
here yesterday when Barrymore withdrew his complaint and the defense
Open Ampa Meeting
For 16mm
Newsreels
consented to a dismissal of their counAlthough it was originally intended
Chicago, Dec. 22. — Pl?ns for the
terclaim. The attorneys will receive
have today's meeting in the form of
establishment of a 16mm national $2,043 from the fund now deposited in ato closed
session, the Christmas spirit
newsreel have been delayed by H. A. a special account. The remaining $1,- has brought about a change in plans
DeVry, equipment manufacturer, who 500 will go to Barrymore or Walter and now all and sundry can attend
has been active in establishing local C. Durst as custodian in Barrymore's the annual festivities of Ampa at the
16mm newsreels throughout the coun- California bankruptcy.
International Casino. Gifts and favors
try.
will be distributed in addition to a
DeVry stated that until all arrange- Set Star Xmas Greetings raffle which will be held in connection
ments for handling the film could be
Hollywood, Dec. 22.— For the first with the Film Daily Relief Fund.
completed, production would be held
time, film stars and other prominent
up. According to DeVry, from 20 personalities
consented to appear
to 40 theatres in the Chicago area in National have
Cohen Coming East
Screen Service trailers
will start local newsreels late in JanHollywood,
Dec. 22. — Emanuel
giving
Christmas
and
New
Year's
uary. These theatres will be serviced
greetings. Among those to be filmed Cohen left for New York tonight by
by DeVry.
B. DeMille, Carole Lom- plane to arrange the world premiere
Latest development in the plans are Cecil
bard, Ginger Rogers, Gary Cooper, of "Every Day's a Holiday" on
DeVry has in the 16mm field is the
Burns. Autry, John Boles and Bob Jan. 14.
establishment of a library of features Gene
which will be rented to schools and
Cokell En Route Here
non-theatrical groups. At present
Fineman RKO Producer
DeVry officials are screening more
Hollywood, Dec. 22. — Walter B.
Hollywood, Dec. 22.— Bernard Cokell, Paramount treasurer, left for
than 100_ features to secure the pictures which they feel are needed for Fineman has been made an associate New York today by train after comtheir library. Many of the films are producer at RKO under a term conpleting amonth of study given over
tract.
independent productions.
to the paring of studio expenses.

Trade

Hit

Treaty

N.S.W.

May

Quota

(Continued from page 1)
tributor quota from the previous 10
per cent to three per cent, but made
it virtually mandatory that the distributors meet the requirements of the
quota legislation.
At theare
moment
distributing offices here
awaiting
complete details by mail on the legislation from Sydney, before determining on a course of action. The law
will cover 1938 and 1939. The exhibitor quota is 2>4 per cent.

It was pointed out yesterday that
the American trade treaty with England, now in the course of discussion preliminary to negotiation, calls
for trade agreements between the
United States and the United Kingdom, and not Great Britain alone. If
the negotiations are successfully concluded, such a treaty, with respect to
films as to all other products included,
would be binding on Australia as well.
The legislation just enacted pertains
to New South Wales alone, since
quota laws there are made individually,
by states, but it is feared here that
the precedent may spread to the other
five states which make up the Commonwealth of Australia.
The political implications of the new
legislation also were emphasized here,
in view of the fact that the Australian
elections will be held next spring. The
new law carries a 12^ per cent rejection privilege on foreign product
for New South Wales exhibitors.
It was said that American firms
may finance Australian production in
order to comply with the provisions
of the New South Wales quota, if
that becomes necessary, but under no
consideration would they produce
there, since the cost of transporting VA
production units would be prohibitive,
despite the fact that Australia is an
excellent market for American pic- - A
tures. Whereas Australian product -'A
may be used for quota purposes in the -V2
English market, the New South Wales VA
law permits the use only of Austra- - -Vi
lian product, and not English.13}4
-V
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Control
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Radio
Predicted

Personals

►

O'KEEFE will return
ER
WALT
from Europe today aboard the
Normandie. . . Maurice Gaffney, CBS
trade news editor, will start a vacation
Jan. 8, planning a West Indies cruise.
. . Margaret Carlisle, soprano will arrive today on the Normandie ^ from a
s
year' stay in London. She will probably be signed by Columbia Concerts.
r, WNEW chief anJaege
John nouncer,
and Evelyn Hassemer, head
of the station telephone operating division, were married last week. . .
Jean Paul King has been signed as
announcer for the forthcoming Rexall
program. . . Rudy Vallee will bring
Ethel Barrymore and Dudley Digges
to his program tonight.
Jim Sauter of Airfeatures has been
named publicity director for the President's Birthday Ball . . . CBS publicity
department will tender its annual party
at the Ambassador this year. The event
will be held tomorrow, and a twoman band, comprising Hal Davis and
Les Lieber, both of the press staff,
will supply the music . . .
+
Cincinnati Town Pump
Cincinnati, Dec. 22. — Francis Pettay, announcer on "The Freshest
Thing in Town," script show aired
daily except Saturday and Sunday
over WKRC, is back at work after
a minor operation performed at Bethesda Hospital. . . Lee Goldsmith,
WCKY studio manager, pinch-hitting
for Elmer Dressman, continuity editor, who is on a honeymoon, is doing
his job via the sign language, having
temporarily lost his voice. . . Rosalyn
Ross, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music student, who recently joined
WLW, has just made her debut on the
"
diair withrection"Vocal
of WilliamVarieties,
Clarence
Stoess. . .under
West of the WLW-WSAI research
department has returned from a vacation in New York.
+
Oklahoma City Pump
Oklahoma City, Dec. 22. — Bill
Simpson is a new KTOK announcer.
He has been with KNOW, Austin, and
KABC, San Antonio . . . Clifford
Easum has gone from KTOK to
KFXR here as engineer . . . Bill Cunningham, formerly of WBBZ, Ponca
City, Okla., is relief announcing at
KOMA here. Cunningham formerly
worked for KFXR here. Lester C.
Harlow, formerly of KVOA, Siloam
Springs, Ark., has joined the engineering staff of KTOK here replacing Easum.
Renew Sullivan Newscasts
Cincinnati, Dec. 22. — The CapitolBarg Cleaning Co. for the third consecutive time has renewed its sponsorship of Paul Sullivan's newscasts
over WSAL The contract was placed
by Frederick W. Ziv, Inc.

by Weber

(Continued from page 1)
said here today. Weber, now on a
short visit to Southern Calif ornia,_ addressed the press at a luncheon given
him by Lewis Allen Weiss, general
manager of the Don Lee network. Mutual west coast affiliate.
Weber, in answer to a question by
a Motion Picture Daily reporter,
said that an attempt at unity of action
for all broadcasters regardless of the
power of individual stations will be
attempted at the forthcoming convention through the election of president
and secretary with paid salaries and
augmented powers.
Weber disclosed that leading broadcasters of the midwest and east will
attempt to put through a measure
which in effect will establish trade
policies, such as educational and social ideas, as well as formulate labor
and other policies. He said one of the
important points of the program would
have to do with a regulatory code governing decency and morals in broadcasts but indicated that no penalties
could be inflicted upon members violating such a code if set up. Penalties
for violations of self-governing rules
on morals and decency may result only
through cooperation of all broadcasters, he indicated.
Touch Lightly on West
Although the NBC Mae West
broadcast was discussed facetiously, no
actual mention of the program which
met public disapproval was made by
Weber who said that promoters of the
self -regulatory code had been at work
on proposals for about sixtv days.
Weber was introduced by L. M.
(Bud) Rutherford, publicity director
for Don Lee, and declared that three
or four men not directly connected
with the radio industry may be sugas "czar"
by N.A.B. delegates
of the gested
industry.
He predicted
that

On

Loose

San Francisco, Dec. 22.—
Vic Paulsen has signed off his
"One O'clock Review" on
KJBS, with the sound effect
of a galloping horse. A thick
voice on the phone insisted
the right front shoe was
loose!

Heatter's Contract
Continued 26 Weeks
The contract of Gabriel Heatter has
been renewed for 26 weeks by Rogers,
Peet Co. through the WOR Artists
Service. It is effective Feb. 28 and
stipulates that Heatter will confine
his commentary activities exclusively
to Rogers, Peet broadcasts. Marschalk & Pratt is the agency.
The renewal squelches reports that
Heatter would sign with another sponsor.
Michaels

Store

to

Air Brooks in News
Michaels Department Store has
signed Richard Brooks for six
quarter-hour news commentary periods a week, beginning Dec. 27,
over WNEW. The contract is for 13
weeks,
through the Schillin Advertising Corp.
A. W. Pickett, Inc., has signed for
50 live announcements over the same
station. Riverbank Canning Co. has
signed for six 10-minute periods a
week of "The Joymakers" on WNEW,
through the Klinger Advertising Corp.
P. &

G. to Present

Writ

Sought

Transcribed

Show

Denver, Dec. 22. — An injunction to
restrain KFEL from broadcasting a
transcribed program and stating it was
being broadcast for Olinger Mortuaries, Inc., is being sought in a suit
filed in the District Court here. The
complaint alleges KFEL has presented
a "canned" music program on Sunday afternoons, immediately following
a program
sponsored by the mortuaries over KLZ.
KFEL maintains that it has a signed
contract for the programs, and had
previously started suit for the first
month's bill, which the mortuaries had
refused to pay. The KFEL suit is
against the mortuaries, the Hower Advertising was
Agency and
W. W. byMacGruder, who
employed
the
Hower agency, but who now, since
the death of C. M. Hower, has his
own agency.
RCA-Victor

Canada

Records Explained
Montreal, Dec. 22. — Radio entertainers of Canada got a slight case
of the "jitters" the other day when
RCA-Victor opened a new studio in
St. Henry Ward, for the manufacture
of transcriptions. Their attack subsided, however, when company officials
announced that transcriptions made
there will not be used for commercial
purposes in large metropolitan stations
of the Dominion, but will be shipped
to the small-power stations in remote
corners of the provinces, stations too
isolated to become an integral part
ion.
of the regular network of the DominIt was pointed out that Canadian
talent would be used.

''Goldbergs'' on WHN
Procter & Gamble will present Radio Men
Wrestle
"The Goldbergs" on WHN starting
Tan. 3 through a contract just effected.
With AF of M Pacts
The series will be presented Mondays
At a late hour last night the A. F. of
through Fridays from 7:15 to 7:30
M. and the I.R.N.A. committee still
the
agency.
P.
M.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
is
1938 would be the best year for Muwere wrestling over the content of the
tual, telling of improved facilities for
mass of contracts sent in by the
Renewed
for
52
weeks
over
WHN
educational and special events, sports
I.R.N.A. stations. The deadline exof Experience,"
the
reand sustaining» features through sys- is the "Voice
pired last night, but it is believed that
newal
starting
Dec.
27.
Erwin,
tems of cooperative broadcasting on
it will not be found necessary to set
which Mutual has gained great favor Wasey is the agency. Also, the B. C.
by establishing a reputation for fine Remedy Co. has received its daily another. Word of the outcome of yesable today.
spot announcements over WHN for
terday's session is expected to be availdance bands. He said that this fac- another
52 weeks, beginning Jan. 3.
tor would be the opening wedge in tract.
Charles W. Hoyt Co. placed the connew campaigns.
KFBK
Jumps
Power,
Among features to be presented by
I. J. Fox will start a five-week
Mutual during 1938 will be the first
Station
regular weekly international program oeriod of spot announcements over Will Expand
Dec. Corp.
25, through the Schillin
to be aired from France and/or Eng- WHN
Advertising
Sacramento, Dec. 22. — Station
land.
KFBK, owned and operated by the
Sa-cramento Bee, has increased power
from 5,000 to 10,000 watts, necessitating increased facilities and quarters.
building.
Plans are being drafted for a new
New
Shows
on
the
Air

few done in the French manner went
"Continental Varieties"
A modern German balA fair idea of the scope of this pro- off well,
lad also too.
clicked.
gram may be gleaned from the initial
Carmen Del Rio, a singer from
announcement which is uttered in six
languages, including English. Its title Buenos Aires, was featured on yesterday's program.
has a in
richFrench
voice
is a familiar one and its significance and delivers
her She
numbers
strikes an obvious note to listeners as
and
Spanish.
Her
rendition
of
the
to what they may expect.
tricky "Clavelitos" stood out. Spanish
As the minutes tick past listeners influence overshadows the period, but
become aware of a lively afternoon the rich rhythms are always satisfyprogram that pleasantly stimulates the
ing. Joseph Honti manages to get
imagination with more or less familiar the most from the orchestra. The
romantic music. The numbers are program features guest stars each
popular and the orchestrations bring week. It is heard on Wednesdays
out the rich tone values of Latin songs over WJZ and the NBC-Blue network from 3 to 3:30 P. M.
P.
from abroad and South America. The

Air Group Plays Stage Dates
Cincinnati, Dec. 22. — Schneider's
Texans, a hillbilly vocal and instrumental ensemble, heard on an early
morning spot over WLW, is playing
a stage engagement
at Keith's,
dianapolis, with other Indiana
dates Into
follow.
Miss Pickford on Air Sunday
Hollywood, Dec. 22. — Mary Pickford will be the first Chase & Sanborn guest to make a general appearance when she participates in the
coffee
company's
Rubinoff and his show
violin this
also Sunday.
will be
heard.

First in
Film an<
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Union

NEW

Extends

Deadline
Music

for

Pacts

New Date Jan. 3 — About
200 Contracts Signed
I.R.N.A. stations were notified by
wire yesterday that the A. F. of M.
deadline has been extended until Jan.
3, 1938, to permit them more time to
negotiate with the local chapters of
the Federation, in accordance with the
Plan of Settlement.
The messages bore the signatures
of Samuel Rosenbaum and Emile J.
Gough of the I.R.N.A. committee, and
read as follows :
"All but a few dozen affiliates have
either signed contracts with locals or
are actively negotiating and contracts
are practically assured. Owing to the
holiday season it is impossible to expect completion this week (of the pact
with the A. F. of M.) and in fairness
to the vast majority of affiliates who
are showing good faith, Weber (A. F.
of M. president) has agreed at the
request of the committee to close the
meetings finally Jan. 3, 1938. Please
cooperate by completing your contracts
before that date if you have not yet
closed
your contracts
local." are now on
Closewith
to 200
file with the Federation, it was said
yesterday.
Claim
Can

405
Use

Stations
New

Discs

A nationwide survey recently completed indicates that 405 United States
radio stations are now specially
equipped to broadcast vertical-cut
wide range transcriptions, according
Additional developments in
radio on pages 8-9
to World Broadcasting System. Vertical recording, a Bell Laboratories
development, is described as providing
"four-color"
quality reproduction on
the
air.

What,

No

Knitting?

Hollywood, Dec. 23.— The
M-G-M Studio Club, according to a publicity release, now
boasts a bowling league,
swimming and water polo
team, basketball squad, tennis
team, horseshoe outfit and a
baseball league.

Zukor
At

YORK,

DECEMBER

Status

Studio

Be

FRIDAY,

Ban West Name
A. H. Morton, manager of
NBC-managed and operated
stations, yesterday issued an
order to all stations under
his supervision prohibiting
the use of Mae West's name
in script or song until further orders.

to

Continued

Litigation

TEN

24, 1937

Is Preventing

Option

Renewal

Adolph Zukor's employment status
as Paramount studio head will continue unchanged after the first of the
year, it was stated emphatically by a
high company official yesterday.
At the same time, it was explained
that due to the fact that Zukor's contract is still involved in litigation initiated by a company stockholder last
summer, no action is scheduled to be
taken on the option for renewal which
otherwise would be exercised by the
company prior to Dec. 31, as provided
for in the contract. Due to the legal
status of the pact, it has not been
formally placed in effect, but will be
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1937, if and
when its legality has been asserted by
the court, it was said.
The companv official pointed out,
also, that Zukor was officially without
(Continued on page 9)

UA

Board

Take

Up

Gross

Sees

Kor

to

da

Release

Plea

Understood

Original

Request
Yates

CENTS

His

Modified

Republic

at 10

Million

Republic will gross approximately
season's
the current
on Yates,
$10,000,000
product, H. J.
stated yesterday
in commenting on the company's sales
policy in view of the resignation of
J. J. Milstein, general sales manager.
Yates pointed out that there was
no immediate need to replace Milstein as the company's product was
being handled by franchise holders
throughout the country. However, he
is considering some men for the post.
No decision is expected for some time.
Milstein officially will step out of
his Republic job today. He is considering several ofiFers in the east.
To

Sell ''U" Panay
Picture as Special
Universal's release of the bombing
and sinking of the U. S. gunboat
Supply of School
Panay by Japanese planes will be sold
a special, rather than being issued
Films Faces Delay as
as a regular newsreel release, company
There is little likelihood that the officials stated yesterday. Preferential
more than 1,000 films which were ap- treatment, however, will be accorded
proved in whole or in part for school theatres which have contracts with
use by the M.P.P.D.A. educational the newsreel, it was said.
films committee will be available to
Norman Alley, Universal newsreel
classrooms for many months to come, cameraman, who was a passenger on
the Panay during the bombing, is
it was learned yesterday.
Individual producer-owners of the aboard a Pacific clipper en route
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on pac/e 9)

Hollywood, Dec. 23. — -The United
Artists board of directors is schedto consider
Korda's
requestuled for
a releaseAlexander
from his contract
commitments calling for exclusive production for that company at a special
meeting to be held here probably on
Monday,tative
it sources
was today.
learned from
The authorimeeting
was to have been held tomorrow but
was postponed because of the inability
of Douglas Fairbanks to be present
at that time.
Korda, originally, is reported to
have sought a complete release from
his contractual obligations with United
Artists but modified this subsequently
to a request for the right to engage
in outside production. It is this request which the board is scheduled to
consider.
Korda is understood to have represented to United Artists that only by
engaging in additional production, and
for principals other than United Artists could his company, London Films,
continue to be maintained. It was
reported in reliable quarters here that
Korda has received overtures from
both M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox
to handle production of a part of the
indicated British quota requirements of
both companies.
United Artists is reported to be
wary of the precedent which may be
established by granting Korda's refor that
the board's
action quest
isandsaid
to bereason
unpredictable.
tiations for the United
retentionArtists'
of David
O.
_ Meanwhile,
nego(Continued on page 10)

Film
In

Squadron^

21

onNormandie

By BILL
The Norniaiidie arrived yesterday
from England with 21 film and theatrical personalities aboard, some returning from work in Paris and England, others en route to Hollywood
to start work in pictures and another
group vacation-bound.
Heading the list was Ben Goetz, in
charge of M-G-M production in England, en route to Hollywood for conferences with Louis B. Mayer. He
said that the company is preparing five
productions to start early next year
in London. They are "The Citadel,"
"And So Victoria," "Goodbye Mr.
Chips,"
"Finishing
School" and

in

All^

forXmas

ORNSTEIN
"Shadow of the Wing." He was optimistic about M-G-M's plans in England and said that at the coast meetings it will be decided what studio
will be used permanently for production. "A Yank at Oxford" was made
at Denham. He stayed over last night
to attend the wedding of Ann Dawson,
his sister's child, before flying to
Hollywood today with his brother,
Harry. He also asserted the company
had taken an option on Dr. A. J.
Cronin's next novel, as yet unnamed.
Victor Saville, who accompanied
Goetz, said he will produce three of
(Continued on page 4)

Naming

of Blumberg

Successor Deferred
There is a strong likelihood that
RKO will not name a successor to
Nate Blumberg as head of theatre
operations for some time to come,
officials of the company stated yesterday. In this event, Major L. E.
Thompson, Blumberg's aide in RKO
theatre direction, and John O'Connor,
head film buyer for the circuit, would
(Continued on page 10)

No Paper

Tomorrow

Motion Picture Daily will
not publish tomorrow, which
is Christmas Day.
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W will sail on the
HUR
ART
andieLOE
Norm
Sunday for England,
the first lap on his five-month tour of
foreign countries. •
Walter O'Keefe, radio comedian,
returned from abroad yesterday on the
Normandie. Henri Diamant Beeger,
French producer and director, also
was among the passengers.
•
Irving Reis, former writer and producer of "Columbia Workshop," will
arrive in California on the Santa
Elena, Jan. 7, when he will begin his
new Paramount contract.
•
Peter Colli, Warner district sales
supervisor for Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico and Central
America, has arrived to spend a 10day vacation here. •

Is Named
of Score

Club

Bill Ornstein of the editorial staff
of Motion Picture Daily yesterday
was elected president of the Score
Club, formerly known as the Monday
Knighters, and composed of local circuit heads and exchange managers.
The election took place at the annual
Christmas luncheon at the Tavern.
Each member of the club has been
in the film business for 20 years with
the exception of Ornstein, who has
been in the industry for 17 years. However, the members decided to waive the
three-year difference in favor of Ornstein, the only trade paper man identified with the organization.
Meetings will be held bi-monthly at
a prominent hotel. Today, the members will gather at the Paddock for
an informal session. Other officers of
the erScore
meeting.Club will be named at a lat-

Attending yesterday's session were
Harry Shiffman, Joe Hornstein, Max
A. Cohen, Roy H. Haines, Edward M.
Schnitzer, Nat Cohn, Moe Morris,
Frank Elridge, Charles Moses, Louis
Arthur Wakoff, booker for the
Walter Reade circuit, has become a Frisch, Sam Rinzler, Herman GluckBowen, Louis Geller, Wilfather. The boy, weighing seven man. Jack
liam Saal, Moe Sanders, Harry H.
pounds, saw the light at Brooklyn Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Moe Sanders, IrvJewish Hospital. •
ing Wormser and Charles Stern. Bob
Wolff did not attend due to a ChristBill Shiffrin of the Hawksmas party given in his honor by emVolck agency in Hollywood arrives
ployes of the local RKO exchange at
Sunday for a combined business-pleas- Sardi's. Mitchell Klupt also was abure trip. He will be here about a
sent, being occupied with legal matmonth.
ters pertaining to the Century circuit.
•
Reg Whitely, film critic of the
London Daily Mirror, who arrived on
Sets $250,000 Guarantee
On his return from Hollywood,
the Bremen Wednesday, left yesterday for the coast by train.
•
George J. Schaefer said that a minimum guarantee of $250,000 against
Jock Lawrence, publicity head for percentage are the terms set by United
Samuel Goldwyn, left the coast for Artists for the initial New York run
New York yesterday. He will leave
of "Goldwyn Follies." The figure defor England Saturday.
manded is said to top the previous
•
high
guarantee
obtained by the comJean Hers holt will arrive from
pany for the London showing of "City
the coast Monday. He will be
tendered a cocktail party at the Park
Lane the same day.
•
Tobias Takes Over Rex
Sol Lesser is due from PhiladelLights."
Lester S. Tobias, Inc., on Monday
phia today. Yesterday he attended an
Warner
Men Capture engagement t^-'rty for his daughter in will take over Rex Premiums, Inc.
the Quaker City.
•
Ampa
Party*
s
Prizes
Two Warnerites yesterday won a
Franchot Tone has arrived here
case of rye and a case of scotch which from the coast to join his wife, Joan
were raffled off at the Ampa on be- Crawford. They are at the Waldorfhalf of the Film Daily Relief Fund. Astoria.
K. Gray of the Blaine Thompson
•
Agency and Bryon F. (Dinty) Moore,
ZoRiNA, who has completed a role in
metropolitan manager of Warner the"Goldwyn Follies," will arrive from
atres in New York, were the lucky Hollywood
today.
men.
Mitzi Green, who appears in "Babes
in Arms," picked the winners out of
a hat just before she left for Philadelphia for the opening of the show
there.
Jack Alicoate, sponsor of the Film
Daily Relief Fund, and Louis Nizer,
executive secretary of the New York
Film Board of Trade and a member
of the legal firm of Phillips & Nizer,
spoke on the accomplishments of the
fund. Paul Lazarus, Jr., acted as
chairman of the meeting in the absence
of Ralph Rolan, who is in Hollywood.

Willard C. McKay, general counsel of Universal, is back from a quick
trip to the coast.
»
D. A. Doran, former eastern story
head for Columbia, returned from the
coast yesterday.
•
James A. Fixz Patrick is due to
arrive in Hollywood today from New
York.
•
Joe Hornstein will leave today for
Memphis on a 10-day vacation trip.
•
Charles Ruggles arrived from the
Paramount studios yesterday.

Barron Holds Party
Washington, Dec. 23.— Carter T.
Pat Casey has arrived from the
Barron of Loew's tossed his annual coast to spend a month
here.
Christmas party for his cohorts and
•
the press. The Willard Hotel's CabJ. Robert Rubin of M-G-M left for
inet Room
_
and the rooms of the
the Hollywood yesterday.
Variety Club were the scene.

/. A, Poll
Autonomy

to Sound
Sentiment

Hollywood, Dec. 23. — Sentiment
among members of the I. A. T. S. E.
is being sounded through the medium
of elections to determine whether the
international organization or individual locals shall have autonomy. The
result of the vote will have no legal
significance but will serve merely as
an
indication
of members'
preference
toward
an issue
made capital
of by
intramural political factions and recently
the subject
of a legislative committee
investigation.
Local 695, composed of studio sound
men, was the first unit to vote. They
balloted overwhelmingly in favor of
a continuance of international supervision. Headquarters of the I. A. T.
S. E. stated that only four out of 400
votes asked local autonomy. George
Browne, president of the I. A., who
arrived in town this week with William Bioff, his personal representative, addressed the group on the benefits of international supervision over
local antonomy.
Other locals which will vote shortly are : International Photographers,
Local 659; Laboratory Workers, Local 683, and Studio Technicians, Local 37. I. A. T. S. E. leaders are confident that the majority of the members in the four locals will favor retention of international supervision.
Sunday Vaude Approved
Bridgeport, Dec. 23. — S u n d a y
vaudeville has been approved by the
Board of Aldermen and will become
effective
14 affected
days. Loew's
and Globein are
by the Lyric
new
ordinance.
Filmarte

Gives

Bonus

Employes
of the Filmarte
ceived a Christmas
bonus
week's salary and increases
with the new year. Jean
operates the house.

have
reof one
effective
Lenauer

Bonus at Paramount
Paramount yesterday paid a bonus
of one week's salary to all employes
earning less than $40 per week.
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under his Warner conyears to
asserted
tract,go
he will make two a
Poundage Down
ve
ri
Ar
ny
Ma
year for the company. However, he
has one picture to make for Walter
Kansas City, Dec. 23.—
Western Missouri and Kansas
ing e Heights," which
"Wuther
Wanger,
Normandie
On
he hopes to complet this year. He
exhibitors are using about 15
left yesterday for Chicago, where
per cent less poundage of
film than they did a year ago
Miriam Hopkins, his wife, is appearChristmas
For
at the same time. At Film
ing in "Wine of Choice." He will accompany her to Philadelphia in two
Delivery, where they weigh
days and then come on to New York,
out
film for transport, pound(Continued from page 1)
where he will spend three to four
age is down about that much
ing
weeks
before
proceed
to
the
coast
in comparison with the same
the five films scheduled, namely, "The
period in 1936, according to
So Victoria" and to start work on "The Amazing Dr.
Citadel," "And
Sam Abend, treasurer.
Michael Balcon Clitterhouse." Miss Hopkins, Litvak
Chips."
Mr.
"Goodbye
While there have been half
stated, has two years to go under her
will produce the other two.
This is his first trip to America Samuel Goldwyn contract, and she
a
dozen or more theatre closings in the area recently,
since 1929, he stated. He expects to will be back at the studios in May or
much more important are the
Febm
Citadel"
"The
on
begin work
Charles MacArthur, playwright,
number of exhibitors cutting
ruary. Both Goetz and Saville plan June.
to be on the coast a week or 10 days. wrote a play, tentatively titled "Holy
down program changes.
He will leave today by plane for the Bible," while in Egypt and Budapest.
He said it was a story about a New
coast with the Goetzes.
York girl and he didn't know who Normandie. Both were in England
Commenting on M-G-M's plans would
produce it. He left here Oct. three months and said they were glad
abroad, Saville declared that the com- 30.
pany has set down as many films as
to get back. McLaglen said his concan be made. "We have some very fine
tract with 20th Century-Fox has four
One M-G-M for MacArthur
make
will
we
more years to run and that he will
"and
subjects," he said,
the kind of pictures demanded of
Committed to M-G-M for one pic- appear in three a year. He left for
M-G-M." He was not optimistic on
ture, MacArthur said he may do a
the coast by plane last night. Donmaking million-dollar pictures, hold- story in the "Get Rich Quick Wal- levy will leave Saturday. He said
to
more
cost
not
should
ing that films
lingford" series. He may write it here he will be in the next McLaglen film
make in England than in Hollywood. or
go to the coast in January. Helen as soon as he reaches the coast.
Sam Smith, who handles Repubhc Hayes, his wife, has no picture plans,
Arthur Tracy returned after spendproduct in England, said that British according to MacArthur, who is now
ing 19 months in England, where he
Lion's four-year deal expires the end writing another untitled play.
made "Follow Your Star." He said
of 1939. Negotiations for renewing
June Knight, who just finished
this on his own, that Genthe pact will be held here with H. J. "Break the News," for Rene Clair he produced
eral Film Distributors would handle
Yates, he added.
with Maurice Chevalier in Paris, left it in England and that Universal probfor Hollywood last night. She said
ably will distribute in this country
Smith Leaves for Toronto
she had several offers for films, but His company is known as the Bell
"Very little production is now go- was anxious to do a play first.
grave Films. He said he is discussing
three deals to make quota pictures in
ing on in England," Smith stated, beSamuel
Engel,
who
produced
"He
cause of the uncertainty of the quota
Was Her Man" for 20th Century-Fox England and plans to leave for Hollywood shortly.
law, but as soon as this is settled pro- in England, said Gracie Fields has
duction will have a new spurt. He three more films to do for the company
Peter Bull, English actor, arrived
left for Toronto last night to spend regardless of the quota. He is Hol"MariebeenAntoinette."
He
Christmas with N. L. Nathanson and
saidappear
he hadin never
in Hollywood,
lywood-bound after three months to
abroad.
will return Monday.
although he has visited New York.
Francis L. Harley, managing direcVictor McLaglen and Brian Don- He left for the coast by plane last
tor for England, and Benjamin Mig- levy, who appeared in the picture with night.
Lewis Milestone, director, returned
gins, managing director for Continen- Miss Fields, also returned on the
tal Europe, represented the 20th Century-Fox sales contingent.
Harley said that distribution and
exhibition in England are "marvellous." Business in England is much
better this year than last, he said,
Greeting
20th'Fox
Men
"and our business is outstandingly
good." The sales executive would not
comment on the company's production
plans in England, adding that Robert
T. Kane will come over soon to discuss the situation with Sidney R. Kent,
president. He will remain three to
four weeks.
Says Dutch Building Decreases
Miggins declared there is little theatre building and that Holland and
Switzerland are now going through
"adjustment." He added that theatre
business on the continent was good
and everyone was making money.
One of the purposes of his trip is
to see "In Old Chicago" at the Astor
on Jan. 6. The second is to discuss
plans for next season. Next Tuesday
both Harley and Miggins will attend
the cocktail party at the Savoy Plaza
being tendered by Kent for Darryl F.
Zanuck. Joseph M. Schenck also will
attend.
Gilbert Miller said he brought his
wife home for Christmas and that he
is planning to do a play by Frederick
Lonsdale, tentatively titled "Once Is
Enough," with Ina Claire. He added
he had no film tieups and did not plan
any. He left for England Oct. 1, and
will return there the end of February.
Lonsdale, who also was on the boat,
left yesterday for Florida to spend the
holidays with Lord Beaverbrook.
Anton Litvak, who has three more

■

from a two-month vacation abroad.
He visited England, France, Austria,
Hungarypartedand
He also and
defor theRoumania.
coast yesterday
will direct "Roadshow" for Hal
Roach. After that he has no commitments, he said.
Moss Hart and Richard Rodgers
returned from their first vacation in
six years. They spent considerable
time in Naples, Paris, Rome and London. Hart was away four weeks and
Rodgers a week longer. Their next
play
be "I has
Married
an Angel,"
on
whichwill
M-G-M
an option.
Dwight
VViman will produce it on Broadway.
Their last film effort was "Food for
Scandal," for which they did the
music, lyrics and book. Hart and
Rodgers stated they are concentrating on the theatre and have no further
film plans.
Boyer and Wife Debark
Charles Boyer and his wife, Pat
Paterson, came back from England
and France, where they spent three
months, the former working on a film
in Paris and the latter vacationing.
Boyer made "Storm" for Daven Prod.,
and under the terms of his Walter
Wanger contract, which has two years
to go, he will appear in two a year.
Miss Paterson also is under contract
to Wanger. Both left for Hollywood
last night by train. Both Boyer and
his wife stated they had not been
advised of their next picture.
Hayes Goetz accompanied his
father. Mrs. Goetz arrived two weeks
ago. Also on the boat was Terris
Ivens, director of "The Spanish
Spanish

Film

to Start

Shooting
on of
"Castles
the Air,"
first
production
LeBaronin Prod.,
will
,tart
on the coast Jan. 3, it was stated
Earth."
yesterday by Edward LeBaron, now
in New York. The film will star Blanquita Castejon, Raphael Alvir, Andres
DeSeguralo, who was Deanna Durbin's singing teacher, Jose Pena and
Consuelo
Mendizabal. LeBaron plans
0^
1938.produce 15 all-Spanish films in
:o
Form New K. C. Firm
Kansas City, Dec. 23. — A new
firm, Consolidated Film Co., has been
organized here by W. L. Norris and
W. P. Humston to distribute Chesterfield and other independent product.
They formerly were associated with
Monogram Pictures of Kansas City,
Inc., from which Monogram Film
Distributors, Inc., recently purchased
the Western Missouri-Kansas franchise for Monogram product.

^^^^
Plan "Holiday" Drive
"Every Day's A Holiday" will be
accorded a special national advertising campaign similar to that of "Ebb
Tide," according to Robert M. Gillham, publicity and advertising director of the company. One feature of
tlie exploitation will be full page ads
in color in publications whose circulation totals 20,000,000. Newspaper ads
will include space for the insertion
of local theatres name and dates.
Drew

to Motiograph

Chicago, Dec. 23. — Thomas P.
Spyros Skouras, operating head of National Theatres, yesterday went Drew has been appointed Motiograph
down the bay to meet several incoming 20th Century-Fox sales and representative covering the eastern
production executives arriving on the Normandie. He is shown in the states. He has worked with Western
center as he met Brian Donlevy, extreme left, Ben Miggins, Francis L. Electric, General Register and operated a theatre.
Harley and Samuel Engel.

"TRUE

"I confess

that TRUE
brought the best pre-hohday

CONFESSION"

CONFESSION'
has
trade to the Paramount

Theatre in years. Audience reaction is terrific."
— Robert M. Weitman, Paramount Theatre, N.Y.

although playing in pre-holiday time. Audience
action istremendous."
— W ill Lynch, Paramount
"TRUE

CONFESSION'

Enterprises, Miami,

reFla.

is a highly polished,

"I must confess that 'TRUE CONFESSION' is
knocking them over at the Sheridan in Miami

smoothly grained Yule log which deserves to crackle
right merrily at the Paramount. It is witty, clever,

Beach, even bettering last year's hohday records of
'COLLEGE HOLIDAY' and THE PLAINSMAN'

highly amusing.

Santa will have to be generous in-

deed to give us a merrier show."
— Frank Nugent, New

York Times
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Club

Cleveland
Cleveland, Dec. 23. — Dave Miller,
Universal branch manager, has been
elected chief barker of Variety Club.
He succeeds M. B. Horwitz.
Other officers elected were : First
vice-president. Col. Nat Wolf; Second vice-president, J. S. Jossey; treasurer, I. J. Schmertz ; Secretary,
Frank Boyd.
Columbus
Columbus, Dec. 23. — Columbus
Tent No. 2 treated appro.ximately 200
children to a turkey dinner at the new
quarters of the tent in the Grand Theatre Bldg, A Mickey Mouse and one
Popeye picture were shown, and a
revue was staged by a local dancing
school. Each guest was given a
Christmas gift and tickets to all local
theatres. The children attending the
party were selected by principals of
2C local schools. Those unable to attend were visited at the children's hospitals and Nightingale Cottage by officials and members of the tent, who
distributed gifts and delicacies.
Duke Clark, chief barker, was in
charge of the program, and Ross Anderson doubled as Santa Claus.
Others participating were : Max
Stern, chairman of arrangements
committee ; Leo Haenlein, gifts ;
Harry Schreiber, entertainment ;
Jake Luft, finance; Walter Miles,
films ; Matt Reigler, decorations ;
Russell Canter, master of ceremonies ; J.A.coB E. Sandusky and
Robert French, transportation.
Kansas
City
Kansas City, Dec. 23.— The Variety Club has arranged a New Year's
Eve party in the clubrooms on Film
Row here, and is limiting reservations
to 30 couples. The fee will be $5.
Appro.ximately 1,300 Kansas Citians
participated in the fourth annual Variety Club-Kansas City Star bowling
tournament at the Pla-Mor alleys in
Kansas City, Mo., and at the GrindelLembke alleys in Kansas City, Kan.
This is the biggest participation of the
series.
Frank Hensler was in charge for
the club, Ernie Mehl for the Star.
Omaha
Omaha, Dec. 23. — Variety Club
raised $249.75 at the anual charity
supper-dance recently for a local newspaper's shoe and milk fund. About
200 persons attended.
Edward Shafton, Sol Francis,
Harry Shumow, E. R. Cummings,
Red Emerson and Bill Miskell were
in charge of the party.
Walter Green, new chief barker,
bought the club membership put on
the block.
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Dec. 23. — The Pittsburgh Tent will hold its own New
Year's Eve party this year, with a
band and everything.
The goal for the 1937 Press-K.T)KAVariety Club Milk Fund broadcasts
is $30,000.
Tony Stern came up to the club
the other night with a load of cigars
celebrating the arrival of a daughter.
A charter has just arrived for the
American Legion branch of the local
tent.
Jake Soltz was first to kick in for

Looking

^Em

Over

"Rhythm
(RKO)

Subjects

Wranglers"

Cowboy and hillbilly music is arranged and presented in this short to
be nicely entertaining. There is also
the semblance of a plot. It revolves
around the competition between two
dude ranches. The photography and
recording are good. Assisting in the
It brings G-men into the western field, a thing quite odd viewing the unfoldment are Ray Whitley, Jane
time, place and setting. It's about a clever mobster, Walter Miller, who Walsh, Lloyd Ingraham and (jeorgia
imports a crew of yeggs, among them a forger, Matty Fain, to a peace- Simons. It should please. Running
ful ranching valley, where he slicks widows and orphans of their lands
by showing bills-of-sale with phoneyed signatures. He tries the deal on time, 19 mins. "G."
Buck Jones' girl friend, Muriel Evans, which brings Buck into action. "Porky's Poppa"
The G-man is Harvey Clark, roaming the countryside like a bum gain- {Vitaphone)
ing his evidence.
Another cleverly executed cartoon
The film has an elaborate plot, with a whole town tunneled, even from featuring the comical and sometimes
the church to the gambling hall. This fact will intrigue the kids no end. ingenious pig character. Here he pits
For the hinterlands, one incident surely will provide quite a bit of his cow, Bessie, against a mechanical
laughter — the scene wherein Muriel Evans in her best Sunday dress milk-producing monster and the encounter is really good novelty. Bes
and her white, high heeled shoes invades the cowlot with a milk bucket
sie wins out to save the farm from
to pail the Jerseys. The dress is bad enough, but the idea of white shoes ruin. Worth while. Running time, 7
in a cowyard is slightly out of reason.
Buck Jones is the producer, with Ray Taylor directing. It was taken
from the novel by Forrest Brown, with screenplay by Frances Guihan.
"September
in the Rain"
"G."
(mins.
Vitaphone)
Running time, 60 minutes. 'G."
A color cartoon fantasy that utilizes
various articles in a grocery story
"Sacred"
on Dual
for its effect. The theme is set to
"Navy Blue," Show
modern music and a number of cariBeat Buffalo Lull
catures of prominent entertainers are
Top in Milwaukee
worked into the action. It is pleasant
Buffalo, Dec. 23. — With the city
Milwaukee, Dec. 23. — "Nothing still
in the grip of snow and ice, first but doesn't seem to get anywhere.
Sacred" and "Missing Witness"
collected $8,500 at the Warner in runs took it on the chin. "Navy Blue Running time, 7 mins. "G."
eight days to top first run grosses in and Gold," helped by a stage show
a sickly week. This was $3,500 called "St. Moritz Revue." turned in "One on the House"
above average. Other business was the best showing, $16,300, at the {Vitaphone)
Buffalo. This was $2,300 over par.
The famous vaudeville act known
off.
The only other house to get into as Willie, West and McGinty serves
"The Last Gangster" and "Borrowing Trouble" was held over for a the profit division was the Century as the hub around which revolves a
second week at Fox's Wisconsin, not which had "The Last Gangster" and meager plot concerning newlyweds
because it proved a sellout in the first "She Asked for It." The gross of and an assortment of turns performed
week but because of a shortage of $6,600 was $300 over normal.
by The Merry Macs, Floria Vestoff,
As a counter attraction in this sad Diane Denise and Al Tucker. The
good product, it was reported. The
film grossed $6,000. Average for the pre-holiday stretch, the six-day bike result is diversified entertainment
house is $8,000.
riders, always a good attraction here, which should manage to please all
Total first run business was $27,200. were whirling around Broadway
around. Running time, 20 mins. "G."
Average for five houses is $26,500.
Auditorium.
Estimated takings :
Total first run business was $39,300.
Week Ending Dec. 14:
"Henry King & OrchesAverage is $42,300.
"FEDERAL BULLETS" (Monogram)
Estimated takings for the week end- ( J'itaphone)
"THANKS FOR LISTENING" (A.C.)
GARDEN— (1,200), 25c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
ing Dec. 18 :
This familiar band is introduced
"NAVY
BLUE
AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
"NAVY
BLUE
AND
GOLD"
(M-G-M)
BUFFALO—
(3,000),
35c-60c,
7 days. with a novel story idea. The plot
$600 "BIG TOWN GIRL" (2(tth-Fox)
Stage: "St.
Moritz(Average,
Revue" with
Kit Klein. offers King as a correspondence school
$16,300.
$16,000)
STRAND— (1,400), ,?5c-50c, 5 days. Gross: Gross:
$1,500. (Average, $4,500)
"FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
musician who gathers a band from
neighborhood talent. They go to New
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"DANGER, LOVE AT WORK"
(20th-Fox)
York for commencement exercises
"SWING IT SAILOR" (G.N.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 30c-50c, 7 days. and mistakenly drop into a night club
"LOVE TAKFS FLIGHT" (G.N.)
Gross:
$7,100.
(Average,
$8,000)
GARDEN— (1,200). 25c-35c, 2 days. Gross:
where their music is an immediate
"LOVE ON TOAST" (Para.)
success.
The idea hits off well enough
"LANCER
SPY"
(20th-Fox)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c, 7 days. and the music and singing by Betty
"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F.N.)
$400
STRAND— (1,400), 35c-50c, 2 days. Gross: Gross: $3,900. (Average. $7,500)
tral' out the entertainment.
Allen rounds
$700. (Average. $4,500)
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
"SHE
ASKED
FOR
IT"
(Para.)
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
CENTURY— (3,000),
25c-35c,
7 days. Running time, 10 mins. "G."
PALACE— (2,400), 35e-50c, 7 days. Gross: Gross: $6,600. (Average, $6,300)
$4,500. (Average. $5,000)
"Alibi Mark"
"THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF"
"HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP" (Col.)
( Vitaphone)
RIVERSIDE— (2,.^00), 25c-30c, 7 days.
(Univ.)
"THE
LADY
FIGHTS
BACK"
(Univ.)
Stage: Vaudeville.
Gross: $5,000. (AverFloyd Gibbons delivers another of
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c-35c, 7 days
age, $5,000)
Gross: $5,600. (Average, $6,500)
"Your True Adventures" here. It
"NOTHING SACRED" (U.A.)
lacks the punch and realistic thrills of
"MISSING WITNESS" (F.N.)
WARNER— (2,400). 35c-50c. 8 days. Gross:
earlier numbers, but gets around to a
$8,500. (Average, $5,000)
Heads Bill Posters
good dramatic climax. Gibbons relates
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
Cincinnati, Dec, 23. — Walter his yarn in a C.C.C. camp setting. It
"BORROWING TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 35c-50c, 7 days, 2nd Thompson has been elected president concerns a down and out youth who
week. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $8,000)
rides freight trains into a near-lynchof
BillWilliam
Posters and
Billers'
No.the11.
Guckin
has Local
been
ing party when he hops off in a town
named vice-president ; Edward J. Nor- where a man has just been murdered
the Milk Fund, contributing $100.
ton, secretary and treasurer, and Al by a hobo. Only identification by a
John McGrevey will take over his
railroad detective who hit him with a
duties as the new president the first Linneman, sergeant-at-arms. Trustees
are : Albert Lane, William Watke and blackjack saves his neck. The real
of the year.
character is on hand again to
Gifts are piling in for George William Kennedy. Norton and Thomp- life
son were selected as delegates to the receive his check. Running time, 13
Variety Barker, the club's adopted Central Labor Council.
boy.

''Boss of Lonely Valley"
{Universal)
Lincoln, Dec. 23. — Buck Jones has been in much better and faster
paced
this, but it'll do the average business for Jones' flickers
withoutfihns
muchthantrouble.

mins. "G."
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Westinghouse
Given
Government
Contract
Washington, Dec. 23. — A contract
for radio transmitting and couplingequipment to be used in modernizing
communications stations at 50 points,
has been awarded by the U. S. Dept.
of Commerce to .the Westinghouse
Electric Corp. The equipment will
cost $246,500.
The new material will replace obsolescent apparatus and will provide
simultaneous radio range and communication transmission at existing stations now equipped for this type of
service.
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Radio

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD returned
from Pittsburgh and Hollywood
yesterday . . . Sylvia Froos has been
booked into the Earle, Philadelphia,
during the week beginning Dec. 31,
through Henry Frankel of the WOR
artists' bureau.
+

Bill Green, press agent for Rubinoff, left last night for Sioux City, la.,
where Rubinoff will open a concert
tour New Year's Day. The tour will
last until February . . . Rubinoff, incidentally, will guest appear on the
Chase and Sanborn show this Sunday,
and on Eddie Cantor's program Dec.
Dunville Assistant
29 . . . News — and big news : Jack
Kelly, of the Air Features publicity
To Shouse at WLW
staff, emerged with a new hat yesterCincinnati, Dec. 23. — Robert Dun- ent. day, and it wasn't a Christmas presville has been appointed assistant to
+
general manager James D. Shouse of
WLW. Dunville joined the Crosley
Ozzie
Nelson
has
been renewed on
organization Dec. 1.
the
Bakers
Broadcasts
for the sixth
Retention of Chester Herman as
program consultant of WLW and consecutive year . . . Sylvia Clyde,
VVSAI also was made known yester- soprano, has had her contract renewed
day. Herman, stage manager of the by WOR . . . Bob Emery's "Rainbow
St. Louis Municipal Opera Co., will House" program plans a new program
formula over WOR after the first of
serve in an advisory capacity.
the year . . .
+
Preshrey Named
on
Albany Town Pump
Allen Air Selling
Albany, Dec. 23. — Death of RoyThe Frank Presbrey Co. has been den N. (Doc) Rand, WOKO ace
appointed advertising agency to handle announcer, hit Albany hard. Rand, a
radio advertising for the Mark W. former clergyman, did a grand job
Allen Co. of Detroit on 2-Drop Hand for Wheaties in broadcasting baseball
Lotion. Starting the first of the year games of the local Senators all last
a campaign of spot broadcasting will spring and summer. His son, Grenbe released.
fell Rand, who pinch-hit for him durmg the Doctor's illness last fall, will
Start Song Contest on KTUL
carry on the "Quik Qizz," etc. . . .
O'Haire, WGY sportscaster, has
Tulsa, Okla., Dec. 23.— The Mid- Gene
west Chevrolet Co. is sponsoring a terminated his contract with Kentucky
new type of program over KTUL Club and is seeking a winter sponsor.
daily except Saturday at 6 P.M., . . . Betty Roberge Weir, wife of
Snedden Weir, studio manager of
titled "Melody Mystery." It is a con- WOKO and WABY, is one of the
test to test knowledge of song titles.
Two announcers dramatize the title best concert pianists in the section.
. . . Harold E. Smith, WOKO and
of each piece played. Transcriptions WABY executive, is ill.
without vocals are used. Automobile
+
service goes daily to the five persons
guessing all the correct song titles
Hollywood Town Pump
and giving the best comments on the
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — ^Jean Herprograms.
sholt has gone to New York with
Mrs. Hersholt. He will broadcast
KMOX Has New Department
"Dr. Christian of River's End"
St. Louis, Dec. 23. — A new depart- dramas from the east for three weeks.
ment for the handling of all educa- . . . Pennzoil has started a spot announcement campaign on KNX. . . .
tional, cultural and religious programs
has been created at KMOX and will Pacific Columbia network stations,
be directed by Harriet Edwards. Miss starting Jan. 2, will hear Joe Penner
Edwards joined the station last sum- at a new time— 8 to 8:30 P.M., P.S.T
mer. Van Woodward has been named
. . . Starting Dec. 27, "The In-Laws,"
program analyst for KMOX. He will jcript show, will switch from KHJ
and
the Don Lee chain to KNX and
preview all programs and make suggestions for possible improvements in the Columbia Pacific network. It will
be heard Mondavs through Fridays
structure and production.
from 3 to 3 :30 P.M., P.S.T. A sponsorship deal is being negotiated. . . .
Has "Popeye" Show on WJTN
p. J. Dunlap, audio man of WBBM,
Jamestown, N. Y., Dec. 23.— Wal- Chicago, is in town visiting. . . .
ter League, formerly manager of the "Hollywood Hotel" next week will
Palace and Winter Garden and now present Gene Raymond, Anne Sothcommercial manager of WJTN, is ern, Victor Aloore and Helen Brodconducting the "Popeye" program erick in RKO's "She's Got Everyover that station. The program is a
+
juvenile amateur show and the broadcasts emanate from the Palace. The thing." Omaha Town Pump
Ferndale-Nelson Creamery sponsors.
Omaha, Dec. 23.— Keiith Wilson
radio editor of the Omaha WorJdGeneral Foods Extends Show
Herald, and Mrs. Wilson are parents
General Foods Corp. has extended of a seven-pound son. . . Harriet
the contract for "On Broadway" four Cruise Kemmer, former featured
weeks, taking the program up to April KFAB vocalist, is now on a west coast
24, 1938. The series is an NBC-Blue network. . . Nerval Schneringer is
presentation. Benton & Bowles is the now on the KOIL continuity stafif.
agency.
He's a former agency man. . . Larry

Personals

>

Forbearance
Albany, Dec. 23. — Disdaining proferred automobile and
bus transportation, 35 friars
from the seminary of St.
Anthony's - on - the - Hudson
walked 10 miles to present
their annual Christmas broadcast over WABY.
In accord with their mode
of living, the friars walked
five miles to the station, sang
carols for a half-hour and
then retraced their steps to
the seminary. Father Adrian
Brennan, O.M.C., directed the
singing, with Father Dominic
Rapp, O.M.C., master of
clerics, announcing the program. Response to the program was enormous, according to WABY officials.
Krell, script show artist, is handling
Ralph Wagner's sports column over
WOW. . . Jack Wells, former KFOR
singer, is now with Anson Weeks. . .
Don Kelley of KOIL got a fan letter
asking for a budget book from inmates of the county jail. . . Had
Hughes' four-year-old daughter said
Santa Claus over KOIL sounded just
like "Daddy," which was right.
+

WOR

Signs

Disc

for

Program

Kirkman Soap Co. has signed for
a new five time weekly, five-minute
transcribed series over WOR. Beginning Jan. 3, the program, titled
"Musical Interludes," will be presented Mondays through Fridays at
4:45 P. M.
Also signed for representation on
WOR is the Richardson Mint Co.,
which will begin participation in the
Martha Deane series Dec. 27. N. W.
stances.
Ayer & Son is the agency in both in-

KSL Signs Contract
In Music Settlement
Salt Lake City, Dec. 23. — KSL
has signedin the
local-affiliate
contract
line musicians'
with the national
plan
of settlement. Effective Jan. 1, the
group begins production under the
musical direction of Gene Halliday.
KSL placed 25 per cent more men on
the contract than the minimum re-

quired.
WSUN Signs Musician Pact
St. Petersburg, Fla., Dec. 23. —
Station Director Harold Meyer is in
New York with signed copies of the
radio contract between WSUN and
the Musicians' Union of St. Petersburgh. The agreement provides that
the city shall employ staff musicians,
spending $3,423.82 per year in the
employment of a musical leader who
Philadelphia Town Pump
may also be a staff instrumentalist,
Philadelphia, Dec. 23. — The Harry and other musicians in good standing
Feigenbaum Agency has bought six with the local union, for musicial performances inthe studio of the station.
quarter hours weekly over WIP for
M. Simon & Co., credit jewelers. . . .
The Jerry Crowley Agency has
Wind Wrecks KGB Aerial
bought six quarter hours weekly over
San Diego, Dec. 23.— An unusual
WIP for Rev. George A. Palmer.
. . . The D. Malkal Agency of Boston windstorm swept down on San Diego
has bought time at WIP for a series of aerial
yesterday,
whipping
down
a short
time after
the KGB's
station
spot announcements on "Alyce Chase went on the air at 7 A.M. Swamped
Chocolates." . . . Joseph Fisher, for- with calls, KGB called KFSD, NBC
mer local bandsman, has joined the
KYW singing staff and is being outlet, asked them to put out a news
broadcast explaining what had hapspotted in thrice-weekly broadcasts.
pened. Station obliged, explaining to
Jack Stewart, WFIL salas man- the fans why the Mutual station was
ager, will fly to the coast around silent. The damage was patched up
Christmas Day to look over ground after four hours.
for opening of a WFIL office in Los
Angeles. . . . Polly Willis, wife of
Sauter Birthday Chairman
John Clark, WFIL program director, is now singing with Anthony
James E. Sauter, radio producer
Candelori's orchestra over the sta- and head of Air Features, Inc., has
tion. . . . Stuart Williams, columnist
appointed chairman of the Genon Radio Press, air weekly, is now been eral
Events Committee for the celedoing a thrice-weekly Hollywood
bration of the President's birthday.
gossip show, sponsored by Lichty's Previously it was recorded in error
Jewelry Co. over WFIL. . . . An- that Sauter had been appointed pubgelo Palange, erstwhile Gotham
licity director for the celebration.
sports announcer, is handling fight
broadcasts from local clubs over
CBS Signs Doris Rhodes
WPEN. . . . Harold Davis, WDAS
Doris Rhodes, night club singer,
program chief, is doubling by doing
a nightly sponsored sports talk under has been signed under CBS artists
bureau management and will make her
the name of "Buzz" Davis.
network debut on Buddy Clark's program Dec. 27.
KGB Starts Men's Program
Gallup a Vice-President
San Diego, Dec. 23. — "Man of the
House" is the title of a new shopping
George H. Gallup, research director
program over KGB, Mutual-Don Lee of Young & Rubicam, has been elected
vice-president and on Jan. 1 will
outlet. Sponsored by Marston's De- abecome
a stockholder of the company.
partment Store, the program features
George Putman and Lewis Hall in a
series of 15-minute skits dealing with
Talbot Joins KSO-WMT
shopping
problems
from
the
man's
Des
Moines, Dec. 23.— Clarence
angle. Written by George Putman
and produced by Dave Young, the H. Talbot, formerly state director for
series is aired five times weekly at the Federal Theatre project for Iowa,
9:30 A.M. The deal was a direct has resigned to join the announcing
staff of KSO-WMT.
account.
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Zukor
At
Handwriting
On

Star

Radio

Expert
Show

Grove

Will

Johnson

Status

Studio

Time

Star Radio has engaged Dorothy
Grove Laboratories, Inc., sponmema
and
sors of Gen. Hugh S. Johnson's comSara, handwriting expert
ber of both the American Guild of
mentaries on the NBC-Blue, will cut
Graphologists and the American the General's schedule in half, effective Jan. 24. Deleted will be the MonGraphological Society, in the preparation of a new series of programs to
day and Thursday programs ; the
be released shortly after the first of Tuesday and Wednesday shows will
continue to be heard at the same time
the year.
Daniel C. Studin, vice-president of as at present. Stack-Goble is the
the script organization, stated there agency.
will be an entirely new merchandising
setup in connection with the program.
Reaffirm Stand on Union
Promotion work on the new series will
San Francisco, Dec. 23. — Associhe under the direct supervision of W.
ated Radio Employes, independent
C. Gartland.
company union of NBC workers here,
has reaffirmed its intention to steer
New Station Named KXOX
clear of both A.F.L. and C.I.O.
St. Louis, Dec. 23. — -The call letPresident John Ribbe read an opinters KXOX have been assigned to
ion from counsel that announcers and
the new station to be operated here producers, transferring to NBC offices
by the St. Louis Star-Times, an in other cities, cannot legally be penalafternoon newspaper. The station
ized by national unions strong in those
will operate full time on a frequency spots. Some of the workers had
of 1,250 kilocycles with a power of feared reprisals from unions, in event
1,000 watts. KSD, owned by the
switched to the chain's HolSt. Louis Post-Dispatch, a rival of being lywood
studios.
newspaper, and WIL had opposed the
granting of the license for the StarEsser Joins KSD
Times station. The granting of the
license was recently upheld by the
St. Louis, Dec. 23. — Wright Esser
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Dis- has joined the continuity staff of KSD
trict of Columbia.
as a special feature writer. Esser has
been placed in complete charge of writing and producing a new script,
Bradley Plans Film Tests
"Yodel's Alpine Inn," a six-day feature
Chicago, Dec. 23. — Truman Brad- of KSD for the Columbia Brewing Co.
ley, news commentator for CBS and Esser was formerly connected with the
announcer on the Ford "Sunday Eve- BBC in London.
ning Hour," will leave soon after the
first of the year for New York for
Station Ads in Street Cars
a series of film tests for M-G-M.
Bradley, after conferences with Al
Cincinnati, Dec. 23. — WCKY,
Altman, M-G-M talent scout, agreed NBC outlet, owned by L. B. Wilson,
to take a leave of absence from his is using double length display cards in
daily news commentary and make the color in street cars here and nearby
film tests. He will continue his Ford towns to advertise the various sponsored programs aired over that station.
broadcasts, however, flying from New
York to Detroit every weekend. The
tests will probably take three to four
Renew KPO Program
weeks.
San Francisco, Dec. 23. — Albert
Brothers Milling Co. has renewed
Place 6 Programs on WGY
"Good Morning Tonite," half-hour
Schenectady, Dec. 23. — Leighton weekly
concert on KPO and the coast
and Nelson agency has placed a con- Red network, for six months to June
tract with WGY for six programs for 28, 1938. The program features an
Fitzgerald Brothers Brewing Co. orchestra directed by Gyula Ormay.
Heard Monday nights, Bill Sheehan
vocalizes with Irish songs featured.
Radio Corp. of America is using late
John Danz Buys House
evening periods on WGY to plug
Seattle, Dec. 23. — The Roosevelt
RCA Victor recordings and to ad- theatre building has been acquired by
vertise the new RCA record-playing John Danz for his Sterling Chain
machine.
Theatres Circuit. The property was
valued at $150,000, but the purchase
Patterson Heads Broadcasters
price was not announced. Danz's
San Francisco, Dec. 23. — S. H. Roosevelt Theatre was built on the
Patterson, manager of KGGC, has property in 1934 by the Manheimer
been elected president of the Northern Estate, former owners. Transfer of
California Broadcasters' Ass'n, suc- the property ownership will have no
ceeding Art Westlund of KRE. Bob effect on the operation or policy* of
Roberts of KYA was picked to re- the theatre.
place Ralph Brunton of KJBS as
secretary.
Gets Pittsburgh Post
Pittsburgh,
Dec. 23. — William J.
Establish Mexican Station
Martin has been named manager of
Mexico City, Dec. 23.— A radio the Etna by Harrv Kalmine, Warner
broadcasting station has been estab- zone head here. He succeeds Lester
lished by the Northwestern Socialistic Schwartz, resigned. Ken Hoel, HarUniversity of Mexico, seat of which is
ris Amusement, has gone to St.
in Culiacan, Sinaloa State. The staMarys,cock,Pa.,
fill in forwho
"Pop"
Peation isfeaturing cultural broadcasts.
veteranto manager
is ill.

of School
Faces Delay

to
(Continued from page 1)

Reduce

Radio

Supply
Films

Be

Continued

(Continued from page 1)
a contract as studio head during the
first six months of this year, inasmuch
as his contract had to be approved by
Paramount stockholders and this was
not done until June. At that time the
contract was overwhelmingly approved
by the shareholders but one, Ella
Hayim, owner of a small number of
shares, brought an action following
the meeting to enjoin the company
from placing the contract in effect.
The action has not been adjudicated
yet but if it is ultimately determined
in
the company's
favor itit was
will stated.
be made
effective
immediately,
The Paramount board of directors,
tentatively scheduled to meet yesterday, did not convene, due largely to
the absence of a number of directors
from the city and to the absence of
urgent company business for the attention of the board. The next session will probably be late in January.
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
company's executive committee, left
yesterday for a 10-day fishing trip in
Florida waters. Barney Balaban,
president, is remaining in New York.

approved films have not yet authorized
their release to schools and, in the
event they are made available, there
is no distribution machinery in view
for them at this time.
Cataloging of the films has been
begun by the M.P.P.D.A., which will
show the number of approved films in
the vaults of individual companies. The
listing was scheduled to be reported
to the quarterly meeting of the Hays
organization last Tuesday but has not
been completed yet.
Interest in the educational films appears to be waning in producer-distributor circles. Only one meeting of
the educational films committee appointed bv Will H. Hays in October
has been held and it is unlikely that
another will be called prior to the
return of H. M. Warner, chairman,
to New York from Hollywood. From
present indications this point will not
iest.reached until February af the earlbe
Tentatively

Accept

Chicago Fees Offer
Chicago, Dec. 23. — Theatre representatives and members of the City
Council last night considered the $70,000 increase in license fees offered by
the theatre owners to the Finance
Dismisses Newark Suit
Committee of the Council, instead of
Justice Charles B. McLaughlin dis- the $120,000 increase sought by the
missed the petition of the Newark council.
Amusement Co. to compel Paramount
The committee accepted the theatreto submit a dispute concerning the
men's offer subject to the approval of
the
Council.
release of "Artists and Models" to
arbitration in the N. Y. County Supreme Court yesterday. Newark conNew Firms Chartered
tended that "Artists and Models"
—1
VA
should have been released during the
Albany, Dec. 23. — Recent incor1936 season. Justice McLaughlin
porations here include : The OmnivoxVA
ruled that the arbitration clause in
the contract had not been signed by Co., Inc., New York, to deal in re- /—
cordings, films, etc. ; Yankel the
Newark.
Blacksmith, Inc., New York, to deal
-2H
1/8
in films and picture apparatus,
and
5/ mA
Joyce Allowed $4,000
West 72nd St. Theatre, Inc., New —- VVs
All interim allowance of $4,000 in
2
1354
York, exhibition.
934
fees was granted to Special Master
im
John E. Joyce for his services in the
Paramount reorganization by Federal
12^
Judge Alfred C Coxe in the U. S.
454
9?4
District Court here yesterday. Special Master Joyce had been awarded
. m 13!^
654 1154 4854
4Vs
$10,000 previously.
48 J4 on
Losses General
654 Board
1645/i
4/2
. VA High
2Close
6^1652654
Opens New G.N. Offices
2VA
10
1054
Col
5/, Net
Open
Low
Toronto, Dec. 23.— Grand National Cons
2VA
Cons., pfd. .1666
6
ZA
Films, Ltd., has continued its expan166
sion in Canada by the rounding out of E. K. .... • 654
154
T. E... .• 1054
4fi
its organization in Western Canada. G.
2A
Para.
154 48154
Loew
10
6V2
154
A new office has been opened in Win- Para. 1
. 305i
84
84654
84
154 10154
nipeg to serve the mid-West, while Para.
2
Pathe
RKO
6
H. J. Allen, Canadian general man2A 356
2yA
ager, has appointed Leslie A. Allen 20th Fox . .. 21654 101^
21
2Vi +
as manager of the new branch at 20th, pfd... . 27
1754
1754
Univ. pfd.. . 35
Vancouver.
84
31
30
175/8
VV.
W. B.
B. pfd.
... 2%,
35
+
To Take Ohio House
High
• 154
.
54
Light
Curb
Activity
Columbus, Dec. 23.— The Stan-Rad
Net
. 154 27
Co., Inc., has been organized here by G. N.
Low Close
31
Clark Rader, operator of a number of Monogram
54
54
Open
houses in Ohio, and Lawrence D.
Sonotone
.
Stanley, attorney. The organization Tech
Univ. Corp.
will take over the La Max, at Wilm- Trans-Lux
. 17SA
ington, O.
2
2
Warner Bonds Rise Fractionalli/
Frances Mercer Signed
Low Close Change
HOLLYW ooD, Dec. 23. — F ranees Para. Pict. '47.... High
725/g 7254 7254
Mercer, daughter of Sid Mercer, New RKO 6s '41
Net
85
85 -f
—2
7585
74^^
74^
54
York sports writer, has been signed to W. B. 6s '39
(Quotations at close of Dec. 23)
a term acting contract at RKO.
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U. A,

Will

Korda

Consider

Release

Plea

The
Newsreel
Parade
(Contimied from page 1)
Selznick are at a standstill and, presumably, depende-it wholly upon the Movietone News
striking picture of the most modern
final outcome of the Selznick-M-G-M
note in transportation.
Vol. 20, No. 30
negotiations. Metro is said to have
Extremely effective are the scenes
{2(}th Century-Fox)
in Rome, as Mussolini greets his
agreed to all of Selznick's terms, inDiversified material, good narra- council, then announces to the cheercluding- aworld distribution charge of
and well staged features help to
20 per cent, but has balked at Selz- make tionthis
release an interesting and the ing
throngs Italy's
withdrawal
League.
The reel
is late from
with
nick's request for separate selling of
his product. The distributor contends entertaining one in spite of the usual pictures of the escape of two convicts
that this would necessitate the creation midweek shortage of spot news events. from Alcatraz Island. Shown is the
The news subjects include some
of a separate sales force.
new "flying battleship," a flyUnited Artists, of course, sells its good shots of the picketing of the navy's
ing monster of war. Scenes of the
Ford
plant
at
Kansas
City
and
inciproducers' distribution
product senarately
its
of France's new Bluebeard ;
dental clashes of pickets and police ; home
domestic
charge but
ranges
freshmen at Lille, France, undergoing
the
opening
of
the
new
Lincoln
tunnel
from 25 to 30 per cent.
and amusing initiation, counder the Hudson River from Wee- a vigorous
ed styles for all types of wear, and
hawken, N. J., to midtown New York ;
of the season from chila Christmas party in Washington for the greetings
Naming
of Blumherg
dren of various countries, seen in the
the children of foreign diplomats ; the Washington embassy circle, complete
Successor Deferred departure from Italy of the Duke of
the reel.
iContiuucd from page 1)
Aosta, newly appointed Viceroy of
Running time, 9 mins.
A.
share operating duties with the the- Ethiopia ; King George VI inspecting
atre department continuing as now Britain's new fighting planes ; Dowconstituted.
RKO Pathe News
ager Queen Mary at a Christmas beneBlumberg's
resignation
RKOof
fit sale for England's poor, and Sonja Vol. 9, No. 45
will
become efifective
at from
the end
Henie's arrival in Chicago for a skat- {RKO)
The assortment of items that went
next week, and on Jan. 3 he will being exhibition.
Departmental features include the into the makeup of this issue of RKO
gin his duties as Universal president.
Official indications at the moment presentation of Congressional medals Pathe News generally manages to be
are that _ the designation of a theatre to members of an Antarctic expedition interesting in spite of the fact that
operating head will be deferred until
of significant pictorial value has
Zanuck
the reel's
Hol- little
Leo Spitz, RKO president, returns by Darryllywood
Spotlightfor
section
; Vyvyan
transpired. There are nine items and
from the studio. The date of his re- Donner's and Helen Claire's fashions ; they range from the manufacture of
turn is still indefinite, but may be the Navy's newest and largest flying wool from milk in Italy to the recent
another 30 days or more in the "battleship" at San Diego, an avia- premiere of "Snow White and the
offing.
tion feature, and skiing scenes at home Seven Dwarfs" in Hollywood.
and abroad, a sports feature.
The opening of the new Lincoln
Running time, 10 minutes. K. Tunnel occupies first place. There
Claim Union Cinema
are good shots of the various officials
Assets Transferred News of the Day
attending the ceremonies. The "Snow
White" opening follows with good
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
Vol. 9, No. 228
scenes of film personalities as they
enter
the theatre. The recent train
{M-G-M)
London, Dec. 23. — Charges that
This
issue
devotes
itself
entirely
to
wreck
in Scotland, the various privicertain assets of Union Cinemas had
a
review
of
the
outstanding
events
of
leges
enjoyed by Congressmen, a probeen transferred, thus benefiting inposed hunt for giant dinosaurs in Coldividuals, who are unnamed, were aired the past year. It was a particularly
orado, the Italian conversion of milk
today at the first annual meeting of eventful period and the film is the betinto wool. Senator Wagner explaining
ter
for
it.
The
material
is
presented
the company since a controlling interthe Housing Act, a humorous scene
est in the company was taken by As- in effective clips and enough of each
of
event
is
presented
to
refresh
the
mind
the "hangup" demonstration of a
sociated British Pictures. John Maxfellow in Ohio who would propel himwell, head of Associated, who presided, of the audience.
self on ice skates with rockets and the
did not propose the adoption of the
The dignified pageantry of the Coropening
race at Tropical Park in
onation
of
George
VI
opens
the
reel.
financial report, and declared that no
dividend will be voted for some time. The culmination of the romance of Florida, described by Clem McCarthy,
He persuaded the shareholders to Edward VIII follows with shots of supply the balance of the reel.
Running time, 8 mins.
P.
adjourn the meeting sine die. He had his marriage to Mrs. Wallis Warfield.
The
horrible
crash
of
the
Hindenburg
ordered a complete investigation of
again in its gruesome realthe company's affairs and canceled all is shown
ity. Personalities are covered with Universal Newsreel
building plans for the circuit. The
clips of Pope Pius and the late John Vol. 9, No. 626
company's
bank
overdraft
was
given
at £L500,000. The assets were listed D. Rockefeller. Aviation includes a { Universal)
short bit on Amelia Earhart and the
There is plenty of variety in subat £3,856,000, written up by £2,000,jects and a liberal selection of ma000. Loans made to a subsidiary com- progress of trans-Atlantic flight. The
terial in this release, although none
pany were in the form of salaries to damaging floods in the Ohio and MisValleys are shown. Some of of it is outstanding and little of it is
directors. Amortization has been fig- the best sissippi
shots of the war in China and of consequence.
ured on a basis of 99 years as the life
Spain
are
run again. The inauguraThe 11 subjects comprising the reel
of the company's theatre properties,
tion of President Roosevelt and other are the Inaugural Handicap at Miami ;
while actually it is probably not more
items of home interest conclude the
than 20 or 30 years, it was said.
a Christmas party for crippled chilissue.
dren of Hollywood, given by a handiThe comment is handled by Adecapped girl ; the arrival in France of
McGuire Seeks Release
laide
Hawley,
Paul
Alley
and
Jean
British gold shipments ; a church
Paul King.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.— William Ancongress for children at Havana ; the
Running time, ^Yz mins.
P.
thony McGuire today asked for a redeparture of Italy's new viceroy for
lease of his M-G-M contract following
Ethiopia ; the aftermath of a sleet
storm in Oklahoma City ; flood scenes
completion of "Girl of the Golden Paramount News
ia the south of France ; a Cleveland
West,'" which he is producing for the No. 41
company. He said he was anxious
to (ParamouHt)
warehouse fire ; the opening of the
return to Broadway to do a musical
Lincoln Tunnel connecting New Jershow.
Drama and entertainment, and a
sey and midtown New York ; a Calimeasure of general interest combine
fornia Santa Claus who travels by
to make this a varied and effective is- glider, and the scoring plays in a reTo Open 20th Fox Office
sue of the reel. Probably unconsciouscent hockey game between the Canaly a sharp and dramatic contrast was diens and the N. Y. Rangers.
New Haven, Dec. 23. — Exhibitors
from the entire state have been in- afforded in the scenes of the terrible
The reel's variety and the brevity
vited to attend the formal opening of wreck oi a wooden train in Scotland of the more inconsequential subjects
the new 20th Century-Fox Bldg., on in a night blizzard, which claimed 34 give the release a pace which makes it
Tuesday. A special screening will be lives, against the pictures of the new as diverting as the average reel.
held.
streamlined train, which presents a
Running time, 9 mins.
K.
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Sell ''U" Panay
Picture as Special
(Continued from page 1)

to San Francisco with 5,000 feet of
film. He is scheduled to arrive on the
coast on Monday and in New York
the following day. If the schedule is
maintained the release should be generally available Dec. 30.
The possibility that the U. S. State
Dep't or Navy might delay release
of the film, pending its viewing and
possible censorship by the Government
officials, was dispelled yesterday when
immediate and uncensored release of
the reel was authorized in Washington,
according to Charles E. Ford, editor
of the reel.
David Lipton, formerly with B. &
K. and a number of other circuits, has
been engaged as a special publicity
representative for the film.
Alley in L. A. Monday
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — Norman
Alley, cameraman of Universal Newsreel, who photographed the bombardment and sinking of the Panay, will
arrive herd Monda} on a Pacific
clipper with his views of the action
in the Yangtze River. Universal has
chartered a United Airlines plane to
fly Alley, his wife, children and the
newsreel footage to New York. Dave
Lipton is flying here to accompany
Alley east.
Montreal
In

Child

Men
Law

Held
Cases

Montreal, Dec. 23. — The law prohibiting admission of children under
16 years of age to any theatre in the
Province of Quebec during a film
showing has brought fresh trouble to
a number of exhibitors, nine of whom
have been summoned for an alleged
breach of statute.
For more than 10 years the theatre
owners have battled with the Provincial authorities for a repeal of the
law which went into effect following
the Laurier Palace disaster. Following a recent agitation, the Montreal
police apparently retaliated by making
a roundup of neighborhood theatre
owners.
The Allied Theatrical Industries,
which is the association representing
the theatre owners, has held an emergency meeting and plans have been
laid to make an issue of the prosecutions. Renewed attempts for a change
in the law will be laid before the session of the Quebec Legislature which
opens in January.
Yiddish Film Opening
"The Cantor's Son," first Yiddish
musical film produced in this country,
will open tomorrow at the Squire.
The film is the first of six planned by
Arthur Block and Sam Segal for
Eron Pictures.

Monogram Film at Globe
"Federal Bullets" has been booked
into the Globe starting tomorrow and
"Country Fair" will start an engagement at the Central today. Both are
Monogram films.
Charter Pacific Film
Dover, Del., Dec. 23. — Pacific Film
Service, Inc., has been formed here
with a capitalization of $250,000. The
incorporators are M. L. Rogers, L. A.
Irwin and M. M. Nichols.
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Move

NEW

Against

Newspapers'
Air
Stations

AP

YORK,

Buys

of
Use
Panay

MONDAY,

Sole

"U's''
Stills

Sound Senate Sentiment;
Total Is Now 200

Agreement Said to Call
For Record Payment

Washington, Dec. 26. — With newspaper-owned radio stations now numbering around 200 out of the 700-odd
Hcensed commercial radio stations,
President Rooseveh is said again to
be considering the advisabiHty of legislation to compel newspapers to divest themselves of the ownership or
control of stations.
Frank R. McNinch, chairman of the
F. C. C, is known to favor such a
step, and recently he began a study of
the problem.
Dr. Irvin Stewart, formerly of the
F. C. C, recently compiled an analysis of newspaper ownership of stations and found 113 cities in which all
local broadcast stations are under
newspaper control.
The feeling against newspaper ownership of radio stations is perhaps best
(Continued on page 8)

Universal closed a deal over the
weekend whereby the Associated Press
was granted exclusive rights to world
wide use of any of the material included in the 5,000 feet of film on the
bombing of the U. S. gunboat Panay,
which is being brought here by Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel
cameraman.
While the terms of the deal were
not disclosed, it is understood that
a very large sum was paid by
A. P. for the rights. A Universal
official, declining to confirm the reported purchase price, stated that it
was "the highest on record in the history .of newsreels." A feature of the
deal calls for credit lines to Universal on all of the material used.
The deal was set by Matthew Fox,
assistant to Nate Blumberg, new
Universal president, and Charles E.
Ford, editor of the Universal Newsreel. Edward Stanley, executive editor of the A. P., represented the news
service. Universal had received a
total of seven offers for the rights.

Radio

Men

See

No

New Setup Coming
Washington, Dec. 26. — Capital raPlan Drive
dio circles yesterday scouted dis- Warners
patches from Hollywood indicating the
On Production Soon
Mae West incident would bring a dictator regime into radio.
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Warners
Speaking for the radio industry as plan to launch a concentrated produca whole, an N. A. B. spokesman indition drive during January and Februcated to Motion Picture Daily that
ary with more than 19 pictures schedthe sentiment in station circles is deuled to go into production, at an average of two each week, according to
cidedly against having any one appointed with power to dictate policies Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
to the industry.
charge of production.
The features are all scheduled for
"It is impossible for any industry,"
release
during the current season, late
the N. A. B. spokesman said, "operating under Federal License, as does ra- this winter, next spring and summer.
dio, to set up any comparable control. Several will be based on stage plays,
We have in fact seven of them now," including "Boy Meets Girl" and "The
meaning, he said, "the F. C. C."
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse" and
"Howdy, Stranger."
WMCA
Adds 4 New
Advertising Periods
Four new contracts have been placed
.3k«« at WMCA recently. Policy Holders'
(anffli Advisory Council, through the Everite advertising agency, has signed for
\%i 39 weeks ending in Sept. 1938, Thursdays from 7:45 to 8 P. M., "The Insurance Counsellor" the program title.
I. J. Fox, through the Schillin Ad{Continued on page 8)
More
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Real

Present

Dallas, Dec. 26. — David
Hobbs, 10 - year - old local
youngster received a real
Christmas present from Ann
Sothern, who was here to
visit her husband, Roger
Pryor, orchestra leader.
She came into contact with
the youngster through a relief agency, gave him an elaborate birthday party at her
hotel, and took him back to
the coast with her. She says
that if the boy likes Hollywood she will take out guardianship papers.

"
ony "U
icit
blpt
Chief
Name PuLi

David Lipton, veteran theatre publicity man, has been appointed publicity manager of Universal with headquarters in New York, it was made
known officially over the weekend.
Lipton succeeds Paul Gulick, who relinquished the post last week. He WiW
work under John Joseph, new adverpublicity and exploitation director of tising,
Universal.
Lipton was associated with Balaban
& Katz, Chicago, for many years ; was
publicity manager for Sally Rand and
Major Edward Bowes and subsequently handled publicity for Columbia
Broadcasting system. He went to the
coast by plane on Saturday night to
meet Norman Alley, Universal newsreel cameraman, who is scheduled to
arrive in San Francisco today with
pictures of the bombing of the U. S.
gunboat Panay.

CENTS

Weekend

Gain

Reaches

Last

Year's
No

Level

Raise Over Previous
Three Days Noted

Theatre managers on Broadway
and circuit operating heads yesterday
estimated that the Christmas weekend business this year was comparable
to that of last year. There had been
no increase noted over the previous
three-day period, the reason being that
day.
this year Christmas fell on a Saturday, while last year it fell on a FriExhibitors and circuit heads maintained that Saturday's business in
New York and out-of-town was outstanding. While Friday and Sunday
were good the grosses were not anywhere near the Saturday takes.
With school out Friday, many
Broadway houses enjoyed a pickup.
Business that day was fair up to about
8 P. M., when it dropped sharply.
Many of the theatres on Broadway
opened earlier Saturday and it was
(Continued on page 4)
Denies

Saville

to

Take

British

Post

Reports current that Victor Saville
would be placed in complete charge
of M-G-M production in England
were denied Friday by Ben Goetz prior
to his departure to the coast via
No changes in Universal's studio American Airlines the same day.
publicity department, headed by Mark
Goetz described the reports as
Lachmann, "are needed or will be ridiculous and stated: "I'm going to
made," a company official here stated.
continue
as production
The stories
had it head."
that Saville
would make a deal with Louis B.
Nicholson Quits as
Mayer on the coast whereby he is to
Educational Counsel produce all the M-G-M quota films
in England.
Norman C. Nicholson has resigned
Goetz has moved his home from the
as secretary of Educational Pictures,
coast
and plans to return
Inc., to resume the practice of law abroad toin England
about two weeks. He added
with Silas S. Clark under the firm
name of Clark & Nicholson. He is the company is now preparing five
now in Florida on a short vacation new pictures, the first, "The Citadel,"
to start in February, which would be
and will return about Jan. 1.
sufficient indication to disprove the
Nicholson
joined onthepagelegal
(Continued
4) staf^ of rumors.

Ask Governor's Aid
On K,C. Clearances
Kansas City, Dec. 26. — The latest
Protest
move in the effort of Kansas City, Canadians
Kan., to obtain a cut in the 28-day
Condition of Prints
clearance which Kansas City, Mo.,
has over the Kansas municipality is a
Toronto, Dec. 26. — Members of
letter to Gov. W. A. Huxman from
the
Independent Theatre Ass'n of
Ray T. Willette, Chamber of Com- Ontario are on the war path over the
merce member.
condition of prints being released by
The only progress so far in securing various distributors. The association
concessions is a cut in clearance to has organized a Better Prints Comtwo weeks on certain films at the Fox
mittee(Continued
which has requested
on page 4) a conferGranada.

Michalove

to Return

As Kent's Assistant
Dan Michalove, who has been at the
20th Century-Fox studios on the
coast for the past year, on Jan. 3 resumes his former post at the home
office as assistant to Sidney R. Kent,
president. As assistant to Kent,
Michalove has been handling matters
for the president.
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Goldstein

New

Head

Of the Round
Table
Jack Goldstein has been named
editor of the Managers' Round Table
of Motion Picture Herald.
Goldstein joins the Quigley Publications with a comprehensive background of showmanship. Starting in
1920 with the Netoco circuit in New
England he was appointed publicity
director of this circuit when it grew
to operate 40 theatres.
When Netoco was absorbed by
Publix in 1928, he was appointed advertising manager for the eight Boston
theatres. Then followed a rapid succession ofpromotions, from Publix to
the Shubert Theatres in Boston, thence
to Brooklyn for RKO Theatres from
where he was transferred to New
England for RKO. He was then appointed manager of exploitation for
United Artists pictures. More recently he has been connected with RKO
and Universal.

Film Ban Stirs Chile
Santiago, Chile., Dec. 26. — Bitter
discussion has been stirred here by the
ban placed on "Fire in Spain" by the
Governor of Santiago. The Governor explained that the ban had been
issued because of public excitement
over the film.
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Legion Passes All
Of 8 New
Pictures

Blue''
'^
The National Legion of Decency, Ou
tvy
Front
in
Personal
► in its list of new pictures for the current week, has approved all of the Denver
Slump
&
e
eight pictures reviewed, seven for genLYNN FARNOL, of Donahu
eral patronage and one for adults.
Coe, returned from the coast Frinew films and their classification
day by plane after conferring with The
follow.
Samuel Goldwyn on advertising matDenver, Dec. 26.- — "Navy Blue and
ters.
Class A-1, Unobjectionable for Gen- Gold," on a dual with "Fit for a
eral Patronage — "All American Sweet- King," skimmed the cream off what
heart," "Born to the West," "A Ferfi pre-Christmas business there was for
Morris Shiff of the Warner contheatres. It grossed $10,tract department Saturday was mar- Mind Orult" (Hungarian), "Kath- downtown
ried to Louise Vogel at Mt. Eden
leen," "Love and Hisses," "Rosalie," 000 at the Orpheum, over normal by
"Wise Girl." Class A-2, UnobjectionTemple. The couple left for Lakeable for Adults — "Liebe auf Um"Second Honeymoon" and "Advenwood for a week's honeymon.
wegen" (German).
ture's End" at the Rialto turned in
•
$3,000.
Shift 2 National Units
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales
a par $1,500. "Nothing Sacred" held
up to an average $2,500 at the Broadpromotion manager, on Jan. 14 will
way after a week each at the Denver
Wilmington,
Dec.
26.
—
Fox
Interaddress the Columbus (Ohio) Adver- mountain Agency has changed its and Aladdin.
Total first run business was $28,tising Club on "My Business Is Dif- name to Fox Intermountain Amuse300.
_ Average js $33,500.
ment
Corp.
This
company
is
the
Na:•:
Estimated takings for the week endtional
Theatres'
subsidiary
of
Denver.
MoRT Blumenstock is planning to Evergreen Theatres Corp. has been
ferent."
ing Dec.PERFECT
22:
take a vacation as soon as S. Charles
"THE
SPECTMEN" (F. N.)
formed to operate theatres in WashALADDIN—
(1,500), 25c-40c, 7 days, folEiNFELD returns from the coast. EiNington. Incorporators are Walter
lowing aweek at $3,500)
tlie Denver. Gross: $2,(Average,
feld is expected back Jan. 10.
Lenz, L. H. Herman and B. R. Jones 500.
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
of Wilmington.
•
BROADWAY— (1,500), 25c-40c, 7 days,
Gertrude Selig, secretary to Mort
following a week each at the Denver and
Aladdin.
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,500)
Sues
on
Song
Title
Blumenstock of Warners, sailed Fri"DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI" (Para.)
day for a Miami vacation.
DENHAM—
25c-35c-40c,
7 days.
Jack Ellis, composer of "I Can Get
$2,300. (1,500),
(Average,
$5,500)
It for You Wholesale," has filed suit Gross:
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
in the N. Y. Supreme Court against
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
Roy Haines, with a Florida vaca- Simon & Schuster and Jerome Weidtion behind him, is complaining about man, author of a book by the same Gross:
DENVER—
25c-3Sc-50c,
$7,000. (2,500),
(Average,
$8,500) 7 days.
the mild sunburn he got.
name, for violation of property rights.
"NAVY"FITBLUE
GOLD"(RKO)
(M-G-M)
•
This is said to be the first time a song
FOR AND
A KING"
ORPHEUM—
(2,600),
25c-35c-40c,
Paul Barron of the Universal writer has filed suit against a pub- Gross: $10,000. (Average, $7,000) 7 days.
for assuming the title on a book
Philadelphia sales staff is in town on from alishersong.
"THEY"GANGWAY"
WON'T FORGET"
(G. B.)(F. N.)
a brief vacation.
•
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $4,000)
Ben and Harry Goetz and Victor
"SECOND
HONEYMOON"
(20th-Fox)
Nyman to Speak on Air
"ADVENTURE'S
END" (Univ.)
Saville left for Hollywood by plane
Friday.
London, Dec. 17. — Ken Nyman,
RIALTO—
(900),
25c-40c,
7
days.
.Gross:
vice-president of the Cinematograph $1,500. (Average, $1,500)
•
Exhibitors' Ass'n, will lecture radio
Emanuel Cohen left for Holly- listeners over the national network
wood over the weekend.
on March 7. He will be one of a suc- Snow
and Sleet Hit
cession ofspeakers who are to discuss
Sol Lesser will arrive from Phila- every aspect of the film industry in
delphia today.
turn and will voice the exhibitors'
Indianapolis Takes
point of view.
Brian Donlevy is at the WaldorfIndianapolis, Dec. 26. — As dismal
Astoria.
To Seek Game Rehearing week that brought snow, slush, sleet
Kansas City, Dec. 26. — Attorneys and fog hammered first-run takes down
to one of the lowest levels in many
. . . Denver
for R. W. McEwan, Bank Night distributor, in connection with whose months. Closest to par was Loew's,
Dave Cockrill and Mrs. Cockrill
case the Missouri Supreme Court last where $6,800 was taken, $200 downhave
gone
to
Mexico
City
for
a
few
days.
with "Navy
week held the promotion to be a lot- "52nd stairs,
Street"
on aBlue
dual.and Gold" an
tery, will file a motion for rehearing
Edward J. Peskay, Grand National
Total
first
run
business
was $21,000.
vice-president, is expected here soon within the 10 days allotted for that Average is $30,500.
to pick a successor for Irving Jacobs, Durpose. according to Fred Bellemere.
Estimated takings for the week end
manager, recently resigned.
one of McEwan's counsel.
ing Dec. "EBB
17 : TIDE" (Para.)
Irving Jacobs and Mrs. Jacobs
have left for New York and Florida.
Brin Gets Frisco House
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
Bob Mapel and Mrs. Mapel are
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. ReSan
Francisco,
Dec.
26.
—
L.
K.
back frorn a coast trip. Bob has been Brin, former operator of theatres in
turn engagement. Gross: $1,800. (Average, $4,000)
recuperating from a recent operation. Seattle and other spots, has taken
'MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-OUND"
over the Isis, 400-seat suburban
house
formerlv
owned
bv
Joseph
"PORTIA ON(Republic)
TRIAL" (Republic)
. . . New Haven
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Myers, and will call it the Princess. $3,400.
(Average, $4,500)
Maurice Bailey of the Whalley is Several thousand dollars worth of
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
at Grace Hospital in a cast as a re- alterations are planned.
INDIANA—
(3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days, 2d
sult of a back injury.
week. Gross: $3,300. (Average, $7,000)
"52D
STREET" (U. A.)
Mrs. Al Pickus is ill with pneumonia.
Weaver^s Brother Dies
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
Morris Hadelman and Sam
LOEW'S— (7,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Raymond
$6,800.
(Average, $7,000)
Hadelman have purchased adjoining Norris Weaver, brother of William R.
"EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS" (W. B.)
residences on the Boulevard.
Weaver. Hollywood editor of Quigley
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Publications, died at his home in "Play
Girls' Revue," other acts. Gross:
Boone, la., it was learned here over $5,700. (Average, $8,000)
Vincent Made Manager
the weekend.
He was 52 years old.
Kansas City. Dec. 26. — Fred VinPlan Garden City Spot
Rites for Harry Moore
cent, formerlv exploiteer for Universal in this district, has been named
Funeral services were held over the
Plans have been filed for a $200,000
manager of the Dickinson at Creston, weekend for Harry Moore, former theatre at Franklin Ave. between 5th
la. Charles Kirkpatrick, who has theatre manager, who died in Harlem and 6th Sts., Garden City, by the
been managing the house, will work Hospital from injuries sustained when Calderone Theatre Corp, of Westbury.
out of the home office for the time he lumped off a viaduct at Riverside
being.
Harvey Stevenson and Eastman
Drive and 96th St.
Studds are the architects.
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DAIXY

Weekend

Gain

Reaches

Last

"Dance/'

Show

"45

Fathers"

$10,000

Year's

Beat

Slump

in

Philadelphia

Level

(Continued from page 1)
noted that the Roxy changed its prices
from 35 cents to 25 cents up to 1 P.
M., and 15 cents for children at all
times instead of 20 cents. The balance of the scale was continued.
In practically every situation on
Broadway and in key center first runs
the pick of attractions were playing.
"True Confession" is in its second
week at the Paramount and on Wednesday will make way for "Wells
Fargo." "The Hurricane" continues
at the Astor as the only two-a-day
attraction on the street. The picture will bow out Jan. 2.

Philadelphia, Dec. 26. — Only two
houses escaped the Christmas shopping
blight. The combination of "Paid to
Dance" and a stage show with a Veloz
and Yolanda and Everett Marshall
drew $18,000 to the Earle, up by

Backed by a heavy ad and exploita$4,000.
tion campaign, "Wells Fargo" got a
neat $17,000 at the Stanley and was
held a second stanza.
Both "First Lady" at the Boyd and
"Beg, Borrow or Steal" at the Fox
drooped badly, each getting $10,000.
"Nothing Sacred," forced for a fourth
week, took $6,300, not bad considering
the
length
of run.
on Air"at
stayed
six days
for a"Riding
week $4,000
The Music Hall is presenting "I'll the
Stanton.
Take Romance" for a second week,
Total first run business was $72,800.
and on Thursday wil begin an indefinite engagement of "Tovarich," War- Average is $80,560.
ners' big picture of the year. A big
Estimated takings for the week endcampaign is being worked out for
ing Dec. 23 :
tte
Claude
s
Colbert
Boyerthe Charle
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
ALDINE— (1,300), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days, 4th
ng a New ayHigh" week. Gross: $6,300. (Average, $8,160)
"Hitti
l.
specia
and
opened at the Rivoli on Saturd
will continue for two weeks.
"LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER"
(Para.) (Revival)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 6 days.
At the Roxy is "You're a Sweet- Gross:
$1,800.
(Average. 7 days, $2,800)
heart" which is to be followed Friday
"FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
by "Love and Hisses." The Criterion
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c-65c. 7 days. Gross:
this week has "Daughter of Shang- $10,000. (Average, $14,000)
hai," while the Capitol has "Navy
"PAID TO DANCE" (Col.)
Blue and Gold," in its second and final 000)EARLE — (2,000), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days.
Veloz and Yolanda, Everett Marshall,
week. "Rosalie" will be the next at- Stage:
Lew Parker. Gross: $18,000. (Average, $14,traction. "First Lady" is at the
Strand. Most of these attractions are
"BEG, BORROW OR STEAL" (M-G-M)
current in key focal points.
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average, $14,000)
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
Nicholson Quits as
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $4,000)
"NAVY BLUE (2nd
AND run)
GOLD" (M-G-M)
Educational Counsel
(Continued from page 1)
KEITH'S — (2,000). 30c-40c-50c, 7 days.
Educational in 1932 and in October Gross: $3,700. (Average, $4,000)
"WELLS FARGO" (Para.)
of that year became secretary and genSTANLEY— (3,700), 40c-55c-65c, 7 davs.
eral counsel for the company. He will Gross:
$17,000. (Average, $14,000)
continue as general counsel and a
"RIDING ON AIR" (RKO)
member of the Educational board and
STANTON— (1.700), 30c-40c-50c, 6 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, 7 days. $7,000)
executive committee.

Wall

Street

Canadians
Protest
— %
Condition of Prints
(Continued from page 1)
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Gets

at Cincy

"Said

In

a

No"

Up

Lull

at

Cincinnati, Dec. 26. — The usual
Christmas week lull was manifest on
all fronts last week, although "45
Fathers" went to the $10,000 par at
the RKO Palace.
"Navy Blue and Gold," playing a
repeat engagement at the RKO Grand,
got $150 over the $2,750 average, and
the RKO Family went a shade over
the combined $2,450 full week figure
with "The Game That Kills," "It
and "Bein Hollywood,"
Happened
hind the Mike,"
playing separately.
Otherwise, grosses were nothing to
write home about.
Total first run business was $44,200.
Average is $58,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 22:
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $10,000)
Week Ending Dec. 23:
"FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 3Sc-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $9,300. (Ave rage, $12,000)
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average. $12,000)
"THE LAST GANSTER" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days.
2nd downtown week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $6,500)
"HIGH FLYERS" (RKO)
RKO
LYRIC— (1,400), 3Sc-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,800. (Average, $6,500)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
RKO GRAND— (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Repeat engagement. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $2,750)
"THE GAME (Two
THAT
Days)KILLS" (Col.)
"IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD"
(Col.) (Two Days)
"BEHIND (Three
THE Days)
MIKE" (Univ.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c. Gross:
$2,500. (Average, $2,450)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,800. (Average, $6,500)
Hal Roach Signs Aherne
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Hal Roach
has signed Brian Aherne to a straight
two-year term contract which, according to the studio, contains a clause,
unusual for top flight players, under
which Aherne will not seek to approve the selection of stories.
To

Make

Delayed

Trip

A number of Allied of N. J. Members, stranded at the pier when the
crew of the Monarch of Bermuda
called a strike on Dec. 16, have
ence with the M. P. Distributors Ass'n
of which Col. John A. Cooper is booked passage on the Queen of Bermuda, sailing Jan. 5, for an eight and
president.
Complaint is made that a consider- a half day cruise to Havana and Berable number of prints are scratched, muda.
sprocket holes are strained and
"joins" are often out of frame when
received from the exchange. The
Buy "TwoDec.Bad
Hollywood,
26. — Hats"
Paramount
claim is made that not enough prints
are available in Canada and, by the has purchased "Two Bad Hats,"
time subsequent runs are reached, the Monckton Hoffe story, for Carole
Lombard. Hoffe has been signed to
film is in very poor condition.
develop the treatment. Another veFrancis Suit Dismissed
for Missprepared.
Lombard, "Midnight,"
is alsohiclebeing
Los Angeles, Dec. 26. — Stipulation
of dismissal in the suit of Kay Francis to void her Warner contract with Korda Signs Patsy Brill
Warners was filed today by the
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Fourteenactress through W. I. Gilbert, her at- year-old Patsy Brill, now working in
torney. The suit would have tested Universal's "Mad About Music," has
been signed by Alexander Korda to
agreements made outside of the star's appear in a Nova Pilbeam vehicle.
Gilbert said
that the
pact.
To Reopen in Albany
difficulties
had today
been solved
and star's
that
Albany, Dec. 26. — The Eagle, one
Miss Francis had not stopped working since bringing action over failure of Albany's few independently owned
to live up to an alleged promise to theatres, will reopen Tuesday, after
renovation. Abraham Stone is owner.
feature the star in "Tovarich."

Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Dec. 26. — In a normally bad week for films, "The Girl
Said No" led a spiritless parade of
first runs to a $3,000 business at the
Minneapolis World where $2,000 is
average. The show stayed on.
After a great week in Minneapolis,
"Navy Blue And Gold" played the
St. Paul Orpheum for a $5,500 take,
over the average by $1,500. "The
Awful Truth" managed to do an average $5,500 at the State for its fourth
week and was held over again.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $25,500. Average is $27,500. Total first run business in St.
Paul was $15,100. Average is $15,000.
Estimated takings ;
Minneapolis :
Week Ending Dec. 15:
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
MINESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $10,000)
"THE LAST (iANGSTER" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM—
(2,900), 25c-40c,
Gross:
$4,000. (Average,
$6,000) 7 days.
"FIFTY-SECOND STREET" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (1,600), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $4,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
STATE—
days, 4th
week.
Gross:(2,400),
$5,500. 25c-55c.
(Average,7 $5,500)
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G. N.)
WORLD— (400), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $2,000)
St. Paul:
Week Ending Dec. 15:
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U. A.)
PARAMOUNT
(2,500), $5,500)
25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:
$5,000. (Average,
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM—
Gross:
$5,500. (2,000),
(Average, 25c-40c,
$4,000) 7 days.
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
"CHARLIE CHAN
ON BROADWAY"
(20th-Fox)
RIVIERA— (1,000). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,800. (Average, $3,500)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH
VILLAGE"
(Col.)
"BEHIND THE MIKE" (Univ.)
TOWER— (1,000), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,800. (Average, $2,000)
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Coast

"Manhattan"

Grosses

5

''Barrier"
Best

Gets

Bet,

$7,200

"Octopus''

Is

$8,200,

Kansas

City

Kansas City, Dec. 26. — "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" and a stage
show shoved the gross at the Fox
Tower $1,200 over the $7,000 average
for the best comparative showing of
the week. The last four days of the
week saw ice, then snow, and finally
slush barricading box-office income,
and other first runs failed to reach
par.
"Navy Blue and Gold" and "Live,
Love and Learn" at the Midland took
$9,300, $2,200 under the line. "Submarine D-1" and "High Flyers"
pulled $5,600 for the Mainstreet,
$2,400 shy of par. The Newman
pulled "Danger Patrol" and "Forty
Naughty Girls" after doing $2,900 in
five days, or $600 less than average.
In nine days, the second week of
"Second Honeymoon" and first week
of "Some Blondes Are Dangerous"
garnered $3,100, off $1,700.
Total first run business was $29,100.
Average is $34,800.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
"HIGH FLYERS" (Radio)
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,600. (Average, $8,000)
"NAVY BLUE & GOLD" (M-G-M)
"LIVE, LOVE & LEARN" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND — (4,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $9,300. (Average, $11,500)
"DANGER PATROL" (RKO)
"FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS" (RKO)
NEWMAN— (1,900),
25c-40c.
5 days.
Gross: $2,900. (Average, 5 days, $3,500)
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND"
(Republic)
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
King, King and King; Sisson & Neal; Fenwick & Cook; "Five Harlequins." Gross:
$8,200. (Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Dec. 17:
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
"SOME BLONDES ARE DANGEROUS"
(Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 2Sc-40c, 9 days. Gross:
$3,100. (Average, 9 days, $4,800)

"Submarine"
At

Omaha's

Fair

Oklahoma

City

Oklahoma City, Dec. 26. — "Subcame business
within shooting
distance marine
of D-l"
normal
with a
take of $4,700 on the week at the Midwest, but this was $300 below par.
The only other attraction to make
even a fair showing was "The Women
Men Marry," with a stage show, at
the Liberty where the take was $2,200.
Total first run business was $14,600. Average is $18,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending 18:
"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN" (F. N.)
CRITERION— (1,300), 10c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,400. (Average, $5,000)
"THE WOMEN MEN MARRY" (M-G-M)
LIBERTY— (1,200), 10c-20c-25c-35c, 3 days.
Stage:
"Hollywood
eight acts7
vaudeville.
Gross: Sketchbook,"
$2,200. (Average,
days, 2,500)
"WILD MONEY" (Para.)
"SHE'S NO LADY" (Para.)
LIBERTY— (1,200), 10c-20c-25c, 4 days.
Gross: $600. (Average, 7 days, $2,500)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,700. (Average, $5,000)
"FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
TOWER— (1,000), 10c-25c-35c. 7 days.
Gross: $1,700. (Average. $2,500)
"PORTIA ON TRIAL" (Republic)
STATE^d.lOO),
10c-25c-4Oc.
7 days.
Gross: $2,000. (Average, $3,500)

Fall; "Truth''
Showing
Best
Los Angeles, Dec. 26. — Christmas
shopping played havoc with first-run
grosses last week with the result that
only one small house reached average.
"The Awful Truth," on a dual with
"Paid to Dance," made the best comparative showing. In its fourth week
it took $6,700 at the Hillstreet and
|6,600 at the Pantages.
"The Hurricane" bowed out of the
Carthay Circle after four days of the
seventh week to make way for "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs." "The
Life of Emile Zola" wound up four
days at the two Warner houses by
taking $11,499 at the Hollywood and
$11,497 at the Downtown. The showing was good for such a short period.
Total first run business was $84,857.
Average is $110,450.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 22 :
"THE HURRICANE" (U. A.)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), 50c-$1.50, 4
days, 7th week. Gross: $4,750. (Average,
$17,000)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
"LANCER SPY" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
$10,661. (Average, $12,500)
"CLUB DE FEMMES" (Rosener)
ESQUIRE— (900), 40c -750, 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $2,000. (Average, $2,500)
"CLOISTERED" (Best Film)
4 STAR— (9O0), 40c-5Sc, 7 days. Gross:
$2,381. (Average, $3,250)
"SUN OVER DENMARK"
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,200. (Average, $1,200)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"PAID TO DANCE" (Col.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $8,000)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (Zttth-Fox)
"LANCER SPY" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $11,569. (Average, $14,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"PAID TO DANCE" (Col.)
PANTAGES— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days, 4th
week. Gross: $6,600. (Average, $8,000)
"TRUE CONFESSION" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Stage: Clyde Hager, F. & M. revue, Larry
Kent and his orchestra.
Gross: $16,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000),
30c-65c, 5 days. Gross: $11,499. (Average,
$14,000)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,400),
30c-65c, 5 days. Gross: $11,497. (Average,
$12,000)

Dec.Fm26. After"
— "The inBarrier"
andOmaha,
"It's Love
a dual
at the Orpheum led the first runs with
$8,400, a gain of $1,200 over par of
$7,200. The 11th weekly Big Apple
Dance contest on the stage and a preview of "First Lady" on a Saturday
midnight show helped the gross.
"Angel" and "Hold 'Em Navy"
were dualed at the Omaha for $6,100,
a profit of $600 over the average weekly take of $5,500. At the Brandeis,
"Back in Circulation" and "There
Goes the Groom" did $4,300, besting
the $4,000 par by $300. Shows at all
three first run theatres were seven
days.
Total first run grosses were $18,800.
Average weekly grosses total $16,700.
Estimated takings :
Week"ANGEL"
Ending (Para.)
Dec. 15:
"HOLD 'EM NAVY" (Para.)
OMAHA— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,100. (Average, $5,500)
Week Ending Dec. 15:
"BACK IN CIRCULATION" (F. N.)
"THERE GOES THE GROOM" (RKO)
BRANDEIS— (1.200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,300. (Average, $4,000)
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (3.000), 25c ■40c, 7 days.
Stage: Big Apple Dance contest Saturday
midnight show with preview of "First
Lady" (W. B.), Gross: $8,400. (Average
$7,200)
"Navy

Blue"

Leader

$7,000

at Houston

Washington's
Only
Grosser
Washington, Dec. 26. — "Sh ! the
Octopus" was the only first run in
town to make a profit showing on the
week. It was $1,200 over the line on
a take of $5,500 at the Metropolitan.
"Ebb Tide" at the Capitol, helped
by
a stage
show called
"Swingtime
Revue"
and featuring
Eddie
Peabody
and Mitzi Mayfair, pulled $20,700, but
this was under the normal line by
$200. "Stage Door" took a fair
$8,000 in its third week at RKOKeith's with two days on a fourth.
Total first run business was $61,200.
Average is $73,700.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 15:
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243), 25c-40c,
7(Average,
days (return
Gross: $3,200.
first engagement).
run, $3,600)
Week Ending Dec. 16:
"SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST" (Col.)
EARLE— (2,218), 2Sc-66c, 7 days. Stage:
Larry Blake, Donatella & Carmen, Joey
Ross & Gladys Bennett, Helen Reynolds
&(Average,
Her Skating
Gross: $9,400.
$18,400)Champions.
"EBB
TIDE" (Para.)
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,4s34), 25c-66c, 7
days.
Eddie Peabody's
"Swingtime
Revue," Stage:
with Peabody,
Mitzie Mayfair,
Vox
&
Walters,
Three
Marshalls,
Canstrellys. Gross: $20,700. (Average,Six$20,900)
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
LOEW'S
PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $14,400. (Average, $15,900)
"SH! THE OCTOPUS" (F. N.)
METROPOLITAN— (1,591), 25c-40c, 7
days. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $4,300)
Nine"STAGE
Days DOOR"
Ending (RKO)
Dec. 16:

Houston, Dec. 26. — "Navy Blue
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-55c, 9 days,
and Gold" was the money-maker of 3rd week and two days on fourth. Gross:
the week, resisting the usual pre- $8,000. (Average, first week, $10,600)
Christmas slump to the tune of $8,000
at Loew's State where $7,000 is par.
"Breakfast for Two" at the Majestic drew a scant $6,500, falling $500
Ebb Tide" Takes
under average. "Manhattan MerryGo-Round"
at
the
Metropolitan
broke
even with $7,000.
$10,000, Montreal
"Lancer Spy" and "Over the Goal"
put the Kirby over the goal at the
Dec.with
26.—$10,000
"Ebb at
Tide"
ledMontreal,
the first runs
the
average figure for seven days, $5,000.
The weather was wet and cold.
Capitol where it was held over for a
Total first run business was $26,500. second week as the sole attraction of
the program.
Average is $26,000.
"The Awful Truth," in its third
Estimated takings for the week endweek at Loew's, collected $6,000
ing Dec. 16:
against an average of $8,000 and was
"LANCER SPY" (20th-Fox)
Divide "Swiss" Units
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c. 4 days. Gross: held for a fourth week along with a
(Average, 7 days, $5,000)
second feature. The second week of
Hollywood, Dec. 26. •— "Swiss $3,000. "OVER
THE GOAL" (F. N.)
Miss," Laurel and Hardy vehicle for
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross: "Conquest" at the Palace took $7,000
Hal Roach, has been divided into two $2,000.
(Average, 7 days, $5,000)
after a first week at $13,000, as comunits to facilitate shooting. Laurel
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
will head the first, and Director John
pared with $11,000 average. "Navy
LOEW'S STATE— (2,700), 25c-S0c, 7 days.
$8,000. (Average, $7,000)
Blue and Gold," on a double bill at
Blystone the second. Jack Sherwood Gross:
the
Princess,
took in $5,000 which was
"BREAKFAST FOR TWO" (RKO)
and Chet Brandenburg will assist
below par.
MAJESTIC
(2,250),
25c-50c,
7
days.
them, with Bernard Carr as unit man- Gross: $6,500. (Average. $7,000)
Total first run business was $32,000.
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND"
Average
is $40,500.
ager.
(Republic)
METROPOLITAN(2,600), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Estimated takings for the week endGross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)
Exhibitor Unit to Elect
ing Dec. "EBB
18 : TIDE" (Para.)
Salt Lake City, Dec. 26. — Officers
CAPITOL— (2,547), 25c-3Sc-40c-50c-60c, 7
of the Intermountain Theatre Owners' Peck Again Heads Union days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $9,500)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
Ass'n will be elected at the annual
Washington, Dec. 26. — Daniel
"GIRLS CAN PLAY" (Col.)
meeting to be held Jan. 10. John
(3,115),$6,000.
25c -34c(Average,
-40c -50c, 7$8,000).
days,
week. Gross:
Rugar, Park City, president, will be Peck of Loew's Capitol has been re- 3rdLOEW'S—
Held for fourth week.
elected
president
of
Stagehands'
LA.
in charge of the meeting.
T.S.E. Local No. 22.
"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT" (G. N.)
Other officers re-elected were : RaORPHEUM— (919), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Warner Title Changed
Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $5,000)
leigh Smith, first vice-president ; Wal"CONQUEST" (M-G-M)
ter
Peters,
2nd
vice-president
;
John
Hollywood, Dec. 26. — Warners
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-65c, 7
has changed the title of "Highway J. Ryan, 3rd vice-president ; J. Lewis, days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average,
Pirates" to "Daredevil Drivers." The financial secretary ; C. Trundle, re- $11,000)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
cording secretary ; Harry Ellsworth,
picture, featuring Beverly Roberts,
LOVE AT WORK" (ZOth-Fox)
Dick Purcell and Gloria Blondell, treasurer, and William Bennett, busi- "DANGER,
PRINCESS—
(2,272),(Average,
25c-30c-35c-50c-65c,
7
days.
Gross: $5,000.
$7,000)
will be released Feb. 19.
ness agent.
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Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Dec. 26.— The Milwaukee Variety tent has reelected all
officers as follows: Charles W.
Trampe, Monogram-Midwest Film
Co., Inc., president; Sam Shurman,
M-G-M exchange manager, vice-president; Ben Miller, Film Board of
Trade secretary, secretary, and Oscar
Ruby, Columbia exchange manager,
treasurer.
The board of directors includes, besides the officers, James Abrose, United Artists; B. K. Fischer, H. J.
Fitzgerald, general manager, FoxWisconsin; Jack Frackman, Republic; George Levine, Oscar Olson,
business manager, M. P. Projectionists' Union, Local 164; A. N. Schmitz,
RKO; E. J. Weisfeldt, Riverside
Theatre, and E. L. Weisner.
Washington
Washington, Dec. 26.— The latest
charitable venture of Variety Tent No.
11 was staged with the co-sponsorship
of the Washington Times and Washington Herald. The Monroe A. and
M. School, Georgia state champions
and the District of Columbia All-Stars
battled to 28 to 6 score, with some
raised for the Hot Lunch
$2,000
Fund. being
Eastern Division Manager Carter
T. Barrow of Loews, chief barker of
the Variety Club, was responsible for
bringing the game to the capital.
In the rooms of Tent No. 11, made
attractive by the decorations arranged
by Alan J. Bachrach, Variety yesterday held open house for the barkers and their friends.
Variety's party to its own children
was held today, when Mrs. Samuel
N. Wheeler, wife of the branch manager for 20th Century-Fox, and Mrs.
Harry S. Brown, wife of the branch
manager for Grand National, acted as
hostesses
to Variety's coming generation.

Overseas

Previews

'Lets Celebrake'
{Fleischer-Paramount)
Popeye, the Sailor, gets into the
holiday counter
swing
thingsBluto,
in a brisk
enwith hisof rival,
for Olive
"La Mort du Cygne"
Oyl's attentions. The juveniles will
CThe
Death ofVictoria
the )Swan")
( Cineatlantica-Films
go
for this oneif there
in a big
way, and indon't
be surprised
is cheering
the
Paris, Dec. 16. — Jean Benoit-Levy and Marie Epstein, who produced audience.
It starts out with Popeye and Bluto
and directed the famous French success "La Maternelle" ("Children of
Montmatre"), have turned out another fihn of great quaHty, in which dance.
taking Olive
a NewGrandma
Year's
RatherOyl
thanto leave
again children play the most nnportant part. This time the picture concerns the life of the "petits rats" ("little rats"), which is the French at home, Popeye invites her to come
nickname for the little girls who, from seven to 15 years, dance at the along. At the party, the m. c. decides
stage a dance contest and when
Paris Opera House and are trained to become members of the ballet. to
Bluto toddles off with Olive Oyl,
The background and subject are new to the French screen, and there there is nothing for Popeye to do but
is no doubt that the documentary side of the film is one of its main invite Grandma to the floor as his
features. The story was adapted from a short novel by the French
author, Paul Morand. It deals with a little "rat" of 12, Rose Sour is. partner.
The old lady doesn't do well until
According to the traditions of the Paris Opera House, she chooses a Popeye pours a can of spinach into
her. Then she struts out with her
"little mother," the star of the ballet. Mademoiselle Baupre, for whom
to a razzle-dazzle Shag and
she has the deepest affection, and who represents, for her, the spirit of partner
loving cup.
the dance. When the management of the Opera House gives a foreign Big Apple, and scampers off with the
dancer, La Karine, Mademoiselle Baupre's part in "The Death of the
Swan" ballet. Rose, to avenge her "mother," provokes an accident and
La Karine breaks her les:. An investigation is fruitless. But Rose is full
of remorse when La Karine becomes the dancing teacher of her class
and develops an affection for the child. Rose has confessed her crime
to one of her little friends, and on the examination days. La Karine
learns who caused the accident. Her first impulse is to denounce Rose,
but she forgives her to aid her career.
Jean Benoit-Levy has directed to perfection all the children, who had
never appeared on the screen before. They all look sincere and natural,
and special mention must be made of young Jeanne Charrat, who plays
the part of Rose Souris and appears, as the real star of the film, to be
a discovery. La Baupre and La Karine are played by two famous
dancers, Yvette Chauvire, star dancer of the Paris Opera House, and
the famous Yugoslavian dancer, Mia Slavenska. Both are good.
The only weakness of the film is the story, which is somewhat far
fetched, but it is easily overlooked. The famous dancer and ballet master.
Serge Lifar, who directed the choregraphic part deserves special mention for his work.
Running time, 95 minutes.

"Young and
{G.B. -General Film)

"G."

Autre

Innocent"

Tuneful and entertaining and nothing better for grownups as well as
their offspring. Max Fleischer produced. He deserves a great big hand.
Running time, 7 mins.
'Our Gang Follies of 1938'
(Roach-M-G-M)
The "Gang" puts on a musical revue
and Alfalfa proves to be the temperamental star of the show. He quits
crooning for opera and passes through
a fantastic series of events which
eventually have him singing on the
streets. Later, Spanky takes him into
his swanky night club and lets him
join the show. The film permits the
children on the Roach lot to give
their childishly pleasing performances
which are well done. The AlfalfaSpanky sequences are done while the
former is dreaming. He wakes up at
the end of the film in a nightmarish
fright and agrees to go on. Running

time, 21 mins. "G."
"Little
Buck Cheeser"
Tickets are rapidly disappearing for
(M-G-M)
the annual New Year's Eve celebraThe Harman-Ising studios have
tion to be held in the clubrooms,
turned out another first-rate color
starting at about 9 P. M. Archie D.
cartoon in this film. It is executed
Engel has the tickets and is in genwith a great deal of imagination and
eral charge of the affair.
packs many citement.laughs
additionthat
to exA mouse indreams
the
moon is made of green cheese and in
Organize Film Club
company with another dozen of his
fellows he builds a rocket ship. The
St. Petersburg, Fla., Dec. 26. — The
St. Petersburg Cinema Club has been
contraption takes off with a lot of
organized with Robert S. Fuller as
noise and has an eventful trip to the
Based on Josephine Tey's "Shilling for Candles," the film is no more heavens. Astronomical phenomena
temporary chairman. Charter mem- than
the story of a vouns: man who is believed to have committed a
bers are J. Homer Livingston, Raye
seen en route are cleverly treated. The
Shelmerdine, M. L. Peterson, John D. murder, of the chief constable's daughter who befriends him, and of trip halts with an explosion and the
Harrington, Howard Taylor, Roy R. how they at last get hold of material evidence which will save him. This ship plummets through space. Then
Baker and Fuller. The club plans to last is a passage in the deftest Hitchcock manner with a dance band the mouse wakes up and says his prayhold its meeting on Tuesday nights sequence and a neurotic murderer whose twitching features tell a grisly
ers, which is what he should have
at 8 in the club rooms.
tale of guilt, even beneath a black face makeup.
done in the first place. Running time,
The film opens with a crisp dramatic crackle, there are moments of
grudging excitement, and an effective climax, but neither the winsome
Terence de Marney nor the intense and immature Nova Pilbeam, whose ''The Dummy
Aubrey Schenck Weds
Owner"
8 mins. "G."
Aubrey Schenck, nephew of Joseph expressions seem limited to one, are sufficiently real to rouse sympathy, (RKO)
M. and Nicholas M. Schenck, was or overmuch interest. The minor characters on the other hand, Edward
Leon Errol takes over the ownermarried to Florence Kirk at City Hall Rigby with his genial old scamp of a hobo, John Longden as the Scotship of his boss's racehorse to save
last Friday. The couple will leave
land Yard man, and Mary Clare as the party-giving aunt are chips off the latter's prestige in business. The
for a Hollywood honeymoon today or the real
English block.
tomorrow.
nag wins a race and Errol's nagging
out about the state of afHitchcock
has never made a dull film and "Young and Innocent" is wife finds
Schenck is special roadshow booker
fairs. She generally makes things
consistent in its fascination, but the foreign audiences who want a
for National Theatres. Before taking
humorously uncomfortable. Eventuthis post he was identified with a punch as well as a portrait are liable to find it unsufficient.
ally Errol gets rid of the animal, but
theatrical legal firm.
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."
Flanagan
not before he bets on the wrong horse,
Nicholas Nayfack and Lynne Carwins a lot of money and engages in a
pected to be accompanied by Darryl couple of horse trades. It is fair
ver arrived from Hollywood Friday
ing. Joseph M. Schenck, who was
to attend the wedding. They will slated to be present, is not due from F. Zanuck, production head of 20th comedy.
"Cl "
Running
time, 19 mins.
spend a week or two here vacation- the coast until Jan. 4. He is ex- Century-Fox.
London, Dec. 17. — A Hitchcock film is an event in Britain's trade
year. The interest in this film is rather its directorial deftness than any
narrative vigor. Once again the British director has made an essentially
English picture, with an authentic background and convincing detail.
The rambling story of a murder suspect, it pursues its way through a
rustic England which English audiences know, and which foreign
audiences should enjoy, over the rolling English moors and through
her winding lanes, into the sleepy country court room, through a middle
class children's party, brushing shoulders with a hobo shelter, pausing
for a dramatic moment in a disused mine shaft. Here is England with
her comfortable unemotional characters woven into a comfortable unemotional film.
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New

(Continued from page 1)
crystallized by a remark of Senator
White of Maine who has asserted
that it is "the belief of many that it is
not sound public policy to give to a
single agency the present two means
of reaching the ears of the American
Probably acting for the President,
public." members are being felt out
Senate
about the matter, it is learned, with
the idea of an Administration sponsored measure being introduced early
in the new year if the reaction is favorable.
WMCA

Adds

4 New

Advertising Periods
(Continued from page 1)
vertising Corp., will present 42 halfminute announcements per week for
52 weeks, ending Jan. 29, 1939.
I. Rokeach & Sons, through Advertisers Broadcast Co., are sponsoring
"The Voice of Jerusalem" for an indefinite period, Thursdays from 8:15
to 8:30 P. M. Finally, a Harlem
Church has signed a 52-week contract
for a Thursday at 11 P. M. program
titled "Elder Rosa Artimus Horn Revival Meeting."
NBC

Thesaurus

Adds

And Renews
Account
Two new subscribers, YV5RS in
Caracas, Venezuela, and WHBL,
Sheboygan, Wis., have been signed by
NBC Thesaurus, recorded program
service, and 11 other stations have renewed their subscriptions.
Third year clients include CJOC,
Lethbridge, Alberta, Can. ; CFCR,
Montreal : WKOK, Sunbury, Pa. ;
KFRV, Columbia, Mo.; and KFEQ,
St. Joseph, Mo. Recent second-year
renewals include KOBH, Rapid City,
S.D. ; WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.;
WAPL, Chattanooga; WTJS, Jackson, Tenn. ; CRCT, Toronto, and
CKOV, Kelowna, British Columbia.
Henri,

Hurst

Start

Expansion
of Office
Chicago, Dec. 26. — An early move
in the enlargement of the radio department of Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Inc., is the complete reconstrucof the the
agency's
studioof and
room tion and
addition
muchcontrol
new
equipment.
This will greatly facilitate the
handling auditions for the firm's
clients and permit more complete rehearsals under the agency's staff direction. Work on this expansion will be
completed in January. Frank Ferrin is
radio director.
North Company on Air
Philadelphia, Dec. 26.— The F. A.
North Co., local distributors of Lester pianos, have bought time over
KYW._ Arthur Hinett will be featured in two weekly 15-minute piano
programs. The program will originate in the showrooms of the company. The account was placed
through Courtland D. Ferguson, Inc.,
with J. C. Mevius in charge.

January

Television
Strides

Monday, December 27, 1937
Making
in France

Paris, Dec. 17. — Television, still
definitely in the experimental stages,
is nevertheless making rapid strides in
France, where demonstrations are be17
Total
Will
ing offered and where prospects are
considered
bright for further development in 1938.
Seventeen new programs will be
The activity is under the direction
started over NBC networks during the
of
the National
month of January, an analysis of the a section
of theRadiodiffusion
Ministry of Dep't.,
Post,
new business recently placed for the Telegraph and Telephone. Three difRed and Blue networks reveals. The
ferent systems are used in France,
programs will take up 11 hours a the French Thomson-Houston, vifhich
week.
runs to 455-line images, and for which
The programs are as follows :
the basic principles are similar to the
American Cigar & Cigarette Co., American RCA and British E. M. I.
starting Jan. 4, from 7 :30 to 7 :45 P. Marconi; the de France system (Radio Industries), and the Barthelemy
M. on the Blue; American Rolling
Mill Co., on the Blue Sundays from system (Compagnie des Compteurs),
3 :30 to 4 P. M., starting Jan. 2 ; Ben- for which the pioneer, M. Barthelemy,
jamin Moore Paint Co. on the Red, plans television broadcasting on a
Mondays from 11:45 A. M. to 12 screen of large size. There are a few
noon, beginning Jan. 3 ; Borden Milk manufacturers offering television receivers on the market, but there is
Co., Mondays through Fridays on the
the field as yet. StandRed from 4:30 to 4:45 P. M., begin- little activityardizationin
of transmission is believed
ning Jan. 31 ; Campbell Soup Co.
necessary before television becomes
(Amos 'n' Andy), Mondays through
Fridays on the Red from 7 to 7:15 commercially practicable.
P. M., starting Jan. 3.
Musebeck
Signs for
Fitch Shampoo Scheduled
Donald No vis Shows
Fitch Shampoo Co., Sundavs from
7:30 to 7:45 P. M., on the Red, the
Chicago, Dec. 26. — The Musebeck
exact starting date not yet specified,
Shoe
Co. has signed a year's contract
but schedueld to begin some time dur- for once-a-week broadcasts of the
ing the month ; Glass Container Ass'n, "Donald Novis Sings" transcriptions
Sundays from 1 :30 to 2 P. M. on the on WJR, Detroit.
Blue beginning Jan. 9 ; John Morrell
The Donald Novis series was pro& Co. on the Red, Sundays from 2
duced by Radio Features, and is disto 2:15 P. M., beginning Jan. 9; S.
tributed by Standard Radio. Henry
C. Johnson Co., Alondays through Sehl Advertising Agency and StandFridays from 10:30 to 10:45 A. M.
ard Radio's Chicago office handled the
on the Blue, starting Jan. 3.
deal. Schedules for other key markets
J. W. Marrow Co., Sundays from are being worked out.
11:45 A. M. to 12 noon on the Red,
beginning Jan. 16; National Biscuit FCC
Grants License
Co., Mondays through Fridays on the
Red from 9:45 to 10 A. M., starting
To Station in Ohio
Tan. 3 ; Packers Tar Soap Co., SunDec. 26. — The F. C.
days from 2 :30 to 3 P. M. on the Red C. Washington,
has issued an operating license to
beginning Jan. 9 ; Pepsodent Co., Sun- Station WKBN, Youngstown, O., to
days from 5 :30 to 6 P. M. on the Red broadcast on 570 kilocycles with a
beginning Jan. 2 ; Quaker Oats Co., power of 500 watts.
A-Iondays through Fridays from 10 to
The commission also granted appli10:15 A. M. on the Blue starting Jan.
cations of Stations KALE, Portland,
3, and another for Quaker Oats start- Ore., for increase of power from 500
ing the same day from 5 to 5 :15 P. M. to 1,000 watts, and WSAI, Cincinnati,
on the Red ; and Standard Oil of Cali- for increase of day power from 2,500
fornia, on the Red Thursdavs from to 5,000 watts.
8:15 to 9:15 P. M. Jan. 6.
KTOX Adds New Accounts

NBC

Newspapers'
Air
Stations

PICTURE

Programs

Oklahoma City, Dec. 26. — Newprograms on KTOK include Mom
Gaberts' Cooking School, five days a
WAPI,
Birmingham
Birmingham, Dec. 26. — Following week, sponsored by Sterling Milk Co. ;
news that Sam Benton and Beatrice Fretwell Motor Co.'s "Singing Salesman" three times a week, Monday,
Tate Wright are leaving WAPI ef- Wednesday
and Friday, 7:15 to 7:30
fective Jan. 1, station officials revealed
that four additions have been made to P. M., featuring Marion Keating,
the staff. The newcomers are Dick the company's head salesman ; the
Faulkner, Clint Blakely, Joe King and Elks' program, on KTOK and the
Allen Frank.
Oklahoma Network, Thursday evenings from 9 to 9:15, sponsored by
Faulkner, long associated with Elk Lodge, electrical transcription ;
KDKA. is slated to assume Mrs.
Edward Reddell, Central High School
Wright's duties as program director. student giving news and sports about
Blakely, from WBRG and, WRDW, all local high schools once a week,
is expected to fill Benton's vacated Thursdays, 5:45 to 6 P. M.
duties as director of the station's traffic department.
Salesmen Get Auditions
Oklahoma City, Dec. 26. — Every
Saturday afternoon WKY holds an
Kurenko Joins "Carnation"
_Mana Kurenko, Russian soprano, audition for time salesmen when all
electrical transcriptions just arrived
will join the "Carnation Contented"
program beginning Jan. 3. The broad- and all programs created by the stacast also will mark the debut of
tion's thinker-uppers are aired. M.
Marek Weber as conductor of the H. Bonebrake, advertising manager,
orchestra on this program, replacing and Hal Scher, production departFrank Black.
ment, originated the meetings.
Four

Are

Added

to

i

Radio

Personals

►

FRED
ALLEN,
his picture
work to
in
Hollywood
finished,
will return
New broadcast
York for . the
Jan. 5 Menjou,
"Town
Hall"
. . Adolphe
Verree Teasdale, Edward Everett
Horton and Bea Lillie will appear on
CBS Jan. 4, the first two on the Al
Jolson program, the last two on Jack
Oakie's "College" . . . Kate Smith this
week rejected the highest offer ever
made to a radio personality to appear
in a night club. The Paradise offered
her $30,000
for three
weeks'
which
she turned
down
. . .work,
Phil
Gross, recently drama producer for
the Federal Theatre, has opened an
agency office here to supply radio
talent to agencies . . . Myrna Loy,
Frank Morgan, Wally Beery and
Bruce Cabot will be the guests on
"Good News of 1938" Dec. 30 . . .
Walter Cassel, Elizabeth Lennox and
Joe Howard on the Hammerstein
"Music Hall" New Year's Eve.
Plan Canada Novelty Show
Montreal^ Dec. 26. — A novelty
program based on the music of all
nations now represented by settlers
in Canada is being prepared by Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for Sunday
evening airings. The series of 10
shows will start Jan. 2, originating in
Toronto. J. Murray Gibbon, author
of "Steel of Empire," and general
publicity agent of Canadian Pacific
Railway, is producer of the series
which will star Frances James, soprano, and the Toronto Conservatory
String Quartet.
Labor Honors WJSV
Washington, Dec. 26. — WJSV
was recently honored for sustained
meritorious service to the ranks of
labor and to the community at large
by the presentation of a scroll citing
the station's many civic contributions
by John Locher, president of the
Washington Central Labor Union, and
representing
Label
League. the Washington Union
Claudette Colbert on Lux
Claudette Colbert, making her first
radio appearance of the winter season,
will appear in the Lux "Radio Theatre" presentation of "Jane Adams" Jan.
3. The play is based on the novel by
Booth Tarkington and will be broadcast over CBS.
GroupGeneon Raymond,
"Hotel" VicAnn Film
Sothern,
tor Moore and Helen Broderick will
be
players
overtheCBS
Dec. on
31 "Hollywood
from 9 to 10 Hotel"
P. M.,
when they will give several scenes
from their latest pictures.
Albers

Renews

Program

Los Angeles, Dec. 26. — Albers
Bros. Milling Co. has renewed "Good
Morning Tonight" for 26 weeks, effective Jan. 4. The series is broadcast over the NBC-Pacific Red network Tuesdays from 9:30 to 10 P.
M., P.S.T. Erwin Wasey of the
Pacific Coast is the agency.
Elmer H. Dressman Returns
Cincinnati, Dec.
Dressman, continuity
has returned from a
moon spent in Florida

26. — Elmer H.
editor WCKY,
month's honeyand Cuba.
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NEW

Blumberg
Best

Sees

January

Gross

for

"U"

on ''Sweetheart"
"Panay" Deals

Based
and

Univeisal's gross business for January will exceed by 50 per cent any
gross for a like period in the company's history, Nate J. Blumberg, who
will become president of Universal
next Monday, stated in the course of
an interview yesterday in which he
discussed the company's prospects for
the immediate future and touched upon
the aims of the new management
which he heads.
The gross expectancy of January is
based on actual bookings of current
and forthcoming product which has
been set for the month bv many large
circuits and individual theatres in cooperation with the incoming Universal president. The most important of
these are 250 day and date runs which
have been set for "You're a Sweetheart" during January. Another factor is the anticipated gross on "The
Bombing
of U.forS. release
S. Panay,"
is scheduled
withinwhich
the
next few days as a three-reel special
and which Blumberg said he regarded
{Continued on page 5)
FCC

Decision
Scored

bv

Is
Court

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Dec. 27. — The proposed construction of a broadcasting
station with borrowed funds does not
mean that the applicant is without
sufficient financial qualification to justify the granting of a construction
permit, it was held today by the Circuit Court of Appeals in a decision
in which the F.C.C., was rebuked for
"arbitrary and capricious" action in
denying on such grounds the applica(Continued on page 6)

YORK,

Weekend
But

Dull

Receives

Data

On West Broadcast
Washington, Dec. 27. — Full data
relative to the Mae West "Adam and
Eve" broadcast on the Chase and
Sanborn Hour has been submitted to
the F.C.C. by NBC, it was announced
today by Chairman Frank R. McNinch.
In addition to a letter from Lenox
{Continued on page 6)
More
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DECEMBER

RUSH

PLANS

FOR
Starts

Year Outlook Bright
With Big Releases

Vacation

Salesmen of all major distributors are now vacationing. It's the annual custom at
this time of the year.

For 20th'Fox, RKO
Sol Lesser next season will produce
License Fee Offer
nine pictures, six of which will be outdoor action features for release
Chicago, Dec. 27. — An increase of
$68,000 in license fees over and above through 20th Century-Fox. The remaining three films will be Bobby
the present $120,000 has been ofifered
the city by theatre operators here and Breen musicals for RKO.
accepted hy the City Council at its
Lesser arrived yesterday from Philafinal meeting for this year. The new
delphia, where he attended an enarrangement ends the fight with the
gagement party for his daughter. He
city over a tax on admissions and is will leave today for that city en route
to the coast.
{Continued on page 7)

Story

SET

PANAY

After a dull Christmas weekend,
theatre grosses yesterday took a sudden spurt, indicating that takes for
the week will be slightly better than Paramount
Meeting
average, a survey of Broaday theatres
Will Last Two Days
revealed yesterday. Major circuit
lieads held the same opinion as BroadThe Paramount annual district
way theatre managers and foresaw
meeting, slated for the
good business from now until the first managers'
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, will
of the year.
two days, starting Jan. 7, accordThe decline in business over the last ing
to Neil F. Agnew, general sales
weekend was attributed to mild weath- manager. The New York delegation,
er and also the spirit of festivity which will include a group of trade
which kept the theatre-going public paper men, will leave Jan. 5. The
at home. Weak film fare was also sessions will be held coincident with
cited in several instances.
the opening of "The Buccaneer" Jan.
With "Tovarich," "Rosalie" and 7 at the Saenger, New Orleans.
"Wells Fargo," three outstanding atAmong those who will attend the
tractions tobe made available within sales
meetings and premiere of the
the next few days, theatremen along picture are : Milton S. Kusell, New
Broadway and circuit heads who have York district manager ; W. H. Erbb,
booked the films in out-of-town situaBoston; Percy A. Block, Philadedtions believe that New Year's week; H. H. Goldstein, Cleveland ; A.
end will be the greatest in years. phia
Usher, Chicago; Oscar A. Morgan,
{Continued on page 7)
"Love and Hisses" with Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie has been booked
{Continued on page 7)
Lesser Will Make 9
Chicago

CENTS

FILM

Gains
Salesmen

New

TEN

28, 1937

Business

Approves

of Film

Broadcast
FCC

TUESDAY,

Industry
Today

Will

Over

Be

CBS

Web

The U. S. Dep't of Commerce, in cooperation with CBS, today
will broadcast the story of the film industry as a feature of the
"Stories of American Industry" series over the Columbia network.
Harry R. Daniels of the Dep't of Commerce will tell the story,
aided bv dramatizations presented with the cooperation of the
U. S. Office of Education.
An address by Will H. Hays, president of the M.P.P.D.A., will
be a feature of the presentation, as will be the reminiscences of
Thomas Armat, inventor of the projector.
The broadcast will be offered from 4:30 to 5 P. M., E.S.T.
Among the texts consulted in framing the factual background
Nights," two-volume hisfor the program was "A Million and One editor
of Motion Picture
tory of the industry by Terry Ramsaye,
Herald.

Special

Plane

Will

Fly

Negative East; Plan
24-Hour Editing
The newsreel films of the sinking of
the U. S. S. Panay by Japanese bombers are scheduled to arrive at Alameda
before noon today, according to advices received at newsreel offices here
late yesterday. If the schedule set
for their preparation and release is
followed without interruption they
should be available to theatres in time
for Thursday or Friday program
changes.
Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel
cameraman, who obtained 4,500 feet
of film on the bombing of the gunboat
and the events preceding it, will transfer at Alameda to a chartered plane
which will leave at once for Newark.
If its schedule is maintained, the film
should be in New York by early tomorrow morning. Charles E. Ford,
editor of Universal Newsreel, will cut
and edit the film on a 24-hour schedule. Alley, who incurred minor
wounds during the bombing of the
Panay, on which he was a passenger,
will be narrator for the production if
his condition on arrival here permits.
Otherwise, he may collaborate on the
narrative with Graham McNamee.
The first screening of the picture is
{Continued on page 7)
Directorate

of U, A,

In Tax Discussions
Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Following a
meeting of the United Artists board of
directors here today a prominent officer of the company stated that there
was no discussion concerning the reported request of Alexander Korda
seeking revision of his agreement with
the company which would enable him
to produce a number of pictures annually for separate distribution. It
was said that the three-hour meeting
of owner-members
given5) over en{Continued was
on page
To

Honor

Zanuck

at

Dinner Here Jan, 5
Darryl Zanuck will be guest of
honor at a dinner to be given by
Winthrop W. Aldrich, president, and
Henry Gordon Campbell of the Chase
National Bank at the Union Club on
Jan. 5. The guest list, incomplete
at this time, will include many of the
nation's dustrial
financial,
leaders. professional and inSidney {Continued
R. Kent, on20th
pageCentury-Fox
7)
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Marine

Studio

For Undersea
Films
St. Augustine, Fla„ Dec, 27. —
Marine Studios, of which W. Douglas Burden, trustee of the American
Museum of Natural History, is president, has completed a film studio especially designed for underwater pictures, at an approximate cost of
$500,000.
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney is
chairman of the board. The other officers are Lillian Koehler, secretary,
and Ralph H. Poole, Jr., comptroller.
The directors, in addition to Whitney,
Burden and Poole, are Ward Cheney,
Nicholas S. Ludington, Sherman
Pratt and Albert G. Redpath.

Purely

lATSE

Favor

Suit

Voters

House

Dismissed

International

Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Increased
► sentiment favoring international suPersonal
pervision over the I.A.T.S.E. was expressed over the weekend when International Photographers, Local 659,
HawksRIN on ofthethecoast
BILL
VoLCKSHIFF
agency
was and Studio Laboratory Workers,
seen lunching- with Bill Fadiman of Local 683, balloted overwhelmingly
M-G-M yesterday. Shiffrin expects against local autonomy and in favor
to spend about three weeks here on of international supervision. Sound
men had voted last Thursday in favor
a combined vacation-business trip.
•
of having the affairs governed by the
international body.
James E. Perkins, recently apStudio Technicians, Local 37, which
pointed general manager for Paramount in the Orient, will sail for contains the largest membership of the
Tokyo from Seattle on the President four coast locals and whose autonomy
Jefferson on Jan. 1.
was suspended in 1936, will vote prob•
ably next Sunday. Of the three
locals which have already voted only
Grad Sears, Warner general sales 60 members out of 2,200 eligible to
manager, on Sunday took three awards cast ballots favored local autonomy.
in singles, doubles and skeet shooting
at the traps of the Westchester CounUnion Heads Renamed
try Club.
•
Denver, Dec. 27. — Yearly elections
SiG Wittman, Universal district
manager, will return today from
Cleveland where he held a one-day
sales meeting.
•

on

of
Film inExchange
Employes'
uniontheresulted
the reelection
of all
the officers as follows : Lee Cronk,
president ; Lynn Fetz, vice-president ;
Sue Rhoads, secretary ; Elmer Finch,
treasurer ; Max Gilbert, business
Tom Watson, brother-in-law of agent ; and William Fenske, sergeantBill Ornstein, has been voted the best at-arms.
all-around cameraman on the Daily
News staff for 1937.
•
20th-Fox to Entertain
Mrs. Bob Whitman is coming along
New Haven, Dec. 27. — Twentieth
nicely at the Brooklyn Eye and Ear
Century-Fox will hold open house toHospital after a second operation.
morrow in honor of the completion
•
of the new exchange building at 40
Marcel Hellman, producer for Whiting St. Ben Simon, manager
Criterion Films, arrives in London here for the past 13 years, will
Thursday on the Normandie.
greet the guests.
•
Brian Donlevy is on his way back
to the coast. He arrived here last
Thursday on the Normandie.
•

Prize

by

Court

Milwaukee. Dec. 27. — Court action
against Harold Perlman, manager of
the Riviera, local neighborhood house,
on charges of "selling tickets with
the pretense
of giving
a prize"
was dismissed in District
Court
by Judge
A.
J. Hedding, who indicated to the plaintiff, Roman Wojciechowski, that his
quarrel was with an automobile
agency and his remedy civil suit.
Wojciechowski brought action after
he had been awarded an automobile by
the theatre as a prize, which he testified did not meet the specifications set
forth in the theatre's advertising. He
stated he was led to believe that he
was to receive a car valued at $300
but that the agency offered him a 1929
model worth about $60.
Milwaukee

Theatres

Put Ban on Smoking
Milwaukee, Dec. 27. — Milwaukee
County exhibitors, as a result of a
warning from the fire prevention bureau, have voted voluntarily to ban
smoking in theatres. The warning
was understood to have been aimed at
the new Varsity which permitted
smoking it the balcony. The management claimed the house was constructed insuch a manner as to make
smoking safe, but was overruled.
Exhibitors have indicated that they
will await further action from the Police Dep't before taking a definite
stand on the department's order banning all Bingo, Hollywood and Bank
Night games in theatres after Jan. 1.

Henri Elman, Monogram franchise holder in Chicago, will leave for
his headquarters today.
•
William Fox has arrived from
the coast for the holidays and will
return next week.
•
Joe Podoloff, 20th Century-Fox
manager at Minneapolis, was in town
over the weekend.
x\ubrey and Mrs. Schenck left for
the coast over the weekend on a
honeymoon.
•
Edward L. Alperson, president of
Grand
Monday.National, is due from the coast
•
John Nolan of the Comerford circuit was in from Scranton yesterday.
Stuart F. Doyle is due to arrive
today on the Berengaria.
. . . Pittsburgh
Tony and Mrs. Stern have named
the new arrival Ellen.
Harry Kalmine's niece. Norma
Feldman, in from New York for the
holidays.

Quebec Admits '*Zola"
Montreal, Dec. 27.— M. J. Isman,
Warner head here, indicated today
that he expected the Quebec censors to
lift the ban on "The Life of Emile
Bill Lewis out of the hospital after
Zola." Two scenes have been criti- four weeks and will be back on the
cized as sacrilegious. These may be job shortly.
cut.
Harry Roney, Columbia booker,
is ill.
George Jaffee is flying to Miami
Lloyd Sprains Ankle
next month to spend some time with
Hollywood, Dec, 27.— Harold Lloyd his son, Ben.
sprained his ankle playing squash and
Irene Lee, who is with the Leland
his company is shooting around him in Hayward agency, is visiting her parents here.
his new production.

SAVE

25%

NEW "EXCURSION" RATES EQUAL GROUND TRAVEL COSTS
The Lindbergh Line now offers you the lowest round trip
fares in de luxe air transportation. Bringing air travel down
to the same general cost range of other forms of transportation, these new TWA rates permit everyone who travels —
to fly . . . TWA's round trip excursions begin on Saturday
or Monday; are effective for 15 days; and apply on any
schedule, any day, returning. TWA excursion tickets are
good on any flight, including the world famous, overnight,
coast-to-coast SKY CHIEF ... Fly TWA on the nation's
finest planes — you save valuable hours, even days and
TWA's complimentary meals enroute and rigid "no tipping"
rule, save you many extra dollars.
One-Way
COMPARE THESE
TWA AIR TRAVEL SAVINGS!
Fares
New York to
Excursion
You Save
Los
Angeles
Chicago
89.90
$299.90
22.48
$224.92
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Philadelphia
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"Navy

"Zenda^Top

s

San
In

Francisco
Dull

Week

San Francisco, Dec. 27. — With
four holders and a dual bill of re-issues
downtown grosses were not impres
sive for the pre-Christmas week. The
best showing was made by "The
Prisoner of Zenda," which held up to
$6,000 in its fifth week at the United
Artists. This was $1,000 below a first
week par.
"True Confession" and "Thorough
breds
Don'tNormal
Cry" reached
the Fox.
for the $16,000
house at
is
$17,000.
Total first run business was $70,300.
Average is $86,500.
Estimated takings :
Week Ending Dec. 21:
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 15c-3Sc-40c-55c,
7 days. Stage: Band. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $16,000)
"FIRST LADY" (W. B.)
"BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,700),lSc-35c-40c-50c-75c.
6 davs. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $13,000)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-S5c-75c,
6 days, 2nd downtown week. Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Dec. 22:
"TRUE CONFESSION" (Para.)
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
FOX— (5,000), 15c-3Sc-40c,-55c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average. $17,000)
"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 193S" (Univ.)
"MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE"
(Col.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440), 15c-35c-40c-55c, 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average,
$8,S0O)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD — (2,600), 15c-35c-40c-55c-75c,
6 days, 3d week. Gross: $7,000. (Average,
$10,000)
Week Ending Dec. 23:
"STREET SCENE" (U.A.) (Re-issue)
"THREE
BROADWAY
GIRLS" (U.A.)
(Re-issue)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-35c-40c-55c-65c, 9
days. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $6,000)
"PRISONER OF ZENDA" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-35c-40c55c-65c, 9 days, 5th week. Gross: $6,000.
(Average, $7,000)
Week Ending Dec. 24:
"LETZTE ROSE" (Vienna Films)
CLAY— (400), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days,
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $1,000)
2d
Indiana

Exhibitors

Hit Film Broadcasts
Indianapolis, Dec. 27.— Resolutions
condemning any radio appearances of
film players have been passed by the
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana.
The resolutions state that members
have found that the M-G-M Thursday night broadcasts "definitely curtail
box-office receipts." Opposition to any
air use of film talent is based on the
premise that their broadcasts cannot
be timed to eliminate theatre competition.

To Remain as Manager
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27.— Paul Schoonmaker, who has managed the Wilson
and Patio in Tyrone, Pa., for several
years, will remain in that capacity
when Warners take over the two
houses Jan. 1, according to Harry
Kalmine, zone manager. Warners have
acquired the sites from the Wilson
family, who are retiring from the
theatre business, on a long-term lease.

Blue"

,200,

Pulls

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City, Dec. 27. — "Navy
Blue and Gold" was the only first run
to get anywhere near average in the
pre-holiday slump. It grossed $4,200
in nine days at the Midwest. This is
$300 under a seven-day normal take.
At the State "Dr. Syn" and "Boots
and Saddles" reached $3,500 in nine
days. This equals a seven-day normal
take. "Angel" took $4,000 in eight
days.
Total run business was $15,800.
Average is $18,200.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 25 :
"ANGEL" (Para.)
CRITERION— (1,300), 10c-35c-40c, 8 days.
.Stage: $4,000.
Major Bowes'
Revue.
Gross:
(Average,International
$5,000.)
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY" (RKO)
ADVENTUROUS BLONDE" (F. N.)
LIBERTY— (1,200), 10c-20c-25c, 4 days.
Gross: $1,300. Average, 7 days, $2,700.)
'BAD GUY" (M-G-M)
"IDOL OF THE CROWDS" (Univ.)
LIBERTY— (1,200), 20c-20c-25c,
3 days.
Gross: S600. (Average, 7 days, $2,700.)
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-35c-40c, 9 days.
Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,500.)
•DR. SYN" (G. B.)
"BOOTS AND SADDLES" (Republic)
STATE— (1,100), 10c-25c-40c, 9 days. Gross:
$3,500. (Average, 7 days, $3,500.)
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W. B.)
TOWER— (1,000), 10c-25c-35c, 3 days.
GROSS: $900. (Average, $2,500.)

Awful

Truth 99

Minneapolis'
SthWeekTop
Minneapolis, Dec. 27. — "The Awful Truth" was the only attraction to
click with an average figure in its fifth
week at the Minneapolis State.
"It's All Yours" and "Fight for
Your Lady" played to par business.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $24,350. Average is $27,500. Total first run business in St.
Paul $12,500. Average is $15,000.
Estimated takings :
Minneapolis :
Week Ending Dec. 23:
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
MINNESOTA — (4,000), 25c-55c, 8 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average, $10,000)
'THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" (F. N.)
ORPHEUM
(2,900), $6,000)
25c-40c, 8 days.
Gross:
$5,000. —(Average,
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G. N.)
WORLD— (400), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,850. (Average, $2,000)
Week Ending Dec. 24:
"ITS ALL YOURS" (Col.)
(4 days)
"FIGHT FOR (4
YOUR
days) LADY" (RKO)
CENTURY— (1,600), 25c-40c, 8 days. Gross:
$4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
STATE—
(2,400),
25c-55c,$5,500)
7 days, 5th week.
Gross:
$5,S0O.
(Average,
St. Paul:
Week Ending Dec. 23:
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT—
(2,500),$5,500)
25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:
$4,500."ANGEL"
(Average,
(Para.)
ORPHEUM
(2,000), 25c-40c,
Gross:
$3,500. — (Average,
$4,000) 7 days.
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
"EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS" (W. B.)
RIVIERA
(1,000), 25c-40c,
Gross:
$2,800.— (Average,
$3,500) 7 days.
"TRAPPED
BY G-MEN" (Col.)
"HOP ALONG RIDES AGAIN" (Para.)
TOWER— (1,000), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$1,700. (Average, $2,000)

"Witness,"

Revue
Loop

Indianapolis

Lead

Go

Houses
Into

Bad

Indianapolis, Dec. 27. — "Missing
Witness" and N. T. G.'s "Glamour
Girls of 1938" at the Lyric bowled
Holiday
Lull
over Christmas shopping week barriers
to roll up a gross of $9,200, $1,200
above par.
Chicago, Dec. 27. — None of the
All other first runs went below par, Loop houses grossed near the normal
with the Apollo nearest normal on a mark, but "Navy Blue and Gold" at
the Oriental, "Girl with Ideas," plus
take
$3,500,
$500 under Melodrama."
on "Madame
X" ofand
"Manhattan
Ted Lewis, at the Palace, and "West
"True Confession" on a dual with Of Shanghai" at the State-Lake came
the closest and business was fair con"Daughter
of Indiana
Shanghai"
normal
at the
and took
was half
movedof tion.
sidering the pre-Christmas week situato the Circle for a second week.
Total first run business was $24,
"The Awful Truth" aided by "The
River" federal film project was going
300. Average is $30,500.
Estimated takings for the week end strong for a fourth Loop week.
The weather was stormy with rain
ing Dec."MADAME
24:
and snow current almost daily.
X" (M-G-M)
Total first run business was $91,600.
"MANHATTAN MELODRAMA" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross Average is $118,000.
$3,600. (Average, $4,000)
Estimated takings :
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross
Week Ending Dec. 23:
$3,000. (Average, $4,500)
"TRUE CONFESSION" (Para.)
"TRUE CONFESSION" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-55c-7Sc, 7 days.
"DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI" (Para.)
Joe and (Average,
William Mandel & Revue.
INDIANA — (3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Gross:
$26,300.
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $7,000)
"FIRST LADY" $33,000)
(W. B.)
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
GARRICK—
(900),
35c-5Sc-75c,
"STAND(M-G-M)
IN" (U. A.)
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $6,500) 7 days.
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
ORIENTAI^(3,490), 35c-5Sc-75c, 7 days.
$5,000. (Average, $7,000)
Stage:
Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $15,500.
"MISSING WITNESSES" (F. N.)
(Average,
$18,000)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage
"GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ.)
N. T. G.'s "Glamour Girls of 1938." Gross
$9,200. (Average, $8,000)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-55c-75c, 7 days.
Stage:(Average,
Ted Lewis
and Revue. Gross: $16,000.
$19,000)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (F. N.)
STATE -LAKE— (2,776), 20c-40c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville Revue. Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $13,000)
Week Ending Dec. 24:
Fair
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
in Slump
"THE RIVER" (Dept. of Commerce)
APOLLO—
7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: (1,400),
$5,300. 35c-55c-7Sc,
(Average, $6,500)

At

Cleveland

ing.Cleveland, Dec. 27. — With business
off, "Dr. Syn" and "52nd Street" were
the only pictures to make a fair show"Dr. Syn" at the Allen was $1,000
under the $6,000 average, and "52nd
Street" at Loew's Stillman finished
with $3,500. Average is $4,000.
"Stand-in" at Loew's State took
only $11,000, lacking $4,000 of average.
Total first run business was $43,000.
Average is $61,500. There was a drop
of 29 per cent as against a 23 per cent
corresponding drop last week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 24"DR.
: SYN" (C. B.)
ALLEN— (3,000), 30c-35c-42c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,000)
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500), 30c35c-42c-55c, 7 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"THE GIRL SAID NO" (G. N.)
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c-42c-60c-75c, 7
days.
Major
International
Revue. Stage:
Gross:
$14,000. BoWes'
(Average,
$20,000)
"STAND-IN"
(U. A.)
STATE—
30c-35c-42c-55c,
7 LOEW'S
days. Gross:
$11,000.(3,500),
(Average,
$15,000)
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900), 30c-35c42c-55c, 7 days. Gross: $3,500. (Average.
$4,000) "HIGH FLYERS" (RKO)
"THE RIVER" (U. S. Dept. of Commerce)
WARNERS' LAKE— (800), 25c-35c, 4 days.
Gross: $1,000. (Average, 7 davs, $2,500)
"A GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ).
"THE RIVER" (U. S. Dept. of Commerce)
WARNERS' LAKE— (800). 25c-35c. 3 days.
Gross: $500. (Average, 7 days. $2,500)
"Six

Girls"

Retitled

Hollywood, Dec. 27. — "Walking
Down Broadway" will be the release
title of the 20th Century-Fox film
formerly called "Six Girls."

"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
7 days,
2ndROOSEVELT—
week. Gross: (1,500),
$5,000. 35c-55c-7Sc,
(Average, $11,000)
"THE FIREFLY" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-55c,75c, 7
days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $15,000)
"52nd
Good

Street"
in New

Dual
Haven

New and
Haven,
Dec.on 27.Diamond
— "52nd
Street'
"Murder
Row" at the College were the only
attractions to do better than par business in the usual week-before Christmas lull, with a $3,000 take, up by
"Second Honeymoon" and "Something to Sing About" dropped $1,000
under
usual
at Loew's-Poli.
Totalthefirst
run $8,000
business
was $15,800.
$200.
Average is $20,200.
Estimated takings for the week end"52ND
ing Dec.
24 : STREET" (U. A.)
MURDER ON DIAMOND ROW" (U. A.)
COLLEGE— (1,499), 25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $2,800)
"SECOND HONEYMOON" (20th-Fox)
'SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT" (G. N.)
LOEW'S-POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI" (Para.)
"BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—
(2,348), $4,800)
35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross:
$3,500. (Average,
"MUSIC FOR MADAME" (RKO)
"ADVENTUROUS BLONDE" (F. N.)
ROGERGross:SHERMAN—
(2,200),$4,600)
35c-50c, 7
days.
$2,300. (Average,
Don

Nichols

Resigns

Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 27. — Don
Nichols, who for three years won
mention in the Quigley Awards, Motion Picture Herald, has resigned as
manager of the Broadway in Charlotte, efifective Jan. 1.
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Gross
(Continued from page 1)
as being as potentially valuable as
"any feature costing $1,000,000 to produce." Several circuit deals have been
set for the picture at premium rentals.
Finally, the anticipated foreign revenue for the month is the largest for
any comparable period in the company's history. An indicated British
gross of $1,000,000 to $1,500,000 on
"100 Men abroad
and a within
Girl," which
willfew
be
released
the next
weeks, comprises a large part of the
estimated income from foreign sources.
After January Universal will have
a succession of releases which will include productions which the company
expects will be its most valuable properties of the year. Among these are
"Mad About Music," which is expected
to be ready by the third week in February the
; John Stahl production with
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy ;
the first Danielle Darrieux picture, and
a new Deanna Durbin picture.
Final Plans in February
Universal will complete its full production schedule for the current season, Blumberg said, and final plans
for the uncompleted portion of the
schedule will be set following his first
visit to the Universal studio early in
February.
Commenting on the recent and current executive changes at Universal,
Blumberg said they were the result
of efforts by the new management to
eliminate "waste and duplication of
work by consolidating some departments and dispensing with others."
"The changes being made," he said,
"are designed to effect a closer knit
organization and to increase the operating efficiency of the company for
the long run."
"The new management's policies,"
Blumberg said, "will be based solely
on what is best for the company's
exhibitor customers and for its investors. This industry exists on the money
taken in at the box-office and, in our
opinion, the exhibitor is the most important factor in the business. The
money he takes in provides what is
essentially a revolving fund which
keeps the industry operating.
Stresses Exhibitor Importance
!

PICTURE

"Universal will be an exhibitorminded company. We will not tolerate within the organization anyone
who does not have the exhibitor's
viewpoint.
"Universal has the good will of exhibitors everywhere," Blumberg said.
"This was demonstrated in a most
gratifying manner only recently when
we asked for cooperation in the setting of January playdates for our new
product. Big circuits and individual
exhibitors responded immediately in
the most gratifying and important way
of all. They said it with play dates.
That good will is one of our most
vital assets. The compaay is rich, too,
in manpower. Its studio facilities are
the best, its production talent excellent, and its story properties, representing an accumulation of 25 years,
1; are valued at $5,000,000. Recently,
I one of the leading companies offered
I us $800,000 for a selection represent-

''52nd
In

"It's

Street

Poor

High

Kansas

City

Week

Kansas City, Dec. 27. — Big money
in a dull week went to "52nd Street"
and "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry" at "Confessions"
the Midland, where the $9,100 gross
was $2,400 under the line. Normal
On
Dual
Best
winter weather prevailed.
"Victoria the Great" and "Blonde
Trouble"
shy of the
$8,800 mark were
at the$3,800
Mainstreet.
In nine
Seattle
Draw
days, the Newman fell $1,200 under
par with "Blossoms on Broadway"
Seattle, Dec. 27. — In the face of
and "Sh ! The Octopus." The Fox
Tower take was $6,200, only $800 a general falling-off in business
"True Confessions," on a dual with
short of average, with "A Girl with "Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry," pulled
Ideas" and stage show.
Total first run business was $27,400. $6,250 at the Paramount. This was
$250 over par. Both films were held.
Average is $37,000.
"The Awful Truth" held up to a
Estimated takings :
par $5,000 at the Liberty in its fifth
week and the picture was held again.
Week Ending Dec. 23:
Other houses were in a bad way.
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
Total first run business was $33,"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
150. Average is $37,500.
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Estimated takings for the week end$9,000. (Average, $11,500)
ing Dec. 23 :
"A GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ.)
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
FOX TOWER— (2,200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Stage; Three Flames, Lamar Trio and June
"A GIRL WITH IDEAS" (Univ.)
Fong. Gros: $6,200. (Average, $7,000)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 30c-40c-55c, 6 days,
2nd week, extended run from Orpheum.
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
Gross: $2,900. (Average, $4,000)
"ROLL ALONG COWBOY" (20-Fox)
"SECOND
HONEYMOON"
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 6 days. Gross:
"FIRST
LADY" (W. (20th-Fox)
B.)
$2,100. (Average, 8 days, $3,500)
FIFTH AVENUE^(2,500), 30c-40c-55c, 6
Week Ending Dec. 24:
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,900. Average,
$7,000)
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (RKO)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" (Col.)
"BLONDE TROUBLE" (Para.)
(1,800), 30c-40c-55c, 7 days,
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 8 days. 5thLIBERTY—
week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
Gross: $5,000. (Average, 8 days, $8,800)
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
"BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY" (Para.)
"BIG TOWN GIRL" (20th-Fox)
"SH! THE OCTOPUS" (W. B.)
MUSIC BOX— (960), 30c-40c-55c, 6 days,
NEWMAN— (1,900), 25c-40c. 9 days. Grsoss:
2nd week, extended run from Paramount.
$5,000. (Average, 9 days, $6,200)
Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000)
"SUBMARINE D-1" (W. B.)
"HIGH FLYERS" (RKO)
ORPHEUM—
(2,450), 30c-40c,
7 days.
Dismissal of Bixhy
Gross: $5,600. (Average,
$6,000)
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY" (RKO)
Action Is Affirmed
"LOVE IS ON THE AIR" (F. N.)
PALOMAR— (1,500), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
The Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Vaudeville headed by O'Connor Family.
Supreme Court has unanimously af- Gross: $4,400. (Average, $4,500)
firmed the decision of Referee Daniel
"TRUE CONFESSIONS" (Para.)
Cohalan in dismissing the suit of Carl
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
L. Bixby, writer, against Nick DawPARAMOUNT— (M-G-M)
(3,050), 30c -40c, 7 days.
son, for alleged appropriation of the Gross: $6,250. (Average, $6,000)
radio
program
"Dangerous
Paradise."
Dawson
has since
discontinued
the
radio script and is currently appearing
in the network series, "Follow the
Justice Cohalan held that Dawson
had
the right to dismiss Bixby and to
Moon."
continue the program with scripts
written by Dawson and others. The
decision held that Dawson, having
fully paid Bixby for the work done
by him, was justified in employing
another writer when the sponsor of
the program requested that he do so.

Ann

Love"

Gross

Rosenthal

Gets

Into Federal Courts
Ann Rosenthal, attorney for Grand
National, will be admitted to two Federal Court bars this week. The first
will take place in the Federal Bldg.
downtown this morning. The second
is scheduled for tomorrow or Thursday at Hartford.
The Hartford ceremony will be
more or less in the form of noblesse
oblige. Howard W. Alcorn, a local
attorney there, is representing a
client who has a plagiarism suit against
Grand National, and inasmuch as Miss
Rosenthal is not qualified to practice
in the Federal Court in Connecticut
she asked Alcorn to sponsor her.
Alcorn consented to do this. He
will be her sponsor tomorrow or
Thursday and her adversary shortly
after when the plagiarism action comes
to trial in the same court.

ing only a small part of these story
properties.
"With assets such as these. Universal has what is to me the greatest future of any company at this
time," Blumberg concluded.
The company showed a profit for
the fourth quarter of its fiscal year,
ended Nov. 1. Final figures for the
period will not be available until the
end of January, however. It marks
the first time the company has been
Quits Newspaper Post
"in the black" since the quarter ended
Cincinnati, Dec. 27. — Herman J.
Nov. 2, 1935.
Bernfeld, theatre editor of the CinJ. Cheever Cowdin, Universal
cinnati Enquirer, has resigned, effective Jan. 15, and will be associated
chairman, attributed the operating results for the quarter to the continuing with his brother in the management of
Club, in New York. His sucreorganization of the company's set- the 21 cessor
has not been named.
up, policies and personnel.

Pittsburgh's
$11,000
Top,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27. — Business last
week was bad. Only the Penn managed to make anything resembling a
creditable
showing,
"It's Love
After" getting
a surprising
$11,000 I'm
to
top
"A
Damsel
in
Distress,"
in just
ahead of it, by $2,000.
At the Stanley, "Angel" and a stage
show gave the house a new low in recent years, around $12,000, while
double bills at the Warner, "My Dear
Miss Aldrich" and "West of Shanghai," and the Alvin, "Dr. Syn" and
"45 Fathers," stumbled along to $3,400
and $4,800, respectively. The Fulton
found the reissue of "Ladies of the
Big House" on a dual with "That's
My Story" at $3,800, good enough to
hold for an extra three days in order
to get a Christmas opening of "Boy
of the Streets." For the holdover,
"That's My Story" was replaced by
"A Girl with Ideas."
Total first run business was $36,100.
Average is $45,000.
Estimated takings for the week end"DR.
ing Dec. 23
: SYN" (G. B.)
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
$4,800. (Average, $6,500)
"LADIES
OF THE
HOUSE"
"THAT'S
MY BIG
STORY"
(Univ.)(Para.)
FULTON
— (1,700), 25c-40c, 10 days.
Gross $4,800. (Average, 7 days, $4,500)
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
PENN— (3,300),
25c-50c,(Para.)
7 days. Gross:
"ANGEL"
$11,000. (Average,
$11,000)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c- 60c, 7 days. Stage:
Red Norvo's band, Mildred Bailey, Eddie
Peabody, Don Cummings, Edwards Sisters.
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $18,000)
"MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH" (M-G-M)
"WEST OF SHANGHAI" (W. B.)
WARNER— (2,000), 25c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
$3,800. (Average, $5,000)
Williams

Is Named

Educa'l Secretary
T. R. Williams, treasurer of Educational Pictures, Inc., for the past
several years, was elected secretary
of the company at a meeting of its
board of directors, E. W. Hammons,
terday.
Educational president, reported yesWilliams, who continues as treasurer in addition to his new post, succeeds Norman C. Nicholson, who resigned as secretary of Educational
several days ago to resume the private
practice of law.
Directorate

of U. A.

In Tax Discussion
{Continued from fage 1 )
tirely
ters. to the discussion of ta.x matAmong those attending were Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charles
ChapHn,
Korda, Dr. A. H. Giannini
die.
and David Rose, representing Samuel
Goldwyn. The meeting adjourned sine
Plans New Orleans House
New Orleans, Dec. 27. — John Panzeca, owner of the LaLune night club,
will erect a theatre seating 1,200 here,
at a cost of about $65,000. It will be
ready for opening by the fall, and will
be called the Triangle.
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Toscanini
Christmas Nights are always memorable but to millions of radio listeners Christmas Night of 1937 will
linger long in memory as one more
memorable than others, for to the
beauty of the holy night this year was
added the further beauty and rich
lustre of the first of the Toscaniniconducted NBC symphony series.
There has not been, probably will
not be for a long time again, a radio
evening as portentious as this one. For
months now, ever, since David Sarnoff
early last summer dispatched Samuel
Chotzinoff to Europe to make arrangements for the return of Toscanini to
these shores, events have been shaping
themselves for this bright occasion.
First came the signing of the maestro,
then the careful recruiting by NBC of
hundreds of musicians, the pruning to
slightly
more
'a considered
hundred, the
welding of
whatthan
is now
to
be the world's finest symphony orchestra by Rodzinski and Monteux and,
finally, Christmas Night, the beautiful
culmination of the project.
We are not a music critic in the accepted sense of the word, therefore
we will not make a pretense at a discussion of the orchestral execution or
at the other technique of the symphony. More competent pens than
ours already have done this. In the
foregoing we have attempted nothing
more than to report that we found the
concert to be one of unsurpassable
beauty, that it moved and uplifted us
as no other program before it has
been able to do.
The program comprised Vivaldi's
Concerto Grosso in D Minor, Mozart's Symphony in G Minor and the
C Minor Symphony of Johannes
Brahms. The programs are broadcast Saturday nights from 10 to 10 :30
P. M. on the Red and Blue networks
of NBC.
Banner
November

Louisiana

Radio Sales Up 10%
New Orleans, Dec. 27. — November sales of radio advertising in
Louisiana increased 10 per cent over
October and were 20.5 per cent above
November, 1936. Last year the November increase over October was
24.5 per cent. While some stations
dropped in November, 1937, from
October, 1937, other stations showed
increases, making the net increase for
all stations 10 per cent for the period.
Frank Luther in New Series
Frank Luther, tenor, will begin a
new sustaining series Tan. 3 from 9
to 9:15 A. M. on NBC. The program is scheduled six days a week,
Mondays through Saturdays.
Campana in WHN Series
Campana Sales Corp. will sponsor a
four-week campaign of daily spot announcements over WHN beginning today. The contract is through AulDrey,
Moore & Wallace.
Morros Quartet Starts .Tan. 2
The Boris Morros String Quartet
will make its debut over CBS Tan. 2,
from 2 to 2:30 P. M., in the first of
a new musical series.

NBC

'37

Stress

Decision

Cultural,
Scored

Educational,
By LENOX R. LOHR
President of NBC

Is

States
791

Lohr

Protests

As of Dec. 22, two weeks
In 1937,
the it
first
of NBC's
second
decade,
is year
not enough
for
after the Chase & Sanborn
the National Broadcasting Co. to look
broadcast on which Mae West
back on the 12-month period and point
appeared, NBC had received a
total of 791 letters protesting
with satisfaction to significant contributions in various phases of radio
Miss West's "Adam and Eve"
broadcasting. Today, we must conskit.
sider our obligation of service to a
public that daily is growing more conscious of cultural and educational entirely new line of field transmitters
values. How, we may be asked, have and receivers, field amplifiers and
we met this obligation during the past studio microphones, all NBC-designed,
In the field of music, our efforts to were distributed to the company's key
network power was inimprove
the quality and enlarge the points, and
year?
creased by 112,900 watts for daytime
reception of this art-form throughout broadcasting and 88,000 watts for
the country culminated in obtaining
the services of Arturo Toscanini, the night operation.
Television Considered
world's greatest living symphonic conductor, and assembling the first fullIn television, we have begun to acstrength symphony orchestra ever to
cumulate operating experience against
be maintained by an American broad- the day when this art becomes a comcasting company exclusively for the
mercial actuality. In addition to the
radio public's enjoyment.
technical progress of television durDr. Angell Engaged
ing 1937, we have, in conjunction with
the Radio
Corp.
America,
contributed towards
the ofsolution
of program
In the educational aspects of broadcasting, the company has been fortuthrough the constant use of
nate in the association of Dr. James problems
an experimental television studio.
Rowland Angell, who comes to the More than 60 television demonstrapost of educational counselor after 16
tions have been given to NBC in the
years of distinguished service as
president of Yale University. As a past year ; nearly 300 persons have
before our television camrepresentative of NBC, Dr. Angell al- appeared
eras ;full-length drama has been preready has made a study of educasented, using five different studio sets,
tional broadcasting in Europe and this
taken especially for the procountry which will be the basis of our and film duction.
Experiments with educational
w.ork in the educational field during
1938.
program material, and with the color
of facial makeup and cosAlong cultural lines, NBC en- response
hanced the scope of dramatic offerings taken. tume fabric, also have been underwith the presentation this past sumA most recent development is
mer of a six-play Shakespearean America's first mobile television stacycle ; the first cycle of Eugene
tion, the RCA-NBC Telemobile transO'Neill plays ever produced on the
mitter, to be used during the coming
air ; the first original radio work of
for experimental televising of
Maxwell Anderson, and a George year
outdoor news events.
Bernard Shaw play prepared for
Now we turn to a new year in
broadcasting by the author. As in- broadcasting. We know it will bring
terpretators of these brilliant works,
NBC offered players of the first rank, surprises, new developments, new
such as John Barrymore, Helen problems and new obligations. The
Hayes, Ian Claire, the late Osgood National Broadcasting Co. is prepared
Perkins, Henry Hull, Peggy Wood to meet them in the future as in the
and Eva Le Gallienne.
past in the spirit of public service.
Cites Impartiality
An evaluation of the work of
On all matters of public question
throughout the year, we have carefully
CBS during 1937, by William S.
maintained a policy of presenting over
president,
Paley, lished
in an early will
issue.be pubthe air, fairly and impartially, both
sides of the issue. In periods of natural caststrophe, like the Ohio River
floods and the Hindenbnrg disaster,
Kastor Buys KYW Time
our networks were kept open for conPhiladelphia,
27. — The H.
stant service and information. And W. Kastor & Sons Dec.
Advertising agency
in doing our share towards interna- with H. H. Hudson handling the actional good will, we have augmented
a large number of pickups from "Musical
of KYW's
15 minutes
count, purchased
Clock"
program.
The
abroad by enlarging the activities of
program
is
a
full-hour
curtain-riser
our international division • with daily from 7:30 to 8:30, Monday through
broadcasts in six languages on radio Saturday. The agency will use the
beams directed to Europe and South 15 minutes in the interests of the
and Central America.
Beaumont Laboratories.
To serve a vast audience with the
best in radio, NBC improved its technical facilities as in no previous year.
Open WCAU New York Office
Philadelphia, Dec. 27. — WCAU,
Forty-one stations were added to the
networks, bringing the total to 143 the 50,000 watt affiliate of CBS here,
outlets. New studios were built, or will open a New York service office
begun, at Washington, Philadelphia, Jan. 3 in the CBS Bldg. Direct teleSchenectady and Cleveland. Ground
phonebecommunication
a 24-hour
will be broken soon at Hollywood for basis will
available on
to advertisers
without
cost.
another great broadcasting plant. An

by

Court

(Continued from page 1)
tion of Paul R. Heitmeyer for a station at Cheyenne.
Remanding
the case
to the
commission for further
action,
the court
held its denial of the application was
an unreasonable restriction on business. The decision also censured the
commission for failing to file an adequate finding of facts following its
decision.
FCC
On

Receives

Data

West Broadcast
(Continued from page 1)

R. Lohr, president of NBC, the commission received a copy of the transcript, an electrical transcription, a
copy of the contract with the sponsors
and a list of the stations handling the
broadcast.
McNinch declared that the commission will study the script and transcription
before giving
sideration to the
matter. further conAmerican

Tobacco

in

Renewal
of Program
American Tobacco Co. has renewed
its contract for the "Melody Puzzles"
series currently heard over two stations of the Mutual network, WOR,
New York, and WNBF, Binghamton.
Lord & Thomas is the agency. Richthe series.
ard Himber's orchestra is a feature of

Lever
On

Extends

2 CBS

Webs

Programs

Lever Bros, yesterday signed contracts to extend considerably the networks of two of its current series on
CBS, the Al Jolson and Edward G.
Robinson programs.
Beginning this week, the Jolson
show will add a total of 26 addditional
stations, 16 for the early broadcast,
10 for the late evening repeat.
Robinson's "Big Town" series will
be heard over 26 more stations than
heretofore, beginning this evening.
Ruthraufif & Ryan is the agency for
the programs.
Harris Quits KDYL
To Open Own Agency
Salt Lake City, Dec. 27. — B. T.
Harris, after nine years in the radio
field, has resigned his post as program
director of KDYL to open his own advertising agency in this city. The
move will become effective Jan. 3 and
will give this city its first radio agency
service.
The new agency will be known as
B. T. Harris Advertising, and will be
equipped to handle transcription and
"mike" auditions to accounts. Representation of several leading disc
houses for the Intermountain territory
has been arranged.
Shift "Bookend" Series Time
The Ted Malone "Between the
Bookends" series will be heard at a
new time over CBS beginning Jan. 3,
when it will be presented Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 4:15 to 4:30 P. M.
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Chicago
Panay

WHN
Time

Amateur
to Be

Hour

Changed

WHN's "Amateur Hour," after
many years of broadcasting in the
Tuesday 7 to 8 P. M. spot, will be
shifted to a new day and time beginning Jan. 7, when it will be heard
Fridays from 8 to 9 P. M. The
change in time is being made to fit
the schedule for the incoming "Goldberg" series, which begins Jan. 3 from
7:15 to 7:30 P. M. over WHN. Both
series are sponsored by Procter &
Gamble for Crystal.
Because the new time for the amateur program is a much better hour
for the broadcasts from theatre stages,
WHN and the sponsors will shortly
begin an exploitation camoaign for the
program, heralding the broadcasts in
Loew houses throughout the Metropolitan area.
Dick Stabile Married
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27. — Dick Stabile,
the band leader who has been broadcasting over WCAE and the Mutual
net from the William Penn Hotel here
for several months, and Gracie Barrie, singing star of musical comedy,
were married here this morning at St.
Paul's Cathedral. The couple plan a
Florida honeymoon and from there
will go to the coast, where Stabile has
been booked into the Palomar.
Racine Broadcasting Moves
Racine, Wis., Dec. 27. — Racine
Broadcasting Co., operators of WRJN,
is moving its studios to larger quarters in the American Bank & Trust
Co. Bldg here. H. S. Mann, who recently resigned as secretary-treasurer
of the Racine Journal-Times, is serving as general manager of the station with H. J. Newcomb as commercial manager.
Hawthorne on New CBS Series
Ben Hawthorne, who was recently
signed to a CBS artists' bureau contract, will begin a new sustaining
series over CBS Dec. 30, from 3 to
3 :30 P. M. Hawthorne is a character
comedian whose skits on WTIC, Hartford, attracted the attention of the
CBS talent bureau.
"Kindergarten" to Continue
"Kaltenmeyer's Kindergar ten,"
which has been presented under the
sponsorship of the Quaker Oats Co.,
will be continued on the NBC network as a sustaining series beginning
Jan. 1. The new time will be 7 to
7:15 P. M. on the Red.
Weidenaar Leaves WMPS
Memphis, Dec. 27. — Clair Weidenaar, program director of WMPS for
the past several months, has left for
Cincinnati to become promotion director for the Cincinnati Post. His successor here has not been named.
Julius Kapner Killed
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27. — Julius Kapner, 45, brother of Leonard Kapner,
manager of WCAE, was killed in an
automobile accident near Harrisburg,
where he made his home. The body
was brought here for burial.

Films

Approves

License

Fee

Offer

(Continued from page 1)
looked
upon
as virtually a victory for
Rushed
Being
the theatre operators.
By the new plan, theatres receiving
Spitalny Greeting
up to 25 cents for admission will acHere
by
Air
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27.— Maucept a 25 per cent increase in license fees ; those charging up to 40
(Continued from page 1)
rice Spitalny's two brothers,
cents
will be increased 60 per cent and
Phil and Leopold Spitalny,
scheduled at this time for Thursday houses charging over 40 cents will pay
and Dave Rubinoff will come
morning and will be witnessed by po- a 100 per cent increase.
here Jan. 13 to take part in a
litical writers and commentators, reThe new ruling is expected to affect
special program over KDKA,
B.
& K. since that circuit controls most
Govother
and
Navy
porters.officials.
Army, The Universal release
greeting Maurice as that staernment
of
the larger theatres.
tion's new musical director.
will run three reels and will be sold
Phil will bring his entire
as a special. Numerous percentage
girls' band here for the celedeals have been set already, and simul- To Honor Zanuck at
bration.
taneous runs in key theatres in all
Dinner Here Jan, 5
large cities have been arranged. Sev(Continued from page 1)
eral hundred prints will be made and
the
widest
possible
distribution
given
president, is aiding in planning the
Henry Leaves WIBW
the picture while it is still of topical affair for Zanuck. The latter is exvalue.
To Do Radio Scripts
pected here from the coast within a
Present indications are that the film week, although his traveling plans had
Omaha, Dec. 27. — John M. Henry,
general manager of the Central States will be released uncensored, contrary not been definitely set up to late yesterday. He will come east with
Broadcasting System, has resigned, ef- to current reports. Universal has obtained an unconditional release for its
fective Jan. 1. He will be succeeded
Joseph
M.
Schenck, 20th Centuryby Don Searle, manager of WIBW of film from the Commandant of the Fox board chairman, to attend the
Third Naval District, who ruled that
opening of "In Old Chicago" at the
Topeka.
Henry will become a full time radio "there is no question involving the Astor on Jan. 6.
script writer for three syndicates.
security of confidential material" in
Starting with KOTL of Omaha six the Panay film. "Therefore, it will not
be
required of newsreel companies to Increased Color Use
years ago as studio manager, when the
station was acquired by the Lincoln have such pictures submitted by them
Foreseen by Warner
Star and Journal and the Sidles Co., to the Commandant of the Third
Hollywood, Dec. 27. — An increased
Henry has been general manager since Naval District or to the Navy Dep't
use of color is forecast for 1938 by
the network was formed in 1936.
for review prior to release."
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
Searle
was
KOIL's
first
manager
State Dep't Still Silent
when the station was started in 1925.
charge of Warner production. The
executive
also foresees a search for
He is also a partner in KMMJ at
Whether
the
State Dep't
would
intervene
independently
of
the
Navy
to
more
unusual
stories, and a more
Clav Center, Neb., and other Kansas
censor the film for diplomatic reasons widely diversified selection of stories.
stations.
is not known, but newsreel officials
Warner cited a number of pictures
said
yesterday
that
to
their
knowlwhich
are scheduled for special atEhrman Joins WRTD
tention by the Warner studio during
-354
edge
the
State
Dep't
has
shown
no
official interest in the film whatever.
Richmond, Dec. 27. — Robert W.
1938,
among
them
"Panama
Canal,"
Movietone News is receiving ap- "The Adventures of Robin Hood," - 5/8
Ehrman has become assistant to Manproximately 800 feet on the Panay "Tovarich" and a color version of - Vi.
ager Jack Maxey of WRTD, the
-V/i
Richmond Times-Dispatch station. He from Eric Mayell, its cameraman, who "The Sea Hawk." He made1/8note of 5
also
was
a
passenger
on
the
gunboat.
4
5/8
has been a member of the teaching
standard"
production atThis film was developed in Manila the "high
tained during
the pastofyear.
staff of the University of Virginia.
—1
and is aboard the China Clipper, on
- -5544
5
4
Seeks Power Increase
which Alley is traveling. The flying277/8
ship was delaved at Honolulu for 24
115i
Wall Street
Washington, Dec. 27. — Applica- hours due to Pacific storms. Harry
11^ 4654
- Vi
454
tion for an increase of power from Lawrenson, foreign editor of Movie4554
/2
500 to 1,000 watts has been filed with
9/2 -fl
tone, flew to Alameda yesterday to
1054
"U." Lone Board Gain
—
the F. C. C. by Station WCBA, Al- cut and edit the Panay film on the
V%
554 Change
4/8
12.K 1254
lentown. Pa.
9/2
Net
coast, from where it will °he shipped
163/2
2054
Open High
immediately as a regular newsreel reClose
Col
lease to Movietone subscribers.
Col. pfd
27% 277/8 Low
2654
121^
6/8
Paramount
Meeting
Cons
E. K pfd.. 166M 16654' 20/8
Cons.
Will Last Two Days
2654
Weekend
Was Poor
G. T. E... 485i
12 4854
12
Loew
(Continued from f^a'^e 1)
- Ve
Para
Atlanta ; J. B. Dugger, Dallas ; Ralph
But Business Gains Pai-a. 1
163-4
IS/i
84 84
C. LiBeau, Kansas City ; H. W.
84
(Continued from page 1)
9% 1054
97A
Para. 2
m/s,
254
- Vs
Braly, Denver ; Myke H. Lewis, Los
6
6
254
RKO
Pathe
into
the
Roxy
starting
Friday
and
4/2, 4K^
Angeles ; Ben Blotcky, Minneapolis ;
2a%
G. A. Smith, San Francisco ; M. A. looms as a big grosser for this theatre. 20th Fox
pfd .. 2ors
26Vs 26J4
All Broadway houses ar^ planning
Alilligan, Toronto ; Agnew, J. J.
.
32
to raise admissions Friday evening Univ. pfd.. 6Vs 326Vs 84
32
W. B.
Unger, C. M. Reagan, G. B. T. Fraw54
as
is
the
annual
custom.
Special
midW. B. pfd. . 34 34
ley, R. M. Gillham, Alec Moss and
34
night shows will be given at the adDon Velde, from the home office.
11/16 54
Monogram
vanced scale with many theatres ex15/8 mUp on
Change
Net
pected to be open until 3 and 4 A. M.
32
Curb
Low
+ H
Saturdav.
Open
High
Sweetheart" Going Big
Close
Monogram
G. N.
m 34
"You're a Sweetheart" garnered
..
1754
1754
. 5/16 5/16 5/16 5/16
about $24,500 in the first three days
Lord Wins Decision
Tech
17
. 254 254 17
at the Roxy. The picture is expected
Trans
-Lux
Univ.
Corp.
2%
2%
Phillips H. Lord, known professionto tally $45,000 for the week and will
2
2
ally as Seth Parker, received permisbe replaced Friday by "Love and
sion from Federal Judge John C.
Bonds Decline
Knox in the U. S. District Court
Net
High Low Close Change
here yesterday to appeal to the U. S.
Hisses."
Loew 3'4s '46
9754 9754 9754 — 54
Circuit Court of Appeals from a dis- Para. B'way
"Mayer ling" Ends Run
missal of his suit against Pathe News, Para.
3s '55
eOVs 60 60
Pict.
"Mayerling" has concluded a 10week engagement at Philadelphia, and Inc.. by Federal Judge John Clancy
6s '55
8954 89
89 —1
has been booked for a second run at on Nov. 18. Lord alleged that Pathe Para.
Pict. '47
7254 72
72
— 54
the Bandbox there, as well as various breached a contract to share expenses RKO 6s '41
805^ 80 80
for
a
film
record
of
his
world
cruise.
W. B. 6s '39
7454 74
74 —1
neighborhood theatres. The film is in
(Quotations at close of Dec. 27)
He asks $50,000 damages.
its 16th week in New York.
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Hears

IN this issue Motion Picture Daily presents
a resunne of the progress of the Radio City
Film's
Via

CENTS

Music

Story

the

Radio

factors
Hays Speaks on Program
In Business Series

Hall on the occasion

of its fifth an-

niversary. Herein are analyzed

the underlying

responsible

for the achievement

theatre of a position unique annong
tions of the entertainment world.

by the

the institu-

Say

Films

Aim

On

of

Not

Drive

Monopolies

Justice Dept.
Other Objects

Indicates
in View

More than a century has elapsed
since the accidental discovery of the
first principle of the motion picture
was made by Peter Mark Roget in
London ; yet today historians and
leaders of the industry consider it to
be a bizarre and almost incredibly
fantastic miracle.
Will Hays, president of the M.P.P.
D.A., in an address delivered yesterday afternoon on the Dep't of Commerce series, "Stories of American
Industry," said in opening : "No story
ever written for the screen is as dramatic or romantic as the story of the
screen
TerryHerald
Ramsaye,
editor ofitself."
MotionAnd
Picture
and

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Dec. 28. — Activities
of the film industry have been more
Officials
Meeting
Panay
closely watched than usual during the
past few weeks, but there are no
plans for an anti-trust drive against
Film
Plane
This
Morning
films, it was learned today at the
Dept. of Justice.
Films on the bombing of the of Nanking; about 1,500 feet on the
Officials of the department exU. S. S. Panay and of the capture of same events from Eric Mayell, Movieplained that since the recent speech
tone News cameraman, and about of Robert H. Jackson, assistant atNanking by the Japanese are due in
New York today. If arrival and pro- 1,000 feet of film on the capture of
torney general, voicing the need for
duction schedules are maintained, the Nanking only, from Arthur Menken, control of monopolies, they have been
reels will be previewed tonight and Paramount News cameraman.
flooded with queries from various inavailable to all theatres tomorrow
News of the Day is covered on the
terests as to what industries were referred to.
morning and Friday, depending upon event by virtue of an agreement for
shipping distances from New York pooling all Chinese war material obIt was indicated that any anti-trust
acknowledged master of the subject, and
Los Angeles.
tained by itself and Movietone News. drive undertaken will be directed first
in writing his history of the industry,
Planes scheduled to arrive at Newark Through this agreement. News of the against monopoly in the food and
used the title "A Million and One Airport before 10 A. M. this morning Day will have access to the material
building supply industries, and that
Nights,"
doubtless
by the will bring the 4,500 feet of film in the obtained by Mayell.
motion pictures have not been singled
fable
of almost
like influenced
name.
Alley, wounded in the bombing of out as a subject. Rumors that the
of Norman Alley, UniverThe story of the film industry was possession
sal Newsreel cameraman, covering the Panay, will be met at the airport need for a drive against the picture
broadcast over a coast-to-coast CBS
(Continued on pane 4)
industry would be discussed at length
hookup yesterday afternoon from the Panay bombing and the capture
in the forthcoming annual report of
4:30 to 5 P. M., E.S.T., and by
the Department were scouted and it
short-wave to foreign countries by the
was said the docuroent probably would
Columbia short-wave station, W2XE. Reports
on U. A.
have little to say on the subject.
Doyle's Theatre
The narrative was by Harry R. Daniel
(Continued on pape 45)
Plans Hinge on
Board
Arguments
Mutual

and

Don

Lee

In West Coast Deal
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — Fred Weber, general manager of Mutual, disclosed today that an agreement has
been signed with Lewis Allen Weiss,
general manager of the Don Lee NetAdditional Radio Developments on Page 45
work, to have the Don Lee regional
chain of 24 stations continue as Pacific outlets through March, 1939.
The stations range in location from
San Diego to Bellingham, Wash.
Mothers

as Censors

Mexico City, Dec. 26.— That
representative mothers be appointed members of the film
censorship board to assure
the exhibition of better pictures is urged in a bill the
National Federation of Feminine Leagues has presented
to Congress.

Met

with

Denial

U.A.

Film

Deal

Casey-Weber
Music
Talks Agreed Upon
Conferences between Pat Casey, producers' labor contact, and Joseph
Weber, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, on methods
of spreading employment among musicians employable by Hollywood studay. dios will be held on the coast during
February, it was stated here yester-

Hollywood, Dec. 28.— Widely circulated reports here to the effect that
the United Artists board of directors'
meeting was marked by personal bickerings have caused a high official of
the company to declare that this was
not the case.
This authority states that Alexandder Korda's request for permission to
produce pictures for other than United
Artists distribution came in for only
a brief discussion and was deferred
for further consideration at a future
time.
It is understood that the principal
(Continued on page 7)

Stuart F. Doyle's plan to build five
new theatres in South Africa is contingent upon his making a lO-year distribution and exhibition deal for U. A.
product in that country, Doyle explained yesterday on his arrival from
England. Doyle insisted that he and
his financial group will put up $1,000,000 for the project if he concludes
a deal with Arthur W. Kelly, U. A.
Casey, who is in New York for the
foreign head, this week. He also deholidays,
plans to return to Hollynied U. A. will participate in the
wood in a week. Weber will leave for
financing.
a Florida vacation in about two weeks
Doyle expects to leave for the coast and will go to the coast from there
the end of the week en route to Aus(Continued on page 8)
(Conttnued on page 7)

Remakes

Mexican

of Silents

Bill

Would

Is Subject of Suit Ban Foreipn Product
By JAMES LOCKHART
Los Angeles, Dec. 28. — A Federal
Mexico
City, Dec. 26. — Prohibition
Court action which will affect all re- of the importation and exhibition of
make's of silent pictures by film comnanies was filed today when Ralph films in English and other foreign
Murphy, Donald Gallagher and M. G. languages as a means of helping out
Amusements Co. brought suit against the Mexican picture industry and
alien producers who would
Warners and First National to deter- compelling
mine whether the defendants can use do business in this country to make
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 2)

Year in Review
A review of 1937, pointing
up the trends which characterized the12industry's
activities of the
months, will
be
found on page 8. The headlines of the year, a compilation of the outstanding dayby-day developments of the
industry, begin on page 41.
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Gould Sues 20th-Fox
A suit for $30,000 damages brought
by Bruce Gould, an author, against
20th Century-Fox, Adela Rogers St.
John, NEA Service, Inc., and the New
York World-Telegram was filed in the
N. Y. County Supreme Court yesterday. Gould alleged that he sold a
story to 20th Century-Fox in March,
1936, and that the story was subsequently produced as a short entitled
■'Reunion."_ He charges that 20th Century-Fox, inviolation of its contract,
permitted Miss St. John to novelize
his story and sell it to various newspapers.
The defendants will apply for an examination of Gould before trial on
Jan. 7.

Spirit of Youth
{Globe-Grand National)

Joe Louis, of pugilistic fame, makes his theatrical film debut in "Spirit
of Youth." The vehicle should prove a lure to people of the fighter's
race and the public interested in seeing the fighter emote, in addition to
the activity with which he is more closely associated. He does the latter
decidedly better. It will be obvious that he is more at home in the
squared circle than before a camera. But he gives what is expected of
him and the narrative gets along.
The screenplay, which is termed an original credited to Arthur Hoerl,
touches lightly on Louis' career as a pugilist. He is identified in the
action as "Joe Thomas." It concerns itself with his rise from his home
in Birmingham to the championship, in well tried and tested formula
sequences which have given satisfaction in the past and again do so.
Louis' father is injured when he is a youngster and he is left the sole
support of his family. He grows up a hard-working youth and one day
leaves his home to seek life in a big city. He makes good in the Golden
Gloves contest and soon interests a promoter who takes him under his
wing and step by step gets him big time matches. Louis brings his
family to live with him and falls in love with a night club entertainer who
fairly ruins him, pugilistically. He loses a match. But he is made to see
the light and he regains his niche both in the fighting game and in his
real sweetheart's feelings. It ends happily all around.
The cast is almost entirely composed of colored players, including
Clarence Muse, Edna Mae Harris and Cleo Desmond. Harry Fraser
directed.
Running time, 66 minutes. "G.

"Tide"
2d

at

$5,500

Montreal

Week

Montreal, Dec. 28.— "Ebb Tide"
held the top rung for the pre-Christmas week with a take of $5,500 for
its second week at the Capitol after a
first week of $10,000.
"Dr. Syn," heading a double bill at
the Palace, accounted for $6,000
against average of $11,000 while the
fourth week of "The Awful Truth"
at Loew's, where it was showing on
a twin liill, secured an additional
$4,000, as compared with average of
There was practically no opposi$8,000.
tion except the Christmas shopping
scramble and professional hockey
which drew meagre attendance. The
weather was mild.
Total first run business was $23,000.
Average is $40,500.
'"ngEstimated
Dec. 25 : takings for the week end"EBB TIDE*' (Para.)
CAPTTOI^('2.547'). 25c-,15c-4Oc-50c-60c. 7
davs. 2nd week. Gross: $.'i.500. (Avera.g-e
f;9,SnOV First week: $10,000.
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" fCol.)
"ROARING TIMBER" (Col.)
LOEW'S— 0,115), 25c -34c -40c -50c, 7 davs.
4th week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $8.000). Previous week: $6,000
"DREAMING LIPS" (U. A.)
HOSPIT)AL MYSTERY"
"THE GREAT (20th-Fox

"Fight" and "Glory"
Leaders at Buffalo
Buffalo, Dec. 28. — The customary
pre-holiday let-down here turned into
a box-office blight. Only one house
in town came up to scratch. A dual
at the Century, "Fight for Your
Lady" and "Flight from Glory," took
$6,300 to tie par figures.
The debacle hit hardest at the
Buffalo and Hippodrome, which barely
managed to reach even half their
average quota. The weather for the
period stayed generally fair and cool
with downtown department stores reporting a heavy press of holiday
shoppers.
Total first run business was $25,000.
Average is $42,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 25 :
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER" (W. B.)
BUFFALO—
r,ros.<::
$7,900. (3.000),
(Average. 35c-60c.
J;i4.00O1 7 days.
"BEG. BORROW OR STEAL" TM-G-M)
"THE GREAT GARRICK" (W. B.)
GREATUS 500.
T,AKES—
(3.000VSS.OOO)
.30c-.50c. 7 davs
erf's";:
(Average.
"VICTORIA THE GREAT" (W. B.)
"HOT WATER" (Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2.500). .30r-.50c 7 days
Gr»»ss: S;3 60O. CAveraire. %7 .Sm
"FTGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (KKO)
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY" (RKO)
7 davs
25c-35r.
CENTURY— r3.0OO).
Gross: *fi..30O. TAverac'e. Sfi ,300)
"ROARING TIMBER" (Col.)
"LOVE TAKES FLIGHT" (G. N.)
LAFAYETTE- r3.30O-). ?.5c-35c. 5 davs
Gross: $4,700. (Average.
7 davs. $6,500)

ORPHEUM—
(919). 25c-,-?5c-S0c,
7 days
Gross:
$3,500. (Averaee.
S5.000)
"DR. SYN" (G. B.)
"ALL IN" (British)
A Correction
PALACE — (2.600), 2.Sc-35c-40c-50c-6Sc, 7
Head Para. Film Cast
S6.O0O. rAveraee. $11,000)
In the Dec. 27 issue of Motion Pic- days. Gross:
"CLOISTERED" (Indep.)
Hollywood. Dec. 28.— Gail Patrick
ture Daily it was incorrectly stated
PRINCESS— (2.272). 25c-,30c-35c-50c-65c,
and Randolph Scott have been selected
that Norman C. Nicholson had re- days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $7,000)
signed as counsel for Educational Picto plav the leading roles in "Angel in
tures. He has resigned as secretary Mexicans Prefer Folklore Furs,"' based on W. B. Courtney's
story of a missionary nurse.
of the company, but will continue as
Mexico City, Dec. 26.— The Mexigeneral counsel and as a member of
can public prefers folklore, farm life
the board and executive committee.
Canra Busy on Scrint
and cowboy subjects in their domesHoLrvwoon^ Dec. 28— Frank Caora
tically-produced pictures, a recent
newspaper survey indicated. Pictures and Robert Riskin are working on the
man Leaves "V*
Singer
Sidney Singerman of the program revealing city life and social and eco- story of "You Can't Take Tt v^'tb
You." Canra's next for Columbia,
department at the Universal home of- shown. nomic problems are not wanted, it was based
on the stage play.
fice resigned yesterday.

Holmes
for

in

Vacation

Phillips Holmes, who is under contract to John Maxwell to appear in
two pictures a year, returned yesterday on the Berengaria for a vacation
with his family. His father, Taylor,
who
met appears
him at in
the"I'd
pier.Rather Be Right,"
Holmes said he had completed
"House Master" for B. I. P. and will
sail Jan. 20 for England for another
picture with Dianne Churchill, who
appears
in "Houseto Master."
he was anxious
do a play He
here,added
but
apparently will go back to England
with the desire unfulfilled.
Ralph Murphy, another passenger,
said he would leave for the coast today by plane to direct
"The Goddess"
for Paramount.
He asserted
he was
abroad on a vaction.
Remakes

of Silents

1

Is(Conti
Subject
Suit ^
nued from pageof1)
tures.
scripts of silent films for talking picThe suit asks declaratory relief but
no set damages, leaving determination
entirely up to the court. The object
of the suit was "Sh ! The Octopus,"
released recently. The plaintiffs allege that portions of their script, made
in silent days, was used in the sound
film. The suit may once and for all
determine whether writers of silent
scripts have an interest in the scripts
if they are used again for sound films.
Hickey Funeral Held
Funeral services were held yesterday
for Leo J. Hickey, late U. S. attorney
for the eastern district. Hickey played
a prominent part in an investigation of
the reported Century Circuit clearance
complaint against RKO and Skouras
circuits. Nothing came of the findings,
although several local branch managers and home office sales executives
had beenuation inqueried
Queens. on the protection sitRites for Mrs. Schwalm
Pittsburgh, Dec. 28. — Funeral
ervices for Bridget Lynch Schwalm,
87, mother of John A. Schwalm, manager of the Rialto, Hamilton, O., were
held here today. Her death was sudvive. den. Four sons and one daughter surVan Schmus to Play Host
W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall, will be host
today at a cocktail party in his studio
apartment in honor of Anatole Litvak,
director of "Tovarich," which will
open at the theatre tomorrow. Festivities will begin at 4:30 P. M. and
special "Tovarich" cocktail, concocted by Oscar of the Waldorf, will
be among the surprises.
Columbia Party Feb. 12
The Columbian Club, home office
employe organization of Columbia,
will hold its eighth annual party on
Feb. 12 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Oregon House Burns
Washington, Ore., Dec. 28. — The
Republic here was destroyed in a fire
Monday. The property was valued at
$10,000.
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Panay
Will
This

Films
Be

Met

Morning

(Continued from page 1)
this morning by Gov. Harold G. Hoffman of New Jersey and Nate J. Blumsal, who
berg, president-elect of Univer
head a welcoming committee. Alley
was met by his wife and three children
at the Alameda Airport, where the
China Clipper, which brought him
from Honolulu after a 24-hour delay,
landed at 1 :00 P. M., E.S.T.
will be esFrom Newark, Alleyinterv
iews and
corted here for press
thereand
ck
a reception at the Warwi
after will assist in the cutting and
editing of the film, which Universal is
selling as a three-reel special. Reports yesterday were that the company
has closed deals providing for 20
per cent of the gross where the picture plays on a single feature program and 15 per cent if played with a
double feature. Circuit deals have
been set with RKO, Warners and
Paramount. Locally, the Palace was
the only Broadway house which had
booked the picture up to late yester. with an indicated Thursday availabilityday,

The company estimates a $500,000
gross for the picture. Approximately
1,000 prints are being ordered for
quick distribution to the entire country and Canada. Additional prints are
scheduled to leave for Europe tonight.
Movietone Reports Speed
Movietone News and News of the
Day reported last night that their
films of the bombing of the Panay
were being shown in Los Angeles.
The exposed negative was developed
in Manila. Stills made from the
motion picture film were picked up
and distributed by various wire-photograph services with full credit given
to cameraman and newsreel. Both
reels, it was stated, will be shown
locally today if there is no unexpected
delay.

The

Newsreel

Movietone News
Vol. 20. No. 31
{ZUth-Ccntiiry-Fox)
The expected diversification of
news material is present in this issue
of the reel, although it is somewhat
es of unnews episod
in timely The
lackingusual
leading clip, and
interest.
the most striking, is that showing a
flaming oil well in California, with
the blaze leaping 300 feet into the air,
like a giant geyser of fire.
Priests in Czechoslovakia don gas
masks in military drill, the Lowell
Thomas comment stressing the contrast of natural advocates of peace
preparing for the exigencies of war.
interesting is the picture of a giant
crane lifting a 189-ton boat from the
deck of an ocean-going freighter, and
the winter season opens with a flashing rhumba at the Miami Biltmore.
Efiiective pictorially and in subject
matter is the clip of the tallest dam
in the world, nearing completing
across the Colorado River, the
Parker Dam. Lew Lehr is his usual
amusing self as he describes the action
of children's
in eating outwhen
of a deer
hands,
but disappearing
the open
season begins. The U. S. Army has
a neat device in a captive balloon
which, with the attachment of a motor
becomes a dirigible.
Ed Thorgersen's
department
moves
from Floridasports
swimmers
and
divers at Coral Gables, to society on
skiis at Sun Valley, Idaho, to the
opening of the Santa Anita track,
with film players in attendance and a
fast race for action.
Running time, 10 mins.
A.

Take California House
San Francisco, Dec. 28. — Harvey
Amusement Co., local circuit, has
taken over the Liberty in Coalinga,
where they already operate the California and Avenal, and disposed of the
Newman, Newman, and the Empire,
Gustine. Both transactions were negotiated by J. Leslie Jacobs, local theatre
broker.

News of the Day
Vol. 9, No. 229
(M-G-M)
An une-xciting issue of News of the
Day, this nonetheless is well put together and presents an interesting
combination of news and feature
material. A smartly edited sequence
pictures a California oil well coming
in, breaking its framework bounds,
tearing the derrick to pieces, then
suddenly bursting into flames, roaring toward the sky in a spectacular
display.
President Roosevelt extends holiday
greetings, with a thought for peace,
from Washington, and the Our Gang
youngsters, in amusing fashion, and
entirely ofif-key, sing a wish for a
happy New
to the in
screen's
audience. ThereYear
is interest
the careful
training which France is giving to
the child who is heir to the all-imFrance. portant Morocco, a vital territory for
Senator Nye of North Dakota
voices happiness that the U. S. State
Dept. has accepted the Japanese
apology on the Panay incident, thus
ending what might well have been a
serious and critical situation in international relations. The sporting section shows the Catholic Youth Organization inaction in skating races

Named G. N. Manager
Toronto, Dec. 28. — As a further
step in its distributing organization
across the Dominion, Grand National
Films, Ltd., Toronto, has appointed
William Wheeler as manager of its
new Calgary, Alberta, branch office.

Miss Shellman to Wed
Baltimore, Dec. 28.— Josephine
Keith Shellman, daughter of Jacques
Shellman, New Theatre publicity man,
will be married to Julian I. Palmore
at the 1530 Park Ave. home of the
Shellman's Thursday evening.

Mayell's 1,500 feet of film were previewed at the 20th Century-Fox studio
at 6:35 P. M., E.S.T., yesterday and
described in a 20-minute broadcast
over the CBS network. The radio description ofthe film indicated a highly
dramatic and comprehensive content,
listeners were agreed.
It was definitely established yesterday that the State Department will not
attempt to censor the reels. The Navy
Department had given its official clearance for them earlier.

Parade

and divers
in Chicago, and swimmers
in the Miami Biltmore pool m
Florida, with Ralph Flanagan setting
three national swimming marks.
Screen stars are seen at the opening
of the winter season at the Santa
Anita track on the coast.
A dancing team, Ramon and Renita,
do the rhumba smartly for the assembled guests for the winter season in
picMiami, and an interesting feature
tures the posing of infants at the
studio of Henry Waxman, juvenile
photographer, where are made many
advertising photographs.
A.
Running time, 9 mins.
Paramount News
(Issue No. 42)
{Paramount)
Pictorial news was lacking vvhen
this reel was made up, so the editors
set out
to compile a group of magazine subjects.

floods, the Texas school disaster, the
disappearance of Amelia Earhart, the
Hindenburg disaster at Lakewood and
champions in tennis, swimming, baseball, football and thoroughbreds.
The news of the day items include
an oil gusher in flames at El Segundo,
Cal. ; trick shots in a badminton game
on a local court, a train wreck at
Pittsburgh which cost the lives of an
engineer and fireman, and He Did
winning the Santa Anita sweepstakes
with several film stars in attendance.
Running time, 9 mins.
O.
Universal Newsreel
Vol. 9, No. 627
( U niversal )
Scenes of the recent railroad mishap in Pittsburgh where a locomotive
went over a retaining wall into a
street are given first position in this
issue. It is a clip that is fairly representative of the material that went
into the balance of the reel which is
ments.
diversified and has interesting mo-

President Roosevelt is seen lighting
a Christmas tree in Washington and
there are other sequences showing an
oil well blazing in El Segundo, Cak ;
the
manufacture of wool from milk in
The first number is the opening of
the racing season at Santa Anita, Cal., Italy ; Katharine Rawls being presented with a commission in the
victory of "He Did" and Florida Colonels ; a badminton game at
the
with
some shots of film celebrities, includN. Y.
Hippodrome;
ing Lady Astor, Douglas Fairbanks, the
chorean
blend
of Puerto the
Ricanterpsiand
Sr., and others.
Beverly Lane, the young Chicago Cuban dances by Ramon and Renita ;
"He Did" winning the Christmas
presented, Towith
singer,
opera ments
by Markis Hawley.
keepcomup Handicap at Santa Anita, and Miami
sporting interest Connie Mack is girls playing croquet in bathing suits.
shown in honor of his 7Sth birthday
Running time, 8 mins.
P.
and the subject is made interesting by
a compilation of old shots with some
of the baseball figures of the past. Ontario Theatres in
Tommy Farr gets into the scene by
Seating Gain of 4%
arriving for his bout with Braddock,
and Katharine Rawls, the Florida
Toronto, Dec. 28. — A survey of
swimmer, receives an honorary ap- the theatre situation in Ontario shows
pointment tothe staff of the Governor that the opening of 10 new theatres
of Florida.
and the reopening of five others after
A human interest subject is the substantial alterations over a period
presentation of paroles to 150 prison of three months brought an increase
ers at Granite, Okla. Gabriel Heat- in the aggregate seating of Ontario
ter's comments are a bit too oratorical houses of close to four per cent. The
additions provided a further 9,017
for the occasion.
Basketball enthusiasts will probably
seats, tionsbringing
the total
accommodain the Province
to 237,964
seats.
enjoy the game between Long Island
All of the new theatres are of
University and Minnesota and Stan- medium size, the largest being the
ford vs. City College of New York,
McCarthy at Belleville, Ont., which
with commentary by Bob Carter.
Running time, 9 mins.
O. has 836 seats, the second largest,
the Bellevue in Toronto with accommodation for 750 persons. The ParaPathe News
dise, Toronto, was enlarged from
350 to 650 seats.
Vol. 9, No. 46
{RKO)
The steadily expanding circuit of
Hanson Theatres Corp., Toronto, has
Highlighting the issue is a concise
been further increased by the acquisibreakdown
the takes
year'sabout
headline
tion of the Hollywood at Dunnville,
events. The of
resume
half
of the length of the subject and is Ontario, formerly operated by Jack
Allen. The Hollywood, which seats
presented in chronological order.
There is the second inauguration 500, is being modernized with a new
of President Roosevelt with Supreme front, new heating system and other
Court Justice Hughes administering equipment. The Imperial here, ace
the oath, the excitement created by Famous Players house with its 3,500
seating capacity, has reopened after
Senator Black's relationship with the being
dark 10 days for renovation.
Ku Klux Klan, the period of strikes
Work is also proceeding on the
with John L. Lewis of the C.I.O. as
renovation of the Tivoli, another
an important figure and with pictures downtown theatre of the Famous
of the Detroit turmoil, scenes from
war stricken Spain and China, the Players' circuit, the principal change
coronation of King George VI and here being a new front.
Queen Elizabeth and the abdication of
the Duke of Windsor, the Ohio River
Sells Nebraska Theatre
Denver, Dec. 28. — George Luce has
Miss Matthews Vacations sold the Rex at Nayard, Neb. He
and Mrs. Luce are planning to go to
London, Dec. 28. — Jessie Matthews California where they may make their
is vacationing in France, following the home.
The Rex was taken over by
completion of "Sailing Along," by L. F. Flowers, Boulder, Col., in partG.B. The film will be released shortnership with Arthur and Mrs. Berglen
ly. "Asking for Trouble" will be of Cheyenne.
Miss Matthews' next.
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Canadian
Doyle's

Theatre

Plans

Hinge

Protest

Exhibitors
Radio

Shows

on

Toronto, Dec. 28. — Members of the
Independent
Ass'n ofowner
Ontario, headed Theatres
by H. Freedman,
of the Circle, Toronto, are organizing
(Continued from page 1)
tralia and hopes to sign the U. A. a protest against the broadcasts of
franchise, a copy of which he brought current film productions by Hollywood producers. The exhibitors have
over with him, before heading west.
The first session with Kellv will take been circularized on the subject and
number of complace today. Doyle has passage already a considerable
have been received at the
booked on the Moutcrev, which sails Toronto plaints
office of the association from
from Los Angeles Jan. 5.
all
parts
of Ontario.
The theatres, if plans materialize,
Information brought to light in
will be built in East London, Port
Elizabeth, Johannesburg, Durban and these individual protests is that boxoffice receipts are reduced by 30 per
Capetown. Building could start in a cent on the average on the nights
that
year from now, Doyle said, adding
first he will have to visit South Africa that the picture broadcasts are held.
and look over the territory. Shortly The suggestion has been made that the
after his return to Australia, he will theatre operators book only percentage pictures of the producing comfly to South Africa. The trip will take
panies for the days when the film
14 days.
broadcasts
take place.
In addition to the U. A. deal, Doyle
is anxious to produce from eight to
nine pictures a year in Australia. He Mexican Bill Would
said that under the terms of a quota
Ban Foreign Product
law passed two weeks ago in the An(Continued from page 1)
tipodes the requirements provide for
films
with
in
Mexico is provided in a
comply
to
year
a
16 to 18 pictures
the law.
measure sponsored by Congressman
Victor Alfonso Maldonado, a leading
To Produce at National
lawyer.
U.A.

Film

Board

on

m m

Deal

distribDoyle stated there areheeight
will discuss
utors in Australia and
a deal with three or four of them before deciding which one to accept.
Instead of producing at Cinesound
Studios, Doyle's company will make
its headquarters at National Studios,
he said.
The five theatres, according to
Doyle, will be of moderate size and
with a policy of "extended seasons,"
which means two and three-week bookings. Other product will be sought,
but no negotiations are under way.
Doyle is anxious to get back to Australia to consolidate his radio network of 16 stations with a number
of others. He said his main interests
today are radio, theatre building and
operation, and aviation. He may go
back to the theatre business in Australia, Doyle said, but this depends on
openings there and how they will work
out with his interests in South Africa
and England.
"I don't want to tie myself down in
Australia," Doyle said.

Reports

PICTURE

U.A,

Arguments

Met
with Denial
(Continued from page 1)
objection to the arrangement sought
by Korda was raised by representatives of Samuel Goldwyn and that
the producers are to confer personally
on means of leveling off this difference
of opinion.
No date has been set for another
meeting of the board and Korda has
indicated his intention to return to
London at once. It is not expected
that" the disturbance will cause anv
disturbance of the United Artists
status quo.

Maldonado also wants a law passed
which would compel exhibitors here
and in the larger cities to reduce admissions. He considers the present
price range here from about five cents
to 60 cents too high.
Both measures are receiving a certain amount of support from the domestic industry, as is another from
the same source, the awarding by the
Federal Government of an annual
prize to the Mexican producer who
makes the best picture and the native
player who does the best work.
Plan Approved
for
Mexican
Film Bank
Mexico City, Dec. 26.— Plans presented by elements of the domestic industry for the establishment of a bank
to finance it have crystallized with
Congress approving a measure calling
for founding here of a state institution
for that purpose.
The proposition has been presented
to President Lazaro Cardenas. The
bank is to have an ultimate capital of
100,000,000 pesos (about $28,000,000)
which is to be provided equally by the
Government and the industry.
Operator Fight Lingers
Toronto, Dec. 28. — The dispute in
Winnipeg, Man., between Famous
Players Canadian Corp., and operators lingers on although the theatres
affected continue to do business. The
latest development, after three months
of argument, is the announcement by
Vincent Armand, executive official of
the circuit in Western Canada, that
the corporation is prepared to place
the dispute before an arbitration board
of the Manitoba Provincial Government. There the matter stands.

M-G M to Stage Contest
Hollywood, Dec. 28.— M-G-M will
announce
details of a "Good News
ell to Do ''Grove"
Sant
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — Al Santell Program" on Thursday night. It
today was signed by Paramount to will be a national contest to choose
direct the musical film, "Cocoanut a Details
name for "Benefits Forgot."
Grove," which will go into work on expected are not complete, but it is
$5,000 and a trip to the studio
Jan. 24, with Fred MacMurray
will be among the awards.
starred.
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FACTS

flying ?

TRANSPORTATION
UNITED

AIR LINES

recording barograph to provide a
THREE major
st routes.comcoast-to-coaoperate
petitiveairlines
All positive check on maintenance of
three lines cross mountain terrain of these new higher flight altitudes.
UNITED thinks even more imnearly equal height . . . but what of it?
No cross-country airline can, in
portant than its high percentage of
fairness to the public and the avia- sunshine is the airlines' policy of cantion industry, honestly advertise it
celing schedules under unfavorable
conditions.
possesses any substantial "edge" in
Pilots' Salaries
flying
weather
or terrain.
route hasas much
sunshineUNITED'S
as other
cross-country routes . . . but what of it? UNITED recently guaranteed its
The foregoing facts are not the im- pilots a minimum monthly salary
portant considerations. Therefore
UNITED does not care to use them ($650.00) equivalent to their previous
average monthly compensation, reas advertising claims.
gardless ofthe number of trips flown
or completed. Thus UNITED comFundamental Factors
pensates pilots for their judgment in
UNITED believes the public is more not attempting flights in doubtful
weather.
interested in fundamentals — airline
These are examples of things which
equipment, personnel, experience,
and above all, operating practices. contribute to efficiency and dependaThese really matter.
bility in air transportation. These
For example, high terrain is no operating policies, plus the experience which has been gained by
longer significant in itself because of
UNITED
in 20,000 coast-to-coast
today's operating practices, and the
higher altitude efficiency of modern flights, are the things which in the
long run command public interest
twin-engined planes.
and public confidence.
UNITED believes that air transNew Higher Flight Levels
portation today fully merits the paUNITED'S new higher flight altitronage ofthe public, and it suggests
tudes are really important. They are
that the public make fullest use of
high enough to clear the highest ter- the splendid service provided by all
rain not only on the airway itself airlines.
but for a total airway width of 50
miles or more.
It is important that UNITED now
has on every airplane an automatic
President, UNITED AIR LINES
Fly the MAIN LINE Mid-Continent
Coast-to-Coast Route. An established airway for 18 years. Over this pioneer airway
United has flown 20,000 coast-to-coast trips.

UNITED

A FREE MANUAL
fully covers the important
phases ations
of UNITED'S
program and operpolicies. Write W. A. Patterson, UNITED AIR LINES.
221 N .La SalleSt . ,Chicago.
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i

Financial

Purely

Personal

►

RICHARD DAY, art director for
Samuel Goldwyn will arrive today for conferences with Pan American Airways executives on the filming of "Transatlantic
Flight."
•
Hal Horne will arrive from the
coast today. He is set on his future
plans and will make an announcement in a few days.
•
Sam Siegel left for the coast yesterday. He was here arranging a
personal appearance tour for Dave
Apollon.
•
Frances Mercer, daughter of Sid
Mercer, New York sports writer, has
been signed by RKO to a term contract.
•
John D. Clark, general sales manager for 20th Century-Fox, has been
home a week with a bad cold.
«
Sidney R. Kent will leave Jan. 8
or 9 for Boca Grande, Fla., on his annual vacation.
o
Henri Elman, Chicago Monogram
franchise holder, will leave today for
his home city.
•
Herman
Rifkin,
Republic New
England franchise holder, will head
for Boston, his headquarters today.
•

Gains

Feature

of

A year of varied developments,
marked by continued financial recovery during the first three quarters of
the year but tapering off during the
last quarter, is recorded in Motion
Picture Daily's headlines of 1937
which are published in this issue.
The financial recovery of the industry, begun in 1936, was accelerated
during the early part of the year_ to
such an extent that despite the falling
off of fourth quarter revenue virtually
all companies in the major category
are expected to show substantial profits
for the year. Two or more of them
predict their best earning statements
on record.
Labor developments in the industry, which saw the peaceful organization of workers on all fronts without
a serious crippling strike, contributed
one of the most important chapters to
the industry's 1937 history. Hollywood talent was organized for the first
time, and so were film exchange workers. Other branches of the industry,
including office workers, laboratory
workers and cartoonists, w?re drawn
into the labor organizing movement
which drew its inspiration from the U.
S. Supreme Court decision upholding
the legality of the Wagner Act with
its provisions for collective bargaining. With the industry's labor problems, to all intents and purposes settled already, the dominance of the A.
F. of L. unions and the expansion of
the I. A. T. S. E. in the industry,
emerge as the significant result.
Legislation Heavy

Max Roth, Republic midwest district manager, is in town and will remain until the end of the week.
•
Legislation and litigation were numerous during the 12 months past
Alec Moss is planning a Miami
and Nassau vacation the middle of but, as in other years, were non-productive of significant change in innext month.
dustry practices. The passage by the
North Dakota legislature of a law to
Edwin Dial Torgepson's unpub- require the divorcement of theatre oplished story, "Racing Blood," has been
eration from production and distribuacquired by 20th Century-Fox.
tion was Drobably of greatest signi•
ficance. The constitutionality of the
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount measure is being tested, however, and
theatre head, returned yesterday from its significance cannot be assayed at
Atlanta.
this time.
•
In the field of litigation, regulation
Martin Mullin and Sam Pinan- of double features and minimum adSKi are in town from Boston for Paramissions was tested in Federal courts
mount home office conferences.
at Dallas and Philadelphia but court
decisions in both instances are still in
process of appeal.
MPTOA Efforts a Failure
SUNSHINE
Efforts of exhibitors, through the
M. P. T. O. A., to bring into being
ROUTE
a program of trade practices for the
self-regulation of exhibition and disTO
tribution collapsed during the early
LOS
part of the year. Efforts to revive
or supplant it with an alternative proANGELES
gram are scheduled to be made during the new year. Chance games fig• Only American takes yoo by the
ured prominently in theatre policies
comfortable all year route, through
during the year, supplementing double
southern sunshine, to the coast. Overfeaturing which continued as popular
night through service. No change of
as ever.
planes. The Mercury leaves 5:10
Theatre attendance, estimated in the
pm. The Southerner leaves 9:00 pm.
Call your travel agent or VAnderbilt 3-2580
Ticket Offices: 45 Vanderbilt Ave.
And Rockefeller Center, 18 W. 49th St.
AMERICAN
AIRUNES,

Inc.

Warner

Colony

Opens

Cleveland, Dec. 28. — The new
Warner Colony opened here tonight,
with a number of the city's notables
present. Clayton Bond and Louis
Kaufman of the Warner home office
theatre department also attended.
Marvin Samuelson manages the house.

Striking

the

Past

Year

neighborhood of 88,000,000 weekly for
1936, exceeded that average during
the early part of 1937 but lost much
of the gain from August on. Attendance this year is expected to approximate last year's, as a result.
Radio broadcasts employing Hollywood talent or film material continued
to draw exhibitor criticism. Producing companies entered the broadcasting field as the mentors for their own
stars during the year. The move was
seen as an effort to control the competitive features of Hollywood broadcasts, and an admission by producers,
at the same time, that stars could not
be witheld from radio activity.
British Interest Strong

Talk

Returns
with

from

Nathanson

Sam Smith of British Lion has returned from Toronto where he conferred with N. L. Nathanson on renewing a two-year deal with Herbert
Wilcox for the production of six featuresina British
year. Nathanson
is interested
Lion with Smith.
Smith also has been having preliminary conferences with H. J. Yates
for continuing the Republic distribution deal in England. The current
four-year deal has until 1939 to run.
Smith will sail for home Jan. 4 on
the Bereiigaria.
Casey -Weber Music
Talks Agreed Upon
(Continued from page 1)

to begin the conferences with Casey
and producers.
The general aim of the conferences
Outstanding news events also in- will be to devise methods of spreading
cludederations
the progress
Britain's
on a new ofFilm
OuotadelibAct employment for musicians in Hollywood. The A. F. of M. has indicated
to become effective in 1938, with early
that,
in
the event no more practical
indications that American companies
method
is
devised, it will ask that prowould be required to invest large sums
ducers refrain from using stock music
in production
England.
elimi- recordings in low cost productions and,
nation of the in
Film
Boards The
of Trade,
the withdrawal of A. T. & T. from instead, employ musicians for new recordings whenever music is required
direct activity in the industry through
in production.
the
licensing and
and sale
of Erpi's
sound ;
reproducing
servicing
business
the exhibitor "buvers' strike" against Anna N eagle Contributes
Paramount, and the issuance of an option, which remained unconsummated,
Toronto, Dec. 28.— Following her
through which Samuel Goldwyn and recent personal appearance in Toronto
Alexander Korda were given the right on the occasion of the Canadian
to acquire full ownership of United
of "Victoria
thestar,
Great,"
Artists also held the interest of the premiere
-Anna Neagle,
British film
sent
a
substantial
check
to
the
Toronto
industry momentarily.
Black Watch Assn., with the request
"U" Principal Executive Shift
that the money be spent on requirements for 100 children of local war
Executive changes were less numer- veterans.
During her Toronto stay,
ous than in recent years, with the most
important of them — those affecting Miss Neagle was presented with a
Universal — becoming effective only souvenir badge of the Black Watch
now. Nate Blumberg replaces R. H. by Sir Gerald Campbell, British
Cochrane as president of Universal, Consul-General in New York City, in
with Cochrane becoming chairman of behalf of the local association.
the company's executive committee ;
William A. Scully leaves M-G-M to
take James R. Grainger's place as genWall Street
eral sales manager of Universal, and
John E. Joseph succeeds P. D. Cochrane as director of advertising, publicEastman Up on Board
ity and exploitation. Other changes
Net
at Universal find Gus Schaefer sucOpen Hi^h Low Close Change
ceeding Nate Manheim as foreign Col
12
12
111^ IIH — M
27
27
25U 27 —7/^
manager during the year, and David Col. pfd
Cons
V/a
I'A
1
VA
Cons. pfd... SVi
SVg
514
51/2
Lipton
succeeding
Paul
Gulick
as
publicitv manager.
E.
K
161
161
159
1591^
—4
E. K.
T. pfd...
E. .. 161im 161ns/s 16111 161
Mervyn LeRoy left Warners to pro- G.
IVA +3
+ Ys
duce for M-G-M ; Sam Briskin left Loew
453/i 45^ 433^ 44^4 —IH
RKO ; Courtland Smith and Jack Para
9% 9J4
m
Wi — Vs
Connolly were replaced by Ned E. Para. 1
84 84 82 82 —2
2
10 WA
97A 97A — Vs
Depinet and Frederic Ullman at Pathe Para.
Pathe
6
64A
5% SVi
RKO
4
334
3y^ — 'A
News ; M. H. Avlesworth resigned as
chairman of RKO ; Nat Levine and 20th Fox . . 20 2(M 1954 195/^ — SA
20th pfd. ... 2614 2654 26^4
— }4
J. J. Milstein left Reonblic.
Univ. pfd... 32 32 32 32
The year saw Joseph P. Kennedy, W. B
6
6A
S3A an industry veteran, ostensibly selected W. B. pfd.. 3354 3354 33 3314 — Vz
to become the U. S. Ambassador to
Curb Issues Off
theDeaths
Court of
of the
St. James's.
Net
year took, among
Open High Low Close Change.
others, Jean Harlow, J. J. McCarthy, Sonotone
G. N
Vf, 1^11/16 1}4
9/16 I34
9/16 —1/161
. . U/i
Tom D. Cochrane and Elek J. Lud- Tech
167A 167/1 ISA 15!4 -Wa.\
vigh.
Trans-Lux
2%
2iA
— ^'
Univ. Corp. 2SA
2
2
IH 2Vx
154—14
Expect

Basson

to Stay

Joseph D. Basson, president of Local
306, is expected to be reelected tonight at the annual election. Virtually
all of the executive members are slated
to be continued another year, but several changes in the board may take
place.

Keith Bonds Rise
Keith 6s '46
Para.
B'way
3s '55
Para.
Pict.

Net
High Low Close Change
85
85
85 +1
60
60 60

6s '55
89
88^ 88^ — H
Para. Pict. '47.... 7114 71
71 —1
W. B. 6s '39
7434 7414 74'A — .j4
(Quotations at close of Dec. 28)
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troubled inauguration to its
present tranquil eminence in
Art — and in show business

Bv J. M. JERAULD

Nel

RADIO CITY Music Hall has
r r provoked more amazement,
more wonder, more argument, and,
latterly, more admiration than any
amusement enterprise of modern
times. It came up out of a vast excavation in Manhattan's rock at a
time when film producers were
finally ready to admit that prosperity not only wasn't around the
corner ; it wasn't aiiynvhere. Theatre receiverships were spreading.
Where the customers were was anybody's guess.
In this atmosiihere of gloom the
Rockefellers went serenely forward,
piling steel girders higher day by
day, and S. L. Rothafel, who had
left what was at that time regarded
as his greatest achievement, the
Roxy, to create something more
magnificent — not one something, but
Ik'o of them : the Music Hall and
another, new Roxy — carried out his
plans with what seemed to be a
complete disregard of the economics
of the time.
It all seemed a bit incredible to
most people in show business. If
they had known that John D. Rockefeller, jr., had entertained the idea
of building four theatres instead of
two, as recently revealed by his son.
Nelson, some of the harassed film
leaders would have developed
apoplexy trying to form a mental
picture of the vastness of the Rockefeller financial resou'xes available
for such enterprises.
Whether the Rockefellers were
the first to approach S. L. Rothafel
with the vision of a new entertainment enterprise, or whether he
"sold" them an idea, is not definitely
known, and the Rockefellers do little
talking about the details of their
varied interests. By the fall of 1931,
however, the idea of a huge 6,000seat Music Hall to be devoted to
stage extravaganzas, and another
smaller theatre, then named the
Roxy, to concentrate on films, had
taken shape.
Everytliing was to be on a grand
scale — bigger and better than all
that had gone before. On the soggy
night of the opening, Dec. 27, 1932,
the Music Hall's distinguished guests
and others not so distinguished,
marveled at the size and beauty of
the structure until 8 :35. For the
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QOn
this, the Fifth Anniversary of Radio City Music
Hall, MOTION PICTURE DAILY Is happy to voice its
ownthe and
industry's
tution of
theatrical
world.tribute

to

this superlative inst

During the five years of its operation, The Music Hall
has reflected credit In generous measure upon the motion
picture and the theatrical business, meanwhile bringing millions
of hours of happiness and contentment to a vast public. During
these years it has established a reputation glorifying the vision
of its sponsors and the competency of its administration.
In an institution of such magnitude, where observance of
the proprieties is all-pervasive, where there is taste and intelligence inlittle things and great, and where millions are afforded
an escape from the vexations of life, there must, Indeed, be a
real contribution to the welfare of humanity. Such a contribution The Music Hall undeniably has made.
Vital to the success of The Music Hall have been the many
brilliant productions supplied by motion picture producers.
This fact makes it eminently proper that the industry should
appropriate to Itself a share In the bountiful success which
attends this Institution on Its Fifth Anniversary. The industry
may feel assured that it Is welcome to its share in the success
because, while supplemental entertainments are conceived and
executed always to a high standard, and frequently attain
exquisite perfection, the motion picture Is accorded the stellar
role in the world-famous presentations of The Music Hall.
Mr. William G. Van Schmus, The Music Hall's managing
director, who Is a personification of the Institution's intelligence,
urbanity and charm, was a stranger to the show world at the
Inception of his association with The Music Hall. But he was
not long in mastering its idiom, and alongside of this newly
acquired knowledge he was able to place a wide experience
gained in other activities, the combination of which has given
The Music Hall a direction which Is distinguished both for its
enterprise and for its prudence.
To the Rockefellers, to Mr. Van Schmus and to the staff of
The Music Hall, congratulations for this notable enrichment
of the American scene!
—MARTIN QUIGLEY.
next four hours they marveled that
a show could be so long. Two days
later, with the gala opening of the
Roxy (later renamed the Center),
pretty much the same group gasped
to find that a second architectural
gem had been created only one
block south.
In another week wise observers in
the industry were adopting an "I
told you so" attitude. The Music
Hall's $106,400 gross was figured to
be more than $53,000 below the estimated overhead. S. L. Rothafel
went home exhausted from the nerwork. vous strain of a year's preliminary
It was a tragic nunnent in liis
life. Three months later the de])th
of the depression brought on the
bank holiday. .A. committee headed
by Harold B. Franklin, with Martin
Beck, Herschel Stuart, Phil Reis-

man and Robert F. Sisk had taken
control.
"Roxy"
was
closed, andThea film
and theatre
stage policy
was adopted for the Music Hall.
Franklin, Beck and Stuart were
among the best known executives of
showbusiness. Manv in the industry
thought that if the Music Hall problems could be solved, they would do
it. What the industry at large
didn't know at the time was that
these midst.
showmen had an "observer" in
their
Enter, an Industrial Engineer
\\v. WAS a c|uiet, mild-mannered man with snow white
hair, of medium height, solid of
build.
name, ofWilliam
G. V'an
Schmus.His Some
his associates
knew nothing of his background. If
he ventured a suggestion, they tried

to convince him it wouldn't work.
All the precedents of showbusiness
were marshalled against him in
these verbal exchanges. He listened.
He still does. What he hears he
shapes into a policy of some kind,
then tries it. ite did then.
Van Schmus went into the Music
Hall because the Rockefellers
wanted someone to tell them what
was going on and advise them what
to do about it. There was a limit
to
deficits that even they could
takethecalmly.
.-Vt tiiat time. Van Schmus was
head of Van Schmus, McDormid &
Crawford, industrial engineers. The
firm made it a practice to study the
merchandising problems of its clients
before accepting any n-oney. It
would go into every phase of a
firm's operations — manufacturing,
{Cont'd on page 24, Music Hall Section)
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ing, the courteous contacts with the Music Hall's guests. The
word guests is used advisedly, because all visitors are made
to feel like guests Instead of customers — no easy task when
they number 5,000 or more at a time.
When asked a few days back to explain his philosophy of
any." he explained in his
replied:
showmanship,
Noting the he
surprise
of "I
hishaven't
interviewer,
slow methodical way. He makes his points with care, as though
he had thought deeply about them. When he finishes it is all
quite lucid and understandable.
Theatre operation, as he sees It, Is a problem in merchandising, and merchandising as he visions It, Is something broader
than showmanship — a word loosely used In this business to
describe the stirring of excitement. He regards merchandising
as the problem of telling customers what he has to sell with
dignity and honesty, of building up a conviction they are going
to get their money's worth, and then giving it to them, so
they will come back again and again.
hHe checks on his customers to make sure the system Is working. Hundreds of them have the same seats, the same night
of every week.
Some explosive verbiage has been hurled in his direction
during the past four years by producing companies which have
refused to share the expense of campaigns on their biggest
pictures, but Van Schmus has refused to budge. He reached
his conclusions slowly by the trial and error method.
Van Schmus smiles a bit ruefully when he describes the start
of his connection with the Music Hall. All he knew about theatres was that most of them showed films and some were still
presenting plays. He had one Important asset, however; he
had spent all of his career studying public relations and reactions. After leaving Northwestern College he had been part
owner of a book publishing firm. He had been financial executive of department stores in Chicago and New York.
Twenty years ago he became an owner and general manager
of a national advertising company. This led into the field of
Industrial development, engineering and expansion, and merchandising. The firm — Van Schmus, McDermId & Crawford —
had clients across the country. Among these was Rockefeller
Center.

VAN
A

SCHMUS:

MYSTERY

MAN

OF

SOLVED

A NY appraisal of the Music Hall's present position in the
/\
amusement world requires some study of W. G. Van
I \ Schmus, the man who brought It about.
In four years he has developed from a "mystery man" into
an important personality In the film Industry. Some of the
early arguments about his unique — many call them unorthodox
— methods have subsided. His circle of acquaintances has
widened. His critics are now subdued. Few refer to him as
"the business man trying to run a theatre," but the great
majority of old time showmen who transferred circus technique
to exhibition still regard him as somewhat of an anomaly.
At one of the early parties given by Van Schmus to film
people and newspaper critics just before an opening, a well
known production executive asked: "Who's the stocky man
with the white hair?"
"He's a ringer," replied another
probably meaning one of
the uninvited guests who sometimes— get
Into such affairs.
He proved to be the most exciting "ringer" this Industry
has had In many a long year, and his method of proving It
couldn't have been less dramatic if he had made a studied
effort to be self-effacing. The imprint of his personality runs
all through the Music Hall organization and reaches the public
In the uniform excellence of the shows, the dignified advertis-

Then he was asked by the Rockefellers to make a study of
the Music Hall. He approached the problem objectively and
tried to maintain perspective enough to permit him to grasp
the main outlines of the setup before studying Its details.
His first surprise was the prevailing emotionalism!
The organization had started revolving around a personality and was Involved in a maze of conflicting viewpoints brought
about by an executive council when he arrived. Even the department heads were determined to shine in the spotlight of
this new creation.
In the course of time Van Schmus began to ask questions.
When he tried to find out why certain things were done, he
was told they had always been done that way in the theatre —
or that It was showmanship. Showmanship, he discovered, was
something everyone could talk about with considerable emphasis, but couldn't make clear.
After a few months he began to make suggestions. These
encountered opposition, but Van Schmus says now that there
is something about this business and these new contacts that
fascinated him. He was pleased when the Rockefellers asked
him to become managing director.
"One of my first problems," he explained, "was to convince
these people that I wanted to be honest with them; that each
would receive the full recognition his talents deserved; that
each was a worker in an organization of which he could be
"I tried to sell the Music Hall to them. They have helped me
sell
it to the public. Some changes have been made In the staff;
proud.
but many of the men and women who were here at the start
are still here. They are the best In their respective fields."
Some executives describe this as "man-power." Van Schmus
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 24, MUSIC HALL SECTION]
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It's for artistry plus technical

organization

S. AARONSON

THE ENSEMBLE, making a riot
of blended color tones, swept
smoothly into finale position on the
broad stage, the lights focused, the
orchestra below carried into a crescendo, the huge curtain started slowly downward — and a spontaneous
wave of applause gathered swift momentum through the vast auditorium.
That applause was an expression
of enthusiastic appreciation of another Music Hall stage presentation
— the American theatre's pre-eminent
conjunction of screen and stage entertainment. The applause is duplicated, week in and week out, year in
and year out, and becomes at once
an expressive reaction of pleasure to
that before the eyes of the audience,
and an unconscious tribute to those
personalities who set the stage, who
hold the reins, to whom the "makebelieve" from the audience viewpoint
is intensely real, a cohesive molding
of elements into a rounded whole —
a stimulating piece of entertainment.
It is difficult to talk of the Music
Hall and its presentations in anything
less than superlatives. The very
atmosphere of the vast stage and auditorium, the almost sensational
sweep and beauty of its offerings, automatically calls up "finest" and
"perfection" in the mind of the viewer. The startling feature of such
production, however, lies in the fact
that each week something nciv appears— as though by magic — and
always the same high standard is
maintained.
The directing operatives of the
Music Hall describe it themselves in
this fashion : "The Music Hall's entertainment policy is based on the
conviction that people will welcome
heartily a form of entertainment
which respects their intelligence and
good
Thattaste."
is essentially true, and there
is no deviation from that precept. But
it is not all magic. It does not just
happen. Behind tiiat entertainment,
those stage presentations which are
a byword in the theatrical world and
a treasure-trove of delight for thousands of people weekly, is a large and
well-knit organiaatiou, which functions smoothly and swiftly.
Behind those presentations on the
Music Hall stage is virtually a permanent stock company of music and
of the dance, on a high cultural plane,
probably without a duplicate in the
world, with the possible exception of
Grand Opera. But in that latter field,
there is an aspect of repetition, of
continuous duplication of subject
matter, and therein lies the peculiar
characteristic of the Music Hall
talent group which makes it unique.
It is, in fact, a center of superior

entertainment, back stage as well as
behind the footlights.
The precision of the inimitable and
world-acclaimed Rockettes, the grace
of the Ballet Corps, the excellence
of the Glee Club, the quality of the
orchestra, are not happenings merely of chance. They are the results
of hard work, of a never-ending cycle
of plan and execution, which means
rehearsals, then more rehearsals, then
the show — and immediate or coincident preparation for the next one.
In a quiet-toned and unpretentious
office one flight from the street and
stage door of the Music Hall sits an
outwardly calm and unexcitable man
who actually is a dynamo of nervous
energy. He is Leon Leonidoff, the
guiding genius of the Music Hall
stage presentations, officially senior
producer, and also vice-president of
the Radio City Music Hall Corp.
From him and that desk radiate
the various divisions which are called
upon constantly to contribute a share
to the making of a stage offering.
His is the planning inind, with an
obvious passion for accuracy and detail and perfection if possible,
coupled uniquely with a high order
of imaginative ability, which can —
and does — produce presentations
which run the entertainment gamut.
Many

Minds

OF

CREATING

CLAMOROUS

That applause you hear at the drop of the
Music Hall curtain is from a cross-section of

By CHARLES

Music

DAILY

WORLD'S

America.

PICTURE

Unified

kk. A STAGE OFFERING, let's say, is
in development. Sometimes
that show is being produced by
Leonidoff, senior producer, many
other times by Russell Markert, producer, or occasionally by Miss Florence Rogge, associate producer. All
three of these people have worked
together very closely since the Music
Hall has opened, yet they have
diverse talents and produce different
styles of shows. As different as
these may be, each show demonstrates how their minds are unified
in producing an offering definitely
Music Hall in type.
The element of surprise, says
Leonidoff, is all-important. No
Music Hall audience must have an
inkling, by reason of prior performances, of what next week's show will
contain. Novelty, newness are essential. The producer readily agrees
that there probably is no theatre in
the world which offers such a wealth
of technical and scientific facility to
the production of stage offerings as
does the Music Hall, but, he cautions
quietly, the ideas for the use of that
technical equipment are not responsive to the pressure of a button or
the throwing of a switch.
Statistical indication of the human
facilities at the command of the

Music Hall producers fall into the
same category, but they are nevertheless of interest and value in presenting a picture of the backstage
organization. There are 46 Rockettes, 40 members of the Ballet
Corps, with one masculine member,
Nicholas Daks, premier dancer, who
also serves as production assistant
with the group ; 30 members of the
Glee Club ; and an orchestra of 70,
under the baton of Erno Rapee. His
is the largest theatre orchestra in
the world.
Gene Snyder is associate director
of the Rockettes, with a background
of the theatre and dancing, who can
better any step any Rockette can
do. Florence Rogge directs the
Corps de Ballet, which is the only
permanent group of its kind in the
country. Literally millions of people, many of whom otherwise would
never view it, have seen ballet at the
Music Hall. The 30 voung men in
the Glee Club are under the direction of Vin Lindlie. Richard Leibert
is the Music Hall's organist.
A System for Talent
THE NAMES of others whose
contributions are vital to the
development and completion of a
stage presentation in the best Music
Hall tradition are noted, but mention of the particular work for which
each one is responsible in itself tells
ahigh
story
of co-operative
eft'ort They
of a
order
and wide extent.
include Maurice Baron, senior composer Eugene
;
Braun, director of the
all-important stage lighting; Hattie
Rogge, director of the costume department Bruno
;
Maine, scenic designer and production assistant ; Robert Henderson, director of stage
maintenance and operation ; Irvinpf
Evans,
stage
manager ; Marco

Hall Section
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SHOW

Montedoro, production assistant and
costume designer.
Additions to the stage presentations are a constant occurrence,
drawing from the ranks of the concert, operatic and recital fields. The
Music Hall's regular singers include
Jan Peerce, tenor ; Viola Philo, dramatic soprano ; Edwina Eustis, contralto ; Robert Weede, baritone ;
while such artists as Rosemarie
Brancato, Bruna Castagna of the
Metropolitan
Anne have
Roselle, also ofOpera,
GrandandOpera,
been featured.
From the mind and imagination
of Leonidoff comes an idea for still
another stage presentation, then the
planning begins for dance routines
and ballet choreography, and the four
rehearsal halls, with their fulllength mirrors, are crowded ; the
music is prepared, the lighting problems solved, the scenery designed and
built, menwhile
start to innumerable
work on the needlewocostumes
when their designs have been apIndicative of the fact that no deproved.
tails are overlooked, that there is a
specialist for every phase of the cooperative effort, is the diversification
in department activity. For example,
there is Willa Van, costume designer and style expert, whose forte is
the more modern trends in style, as
tuming.
opposed to the traditional in cosEach group does its own assigned
task separately, and then comes the
process, under the hand and eye
of the producer, of molding it all
into a smoothly flowing entertainment entity — another Music Hall
stage presentation to bring genercs
and appreciative applause from audiences, indicating a task well done —
until next week and the next presentation.

Members of the Corps de Ballet rehearsing under the direction of Florence
Rogge. Dance rehearsals are conducted in large halls equipped with fulllength mirrors in which the girls may study their own movements. The picture
shows them preparing a hobby-horse rouHne for a Music hiall production.
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Sensation

TIME

GINGER
ROGERS
• DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,
Jr.
Peggy Conklin • Red Skehon • Lucille Ball • Pandro S. Berman
Production. Directed by Al Santell. Play by Arthur Kober.

BRINGING

UP

KATHARINE

BABY

HEPBURN

• GARY

GRANT

Charles Ruggles • May Robson • Barry Fitzgerald • Walter
Directed by Howard Hawks. Produced by Cliff Reid.

RADIO

CITY

Catlett

REVELS

BOB BURNS
• JACK
OAKIE
• KENNY
BAKER
MILTON BERLE • Victor Moore • Helen Broderick • Ann Miller
Parkyakarkus • Jane Froman
by Cliff Reid.

THE

JOY

OF

• Directed

by Ben Stoloff. Produced

LOVING

IRENE
DUNNE
* DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,
Jr.
Score and story by Jerome Kern, Dorothy and Herbert Fields.
Directed

by Tay Garnett. Produced

VIVACIOUS

GINGER
Directed by

by Felix Young.

LADY

ROGERS
• JAMES
STEWART
George Stevens. Produced by Pandro S. Berman.
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ability and appearance of over 1,000
musicians. Copyists, arrangers and
other Rapee aides consult with the
Rockettes, the chorus and the ballet before coming to the musical
director for final guidance as to the
numbers to be used, how arranged
and scored, and how finally they are
to be fitted into the production coming up. The details of the Radio
City Music Hall air program and
the General Motors concerts must
of course be thoroughly fashioned
and molded each week.
Not to be overlooked are the executive duties which befall Rapee

ERNO
Director of

Some

RAPEE
Music, Radio

interesting

Rapee,
the

City

face

By JACK

whose
of an

Music Hall

notes

baton

of and
must

audience

BANNER

THEY SOMETIMES call Erno
Rapee "the little man with the
big orchestras." Slight of build, he
is a sad-faced gentleman whose
heavy-lidded eyes, black, usually disarrayed hair, and slim, nervous arms
and hands immediately mark his calling.
Of distinguished appearance, it is
nevertheless hard to reconcile his
tremendous record of accomplishment
with his seeming physical frailty.
But note : He has scored 750 fulllength motion pictures, and more
than 1,000 newsreels ; compiled an
encyclopedia of music for theatres ;
been musical director of Warner
Brothers, and musical director of
NBC; composed numerous songs
and other musical numbers ; been a

by Maestro

wave

as varied

Erno

pleasingly

in

as humanity

conductor of symphony orchestras
throughout the world ; and since the
opening of the Music Hall, has
served as musical director and conductor, conducting the Radio City
Music Hall orchestra on the air Sundays over a NBC network, and serving as conductor of the seasonal
General Motors radio concerts.
Maestro Rapee himself, however,
makes the reconciliation brief!}' and
satisfactorily : "It is hard to kill
a good
with work."
Rapee Hungarian
oversees about
120 people
at the Music Hall. The orchestra
itself numbers 70 men ; of chorus
and soloists there are approximately 30, for whom he selects, writes
and arranges music ; four librarians
constantly wrestle with the task of
cataloging 30,000 music numbers —
the list is ever growing — and keeping up to date a reference file containing the names, instruments, age,

IN

as
musical
of the cinema.
world's
largest
and director
most celebrated
Practically every afternoon of the
week he devotes to business details.
Rapee's department costs the Music
Hall management about a half million dollars a year — he says that this
estimate is conservative — and the
expenditures must be accounted for.
Visitors throng to his ofiice during
these afternoon executive periods.
Talented young artists come to him
with their ambitions, and the vi'ord
is that they invariably find him an
understanding, sympathetic fellowartist. Leaving his unpretentious office on the second floor of the Music
Hall after the interview, we saw a
half-dozen persons waiting to see
him. One, Rapee's secretary explained, was a composer with a musical idea
week's tenor.
show. An-A
otherfor
was annextAustrian
third was a musical inventor with
a new type of piano which he wanted
to have installed in the Music Hall.
On audition days the situation is
worse. All sorts of persons apply
to Rapee to be heard, some talented,
some not. He has discovered many
young singers and musicians through
these auditions.
We wondered aloud how Rapee
was able to undergo such a terrifically complicated daily routine, without running into constant snarls.
Amused, Rapee asked if we wanted
the truth, or a "colored" story. Naturally, we wanted the truth.
"The truth," said Rapee, "is very
prosaic. The music organization
here has been functioning with almost the same personnel since the
theatre opened. Consequently, for a
long time, it has been operating like
a mechanically perfect automobile.
Everybody in the department knows
his duty ; knows what is expected of
him,
done." with Beethoven,
Hisand
mindit is
blazing
T_^izst, Chopin and the other masters
following his graduation in 1909
from the Conservatory in Budapest,
Hungary, at the age of 18, Rapee
came to America to conquer our
section of the musical world. He
speedily wound up pounding the
piano in an East Side restaurant.
However, the young immigrant
soon graduated from the Ghetto and
before many months was playing in
theatre pits, winning his way slowly
to the director's stand.
His first American work of consequence came about when he was
made
director of the Hungarian

Opera came
Co.conductor
Shortly
thereafter
he beof the
Rialto Theatre
orchestra, and it was there that he
came to the attention of the late
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel. The
upward swing in fortunes for these
two following this first association
is now part of theatre lore.
Rapee followed Roxy to the Rivoli,
to the Capitol, and then to the Roxy.
Followed a short time in Germany
where he served as musical consultant to UFA productions. Back in
this country, Rapee in 1930 went to
Hollywood as musical director for
W arners. He returned to New York
the same year, again serving as musical director of the Roxy.
The following year Rapee became
musical director of NBC, resigning
two years later to accept his present
musical directorship of the Radio
City Music Hall.
One of the major problems confronting the musical director for a
house which plays to approximately
125,000 people a week in what is
perhaps the most cosmopolitan city
in the world, is the necessity to steer
a middle course in the selection of
music, so that the tastes of no one in
the audience will be entirely ignored.

Musical Prejudices
FOR INSTANCE, Rapcc has
learned through experience
never to allow the tune "Marching
Through
be and
played.
eral timesGeorgia"
he triedto it,
on Seveach
occasion he and the management
were reviled by letter and by personal calls from Southerners in the
audience. Again, "Auld Lang Syne"
is played only once a year at the
Music cause
Hall,
New usually
Year's closes
Eve, bethat song
all
functions and its playing at all other
times is considered an invitation
for an audience to go home.
The current majority feeling in
New York against Nazism and
Fascism has caused all songs even
remotely associated with those movements to be removed from the Music
Hall repertoire.
On the other hand, the musical
fare must be diversified enough to
please all the people who weekly attend the theatre, for among them
is represented every race and religion. Of all music, states Rapee a
bit pridefuUy, the most universally
liked by Music Hall audiences is
Hungarian. The playing of national anthems, other than America's, is rigidly eschewed.
Conducting four Music Hall shows
a day, two radio shows each week,
with attendant rehearsals for all,
planning programs two and three
weeks ahead while yet in the throes
of solving the problems for the current ones, and all the other manifold
duties that befall Erno Rapee each
day (which number seven, incidentally) permit him very little time
for outside diversion. But when he
can steal a few hours away from
his duties, one may usually find him
at — you guessed it !— a concert.
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• Screen *play
by George
Oppenheimer
and
Jane
Murfin
• DirectedSTUART
by EDWARD
H. GRIFFITH
• Produced
by EVERETT
RISKIN
SHE

MARRIED

AX

ARTIST

starring ^ohti Boles • Luti Deste
with Helen Westley, Frances Drake, Alexander D'Arcy • Screen play by Gladys
Lehman and Delmer Daves • Directed by Marion Gering
Irene
THE

Dunne

• Curtg

AWFUL

Grant

TRUTH

with Ralph Bellamy, Alexander D'Arcy, Cecil (Amningham • A LEO McCAREY
PRODUCTION • Screen play by Vina Delmar • Associate Producer Everett Riskin
Directed by Leo McCarey
Ronatd
Colman
in Frank
Capra^s
LOST
HORIZON
with Jane Wyatt, John Howard, Margo, Thomas Mitchell, Edward Everett Horton
Screen play by ROBERT RISKIN
and

G&miM^i

START
CHEERIIVG
with Jimmy Durante, Walter Connolly, Joan Perry, Charles Starrett, Prof. Quiz,
Certru<le Niesen, Raymond Walburn, 3 Stooges, Broderick Crawford, Hal LeRoy
and Johnny Green and his orchestra • Story by Corey Ford • Screen play by
Eugene Solow, Richard E. Wormser. Philip Rapp • Directed by Albert S. Rogell
PENITENTIARY
with Walter Connolly, John Howard, Jean Parker, Robert Barrat • Screen play by
Fred Niblo, Jr. and Seton I. Miller • Story by Martin Flavin • Directed by John Brahm
•loan
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Directed by ALEXANDER
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LEON LEONIDOFF
Vice President; Senior Producer

G. S. EYSSELL
Secretary of Music Hall Corp.

R. V. DOWNING
Treasurer of Music Hall Corp.

. . . Small boy in Roumania with dreams of the
theatre, tossed off medical student's smock to don
ballet shoes, after backyard theatricals which annoyed his parents, and for which admission price
was so many buttons. Danced for Piteoff, Russian
impresario, and emerged in famous Isba Russe
organization. Toured the world capitals — then a
New York offer. Engaged by S. R. Rothafel as
ballet director at Capitol, New York, then production director at Roxy theatre, then at Music Hall.

. . . Entered the theatre business by way of a
Kansas City suburban house while he was still in
school.
As manager's
assistant ofhe the
was Kansas
almost City
the
whole staff.
Became manager

. . . Comes from Yonkers and entered theatre business through the banking field after studying business administration in college. Began work as supervisor ofTidewater Oil Co.'s warehouses. Named
assistant to the president and followed him into a
razor company. Later assistant treasurer of a refrigerator company and treasurer of Prudence Co.
This brought him Into contact V/Ith theatres, during
the period of reorganization throughout eastern
U. S. Appointed treasurer of Music Hall In 1933

Newman, then to the Million Dollar, Los Angeles. Joined Paramount-Publix, from there to
Texas, as a district manager. Reached New York as
district manager in charge of the RIalto, RIvoli
and Brooklyn Paramount. Now is secretary of the
Music Hall Corp., assistant to managing director.

FRED A. CRUISE
Theatre Manager

ARTHUR CLARY
Theatre Treasurer

HAZEL FLYNN
Director of Publicity

RUSSELL MARKERT
Producer; Director of Rockeftes

. . . From the war to the theatre he
went, managing the RIalto from 1918
to 1921. Then the Rivoli from 192!
to 1926, where and when he introduced the non-tipping system, now
in general use. Followed management of Paramount in Palm Beach,
Criterion in Los Angeles, until 1933,
when he went to the Music Hall,
where he commands a staff of 120.

. . . A box-office expert, treasurer of
the Music Hall, with 20 years of experience In a similar position with
RKO before that. His is the guiding hand over 17 cashiers, who also
handle telephone and mail reservations. Five years with the Music
Hall, where he handles the problem,
peculiar to this theatre, of a reserved
seat section in a continuous house.

. . . Left college to become an
extra on the old Essanay lot In Chicago. Assigned later to the scenario
department, then became assistant
to the late James R. Quirk, publisher of Photoplay. Handled publicity
for Taylor Holmes Film Co., was editor of Pictorial Life, an educational
reel, and title writer for newsreels.
Came to the Music Hall In 1933.

. . . Born in Jersey City. Jumped
a few years and into World War.
Returned, entered Columbia for
finance course, took dancing lessons
to lose weight and found a career,
starting with Earl Carroll. Assistant
stage director, In musical shows, then
conceived American Rockets Idea In
1925. Some film dance work held
him until the Music Hall called.
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FLORENCE ROGGE
Associate Producer

ALICE CANON
Asst. Director Ballet

HILDA HECKLER
Asso. Director, Ballet

HATTIE ROGGE
Costumes

GENE SNYDER
Co-Director, Rockettes

MISCHA VIOLIN
Assoc. Conductor

JULES SILVER
Assoc. Conductor

CHARLES L. COOKE
Music Arranger

MAURICE BARON
Music Arranger

NAT KARSON
Art Director

IRVING EVANS
Stage Manager

NICHOLAS DAKS
Production Assistant

EMILY SHERMAN

ROBERT HENDERSON
Stage Operation

CHARLES PITZER
Chief Engineer

RICHARD LEIBERT

VAN LINDHE
Director, Glee Club

MAX MANNE
Manager, Orchestra

CHARLES MULLER
Chief Projectionist

V/ILLA VAN
Costume Designer

MARCO MONTEDORO
Costume Designer

BRUNO MAINE
Art Director

EUGENE BRAUN
Director of Stage Lighting

Organist

HARRY BRAUN
Director, Sound Operation

DEZSO D'ANTALFFY
Music Arranger

Captain, Rockettes
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PICTURES
DURING THE first five years of
operation of the Music Hall, 191
"I'll Take Roincluding
pictures, mance,"
now in its second and last
week, have been booked into the 6,000-seat theatre. Of this number, 58
have been held for two and three
weeks.
In a recapitulation of the playing
time, RKO has had a total of 67
features. This company was highest on the booking calendar with
20th Century-Fox second at 52. Columbia was third with 25 ; United
Artists fourth with 20 ; Universal,
fifth with 10; Warners, sixth with
which
of "Tovarich,"
eight,
opens exclusive
tomorrow
and ordinarily
would be included in the complete
five-year schedule. Paramount has
a total of five and Gaumont British,
three.

John D. Rocke-feller, Jr., who, in the
boonning I920's, became interested in
the relatively modest proposal of a
new Metropolitan Opera House. He
arranged leases on a midtown area,
then when depression struck, he found
himself with leases calling for enormous rentals. The only course was improvement of the property — and
Rockefeller Center was conceived.
What originally was meant to be four
theatres emerged as only two, but one
of these is the Radio City Music Hall,
the equal of several. Since the latter
part of 1933, Mr. Rockefeller has taken
a direct interest in this magnificent
theatre in the greatest single realty
improvement of its kind in New York.

MAN

of

a

Conspicuously absent in the company lineup is M-G-M. This company has the Capitol as its Broadway
show window, and it has never sold
the Music Hall. Paramount and
Warners also have their own firstrun units, but have from time to
time sold some outstanding attractions to the Music Hall.
Last fall, 20th Century-Fox took
over operation of the Roxy and
since has not booked any attractions
into the Music Hall. The last picture of this company to play the
Music Hall was "This Is My Affair," which ran two weeks in June.
Starting with the week ended Jan.
18, 1933, the official records of the
Music Hall show that for the first
year RKO had 21 pictures. Fox, 14 ;
Columbia, four ; Warners, five, and
all within the first six months ; Para-

MYSTERY

[CONTINUTD FROM

SOLVED

PAGE 2, MUSIC HALL SECTION]

thinks of his staff as his boys and girls, his friends and associates.
This is no pose with him; it is an attribute of his personality.
The reactions are Interesting. Instead of resenting the close
personal supervision which he gives the last detail of operation,
they like it. hie is aiming at their own objectives — the success
of the Music Hall.
Out of all this close contact with the personnel has come a
broad outline of the position he thinks the Music Hall ought to
fill in the amusement world. It can't be snobbish. On this
point he is emphatic. Its appeal must be to Ninth and Tenth
Avenues as well as Park, but in spite of this he avoids aiming
at what might be called a general average of taste.
"Each social stratum craves the one above," he observed.
"The desire for something better Is so universal that It can be
applied to entertainment. Even in our music we step out of
the field of selections with which the general public Is familiar.
Then we study the reactions. When we put on 'Madame Butterfly' was
I
nervous about it. I spent the afternoon in the
auditorium. Regular opera-goers applaud in the customary
places. Our audiences burst out spontaneously. The enthusiasm became contagious. I went home happy that night.
Twenty thousand or more satisfied patrons the first day can —
and do — start a terrific amount of word-of-mouth advertising."
The Music Hall is probably one of the few theatres in the
world where preview audience reactions can be obtained from
the staff. This is another Van Schmus Innovation.
The entire atmosphere of the Institution both In its public
contacts and its Inter-departmental relations Is one of urbanity
and charm. These qualities reflect W. G. Van Schmus. — J. M.
JERAULD.

AT

THE

HALL

MUSIC

mount, one ; United Artists, one ;
Universal, two.
For the current year : RKO has
had nine ; United Artists, eight ; Fox,
five
including
Take; Columbia,
Romance" ;four,
Warners,
two. "I'll
RKO heads the three-week attractions with six films. U. A. is second with three and Columbia third
and last with one. The 21-day films
included "Little Women," the first
to be honored with such an extended
engagement ; "Love Me Forever,"
"Top Hat," "Follow the Fleet,"
"Mary of Scotland," "Swing Time,"
"A Star Is Born," "The Prisoner of
Zenda," "Stage Door" and "Nothing
Sacred." The films are listed in the
order of exhibition.
Topping
runswithis
RKO
with the
12. two-week
U. A. is next

29

Films

Over

Gross

$100,000

Exactly 29 films have grossed
$100(000 or better, four of this
groupter inhitting
$100.00 oror third
bettheir second
weeks at the Music Hall.
Theder this'
pictures
which come
unclassification
and the
takes follow in the order of
established figures:
"Top Hat," $131,200; "The
Prisoner of Zenda," $123,000;
"Swing Time," first week, $123,177; second week, $120,000;
"Top Hat," second week,

11. 20th Century-Fox is third with
10 and Columbia follows with eight.
Warners and Universal each had two
holdovers. The list does not include "The Littlest Rebel," which
was shown for 11 days at the close
of 1935 and "Magnificent Obsessession," which ran 10 days the first
part of January, 1936.
The two-week pictures, in the
order booked into the Music Hall,

$1 13,500; "Stage Door," $113,000; "Little Minister," $110,000; "Nothing Sacred, $110,000; "Little Women," $109,000; "Rainbow of the River,"
$108,000;
"Cavalcade,"
first
week,
$107,761;
second week,

are as follows : "Cavalcade," "Flying Down to Rio," "Nana," "Wild
Cargo," "Stand Up and Cheer," "Of
Human Bondage," "The Cat's Paw,"
"One Night of Love," "We Live
Again," "Gay Divorcee," "Broadway
Bill," "Little Minister," "The Scarlet Pimpernel," "Roberta," "Little
Colonel," "Cardinal Richelieu,"
"Becky Sharp," "Alice Adams," "I
Dream Too Much," "Strike Me
Pink," "Petrified Forest," "The
Country Doctor," "Little Lord
Fauntleroy," "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town," "Under Two Flags," "Show
Boat," "The King Steps Out," "Poor
Little Rich Girl," "The Green Pastures," "My Man Godfrey," "The
Gay Desperado," "The Garden of
Allah," "That Girl from Paris,"
"Lloyds of London," "On the Avenue," "When You're in Love," "7th
Heaven," "Shall We Dance," "This
Is My Affair," "Knight Without
Armor," "The Toast of New York,"
"Stella Dallas," "Vogues of 1938,"
"Lost Horizon," "The Awful
Truth," "I'll Take Romance."

VIII," $103,000; "Cardinal
Richelieu,"
"Little
Women,"
third$103,000;
week, $102,000;
"Morning Glory," $101,249;
"When You're in Love," $101,000; "A Star Is Born, $101,000; "Topaze," $100,956;
"Mary of Scotland," $100,-

How

Music

Ads

Are

Hall

Planned

The striking Alusic Hall newspaper advertisements, which arouse
interest because of distinctive makeup, typography and departure from
traditional film technique, were originated by W. G. Van Schmus, mandirector.
The agingadvertising
is prepared by
Donahue & Coe, headed by E. J.
Churchill. Preliminary plans are
laid in a conference attended by
representatives of the film company
whose picture is to be played ; Lynn
Farnol, the
accountAfter
executive, andagency's
Van Schmus.
the budget has been determined, and
the scheduled planned, Van Schmus
personally supervises each step in
the creation of every new campaign,
working out details with Farnol.
Copy is written by Lynn Farnol
and Mrs. Dorothy Auchincloss of
the agency stafif, and by Beatrice
Atlass of Van Schmus' office.

$105,98;
of 1938,"
$104,120; "Vogues
second week,
$103,793; "One Man's Journey,"
$103,064;
"Nana,"
$103,000;
"The Private
Life of
Henry

500; "Magnificent Obsession,"
$100,225; "My Man Godfrey,"
$100,200; "Love Me Forever,"
$100,019; "We Live Again,"
$100,000; "Broadway Bill,"
$100,000; "That Girl from
Paris,"en," $100,000;
"7th Heav$100,000.

Growth
Into an

of an Idea
Institution

(Cont'd from page 1, Music Hall Section)
sales, advertising, market conditions
— before laying out a plan. In some
cases this study required a year or
more. As the senior partner, William G. Van Schmus was usually
the man who made the detailed inIt was in this capacity that he
stepped into the Music Hall picture.
quiries.
It was just another business to him
at first. He just watched, with no
preconceived
ideas of what should
be
done.
Out of the early turmoil developed
the thought that the Music Hall
should be "The Showplace of the
Nation," and that is exactly what it
has become.
It would be no exaggeration to say that it is the Showplace of the World.
The French
gave it international recognition last
summer by inviting its famed precision dancers, the Rockettes, to
their Paris Exposition. English
trade papers have praised its advertising. Italian opera enthusiasts
have classed some of the stage
presentations as the finest to b
found anywhere.
It is one of th
sights visitors from all parts of th
world mitst see when they come t
New York.
Yet, oddly enough, it
regular customers
outnumber th
transients.
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Testifies to the Worth of
KLIECL
Stage and Auditorium
WHAT

A

PLEASURE

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT

At Radio City Music Hall
IT

IN constant daily use since this most magnificent
theatre was founded — Kliegl lighting equipment
has stood the test of time — has performed its function perfectly, satisfied unusual and exacting demands, and will continue to serve for many years

IS

yet to come.
It was the largest theatre lighting project ever
undertaken. A major part of the lighting equipment
was specially designed by our engineers, and many
technical difficulties were overcome in the accomplishment oflighting effects never before attempted- — ■
an eloquent tribute to the skill and craftsmanship of
our organization.
We specialize in the adaptation of lighting for
theatrical use and decorative interiors.
TO

A record of successful accomplishments gives assurance of our competence to achieve results you desire.
Consult with our engineers regarding your proposed
plans and specifications.

SAY

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc.
321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK, N.Y.
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the public sees, but vaster still
spectacular
its complex

By GEORGE SCHUTZ
Editor, Better Theatres
kL. BY ALL the prevailing laws of
showbusiness, the Music Hall
of Radio City in Rockefeller Center,
New York, is beyond belief. Yet,
like the giraffe standing before the
hick gentleman who denied its existence, there it is !— with five years of
effective operation attesting to its enduring reality. To an extent realized by few people, as shall be
demonstrated in paragraphs to follow, this Colossus of the amusement
world, having fixed its own entertainment function, is answerable
only to its own code. It stands, an
individualized institution, on the
fringe of showbusiness as under the
domination of the motion picture
showbusiness is understood today.
What a heaven for the megalomaniac it is ! And unquestionably
its sheer magnitude is an attraction
to many of its first-time patrons.
They, of course, see little of its real
magnitude. Quite enough, no doubt,
to be convincing — foyers vastly
palatial ; lounges overly generous in
number, dimensions and luxuries ; an
auditorium rising a half-dozen stories, seating a sizeable town (6,000,
more or less) ; a stage that swallows
a cast like a Moloch, with room still
to spare in its jowls — quite enough,
but only so much skin over bones
and tissue, over a complex system of
nerves and muscles, human and mechanical, weaving seemingly endlessly through hundreds of rooms,
halls, structural interstices, corridors
and plant
The public doesn't
know
the stations.
half of it!
The operating staff, including
creative and managerial as well as
all other classes of employes, comprises 654 persons. And the operating scheme of the Music Hall embraces service to employes as well
as to the public. Each department
has its club, or lounge, quarters.
Hospital facilities, except for major
operations, are provided, with two
bedrooms, a physician calling each
day, and three staff nurses constantly in attendance. There is a library,
with a staff librarian, regularly supplied with the latest publications,
from which employes may draw out
books. Seamstresses, cleaners and
pressers are provided for the maintenance of costumes and service uniforms. There is a cafeteria at which
especially engaged talent as well as
employes may eat or from which
food may be ordered brought to offices (the executive department has
its own kitchen and dining room for
occasional luncheons or dinners).
This matter of service to employes
is extraordinary enough as a function of a theatre organization, but
the emphasis given it in the operat-

as well, in its techoperating

scheme

ing scheme of the Music Hall would
be uncommon in any type of enterprise. _Reflecting that the Music
Hall is after all a business, one looks
for_ reasons for this striking fact,
which are to be found, perhaps, in
the difficulty that must be encountered in any effort to co-ordinate
into a single efficient organism a
wide diversity of temperaments and
processes. At one end of the chain,
one may say, is a department performing more or less menial tasks ;
at the other (to ignore in this connection, the executive) is the creative artist and technical expert. And
there are over 650 of these men and
women, embracing porters, ushers,
artisans, various grades of engineers,
designers, musicians — yes, and virtuosi of the Arts 1
The development of the present
Music Hall organization was therefore not completed in a day. Here

»

1- ■
k—•

: ii-

was a task that took time — and direction with a keen sense of fundamentals, direction advised by a natural appreciation of human qualities.
Such direction can come from a man
who has had great analytical experience, and who also is a warmhearted sort of person, a formula
satisfied at both points by William
G. Van Schmus, whom John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., brought in 1933
from the field of industrial engineering to be managing director of the
Music Hall.
Although comparisons are always
dangerous, it must be true that
Rockefeller Center's Radio City Music Hall is the only theatre in the
world combining the motion picture

in its regular entertainment program
with lavish stage extravaganza produced by a permanent organization
complete in every department. The
technical facilities of each of these
program divisions are of course uncommon, but those of stage production are really phenomenal.
The stage itself, which is only part
of a great mechanical system devised
by the late Peter Clark, consists for
the most part in three platform units
supported by hydraulic lifts. The
over-all dimensions of these units,
combined, are 70x45 feet, and they
may be raised or lowered individually or integrated. The elevators can
be operated at a rate of 60 feet per
minute, and can lift a platform unit

t
^ > « •above
\Shown
is the lighting switchboard, or console, with Andrew hierzog
at the controls. The console, which
controls both stage and auditorium
lighting, is located directly behind the
orchestra pit and the operators have
a full view of the stage. The mechanism is of thyraton tube type, with 4305
switches. At left is pictured a 1000gallon tank for cooling drinking water.
The Music Hall uses over seven million gallons of drinking water yearly,
requiring 2,920 tons of ice for cooling.

to a height of 30 feet above the stage
apron. Operation of the lifts as well
as locking of the units is by the
touch of a button on the stage manager's switchboard. Built into the
top of each of these three units is a
sectional revolving stage, providing
for revolving spectacles or immediate succession of several scenes.
The orchestra platform, which
travels between the pit and a chamber 30 feet below the pit level by
means of hydraulic lift equipment,
carries a "band-wagon" on which
the orchestra may be moved from
pit to stage or under the stage and
on to an elevator stage unit under
its own power, propelled by motors
which are supplied by storage batteries.
Rigging is comparably prodigious,
some idea of which may be gleaned
from the fact that the contour curtain alone has 16 lines.
Eighteen General Electric motor(Cont'd on page 30, Music Hall Section)
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Completely
DESIGNED
ENGINEERED
CONSTRUCTED

PETER

CLARK
Among the noteworthy features of the Radio City Music Hall
stage, designed and constructed exclusively by Peter Clark,
Inc., are the following:
• Hydraulic Orchestra Elevator
• Electrically Operated Band Car
• Disappearing Footlights • Double-Face Fire Curtain • Contour
Curtain
• Act Curtain Rigging
• Light Bridges and Rigging
• . Magnascopic Picture Sheet and Rigging
• Rear Projection Sheet
• Counterweight System
• Hydraulic Stage Elevators
• Turntables
• Built-up Cyclorama
• Motor Operated Organ Consoles.
PETER
CLARK,
Inc.
America's Foremost Stage Designers and Builders
5 34-5 50 WEST 30TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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.Radio
dij
W. G. VAN SCHMUS,

Muigic
Oall
President and Managing Director
G. S. EYSSELL
R. V. DOWNING
Secretary
Treasurer
ARTHUR CLARY
HAZEL FLYNN
Theater Treasurer
Director of Publicity

LEON LEONIDOFF
Vice President
FRED A. CRUISE
Theater Manager

STAGE

PRODUCTIONS

LEON LEONIDOFF, Senior Producer KVSSEhh MARKERT, Producer d- Director o1 Rockettcs
FLORENCE ROGGE, Associate Producer and Director 9f^aUct
GENE SNYDER, Co-Director of Rockett^
NAT KARSON
EUGENE BRAUN
Director of Stage Lighting
BRUNO MAINE
SERGEI SOUDEIKINE
NICHOLAS DAKS
,ARCO MOXTEDORO
Production Assistan
Art Directors
WILLA VAN
Costume Designers
HILDA ESt^
ALICE CANON
EMILIA SHERMAN
Assistant Director of Ballot
Captain, Rockettes
Associate Director oj BaHet
bVtJb^i ONS

MUSIC
ERN
MISCHA VIOLIN, Associate Conductor

, Director
JULES SILVER, Associate Conductor
URIC^BARON
NTALFFY
RICHARD LEIBERT
RL MOSS
Orga/tiist
LES L. COOKE
OSCAR LIFSHEY
osers and Arrangers
Repctiteur
D ZIMMERMANN, Librarian

VIN LINDHE
Director of Glee Club
ALBERT STILLMAN
Lyricist

AGE

DEPARTMENT

JDERSON, Director, Stage Maintenance and Operation
IRVING EVANS, Stage Manager
CHARLES MULLER
CHARLES PITZER
JOHN WALTERS
Chief Projectionist
Master Carpenter
Chief Engineer
HARRY BRAUN, Director, Sound Mainte nance and Operation
LOUIS BAUER and THOMAS SULLIVAN, Properties

TUNE

FEATURING: The Music Hall Symphony Orchestra,
Music Hall Glee Club, Viola Philo, Jan Peerce, Robert
Weede, Edwina Eustis, other vocal and instrumental stars.
Directed by Erno Raphe

IN

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
ON
THE
AIR

WJZ

and affiliated Stations of the National Broadcasting Company. SUNDAYS— 12:30 TO 1:30 p.m.

RESERVED
SEATS
AT
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Seats for the First Mezzanine Section may always be reserved at the Radio City Music Hall. Locations may be obtained at the box office in the Music Hall Lobby, by mail, or call COlumbus 5-6535
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Roy Grace, one of the engineers, studies a group of heating systenn gauges
(steam for heating is purchased and piped in). A signal device which warns
when any ventilation fan has stopped is located at the bottonn of the panel.
(.Cont'd from page 27, Music Hall Section)
generator sets are required to supply the arcs alone in lighting the
average stage production, delivering
5400 amperes. The equipment for
includes Brenkert eflighting
stagefect
machines and Hall & Connolly
high-intensity spots in the spotlight
stations adjoining the projection
room, and Kliegl footlights, borderlights and spots. Of 150 incandescent
spots, each with 2000-watt lamps,
120 are equipped for Selsyn remote
gelatin control, giving any of four
colors at five difYerent speeds. _ Each
of the eight borderlights contains 27
reds, 27 greens, 27 ambers and 54
blues, at 500 watts. The entire stage
lighting system, except for the outfront equipment, is operated through
a General Electric thyraton consoletype switchboard located in front of
the orchestra pit, at the edge of the
auditorium floor, which conceals it
from the audience. The operators,
which number two during the performance, thus have a full view of
the stage. Lighting may be pre-set
for ten scenes.
Incidentally, the "juice" bill of this
theatre from the New York Edison
Company totals in the neighborhood
of $7,000 a month.
The Music Hall has an elaborate
RCA sound re-enforcement system
used for all stage productions because of the size of the
auditorium, which includes three mezzanines,
the prom rows of which
are from 125 to 150
feet from the stage.
Microphones and speakers are distributed
throughout the proscenium area. Volume
levels for these various
locations are controlled,
and mixing accomplished, according to
cue and intercommunication system promptNORMAN
through panels located

PICTURE

in a station of the projection gallery. The sound reenforcement system has three 80-watt amplifiers.
The picture sound system employs
a single 80-watt amplifier. The present system embraces all of the new
RCA Photophone "high-fidelity" improvements, with two-way horn
equipment and soundheads adaptable
to push-pull recording. All pictures
are cued for fader settings — and if
one has any doubts about the profound distinction between this theatre and the exhibition plant of the
motion picture industry proper, let
him reflect upon the fact that for
fader settings, an audience of 2,000
is considered an "empty house !"
The projection room now is 26 feet
wide, the original spot space having
been walled ofi^ because of jurisdictional disputes between the projectionist and stage employe unions.
With a throw of 190 feet and a regular screen image 30 feet wide, the
Hall & Connolly high-intensity arc
lamps (there are four Simplex projectors identically equipped) pull 180
amperes. Other projection room
equipment includes Neumade film
cabinets, Clayton takeuns, Blue Seal
film cleaners, Thide changeovers.
Arc supply is from one of the 18
motor-generators located in a basement machinery room.
Music Hall screens measure 70 x
40 feet to allow for
magnascopic images of
spectacular footages of
films. All of the screens
used since the opening
of the theatre have been
of Hurley white diffusive type, and the latest, ago,
installed has
a fewmonths
the

H. ZOOK

gradational perforations
introduced by this
manufacturer last
spring.
In the space at our
disposal it is quite impossible todeal compre-

hensively with even the most significant phases of the Music Hall technical provisions, but the picture of
immensity and operating uniqueness
may be filled out by citing a number
of striking facts.
The air-conditioning system, by
Carrier, supplies 40 cubic feet of
conditioned air per minute per seat.
Soffits of marquees require 8,000
lamps of 40 watts ; attraction boards
use 1,500, display cases 500 lamps of
50 watts.
Over 50,000 costumes have been
made in the Music Hall's costume
department, which regularly employs
SO needlewomen.
An example of some requirements
of an average stage production: 1,000
spangles, 80 ostrich boas, 40 bunches
of hair, 120 silk tassels, 2,000 yards
of gold ribbon, 1,000 yards of net,
885 yards of gold lame cloth, 1,700
yards of bone, 600 flowers, 144 spools
of thread, 12 gross of hooks and eyes,
20 pounds of pins, 1,200 yards of
tape,
225 yards of chiff^on — and so on,
staggeringly.
It should be mentioned also that in
addition to a fully equipped theatre
for previewing pictures considered
for booking, there is a similar theatre
presenting features during parts of
every day entirely for the amusement
of stage performers and any other
employes who may be free during
certain hours. Sometimes features not
playing
the Music
"booked
in" exclusively
for Hall
this are
purpose.
The cleaning of this vast establishment— maintenance is under the direct supervision of Fred A. Cruise,
house manager — requires a crew of
26 porters and 12 charwomen nightly,
and seven day porters. The intensive
cleaning, which is done by a service
company under contract, is carried
out during the eight hours just preceding opening of the theatre for the
first performance, usually between 10
and 11 a. m.
An interesting arrangement for
providing light for the night cleaning crew consists in special circuits
into which only the work-lamps em-
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ployed may be plugged. The regular
lighting system is switched off following the last performance. Vacuum
cleaning lines extend from a Spencer-Turbine central plant to all sections of the theatre building.
Inspections to determine the necessity of general repairs and replacements of parts of the building and
of furnishings are made each day by
uniformed employes reporting to Norman H. Zook, maintenance officer.
Some repair materials are kept constantly on hand, as for example, auditorium chair and lounge furniture
fabrics which might not be readily
procurable in the market, some of it
having been especially designed. For
the most part these furnishings are
original installations. Even the auditorium seating, by American with
Chase Milano mohair upholstery covering, isthe original installation, although more than 30,000,000 persons
have attended the Music Hall. Theatre carpeting also, which is of an
American Orinetal weave by Karoushian from special designs, have undergone only minor replacements
during these five years of operation.
The service staff, which is also
under the direction of Mr. Cruise,
whose assistants are George Hannaford and J. E. McHale, comprises
106 young men between 18 and 22
years old. This department includes
ushers, doormen, pages and toiletroom attendants. Ushers are organized along military lines, with their
own officers. Each newly employed
usher
through
two-week
course ofgoes
training
before abeing
placed
on duty, and drills continue to be a
part of his routine. They report directly to Edward Jannings, chief of
service.
Thus, then, in a few broad strokes,
is the real bigness of Radio City
Music Hall. Especially there, in the
show behind the show, does it challenge belief. But there it is, not a
fantastic dream (as indeed once it
was called) , but a robust reality with
a five-year
income of twenty-three
million
dollars.

Earl Marshall, one of the stage electricians, is shown at the stage manager's
control boards for operation of the contour curtain, and the stage and orchestra elevators. Also located here is a microphone for calling performers to the
stage, loudspeakers being placed in all dressing rooms.
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Our heartiest congratulations are extended
to the Radio City Music hiall for the outstanding success it has achieved during the
past five years . . . and to those of the
executive and administrative staff that
have made this possible.

A contributing factor to the
Radio City Music Hall's many
unusually beautiful lighting
effects.

With all due modesty, we take
pride in the fact that we, have
done our part in creating this
success,
extensive through
three-sheet Transit's
poster display
that the Radio City Music Hall
has used since its very opening.
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CRYfrom the creaky clapboard "nickolet" of yore to the luxurious magnificence
of The Music Hall. Our heartiest congratulations on its first half-decade
of achievement; and may we hope that, as purveyors of its floor coverings,
we have contributed in some measure to the now legendary luxury of the
"Showplace of the Nation".
Many other enterprises of similarly exacting tastes have nominated PRM to cover
the floors of lobbies, promenades, lounges, etc., where extraordinary beauty
and wear are an important factor.
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PERSIAN RUG MANUFACTORY, 136 E. 57, NEW YORK
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Inc.
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On \is Fifth Anniversary
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SILKS CO.
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> Lorraine Super High Intensity
Carbons exclusively used to produce quality projection by Radio
City Music Hall. Supplied by LE
CARBONE COMPANY, INC.,
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INCORPORATED
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1828 AMSTERDAM AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

129 FULTON STREET

BLUE

FRENCH-AMERICAN
RE-WEAVING CO.
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Supplies
Engraving
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stores throughout the East
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by WILLIAM F. MORRIS
(Certified Public Accountant)
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Sherwin-Williams Co.
292 Madison Ave., New
York
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A system devised expressly for
keeping a correct tabulation
of receipts and expenses.
All the Information required
by the Social Security Act can
be easily and quickly obtained
both weekly and for longer
periods as the total is accumulated.
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Street

Warehouse
and Modern Sheds
543 W. 38th St. • 536 W. 39th St.
NEW YORK CITY
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53RD STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Warehouse: 231 E. 47th St.

TELLS ALL THE FACTS ABOUT
YOUR BUSINESS EACH WEEK
• Payroll data for Social Security Taxes.
Weekly. at a glance — Daily or
• Profit
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• All expenses deducted — including Rent, Taxes and Depreciation.
• Complete
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Clayton Products Co.
31-45 Tibbett Avenue
New York
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Headlines

January
Jan. 2. — N. Y. courts rule Bank Night
legal. Confirm disposal of RKO claims.
Jan.
4. — Loew's grants 10 per cent cancellation.
Jan. 5. — Distributors' appeal from -Appellate
Court's
decision
film
rentals
to beholding
subject New
to theYork
two City
per
cent municipal sales tax placed on Court
of Appeals calendar for Jan. 18.
Jan. 6. — Two thousand bills and resolutions
presented as Congress opens. A. J. Balaban returns to exhibition in Chicago with
F. & M.
Jan. 7. — Adolph Zukor marks 25th anniversary in the industry. Film stars, led
by Mae West, follow William Randolph
Hearst in salary lists for 1936. Congress asked to authorize anti-trust probes.
Jan. 8. — Studio dinner climaxes Adolph
Zukor jubilee celebration.
Jan. 9. — RKO fa.vors 10 per cent cancellation. President asks retention of ticket
taxes.
Jan. 11. — Films eliminated from consideration in Patman bill.
Jan. 12. — New type of NRA planned for
introduction in Congress. Chance games
killed in Chicago.
Jan. 14. — Joseph M. Schenck, Darryl F.
Zanuck and William Goetz seen acquiring Chase National Bank holdings in
20th Century-Fox.
/oh. 15. — House of Representatives ^ets
first copyright measure.
Jan.
— S.E.C. statement
lists $45,000,000
in 16.
Paramount
issues.
Jan. 18. — Summary for 1936 shows 24 jiew
theatres with 32,481 seats added in New
York.
Jan. 19. — Arthur Lee denies existence of
friction between G. B. and 20th CenturyFox.
Jan. 20.— Report for 1936 shows 16,258
theatres, increase of 880 over 1935.
Jan. 21. — Isidore Ostrer asks U. S. subsidy
for British.
Jan. 22. — Warners' 13-week net shows nearly 100 per cent increase.
Jan. 23. — Nathan Yamins reelected head of
Allied States.
Jan. 25. — Settlement near as multiple union
situation in New York is clarified.
Jan. 26. — Refuse Bank Night appeal for rehearing in Boston. Stockholders ask Orpheum reorganization.
Jan. 27.
I.A.T.S.E.
plans to include
tre—checkers
in unionization
drive. theaJan. 28. — Philadelphia police halt chance
games. Allied urges delay in product
buying.
Jan. 29. — Approval
Government film commission asked in ofBritain.
Jan. 30.cuit—sale.Contest begun over Orpheum cirFebruary
Feb. 1. — Columbia promises end of separate
score charge. Chicago considers shows to
end double bills.
Feb. 2. — Aylesworth to quit RKO for newspaper job.
Feb. 3. — Levine quits presidency of Republic. World's sound theatres total
55,563.
Feb. 4. — M.P.T.O.A.
conciliation boards
plan early start.
Feb. 5. — Erpi license pacts to be retroactive.
Feb. 6. — Ascap denies any share in score
charges.
Feb. 8. — Paramount replies to M.P.T.O.A.
10-point plan.
Feb. 9. — Columbia and Universal reply to
M.P.T.O.A. suggestions.
Feb. 10. — Warners to start renting accessories. Warner stock sales halted.
Feb. 11. — RKO oflfer for Orpheum is accepted. Deals end long union fight.
Feb. 12. — B. & K. fined for chance games.
Kent off on Australian theatre deal.
Feb. 13. — U. S. and Germany contesting in
Austrian field.
Feb. 15. — Paramount partner deals may be
made permanent. Warner financing faces
delay.
Feb. 16. — Way clear for starting RKO
hearings. Foreign film shipments near
1930 peak.
Feb. 17. — Paramount to authorize $15,000,000 in debentures.
Feb. 18. — Prospect of Federal regulation
seen likely to hold up action on M. P.
T. O. A. 10-point plan. Elek J. Ludvigh
dies.
Feb. 19. — Gabriel Hess scores Dickstein
Alien Actor bill. Attacks made on validity
of outstanding RKO common stock.

PICTURE

Review

Feb. 20. — Complete sale of Orpheum assets
to
Stadium Theatres Corp., RKO subsidiary.
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March 25. — Unions' drive in national exchanges seen losing force. Losses of G. B.
expected as basis of Maxwell suit.
Feb. 23. — Universal 1936 loss placed at
Warner
sound patents move held aimed
$1,835,419. H. M. Warner given degree
at television.
by Rollins.
26.— About 585 films set for 1937Feb. 24. — Ostrers plan to close G. B. studio. March
'38. No cut in shorts total expected.
Washington talks flexible wage and hour
Mills urges Ascap fight on tax bills. New
operating deal signed for Roxy.
Feb.
— Loew's drop chance games in March
27. — C. B Paine is named aide to
plan.25.York;
New
RKO
elimination
is
countryR. H. Cochrane at Universal. Expect
wide.
majors to end fight on sales tax in New
Feb. 26.— J. J. McCarthy of M.P.P.D.A.
York. United Artists to have 30 feadies. G. B. and Woolf complete deal.
George Schaefer.
Feb. 27. — Hays says cooperation is assured March 29.tures,— saysLittle
hope for single bills is
for
M.P.P.D.A.
10-point plan. H. M.
seen in New York. United Artists to
Crandall
dies.
expand its selling of foreign films.
March 30. — Easter grosses show considerable gain. Nicholas M. Schenck sees
March
dual problem developing into a major
issue. Filmdom pays honor to Zukor.
March 31. — Barney Balaban sees a need
for
increased admissions. Loew patrons
March 1. — Paramount's fourth quarter net
$3,700,000. G. B. deal with General Film
split on dual bill attitude. Gillmore headDistributors seen temporary defeat for
ing new Actors' Equity slate.
John Maxwell.
March 2. — Springer & Cocalis signs 10-year
contract Chance
with Empire
State illegal
operators'in
union.
games called
Louisiana.
April
March 3. — Film buying discussions start two
months early. NRA chiefly aided labor. Al>ril
1.
—
Report
will expand
circuit
in New York. Loew's
Distributors
in England
President's committee reports.
attack
control
by
Government.
March 4. — John Maxwell seen in open fight
with Ostrers. Warners plan 60 features April
eight-wc-k
RKO's and
Court is told
net 2.is— $714,000.
Selznick
United
next season. RKO 1936 net is $2,514,734.
Artists discuss new contract. British
units discuss trade body.
March 5. — Paul Muni, Luise Rainer, "The
Great Ziegfeld"
leaddrive
Academy
Award .4pril 3. — Hays hits at new film legislation,
winners.
I.A.T.S.E.
on exchanges
urging industry can solve own problems.
to be pushed. Will Hays celebrates 15
M.P.P.D.A. picks Hays as head for 16th
years in industry. Ruling against majors
in Philadelphia duals action sustained.
5. — Norma Shearer now a partner in
March 6. — Appeals Court revokes Philadel- April
the
company. Will revise publicity
phia duals ruling, calling first decision
year.Mayer
on
loaned stars. Stage backers to ask
"oversight." Harry Brandt sues on Loew
aid of film industry.
split-week change in New York. Momand .4pril 6. — Studio labor unions given 10 per
suit against majors dismissed without
cent increase. Universal to have 36
prejudice in Denver.
March 8. — Drive on film industry is not
features,
12 "A" films.
in New York seek recontemplated by the C.I.O., headquarters April 7. —newedTheatres
fight on sales tax. Wage question
declares. Circuits plans finish fight on
producer-owned circuit legislation, if
holding up Screen Actors' Guild recognition.
April
8. — 20th Century-Fox will not raise
passed.9. — Repeal of all admission taxes
March
bid for Roxy, Sidney R. Kent declares.
sought by Congressman Peyser. ConsoliVan
production
end soon.
dated Film Industries' net for 1936 is
M-G-MBeuren's
plans 52
for nextto year,
says
$919,515.
Nicholas
M.
Schenck.
20th
CenturyMarch 10. — French unions urge a national
Fox sets list of 60.
film industry. Estimated $7,000,000 of
.4pril 9. — Pick Ouigley Award winners in
Paramount
debentures
exchanged
for
new
close vote. M.P.T.O.A. plans new drive
debentures.
for reform.
March
11.
—
Loew's
10-year
franchise
with
Paramount and United Artists in Greater April 10. — Ostrers win court fight on dividend. RKO seeking six theatres in New
New York about to expire. No new deal
York area.
set yet.
12. — Selznick may quit United Artists
March 12.— Gabriel Hess, M.P.P.D.A. at- April
for M-G-M deal. Outlook dark for starttorney, attacks Alien Actor Bill before
ing local conciliation boards.
House Immigration Committee.
13. — Federal rule of production seen
March 13. — RKO plans increase in produc- April
as possible as result of Supreme Couri
tion budgets, with 48 on next schedule.
labor ruling. I.A.T.S.E. drive to be
Moves on for raising scales in New York.
pushed in key spots. Hear protests on
March 15. — National plan for stage placed
U. S. film admisbefore Equity. Atlas limiting film intercopyright asreement.
totaled $495,860,000.
ests to Paramount and RKO, report April 14.sions—in 1935
Court decisions may spur new
shows.
theatre labor drives. Drake chosen as
March 16. — M.P.T.O.A. to seek new trade
Movietone and Universal
Erpi president.
practice conferences, it is indicated as
make
changes in personnel.
annual convention opens in Miami. Union
15. — No production code changes
film drive flares in Cleveland and New- .April
needed, declares Joseph I. Breen. Warners
Haven. Universal directors all reelected.
take offensive in fight on games in PhilaMarch 17. — ^Industry self-rule at stake, Ed
delphia.
Kuykendall tells M.P.T.O.A. convention.
.April
— RKO's
for 1936
more
Leo Spitz head boards of K.A.O. and
than 16.three
times netthatprofit
of 1935,
reaching
B. F. Keith, succeeding Merlin H. Ayles$2,485,911.
Loew's
RKO notcircuit
exworth. Appeals Court upholds sales tax
pansion moves
in Newand York
directed
on films in N. Y.
against
independents.
March 18. — M.P.T.O.A. concerned over April 17. — Kansas censor bars speech on
labor problems. 20th Century-Fo.x net
court plan from Time reel. Ford, Garnetl
for 1936 jumps to $7,924,126. Doubt
United Artists producer deals set. Mys
raised on validity of North Dakota theatery
tre divorce law.
New veils
Jersey.theatre divorcement bill up in
March 19. — Film theatre grosses for 1935 .ipril 19. — Films subject to Wagner Act
placed at $508,196,000. Universal to
in opinion of Abram Myers.
raise production budget. Film players on .April
20. — Federal trust probe seen likely
air hit at M.P.T.O.A. meeting. Pathe to
on
the coast. Paramount to take North
finance Monogram for $200,000.
Dakota theatre law into court. Trade
March 20. — Wage raises to forestall drive
program fight pledged by Kuykendall.
of unions on exchange employes. ParaI.A.T.S.E.
mount partners discuss exhibitor problems
tical
lines. pushes organizing along ver
at Miami meeting. United Artists may .ipril 21. — Immediate tax study sought by
add two new producers next year.
the President. Admission increases inMarch 22. — Increase in high-cost pictures
dicated on coast. 20th Century-Fox net
expected. Paramount to have 58 feafor quarter is $2,067,598.
turescreaseforin the
1937-'38
season.
See
in22. — M.P.T.O.A. forecasts wave of
long term product deals next April
anti-trust suits. German film deals called
season.
menace
to U. S. product. U. A. decides
March 23. — 20th Century-Fox sets product
not to appeal New York sales tax.
deal with National Theatres. K-A-0 and
agrees to 10Keith profits show gain. Paramount cir- .ipril 23. — House of Lords
quota extension. Rockefeller Center
cuit to raise prices as costs increase.
year
claim is hit at RKO hearing. Littlefield
March 24. — Maxwell sues Ostrers, charging
of Allied sells out to M. & P. in New
breach of M. & B. sale contract. Nate
England. City sales tax to apply only
Manheira resigns as Universal foreign
to exchanges.
head.
April 24.— B. P. Schulberg leaving Para-

Year

mount to produce only "A" films. Moe
Siegel named
president
of Republic Pictures. Pathe out
of financing.
April 26. — Circuits asking for long term
product deals. RKO continues drive for
theatres in New York area.
April 27.— Phil Reisman of RKO calls
English quota a serious problem. No
decision on theatres abroad, says H. M.
Warner. Meeting on coast to settle union
April 28. — M-G-M to list 44-52 at coast sales
meeting.
Altered plan for Roxy betters
problem.
part
of offer. Paramount 1936 profit is
$6,012,250.
April
29.— Net for RKO of $2,500,000 is
predicted. Film Mstocks
ay off sharply in
wave of selling. Finance cost seen as
handicap by Alexander Korda.
April 30.— Sound service hit by I.A.T.S-E.
drive in midwest. Report Alexander
Korda will seek financing in United
States.

May 1. — Strike threatens as three groups
quit
on coast.
Universal
foreign Gus
post. Schaefer named to
May 3. — M-G-M sales policy to be held
flexible. Labor peace now possible, Pat
Casey states.
May 5. — House group asks action on film
probe. Ed Kuykendall invited to Allied
convention.
May 6. — F.M.P.C. resists peace plan of
labor council. British units still at odds
on quota plan.
May 7. — Picketing by F.M.P.C. starts within two days. Russell Hardy checks on
St. Louis case details. Monogram to have
42 next season, Paramount 50-60.
May 8. — Coast strike appears inevitable as
parleys
burg fireprove
films fruitless.
cover U.S.Airship
in day.HindenMetro
selling 32 on percentage for 1937-38.
May 10. — Scramble for new houses in local
area under way. M.P.T.O.A. will halt
program for new laws. Warner sales
force to start
meet.groups.
20th Century-Fox to sellfour-day
list to four
May 11. — Cowdin denies change likely at
Universal studio. Columbia nine-month
profit $1,189,354. Limitation on reorganizing groups urged.
May 12. — Korda says he may quit U.S.
sales effort. M-G-M studies ad accessory
rental set.
plans. Titles of 46 of 60 Warner
films
May 13. — Music Hall, Center loss $4,521,592. Vitaphone to release 134 shorts.
Circuit cooperation asked by Jack Warner.
Pickets discontinue operations in N. Y.
May 14. — Producers are asked to join talks
on broadcasts. Approval for Roxy plan
is recommended. Anti-Ascap measure
passed
Nebraska. strike seen dying as
May
15. —in^F.M.P.C.
groups
return.
Guild, producers
also near
peace.Actors'
Dick Merrill
lands in
New York without newsreels and editors
breathe again.
May 17. — Score charge agreement to be
fulfilled, M-G-M, Columbia and Universal
will stick to pact. Final strike test due,
"U" expected to keep list at about 42.
Warner Cosmopolitan setup will continue.
May 18. — F.M.P.C. seeking to stop coast
construction. Technicolor told record footage set. Abram F. Myers predicts wave
of state labor acts. Governor Cochran
signs Nebraska Ascap bill.
May 19. — Newsreels in race to ship Coronation films. 20th Century-Fox says Europare big.
N. schedules
65.
"U" eantogainshave
50. G.
F.M.P.C.
ultimatum
given independents. Hoyts-Greater Union
partnership may end.
May 20. — Allied moves to seek taxes on
circuits. Report William Fox has become
Chemicolor executive. Zukor's pact to go
before Paramount stockholders. All emwill share of"U"
F.M.P.C.
disclaimsployesboycott
stars.profits.
Nazis have
new
ban on French pictures.
May 21. — Pay jump and union shop to
utility group: seek settlement of strike.
Courtland Smith resigns as president of
Pathe News. Appraisal for^ new RKO
stock is asked. Exchange union men talk
union pacts here.
May 22. — Wide inquiry of films is sought,
■Texas Congressman asks seven-man conimittteises tocoast conduct
probe. I.A.T.S.E,
promstrike settlement.
Jack Connolly
leaves Pathe News. Michigan Allied to
battle censor bill. Studios hold pace in
face of strike.
May 24 — Sales tax liability figured at
$1,650,000. I.A.T.S.E.— F.M.P.C. row
delays strike action. Australia is firm on
quota
stipulations.
Majors may
{Continued
on following
page) select
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Profits

son. I.T.Q.A. to fight games move by
majors. Paramount to test North Dakota
law.
June 19. — 20th-Fox-Roxy deal ready for
court. Two exchange unions agree to
new terms. Fleischer strike is put up to
the N.L.R.B. Theatres ask quota rights
on pictures. Wisconsin music tax bill
is signed.
June 21. — Condor seeks S,E,C. approval to
end delays, S,E,C, reports Griffis stock
deals heavy.
June 22. — U. A. will sell percentage or flat
rentals. Cite Paramount in S.E.C, report
on bankruptcies. Japan will produce
about 500 next year, says Nagamasa
Kawakita.
June 23. — C.E.A. quality clause fight to be
pressed. Steel riot film pops up in London, Paramount amazed,
June 24, — Loew's extends partner deals in
two
Suit Opponents
planned naming
boardcities.
of 1931.
of cost RKO's
clause
rally
forces.
Selznick's
pictures
be
sold at 35 per cent. Five newwillpacts
signed, making 14 exchange centers
unionized.
June
25. — Paramount's
stock toincrease
June
is called
off. Paramount
sell 37plan
on
percentage. Korda expects to close deal
in few weeks. Extension of ticket tax
June
1. — Industry's
tradeto plan
voted by Senate. Interraountain-RKO
delays.
New Britishfairgroup
end facing
F.B.I.
Denver pool talked.
Fitzgerald seeking way to end strike. June
26. — Allied drops move to talk with
Huge film sales in China, says Morey
majors. Wilby-Kincey agreement is exMarcus. Four Will Rogers reissues set
tended a year, France and Germany reby
to have 14 "A"
new pact; includes withdrawal option,
films20th-Fox.
among itsRepublic
54.
M-G-M
British plans set, Mayer to launch
first.
June 2. — 20th Century-Fox to have 66.
Studio strike ended by agreement with June 28, — Midwest next in expansion for
painters. Korda in deal for facilities of
circuits. Product study in England is
production. , Nebraska theatres dropping
seen of value. Columbia to have 50 to 60
next season, U.M.P.T.O. has $4,000 for
games.
June 3. — No final RKO plan seen before
Paramount fight.
autumn. Pennsylvania passes bill taxing June 29. — Fortington is out as member of
circuit theatres. MPTOA radio moves
Paramount board. French quota is exawait studio action. Painters repudiate
tended for one year. Carriers ask restrike settlement.
tention of pay systems. Opposition to
June 4. — Roxy plan sanctioned by Judge
plan for RKO meets attack.
Caffey. Stuart Doyle leaves Greater June
30. — Film boards close today in many
Union theatre group. Coast labor groups
cities. Use British trade opinions in
jockey for control. Philadelphia game ads
formulating
quota plan, Columbia to have
put under ban. House unit votes to con62 next season, P, J, Wood asks strike
tinue ticket tax.
against Paramount, Artists apologize,
June 5. — Paramount to put 50-60 on new
studio row ends.
schedule. Five more exchange cities agree
July
on wages and hours. 20th-Fox in court
to spur Roxy plan. Oscar Deutsch gets
12 more houses in England.
June 7. — More unions due here to talk
scales. turbing
"Bootleg"
theatre
now discircuits. Film
costplans
in France
up
July 1. — Wide market seen for school films
by 45 per cent.
as result of M,P.P,D,A. agreement with
June 8. — Paramount willing to take good
National
Education
Ass'n quits
and educators'
British films. Selznick reported refusing
group. H.
M. Richey
Allied of
U. A. bid. Jean Harlow dies on coast
Michigan to take executive post with Coat 27. Employe contracts valid. Sam
Theatres of Michigan.
Katz wins three-year contract battle. Julv 2. — Citvoperative
rules deals closed in New
Building in England up, says Ralph
York
are
liable
to sales tax,
Hanbury.
3. — Theatre construction slowed in
June 9. — Agreement on sales tax is being July
metropolitan area by material costs and
sought. Suit to halt tax being watched
delivery delays.
by theatres. Universal three-month net Tuly
6. — Eight majors ratify new Erni liloss
$105,069.
C.I.O.
blamed
for
strikers'
cense agreements with rate cuts. Moves
impasse. Urge shorts quota for English
are started to end Paramount trustee suits
trade.
against former ofiicers.
June 10. — Predict U. A. buy in 60 to 90 Tuly 7, — All National Theatre heads to meet
days. Loew's and RKO to reinstate
at Colorado Springs Aug. 10-12, Edward
games. Wisconsin tax on circuit proM, Clark named chairman of executive
posed. Texas Appeals Court rules Bank
committee in Condor Pictures reorganizaNight a lottery, Dudley Nichols elected
tion. Federal Tudee Francis G, Caffev
Writers' Guild head.
approves 20th Century-Fox franchise for
June 11. — Paramount to have 22 at cost of
the Roxv,
million each. Alger voices criticism of
plan for RKO. Prompt release is promised Julv 8, — Loew's 40-week net iumps to $11,714 722, No clearance chancrps expected
by Neil Agnew of Paramount. Wisin New York area, LT. S, Circuit Court
consin's
Ascap
bill
is
passed.
Dr.
Gianof Appeals studies mo"p to halt <:a'e of
nini favors U. A. option.
Orpheum
assets to Stadium Theatres
June 12. — British quota up to 30 per cent
Corn,
proposed by Government. Coast strike is
settled by agreement. U. A. circuit in July 9, — ^Loew's and LTnited Artists sign
one-year contract for exhibition bv former
deal with Robb and Rowley. Zukor sees
higher grade films ahead. G. N. loss
of latter's entire lineup, B, & K, to take
$636,201,
lead
dropping
in fall,
Nat in
T^evine
joins Chi'catro
M-G-M duals
as nroducer.
June 14, — Branch wage talks to resume.
U,M,P,T,0. starts move for Philadelphia
Hold Academy destined for cultural role.
Court refuses to set aside Stadium sale,
buyer's' strike against Paramount.
Julv 10, — Erich Pommer and Charles
Warners to produce on London stage.
Laughton break with Alexander Korda
June 15. — Film boards on national basis to
and United Artists. G. B. to continue
end. U. A. to have 36 next season. Cosales
here through 20th Century-Fox
operate or else, plea of Kuykendall, Gerexchanges,
man consul "warnings" to actors ordered
stopped. U. A. deal almost complete, July 11. — Loew's plans 12 new theatres in
foreign spots, Warners to preview eight
says Korda.
features in 31 kev spots. United Office
June 16. — Report Winfield Sheehan in Reand Professional Workers. A, F, of L.
nowned Artists. Approve Zukor contract,
unit,
British expected to bar 2,000-foot reel,
workers.starts organizing white collar film
CEA fears product troubles in store,
U. A. to sell 28 on percentage, says fulv 12. — Product talks here renorted as
key to new Greater LTnion Theatres —
Schaefer.
June 17. — RKO hearings expected to end
Hoyts deal in Australia, Fate of International Film Chamber hangs in balance
today. Academy urges general study of
as result of Paris conference, Louis B.
television. Suit to stop Zukor contract is
started.
Mayer and Benny Thau going to England
to talk production plans,
June
— Loew's-Paramount
talks18. resume.
Closed shopnewforfranchise
studios July 14, — Capt. Euan Wallace, Parliamenhere Aug. 1. RKO to have 56 ne.xt sea- I tary Secretary of the Board of Trade,
wage scales group. RKO, Skouras will get
Springer spots.
May 25. — Sales tax to affect deals outside
city. Warners net for 26 weeks $4,040,388. Educational film gains told to
S.M.P.E. meet. British group to ask
import limit. Fuller, New Orleans case
may be settled out of court.
May 26. — Allied meet starts in Milwaukee.
C.E.A. members back quality clause. New
Michigan bill is aimed at Ascap.
May 27. — Allied is told majors are asking
higher rental. No Government suits
planned by Cummings. George Schaefer
says H.A, to spend $26,000,000.
May 28. — Goldwyn, Korda get U. A. option.
Allied moves for national buying group.
Chain Tax measure killed in Florida.
Coast labor peace near, says Fitzgerald.
May 29. — Allied drafts new circuit tax
measure.
Two of RKO's
lease Roxy
claimsplan.
get
big
cuts. Bondholders
approve
Boycott ofemployes
Rome's form
film exhibit
Exchange
union indenied.
New
Orleans.
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Up

During

tells the House of Commons that the
new quota must help the British industry.
William F'ox reported interested in sale
of the Kromo-Color Laboratories, Englewood, N. J. New Local 306 contracts
with circuits under discussion.
July IS. — U. A. theatre expansion in Texas
is foreseen as a result of formation of
United Artists Theatres Circuit, Inc., and
acquisition of interest in Robb & Rowley
Circuit.
July
16. — Independents'
delayed
in New
York area by film
slow buying
consummation
of RKO and Loew contracts. Chicago
faces three i"tr cent levy on theatre
grosses. Report 300 theatres interested
in Philadelphia
"buyers' arestrike."
July
17. — Last consents
filed for reorganization of Roxy.
July 19. — Leo Spitz, RKO president, and
A. H. McCausland, Irving Trust representative, on coast discussing plans leading to reorganization of company. Joseph
M. Schenck sails for discussion of G. B.
situation
London. gain
Warners'
39-week
net up to in$5,561,032,
of more
than
100 per cent over same period in 1936.
July 20. — M-G-M decides to release 52 for
new season.
CitytaxTaxandDept.
reverses stand N.
on Y.
sales
decides
outside deals not subject to levies. Selznick's gross $208,000 on four films.
July
— A. H.States
Blankwillpredicts
Tri-States
and 21.Central
have more
than
100 houses by the end of the year. Ed
Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. head, discusses
new drive for his 10-point program.
July 22. — Objections to RKO reorganization plans involving Rockefeller claims
threaten new delay. Loew's seeking four
more houses in New York area. Dramatists' Guild spokesmen say withdrawal of
film money has not affected producing
July 23. — Department of Justice starts antitrust probe in New Jersey. All 42nd St.
plans.
theatres may turn to films.
July 24. — ^Formal order for Roxy transfer
is signed by Federal Judge Francis G.
Caffey. Agreement signed for Paramount-A. H. Blank partnership. "Wee
Roxy.
Willie Winkie" sets five-year record at
July 26, — Oliver Stanley, president of Board
of Trade, soon to reveal quota plans to
House of Commons, Soft ball craze hitting theatre grosses in the south. Growth
of buying combines worrying distributors,
July 27, — LTniversal's foreien business gaining, says J. Cheever Cowdin. British
Government to issue white paper on quota.
Circuitallydeals
for the 1937-'38
set. Paramount
board season
not tovirtufill
vacancy
caused
by
resignation
of H. A.
Fortington.
Julv
— ^Paramount's
quarter
earnings
reach28. $1,307,000.
Richard
A. Rowland
and Grand National split on production
Julv 29. — Actors' Guild star ascends a =
Equity
wanes because of autonomous air
plans. screen
and
unions. George .T. Schaefer
says big pictures will end duals.
Julv 30. — British quotas to start at 15 per
cent and rise to 30 per cent in 10 years
British white paper discloses. Authors'
TGuild.
eaeue gives
autonomy
Screenoutside
Writers'of
Remaining
film toboards
New York to be closed tomorrow.
July 31. — Paramount takes Philadelphia
"buyers' strike" into Federal Court and
asks
iniunction.
Paramount's six-month
net estimated
at $3,319,000,
August
Aua. 1, — Philadelphia selling bv maiors held
up generally
by "strike"
situation. Attendance in country's
at 90,000.000
weekly, theatres estimated
Aun. 2. — Allied files complaint with Federal
Trade
on Paramount's
_ sales
policies.Commission
Federal iniunction
halts militant
distplays and concerted action in Paramount "buyers'
strike"
at Philadelphia.
Labor union
alliance
between
talent and
technicians on coast predicted.
Ann. 3. — RKO's six-month net estimated at
$1,490,000. Final details completed on
RKO reorganization, says Leo Spitz.
Stanton Griffis and Dr. A. H. Giannini
sail. Report
of LTnited
Artists new
sale chain
current. Pennsylvania
to enforce
tax law.
Aun. 4. — Paramount theatres increase by
400. Partnership deals raise total to
1.400. Melodramas and comedies top new
season product.
Aug. 5. — Paramount "buyers' strike" pickets
are enjoined by Federal Court at Minneapolis. Agreement near on settlement
of Paramount trustee's suit against former
officers. Dep't of Justice investigation of

1937

industry in the offing.
Aug.
7. — Allied
leadersHerbert
confer Wilcox
with Dep't
of Justice
officials.
says
he wants to do three each annually for
Paramount and RKO. Chicago delays
action on proposed ticket tax. Local 306
aims at 100 per cent membership by
September.
Aug.
9. — New York exchange men are summoned in Federal probe. About 100 National Theatres men gather at Colorado
Springs.
22
states Bills aimed at Ascap appear in
Aug. 10.— Total of $2,000,000 offered by
former Paramount officials in settlement
of suit. "Souls at Sea" opens.
Aug. 11. — change
Salary
raises
unionized
exemployes
may forpass
$2,000,000
annually.
Aug. 12. — Erpi is ready to dispose of equipment business and will await bids. Philadelphia "buyers'
is continued.
Washington
and strike"
Oregonstaytheatres
report
new highs in grosses.
Aug. 13. — Paramount strike injunction extended in Minnesota. Exchange men
move to continue Chicago film board.
S. R. Kent makes plea for continued
decency in pictures at National Theatres
Colorado Springs gathering.
Aug. 14. — Universal's British films to be
Distributors.
British
labor General
asks 50 F'ilm
per
made by C. M.
Woolf's
cent quota.
Aug. 16.
Sale predicted
of Western
Electric's
interest in—Erpi
inside
eight weeks.
New Roxy clearance plan stirs protest.
Aug. 17. — Isidore Ostrer attacks British
quota plans. Says he sees no help for
British industry. Federal court denies
Orpheum's plea to intervene in the RKO
reorganization. U.M.P.T.O. votes to conPhiladelphiaS."buyers'
Aug. 18.tinue
— Howard
Cullmanstrike."
will quit as
Roxy trustee Sept. 2. Al Hanson resigns
as aide to Charles P. Skouras.
Aug. 19. — Production costs are rising and
admissions must, says Adolph Zukor.
Tentative approval is given plan to settlement suits against former Paramount
officials for $2,150,000.
Aug.
20. — Paramount
charges is
exhibitors'
"strike"
in Philadelphia
illegal,
Loew's, Inc. net is expected to reach $9
on the common. Lawyers predict completion of RKO reorganization early in
the new
Aug.
21. — year.
British quota plans shaped by
five major companies. Price-fixing law
does not affect films, observers declare.
Aug. 23. — Films and radio unscathed as
Congress session ends. Establishment of
local conciliation boards would avoid
suits. Ed Kuykendall asserts.
Aug. 24. — Kansas City revives move to
raise admissions. Clearance is not being
changed in New York area. Breakdown
of Hoyts-Union deal in Australia is predicted.
Aug. 25. — Actors' Guild studio scales are
expected to go into effect in east after
Sept. 1.
Operators
raises
in New
York. ask 35-45 per cent
Aug. 26. — Directors' Guild demands separate bareaining agreements from producers. Educational may distribute Haysapprovedduction
school
Paramount's
probudget is films.
30 millions,
says Adolph
Zukor.
Aug. 27. — Future anti-trust actions will be
fought to decision with no consent agreements, Dep't. of Justice indicates. Producers move to prevent C.I.O. from getting studio foothold.
Aug. 28.— U.M.P.T.O. of Philadelphia
names committee to buy Paramount product with 127 houses represented.
Aug. 30. — Ascap figures labor affiliation will
help avoid anti-trust actions. N. L.
Nathanson buys substantial interest in
Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd.. which
will
"U" product
in Roxy
Canada.is
F. & distribute
M. agreement
to operate
reported.
Aua. 31. — Screen Actors' Guild delays action on eastern closed shop. M-G-M may
acquire an English studio. Price levels
in many cities may be raised.

September
Sept- 1. — Columbia nets $1,317,770 for year.
Film function to entertain, says Martin
Ouigley in an address at Williamstown,
Mass.
Sept.
2. — Paramount
attacks scale
Northboost
Dakotain
"divorce"
law. General
K. C. impends. John D. Hertz drops
debenture holdings in Paramount.
Sept. 3. — I.A.T.S.E. exchange wage pact
signed pact
in 33is cities.
license
signed. Erpi's first sound
(Continued on page 44)

FLASH
LOS ANGELES, Tuesday night, Dec. 28:— Movietone
News pictures of tlie bombing of the U. S. S. Panay
are being shown

tonight in theatres on the Pacific

Coast. Prints are being flown East for exhibition in
Eastern theatres Wednesday,
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DAILY

Labor

Situation

{Continued from page 42)
Sept. 4. — Quota useless without good films,
Louis B. Mayer states in London. Revamping of Pathe News planned.
Sept. 7.- — Report M-G-M aiding Alexander
Korda on financing. New company to
take over Erpi sales. Educational planning to make revues.
Sept. 8. — Labor Day weekend grosses recalls days offor1929-'30.
net $757,803
26 weeks. RKO theatres
Sept. 9. — Exhibitors win court nod in Philadelphia. New Mexican tax worrying
distributors.
Sept.
— M-G-M
to air;states
first stock
show
Nov.10.4.
Herbert taking
T. Kalmus
options will bring $5,000,000 to Technicolor. Paramount to ask appeal in Philadelphia case. G. N.-Loew deal dormant,
states David Bernstein on return from
Europe.
Sept. 11. — I.A.T.S.E. seeks uniform pact for
exchanges.
Sept. 13. — Federal probe in New York reported as quiescent. Plan no call for
strike in studios here.
Sept. 14. — 20th Century-Fox will again seek
to buy Chase holdings in film company.
Para, granted rehearing in Philadelphia
case. Music stiike fear killed by agreement.
Sept.
15.' — Stanton
SweepingGriffis
U. S.admits
probe settlement
looms on
coast.
of Para, suits under way. Stipulations
completed in Dallas case. Talks are set
on musicians' work agenda.
Sept. 16. — ^Talent groups plan fight on
I.A.T.S.E. control. Consolidated again
loses amendment in Wilmington. Paramount's British production plans to be
decided
Adolph Zukor says on return fromhere,
abroad.
Sept. 17.— Three coast guilds defy I. A. T.
S. E., fight grows. Shanghai houses reopening as confidence grows.
Sept. 18. — creased
Report
653 theatres
inadmissions.
I.T.O.A. have
to ask
merger with Allied of N. J. See John
Maxwell move to take Union Cinemas in
London.
Sept.
20. — Studio parley is demanded by
directors.
Sept. 21. — M-G-M seeks protection of stars
on air, Louis K. Sidney reveals on return
from vacation abroad. Dallas anti-trust
action started.
Sept. 22.— Guild draws battle lines on the
I.A.T.S.E. Col. H. A. Cole admits Allied
backs Texas action. Japan forbids film
imports to end of year.
Sept. 23. — Quick action promised on U. A.
options.
Sept. 24. — Agreement in Paramount trustee
suits signed. Vittorio Mussolini arrives
on Hal Roach deal. Irving Dollinger is
made president of Allied of N. J.
Sept.
25. — Paramount attacks Wagner Act's
applicability.
Sept. 27. — Interstate, majors lose Dallas
anti-trust suit. Ticket taxes up $2,000,000
■ in one year.
Sept. 28. — Ed Kuykendall to sound majors
on practices.
Sept. 29.— M.P.T.O.A. gives hint of move
toward Allied. Paramount plans British
filrns
big scale, Adolph Zukor tells
Britishonnewsmen.
Sept. 30. — Year's first run takes $73,000,000.
English labor opposes alien infiltrations.
October
Oct. 1.— Reentry into stage field not general,
despite
Columbia's
plan lags,
to finance
plays.S.
Television
in Europe
William
Paley says on his return from England.
Oct. 2.— Al Lichtman to England for M-GM, Louis B. Mayer asserts in regard to
company's
film vote
plansin there.
Single bills
get downtown
St. Louis.
Oct. 4. — Three picture cases before Supreme
Court. Will H. Hays reviews "art" films
which proved box-office draw.
Oct. 5. — Early end of Philadelphia buying
strike against Paramount urged by Ed
Kuykendall. David O. Selznick arrives
from coast to talk new deals here.
Oct. 6. — I.T.O.A. seeks pact to stop all
giveaways. Hoyts-Union deal not to be
renewed.
Oct. 7.— C.E.A., F.B.I, ask extension of
Government control. Paramount appeal
argued in Philadelphia.
Oct. 8. — Paramount granted strike stay in
Minneapolis. Report Hal Roach deal off
as Vittorio Mussolini returns to New
York from coast. Revamping of M-G-M
music firms set.
Oct. 9. — A. F. of L. decides to unionize
office help. No changes in G. B. control
predicted for six months.
Oct. 12.— G.T.P. granted an appeal by high-

est court. Ascap income 62 per cent from
air, 21 per cent from theatres.
Oct. 13. — Radio problem to be argued by
Ed Kuykendall. Reports from England
have David Rose completing U. A. sales
Oct.
14. — Dallas decree allows use of old
plans.
contracts. S.M.P.E. hits at Academy
plans for apertures. Moves to end prizes
make no progress in N. Y.
Oct. 15. — Allied to ask court test on Paramount product. Paramount British producing plans to await new quota. John
Maxwell gets Union circuit in England.
Oct. 16. — Al Lichtman named director of
Loew's. Ostrers
G. B.
stockholders.
Ask win
Roxyapproval
lees of ot$612,000
in petitions.
Oct. 18. — Seeks parley to end fight with
Paramount. C.i.O. unit in drive for office
staffs.
Oct. 19. — Philadelphia buyers' strike end in
sight. Allied ready to talk at roundrobin exhibitor meet on practices. U. A.
transfer to be decided at talks here.
Oct. 20. — Philadelphia strike pact to be
model for other spots. Cash terms in
U. A. deal reduced to $4,500,000.
Oct. 21. — Ask authority to terminate two
Paramount suits. Giveaway end favored,
but method snags.
Oct.
22. — Buyers'
pactdeny
seen interest
today.
Alexander
Korda strike
backers
in
deal. "U"
financing improving
withU. noA.borrowing
sought.
Oct. 23. — Basic terms are agreed in ending
buyers' strike. Bank Night is killed by
Nebraska Supreme Court.
Oct. 25. — Deal on Chase-Fox holdings gets
setback. Five areas to have members at
M.P.T.O.
meet. I.T.O.A. drive on games'
end seen failure.
Oct. 26. — Release inde.x is adopted to screen
titles. Expect other spots to take Philadelphia settlement terms with Para.
Spokesman sees Selznick switch if U. A.
control shifts.
Oct. 27. — U. A. purchase far from set,
Korda states on his arrival from England
to complete the deal. Sam Briskin reported leaving RKO post. Sam Morris
says Warners plan 16 in England. Philadelphia truce pact is delayed a week.
Oct. 28. — Leo Spitz to run studio until
Briskin successor named. Selznick-RKO
negotiations off, spokesman volunteers.
Dallas appeal will be ready before Dec. 13.
Oct. 29. — David O. Selznick to Paramount,
coast hears. Alger report on RKO setup
due Nov. 15. 20th-Fox week net is
$4,898,893. Paramount net jumps to
$6,696,000.
Oct. 30. — C.E.A. to press its quality demands indiestest.
E. M.on Asher,
suddenly
coast. "U"
Probeproof
"U" isducer,denied
by court.
November

Featured
Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin and
David Bernstein being negotiated by
Nicholas
Schenck,
New York M.censor
board Loew's
rejectedpresident.
only 16
pictures during year ended June 30.
Nov. 12. — Warners plan studio radio program beginning Dec. 1. Mervin LeRoy
to join M-G-M as producer.
Nov. 13. — Agreement reached providing for
all-British financing of Samuel GoldwynAlexander Korda United Artists stock
purchase under option. Motion Picture
Daily reveals exclusively. Report David
O. Selznick will join M-G-M as producer.
Nov. 15. — United Artists stock option principals confirm
Picture
Daily's havexclusive storyMotion
of purchase
agreement
ing been reached. RKO reorganization
principals plan fight on Special Master
GeorgetionsW.
Alger's tentative
on reorganization
plan. recommendaNov. 16. — Special Master Alger speeds RKO
reorganization by dispensing with oral
arguments on his report. American
principals in United Artists stock purchase option sign agreement; British
principals expected to sign within two
weeks. Ascap plans new fights on state
legislation
following favorable court decision in Nebraska.
Nov. 17. — Samuel Goldwyn denies that
Maurice Silverstone will replace A. H.
Giannini as United Artists president;
Walter Wanger contradicts statement that
financing of his productions is set.
Grosses suffer further recessions.
Nov. 18. — Deal set for purchase of Erpi's
theatre sound equipment servicing busimarking Motion
company'sPicture
withdrawal
theatreness,field.
Dailyfrom
reports exclusively. Industry seen included
in Dep't. of Justice monopoly study.
Nov. 19. — Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin retain right
to distribute through United Artists.
Whitford Drake and other top Erpi executives will remain with company. Industry pins hope of relief from unjust British
film
trade quota
treaty.provisions on Anglo-American
Nov. 20. — Executive setup of new theatre
sound equipment servicing company revealed.
Nov. 22. — Atlas Corp. opens negotiations for
acquisition
of M. J. Meehan's
42 per stock.
cent
of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
preferred
Warners' net for year estimated at
$5,900,000. Carl Laemmle, Jr., reported
joining United Artists as a producer.
Nov. 23. — Defendants plan appeal from
Government's Dallas court victory.
Nov. 24. — Details of provisions of United
Artists stock option agreement involving
British control of company revealed exclusively by Motion Picture Daily.
Special Master Alger submits final report
on RKO reorganization plan to Federal
court.
Nov. 26. — RKO reorganization principals
ask confirmation of plan on Dec. 21. No
change
F'ederal admissions tax seen
likely in inWashington.
Nov. 27. — Frank Capra returns to Columbia.
Warners castingrealign
salespublic
staff.$891,000,000
Radio broad-in
seen costing
1936.
Nov. 29. — Tax problems seen delaying consum ation of United Artists stock option
agreement. U. S. theatre attendance during 1937 estimated by industry at 85,000,000 weekly. Canada plans fair trade
practice administration.
Nov. 30.— Nate Blumberg, RKO theatre
head, named to succeed R. H. Cochrane
as president of Universal in dramatic
company shakeup. W. A. Scully of MG-M to versal
succeed
sales head.James R. Grainger as Uni-

Nov. 1. — Joseph M. Schenck arrives in New
York to confer on 20th Century-Fox plans
for producing in England. Production
schedules show no decrease in short subjects as a result of double featuring.
Nov. 2. — David O. Selznick weighs new
affiliations, including possibility of remaining with United Artists.
Nov. 3. — Negotiations for exercise of Samuel
Goldwyn-Alexander Korda United Artists
stock purchase option near conclusion.
I.A.T.S.E. claims jurisdiction over sound
equipment service men. Philadelphia exhibitors weighParamount.
settlement of "buyers'
strike" against
Nov. 4. — Sam Briskin leaves RKO studio;
Leo Spitz replacing him temporarily.
Philadelphia exhibitors ratify "buyers'
strike" settlement. Joseph M. Schenck
says 20th
Century-Fox
will stock
defer from
purchase of Fox
West Coast
December
Chase National Bank.
Nov. 5. — New York circuits grant wage increases to stage hands' union.
board ratifies new execuNov.
6. — End throughout
of "buyers'
strikes"
againstin Dec. 1. —tiveUniversal
appointments. Lou Weinberg delays
Paramount
country
foreseen
near future.
decision on new Universal post. R. H.
Cochrane protests his replacement, citing
Nov. 8. — October box-office grosses show decontract. Matthew Fox of Skouras circline. Screen Writers' Guild moves for
cuit to be executive assistant to N. J.
autonomy within Authors' League.
Blumberg,lywood new
Universal
president.
Nov. 9. — Special Master George W. Alger
studios hit
by economy
wave. Holrecommends reduction of Rockefeller Center's $9,150,000
claimRKOagainst
RKO in Dec. 2. — James A. FitzPatrick reported jointentative
report on
reorganization
ing tional
Paramount
as producer.
Chaseof NaBank continues
disposition
its
plan. Pathe News completes revamping.
20th Century-Fox stock holdings.
Nov. 10. — Tom D. Cochrane, Paramount Far
Eastern sales manager and industry Dec. 3. — ^Extension of option for purchase
veteran,
dies. California opens investigaof United Artists stock seen likely as retion of I.A.T.S.E.
sult of obstacles in way of consummation
Nov. 11. — New long term contracts for
of deal. Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros.

Year

negotiating extension of their option to
purchase
remainder
RCA's stock
ings in RKO,
with ofHemphill,
Noyeshold-&
Co. seen included in deal. Universal
negotiates for new financing.
Dec. 4. — Deal for sale of Erpi's theatre
sound equipment servicing business to
Altec Service Corp. is formally closed.
James
settled. R. Grainger's Universal contract is
Dec. 6. — Selection of initial board of directors for reorganized RKO begun. E. K.
O'Shea
succeeding W. A. Scully
in
M-G-Mreported
sales post.
Dec. 7. — Louis B. Mayer, E. J. Mannix,
Sam Katz and Benjamin Thau given new
five-year contracts with M-G-M. Martin
Quigley
urges propaganda
Carolina exhibitors'
ing to resist
in films. meetDec. 8. — ander
Collapse
of
Samuel
Goldwyn-AlexKorda deal for exercising
option for
United Artists stock reported. U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia has
third hearing on legality of contracts prohibiting double featuring and reserves its
decision. Abram Myers, Allied States
chairman, urges continuation of exhibitor
efforts for legislative relief.
Dec. 9. — Samuel Goldwyn, Alexander Korda
admit collapse of United Artists stock
option dea'. A. H. Giannini and other
U. A. officers reelected at Hollywood meeting. Influstry honors A. H. Blank at
testimonial in Des Moines.
Dec. 10 —Joseph P. Kennedy, former film
executive, reported slated for post of Ambassador to Great Britain. Mary Pickford cites aid given Samuel Goldwyn and
Alexander
Korda in stock option negotiations.
Dec. 11. — United Artists renews negotiations
with David O. Selznick, indicating producer's failure to agree on an M-G-M
releasing deal. Motion Picture Daily
reports duction
exclusively.
Warners
plan proof 16 to 20 films
in England.
Dec. 13. — Rising costs and decreasing receipts impel industry discussion of cooperative economy moves. Warners
negotiate for acquisition of Muzak Corp.
Dec. 14. — David O. Selznick may acquire an
ownership participation in United Artists
if
new releasing deal with company is set.
Albany.
Si Fabian honored in testimonial at
Dec. 15. — U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
at Philadelphia grants Paramount permanentstrikes,"
injunctionreversing
against lower
organized
ers'
court"buydecision. English plan for separate quota is
killed.
Dec. 16. — Al Lichtman given new five-year
contract as assistant to Nicholas M.
Schenck, Motion Picture Daily reports
exclusively. P. D. Cochrane resigns as
director of advertising, publicity and exploitation for Universal after 23 years
in post. John Joseph, former advertising
and
for him.
RKO midwesternpublicity
theatres,director
to succeed
Dec. 17. — ^Opposition to RKO reorganization plan seen limited to minority creditor
groups as time for filing objections to
plan ends.
Legion of radio
Decency
turns for
attention toobjectionable
programs
first time in adding its protest to many
others against Mae West broadcast.
Dec. 18. — Refinancing plan for Consolidated
Film Industries voided by Delaware high
court on appeal. H. M. Warner will
make headquarters on coast.
Dec. 20. — "Bicycling" and other forms of
copyright violation in exhibition are_ on
increase, annual report of the Copyright
Protection Bureau reveals.
Dec. 21. — Alexander Korda asks release
from exclusive United Artists producing
commitments to permit him to make
films in England for American companies.
U. S. asks right to intervene in RKO
reorganization
to answer
creditor's
on constitutionality
of Section
77-B.attack
Dec. 22. — Universal will eliminate its short
subject sales department, consolidating it
with feature department.
Dec.
23. — Walter
Wanger's
production
financing
set by United
Artists.
J. J.
Milstein resigns as Republic general sales
manager.
Walt Disney's
first fullpreview.
length
feature acclaimed
at Hollywood
Dec. 24. — Paramount board of directors unable to actasonproduction
extension ofhead
Adolph
contract
untilZukor's
stockholder's
litigation
involving
contract
has
been disposed of.
Dec. 27. — Holiday theatre business in
New York reached 1936 levels after prolonged recession. Associated Press pays
record price for world picture rights to
Universal's
footage
on the Japanese
ing of the U.
S. Gunboat
Panay. bomb-
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as they now are, followed. He related
in his interview how he first saw the
Edison
kinetoscope in Washington in
1891
"The thought flashed into my mind
that it would be a wonderful thing
if the tiny pictures could be projected
on a screen so that audiences, instead
of one person at a time, could see

Warehouses

on Air

Cincinnati, Dec. 28. — Tobacco warehouse operators in
Maysville, Ky., whose properties were destroyed by the
flood last January, are using
WCKY to tell tobacco farmers that the warehouses have
been rebuilt and to acquaint
them with prices, market
forecasts and other news of
the buying season.
Warehouse interests in
Lexington, Ky., likewise are
using WHAS, Louisville.

Armat's first attempts to project
pictures
them." were with the modified Edison
of the Dep't of Commerce. The dram- kinetoscope, which had a continuously
atizations were presented with the co- rolling film. The method was not satoperation ofthe U. S. Office of Eduisfacbut
tory, _ subsequent attempts led
cation. The broadcast originated in
to his discovery that the pictures
Washington, with Hays' address cut should be given an intermittent motion,
into the program from New York. so that each picture rested on the
Also heard on the program was
screen long enough to form a distinct
Thomas Armat, inventor of the pro- impression. The same principle is still
jector.
employed.
ply with demand. There have been
Opening the program, Daniel retimes when the issue of freedom for
Amazement
Recalled
lated how Roget glanced through the
the screen under a code of self-regulaVenetian blinds on the windows of his
Armat recalled the sheer unbelief
tion, created and developed by the oroffice as a baker's cart went by. evidenced by the audience when he
ganized motion picture industry, has
Through the slatted apertures, showed the first moving picture at
been confused. But carefully and solRoget's
eyes incaught
the Koster and Bial's Music Hall in New
idly relf-regulation continued to be
cart
at rest
each aslitpicture
of the ofblind
York. It was a 50-foot strip showing built with the encouragement and supas it proceeded by jerks, and through waves
dashing against a pier.
port of the industry itself. Today
each successive opening he saw it in
Resuming the narration, Daniel told there is freedom on the screen for
a different phase of motion. Followlegitimate theme or treatment
ing an investigation of the human eye of the production of America's first every
which drama, literature and life may
in relation to moving objects, a little motion picture drama in 1903, titled
and yet public assurance that the
toy called the zootrope was developed, "The Great Train Robbery," of how offer
the star system was inaugurated when door of the average motion picture
in which hand-drawn pictures on a audiences clamored for the release
opens to clean, inspiring and signifirevolving disc gave the illusion of
cant entertainment.
motion.
dates of pictures made by "Little
Calls People the Rulers
Mary," or Mary Pickford; the filming
Recount Incident of Trotter
of "The Birth of a Nation," and the
"Motion
picture production is, in a
In episodic fashion, the program subsequent rise and progress of the
substantial
manner, a cooperative enindustry
to
the
day
when
the
late
Sam
thereafter swept swiftly into ;
deavor furnishing a fine demonstration
dramatization of the now historic trot Warner was induced by a friend to
visit the Bell Laboratories in 1926
ting horse betting incident between to look over a new machine that would of the relation of the public to industry. Not the producer, nor the distribGovernor Leland Stanford of Cali- make the screen talk.
utor, nor the exhibitor, can decide the
fornia and James R. Keene, which
fate of any picture. That is in the
occurred some 60 years ago. Gov
Hays Links Films and Nation
iiands of the 85,000,000 persons who
Stanford had wagered $25,000 that a
each
week cast their vote at the boxHays,
introduced
from
New
York,
trotting horse takes all four feet ofT
office. Any big business requires not
the ground at one time. Keene had ^said that the rise, progress and service of the picture industry afforded a only cash and credit but the creation
opposed this theory, maintaining if
most striking example of the oppor- of the will to buy. By selection and
the horse did so, he would be jump
tunities under the American system support, the public determines what
ing, not trotting. The decision was
for
the
development
of industry and its type of pictures appear on the screen.
to be made by camera. An engineer- immeasurable usefulness.
We need and welcome this kind of coing confrere of the Governor, John D
Isaacs and one of the first amateur
"Our whole American civilization
camera enthusiasts, had placed five stands as a monument to business encameras along the side of the track
terprise," he said. "Our progress is operation."
on which the race was to be run measured not by the sum of our possessions, but by the number of those
Across the track had been placed
Bess Sees Big '38
wires attached to each camera. As the who are able to enjoy them. . .
For Independents
steel wires of the sulky passed over
"It was the business man working
with
the
scientist
who
brought
the
The
year 1938 will be the best in
the wires they started electric currents which operated the cameras. motion picture to the point where the history of the independent broadThe pictures showed all four feet every day now in this country alone
casting stations of America, according to Herman Bess, sales manager
of the horse of? the ground at the one 27,000 miles of film pass through the
hands
of
distribution
exchanges
and
time, and Gov. Stanford won the
of WNEW. This year saw a definite
12,000,000 people see pictures every trend toward greater prosperity for
stake.
day. In this, as in all business, the stations not affiliated with networks,
Led to Motion Pictures
industrial evolution has brought with he says, and the coming year will see
Meanwhile, the results of the ex- it an evolution in management — and a further development of this trend.
periment came to the attention of a upon its management the integrity and
Local stations, says Bess, have discovered how to serve their localities,
French painter, John Louis Meis- enterprise and consequence of all business depends. The industry, in step giving service to listeners that cannot
sonier, who had been criticized by the
French Academy for his paintings of with its resDonsibility, has developed be rendered by chain stations, and this
horses in motion. Meissonier, during examples of important and proper has won for them recognition from
national advertisers. During 1937
a visit of Gov. Stanford to Paris, ob- management purposes."
tained the pictures. That the pictures
there was a large increase in the numLauds Self-Regulation
ber of national advertisers using local
brough him vindication at the AcadThe industry has reached its present stations throughout the country, and
emy is merely incidental. Of importance was his experiment of mounting high pinnacle as an entertainment, art according to Bess, 1938 will see this
the photographs of the moving horse and service medium only bv a road of number increased.
in the zootrope, resulting in an actual self-regulation, demonstrating that a
motion picture.
properly organized and directed sysFollowed the story of Thomas A.
tem of self-government best serves Jergens — Woodbury
Edison's unavailing efforts at the de- oublic and private interests. It is by
Renews
Two Shows
velopment of motion pictures, until such a code of self-discipline that the
the invention of a continuous roll of industry has expressed its public reJergens-Woodbury yesterday renewed the contracts for its two curponsibility as an entertainment mefilm by George Eastman. Edison's
dium
of
universal
appeal
to
men,
camera, with the aid of Eastman's
rent NBC programs, "Hollywood
film, was a success, but its scope was women and children, he said.
Playhouse" featuring Tyrone Power,
limited. Edison marketed the product
"There have been ups and downs in and the Walter Winchell commenin the form of a penny slot machine.
tary series. Each renewal is for 13
he undertaking to raise both the standards of production and the standards weeks. Both are Sunday programs on
He called it a kinetoscope.
the Blue network. Lennen & Mitchell
Armat's invention of the projector, of public appreciation, to balance, in
which made possible motion pictures the field of higher entertainment, sup- is the agency.
(Continued from page 1)
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Radio

Personals
KATE

►

SMITH
made yesterday
her first for
recording in SIX years

Victor, with the "Ambassadors" and
Jack Miller's orchestra . . . Spotted at
the Toscanini symphony in the very
last row of the studio were Franchot
Tone and wife, Joan Crawford . . .
Polly Moran and Alison Skipworth
will appear
Schallert's
program Dec. 30on . Elza
. . Curtis
A. Wessel,
editor and co-founder of The Radio
Weekly, has joined the organization of
the Radio and Electric Appliance
Journal in an executive capacity . . .
Consolidated is booking Chick Webb
on a series of midwest dance dates.
Wallenstein

Plans

Memorial
to Ravel
Alfred Wallenstein tomorrow night
will dedicate his Sinfonietta program
over WOR to the rnemory of his
friend, Maurice Ravel, internationally
known composer who died yesterday.
The program will include three of
Ravel's best known compositions : "La
Tombeau
Couperin,"
"Pavanne"
and
a dance decomposed
in collaboration
with Debussy. The program will be
heard from 9 :30 to 10 P.M.
Sambrook

Relations

Head for World Net
A. B. Sambrook has been appointed
station relations manager of the
World Broadcasting System, succeeding W. L. Hoppes. Sambrook will
assume his new duties Jan. 1, on which
date Hoppes will return to Erpi after
a year's leave of absence.
Sambrook has been with World as
a member of the station relations department since 1933, and formerly was
with the Pure Oil Co.
Plan Big Mexican Station
Mexico City, Dec. 28. — Equipment
for a powerful radio station is to be
obtained in the United States by the
National Lottery. The station, to be
established here, will be one of the
largest and best in Mexico. It is to
open early next year.
WOR to Air Congress Opening
The opening of Congress on Jan. 3
will be broadcast over WOR from
12:15 to 12:30 P. M. with Fulton
Lewis as commentator.

mm:
IDOO Wins DAr and night
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Pa
A,
STUTE exhibitors like Spyros
Cardas of Loew's State Theatre in Los
Angeles display keen showmanship by
featuring Technicolor as a marquee draw.
For they know Technicolor is box-office.
By the same token, producers such as Walt
Disney, Samuel Goldwyn, Mervyn LeRoy,
London Films, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Para
mount, RKO-Radio,

Selznick International,

Universal, Walter Wanger, Warner Brothers,
Max Fleischer, Leon Schlesinger, Screen Gems
(Columbia release) and others will bring to the
screen more features, cartoons and short subjects in
Technicolor during 1938 than ever before. They,
know the box-office value of Technicolor.
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During
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1937

British

YORK, THURSDAY,

Critical

Favor

Had
Year

Sales at Peak; Expect
Gains to Continue

Marked by Slackening
Production Finance

By JACK BANNER
The year 1937 was bright for radio,
with business hitting an unprecedented peak through the 12-month period
for chains, independents and transcription companies ; great strides made in
television and facsimile development
and broadcasting ; a strengthening reorganization ofthe industry association, the N.A.B. ; a re-awakening by

By AUBREY FLANAGAN
London, Dec. 22. — The year just
closing probably has been the most
critical in the history of the film industry in England. The financial
storm broke shortly after the year
opened and the industry now may be
said to be gathering the pieces and taking stock of the situation. Most competent observers consider the plight of
the industry here by no means hopeless and for the most part are looking
forward to a more stable development
during 1938.
Indicative of the sharp upheaval is
the fact that of more than 150 production companies, there are, at the
close of the year, not more than two
dozen active, and the bankruntcies and
cessation of production are matter of
record.
It is pointed out, however, that the
(Continued on page 11)

The radio headlines of the
year, a compilation of the leading daily occurrences in the industry, will be found on page 15.
the industry of its obligation to the
public, manifested by heavily augmented schedules of cultural and educational programs, and a happier relationship created between the radio and
film industries.
The year also sprouted varied
trouble spots, evidenced by the drive
(Continued on page 16)

Benas
Take

World

Programs

on

Quits

R-W

Skouras

TEN

30, 1937

All

Film

Industry

DECEMBER

of

to
Post

John M. Benas, general manager
and film buyer for the Rosenblatt'37 Welt circuit of 11 New Jersey and
Hoursand in
30,000
A total
of 120 national
regional
Staten Island theatres for 10 and a
advertisers in 1937 brought over 30,000 hours of station time, valued at half years, has resigned to join the
Skouras circuit as assistant to William
approximately $10,000,000, to broad- White, supervisor of theatre operation,
cast transcribed programs produced
by World Broadcasting System, a 20 film buying and booking. He will assume his new post Jan. 17.
per cent increase over 1936, accordSucceeding Benas as film buyer for
ing to the company. In all, 485 sta- the R-W circuit will be Bernard
tions shared in the increased revenue.
Brooks, upstate New York salesman
(Continued on page 11)
Mayell Panay Films

Open

CENTS

Broadway

Sunday

29. — As
hisBirmingham,
town was in Dec.
a muddle
of
indecision over whether to allow Sunday films, Editor
Charles H. Greer of the Sylacauga (Ala.) News sent
queries to editors in open
Sunday towns, asking the
people's sentiment.
Reply letters published
showed a concensus overwhelmingly favorable, with 29
editors reporting that theatre
operators were being careful
not to conflict with church
functions.

Testimony

Houses

SRO

Doing

Business

Records Crack as Crowds
Line Sidewalks
Broadway was jammed yesterday
with theatre-goers and all theatres
boasted of capacity attendance for all
hours of the day. It was not an uncommon sight . to find standees waiting hours in line on the streets around
the Music Hall, the Roxy, State,
Paramount, Capitol, Strand and other
houses.

in

Bob Weitman, manager of the Paramount, stated that the opening of
'Wells Fargo" and Fred Waring and
North
Dakota
His Pennsylvanians, chalked up an alltime record. By 9 A. M., he said,
there were 1,700 persons in the theatre and by 1 P. M., the cashiers had
Case
to
Start tallied
10,300 tickets.
Byron F. (Dinty) Moore said the
Minneapolis, Dec. 29. — Counsel for Strand, which opened with "Submarine
the governor, attorney general and D-I," was filled to capacity one hour
other North Dakota officials who are after the house opened. At 11 A. M.,
the sale of tickets was stopped. At
named as defendants in Paramount's 12:30 P. M., 6,054 admissions were
action to enjoin enforcement of the
recorded. Indications are that the picState's theatre "divorce" statute will
ture will be held three weeks.
begin taking depositions of plaintififs
The Music Hall today will open
here on Monday. The depositions of
officers of Minnesota Amusement with "Tovarich" and another onslaught at the box-office is predicted.
Corp. and American Amusement "I'll Take
Romance" created a traffic
(Continued on page 12)
Corp., the Paramount subsidiaries operating theatres in North Dakota, together with the depositions of branch
managers of all exchanges here, will
be sought.
Stock
New York officials will not be asked Expect RKO
for their depositions. Joseph Finley,
St. Paul attorney, will represent the Buy Deal Tomorrow
An agreement for the purchase of a
plaintiffs during the sessions here.
When taking of the depositions has part of RCA's holdings of RKO stock
been concluded, the case will be set for and debentures under the $6,000,000
trial by a special Federal statutory option on the securities held by the
court of three judges. Indications are investment syndicate headed by Atlas
that the case will not be heard before Corp. and Lehman Bros, is expected
to be reached tomorrow, the expiraspring.
tion date of the option, official sources
said yesterday.
The negotiations will be resumed
(Continued on page 11)
at Warwick

To Be Issued Today
Duping prints struck in Los Angeles Norman
Alley
and a negative of Eric Mayell's 1,500
feet of film showing the bombing of
the American gunboat Panay as well
Tells
of Panay
Experience
as subsequent events in Shanghai,
pictures which were shown in west
coast theatres yesterday, arrived at
By SHERWIN A. KANE
the Newark Airport at 8:10 P. M.
ered in this or any other country by
At
7:05
P.
M.
last
night,
just two
(Contiuned on page 12)
weeks to the day after he had been one of his craft.
A little less than an hour earlier
picked up on the banks of the Yangtze
River near Nanking by the United Alley had stepped from a chartered
State patrol boat Oalm after three plane at a well-policed Newark AirNo Paper Saturday
port, where his films of the capture
days of wandering from the scene of
Motion Picture Daily will
the sinking of the Panay, Norman of Nanking and the bombing of the
not be published on SaturAlley, Universal Newsreel camera- Panay were transferred to an armed
man, entered the Warwick Hotel, end- car and rushed to the Fort Lee labYear's
New
is
day,
which
Day.
oratories ofConsolidated Film, where
ing a 12,500-mile journey with one of
(Continued on page 12)
the most valuable cargoes ever deliv-

Seek

Child

Ban

Columbus, Dec. 29. — The
Franklin County League of
Women Voters is waging a
campaign to prohibit children
from attending theatres during school hours when their
classes are in session.
An appeal for assistance to
curb delinauency has been
made to P. J. Wood, secretary
of the Ohio L T. O.
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HOLLYWOOD

Purely

DAILYS

PREVIEW

City Girl
(20/// Ceiihiry-Po.v)
Hollywood, Dec. 29.— "City Girl" is lively melodrama built up to a
gripping finish. It is a well moulded piece from Sol Wurtzel at 20th
Published dally except Sunday and Century-Fox. Because of its portrayal of life made more luxurious
holidayspany, Inc.,
by Martin
QuigleyQuigley.
Publishing
Com- through crime or association with criminals, "City Girl," which tells the
president,
of a bright young girl who takes the easiest road, can hardly be
Colvin
Brown,
vice-president
and story
treasurej.
recommended for children.
m
Publication
1270 Sixth
Avenue at Kockefeller
Center, Office:
New York.
Telephone
Sops to law and order are provided, but the audience nevertheless
Circle
7-3100.
Cable
address:
"Quigpubco.
New
is
led through much of the film to believe that luxury surrounds crime
York." All contents copyrighted 1937 by Quigley
Publishing Company, Inc. Address all correspond- and that abject poverty sometimes surrounds honesty. In other words,
ence to the
NewMOTIONYork
Office. Other
QuigleyBETTER
publications:
PICTURE
HERALD.
the theme of the story is that crime or dishonesty, although they demand
XILEATRES,
TEATRO
AL
DIA.
INTEBNATIONAL MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC and their toll later, are a lot of fun before the price is paid.
FAME.
HOLLYWOOD:
Postal Union Lite Building,
The picture's moral aspects may be open to criticism, but the original
Vine and Yucca Sts. : Boone MancaU. Manager. screenplay
by Frances Hyland, Robin Harris and Lester Zif¥ren, and
CHICAGO:
624 S. Michigan Ave.; C. B. O'Neill,_,
Manager.
the
direction
of Alfred Werker are of high calibre. The cast, headed
WASHINGON:
Albee Building; Bertram F.
Linz, Representative.
by
Phyllis
Brooks,
Ricardo Cortez, Robert Wilcox and Douglas Fowley,
AMSTERDAM: 87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap,
Representative.
performs capably. No screen credit is given to Marjorie Main, of
BERLIN: Steulerstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim
K. Butenberg, Representative.
"Dead End," "Mannequin," and "Boy of the Streets" fame, who appears
BUDAPEST:
3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II; Endre again
as a suffering mother living in a tenement. Miss Main, a highly
Hevesi. Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avallaneda 3949; N. Bruski,
Representative.
capable actress, is in some danger of being "typed."
COPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther.
Miss Brooks, a waitress who lives with her family in a tenement,
Representative.
HELSINKI: Fredrlksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszlo, happens to fall in with a group of racketeers headed by Ricardo Cortez.
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square. W. 1; Cable addres*. They fall in love, and Miss Brooks accidentally kills Cortez' former
Quigpubco, London; Hope Williams, Manager.
MELBOURNE;
Regent Theatre Buildings, 191 sweetheart. Convicted of murder. Miss Brooks escapes with Cortez'
Collins St. ; Cliff Holt, Representative.
MEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart, aide. In the meantime, a racket cleanup is ordered and the gang is
Representative.
broken up, the finale showing Miss Brooks being killed by a bullet from
MONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Representative.
Cortez' gun, aimed at her former sweetheart, now a prosecutor.
MOSCOW:
resentative. Petrovski Per 8; Beatrice Stern, Rep"A."
Running time, 60 minutes.
PARIS:
29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre. Representative.
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf,
Representative.
RIO DE JANEIRO: Caixa Postal 3558; L. S.
Marinho. Representative.
ROME: 54 Via Delia Mercede; Joseph D. Ravotto.
Representative.
SANTIAGO de CHILE: Casilla 13300; A Welssmann. Representative.
Over
^Em
Looking
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41; Capital Theatre Building,
142
Museum
Road;
J.
P.
Koehler,
Representative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Kagnar Allberg,
Peter, the First
Representative.
(Anikino)
TOKYO:
880
Sasazuka,
Ichikawa-shi,
Chiba-Ken;
H. Tominaga, Representative.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse. 51 Vienna TIT; Hans
The state-controlled Russian film studios have departed in "Peter, the
Lorant,
Iff of injecting national and political propaEntered Representative.
as second class matter January 4, 1926, First" from the usual course
at the Post Office at New York City, N. Y.. under
ganda into their screenplays. Here they have done a historical film on a
Art of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 In the Americas, large scale.
and foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
As the title hints, it concerns incidents in the reign of the Czar who
was instrumental in lifting Russia from decadence in the 17th century
K.C. Men Withdraw
to a powerful European state after the turn of the 18th century with the
Conspiracy Appeal opening of trade outlets and a merchant fleet. The events are treated
in dynamic fashion. The title role is played by Nikolai Simonov and
Kansas City, Dec. 29. — E. Rolsky is an outstanding study in the art of acting. The direction of Vladimir
and other independent theatre opera- Petrov is in the best Soviet style.
tors here have dropped the appeal of
The film opens with the defeat of Peter at the hands of the King of
their conspiracy suit against Fox Midwest and major distributors. After Sweden at Narva in 1700. The defeat teaches him that he needs closer
U. S. District Judge Merrill E. Otis cooperation with his people in order to rebuild his country. Minor
last year held no conspiracy was political officials are ruthlessly made to lend aid and their serfs are
shown, and promulgated the opinion invited to join the army. The grand result is the founding of Petersthat inasmuch as pictures are copyburg. With the city under construction Peter attempts to refine his
righted articles their owners can sell court with the adoption of sophisticated continental ways. To some
as much protection as they desire, ef- extent this gets across. His final triumph is when he takes the mistress
fort was made to take the case to the
of his governor and makes her his Czarina. A son is born to them and
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
the picture closes with his great joy as a father and the similar feeling
of his advisers. It is lustily performed and the sequences are driven
Zanuck to Be Busy
home with strong drama.
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th CenturyFox production chief, will find his time
"A."
minu
Running time, 104(Additional
Reviewstes.
on Page 4.)
fully occupied when he arrives here
next week. On Monday, shortly after
the train stops at Grand Central, he
Hendee Shooting Here
will begin a series of conferences with Mary Lampert to Marry
Harold Hendee, RKO director of
CocHESTER,
CoNN.,
Dcc.
29.
—
Mary
Sidney R. Kent and John D. Clark.
research,
is making shots of New
Lampert
of
the
Lampert
Circuit
will
These conferences will continue for the
duration of his visit, when he is not be married to Joseph Markoff of York's midtown section for atmosphere
Westerly, R. I., Jan. 1. Markoff will and process scenes to be incorporated
otherwise occupied. On Tuesday he be
connected with the circuit.
in "The Joy of Living."
will be the honor guest at a cocktail
party at the Waldorf Astoria. On
Premium Deal Collapses
Report 900 Bookings
Wednesday he will attend a dinner in
The deal whereby Lester Tobias was
his honor at the Union Club. ThursColumbia's "Community Sing" to take over the business of Rex
shorts
have
been
booked
by
900
thea"In Oldwill
Chicago"
the
Premium Co. has collapsed, it was
Astorday ushers
and inZanuck
be on athand
tres for New Year's Eve, the com- said yesterday.
with a party of 30 guests.
pany reported yesterday.

Personal

►

T. KANE
ROBERT
vawillEngwherehasheleft
land for Nassau
cation before coming to New York to
confer with Joseph M. Schenck and
Sidney R. Kent on production in
England. Schenck will leave the
coast Saturday. He will also attend
the cocktail party to be given Darryl
F. Zanuck at the Waldorf next week.
•
Harry Brand, 20th Century-Fox
studio publicity director, will arrive
from the coast today to attend the
premiere of "In Old Chicago" on
•
Joseph
M. Schenck and Darryl
Jan.
6. are
Zanuck
scheduled to leave the
coast tomorrow or Saturday by train
for arrival in New York early next
•
week.
Vyvyan Donner, Movietone News
fashion editor, was hostess yesterday
to a group of women from the League
of Mothers' Clubs of the Neighborhood Houses Ass'n.•
Bill Schneider, secretary to
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., will return to
St. Louis Sunday after spending the
holidays with his family here.
«
Joseph Bern hard, managing director of Warner theatres, will leave today for the coast for conferences at
the studios.
•
Bill Sussman and Milt Hossfeld
are being bothered with colds these
days, but are at their desks at the
20th Century- Fox •home office.
George Skouras is making a tour
of all theatres in his circuit this week.
Yesterday he visited the Long Island
o
group.
William Perlberg, Columbia talent
today.
head, is due to arrive from Hollywood
•
Mrs. Ben Fielding, sister of the
GoETZ family, will return Sunday on
the I 'irginia from •a short honeymoon.
Louis Weber, Skouras Theatres attorney, will leave for the coast after
the first of the year.
•
Herschel Stuart is back from
Dallas where he visited his family.
Harry Brandt
City yesterday.

left for Atlantic

"Submarine" Out Front
"Submarine D-1" is 11.3 per cent
ahead of the biggest grosser among the
company's pictures involving a national
service, the Warner home office reported yesterday. The picture was
reported to be exceeding the business
done by "Here Comes the Navy,"
"Devil Dogs of the Air" and "China
Litvak Van Schmus Guest
Newspaper picture critics, the trade
press
and industry executives were
Clipper."
guests yesterday of W. G. V an Schmus
at a cocktail party held in honor of
today.
Anatoleopens
Litvak,
directorCityof Music
"Tovarich"
which
at Radio
Hall

Sk/TUE
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Warners

"Sh!

The

Oclopus"

54 mins.

A DAFFY BURLESQUE MYSTERY WITH HUGH
HERBERT MAKES AN UPROARIOUSLY FUNNY
COMEDY.
Hugh Herbert, Warners' mad and eccentric funster, aided and abetted by Allen Jenkins, another of
Warners' ace comics, make this new picture one of
the funniest comedies seen in a long time. Strictly burlesqued as a mystery thriller from start to finish, the
story Is never allowed to take on a serious aspect
at any time, and it stays funny throughout. Herbert
and Jenkins are about the dizziest pair of detectives the screen has ever offered, and they make
the most of their comedy roles with a laugh result
that is plenty heavy. Given a deserted lighthouse,
an octopus that kills people, a lurking submarine
carrying the master mind, trap doors, eerie lights,
a hidden death ray, a list of suspects and a few
more equally amazing situations, you can imagine
what happens. The octopus starts grabbing people
and things happen in a hilarious and exciting fashIon until the finish of the picture. Mark this one as
a pix that will amuse anybody at any time.
CAST: Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Marcia Ralston, John
Eldredge, George Rosener, Brandon Tynan, Eric Stanley,
Margaret Irving, Eispeth Dudgeon.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bryan Foy; Director, William
McGann; Play by, Ralph Murphy and Donald Gallaher;
Screenplay, George Bricker; Editor, Clarence Kolster;
Cameraman, Arthur Todd.
DIRECTION,

Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Starring

HUGH

Sh!...

What

people will
catches you

say if it
asleep !

HERBERT
Yours
ALLEN

JENKINS
Directed

Screen

• MARCIA

by WILLIAM

Play by George

Bricker

RALSTON

McGANN

• Adapted

from the Play by

Ralph Spence { Play by Ralph Murphy and Donald
A First National Picture

Gallaher

for

comedy^

MOTION

PICTURE
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Variety

Short

Club

Kansas City
Kansas City, Dec. 29. — Earl
Jameson and Sam Abend of Film
Delivery have presented to Variety
Club a new truck, painted white, and
carrying the "barker" seal and the
legend, "Movies for Shut-ins."
Film Delivery retains title to the
truck, thereby saving Variety the cost
of insurance, licenses, upkeep, etc. Th
gift was accepted by Arthur Cole
chairman of the club's welfare com
mittee, and . by 75 barkers who had
been invited to lunch "for a surprise,'
including Elmer C. Rhoden, retiring
president, R. R. Biechele, incoming
president, and others.
Until the truck can be equipped
properly, George Baker of the Electric, Kansas City, Kan., and also executive vice-president of the Central
Films Corp. and Audio Visual Sales
Co., will give shows to shut-ins with
16-mm equipment and film.
The tent will install new officers
following a dinner Jan. 10. The club
rooms will resemble a cabaret New
Year's Eve for the annual party. On
Feb. 4 and 5 the club will give its
second "Days of '49" fair.
Pittsburgh
PiTTSBURGHj Dec. 29. — Harry Kal
mine has j.ust been named commander
of Tent No. I's American Legion
branch.
Frank J. Harris and Jack Judd
were honored at birthday celebrations.
Jimmy Balmer is the chairman of
the Jan. 8 party, when the new officers will be installed.
Dick Powell sent along his check
for $100 to the annual Milk Fund
charity.
Harry Harris' Christmas cards
this year were sent out on strips of
film.
Jules Lapidus being congratulated
all around on winning second prize
in G. N.'s recent sales contest.
Johnny Harris has just invested
in a new high-powered gas buggy.
Pound

Committee
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Given $2,932 Award
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday granted an allowance of
$2,932 as expenses to the Pounds
Bondholders' Protective Committee in
the Roxy Theatre reorganization.
The Pounds Committee, which acted
as proponents of the Roxy plan of reorganization, had asked for $37,394,
but Judge Caffey ruled that there was
"no sufficient explanation" for the $34,462 balance. No ruling was made on
the committee's request for |23,318 as
fees.
The opinion questioned payments of
$14,780 to Straus & Co., $11,600 secretary's expenses, $6,805 interest payment on a $22,000 note, a proposed
reserve of $775 and a $500 payment
for attorneys' fees. A "reasonable opportunity" to explain these expenditures was granted to the committee by
Judge Caffey.
Order Details from Select
Select Theatre Corp. was ordered to
furnish a bill of particulars in connection with its infringement suit
against Warners by Judge William
Bondy in the U. S. District Court
here yesterday. Select claims infringement of its play, "The Audition" in
"Ready, Willing and Able."

Overseas

Previews

''Wedding

Subjects

Yells"

(Vitaphone)
^*Abus

de Condance

C Abu
se of Confidence")
dif-Bercholz)

PariSj Dec. 20. — This French melodrama, the last film made in France
by Danielle Darrieux before her departm-e for Hollywood, is good
general entertainment, in spite of the fact that the story, written by the
rrench dramatist, Pierre Wolff, famous for his pre-war plays, is rather
artificial and unconvincing.

Ken Murray and Oswald deliver
some fair comedy with this one. Their
familiar delivery attains moments of
hilarity, but the real laughs are provided by the supporting cast. Murray
is about to be married. A rival suitor
tricks him into an insane asylum so
he will be late for his wedding. Murray meets the inmates of the place and
Oswald and a lot of comedy, some of
it rather obvious, takes place. Eventually Murray gets out and arrives in
time for his nuptials. Running time,

The story tells of a beautiful orphan, Lydia, who lives with her grandmother and is studying law. When her grandmother dies, leaving her
penniless, she tries to find work but is unsuccessful. Discouraged, she
contemplates suicide, but one of her friends shows her an album contain20 mins. "G."
ing photographs and old papers proving that 21 years before an actress 'Candid
Cameramaniacs'
who knew a Jacques Fernay killed herself without his knowledge after (M-G-M)
Demg deserted by him and after the death of her baby. The friend
The current craze in cameracraft is
suggests to Lydia that she see the man and pretend she is his daughter. pleasantly and constructively satirized
Poverty stricken and starving, Lydia goes to the man's house. He, a here by Pete Smith. He shows the
wealthy historian, married but childless, believes her, and without inves- enthusiasts at their screwiest and
tigating her story, adopts her. But the truth is discovered by his wife, makes the entire affair a pleasant interlude. The idea has been tastefully
as Lydia gets her first case. She has to defend a girl being tried for
produced.
It also touches briefly on
abuse of confidence, and who is in exactly the same position as herself. the historical
aspect of photography.
Lydia speaks so convincingly and touchingly that it seems she is pleading
her own case, and Mrs. Fernay, who attends the trial, forgives her and Running time, 9 mins. "G."
says nothing to her husband. Henri Decoin, Miss Darrieux's husband,
who directed, made the best of this somewhat dated story, which does not

(RKO)
"Ears
of Experience"
seem suited to the girl's youthful personality and talent. The dialogue is
lacking in interest and much of it, as well as several of the scenes, check
Edgar Kennedy's audience should be
delighted with his latest effort. It is
the tempo of the film.
one of his best. Kennedy plays the
ambitious white-collar worker who is
Running time, 90 minutes. "A."
urged on by his talkative wife. He is
trying for a promotion and engages
a professional listener to hear his
troubles. The latter suggests he hire
a mansion and put up a wealthy front.
ssager''
Le
r")
he Me
CT
Messenge
{Pathe
Consortium
Cinema)
He does so, but his father-in-law
spoils the whole effect. Florence Lake,
Paris, Dec, 20. — This is a clever adaptation, by Marcel Achard, of William Franey, Richard Lane and
the famous French stage play by Henry Bernstein. Thanks to Achard
Jack Rice assist in the doings. Runand to the director, Raymond Rouleau, it has been turned into an excellent film, full of movement and emotional interest.
ning time, 18 mins. "G."
It is a dramatic story concerning a couple separated by the vicissitudes
'Lonesome Ghosts"
of life — the man (Nick) working in a deserted spot in Africa, the (Disney-RKO)
woman (Marie) alone in Paris. A close friend of Nick and his assistA new high in cartoon hilarity
ant in Africa returns to Paris, following a serious illness bringing a
should be reached with this Mickey
message from Nick to his wife. Marie, alone for so long, cannot resist Mouse production. Mickey and his
the attraction she feels for the "messenger." The inevitable happens, associates, the Goof and Donald Duck,
and when the husband returns, the situation becomes even more are in the ghost chasing business. A
dramatic, bringing in its wake tragedy and finally reconciliation, when an quartet of spooks decide to have some
express, flying through the night, carries two passengers toward a new fun and invite them over to a deserted
ife.
mansion to do their stuff. What
ensues
is the usual highly imaginaThe role of Nick gives Jean Gabin opportunity and he is, as usual,
tive stuff executed with touches that
excellent. Gaby Morlay, who created the role of Marie on the stage, are the work of a genius. Running
gives one of her best screen performances in this film, and is at her
best in a scene in which she converses over the telephone with Gilbert,
9 evil
mins. le
"G." Step
and in which she shows the mental struggle between her love for her time,
Vaud
s Up
husband and her attraction for his friend. As Gilbert, Jean-Pierre
Aumont definitely gives his best performance to date. Direction and
Business at Lincoln
technical work are excellent and the photography is remarkably good.
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 29. — VaudeThere is an abundance of dialogue. The story cannot be said to comville has proved to be a business
ply with the precepts of the American Production Code.
stimulant here. With film houses reporting business off from 15 to 20 per
Running time, 100 minutes. "A."
Autre
cent as compared with the fourth
quarter of 1936, the Orpheum, playing
Melville Sues on Story
vaudeville with films, says grosses are
Three Cast by Columbia
Los
Angeles,
Dec.
29.
—
Clyde
E.
five per cent above last year for the
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Alphonse
Martel, Montague Shaw and John Melville has filed suit for $2,449,000 same period. The Orpheum prices are
20th Century-Fox, Principal 15 cents above other houses.
Tyrrell have been signed by Colum- against
Prod., Inc., Sol Lesser, Harold Bell
bia for roles in "You Can't Win,"
which is being directed by C. C. Cole- Wright, et al, charging piracy in "The
man, Jr.
Fulton Goes to Coast
Californian," recent Principal film, of
his
manuscript
"Vasquez,"
which
he
Kansas
City, Dec. 29.— W. D. Fulsaid he had submitted to Lesser.
Arlene Whelan Gets Role
ton, head of the Mutual Theatres circuit here, left this week for the coast,
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Arlene
Tyrone Power Is Cast
Whelan has been assigned the femihe Stanley
will Schwartz,
spend a month's
vaca-in
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Tyrone where tion.
his partner
ine lead in "Kidnapped," 20th Cen- Power has been given the role of the theatres, already is on the coast.
tury-Fox, and Freddie Bartholomew
Mutual has reopened the La Salle,
has been borrowed from M-G-M for Count Axel de Fersen in "Marie An- small suburban here.
a featured role in the same picture.
toinette" by M-G-M.
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Hollywood
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Dual
Sole

Boston's
Winner

Boston, Dec. 29.— "52nd Street"
and "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry,"
were the only films that drew
Loew's Orpheum grossed $16,000,
$4,000 above average with the dual
program.overAnd
$12,500,
par Loew's
by $1,500.State took
"Trouble at Midnight" and a
vaudeville program headed by Red
Sheldon grossed only $18,000 for the
week. Average is - $22,000. "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" and Major
Bowes' Collegians on the stage at the
Metropolitan drew only $16,000.
Total first run business was $79,500.
Average is $90,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 24 :
"DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI" (Para.)
"LOVE ON THE AIR" (W. B.)
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,000. (Average, $4,500)
"STAGE DOOR" (RKO)
"LOVE FROM A STRANGER" (U. A.)
RKO MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-50c-55c, 7
davs, 4th week. Gross: $9,Ci00. (Average,
$12,000)
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM—
(2,970), 25c-35c-55c,
7 days. Gross: $16,000. (Average,
$12,000)
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
"THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STATE—
2Sc-35c-55c,
days. Gross: $12,500. (3,537),
(Average,
$11,000) 7
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND"
(Republic)
METROPOLITAN— (4,332), 25c-40c-65c, 7
days. $15,000.
Stage: (Average,
Major Bowes'
Gross:
$22,000) Collegians.
"DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI" (Para.)
"LOVE ON THE AIR" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,793). 25c-40c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $7,000)
"TROUBLE AT MIDNIGHT" (Univ.)
RKO BOSTON— (3,246), 25c-40c-55c, 7
days. Stage: Red Sheldon. Gross: $18,000.
(Average. $22,000)

Hollywood, Dec. 29. — -"Angel in
Furs," W. B. Courtney story of a
missionary nurse stationed among the
Eskimos, has been purchased by
Paramount for Gail Patrick and
Randolph Scott . . . 20th CenturyFox has purchased "Racing Blood,"
original by Edwin Dial Thorgerson
. . . Joseph Schrank, Warner
writer, and Nathaniel West, has
sold his play, "Gentlemen, the War,"
to Sam Harris for Broadway production.
+

Lady" . . . Cora
Witherspoon and
Etienne
Girardot
in "Professor
B e w a r e," Paramount . . . Robert
CuMMiNcs
mount
. . . in "You and Me," Para
+
]]'riters — Earl Baldwin and Warren Duff have been assigned the
screenplay of "Gold Diggers of
Paris," Warners, making the third
battery of writers to work on it . .
Norman Reilly Raine is working
on the adaptation of Jack London's
"The Sea Wolf," which Wa rners will
produce. It was originally scheduled
as a Mervyn LeRoy production . .
+
Director — Al Santell has been

Casting— Lloyd Nolan, Mary
Carlisle, Roscoe Karns, Larry
Crabbe, J. Carroll Naish, Anthony
Quinn, Harvey Stephens, Benny
Baker and Barlowe Borland in signed by Paramount to direct "Cocoanut Grove." . . .
"Highway
Racketeers,"
+
in which Ginger
Manners Paramount,
will make
Contracts
—
RKO
has extended the
her film debut . . . RKO has borrowed Beulah Bondi and Charles pacts of Hermes Pan, dance director,
and Richard Lane, character player.
Coburn from M-G-M for "Vivacious

Is

Washington's
Grosser
Only
Washington, Dec. 29. — -In one of
the worst pre-Christmas weeks on
record, only one theatre showed anythinglumbia,
like awith fair
gross.engagement
Loew's Coa return
of
"Double Wedding," which took $4,500, average
exceeded
the seven-day, firstrun
by $900.
"Missing Witnesses," at the Metropolitan, hit a par $4,300. The
Earle, with "The Barrier," which was
bulwarked by the personal appearance
of Mary Dees and Monte Blue, took
$11,900, or $6,000 under average.
Loew'sa Capitol,
with "52nd
Street"
and
stage show,
took $12,700,
which was $8,200 under par.
Total first run business was $43,700.
Average is $73,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax :

Week Ending Dec. 23:
"THE BARRIER" (Para.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-66c, 7 days. Stage:
Tide," "45"
"Ebb
Mary Dees & Monte Blue; Kay, Katya &
In
Milw
Lull
auke
e
Kay; the Virginians; Hector & Pals.
Get $8,400, Omaha
Gross: $11,900. (Average, $18,400)
"52ND STREET" (U. A.)
Milwaukee,
Dec.
29.
—
Business
for
Omaha, Dec. 29. — First run theatres
the week proved a bust with no houses
LOEW'S
CAPITOL— (3,434), 25c -66c. 7
here enjoyed one of the best preStage: Cross & Dunn; Texas Jime
Christmas weeks in several years with hitting par. Closest to average was days.
Lewis & His Lone Star Cowboys; Bill Reed;
'Ebb Tide" and "45 Fathers" doing "Blossoms on Broadway" and "Daugh- 16 Crosley Dance Cuties; Raymond Wilbert.
ter of Shanghai" which grossed $4,500 Added: Cliff Battles, Charles Malone (of
$8,400 to top the seven-day par at the
Omaha by $2,900.
at
Fox's
Palace. Average for the the Washington Champion Redskins).
house
is $5,000.
WOL's
The 12th weeklj' Big Apple dance
(Average, Tony
$20,900)Wakeman. Gross: $12,700.
Total first run business was $23,300.
"NOTHING SACRED" (U. A.)
contest and a preview of "Beg, Bor- Average for five houses is $26,500.
row or Steal" on the Saturday midLOEW'S PALACE — (2,370), 35c-55c,» 7
Estimated takings :
lays. Gross: $5,900. (Average, first week,
Orpheum's
to$15,900).
Week Ending Dec. 21:
tal night
grossshowtobrought
$8,200, the
a gain
of $1,000
"MISSING WITNESSES" (W. B.)
"ALCATRAZ ISLAND" (F.N.)
over the seven-day average of $7,200.
METROPOLITAN- (1,591), 25c-40c, 7
"THE
PERFECT
SPECIMEN"
(F.
N.)
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" and
STRAND— (1.400). 35c-50c. 7 days. Gross: davs. Gross: $4,300. (Average, $4,300)
"First Lady" were dualed at the Or- $3,000. (Average. $4,500)
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND"
"BEG. BORROW OR STEAL" (M-G-M)
pheum.
"THOROUGHBREDS
DON'T
CRY"
RKO-KEITH'S—(Republic)
(1,836), 25c-55c. 7 davs.
"Fight For Your Lady" and "Fit
(M-G-M)
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $10,600)
For
a
King"
did
$4,500
at
the
BranWaSiCONSIN—
(3,200),
35c-50c,
5
days.
deis in eight days, up by $500.
Gross: $5,800. (Average. $8,000)
Eight Days Ending Dec. 23:
Total first run business was $21,100.
Week Ending Dec. 23:
"DOUBLE WEDDING" (M-G-M)
Average
is
$16,700.
"RENFREW
OF
THE
ROYAL
Wall Street
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,243). 25c-40c.
Estimated takings :
MOUNTED" (G. N.)
days
(return
engagement).
Gross: $4,500.
"THE SHADOW STRIKES" (G. N.)
(Average,
7 days.
$3,600)
—
6
Week Ending Dec. 22:
GARDEN— (1,200), 25c-3,5c. 5 days. Gross:
VA
im
"EBB TIDE" (Para.)
Many Off ; Few Rise on Board—-V Vs
"BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY" (Para.)
V/s Close Change
$1,800.
Net A
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
High
OF SHANGHAI" (Para.)
- 54 OMAHA— (2,200). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross: "DAUGHTER
5/8
Low
Sales
PALACE— (2,400). 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross: Dedicate RKO
Open
5/8
Col
IIH 12
+ !4 $8,500. (Average, $5,500)
$4,500.
(Average,
$5,000)
275/2 27
Col. pfd
27
"ALL OVER TOWN" (Republic)
12
Cons
lYf,
Week Ending Dec. 23:
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 25c-30c. 7 days. Campaign
to Depinet
n% 27
Cons. pfd... SYs 158
Stage: Pre-Christmas Stage Pageant. Gross:
E. K
158
OF 1938" (Univ.) $4,200.
158
- 54 "MERRY-GO-ROUND
4454
435i 155
155
The annual billings and sales drive
155nV2 158
(Average.
$5,000)
"FIRST
LADY"
(W.
B.)
E. K. pfd.. 155
8J4
-54
of RKO will be dedicated this year to
"THEY WON'T FORGET" (F. N.)
45954
ORPHEUM — (3,000). 25c-40c. 7 days.
G. T. E. .. 11^ 104M
9Vs
—2Stage:
+
54
"FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY" (RKO)
83
Loew
4454
54 95/8 83554
12th_
weekly
Big
Apple
contest
SatJ4
WARNER— (2.400). 35c-50c. 7 days. Gross: Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in
M
5^ 104
104
Loew, pfd... 104^
urday midnight with preview of "Beg, Bor- $4,000.
(Average, $5,000)
charge of distribution. The drive will
454
Para
854
9
row
or
Steal"
(M-G-M).
Gross:
$8,000.
Av+ H
include the branches of the company
354
erage, $7,200)
10
Para. 1
81
+VA
in this country and abroad. Walter
"FIGHT
FOR
YOUR
LADY"
(RKO)
Para. 2
9%
19
81
"FIT FOR A KING" (RKO)
19/2 - 5^8
Pathe
554
Branson, midwestern district manager,
25!^
BRANDEIS—
(1,200),
25c-,35c-40c,
8
days.
4 57/8 25
RKO
m
4
Add Two to ''Chan" Cast has been named leader of the drive
SVi + 54 Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,000)
26
20th Fox .. 19^ 20
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Lynn Bari in this country and Canada, while Ben
- 5^8
20th pfd
26
Univ. pfd... 30J4 30'^ 30
and Jayne Regan have been assigned Cammack, general manager for Latin
W. B
Wa.
Drops Cleveland House
the principal feminine roles in "Charlie America, will head the drive of the
30
34
33
34
W. B. pfd.. 33
Cleveland, Dec. 29. — Paul Gusda- Chan at the Ringside." Shortly to go company's foreign sales branches.
production at the 20th Centurynovic has sold his interest in the new into
Last year's drive was dedicated to
VA
Jp Fractionally
Fox studios.
+Net
- 'A5^8 Parma at Parma to John Kalafat.
Jules Levy, general sales manager.
High Low Close Change
IVt.
This year the campaign will start on
G. N
5/8
11/16 1/2 15/89/16
/an. 29 and run for 15 weeks, ending
Monogram \lA 2%
Mme,
Major
Gets
Pact
2/2
Take
Over
House
in
Denver
134
Sonotone . . 15^ 1554
on May 13. Among the important picm -fTech
15
15
Denver. Dec. 29.— The Bidawee
tures the company plans to release durHollywood, Dec. 29. — Mme. Eliza+ Vi
Trans -Lux 2^
beth Major who coached Simone
Univ. Corp. 154
has been taken over from Albert Copm
ing that period will be "Snow White
m
pell by the Venus Theatre Co., recent- Simon for her singing role in "Love and the Seven Dwarfs," "Having
Bonds Drop
ly formed by Nat Wolfe and A. R. and Hisses," has been placed under Wonderful Time," "Bringing Up
Net
Mulock.
contract by 20th Century-Fox.
Baby," "The Joy of Living," "Radio
High Low Close Change
City
Revels,"
"Vivacious
and
'Hawaii
Calls."
Branson Lady"
will tour
Keith 6s '46
8254 8254 8254 —Zyi
all RKO branches, accompanied by
Loew 354s '46
Takes Back Ohio Theatre
9654 95"4 9554, —VA
Plan
New
Dionne
Short
Para. B'way
3s '55
60
60 60
Pathe has completed arrangements Harry Gittelson, editor of Flash, who
Para.
Pict.
Lima, O., Dec. 29.— George D. Ritzier is understood to have taken back with Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe for another will publish the house organ from the
6s '55
89
89
89 -1-54
field during the tour. This will mark
W. B. 6s '39
74
73^4 735^ -154 the Majestic, which has been operated short to be made in Callander, Ont., the first time the drive will be world
(Quotations at close of Dec. 29)
featuring the Dionne quintuplets.
by Louis J. Hayes.
wide.

"Blossoms"

Is Fair

"All

that

the

advertising

copy

writers

have

been

saying

about

'Snow

White' is true in spades! It is a box office natural in the most expectant
interpretation of that loosely bandied term, and what it achieves in the
way of audience satisfaction is spectacularly the box
it will captivate the population as perhaps no other
—

office's business . . .
picture ever has or
MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY

will."
"Here is a picture so masterfully produced and of such unusual entertainment value that it will make motion picture history. It should be a cleanup for any exhibitor

—

anywhere-"

FILM DAILY

t
"An inspiring masterpiece of elegant beauty and entertainment . . . sure
to satisfy all audiences, who will rave about it . . . new Multiplane Technicolor photography surpasses
ing entertainment . • . should

anything

yet seen

live for many

in color

years."
—showman's

"Superlative
a production
appeal

trade

review

screen entertainment . . . the most important picture from
perspective since the advent of sound ... it has a universal

seldom

if ever

before

tainment. Never before
been

. . . outstand-

imprisoned

attained

have

in celluloid

in the realm

such

for any

of celluloid

breath-takingly

enter-

gorgeous
—

type of picture."

BOX

hues
OFFICE

"A revelation in animated screen entertainment displaying mood and
tempo with a master stroke. Romance, drama, pathos and genuine
heart

interest

combined

with

artistic craftsmanship

ing short of a box
doctor

ordered

even

Disney's

Just

what

the

the

wildest

expectations

of

millions of admirers. It is a masterpiece of entertainment for people of

age

picture
carved

smash.

for old and young alike."
— JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS

"Meets

every

office

for noth-

. . . marks

progress

. . . Walt

for himself

the motion

picture

of motion

Disney

a permanent

niche

has
in

hall of fame"
—

'Priceless

milestone

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

entertainment/
—MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

"Sels milestone in art of picture making . . . completely a thing of beauty
and charm, vastly appealing entertainment for every normal human
being

... it will do smashing

in extended

business

and

regale

all manner

runs."

—

of audiences

HOLLYWOOD

VARIETY

"A motion picture miracle has come into being. It is a film fairy tale that
will enrapture audiences around the world ... it is a great screen contribution not only for today

but for tomorrow."

—

EDWIN

SCHALLERT,

Los Angeles Times

"Walt Disney adds new laurels to his fame. *Snow White' and her fairy
prince and the seven dwarfs become stars you will love and take into your
heart.

The

exquisite

sets are breath-taking
. . . the loveliest

in their beauty

thing

of its kind

ever

. . . the color

is equally

brought to the screen."
— LOafLLA PARSONS,
Los Angeles Examiner

"Yes there is a Santa Claus! His name is Walt
gift for all those young in spirit and mind he

Disney, and
has brought

feature

experience."
— LOS ANGELES

length

attraction

"In all my

nineteen

that more

completely

Seven
'must

Dwarfs'.

...

an unforgettable

years of reviewing
captured

Children, young

Disney

scored

a new

pressive triumph last night

. _

that

never

than

folks, men

and

cinating screen experience
picture

heart

and

im-

a fas-

...

a

nobody should miss."
— HARRISON CARROLL,
Los Angeles Herald Express

"World premiere of 'Snow White' most successful opening we have ever had at Carthay Circle.
Practically

every

celebrity

in Hollywood

turned

out and paid tribute to Walt Disney's production,
with applause lasting long after the end of the
picture.

Public interest is equally
VANCE SALE BOTH
MATINEES

TOPPING
SHOW

AT

THAT

OF

CARTHAY
—

ANY

high
AND

with ADNIGHTS

PREVIOUS

ROAD

CIRCLE."

Telegram

from CHARLES

did

met

*Snow

women

P. SKOURAS

DAILY

screen

—

NEWS

characters

White

fairy tale of 'Snow

charming

see' list, the delightful

"Walt

my

I have

as a yuletide
forth his first

and

put on

the
your

White'."
— JIMMY FIDLER
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"Zola''

Strong

Beats

Coast

Competition
Los Angeles, Dec. 29. — "The Life
of Emile Zola" stood up in its second
week under some terrific competition.
At the Warner Hollywood it went
$3,000 over normal on a take of $17,000 and at the Downtown it was $7,500 up on a take of $19,500.
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" took $19,300 in its first seven
days at the Carthay Circle. This was
$2,300 above average.
"Rosalie," on a dual with "Thank
You, atMr.theMoto,"
turnedThis
in awas
fineup$14,057
Chinese.
by
$2,057, and the same bill at Loew's
State pulled $17,431, over par by $3,431. The only other attraction to hold
up in the face of this battery of strong
pictures was "Peter I," a Russian import.
Total first run business was $121,559. Average is $110,450.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Dec. 29 :
"SNOW WHITE" (RKO)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518), 50c-$1.50, 7
days. Gross: $19,300. (Average, $17,000)
"ROSALIE" (M-G-M)
"THANK YOU, MR. MOTO" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-75c, 7 days. Gross:
$14,057. (Average, $12,500)
"PETER I" (Amkino)
ESQUIRE— (900), 40c -750, 7days. Gross:
$2,200. (Average, $2,500)
"DINNER AT THE RITZ" (20th-Fox)
"THE RIVER" (U. S. Dep't of Commerce)
4 STAR— (900), 40c-S5c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,871. (Average, $3,250)
"PETER I" (Amkino)
GRAND— (750), 35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,700. (Average, $1,200)
"HITTING A NEW HIGH" (RKO)
"THE WESTLAND CASE" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $8,000)
"ROSALIE" (M-G-M)
"THANK YOU, MR. MOTO" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S
STATE—
(2,500), $14,000)
30c-75c, 7 days.
Gross:
$17,431.
(Average,
"HITTING A NEW HIGH" (RKO)
"THE WESTLAND CASE" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $8,000)
"TRUE CONFESSION" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-65c, 7 days.
2nd week. Stage: F. & M. Revue, "Story
Book Review."
Gross: $15,500. (Average.
$18,000)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
WARNER
BROS. (HOLYWOOD)— (3,OOO), 30c-65c, 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$17,000. (Average, $14,000)
"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN)— (3,400), 30c-65c, 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$19,500. (Average, $12,000)
Schine

Circuit

Gets

2 Theatres in Ohio
Columbus, Dec. 29. — The Schine
circuit has taken over the Kent at
Kent, O., on lease and the Ravenna
at Ravenna, O. John Paliff will continue as house manager of the Kent,
under the supervision of Milton
Schosberg, Schine district manager.
George Laby will manage the Ravenna. The circuit will modernize
the two houses.
The Linda at Shawnee, O., formerly operated by C. E. Davis, has
been taken over by Elias Hatem, who
will continue operation of the house.
The Princess, only dark theatre in
Youngstown, has been reopened, with
a continuous run, combination vaudeville and films policy. Lee Cannon is
continuing as manager. George Manos
of the Manos Amusement Co., has
acquired the American at Leetonia,
0., from Sam Reichbloom.

PICTURE

"Hurricane"
Detroit

Gets

Benas
Take

II

Quits

R-W

Skouras

to

Detroit, Dec. 29.— "The Hurricane" was one of two run attractions
to demonstrate any strength in the
pre-holiday week. It grossed $11,000,
over par by $1,000, at the Madison.

Film

Post

Top;

$11,000

British

(Continued from page 1 )
for Paramount. Brooks will join the
independent circuit on Jan. 10. Prior
to his promotion as salesman, Brooks
was advertising sales manager and
New Jersey
booker at the local Paramount exchange.

Industry
Critical

Had
Year

(Continued from page 1)

slump which struck the industry was
In the new lineup of Skouras opera- largely a production situation. Early
tion under George Skouras, White will in the year, Gaumont British closed
be top man with Benas and Jack its studios suddenly, disbanded the distribution forces and concluded a deal
Harris as his assistants. Harris reThe other was "True Confession"
cently
was
elevated
from
district
manat the Michigan. Helped by an AlWoolf's
Disager in Long Island to the home ofiice whereby C.
tributorsM.
took over
the G.General
B. distribubertina Rasch troupe on the stage,
job.
The
Skouras
string
of
theatres
tion, supplying needed financing. The
the feature went $1,500 over normal on
comprise 63 in New York and Ne
effect of that move was immediate.
a gross
of $21,500.
Money which before had poured from
aged to get
$500 over"Rosalie"
the line manon a Jersey.
Negotiations
with
Benas
have
been
the
financial interests without questake of $10,500, but business elsewhere under way for some time and were
tion suddenly ceased to flow, as backfailed to stir any enthusiasm.
consummated early this week.
ers took stock, and found their investLeon Rosenblatt will handle the
Total first run business was $72,ments less than successful in many
800. Average is $75,000.
buying for his circuit.
cases. From that moment, the producEstimated takings for the week endtion slump set in.
ing Dec. 23 :
Exhibition Strong
"TRAPPED BY G-MEN" (Col.)
Expect RKO
Stock
"45 FATHERS" (20th-Fox)
ADAMS— (1,700), 15c-50c, 7 davs. Gross:
Theatre business, however, thanks
$4,800. (Average, $5,000)
Buy (Continued
Deal Tomorrow
to the sustained strength of foreign
"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE" (Col.)
from
page
1)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-75c, 7 days. Stage:
product,
.chiefly American,
wasperexcelCount Basie band. Gross: $20,000. (Averlent, an example
being the 18
cent
today with the return of David Sarage, $20,000)
noiT,
RCA
president,
from
Cleveland.
dividend paid by Associated British
"THE HURRICANE"
(U. A.)
MADISON— (2,000). 15c-75c. 7 days. Gross: Indications are that one-sixth of Pictures, the John Maxwell company.
«1 1,000. (Average, $10,000)
RCA's holdings will be acquired for Money has not been lacking for theatre
"TRUE CONFESSION" (Para.)
option for
on another
the re- expansion. Oscar Deutsch merged his
MICHIGAN— (4.100). 15c-75c, 7 days. $1,000,000mainderand
will be the
extended
holdings with County Cinemas and
Stage: Albertina Rasch and troupe. Gross:
year. However, if no agreement is emerged with 300 theatres. Union
■=21,500. (Average, $20,000)
reached by the time of the expiration, Cinemas and Maxwell's A.B.P. also
"ROSALIE" (M-G-M)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,070). 15c-75c, 7 it is likely that a part of the expiring merged, making Maxwell the leading
lays. Gross: $10,500. (Average. $10,000)
theatre operator in Europe, controlling
option will be exercised and negotia- 500
houses.
"THE LAST GANGSTER" (M-G-M)
tions will he begun later on a new
STATE— (3,000), 15c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
«,000. (Average, $10,000)
Financial complications also are held
option covering the purchase of the
balance of the securities.
responsible for the collapse of the deal
whereby Alexander Korda and Samuel
Warner Sears Drive
Goldwyn were to acquire control of
Grant Made
Talent,
United Artists.
On Sales Under Way
The most vital current factor, which
Warners have begun the annual
is still not concluded, is the pending
Marshall Grant, formerly
associated
Sears sales drive, named in honor of
Story Head for "U" Films Act, to replace the legislation
Gradwell L. Sears, general sales man- with the RKO studio, has been named wliich will expire in 1938. Quota
ager. The drive will run for 16 weeks, head of Universal's talent and story
particularly as they conthrough April 16. The company has a department, succeeding Charles Bea- percentages,
concern the American interests, are
list of important product lined up for han, whose contract has been settled,
it was stated at Universal yesterday of paramount importance, and followlong and inconclusive sessions of
the campaign, including "Tovarich,"
Grant, until recently, had been an the ing
House of Commons Films Act
"Jezebel," "Hollywood Hotel," "Swing assistant
to Sam Briskin at the RKO Committee, the matter has been set
Your Lady," "Gold Is Where You studio and had been a title editor
Find It," "Food for Scandal," "A there. He was also associated with over until Commons reconvenes in
Slight Case of Murder," "The Kid Edward Small as story editor and February. Quota pictures unquestionably will cost more, and distributors
Comes Back," "The Invisible Menace,"
"Penrod and His Twin Brother" and production assistant and with the The- will have to spend more on them.
"Over the Wall."
atre
Guild, the company's announcement stated.
American Production Featured
Last year's drive, also named for
Sears, was said to have been the most
A recent and important development
Fronkiss May Become
successful in the company's history.
is the move on the part of large
Brandt* s Expansion
Plans Are Abandoned
Expansion plans by the Brandt circuit have been abandoned until the
stock market recovers, it was stated
yesterday by an executive of the circuit. Negotiations had been in progress to take over two local independent
circuits, but these deals have been put
off until the market picks up.
The Brandt circuit today is interested in 92 theatres in Greater New
York and has four on 42nd St., the
Selwyn, Apollo, Times Square and
Liberty.
Lew Pollack Signed
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Lew Pollack,
song writer, has signed a new contract with 20th Century-Fox. He
has been assigned to write the score
for "Kentucky Moonshine," a Ritz
Brothers picture.

Monogram
Treasurer American companies like M-G-M, 20th
Leon Fronkiss is reported joinina Century-Fox and Warners to develop
production as never before.
Monogram as treasurer Jan. 3. Louis English
As for the native production industry,
Lifton, publicitv and advertising head there were 130 films made here in
for the companv. yesterday said he 1937, but it is extremely doubtful that
knew nothing of the report.
that figure will be approached in 1938.
Important in the quota discussions is
Meuer Cohen Is Dead
the likelihood that the reciprocal trade
Dallas. Dec. 29. — Mever Cohen, treaty under discussion between the
veteran film man. who for the past Government of England and that of
few months has been connected wi+h the United States will have a prothe local exploitation staff of RKO. islation. nounced effect eventually on film legdied yesterday. He was 65 years old.
Such men as Charles P. Metcalfe,
Cohen started in the film business in
the states rights field and in 1908 han- president of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n, believe that the prosdled territorial rights f'^r a number
of features. He was Pacific coast
pects are bright, especially for American product in England, in view of the
representative for George Kleine and
the General Film Co. Later he be- fact that the employment situation is
came Los Angfles branch manager for excellent, and likely to remain so. The
Louis J. Selznick and Select Pictures same view was expressed by J. C.
During the war he directed publicitv Graham, managing director for Paramount in England, and Francis L.
for the Pacific Coast Division of War
Films, under George Creel. He joined Harley, English manager for 20th
the local RKO office last summer.
Century-Fox.
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Cummings

Norman

Alley

at

Probe
Houses
SRO

Doing

Business

{Contiiiitcd from pafic 1 )
problem for policemen. Theatregoers were all over the sidewalk and
street, making- it virtually impossible
at times for pedestrians to move along.
"Na\T Blue and Gold" found early
lines at the Capitol, which increased
during the day. The lobbies, inside
and out, were crowded at all hours
with the ushers doing the best they
could to hold patrons in check.
At the business
Astor, "The
Hurricane"
did
a sellout
for both
matinee and
evening shows with numerous standees
admitted. The matinee take was
$1,057.
Starting tomorrow at 9 A. M., the
Criterion will keep open for 43 consecutive hours. The picture will be
"Manhattan Merry-Go-Round." This
theatre as well as Loew's Mayfair, the
Rialto and the Rivoli also garnered
top business during the day.
Paramount yesterday reported that
"Wells Fargo" was running 20 and
48 per cent ahead of average business
in 10 key spots. In the first four days,
the Paramount, Toledo ; the Alabama,
Birmingham ; Minnesota, Minneapolis ;
Penn, Wilkes-Barre ; Capitol, Scranton ; Paramount, St. Paul ; Newman,
Kansas City ; California, San Diego ;
Paramount, Des Moines, are among
the theatres which have been tallying
grosses far above normal takes with
each indicating new records may be
set before the week is over.
U. A. Circuit Meets
The board of directors of United
Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., yesterday held a routine meeting at the
company's headquarters.
May

ell Panay

Films

To

Be Shown
Today
(Continued from page 1)
last night for delivery to Movietone
News and News of the Day. The film
was cut here and will be released to
theatres today as the regular midweek
issue of both reels.
A Movietone News representative
who escorted the films from Alameda
following its arrival on the China
C Upper was a passenger on the plane
chartered by Universal to carry Norman Alley's
bombing
sceneswhen
but
was put
off Panay
the plane
at Omaha
uncertain flying conditions made it
advisable to lighten the ship's load.
The Movietone News escort caught
the next plane out of Omaha. News
of the Day shares the Mayell film because of a cooperative agreement on
China coverage between the two reels.
Paramount received 4,000 feet of
film showing the capture and occupation of Nanking at the same hour last
night. The film will be cut to about
/OO feet and released with the regular midweek issue today.

Panay Showings Protested
Concordia, a clerical society of Lutheran pastors, yesterday "disapproved" the showing of newsreels on
the Pamy incident and the accompanying newspaper publicity on the
ground that they "needlessly arouse
national hatred."

Tells

of

Repeats

Warwick

Panay
Experience
om page 1)
(Continued fr
was begun the routine work of ready- on their own initiative and probably
ing prints for delivery to theatres for no other reason than to clear the
early
today.
of theit river of foreigners by way of celefilm he
had Alley's
deliveredestimate
was that
brating the capture
of Nanking."
would total about 6,000 feet, 2,500
He said
that his
pictures would
of which is on the capture of Nanking bear out the assertion that the attack
and the remainder on the Panay. He was deliberate, that the identity of the
had not seen it up to the time of his Panay and the Standard Oil ships
arrival, as it was in negative, but could not have been mistaken, that a
believes that 3,000 feet or more, suf- Japanese boarding party was on the
ficient to compose the three-reel spe- Panay in advance of the bombing and
cial announced by Universal, are of that the ship was machine gunned
highly dramatic content and in perfect afterwards and its survivors exposed
to the fire. Alley praised the calm
photographic condition.
ness his
of the
ship's
officers during
and crewr
Has Two Slight Wounds
and
fellow
passengers
the
Over a Scotch-and-soda in the Pine attack.
With Mrs. Alley, his daughters
Room of the Warwick, Alley recounted the story of his journey home Norene, 17 ; Janet, 15, and son, Dexto reporters. He was wounded in the
ter, 21, he posed for news photographright leg and left hand during the
ers, holding
one had
of been
the Panay'
s life
bombing of the Panay and, after the preservers
which
autographed
evacuation of the sinking patrol boat, by surviving passengers, one of whom,
was forced to hide his films and self however, died later of wounds. He
in the reeds of the river bank to
plans to leave for Washington tomorescape Japanese army patrols, he
row ficials
to confer
Dep't ofsaid. From this vantage point he was
and will with
leave Navy
for Hollywood
with
his
family
theieafter.
His
plans
able to film the disputed machine-gunning of the doomed Panay from the for returning to China are indefinite
river and of the ship itself as it at the moment.
settled beneath the Yangtze waters.
Will Do Narration
After wandering along the river for
three days with other survivors. Alley
From the press conference he went
was picked up by the Oahii on Dec. 15 ; to the recording laboratory of General Service Studio at Astoria to do
taken under convoy to the protection
of the U. S. flagship Augusta at the narration for the film. It was
Shanghai, from whence he was trans- first previewed there in preliminary
ferred to the cruiser Stezvart and form after midnight. Prints had been
taken to Manila. He remained under sent on in advance from the studi'
the protection of the Navy through- to catch midnight sailings for Europe
out his trans-Pacific flight on the South America and Australia, and one
China Clipper from that point to of the first prints to be struck wa^
Alameda. A chartered plane met him started for Washington and the State
there and after being grounded Tues- Dep't at once.
Alley was accompanied from the
day night at Cheyenne, eventually deposited him at Newark Airport after coast by Inspector Andrew Ford of
stops en route at Omaha, Chicago and the California State Police and In
Cleveland.
spector Elmer Steinmeyer.
The lat
ter,
however,
weighing
240
pounds,
to
Homeward Journey Uneventful
gether with John McGrath of UniAlthough Universal had insured versal's Los Angeles office, were drop
the film against "inexplicable disap- ped at Omaha when hazardous flying
pearance" under any circumstances in weather made a lighter load advisable.
the amount of $350,000— a clue to its David
Lipton,
Universal publicity
estimated net value to the company — manager ; John McHenry
of Uniand although Alley and the film were
versal
Newsreel's
San
Francisco
ofunder constant guard throughout the
fice, and Anita Jenkins, a friend of
the journe>
long
journey,
no the
significant
"incident" the Alleys, completed
occurred
after
departure
from with the cameraman and his family.
Shanghai, the cameraman said. However, while aboard the Augusta before departing for Manila, Alley said Seeks Game Stay in Fla.
he believed it noteworthy that the
Lakeland, Fla., Dec. 29.— "Bank
Japanese official spokesman at
Shanghai, an acquaintance of his Nite" as operated by the Lake here
from earlier press conferences there, was attacked today by counsel for
turned to him after paying his re- Harvey Parrish, who asked the Circuit Court in Bartow for an injuncspects to the Panay victims aboard
tion to prevent the holding of this and
the flagship, and inquired of the
cameraman whether he would be other drawings. The drawings are
lotteries and nuisances, Parrish concoming ashore.
tends. R. H. Boardman, manager for
Alley related also that when the
the
theatre,
denied that the drawings
Stezvart was approximately 500 miles
out of Shanghai, off Formosa, Japa- constitute lotteries. A decision is expected later in the week from Judge
nese observation planes circled the H. C. Petteway.
ship several times.
Pressed for his own opinion of the
Panay incident. Alley declared that
B assort Reelected by 306
while he was convinced that the attack was deliberate on the part of
Joseph Basson last night was reyoung and irresponsible Japanese ofelected president of Local 306 for a
ficers, he was equally certain that it two-year term. Other officers elected
was made without the knowledge of were: Frank Ruddock, vice-president;
the Japanese high command and was Arthur Beckman, financial secretary;
without a military motive.
"Pinkie" Hurst, treasurer, and Wal"Presumably," Alley said, "those
ter Burns and Charles Kielburn, busiwho participated in the attack did so
ness managers.

Suggestions

By BERTRAM

F. LINZ

Washington, Dec. 29. — Recommendations for a Congressional investigation of all phases of monopoly
precedent to the enactment of new
anti-trust legislation were renewed
today
by Attorney General Homer
Cummings.
Explaining that he did not contemplate submitting any reports on the
situation without request, Cummings
said he was ready to appear before
Congressional committees to tell what
he thought should be studied, and that
the subjects he would recommend
would include Federal licensing of
interstate corporations, taxation, tariffs, patent controls and other pertinent matters.
Allied

Board

Meet

Will Be Jan, 18-19
Washington,
29. — their
Allied's
board
of directors Dec.
will hold
annual meeting here Jan. 18 and 19 at
the Carlton Hotel for the election of
officers and discussion of a national
policy
for 1938.
Tentative
programs of subjects to
come up are to be mailed out a week
before the meeting. In the meantime
state leaders are sending in suggestions.
Among those who have indicated
they will attend are : New England —
Nathan Yamins and Dr. J. B. Fishman : New Jersey — Irving Dollinger
and Sidney E. Samuelson ; Maryland
— Herman Blum and Arthur B. Price ;
District of Columbia — C. H. Olive ;
Western Pennsylvania — M. A. Rosenberg andG.Fred
J. Herrington
Ohio —
Martin
Smith
and P. J.; Wood;
Indiana — Maurice Rubin and I. R.
Holycross ; Wisconsin — Ray Tesch ;
Northwest— W. A. Steffes ; Texas—
H. A. Cole.
The location of the national convention will be discussed and probably decided at this meeting. Invitations
have been received from Atlantic City
and Indianapolis.
To Elect Lind Successor
Columbus, Dec. 29. — Directors of
the Ohio I.T.O. will meet during
January to select a successor to Sam
E. Lind, Zanesville, who was reelected
first vice-president of the organization
at the annual convention early this
month.
Lind died suddenly of a heart attack
at New Orleans several days ago.
IT OA

Defers

Action

On Games, Giveaways
Action on giveaways yesterday was
deferred by the I. T. O. A. until a
successor to Nate J. Blumberg has
been appointed at RKO. it was stated
by a spokesman after a meeting of
the exhibitor organization at the Astor.
Members of the independent unit are
desirous
successor toin negotiate
an effort with
to do Blumberg's
away with
games and giveaways, but in the event
nothing is done members of the I. T.
O. A. award.
promise to band together for a
mass
High film costs were criticized. No
action was taken. Another meeting
is expected to be held in about two
weeks.

"Mae

"The

One

West's best picture to date."
—Louella O. Parsons, Motion Picture Editor
International News Service

best

Miss

West

— United Press
made."

has

of the star's heS^/'—Los

Surpasses

anything

Angeles Examiner

Mae

has

yet

—Los Angeles Times

accomplished."

Mae West applauded in 'Every Day's
A Holiday.' Preview hit recorded by
new picture. Decided improvement
over

last two

to 'She

MAE
WEST
in "Every
Day's
A
CHARLES WINNINGER • WALTER CATLETT • LLOYD
Screen Play by Mae

West

• An

Emanuel

Cohen

pictures.

Ranks

next

Done
Wrong'."
— James Him
F. Crow,
Hollywood Citizen-News

Holiday"
with edmund
lowe
• charles butterworth
NOLAN • HERMAN BING • CHESTER CONKLIN and LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Production

• Directed by A. Edward

Sutherland

• A

Paramount

Picture
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January
Jan. 4. — M-G-M objects to film stars on air
during good theatre hours.
Jan. 5. — Londoners see first theatre television.
Jan. 6. — Station total of 656 is near 1928
figures.
Jan. 11. — Plan cancellation of sponsor time
at a heavy cost to broadcast President
Roosevelt's inaugural.
Jan.
13. —break
Henry announcements.
Ford expresses objection to
chain
Jan. 15. — Move made for Washington probe
of alleged radio monopoly.
Jan. 16. — Radio revenue for November totaled $11,419,143.
Jan. 17. — Radio seen in complete hold of
Hollywood as a talent source.
Jan. 22. — Radio penetration in the film industry is expected to extend still further.
Jan. 25. — Clear Christie studio site for new
CBS studio.
Jan. 26. — Figures show Lord & Thomas biggest spender for NBC time.
Jan. 27. — Twenty advertising agencies spent
$42,497,970 for radio time with NBC
and CBS.
Jan. 28. — Midwest floods cause heavy losses
to many stations.
Jan. 30. — ^Paramount studies three broadcasting offers.
February
Feb. 1. — Canadians act to halt Mexican use
of conflicting waves. «
Feb. 4. — Mutual first year net $2,000,000.
Relaxease radio
censorship to aid social discurb.
Feb. 6. — British to use Marconi-EMI television method.
Feb.
10.
—
measures. F.C.C. studies flood emergency
Feb. 11. — CBS January sales totaled $2,360,730.
Feb. 12. — Philco shows its 441-line television.
Feb. 15. — NBC January time is 10-year top.
Feb. 16. — Paramount and NBC sign for
a weekly program.
Feb. 20. — Seek amendment of the Copyright
Act to place responsibility on the person
originating the performance.
Jeb.schools.
23. — F.T.C. moves against television
Feb. 24. — Checkup in Canada shows that
radios there exceed 1,000,000.
Feb.concerts
25. — Toseanini
for RCA. engaged to direct 10
Feb. 27. — Will Hays denies conflict between
radio and films.
March
March 1. — U. S. family radio hours are
put at 95,500,000 daily.
March 3. — A new national network is reported in formation, with Richard C. Patterson and Dr. Stanley High behind it.
March 4. — NBC adds 30 stations since
Jan. 1, recapitulation shows.
March 5. — Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed for 13-week series.
March 8. — CBS concentrating further on
Hollywood as source of programs. Three
networks bill $5,562,187 in February,
NBC leading.
March 9. — Ten stations in southwest join
Mutual network. WFIL undertakes listener study in Philadelphia.
March 10. — Radio controls most of music
talent. House Immigration Committee is
told.
March 12. — Newspapers control 200 stations
throughout country, F.C.C. report indicates. Monopoly of air is charged to utilities before House Rules Committee. January air ads total $10,369,556.
March 13. — CBS gross time sales for 1936
total $27,800,000.
March 16. — Networks answer charges they
are biased in favor of President Rooseto change
March 19.velt's— planSenator
Key Supreme
Pittman Court.
plans to
seek inquiry of the allegedly excessive
profits of broadcasting stations.
March 22. — Best radio programs on air
during most profitable theatre hours, survey shows. Jack Benny takes Milwaukee
air poll.
March 23. — United Press leads news agencies in supplying material to radio stations, listing 150 of most powerful. Women's National Radio Committee to award
prizes to six most popular programs.
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Year

March 24. — Renew request for air probe
by Congress.
March 27. — Time changes planned for eight
NBC programs.
hi arch 31. — Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
plans reorganization of Dominion network.
Radio exports total $2,584,207 in January.

April

in

RADIO

Headlines

June
June 1. — Hollywood gaining as program
Junesource.3. — M.P.T.O.A. radio moves await
studio action.
June
4. — P. & G. signs renewals on nine
series.
June 10. — CBS five-month day sales go
up by
per cent.
June
14. —83.8
WMCA
agrees to inaugurate 40hour week.
June 16.— Radio given $39,844,751 by 394
national accounts. NBC plans Shakespeare series in wake of CBS.
June 17. — Radio control held hopeless by
Kuykendall.
June 18. — Government station aim of Celler
bill. Screen Actors' Guild may oppose
"guests" on radio without payment.
June 21. — N.A.B. meeting starts today;
labor seen as highlight.
June 22. — Copyright big air problem, NAB
feels.
June 23. — Elmer chosen as president of the
NAB. CBS accused of anti-union actions
here.
June 24. — Programs need change, Pryor
tells the N.A.B.
June
25. — Mutual
now guarantees time on
all stations
to sponsors.
June 29. — Report 10 stations to be added
to NBC-Blue chain in south.
Juneothers.30. — Announcers' Guild to take in
July

April 1. — William S. Paley gratified as
CBS wins four of six awards presented
by the Women's National Radio Committee.
.4pnl
2. — CBS
television
unit.has plan on world's largest
April cial
6. —crisisCost
of television
causingCorp.
finanin British
Broadcasting
April /. —vision
RCAtransmitter
will for
manutacture
teleCBS, DavidnewSarnoft
tells stockholders.
April 9. — M.i'.T.O.A. committee named to
consider plans
sonalities on the for
air. control of film perApril 10. — M.P.T.O.A. radio committee will
meet on April 20.
April 13. — Radio speeds invasion of Hollywood.
April 14. —tions
Special
tax onbybroadcasting
starecommended
Commissioner
George H. Payne of the F.C.C. Warners
find air previews aid theatre business in
Philadelphia.
April
17. — NBC
plansYork.
air salute to ANPA
convention
in New
April 19. — Tobacco firms are greatest users
of air, report indicates. Sports programs
lined up on 21 scattered stations.
April 22. — NBC to expand and improve six
of its plants in key cities. Paramount air
show fades unexpectedly.
April 23. — Outlook for radio probe in Wash- July 1. — Lenox R. Lohr confirms the reington is seen diminishing.
port of the addition of 10 new NBC
outlets in the south.
April 26. — CBS service medal to go to
WHAS, Louisville, for floodwork.
July
2. — two
Public
Utilities
Advertising
makes
awards
to NBC
for best Ass'n
1937
April 28. — Staff of NBC to operate on fivebroadcasts.
day week.
7. — NBC-CBS
April 29. — WORnouncementsstand
an- July
as heat
increases. "exclusives"
CBS pays W.getS. less
Paleyso
causes it onto commercial
bar program.
April 30. — General radio-film meeting sought
$237,524 in year.
July 8. — No Congressional radio inquiry
by M.P.T.O.A. committee.
May
is expected at this session.
July 12. — Canada sends four stations to
Arctic. Mutual billings for June reach
July
13. — Don Lee stations ask amateurs
$99,136.
to help television study. NBC weekday
sales up 57.2 per cent for June.
14. — Drugs and toiletries top NBC
May 1. — Equity plans drive to get radio July
sales for first six months of year. Foods
talent.
lead
with CBS. Lanny Ross signed for
May 3. — Over 1,000 expected to attend
Packard series.
radio engineers' convention.
15. — Two new offices for Transradio
May 5. — Coronation television to be medi- July
started. Bamberger to sell programs to
um's most ambitious effort.
others.
May 6. — M.P.T.O.A. seeks conference on
radio problem. CBS discloses 24,500,000 July 16. — Total radio advertising in May
families own radios. Oil firms will air
was $11,325,165, according to National
Ass'n of Broadcasters.
400 baseball games.
17. — Unionization of radio performers
May 7. — CBS to open daily service to con- July
time.
as branch of Equity predicted in short
tinent. Television not a problem to theLohr states.
cast atres,
all tennis
games. CBS signs to broad- July 19. — Gross time sales for the first five
months of year are $54,814,519. PerfecMay 8. — Lohr denies San Francisco office
to be moved. Radio flashes news of
tion of antennae is seen as the key to future by the National Resources Committee.
Hindenburp disaster inside 12 minutes.
20. — Transradio is clearing ideas on
May 10. — Yankee network asks television July
expansion move. International short wave
station. Arde Bulova buys WLWL from
Paulists.
tests being
started.as Television's
problem
is described
economic by next
the
May 11. — Dick Merrill goes on air soon
F.C.C.
after arrival.
China Iowa
to hear
NBC's
American
broadcasts.
air libel
bill July 21. — Future benefits from radio developments will depend upon how industry
signed by governor.
is controlled, states National Resources
May 12. — French bar airing of Duke of
Committee report on technological trends.
Windsor'sof moves.
to Move
begin
broadcast
CoronationNetworks
at 5 A. M.
Coca-Cola and Vicks sign new CBS contracts. Representative McFarland of
to start big Canadian transmitter.
Texas demands radio industry probe and
May 13. — Mexican stations stir coast worlikens situation to Teapot Dome scandal.
ry. Radio does itself proud in broadcasting of Coronation.
July 22. — NBC's eastern division turns in
May 14. — ^Mutual upset as NBC signs
43.5 perness.cent
of the
network'sis June
Television
in theatres
aimedbusiby
Merrill trip. Mackay protests F.C.C. decision on circuit.
Scophonv in England. A tribute to Marconi is broadcast by WMCA.
May 15. — NEC centers coast heads at Hollywood. CBS completes plans for new July 23. — Representative Celler of New
York warns that opponents of a Governcoast plant.
ment short-wave station will "get their
May
WOR ofgets
Merrill's
talk.17. —United
Ohiopart
will ofjoin
Mutual. air
July
24.
— burned."
Anning S. Prall, chairman of
fingers
May 18. —ent.Equity
claimssigned
over until
half radio
Eddie Cantor
1943 talfor
the F'.C.C, dies. Procter & Gamble
signs
new
contract with Mutual, WOR.
air series.
July 27. — American Federation of Musicians
May 19.
—
Report
M-G-M
plans
weekly
rastarts fight on canned music,
dio show.
28. — American Federation of Labor
May 21. — Two attorneys are accused by July
radio union will be autonomous unit like
F.C.C. Television start far off, says
Screen Actors' Guild, it is predicted.
Sarnoff.
Charles Michelson takes post with CrosMay 25. — NBC coast quarters shift is still
ley's
WLW and WSAI.
anybody's
Philadelphiaguess.
plant. C.I.O. picketing WIP Jtily 29. — Don Lee takes over 11 stations,
doubling his coast outlets. Van Cronkhite
May 26. — RCA intervenes in suits over
records. Two Don Lee serials replaced
Associates, Inc.. buys George Roesler's
on Mutual.
interest in RCA's _ foreign language radio
May
28. — CBS will put Shakespeare plays
station
representative
on air.
transmitter
is started. division. WCKY's

July
networks'
leave30. —forThree
Newport.
Radioyachting
Equity experts
adopts
A.
A.
A.
A.
labor
policy.
Mexico
forming
national radio web.
July 31.— Move for probe of F.C.C. and
radio industry gains weight in Congress.
August
Auff. 2. — CBS building plans are halted for
a year. CBS six-raonth morning sales are
136 per cent above last year. Peace is
believed nearer in A. F. of M. row.
Aufi. 4. — WGY's Schenectady studio is
started. Stuart Haydon joins Van Cronkhite Associates. Crosley six-month net
is down to $219,316.
Aug.
5. — new
NBC studio.
buys Hollywood
site for
Canada ban block
on radioas
liquor ads to be discussed in Ottawa.
Atig. 6. — Board for newly organized American Federation of Radio Actors is tentatively chosen. Signing of Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson
for for
air July
series are
is $84,261.65.
confirmed. Mutual billings
Aug. 9. — Louisville & Nashville train to
broadcast from Cincinnati to New Orleans. Birmingham's radio stations are
. shifted.
Aufi.
10. — National Ass'n of Broadcasters
charges sicianstheis unfair
American
in itsFederation
demands. of MuAug. 11.
Josemusic
Iturbi's
to playTransVictor —Herbert
stirsrefusal
up storm.
radio gets third 50,000-watt station.
Aug. 12. — NBC lists 11 new programs and
1 1 renewals. Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee approves proposal for a radio
Aug. 13. — NBC and CBS delay construction
plans on coast because of fear of television
probe.
developments.
.4ug. 16. — WOR signs union contract grantingulehigher
commercial
schedmost wages.
elaborateCBSever.
Congressman
McFarland of Texas pushes move for
Congressional probe of the F.C.C.
.4ug. 17. — Congressmen approve F.C.C. demand that Crosley explain uses to which
500,000-watt power has been put.
Aug. 18. — Personality shows lead amateurs
in popularity rating. Dissension flares up
among F.C.C. members.
Aug. 19. — T. A. M. Craven named to
F'.C.C. Rapid cleanup of commission
Aug.
21. — Gilbert Seldes named to direct
predicted.
CBS television programs.
Aug. 23. — Broadcast ads in six months to$65,426,432.
according to the National
Ass'ntal of
Broadcasters.
Aug.
Weber,raises
president
of the
A. F.25.of— Joseph
M.. demands
for musicians
totalling $5,500,000.
Aug. 26. — T. A. M. Craven sworn in as a
member cordedofnewsthe
F.C.C.
to start
soon. Transradio's reAug. 27. — Congress members to resume
broadcasting.
National
Ass'n offorBroadcasters calls New
York meeting
Sept.
10
to
discuss
musicians'
demands.
Aug. 28. — C.I.O. is reported to be ready to
start drive in radio field following
A.R.T.A. victory at WHN. Crosley to
rebuild WLW-WSAI stations.
Au(j. 31. — Stay halts any but NBC fiight
programs. Music Corp. to test new radio
programs.
September
Sept. 1. — Cliff Soubier-NBC pact binding.
court holds in L. A.
Sept.
3. — Foodstuffs
lead radio time buyers
for first
half pf year.
Sept. 4.—vision
NBC
station. asks F.C.C. license for teleSept.
10.
—
Expect
CBS Foods
six-month
net with
$2.600.000. General
signs
M-G-M for weekly air show emanating
from studios on coast.
Sept. 11. — Broadcasters fail to agree on
music plan.
Sept. 13. — CBS summer daytime use up 257
Sept.
— F.C.C. approves permits for three
per 16.
cent.
new
stations. Radio-music negotiators fail
to sign. CBS shows motor time buys
gained 320.9 per cent in three months.
Sept.
17.— $2,523,813
for for
CBS standard
in six
months.
I. R.N. A. net
moves
A.F.M. pact.
Sct<t. 18. — A.F.M. defers talk pending
LR.N.A. deals.
Sept. 20. — volving
Decks
F.C.C. cleared for new deal inSept.
21.—
Set
broadcasting. new rules for Canadian
(Continued on following page)
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Headlines
Expenditures

^Continued from page 15)
Sept. 22. — I. R.N. A. and A.F.M. groups
meet with no agreement reached.
Sept. 23. — Agreement reached on musicians'
pact here.
ether
shows. Pick NBC web to air M-G-M
Sept. 24. — NBC to try new pickups by television. CBS realigns handling for coast
talent. Most M-G-M talent to be available
for air series. WMCA moving to new
Broadway spot.
Sept. 27. — Radio treaty for Mexican bands
sought.
Announcers' Guild to meet soon
in
New York.
Sept. 28. — ^A.F'.M. and web executives negotiatingstudying
musicians'
Paramount reported
newpact.
air program.
uept. 30. — ^Utilize radio to boost box-office
in Michigan.

Hit

New

Peak

(Continued
at the industry by the A. F. of M.
and other labor bodies ; the thinning of
the cord holding the sword of a
threatened Federal probe ; and the demand for a censorship of radio
crystalized recently by the unfortunate Mae West broadcast. But all in
all, the broadcasters will look back
with satisfaction to the year 1937, a
study of the year's radio news headlines, appearing in this issue, indicates.
October
Earnings statement of CBS and
NBC were greater than for any other
Oct. 4. — F.C.C. suggests control of air rates period in radio's history. Mutual's
billings declined slightly. CBS, in
by U.less S.
Three websA.R.T.A.
to air series
of schedules.
deals regardclosed
with two stations. CBS sales up 11.1 per 1937, billed $28,828,000, an increase
cent to new high of $2,045,825.
24.4 perwith
centtheover
1936, NBC's
Oct. 5. — M.P.P.A. urges extended ban on of
billings,
December
total 1937
still
song plugs.
Oct. 12. — Pennsylvania high court upholds uncounted, is $35,012,200 with indications that the complete billings for the
Fred Waring on music air casts. Musicians pay ratified anew by the I.N.R.A. year will approximate $39,000,000.
Oct. 13. — Departmentalization voted bj This compares to the 1936 figures of
N.A.B.; dues boosted 50 per cent.
Oct. 14. — N.A.B. reconsiders its move on $34,523,950.
departmentalization plan.
Boom Country- Wide
Oct. 15. — RCA television on three by four
.oot screen uses technique.
According
to estimates received
Oct. 18. — N.A.B. opposes A.F.M. on licensings.
throughout the country from owners
Oct. 19.— I.R.N.A., A.F.M. deadlocked on of independent stations, 1937 was the
strike issue. Canada ad time on air raised
best year in history, and the indicato 10 per cent.
tions are that they will get even more
Oct.
cies.20. — New use seen for high frequen- attention from advertisers in 1938.
Oct.
22.— I.R.N.A. and A.F.M. finally reach The transcription companies too ena settlement.
joyed an excellent year.
Oct. 23. — Report George H. Payne plans
appeal from disbarment by F.C.C.
NBC added 41 stations to its netOct.
30. — RKO drops plans for studio radio
show.
works, bringing the total to 143 outlets, and new studios were built or begun in many major cities, with ground
to be broken soon at Hollywood for
November
a new plant. Columbia added 21 new
stations this year, giving the chain
Nov. 1. — F.C.C. study shows radio nearly 108 stations, and a new $2,000,000
free of "false" advertising. NBC acquires property for coast studio.
studio in Hollywood is nearing comNov. 4. — CBS reports 39-week net of $3,053,416. Election of Albanes due at
pletion.fromTheayear
saw of
Mutual's
expansion
network
46 stations
Cuba meeting. Warners to stop supply of
scripts to small stations.
to one of 76 stations, with billings
NoiK
5. — M-G-M's first studio broadcast re- slightly of¥. Last year's total was
viewed.
Nov. 6. — RCA nine-month net is $6,599,111. $1,987,572. This year the total is
$1,899,000, with the December total
Nov.
9. — Telegraphers'
unionNewprotests
Toscanini
on NBC layoffs.
Canadianto estimated.
radio policy irks dailies. San Francisco
Great strides were made in televiwill continue as key origin spot for NBC.
sion during the year. NBC gave more
Nov.
NBC.11. — Television permit is granted to
than 60 demonstrations during the
Nov. 12. — Warners to start studio broadcasts Dec. 1. Politics out of F.C.C. new year : Mutual's coast affiliate, Don
chairman says. F.C.C. approves building Lee, has begun daily television servof two stations.
ice ; CBS is now constructing the
Nov.
13. — Sponsors rush to beat WOR rate
increase.
world's largest television unit. TechNov. 16. — Canada papers eliminate radio
publicity.
new A.F.M. contract. Martin Quigley
Nov.
— Survey
warns radio on use of objectionable profilm 19.names
on air.shows preponderance of
after Mae West broadcast.
Nov. 20. — Stations get instructions on Dec. 15. —gramsCBS
signs contract with techniA.F'.M. deals.
union.
Nov. 22. — Canada restricts Sunday ads, re- Dec. 16. —cians'Film
stars and material cannot,
ligious talks.
be kept off air, Walter Vincent, chairman
Nov. 24. — Television transmission on coaxial
of exhibitors' radio committee states.
cable demonstrated.
— Protests against Mae West broadNov. 26, — Federal investigation of broad- Dec. 17. cast
increase with Legion of Decency
casting postponed to January.
turning
attention to radio for first time.
Nov. 27.— NBC elects three new officers.
CBS ofextends
Broadcasting results in $891,000,000 pubend
1940. William Paley's contract to
lic buying.
Dec. 18.cast— seenCriticism
Mae West's
broadinjuring ofstanding
of Frank
R.
Nov.grams30.being
— Hollywood
regulated. sees "gossip"'
McNinch, chairman of F.C.C.
Dec. 20. — Edgar Bergen's "Charlie McCarthy" takes top honors in Motion
Picture Daily's second annual radio
December
popularity poll of more than 400 radio
pro- editors.
Dec. 21.— F.C.C. asks details of Mae West
broadcast in letter to NBC.
Dec. 1.— H. M. Warner, Darryl Zanuck in
verbal clash over regulation of Hollywood Dec. 22. — CBS reports business total of
$28,828,000 for year, highest of any netair "gossip."
Dec.
2.—
work for second consecutive time.
by S.E.C.Radio stock transactions revealed Dec. 24. — A. F. of M. extends period for
Dec. 3. — Radio is aid to films, CBS official
signing pacts with its locals to Jan. 3.
tells picture gathering. Screen Actors' Dec. 27. — Washington sentiment asrainsi
Guild joins move to curb Hollywood "gosnewspaper ownership of radio stations
sip" on air.
seen increasing. NBC to add 17 new
accounts in January.
O*""^.9.—
NBC
plans
test of mobile television.
Dec. 28. — Lenox R. Lohr summarizes
Dec.
radios trends during 1937.
13. — Canada starts 50,000-watt CBF at
Montreal.
Dec. 29.— Radio carries Will H. Havs's
story
of the film industry to nation.
Dec. 14. — Majority of station.s seen signing

for

Air

Time

During

1937

i

Radio

Personals

►

from page 1)
nicaJly, television improved greatly
in the past 12 months, especially in
foreign countries.
Hollywood continued to gain as a
program source, with the major programs on all three networks emanating from the coast. Paramount attempted astudio program, but abandoned it after a short experiment,
but M-G-M and Warners completed
tieups with commercial sponsors and
are currently broadcasting weekly
programs.
The A. F. of M. early this year
demanded that radio spend an additional $1,500,000 a year for musicians;
the ultimatum resulted in the calling
of a special N.A.B. session in June.
At the close of this year the situation is almost settled, with the Federation's demands agreed to by the industry. John Elmer again was elected
president of the A. F. of M. during
the stormy special meeting, with a
reorganization of the association
planned at the next N.A.B. general
session.
Conffress a Threat
The industr}' was uneasy throughout the year as various members of
Congress demanded an investigation
of radio, most charging monopoly
and the threat is undiminished as the
year draws to a close.
Y^arious labor organizations, including Equity, A.R.T.A., A.F.M.,
.A..G.R.A.P. and other company
unions made deep inroads into radio,
with announcers, engineers, sound effects men, production men and talent,
now organized and recognized nationally and sectionally.
Death took Anning S. Frail, chairman of the F. C. C, and Frank R.
McNinch was named the new chairman. T. A. M. Craven was selected
as a member of the commission.
Color

Television

Is

Success, Says Baird
London, Dec. 29. — John L. Baird
declared today at the annual meeting
of Television, Inc., that experiments
conducted during the past year in
transmitting large screen television
images by wireless and in color were
successful.
This was the first time color transmission had been achieved, Baird said.
While it still requires much development he is convinced, he said, that
color television eventually would
supersede the black and white pictures of the present day.

EARLE
HARPER,
WNEW
sports
announcer,
will leave
for his
annual winter vacation, tomorrow, going to Florida . . . Jane Froman will
appear on the Al Pearce show Jan.
4 . . . Fred MacMurray and Walter
Connolly have been signed to appear
with Claudette Colbert in the Lux
"Radio Theatre" production of "Alice
Adams," Jan. 3 . . . Benny Goodman
has been offered $100,000 for an exclusive three-year binder by Brunswick Recording Co. . . . Franchot
Tone will fill in some of his vacation
time here by appearing on the Kate
Smith show tonight.
+
Kenneth M. Donaldson has joined
the home office staff of the station relations department of the World
Broadcasting System. . . . Blue
Barron's orchestra will open at the
Edison here Jan. 6, with an NBC
wire. . . . Arline Blackburn, "Pretty
Kitty Kelly" series star, will be featured on Sunday's
Broadway"
dramatization.
. . . "On
Connie
Bennett
will appear on the Kraft "Music Hall"
Jan. 6.
Olson

Plans

Series

Of Morning
Shows
Olson Rug Co. will start a series
of transcribed morning programs over
five NBC stations next month, using
NBC Thesaurus recordings. The stations to be used will be WEAF, New
York; KYW, Philadelphia; KOA,
Denver; WGY, Schenectady, and
KDKA, Pittsburgh.
The transcribed series for WEAF
is the first to be booked under the
new setup permitting the use of tranon up
NBC's
tionsscribed
in Newprograms
York
to 9key
A. staM
The WEAF schedule is 7:45 to 8
A. M., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays starting Jan. 10. Presba, Fellers
& Presba, Chicago, is the agency.
CBS to Salute WAPI
will salute its incoming affiliate WAPI, Birmingham, Jan. 1, on
which date the station joins the network. The broadcast will be divided
between WABC and WAPI, where
Gov. Bib Graves will speak briefly
The balance of the program will be
vocal and musical.
CBS

Standard to Present News
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
will sponsor LTnited Press news bulletins presented
as s "Esso
in
five-minute
period
presenNews"
ted four
times daily over KYW in PhiladelJan. 1. Atarschalk &
Pratt phia,
is starting
the agency.

Beck Federal Vice-President
Joseph F. Beck, for the past seven
vears a member of the media departBorden to Return to WEAF
ment of the Federal .Advertising
The
Borden Milk Co. will return to
Agency, has been elected a vicepresident. Other additions to the WEAF beginning Jan. 4, when it will
agency's stafl^ include James F. present Gabriel Heatter in a new
O'Brien, formerly vice-president, series over that station only, Tuesdays
"amed senior vice-president, and Jules and Thursdays from 9 to 9:15 A.M.
B. Singer, account executive, named a Batten, Barton, Durstine & Oshorn is
the agencv.
vice-president.
Sister of Damrosch Dies
Mrs. Marie Damrosch Weichmann,
73, sister of Walter Damrosch, died
vesterday at her home. Besides Dr.
Damrosch,
she is survived by a
1 daughter, son and two sisters.

Mutual to Take WSAI Show
Mutual will take a program from
WSAI, Cincinnati, Jan. 3. from 9 to
to celebrat
P.M.
9:30
e the station's
increase
in da3^ime
wattage.
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Ray
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HUSTON,

Guy
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Ted

BENNETT,

in '"ROSALIE"

"EVERYBODY
SING"
Jones, Judy Garland, Fannie
Billie Burke,
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Florence
Henry

May
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MYRNA
in "TEST

LOY,
PILOT"
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of the pioneer city's life. By
chicanery, intrigue and double dealing he establishes himself as a figure in the growing community's
sordid political life. Meanwhile he
enjoys a surprisingly pleasing romance with a picturesque cabaret
entertainer of whom he makes a
business partner.
The next son, an idealist, chooses
law for a profession, but when the
older brother decides to make himself apolitical boss of a wild honky
(Continued on page 2)
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[20th Century-Fox]
SOME films depend upon just
one quality for greatness. It
may be powerful emotion, a stirring story, personalities, production detail, musical content, excellence of direction or a stunning
spectacle which exercises a powerful impact upon human sensibilities.
When a single picture, however,
possesses all of the separate qualities which make any film great,
then it is foreordained that that
picture will be both worthy entertainment and a commercial success. During his career Darryl F.
Zanuck has accounted for many
exceptional productions and it is
hardly to be doubted that press,
public and exhibitors will look
upon "In Old Chicago" as the high
spot of his efforts to date.
+ +
Epic in story idea, production
quality and the stirring effect of its
terrifying spectacle, "In Old Chicago" is no mere biography of a
city. Long before the spectacle sequences which everybody knew
were coming appeared on the screen
"In Old Chicago" had swept a
press preview audience under its
spell. The prelude to the thrilling
episodes is a gripping human interest story of the O'Leary family.
The film tells the story of a mother
and three sons in a fashion to grip
and hold every human sentiment.
+ +
One son of the washerwoman, an
opportunist, turns to the seamy side

DECEMBER

Contracts

Asks

for

25 Meeting

Eleven top M-G-M excutives are to receive a percentage of the
company profits, instead of three, as formerly, under the terms of

contracts recently approved by the board of directors of Loew's,
Inc., subject to the approval of stockholders at a meeting to be
held Jan. 25.
The aggregate percentage of the profits will remain the same as
under the old profit-sharing plan in which Louis B. Mayer,
J. Robert Rubin and the late Irving G. Thalberg were the participants.
Stockholders were informed of the proposed arrangement in
letters sent out last night by Nicholas
M. Schenck, president. A financial
statement of the company covering
Day,
which
shared
Eric
Mayell's
shots
of the Panay incident under a pooling
the fiscal year ending Aug. 31 accomagreement on China war coverage bepanied the letter.
tween the two, were neck and neck in
Man-Power
This statement showed that earnhitting the Broadway screens. News
ings for the fiscal year have increased
of the Day went on the screen at the
to $8.62 per share on the outstanding
=By
Martin
Quigley=
Embassy at 11 :48 and, at approximatecommon, a net of $14,426,062 after all
ly the same time, Movietone News was
charges, including Federal tax on unshowing
in the Grand Central Newsdistributed profits and minority inreel Theatre.
MR. Nicholas M. Schenck who
terests' share in partly owned subs
esof
voice
a
with
speak
sidiaries. For the previous year the
Universal, coping with a three-reel
pecial authority on the subject of
$11,076,823, before deducproduction from Norman Alley's 6,- profitable operation in the motion total was
tion of the Federal undistributed
000 feet of film, failed to reach Broad(Continued
on page 4)
way screens until night. Paramount, picture industry makes the follow(Continued on page 6)
ing declaration:
Newsreels of the bombing of the
Panay went on Broadway theatre
screens yesterday at noon. Stimulated by unprecedented newsreel advertising by Movietone News and individual theatres, capacity business
was recorded in all houses throughout
the day.
Movietone News and News of the

It is my firm opinion that
the determining factor in the
success of a motion picture
enterprise is the man-power
ivhich operates it.

Thompson-O'Connor
To Run RKO
Houses
RKO
Option Renewal
Major Leslie E. Thompson and
John O'Connor assume operating diAn agreement to extend the $6,000,rection of RKO theatres after today,
000 option
rewith the resignation of Nate J.
mainingto
holdingspurchase
of RKO RCA's
securities,
which is held by a banking syndicate
Blumberg becoming effective. BlumAll who know the business of berg
will officially assume office as
headed by Atlas Corp. and Lehman
Bros., was reached yesterday follow- motion pictures and are in a posi- president of Universal on Monday.
ing lengthy negotiations.
The designation of a theatre opertion to realize the peculiar exacAn initial extension of six months
ating head to succeed Blumberg is betions which it imposes upon those
ing held in abeyance during the abto June 30, 1938, is granted in consid- who administer its affairs successsence from the city of Leo Spitz, RKO
eration for the purchase of one-twelfth
(Continued on page 6)
fully will concur unhesitatingly in president. Spitz is not expected back
in New York before February and,
this opinion.
(Continued on Page 11)
Korda Back Here on
Mr. Schenck's declaration comes
in explanation of the introduction
Cohen Will Make 5;
His Way to England
by Loew's, Inc., of a profit-sharing
Having completed conferences re- arrangement which brings into
Silent on Release
garding the future of London Films existence an ideal which has long
Hollywood, Dec. 30. — In the face
and his own status as a producer-partner in U. A., Alexander Korda re- been under discussion in the indus- of rumors to the effect that he is
turned late last night from the coast
try. Under the arrangement a abandoning his Paramount releasing
arrangement for an RKO berth,
on the American Mercury. He had
been in Hollywood since Nov. 17 and group of executives and producers Emanuel Cohen, head of Major Picis scheduled to sail for England Jan. who occupy key positions in the
tures, today stated that his schedule
affairs of the company will have calls for five films for immediate pro5 on the Berengaria.
Maurice Silverstone, head of U. A. a direct interest in profits to the
duction. Releasing details were not
(Continued on page 11)
CContinued on page 2)
(Continued on page 6)
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No. 154 end, obviously, of insuring both
continuity and quality of perMARTIN QUIGLEY
formance.
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
A-MIKE VOGEL, Editor
A striking feature of the new
J. M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
arrangement which already has
been authorized by the board of
Published daily except Sunday and directors is the substitution of
ComPublishing
QuisleyQuigley,
by Martin
holidayspany, Inc..
president,
L'olvin ilrown,
vice-president and contracts covering a group of 11
treasurer.
Ave- executives and producers for pre1270 Sixth
on Office;
Publicati
^ nue at Kockefeller
Telephone
New York.
Center,
vious contracts participated in by
New
address: '■Quigpubco,
Cablecopyrighted
Circle
lork " 7-31UU.
All contents
l'J37 by Quigley
only
three
persons, yet the aggrecorrespondall
Address
Publishing Company. Inc.
publiOther UuigleyBETTEfl
Office. HBKALD.
NewMOTIONXork
eiiLe to the
PlCTUllE
cations:
gate percentage of profits to be disINIERNAbursed remains the same.
AL DIA,
, TEATKO
THUATKiiSMOTION
and
ALMANAC
PICTURE
TIONAL
HOLLYWOOD ; Postal Union Life Building,
Study of the record of the past
Vine and Y'ucca Sts. ; BooneAve.;
Mancall„
ONeiU.
C. B. Manager.
621 S. Michigan
CHICAGO:
Manager.
„
_ two decades in the motion picture
Albee Building; Bertram F. industry reveals a long series of
WASHINGON:
Linz, Eepiesentative.
87 Waalstraat; Philip de Schaap, changes in the relative positions of
AMSTERDAM:
Representative.
Steulerstrasse 2, Berlin VV. 3d; .Joachim
BERLIN:
K. Ruteiiberg. Representative.
the leading companies. Almost in3 Kaplar-u, Budapest II; Endrc
BUDAPEST:
variably the rise of an institution
Hevesi, Representative.
BUENOS AIRES: Avallaneda 3949; N. Bruski,
Representative.
has been attended by the enlistCOPENHAGEN: Vesterbrogada 20; Kris Winther.
Representative.
ment at the time of man-power of
HELSINKI: Predriksgatan 19C; Charlotte Laszio, outstanding ability. Again, with
Representative.
LONDON: 4 Golden Square, W. 1; Cable address, the changes that have so frequently
Quigpubco, London; Hope Williams, Manager.
MELBOURNE:
Regent Theatre Buildings, 191
Collins St.; Cliff Holt, Representative.
come about, we find a former topMEXICO CITY: Apartado 269; James Lockhart.
ranking company lodged down the
Representative.
MONTEVIDEO:
P. O. Box 664; Paul Bodo, Rep- list in prestige and profits as the
resentative.
MOSCOW: Petrovski Per 8: Beatrice Stern, Rep- result of the loss of the manPARIS:
29 Rue Marsoulan; Pierre Autre, Representative.
power that engineered its former
PRAGUE: Uhelny trh 2, Prague 1; Harry Knopf. success.
Representative.
RIO DE JANEIRO: Caixa Postal 3558; L. S.
Marinho, Representative.
And so the scene has changed,
ROME: 54 Via Delia Mercede; Joseph D. Bavotto.
Representative.
sometimes
within the space of
SANTIAGO
de CHILE; Casilla 13300; A Weissmann. Representative.
SHANGHAI: Rooms 38-41; Capital Theatre Build- from one season to another.
ing, 142 Museum Road; J. P. Koehler, Representative.
STOCKHOLM:
Kungsgatan 36; Ragnar Allberg,
The management of Loew's,
Representative.
TOKY'O:
880
Sasazuka.
lehikawa-shi, Chiba-Ken: Inc., obviously seeks to avoid the
H. Tominaga, Representative.
VIENNA: Neustiftgasse, 54 Vienna VII; Hans changing order of the past and to
Lorant, Representative,
Entered as second class matter January 4, 1926, ordain in its stead arrangements
at the Post Office at New York City. N. T., tmder
Act of March 3. 1879.
Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas, which will hold its vital manand foreign $12. Single copies: 10 cents.
power intact. That this may best
be done by means of long-term
contracts entailing a direct share
"ZoZa," Muni Win
In Poll of Critics in the company's success seems
entirely plain.
"The Life of Emile Zola" has been
chosen by the New York Film Critics
That the requisite skill and exas the most distinguished picture of
perience isthe essential need of
1937 and, by coincidence, the title role
the
business
of motion pictures is
star of the picture, Paul Muni, has
been named as having given in that a fact that receives constant
part the best performance of any act- affirmation. In other industries
or during the year.
materials, factories, formulae, patGreta Garbo's portrayal of Marents, trademarks and many other
guerite Gautier in "Camille" was adjudged the finest performance by an
actress during 1937.
Offers Prize for Title
Gregory La Cava took first place
M-G-M will offer a prize of $5,000
among the directors for "Stage Door," for a new title to the picture now
and "Mayerling" was named as the
best foreign language film to be shown known as "Benefits Forgot." Details
of the contest were disclosed on the
during the year.
Metro radio program last night, when
the first of a two-part synopsis of the
Offices to Close Early
story was broadcast. The secHome offices of all major com- film's ond
part will be broadcast next
panies will close at 1 :00 P. M. today Thursday. A trip to Hollywood will
in observance of the New Year holi- be part of the award.
day weekend.
No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow,
which is New Year's Day.

Para. Handles "River"
Paramount will distribute "The
River," a three-reel subject produced
by
U. S. Dep't
on
floodthecontrol.
The of
filmAgriculture
will be made
available to exhibitors fi;ee of charge.
It was directed by Pare Lorentz with
a narrative by Thomas Chalmers.

elements give a corporation a
measure of permanence and stability. But in motion pictures no
similar condition applies; first reliance must inevitably be Upon
the skill and experience of the directing personnel.
The business of motion pictures,

Chi

cag

o
(Continued from page 1)

tonk district, he chooses his idealist
brother to be a candidate for and
elected mayor. Idealist and opportunist clash. The mayor, determined
to wipe out the cesspool of vice
and corruption which is his
brother's domain, calls upon the
cabaret singer for aid. Rising in
opposition the elder brother vows
vengeance, tricks the entertainer
into marrying him, since the wife
cannot testify against her husband.
As the brothers stage a wild fistic

particularly in its production department, involves constantly a
multitude of decisions, many of
them entailing the expenditure of
substantial sums of money and
almost all concerned Avith the in- brawl, Mrs. O'Leary's cow kicks
tricate and sometimes fantastic over a lantern and the fire that reduced wooden Chicago to ashes
stuf¥ of entertainment. Upon the
erupts.
quality and promptness of the
+ +
judgment depends the screen value
The fiery spectacle which feaof the resultant picture and consetures the film compared in force and
quently the profits of the company.
power with
ments in any
filmproduction
history. achieveAs the
Hence, fortunate indeed is the
mayor is killed and as dynamite is
company which once that it has used to check the fury of the
assembled man-power capable of flames, the singer and mother are
obtaining the desired results is reconciled, and when found by the
both able and willing to take steps repentent son all vision a great
to insure the continued availa- new Chicago of stone and steel.
Headed by Don Ameche, Alice
bility of such man-power and to
avoid
constantly facing competitive Faye, Tyrone Power, Alice Brady,
bidding.
Brian Donlevy, Tom Brown, Berton Churchill and June Storey, the
entire cast turns in commendable
This development which natuperformances. The quality of
rally has important product impliHenry King's direction is both
cations will be viewed with inter- imaginative
and practical. It is
est and approval by theatre opera- chock full of showmanship and untors who inevitably become partderstanding. Musical specialties
ners in the fortunes of product
sung by Miss Faye and an excellent
sources. It is as well that kind score add much to the melodraof reward to creative effort which
matic and romantic content of this
character picture.
becomes generally a healthy stimu+ +
lus and encouragement.
Based on a story by Nevin Bush,
If, then, as Mr. Schenck says — adapted by Lamar Trotti and
and none denies — that the deter- Conya Levein, with music and
mining factor in the success of a lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry
motion picture enterprise is the Revel, Lew Pollack and Sidney
Mitchell, it does not take the special
man-power which operates it, he efifects
spectacle arranged by Fred
has made at this year-end a notable Sersen, Ralph Hammeras and Louis
contribution to the institution over
Witte and directed by H. Bruce
which he presides and one which
Humberstone to make "In Old Chiadds a note of permanency and stacago" a picture that should have
bility to the industry at large.
audiences
eager
to
view it.
Zanuck's reputation as a producer
Schenck, Zanuck Tuesday of money making pictures will grow
Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl
Zanuck will arrive in New York brighter by "In Old Chicago."
Running time, 110 minutes. "G."
Tuesday morning from the coast.
Artcinema Set in West
Definite arrangements for their departure from there Sunday night were
Artcinema has closed distribution
completed yesterday.
contracts
for west coast areas with
Dan Michalove, who has been at
Oscar
Seltzer,
and Seattle;
the 20th Century-Fox studio for the Armand Cohn, Portland
San Francisco, and
past year, will return with the
Schenck-Zanuck party to reestablish Jay M. Sutton, Los Angeles. The
his headquarters here as assistant to distributors will handle the 10 feature
productions of Artcinema.
Sidney R. Kent.
To Release 12 Shorts
Jones at Central City
Vitaphone
release 12 shorts
Denver, Dec. 30. — To complete his next month, will
Norman
Moray, sales,
five-year contract with the Central
manager, stated yesterday. Of the
City Ass'n, Robert Edmond Jones
again will direct the annual Central number three will be two-reelers and
the balance single-reel subjects.
City play festival next summer.
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Cullman

Purely

Personal

Roxy

►

EMAN, ParaY • FRA
re head,
will leave for
mountNKtheatFRE
New Orleans tomorrow to attend the
wedding there on Monday of the
daughter of E. V. Richards, Saenger
Circuit head. Freeman will remain
for the Paramount divisional sales
and the premiere of "The
meeting r"
in New Orleans next
Buccanee
week, returning to New York about
Jan. 10.
•
O. C. DoERiNG, Jr., of counsel to
the RKO trustee, is enroute to the
RKO studio there for conferences with
Floyd Odlum and Leo Spitz. He
represents A. H. McCausland, trustee's official, who is remaining in New
York on RKO organization matters.
•
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
Paramount executive committee, is
due back from a Florida fishing trip
on Jan. 6 and will go to Ithaca the
following day for a meeting of the
board of Cornell University, of which
he is a member.

Report

of

M-G-M

Profit

Is Approved

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
Share
for
11
yesterday approved the final accounting rendered by Howard S. Cullman,
receiver and trustee in the reorganization of the Roxy. Judge Caffey indiMen
Proposed
cated that the final granting of fees
and allowances would be delayed until
(Continued from page 1)
February because of the pressure of
other work.
profits tax, or $6.79 per share on the
In another opinion Judge Caffey outstanding common.
ruled that an unnamed member of the
Participants in the proposed new
profit-sharing
second
Louisarrangement
B. Mayer, will be:
protectivemortgage
committee gold
would noteholders'
receive no
compensation because he had traded
Vice-President in Charge of
in Roxy securities. Beekman, Bogue,
Production.
Al Lichtman,
Leake, Stephens & Black, attorneys
for the noteholders, received an allowVice-President and executive
ance of $390 for expenses. They had
aid to Nicholas M. Schenck
asked for $497. Cullman was authorJ. Robert Rubin,
ized to continue the services of BarVice-President
and General Counsel.
row, Wade, Gunthrie & Co. as accountants.
Edgar J. Mannix,
Production Executive.
Samuel Katz,
Orders "U" Examination
Production Executive.
An examination before trial on Jan.
Benjamin Than,
11 of Robert H. Cochrane, Willard S.
Production Executive.
McKay and Charles B. Paine was
Hunt Stromberg,
ordered by Justice Aaron Steuer in
N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday in the
Producer.
Bernard Hyman,
suit of John D. Tippett, Inc., against
Universal, Consolidated Film IndusProducer.
tries, Inc., J. E. Brulatour, Inc., EastLawrence
A. Weingarten,
man Kodak, Print Stock Corp., Carl
Producer.
Laemmle and Jules E. Brulatour for
Harry Rapf,
$600,000 damages. He alleges that the
Producer.
defendants "conspired" to induce UniMervyn LeRoy,
versal to breach its contract with the
Producer.
plaintiff for the purchase of raw film.

Harry Brand, 20th Century-Fox
studio publicity director, arrived from
the coast yesterday to help with
preparations for the Astor opening
of "In Old Chicago" on Jan. 6. He
plans to return to the coast next Friday.
•
Uphold Riglit of Censor
Lewen Pizor, president of the
The constitutional right of a state
U.M.P.T.O., was here from Philadelan undesirable picture, alwith Para- to censor
and visited
phia mount
yesterday
though ithad been passed by customs
home office
sales executives.
authority was upheld by a special
"The visits had no significance," he Statutory Court consisting of Federal
said.
•
Judges Martin T. Manton, Robert F.
Patterson and Samuel Mandelbaum in
Jackie Cooper, star of "Boy of the the U. S. District Court here yesterStreets," arrived in town yesterday
day. The action concerned the film
for a series of personal appearances. "Ecstasy."
He will be in New York about a
week, then will head for Hartford.
•
Trans-Lux Suit Dismissed
Bernie Brooks was a busy man
The suit of Abe Felt, real estate
yesterday receiving congratulations on broker, for $45,409 commission
his new appointment as film buyer against Trans-Lux Movies Corp. and
and booker for Rosenblatt- Welt Trans-Lux Daylight Screen Corp.
circuit.
was dismissed in the U. S. District
•
Court here before Federal Judge
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, eastern dis- Robert Inch.
trict manager for M-G-M, will fly
to Buffalo today to spend the holidays M &P Hub Manager Dies
with his family.
•
Boston, Dec. 30. — Henry Taylor,
William Smalley of Cooperstown managing director of the Metropolitan
and Clayton Eastman, Albany here, died at 12:30 this morning
street at the Hotel Bradmanager for Paramount, were in acrossfordthe
where he and his wife had been
town yesterday.
•
living for a year. A blood clot was
the immediate cause of death. Burial
Jacqueline Wells, Columbia play- will take place in Boston Sunday. He
er, will arrive this morning at New- leaves a widow. Florence, and a
ark Airport for a short vacation.
brother, Ernest.
•
Taylor was with Shuberts for some
Norman Moray will leave Sunday
for Washington to spend a few days 15 years and later went with RKO.
His first position with Mullin and
with the Warner sales staff there.
Pinanski was as managing director of
Bob Hathaway is assisting Frank the Metropolitan. Later, he managed
HocKE, who is ill, in the booking for the Paramount until returning to the
Metropolitan a year and a half ago.
the Central, Goshen.
No successor has been named.
•
Jacques Deval will leave for
Hollywood today via American AirAdolph Pollak Resigns
lines.
Adolph Pollak has resigned as general sales manager of Theatre Trailer
Abe Schneider, Columbia treasurer, Service to devote his time exclusively
left yesterday for a vacation in Florida. to the commercial field and state
•
rights business. Pollak had been with
John Beal is in town from the Theatre Trailer Service for about a
coast.
year.

In addition, David Bernstein, vicepresident and treasurer, has been
given a five-year contract extension.
The original profit-sharing arrangement had been in effect since 1924,
according to Nicholas M. Schenck,
president. In his letter to stockholders Schenck points out that the
percentage
of oflScials
profits will
formerly
allocated to three
be divided
among 11 "whose producing and
managerial talent or executive ability
has, in the opinion of the directors,
been principally responsible for the
success of M-G-M pictures.
"The proposed contracts provide for
compensation based in part upon a
percentage of Loew's share of the
combined annual net profits of Loew's,
Inc., and all subsidiaries, after reserves, interest, taxes, depreciation of
the
company's
propertiesdividends
and after
deduction of cumulative
on
all present or future preferred stock
of Loew's, Inc., and after deduction
of $2 per annum for each share of
outstanding common stock (other
than shares issued as a stock dividend) the last representing $2,612,424
per annum on the common stock now
outstanding."
Man-Power

Stressed

Warners'
Meet

Managers
in Washington

Washington, Dec. 30. — Managers
from 40 theatres in the Washington
zone of the Warner circuit held a
business session yesterday at the executive offices in the Earle Bldg. The
session was presided over by J. J.
Payette, general manager of the zone.
Discussions were devoted for the
most part to new product of all companies which will be played in the
Warner houses. An earlier meeting
was held two weeks ago, which was
featured by Payette's annual banquet
for the managers and all of his assistants.
W. B. Coast Meet Next Week
Hollywood, Dec. 30. — Important
Warner product conferences here will
start next week with every branch of
activity from production to exhibition
undergoing scrutiny. Joseph Bernard,
Warner theatre head, will arrive Simday to confer with Harry and Jack
Warner. Gradwell Sears is expected
some time next week. Others present
will be S. Charles Einfeld, Hal Wallis
and Sam Schneider, company financial
expert. The Sears Sales Drive and
product
cussed. will be among the topics disWarnerites to Do Play
"Three Cornered Moon" will be
presented by the Warner Club Players, dramatic organization comprising
home office employes, Jan. 21, at the
company's club rooms.
Fox

Intermountain

Adds

Three

Houses

Denver, Dec. 30. — Fox Intermountain has increased its string of theatres by three, with openings of new
theatres in the territory.
At Sun Valley, Idaho, a new 400seat house, the Sun Valley Opera
House has been built by the Union
Pacific railroad. The house is equipped
for the running of rushes of pictures
being shot in the vicinity. Ed Conahan, former assistant at the Isis,
Denver, is managing the house. Another in Idaho will be opened on Jan.
6 at Pocatello. It will be named the
Chief and will seat 1,200. At Climax,
Col., a 200-seat house has been opened,
which is operating two nights a week.
Bob Nelson, manager, is also manager
at Leadville, Col.
Theatre Firm Formed
Harrisonburg, Va., Dec. 30. —
Sperryville Theatre Corp., this city,
has been chartered with maximum
capital of $25,000 to operate a theatre.
Charles S. Roth is president.
/. A. F itz Patrick

Is

Re-Signed by M-G-M
In his letter Schenck states : "It is
Hollywood, Dec. 30. — M-G-M tomy firm opinion that the determining
day signed James A. FitzPatrick to
factor in the success of a motion pic- continue his traveltalk subject production for 1938 and 1939. No definite
ture enterprise is the man-power
which operates it. In harmony with number was set. The deal was handled by Fred Quimby here.
that belief I have endeavored as president to obtain the best men available
in the industry and to hold them
miscellaneous income. For the year
firmly
in
the
company's
service."
Aug. 31, 1936, gross operating
Details of the financial statement ending
revenues were $108,780,542.
issued with Schenck's letter show that
Total current assets of Loew's, Inc.,
the gross operating revenues of the and
wholly owned subsidiaries on
company for the fiscal year totalled
Aug.
31 were $52,404,545, as against
$121,828,606. of which $118,464,900
total
current
liabilities of $12,107,408.
was represented by theatre receipts
company's earned surplus on
and rentals and sales of films and ac- The
cessories, and the balance by rent and Aug. 31 was $44,354,274.
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Films
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Around

Noon

^Continued from page 1)
which obtained no actual shots of the
Panay bombing, held up its reel until
to "cover" its
in order
late afternoon
accounts
on the
incident by buying
photographic material to include in its
record of the capture of Nanking and
return of the Panay victims and survivors to Shanghai. In consequence,
the Palace, which had bought the
Universal reel, was without Panay fdm
all day, and the Paramount, waiting
for its own reel, was without it until
late afternoon. The latter house,
however, was playing to capacity all
day, regardless.
Broadway theatre managers found
it difficult to make definite estimates
of the actual box-office strength of
the reels due to the fact that the leading first run houses have been playing to capacity all week as a result
of the brisk holiday trade. Smaller
houses, such as the Criterion, Rialto
and the newsreel theatres, where capacity business has not been sustained throughout the week, were
quick to feel the pulling power of the
reels and accompanying advertising
and gave credit to them freely.
Capacity Assured
Houses such as the Music Hall,
Capitol,
Loew's
State,
Strand andParamount,
Rivoli credited
the Panay
reels with exceptional drawing power,
but pointed out at the sarre time that
they have played to capacity since Sunday.
All New York morning and afternoon papers yesterday carried 800line ads on the Movietone Panay reel
listing a total of 225 theatres at which
it was playing. The advertising was
placed by 20th Century-Fox and is believed to be the first time that such
extensive space has been employed for
newsreel advertising. In addition, virtually all Broadway first runs carried Panay display lines in their individual advertising spaces. Marquees
and lobbies billed the films everywhere.
Approximately 1,000 prints were
struck by Movietone, many of which
were on their way out of the city by
mid-afternoon. News of the Day ordered about 800 prints. Nearby out
of town points had the reels last night,
and with Movietone News distribution
from the coast beginning Tuesday
night, all major cities throughout the
country should have reels by today.
Korda
His

Back

Here

on

Way to England
(Continued from page 1)
sales in England, is still on the coast
and is expected to leave soon for New
York.
Korda's plan to produce a group of
pictures for release through other companies was objected to by Samuel
Goldwyn, coast advices stated yesterday. Goldwyn, it was said, held out
for the same privilege, which the
board voted down.
Goldwyn was among those at the
Glendale Airport seeing Korda of? and
the parting was described as
"friendly."
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veyed to Shanghai, describes the happenings there and then returns to Nanking. The latter scenes are exceptionally forceful, even gruesome. They
The
Newsreel
Parade
depict the dead and injured on the
streets of the city; the homeless natives bedded in alleyways ; the living
mourning
beside their dead; the
caught.
The
wounded
are
dragged
to
"The Bombing of the U. S. S.
safety and lifted, bloodily, into small wounded for whom there were no
boats that will take them ashore. more hospital accommodations lying in
Oil tankers anchored nearby are seen the streets.
{Universal)
The story of the bombing of the in flames, more evidence of Nipponese
Menken has given Paramount a reel
Panay"
U. S. Gunboat Panay, as recorded by marksmanship. On shore the Panay which, without the Panay incident,
Norman Alley, Universal cameraman is seen listing and in later clips it stands by itself.
Running time, 9^^ minutes. K.
on the ship, becomes an important doc- settles headlong int* the river. The
umentary film by reason of its camera wounded lay on the river bank waiting
reporting of an occurrence of interna- to be given medical attention at near- Universal Newsreel
by Hoshien. Their wounds staunched,
tional consequence in the Sino-Japanese conflict. It is at the same time they are placed on the Oahu and taken Vol. 9, No. 266
good theatrical material.
to Shanghai and the reel closes with ( U niversal )
This issue probably will stir more
Alley succeed in capturing the devas- a shot of the coffin of a petty officer excitement
among exhibitors than any
tating ettect of the Japanese bombing being lifted aboard the Augusta while
Universal
has
turned out in a long
on the survivors rather more effec- the flag flies at half-staflf.
Running time, 9 mins.
P. time, but this will be due to what it
tively than he did the actual bombing
lacks rather than what it contains.
of the ship. Of the attack itself, and
mcidentally the display of American News of the Day
No shots of the Panay sinking are included. All of that material is in the
flags on the Panay is clearly visible Vol. 9, No. 230
company's three-reel special.
m the film, he caught flashes of two
A year-end stunt performed by girls
Japanese planes, the rushing of sailors (M-G-M)
As in the reel reviewed above, the on aquaplanes with a Father Time in
to man the guns, and shows them
pointing to the sky, the confusion on Panay is also the sole topic of this the picture starts it. The remaining
the decks and the sudden activity when issue of News of the Day. The mate- clips are made up of material from
the order came to abandon ship. The
rial is the same, but the cutting and Barnegat, N. C, Bonneville, Wash.,
scenes of the removal of wounded to assemblage is different. It has the and elsewhere.
There are scenes of a new airplane
the launches, the group hiding in the vivid qualities mentioned above and
reeds on the bank ot the if^angtze, will strike a note of horror among au- wing de-icer, the completion of the
Bonneville Dam, workers being fingerthe dressing of the wounded there, and
diences viewing it.
printed in Florida, the Pennsylvania
The cutting and makeup combine
the long and slow trek over rough
country to the nearest town, with the with the narration to give first hand Railroad's electrification progress, a
assistance of Chinese soldiers, are ef- views of the action as it unfolded in non-skid tire compound demonstrated
front of the cameraman, Eric Mayell, in Montreal, a pet deer in New Jerfectively the
pictured flotilla
by Alley's
camera.
Then is seen
carrying
the and what has been said above might
sey wearing a "Don't Shoot" sign,
coffins of the dead and the weakened also apply here.
golfing with black balls on the snowcovered
mountains around Crater Lake
Running time, 9 mins.
P.
survivors back to Shanghai, where
in Oregon, bathing suited girls playing
the film closes.
loop tennis in Venice, Cal., and a
The special reel has been built into RKO Pathe News
painfully funny series of shots of team
a dramatic and suspense-laden narra- Vol. 9, No. 47
wrestling in Seattle, where contesttive in chronological sequence, leading (RKO)
ants are paired off and each team
to the actual bombing. It opens with
A routine collection of shorts make helps the man on the mat out of his
the dash by ship and planes from
predicament.
Shanghai to New York of Alley and up this reel.
Running time, 9 mins.
P.
There are speeches by various
his precious film, then goes into scenes
of the havoc that was wreaked in officials on monopoly legislation, a
Nanking by the advancing Japanese wrecked ship on the Formosa coast, Agreement
Made on
troops. The most harrowing shots of a Palm Beach hotel preparing for the
winter
season,
a
flood
in
Rome,
a
the picture include those showing the
RKO
Option Renewal
(Continued from page 1)
dead and dying Chinese soldiers and champion hunting dog going through
its paces and a hockey game. There
civilians in the streets of Nanking, a Panay.
mother and two children wailing is nothing on the bombing of the of RCA's present RKO holdings for
$500,000 during the month of Janufrantically beside the body of her husary. A second extension of six months
Running time, 8yi mins.
K.
band. From there the narrative picks
to Dec. 31, 1938, on the purchase of
up the flight of the group of cameraanother $500,000 of the securities is
men and reporters to the Panay, the Paramount News
provided for under the agreement.
ship steaming down river with its No. 43
It was reported in Motion Picture
convoy of Standard Oil tankers, the
Daily earlier that a one-year exten(Paramount)
quiet and calm of the Panay cabin,
sion of the option, which expires toArthur Menken remained behind in
then the sudden alarm as the Japanese
day, would be granted in consideration
struck.
besieged Nanking where, in the ordi- for the payment of $1,000,000 of the
Running time, 22 mins.
A.
nary course of events, it might reason- purchase price.
ably be expected that something was
The extension was sought by the
more likely to happen than aboard a option holders due to the fact that
Movietone News
gunboat of a neutral nation. In conse- completion of the RKO reorganizaquence, Menken was able to give ParVol. 20, No. 32
tion has been delayed beyond earlier
amount News some film that would
(20th Century-Fox)
have been sensational in its way if expectations.
Panay sinking scenes make up the events had not made the Panay the
entire reel. The shots are just as scene of action instead of the fallen
Doyle Extends His Stay
dramatic as the world-wide build-up Chinese capital. To cover its accounts
Negotiations with Arthur W. Kelly
in the press and can stand billing on the Panay incident, Paramount for a 10-year franchise for five theabove or alongside the feature. As an News has included in this release stills
atres he plans to build in South Africa
audience draw they're better than the from Wide World pictures obtained and other deals will detain Stuart F.
Hindenburg because of the tremendous by Norman Soong, news photographer Doyle here for at least three weeks,
advance publicity.
who was a passenger on the Panay. he stated yesterday. Doyle said that
The documentation of the events This section of the film runs about he did not expect to conclude talks
starts with the bombing of Nanking. three minutes. The remainder of the with Kelly this week, as originally
Refugees are seen evacuating the city 9^-minute reel consists of Menken's anticipated.
and making for the Panay. The gun- shots of besieged Nanking.
The reel runs in fairly chronological
boat moves up the river. A Japanese
Open at Fort Pierce
launch comes alongside and identifies order, beginning with scenes in NanFort Pierce, Fla., Dec. 30.— The
the naval craft. The Panay continues
king and shots of the Panay and some
upstream to becomes the target of Ja- of its passengers. The stills are fitted Ritz here, operated in connection with
panese airplanes. The bombs explod- in to show the destruction of the ship ; the Sunrise, has opened for the seaing around the ship are seen and the then the camera picks up the account
son. The
_
feature attraction for the
damage
wrought on the decks is with the Panay survivors being conopening was Rex Beach's "Barrier."
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Toscanini
To

Concerts

Canada

Stations

will feed the Toscanini symphony broadcasts to the 33 outlets
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
for the duration of the series through
an agreement effected yesterday.
Programs
NBC
The addition of the CBS outlets to
the coverage of the symphonies brings
Montreal, Dec. 30. — Pressed by lis- the number of stations to which the
tener demands, the Canadian Broad- programs are offered to 182. This
casting Corp. has taken over a host of figure includes the 143 stations of
NBC commercials and will broadcast the
combined NBC networks and six
them starting Jan. 2. Station CBM, short-wave outlets, the biggest hookthe corporation's English station here,
up of stations ever combined to carry
will take the new shows and CBF, the a regularly
scheduled air series.
new 50,000-watt French-language station, will take them with special translated announcements.
NBC
Thesaurus
Sets
In addition to the American comFour New Contracts
mercials CBC has taken a number of
new local commercials to be heard
NBC thesaurus division yesterday
over both its local outlets.
received contracts for four new subscribers to the transcribed service,
Headliners taken by the corporation
include Rudy Vallee, Bing Crosby, and nine renewal contracts.
The new subscribers are WHH,
Jack Benny (all three formerly hanNewport
News, Va. ; WHDL, Olean,
dled by Marconi's station, CFCF),
Amos 'n' Andy, "Voice of Firestone," N. Y. ; WWJ, Detroit, and VOCM,
"Fibber McGee and Molly," and St. Johns, Newfoundland. The reothers. With the start of the New
newals are from WJAX, Jacksonville,
; WMBG, Richmond; WROK,
Year they will drop Kate Smith's pro- Fla.
Rockford, 111.; KPLT, Paris, Tex.;
gram.
CHML, Hamilton, Ontario; CKCH,
Amos 'n' Andy Jan. 2
Hull, Quebec; CJCB, Sydney, Nova
On Jan. 2 CBM will welcome Scotia ; CHNS, Halifax, and KFDM,
Amos 'n' Andy, who have not been Beaumont, Tex.
heard in Montreal for several years,
"Voice of Firestone," "McGee and
John M. Henry Resigns
Molly," "Hour of Charm," the "CarLincoln, Neb., Dec. 30. — John M.
nation Contented"
program,while
and three
short local
commercials,
CBF Henry, acting general manager of the
will take five locals. Claire Trevor Central States Broadcasting Co., will
will be heard on CBM for Lifebuoy. resign Jan. 1. He had been station
On Wednesday the English station manager of KOIL and the Omaha
studios of KFAB. His resignation
receives "One Man's Family" and came on the tail of announcement that
"Spotlight Parade" plus locals while Don Searle, late of WIBW, Topeka,
CBF will get a French program,
would come here as general manager.
"Dans Ma Tasse de The," sponsored Henry intends to devote his time to
by Standard Brands, and "Spotlight writing.
Parade." Thursday both stations will
have Vallee and Crosby, special announcements having been worked out
P. & G. Gets WNEW Series
in French for CBF, and CBM will
Procter & Gamble, for Oxydol, will
also take the Maxwell House Show- pay for 15 announcements a week
boat. Both stations will take Frank
for 26 weeks on WNEW, beginning
Munn's "Waltz Time" on Friday and Jan. 3. The contract is through
on Sunday CBM will air Malcolm
Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
LePrade's "Travel Talks" and Jack
Justin Haynes & Co. has purchased
Benny, while CBF will get "Manhat- three 15-minute periods a week of the
tan Merry-go-Round."
"Make Believe Ballroom" over
WNEW, starting Jan._ 4. William
General Mills Testing Scripts
Irving Hamilton, Inc., is the agency.
Chicago, Dec. 30. — General Mills
Bosco Co. to Have Program
Corp., having signed Joan Blaine for
a new series, is now undecided as to
The Bosco Co. will go on the air
which of several scripts will be used. with a 15-minute broadcast featuring
The company will test a script writ- Don Ross, Jan. 3, to be heard Monten by Sandra Michael on WGN,
day, Wednesday and Friday over
Chicago, starting Jan. 3. If the story WOR, 12:00 to 12:15 P. M. The
proves to be a proper vehicle the show
will be produced by the radio
will be moved to New York and the program
department of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Inc.
network within a few weeks.

To

Take

Many

Olsen, Johnson to New Show
Hollywood, Dec. 30. — Their own
program for Richfield Oil being off the
air, Olsen and Johnson today were
set as masters of ceremonies on the
"Hollywood Melody Shop" starting
this Sunday.
It is a sustainer.

NBC

Fay to Be Vocalist
Will Fay, manager of WHAM,
Rochester, who has arranged for air
appearances of hundreds of singers,
will take to the airways himself as a
vocal soloist during the "Music Is My
Hobby" program Jan. 24, at 7 P. M.
on the NBC-Blue.
WOR

/VV,y5lCAL.
-fS CANADA
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Wins Sales Award

The WOR sales promotion department has been given the Certificate
of Award of the American Institute
of Graphic Arts for its art, layouts
and copy for promotional work. It is
the second year this department has
received the award.

New
On

Shows
the

Air

Lawrence Tibbett
That Lawrence Tibbett is one of
America's great baritones is no news ;
that Tibbett has returned to the microphone as the regular star of a series
after a long absence from the airways
is news, definitely good news. Since
the past Wednesday, Tibbett may be
heard weekly that evening from 9 to
9 :30 etteP.series
M.over
on the
CBS.Chesterfield cigarTibbett's magnificent baritone voice
was heard in an offering from "La
Traviata," Gershwin's "I Got Plenty
of Nothin'" from "Porgy and Bess,''
Cole Porter's "In the Still of the
Night," and the dramatic narrative
from "The Rogue Song," "Song of
the Shirt." His was one of the soundest vocal performances to be heard on
the air in some time.
The Kostelanetz orchestra of course
performed beautifully in supporting
Tibbett, and in two specialties, "Once
in a While" and "Tiger Rag." Deems
Taylor's informal musical comments
fit nicely into the production.

i

Radio

Personals

►

selected of
to play
the lead has
in
the screen,
NANbeen GREY,
"Those We Love," new series replacing "Husbands and Wives," Jan. 4.
. . . Gene Ford, WHN producer, will
interview Jack Robbins
on his "New
York Town" program today. It so
happens that Ford a number of years
ago wrote one of the biggest hits ever
published by Robbins, the song titled
"Rain." ... The "Book of the Month"
club will be on the air with a program within two weeks. . . . CBS and

Mutual will pick up Abe Lyman's
music from Billy Rose's Casa Manana
when it opens Jan. 7. . . . Mary Margaret McBride returns from her
Florida vacation Sunday to her new
five-a-week series on CBS the following day. . . . Ralph Edwards has been
signed as announcer for the forthcoming Ben Bernie series. . . . Bob Trout
has been booked to address a meeting
of the Springfield, Vt., Chamber of
Commerce. . . . Col. Jack Major, of
CBS, will headline the stage bill at
the Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, the
week of Jan. 20. . . . H. V. Kaltenborn will lecture at the Buffalo AthParalysis Drive
letic Club Feb. 12. . . . All above
President Roosevelt's annual drive
s were arranged by the CBS
against paralysis, the funds of which booking
go to the Warm Springs Foundation, artists' bureau.
was launched over the air yesterday
Pittsburgh Town Pump
from 5 to 5 :30 P. M. over the microphones of WNEW, WHN, WQXR,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 30. — Freda JohnWINS and WNYC, the pickups comson is directing a quarter-hour draing from the Waldorf-Astoria, where
a rallv attended by social, civic and
matic show called "The Bradleys" on
every Saturday afternoon . . .
political leaders was in progress. The WWSW
A. E. Nelson, manager of KDKA, has
program was under the supervision of gone to Denver for the holidays . . .
James E. Sauter of Air Features.
Bill Robson, who has been named to
Heard in eloquent pleas for a suc- replace Irving Reis as director of the
cessful drive in this state were George
is a former PittsM. Cohan, Basil O'Connor, chairman CBS Workshop,
burgh newspaper reporter . . . Rosey
of the New York campaign ; Keith
Morgan, chairman of the national Rowswell's gift from his baseballcommittee : Dr. Max Peet of the broadcast sponsor was a beautiful
University of Michigan, and Mrs. wrist watch . . . Cliff Daniel, program manager of WCAE, is broadDouglas Gibbons, chairman of the
casting descriptions of the masses from
state's woman's division. The enterSt.
Paul's
cathedral every week and
tainment was headed by Lucy Monroe,
a lot of congratulatory mail
whose warm soprano voice made the getting
. . . Frank Seidel, special writer at
hearing of the national anthem even WCAE, sold a Christmas script this
more stirring than it usually is. Walseason to the Heinz "Magazine of
ter Cassell sang "Old Man River."
Banner the Air" . . . The Leonard Kapners
(Dorothy Yelig), back from their
Atlantic City honeymoon, are living
at
the Cathedral Mansions . . . Nan
WMT
in Deal With
Grayson,band,who
broadcastsover
with WWSW,
her husWalt Framer,
Musicians* Locals
Cedar Rapids, Dec. 30.— WMT,
thecominglead
in the of
"Y""Spring
Playwith studios in Cedar Rapids and will playhouse's
production
Waterloo, has completed agreements
+
with the musicians' locals in the two
Lincoln Town Pump
cities to spend $12,500 a year for the
next two years in hiring union musiLincoln, Dec. 30. — Ray Suber has
cal talent. The situation at WMT
left the KFOR announcing staff, and
was unique inasmuch as the station
maintains full time studios in two cities will probably be replaced by Porter
Randall, of WIBW, Topeka . . . Reg
which necessitated carrying on nego- Martin
Song." of KFAB-KFOR spent the
tiations with both the Cedar Rapid
holidays with radio friends of the
and Waterloo locals.
Iowa network in Des Moines . . . Jim
The negotiations for the two-year Cox, of the KFOR continuity staff,
contracts were conducted by Sumner
D. Ouarton, general manager for has a twice-weekly show, "This Thing
Success" in which details of obstacles
WMT ; Doug Grant, program direc- overcome in the lives of the famous
tor ; Don Inman, Waterloo commercial head,
presidents and sec- are given.
retaries and
ofboth the
locals.
Research Group in WHN Deal
Health Research Foundation has
"Chicago" Opening on Air
a contract with WHN for 52
Opening of the picture "In Old Chi- signed
cago" at the Astor Jan. 6 will be weeks to participate in Ida Bailey
broadcast from the lobby by WHN. Allen's "Homemakers of the Air"
The program will be aired from 8:45 starting Jan. 3. The Andrews agency
to 9 P. M.
of Detroit placed the business.
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FCC

Sets

Tentative

February

Hearings

Washington, Dec. 30. — The F.C.C.
has arranged a tentative calendar for
on examiners' reports durhearings
ing February, as follows :
Feb. 11 — Applications of Chase S.
Osborn, Jr., for a new 1,440-kilocycle,
SOO-watt station at Fresno, Cal., and
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., for change of
frequency from 1370 to 1,440 kilocycles and increase of power from 100
watts night, 250 watts day, to 500
watts night, 1,000 watts day.
Feb. 18 — Applications of Standard
Life Insurance Co. of the South for a
1,420-kilocycle station at Jackson,
Miss., 100 watts night, 250 watts day,
and Arthur Lucas for a 1,310-kilocycle, 100-watt station at Savannah,
Ga.
Feb. 24 — Application of Birmingham News Co. for a 590-kilocycle,
1,000-watt station at Birmingham;
contesting applications of Radio Station WFNC and Capitol Broadcasting
Co., Inc., for a 1,210-kilocycle station
at Raleigh, N. C, and applications of
KQV, Pittsburgh, for increase of
power from 500 to 1,000 watts, and
WSMK, Dayton, for increase of
power from 200 watts to 250 watts
night, 500 watts day.

Reenact

Crowning

Having received official
permission from the English
Government, Mutual will
broadcast reenactments of
George VI's Coronation address and a description of the
Coronation ceremony as a
feature of the special program, "1937Jan.
in Review,"
broadcast
2 from to9 be
to
9:30 P. M.

Goldsmith
Over

Enthuses

Television

Use

Syracuse, Dec. 30.— Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, former vice-president of
RCA and present technical consultant
to the company, told the convention of New York State Science
Teachers in the course of an address
that "television was in a sense the
superlative
of aspects
communication,"
since many art
of its
could be

306

Elects

Executive

10
Board

The new executive board of Local
306, elected for a two-year term on
Wednesday, consists of the following :
Arthur J. Costigan, Frank J. Inciardi,
Richard Scott, Nathaniel Doragoff,
Charles Eichorn, Edward Stewart,
Richard Camcallare, Alexander Polin,
Samuel Clare and Jack Winick.
Herman Gilbert was elected recording secretary and Joseph Kelban and
Jack Tritler were elected business
agents for Brooklyn. The slate of
officers elected, headed by Joseph
Basson, president, was reported in
Motion Picture Daily yesterday. A
tabulation showed that approximately
2,000 of the local's 2,141 members
voted.

Governor

Takes

Hand
II
Clearance

In Kansas

Kansas City, Dec. 30. — -Gov.
Walter A. Huxman of Kansas has
taken a hand in the Kansas City,
Kan., fight for first run pictures by
writing to Will H. Hays. In the letter Governor Huxman asks Hays to
intervene.
"Naturally," the Governor wrote,
the citizens of Kansas City, Kan., resent this situation very much and feel
that inasmuch as they are the largest
city in Kansas they are entitled to
different treatment from the motion
picture industry than this. I cannot
help but join in this feeling, and while
I know that it is a private enterprise
and not a governmental function, yet
I feel constrained to call it to your attention and ask your intervention in

this matter."
Netco to Open House
Netco Corp., Paramount subsidiary, will open the new Juliet, Poughit is believed, Thompson and O'Con- keepsie, on Jan. 6, according to
nor will continue the theatre opera- George Walsh, president.
tions until that time, at least. Spitz,
The Community, Narrowsburg,
now temporarily directing the studio, N. Y., has closed for the winter.
may name a production head to fill Malcom Dexter will reopen the house
Sam Briskin's former place within in a few months.
the next two weeks, dependent upon
James Spadero is rushing constructhe outcome of current coast confertion of the Shadowland, EUenville, for
Corp. ences with Floyd Odium of Atlas opening Jan. 17. The theatre burned
several months ago and is being rebuilt.
Construction of a new theatre in
Cohen Will Make
5;
Goshen has been temporarily halted.
Silent on Release
(Continued from page 1)
Change Bank Night Vote
published. A spokesman for Cohen
Casper, Wyo., Dec. 30. — Reversing
denied the current rumors that the its previous vote, the City Council
here voted down an ordinance to proproducer is going to RKO.
hibit Bank Night after having passed
The first Cohen production will be
"Call Back Love," with Kitty Clancy it unanimously on the first ballot. The
and will start in three weeks. Others ordinance would have banned all
forms of drawings, but was voted
will be "Hold That Kiss," "Eight down by a 4 to 2 vote.
Hours," "Free Woman" and "Man in
Thompson-0* Connor
To Run RKO
Houses
(Continued from page 1)

"most."
terms
only
described
He
said it
wasin the
mostof scientific
form of communication, the most
luxurious form of broadcasting and
the most difficult type of communication.
"The approach of television as a
home service emphasizes the rapidly
growing influence of science upon our
WFIL
Gets January
existence," he said, "and the time has
Permit from F, C, C. arrived
when everyone should understand
at least the fundamental prinF.C.C.
The
30.—
Dec.
on,
Washingt
ciples of the many technical devices
has authorized WFIL, Philadelphia,
in daily use. Unless we understand
to operate on 560 kilocycles with 1,000 the natural laws of this world, and
the
during
night
at
watts power
which govern our implemonth of January, pending the filing the rules
ments and surroundings, we can
of and action on a license application.
Evening Clothes."
P. W. Spencer has resubmitted an hardly hope to live most effectively
Miss Tallichet Loaned
comfortably."
application for a construction permit andBecause
of the important part
for a new station to operate daytime
Margaret Tallichet who will play
only on 1,500 kilocycles with 100 science plays in everyday life, an "s" "Carreen O'Hara" in the film version
should be added to the "three r's" of
watts power at Rock Hill, S. C.
elementary
education, Dr. Goldsmith of "Gone with the Wind," has been
said.
loaned by David O. Selznick to Le
Petit Theatre Du Vieux Carre in
Book Show
WQXR
New Orleans for the production of
Molnar's "The Play's the Thing." It
German Program Tonight
To Be Started Soon
is said to be the first time a film
Tonight
at
8:30
the
WBNX
GerThe largest radio campaign ever
man Hour will present a program player has been asked to perform on
launched for the sale of books will
of that theatre. Miss Tallilast three months of ac- the stage
chet will leave for the south after the
start on WQXR Jan. 15 under the covering tivitiesthe
in the local German colony. first of the year.
sponsorship of the Book-of-the-Month Starting with the German Day meet
Club, Inc. It will consist of a full Oct. 3 in Madison Square Garden,
hour musical program daily from 10
to 11 P. M. except Saturday, when the program also includes the interAdd 9 "Hurricane" Men
view with Madame Erna Sack, the
United Artists has dispatched into
it will be heard from 9 to 10 P. M.
opening of the Christmas Charity the field nine additional exploitation
The series will continue indefinitely
Bazaar in the 71st Regiment Armory, men to cover the popular priced enBecause of this new sponsorship, when
the German Consul General Dr.
WQXR will extend its broadcasting Borchers presented his best wishes are : Harold
gagements of "The
Hurricane."
They ;
Marshall,
Washington
time beginning Jan. 15 for a full hour for a successful bazaar, and other
Ed Bellew, Louisville ; Bernard Evans,
from 11 P. M. to midnight. The "Just events. Herbert Oettgen, WBNX Houston ; Steve Edeards, Dayton ; Ben
broadcast
previously
Music" program,
from 10 to 11 P. M., will thereafter German announcer, who manages his Hill, Fort Worth; James McFarunder the name of Radio- land, Albany; Harry Rice, Scranbe on the air from 11 P. M. to 12. productions
The contract was placed through Rundfunk uses a portable recording ton and Wilkes-Barre, and Charles
equipment, with which he collects Baron, Binghamton. Ed Milburn has
Schwab & Beatty.
memorable events for broadcast pur- replaced Ed Gallner at Providence.
poses. This collection contains voices
Contract 260 Programs
of many American and European
G. B. Adds 3 More Men
San Francisco, Dec. 30.— Rulo statesmen, recorded during official acAddition of three men to the field
Distributors have contracted for 260
tivities intheir respective fields.
sales force brings to a total of 12 the
studio programs on KQW, with five
number of new salesmen added to the
broadcasts scheduled each week.
Renews WHN Contract
G.B. stafif in recent weeks. The three
Other new accounts on KQW are
new salesmen will start Monday.
Renewal
contract
has
been
received
Milk
d
Protecte
Eggo Milling Co.,
Products, Forward Dairy, Gensler by WHN from Godefroy Manufac- Harry Charnas, not the former
Lee Jewelers, F. W. Woolworth,
turing Co. for spot announcements Criterion partner, has been put on
Tidewater Associated Oil Co., De until Jan. 22, 1938. Anfenger Adver- in Chicago, another man in Cleveland
and a third in Dallas.
Anza Hotel.
tising Co., handles the account.

Plan Children's Films
Los Angeles, Dec. 30.— The Julia
Ellsworth Ford Foundation has inaugurated anationwide program for
the production and free distribution
of
1%
pictures in color for children.554 They -I- 54
554
will be distributed for showing
in
schools, and through parent-teacher,
9% 1254
9%
women's and civic1254organizations.
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nation has gone wild over the heroic feat of Norman Alley! His name, details of his film, his
photographs carried by every paper in the country — the air filled by radio broadcasts of his achieve^^^y.
significance of his special picture!
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